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00
0:00-0:39 Game Freak in a nutshell
0:00-1:10:55    ok that's damn realistically manageable.
00:01n00:01n00:01nIn case your replay button broke
00:01 Бурунов?
0:00 - 2:02 best part
00:09 ahhh, nope.
0:00 gavotte
@000sure111 0_o
0:01
@00:12 you hear Jimmy say to hear subtly that "you're gonna lose"
00:15 what did piano to Rachmaninoff?
00:18 Americans are known for having big cars
0:01 replay buttonncost is 1 like thanks
0:01 that look on her face shows how intimidated she already was.
00:27 i got faithnnnnnIN BANANAS !!!
00:28nnWhen my crush says :nYou're like my brother
00:28 nwhen my girlfriend says she is pregnant
00:28nWhen someone touches my crackpipe
00:28 when I  accidently hoop her butt
0:02 students when the teacher keep talking after his time be like
0:03 - 0:07 made me cringe
0:03 darthVader song totally not kylo REN from force awakens
0:03 Ferenc Liszt*
00:40 aaaand it went exactly like that!!!
00:40 he is the guy from Matilda???
00:40 Ronda come take this L.



00.40 "She will try to kick me in the head..."
00:42 and 1:00
00:49 Kylo ren music beginning
0:04 is this a miniature city street model or real footage
0:04it’s farther Vader song totally not kylo ren
0:04 watching you? ?😆😆😆 😅🤣  We need to watch out ourselves
0:05
00:50 rip speakers 😢
0:05 , me when I don’t know what to do at a house party
0:07 libestraum no 3
0:08 BOOO
0:08 dance of the knights
0:08  It's SuerMarBruthers
0:09 wish you could take back those words now, Ronda?
0100
01:00 No such thing as a 'Godfather'...
0 - 100... real quick.  Im just gonna go to Amazon if its all the same to 
you...
0100- yesnomaybe
0:11
0:11  0:12
0:11 lol wtf
0:11 my fav
0:11 ⽔水曜⽇日のダウンタウン
0:12
0:12 ??
0:12-0:21 Default Dance?
0:12 "Baby wait! We was just playin!!" hahahahaha
0:12 Bouree in e minor
0:12 Jimmy says "you're gonna lose." hahah
0:12 This is the best intro of any rock song ever change my mind
0:12 :v
0:12 yes its wrong, sorry but the only thing is wrong is ur speech for 
this cringe world
0:13
01:32 I'm listening from Rome Italy
0:13 is the best scene i think
0:13 KHE PEDO 😱😂
0:13.... LOLOLOL Awesome.
0:13 this is all wrongn0:18 i should be back in school 
nn HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
0:13 XD
0:14-0:23 beat is awesome
0:14 pomislih da je trudna😂
0:14 What is the name of the pianist who played Rachmaninoff's Prelude in 
C-Sharp minor ?
0:15
0:15>> 5 second EJACULATION!! 0:49 MEGA-EJACULATION!!!! 1:06 >>> SQUIRT!  
2:00>>>ORGASM!
0:15 earrape
0:15 Jeff Goldblum.nnI love UNIX btw!
0:16 I beg to differ
0:16 is good
0:16 LOOK AT THAT SHIT HE'S RUNNING AS FAST AS A FUKIN TODDLER LOOOOOL!
0:16 looks like a cum shot xD
0:16 n"Because American's don't want big cars"...... Cough cough, 2018 
SUVs and CROSSOVERS taking over the automobile industry, cough cough.
@ 0:16 wow that first guy has SO MUCH personality... holy shit, drying 
paint jokes about watching him
0:17 TELLLL ME WHY THIS LOOKS LIKE TYLER (21 pilots) in like 35 years 😫😭
😭



0:17 the guy in the upper right corner looks like neville lmao
0:17 You are Carl Sagan and I claim my £5.
0:18
0:18 Not anymore, all Americans want IS big cars it seems
0:18nTimes have changed, huh?
0:18 OMG THE CROSS IT SAYS MONSTER 😲
0:18 starts with the acting session with script.
0:19 "Because Americans don't want big cars"nnnnnnSUVs & BIG ASS TRUCK 
EVERY FUCKING SINGLE WHERE
01. u BiH 💪💪💪
02:07 i dare you to look at the girl dancing without laugh hahahahaha
0:20 when I get a victory royale in FORTNITE
0:21
02:16 bald and bankrupt visited those pot sellers 😁
02:16 what happened to this dude's head, why is it wobbling
02:19 look at ari whahaha she's singing but there's no sound, love this 
though she's the Queen
0:23 Boo-ya!
0:24-0:26 You nailed it, Ms. R.
0:24 head kick knock would end up as the deciding factor.
0:24 I can’t find that shot in the film
0:24 nCokenWeednCokenWeednCokenWeed
0:25 until 0:29
0:26 y 1:14 de nada!
0:27 caminando bien prronn0:32 asopotamadre jajajajaja
0:27 Godzilla would say no to that.
0:28 😍
0:28-0:35nnWhen the teacher surprises you with weekend homework when they 
said they wouldn’t
0:28 Andrew Luck retiring hours after you buy him in your Fantasy Football 
Auction.
0:28 Ben Solo when Luke Skywalker tries to kill him in his sleep
0:28 if naughty dog does not announce release date for The Last of Us 2 at 
State of Play
0:28 me when Activision says there won't be supply drops in the next call 
of duty, but there is
0:28 Me when I just walk into the office in the morning and the phone 
rings.
0:28 my girlfriend when its -5°C outside and i fart in the car
0:28 my reaction to the last season of Game of Thrones.
0:28 my reaction when someone hoards all the pot.
0:28nnWhen they ruin my order at McDonalds
0:28 nWhen they tell me I have to practice more
0:28 Spongebob in the Pizza episode when Squidward said "who cares about 
the customer"
0:28 war thunder anyone?
0:28 when I give my cat a piece of my food and he completely ignores it
0:28 when i got no internet connection
0:28 when I'm at work and I get a customer
0:28 When I play my video games and the power goes out
0:28 when I push my GF's head down 👇  and she pushes my hand away
0:28 when I put my cat in my room to chill with and it walks out
0:28 when it is an important topic and everyone is making a meme about it
0:28 when KFC runs out of chicken
0:28  When my boss doesn't give me that promotion that I deserved.
0:28 When my dog steals my hotdog off my plate.
0:28 When my essay gets a C and I thought I’d have an A
0:28 when my mom leave my room without closing my door..
0:28 When my mom wakes me up at 7am on sunday
0:28 when my mum interupts me wa*nking.
0:28 When  my teammate  instead of  revive me start  picking  my items
0:28 when Netflix asks if im done watching



0:28 When she kisses the tip and says "April fools"
0:28 when someone dislike my comment
0:28 when someone drinks the last can of soda you saved
0:28 When someone tells me to stop singing
0:28 When the bank charges me $35 for going overdraft when it was their 
fees that caused it.
0:28 when the teacher says: surprise test
0:28 You find out your team just signed Antonio Brown.
0:28 You realise Epic Games is adding Batman to Fortnite
0:28 तुम्हारा कोही हक न हि  बन्ता कि  तुम इ ति नी खुबसुरत दि खो. Not fair
0:29, who is the artist? Thanks
03
0:30
0:30 - 0:45 lol that's exactly what did happen!
03-01-2019
0:30 photo, the guy next to old woman Radcliffe looks a little like young 
Neville Longbottom.
0:30 why the f**k you lying
0:31 I love how the confrontation suddenly gets switched from Tramp to 
Scamp; Tramp being backed up into a corner my his own son
03;26;2019 who's still listening
0:32 Dear EA Games.
0:32  good advice for game devs now days especially EA And Activision.
0:32 Just wondering how that view would be if had a Second identical 
Freedom Tower....
0:32 She knew it is coming)))
0:32 Spot on with her analysis.
0:32 thats just what happened lol

.☹فوخت 0:32
0:33
03:38 I think I felt my eyes tear up I just picture everyone standing 
there listening mouths wide open
0:33 my sides are in orbit
0:33 nAYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY
0:33 she truly predicted how she would lose.
0:33- Take a note, Disney...
0:33 Thats exactly what happened
0:34 - 0:42 was Ronda glimpsing into the future.
0:34 - 0:44nnSPOILER ALERT.
0:34 Diet Coke party 😂 😂 😂
0:34 Hahaha, it went exactly like that x'D x'D x'D
0:34 I guess it did work
0:34 look at the road and you see a yellow mazda rx7
0:34 this is what car company’s need to do again
0:34 - Wow, she like described the fight exactly.
0:35 - 0:42 holy shit, that's exactly what happened..
0:35 - 0:42 ..she predicted it.....that is what EXACTLY happens in that 
match :D
0:35 - 0:43 literally dying because the exact opposite happened
0:35 apple in a nutshell
0:35 Corporate America in a nutshell
0:35 It went exactly like that!
0:35 LMFAO that is EXACTLY what happened!!!!
0:35 nHistory Buffs
0:35rnawesome fountains!!
0:35 She predicted the future
0:35 "Sir, I don't think you know how market research works."
0:35 that is business summed up into one sentence
0:35 that is every business summed up into one sentence
0:35 the modern car industry
0:36 BLIZZARD ANYONE?????????????
0:36 Dodge designing the HellCats
0:36 It did go like that.



0:36...nHey Mikey, gotta go to the bathroom?
0:36 Take the hint, Cartoon Network.
0:36 Thats Apple for you...
0:36 That's exactly what happened
0:36 to 0:40nah she got a gift for prevision
0:36 today's music industry in a nutshell.
0:37 looks just like Tom Cruise LOL
0:37 oooo koliko je mrsava ?! nInace pjesma toppppo
0:38
0:38-0:43 is gold.
0:38 dieting sprinkler!
0:38 emma hands that man a note what for?
0:38 look it's angela merkel with a mustache.
0:38 when Miyamoto and Tezuka laughed after saying that I started to 
confirm my suspicion of the Mario mushroom being a drug.😂
0:39-0:41 Harambe appeared from a manhole.
0:39 - 1:04 sound like they could easily be used for scores in a James 
Bond flick
0:39 Aaaaannnnd that's exactly what happened...Congrats Holly
0:39 is that tom cruise?
0:39 Oh really, you stuck up precious lil' bitch??? hahahaha
0:39 shes gonna kick me in the head and its not gonna happen pfffft
0:39 that's EXACTLY how it went down 😂😂
0:39 That's exactly what she did lol
@0:39 top kek fam
0:39 who's that ?
0:39 "WHY THE FUCK YOU LYIN!" LOL
0:40
0:40-0:50 sighs happily I wish Johnny would flirt with me,he's just so 
dreamy😍 😊 ❤😘 💋😻💟
04-02-2019
0:40 And that's exactly how it went!
0:40 AYYYY LMAO
0:40  can you say that again ronda please? Bahahaha. Sore loser. Didn't 
even stay for an interview after the fight.
0:40 is what youre here for
0:40 KO Prediction. Illuminati Confirmed!
0:40 LMAOOOO BITCH YOU GUESSED IT !?!
0:40. OOOOHHH THE IRONY!!
0:40 She predicted her defeat. nMystic Ron cuz she predicts deez tings...
0:40 well what a coincidence lol
0:41 couldn't be more wrong.
0:41 I thought I had a mosquito in my headphone cup
0:41 its funny cuz thats actually exactly how it went.
0:41 ouch that's gotta sting, exactly how she looses the fight...
0:41 ronda totally predicted that holm wont kick her lol
0:41 "...she's gonna try and kick me in the head, but it's not gonna go 
like that..."
0:41 starts the best part and finishes when Ariana stops 😂 ❤
0:41 Wrong, she did hit you in your head, very badly
0:42 ♡♡♡
0:42-1:00❤
0:42 in the left jar. U re welcome
0:42 Kinda creeps me out a little....
0:42 love.
0:42   Oh.
0:42 Only it did go like that.
0:42 RIP in piece
0:42 RIP Robin Willians
0:42. Thanks I kinda see you 0:44 and pause
0:42 ❤❤❤  the best part



0:42...you sure?
0:43
0:43 😍
0:43 I can see his face reflecting on the jar
@0:43 is the most saddest part of this trailer. Such a nostalgic feeling, 
indeed.
0:43 Robin williams actual death caught on camera.
0:43 That's pretty offensive
0:43 too soon movie, too soon!
0:43 to see clip of Robin Williams death. RIP Mr. Williams.
0:44 -0:55 for  some odd reason whenever i heard this part can't stop 
thinking in Monty python's flying circus.
0:44, RIP Robin Williams, your humour shall always be remembered n(just so 
that you know he is the officer)
0:44 Sorry, but in no part of the world is there a mushroom that makes you 
grow twice your size.
0:44 That was a sign of his Death and nobody noticed that!
0:44 yeah of course, she kicked you in your head.
0:45.... Awkward
0:45 in maybe it takes so long because people take breaks after 5 words
0:46  Opportunity missed,  We are in the beginning of the end would have 
been better.
0:46 to 0:51 was Johnny trying to flirt with Ariana Grande?! Or the other 
way around?!
0:46 what a change
0:47nnnnnTime to experience hell
0:48 damn!!!
0:49
:04 when she’s says we’ll be watching you the guys laughs I would to lol!
05054186340 sohbet..
0:50 Alles klar von 15% Erneuerbare Energien auf 100% in 15 Jahren. Dabei 
wurde leider vergessen, dass wir jetzt schon einen Strommangel haben.
0:50nnI'm just saving times, dont care PLS!
0:51 Nicki minaj ?
0:52
05/2019 �
0:53 CIA-Mitarbeiter? ich dachte NSA
0:53 OBJECTION
0:53 when you get the job you've been wanting, AND I WANNA LET YOU!
0:54
0:54 🤣🤣  and 2:34 who saw them do the same thing at the same tume
0:54 Daniel: that one I never seen ! Malfoy: scared potter (more like 
potteh) 😂😂
0:54 he's actually The Woman In Black
0:54 it looks like there taking a piss! LOL
0:54 UNIX is the final answer !
0:55-1:17 that riff is so sick
0:55 love it
0:56- 1:10 ahahahaaaaaa lol :3
0:57 arias looks like a diva
0:57 Drummer mistake ??? 🤔
0:57 Woman moaning in the background. WHAT IS GOING ON THERE?
0:58 - 1:10 Best part of the three movies
0:58 sounds like its the title of a sci fi movie
06 06 2019
07/2019 daaamn am late !!!

ربباف هایو ينا مامحلاب حبسن يجت ونم 07502397043
0.75 speed is insane
08:02 nice music
08:54 Thats Mata Durga +Gabriel Traveler & 08:55 its Lord Rama
08:55 Looks RAM or Rama with Arrows and Bow. Not Krishna.
@08posdom a lot



09.07.2019
09:49 he typed like a boss!!
0inky, maybe it didnt work cuz u tried it with regular coke? It rlly works 
with diet coke.
@0LiFraD0 Lady Gaga FTW!!
#1 👏
#1 💥
#1 $
1! 💘 🙆 🙆🙆🙆 🙆🙆
+1,000,000
1, 000, 000, 000
100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 times
100,000,000 views, go go!
1 000 000 coments <3 go monsters
1,000,000th
10,000th like!!
@100016793ErnThey're clothes could be better. My favorite is the Spanish-
looking one. ♥rn:D
100,040,073 Manila Philippines!
1000 commet
1000th like
1:00:22 I thought he was going for 'Where Is My Mind' for a second.
1003 duslike all gay
10:03 JACQUES OFFENBACH BEST
1 005 000 196 234  PLS LETS GO  700MILIONU :)
100% 501st approved
10:05 > 10:51
100 bucks
100% certain James Brown fucked that girl after the recording.
100 % DRUGS
100 greatest hits in one video . CHAPEAU 💯
"100% Headkick knockouts". Oh we know that now
1:00  Here we see the profound depth of influence Carl Sagan had on the 
style and fashion sense of academia back in the 80's.
1:00 HEY, HI ITALIAN GUYnnnnOh, there are many Italians...
1:00 James Potter's grandmother
1:00 just some ultra violence
100%Little monster
1:00 me looking for shredded cheese at 4am
#100MillionViewsforPAPARAZZI NOW IN TWITTER! COME ON LITTLES?
1:00nIsn't that guy the safety inspector from the episode where Burns runs 
for governor?
100 page internet  play  - replay bad romance
100% qualidade 😎 😎😎 😎😎😎😎
1:00 shittest British accent ever
100 % sukces ! dope
100 tausende selbstgebauten plakaten...das ist sehr umwelt schonend
"100% TDD and headkick knockouts"nn"keep me at a distance and frustrate me 
until she kicks me in the head"nnnlmao bitch is a psychic
1:00 Wasn't the red-haired guy one of the nuclear inspectors that 
threatened to shut down the plant once?
1:00 where is that?
10/10 would bang...
10/10 would drive
101 bottles of Diet Cokern523 Mentos
101 bottles to do the show, but how many for practice???
1:01 Daniel crosses with an old lady crossed with Harry Potter
1:01 Dan: what is it about me that I look like so many stern old 
lady'snnnnnMe: you're the chosen one harry
101 diet coke + 523 mentos =0=
101 diet coke in general rehearsal n+nanother 101 actual show?! haha!:D



... 101 liters of diet coke??asdflk;jasldj 
uiarehtiusdbnat4ntewanbfiubnasifjnCRAZZYYYafdsjflhas;dlfjhwatioughaisufnha
tp;
101st Airborne 61-65
1:01 the guy with the triangle hair, I think, was the nuclear inspector 
who forced Burns to run for office
101 two liter bottles of diet coken523 MentosnnHoly fuck I am a geniusn(I 
also can read)
101 two-liter bottles. ;p
1:01 Где это? Where is it? nnI want to go there!!!
10:20 - 11:10 Und dann wurde die Vorratsdatenspeicherung in Deutschland 
erschaffen...
10:21
10:23 "WOOOO!!!"
10:25 WOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!!!! Like if you get it
1:02 The engineer designer with orange hair is the nuclar inspector safety 
that visited the Springfield nuclear plant.
10.302.444
10,303,055
10,303,752 views
10:30 Also sprach zarathustra
10:35 makes me think of barbie in the nutcracker the scene when barbie 
theaches that little girl ballet steps❤
10:37 THANK YOU, I literally entered this video to find this song  nps: 
this video is so beautiful I want to cry
1:03 is my favorite
104106 people are Bieber fans.
10:41 Albert Einstein
10:42 I’m sorry but is Albee Einstein a descendant if this guy? Were they 
both geniuses?!
10:44 Albert Einstein
10:44 he looks like Albert Einstein
10:44 he looks like einstein
10:44 hey wtf...nThat's fucking Einstein's musician version...nnI'm 
scared.
10:44 that dAMN song i’ve been searching for years
10:44 The boss of 19th-early 20th ceuntry
10:46 - Edvard Einstein Grieg XD
10:46 I thought he's a genius in math and stuff...
10:47 I didn't know Einstein was also a composer😂
10:48 well that’s Einstein
10:50 my boy made it!
@10:50 This guy talks like TTS. I love et.nBTW, 1982 is the year Magnum 
P.I. started.
10:51 Married
1:05:37
10:53 Microsoft Sam?
1:05 Don't get much more Beatles than that.
1:05 is that table a door?
105 million views?? OMG :| She rocks..
1:05, thats what it looks like when I cum
1:06 - 1:20. Im crying.nnAmazing.nnnpeace...
1:06 to 1:11 is my favourite bit
1:06 what is that laugh
1:07 that sun burn tho
1:09 coś pięknego...genialne ... <33333
1:09 Market stall? Just admit it, most of the stuff here is bollocks.
$10 bucks she takes the Aaron Hernandez way out
10 miliona?Kijevci hajde🍉
10 people are deaf af i'm sorry for u guys hope you get better
10 sept 2019
10STARS
10th



10 tis komentara bravooo za kijevce
10 trending Makedonija 👏
10 years ago......
10 years ago this was made and is still awesome!
10 yrs ago wow
11
11:00
1.100.000 comments :)
11000 volts . Nice video start
11:00nGoes from 11 to 7?
1,100 thumbs down are self aware hipsters, which isn't actually a thing, 
so it's probably their dads, who still have a sense of humor about things.
11:04 FAIRYTALE VIBES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11:04 It was the first piece I ever learnt . I would take a bullet that it 
was written by Bach....MY WHOLE LIFE WAS A LIE
11:08 finally someone realised
1:10 LMAOOOOOO he pulls out everything i wear every day. Am i a horrible 
person?
110 million. dammmmmmmmmmmmmm
1:10 ....Nice sperm shooting :)
1:10 The Weekend-"Starboy"?
1:10 where is this place at?
1:10 wtf robin williams!!!!!! i thought he died
+11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
11:12  The paperless office.
11:13 FINALLY OSJFJF
111 millions ??? thats a whole country !
1:11 this is the nuclear plant inspector, with different color hair.
111W57
111W57, 45 Broad Street and 9 Dekalb Avenue are extremely beautiful for 
modern skyscrapers! Well done! Two World Trade Center is ugly!
111 w57 is a disgusting abomonation of a building... it looks like a 
fukkin cigarette
111w57 is a very scary looking building.
111w57 is so ugly it belongs in dubai its to high for such a thin 
skyscraper
111W57 should be known as “The Toothpick “
1:12 if the science has been crystal clear why have Zero predictions been 
accurate?
113256 people are idiots!
11:35 the dude who did the original computer voice voice over. LOL 
AMIRITE?
11:39 n6. Ludwig van Beethoven: "Ode to Joy"nThis will be played during 
the third impact' nLike if you agree
11:39    Ode to Joy 🎺🎤  !!!!
1:13 Carl the Llama packs his friend a lunch :(
1:13 isn't that Mata Hari?
1:13 she  looks like Moaning Myrtle..and Moaning Myrtle looks like Daniel 
Radcliffe..for years i thought she was Daniel Radcliffe in a wig..lol
1:14
11:40 My favourrrritee music ever!!!
11:40 no headphone require so lound and next  lound
1142019 Who is with me ?
1:14 dangerous nearly the stone?
1:14 Dem eyes! :O
1:14, FACE REVEAL IN GLASSES!!!
1:14 lol, what does that remind you of
1:14---- rockets lol
1:14 Sorpresa!
1:14 Thank me later
1:14 what you came for...
1:14 wins the top 10 Argentina easily
1:15 & 1:37.......should be reversed tbh



115,297 people are caught in a bad romance.
1,154.378 views nUnesite broj pregleda....
11:56 song of FNAF
11:59 finally I found it
1:15 alien invedares FTW
1:15 i am literally so over this aesthetic.
1:15 is pretty cool. It looks like they're shooting out sparks.
1:15 it looks like fireworks.
, 1:15 mind blown
1:15 "shits gonna get real.."
1:15, show gratifications later
1:16 he missed that so many times lol
1:16, In his head "This next part will fuck 'em up". 1:21 Fucks 'em up. 
The beauty of his work.
116 million views = gaga next international mega star. Like Michael 
Jackson Status
1:17
1:17  perfect Ass !!!
1:18 And the rocket's red glare. And the bombs bursting in the air at 1:55 
He just had to play the meanest, grimiest, dirtiest, most discordant solo
1:18 hermoso tema de un gran Uruguayo :3♡
1:18 is classic
1:18 that part i'm dying
1 194 430 u 15.55h
119,983,688 views rnrnwow
1:19 i see you
1:19 jakie gały ! ;D
119 million views o.O xD <3
11+!!! Cak i Balvan zna nekad da ubode!
11k nazi boys dislike this video
11 seconds ago r u still there?
11 to 7 to 9?
1,2...
12000 in Bielefeld!💪
12,000 of the most pathetic people on Earth are those who downvoted this. 
Imagine being one of those people. Embarrassing as hell.
12:00 Morpheus speaking :-D
12:00 what's is this for a Song? Help me please.
12:01 MyPart
@1203ADSA  dude.. read the end. it says 101 2 liter  bottles... so that's 
like 202 liters of coke.... in laymans terms..: it's a shitload o' coke..
12:03 АААЛИЛУЯ, ААААЛИЛУЯ
1.204.390 M. idemoooo
1,204.788 u 16:04 dana 15.02.19 i n15 k komentara ! Bravo kijevci ! 
Pokupimo śto pre i drugu milku !
12.05.19 aqui
1:20 nDamn Gaga back at it again with the snapchat filters
1:20 shows the ego-change
1:21
12:12 Hahaha!
12:17 oh shit
12:18 drakula
12:18 jajajajajja
12:18, my favorite classical piece
12:18 nnJump cut ! nnHey film editor, I saw it.
12:19 like what prior/contemporary systems is he talking about? anyone 
please.
121 likes!?!?! This is crazy and horrible. We have thirty-four years left 
until then!!!
12:21 always played for a spooky Halloween episode in a cartoon
123,316,080 views.....soon this video will surpass evolution of dancem/
1234
@12345vickycool I will :)
@123clemens hahaha what? that wasn't bad english



1:23 his face changes, look at the sync of his mouth and the guitar 
screaming. nIt's unreal
1:23 + Many dont know but the effects are made to simulate bombs being 
dropped/explosions..
1:23 my stomach right now
1:23 Schön auswendig gelernt.
1:23 She's listening to her own music LOL (earphones) hahha
@123Threedaysgracefan so you punch little girls in the face?.... you sick 
fuck
12:43 the four deasons winter
1,244,000'th view.
12:44 is one of the most mind blowing classical piece in history!
12:44 one of my favorites!!
12:44 the four deasons
12:45 Dummer is my favorite Deason. Dring is pretty comparable, though.
12:45 I love the four Deasons
12:45 spelling error
12:47 My favourite! Thank you for don't forgetting Smetana!
12:48 should've been in the list.. xd
1:24 isn’t it weird that right there Meena looks like Dumbo?
1:24 jaja i live in Mendoza :v
1.25
12:53 our greatest king !  Louis XIV !
12:55 Bruh that’s not Mouret that’s the glorious Roi Soleil.
12:58 it's 3 mov
12:58 KRL eh o LORD VINHETEIRO!!!
12:58 NOT THE 4th Movement! It's the third movement "Scherzo".
12:58 that's not symphony from the new wordl. Somebody knows what is the 
name of the piece??
12:58 that's the third movement that is playing. Not the fourth...
12:59 isn’t it the 3rd movement? Or just played the wrong music?
12:59 star wars :D
12:59 that's the 3rd mov, not the 4th. Fix it please
1:25 BIG EYES. LOL
1:25 clik
1.25 gets close to the intensity of their live shit around this time
1:25 I call BS
1:25 jajajajajajajaja
125m in about 15 seconds? Not bad under these conditions..
1:25nBell Wabs
1:25 She Got Big Eyes!!!!
1:25 she has really big eyes!
1.25 speed is so much better
125th chamber of shaolin
1.25倍速で聴くとUS3。
1:26 I guess she should've did more thinking.
1:26 what's the chord change from -> to "certainly a thrill" ?
1:27 😂😂😂
1,277,087 views are MINE.i stopped counting a long time ago.
1:27 >> GETS Good
1:27 nivenplayednthisnsonmanyntimesnasnansolonitnmakes nme nwantnto 
ndiEneveryntimeni nhear nit
1:27 "that one cello 'song'"
1:28 lol nice asian joke hahaha
1:28 looks so much like Andy Samburg it's actually scary
1:28nI had a visitor wich said that he knew one cello piece but didn’t 
know what it was, so I played it, and it was right
1:28 that is 100% Andy Samberg and Daniel Radcliffe
128 who don't know shit from shit
1:29 wasn't that the real Andy?!
#12 auf Trends in Österreich (❤
12 bar blues anyone



12 dezembro 2018  😉😉😉
12 inches is very long.
12inch long
12 inch version lol
12" indeed is a long version.
12k dislikes... I hope its bc you dont like Greta and not bc you dont 
believe in what she says
1,2M 💃
12million people listening to this dope mix.I tell u,,
1/2 of these i have never heard of
12 years can't get here fast enough
1:30
13:03 i thought gta 4 theme song is gonna start playing
13:04 Einstein?!?! what are you doing here?
13:06 no sabía que Einstein componia
13:07 Uuh... (Dies in Minecraft) xd
13:09 - a glitch in the matrix?
13:09 Sweden or wet hands
1:30 I thought he said regional at best and almost lost it
13:10 sounds like minecraft theme ?
13:16 Hij komt
1:31 my favourite part! :D
1:31 my fav part
1.31 regional?
1:31 that moment when she keeps sucking
1:31 you can see his face in the glasses it apears he has glasses that he 
is wearing
1:32 😁😁😁 🎻
@1324359909 shut the hell up... JUST SHUT THE HELL UP, WHO DO YOU THINK 
WOULD BELIEVE THIS..???
1:32 Awkward applause from the audience.
1:32 it's Andy Samberg and a mix between Daniel Radcliffe and Freddie 
Highmore
1:32nnToo funny!!!!!!
1:32 that's a younger version of Jon Bernthalnhttps://s-media-cache-
ak0.pinimg.com/originals/54/18/44/5418449c3b107a0aecc12ec8ca4447eb.jpg
1:33
13:30 the best
13:31
@1333harrypotter Obviously >.> Just don't be stupid, okay?
1:33 nnnif you could play it slowly you could play it quickly
13:40 usr = usernnmy life has been a lie
134 / 5800 up fists , the Beatles still popular .
1:35 como no reconocer al maestro creo que no hace falta nombre amo sus 
capricho
1:35 it looks like he and his guitar were talking to each other in a 
language only they could understand.  Just amazing.
1:35 when you gettin it from behind
1:36 :(
1:36-1:38 ICONIC 'PROBLEM' DANCE MOVE 😭😍
1:36 jesus...
1:36 OMG MEGHAN TRAINOR I LOVE YOU
1:36 skakavac 😂🍉
1:36 the day after i shave
1:37
1:37ni have no idea what that meannha ha lol
1:37 Rogue Nation flashbacks anyone?
1:37 voice is awesome
1:38 CEEESSSAAAAAAAAAAARRRRRR
1:39 no way
13.and 1. so good
13k dislikes....yikes



13k downvotes. Damn, the baby boomers are pissed.
1,3M 💃
#13 u Hrvatskoj ❤❤
13 year old boys could go to jail for 25 years for making soda bottle 
"bombs"nnREAL FUCKING SMART, LOOK IT UP.
140,822,333 views in three months. This is insane!
1:40 I have no idea what you talking about xD
1:40 it sounds like his guitar said "OH MY GOD!!!!" with such a wrenching 
cry...
1:40 prelijepa mi je tu❤
1:40 that guy sounds like Danny Devito
1:41
@1:41 Now I know where my mother-in-law is..........
1:41 right photo the guy above the others looks like Scott Hoying from 
Pentatonix
1:41 The greatest sound ever made
1:42👑👑👑👑
1:42 - 1:49 is impressive - Homer yelled so loud that it caused his tie to 
magically appear.
14:22 he cut her head off...
14:29 "Not alot of peices to it" Seriously just.... Seriously.
1:42 :,D :,D
1:42 that the steroid injection of a confidence booster. nnnnI could use 
that.
14,3 million hits on this, WoW!
1:44 hilarious eye movement
1:45
1:45-1:48
145,158 people Rihanna fan
1:45:44
1:45:54 mn of free Miles is the best brew I can think of right now. Thx 4 
posting this gem. Peace.
1456 people are fat and sad that coke is being wasted in this movie
1:45 Ehrenmann der mit dem schild rechts
1:45 homer goes retarded
14,600,000 viewers cannot be wrong !
1 467 914 u 23:05 idemooo jakooooooo do #1
1:46 mark twain's lost twin brother
1:46 nnThis should be my new ringtone, best music ever.
1:46 OMG I THOUGHT YOU WERE GOING TO START SINGING ALL THE SINGLE FURRIES 
LOL
1:46 Stevie and Ariana
1:46 why didn´t you cut earliyer so we could not see the guy with the cam?
1:47
1478 people prefer diet pepsi i guess
1:47nOh yeah, that's CLEARLY Ben Stiller and NOT his photoshopped head.
1:47...What every teacher and college professor wishes their students 
would do as soon as they give them homework.
1485 people are allergic to a mixture of diet coke and mentos.
1486 people got blasted in the face doing this
1486 pessoas sao diabeticas
1 496 045 Comments !!
1:49 he said "Billie Shears".....
1:49 i like to drive that little car in pubg
1:49 since I first heard this in gumball I have been tracking this AND NOW 
I HAVE FOUND IT
1,4M 💃
1,4 millionen in deutschland! 250k in NY....es waren millionen 
demonstranten
#14 Trends Austria nVolimo te Kijaaa nWeiter sooo 👍👍
#14U AUSTRIJInTAKO JE KIJEVCI IDEMO JOS JACE
15:00



15/04/2019 from ALGERIA contry
1,504 people love diet coke, 38,943 have diet coke.
1:50 how you gonna turn me off like that bro geez
1:50 Reported Human Torture
1:50 that's a bomber plane flying and then dropping bombs. This man was a 
genius. Pure genius in every way.
1:50 them veins tho...
1:50 Yeah and it didn't take me much to make one of those come crashing 
down in Mirror's Edge.
1512 people had their stomach's exploded due to eating non chewed mentos 
and lost of diet coke
@1516omarcito Pero igual no canta Feo ?  Y todos los artistas hacen 
playblack todos PEDASO DE BRUTO Que pavada -.-
1:51 what a fucking god, that's the sound of a plane exploding...
15:25 is where it gets truly intense
1:52 fake mustache huh
1:52 sounds like a V1 rocket from ww2
1:52 That. Was. The. Best thing I've ever seen.nnEdit : Ok so the whole 
video is just the best fucking thing I've ever seen.
1.534.000 COMMENTS
@15:35, That's Amy from the Big Bang Theory!
15:37 SHE IS HOT AF im not joking
1:53 82. Hey that's part of the Cod WaW Russian soundtrack. Ugh too cool
1:53 that music is from jack jack attack!!!!!!
1:53 - The spaceship takes off :)
1.540.643 pregleda u 1:18. U sitne sate se desavaju najvece kradje. Malo 
kontrole 👀  nije na odmet!
1,546 people bought regular coke :p
1:54 And suddenly, bombs aren't being dropped and people screaming. This 
is more than playing; it's telling a story.
1:54 THE BEST PART!!
1:55
1550 people like diet pepsi.
1:55 DEC VT100.
1:55 he's a genius
1:55 Ich wäre rausgegangen den Typen vor mir vom Fahrrad geschubst und 
drüber gefahren.
1:55 - old Martial?
155 people forgot the power up
1:55 who thinks she looks nice now
1565 people ate mentos after drinking diet coke
1:56 goosebumps. So beautiful. I'm enjoying watching the conductor. 
Edit.... Goosebumps @ 6:01. I'll probably edit more LMAO
1:56 The Electric Relaxation version sounds much better here.
1:56 to 2:02 is the BEST part
1:56 to 2:05rnperfctrnrelly relly relly nice
1:56 wow!
1:57n2:53
@157ntinaki whatever... she was there though
1:57 Same though- except I'd crop everyone but Ahkmenrah out
1:58-2:03 is the best!
1:58 AM
1:58 - anyone know what that walkie talkie's for?
1:58 his eye is in his nose
1:58 is sick its mist
1:58 look at the bruse on the ladies leg
1:58 our Music teacher played that on the piano today. Wtf.
1:59 <3
1:59 is epic. So is the music =)nI love this video!
1:59 whistle or falsetto, please?
15M
1.5 million people like to watch a pair of hands cook
15 people were having bad trips during this
1.5 speed is fun



#15 Srbija, polećemo😂😎
1.5x
16:05/127,000 krece opet.nMalo po malooo
16.08.2019 - FB
16:10 bash scripts , so very wonderful
1.620.768 u 3:40...........i dalje se slusa, pregledi rastu, lepo, lepo.
1,624 people are blind and deaf!
1.636.777 u 4:34, ja odoh da odspavam par sati, pa nastavljamo dalje. 
Prvoj zelim puno uspeha.
16:37 Seeing UNIX through rose colored glasses.
1649th comment innit
16:50 something- best riff so far
1665303!
166 people didn't enjoy the show
1 679 died by doing that =)
16 but looks like 12
16 ? Girl u look 30
1,6M 💃♥
1.6 M u 3 sata. Možemo lagano 2 miliona do podne.
16 Nov... BTWB Argentina! :)
@16postman  no
16 year old grade school drop out regurgitates her parents opinions
16 year old kid knows more than climate denying Ph.Ds? Give me a damn 
break.  Who coached and wrote this speech for her?
17.000 kom👏👏👏 👑
17/01/2019 !!!
170.236 u 16:41
17:05 Alina Baraz- Unfold Ô Ô   what a Queen 💕
1.709.720 M Jakooooo
17:12 this guy
171 osób nie wie co to jest piękno w muzyce ;) !
1.723.540 u 12:18, pregedi se lepo pomeraju, slusa seeee!
1.740.608 ajmoo
1.741.733
174 idiots
174--- Jhordy !!! te amo!!!
17:54 is that a wireless keyboard?
1.75 listen fast :)
1.777 532nAjmo Kijevci još malo nam je ostalo do 2Milkice
17 is the best sksksksk
1,7M 💃♥
1,7oo people have no taste  this is awesome stuff .
#17 There are other good parts to Orpheus in Hades. There is a violin 
solo, a beautiful cello solo, and a waltz.
#17 u hrvatskojjj ajmoouu
1.800.000 , idemo do tog 2 miliona ajmo Kijevci :)
1800 dislikers with two ears without connections or clogged ears... :-DDD
1.801.649
18.08.69
18.09.18
18/100... Эммм... Ок...
181018
@1811aldoj AY NO, ES OVIO Q LA NUEVA REINA DEL POP ES LADY GAGA !!!
1812 overture is my favorite
1812 overture should’ve been higher
184 idiots are here for the dislike button.
18.6 Million in Delhi / 24 Million in the surrounding areas!
1,879 ppl have no taste in awesomeness!!!
187th yay
188,000,000+ VIEWS! that was awesome.. lmao*
1, 8 bravoooo
18+ content



#18 is the best
@18jass Shakira = anciana, perra , prostituta , buen kuerpo , voz de rana 
xD
18m
18 people deserve to have beards!
+18 stuff
19:08 Ha!  High-level?
19:20 damn ritchie, cut your nails.
19:23 "C is a very nice high-level language" How times have changed :-)
19:26 "C is very nice high level programming language"nnHigh level. I'm 
pretty high.
@19:26 Dennis is sporting one super long fingernail - maybe for burning 
j's or doing a bit of nose candy...
@1947rande LAME BITCH GO BACK TO YOUR MAN SAY WUF, WUF, WUF AS YOU GO 
BEOTCH!
19:56 -- Pretend you didn't see that!
1969
1969 !
1969---2019.....Great ....
1969 is to 1990 what 1997 is to today
1969?? This sounds like America 2017.
1971. D*mn. Sure happy I came up then!
1.971 FUE MI AÑO DE SER UNA PERSONA LIBRE, ME INDEPENDICE DE MI FAMILIA, 
TENIA 17 AÑOS  " INTERESTING "
1971 Great year to be born! 😉
1971 hip hop...
1971: I'm a sex machinennn2019: actual sex machines exist
1971 lil pump
1971 was a good year so many legends were born for example Lesane parish 
crooks know as Tupac amaru shakur
1973, my 1st album out of tv guide for 1penny. 15 yrs old n 11th grade; 
still luvin Miles today like then !!
1980
1980 was a great year. I was ten years old and thought life would always 
be care free and beautiful, everything was possible
1980:We will have flying Cars in the futurennPresent:”Homer makes diff 
kinds of cars”
1982 anyone ?
1992
1994.
19 gaga
19 idiots not liking this jam.
19k kom
1.9k people aren't fond of gettin' ☝
19. LuL 9:48
19th comment
19 time boxing world champion no way in the fucking universe chael sonnen 
is right
19 TIME WORLD BOXING CHAMPION!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#19 used for cel phones
#1  ajmo, hajde, svi u napad  #1
1B, bitchessssss LOLL
1B cmon Gaga's
1B FOR GAGA ❤ 🎉
1B! GO! /*
1 bi 😍
1 bilhão caralho
1 bilhão caralhooo ❤
1 bilhão, clipe do milenio 💙
1 bilhãooooooooo
1 billion come on!!!



1 billion! Congrats to one of the best songs in the world!
1 billion go!
1 BILLION, HERE WE GOO!!
1 Billion hungry kids have no shoesn1 Billion well fed people fly on 
jetsnnFascist Privilege is Balanced
1 Billion in 2018?nC'mon Little Monsters
1 billion nYAAASS ENIGMA
1 Billion vem! ❤ ❤❤
1 billion views are coming!
1 billion we got it congratulations Lady Gaga!!
1 BILLION!! WE MADE IT GUYS!! PAWS UP!
1# Bosna Bravo Kijevci
1B The real Queen and You know it
#1 Crna Gora
1 DAN MILION PREGLEDA!!! ŽENO NEMAS MILOSTI, POKOSILA SI ESTRADU !!!�💓💕
�

1 day i want come for visit because my all family husband in sidney 
beautyfull country...
1 de janeiro 2019 alguém?
1 fry short of a happy meal.
@1gagamonster1 you suck just as much as he/she gaga
1)Gotta love Daniel's accent! 2)Jimmy you are amazing 😂
1. Great song!n2. Did anyone else have an ad for Sing before the video 
started? I did.
1h 10 mins ??!!!! She’d be walking like a sailor after that.....
1. his bounces suckn2.8 second hang time is ehh. should have been better 
for a professional player.
1 hit wonder
1hour and 10 min. Only f...😎
1 hour mix 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
😂😂😂😂 😂 😂😂  as if
1. I love this song!nn2. WHY IS THIS IN MY RECOMMENDATIONS JUST NOW!?
1 JAJAJAJAJA JAJAJAJAJA JAJAJAJAJA
1k dislikes. 1k idiots. You go Gretha! 👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏
👏👏👏

1k dislikes from people who didnt cum
1 Like = 1 Cringe
1 like un câlin pour arrianna grande ������������
#1 male guitarist ever.
#1 male guitarist of all time.
1m crossed👏👏👏 .nnAIM ☺👈👀 Ⓜ
1mil🤗🤗
1 milion pregleda za manje od 24h n🎶🎶🎶🎶🎶🎶🎶🎶🎶🎶🎶🎶🍹
1 Million demonstrierende Klima Psychotiker  in Deutschland ?nNa, gott sei 
Dank , geht es 81 Millionen Deutschen noch gut.
1 Million likes <3 Much love for Lady Gaga.
1 million more
1 million za 20 sati nbravo Kija!
#1 most watched vid on youtube right here
1 of the FIRST PORN STARS is NOW a anti-porn activist... interesting!
#1 on Trending! Bravooo!
@1polishhottie you know by writing this you gave us a view thank you
1 question miyamoto needs to awnsernDid he want Mario to be able to jump 
backward?
1) Record a happy song for a movien2) Make a video on the street and dance
1. slusanje-bezvezeeeen2. slusanje-e pa nije lose ovo...n3. slusanje-SAMO 
MENE JEE UBILA AMOROVA STRELAA JER SAM VOLELA ONOGA KOGA NISAM SMELA
1st



1st?
1st 9/11 Stopped by US Citizen in 1999. Twitter: @awb555
1st at https://www.historyandheadlines.com/september-14-1814-10-times-
national-anthem-butchered-disrespected/
1st comment love you lil Ron Ron �❤
1st comment.  n😊  You are inspiration to start my channel 😊🍁 "Beautiful 
World Through My Eyes"🍁  which I started a year ago. Thanks.
1st Like
1th
1 thousandth like!!!
#1 tooo breeee
#1 trending Srbija!
#1 u BiH😊😊😇😇 n❤❤❤❤
#1 u Bosni jupi ❤❤❤❤
#1 u trenduuu bravo Kikii❤❤❤
#1 u trenduuu Srbijaaa
1 Vanderbilt is impressive I have to admit. Why can’t we have more 
interesting and building like that?
1 word- WOW!!nthat was amazing!
1 year?!?!!
1 year ago?? ?? ? ? ????
1 year anniversary for this video <3.
1 year later this is on my recommendations
1 year of faith music video!!
2. 😂 😂 😂😂
พ่อผมบอกว่าถ้าผมอาย2ุ0พ่อผมจะส่งไปทํางานที่ออสเตเรีย ที่เมืองซิสนีย์
2.0 ;)
200 000 000 viewer yay
200.000.000 Views !!! Gooo GaGa Power Brazil
200 000 000 ???? WHEN !!!
2 000 000 ABONNES  SUR LADY GAGA VEVO
200.000 a year is just 1666 a month
$200,000 a year? That's almost enough to afford DLC for an EA game!
2000 disliker are key board warrior..
2,000 years ago, Jesus did the same thing by walking on submerged concrete 
blocks.
20:05
20:05 "Macros, we need more macros."
2006 : Diet Coke + Mentosn2017 : MUST SEE !! COKE WITH MENTOS (GONE 
WRONG) !!!
2009 here I am in 2018
2009 saudades
200% FAKE
2:00 i love the background (or whatever is called) note XD
2:00 i'ts Nice and cool!!!!!¡
$200k annual salary? Amazing.
200%Kija ubija Ublažite pad estradi
200 liters Coke.. nBut is very nice show ..nAnd great song ;D
200 milion views! Thats double the number of people that have asthma!
200 mil views,really.... for lady gaga?one word:OVERRATED
ไม้ขนาดนั้น ก ุก็วิ่งได ้200 เมตรวะ ไอห่าาา nหัว ควย จีนน
2:00nnHooohoo, had to play that back a second time, spicy horn playing.
2:00 Omg! I heard an angel singing with another angel
200 subs on a 600k watched video
2:00 that high note😍  Ariana is the bestttt!!
2:00 well good!
2:00 when you got wounded in nam and come back and hear this
2:00  WOW!!!
200% znam da si na njoj😈😈😍
200% znam da si na njoj,dahcete u ritmu zajedno nnnnNAJBOLJI DEO nKIJA 



POKIDALA SII♡♡♡♡
"200% znam da si  na njoj, dahćete u ritmu zajedno". Ovo je nešto što bi 
Kiki i rekla! Svaka čast mrvice!
@2010MissCooper ok and you go listen to Carey, who is also part of the 
"illuminati" bullshit.
@2011JHAWK Ummm chief....it has 300,000,000 views.
2012 .. ur still listening to this !!
> 2013n> Using le mee mee arrows on not 4chann> Shiggy Diggys
2015 ? Anyone
2015 !!!!!!!! :D
2016
2016...
2016 <3
2016, anyone? 😂😂
2016 e continua sendo hino
2016, hmmm,. I get Jake paul and the other paul recommended videos. I dont 
even watch their Videos. What is up youtube, why now. this song is great.
2016??? How am I just seeing this 3 years later???
2016:nahn2017:nahn2018:nahn2019:Let's put this in people's recommendations
2016 :nnnn2019: yyeeeeaaaaaaaaaaa lets go.
2016 nnnnnnnWait what
2016: practically non existent to utuubn2019: 💣  everyone's recommended
2016- Song maden2019- YouTube puts it in everyone’s recommended
2016 was only great for Ariana xD
2016 was such an amazing year for Ariana Grande, well deserved.
2016??? Well damn why didn't I ever hear about it
2016??? WHATTTT FUCK YOUTUBE
2017💜
2017😍😍
2017😘😊
2017😍😘
2017😘😘
2017💃👑
2017💜💜
2017 ? Algum BR ?
2017 and it still looks fun!!
20:17  GOD
2017, who's still watching?
2017 why i am still watching this?
2018
?? 2018
¿¿¿2018???
¿2018? 🙄❤
*2018*????
2018>-
2018 !!
2018 !!!
2018 ?
2018 ??????
2018 ❤
2018 🎶🎶 ✌
2018 💯💪🤘 ❤
2018 🎼🎸🎺 🎵🎶 🎼🎺🎶👏
2018!!!!!?
2018!!/ / /
2018?



2018？
2018?:)
2018??
2018???
2018????
2018?????
2018?❤
2018?🔥🔥🔥 🔥
2018¿¿¿
2018... :))))😍😍
2018...!?
2018......???
2018✌
2018👍
2018❤
2018♥
2018💞
2018❤
2018♡
2018
2018❤
2018✋
2018❤
2018/19? 🍭
2018 2019 2020........!
2018 and america still fine as fuck
2018 And I am still singing this song ooooooh i love this
2018 and still listening this...
2018 and this still the most iconic song of century.
2018 anyone
2018 anyone ???
2018 anyone????
2018 anyone.... RA RA RA AAA
2018 Brasil! :)
2018, Brasil. Essa música contínua um ícone. ❤
2018 December Australia
2018 ??????????? Hell yeah
2018 I'm still addicted to this song😂😘 😘
2018 king of the moves RIP OG
2018 mais alguém? 😍💓
2018 oua
2018 people?seeing this?
2018 señores!
2018 sex machine ???
2018  still loving this song .
2018 still rockin
2018 still rocking BOO 😚  Sweet Home ✨ n🏠 ❤🏠💃💛🏃🎶🎶
2018 watching this •_•
2019
#2019
😍😍😍👏 👏 👏👏 👏👏👏👏👏 👏 👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏  2019
// 2019//
🔥 2019🔥
2019 =
2019 :)
2019 !
2019 ?



2019 ??!?
2019 ???
2019 ?❤ 💚 💙
2019 ❤
2019 3
2019 ♥
2019 ♥♥ !!
2019!
2019!!!!!😍
2019!!?
2019?
2019? 🔊 🔊
2019??
2019??!!
2019???
2019?????
2019??????😘😘😘
2019?😂👍
2019?😍😍
2019..?
2019👌
2019🙋
2019😀
2019😍
2019❤💃
2019🔥😍
2019✌😎 ✌
2019❤❤❤
20195555 ??
2019👍👍👍👍 👍👍 👍👍 👍👍💃💃💃 💃💃
なう(2019/03/15 21:21:37)
2019...2020...2025...2080...2100 !!!
2019..2:18am   grupah grerup %$$@#&-+-%$$&+/-/:&'$
2019 <3
20199999999 !!!!!
2019 alguém?
2019? / / // /  Alguém?
2019 Alguém Brasil?
2019 alguém ouvindo essa sonzeraaa
2019 and for ever
2019 and go on and on and on !
2019 and i still love this song!🎀
2019 and only just finding this
2019 and still in love  with it😢😍😘😍  and Ariana Grande is so beautiful
2019 and still jamming
2019 and still rocking...
2019 and that piano player still gets me
2019 any1
2019 anyone
2019 any one 🙌💜
2019 anyone?
2019? Anyone
2019 anyone .... and single ????



2019 anyone nLol get up a for school
2019? anyone? OK, I am just the only one 😭
2019 anyone??? This is a true banger. What happened in 2019?
2019 aqui baby!!!
2019 auguem ouvindo  esse beat fodaa
2019 Brasil
2019 ,Brasil , 01:00 da manhã e nos tá como ? Curtindo o imperador 👏👏👏
2019 BR BR BR BR 🔥 🔥🔥🔥
2019 BROWN!
2019 btw
2019 caramba não canso de repetir esse vídeo. Pois deve ser patrimônio 
mundial, para a posteridade tamanho o seu imenso valor
2019 definitely..   listeners on.
2019 !! desde Perú !!
2019. Feb . Anyone ??
2019 ?? Febrary?? 💗
2019 firts day
2019, from of BRASIL
2019! Get in
2019! He was ahead of his times. One of the greatest renditions of all 
time.
💕❤ 2019 I LOVE YOUR
2019 James Brown alive !!!
2019 James vive !
2019?? July 31st??😯😸🕺🕺🕺🕺🕺💃💃💃
2019 Legend Never die
2019 LIKE
2019? Like
2019.....like!?
2019 listeners ?
2019 mais alguém?
2019.... música vive
2019.n???
2019 ?!! nAnyone .?
2019 não existem mais cantores como James Brown e Bobby Byrd
2019 netflix: sing yesn2019 youtube: sing yes
2019 Puebla, Mexico
2019 really youtube?
2019 “Respect and dignity.”  Furthermore: (Vice) <—> (Truth) >—< (Vice)
2019 september anyone
2019  sex  machine lol
2019 sombody ??
2019 someone ?
2019 !!!! Soul
2019 still bumping
2019 still listen it 😘
2019...still sounds fresh
2019, still watchin
2019 the music of my childhood just gets better the older I get. <3
2019 tomorrow
2019 , we in here !!!
2019 who's still listening.
2019 wtf how did i only just find this
2019 y apenas me entero del video...
2019 y me chupan un huevo los 4,3 k que le ponen no me gusta chupenla este 
es una leyenda asi que chupenla
2019,young generation admire your music,Jimi.We are love you!
2019 )привет из России.нереально крутой клип !
2:01 close your eyes and listen
2020
2020 ?



2020?
2020😁😁😁
2020 Blackburn
2020 WONDER
2021     ?
2021? Oh honayyyy July 2019 WYM? 😂
2023?😂
2024?
20:25 this is what integral calculus sounds like to me
2026???
2028 anyone?
202 liter diet coke and 523 mentos! they must be rich!
202 liter diet coke wasted... but nice video ;)
2:03 his clipboard has no paper on it?
2:03 is a dangerously sociopathic comment
2:04 😂
2:04 ~2:13 go ash
2:04 it was like a lyrics with mario on top 😂
2050
2050???
2:05 it's lines like that that make old Simpsons so great
2:05 was easily the funniest part.
2:05 wii nunchucks
2:06 👌
2:06 - fkn hilarious
2:06 The moment you realize Fallon doens't wear that bandage anymore!
207K views and this is trending ?
2:07 Reminds me of the facade on the old World Trade Center towers...
2:07 sounds like wild child from the doors
2:07 WHAT THE FUCK IS WRONG WITH HER BODY?!?!?!?!
208kk views.YOU've got to be kidding me :X
2:08 lla tu sabe :v
2:08 that defeats the purpose non EVERY car
2:08 the assistant AND the elephant are staring directly into the weld, 
good technique
@#[209643619108249:0]@#[339903192702211:0]n@#[279190832093113:0]n@#[209643
619108249:0]@#[339903192702211:0]
2:09 ewww those rocks look terrible :/
2:09 you know those little balls cars have to help you find them in the 
parking lot? They should be on every car :D Classic Homer line!
20. He looks like my friend Eric but at an age of over 65 years (I’m not 
trying to be rude if you hear this comment).
20 million views in 1 yr??? This song should have more that!!! Where have 
we been??? Two lengends
20 mil! :) Love you, Ari!
20 mins till spore galactic adventures out!
20% of the comments: about the songn80%: WhO ELsE JuSt GOt ThIS In ThEIr 
ReComeNdED?!?!
20 people still use CP/M.
20 TABS! :O
20% was hear in Tom&Jerry
21...
2:10
2.102     00h   17 02💘
2:10 And these films have reached a new low
@2:10 now i gotta listen to sexy back
2:11
2:11 ♥
21-10-2018?



2:11 the bridge. Your welcome 😁
21:28 what the hell is that screen doing?
2:12 Aww its a little Mozart. How cute!😍
2:12 please, anybody, whats the sculpture on the righ of the room? Name, 
author? Probably a central american precolumbus age sculpture?
2:13 �🏽 9
2:13 he turned in to jared padelecki
2:13 I thought she was gonna say ''those are rookie numbers''
2:13 The reason why "it's not working" is because he was thinking of her 
pegging him.
2.145.055 idemoo ❤❤nAjmo do broja #1 u trendingu✔
2:14 Mozart - Divertimento No.17 In D Major, K 334 Menuetto
2:14 So did Mario inspire Yugioh
2:14 this is how i feel about the movie
2150 ??
2:15 Literally his guitar is screaming with sprits
2:15 "my moustache on the contrary is very GEI"🤣
2:15 (No. 79): That is not Mozart's Minuet in G, its his Divertimento in D
2:15 - so according to this Yugi defeated Pegasus with a "chestnut" in 
YuGiOh??
@ 2:16 as true then as it is now! wow!
2:16 is when he summons kuriboh to save him from bad goomba design attacks
2:16 The Sims 3 xd
2:17 , floating devin
2:17 - His laugh, love it! Really put a smile on my face. :) Eric seems 
like such a nice chap, very kind of you to arrange this!
2:17 i see that becoming a meme lol, trailer looks good
@2:18 And that's when Homer wrecked the car by making it look like the 
Jetsons' car. Before that, it was fine.
2:18 "DAMN DANIEL" OMGG 😂
2:18 listen closelynnnnn"damn daniel!!"
2199?
21 every graduates vomites
"21 Guns - Green Day"... Now u can subscribe to my channel LOL ^_^
2.1k thumbs down? Take it to the bridge and throw yourselves off cuz y’all 
trippin
2.1 M 🔜
21 made me cry because I just started high school today and it sucked 
�nnbut then 14 and 12 made me laugh lmao
21 people hate America
2 200 000 idemo
22:08 Did he say "Steve Jobs"?!
22:08 Steve Jobs?
22.09.2019 anyone?
2:20 actually. You can hear a Bomb falling...
2:20 Fail ariana😂😂😂
2:20 I like that there is just a guy hanging there with a Red camera being 
like; Don't drop it, don't drop it, don't drop it...
2:20 LOL
2:20 that’s where this video has my in absolute stitches... 😂
2:20 the sound of my brain frying from the acid I took earlier
2:20 what's up with this guy
2:21
2:21 😂😂😂 😂😂 😂
22/12/2017? 😃 😃😃
2:21 anyone noticed arianas lip sync fail
2:21 Brain vs Anger
2:21 fail. Ariana mouth : love you somehownSong :....
2:21 hahah can`t hear her voice



2:21 - LEGENDARY moment in TV history
2:21 She's mouthing 'Love you somehow' and there isn't her bit..?? I know 
it is there in the lyric vid or is it another bit?😂
2:21 "You need a shave my friend."n          -Dumbledore
2,223,547 pregleda u 04 42
222,473,085 views, that means 2/3 of the USA's population has seen this 
video.... insane!
@22:29 I love the crossed eyes!
22:29 is that nathan fielder's dad?
2:22 - Ariana is lip syncing at a part earlier in the song, but the 
directors messed it up so she isn't actually singing anything at that 
part.
2:22 "cyka" Miyamoto putin comfirmed
2:22 Kevin Pollack??
2:23, bitte offensichtlicher geht der schnitt nicht mehr. was hat er 
wirklich gesagt?
2:24 Awwwwww so cutteeee😍😍😍😄
2:24 John Kelly when people want to speak to President Trump.
224 trump supporters!!!! how sad!
22:56 that bass riff always gives me the chills
2:25 brilliant comedy
2:25 devojka sa kapom, ista Ana Korac !
225K TO GO
2:25 Stravinsky I found you! Globglogabgalab deceased!
2:25 Zack galifinakis?
2:26-2:27 look at the dancer's hands!!! lmao i just caught that.
2:26 ,,On my Generation, sucking hundred , billions of.... '' nLadys and 
gentlemen we got em
2:27 the mysterious right side of ariana grande's face lol
2:27 the performers hit with hammers
#22 Hrvatska.
2,2 tis. Djogaja
#22 u Hrvatskoj
23:00 - That sax smells of shit!
2:30 gotta feel sorry for tht cat, LOL.
2:30 how tf did you get that smiley face in there?
2:30 sounds like familiar to me. Heard it once in GTA Liberty City Stories 
Radio Station named * i forgot 😂
23:16
2:31 the cutiest 😭�
2:32
@2323232323231000 Closer to 1 billion than beiber? Without a doubt. 
Anywhere near 1 billion? Not at all.
2.323.283
2:32 kid watching as an awesome trick shot takes place
2:32 there’s something called trees lol!
2:33 WHAT IS THAT HIVE-MIND SHIT?
2:34 ❤
2:34 THEY DID THEY SAME HAND MOVEMENT AT THE SAME TIME.
2:35
2:35 Just Beautifull
2:35 When Flashing Lights came in, that sounded soooooo smooth
2:36 I have no idea
2:36 YEEEEEESSS
2:37 Goddamn
2:39 - 2:40 SO CLOSE TO A FACE REVEAL
2:39 timeless classic
23 diciembre 2018
23 k komenaraa
24
24:00
24/04/2019 ~ 48 years later this song is still great!



24/04/2019 As 23:31...48 anos...
2:40 cant believe they got Trump's assistant to play that part. Amazing.
2:40 Damn. we nearly got to see the face to the super sexy hands I keep 
watching.
2:40 so close to a face reveal, so close
2:40 SO close to seeing his face!
2:40 Um..... why does flashing lights sound like it is gonna be in the 
next kingdom hearts game?
2:40 we almost see his face in the pots reflection.  Great bod though
2:41 americas greenest
2:41 and this was the closest we got to see his face..
2:41 Bicep reveal
2.41 Omg so close.
2:41 shirt reveal
@2:41 socially awkward penguin
2:41 YSAC CHEST REVEAL OMG
2:42 😍😍< 🤓
242,161,253! jbs videoo is almost neaar!
2:42 i know it says piano concerto but where is the piano
2:42 nnThat cat...i'll never forget the first time i saw her...
2:42 Now that's a Cat !
2:43 fail
2:43 wtf??
2:44
2:44 devojka iz "Alo" 😂
2:44 Isn’t this from Wii?!
2:44 it's a wii controll. XD
2:44 lmao the shadow in the background
2:44 that guys just using a nunchuck for the wii is he supposed to be the 
owner of nintendo LOL
2:47 michael jackson got that drum roll on "Cant Let Her Get Away"
2:48
248.843.114 of stupid people rnLady gaga sucks!rnm/
2:49
2:49nso cool
2:49 soooooooooooo fake... kk
🔜 2,4M
2:50
2500 hatas,This is bad ass ....Right on Right on !
25:00 what’s that song couldn’t find it anywhere?!?
25.01.2019
2:50-3:04 Meshes of the Afternoon
2:51nWhoa! mouth
2:52 I like it because Radeczky was czech like me👍
2:52 what the fuck is wrong with Lisa's mouth
2:52 Wh-what's going on with Lisa's mouth???
2:53
253 035 949 :O whouaaaaaaaaaaaaaaahouuuuuu :O !!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2:53-3:03 always gets me
2:53 is that taps (the us army funeral Song)?
2:55 I Have That Amiibo Right Here!
2:55 seville bugs bunny
2.562.077
256milion views wow
2:56 Oh shit is that a Pentax Super ME? I have one myself, not that I'm a 
hipster or anything...
2:57 He got some that night lol. groupies outta nowhere xD
2:57 nice
2:57 she says 420 lol i don't care about the rest
@2:59 Bender
2:59   Bender?
2:59 the only one who compare his face with bender?



25. AKA The Cello Suicide Song
25 pregleda a 700 lajkova HAHAHAHA
2 600 000 BiH 1# jeeee jeeee
26:00 Так вот откуда взялся пепяка-дэнсе!
26/12/2018
26:20 35:32 44:15 Ein grosses Manko in dieser Diskussion: Schule
2.652.229 u 16:40
2.660.484 u 17 h
26/6/19
266 milhoes!!! poha
26 pregleda, 996 lajkova? 😂 😂
27:26 more hot
27:27
2777 "Dislike"...  2777 Poor Ignorant people... you, and the leaders of 
the world are the real disgrace of our beautiful Planet!
27 de dezembro de 2018nAlguém?
27 de noviembre del 2018
28.02.2018?
280,853,881 for this bull shit you people r nuts
287 people don't know what good music is
:28 when you're high and someone asks to have a chip out of your family 
size chip bag
291 people who hit the dislike button probably thought it said “dis I 
like”
292 MILLNS #OMG
293635751rn views!!!!
#29 u trendingu u CH
2am Ffs Youtube
2 años me tarde para ver esto? DOS AÑOS!!!!? Que hermoso esto.
2 bad we have to listen to this shit now not old school rock or metal.
2 beauties ❤❤
2 big human 2 strong voices
# 2 BIH Banja Luka idemo samo jako pjesmaje zarazna ne moze se prestati 
slusati.
#2 Bosna i Hercegovina 🔥🔥🔥🔥
2 dreams of mine: make a video with Brodie Smith and make a video with 
Devin graham and teamsupertramp
2 drum kits, brass & guitar sections & the one and only Byrd. 
Perfectionist James Brown!!!
2 genius
2 grandes de la música juntos! 💖💕
@2jasmincubias101 Nicky Minaj is a rapper? And Lady Gaga isn't?
2k18? NOSTALGIC
2k19
2 kids in brazil.. consumed mentos and coke together..wish they had seen 
this vid they wud hav been alive today then....
2k People who disliked probably said "Dis I like"
@2Lear2 Anything fizzy
2 LEGENDS
2 legends
2 legends in 1 wonderful song. im so proud to you Ariana ❤
2 legends wow 💗
2 magnifiques voix réunies + un son entraînant qui replonge légèrement 
dans les années 80/90 = THE chanson, THE buzz
🔜  2 mil. ❤
2 miliona!🎉🎆🎈
2 MILLION VEIWS A DAY!
2 minute mix would have been fine since that's how long I last but thanks
2M likes❤
#2mne 🔜 🔜 #1❤



2n  0n     1n        9n           ?n              👯
2nd!!!!!!
2PAC - DEAR MAMA - love it!  I wish to hear it in longer version
2pacs Dear Mama is Love
2 PAC START TIME TEARS ...
2 people have no soul.
@2scott4sure rnomg i was thinking the exact same thing!
2 seconds of each piece won't do...
2 sequels off of an ok movie...what's new?
#2 Srbijaaaaaa
#2 Srbija n#2 BiHn#2 Crna Goran#4 Hrvatskan#8 Makedonijan#10 Austrija
2 Srbijo svaka cast.Idemo dalje sve za nasy Kiki
#2 u Srbiji Bravooo sad jace nego ikad Kijevci
2 words: Freakin Amazing
2 words ho ly crap
2 WTC looks pfugly.
2x speed needed.
2 years ago?!
2 YEARS AGO?? How am I only finding this now? Tf?
2years ago i'm getting old
2 years ago... I see YouTube’s algorithm is catching up.
2 years ago: ....n2019: hey let's put this in everybody's recommended
2 years ago? Why am I only just now hearing about this
2 years late?
2 years later
2 years later and this song is still a bop
2 years later, no more vegetation on dat place.
2 years later this just popped up lol
2 years of this beautiful song😍 😍😍
2 years to late my friend sorry but you offffffffffffffffffffftttttttttttt 
x 10000000000 yourself sorry
2 youtubers. 2 different talents. What happens when they collide? Pure 
awesomeness
<3
</3
3>
3000
300.000.000 omfg lady gaga you are the best
300.000 HIPPEES AND NOBODY PROTESTED! EVEN BACK THEN THEY KNEW HOW GOOD 
THEY HAD IT IN AMERICA!
30.000 in FREIBURG!!!! JAAAA MANNNN!
3:00 Herb or Bender?
3:00 I see bender
3:00 i swear thats bender from futurama
300k only
300th comment
3:00 the best!
3:00 "up to month" more like 30 minutes
3:00 what’s with all the men in red shirts?
3:00 What those girls doing hahaahahha
30:13
301 CLUB
3:01 was the pilot aiming at a target?
30.25.
302902837 views o.o
3:02 nStraight fire!!!
30:30 for Open Score (1966)
30:39. I love the beat. Song name please?nnOh & 44:45. Song name please?
30:40 ♡♡♡♡♡●
3:04:39-3:14:47 this song is good. Is this the only song that Velvet 
Underground made for this film.
30:47😍😍😍
305,315,655n0_on:)



3:06 badass shoes
3:06 This sound so much gangsta than the original low key! 😂😂😂😂😂
30 euro for two burgers and cokes at the airport
30M views and I never knew it existed 😂 until 2019. thanks YouTube😯
30% of the floors are just empty rooms for machinery.
30 years later and I still don’t understand the “the zoo was fun but I’m 
ruined” reference. Someone help
31-01-2019 🔊🔊🔊🔊
310 numpties couldnt get up if they tried. Rip Mr james Brown.
3:10 The kids make Homer N U TnnnnnnFbi open up!
3:11  omg!! i love this dance!!!!!
3:12 - Piano - Keyboards - solo section -
3:15 good god almighty !!!
3:15 no pianos were destroyed in the making of this video.
3:15 Oh OK, we are going to sit down here now.
3:15 TOTALLY TRIPPY.
3:17 It's Cobra Commander!
@ 3:17 Sign of the Cross???
3:17: that kind of looks like a cobra commander helmet.
318955193......come to 320000000 little monsters =)
3:18 COBRA!!!
3:18 cobra commander
3:18 ...he looks like Cobra Commander from GI Joe, hahaha
3:18 Oh no Ben turned into cobra commander!
3:18 the Simpsons predicted backseat TV & game consoles,there normal now 
in modern cars for the kids in the backseat! lol
@3:18 thought of microservices way way back then😁
3:19 ah a kitty !
3:19 COBRA!
3:19 COBRAAAA!
31 décembre 2018: toujours la même sensation après 59 ans d’écoute de 
Mister James Brown!!!!!!
31er
3.1k people accidentally disliked this song
#3 1M ❣
31n32n33
3:20  you can hear the control panels of a Boeingcopter over the 
Vietnamese jungle as its crash landing
3:22 Sound proof bubble and optional restraint/muzzle" to keep the kids 
quiet in the back seat. Homer: "BINGO" hahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha
3:22 When they show the view from the plane, why does some places look 
like it hasn't been rendered?
3:24 Love
3:25 He's speaking about modules. Does he means procedural functions? c is 
a procedural language and it was invented for unix from dennis ritchie.
3:27 BULLSEYE!!!!
3:27 rest in peace Alexander McQueen.
328860706 this insane woow
3:28 she thougt the audience is gonna clap lmao
3:29 Is it just me or does Dmitri Potter Shostakovich actually look like 
Harry Potter?
32 levels, only 4 are necessary... YOU ONLY NEED TO PLAY 1/8 OF THE 
ORIGINAL MARIO
#32 should be swi with #7.
3:30
3:30 Dmitri Poter Shostakovich hey harry poter dad!
3:30 Harry Potter is that your Russian Grandpa?
3:30 it looks like Harry Potter and his middle name is Potter! Time-
traveler?
3:30 purchasing air rights...
3:30 the potter name is a joke , right? n6:21 the sorcerer's apprentice is 
legit i think



3:30 This guy looks like Harry Potter. He has his eyebrows, his glasses. 
HE EVEN HAS POTTER IN HIS F***ING NAME!!!
3:30 to 3:50 best bit.
3:30 what the fuck.
3:30 whelp we found the real Harry Potter, everyone
3:30 you're a wizard, Dmitri.
3:32 The way he switched from vocals to keys then back to vocals with such 
swagger is fucking legendary. He hopped back on beat like it was nothing.
<333
3:33
<3333
<33333
<3 <3 <3 <3 <3
<333333333333
<3 <3 <3 CAUGHT IN A BAD ROW MANS..  ROMANCE?
3:33 Dmitri POTTER Shostakovich looks like harry POTTER
3:33 HARRY POTTER
3:33 Harry Potter dimtri potter huh???
3:33 Mom I Fond Harry Potter
3:33 paused lol
<3<3<3 PERFEITA DE MAIS <3<3<3
@333resak333 nReal music ye right.. noob l2 live your life
3:33 Whaa he looks like Harry Potter..
3:34 HARRY POTTER... oh nope it's demitri potter
3:35 Harry Potter
3:35 Harry Potter, composer. Who knew?
3:35 his first name his Potter and he looks like Harry Potter, 
interesting :)
3:35 his middle name was Dimitryevich!
3:35 ist die wichtigste Aussage in der Doku!
3:35 is that you Potaaar?
3.36 Harry Potter
3:36 tryin to take a selfie?
3:36 what a coinsidence dimitri potter,actually looks like hary potter
#33 7:47 Juventino Rosas, orgullo guanajuatense (México). >>>
3:37 dear Greta do your homework. This is what reality is:nhttps://
youtu.be/pIRICfZOvpY
3:37 I don't know why the logo of Homer's brother's company is exactly the 
same as Pepperdine University's logo. Funny..
3:38 Anyone get the sauce of ending song? sounds really cosy I think.
3:39 Hideo Kojima unveils Death Stranding to Sony (2019)
33 - Freimaurerzahl; Cube = Saturn; Snow = Schnee. n#donttrustthemedia
<3<3gaga monsters unite <3<3
33. Juventino Rosas, orgullo mexicano ?🎻♥
3:40
340 000 još do 2 miliona.  Iddeeemooouuuu
34:00 The biggest performance art of all time - and the public still 
believe it to this day, despite the cheesy 60s special effects.
3:40 every tripple a video game release since 2010.
3:40 Lip-singing?
3:40 shit my pants
341,463,912 people just got owned by gaga's hidden powers. and you are the 
next. ;-)
3:41 Chick Hicks’s wife
3:42 ???
3:42 Snapchat Filter
3:44
3:44 😍
3:44 if this bitch went to ny she could have been full of oil
3:44 when he turns back to the crowd, he looks like hes Mega drugs
3:45 for a sec. There i think its a soviet antheme song lol
3:45 lol that squeaky sound just makes it
3:45nnThat begining remind me of some big country...



@3:45.  That doesn't look that bad.
3:46 lol
3:46 nGirls, learn how to do your makeup. XD
3:46 recycled scene from the simpsons' first episode when lisa is dancing
3:48 proof beings of love exist for the benefit of all living beings.
34 comment
3.4k dislikes aren't gettin uppaa
3:50 dat swag
3:50 Victor is about to pick a fight with me.
3:53 Ah cyka!
3:54
3:54 5,000 staff years of effort?? Seriously? How?!
35:51 aplausos !!!
3:55 $82.000 DOLLARS!!!! 😠😠 😠
3:55 he hit  this line perfectly
3:55 when you watch porn
35 FINALLY FOUND IT!!
:35 I beg to differ Ronda. Good job on calling the fight though.
35 in trending well done❤❤
35 lat a ryczalem,rycze jak dziecko...DZIEKUJE!!!!!
3.5m views to pass charlie
#35 O Fortuna by Carl Orff. Thank you!
:35 stolen dreams and childhood? How
35 tausend in Stuttgart, die Politik muss sich endlich ändern
35 years ago...
@3601500 Ahh, the good ol' days.
360p for a video about a visual artist.... brilliant.
362.037.368 views...nncan we reach 363.000.000 ?? ;)
36:44. Let's see: Movie came out in 1966, deliberately broken mirror, 7 
years bad luck.nNot a good way to end the 60s decade.
37!!
370,000,000+ views this video neads to die down before it breaks youtube
37 comment
380 dislikes what the reason??
38:21 which song pls??
38:29 wow! she used a harmonium.
386,677,735 views...LETS KEEP GOING PEOPLE!! LITLLE MONSTERS!! LETS DO 
THIS!!
389,619,966 views, yeah baby!
390 thumbs down? Really?
39 días para ver a GAGA <3
39K  LAJKOVAAAA OPAAAA OP OP OPAAA
39n24
#3 BiH, svaka čast Kija, legendo naša! 😊😊😊😊
3 bill veiws
3 cheers for new plague hip hip hooray
3 de janeiro 2019 👐👐👐
3D Girls: not even once.
3 Gaga
<3 Jaram się!
<3 little monsters hearts are pure <3
3 Love GaGa
<3 Me Lovee Gaga <33333333333
3 Milionen in Frankfurt 🤗
3million and 869 view is only mine. ONLY 4 ARIANA :) <3 Greatings from 
Italy
<3 my most favorite video !!!
:3nxD
3- of them are President TRUMP’S !!n Under Secret names !!n 🤓😎🖖🖖
3rd comment ...
3 u CG 💪💪💪



3 years and my first time seeing THIS video
3 years later i see this song come on youtube
3 years later, tHiS aPpEaRs
3 years supply of coke for me!
4😻 😻 😻
400,000,000+ views??? holy shit!
400000000 views please *-*
400 MILLION VIEWS GAGA!  :D
400 people probably kneeled when Hendrix played this.  What a genius Jimi 
was with the guitar!
4:00 to the end would have been Ferruccio Lamborghini’s reaction if he saw 
the Urus today.
401 hipsters were here
4:02 He failed to mentioned this own by LexCorp
4:02 look it's Pretty. Odd!
4:05 lol, that weird bird episode in Adevnture Time, now i can't unhear it
4:09
4:09 Hide the Pain Homer
40 cant you find a proper opera singer sang thing piece? That's not even 
its original way of singing
40 I FINALLY FOUND IT
$40k worth of steel $200k maybach
40% of people below the poverty line in India vs 0.40 in China.
:40  Okay Ronda..
40 sec mark she predicts her own KO. Wow. Impressive.
４０年年以上前京都先⽃斗町ディスコサマンサJULIE同級⽣生の渡辺マネージャーダンディイケメン沢⽥田研
⼆二よりモテてた（笑）
41:20 Encarta?!
41. 26?
4:12 his face lol
4:12 when it dead inside 😂😂
4:14 Intergalactic planetary...planetary Intergalactic
4:14 Ohhh shit, i love it!
4:14 the Curvessss Like Damnnnnnn *drool*
4:15 - 5:14 the best part
4:15 Premier byl by zachwycony
4:16 alright calm down you're, not Captain Picard.
4:16 Cheaper than Berlin.
41 is one of my favourites(6:49
4.1k people just need to do us all a favor and stop breathing. There is no 
excuse for thumbs down on this one.
41 reproducciones este dia T____T vamoss!!! por las 100 waa
42.❤
420 comments xD...wait....now 421 cuz of me NOOO
“420 gigatons” nice.
4:21 why would you stop it there?
422082322 views and more
423,134 morons need to get a fucking clue...
4:24 , is a good time , maybe awsome o:rnrnThat body of her ... God Bless 
her (:
4:25
4:25 :)
425274996  :)
4:25 damn :0 That was great
4:25 Everyone knows :)
4:25 jak pięknie to weszło! Myślę, że Dre by do tego nawinął z chęcią! :)
4:26 😍
4:26 - the best close-up I've ever seen
428,512,950 ! VAMOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOS
4:28 is that an apple watch, nope I'm just blind
4.2k idiots disliked this
4:30 is that the first tablet ever ?



4:32 Always reminds me of messyourself
4...3...2... Amorova Strela 🏹💏
4'33" is waaaaay better.
43:50 bis 46:50 Großartig junger Mann. Danke.
4.36 min video, 748392928 HOW DAER YOU. I dont hear usa china india about 
to polluted area. Nice acting congratulations
4:36 VGA cannot handle this conservation
43 73
4:39 Robert De Niro
440 million views dam man!!!!!
4:40 wtf lo mato?
4.4.2019 muito top
442oons?
442oons parody was funny
4:42 ZZ Top at normal work. xD
4:43 Leap anyone??
4:45 my fave
4:46!!!
446 988 000 nos falta poco monsters sigamos!
@4:46 wrong note from JB. Fired! (as he used to do)
4:47
447,318,742,porque tan poquito? :( !
4:47 cuteness of Lady Gaga babe
4:47 Lit🔥
4:49 Kumar sanu spotted😂😂
4:49 proto-soyboy
4:52 cows so unhealthy its slowly becoming a camel
4 52 hahaha
4536n1423n45
@454rion most viewed video on youtube ever. unfortunately...
4:55 Funny Valentine approves this
4:56 One Vanderbilt looks like it could house a genius, billiomare, 
playboy, philantropist right there lol...
4:58 Ghost in the shell.
4:59
4595 of 24 Mio. people ACCIDENTALLY hit the dislike-button.
45 broad street : finally a creative skyscraper project !
45 Broad Street in particular. 👍
45 Broad Street is absolutely beautiful. It reminds of the the art deco 
interior aesthetic.
45 broad Street is stunning
45 Broad Street is the only design I like. The other look all the same to 
me. Nothing compared to the Art Deco.
4.5k dislikes??? Racism comes to mind �
4.5 millions remainings :)nYou and me, lets start a revolution!
45 min 85000 pregleda, bravo!
45% Tchaikovskyn45% Mozartn10% rest
46:10 - Hört sich ganz dolle nach Religion an
46:18 Wichtigste Stelle. Lassen wir uns von den Reichen weiter in den 
Neoliberalismus führen oder entwerfen wir eine Alternative?
463.000.000
467.211.279 VIEWS I LOVE IT :) <3
468619961 Vamos Gaga! Argentina presente ♥
46. Is a lullaby
46 Is the best one
46 reminder for later
46th
470652440
47:11
472.000.000 today
472521835 Vamos Gaga!
*473,261,000*



47-46-40-39-36-35-32-28-27
474,840,000 viewer
475952095 Vamos Gaga ♥ Argentina reproduciendo!!!
476.143.046 viwersnPAWS UP !!!! little monsters
477,000,000!!!!!!!!!!
47s   wwwwwwwwwooooooooooooooooowwwwww
48:00
480.000.000 Please :)
481.937.601 Views nToday 482.100.000
487millones!! Guinnes Record seguro
489,409,707 views
48 años después y todavia sigo bailando sex machine............   James 
Brown   un grande
48th
48 years ago today.  Hendrix closed out Woodstock by the dawn's early 
light. Amen.
49
490 cymbałów niebrzmiący
491165299 reproducciones Sólo que vevo aún no las actualiza *.*
49.188 how mwatch this is pocoyo fans
492,376,583 nEn 22 minutos xd
49 & 48 my highschool always made these the anthem of the entrances of 
graduates during the ceremony, every year 💀
4,9k deaf?
4.9k people have literally no taste in music.
49 years god rest his soul
#4  !    Alguém diverge ?
4 billion year old planet SUDDENLY needs white liberals to save it?   Yeh, 
HEIGHT of arrogance
4 Dillmans outta 5
4 es flores pero como hace  3 años ya no quedo ninguna
4ever JB
4 hita za 8 meseci... idemooo!!!!
#4 is by far the best of them all.OUCH...........
4k...5fps
4K couldn't get it up!
4k no likes are you monsters!!!
4k unlikes by Shit generations
4 months before I started school:)
4 nice ass
4 of the greatest mins in rock n' roll.
4 piękna żopa
4 pjesme, 4 hita.. ali ova pjesma je NAJJACA!!! nesto drugacije,nesto 
novo..svaka cast :)
#4 should be #1
4 should be 1
4 Show de bola
#4, te hacen 2 por uno
@4thcoming say whatever u want....i think she is :D
4 ti u trending Crna Gora
#4 u Hrvatskoj 💪
50 :)
500,000,000,000!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! BRING IT ON
500,000,000 !!!! ;D
500 000 000 lets go !! :D (probably gunna take half a year)
500 000 000 million!
500,009,280♥ sii
500k here
500 MILLION! PAWS UP :D
500 millones genial
500m views here we come! PAWS UP
$500 or not, diet coke is bullshit and deserves never to be drunk
5:01 THANK YOU SO MUCH I WAS SEARCHING FOR THIS FOR SO LONG



503,173,696  ... more than 25 thousand views in 6 hours..  how is this 
even possible?!
5:03 erinnert mich an meine Jugend😏
5.03 lady gaga = kahleesi???
5:03 the closest thing we have to the stark tower
5:03. U L T R A  V I O L E N C E
5:04 ???
5:04 JIMENI TONTO
5:05  ha ha ha ...welcome to my country
@ 5:05 lol!!
5:05 PIXAR SERIOUSLY WTJ
506 =D antes de que acabe enero vamos por 507
5:06 goats
5:07 don't you mean the sword of exact zero?😄
5:08 music please 🙏🙏🙏🙏
5:09 So that's why it's called a shell because back then it is 
conceptually supposed to wrap around the Unix kernel. Damn that's cool.
50 années et rien n’a vraiment changé
50ans que cette musique transporte
50 cent house
50% is absolute garbage dearest... striving for 99% is the key and not 
budging an inch...
50% Johann S. Bach.
50 percent is pretty good.  Ill bet that in Vegas
50 watching
50 years
50 years ago today
50 years ago today.
50 years ago today.  Still amazing
50 years ago today! Still amazing to watch Jimi Hendrix play.
50 years ago today the most legendary performance from the greatest guitar 
player of all time!
50 years ago, wow.
50 years later, and it seems like we've found this to be just a relevant 
again. How times haven't changed.
50 years later, still one of the best songs ever.
50 years today Jimi closed the set at Woodstock. Who else thinks this is 
the best version of The Star Spangled Banner?
51:00 climax
5100 guys couldn't get up
5:11
515.000.000 views for 07/04/2013
515.405.034
516.332.757 ""!!!!!!!!!!!!!
517.088.880
518.446.367 ♥
5:19 so this building is located at the spot where the Stark tower is in 
the avengers?
#51 Professor Oak's office?
51 year's bet you could still sell TICKETS,😁😁😁😁😁😁😁 .
5:20 natürlich gibts da konkreteres, z.B. CO2 Steuer mit 80-100 Euro pro 
Tonne
5:23 vietnam flashbacks intensify
5:25 Ahah, that is what i actually hate in games)
5:25 oh my god DJ Tiesto
526.934.558
@5274785 or just put it in myspace and autoplay good idea right?
52 years later,still a great psychidelic album
5:30 are they actually driving on a building?
53467 are blind and def
5:35 : lol XD
536 241 967 view in france at 19h02



5:37 wie geil ist denn der Typ mit seinem Naruto Run 🤣🤣🤣
53W53?
540 000 u riltajmu u 17:29
540 people must be KKK members
5:43 FINALLY! Found it!
5:44
5:44 : Weekendsn10:43 : Weekdaysn n nIts litteraly the same composer :pnBy 
the way, chopin lacks, so read the description
5:45 I misread as Morning Wood 😂
5.45 my favourite
54637 ppl had a bad romance
5:47 Edward Grieg Pure melody 😍
5.4 Thousand people have got no soul !
55,107 justin beiber fansdont like ladygaga huh?
5:53 did anyone notice the picture changed
กาก มันเบาตรงไหน 555
55:53 GREAT!
55 idiots who don't know squat about good music.
5.5k ppls slipped,  was trying to hit the like so fast . Messed up and hit 
the dislike.  We'll forgive em
5.5m shagged to this
5.5 views
-56👍 --𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎0 𝐭𝐢𝐦𝐞 𝐬𝐨𝐫𝐫𝐲 𝐭𝐨 𝐆𝐨𝐝 ♥  (Jeus)n7:22n57:59
56 leonard street is already finished (I think), but it is amazing and 
fairly new. One of the best additions to the skyline
57?
5.7k dislikes were screwed
585,757,528 !!!! .. Wow, even this video is moving faster than #GUY ... 
Lets go #LittleMonsters .. We are # 1 & also watch #GUY - An ARTPOP Film
5896 bottles of coke were harmed in the making of this film.
595.000.000... solo faltan 5 millones :)
597.787.960n923.870
599M :D
59n..Is the best Saint Saëns
#5 Bosna
#5 bravo Kija
5o5 baby....we don't play around
5% on rotten tomatoes
#5 Srbija Idemoooo bravoooo
5th year be like
5 years on... Still love this video xx -3 :D
6,000.000
600,000,000 birds die every year as a result crashing into buildings! Lol!
600.000 follow y justin bieber pasara a gaga que nos pasa
600 million!
6:00 - Pharoahe monch - simon says
6:00 thank me later 😉
6:02 - 6:24  Powerful stuff.nnWhole thing is excellent too.
6:03 Godzilla! lol
60435853_10216197923434228_6412505079097589760_n.jpg
😂😂😂😂 😂 @6:06😂😂 😂😂
6:06
6:06 / Some Gran Turismo skills there....!
6:07
6:07 And now it's time for "Bum Reviews" with Chester A. Bum...
6:07 Thank heavens, been stuck in my head for ages, didn't know what it 
was.
6:07 that guy thinking he’s valentino rossi
6:07 who thinks that bow tie is a bit too big for Luigi
6:08 if u know u know
6:08 THANKS



6:08...what the hell is this .....nLooking like snake in human form
6:09 is that an apple watch?? lol
60% germann10% italiann10% frenchn10% russiann10% rest
60s thrash metal
6/10
6/11/18
611,596,922n989,791 195,129nnenero 16
6:15 Ahhh. Such a beautiful piece. I knew it would be on here
6:15 THE EVIL WITHIN???
61. I found it, thank you!
6'2" 230lbs : I can do that , hold my beer. 2nd step sinks like boulder 
lol
6:23 oh so Disney didn’t make this up....
6:25 good
629 what?....leave here!
62. Rachmaninoff
6:30 "That's what she said"
6:32 rar. Ladies and gentlemen, Stockhausen invented ytp
634.000.000 VAMOS
6:37 My favorite ☺
6:38 that’s the video of Daniel Barenboim playing that piece I love it!
@ 6:38 what is the device he is using ,laying in his lap ?
6:39 the horror version of drop it like it’s hot
6:40 New Dheli's "smaller lanes" look like rape zones...
6:43  Smaller quiter lanes? As several rickshaws and a few motor bikes 
almost run him down.
64,990 people know about REAL music, not this BS. ;)
65.
6:50 don’t get too caught up ladies he’s underage
6:50 is when he explains why N64 was the best console ever. (not talking 
about Mario 64)
6:58nnNope. He ripped the camera from Starfox 2, a game he didn't make 
that never got released, the asshole.
6:58 that 's creepy!! ●: !
6:58 To przejście to jeszcze było "Imma be" Black Eyed Peas
<6<6<6
666🌎
666 com a mao e nos computadores numero do diabo 2:45
666 coments
666 KKKKKKK ILLUMINATI
666k views😈
666 likes? coincidence? I think not!
666 milhões de visualizações ela é o capeta em pessoas
666 shit :0
669 people are retarded....end of comment....
66  K   LAJKOVAAA IDEMOOO UDARNOOO
670,125,696n 1,342,630
67...7 ans je savai pas encore que vs existiez
67 hiljade lajkova penjemo se ka vrhu opasno dobro.Ne znam za vas ali ovo 
je meni najbolja pesma.
684,188,449
68. Harry poter ??
#68 its harry potter and #35 is attack on titan
(6.946.508 vis.)
69 comments?????
69: rachmaninoff theme ;))
6 ANOS DO HINO BAD ROMANCE <3
6 minutes to get a fimiliar song.
6 u Crnoj Gori za sad 💪
6 years today omg :o
7:00 thank you so much I love that
7:00 there are 1millin recording or carmen that are not breathy and more 
true to the opera sound why disrespect my art like that?



7:00THE TIME HAS EXPIREDthe biggest balancing act the industry has to do 
now. think of your own descendants, children's grandchildren ....
7:01 and 7:09 that is the true reason why ISLAM will dominate the 
world !!!!!  BREEDING !!!!
70,273 ppl are in a good romance
7:02 MICKEY GOOFY AND DONALD THE THREE MOUSKITERS ANYONE???
703 people just don't get it. I'm so sorry.
705th comment
7:08 😍
709 miserably ignorant people. Like cmon
70K LAJKOVA NA PESMI, bravo :) idemo dalje
70% of all carbon emissions are produced by around 100 corporations. It’s 
big business we must be after.
70's audience like they're in mathematics class
70´s porno music
70s version of the iPad at 4:27
70 Tausend in Hamburg. Es wird langsam Zeit das richtige zutun.
70 years ago today sgt pepper tought the band to play.
70 years since Sgt. Pepper tought the band to play
7-11 was definitly empty when you guys left
7:13 ksi keep up
7:13n9:52
7:14 Bach looking classy as ever
7:14 Ray Bach 😂😂
7:14 sunglasses 😎
7:15 7:35 9:55 12:18
7:15  Sir-Mix-A-Lot
716 don't like Airborne,bitch!.
7:17 Sounds like my Dad coming home from the pub back in the 1980s
7:17 when the fleas play on the piano and you drop the keyboard-cover
719.391.163  Views 17/08/2016
719 people are complete trash bahahaa
7:21 "Like F1 car racing and I was thinking holy shit"
722 Don't like it  .... FUCK YOU
7:22 Miyamota says "holy shit"
72 years since sgt. Pepper taught the band to play.
7:30 that temple reminds me of a church
7:30 titan break the wall!!😂
7:31 god i spend so much phone data to find this asap
7:31 me trying not to be dramatic when I drop my phone
7:35
7:35 Harlem Shake! omg
7:37 2 wtc looks amazing i like how there's tiny parks on the building it 
looks better than the old diamond design 7:41 avengers tower!!!
7:39 I'm surprised to see that makewords, lowercase, unique and mismatch 
are not available in the macOS terminal, whereas macOS is based on UNIX.
7:39 YES nFUCKING YEEEEES !!!!nAFTER ALL THESE YEARS, IVE FINALLY FOUND 
IT !!!!
741 thumbs down ???????nWTF ????????
74 MILLONES DE REPRODUCCIONES MAS Y SUPERAREMOS A JUSTIN BIEBER :D A VER 
LOS VIDEOS DE NUESTRA GAGA! si podemos monsters paws up!
74th
7:50 realiZed
753,336,257 vistas
7:55 "Commence psywar op. Make it loud!"
7:55 THANKS GOD!! THAT'S THE PIECE I WAS LOOKING FOR YEARS!!!!!!!!!
7:56
7:56 ''
767 dislikes !!   Seems the KKK was here...
777,431,704 views today!
77 - turn up the volume - I can't hearn78 - SHIT SHIT SHIT TURN IT DOWN
7,8,23,28 were so amazing



79
79 is actually Divertimento 17 in D major
7= EFTELING
7 fucking years , I am so old :(
7 hiljada kurvica s bubuljicama kliknulo dislajk 😀🍻
7 idiot
7 years ago WOW
7 years in total but feels like yesterday GOD!!! WHY EVERY COOL AND OLD 
SONG BRINGS ME TEARS WTF GROW UP!!! I HAVE HIT PUBERTY I KNOW?!?
7 years later and I still can't find out what this song is. :(
#8 D D DD
80,000?!
8:03 Rousseau we are waiting
8:03 Yeah!
8:03 YEEEEEEEEEY
8:04 "So if you'd like to watch that, then you can click on this link 
right here, or find it in the video description below. Jizz!"
8:05 looks like she was fancying you ;) haha
8:06 tom and jerry
80706 are on a good romance
8:09
80% kijevaca je podrzalo slobinu kocku a nesto nevidim njegove ovdenAli 
nema veze Kijevaca ima dovoljno
80k thats kinda cheap these days. pickup truck cost around 100k.
8/17/69...50 years ago, almost to the minute.
8:18 Drumroll just for you Gabe!
81 million views???? Thats really mutch for a fake woman!!!
$82,000.00 for a car whoa! But it's a good car in the Simpsons hit and run 
game
$82,000 = $151,721.67 in 2018 USD.
$82,000? A Hot Wheels version is cheaper than that hehe!
82,000 bucks, I'll take two
82000 dollars!!!!!!!
82,000 dollars, I'm ruined XD
82,000 for s prototype seems pretty cheap
$82,000 gets you into some shitty cars today also
82.000$ homer inside homer car smiling honking tuututa 😂
$82,000 in 1990 = $160,309 in 2018. Avg. yearly inflation 2.42%
$82000 is $159,066.55 today
$82,000!?nnMe: Seriously? How long ago was that if 82k was a ton of money 
for a car? lol
82000 not bad for a car from the Jetsons
$82,000?! this monstrosity costs $82,000?! WHAT HAVE I DONE?! I mean I'm 
the sewers but I'M RUINED
82,000 wasn't that much when you look at testla vehicles they go around 
90k to 120k,  and elon musk wasn't ruined.  Homer was a visionary lol 😂
8-22-2019 ❤❤❤
827 millon watchs OMG
8:28 I’m dead
82k for a well appointed luxury car with avant garde styling?  Sign me up
$82K? Isn’t that just a BMW?
82 thou and they could not get La Cucaracha melody right must have been 
worried about copyright infringement lol.
82 THOUSAND DOLLARS?!!!!nTHIS MONSTROSITY COST 82 THOUSAND?!!!!
8:36 nlove it
8:41 is the greatest Russian Masterpiece
8:43 my whole life is a lie, i thought it was sircus afro
8:43 White and Gold or Blue and Black?
8:44 the guys name was Julias fûkit lmao
8:45 clown
8:45, how you be lookin
85.058 Pregleda u 12:55. Ajmoooouuuuu!!!!!!!!!!!!



8:50 that is goddess Durga. And next to her is Rama and Krishna. :D great 
video btw!
8:52 my favorite
8:54 that is Durga.
8.56 is not Krishna.....its Lord Rama. n8.58 is Krishnan But...both are 
avataars of Lord Vishnu at different times
8:57 unique before sort would be more efficient nnSorry I am a tester
85 hipsters dislike
860 people don't like this...wtaf???
863 mi viados e 295 homofobicos
86, 76,  72, 60, 51, 45, 26, 24, 23, 17, 12, 3
869.742 pregleda u 1:44.................................🏹
86 Master and Commander!!!
894.065.283 visualizacionesn 2.510.505  307.053
89. JUAANNN!!! Y LOS PANNNES!? xD
89 reminds me of Bugs Bunny
8 ans
# 8 Banja Luka idemo iz svih gradova sve cestitke svim Kijevcima na 
dominaciji.
8====D
8k dislikes?? How?!
8 year old with grey hair
8 years ago today she graced us with this beauty <3
8 years??? That's that Irish school system math
#9
9000th comment =)
9:00 I like this guy here. He talks in a way that just makes sense.
9:00 oh yeah that’s fast
9:01 "if you can play it slowly, you can play it quickly"
9:02 Como dizia um sábio "Se vc toca devagar vc pode tocar rápido." Kkkk
9:02 Tom and Jerry?
9:03 ah yes my favorite piece of all time I'm so pro in it in piano tiles 
2
9:06 ok so i learnd it on the piano but it was like so damn confuzing at 
that speed =)))
90-89-79-77-76-73-69-63-62-61-51-50-46-43-42-38-26-24-15-11-7-6-2-
90,89,83,76,74,60,34,31,23,17,12,8,5: my favorites
9:08 If you can play it slow, you can play it fast.
90% german and italian language speaking componists
90% of comments: How is this posted in 2016? OMG youtube recommendations 
did this to me??!n10% of comments: other
90% of the comments are saying they just heard it. Lmao y’all late. This 
was my jam and still is. Can’t believe people slept on this.
90% of these comments are men bashing a young girl who speaks the truth. 
pathetic and sad!
9:10 Heard this in an Oversimplified video and been looking for it since. 
Thanks!
9/10 huge and thick glasses ... good old times tho :)
910 M views voov
9:10 was my favourite it always has been.
9/11 FOREVE
9:11 my favorite overture 1812!
9:11 %  nTchaikovsky was born in the wrong place.nEdit: WAIT JUST REALIZED 
THIS WAS AT 9:11!!!!! YOU DID THAT ON PURPOSE DIDNT YOU?!?!!
9:11 such an iconic piece
9:13
9 - 2018
9/2018
9:20 Boléro Is My Favourite
9:20nnnnnAll snare drummers and double bassists walk away
9:24 uptown girl??
9:24 what is this song (and who's listening to this track in 2019? Lol)
9:33 every graduation song 😂💢



934.2M 🔥
9:34 this was played while I was becoming a 6th grader in about a few 
minutes
9:37 is thennnnread more
9:38 is so iconic
9:38 is when they make the lightsaber
9:39 ---
939,00
9:39,  those wiring could be harmful  , especially when its rain or even 
when it is not raining.
9:40 chirichichichi chi pulisce più di chanteclair
9:40 lmao that reminded me of tom and jerry’s music
9:40 nthis is what i came for
9:40 Tom and Jerry???
94,675 people need to get a life
9:46 lol a system that can't recognize its name.
9:46 nRenta
9:48 i did not know
9:48 made my day
9:48 👍👍👍 👍 nnnnnn📱📱📱📱📱📞📞📞📞📞 n👇
9:48 oh my god! No way!
9:49 what !??!
9:50 Nokia be like
9:50 wtf?
9:52 FINALLY! This has been stuck on my head for hours!
9:52 My favourite
9:54 The original REEEEEEE
95,526 people are caught in a bad romance...
95.64.35
9:56 my favourite
95.718 pregleda za jedan sat. Samo jako Kijevci, obaramo sve rekorde!
9:58 nThIs Is ThE pErIoDiC tAbLe, NoBlE gAs Is StAbLe, HaLoGeNs AnD 
aLkAlIs ReAcT aGgReSsIvElY...
9:59 earra- omg earrape classic
9:59 is my orchestra song and I was surprised seeing it on the list.
9:59 it's my favourite (can can)
9.5m making sexy love !
95% of the comments are unfavorable. LMAO! Only NPC's would believe Al 
Gore's grand-daughter.
95% of the comments : why haven’t I seen this yet 😂
97
#97 ain’t famous
@98westie  rnbetter than what you'd do with them fattie.
990.754.877
999.319.538 visualizaciones
999,805,490
999.999.999 for a great 2019
99.9% of the commentsnnWhY aM I oNLy hEaring tHis NoW?
99 and 96 are 2 of my favourites
#9 Bosna 19:45,pisite sve koja je u trendingu 👑👑👑💅💅💅💅
9 dekalb is beautiful. Best looking one next to 111.
9gag needs to burnnuse reddit
#9 u trendingu u BiH nTotalna dominacija
#9 u trendu jos malo #1
9 years passed . nStill fresh and new nAny body october 2018❤❤❤
٩( ᐛ )و
９年年たっても数分おきにコメントが⼊入ってるのすごい‼
.a
A+
A0 😂 😂
A 16 yr old is shaming the world but she is just displaying self 



preservation.  She knows the difference between right and greedy.
#A1 😍😍😍😍  baby making music for sure ,
A 4,000 "jeropas"no les gusto el vídeo..
a 519 yankees no les gusta esto
a 900 000 de waka waka XD
Aaa❤❤❤🙈 🙈 🙈
Aaaaaa😁 😀
Aaaaaaaaaaa😍😍🌎🌎😍🔐❣❣😍❣❣❣❣❣🌎🌎❣❣❣💓❣ 💙❣💙❣❣❤❣❣
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA ❤
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah amei
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA Pireiiii
"Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah"
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAALRIGHT YOU EGGHEADS, I WANT A PLACE IN THIS CAR TO PUT MY 
DRINK!!!
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaj     nnnme     canta        ariana      grande
AAAAAAAAALLLLLRIGHT YOU EGGHEADS!!! I WANT A PLACE IN THIS CAR TO PUT MY 
DRINK!!! HELLO?!! HELLO EINSTEIN?!! I SAID A PLACE TO PUT MY DRINK!!!
Aaaaaand nobody cares.
aaaaaan she gets kicked in the head and kod 0:40
Aaaaahahahahahahahahaha!!!! Awsomely done guys!!!
AAaaa! me acaba de llegar la invitacion de little monsters.com!  QUE 
EMOCION!!! PAWS UP!
Aaaaand... DEADPOOL TEMPLATES!?!?
Aaaaand this is how you become a meme.
aaaaannndd she got kicked in the head
AAAAHHHH I can't wait! These movies are always so good and I'm eager to 
learn more about the tablet.
aaaand it went down exactly like that.
AAAAND, she got kicked in the head anyways lol
Aaaatrrraaayuuuu!
Aaahh, Kerouac.  The drama is enhanced by your suck-u-lent cooking.
Aaah Sh*t Here We Go Again.
Aaah  um clássico é um clássico ❤
Aaammm... Dudeperfect?
aaa sad sam prezadovoljnaaa
Aa Bb Cc
?Aa Bb Cc?nWhat is that about?
Aa Bb CcnWw Tt Ffn?? ?? ??
a aclamação é real
aahhhnshehognanma eeshebaba
aajmoooo miliiii 🔜
Aalapwpwpw
a album Lois??
"Aa"n         "Bb"n                  "Cc"
AA n     BBn          CC
Aan    Bb n        Cc
A Argentina parece muito com o Brasil.
ab 20:09 Einfach wahnsinn wie beängstigend und wahr seine Worte zugleich 
sind.
ab 38:50 beginnt der besonders starke teil dieses formats
A+b -b=Nothing
@AbbyMarie87 i know right and look at these two idiots who writes with 
CAPS LOCK; really demonstrates what kind of people listens to this shit.
@abc11823 Lol, so do I... doesn't stop me from singing in public though, 
no matter how much my mom hates gaga. she said she looks like a zombie -_-
Abd još 2 sata i milionče
A beautiful city, I have to go there to try an real Australian taste. 
Thanks so much for producing the intro video of Sydney
a beautifull  playback



😱😱 ❤ A best Ariana Grande 👌
Abgesehen von der Tatsache der demokratischen Werdegänge der ich vollsten 
beistimme, wäre die Clinten keinesfalls die bessere Wahl gewesen!!
A big car with lots of pep, Homer was right about what Americans wanted in 
1991, the design was ruined by a bad team
A bigger crap hole than I imagined.  Filthy.
A BILLION! I LOVED IT!
A bit dramatic,
a bit fake HAHAHAH
Abit fucking late the damage is done...
A bit melodramatic...
A bit scary
a bit too dramatic!
A bit upset because there wasn't Mahler but ok
Aborted baby = zero chance
About $350 Spent on Coke & Mentos
About damn time I was wondering when they make another one im not missing 
this movie.
About how much will this cost me?
above reproach...rofl...
A brain washed stupid wannabe female... She don’t know shit about 
anything... An adult communist write that note and use her stupidity as a 
tool...
@abram31000 wtf?! he fucking sucks!!! nobody is better than gaga  bitch
😎 °💥 ABSOLUT 💥💪 . 💯🎸🎶🎻📟🌴🌳🌊⛵🌎
Absolute class and cool attitude
Absolute classic.
Absolute joke.
Absolute legend
Absolute legend 😎💔🤦 ❤❤❤❤❤❤😢😢😢😢 😔😔😔😔
absolutely amazing!
Absolutely amazing episode. I love you guys.
Absolutely amazing video as always
Absolutely beautiful I can’t stop listening to this ❤
Absolutely brilliant!!
Absolutely brilliant.the whole thing was so smoothnA true legend 😀
Absolutely disagree
absolutely disgusting and disgraceful. i hope his lawsuit completely 
destroys columbia university forever.
Absolutely disgusting and impertinent. Orchestrated show.
Absolutely Epic....Thank you!!!
Absolutely FKG AMAZING!!!!n🔥🔥🔥🔥
Absolutely genius.
Absolutely horrible!  I never like it when some one jerks the camera 
around.
Absolutely incredible.
Absolutely incredible!! Bravo sir!
Absolutely insane how no guitar player, before or after, has been even 
remotely on Hendrix's level. This man was an alien.
Absolutely loved this.
absolutely obsessed with this playlist! Been listening non stop
Absolutely pitiful. I haven't heard an actor sing this bad since William 
Shatner back in the day.
Absolutely stunning, well done! ;)
Absolutely superb, as usual!
Absolutely the best tips for a visit to Venice! It covers, as far as know, 
everything!
Absolutely the fakest speech I've ever heard or seen. Laughable.
Absolutely unbelievable
Absolutely wicked !!! Good job !!! Special touch when Dr Dre is dropped 
first time !!! Thanks so much !!! One love !!! #THISISHIPHOP



Absolute perfection!
Absolute Psycho. Bad parenting.
absolut geil <3
Absolut lächerlich den Verkehr mit den Fahrrädern lahm zu legen. Wenn man 
sonst nix zutun hat.
Absolutly amazing!
Absolutnie genialne!
absoutly brill i lov this very much so good!!!!!!!
A built in video game?
A bunch of crap
a bunch of good beats with shitty singing over it makes this song suck 
dick!
Abuse and brainwash of children is horrendous!!!!!!
"Abused Girl Repeats Talking Points She Was Programed With"
acab de encontrarla prq youtube no la habia recomendado antesnla ameee :)
ACAB is the rule, not the exception.
Acabo de encontrar esta canción 😂💔
acabo de perder 30seg de mi vida. .  holy shit!!
Academy-Award Winning Performance!   Way to go, AL-Worm-Gore!!
"A car for all the Homer Simpsons"
A car for all the Homer Simpson’s out there... that’s what the rollsnRoyce 
design team told themselves when they were making the Cullinan
A carpet of light.
*accent
Accolades deserved for  his imitation of ww2 airplanes and bombs around  
02:15 onwards.
According to a logical order of operations you have to remove corruption 
before enacting any positive changesnnnGood luck euros
acctualy on 4:38 the girl on the left
Accurate depiction of engineering teams.
A celebrity playing a character that isn’t Themselves was a sign of the 
golden years of the simpsons.
@AceLincolnland actually i tell her before cus i dont fuck her right when 
i meet her dumbass! And the girls i fuck are TOTALLY ok with it >.>
AceLincolnland bada bang? You are a HOMO!
@AceLincolnland im on the team of freedom and equality bitch. That is all 
there is to it
@AceLincolnland Ur'e a fat childmolester &nd I'm not speaking to u 
anymore.
@AceLincolnland What? who did i say was dead?
Ach du scheiße was das denn ... #fromTJC
A cheaper way to celebrate new year :P
Achei bem fraquinha pra quem ta cantando
A child?
A child ALWAYS discovers certain things about their parents
A child reading a speech written by adults with the mindset of a toddler.
Acho que o tecladista faltou. JAMES BROWN, MITO
Achtung politiker..ihr seit die Minderheit  UND WERDET FÜR ALLE lÜGEN 
zahlen...
Ach und wenns dann doch zu warm wird einfach mal neue Klimaanlage kaufen
Acid rain. Ozone hole. Nuclear annihilation. Cold war. Y2k. Asteroids. 
Aids. Ebola. Bird flu. New ice age. Zombies. 2012. Climate change. 🤣
A classic
A classic.
A classic in the soul music, as years pass it still one of the best.
A classic now.
a classic of this, there are still people who do not like.
A Coke show! Very nice!
A collab we didn't know we needed
a CONCEPT
a continuación palabras que edifican noel diaz
a convention of upper-class stuck up morons.nWatch all 4 parts of the 
"Roger Dommergue interview" - will make you a wiser person.



a cool video to do with diet coke the music was even insink with the coke
acredita em Deus curta
Acting 100% BullShit
Acting classes much?
Activism towards UN is empty crying words towards greedy capitalist/
communist in a wasteland.
Activists are useless
Actress.
ACTRESS.......:-)
Actually as you see, people, we don't have bears running the streets only 
in Poland ;)
Actually... Dicko Mode by Kuosare is number 1
Actually Homer has some points. I want to hear the polar bears cry when I 
start my car
actually it can't be the glossy Mentos they don't work since bubbles cant 
form on them
Actually, IT IS GONNA GO LIKE THAT!
nKNOCKED.nTHE.nFUCK.nOUT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
actually, it is gonna go like that.  oops...
Actually it's a physical reaction. =D
actually it was 1024
Actually I was just saying So to what hbk put. I thought it was awesome, 
and he go the info wrong anyway 101 diet coke bottles and 523 mentos. :)
actually kylo ren is actually the only person in star wars to not use the 
force... did you guys know that??
Actually loled many times.  When Greta is forgotten she might try stand 
up.
Actually my fail... 1 month out cool vid tho :P
Actually pretty good :D
Actually Ronda. . . It went EXACTLY like that.
actually you have nothingh to do..
A cum dumpster lies about rape and the fem-bots cheer her on, what a world 
we live in.
A daj ba. Sta forsiras to pjevanje brate mili kada ti ne ide. Stvarno nije 
pjevanje za tebe.
Adam basically hates America xD
"Adam clickbaits everything"
Adam Conjob might be the most annoying beta-male bagel of all time...
Adam doesnt know shit about anything is back at it again, spewing leftist 
propaganda bullshit
adamlar yasıyo amk para var huzur var
A damn your such a headass...grenade launchers are meant for tear gas.P
thought you were here to inform us not try and make the police sound bad.
AdamRuins himself by not answering the title.nEPIC FAIL.
Adam Ruins: His career by going on Joe Rogan's podcast
Adam ruins his reputation
ADAM RUINS public safety
Adam's about to have a whole lot of parking tickets.
Adam’s hair is so beta it hurts.
Adams rightnFight me
Adam, you should stop doing this segment.
A dançarina lá em cima roubou a cena kkkkkkk
a Darth Vader costume would be so so so soooo rad man
Adaugă la   Trimite  Mai multen699.415.877 de vizionări
Addiction blocks emotion she's right you don't feel emotions.
Addictive  positive music by  the great Stevie Wonder my respect !
Adding this to my travel list!!❤
add Klezmerized tones to any music.........and will become fame of the 
world
ADD ME
Add me on Snapchat: JayFisher2000
Add Psychic to her talents.
A definition of Cool, along with Miles' So What.



adele da igual ella no puede cantar los pollitos sin tener un desgarre en 
la garganta xD
ADELE le gano en ventas a caca. SHAKIRA y RIHANNA los supero en youtube y 
SHAKIRA ahora en facebook. resignensen. lady caca ya paso de moda.
adele who? bye bye hasta el 2014 no regresa ARTPOP IS COMING
A descendant of Adolf?
ADFFIVBHIKLSED
A diamond.
@adib94able who's xtina? i'm willing to bet she fucking sucks too. prove 
me wrong... :D
A DIET COKE BATH. AWESOME. WHERE'S THE LIME OR LEMON? LOLZ :)
A DIEU
A DIFERENÇA COM A SHAKIRA ERA 5, 4, 3, 2 E AGORA MENOS DE 1,6 MILHÕES. 
VAMOS DERRUBAR AINDA MAIS, REPRODUZAM MUITO BAD ROMANCE!
Adirei
A dirty dirty dirty country....
Adjusted for inflation, this exact car would cost around $158,095 today.
admit it the only reoson you say that is because you didnt think off it 
first :(
Admit it, you only came here for the LIGHTSABER!!
adobe after effects
a donde si solo aki encontramos a unos putos como estos????
a donut shaped car . wow
Adorable...
Adorable Ariana right here 🙏
Adore !
adorei
adorei.
adorei❤
Adorei <3
adorei seu cabelo bianca e aposto que nao sou o unico brasileiro escrito 
no cinefix adoro o canal!!!!!
ADOREY nA ARIANA TA TÃO LINDA
adoro
Adoro
A D O R O
Adoro 😂
adoro.
Adoro a Ariana grande es mi ídola amaría ser ella :)
adoro ela e essa è minha musica preferida
Adoro esta canción.
adoro este video
adorooooo questa canzone
Adoro questa canzone
adoro questa  canzone
adoro só faz de carteirinha o rei do sow
Adoro sta canzone
A dramatização dessa criança tocou demais o meu coração.
Adriana
Adrian was his hairdresser who died rest in peace man and Adrian yo Adrian 
thank you for the poster
Adrien Brody in "Midnight In Paris" was PERFECT.
Ads...anyone know of a good playlist with no ads? Have to find a new one
adults will listen to kids
"Adults! You walk around like your farts don't stink"
A Dumb 16yr, she should finish school first. Maybe she'd learn something.
Advanced technology
Aerobies are better.
A estas alturas, todavía...sensacional
a few of these looked over exadurated aka i say that they did it like 80 
times untill it worked
afferim lan hatta wow
= a fountain



Afraid of heights, never flown before and he gets into a small plane? With 
balls of steel like that, I'm surprised the plane got off the ground !
A freaking legend man!
African American culture is so wonderful. I love it so much.
African American... no  way.... I'm Black and I'm Proud... ..and I'm 
saying it loud...
a friend of mine just lost 20lb with something called flow solution diet, 
younguys might wanna look that up
Afro Sheen time!
After 1:40 video is repeated 5 times
After 5 or 10 seconds ...erase 2000s
after 85583852358 attempts.
After all these years im still hoping theyd be a real couple
After all these yearssssnLol so long I'm only 16
After a week around Venice... ��� OH my! What a horrible edition!!!!
After a year.    This just showed up in my recommendations... AFTER A YEAR
After having met Greta, I find myself actually ROOTING for global warming!
After looking at the comment section I’m wondering if it would be such a 
bad thing for our planet to slowly turn into another Venus.
@AfterMidnight92 fuck you backstreet boys are the best
After nearly 40 years of Unix/Linux software development, it is just 
awesome to see the people on whose shoulders I have stood. Excellent 
video.
After one second I was about to turn my volume up.
after star wars you should do suicide squad
after the experiment, the ants had a feast.
After the war, the dream of a civilization to rebuild!
after they did that..nnother people might ask them..nn"dude you smell like 
diet coke.. did you take a bath today?"nn2 nerds.. still awesome
After this fight hopefully she humbles herself.
After this pile of shit I'm never giving up my DIESEL chugging SUV....how 
dare I....
After this the HOLE forest will Die out...
after two years of shooting...
After watching him on the joe rogan podcast, i cant listen to a thing he 
says anymore.
After watching sing 24 times I FINALLY decided to find this song...
After watching "Tales from the Tour Bus", I get a kick outta watching 
BOOTSY COLLINS back there groovin.
after watching this shit i'll go back to my work and will never feel 
anything.  I`m woodcutter. I have to pay my bills bitches.
After watching this video, and hearing the song so many times, has it 
gotten old to anyone? ...you say no? haha same here  ;D
after you guys do starwars pleasssssssssse do captain America civil war
A fucking absolute miracle of music and album cover 
art......................
A fucking god
A FUCKING LEGEND! Ariana has collaborated with a legend THAT'S AMAZING
A fucking travesty, the university should be disgusted
A FUCKING VIDEO!!
AGAIN?!
Again 10:19 that mustache
Again All I See Is nFLAT FLAT FLAT
Again everything she said is full of shit bulshit for a carbon tax. I've 
been hearing this for a half-century
Again Greta, your movement will not achieve jack shit, unless you ARM 
YOURSELFS!
@AgainstTheRisen Thanks, sweet!
A gde su nam kokice? Kokice su zaspale!
A gdzie Eminem?
a gdzie jest GANG ALBANII ?
ageless music.
A  G  E  N  D  A
Agenda 21/30 in full force people. I’m sure the un is loving this!!!



A genius
A genius no doubt
Agent Smith's original likeness hosting the presentation.
Agh no they should have stopped after the second
A gift to white america, from 400+ years of African American oppression. 
Peace and love.
a+ gj everyone
@AGluvztoontown AGREED
A good businessman can sell that.
a good Duetn 💕
A good one
A good thing to do when your parents tell you not to DRINK coke...
A good video explaining who is behind this poor child and her 
exploitation: /watch?v=qHdzC74tiYQ&t=0s
Agora eu entendi o porquê da expressão "kibar".
Agp
A great actor...
A great héro of the music
a great musical description of the snow melting in the spring of 1970 in 
the state of New York
a great musical description of the snow melting in the spring of 1970 in 
the state of New York Spyro Gyra morning dance Spyro Gyra morning dance
A great raw video of India! Thanks for uploading
Agreed....but I got 2 thumbs down LOL...
agreed gaga number 1
Agreed.  I'm just saying Michael wasn't incorrect.  And being a little 
snotty at the same time. :)
Agree or not,,, Jama masjid, babari masjid,etc,etc   are  symbols  of  
foreign  and  invader  rule  on  India
Agree or not...RIP HUMAN BRAIN
agree the coolest coke fountain
Agree with her or not but isn’t she the living embodiment of cringe? 
Seriously her voice fucking kills me😂😂
aguante  lady gaga me  encanta  este  video
Aguante San Martin Perón Evita y etc.
a guestimate would be about 400 dollars for 100 botlles and 500 mentos but 
i don't know how many are in a pack
A guy walks on planks. Interesting.
AGW is the Club of Rome's depopulation plan. nReal climate change = Eddy 
Grand solar Minimum
Ah 11:44. I have played that on at least 3 different instruments
Ah, 21:33, to see the flash of a Tektronix 4100 series terminal again....
Ahaaa ide brojcanik JAKO JAKOO KIJEVCI 🙋🙋🙋🙋🙋🙋💃💃💃💃💃👣👣👣👀💃
💃

Ahahaahaha koliko ti peglaju glas opet si propast.. zahvali se 
ljubavnici .. inace te nebi nigdje bilo ..😉
Ah,ah,ah,AAAAHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!
AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
Ahahahahahahhahaha daleko bilo!!!😂😂😂
ahahahahah!nSiete dei geni!!!ngrandi!
ahahahahah omg i'm still laughing
ahahahah wow love it :Pndoes anybody kn0w the name of the song :P ?
AHAHAHA these just make my days/life now.
ahahah really Happy Song
AHAHAJAHAHAJAHAHA SPRDACINEEE I GLASAA OMG BOZEEEEEE ...MRSSSSS NE BRUKAJ 
SE BUDALOOO
ahaha... probably from the song: YOUTUBE COMMENT FIGHT.
Ahaha, this is such a classic. That must've taken such a long time 
though! :O
AH AH excellent FUNK!!👍👍👍  If you want, go see my video "LE JOUR DU 
FUNK" on my channel! thank you very much!!!



Ahah "takedown defense", "keep distance"... No one in the audience knows 
what she talks about.
ahah this is hella sick
Aham, gentleman,you forget someone
A harmoniously chaotic mix of instrumental meanderings in which the only 
recognized constant is the genius within the weave.
@AHAROONK welcome
aha, so this is how they make fountains...
Ah, a Youtube recommendation I can get behind.
Ah...back when the Simpsons was clever, funny and original.
Ah Bobo Bobo ...
AH but the Chinese, Arabs and others are going to put New York towers to 
shame.  WATCH OUT!
ah but wheres the avengers tower
Ah, Dillman.
ahead of his time...
A HELL
Ah finally, the number one is that legendary dun dun dun duuunnn dun dun 
dun duuuunnn song I'm looking for
Ah Gaga oh la-la-la. xD
Ah great another dragged out film series, this time with crappy English 
stereotypes
Ahh!
"ahh du bist ein Streber" 🎲
Ah hell give her a double meat whataburger
ahhha bas ce anabela na aparatima ovaj e je tolika glupaca da nema pojma 
dno dna
Ahhh...back when the Simpsons were actually funny.
Ahhh claro fue mas facil poder acercarte! La verdad que estoy pensando 
pero no se me ocurre nada! El de la foto en tu canal Mostrito18 sos vos?
ahhh dude i need to try that, but who would spend that much money on 
somethin like that?
Ahhhhh bueno de hombre o de mujer hay que usarlo igual!
Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!!!! <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3
Ahhh... Hipsters.
Ahhhh she has Asperger, explains alot..
AHHHH they should have gone even higher with the Freedom Tower lol
ahhhh yiissss
ahhh. I love knowing Japanese #fuckclosedcaptioning
Ahhh, season 2 of the Simpsons is a classic. Every episode is great.
ahhh te amo ladyyyy s2
Ahhh the golden years when the Simpson's was funny and not fantastical 
nonsense
ahhh y dont they just donate the money to the a museums... it would be 
better use of the money
Ahh ima sad Luni da popucaju one Akne sa lica od muke..😁
Ahh India looks very good place to live and travel thanks
Ahh, I remember back in 2011 my science teacher showed me this.
AH HITČINE.
Ahh my child hood in one video , how I wish I could go back to the time 
was out
AHH SO MANY OF MY FAVORITE ACTORS, and for the first time ever i don't 
care about the English stereotype
AHH the 80s brings back memorys
Ahh... The classic Für Elisé
Ahh the liberal left.  Using children in a different way today...
AHH these are the greatest vids EVER. i've been looking for them!! <3
Ahh yes, Spec Ops
Ah,.....I forgot what I was.......where am I? Anyone have any cookies? 
Potato Chips?
ah, if you young whippersnappers only new what this song did back in the 
day  with a couple of qualudes.  Hallelujah, hit it and quit.
ah i like this. :P



ah i love ari shes the queen love it like for ari and stevie
ah i love this song its so moving lol
a hipster dream car
Ah, I remember when I was a lad and was forced to try to sit balanced on a 
pine cone, that age old English tradition.
� Ah I see, it looks like Homer was the designer of FIAT's Multipla. 🤣
Ahkmenrah is the best character!!! ;)
ah love them unix systems like sun os and linux and others :D
Ah man the woodstock days, wish I was there
Ah, no.
ah, old school youtube
ahora call me maybe se esta acercando y los arenosos que se hacen llamar 
little monsters no ayudaran en nada...
ahora empiesas a decir que no soy monster, di lo que quieras :'D ahora por 
que opino algo ya no soy monster, wao osea que pedo.
AHORA OS TOCA A VOSOTROS! ha sido un precioso dia Bad Romance nos vamos a 
dormir que vaya bien!
ahora si que se la rifaron. cool.
A hot freak =P
Ah se demander si cette homme est vraiment humain !nn[SG]
ah si, hay un rayoo ahi y mas antes tambien aparece el rayo, no se xq 
aparece eso
Ah Skater's Waltz. The most classic beginner orchestra piece! Such fond 
memories!
Ah..so it's a commersial
Ah, thanks.  I wondered if it was the aspartame actually, or that the 
sugar in normal coke would just neutralise it.
Ah. The Car Built For Homer.
Ah, the classic experiment went viral.
Ah the old crying child.
a huge waste of coke rnbut completely worth it
Ah Unix, the operating system of dinosaur parks and 10-year old girls 
everywhere
AH VALE VALE NO ME DI CUENTA PERDON
Ah vous dirai-je maman?
Ah what's the difference between the long version and the short version ??
Ah yes a 16 year old in charge of changing the world. That will totally 
work (not really)
Ah yes, government bought teen
ah yes, listen to the little harry potter chick...GTFOOHWTBS.
Ah Yes, Salty Commentators.
Ah yes the good ole day's long gone so sad
Ah, yes, THE PEE JOKE! Because that isn't overused enough!
Ai chega o brasileiro é faz o seguinte :nMáquina de sexo...
Ai.D.a A.a prisutna
aiiii parannn
aii si S= y el de nicki minaj qe ascO
Ai love
@aimeebufton They were probably sponsored by coke.. Because there is 13 
million views.. Thats good advertising for them.
Aimes!
Aime si tu regardes ça en 2016 :)
Aí meu cu vo assisti esse filme adorooooooo
ainda fica sempre entre os melhores de 1970
Ain't nobody steal dreams.. It's all about surivial little one. Go back 
school
aint nobondy got time for that coffie damm 12 horus!nnhow many instruments 
do you have?
Ain’t nothing set me in New York than the Miss Liberty. n.n.n.n.nBut this 
is awesome
Ain't that Bootsy on bass in the back?
Ain't this wonderful?  Have to watch a f'ing commercial to watch the f'ing 
commercial.
Ain't too many greater inventions than funk.



Aí olha o mestre. Isto aí é o real do rei do Saul. Maravilhoso perfeito. 
Sem mais  Zeppelin  Brasil bsb d.f
Air and Stevie=amazing
Air rights.... LOL crazy.
Air rights ??? "Scuse me sir,but would you mind terribly if we hung a 1600 
ft. skyscraper over your shop ?" lololol.
Ai sim 🎧🎵
Aí tem gente q fala q Pablo vitar canta muito 😂😂😂😂😂
Això de posar una orquestra sobre un ritme estable no ho va fer en Luís 
Cobos ja?
aiyo i can do better than dat la
Ajá
a ja chętnie poszedłbym na taki koncert, hip-hop symfonicznie to jest coś! 
czy były,są i czy będą takie koncerty?
Ajajajajjajajaajjajaajja
ajajajaj quien podia ser si no? jaja!
A jbt, realno pesms je sranje. Ja razumem da ste fanovi, ali kad nesto ne 
valja onda ne valja jbt
Aj da oborimo milku pa da mogu mirno da spavam
Ajde brze i jace na 1.300 000!! Volimo te Kija!😘😘😘😘
ajde danas jos jedan milion
Ajdee 19k 🔜🔜🔜
Ajdeeee
Ajdeeeeee gledajmo  vise i jace za nasu Kiki ...idemoooo do 2 miliona.😃👍
😃👍😃👍 😃 👍

Ajde jos malo i 2 mil
Ajde Kijevci i danas neka gori duzni smo bar toliko
Ajde Kijevci malo hvale za ovaj hit nikad dosta
Ajde ljudi dijelite link po fb grupama neka gori trending.
Ajdemooo
Ajde Srbijo na #2 brzo!1💪💪💪💪💪💪💪💪 💪💪💪💪
Ajde veceras ko ide na nastup neka nam pozdravi Kiki, a moze i malo 
skandiranja KIJA,KIJA,KIJA,KIJA ,KIJA
Ajde veceras pustajte ovo u zadruguuuu! #9 D
Ajde vise,pomerajte trending lopovi!!!
A Jimi Hendrix movie (like bohemian rhapsody) would be so awesome.
AJJ QUE HACEN ACA LAS PERSONAS QEU NO LES CAE GAGA LARGUENSE .. OK
Ajmo #1
Ajmo Armijooo mi veceras do 1,6 ili 1,7.Idemooooo najjaceeeee.....
Ajmo Austrija da se pomerimo sa #13 to mi nekako baksuzno
Ajmo curicenAjmo decacinAmorovu strelu slusajmonDa zabagujemo brojcanik 
pregleda ko prvi dan.Voziiiii
Ajmo da skinemo Milanceta sa trona, dosta je bio😂
Ajmo do 10 hiljada komentaraaa
Ajmo do 1,3
Ajmo do 1#.. Zasluzuje ona to! 💖
Ajmo do 20k komentara danas! Dobro jutro svima!🌻
Ajmo do 8 sati navečer 2 mil nMOZEMOOO MI TOOO
Ajmo do ponoći 2.500.000 shvatite to ozbiljno.. Kijevci udrimo  svim 
snagama....
Ajmo do veceras 2m
ajmo, hajde, svi u napad  #1
Ajmo jako,da padne drugi milion za narednih 24 h😀
AJMO JAKO LAJKOVI PREGLEDI IDEMO ARMIJOOO
Ajmo jos malo do 2M. Samo jako ❤❤
Ajmo jos samo 29.000 da zaokruzimo!
Ajmo..Kija. ❤
AJMO KIJAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA



Ajmo Kija do Tokijan#amorovastrela kidaaa.Bravo Kiki!
ajmo kija do veceras prvi
Ajmo Kijevciiiii... do#1!!
Ajmo Kijevci jako
Ajmo kijevci prosao rucak, odmor uz Amorovu strelu!!!
Ajmo Kijevci ubacujmo u petu brzinu.Pesma kida!!
Ajmo kraljice regiona
Ajmo like svi oni koje je pogodila AMOROVA STRELA da se zaljubimo u ovu 
ženu 😍
Ajmo ljudiiii do 1,6miliona veceraaaas
Ajmo ljudi jos malo i imamo milionce.Uh,kako me radi ova pesma.Bravo 
Kija!!
Ajmo ljudi... nema stajanja.
Ajmo ljudi samo jakooo da do ponoci stignemo milku ajmooo samo jakooo 
udarite, gori sve....kija,kija,kija mi te VOLIMO
Ajmo makedonci  jace malonKod nas pala na #7.u trendu
Ajmo malo prognoze,sta mislite nocas do 12 koliko ce da padne pregleda?
AJMO MILIONČE PRVO 💪 ❤
Ajmo na 2 milionaaaaaaaaa , aktivirajte se
Ajmo najjace.Ljudi ne zajebajite se nego dijelite po fb grupama Link 
pjesme tako da ima sto vise dijeljenja da zadrzimo trending
Ajmoo
Ajmoo #1
Ajmoo 1 u trending sad ❤
AJMOO #2 U TRENDINGU IDEMO #1 !!!!! Kija SIJAŠ 💫
ajmoo do 2 miliii
Ajmoo do ponoći 2mil🔜��
Ajmooo jos malo 1,6 rokaaaaj
Ajmooo kijevci! Gruvamo, samo jako, i složno!💪
Ajmooo Kijevciiii goooriiii
Ajmooo Kijevciiii,grmimoooo
Ajmooo najjace do 1.000.000 (ako vec nema)
Ajmooo nocna smenaaaaT
Ajmoooo 13k komentaraaa Kijevciiii
ajmoooo lajkujemo komentareeeeeeeeee ,lajkujte pesmu svi
Ajmooooo lutkoooooo
Ajmoooooo najjaceeeeeeeeee sadaaaaaaa. Neka gorii trending. Ne odustajtee 
sadaaaaaa.
Ajmooooooooo samooooo veselallooooo opaaaaaaaa top top top. 
Ajmoooooooooooo👌 👌👌
Ajmoooooo udruzimo seeee do 2m
Ajmoooo Slovenija 💕💕💕💕🙏
Ajmoooo svi komentarisite masovnooo da grmiii trending ujutruu
ajmooouuuu nek crknu dusmani
ajmoo sad i u trecu smenu polaako, ali sigurno!
Ajmoou, Kija gazi ne koci! ❗🔝💯🔥
Ajmoouu🔥
Ajmo pisite trending odakle 
ste ..Nemacka,Slovenija,Hrvatska,GG,Bosna,Srbija,Austrija,Svajcarska...itd
Ajmo sad sa pregledima.Udrimo još jačeVV Jer mi smo Kijevci.Pa gde ćeš na 
nas?!
Ajmo sad sub  na koj kanalnnnnnnKao neki subovi, al aj😂
Ajmo svaki dan po milijun Jaki smo mi kijevci
Ajmo svi lajkujte komentareeeeee,svi svi svi❤
AJMO TRENDING 🤑🤑🤑
Ajmo u trend 😍😍😍



Ajmo u trending, pokažimo tko su Kijevci.... 😘🔝
Ajmouuu! 100 milijuna 😘😍  Svedska vec goriiiiiii
Ajmouuu Kijizam zavladao 💃  Mnogo nam je dobro, mnogo smo jaki 💪
Ajmouuuu Bosnaaaa bravuuuooooo
Ajmouuuu kijevci , strele lete koke padaju kao da ih grip kosi ....
Ajmouuuu kraljica na tron!!!! ⚠ 🍉
Ajmouuuuu... kijalend. Gruvamo svi.💪
Ajmouuuuuu do Milkiceeee
Ajmouuuu za  manje od 24h već ima milion pregleda svaka častII💙💙💙💙
Ajmo u zadrugu 2 pustite spot razveselite za valentinovo
Ajmo zaljubljeni jeli vas pogodila #amorova strela
A John Cage song with music!!! Hugely disappointed.
a journey
AJ SAD MALO PUSTITIE KIJU, KO JE MOMAK IZ SPOTA 😍😍😍
Ajuaa Bad Romance Siguee Subiendo Hacee Un Rato estava en 4915 &&' Ahoraa 
Ya Estta en 4917 Fuck Youu Bitch'ess!nLADY GAGA THE QUEEN <3'
A kafka style with a choose your own adventure element.... ROFL
@akatYouT I didnt say anything.You did so gtfo.
A kick to the head is exactly how it went.
Aki también en México lo escuchamos en el 2019 , dale like si eres 
mexicano y lo escuchas
Akmo do prvog milona  brzo
Ako bi brojem lajkova mogla da se iskaze ljubav prema nasoj kraljici 
koliko lajkova bi dobila?Udritee Kijevci ♥
A koga jos nije ubila.. Bar jednom u životu. 😢💔
A koji stajlnig boze sacuvaj
Ako me nema komsiluk me je prijavio😄😄 Pojacano do daske.
Ako nastavite da posvecujete pesme ponovo cete biti u braku
Ako se svadjate sa hejterima ne psujte jer prijavljuju takve komentare i 
brisu ih. Ako bude suprotno prijavite takve komentare odmah.
Ako treba da ocjenim od 1-10  ...onda za ovo dajem 11 ...top
Ako upotrebim dve reće za opis: RAZOĆARENJE, (pot)PROSEĆNO.
Ako zelite da sacuvamo trending onda morate postavljati link pjesme na fb 
i stalno komentarisati i lajkati sve komentare.Idemo
Aktivirajmo seeee,najjaci smo zajednooo
Akustischer Sondermüll der Extraklasse! Hurz! 12:12 "Fuck you"??? Selber!
Ala Bože šta je ovo? Ovo zavijanje para uši. 😱😱😱
Alal vera Kija 🌸
a la mierda el reggaeton
@alan87plus ESTAS PENDEJOOOOOOOO
Alan Stern was cooler :p
A large SUV, or a Humvee/Hummer, is pretty much what Homer wanted, but 
those vehicles didn't exist at the time they made that episode.
ala verga no me enfocare en los coments me enfocare en mi lista de bad 
romance like y reproducciones
Albert Einstein!? 13:06
@AlbertFascina knot*
Al bi te rasturo u krevetu ludilo :-)
Album artwork is cool!
album B
Album strepitoso
Album that changed everything in pop music.  A legacy remains till this 
day.
ALCANZEMOS A BIEBER Y NO DEJEMOS QUE ON THE FLOOR NO ALCANZE
Al' će da gori trending💪
Al ce prva smena da se obraduje kad vidi taj vrh u trendingu 😁
Ale Ariana pięknie wygląda



Ale czad!!!
Ale do Ante Up zeby niezaaragowac to porażka
A legend
a legend and a modern pop icon, am i dreaming?
a Legend and a Queen
A legend has return, great work as always Stevie, love you!!!
A LEGEND with a QUEEN
Aleister Crowley
aleister crowley?
alekosg, Thanks.............................
.. @alekosg ...they just didn't NEED "autotune" to make people DANCING and 
have fun! ;) ...
@alekosg very well done , the video!!!!! thanks!!
alelouia
Ale świry. Pięknie wyszło:P
@Alex108341 pasame mejor tu mmsn me aparecen muchoss alex zamorano
A L E X A W H A T D O I H A V E O N M Y C A L A N D E R T H I S A F T E R 
N O O N ?
@alex @harol @joher, puedes leer este comentario ???
Ależ to piękne, panie JIMEK!
Alfred V. Aho's human suit must be itchy... he vowel-drags like a TTS 
("incrEEAses", "prOOOgrams")!
AL Gore said New York would be underwater by 2019, because climate 
change....science right? lolz
Al Gore said this 20 years ago and everything is still the same.
Al gore's greatest invention, Greta Thunberg, she is just the tip of the 
iceberg LOL.
Al Gore up her mom in Sweden and then flew back to invent the internet.
Algorithm is broken.  Just seeing this now
Alguém ai assistindo em 2017 :)  ?
ALGUEM DO BRASIL?
Alguém do Brasil ? /
Alguém do Brasil em 2018 ? /
Alguém do Brasil por aqui Julho 2019😎😎 😎
Alguém em 2018 dá um salve 😀😁
Alguém em 2019 ?
alguém em 2019?
Alguém mais por aqui em 2019? sou curioso e fui procura o significado do 
funk, e vi que ele foi o primeiro artista sobre o funk, Topp
Alguem pode falar aos cariocas que funky é isso ai.
Alguem sabe o nome dessa unica dancarina q ta nesse show ao fundo atras 
dos musicos?
alguien comenzando 2019 con está canción ??😎
alguien en sudamérica disfrutando del viaje? saludos desde Chile!
Alguien había visto el rayo en el 4:36 o 4:35 (no se bien)?????
Alguien habla español
alguien habla español?
ALGUIEN HABLA ESPAÑOL PARA ARMAR CONVERSA?
alguien me ayuda? como hago para tocar en el piano este tema? me sale mas 
grave de lo que suena . además nose si es la partitura correcta
Alguien mexicano o que hable español me podría decir qué tipo de música es 
esta
Alguien que hable español???
alguien que hable español?nme encanto la canción❤
Alguien tiene la lista de músicos que intervinieron ?
Alguien viene por FAMOUS 👑👑
alguien vino por machinalberto de pataclaun ??? dale like
Alguma semelhança com o Brasil será mera coincidência.  kkkk
Algum brasileiro?❤
Algum brasileiro ai 2018 novembro😎🍀 ✌
Algum brasileiro aí em dezembro 2018



ALGUM BRASILEIRO AQUI ?�
Algum brasileiro curtindo esse som maravilhoso ai 🔊🔉🎤🎵🎶🎼🎺🎸
Algum brasileiro? quem for curti e comenta eu!
Algún latino?
Alguns são.. inimitáveis!
@alialbargii07nbeautiful.. like me >
Ali crna torta mi je zakon! Kako se pise kraljica? KIJA KOCKAR!!!
@AlienatedProduction8 YOUR COOL
ALIEN BITCH IS COOL!!!!!!
Aliens  72.63%  (8,562 votes)n n nLittle Monsters  27.37%  (3,226 votes)n 
n nnntmundialmusical.blogspot.com.br/2013/04/batalla-de-fans.html
Aliester crowley died in 1947
A Light that burns twice as Bright!  burns half as Long & Jimi you Burned 
so very very Brightly!
@aligman1000 The devil  only exist in your stupid mind!
Ali kad kaze: “ Ti si emotivni diletant” i really felt that
Ali ljudi, kakav spot. BRAVO! 🖤 ❤
Ali najace kija za 1h ima 23 hiljade lajkova a luna za 1 mjesec😂
Ali refren😍  Perfekcija.
Alison je t’aime ❤
alist of all the tracks pls, wow this is great and reminiscent
A little bit of "Taps" at 2:53 for good measure.
A little disappointed that you didn't include the engineer's relatively 
reasonable design from before Homer drew the wreck himself.
A little dramatic no? nAnd I don't want to be the one to point it out but 
going Green isn't as "Green"  as people are lead to believe.
A little early here in the States.  Still funny though.
A little girl ...in politics
a little Hitler if I saw one , what a scripted propaganda farce
A little kid is praying for dictatorship
A little late for this to be featured? I saw it for almost a year ago :D
A little psychopath.
a little too much time on your hands
A little tyrant.
Ali znaci pokidala. Bravo Kijaaaaaa
Al je dobra crna kosa
All about Gesang der Junglinge...nhttp://stockhausenspace.blogspot.com/
2015/01/opus-8-gesang-der-junglinge.html
Allah bless the nearest galaxy. x5
Allahu Akbar
all around cool piece
all buildings design is not so much attractive ...those seems with average 
design
all cops make us less safe
All diese gehirngewaschenen Teenies tun mir leid.
Alle gebrainwashed vom TV!
Alles fake was für klima scheiß greta nur ablenken von der flüchtlings 
mist
alles klar bei dir
alleuja
Allez va chercher mon chien, Va!
ALL FACTS! THIS ABOUT OUR BABIES MAN C'MON FAM #WAKETFUP
All fake!. The audio, the public seems whatching an empty space..
All felling of MASTER SUPREME  nJimi Hendrix
All for the 1% of New Yorkers. We’ll only be able to marvel from the 
outside.
All Gore to GRETA The DUMB ASS!n"AND I SHALL CALL YOU MINI ME"
All hail GA GA! I love what she said on her Facebook page about WBC 
protesting her performances. She was right on the money!
All hail the cult of Mother Gaia.
All hail the queen of Children of the Corn.
all hermit crabs are shellf conscious



All her videos are so boring to me after the initial wow of the outfit 
wears off.  Plus, the song itself just isn't that interesting.
all honesty, i would drive it.. automatic? :)
All i can say,ha ha ha ooooo yeeeeeesssssss.!
All i can see is Fat Amy~~~~
All I can think of is Michael Clarke Duncan from the Green Mile
All I could look at was her chest, who wears an open bath robe to an 
interview?
All I did was rope dance to this cuz cough I’m alone
Alligator tears. Who’s she related to? Reptiles that’s who
All I gotta say is: I freaking love this playlist. Nothing else it hitting 
it as perfect as this one.
All I hear is nothing but total virtue signaling.
All im sayin is if she was lying, would she have really gone through all 
this trouble?
All Im thinkin is...ya'll gon have SERIOUS ants! LOL!
All in 1 it looks great😎
All i need is 5 mins
All in the name of science and FUN!
All in the name of science of course...
All I see is a hateful little NAZI . I hope some day shenwill be able to 
break away from the Left's hateful spell.
All I see is another guy looking at James Brown telling to get it up...
all i see is Danny Devito, bad choice for voice.
All I see is trash and dysfunction. And horns holy shit.. people need to 
get the fuck out of the middle of the street.
All it takes to change the direction and height of flow is specialized 
caps.
All I wanna know is, what did he type?!?!?
All I want in life is to go on a Supertramp adventure TAKE ME WITH YOU
all lady gaga's songs are great!
ALL life has 2 periods  BH before Hendrix and AH after Hendrix
All my respect for Mr Snowden!!!!
all nonsense
All of a sudden I'm seeing this for the first time!?
"All of Creation 🗻 , nIs making a statement, nYou can't escape Her, nShe's 
coming for you..." 🔥🌋🔥 n⚡⚡⚡
All of these emotions with glances at papers don't worth a dime
All of these skyscrapers are ugly. Especially the newer ones. Post-Modern 
architecture = trash.
All of this is an abomination.
all of this is just so very cool. And the girl dancing there...man. Hot.
All of you MS fanboys that downvoted this need to redirect your output 
to /dev/null
All of your ideas remind me of the best park of the movie
All PART of NON-PROFIT INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX IDEAs to HOW to Make MONEY OUT 
of THIN AIR by SPREADING PROPAGANDA and FEAR.
All people have to wake up. Please, take one day and check the facts! - We 
destroy ourself...
All queers do is: rn1. Name call rn2. Play the screenname gamern3. and 
avoid debate.
All righty I love it yehhhhhhhhhhh.
All she wanted to say is “F**K YOU”
All that coke...  :(
all that coke down the drain :(
ALL THAT COKE! :'(  gj, don't take this as a bad comment but.. you have 
ALOT of sparetime xD
All that coke...wasted...rn:(
all that coke!! x.x!!
all that diet coke going to waste
All that diet coke... such a waste.
all that from 2 ltr. of diet coke and 4 mentos!!! :O
All that honking is driving me crazy!!!!!



all that money .. wasted :L ..
All that OOOOOOOH screaming girls jumping around hugging each other like 
wtf? Anywyas nice video...
All that wasted coke. ='(
All that wasted Coke...rnrngood thing they used diet and not the real 
thing or else I'd be piiiiiiissed.
all that wasted diet coke :(
all that wasted diet coke and mentos. =( ncool though. looks like the MGM 
water fountain show in vegas
All the alien jazz players left earth  after miles , Coltrane,  Jones, 
Mingus & Monk died
All the applause from the empty suits
All the dislikes are from those who can't handle the truth.  Truth hurts.
all the dislikes came from retards who actually thought they were about to 
watch someone run on nothing but water
All the horns will blow your eardrums. Then the traffic and state of 
hyygiene will then blow your eyeball too
All the left has is an autistic alcohol syndrome child how hysterical
All the level designers have to watch this
All the music ever made seems to flow into and out of this album.
all the people who negatively commented on this are to blame for climate 
change with their hot ass breath
All these buildings absolutely look sci-fi and gorgeous yet they dont look 
regconizable.nChrysler Building's crown beat them all!
All these buildings are amazing!
All these composers write their own names by Golden Letters on to the 
unforgettables  musicians
All these costumes look horrible
All these dislikes are from people who have no faith xD jk
All these efforts for a mere lip-synching, what a waste of ressources. 
Anyway great show
All these global warming activist should cut up their driver's license in 
pieces.
All these new skyscrapers look like shit.
All these people Daniel looks like must be him from a past life
All these people talking shit, what the hell are you doing to solve the 
problem? Making comments on YouTube won’t do jackshit
All these songs are so beautiful, each one in their own way. I wish I had 
a playlist of all of them together in one place.
All these useless memes in the comments 🤦
All these years later and only now am I wondering, how sticky are they?
All these years later and this song still SLAPS
All these years the  tune still has fire in it that music love it
ALL THE SHITS THAT PUT INCHES BELOW ... BAND OF INCULTS
All the single person here listening this song and committed people are 
busy in making out😂😂😂😂😂
all the smack talk. you got taken out. off the pedestal
All the songs I play after tgi6s one will not be as good.n[[[[[[ [
all the windows in my house blew because I played this too loud. oh well, 
ill just get new windows.
All they do is making too many baby’s that all, over populated country.
all this coke for video :o
all this Crap is Fake
All this does is just make me jealous that I can't do things like this in 
my life
All this is a media show, just like a big brother. The big brother of 
climate change
All this pieces are in barbie movies
All this traffic in nyc for this!!!! Who is she talking to? The 
Chinese ?????
All those precious Diet Coke...all wasted. rnNOOO!!
all thumbs down me
All time killer song, Stevie rules.



All ugly new buildings.
All very sad,, She is damaged goods,, Not by climate change but by the 
people leading her up the garden path,, There is evil at work,,
All videos superb
all we know is that it took a damn lot of money
all wellknown disent rock stars were paying respect to funky  is akind of 
breeth rythmn i think
All y'all saying why am I just hearing this? BECAUSE U DIDNT WATCH SING 😂
ALL you do is just bow down
ALL YOUR BASE ARE BELONG TO US
all your gaga are belong to us
ALLYOUR LOVE IS REVENGE!
All you scrubs only hearing it in 2019. Who has been here since 2016 
because of Sing! ?
"All you talk about is money and fairy tales of eternal economic growth. 
How dare you?"
@Almendra5575 SI ES TAN MEJOR QUE HACES AQUI HAY QUE HAREMOS CON ESTOS 
IMBECILES QUE NO SABEN NI DONDE ESTAN PARADOS
Al menos las putas cobran tu eres una zorraaa que te regalaaas! JAJAJA
Al menos ya alcanzó a Stevie en algo: las entradas masivas.
Almkst 50 years ago and we got the same problem today, only worse. I 
wonder how he would have simulated drone strikes
almost 1B!!!!!
Almost 1.B let's goooo😍
ALMOST 284 MILLNS OHHHHH MYYYYYYYYY GAAAAAAAGAAAAAAA
Almost 2 years later!
ALMOST 300 MILLIONS WOW THATS REALLY A FENOMENOM
almost 393 mill :D go for 400 mill!!!
ALMOST 500 K LIKES!!
almost 50 years later, makewords exists on Linux :D nhttps://github.com/
alexzk1/makewords
Almost 50 yeasr ago.....GREAT JIMI, you are always here with us....and 
Happy Birthday Woodstock ;-)
Almost 600.000.000 views!!!!
Almost 915 000 comments. This is going fast! :)
Almost a Billion
almost a billion views has queen
almost as good as lil uzi vert
Almost as high as the taxes lol
Almost bring a tear to my eye.
almost cried of joy through the whole video is that weird or is it normal
Almost didn't recognise Danny Devito in the role of that businessman
Almost everybody got this on their recommended lists
Almost face reveal
ALMOST HER BIRTHDAY!!
Almost like VR view, thank you
Almost tempting to buy a new car just to experience this! Of course, 
that's not financially practical.
Almost to a man my fellow babyboomes say "I'll be dead by then". Put a 
bounty on us now, otherwise there will be No Resources left at all!
alo anita escuta o negao pra ver o que e doutorado em funk
ALO DEVOJKO STA SI URADILAA😍😍😍😍
alo mcs de merda brasileiro, cola no negao, que voces nao se arrenpender
#Alone4ever
Aloo bre pokidala😎 😎👏👏👏👏👑
Aloo devojko svetska si bre 🖤🖤🖤
ALOOOO LJUDIII ONA OČARAVA NJENOM LEPOTOM...👑
ALOOOOO GORIIIII💞💞💞💞💞😻😻😻😻😻😻😻 😻💘
Aloooo pa ovooo je topcinaa pravaaaaaaa. Grmiteeee breeeee❤❤❤❤
Alooo zenoo pokidala siii ❤❤❤❤
A lo que vine, minuto 1:14



A los que dicen que escuchan bombas y ametralladoras  les pregunto "qué  
fumaron?". Este tipo es horrible
A lot have the exact same glasses Circular ones and it’s also weird 
because he wore them in Harry Potter
A lot more abstract and dadaist than the world gives him credit for.
a lot of
A lot of adults in this comment section bitching about a child who is 
scared about her future.
A lot of bootlickers giving this thumbs down.
a lot of bootlicking happening in the comments
A lot of climate change denying retards in the comments I see.
a lot of coce diet ... O_O awesome!! :D
A lot of crew neck sweaters!
a lot of heads rockin
Alot of Indians here in America are cheap ass
a lot of people disliking the video, because they thought the man was just 
running on water... palmface
ALOT OF PEOPLE LIKE DIET SODA! SODA IS SODA STOP BEING JUDGMENTAL MORONS! 
-_-
A lot of people must regret leaving early.
alot of wasted coke :(
A lot of you people are here making fun of her cuz what she doing climate 
change is real how many of you would do what she doing none I bet
A lot they come for the diet coke
A lovely HH classic!! X
Al' ovo vozi 🔥  Hit do hita, bravo Kristina!
Al' razbila!
Already know it. Nice performance but vocally she is average, nothing 
more.
Al refren mi je extra jaooo. Znaci ne mogu ne mogu samo bi ju skusala i 
kad spavam
Alright alright.... I'll watch the damn video YouTube.. nnSubscribe to my 
channel!!
Alright, I'm up!
alright man! they rock!! the finale was cool too!!
😴  Alright now where can I find the let's just fuck music....?? Lol
Alright tbh you would think Miyamoto would be able to speak English by now
Alright to anyone who has seen the movie DOES ANYONE RECOGNIZE THE SONG 
NICKY WAS PLAYING AT HIS PARTY it sounds good lol
Alrighty I'm logging out! BUt I'll be watching this all day.
Al si nadmasila Karleusu, ide jedan papir i za tebe 😂😂😂
Als in den Ferien in Brasilien der Regenwald brannte wars ruhig. Aber wenn 
die Schule beginnt, da gehts rambazamba!!! 😉
also allein in DE waren über 1.000.000 Leute, also der Begriff 
Hunderttausende ist schon bisschen schwach...... in Berlin waren es über 
270.000 ....
Also at the time it help them to cross over to the R&B/POP scene at the 
time
Also bitte alle ab und zu mal einen Beitrag leisten damit die Demokratie 
vor diesen Haien geschütz werden kann!!
Also braucht man doch nicht jedes Jahr das neueste iPhone?
Also, highlight those fourths and play a half-step outside. Mmmmmmmm....
Also: i love to see more of these videos about other cities.
also, it hasn't come out yet, don't be too quick to judge.
Also just found this yesterday and I'm pretty obsessed
Also love the cover art.
Also the orang thing is gold
Also wondering who wrote her speech and gave her an acting class.
Also works with Diet Pepsi, or any soda with aspartame, for that matter.
Also zusammengefasst das verbesserte SS und Stasi Sytem. Machterhaltung um 
jeden Preis.
Alter diese Kahbe nervt richtig



Alterrrrrrrr 😂😂😂😂  das geht?
Although I may don't like Born this way that much, but Bad Romance is 
still my favorite song.
although i personsally fucking HATE HATE diet coke this is so badass
Although I support his protest, I bet Colin Kaepernick would have stood 
for this.
although it was a tragedy, and I really like the twin towers, they 
wouldn’t fit with what New York is going to look like soon..
Although not my taste of music played by a symphony, but I have to admit, 
it is so creative!
although think we can help them much more with bread and water..
Although...Where's Rapper's Delight from The Sugarhill Gang? That's like 
Hip hop's icon :(
although you do get that type in image thingy if you do it too often
@alto886 Beacause fortunately, everyone does not share your exact taste in 
music. Some people may actualy like Justin Bieber.
ALUCINANTE LA COREOGRAFÍA DE LOS VIENTOS
A lunchbox full of instant hipster is not complete without a cold pabst 
blue ribbon 😂
@alvarezjosh10 then.. i ges im tha idiot in this case x_X
Always \\\ \\\\\\
Always a-head ahead. The Love Supreme Court. Tears truth.
Always ending with a trilogy, lol i think it's always a good way to end a 
series, with a Trilogy
Always, excellent videos. Well done.
always fantastic -what an inspiration!!  Stevie Wonder - we love you!!
always get told I look like him😑
Always good to make sure I have tripdisma when I make my coffee.
Always intrigued by modernism....in all art forms.
Always Love Lady Gaga
Always one of my favorite videos to watch
Always play this on the 4th of July
Always salt the eggs before you cook it
always says same about any of her opponents,like broken record
always wanted to go to Australia!! first Sydney then I want to visit the 
Australia Zoo, Great Barrier Reef, The outback, and try Vegemite
Always wished i could of gone to woodstock
Always wrong, Always spreading fear! nnnnhttps://cei.org/blog/wrong-
again-50-years-failed-eco-pocalyptic-predictions
AMAAAAAAAAAZING!!!rn(I want to try this.. XD)
amaaaazing
¡Amaizing ! :)
Amaizing :D
am a sax guy ad this horn  is changing my mind.
A massive Mercedes family car that would be mad
A masterpiece
A masterpiece 🌬
a masterpiece!!!
A masterpiece. His talent was other-worldly, and without him, there would 
be no Prince. RIP to both
a Master Piece. Like to cover it in a other lang.
A masterpiece,no doubt about it !!!!
A master timeless piece of art!
Amatersko pevanje i dosadna pesma. Zvuci kao pesme Andjele Vestice
Ama tooo dzine! IIII  vracas jako itekako ❤❤^
amayzing how much this is boring and grooveless when played by 
orchestra ..
Amazaing!
Amazin
Amazin' except anaconda shitty minaj
Amazing



amazing
Amazing
AMAZING
amazing
AMAZING
amazing
AMAZING
Amazing
amazing
Amazing
amazing
Amazing
amazing
Amazing
a-mazing
Amazing !
amazing !
AMAZING !!
Amazing !!!
Amazing !!!!
Amazing ❤
Amazing 💞 ❤😍
Amazing ÂÂÂ
Amazing:)
Amazing!
amazing!
amazinG!
Amazing!
amazing!
Amazing!
amazing!
amazing! :)
Amazing! ♥
Amazing! 💞
Amazing!!
AMAZING!!
amazing!!
Amazing!!!
amazing!!!
Amazing!!!
Amazing!!! 😂
amazing!!!!
AMAZING!!!!! 👏👏👏
Amazing!!!!!!
Amazing!!!!!!!!
Amazing!❤🙌
amazing!👍👌😄👏👏
Amazing.
Amazing.!!!!
amazing..
Amazing....
Amazing😍
amazing😍😍 ❤❤
Amazing❤❤
amazing😍😍😍 😍
amazing <3
Amazing acting!!
amazing album



amazing album.  heard it over 10 years ago and bought the damn set.  worth 
it. every penny
Amazing album, my favorite! Turning some of these younger people on to 
this! It needs to be heard more then even!
Amazing...all these years later and we still have the same problems.
Amazing- and I am old enough to have met some f ed up Vietnam veterans 
( and some f ed up Vietnamese people!)!
Amazing, Ariana Grande 😍👏👌
amazing artist
Amazing! Awesome! Stunning! Beautiful!
Amazing beautiful country <3 much love from Thailand
Amazing choreography, must have been very sticky.
Amazing city. Been there twice and fell completely in love with it.
Amazing city, I wish to visit somedays. Thank you for very informative 
video
Amazing content, but please say meters AND feet amount. It doesn’t quite 
register with us Americans.
Amazing - count me as a fan it was excellent
amazing! :D
Amazing duet! Well done!
Amazing effects, the lamest dialogue. Jeez they couldn't get a better 
writer for this? Great talent wasted.
Amazing. especially Nas is like
amazing feat, really not easy to do.
Amazing fellas.  What else can I say?
Amazing footage!
amazing for ever
amazing!!!!!   Franz Shubert /  Ave María.... is not 
famous!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Amazingg<<3
Amazingggggg!!!but you Have to put Xzibit "Paparazzi" instead
Amazinggggggggggg hahaha
Amazing grace Stevie how sweet the sound
AMAZING GREAT JAMES BROWN
amazing! great jog guys
Amazing ! 🌻🌻🌻 🌻🌻 🌻 . Greta you are the voice of Mother Earth 
♥♥♥♥ ♥ ♥♥ ♥♥♥��♥

Amazing guy
Amazing guys.. you show is so much fun to watch.  Keep up the good work.
amazing... ha.. nice nice work guys.
amazing, he captures a lot in that ....it's like yours sitting on the edge 
of your seat, wondering what comes next
Amazing!!!!!! Hendrix was a real genius.
amazing how he plays piano blindly ! I sometimes put my clothes on wrong 
even though I'm sighted..
Amazing how Miyamoto is able to remember things he did thirty years ago.
amazing how such a basic level has so much thought behind it. miyamoto is 
truly a genius of the industry
amazing how symbolic this video is. dang
Amazing how the fight ended the way she said it wouldn't.
Amazing How-to, but I've got one question: Where I can find this plastic 
toy golf clubs?
Amazing! I GOT FAITH that this song is gonna be the world's new muse after 
HAPPY!
Amazing! I love it.
Amazing I love your work
AMAZING! I Luv It
Amazing i remember going to Mall of America and water squirted straight up 
like that only it was not Diet Coke
AMAZING!!  It's a mini-Bellagio show.
Amazing, i watch it for Robin =)
amazing !! I wish to hear full songs
Amazing James Brown.



Amazing job !!!
Amazing job!
amazing, just amazing it can't get any better then this
amazing just Like ariana could do it
amazing. life
Amazing!! Loved it!  Big up
Amazingly 💯
amazing mad skill
amazing man keep up the great work bro
Amazing musical talent. Biggest piece of shit human  being.
AMAZING MUST OF BEEN lots of work rembering which oens to trigger.
Amazing! Nas is like is my favourite part. I wish the whole song was done 
with Nas rapping over it.
amazingnesss!!!!!
Amazing!nWhere’s Chopin’s Funeral March???
amazingnwow
amazing omg
Amazing on sooooooo many levels..Loves this, can watch it er'day!!! Lol 💗
🎶👏🎻🎺 🎷 📀 n#ThatConductorTho😍 n#UniversalLanguage🎼
Amazing organized chaos
Amazing. She predicted how she was going to lose. Lol.
Amazing & singular  voice  like Amy Winehouse.
Amazing so good en beautiful  ❤💞💖
Amazing song!!
Amazing song!!!!!!
Amazing Song Amazing Movie! Love this!
Amazing song!!! congratulations ariadna you da one!!
Amazing song ..... Honduras ❤🙂
Amazing song, Norah is just sensational. That voice is iconic.
amazing :) song song song???
Amazing speech young lady.
Amazing,,,,,Steve
Amazing talent!
amazing talent!
Amazing! Thanks Jimi!
Amazing. Thank you.
AMAZING!!!!!! THANK YOU FOR DOING, THANK YOU FOR SHARING. THAT WAS 
INSPIRING!
Amazing!!! Thank you very much... Only critic is you skipped the very 
important completioned and comparisoned drafts part! Still, I LOVE IT
Amazing that you made that all by yourself. I love it! Great way to save 
money and be creative!
amazing the choreographing was amazing i gotta do this again
AmaZing the New TOWER.$ OF NEW YORK....I LOVE FOREVER...N.Y.Cn....OK..💚💚
💚💚💚💚 💚 💙💚 💙💚💙💚👏 👏 👏👏

Amazing, These guys deserve a guinness award
Amazing, they even thought of the character slipping to add realism, even 
though it's just a 8-bit 2D sprite game.
amazing this is the 1st time I heard this I almost cried wow he is so 
amazing you can hear everything guns plans bomb just like they said 
amazing
amazing this song..
Amazing.. truly awesome! well done!
amazing...very good :)
amazing video
Amazing video!
amazing video, ari queeeeeens😍😍😍😍😍😍😍👑👑👑
amazing video :D
AMAZING  video .. i will visit very soon ...
Amazing video, my flight to venice leaves today :D



Amazing video!! New York is gonna look different in the future in a good 
way.
amazing videoooo!!!!!! best one yet from her
Amazing video. Really got down in dirty checking out old Delhi
Amazing videos ! Great job and thanks for the effort !!!!!
Amazing video, super cool
Amazing video, Thanks!
Amazing video. Thanks so much!
amazing video! walk past by some of these construction sites every day 
without know what they are!
Amazing video, will come back always to here.
Amazing vlog
Amazing work! I would  love to hear more!
amazing wow!!!
amazing, you guys are my heroes.
Amazon is still on fire
@ambermichele93 yea! cuz there is alot of comments on baby saying he sucks 
so our lady gaga fans are giving him views  Lady GaGa will win!!
a media pawn in a game she cant even comprehend...
A mediocre intelligence....  but the loft apartment looks great!
AMEEEEEEEI ❤❤❤❤😍 😍😍 😍
ameeeeeei
AMEEEEI 💖💖💖💖💖 💖 nARRAZA ARIIIII 💖💖 💖💖
Amei
amei
Amei!!! 😍 ❤🔥🎶🎶
Amei Ari platinada!! kkk
Amei o cabelo da ariana
ameizig!!!SING!!!wow!!
amen
Amen.
AMEN11111111111111111!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
A mentally ill child exploited for politics right there
A mentally ill little hatewitch
America!!!
America.
America doesn't like big cars....nAmerica casually making monster 
trucks...
America doesn't want big cars. XD trucks, cars, suvs, Lamborghinis,and all 
other cars have gotten bigger and bigger and bigger.
“America doesn’t want big”nBoy how times changed
America... face pra Ken? Obama x brown?
America!! Fuck yeahh!!
AMERICA GAVE COPS GRENADE LAUNCHERS nnnnnnnthat are used for tear gas
America is a continent
America is doing better than most.  Enough of the "feeling" campaign.
America is doing its part so don't over here with that nonsense
america is fucking insane on so many levels.
America is not a country
America is not a country. You can refer to north America and south America 
together as America, but never refer to one country as America.
America is The Best God Bless America
America! Land of the overly aggressive forign policy and needless death
american
American Indian homage to oppressors... OXYmoronic.. EPIC!!!
American Music at its best
American Patriotic surfmusic
Americans absolutely do not want small cars with good gas mileage.nOh how 
this scene has aged.
"AMERICANS DONT LIKE BIG CARS, SIR"
'Americans don't want a big car' yes they do. To an American, making a 
luxury car is just making a big car.
Americans don't want big car...nnIt's all because of Bill Bernbach's 



Volkswagen campaign: "Think Small"
"Americans don't want big cars"
Americans don't want big cars??
"Americans don't want big cars" Ahahaha
Americans don't want big cars? F150 is the best seller in America!
"Americans don't want big cars" is incredibly wide of the mark
"Americans don't want big cars" lmao they are obsessed with power and they 
need them to fit fat tummies inside
"Americans don't want big cars"nnLMAO what an idiot
Americans just suck at comedy
Americans never do there research on English!
americans sure want big cars now
American veteran....100% PTSD....Only the dead have seen end of 
war'...Plato.....
America please do something
America's finest
America, strangling itself 2017
am going to eat mentos an drink diet coke now to see what will happen
Am going tuy mes you
Am here single trying to see who gonna have a solution to be over come
Am I an asshole if I think Kafka Edgar choose your own adventure novel 
sounds interesting?
Am I as stupid as Homer if I kinds want this
am i blind or there is actually no chopin
A mídia não fala muita dessa lenda
Am I freaked out or on board? Hard to say because either way I’m freaked 
out by Greta
am I having a stroke?
A million times a million up the thumb.
A million un-bitchin' ads. Thumbs down for marring a classic miles 
experience.
A million years ago America was under a mile thick ice sheet.... Thank God 
for climate change %%%
A mí me van a tomar en el examen de inglés
A mi no me importaria me arriesgaria con tal de asistir a su concierto
am i only one that just found out about this?
Am I only one who thinks he looks like Michael Duncan, aka John Coffey in 
The Green Mile?
Am I really gonna see this grown angry scowl child pop up on every feed 
this week? sigh.....ok...I submit.
Am I seriously just watching this video now
Am I supposed to start crying now ???
A mi tampoco me gustan las religiones.
Am i the last person who gets the cool videos by the time they get old????
Am I the one who don't hear piano in these song ?
Am i the only 14 years old that actually like this?
Am i the only one confused on what is going on ?????
Am I the only one cringing out of my skin with the way she talks?
Am I the only one disgusted?
AM I THE ONLY ONE HERE WHO PREFERS THEIR COLD BREW SHAKEN NOT STIRRED?
Am I the only one here who thinks he sucks technically?
Am I the only one knowing 64 from a barbie movie? (I'm 16)
Am I the only one ma he was throwing shade at twenty one pilots?
am i the only one mesmerized by the typewriter
Am I the only one: most important are the first 3 min ... never get to a 
later part 😜😳
am i the only one that actually knew about this song when it came out?
Am I the only one that doesn't find her attractive at all?
Am i the only one that doesn't see the resemblance in the last picture of 
Daniel?
Am I the only one that imagined the plane crashing and exploding when the 
wonderful happy music started playing? The internet has ruined me
am i the only one that see's the pink panther dancing...



Am I the only one that's thinking how the hell did they get that 
basketball hoop on the rock? At 1:00
Am I the only one that thinks she looks sooo damn cute at 0:50 when she's 
smiling 😍  holyyy
am I the only one that thinks this don't sound that good at some parts
Am i the only one that was here BEFORE youtube recommended it to everyone?
Am I the only one to get extrem Carl Sagan vibes from the Vyssotsicy guy 
in the beginning?
Am I the only one to think that Tom Hanks would make a perfect Dalì in an 
hypothetical movie
am i the only one watching this cuz of ariana??
Am I the only one who actually knew about this song when it was released 
lol
Am I the only one who actually know this song for longer than a month? 
It's been here ever since 2016 XD
Am I the only one who already heard this song in 2016 and has been loving 
it since?
Am I the only one who already knows the song bc of the movie??
Am I the only one who can definately hear that's it's written by Ryan 
Tedder(not only). Nothing but love for this song woooh.
Am i the only one who clicked on this vid only bc of “Ariana Grande” was 
in the title Damn `
Am I the only one who didnt know about this song?
Am I the only one who doesn't play any instruments but still listening to 
these music?
Am I the only one who finds Ahmen Ra super attractive? XD
Am I the only one who finds her god damn annoying?
Am I the only one who finds Sacagawea super attractive?
Am i the only one who has heard this song more then 100 times but has 
never actually seen the music video?
Am I the only one who has just seen this now 😂😂❤❤😭
Am I the only one who has listened to song before too 🤔
Am I the only one who has seen this AFTER they watched Sing???
Am I the only one who heard of this song since it's release?
Am i the only one who heard this wen it came out?
Am i the only one who is here from Sing?
Am I the only one who is listening to this song while reading the 
comments?
Am i the only one who is not here for the first time in May 2019?
Am I the only one who JUST discovered this song???
Am I the only one who just found out Ariana is in this?
am i the only one who just knew the existence of this video
Am I the only one who keeps getting a sing ad whenever I click on the 
video
am i the only one who knew about this song in 2016? wow ok youtube lol
Am I the only one who.knew this song years ago because.of sing
Am I the only one who knows exactly when this was filmed just by Ariana's 
hair
Am I the only one who knows this cause of the movie?
Am I the only one who knows this song since it came out ?🤔
Am I the only one who likes the beginning of the song
am I the only one who loves how loud and sporadic Daniel is? Because I can 
so relate to him
Am I the only one who masturbates to this instead having sex ? No? Anyone? 
Okai ._.
Am I the only one who new this song already?!
Am I the only one who really liked the car?
Am I the only one who saw this for the first time 2 years ago?
Am I the only one who saw this when it literally came out?
Am i the only one who searched to see if his band Trinkets for miles 
exists?



am i the only one who’s known this song since it came out.... or what? 😂
😂

Am I the only one who’s seen this?
am I the only one who thinks James Brown looks like the black version of 
All Might? he's prob the only person alive worthy of this comparison.
Am I the only one who thinks Justin Timberlake and Daniel look alike?
Am i the only one who thinks Lady Gaga would be perfect for the t.v series 
Gotham
am i the only one who thinks shes really fucking hot
Am I the only one who thinks that the super skinny building look odd?
am i the only one who thinks the video was so amazing and sweet and 
inspiering to kids to sing
Am I the only one who thinks this song sounds like Ed Sheerans song Sing ?
Am I the only one who thought the water looked shallow and they were gonna 
hit rock?
am i the only one who went crazy when they saw rebel wilson?
Am I the only one who would actually buy this car IRL?
Am I the only one who would pay to drive a car made my Homer Simpson.
Am I the only person who is loving the SKIPPER Barbie doll case?!?
Am i the only person who jerked of seeing rounda rousey?
am I the only single (not in a relationship) here???
Am I the only who descovered this song in 2016?
Am I the only who's excited about this film? Like srsly
A mixed bag of works, some interesting, some less so... I wish the video 
incorporated the titles of the works and names of the artist though.
Am just now seeing the video wtf.
am love this video
ammmigo spacchi!
amo a la bailarina del fondo con las botas blancas que lindo baile nena
amo a Lady  gaga
Amo a lady gaga me encantan sus videos y la forma em¡n que ella canta. Te 
adoro
amo a lady gaga y amo a los little monsters *-*
A Mockingjay
A modern day Jeanne D'arc, we need her.
amo ela me chamam de lady gaga amo te i love lady gaga
Amo essas musicas,😳💙
Amo essas músicas
Amo esse clipe
amo esta cancion😍 ❤
Amo Esta Cancion❤❤❤
Amo esta canción.
Amo esta canción... me pone de tan buen humor 💕
Amo esta canción sin duda el mejor video .♥♥
A MO ESTA CANSION ..MI FAVORITA..
Amo esta música ❤❤❤❤❤
AMO ESTA Y TODAS SUS CANCIONES ES HERMOSA E ÚNICA
amo este tema.. lo voy a amar por siempre
Amo favoritas
Amo James, sempre , sem palavras
ⓐⓜⓞ ⓛⓐ ⓒⓐⓝⓒⓘⓞⓝ
Amo laddy gaga <3
amo muito
Among the best episodes ever.
a monk runs atop wooden boards* for 125 meters.
am only looking at her titts.i don'tknow  what the fuck she's taking 
about.
Amoo esse dois...lindos...maravilhosos...cute..love
amoo muito td isso!
amooo isso e musica e n as porcarias de hj. tenho 27 anos e amo músicas 
antigas .nalguem em dezembro de 2018???nFELIZZZ 2019 PARA TDS 🎉🎉🕊🕊



Amoooooo
amooooooo a arianaaa grandeeeee es mi favoritaaaaa es la numero 1 para mi
Amo questa canzone!
Amo questa canzone ma sopratutto amo ariana grande
A more outrageous fictional rape than any that happens in Game of Thrones.
Amorovaaa strelaaaa 😍  hittttt
Amorova strela
amorova strela ;)
Amorova strela 💃
Amorova strela ❤ 🌍
Amorova strela 💘 💘💘 💘💘💘
Amorova strelaaa
Amorova strelaaaaa 🏹 Amorova strelaaaaa 🏹
amorova strela  a jebe  se sa  stane  kao  stuka  kroz  pesmu napada 
muskarca  a sve  peva o  sebi  ona je na drugima  bila
amorova strela amorova strela
Amorova strelaa vrh vrh vrh
Amorova strela.....BRAVOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
Amorova strela gađa ravno u srce Kijevca zato smo tu noćas.
Amorova strela hitcina!!!!
Amorova strela hitcina zasluzeno N1
Amorova strela hit, hit
#Amorovastrela➡ https://youtu.be/_aUTP25yn00
Amorova strela je hit u najavi
Amorova strela kada te rani,opijen padneš na putu sreće,a iz te rane na 
srcu tvome, umesto krvi ljubav poteče...
Amorova strela kida
Amorova strela❤ Kija, bomba💣
Amorova strela leti visoko prema nebu.
Amorova strela💘💘💘  nHit u najavi💘💘💘
Amorova strela pogodila pravo u centar.Odlicna je👍
Amorova strela  ,pogodi nas  spremne  ,tako se to radi  Kristina Kija 
Kockar  KRALJICA
Amorova strela (Sloba) c
Amorova strela šta reći.. Top, idemo dalje u uspehe bravo Kija...
Amorova strela ,super
Amorova strela-the best!!
Amorova Strela top Vrh..Ovo je Kija Kockar jedna jedina!!!!
Amor 🏹d  Sloba
amO ser un little mOnster! y ser hijO dee GaaGaa :D juju I lOve mOmii :D
💜🎶  amo sus canciones !!!
Amo tanto a Ari, que orgullo ser #Arianator ❤
Amo Tanto Esta Cancion❤❤❤❤❤
Amo todo de este video el baile ,todo.
amo tu voz ari
amount of boast she had.. lol
Amour complet et instantané.
A moze li ovo i na engleskom? Onako, malo da ga zakucas...? Moze u svet!  
Odlicna pesma, odlican spot.
AMSTERDAM BANDS IS WERY PRIMITIVE
A mulher lá em cima dança muito..num é essas coisa de hoje rebolando cu 
chamado funk.
a musica é boa mas eu tenho vergonhá de dize que vovó dançava na banda ela 
esta la trás pode olhar
A música é linda
A Musical Genius - Lady Gaga @ 18 yrs old - Triumph of a Spirited 
Youthnnwatch?v=PK787DPw7yknnawesome !!
a musical legend!



A musical with singing animals brought me here
A música mais linda do mundo é  a negra chupa racista!
A music video with stevie wonder  and ariana grande is there a better 
christmas present ? ❤
Amusing.
A must watch to pay tribute to robin Williams
Amy Adams and her pants were the only things that got me through the last 
movie. Looks like she ain't in this one so I'll be skipping this
@amykongci  but Justin Bieber-- Baby 350.000.000 soon very soon!
Amzaingrnthis isnt a waste of cokernthese guys get payed for doing 
thisrnthey maked it all fun about
Anabela nikada ne može da kupi ovoliko pozitivnih komentara za lunjaru
an absolute incredible presentation !!   thank you for posting
Anaconda but no All Eyez on Me!nHarlem Shake but no Big Poppa!nBad Girls 
but no My Name Is! Seriously, that's absolutely not hip-hop history!
Anaconda by Nicky or Baby got back by Sir mix a lot?
Anaconda? Seriously??
a nadie le gusta madonna
Ana Lorena Solis Amador de Costa Rica con mucho amor para todos ustedes
Ana Lorena Solis Amador de Costa Rica los Ama y agradece x escuchar esta 
música se cuidan
An amazing song
An amazing use of junk food!
An amazing walk though Old Delhi!
an amazing waste of timerninteresting note: if you let diet coke sit out 
long enough, eventually the checmicals inside create a neurotoxin
Anani sex machinem yaparım amk cocu
Anan mal orusbu çocuğu
AnArnArinArianAriannArianan❣❣❣❣❣❣ ❣
Ana tounsi
ANAZING!!!!!!
Ancient history now, innit?
ANCJSJSIAJAJ I REMEMBER THISSS, made my heart melt uwu �
and
And 50 years later Taylor Swift is a "singer" and famous.... what a 
fucking joke, Rest East King!!!
@anda19971 Anda you're a ludicrous puritan!
...And a Big Threat she was!!! Holly put her to sleep Only thing Rhonda 
needed was a cover and pillow..Holly was so humble about it too I like her
And a child shall lead them! Amazing young woman! She's absolutely right!
"And a child shall lead them" I believe was the motto of the last 
Children's Crusade too. How'd that work out?
And a child will lead us....
and a clone tooper in light   blue
And again, this rythm will take vigency in modern times thanks to TRUMP
And a little child shall lead them...
and all the fools believe she thought all this up herself,the adults 
behind this should be charged with tampering with children.
And a massive happy 76th birthday to our great Herbie :D
and a threat she was
And "Ave Maria" e Chopin?
And best  actress goes to Greta thunberg in for her role in Climate 
Summit.
And Boba Fett
And Bootsy putting down the Bottom in the background nasty funk
And by the time... "it's not working" nHHAHAHA I laughed so hard. She's 
definitely my girl crush.
And chopin
and could not
Anddddd she got kicked in the head and lost 😂
Anddd it went exactly like that
And de whiteys all applaudin'
And dont call me a fool..



and do you mean with a black dress a black dress for women ?????????????
And, God created James Brown
And good old Vice News.. brought to you by George Soros everyone!  To the 
tune of hundreds of millions of dollars.
and gun
And gymnopedie No. 1 should've definitely been on the list
And he also played the piano..
And he did that with that honking huge ring on his finger
@andhellomyneighbor huh european accent wtf???
And here I am. I can barely even throw a frisbee without it flying into 
the nearest tree 😔
And here I thought divorce was the only time parents weaponized their 
kids.
"And his personal hygiene is above reproach " xD
and his score is "5150" that's just crazy
and holly hom Won lol
And hot wheels made it. Wat ep is this?
And how about Chopin's Nocturne?  :(
and how about you stop that cause?
and how am I gonna find all of those materials?
and how much did all these coca-colas and mentos cost?
And I have lost faith in all things
AND I LIKE 00:07
and in an hour i have to leave
And in the end.. that guitar played Purple Gaze. I have been listening to 
this footage for 30 years and I am still amazed.
And in the other corner....Donald Trump and President Xi. We’re fucked.
And it happens... :D
And I think that costume is a garbage n* troll face *
And I thought I disliked Herbie Hancock but this is change my 
mind....has.....ed....cheers everyone.....
and i thought I had too much time on my hands
and I thought Kind of Blue was awesome...
And I thought the car would turn out a wreck. Second time I've been wrong 
in my life.
And it was at this point Homer knew he messed up.
...and I wanna let you!
"and I wanna let you" 🤣😂
"And I wanna let you".. 🤣
And I wanna let you 😭😭😭
And I wanna let you!
AND I WANNA LET YOU!
And i wanna let you.
And i wanna let you...
AND I WANNA LET YOU😭😭😭
AND I WANNA LET YOUnomg im so dead i died
And I wanna pay you $16,666 a month to put it into perspective.
"And I wanna pay you $200,000 a year!"n"AND I WANNA LET YOU!"
And I wanna pay you $200,000 a year!nnAND I WANNA LET YOU
"And i want to let you!"
"and I want to let you"
And I want to let you!
"And I want to let you!" Haha! What a legend.
“And I want to let you!” That line still gets me even when I know it’s 
coming lol
And just how does a young 16 year old get to speak at the UN unless they 
are COACHED
And knock ouuuuttttt
And mij neighbour say to cut my oegs and when I with my ex I heR rhey hold 
a liyer for podoflie whAt a fuckung World is tvis
and money
And most few by plane to attend hahaha



And my brothers made a nightwing costume
and my YouTube adventures began
And no one is capable of telling an ignorant child to sit down and shut 
up?! #mindblown
And no one talk about the meat industry.
And no one took a knee
And no season 2 of the Crazy Ones.... R.I.P. Robin Williams, you will 
always be in our hearts :)
And nothing changes, so painful.
...and not one person took a knee.
And now, Do a compilation of all failed Takes.
And now, in this moment ...present time James BROWN... SEX Machinneee, 
I'LOVE listening NOW, fuck all years!
and now lEts bUilD a WalL and send immigrants back to their countries cuz 
that's what's important right?
And now she really got KO-ed by Holm.
and now the are divided ,everyone taking Coke and Crack and looting and 
shooting eachother ,the will be be no uniting anymore
And now they package their games with handholding DVDs. How the mighty 
have fallen
And now we have kanye fukkin west.....
And now we have systemd, what a throwback
and now we have the tesla
And now your ass got whooped! lesson learned you big mouth!😜😜
And......?nThe academy award goes to.....?nnMeryl Steep again of course!!!
nLol oh did you think I was gonna say this terrible actress.nNo way.
And of course most music they played is DRE production haha, beautiful!!!
and... OH YES! His personal hygiene is above reproach!
And one dislike from me......
And on my birthday, too cool.
And people still sgut their eyes and close their ears when it comes to 
Climate Change
And people wonder why Anders Behring Breivik did what he did to these 
lefties?
...and people wonder why I don't like Lady Gaga.nnCheck out the version by 
CardGamesFTW.
Andrea, I am completely on her side. Im saying he was an incredibly evil 
man who was using her for his business.
@andreain77lol
And remind me what a 16 year old is going to do to stop them?
Android, iOS and MacOS are all Unix based
... And she got kicked in the head
and she got kicked in the head!!!HAHAHA
and she kicks you in da head.. and won the fight
And she lost
And..............she lost.
And she lost 😂  she thinks she's so good but she's just overrated
And she received her degree in climatology when?
"...and she's gonna try to kick me in the head, but it's not going to go 
like that."nnlol.
and she wants to fight mayweather..? lol
And she was right haha head kick knockout, frustrated at the octagon.. 
congrats Ronda, you were right :)
And she wins a noble peace prize 😂😂
And show a video of him playing the national anthem.
And so it begins
And some of you haters have the audacity to say she looks like a man? 
GTFO! I bet the "make up" sex with Ronda could last for weeks at a 
time! :D
and someone built this car in real life. http://techland.time.com/
2013/06/27/finally-homer-simpson-designed-car-the-homer-comes-to-life/
And somewhere in the back round little kids are asking where did all the 
coke go?!?n*crying*



And somewhere out in the world a kid dies of hunger.
and star wars bro? good list 👉👉
and strap her down and tickle/worship her soles
and subscribed
And thanks for showing shining India
And thank you to put my 2 favorite MOP songs.
And that concludes our broadcast day
and that dress and hair style wtf
And that makes the US unsafer how?
And that right here Kids is why you never let Market Research have any say 
in your Products, take notes young CEO´s. :)
And thats exactly how it went down. A switch kick to the head. Goodnight 
Rousey!
And that's exactly how she got knocked out.
and thats exactly what happens lol
And that's how she lost. Congrats holy! Sorry Ronda your awesome but the 
better fighter won :)
And thats how the Atztec came out
And....that’s when the Chrysler p.t. Cruiser was first announced
and thats why coke beats pepsi
and that's why everyone knows his name
And that’s. Why in the end of it all China will loose....ohh we kicked 
their asses back into self expression.
And thats why you tell ppl what they want and don't listen to them. Cause 
ppl are stupid Homers on average.
and that you're a wanker with no taste in music :) xxxxxxxxxxx
And the "2018" comments comes in 3 2 1....
and the 3rd is not that bad
And the Academy award for best crocodile tears goes to...........
...and the Academy Award goes to?...I thought I saw her in Harry Potter
and the award for best actress, satanic false flag bs
And the award for best dramatic performance goes to...........
And the award for most brainwashed drama girl
And the begrudging mother fu#%ers are now lovin in. Go Ronda you'll be 
back 👍
And the bitch still lost!
and the Emmy goes to... GRETA :D
And the Emmy goes to the young brainwashed lib tard
and the free coke
And the golden raspberry for bad acting goes to a mentally challenged girl 
from Sweden.. congrats
And the mask
And the mooves on that brass section?!!! 😎
and then came FPSRussia....
And then everybody clapped.
And the new Ford Expedition and most of the full size suv these days cost 
just that lol.
And the new women's bantamweight champion: Holly Holm!
And then he mentioned the fact that the Chinese stock market crashed last 
month and the Chinese Government had him arrested.
...And then music was changed forever.
And then the Indians says they are going to overtake China in 10 years XD
And then they say India is the next super power. I hope Beijing and 
Islamabad are clean and developed as compare to Delhi.
and then this Jimmy style becoming a standard of all guitarist to play 
Star Spangled Banner
And the Oscar for best actress goes to...
And the Oscar for best supporting actress goes to
And the Oscar goes to
And the Oscar goes to ...
And the Oscar goes to!
and the Oscar goes to...
And the Oscar goes to...



And the oscar goes to...
And the Oscar goes to....
And the Oscar goes to.....
And the Oscar goes to.........
And the Oscar goes to.......................
And the oscar goes to...😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂 😂😂😂😂😂😂
And the Oscar goes to.... n... one of the most talented actors for one of 
the most stupid acts in the world.
And the Oscar goes to... Not her.
and the oscar goes too..
And the oscar goes too.........
And the Oscar goes too? Greta is a superb actress!
And the Oscar goes too lol
And the Oscar goes toooooooo!
And the Oscar goes too...what's sad is Greta's hero is AOC.
And the Oscar goes to 🤔 the script writer 👍
And the Oscar of the year goes to...
And the  Oscars for Best Actress goes to........😝
And the people clapping are the problem... how odd the world is
and the price of trash can ??
and the public sitting down... what the heck these Italians?
And the queen in the back was getting it to
And there are mostly HP glasses.
And there was I thinking that a change  a comming how wrong was I its 2019
...And the video quickly went from alright to bunch of bros having "fun in 
the sun" shit. Not what I subscribed for.
And the war mongering corrupt neocons hellbent on starting wars with 
others.... On who's ashes is such racist rigged thievery rising on
And the winner is?   Yay,  winner,  Best Actress!
and they are laughing:((((
and they did it without losing a finger too.
And they never got one drop on them
and they say that metal videos are insane, look at this freaking ugly shit
And they still laughing and don’t give a shit
And they want this chick to play ms marvel, gtfo
And the Zadok the Priest aka UEFA Anthem?
and this ataur.over-blog. com/
And this is capital of India.
And this is his last movie... GODDAMNIT!!!!
...And this is normal? One hysteric spoilt girl with no plan and no 
advice? ,,You ALL are baaad people!!!"
--and THIS is Robin Williams' final film?!  sigh
And this is why Herb Simpson hated his brother.
And this is why i love music!
and this is why I subscribed, good humour
And this is why Nintendo has always been seen as one of the best in the 
industry at level design and mechanics-teaching.
And this was how the Pontiac Aztec came into existence ...
And three years later I find out out about this. .
And thus created rainbows...
And thus, Tesla was born.... soon bankrupt
And today, a "Homer" would be the star of every oldtimer-parade.......
and tonight she crawls behind her tablet again.
And to think we put that in our bodies
And to think, you too can go to hell for only $10 dollars a day.  What a 
deal!
and u have been fucked
@anduio2005 paws up, mother fuckers!
And we'll still be jammin till the break of dawn!!!
..... and we're all still going to die because nobody is gonna act on 
it...
And we still use unix every day, for things that didnt exist back then, 
such as to Host and manage some nodejs microservices in the cloud



"and we thought a mysterious mushroom would be globally understood. 
Uhuhuhu" OMG I love this man!
"And we thought a suspicious mushroom would be globally understood" 
Brilliant!
"And we thought a suspicious mushroom would be globally understood." k
And we thought a "suspicious mushroom" would be globally understood.nThat 
was more or less a confession!
"And we will NEVER forgive you". There's those good ole Christian 
virtues...
and what a beautiful art cover, who's drawn it ?
And what are we playing for? Is there anything at stake? Do you at least 
remember who I am?
and what does all this matter when islam takes over the world ??
And what part of "Thou Shalt not kill" don't you understand?
"and when i gun the motor i want people to think the world is going to 
end! vroom room!"n-Homer Simpson
And when you thought ben stiller was in his shittiest movie, think again
and where do you download that? not on limewire =( cough cough
and where is Antonín Dvořák - from new world ?! ♡♡nYES...Smetana and 
Dvořák  ♡♡
And wheres the different in hot brew coffee and let it cool down?
"And while I cannot say I like or approve of this peeing performance" 
gotta say I do both!
...and, Yeah!
AND YES THIS ONE BARES nREPEATING, BECAUSE IT WAS nSO NICE nTHAT I HAD TO 
ENJOY THIS TWICE
And yet, Kim K. is almost 4x richer than this guy. nnWorld, you've failed 
BADLY!
and you did get kicked in the head and you got #KNOCKEDTHAFUCKOUT
and you know what? what if i am a gay..why the fuck does it bother you so 
much??
And you said nice and easy
And you swallow at cooking. You swallow so much.
"And you've been such a such a good frenemy" XD
Andy Samberg and Daniel Radcliffe should recreate that photo.
an egyptian playing an egyptian lol nice
An emotional left wing climate activist who knows nothing about the 
climate.
Ane scuurfgggggghhhhhghhggggggggj
An estimated 40 acres of vegetation was unusually peppy that day.
an evil brew.°(ಗдಗ。)°.
a new lawn watering device :)
A new s2k
"An example of how efficient and effective a camera is and can be; 
especially... when it comes to doing any type of cleaning".
An extremely religious country can never be a powerful country.
@angelboogie69 lady ALLAH will send GLORY to the muslim INFIDELS 
throughout the world!!! ALLAHU AKHBAR!!! LONG LIVE ALDY ALLAHHHHH
Angel. Deserves Nobel prize!
Angel Gabriel visiting EarTH?
@angelmonster24 si si vamos
@angeo007 if you Do not like Gaga or her music then stay away from her 
videos instead of leaving negative comments dumbfuck!
anger mangement much?
Angery Greta
Angry dropout reading from a script. Go to Hollywood Greta, they will know 
how to use you.
Angry granpa Is in that crowd
angry smurf
ANHELLITO ☝
An hour and 10 minutes of love making music?the first track would be 
enough for me.
an hour isnt long enough for us
Anibody note its sound like Free of Ultra Nate?



An icon and a becoming icon. Neat duet of 2016/2017
An icon he will be remembered for all of time the Godfather of Soul
an iconic video. with two iconic musicians from two different generations 
joined together is what true talent and music is all about . (':
Ánima Estudios
animals
animated. lol jokinrnAWESOME!!!
A nismo nista ni bolje ocekivali od tebe,pjesma nema nikakvog smisla
Anjay Nb2006
AnLnAnGnOnAnS
an love stevie
An monster , Legend of the Music , showman, great dancer ....
Annabelle doll is in that room.
@AnnaDeRocker $14.87
Annd speakin of robots and scripts....f nn.
anne legal😜😜😜 😜😜 😜
annnnd..she lost 😑
ANNOUNCER: But if you're a man who can't -- as they say -- "get on up," 
ask your doctor about Cialis.
annoying
Annoying
Annoying and overrated as fuck
Annoying fucking host.
annoying song
Año 2018 y sigue siendo un HIT, James eres un MAESTRO!!
@Anonymous32000 An how exactly does that work
Anorexic skyscrapers. I don't like them
Another 40 seconds fight... like theyre trying hard as fuck to sell this 
fight but we all know how this is gonna end up.
Another amazing video by you guys. Well done!
Another best song so far :)
Another brain washed marrionet
Another brainwashing
another case of people with WAY to much time on their hands.
Another child crisis actor the left/globalists use to manipulate weak 
minded people via emontional means. I'm shocked.
Another classic
Another classic jam
Another clueless child!
Another Democratic brainwashed Hitler youth lap dog
another dimension.
another dreamer fast talking no talent bullshit artist
Another Epic DevinSupertramp Video!
Another excellent piece from the great Stevie Wonder !!
another fantastic track in which the bass line contains the meaning of 
life, the universe and everything
Another Filipino Bat-Mecha armor im happy
"Another gigantic NY skyscraper? Look who's  back in business," it's a 
joke, OK?
Another good video, always a shame when the India / Nepal travels come to 
an end. Look forward to more!!!
Another great vid !
Another great video. Well done!
Another Left-Wing talking point... sigh
Another masterpiece as always
another movie i will never see..
Another movie to add to my "We are going to watch this movie when it comes 
out, mom" list.
Another night at the museum movie.....:-(. Will not be watching it sorry. 
Im a big fan of ben stiller though. :-)
Another one seriously? -___- the second was sooooo bad
Another one? Why....
Another puppet.



another puppet created by the media in their scam to rip us all off,its 
called evolution
Another reminder that everyone around me has more money than me.
Another self-righteous millennial girl who doesn't understand reality.
Another shitbag Globalist plant.nJust like AOC.
Another timeless collaboration  between #generations
Another useful idiot child of the left.  Child, go play with children now.
Another useful Idiot.nShe will get Her 15 minutes and hopefully she will 
fade back into obscurity.
Another video for Arianators to make it reach 100M viewsncome on 
Arianators!
Another video that could pass as a high budget documentary. These are 
great
AnRnGnEnNnTnInNnAnnTE AMA GAGA!
anschauen
"Answer me with confidence!"n"SORT OF!"
ANSWER ME WITH MORE CONFEDENCEnnSORT OF
Answer me with self confidence! nn𝗦𝗢𝗥𝗧 𝗢𝗙
"Answer me with self confidence"n"SORT OF!!!!!"
answer: swattingnswatting is when a caller says that someone did a crime 
which requires SWATTING, causing swat to attack.
antes  de  q  desaparezcan a  bad  romances   x  q  no   desaparecemos  a   
baby de  justin q   piensan  monsters
Ante up!
An this year's Oscar for Best Child in a Crisis actor position goes 
to......
Anthologie cette musique
Anthony Vincent ft. Hi-Rez - It Feels Right
anti christ!!!!!
Antichrist kingdom is coming
Anti crist
ANT INVASION!!!
@antio28metros Es cierto ._. Pense que teniamos 1 900 000 comentarios pero 
se tiene eso ._. ):
@antio28metros SI LO SE
Antithesis to Trump and his hatchlings
anti war song
Antonin Dvorak - New World Symphony ~Allegro con fuoco~nhttps://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=56Tm6qnVEgQ
An unqualified masterpiece. Still sounds as fresh as the day I bought it 
in 1970.
Anvil Chorus after Rite of Spring, Mars after Flower Duet? Your evil
any1 want a free sub?
any 2017 here
Any advice to make just the back of the helmet? I got a really nice mask 
but it's just the front part and I would love to have a full helmet
Any American can do that on his 4 wheel ATV.nSo shut up.
Any bboys from 2019 here? XD
Anybody 2019???????? Edit::anybodyyyyy
Anybody else hate Ariana?
Anybody else sick of this idiot?
Anybody ever seen children of the corn?? Lol
anybody got a video of him playing this a year earlier in portland, or 
while burning the confederate flag?
Anybody is actually addicted to the god Jimi Hendrix?
anybody knows the name of the dancer in the back? <3
Anybody lisening 🎶  in 2019 and came here because your teacher tolf it 
about it
anybody listening to this amazing  single now in 2019?
Anybody remember when the scam they pitched us was global COOLING???!!!  
nn#TrueStory
ANYBODY SEEN MY DISCO STICK? :)
anybody, song name



Any chances to buy it on CD or DVD?
Any comments from 2016? XD
Any famous women composers ? 😂😂
any idea what this song is?
Any links to all the 100 please?
Any list of “most famous” that doesn’t have Tchaikovsky’s Romeo & Juliet 
love theme in the top ten is a list I can’t take seriously g
@AnymaniacoVEVO O: me sorprende u.u jee ntc respeto los gustos de cada 
quien :D
Any Minecraft boi will get some flashbacks at 5:35
Any notice this was in the end of sing🤔🤔
Anyone 2018 almost 2019?
Anyone 2019?
Anyone can dress up like a tard and sing through a synthesizer. Let's see 
something ORIGINAL for once in American pop music!
Anyone can make a speech! About climate change
Anyone cleaning the streets? At least  once an year?
Anyone else actually want a full Standing at the Road song?
Anyone else annoyed at how he put the black pants over his jeans?
Anyone else annoyed cuz you dont know where youve heard these songs 
before?
Anyone else been listening to this on repeat? 😍😍😍💕💕💕
Anyone else cry at this song because saffies coffin was carried in to this 
song 😭😭💖 🌷💖
anyone else feel like they are on acid
Anyone else had a friend pick up your phone and look just to see this?
Anyone else heard some of these because of Little Einsteins??
anyone else here for the pure reason that these guys were in weezers pork 
and beans music video? LOLnu guys are awesome
Anyone else here from skyscraperpage or skyscrapercity?
Anyone else hope her titties would pop put?
Anyone else in love with Ari's shoes?
Anyone else instantly scroll down to the comments😂😂😂
Anyone else instantly scroll to the comments
Anyone else living in Sydney watching this? Im just here because I like 
looking at my own city, haha
Anyone else mind blown this came out 2 years ago. It feels like yesterday 
this was in cinemas
anyone else need doritos after this?
Anyone else notice him playing Taps in between the anthem? Absolute 
master.
Anyone else not know about this collab until now??
Anyone else ready for her 15 minutes to be over with
Anyone else remember driving this around in Hit and Run?
Anyone else remember it from that zoo movie?
Anyone else see the Hudson yards as the “McMansion” of New York’s sky 
scrapers?
Anyone else see the strings attached to this marionette? nWhat a fucking 
joke
ANYONE ELSE SO PROUD OF ARI? :')
Anyone else that just saw this right now xd?
Anyone else think he looks like Garreth Bale from Real Madrid?
Anyone else think he sounds like Chucky?
Anyone else thinks the  interviewer's voice is a little aggressive and 
it's making Duchamp uncomfortable?
Anyone else think that Tchaikovsky looks like Graham Chapman?
Anyone else want to play City skylines after watching these videos... 😶
Any one els smell the sex in the air ?
Anyone ever think that these reactions are little over exaggerated?
Anyone feel  like this is the worst part 2:44 ? 😓



anyone find the same golf club?   message me pls
ANYONE GETS STRAPON?
anyone has a clearer version without the surrounding noise and cheers of 
the spectators ?
Anyone have timings?
Anyone here 2019
anyone here from gradeaundera
Anyone here from the Vulture interview with Quincy Jones?
Anyone here in 2019? Like if you do.nn⬇
Anyone here in 2019 still waiting on this book?
Anyone here in November 2018?
Anyone in 2019 🤔 🤔🤔 🤔🤔😁😁😁
Anyone in November 2018??
Anyone in vibe  I'm in the kick's!!!!
anyone know if the music was made for the video? i swear it matched up 
pretty much perfectly at one point...
anyone knows how frequently would youtube update the view counts?
Anyone knows the song of minute 30:50?
Anyone knows what is the name of the song at the end of this film?
anyone knows what's the name of the 1st one?
Anyone know the chemistry behind this?
anyone know the name of the song being played in the backgroung cause i 
been wondering for like 3 years now lol
Anyone know the song?
anyone know the song?
Anyone know the song at 45:00 ?? 😫😫
anyone know the song its wicked?
Anyone know this song, please?
Anyone know to make the sounds like how he did
Anyone know what episode is?
anyone know what happenedaft this
Anyone know what kind of frisbee these are
Anyone know what song this is?
Anyone know what the book is on the desk?
Anyone know what the end credits music is from?
anyone know what tool they are using to cut the plastic water sprayer 
tubes? I got them and I don't have anything that will cut through
anyone know where he got the golf clubs at?
anyone know  where JB was from? nope, Barnwell, SC
Anyone know who is most viewed on youtube??
Anyone know who the dancing girl is, I doubt it.
Anyone listening while reading Smut ?  just me?  OK 😂
Anyone masturbaiting just me ok
Anyone not from recommendation?
Anyone not getting goosebumps with that trumpet just doesn't feel anything 
anymore.
Anyone notice that one of the engineers was one of the nuclear inspectors 
that came to the power plant?
anyone notice that the guys are bidding with wii controllers?
Anyone notice the weird audio cuts of random words?
Anyone notice the weird edit at 2:39? I bet it's cause his face was in the 
reflection of the pan.
Anyone notice they all are white??!
anyone notice they had an xbox controller? XD
Anyone notice young Bootsy Collins on bass? ❤❤❤  Long live the funk!,
Anyone only here for ari
Anyone other pianists trying to learn this?
Anyone remember this from simpsons hit and run?
anyone seen sing?
Anyone see what Rhonda said at .40 seconds....she predicted exactly what 
happened.....bahahhahahahahahhahahaha
anyone suddenly get this in their recommendationsn?



Anyone that dislikes Jimi is a CERTIFIED FOOL!!!!!! Go to Your Grave With 
That! Punk! The Father of ROCK!!!!!!
Anyone that dislikes this is an anti-American plan and simple!!!
Anyone wanna give me their insta so we can talk? 🔞😈
Anyone wanna waste their time and find out what he wrote? I’m really 
curious I feel like there might be a little Easter egg or something.
Anyone watching at 9/11 %
any one watching this in 2017
Anyone watching this on August 15th, 2019, the day it was played 50 years 
ago?
Anyone watching this on August 18th, 2019 ?
Anyone watching this on July 4th, 2019?
anyone who disliked this didnt eat their mushroom
Anyone who gives this a thumbs down must have fat thumbs, arthritis, or 
both.
anyone who has a problem with jimis version can fuck off. this man was an 
American and had every right to express his Love for this country.
Anyone who has seen "Remo Williams: The adventure begins" know Koreans 
walked on water first.
anyone who works retail knows this song lol
Any other architects nut after this vid??? I sure did
Any other little monsters viewer number 386,628,536?
Any “pianist” who loves classical music but is always asked to play any ** 
modern song? Or Fur Elise or Alla Turca
Any proud arianator!?
"Any questions?"n"Is this a late April fools joke?"
Anything above machine language (binary) is considered high level language 
e.g. BASIC, JAVA, C, FORTRAN, PASCAL etc.
Anything>Beaver
Anything for attention
Anything that comes from the heart doesnt need to be read off a piece of 
paper
ANything to keep the kids at the back away from my seat hahahaha
Any virgins here?
ANY VIRGINS HERE AMIRITE? LAWL PLEASE GIVE ME LIKES I'M SO LONELY
anyway... I have a life, no time to talk to you loser! ;)
anyway i wanna drink it)
AOC has really improved her public speaking
Aoc little sister?
a Ok Ok :)
AOlos? Ko ih *ebe, bas.
Aonde eu vim parar cara ❤
@AonoExorcistVEVO hermosa
Aooooo, TOOOOP! 😍😍
A oslové kývou hlavami.
A ovaj Nemanja je njami njamiiiii top ekstra grrrrr
A page from Hitler’s youth army playbook!  This little demon is possessed!
A paid actor reads a script.....typical political stunt. Go home kid youll 
be eaten alive in the USA
apan
A part 2 with a whole new list of songs would be AMAZING
A pedido do MEU pai... churrasco comendo solto
A perfect intro to one of the greatest albums of all time.
a person previously commented :"change title to shaolin monk running on 
flimsy bridge".nthis time its a longer flimsy bridge nothing new
Aphrodite!
A pity, she misses her youth and much of her life, but she does not know
Aplausos!
A playlist will all the credited songs: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?
list=PLEheRtBN4PVOke43RfIIQPMe3kgwJtOa3
Apocalipse now.
apoko no soy el unico putito en el chat d BAD ROMANCE ???
A powerful voice.  Thank you, Greta.



apoyando el video soy una shakifans arriba
apoyemos a gaga plis :'(  avisen a todos sus amios hermano enemigos xD 
cpero apoyemos a gaga pliss
Apparently 273 people don't know fun when they set it.  This is amazing.
apparently a 95% scientific consensus is not good enough for 15k people
Apparently, being one of the "young people" means youre oppressed .
Apparently Ben Stiller also plays a caveman named Laa.
Apparently Egoraptor thinks a lot like Miyamoto. This reminds me so much 
of his video on Mega Man X.
apparently getting bigger makes you happy.nnnnnnI see where he's going...
Apparently, my child is.  :D
Apparently one of my favorite composers, Ligeti, was inspired by the 
Beatles...this particular song!
Apparently predicted her own loss 0:37...
Apparently they do...
apparently this whole album was recorded within a few days; it's half 
IMPROV.
applause!!!!!!!!!!
Applause for a play. 👏 👏 👏🤣🤣🤣
#Applause  for this video
Apple are better
Apple car
apple need this vid...
Apple Support by Apple
Apple tv Jailbreak?
Appreciate the nightmares gaga.
A P P R I V O I S E R
Approach to the keyboard was shameful
Aprender a ler primeiro!!!!
après 20 écoutes, je ne sais toujours pas si j'aime ou pas ... en fait 
c'est fascinant et effrayant à la fois. nnIncroyable <3
April 2019 home page recommendation by YouTube for me. Really?
a ps eres muy copion !
Apsolutni hit ...hitčina...bravo Kija
A puppet of the left.
a pure classic of jazz! A masterpiece.
APUREMOS PORQUE Eminem - Love The Way You Lie ESTA A PUNTO DE PASARLO
@APURPL3WAFFLE --!
Apu said sargent peppers lonely hearts club man
A push for socialism .. that's all this Alarmism is about
Aquele negócio que elas saem de dentro no começo do vídeo são porta malas 
que são transportados em cima dos carros?😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Aqui do Brasil 03/12/2018. Não sei porque gosto dessas músicas😎
Aquí en 2019 😎
Aqui los Katycats apoyando♥
Aqui no Rio de Janeiro é "pega o beco" nas favelas.../😀
Aquí por Famous. Que maravilla de canción 😍
a rain of coke...my dream came true!
Aranżacje bez przyszłości, jakich wiele w historii każdego rozrywkowego 
rodzaju muzyki. Zarobi i przeminie szybko i nikt nie będzie pamiętał.
aranżacje i wykonanie są niesamowite, a Pan Radzimir Dębski jest po prostu 
boski :D:D no i te buty!!! :P
A RARELY UGLY AND SILLY GOAT!!!
A rare time where Ariana is actually wearing clothes
"archives"
A real champion and a fighter.nnUntil someone beats her to a pulp.nnThen 
cries.nAnd hides.nAnd cries some more.nnCongratulations.
A Real Classic….incredible :)nnCheers, Uncle Hexy aka Dr. Alfred "Licght" 
WeberMeister :) :) :)
Are all political groups going to get a mentally challenged child actor to 
sell their political messages now? How far can this go??



Are all the dislikes and hateful comments from boomers?
Are all the You Tube content creators together??? Its like everyone who 
travels is in the same countries at the same time.
A real moment in history.
A real woman.
Are American movies getting dumber or am I just getting older?
Are Ariana's blonde hair a wig.
A rekli su da je nigde nece biti kad se zavrsi Zadruga. Onoliko koliko joj 
zlobnici zele zlo, 100 x vise je dragi Bog nagradio!
Are marching band show is over Pompeii.... :P
A reminder that the US was struggling to find it's soul in 1969 and 
struggles mightily again in 2019.  I'm worried we are losing the battle.
arent “espresso beans” just. coffee beans? espresso is a type of densely-
brewed coffee, but the beans are the same as regular coffee beans :p
Aren't helmets for motorcyclists compulsory there?
Are people mad why so many unlike....?
a reproducir bad romance como poseidos REPRODUCIENDO EN 2 IPADS, 1 IPOD Y 
1 COMPU EN LA LISTA BAD ROMANCE 100
Are still make homemade movies
aretha unicA
are the Board made of water?
are there none here ?
Are there sheets music available?
Are these guys trying to take a shower?
Are these related to regular car reviews haha
Are the special Olympics back already?
Are they coming back this year?
are they..sure that the whiteish liquid coming from those bottles 
is'nt..OH GOD!
Are they talking about AMC motors ?
Are they using an Xbox controller?
Are they wearing the Bell issued luniform (i.e. a wool sweater)?
Are those Fair Trade beans?
Are those mason jars vegan?
Are those real or doctored photos?
are u a nerd??? no offence
are u fuckin retarded lol
Are u Jacob lucaitis
ARE U KIDDING ME! 200 million views!!!!!!
Are u trying to tell me those white people in the audience just sat down 
and watched ????nnROBOTIC clapping at the end ??
are we going to ignore the fact that stevie wonder doesn't even know how 
grande looks like
are we gonna talk about how juventino rosas (7:52) was definitely a woman 
in a mustache
are we not going to talk about that hipster shade
Are we not gonna mention the fact that Ariana Grande collaborated with 
such an amazing artist??
Are we really not going to talk about that hideous blonde wig she is 
wearing?! 😂
are we serious????????? this video sucks, just still images, no actual 
video of the climb. wtf is everyone raving about
Are we too late? Is it true ? Is it us ? Is it them ? What can we do? Is 
this smoke and mirrors? These are questions? But where are answers
ARE YA VIEWER 391180029????
Are you able to hot-glue and or super-glue the metallic pieces on before 
the mask piece right?
Are you actually able to make everything on the channel/are they all 
actual recipes under the jokes?
Are you a Mexican? Stefano?
Are you an artist?
Are you anti-italian, idiot?
Are you a walrus in hiding?



Are you B-BOY???nnlistening👂
Are you Canadian? You're Canadian.
are you casually explained?
Are you crazy? Seriously. Are you out of your gourd?
Are you dancing to this in 2019 shaking your booty?😂😎😀
are you dating her
Are you flat earthers
Are you french ???
Are you from UK
are you going to make more movies from 2016??nif you are comment or like
Are you guys honestly starting something over a videos views? God I fail 
on the internet.
Are you in India only to show dirt? We have amazing places as well... 
Delhi is not a sprawling medieval village dude!
Are you kidding me ? Ariana..Stevie..nOMG.nnnnnnnnAWESOME.
Are you kidding me? Not much Schubert? Serenade? Ave Maria? Erlkonig? What 
on earth is that Typewriter Concerto? Never ever heard of that before...
Are you kidding me? That's an awesome car! 82k is what I would pay.
Are you married
ARE YOU NOT ENTERTAINED!
Are you ready to live? Check it out from KoRn!
Are you related to HowToBasic?
are you retarded?
Are you retarded?
Are you sure about the name of this song???
Are you telling me the guy in that photo was not the real Andy Samberg???
Are you using free trade coffee?
Are you watching the deep state CORPORATIONS - the same people funding you 
- how dare you
Argentina!!!! <3
ARGENTINA LO SIGUE ESCUCHANDO 2019n#LIKE
Argentina noviembre 2018!!! ✌🎶🎶l
arghh love this song !! hallelujah :D
Ari ❤💓
Ari! ♡♡♡♡♡♡♡
Ari❤
Ari❤
Ari❤❤😍😍😘 😘
ARIAAANAAA ME ENCANTAAASH ❤💖
Ariaana minha rainha ficou ótima bem animada !❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
Ariana
#Ariana
Ariana 😍😍😍
Ariana！！！
Ariana.🙈😻
ARIANA <3
Arianaa <3 omg goals aff
ARIANAAA SLAAAYYYY QUEEN
ariana and stevie legends
ariana and stevie?nI don't even think stevie saw this coming himself
ariana arrasando com esse cabelo loiro
arianaa♥♥stevie♥♡♥★☆
ariana beautiful
ARIANA CAN ROCK ANY LOOK DJDBEJJDH
ariana changed so much this year 😍
Arianachfufjufjf
ariana con pelo  blanco😜😜
Ariana 😂😂😂 co za małej klasy Marka



Ariana, deberías hacer más soul y r&b. Un blues no te caería mal
ARIANA DIOSAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
ariana divaaa😍 ❤
Ariana Divaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Ariana é bellissima bionda! 😘😘😘
ariana esta  más hermosa que  nunca. debería tener ese look siempre 😱😙😘
😍

ariana è stupenda 😍👑 ❤
Ariana es una de mis favoritas😍
ariana è troopo bella vestita cosi😍😍
Ariana et trop belle
ARIANA for EVER
Ariana got really massive this 2016, and for that she's now Ariana Venti.
#ArianaGrande
😘😘😍😍 😍 Ariana grande
ariana grande=😍😍😍😍😍 😍
Ariana grande=❣❣❣💋💋 💋🦄🦄🦄
Ariana Grande ❤
Ariana grande ❤
Ariana Grande 💗💗
Ariana grande 😍😍😍
Ariana grande 😍😍😘
Ariana grande 💓💕💫
Ariana Grande 😍😍😍  ❤❤❤
Ariana grande 😍😍😍😍
Ariana grande 😘😘😘😘
Ariana Grande ❤❤❤❤❤
Ariana Grande!
Ariana Grande!!!
ariana grande♥
Ariana Grande❤
Ariana　grande❤❤❤
Ariana Grande😘😍😍😍
ArianaGrande=😘😘😘😘😘😘 😘 😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘
Ariana Grande : 00:42
Ariana grande always duet with understeer artist
Ariana grande and Martina stoessel are the only singers that they came 
from children's TV and they have done a big career
Ariana Grande and Stevie Wonder, this is legendary.
Ariana grande blea=👎👎👎👎
ariana grande boyfriend is justin bieber
Ariana grande =diosa
Ariana Grande Diva
Ariana grandeee eres mi   cantante favorita
ariana grande esta más guapa con ese pelo
Ariana grande fans 🤔 were are u ??!
ariana grande good hair
Ariana Grande hair in Indonesia is like "Mak Lampir". Find out her...
Ariana grande I like your hair
Ariana Grande i love
Ariana grande I love u
Ariana grande i love you
ariana grande ilove you



Ariana grande!! I might go to your concert  in Utah on July 13 :D
Ariana Grande is a babe
Ariana Grande  is always pretty ,but in this music video she is beautiful
Ariana Grande is amazing :D
Ariana Grande is A-R-T 💓
Ariana Grande is good and all.. but i'm here for Stevie Wonder lol
Ariana Grande is hot
ariana grande is soo cute in this video
ariana grande is stupid
Ariana Grande is the best!!!💗
Ariana Grande is top, Stevie Wonder ook!!!!! Superteam!!!!!!!
Ariana  Grande!?!  I would not no that
Ariana grande kiss
ariana grande linda como sempre
Ariana grande looks AMAZING GIRLL
Ariana Grande looks good with platinum blonde hair
ariana grande love
Ariana Grande made so many songs this year !
Ariana grande my idol😍 😍 😍😍
Ariana Grande:)nGod is a WomannThank u,nextnNo tears left to Cry
Ariana Grande !!!!! okay click
Ariana grande os perfect❤❤❤❤❤🦄🦄🦄🦄 i love she so much ❤💜 💜💜💜💜💜💜
ARIANA GRANDE QUEEN 👑😍
Ariana grande  queen. of. PopnNicki Minaj. queen of. Rap
Ariana grande rainha💜
Ariana Grande sei bravissima tu fai anche un film che si chiama Sam e Cat 
è vero
Ariana Grande's hair looks very pretty like that colour and style
Ariana grande so cute �
ariana grande super bearifor 😇😇😇😇😅😅😅😃😃😃😃😄😄😄 😀😀😀😁😁💵💵
💵💵💲💲 💲 💲💲 💲👑👑👑👑 👑 📱📱📱📱📱📱📱📞🐷🐝🐞🏦🏦🏦🏦

ariana grande tá arrasando
Ariana Grande the best
Ariana Grande, the freedom hating loudmouth.
ariana grande ti amo💜💜💜 💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜
💜💜💜💝 💝 💟💖 💖💖💗💛💚 💞 💓💕💨💨💙😍😍💕💛💜💗💝💖💖💟💗💛 ❣💚 💚💜💛
💛💟💗💛 💚 💕💛 💚

ariana grande tu chante trop bien 😄
ARIANA GRANDE U AND YOUR MUSIC ARE SO AMAZING
Ariana Grande you suppeer☺☺☺
Ariana grands sounds so plain...
Ariana haceme tuya...pegame en la cola y decime marta
ariana hair 😍
Ariana has her focus hair on
Ariana have the platinium hair she looks beutifull
ariana heeft ander haar
Ariana helping this stevie guy blow up. He was a nobody till she came 
along.
ARIANA I CAN'T
ariana i love you
ariana i love you........................
ariana i love you baby you are so cute so talent lovely voice i loveeeeeee 
youuuuuu muahhhhhh 😘😘😘😘 😘😘😘😘  te amo amore
ariana is 1000/100
ariana is a legend in the making <3
Ariana is amazing
Ariana is fucking awesome as always.



Ariana is fucking perfect in this video❤❤❤❤❤❤
Ariana is gorgeous as always
Ariana is hella pretty but she took it to another level in here.
Ariana is honoured.
ariana is my life she's so cute and beautiful ❤❤❤❤❤❤❤nfollow me on 
instagram ari_queen.24
Ariana is not a legent,she is good singer but,she have not arive,
Ariana is perfect
Ariana is perfect, the best s
Ariana is so beautiful.
Ariana is so cute
Ariana is so cute ❤
Ariana is so cute!
Ariana is sooooo dope, she freaking killed it this year!
ARIANA IS SO PERFECT IN THIS 2 MINUTE  MUSIC VIDEO
Ariana is so pretty!!! and Ilove stevie's voice omgg
Ariana is so pretty? my bisexual heart w o w
Ariana is the best!!! ❤❤❤❤
Ariana is the best <3
Ariana is the only singer that came from children's tv that can sing with 
legends. I think she also sang with Patti Labelle too.
Ariana is The only singer that collab with legends of music like Stevie 
Wonder and Andrea Bocelli
Ariana is unreal
Ariana is very beautiful 😍😍
ARIANAITORS BRASIL?
Ariana killed it✌✌💞💞
Ariana L EGGEND :-) :-)
ariana look amazing
ARIANA LOOKED SO GOOD!!
Ariana looking amazing💕💞
Ariana looks amazing in this 😍
Ariana looks better whit blond hair
Ariana looks fabulous as a bleach blond omfg
Ariana looks good in here 😍 . And Stevie omf I love this song so much.
Ariana looks good in those jumpers 😍
ariana look so good in blonde 💯
Ariana looks smashing and Stevie looks so adorable
Ariana looks so beautiful in those glasses
Ariana looks so cute
ARIANA LOOKS SO GOOD
Ariana looks + sounds so freaking good!! This collab is legendary love 
this :)
Ariana looks stunning
Ariana looks stunninng
Ariana love!💜
ARIANA LOVES THE BLINDS (STEVIE WONDER,ANDREA BOCELLI)
Ariana mal ohnen tiefen Ausschnitt...
Ariana needs her roots done
Ariana never disappoints☺
Ariana non l'avevo mai vista con tutti i capelli biondi e una parte 
castana ma comunque il ritmo e le voci sono eccezionali, AriWonderLOVE
Ariana obviously wear wig 😂
ariana please put the color in your raices
ariana please wear pants
Ariana Queen💖
Ariana QUENN POP



Ariana Rainha 👑
Ariana really look pretty here👑 😍
Ariana rocks😍 😍
ariana ruined the song such a bad singer
ARIANA RUN POP 💜
ariana sei forte
Ariana sei grande😘 😍😘
Ariana  sei il mio idolo😍😍😙
Ariana's glasses be on fleek
Ariana’s hair in the beginning...SLAYYYYYY
Arianas hair is  😍 😍😍😍😍
Ariana's hair is so beautiful😍
Ariana....she's so beautiful
Ariana should do more songs like this!!! 💕
Ariana should go back to her natural  hair color
Ariana should rock the top knot more!
Ariana should sing much more of this kind of music
Ariana should try these type of songs often!! Ugh it's amazing😍😭😭
Ariana slayyyyyysss
Ariana’s look is everything
ariana so cute
ariana so gorgeous♡♥♡♥ ':)
Ariana's ok....I'm here for Stevie. 😊💜
Ariana's part is life
Ariana's shoes? :-)
ARIANA & STEVIE LOOK SO GOOD AND AS ALWAYS THE TALENT IN ONE VIDEO.
Ariana's the QUEEN❤😍 nThis song is soooo great😱😍
Ariana’s voice in this music video is so wonderful, and her outfit 💖
Ariana sweet voice OMG💥💥💥💥💥💖💖 💖💖💖
Ariana ta linda de +++++++++
Ariana Te amo
Ariana this Ariana that, fuck off, Stevie Wonder is the real legend 
here...
#Arianator❤
Arianator akii
Arianator here?
Arianator here from Philippines😍
Arianatorn💝💝💝
#ARIANATORS
Arianators?
Arianators😍😍😍
Arianators are here ;) yeaaaa
Arianators brasileiros digam presente!!!!
Arianators everywhere, but where are the Wonderers? nnnnnnnI know awful 
comment...
arianators goin' to have catchy christmas this year.
ARIANATORS HERE?💜
ARIANATORS ITALIANE FACCIAMOCI SENTIRE!!!!!
Arianators let's make this trend.
#arianators let's pick this up to the. top 😀😍💜😍💙
¿Arianators Were Are You?
Arianators what's good? ♡ Two legends & Ariana is also serving looks😍
Arianators where are you??



Arianators where you att??
Ariana wants to look Sexy but if I see her I just see a 12 year old girl
Ariana was actually perfect in this.
Ariana why you are so perfect???
ariana with this wig color/style! she needs to wear this more😭
Ariana you are so beautiful there
ariana you give me hope
ARIANA YOUR HAIR IS SO BEAUTIFUL
Ari and Stevie amazing vocals and she is so gorgeous 😍😘
Ari and Stevie together .Love it 🎶🎶🎶🎶
arian is so nice and talented so is stevie thier both amazing i am so 
happy they are working together
❤❤❤❤❤ Arianna
Arianna and Stevie have great harmonies together with their strong voices
Arianna grande looks fit
Arianna Grande..........Natalie Portman.....anyone else see that??
Arianna voice is a bit to weak when paired next to Stevie’s voice
Ariantors where you at?
Ari casi no canta. :'( un poquito de más colaboración me hubiera 
enamorado, pero aun así me encanta!! Aleluya
Ari deserves to be on the billboard
Ari diva😍😍😍
Ari doesn’t have blonde hair
ariella ferrera 😂
Arigato Sensei.
Ari hair tho
Ari has worked so hard this year
ariii♥♥♥
ARIIIII💞💞💞 💞
ariiiii always slayyinggghh 😘😍 ❤
Ariiiiii💞💞💞
Ariiiiiii
💖😍  Ariii is QUEEEN
Ari i love you babe im here only for you
Ari is amazing♡ like if u agree!!
Ari is beautiful
Ari is better
ari is so beautiful here 😍😍 😍
Ari is so cuteeee 😍💕 ❤
Ari is so fricking pretty😻😻 😻
Ari is the master piece
ARII YOU GO GIRL😍😭
Ari killed it and so did stevie. Ariana is my idol
ari looks beautiful
Ari looks in yhis video bomb af
Ari looks so cute in this video
Ari looks so cute jumping !! Looks like a 10 yr old
ari me encantas te queda regio el nuevo loock siempre me sorprendes con 
cada musica
Arina grande 😍😍😘😘😘😍 😍
arina is terrrrible
Ari proving she's queen once again
Ari Queen 👑 ♥
Ari Queen👑😍
Ari really is 12 on 10 point



Ari sempre ahazzando 💗 💗 Cade os BR??😴😎
Ari should wear blonde hair more often! It looks so good on her!!
ari slayed
ari slaying
Ari slays in this song 💎
ARI SLAYS THEM GLASSESSSSSS! :O
Ari's look and hear in this video is EVERYTHING
ari was awesome
ari was my daughter's favorite artist ilove her so much 💕  love from 
Philippines
Ari where your edgesnI’m
@ariyanchan man get a fucking life just because you don't like her doesn't 
mean the rest of us want to hear your fucking opinion!!!!
Ari.... your hair is ADORABLE
Arm and neck reveal is somewhere in here.
Armes Deutschland! Die Regierung muss mal durchgreifen und es endlich 
verbieten! Schüler müssen in die Schule Punkt!
Armijo izdvojite vreme za lajkovanje drugih komentara .Idemooooo
ARMIJO JESMO SVI NA BROJU. DANAS IDEMO NA 2 MILIONA MINIMUM. AJMO GAS ZA 
KRALJICU.
Armijooooo već smo u trendu!!!!!♥
@armoredtruck1984 I'm with you xD
armoredtruck1984 wow cool did you like it here?
@armoredtruck1984  YEAAA!
A+++rnPerfect GAGA!!!rnSo crazy! Like i love it!!!
Aroma,Ruzica Borocki...
Around 8:30 it reminds of Don Ellis.
Around threehunderd
Around town, I want a bicycle. For intercity travel, I want rail. Other 
than that, I want a simple electric car with great range.
ARRASA GAGA, RAINHA, SOBERANA, DONA DO MUNDO
Arrazaram!!
Arrepiei ate o cu! Show demais <3
arrogant
Arromova strela🔥
Art
art.
art at its finest!  if you can feel it, you know it.  if you cannot, try 
again.  it's there, trust me
Art. Better as Gucci gang.
A Rtd kids lecturing people? Wkk
Art du spectacle rpz
@ARTEde Gibt es diesen Beitrag auch nur im Originalton ohne deutsche 
Übersetzung?
@ARTEde Untertexte wären viel besser, bitte behaltet das bei. Ich könnte 
mich z.B. in Französisch und Englisch verbessern und andere auch ;)
ARTE hat natürlich Antiputinpropaganda nicht ausgelassen.
Arte, ihr macht die besten Dokus, macht weiter so und versucht aufzudecken 
was in der Welt falsch läuft. Danke!!!!!! <3
ARTE, ihr seid aktuell der beste YouTube Channel. Danke für die tollen 
Beiträge!
@ARTE, Ihr seid einfach ein geiler Sender. Danke dass es Euch gibt!
¿Arte? jajanNo veo arte en ningún lado. Simplemente una moda 
intrascendente que no va a ningún lado.
Article 2 Section 1 of the he U.S. Constitution requires that a 
presidential candidate be 35 years of age. nnLady GaGa doesn't qualify.
artige.no/bilde/18104
Art is a device of communication between the minds. People speaking 
different languages may interpret another man's poetry as gibberish.
art is a mindful meditation. it is innocuous to all life.
Art is not art until pranked into art.
Art is philosophy made material



"Art is something to be pissed on"nnDuchamp is a hateful man. Why work 
hard when you can tear down the virtue of others?
Art is stupid, it's supposed to be enjoyable, not frustrating
Artistic... O.o
Art??? LMAO it was crap.
Art or joke about art: the distinction seems concocted for galleries' 
benefit.
Art or prank?  Can't it be both?
Art? Or Prank?.... I guess you can call it Prart
Art or Prank?    The question cannot be answered for the same reason that 
people cannot agree on "what is art?"
ARTPOP -
ARTPOP :)
♥ ARTPOP ♥ 2013 ♥
ARTPOP en Noviembre 2013 2013 2013
ARTPOP ES MEJOR QUE KATY PERRY Y SHAKABRA
ARTPOP no venderá ni de lejos los 5 millones de Born This Way o The Fame 
Monsters o los 10 millones de The Fame.
ARTPOP! PLEEEEASE GAGA :(
ARTPOPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
#ARTPOPYEAR #LadyGagaYear
Art should open eyes and minds to the absurd, beautiful mystery of it all. 
This art does.
ART WITH HANDS AND FEET.
@arualcarol .l. MOMMY MOSTER
As A Asian male, White people are at fault for Global Warming
As a ballerina, number 13 hurts me.
As a Brooklyn resident I do not want skyscrapers in my borough.
A sada da čujem pojedine koji su rekli da je kopija spota GDJE JE OVDJE 
KOPIJA? POKIDALA SI KIKI❤
A SAD NASTUPA TRECA POJACAJMOOO GAS DO DASKEEE
As a fan of Ronda, she got pretty much head kicks. She need improve her 
boxing and stance.
As a fellow Australian from Perth - Western Australia, I have to say 
Sydney is my favorite capitol city in the country!
as a games journalist, i really appreciate this. great interview
As a high school kid in AP CompSci, this is damn interesting
as a hipster i am not offended and i want to kill my own kind because we 
deserve it
As A huuuuuge Bob Marley lover, and stevie wonder admirer, this is 
perfection
Asa.james brown.the original beat maker.even if you didn't want to dance 
he's music made you.wrac.
As a kid in a band in the 60s I wanted to be just like JB. The best to do 
funk.  JB, Bobby Byrd, Bootsy and the band, that was tight!!!
As a kid I thought it's a cool car, but bad color.
As a long time fan if Stevie Wonder and Ariana, I am dumbfounded and 
offended that I am just now finding out about this. How did I miss this!?!
As always, great video Fred!
As a matter of course, superb.
a sample of the unreleased ''live at the hollywood bowl''billy shears 
part.
As an adult watching this, for a CEO to be this ignorant on launch day he 
kinda deserves to be ruined
As an American, I always thought Sydney was a state, not a city lol. 
Didn't know it was a city in New South Wales..
As an Arianator I have known about this since 2016 and I find it funny 
that people are just noticing it 😂
As a New Yorker I must say these new buildings sprouting up are utterly 
terrible to look at. Soulless shards of glass & steel.
As a new yorker it never gets boring seeing the new skylines
As a Parisian i feel kind of attracted by this upper level of crap...
As a resident of the pacific north west I really connect with this video 
considering about half of the people in my city are this type of person



asasaskalsjas+1 @1ZzbryanZz1
As a solo female Traveler I can't see myself walking in these areas!! 
India is definitely not for everyone.. but it is interesting to watch :)
As a truck driver this music is relaxing during my Night shift driving 
across the country.. thinking of wife back home 😊
As a Vietnamese, I really appreciate this Jimi Hendrix performance
as a writer I dub this as accurate af
As current now as it was when released, especially the closing comments.
Asdfghjkl💖💖💖💖  me encantaaaaaaa
ASdfghklñ. ♥
A searing-fingered, virtuoso amp-king.
a sensible question: how the FUCK doesn't this video get 1.000.000.000 + 
views!?
A separate compartment for your mother-in-law. With an ejection button!
A separate enclosed dome so you can't hear the kids in the back seat.  
Homer is brilliant.
a seperate compartment for the kids makes sense
a sex tape, really?
As good as TV gets.
ashame for the cola!!!! and ofcourse the mentos. but yea, it lokks 
great.rn-x-
as he was young always looks old :v
a short moment of silence to all the poor man out there with only the left 
headphone working
A shut up Greta, nobody cares.
@asianfreebitch ok babe, I will suck it delicious ! your penis is mine :)
'Asian guy walks across boards tied together (bridge).' There fixed that 
for you.
Asian Jesus
Asian Jesus.
Asians is mad ill son
asi deberia ser el himnoi de EEUU con sonidos de guerra incluidos
Aside from all else, Gesang der Jünglinge is a very good name for the era 
that popped up the same year.
asif you cant tell half of them were taps...
as in awesome
asì que ha reproducir se ha dicho
as i read the title i was thinking that my total understanding of reality 
was wrong and jesus has risennnunderwater boards... smh
As ironmz1 said a few weeks ago, this music is truly visual. if you like 
this, you might like to try Winton Marsarlis' The Octoroons' Ball.
ASJDHWSHEUWUEEUJW nANYONE ELSE DYING OVER THIS?
as Jimmy put the wig on.. I LAUGHED my ass off!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! :D
Ask Donny why he didn't show up.  Arrogant and stupid are a bad 
combination for anyone but president?
Asking Homer for help was a mistake.
Asking Homer to design a car is like asking Trump to run the country!
a skinhead + geek + awsum song = 100% crazy stuff!
As ll you fool
A Sloba gay.ahahahahaha.
as long as its coke (diet or normal) and mentos of all flavours and 
colour. :)
As long as it's nothing like the second movie, this should be interesting
As long as there is no glass or steel
As long as those boards were made of baby seals I don't care.
As long Man is around this will never die !!
A slot stolen directly and unashamedly from Graham Norton.....
as Marshall McLuhan said "art is anything you can get away with"
As much as I loved the video, I couldn't help but notice the amazing art 
on the wall
As much as I respect what Robert Rauschenberg has done and his 
contribution to the art world. His work is a no for me. :-
as my dad always told me kids should be seen and not heard and this why 



rubbish from a kids
As of Nov 2018, Portland is still 100% mason jar.
Asome
asome!
a song about me
A song about sex
A song can't be more perfect.
A song for all ages. Who’s 2018?💞🌷
A Song that was Made for the Year 5093 Dude . Daamn !
a song true
asperger's kid goes full anti-vax mom after 25 minutes of mobile climate 
change research from the toilet
Aspergers: People with this condition may be socially awkward and have an 
all-absorbing interest in specific topics
Asperger's. She sounds like an actor
A Sperging out 16 year old is the head of your group shows that your 
ideology/movement has an issue
ASPERTAME IS POISEN
A spot... Ma znaci svjetski uradjeno bravo Kijo buduci da si rekla da si 
sama smisljala kako spot da ide
asqueroso
As russian man i tell you: 24) Not Tsrar, but Tsar
Assaf avidan
As Sam Hyde once said: "Nothing is more important than the opinion of a 
child."
Assassin greed
#AssBurgers
as seen on: EVERYWHERE
Assembler ;-) And a bit of B-Language
as sexy as she looks here, I still scared of Ronda Rousy
As she is saying this, she is on a private jet!!! How dare you, Whomp, 
Whomp!
Asshole is picking these music who the fuck is going to be in the bedroom 
with somebody listening to this crap???
Assim até eu
@AssLandrnrnhey Ace, guess what, Gays are smarter than you!rnrngo to hell 
piece of shit!
As soon as I saw the knockout I came back to this video
as soon as i saw wicked game by chris isaak wasnt on here, i left; no love 
making playlist is complete without that song.
Asta que te pude encontrar!!!!
As the Bible speaks only Jehovah can change this and he will in due time. 
It's not hopeless. Go to jw.org for more information.
As the planets most intelligent species it’s probably ironic we will do 
what nature cannot, and extinguish the virus that we are all by ourselves.
Astonishing image clarity!
A sto prozori neoprani?!
Astounding
astra gong ga Bouma da Bouga we hey hip hop go for the all intesnsity 
waaaaaaaahhhhhhhooooouuuuuuh ya man
a struggle to keep dead people from dying? pffffwaahaaaaa
A super rich handicapped retarded girl that is who the UN brings before 
the world make note world
As usual, 'Art' has a bell-end to talk me through it.
?As usual Stevie delivered a great sound , was this song featured in the 
movie Sing?
AS USUAL,STEVIE WAS WONDERFUL.
As usual, very interesting and beautifully done. I feel like I’m watching 
something on PBS.
Asuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu
As we all know, if we play this backwards 1:09 at speed .25, it will say 
nhe die
asynchronous pipelining causes asynchronous faults!
As you step over the homeless on your way to 95 floor Condo.



at 00:40 "Kick me in the head and its not going to go like that."nGets 
knocked out by kick to the head.
at 0:13 I thought it was Uptown Funk!
At 0.43 , It went exactly like that, and a few add ons on the ground.
At 0:50 you can have a preview of his face in the masson jar
At 0:57 does the drummer hesitate and make a mistake?
At 0:58 you can see a family truckster in the background
At 10:16 my favourite!
at 1 03 is that fat amy
at 1:06 u can see her thong
at 11:18 its actuely called the blade not a beam
At 1.25 speed it looks like a video game
at 1:27, more like Jon Bernthal or Jason Biggs
At 1:40 the milk jug said drinking water
At 1:44nnHail HYDRA!
At 15:03 the sun struggles to shine through all the smog at the Grand 
Mosgue ….you can almost smell the pollution ….
At 1:51 the guy with orange hair behind homer is also the nuclear power 
plant inspector.
At 1:56 She Looks Very Pretty .. Beautiful !! I Love GaGa :)
at 2:00 something looked like canadas flag
at 2:04 the man has the skeleton gaga face tattooed on his back
At 2:21 he actually looks like Timberlake
at 2:31 they throw there hands up like they're gay. "whoo hoo we're 
gay!!!"
at 2:32 Daniel and Jimmy put there hands on there head at the same exact 
time
at 2:44 is he holding a Wii numchuck???
at 2:50 a new song begins, slightly different.
at 3:00 the girl with pink shorts on the left is trying to blow him off XD
at 3:29nomq those are some crazy heelsnbut i love lady gaga songs (:
at 3:36 she looks like a T Rex just sayin lol
at 4:04 it sounds like screw your uncle
at 4:25 its looks like dress in film 5 element
at 4:35 : The world keeps going and sometimes just doesn't care!    "I got 
mine, don't worry about his..."
at 4 min and 47 seconds...she does the pyramid and the all seeing eye... 
subliminal message lol
At 6:00 my favourite🍃🍂🌞 🌨
At 82K it is a steal...I'd pay $150,000 for it without a second thought!
nnSaid no one, ever...
at 8:52 that goddess is "durga"
at 9:12 the girls were saying "itne gande jagah ka photo kyun le raha 
hai"(why is he taking pictures of such dirty places?)😊😊
at about 5:00 this jam enters a new zone of groovy sickness...this must be 
an edit....sick
At any one time, someone could get run over... but, it is always no.
At around 30 minutes into this session, it gets as tense and high as 
anything recorded, period!
at around the 2:50 mark this is what i imagine what ascending to heaven 
sounds like
A tasty combo of science and fun.
At beginning wen u struggling by the paths I felt bad, but the moment wen 
u reached to Masjid.,,Omg.. it's worth it 😘👍👍
ATCQ - "Electric Relaxtion"! 1:56
... a tear drops . . .
Até arrepia maluco que som é esse muito foda
a teenager telling grown adults they are not 'mature' enough! now thats 
chutzpah...
ATENÇÃO! PRECISAMOS DE 1 MILHÃO DE ACESSOS EM "BAD ROMANCE" HOJE! NÓS 
PODEMOS, JUNTOS! POR FAVOR REPRODUZAM MUITO! F5 F5 F5 F5 F5
a ten jimek to co za pedalino bo nie znam
a ten ton hammer  that cuts like a knife .



A tępa widownia dopiero na Still Dre zareagowała hah
At first glance at the thumb nail, I thought it was DudePerfect
At first I thought one of my earbuds wasn’t working but N O P E
At first I thought Shiguru was holding a 360 comtroller
At first I thought this was a DudePerfect video lol
At first I was laughing but then.... All I can say is yessssss
A theatrical reading by a young actor... she's almost ready for 
politics...
A thing of great beauty.
A third movie? Overdoing it.
Ati I luv u u rock girl and I've played this 29 times already
A timeless classic with 4 masters soaring on their instruments! Who can't 
appreciate this cut?
A timeless gem.
............A TIMELESS MASTERPIECE of MUSIC.........!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
At last! Thanks Holly!!!!
at lasttt a video
At least 2 wise a day am listening 👂
at least drink it and swallow!! what a waste of money0_0rnbet ur poor now
At least he got her to go ass to mouth.
At least he knows how to make babies talk.
Atleast Holly looks like woman, not man who is wearing a dress.
at least i have a decent excuse to jump off of a bridge now. im saving the 
planet by not existing. yay.
at least it was a unique design nmost cars today look the same
At least she can read good .give the dog a Scooby snack
At least she has a lot of time to practice on the wii now Kappa
At least she is doing something unlike me just making comments.....good 
for her
At least she's not doing this from a balcony in Berlin
at least there's no diet coke going to waste...  ppl normally drink them, 
do you believe it?
At least the world's leading comedic genius could complete this trilogy. O 
captain, my captain. See you on the other side.
At least they have the wheels...😄😄😄
At lightsaber partnMe: Or I could go to Wal-Mart and get it for 10 bucks
at like 1:00 to 2:00 it screams “wes anderson film”
At my school we did a dada project
At number 7, I almost fell asleep. Then came number 6....
a t o n a l
At one 1:58 I luagh end my but off
A Total Clickbait.nHe's not running on water.
A tribute to the best fckn country there is!!!
A true Bigoteer, with swáve socks....
A true gaming hero, completing this level/story in 499 seconds. That, is 
how legends are made.
A true living legend
A truly genius indeed!nGod bless his soul!
at some point in time the media will just shut her down.  rember this 
girl? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJJGuIZVfLM
Attack of the sexy Phyrexians
Attempt #72994
Attention: No diet coke was wasted in the making of this film.
Attention whores or am I missing something?
Attention whoring to the max.
AT THE BEGINING JIMMY ACTUALLY SAYS '' YOUR GONNA LOSE THEN WHAT''... UFC 
IS SET UP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
At the beginning she said "she is a nice chick that gonna lose"?) so 
confident
At the end, it was like Elon musk first unveiling the Tesla Roadster
at the end of this, they wore probably thinking:rnrnshit, now we have to 
drink the diet cokes
at the end they should have ate Mentos then drank the diet coke



At the end, what does he say just before, "I'm ruined!"?
At the end you types "This is T" Do you mean it's Tea or were you fixing 
to type "Terrible"
At the risk of being trite, this music is bitchin'.  Thanks for putting it 
up.
At the time of this comment’s publication, Sgt. Pepper taught the band to 
play 72 years, 2 months and 3 days ago. (February 1, 1947)
at the time of this comment you had 420 subs
at the very end he failed! noooo!!!
At this point i feel like they should really build the avengers tower in 
NY
at this point im actually hoping for a mass extinction
At this point the only reason I watch these videos, is to see the 
comments. It's quite an adventure to see what people think of these 
topics.
at this point you know what I'd say.
At this rate in 40 yrs there wont be any sunlight reaching the street 
level
At this time he had already done his 2 years in Vietnam. In the air force 
of all things
AT&T presents:  Unix and you. A guide for understanding your teen body
attractive city
a typewriter? pffft, freakin poser, i write my stories with a burnt stick 
and animal hides :P
Au bas sam jako srecna zbog ovog drugog mesta idemo polako Ali sigurno do 
br.1.Ova ptefivna pesma to zasluzuje .
au bout de deux minutes ça m'a fatigué. cmd w
au brate hit
Auch geil, dass der isländische Finanzminister, obwohl mit Panama Papers 
in Verbindung, Premierminister wird. Traurig.
@audgeyp do you know where can i see which's the MOST commented video 
ever?
audience just cheering the most common shit... to me nas is like was the 
moste closest to the original!!! shivers!
AUDIOBODY TITLE- YOU GOTTA TAP
Audio body/you gotta tap
audiobody -  you gotta tap :)
AudioBody - You gotta Tap
AudioBody - You Gotta Tap.
Audiobody- you gotta tape
Audiobody - You Gotta Tapnis the song
audiobody - you gotta taprni deserve a cookie ^^
Auf dem Mars ohne Menschen ohne C02, findet auch eine Klimaerwärmung 
statt!!!!!!!!
Auf der Heide blüht ein kleines BlümeleinnUnd das heißt nErika
Aufmerksamkeitsdefizit
Au grmi. Cestitam 😊
August?
Au kako je dobroo 😍😍😍
Au Kija šta uradi hejterima!!! Kako li će im biti kad izdaš sledeću pesmu, 
a tek album! Ma jedva čekam!
au ljudiiiiiiiiii ovo ubijaaaaaa
Aunque los otros videos ya esten en lo 500.000.000 , yo seguire 
reproducion bad romance ,.como little monster q soy
Aural sculpture of the sublime kind by a one of a kind human, thank you 
Jimi, we love you Brother.
Au royaume des aveugles, les borgnes sont rois
ausomeness!!!
Aussie accent was slightly exaggerated there. Plus it's weird hearing us 
say the word "foot" or "mile"
Aussies?n    From Brisbane :)
Austin has One
@austinkiernan0000 nlol no thats not a fake idiot



@austinkiernan0000 TROLLLL
Australia is such a beautiful country. Cannot wait to go there!
Australian are racist big time.
Australia nice country Sydney nice city in world
Australia ! We Love you !
Austria est Imperator orbe universe
Au tebrić 😍
Autism for real
autism is a crazy thing
Autism is cool
Autism is strong in this young jedi.
Autism is weird.  Humorless old child regurgitates liberal talking points. 
Crowd uncomfortably laughs and claps.
Autism was never so popular.
AUTIS-TIC BRAINWASHED CHILD has NO RIGHTs to TALK to the WORLD.
Autistic screeching intensifies
auto
auto-generated captions (intro): suck a cookie now my god you suck
Autoindustrie macht auch mit?Ironie Off 😂 Dieses Hysterie
Automation in a Nutshell
Automation in a nutshell
Automation_irl
Autos raus aus der Stadt! JETZT!
autotuning stevie's voice is an interesting decision
Auu brate Kiki gorisssss!!!!! Zastouuu si to uradiulaaaa ljunjari znas da 
si joj bolna tacka😂😂💣
Auu mila majko Kijaaaaa bre pa ovo je VVVRRRRHHHHHHHHH BRAVO BRAVO 
BRAVOOOOOOOOOOO
Auu Nikolija u pokusaju haha.. cist promasaj :) ima malo i Crni Sin 
fazon ... ali OK je pjesma .. sifrovana za Slobu ocigledno ahah
Auu,predobro 😍
Auuu brate, kakav spot! Kakva Kija, u svim izdanjima! Goriiii 😈
Auuu definitivno od svih pesama je najveci hit!T👏
Auuu koja bomba! Ovo ce biti HIT! Samo nastavi kija ovako!!😊 ❤
Auuu ovo je top, nadmasila je sama sebe😍😍😍😍😍😍🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥
Auuu šta uradi, kao da si od malena u ovim vodama. Sve je top. TI SI 
CARICA. Blago Nadici kad te takvu ima u svemu. Pjesma VRH VRHOVA.
Auuuu sto zavija
Auuuuu Bravo kijaaaaa
Auuuuuuuuuuy  Kijaaa!
Auuu vec 5 u trendingu bravo kija!
" Aux armes, etc.' de Gainsbourgh, c'est le même plaisir !
Au zeno 😻
AvAn
Avanti anni luce!!!
Avarage american car
A veceras Nemacka gori kad Kiba i Joba zapevaju
Ave Maria?
Ave María de Schubert? Esperaba una que otra más de Saint-Saens
Average American man is stupid.
A VER CUANTOS SOMOS LOS MONSTERS HISPANOHABLANTES QUE ESTAMOS REPROUCIENDO 
SIN PARAR BAD ROMANCE? PULGAR ARRIBA
aver @mostrito18 como es tu msn???
A very great sexy music mix to help those lonely nights. Enjoy!.💎💎💎 💎👑
Avevo 5 anni e con il mio walkman  giravo per il bronx di Milano  e mi 
guardavano come un marzianonMusica allo stato. Puro
A video featuring dudes perfect ?
A visual audio master piece .Picasso bb



avocado toast please?
Avoid contact with anything that isn’t a mason jar LUL
a votar por gaga en los VMA's si?
Avril Lavigne  - Girlfriend is better than Baby, and I think teenagers 
should watch Girlfriend, not Baby
aw 85,907,986 lol ..nnafter before 14mins 85,855,840 views =Dnnwow that 
was fast =D ..
Awasome
A waste of good coke :(
"Aw, crap, didn't start recording!"
Aw damn I wish they dressed him up as that flapper chick OMG ROFLLLLOLLLL
aweee i love them
aweful :(
Awe man, at 6:02. That was the highlight of the video (they needed to 
bring a DJ to do some scratching at that point though)
aweosme video
A wersja na cymbałki , dudy i puzon kiedy ???
AWESINEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
awesom!
Awesome
AWESOME
Awesome
awesome
Awesome
awesome
AWESOME
awesome
Awesome
AWESOME
Awesome
awesome
Awesome
awesome
AWESOME
Awesome
#awesome
awesome^^
Awesome :)
awesome !
AWESOME !!!
AWESOME !!!!!!!!!!!!!
Awesome ❤
awesome!
AWESOME!
Awesome!
AWESOME!
awesome!
Awesome!
AWESOME!
Awesome!
AweSome!
Awesome!
awesome!
AWESOME!!
AWesome!!
Awesome!!!
awesome!!!
Awesome!!!
awesome!!!
AWESOME!!!
Awesome!!!
Awesome!!!!!
awesome!!!!!!
awesome!!!!!!!



awesome!!!!!!!!
awesome!!!!!!!!!
AWESOME!!!!!!!!!!!!!
AWESOME!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Awesome.
awesome.
Awesome.
Awesome. :-)
AWESOME.!!!
Awesome! <3 <3 <3
Awesome absolutely awesome!!
Awesome add, got some freaking chills. Semper Fi America!
Awesome album, It reminds me of when I first listen to the interpretation 
of Drum 'n Bass by Goldie on the metalheadz label - chaos!
Awesome....and thank you....
awesome!! and this song! i gotta try it!
Awesome! And total brilliant! nI want to hear a loner version of most of 
this songs :) nLove it!
awesome ari
Awesome as always....
awesome as hell
awesome awesome awesome awesome  awesome awesome awesome awesome awesome 
awesome awesome awesome
awesome bass
awesome build
awesome but a waste of coke :)
Awesome !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! But Dr-Dre Still Dre is waaaay to short :(
Awesome but I didn't like Sing lol
Awesome but kind of a waste...
Awesome! But next time Plz do it little bit slower!
Awesome! But please don't turn into Dude Perfect!!!
awesome! but unfortuanately what a waste of diet coke and mentos
Awesome, but why is the video only in shades of blue?
awesome channel
Awesome City
Awesome clip, awesome sound quality!
Awesome collection
awesome combination of nsmartnesncordinationnand bordem
awesome costume now one of my favs other thant the batman vs superman 
costume
Awesome :D
Awesome! :D
Awesome!!! :D
awesome display guys...  =P
Awesome! Does anyone know what the song in this is called?
Awesomeee!!! 2:49 is insane
Awesomeee babyyy
AWESOMEEEE!!!!
awesomeeee, i love that period of music
Awesome! Fun video!!!
Awesome. Greetings from Ukraine. ✌
Awesome. Grew up with James.  Think I was conceived to this song lol. 😍😍
😍😍

Awesome guitar work!!!
Awesome! Harlem shake 👍👍👍👍
Awesome! http://gobro.tv/featured/epic-frisbee-trick-shot-adventure-with-
brodie-smith-in-4k/
AWESOME!!! I love it! I have to try such thing too :)
Awesome ! I love this. 💜
awesome! i totally love this! how creative! ^^
AWESOME I WANNA TRY!!!!!!
awesome i wonder how much money they wasted for the mentos and sodas wow 



awesome!!! XDrn     #1 coolest person on mentos+sodas
Awesome job!z
Awesome job, guys.  Haven't read any comments so sorry if you've heard 
this a zillion times, this reminds me of Blue Man Group.
Awesome just awesome
Awesome lightsaber!!
Awesome lol
Awesome!!! Love it.
awesome, much love :))) hearts*...
AWESOME! Much respect from Italy!
Awesome music and Jazz... MILES DAVID!!!!!!!!! Phew.... man.. oh man oh 
man.nnBITCHES!
Awesomeness
awesomeness!
Awesome! :P
Awesome performance!!All those men and woman got skillzzz!!!
Talent.Funk...Badass
AWESOME, POWERFUL
awesome. Probably well worth the price tag.
AWESOME . rn- and that is alot of coke and menthos ;D .
AwesomernCheck my music vid
AWESOME!rnrnXD
Awesome Sauce 💯💯
Awesome Set up :)
Awesome Show, Great Job!nnpep pep pep pep pep pep pep pep pep pep
Awesome!so hip hop
Awesome song
awesome song, awesome video, awesome woman.
awesome song, but... did i miss something?!
awesome song    mai gawd
awesome song, waste of money, beautiful show.
Awesome.Stevie genious
Awesome - thanks!
Awesome. The emotion in this is real. Still makes my hair stand on end.
AWESOME. This is the best thing to do when im bored
awesome towers coming up, but god TOWER 5TH is a shit fight, shame about 
that one ruining the views.
Awesome Video
Awesome video! :)
Awesome video, but reactions clearly exaggerated
awesome video.check this out..rn/watch?v=m4X0DQ55h94
Awesome Video Guys .!!
Awesome video guys!
Awesome video :) i'd love your feedback on my stuff, even if its different 
than your content. Have a great day!
Awesome video. I give it 5 stars.
Awesome video! I love Sand Hollow!
Awesome video!!! I'm guessing they were trying to recreate the fountains 
at the Belagio.
AWESOME video it saved in my youtube favorite for sure. Thanks.
awesome video keep up the good work
awesome video man!!!
Awesome video!!!nn@devinsupertramp All of your videos are awesome!!! nice 
job dedication in all
awesome video: Puppy Attacks Hexbug
Awesome videos....keep up the good work
Awesome video... thanks!!
awesome video. was your experiment succesfulll?
awesome video wish this many people would view my videos wow 
incredible!!!!!Please check my videos out..please....
Awesome vid loved it!
awesome waterworks guys!
awesome.. what's gonna happen if we swallow mentos and drink diet coke at 



the same time..
Awesome woman!!!
awesome work Gabriel. Big fan of yours. Good to see Delhi trough your 
eyes :)
Awesome works bomb on my profile, check it out
awesome!! XD
Awesome yes but only until the Eruption of Eddie van Halen
Awesome you guy should make a science video. and show people what happens
Awesome. You guys must've been drenched.
awesoooome
Awesum
Awful
Aw he's so adorable XD
awh look it's upset
A win for women! ;)
Awkaward listening to this after that fight lmao
awk,sed, and script away ....
Awkwaaarrrddd
Awkward that she lost 😂😂
aw man! lets go!
aw now im sad
A work of ART
A work of art him on him
AWSOME
awsome
AWSOME
Awsome
awsome
Awsome
awsome :)
awsome!
Awsome!
awsome! 😀😀😀😀😀 😀
Awsome <3
awsome and cool.....i that was..more than awsome XD...cool cool cool cool 
cool cool ( i got to stop eating candy) XD jouking
Awsome Brodieªªªª{{ { {||||
Awsome but kind uf wierd as well
Awsomeee :)
Awsome.I tried it before but it wasnt as good.
awsome love it one of my fav viedios from her
awsome man....I'm gonna try it.....!i!I!i!i!i
Awsome man ! rnI saw you onmtv norway 24 november 2007 :P
awsome music there
awsomenlol!!!
Awsome, now I feel guilty for breathing out CO2.
awsome our class watched this in science class best lesson ever did ecsact 
replica
Awsome =P
awsome!!!rnrnI like it
awsome song😎😎
Awsome!!! This is great!!haha
Awsome video
aw :) this made my day!
awweesoommee =d
aw what a waste i love menthos thats like a years supplyyy mannnnn
aww i came on youtube too late..........i missed all the haters n all the 
dis outs :[
aww…..Robin ='(
aww thats sad....
aww....that's so awesome!rnrnbut if you think about it...it's diet coke = 
sticky mess...ewwrnrngood job!



Aww the little girl is angry hahahaha how cuuuuuute!
Aww there's no female composer that is famous
Aww this is so cute 💜
awww, all that wasted soda. does it work with carbonated water?
Awww,.... And now to watch it a second time to see wat David is 
doing....... ;)
Awww a token?  But I wanted to put 40.000 coins in the machine  :(
Awww...he hit it and quit :(
AWWW MAN I WANTED TO BORN BLACK
Awww she's so cute 😁
Awww .... wha happen ?!? }  Ur butt hurts ? 😂  Want some soy cream to rub 
on it ?
awwww......i wonder if ronda mousey looked back on this!
Awwwwwwww i fucking love this video!nlong life 4 bad romance! <3 <3
awwwwwwwwww this is golden and gorgeous...
@ayden661 use diet coke, not regular ones
aye canada
@AyelenEdithTupaarn you're funny.
Aye that's Danny devito
A y love you perfec video
A young Bootsy Collins is getting it in on the bass guitar!!!
A young Bootsy Collins on base.
A young Bootsy Collins on Bass working hard!
A young Bootsy on bass! �
AYUDEN EN TWITTER: #ScheißeNextSingle Now (:
ayylmao fuck me in the butt :^)
ayy tengo hambre por k no armor ce no kise solo cene cafe con galeta jaja 
mi sena preferida
Ayyyyyyy
az ciary ida po plecach, brrrrr..lapka w gore ..brawo!!!!
Azerbaycanan ilk youm :)
@AzinCutiennSeriously!  She's so amazing, and she loves her fans like no 
one else.
A živote neda mi spavat ova pjesma Kija kida spot ma sve 🔝❤😘👏👏👏
@azn1ninja5masta4 it was worth hella try
@azn1ninja5masta4               wasted?
@AznBanditJohn nTry visiting Danfoss Universe in Denmark...
B1M is the best!
B1M + New York = instant like
B1M talking about construction in New York is some of the best content in 
all of YouTube.
BAAAD BAAD ROMANCEEE ♥ GaGa number 1º
Bäääm...Charlie down ^^
babosadas :3
BAB ROMANCE
babüüüü
baby boomers are dooming the planet
Baby Boomers may well become the single most despised generation in 
history..........
Babylonian Whore
Baby love to dance in the dark (8)
Baby one more time is better!
baby vocals..
Baca malo na Anđelu Vešticu
@bachi danelia
Bach -> 👑 nMozart -> ♥ nBeethoven -> ⭐
Back after watching Sing movie
Backing tune should be pork and beans by Weezer :)
Back in the day, I dated a girl like that.   Absolutely gorgeous!
back in the days
Back in the day. Smile!.
Back in the days when all men had glasses and 1970s beards... lol



Back in the Day when Simpsons was Funny
Back in the early 70's my Mother used to blast this shit on the stereo to 
get me up out of the bed.
Back then ...........not too many people were fat
Back to No-Shit-Sherlock territory.
back to pokeball, you gone well;D
Back when Ariana was white
Back when artist had to be talented....
Back when blacks were real musicians and  playing legendary music. 
Nowadays? Sigh!
Back when character’s actions actually had consequences.
Back when C was a high level language
back when grown ass men made music.
Back when ''japan takes over the world'' was a popular cliché
Back when mainstream pop music was respectable... Nowadays it's just crap. 
We need Gaga to save pop music
Back when men still had testosterone rather than just soy.
back when people had talent an character love jb
Back when people were trying to figure out how to dance and didn't need 
the singer to tell them how to dance.
Back when she was a little sane...
Back when Simpsons was funny
Back when the Simpsons was a good show, before it got all PC bullshit on 
us.
back when the simpsons was awesome
Back when tutorials were inteliggently included in the game instead of 
lecturing you on how to play it. So rare to see that these days.
Back woman tripppppp, ıam so highnconstantly doing the same movements
BAD!!!!
Bad acting.
Bad acting,   She needs more practice.  She looks  like she's  possessed.
Bad actor.  Romeo and Juliet.  How dare you??nSo young and already so 
big...nNwO ,Nwo
Bad actress but definitely à very relevant speach.
Bad actress. I wonder who pays her to say all these things.
Bad actress, Ocasio cortez would be proud.
Bad as.
bad ass!
Badass!!!
BAD AZZ!!!
badbadxx00
bad balance...
Bad bwoy!!!!!!
Baddddddd mutha fukka
badddddd Song 😕
Baddest muthafucka in show business .
Baddest tune in the known universe.
@baddgirl091 agree like always doing weird and only about sex....
Bad gaga s good song
bad girls sounds immaculate
Bad Hygiene lol
Bad idea to play in your work .. 😂😖😹
BAD LOSER !
bad music
Bad playlist I couldnt get an erection
Bad questions
Bad Romance #23 Judas #54
Bad Romance #26 on Daily Youtube 100
BAD ROMANCE! <3
BAD ROMANCE 510 MILLLION VIEWS
Bad Romance - 53th most watched this week
Bad romance and Alejandro are the best videos ever ...and I mean it XD
"Bad Romance" are of these songs that are not going to forget with the 



passing of the years... as the song of Celine Dion "Titanic" =')
Bad Romance a todo volumen! Que se despierte todo el barrio me importa un 
carajo!
Bad Romance...best song on EARTH!
BAD ROMANCE BEST VIDEO OF 200S VOTE IN MTV!!! FOR GAGA, GOING SECOND TT
#badromanceday † 10.06.11 †
#badromanceday Lets trend on Twitter!!! c'mon guys!
bad romance es el #93 del dia :( !
bad romance es tu dia
Bad Romance es un verdadero clásico 👑 ❤❤
Bad Romance fue Numero 2 y aun asi tuvo mas exito que muchas otras 
canciones que fueron Numero 1
"BAD ROMANCE" GANHA CERTIFICADO DE DIAMANTE NOS EUA
Bad Romance is on the place 77th Of YOUTUBE 100!!!
BAD ROMANCE MARCO UNA EPOCA Y MARCO MI VIDA!!
bad romance?  more like bad song!
bad romance more like bad song. ba dup chaaaa
BAD ROMANCE :n846 843 LikesnAPPLAUSE :n846 811 Likes !!!!!!!!
Bad Romance no va a pazar a PSY, pero va haber una cancion en el album ART 
POP que va a romper todos los records!!
BAD ROMANCE! THE BEST VIDEO IN ALL THE WORLD ON YOUTUBE ♥♥
BAD ROMANCE UM DOS NOSSOS HINOS ETERNIZADOS... =D PAWS UP!!! POA...
bad romannce
Bad song
Bad that they took this idea off the graham norton show
Bad to the Bone!!!!!
Bad video 😒
bad video quality ni expected 720p at least
baesssss
bahahahahahahah
bahaha jake duh muss
Bahaha this girl is legit hilarious... a textbook example of fearmongering 
working on the youtg
BAH SUPER
BAILAR  ESTO ES  ES .  MEDIO CAMINO DE  SANTIAGO .
Baile Cidade de Deus
bajamos de puesto pero por esos tontos videos youtube ya no sabe como 
kitarnos de la lista ero no la pela!!!! nsotros somos mas!!!
Bakbas jagah Hai Bhai London
Bakit hindi ko alam to
Balagios fountain!!!!
Bald gibts das totale chaos. ;)
bale?
BALKANSKA  DIVA  KIJA
Ball
@balls2411 holy crap you responded fast.
@balls2411 retards make me feel smarter
@balls2411 she's the oxygen running in my lungs the blood cells swimming 
in my veins
BALLS DEEP  Soundtrack........  Raybann Austin
Balvane,gledaš li?
Balvane nema ti sna veceras 😂
Balvane ubit će te bivsa u popularnosti bivsa ti grmiiiii
BAM, der Junge sollte Präsident, der Erde werden !
bamos monsters que nosotros podemos, reproduzcamos sin parar
banan, cwaniak, itd. ALE jest niesamowity :) dzieki takim ludzią polska 
bedzie postrzegana jako kraj kultularny
Band is killing it
bang Ariana hard
Bankrupt from a  82k loss???  I though homer brother was supposed to be  
rich.
bao gio lady gaga quay lai viet nam nhi
baqh su siktimin colasının yaptigina :D



@BarackObama HI
Barbie😍
Bark at the moon...
B Army apoyando! Gracias por ayudarnos con Womanizer! ;)
@BaronessElzpeth Look at her lyrics, she say's "freak" bitch, hon.
Barry, is that how you get ants? Yes it is other Barry, yes is.
Bartek grucha nie kocha Pauli tak naprawdę
Based on the texts they exchanged, she seemed to be more into him than he 
was into her.
Basically Apple since Jobs left
Basically bad karaoke with a live band. Wow.
basically give it 50 years and all major cites will become sky cities
Basically GM in a nutshell
Basically it's just a guy running over a slippery bridge.
Basically they did a lot of mushrooms, and that's what they came up with. 
Get creative, people!
Bas je bezveze pjesma ���
Baš je smrsala, super bi joj stajala koja kila više. Pjesma naravno 
odlična!
BAŠ JE VRUĆE SIPAJ VINAnTI SI PRAVA SEX MAŠINA
Basketball Jones w tym wykonaniu to jest coś pięknego! Zresztą większość 
utworów jest teraz lepsza...
bas na moj rodjendan hvala
Bas sam srecan zbog Kije i njenog uspjeha
bass. Caterpillar b.. m..
Bass is so smooth and groovy
@bassplayer1494 nnit taste good
Basta pero....
bas ti lepo stoji braon kosa.
Bäume pflanzen hätte mehr gebracht.
bayan a besties.org
Bbbbbbrrrraaaavvvvooooo 1.mesto.Bravo Kija, bravo Kijevci!
BbbbbbUuuuueeeeeennnnnnnaaaaaaaa
BB can't hold a candle to KIND of BLUE or SKETCHES of SPAIN.
...b,bc,.bannc,nnnfcwn.c...wv,vn.xxx v tv . Xc.b 
c..cci.w.wxq.xv.wwwjn .dunnxnwc.w.nd0
BB is watching you who is BB  a great Dude or a windowlickersnwindows 
without Blaze inside it's bullshit for noob
BB King now he's a legend in his own time to The Thrill Is Gone clearance
B-boy al ataque 💪💪💪
beafutil
bean  mi video  se ban ah asombrat
Be ashame if the camera wasnt recording
Be as profane and irritating as possible. I appreciate it.
beastie boys track sounds more badass
Beastie Boyz & Nas ... damn, i miss old days..
beatiful city ,,, great !!  ^_^
Beatiful color
Beatifull❤❤❤❤
Beatles+LSD makes sense! Loved this album since I was a small kid in the 
70s!
@beatriz3669 FUCK POCODOT!!! XD AND FUCK  YOU TOO
Beats by dre right here
beau cul
beauitiful city
Beautiful
beautiful
Beautiful
beautiful
Beautiful
beautiful
Beautiful



Beautiful 💜
Beautiful 👍😊
Beautiful!
beautiful!
BEAUTIFUL!
Beautiful!
Beautiful!!
Beautiful!🎼🎼🎵 🎶🎻 🎺🎹🎹🎧🎧🎷 👌👏👏😄 😜😉
beautiful.
Beautiful.
beautiful..
Beautiful😉
beautiful😍😍
Beautiful <3
beautiful <3
Beautiful, absolutely beautiful
Beautiful amazing music 🎶  💋
BEAUTIFUL _BEAUTIFUL_BEAUTIFUL 💘💘💘💘💖💖💖💖
Beautiful building but still such an ugly city in some parts
Beautiful car
beautiful city
Beautiful city!
Beautiful city. I will visit Sydney soon
beautiful city, video
Beautiful city. Want to visit.
beautiful country
Beautiful country SYD!
beautiful =D
beautiful :D
beautiful delicious man looovviiitt, MORE ! ..my favorite is 1:55 ..comes 
an album of the songs ??
beautiful everythink
beautiful, hip hop dont stop `
beautiful I like
Beautifull
beautifull!
Beautifull music good ✌✌✌✌✌✌
beautifull women.
Beautifully Artistically   ...
Beautifully scary
Beautifully terrifying
Beautiful man
beautiful music
Beautiful music and voice 😘
Beautiful  music i m brasilian  and Love Love this music!
beautiful music...... interesting choice of songs, 90's was a great era 
for hip hop. more 90s less 50cent
Beautiful! Muy interesante el uso del pedal y los efectos que va 
creando... hermoso!
beautiful pinch harmonics and everything one day I'll get there
beautiful place
Beautiful place,humble people and lovely food.....Dehli has a charm....I 
like it
Beautiful places in America ❤ nLot of Love from Pakistan
Beautiful place to visit, my home away from home.  Property prices are too 
expensive though.
Beautiful riffs and strumming 😭 😢 poor dead jimi
beautiful,rnfinally a thing coke's good for, backgarden fun!
Beautiful, sexy, bad ass fighter, AND she plays video games? I'm in love!



beautiful show ^^
Beautiful. Shows how universal hip hop is.
Beautiful sister in the back dancing
Beautiful skyscrapers video narrated using soothing British accent is an 
absolutely wonderful combination!
Beautiful! So little has changed since then in this great work of 
software! We can still trace roots of modern day everything here!
nFantastic!
Beautiful song!
beautiful Song!!♡
beautiful son's
Beautiful, the Nas is Like was the best one because it actually sounded 
perfect!
Beautiful video.. very artistic.
BEAUTIFUL VIEWS OF THE CLIP IS ALMOST PASSING BAD ROMANCEnnSEE LA HAHA
Beautiful woman, but she can't pull off that look/dress. Maybe J-Lo can, 
but not RRRnThat's not Ronda.
Beautiful woman qui danse la classe black is beautiful avec son beau 
collier de perles
Beautiful work! This must have taken months to prepair! Thanks for the 
show!
Beautiful xxx
Beautifuul😝😝
Beauty!
@beauty7514 NUNCA LOGRARAN QUE COSA?
Be careful, don't spill it in your prius
be careful girl he is checking your blood veins, he is a vampire ..
be careful what u say, manifestation,she said it but she lied to herself
@becatho esa mamada!
because Americans don’t want big carsn*every US car company: am I a joke 
to you?
Because end of the world predictions have such a high success rate...
Because everyone has a hot glue gun lying around lol
Because Frisbee is cool dude
"Because I'm happy..." 🎶 nn🍩  for Grande
because man shave isn't an acceptable command
Because of the jewish led civil rights/immigration act of 1965, Jimi 
Hendrix is the greatest guitarist ever!!! MUH DIVERSITY!!!!!
Because people weren't already rich enough
"Because these numbers are too uncomfortable, and you are still not mature 
enough to tell it like it is."
Because this is UNIX!
Because you like old ladies Daniel, you   like     old     ladies.
Becuz  of this video...  I actually like pop music.
be de be de bop..funky funky
@bedec08 Control is power, power is money. Assets will never be handled by 
the common. It is against good business structure.
Bed time.
Beedy beedy bop
Been looking for some good jazz, I like all the directions this album 
travels.
Been looking for the song Forever I have subscribed and I most definitely 
like
been there this summer and i wanna go back soo bad
Been too long. Too excited
been up to the top myself
beep beeeeeep!!!!
Beep beep boop baaahp
Beethoven a champ ;)
Beethoven>Mozart
Beethoven No 1 💪
Beethoven rocks
Beethovens best



Beethoven's deaf ass is spinning in his grave right now.
Beethoven symphony 7 should be at least top 20
Beethoven: u cant forget the 3rd mvt of moonlight sonata?
Be extremely worried about the climate changenUse notes while you're 
speaking
Before 1million💝
Before 1 million squad I💜
before Duchamp art was a artifact, after Duchamp it was a concept
Before going on bed with lofml...
BEFORE I even started to watch the music video, I prayed to GOD not to see 
those bangs again. 😫  God is great.
before i knew the godfather i knew the king. then i realized the godfather 
was bigger than the king. very strange
Before Prince, there were these guys!!! Makes me want to dance!!!
Before starting to notice how to be basic ...
Before uniq lost the "ue." :-)
Be Free, Die a Legend!
Beginning of the trailer: Oh good God another one? nEnd of the 
trailer: ....that might not actually be half bad...
Behind the scence i will be stilling 8 bottles of coke.
behind the scenes at Hyundai
Behind the Scenes Footage: Rian Johnson and Star Wars The Last Jedi
BEHIND THE SCENES  THE FORCE AWAKENS.      nHOMEMADE.    THE FORCE 
AWAKENS.nSIDE BY SIDE Comparison    THEFORCE AWAKENS
Behold the sugar free fountain of youth :D
beiber is gona ova take this slut soon enough
bei der nächsten Demo bitte alle das Atmen einstellen, denkt an das CO2!!
Being 16, life is easy, grow up and then see if you can say the same 
speech 🤣
Being a linux user i am interested to see the system it was inspired by.
"being hit makes you bigger, and that makes you really happy"nis that a 
sexual joke miyamoto?
Being lectured by a radicalised little Socialist ? How dare you.
Being sincere and emotional doesn't make one right.
Being Swedish just got to be a whole other level embarrassing. nnF this 
emotional teenage puppet.
Bekommt man Lust zu kuscheln😍❤😋
@beliebermojada OKII
BELIEBERS LARGO DE AQUÍ .-.nPREOCÚPENSE ESE POR SU JUSTIN nGRACIAS POR LA 
REPRODUCCIÓN DE BAD ROMANCE ;D♥
@BelieveandtrustJesus stfu you damn bible thumper
Believe it or not 95% of india cities r like this..... Indian villages r 
much better than cities... ... Way cleaner...
Believe it or not, more than a half of that peoples doesn't have toilet..
Believe me nobody is coming to the young people for hope, young people are 
dumbasses and so easily brainwashed it's pathetic.
Believe or  not his face look like my friend 😂
belifan presente apoyando este gran vídeo <3
Be like Nero or water?
belissima i love you
bella!
bellaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
@BellaCullen2123 No, it's probably a drug.
Bellagio has got nothing on this.
bellagio hotel...
bella jack
bella musica del recuerdo
Bella ragaaaaa
Bella sta canzone
Belle chanson
belle hommage a bob marley stevie fabuleux....la super class..baster..



Bellísima! Muchas gracias
bellisimo video  suseso merecido felicitaciones
bellissima
bellissima!!!!
bellissimaaa
bellissima bravi
Bellissima Canzone 💕💕💕💕
bellissima la amo : I LOVE YOU♥
Bellissimo
bellissimo video
Bell Labs all-star lineup
BELLO
bello!!!
Bello schifo
bel video :)
... bem legal ...
Bem louco!
@ben94sg  she is lady gaga. so it is normal. :)
Ben Affleck?
Bene
Ben, get started with Mystery Men 2 plz
Benim genclik yillarimin unutulmaz sarkisi o zamanlar her sey cok guzeldi 
bilemiyorum bana oyle bir duygu veriyor
Ben looks every day thinner
Ben looks like kylo ren unmasked he even has kylo RENs name
ben solo is kylo ren
Ben, stahp. Stahp it Ben.
ben stiller, always funny!
BEN STILLER IS BACK BABY!
Ben Stiller looks so bored, my goodness
Ben stiller rocks
Be ready! 2020 - 50th anniversary of Unix Epoch! Half Century!
,,Berlin" eat it
BERNIE 2020
beruk
Besides all the wastage, they just found out that having a lot of diet 
coke over your body, may give you cancer. Too bad for the two of you.
Besides how unsafe that is. ... in in ! I want one !
BEST
best
Best
Best.
Best//// / 2019|| |
BEST ACSENT EVER!!!!!!😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Best Actress award for this retarded Swede. 😂
best alarm sound in the morning.
Best album.
Best Album ever!💫�
Best Ariana Grande & Stevie Wonder duet Ever! Great Job
Best ass ever
best channel on youtube let me tell ya. You guys just saved me 300 euro's
Best christmas gift ever!!
Best city in Australia, Melbourne is nice too but nothing compares to 
Sydney, so much to do in and around the city :)
Best coke-ad ever.
Best Cola + Mentos vid on youtube.
best Collab
best collaboration...
best collaboration ever!!
Best collaboration ever, am so proud of Ariana singing with the legend 
Stevie Wonder .



Best collaboration I’ve heard ❤ 👍🙏
best collaboration of brightest minds
best Collab yet ARIANA (I am an official ARIANATOR😚😙😚😙 )
Best combo of artists!
Best concept for an album ever
best cooking show of all time.
Best country and city I live in it
Best Cringe video of 2019! Hands down
best :D
Best diet-coke + mentos video on here rnWHO SAID SCIENCE COULDNT BE FUN 
EH??? LOL
Best duet ever!
BESTE AKTION SEIT LANGEM!!!!! BLEIBT STARK UND DENKT SELBSTSTÄNDIG!!!!!!!!
Best elevator music lol plp looking at me like I'm craycray
Bester Mann. Danke für die Aufdeckung Snowden!
Best feelgood video ever
BEST FUCKING VIDEO EVER
Best GaGa video to date STILL!!!
Best get out of school free card and why is she at the UN.
Best guitarist i of the whole world,is like Tom Brady in football the best 
at all times,but I m a Cowboy fan tho 😁😁😁😁👍🙏
Best guitarist of all time.
Best Heavvv 😘 ❤  Joy wordsss 😍  Lovett ✌
best hipster joke ever lol
Best if greta used Chinese language and Indian Language instead of 
English.
Best in the world
Best joke in the video '' Americans don't want big cars''
Best LP of all times, and in all genres of music.
BEST MEDICINE FOR ME IS TO MAKE A VIRGIN OF THIS SONG WITH KEYBUORDS
Best mentos and pop video I've ever seen. It was coreographed like 
fireworks! rnrn               AWSOME VIDEO
best movie ever
😏😏😏😏 😏 😏😏 BEST MOVIE EVER!And Trolls is $$@@@$$@@$$$@@$$@@@@$$!!!!!!
best music
Best musical ❤
Best musical EVER
Best music , big men.
best music ever
Best music of 2019
best Music of the world hahahahahahahaha
best music video off all time! thumbs up if you agree <3
Best National Anthem Ever
best old school song ever who ever dislike this song im mad
Best one. I actually got a community on G+. 😊
Best one in awhile! Thanks man!
best one yet
Best original song!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Queen Ariana <3
best part 1:40
Best part 4:25
Best Performance from a Human!!!
Best piece of advice even in 2018.
BEST place for pokemon go
best play list ever
Best possible use for diet coke!
BEST RECORD EVER !!!!!!!!!!!!!!1 PERIOD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
BEST RECORD EVER!!! PERIOD!
Best rendition of our anthem EVER hands down. Rest in power, Jimi Hendrix.
Best rendition of the star spangled banner ever.
Best rock performance ever.. by the best guitarist that ever lived!!!
best rythm ever ! and my girl !



best science experiment I didn't even know about this till i saw pork and 
beans
best singer I ever heard!!!
Best song
Best Song ❕
best song and vid
best song eva rock and roll
Be͛s͛t͛͛ so͛ ͛ng͛͛ ev͛e͛r͛!͛!!! ❤❤❤ 💕
BEST SONG EVER
best song ever
Best Song Ever!
best song ever!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Best Song Ever!!!!!!!1
Best song ever (I watched the movie)
best song for kids
Best summer tune.nHappy 2019 summer y’all.
best thing ever.
best thing i have ever seen with coke and mentos.
Best thing I've ever seen.. I wish nothing but the best for you and Eric.
Best thing I've ever seen thanks your awesone
Best thing President Bush ever said;James Brown  was an American 
"Original!
Best thing that ever happened to this song.
best tinder profile song ever
best to try lsd one hell of a trip
Best to write erotic scenes :D Yas!
best track/video collaboration ever? probably up there with the best
Best tribute to the most pointless war ever!
best use of diet coke I've seen so far!
BEST VEDIO
Best version and quality iv found in my opinion 👍�
BEST VERSION EVER Hindrix ROCKS im gonna be honoring him at the game ill 
be doing this at
Best version of the Star Spangled Banner ever. No contest.
!Best video ever!
Best video ever!
BEST VIDEO EVER FUCK ES HAHA FUCK ANYTHING
BEST VIDEO EVER !!! (L)
Best video ever posted to YouTube ... WOW
Best video for ever! *_* Gaga Queen of Pop! <3
Best video i ever seen.............*this week*
BEST VIDEO (:nBEST SONG (:nBEST SINGER!nLADY GAGA ROCKS!
Best video of gaga
best video on the planet!!nthe music is cool too, does anybody know what 
song is?
best videos GOOD JOB MAN
Best videos on the web. Good job man.
best videos! youtube!!
best vid ever
Best! Yet!. Smile!.
best youtube video ive seen yet
Besutiful
Bet. Half the people in these comments who are hating on her, are only 
doing so because shes right
Bet her ass won’t get rid of her HVAC unit and stop using all energy.
betifull batmin
bet it made a mess of the lawn its closphoric acid lol
Bet it's not the first time James Brown has given someone a long 12" 
version
Bet most of the people in the audience are now Trump supporters
Bet no one will remember her in like two years
Bet she'd be amazing in the sack............rear naked choke never sounded 
sooo good! ;-)



Bet she never wanna play Mario Kart again.
Bet she’s flying home across the ocean again hypocritical Little shite. Ps 
dumped my old washing machine in a field the other day !
Better believe it girl, they are evil.
Better hand over total control of the worlds environments to the UN, or 
this little girl will be mad.
better late than never i guess - phat bop tho
Better money, & more opportunity for advancement. Oh, & free beverages.
better music than some of the one's playing today that.s for sure ;)
Better than any firework display.
better than china？
B E T T E R T H A N F E R G I E
Better than Fergie already
Better than Fergie's NBA performance am I right?
better than George Michael
better than jesus did
Better than many super guitar heroes fast like a thunder..nThanks  n(Rip)
Better than originals.
better than the Bellagio fountains in Las Vegas any day :)
Better than the fountains at the Bellagio.
Better than the fountain show is Las Vegas
better than the fountains of Bellagio!
Better than the water show at the Bellagio
Better than trump tower
better than usa with full of porno movie . u agree ??
Better than Whitney Houston
Better that 7 billion face extinction than 21 billion, our ultimate demise 
is inevitable. Just a matter of when...
Better then a Toyota
Better then dude perfect
better to feed the plants with that poison than people drinking it
Bet that cost around 100$
Bet the top 1 will be beethovan xDnSi symphony no 5 or 9 its one of his 
most popular pieces
Betty Davis gave birth to this album
Bet u them ads be killing shit!!
Bet you $5 that Gabriel twisted his ankle on those even streets
beutifule
Beutifull
#BeVegan
Be very careful just walking around like that.
Beware of the emu's!
Beyonce isn't HipHop tho :P
Beyonce to nie jest hip hop !!!
Beyond genius.... Mai lan.... MOOOOORE.... I NEED MORE
Beyong amazing, that was the sound of the Big bang, my Hears still listen 
to this song even when i dindt play it,
Bez greske, bez konkurencije, sve bolja, ljepsa i uspjesnija.. Zacepila si 
usta svima.. Volimooo tee Kikiii ❤
Bez greske! Fantasticno😍😍😍
Bez iguane spot bi bio mnogo bolji
Bez stikera ljudi.I lajkujte komentare.Valjda smo toliko naucili!!!!
BEZ TEKSTA! Ti goriš ženooo 👑👑👑👑  Oduševljenje je mala reč za ovo ❤❤❤❤❤
Bez teksta! Ubila si!🔥 💣 ❤❤❤
Bez veze...
Bezveze😒
Bezveze😂😂😂 😂
Bezvezna pesma kao i spot 👎 👎👎👎👎👎👎
@bffsrock8 no its not gonna fucking work tht would be like me saying if i 
put lemon juice on my dick itll grown an inch
Bgm svijetski Kija, svijetski! Svaka ti cast zeno, obaras predrasude sve 



sa ovim! Braaaavo! 😊😊  Gorice trending itekakoo.😍😍✨🎇🎆🎊🎉
Bhai or songs bana na yrr bore ho gya hun baar baar sun ke ...
Bianca is hot af.
Bianca lookin foxy this episode.
Bice One!!!
Bice veliki hit
biddy biddy bop
biddy-biddy-bop
@bidyouwell Stop trollin
Bieber is reaching Bad Romance ! lool
Bieber le gana a Gaga... EN DISLIKES!
bieber suck balls !!!rngo gaga !!! i love you gaga =]
@BieberUnbeatable specially with his female features
Bien esta bien que te guste el baile pero si te gusta la canción.... Que 
mierda de oído el tuyo!!
BIEN GRIFO CON TODO EL BANDON COTORREANDO🎷😎 nPURO 4:20 DESDE MEXICO 
PERROS ?💗
Bien hermanito, firme como todas las noches reproduciendo a Mommy!
BIEN LO HICIMOS MONSTERS!!!!!!
Big
big compliment !!! u allways choose the best music!😁
Big deal.  I did this while sleepwalking.  It was filmed by a friend but 
unfortunately aliens got to the sd card.  Sorry.
Big fan of the Dillman rating scale.
Big flaw right out of the gate (almost), 'painting' is not 'art' because 
of the materials used.  Are books 'literature' because we can stack them?
big freakin deal.  i can walk.
bigger does make you happier, especially with women
Bigger house , bigger problems....
Biggest Lion Snowden Sir, very very good spoken, best wishes, LEGIONQ we 
are the most, LG JTomKu^
Biggest user of illuminati symbolism ever
biggest waste of diet coke EVER!
Biggest waste of soda ever.
Biggie where is he ? awesome
@bigguy2353 that's your opinion LMAO!!!!!!!!
@bigguy2353  ummmmmmmmmmmm cool
@bigguy2353 well that makes me the 56,003 person then :)
big head
Big liar. He stole everything he ever got famous for from a woman named 
Elsa von Freytag- Loringhoven. History should erase his name.
@bigludo22 Liter, or litre, is spelled differently, country to country.
Big music from Stevie Melonie likes your music
Big nice City
" Big Pay Back "JB funky funky funky!
Big respect from Japan.
big shit
big show...
big soul singer. ל"ז אוהומכ ןיאש בשוח ינא הלאכ םירמז ואצמת הפיא .
BIG TALENT
Big thanks for so detailed information ！
Big up from Sweden!y #2018
Big up yourself my man, what an absolute legend mate, some naughty tunes 
that ive just had some naughty love making to😘
BiH#4 ajmouuu
BiH #8. u trendovima
BiH #9 Idemo jako jos samo malo
BiH sad trenutno 14#
Bill and Ted's Excellent Adventure remake starring Daniel Radcliffe and 
Jimmy Falon
Billy Cobham was doing jazz there



Billy did a hell of a job on this.
Billy is one hell of a singer!!
Billy Is Sounding good, better voice than Paul Lol :)
Billy ocean
Billy's Best
Billy shears
Billy Shears, where are you?
Bilo bi super da ovo veceras puste u Zadruzi kao prvi klip. 😉😎
#!/bin/sh
Bird in the white boots is called Mandy !!!
Birthday Twin!♉♉
Bitch 🍆
BITCH??
Bitch ate feet
BITCH CRAZY nPERRA LOCA nahaha no lo supero!
Bitches
Bitches and Jack Johnson pack the all time one, two punch.
Bitches Brew , el álbum que cambio la musica.
Bitches Brew is kinda like a blunt hitting your ears
Bitches Brew ja Silent Way = Electric Jazz🤗
Bitches Brew... sounds like a better name for Becks Gold.
Bitches Brew was the best evidence of the drug dependency getting in the 
way of his creativity .
Bitches love Dr.Dre.
bitch finally lost
bitch got knocked tf out
BITCH IM SHOOK
Bitch needs to be in prison
Bitch please, u hating?
Bitch please, you're idiot ;) Thanks for visit :D
Bitch stole my heart in 2007!!! 😍
Bitch, you ain't lived until you've experienced Miles Davis.😀
bitch you got knocked the fuck out
bitch you guessed it.  😂😂😂
Bit like Brick Lane used to be in the 80s in London.
Bit mean making Stevie Wonder sing "See the girl"
Bit of a waste of Coke don't you think?
bitte wählt einfach nicht mehr cdu.
Bit unhinged.
Biutifol
Bizarramente bizarro
B-I-Z-A-R-R-O!
Bkn
bkoh0-ok56-neo00
bkoooju
BLACK IS BEAUTIFUL,  STAY ON THE SCENE✔✔✔✔✔
Black love 😍👍👍  2019
Black magic 💫
#blackmagic black legends
BLACK MAN GOES FLYING!!!!!!! SAYS CRAZY SHIT!!!!!!!!!!!! 
100000000000000000000 VIEWS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Black music🔈🔉🔊🔊🔊🔊
Black music at it’s finest 🔥
Black nationalist music done very well..
Black  natural rhythym
blackpanter suit how-to captain america civil war
Black panther please
Black people are highly gifted in everything, in music, in sport, in sex.
Black people gave music to the world....  FACT!



#blackpeoplemagic man if they hadnt killed Hendrix we'd be on top.
Black people with jobs, isn't that a sight.
BLACK POWER
Black power afro queen is hot as hell, good god I can't contain myself, 
the urge to dance is too great 😍
+Black skull hallo
Blacks who built the US & made its glory by their blood , JB never be 
repeated .
@BladeOfForsaken i agree but how is that relevant to this video (not to be 
a troll)
Blah blah blah just another NWO actor.
Blah blah blah, you will change nothing.    Humanity lacks the humility to 
fix anything.
Blam
Blasting this full volume through my studio monitors for the whole hood as 
the 4th of July fireworks show starts for my town in HI.
blastoise eats mentos then pumps to get it to shake
blazin'
błękitni stargard
blessed and thats water
Blessed are the peacemakers for they will be called the children of God
Blessed  Bro 😎👍
Bless her. Heartbreaking
Blessings
BLESSINGS IN LOVE AND LIGHT TO YOU ALL ON THE STAGE.
Bless you all from Ireland....India looks fascinating.
bleughhhhhhhhhh �
Blind and genius.... Blessing!!!!!
Blind Faith
(blink)
Blir så glad av denna.Ett mästerstycke!
blithering idiot
Blizi se druga milka,tako je samo gruvajmo i ne kocimo.Djuskamo a i 
hejteri sa nama samo nece da priznaju😀
Blizzcon 2018 3:41
Bljakkk
Blöde Drecksfotze
blödsinniges gelaber von hirnlosen!!!
blonde ariana is my new religion�😆
blonde looks sooooo good on Arri 💖
Blondiana is my weakness 😍😍 😍
blood video but they said you can find this around your house who has a 
grey plastic golf club🔔
Bloody amazing!
Bloody gorgeous.
Bloody hell. This guy really means it.
bloody stupid u mean
blowing mind!!
Blu art in the video?
@bluegirl1799 HAHHA same here friend, same here :)
Blue Man Group on mento-fizzed Coke! Sweet planning and performance. Love 
it every time I see it...
Blue mountain not mentioned..
Blue Note was to Jazz what Sun was to Rock 'n' Roll.
blz
Bm
bmrep[okj45w-[i [-fpoi7y9 hn npawsde4h
BMs are number 2 peepees are number 1
BMWnMERCEDEZ BENZ
B♥nnA♥nnD♥nn♥♥nnR♥nnO♥nnM♥nnA♥nnN♥nnC♥nnE♥



BnRnAnSnInLADY GAGA ♥n MONSTERS BRASILEIROS SEMPRE MARCANDO PRESENÇA ♥
BnRnAnSnInLOVES GAGA! YEEAAHHH!! ''WATCH BAD ROMANCE''
Boa música... vídeo muito bom... Gaga como sempre muito louca!
Boa noite
Boards.... Don't hit back...
boards dont hit back bro
BOARDS! The new water.
Boarring!!!!!!!!!
Boas musicas,bons tempos....Obrigada Alekosg
Boba fet
Boba fett
Boba fett costume pls
Boba Fett helmet?
boba fettnboba fett
BOBbBy..greatest hype man ever !
BOBBY BIRD!!!!GOTDAAAMMM!!! I KNOW U GOT SOUL!!!! IF U DIDN'T U WOULDN'T B 
IN HERE!!!!
Bobby Bird was the man
Bobby Bryd could be Anthony Joshua's dad couldn't he?.
Bobby Byrd
Bobby Byrd deserves more credit and also all members of his original 
longtime band.
Bobby Byrd du « get on up » devrait être autant reconnu que james brown je 
vous le dis moi !
Bobby Byrd gave it that extra
Bobby Byrd genius was
Bobby Byrd is so ugly 😂
Bobby Byrd- OG Hypeman!
Bobby Byrd og wingman
Bobby Byrd rocks this tune
Bobby Byrd still around shakin' his...
Bobby Byrd, the FIRST cold blooded .hype man
Bobby Byrd, the greatest hype man ever
Bobby Byrd was also the man right alongside James😍
Bobby Byrd was the original Lil John.  What! Yeeeeaaah!
Bobby Byrd would've been a dope rapper with that voice. 'Get on up!'
Bobby,get em up lol
Bob C'est Bob et Stevie c'est stevie........
Bobina strela 😄
Bob Marley Jamming
Bobo 'dises li? 😂 Vidi sta si izgubio
Bobo fet how to
Bobo spavas li sta kazes na ovo?
Bob seemed like a great person. And great people are alright by me.
Bobs head in tune
Bodi joj stoji uzasnonKao Anabela je�
Bodo schäfer told me somethink about stevie wonder in a YouTube Video 
thats how i found this Video
Bogami Kiki ova lepa pesma baš bas ulazi u usi 🎶🎶🎶🎶💓💓💓
Boginja 😍😍😍
BOGINJA 🔥😍😍😍
BOGINJAAA👑👏
BOGINJAAAA 😍😍😍❤❤
Boginja od zene!!! Kakva harizma joooj
Boginjo nasa jedina
Boginjo naša volimo te❤
BOGINJOOO👑🔥
BOG JOJ DAO PAMET I LEPOTU, MAMA NADICA VASPITALA! SVAKA CAST GOSPODJO 
NADICE!



Bog na nebu, Kija na zemlji
Bogus.
Bog zaista nije stedeo na ovoj zeni kad joj je dao lepotu, pamet, harizmu. 
Zena stvorena za sve.
Bohot hi ghareeb aur ganda desh hai we are the lukiest peoples on earth 
that we got independence from india on 1947.
BOI WAHT. How did this come out 2 yeas ago with no one talking about it. 
Like ari AND Stevie, like honey that doesn’t just go unnoticed.
Boja glasa ništa, pjesma je OK! Sretno!
boleh Tak buat kan untuk saya helmet Kamen rider
Boleština.
BOLI KIJIN USPEH HEJTERI A BOLECE VAS JOS VISE
bolja od ona sa Stojom ali ni ova nista posebno
Bolje od ovih nasih "pevacica"❤
Bolju pesmu u skorije vreme nisam cula👌😊👆🔝🔝🔝
Bolsonaro 2018???
Bomba😍💣
bombaaa
bomba :D
Bomb ass playlist. Rode my mans w this and it made the mood 10x better
Bom, bom, bom, bom de mais ////// /
Bomb playlist.! Hubby and I used it and now i have it on my playlist.! 
Thank u
bombs dropping, machine gun fire, people screaming, taps.
Bom. Demais 🤗 🤗🤗 🤗🤗
Bom demais essas músicas dos anos 70
Bom demais! Presente para meus ouvidos!
Bom de masssss hahahhaIIIII
Bondi beach is the best! Climbing the bridge is too! I’m very grateful to 
live here
bondi one of the most crowded beaches in Australia.
Bondi to Coogee walk,  it has amazing and spectacular view. nThe best in 
the world! nLove from Indonesia
👍% Bon époque mon enfance aujourd'hui des cheveux blancs et des pte 
enfants yes papa..🤘👌👊
Bonjour
Bonjour à tous les artistes et les amis et amies du monde de la période 
des fêtes des années 1980 et à ce jour-là
Bonjour voilà c'est ooooooooo7
Bono wrote this....#plant
Bons tempos de quadras do Vilarinho em venda nova/Belo Horizonte,The Best!
Boo!
Boo! Bring out Sha na na!n<Bowzer for president>
Boobs
@BooBsVEVO you can be sure of this!
Boo hooo
Boo I’m at a store and heard this song I came here for ari!
BOO!! It's so stupid... But cool experiment!
Boom!
boo! mayabang na unggoy
Boomers suck. Their generation killed the ones after it. If humanity 
survives that’s what the boomer generation will be remembered for.
BOOM HEAD SHOT
Boom. In that jaw.
BOOMMMM
Booo borring
boooo
Boooo!!!
Boooo..,,,,,,anyone can do that..,,
booooom
Boooooommmmm



Boooooooooo
boooooooooooooo
booooooooooooooring !!!
Boootsy bass   Right on brother
bootlickers mad about this one
BOOTSIE!!!
Bootsie and his brother Phelps on bass and lead guitar !
Bootsie Collins in the back wearing that bass out! this is so lit. i love 
when he runs to the piano!  Epic AF
Bootsie gettin' up!
BOOTSIE HANDLING THAT BASS.
bootsie on bass
Bootsie on bass
Bootsy
BOOTSY!
Bootsy!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Bootsy and Catfish
Bootsy and catfish Collins.......
Bootsy and Catfish Collins playing bass and lead guitar. RIP Catfish.
Bootsy and JAb are LOCKED in this jam.
Bootsy, Catfish, and Jabo
Bootsy & Catfish rockin it!
Bootsy Colins is the bass player, also I can't believe this is live and 
the band is that tight.
Bootsycollin on the bass
Bootsy Collins !!!
Bootsy Collins ?
Bootsy Collins bass!
Bootsy Collins bass....
Bootsy collins en el bajo de la puta madre
Bootsy Collins gettin funky on da bass
Bootsy Collins high as a kite on Bass
Bootsy Collins is the tall bass guitar player.
Bootsy Collins on Bass
Bootsy Collins on bass!!!!
Bootsy Collins on bass...
Bootsy Collins on bass, marvellous.
Bootsy Collins on that guitar, funky funky
Bootsy Collins on the Bass!! Hahaha!
Bootsy Collins on the bass though!
Bootsy Collins on the mic.
Bootsy Collins playing the guitar in the background?
Bootsy Collins right?
Bootsy funky as ever !
Bootsy in the back
Bootsy killin that bass!!!
Bootsy looks like he was 12yo
Bootsy making that bass TALK
BOOTSY!!!nn“Taste...pian-ah”
Bootsy on bass
Bootsy on bass and his brother Catfish on guitar in the back ground. Both 
would later go on and become apart of the P-Funk collective!
Bootsy on bass- just nasty!!!
Bootsy on bass kicking out that funky beat.
Bootsy on the bass
Bootsy on the Bass!
Bootsy on the Bass🔥�
Bootsy on this pervertly perfect bass line !!!! what eargasm !
Bootsy play that bass..
BOOTSY!   The Bass Machine!
Bootsy was the best at groovin on just 1 note & staying in the pocket..
Boo u suck ass
boo! your mean
@Boredstiff50 That's the nicest thing anyone's ever said to me n*tears up*



Borila se sa vetrenjacama i izasla kao POBEDNICA! Vrlina jakih, 
harizmaticnih i inteligentnih ljudi!
Boring
boring
BORING.
Boring...
Boring Musak.
Boring view waste of effort I want t see mountains and nature much more 
interesting.
Bork Bork Bork!    E burr oop e doop ee dooo!nnhttps://youtu.be/sY_Yf4zz-
yo
BORN
Born and lived here for 18 years
#BornThisDay
@bornthiswayastrid NOO!! no es la unika yo igual soy BELIEBER y qe po'
Born This Way - Lady Gaga  57.85%  (7,910 votes)n n nMDNA - Madonna  
42.15%  (5,764 votes)
Bosanci, uvek zajedno!
Bosna #17
Bosna #2   , CG  # 2 , Srbija #3  , Hrvatska  #4  ..  jaka konkurencija 
Milan al idemo na prvo mjesto
bosna #2 ,goriiiii ,volimo te kiki
Bosna #2      uvijek uz Kiju    idemo na prvo mjesto
BOSNAAAA NAJJACI STEEE💘💘💘
Bosnaaaa trending #1 konacnoooo
BOSNA POJACAJ AJMOOO ZAJEDNOOO💜
Bosno, Srbijo i C.G. Pokažite da ste uz Kiki i da ste najači dovoditi je 
do 3M danas
Boss
Botch car! Ohh that's a botch car!
Both are legends
both are ugly but the one thats more ugly wins always
Both Devin's and Brodie's video showed up in my box next to each other. I 
thought they were both from the same channel  XD
Both of those gentlemen are game development overlords.
Both ::: Prank Art..
Both slayin 🤤 💜💜
bots comments are here
Bouleversant, comme à chaque fois
Bounced on my boy's dick to this for hours. Thanks the upload!!
Bout as real as kung fu
BOW DOWN TO THIS LEGEND, HE PUTS SOUND EFFECTS IN THIS SONG
Bowser fan here.
Bowties are cool
BOY!!!!
@boydkoers rn206 :/
👎  BOYES
Boyfriend: I love you!nGreta: How dare you!!nI wonder how much her 
boyfriend suffered!!
Boy o boy love this song so much and for such a long time😂  Yes!!! nSo 
thank You for posting 😘
boy these guys sound good I wonder if more people listen to this small 
band
boy was she wrong!! 😂
božanstvena ženo.
Bozanstvena zeno zasluzila si ovo sve i jos mnogo mnogo vise,glavu gore i 
samo napred
Božanstveno dobro !
Boze baci kamen i budi precizan!
Bozeee 😍😭😍 😍



Bozee pa prelepaaa jeee 😍😍😍😍
Boze Gospode i ova Kuja Umisljena!!!  Krestalica i ti znas sta je amorova 
strelac, gde se drma 32 min. Kamere!!!!  Ej imas SINTETICKU KOSU!!!
Boze hvala ti sto si u zivote nase doveo ovo savrsenstvo od zene 💖💖
Kraljice  brutalno si sve odradila 🌍❣❣❣❣
Bože kako je ova žena lepa 😍 nPesma, spot, ona... vrh!
Bože kako je ovo dooooobroooo! 👍😍 ❤
Bože koliko je dobra. Ponosna sam do neba. ❤❤❤❤❤
Boze koliko je lepa
Boze koliko je volim,lavice hrabra nasa..
Boze me sacuvaj
Bože pomozi ljudima kojima se ovo svidja, jadno i bedno. Čak je gora i od 
karleuse.
Boze pomozi nam.....
BOZE SACUVAJ
Boze,sta je ovo. Uzas. Gde je tu njen pravi glas? Sve kompjuterizovano. O 
ziletu u hamburgeru,da ne komentarisem. Spot glup do bola.
Boze svasta bosanka sam ali mi dode da se prekrstim kad svako danas moze 
da bude pjevacica pjesma je realno nula
bože, to je piča
Br?? 31/12/2019
braaavo kija
Braavo Kija ��♀  nKijevci suu tuu🍉
Brabisimoo ¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡
Braco Srbi i sestre Srpkinje, nek vam je sa srecom svima dan drzavnosti 
Republike Srbije!
BRA' fu*king VO!!!
Brahms cradle song is played every 5-10 minutes in the hospital, every 
time a baby is born! just my opinion it must be a special piece!
Brahms' Lullaby or Fur Elise should've been at the top.
@braig100 I am gay and disagree with that, lets see yours since you seem 
to up to making fun of someone else's
Brained washed. Good acting though
Brainwashed
Brain washed!
Brainwashed....
Brain washed and programmed
Brainwashed Brat!!
Brainwashed children are useful tools
Brainwashed child.  This is  pain to see it.
Brainwashed dolt
Brainwashed fools
Brain washed idiot.
Brainwashed idiot.
BRAINWASHED NUT JOB
brainwashed robot just a political tool
Brainwashed so early in life. No hope left
Brainwashing. Poor girl is beeing used as a puppet
Brak energii w tym. Ale dobry pomysl.
Brak słów, ciary! :o
Brak słów.... MAJSTERSZTYK
brakuje tylko bardzo płyty z tymi nagraniami w całej okazałości oczywiście 
w twoim wykonaniu bo to co jest pokazane na samym filmie jest genialne c:
@brammekeeh Justin Bieber - Babyndont ask me why. lol
Brand new arsehole for UN I see. Trump dodged a bullet too. Brave girl. 
I'd vote for her !
BRANDOM
@brandonebm JAJAJAJAJA ATURDE TANTO COMO EL SONIDO DEL TITANIC CUANDO SE 
HUNDIO. JAJAJAJA
@brandonebm Si lo creo ;D
brandon is that dumb literally



@BrandoRJr26 : lady gaga video is number 1!!!!!!
Brano anni 70 sempre di moda non passa mai,tanto che spesso viene 
riproposto nelle varie serate tra amici.
Brao Kija.pesma je super, slusam vec deseti put brao!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Braoo......ma ressii ih bre(usput na mom kanalu nacicete ubrzanu 
verziju...pa pogledajte) nnn#kija
Br aqui vlw flw seus bosta
Brasil
❤❤❤❤Brasil!!!
◀BRASIL▶
Brasil ?
brasil ?
Brasil?????
BRASIL???//// // /
Brasil/ 💕
Brasil 16 dezembro 2018???mais alguém de bom gosto aí?
Brasil - 2018
Brasil /  2018
BRASIL 2018 , ALGUÉM ?
Brasil 2019
Brasil 2019?
Brasil?2019?💕 🔥
Brasíl 2019
Brasil 2019 alguem?
Brasil 2019 alguém ? ✌
BRASIL 2019 FEVEREIROOOOO
BRASIL <3
Brasil <3 Ariii Diva :3
Brasil  aki
Brasil alguém ?? Eu só eu de bom gosto ?
BRASIL AMA LADY GAGA!
Brasil ama vcs! /  ❣  😍  I
BRASIL DEZEMBRO 2018 👍 👍 👍👍👍👍👍😀😀/ //////////////
//// .
Brasil dezembro 2018 só curti som !!!
Brasile coments 2018
Brasil é foda msm! 😍
BRASILEIRO TAMBÉM ESCUTA!
Brasilian jazz , mais alguém em português? Rio 2019
Brasil janeiro 2019 alguém
BRASIL JANEIRO 2019 BR BR BR BR
Brasill Dezembro 2018???
Brasilll 2019
BRASILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
Brasil 💛💚  love gaga
brasil???? outubro 2018???
Brasil Rio de Janeiro
Brasil  te ama ❤😍
BRASIL TE AMA LADY GAGA!
Brasil te ama, mito.
Brasil Tremembe Sp Vale do Paraiba respeito ao verdadeiro rip rop.
Brasuca na área tem mais algum 😎
Brateee zenaa oborilaa sve rekordee,pokidalaaa ....
Brate pesma je realno katastrofa a 4 u kategoriji 💥
brat sold out and went to chuffin eurogamer!
bratt
brava!!!!!
Bravaaaa



Brave girl.  Bravo.
Brave girl, will any of the world leaders show the same courage?
Bravi
bravi bravissimi
Bravi Crnogorci i hvala sto ste bro #1 brzo i mi stizemo.
Bravi Kristina,ti si genije,leti,leti do neeeeebbbbaaaaaa
bravissimi complimenti per l'originalità!!
Bravo
BRAVO
Bravo
BRavo
bravo
B R A V O
Bravo !!
Bravo !!! 👑
Bravo 💕
Bravo 💓
Bravo 👏
Bravo 😘
Bravo ❤
Bravo ❤❤
Bravo 👏 🌹
Bravo 👏 👏 👏  👏👏 👏👏👏👏 👏👏👏👏👏👏👏 👏👏👏👏 👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏
👏👏👏👏 👏 👏👏 👏👏👏👏👏 👏 👏👏👏👏👏

Bravo 😍 😍 😍😍
Bravo 👍 👍 👍👍 👍
Bravo! 💗💕🎉
BRAVO!!!
bravo!!!
BRAVO!!!!!
BRAVO!!!!!!!!!
Bravo**
Bravo💖
BRAVO❤
BravoÔ
Bravo💞💞💞
Bravo👏👏👏
Bravo😍😍😍
Bravo💖💖💖
Bravo, a Krstinu za ovako lepo reziran spot, za prelepu pesmu koju si 
Kristina pokidala.
bravo!!!! all the music and the compilation.... bravo!!!
Bravo andjele pesma fantasticna ali ovaj blagi etno zvuk joj daje 
posebnost bravo za Kikicu i njen Tim.
Bravo Armijo, 1,3 miliona #13 Trends u Austriji 💪🤗🤗  i ne prestajemo da 
slusamo 🔥🔥
Bravo bebooo❤
Bravo boginjo!CG trending 1.�🍉👑
Bravo Boginjooo
Bravo Bosna!!!
Bravo Bosna! Idemo svi udarnicki!
Bravo Bosna za upornost!
Bravo BOZANSTVENA zeno,bravooo



Bravo bravo 👏
Bravo bravo bravo
Bravo,bravo,bravo
Bravo....Bravo.....Bravo!!!
Bravo bravo bravo 2 Milke, idemo dalje kijevci
bravo! bravo! bravo! bravo!
Bravo, bravo, bravo, bravo, bravo!
Bravo, bravo, Bravo I alittle eskeptic about the diet-coke and mentos i 
guess I would have to try it myself..rnbut a great show indeed
Bravo bravo bravo jebi im kija kevu..IDEMO KIJA DIVA
BRAVO, BRAVO , BRAVO KIJA
bravo bravo bravo Kija , sve pohvale
Bravo bravo carice
Bravo, Bravo, Encore Shakespeare would be proud of you. Or maybe he's just 
turning in is grave. Either way, great performance
Bravo bravo!!!! Hit!!!!!
Bravo,bravo Kiki ti si za svetsku scenu 🔥🔥🔥🔥
BRAVO BRE!!!
Bravo breeee, kidas
Bravo bre r HIT HIT HIT
Bravo  carice   ,sve pohvalr  Kija    Kija   kraljice,     Amorova  
strela🎈 🎈 🎈🎈 🎈🎈🎈🎈🎈🎈 😍 😍😍
Bravo!! Definitivno skrece paznju ova djevojka..💪👍
Bravo devojko
Bravo devojko!
Bravo devojko.Gazi ne koči.
Bravo devojko, samo jakoooo
Bravo devojko!!!!Zasluzeno si na tronu!!
Bravo djevojko 💪 💪💪
Bravo dragi Kijevci! Odlicni smo! Vidi se ko ima najbolje fanove.
bravo drago dete!
Bravo duso divna kao i uvijek!!!
Bravo FM play ekipa i naša Kiki mrvica ❤👍
Bravo !!! ( good !!!!!! )
bravo grassie
Bravo Greta!
Bravo Greta, such theatrical bullshit! Instead of Thunberg, she should 
change her stage name to Greta Iceberg lol.
Bravo i bravo kraljice
Bravo i Filip dobio pesmu😂😂 😂
Bravo i za Srbiju prva sada!!!!nU CG i Srbiji prva.Idemo BIH uskoro i kod 
vas📲
bravo!!! just amazing bravo!!!
Bravo kiba i joba ami g show 2 mio.
Bravo!!! Kida pesma
Bravo Kija
Bravo KIJA
Bravo 👏  Kija
BRAVO KIJA 👑
Bravo Kija 😍😘
Bravo Kija ❤❤❤
Bravo Kija 😍😍😍
Bravo kija 💘💘💘💘
Bravo Kija ❤❤❤❤
Bravo Kija! ❤
Bravo Kija! ❣
Bravo Kija! ❤❤



BRAVO KIJA!!!
Bravo Kija!!!!
Bravo Kija!!❤👌
Bravo Kija!❤
Bravo Kija.
Bravo Kija. ♥ ♥♥
Bravo Kija..
Bravo Kija...❤❤
Bravo Kija❤
Bravo kijaaa
Bravo kijaaa ❤❤❤
Bravo kijaaaa...
BRAVO KIJAAAAA👑
Bravo Kijaaaaaaaa
Bravo Kijaaaaaaaaaaaaa !
Bravo kijaaaaaaaa,carice
Bravo kijaaaa 😗😗😗  pesma je Odlicna  samo nastavi tako
Bravo Kijaaaa , svaka cast❤❤❤
Bravo Kijaaaa volimo te
Bravo Kijaaa ❤❤❤  Pesma kida!!!
Bravo kija bravo kijevci ...
Bravo Kija 💘  Čestitke za novu pesmu !!!
Bravo Kija,divna pjesma..
Bravo Kija extra pjesma 😍😍😍
Bravo Kija! Gazi, ne koči!❤ Imamo još jedan hit❤👏
BRAVO KIJA HITCINA OPET
BRAVO KIJA.. HITCINA! OVA PESMA CE SE DUGO SLUSATI U MK.DD . VOLIMO TE I 
CEKAMO DA NAM DODJES! 💕💕💕💕
Bravo Kija Hit Hit
Bravo Kija idemo jako svaka ti je pesma bolja od predhodne. Dušo naša 
Kijevci te vode u trending.
Bravo Kija i Fm Play
Bravo Kija i FM Play tim
Bravo Kija..i puno srece❤❤❤❤👍😍  i samo jakooooo.
Bravo Kija izgledas ko milion dolara
Bravo Kija izgledas ko milion dolara a pjesma je top
Bravo 🏹  Kija je fatalna,a spot svetski🔝 Bravoooo!!!💘💘💘
Bravo Kija kidas🔝🔝🔝
Bravo Kija!! Kidaš.. 🏹 ❣
bravo kija kraljica je na vrhu
Bravo kija kraljice
Bravo Kija kraljice 👑'👍 👑👑👑👑
Bravo Kija kraljice!!!
Bravo Kija kraljice.
Bravo Kija kraljiceeee.
Bravo Kija kraljiceeeee
Bravo Kija kraljice najbolja si
bravo Kija kraljice,tu smo kao i uvjek uz tebe
Bravo kija krljice samo napred
Bravo Kija lavice nasa, pesma je pravi hit💘💘💘 Kija💘💘💘
Bravo Kija, LEGENDA!
Bravo Kija ljubavii💕💕💕
Bravo Kija ljubavi naša ! Volimo te, podržavamo te i stobom smo zauvek.n❤❤
❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤



Bravo Kija. n👏👏👏💋
Bravo Kija najaca najbolja najljepsa Kijevci se ponose sa tobom.
Bravo Kija,najbolja pesma do sad.
Bravo Kija najljepsa pjesma zavide ti
Bravo Kija nasa bogijha volimo te Kijevce
Bravo Kija 👑  nista manje nismo ni ocekivali,sve pohvale,spot vrhunski ❤
Bravo KijanLjubimo te
Bravo Kija. nNapredak u pevanju je ogroman.nVole te Kijevci! 👏👑💕
Bravo Kija ..nSamo mene je ubila Amorova strela ..
Bravo Kija!  Objasnila svima kakve pesme postaju hit!♥ ✌💪💪💪
Bravo Kija ❤ od Kijevci
Bravo Kija ❤ Odlicna pesma
Bravo Kija.. odlicna pjesma , a i spot... sretno Valentinovo dan 
zaljubljenih 💖💖💖💖
Bravo Kija ,odlično!!!
Bravo Kija,odlično 🍉🔥🔥
Bravo kija,odlicno kao I uvijek
Bravo Kija opet dominiras💜
Bravo Kija. Opet hit 1 1 11👏👏👏
bravo Kija..opet i opet..hit za hitom..uzivamo
Bravo Kija, ovo je brutalno dobro.
Bravo kija ovo je HIT
Bravo Kija ovo je hitcina
BRAVO KIJA. OVO JE HITCINA
--- BRAVO KIJA !!!! 😍  OVO JE MEGA HIT I MEGA SPOT !!!!😍👑   KIJA 
OBJASNILA ...VOLIMO TE KIJA  💗  💕
Bravo Kija, ovo je novi hit! Idemo Kijevci, gazimo ne kočimo! 🔥🔝
Bravo Kija pesma je hit 😙😙💖💖
Bravo Kija pesma je prelepa kao i ti!
Bravo Kija pesma je super .Želim ti milionske preglede , da nadmaši sve 
dosadašnje .🍀 ♥❤ 💃👑👏🌹👏 👏♥💃🌹🍀
Bravo kija .Pesma je Top.
Bravo Kija pesma mi ne izlazi iz glave <3 Macedonia #7
Bravo Kija pesma ti je hit.
Bravo KIJA.Pesma vrh...nema dalje...Djogajevi ce morati na infuzije.
Bravo Kija pjesma je HIT 🍉
bravo Kija, pjesma je odlicna
Bravo Kija!!! Pjesma je odlična, a ti sve bolja.Samo jako!!!
Bravo Kija ,pjesma je vrh,Spot predobar,Kiki BOMBA kao uvjek .Svaka 
cast!!!!❤
Bravo Kija 👏👏👏👏 Pjesma vrh a ti si prelijepa 😘 😘😘😘
bravo Kija , pokazala si da rad u trud donose rezultate
Bravo Kija!Pokidala si!
Bravo Kija, pokidala si da znaš i možeš...
Bravo Kija. Pokidala si!!! HIT
😍  Bravo Kija pokidala si....😍💕😘   Nek crknu dušmani, a ti sve ljepša, 
bolja i uspješnija...💪 👏 👏👑  Kraljica Kija dominacija 👑💪😘👏👏👏👏
🎶🎤🎶

Bravo Kija ! Pozdrav iz Hrvatske
Bravo Kija pozdrav iz Skoplja
Bravo Kija ..poz iz Hrvatske...👍 ❤
BRAVO Kija.. predobraa pjesma i prelijepa si ❤
bravo kija prelepa pesma kraljica nasa



Bravo Kija. .prelepo o sve goriiii ti si kraljica  pesma je top!!!!
Bravo Kija. Pun pogodak.
Bravo Kija razvalila si prelepa pesma i spot!!!
Bravo Kija, sahranila ih!
Bravo Kija samo dalje 🌹🌹🌹
Bravo Kija, samo gazi!!!! T TTT
Bravo Kija samo gazi napred
Bravo KIJA.....samo jako
Bravo Kija 💘  Samo napred!!!
Bravo Kija Samo napred
Bravo kija samo napred
Bravo Kija, samo napred!! 😘 😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘
Bravo Kija.Samo napred da rusis rekordi😘😍
Bravo kija samo napred pesma je top
Bravo kija !!! Samo naprijed 😎👊 ❤💘
Bravo Kija !Samo nebo je granica.Cestitke tvom timu i tebi.
Bravo Kija samo ređaš uspehe, za manje od 7 meseci 4 HIT pesme, šta će tek 
biti kada budeš slavil godinu ili dve kako pevaš? :)
BRAVO KIJA.STA GOD RADIS PRETVORIS U ZLATO
Bravo Kija super je pjesma
Bravo Kija super je zaista
bravo kija  svaka čast .
Bravo kija svaka čast
Bravo Kija svaka čast ❤❤❤
BRAVO KIJA SVAKA ČAST FENOMENALNO!!!!!
Bravo Kija, svako naredno slusanje sve bolja i bolja pjesma❤❤❤
Bravo Kija sve bolje i bolje. 👏 👏💎
Bravo Kija,sve pohvale
Bravo Kija,sve pohvale za pesmu,tebe i za tvoj tim...Gazi samo napred u 
pobede,ti zaslužuješ samo najbolje.
Bravo Kija, sve pohvale za tebe.
Bravo Kija  svetsko a nadr
Bravo Kija, tako se dominira !!
Bravo Kija!!!! Tako se to radi! Boginjo nasa!!!!!!!
Bravo Kija,Ti si CARICA svaka cast 👏👏👏😍😍💘💘💘💘
Bravo Kija, ti si stvorena za ovo! SAVRSENO
Bravo Kija,ti si stvorena za ovo! Volimo te❤
bravo Kija, to mozes samo ti i tvoj tim, srecno
Bravo Kija Top
Bravo kija top pesam👌
Bravo  Kija top pjesma novi Hit 👏👏💘
bravo kija -top -top -top !!!
Bravo Kija,  top top top!
Bravo kija tvoja pesma je 1 u kategoriji u trendu!Bravooo!!
bravo Kija , ubi me Amorova strelaaa
Bravo Kija, vrh!!!
BRAVO KIJA,V R H
BRAVO KIJA. VRH. PESMA HIT.
Bravo kija zadala si domaci zadatak pesma grmi.
Bravo Kijevci
Bravo Kijevciiii #1 SRBIJA
Bravo. Kijevci. PRVA.ZASLUZENO <3 <3 <3
BRAVO KIJEVCI SVIH ZEMALJA... UJEDINILI SE... SVAKA ČAST...
Bravo Kijice❤❤
Bravo Kijice💙 💙💙 💙💙💙
Bravo KIJICE moja mala ! Nikad tvoje pesme necu zaboraviti dajem ti 
100000000000000000000000... Ocenu😍 samo tako nastavi!



Bravo Kijo.
Bravo kijo❤❤❤❤
Bravo Kijooo, kidalica! 🍉🍉🍉
Bravo Kijq
Bravo  Kiki
Bravo Kiki ! ❤
Bravo Kiki ❤
Bravo kiki ❤❤❤
bravo Kiki 👏👏👏
Bravo Kiki 💖💖💖💖💖
Bravo kiki..
Bravo Kiki😍😍
Bravo kiki👏👏👏 👏👏 👏
Bravo Kiki❤❤❤ II I
Bravo Kiki <3
Bravo Kiki, bravo Kijevci  , pokazali kako se voli, danas ponovo da grmi 
da nam Kija bude prva u trendingu gde joj je i mesto
Bravo Kiki dokazala i pokazala
Bravo Kiki dušo
Bravo Kiki,gađaš pravo u metu! Hitčina!KIJA BROJ 1!!!💘👏
Bravo Kiki 💗👑💕 Hit!!
Bravo Kikiii💕 💕💕 💕💕💕💕
bravo kikiiii
Bravo Kiki 💖  kidas!!
BRAVO KIKI KRALJICE
BRAVO KIKI, NAJBOLJA SI!❤
Bravo Kiki, nebo ti je granica!
Bravo Kiki 😍  ocaras svaki put , iznova i iznova ❤ pesma je vrh !💪 ❤
Bravo Kiki odlicna ma fantasicna pesma all ovaj etno zvuk davrseno.
Bravo Kiki.Pesma je vrh
Bravo kiki pjesma vrh vrhova bravo jos jednom
Bravo Kiki samo jako
Bravo Kiki,samo napred😊
Bravo kiki!!!savrseno
Bravo kiki, super pjesma
Bravo Kiki svaka ti cast.Pjesma je TOP!!!!
Bravo Kiki ti si Kraljica , Pijesma je vrh, Spot je top
Bravo! Kiki ti si sve bolja i bolja!
Bravo Kiki. Ubijas!
Bravo KIKI ubijas svaka cast
Bravo Kiki vodimo te na 1. mesto, to si zasluzila sa ovako velikim hitom. 
Odusevila si nas. Kijevci idemo sto brze i slusamo nasu kraljicu.
---- Bravo Kiki za ovu mega pjesmu i mega spot  !!!! 💘
Bravo Kiki 🌹 ❤😘  zlobne i ljubomorne duse mogu samo dati popuse
Bravo, konacno smo  1. u BiH...bravo Kijevci...
Bravo kraljevi I kraljice, ubitacan tim I pesma 👏👏👏👏👏👏💣💣💣💣👑👑
👑👑👑

BRAVO KRALjICE
Bravo Kraljice 👏 ❤👑
Bravo Kraljice ❤❤❤❤
Bravo Kraljice 👑 👑👑 👑👑
BRAVO KRALJICE!!!!!!
BRAVO KRALJICE👑
Bravo,KRALJICE ♥♥♥



bravo kraljice balkana ti si toppppppppppp
Bravo. Kraljice,Bravo,bravo 👏👏👏👍👍👍
BRAVO KRALJICEEEE
Bravo kraljice, izdominirala si lutko naša.  💪 ❤👑🥇
BRAVO👍  KRALJiCE👑👑 👑👑 KIJA💖💖💖💖💖💖
Bravo kraljice. n🥇 🥇🥇 ♥
Bravo kraljice najbolja si
Bravo kraljice najbolja si💞 💞💞
Bravo kraljice nasa 😍😍👸
Bravo KRALJICE , pesma je hit odusevljena dam , idemoooooooo
Bravo kraljice,pjesma savrsena,spot savrsen,ti Boginjo moja savrsena 💖💖
💖💖💖💖 💖 💖💖 💖💖💖💖💖

BRAVO KRALJICE PREDIVNA SI
Bravo Kraljice,predobra  pesma a spot  ubijaaa !!!
Bravo KRALJICE samo jako
Bravo kraljice...samo naprijed💖 💖💖
Bravo kraljice stvarno pravo osvjezenje
Bravo kraljice, svaki put nas odusevis sve vise, pesma grmi, samo 
napred !!!
Bravo kraljice, sve je extra 💃 ❣
BRAVO Kristina🤗
Bravo Kristinaaaa,ti letis do nnnneeeeebbbbbbaaaaa
Bravo Kristina. Gazis sve!
Bravo Kristina KRALJICA 👑👠
Bravo Kristina ljubaviiiii,puno srece i uspijeha u daljem raduu 👌👌👌 👌💞
💞💞💞

Bravo Kristina, sve pohvale, vrhunska pesma, kida !!!!❤
Bravo lavice ♥
Bravo lavice dusmani ce poludjeti sretno
Bravo Legendo!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!nVolimo te❤
Bravo lepotice!
BRAVO LEPOTICE,PREDIVNA JE PESMA.PUNO SRECE TI ZELIM KIKICE, NASA SLATKICE
Bravo lepotice,Svetsko a Nase! Ajdmooooo
bravo lepotice...uvek uz tebe.....
Bravo lepoto nasa,volimo te! Zelimo ti svu srecu ovog sveta !😄😊😊
bravo lepoto,samo napred
Bravo little Shieldmaiden! Bravo!  👏👏👏👏  ❤
Bravo ljepoto,pjesma je vrh ,kidaa ❤❤
BRAVO LJUBAVI!🤞 ❤
BRAVO LJUBAVIIIIIn nnnnnn🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔝🔝🔝🔝🔝💙💙💙💙💙💙 NOVA 
HITČINAnnn n🔝🔝🔝🔥🔥 🔥🔥🔥❤❤❤💙 💙💙💙💙 🍉 🍉🍉🍉🍉🏹🏹🏹🏹🏹💘
💘💘💘

Bravo ljubavii❤👑  zna se ko je najboljii, ajmo kijevciii da nadmašimo sami 
sebe po pitanju pregleda za 24h idemo samo jakoo👏👏👏
Bravo ljubawii💙🌏
Bravo ljudi, volim vas sve, uvek uz Kiju!💪
Bravo lutko
Bravo lutko!!!
Bravo lutko moja😻
BRAVO LUTKO PRAVA PESMA 👏👏👏



bravo macko, najbolja da sad! samo napred
Bravo macko, svaki dan sve bolje radis ovaj posao. Spot je drama, ti drama
bravo maestro
bravo majstori!
Bravo mala II
bravo mala!
Bravo, mala! 👍👍👍👍⭐
Bravo Malaaa!
Bravo mala, gaziiiii!!! Pesma je odlicna, Kija prepreprezgodna, a i 
Nemanja kidaaa, prelep!! Rusimo trending danas!
Bravo mala!!! Jebi hejtere kao i do sada!!
Bravo mala najbolja si!!!
Bravo mala samo gazi
Bravo Mala znas znanje ! Odlicna pesma odlican spot a za tebe je svaki 
komentar suvisan BOMBA .
BRAVO  MALENA
Bravo malena nikad nisam sumljala u tebe i uvijek cu te podrzavati.
Bravo mi
Bravo, mogu samo da ti zavide
Bravo mrvica mala pokidala si.pozz vsem kijevcemmmmmmmmmmmm
Bravo mrvice🎶 🎼🎤 🏹
BRAVO MRVICE.BRAVO KIJA.
Bravo Mrviceeee...Kija do toKijaaaa
bravo mrvice grom si
Bravo mrvice nasa❤
Bravo mrvice nasa budi ponosna na svoju armiju ima nas mnogo iz svih 
gradova. Samo napred nazad nikako.
BRAVO MRVICE NASA VOLIMO TE
Bravo mrvice opet si uspjela🤗
Bravo mrvice ovo je tako dobro. Pozdrav kijevci ma. 👏  🔥  🔥  🔥  🔥  🔥
BRAVO  NAJDRAZA NASA KIJA, NAJZAD 1 U TRENDINGU GDE TI JE I MESTO ! ! !  
BRAVO DRAGI KIJEVCI ! MNOGO SMO JAKI, MNOGO SU SLABI !
bravo nonnooo continua cosi
bravoo
Bravoo
Bravoo 👌 ❣❣
Bravoo 👑👑👑 👑👑
Bravoo ❤II III
Bravoo! ❣🔝
Bravoo!!!
BRAVOO DEVOJKO
Bravo, odlicna pesma!!! Samo napred Kija ❤
Bravo. Odlicna pjesma Kija
Bravoo- Hit 2019!! zz
Bravoo kijaa😘
Bravoo Kijaaaaa
Bravoo Kijaaa!!! Ekstraaaaa jeeeee pesmaa!! HITČINAAA !!! 💕💕😘😘😘 ❤
Bravoo Kijaa...Amorova strelaaaa
BRAVOO KIJAA MNOGO TE VOLIM PESMA JE VRHH❤🗝🌍😻🦄✨💫���
Bravoo Kija kraljice 😍 😍 😎
Bravoo kiki 😍 😍😍
Bravoo Kikiii opet razvalila❤Ô
BRAVOO, Kiki kao zvezda sijas!!!a naravno..i dalje..ekipa je najjacaa👊👌



👏👏👏👏 👏 👏😍

Bravoo kraljice🔝
Bravoo kraljicee🌏👸
Bravoo kraljicee ,volimoo te <3
Bravoo mila. Kako si savršena!  Tu su brend Kijevci za tebe uvijek! 😘❤😍
Bravoo, nista manje ni ocekivali!
Bravooo!!
Bravooo!!!
Bravooo🎈🎈🎈 🎈🎉🎉🎉
Bravooo bre malenaaa
Bravooo bre, tako to radi KRALJICAAAA KIJAA!!!!!
Bravooo ,idemoo jakoo !!
Bravooo Kijaaa💋💋💋 ❤❤❤👍👍👍
BRAVOOO KIJA!!!! IDEMO JAKOOOOOO!!!!
Bravooo kija kraljice ❤
Bravooo Kija svjetska a naša. ❤
bravooo KIJA🌍  ZIVOTE
BRAVOOO KIJO KRALJICE HIIIT !!! <3
Bravooo Kiki
Bravooo kiki nasa
Bravooo Kiki, samo jako Kijevci!!!❤
BRAVOOO  LEPOTO NASA! SAMO GAZI....... VOLIMO TEEEEEE !!
Bravooo lutkooo samo napred.❤  ❤  ❤
Bravooo mrviceee!❤
Bravoooo
Bravoooo! 👏👏👌 💪🔥 🔥🔥👑😘
BRAVOOOO!!!!!!
Bravoooo!!!👏👏👏💞💞💞💞💞💞💪
Bravoooo❤❤
Bravoooo👏👏👏🔝🔝 🔝🔝 🔝😍😍😍
BRAVOOOO BOSNAAAAA❤💘 ❤💘 ❤💘
Bravoooo djevojko !! Ti kidaš ! Ti si bre već zvezdetina !!!! Bravooooo
Bravoooo, kidalica na najjace 🙂  samo menee ubilaa je amorova strelaaaa
Bravoooo Kijaa
Bravoooo kijaaaa
Bravoooo Kijaa kako je dobraaa pesma!!!!
Bravoooo Kija nemam reci svaka cast ovo je za Lunu pesma posvecena 
verovatno za nju si samo snimila
Bravoooo Kijevciii jos malo 2m
Bravoooo Kijo....❤
Bravoooo Kiki i Fm play,sve pohvale,i pesma i spot su🔝🔝🔝🔝🔝💪 💪💪💪💪
👑👑👑👑 ❤❤❤
Bravoooo Kikiiii kraljiceeee !!!👑👑👑👑👑👍👏👏👏 👏
Bravoooo kraljiceeeeee
Bravoooo lutko! Kidalica🍉🍉🍉  SVJETSKI DAME I GOSPODO! 🥂💸💸💸
Bravoooo najbolja pesma do sad
Bravoooo ❤❤❤❤❤ nCarice nasa
Bravooooo 👏👏👏 👏🔥 🔥🔥🔥
Bravooooo🔥
Bravooooo Bih 1 trendingu nisam ni sumnjala. Moji Hercegovci 
pripomogli.Nedavno zapalila zapadnu Hercegovinu uskoro je i Mostar tu.
Bravooooo Damo 😍



Bravooooo Kija 💗 💗💗 💗
Bravooooo kijaaa jos malooo 1 M
Bravooooo Kijevci,najaci smo
Bravooooo Kijevci,volim vas
Bravooooo Kiki prelepoticeeeee 👏👏👏👏💕💕💕💕💕💖💖💖💖💖💖
Bravooooo kraljiceeee #1 ...milane izvini al kija je kija....
Bravooooo najljepsa 🔝🔝🔝 🔝🔝🔝🔝🔝
bravoooooo
Bravoooooo💜
Bravoooooo kija
BRAVOOOOOOO
Bravooooooo!!!!!!!!!
Bravooooooo !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1
Bravoooooooo
BravoooooooooonLepotice❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
BravoooooooooonLudilo �
BRAVOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
Bravooooo😘💖🎆👏  samo napred najboljaa..
Bravooooo. Svaka čast. Pjesma jeeee savrsena
Bravoooo....ove hittcina
Bravoooo! Sitna dinamitna pokosila si sve "zvijezde" Bravoooo ! 💓😘 Velika 
podrška iz Hrvatske
Bravoooo.... Sve pohvale.... Samo hrabro koracaj  kroz zivot KIJA 💝😘
Bravooo to je too Kijaaa
BRAVOOO TOPP !!!!
Bravooo ...top top top
BRAVOOO za Nasu Kraljicu...... EXTRA.
Bravooo zenooo kraljicee
Bravo!!! Ovaj etno zvuk meni super. Samo 💪  Kija.
Bravo pametnice samo napred
Bravo,pesma je vrh.
Bravo!!! Pesma - veliko iznenadjenje u smislu ritma, tekst odlican. 👏
nSpot vrhunski 👌 nLepa kao san - "prirodna"!!!nPAKET-10+
Bravo 🔝 pesna 🔝 izgled 🔝 sve
Bravo pokazala kako se to radi
Bravo pokazi im kako se to radi
BRAVO PRAVA PESMA KIJA KRALJICA IDEMOOO
Bravo rodila te majka pametnu, lepu i sposobnu.
BRAVO slatkice, kod tebe važi ono, BOLJA NEGO JUČE, A JOŠ BOLJA SUTRA! 
Svaka čast, jedva čekam sledeći hit.
Bravo slusamo i uzivamo uz dobru pesmu
Bravo!! Spot vrhinski... pesma takodjee.. bravoooo
BRAVO SRCE 💜 ❤❤
Bravo srecan dan zaljubjenih svima lajk ❤💐👫🌷 🌹😝😍😏
bravo stivie wonder
Bravo!!!! Super pesma!!!
Bravo super pesma uvek nas iznenadis pozitivo
Bravo svaka cast Kija
Bravo svaka cast... Prelijepa pjesma pravi hit.!!!
Bravo! Sve si bolja i bolja! Hitcina u najavi!
Bravo , vrh pjesma idemo samo jako
Bravo za 1# i da ga dugo branimo!!!
Bravo za Filipa i Milosa!
Bravo za hrabru i vrednu devojku,  Kija je dokazala da je najbolja.
Bravo za Kiju i njen tim.  Zelim ti predivnu ljubav kakva si i sama. 😘
Bravo za kompletnu ekipu,gori yt.Opasno dobra pesma!



Bravo za Kristinu, bravo za ovaj hit koji nam je podarila. .
Bravo za Milicu i Ljubu. Ostalo no comment
Bravo za Miloša Roganovića!
Bravo za nasu Kiju kraljicu pjesma vrh
Bravo za pesmu, za spot, za izgled, za tekst, za energiju.
Bravo za pjesmu i spot..odlicno..samo naprijed Kija 💕💕💕
Bravo za sve do sad ali ovo je br.1...Sve hit i sve svjetski..Kiki sa  
druge planete!
Bravo zeno!!!!
Bravo zeno ubijas 💪💪
Bravo zeno.Ubijas
Bravvvooooo🔥🔥🔥
Brawo!
Brawo! Jesteśmy dumni z naszego Rodaka :-)
Brawoo Plavuusoo Rokajj
Braza
BRAZIL
!!!BRAZIL!!!
Brazil 2018 show!!!
BRAZIL,EM 2018👍😘
Brazil have an extreme Militaristic Police  Force.nIt just doesn't work. 
For obvious reasons
Brazilll <3
Brazil next year !!! yeah confimed ... I'm so excited !
BR Carnaval 2019....James Brown é o cara...
BRD ein arschkriecher der imperialistischen USA ,da nicht souverän
Breakbeat from 1971
Break dance staple song
Breakdancing on James Brown Sex Machine.
Breakdown....3.....2.....1....sad.....
Breaking News 10 yrs in the future:nYoung women saves the human race
BREAKING NEWS: "16 Year Old Brat Discovers How to Wipe Her Own Butt AND a 
Solution to Global Warming All on Same Day!"
BREAKING NEWS: Bratty Little Girl Yells at So-Called Adults, Then Poops 
Herself
BREAKING NEWS: Greta Scolds Tooth Fairy for Flying to Appointments Instead 
of Taking the Bus
BREAKING NEWS: Little Girl Learns How to Wipe After Pooping AND How to 
Solve Global Warming on Same Day
BREAKING NEWS: Obnoxious 16 Year Old Brat Self Identifies Herself as Wise 
80 Year Old Climate Expert
BREAKING NEWS: Scandals Erupt as New Video Shows 5 Year Old Greta Wore 
Blackface to Cousins B-Day Party.
Breaking News: Ten fans have committed suicide because of the death of  
Lady GaGa
Breaking News Trump is a Genius
BREAKING NEWS: Webster Dictionary Expands Definition of "Annoying" to 
Include Greta as Example
@BreakPics its not true maybe u will fizz
@BreakPics seriously or you're jk?
breezy cool
Bre kijevci najjaci smo ko moze na crtu da nam stane
BR Em 2019 Kkkk❤🎶
#brending
Brexit just got a face
Brian Kernighan has such a soothing voice
Brian Kernighan is the only guy in this video who doesn't seem like an 
awkward 80s nerd.  His interview style is surprisingly modern.
Brian Kernighan today (2018): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmYhR8cUX90
Brian W. Kernighan is amazing
Briga te kako se osecam...😒  koliko istine u ovoj pesmi😊



briliant
brill
brillant. absolutely brilliant.
Brillant! thanks make laughed!!!
Brillian!! All my favourit hip hop tunes. How do I book you to come 
through to south Africa?
Brilliant
brilliant
bRILLIANT
Brilliant:)
brilliant!
Brilliant!
brilliant!
Brilliant!!!
Brilliant. Absolutley brilliant. Was that for a crowd or just the camera? 
They should go on tour with that.
brilliant album
brilliant, and how was the shrimp bread?
BRILLIANT BLACK AMERICAN FUNK...WOW
BRILLIANT...bt i'm suddenly really thirsty
Brilliant design.
brilliant. genius. way ahead of his time. sounds like 80s rockers but even 
better. gift from God
Brilliant, I wish I could have seen him live.
Brilliant!nSO much better shot and edited than the Letterman version!
brilliant on every level
Brilliant.Pure class.
Brilliant script
Brilliant song
Brilliant.  Still prescient after 50 years.  What a colossal talent...gone 
way too soon!
Brilliant stuff! Made me happy!
Brilliant video!
BRILLIANT VIDEO FOR AMAZING CITY
brilliant video- well worth the cash to entertain so many people :)
Bring back Danny
bring back homemade movies.
bring back the afro
Bring back to this sex machine and his music
Bring Malala please
Bring out the blonde blue eyed children. Lmao. It’s like a play in drama 
class.
Brings back some memories...LOVE YA STEVIE
Brings tears to my eyes.
Bring this to cities skylines
Brisbane and Melbourne leave Sydney for dead. Cold fractured overrated 
boring city.
Brisbane Sydney and Melbourne are the best cities in the world.
BRISITE DJAVLI ,MI I DALJE PISEMO ,KIKI JE NASA DUSA💟
Brisu kolentare ali i dalje nastavljamo
Brisu komentare,lajkove,preglede ,al kad zivot udari mi vracamo samo 
jakooo....
BRISU KOMENTARE ,SRAM I BLAMM!KIKI ,UVJEK SA TOBOM -UVJEKKK!👑👑👑👑👑👑
👑👑💟💙 💎 🌞🌻 🌷😘🍒😄💛 💜 🍀

Britney army here !! watch Womanizer for us!!!
Britney army sitll here! watch Womanizer for us thanks!!
Britney fans supports bad romance!nWatch Hold it against me and Circus!!
Britney sera lo que sera, pero  la realidad es que ella no necesita la 
opinion de nadie pq ella ya hizo lo q tenia q hacer :) Princess of Pop
britney slays
Brito foll. Nice. 😙😍
BrnRrnArnSrnIrnLrnrnLOVE GAGA ♥



Bro. A soul Stevie Wonder song AND Arianna Grande? It must be my 
birthdayn(also, why didnt yt recommend it to me earlier, what the fuck)
Brodieeeeee
Brodie frisbe king..
Brodie how much frisbees do you loose and are they expensive?
brodie im am so with you on that
Brodie is my favorite frisbee guy. Best trick frisbee trick shots
Brodie looks like Bale
Brodies hang time was 6 seconds not 8
Brodie Smith and Devin recording it, love it!
Brodie Smith and DevinSupertramp VS Dude PerfectnWould be an amazing video
Brodie Smith is a god among men
Brodie Smith is such a boss
Brodie Smith is the bestnGreat vid btw
@Brodie Smith LOL I love that cliff at sand hollow.
Brodie smith...nnnThe man is back...nGood ol' Trickshots is what I like to 
see
@Brodie Smith  this is so cool
Brodie smith vs dude perfect vs legendary shots
Bro how come I NEVER heard this song!????
Bro, I keep hearing " The one and Only Billy Shears " In the second verse 
for some reason
Brookkyn: BUMS, BOZOS, BAD BREATH.
BROOKLYN POINT IS GOING TO BE TALL SOON
Brooklyn’s own Barad Dur. I like it lol
Brooo I don’t feel wellll😩��🤤
bros4lifeproduction........check em out!
bro she literally just explain how she lost before the fight happened that 
crazy.
bro She predicted how she was going to get beat exactly... to the point... 
damn... good fight tho'
bro she's so chill
Brotha got soul
Bro that’s Danny davito
Bro the beginning is great it’s so soothing.    ❤😍
Brother Brown! Tryin' to get down. Forever funky.
BROTHER JAMES!!!!!
Brothers Bootsy and Catfish Collins on bass and guitar.
Bro this is so fucking cringe
brought back the entire original cast, thats rare in todays movies
brought back vivid memories when i did this same thing a few years ago 
thanks
Brown/black people don't care about the environment. White people are the 
only ones helping. It's sad.
Brown é Barril
bro y'all are slacking off if you haven't heard this song!
Bro you should reach 1million
BR seemed like a thoroughly decent fellow!!☯🕉🙀⚡
Brs??? James era o cara
Bruce Lee of Funk
BruceU woud've acted it better.
Bruce Willis asks Homer to design a car? :0 How cool is that!
Bruh
Bruh! 3 years ago? More like 3 weeks ago! I just found this song. But like 
I can’t believe the movie sing is that old!
Bruh 9:48 until 9:52
Bruh if you want to see real Sydney go to western Sydney
Bruh I’m 2 years late 😂 . This is so good ! 🔥🔥
Bruh ... I'm a Millennial and this album means more to me than the crap 
put out there today
Bruh is there anyone that takes the UN for real?
Bruh I was born in 1975



Bruh jimi fucking hit. But carlos santana demolished woodstok. Rip jimi.
Bruh no one cares about your opinion
bruh shes crying over air lol imma go play csgo bye nerd
Bruh, she's good looking......for a fighter. As an MMA fan since I was 9, 
I get that adds to the hot factor, but come on she's average.
Bruh stfu and go play with your dolls
bruh that cant possibly taste good in any kind of way... room temperature, 
black unsweetened coffee >.<
Bruh this song bring back old memories
Bruka dobraa..Zena zmaj.👏👏👏👏
Bruka! Kapa dole!
Bruna Mars x 1000000
Bruno Bucciarati brought me here
Bruno is a strange man
Bruno mars ??
bruno mars!
Bruno Mars grew up here😂😂 ....
Bruno Mars has his vibe.
Bruno Mars he copy alot from this dude
bruno mars is the new james brown
Brutaaalnooooo bukv odusevljena😍😍😍😍😍😍😍
Brutal Honnesty : Someone powerful is using her.
B R U T A L ! @JIMEK
Bru tal na !!!
Brutalnaaa pesma! Bravo Kija!
brutalna bravo Kija
Brutalna pjesma 🔥
"BRUTAL"nI enjoynbest regardsnMedel
BRUTALNO👌
Brutalno ,bravo Kija !!���
Brutalno! Bravo Kija!
Brutalno dobra Kristina Kija Kockar!
brutalno izdominirala, kao i svaki put do sada, srecno lepoto i nek svaka 
sledeca bude bolja i bolja
BRUTALNOO DOBRO
BRUTALNOOO
Brutalnooo
Brutalnooo <3 Svaka cast Kija  :) razvalila siii
Brutalnoooooo ooooooo oooo!!!
Brutalno savrseno i mocno,  Bravo Kija!!!
Brutalno sexy unikat Balkana Kristina Kockar Kija.....
Brutus' speech on Caesar's wake
Bruuuuuuuuuuuuh
Bruv it’s a giant toilet
bruz nobody cares make tomorrow’s doodle Area 51 raid
Brvao Kija. VRH. 💪
Brze idu nasi pregledi od Milanovih ali nikako da predaje na prvo mjesto
BS
BS!
BTICH YES!!!!
BTNH Resurrection would have been so PERFECT for this.
btw greta, you should be more worried about irrational consumption, waste, 
non sustainable growth instead of just climate change.
Btw the habanera in carmen is not by bizet. its by an unknown composer.
btw video. WHEN?
BUCCELLATI
Buđenje Kijevci na noge lagane moramo raditi 2M do podne nema zezanja
Budi mocna i na nastupu sa Slobom kombinacija te trenerke i brusa super ti 
stoji..
Budimo se
BUDI SE KIJEVGRADE I DANAS JE RADNI DAN ZA NAS



Budismo pop from brazil brought me here, fantastic !Miles Davis and this 
awesome band, thanks for posting!
Budite se Kijevci, otvorite okice, uposlite ručice. Uživajte uz pesmu i 
prvu jutarnju kafu!
Budjenjeeeee Kijevciiiii
buena buena!!! pero  la música no es en vivo, es de la pista original
buena canci0on
Buena enseñansa para Michael Jackson😎😎 😎😀😊  ademas es casi igules
buena musica
Buena musica   dios los bendiga...
buena simetria
Buenisismo! Lady Gaga in Argentina  we are waiting for you!
buenni buenni haced texturas
BUENO YA LLEGUE
bueno ya se q no t gusta, pero tú eres un gatito ! XD d hecho creo q eres 
un gatito feo como el q aparece en el video BAD ROMANCE
Buen ritmo y buena música toda de aquellos AÑOS. Lentos rápidos  todo era 
Super buenos.
Buen tema 😎😎😎
Bugaloo NOW
Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, Bugs Bunny and Daffy Duck
buildings themselves are great but the force behind them is a virus
build you a pair of shoes with a pocket of air to keep you bouent for the 
next step and run faster
“Built in Video Game.”nnElon, care to explain yourself?
buitch u suck
#buityful ariana
Bukvalno pokidala❤❤
bull crap dat is just sprinklers
Bull crap wonder for simple minds.
Bull. It relies on the carbonation of the initial opening. If you filled a 
toilet, it'd go flat. Making you a liar.
BULLSEYE!! 3:27 The look on the woman’s face, lol
Bullshit
bullshit
Bullshit and bad acting.
bullshit danas telling her 2 say that cause he wants 2 avoid cyborg, thats 
the fucking threat
Bullshit! Isn't that the girl missing class to protest? What stands for 
Soros's globalist agenda?
Bullshit science.  Wake up
Bullshit title
Bullshit video, if Ive ever seen one.
bullshit, we dont listen to kids to spread a lie,and tell us what to do  
climate change is fake, kids are brainwashed
Bullshy Gimmick to mask doing business with total clowns and con artists
Bully!
Bunch of garbage !
Bunch of idiots
Bundesverdienstkreuz für diesen Mann
@bunnys325 Whores don't have feelings.
Burası  hani ülkede yaaa çok güzel
Burdamı  bizim çoçuklar  ? ººº
Burn in hell. At&t is satan. Fucking die
burn the flag, jimi!
Business in the front, party in the back...
But are conservatives and other groups that don't really believe in 
progress going to comply?
But at the end of the day these are just words and not actions 🤷
But ... But .. Robin ...
But.. but.. we are going to Mars!
"But by being hit you become bigger, and that makes you feel really 



happy."
"but by being hit you become bigger, and that makes you feel really 
happy" ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)
But by being hit you become bigger, and that makes you feel really happy
But cheaper than the Bellagio
But he’s really good
But he was the man:)
BUT HOLY KICK YOU IN THE HEAD YOU ARROGANT BITCH!!!!!!!
But how did they come up with the idea? This is the one thing they DON'T 
Want people to know, Folks!!!!!!!!
but how was he ruined? As far as we know they only built one prototype, 
it's not like they made loads of them which went unsold
but how was he ruined? the episode suggested he was well-off enough to 
recover from losing $82k
but if they actually made that car they'd save the company not ruin it
"but if  we fall we going  die today"
But if you talk with them they will tell its very beautiful 😂
but Im now 19
BUT IT AIN'T GONNA GO LIKE DAT
but it did go like that
But it did go like that
But it did go like that, old Ronda got put to sleep with an Ambien-like 
head kick, that she never saw, till she fired up You Tube.
BUT IT DID GO LIKE THAT RONDA HAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHHA - evil lebron
but it did go like that ronda? I love you but you let me down! :(
But it happened and you got knocked out..lol
BUT I think they are maybe sprinklers!
but it looks like water
but its diet, it doesnt matter
but its not! lol
but it tasted good in the end
But it went EXACTLY like "that".
But it went like that though ✋😩😫😆😂😭💀 ☠ Used the kick, too! ✋😩😆 😫
😂😭💀 ☠
But I want an oompa loompa, NOW!
But I want cops to be heavily armed. Should I not? How is my mind supposed 
to be changed besides the occasional swat kill?
But kyloren is a little bit easier
But level 1 is supposed to be the long tutorial with all the cutscenes
But like, is it gluten free? What about free range? Were the beans 
harvested on a Wednesday? My horoscope says I need to stay away from 
Wednesdays.
But like why does she look like that I’m older than she is and she looks 
like my gramma
But linux is free unlike Microsoft.
But muh China and India sigh , American education is bad enough stop 
embarissing more
But no matter how sad and angry I am... HOW DARE YOU..
But not. She lost. It did go like that.
But on a serious note this would of been great if she maybe spoke like a 
16 year old. No one likes a ghost writer
But Ronda..........U got knocked out either way 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
But she can beat Cain Velasquez, remember?
But she got kick at e head in the end 😌😌😌
but she got knocked the fuck out!!!!
but she lost lol
Butt
...but that didn't explain anything
But that didn't explain how it makes us less safe.
But that rhythm guitar...
But that's exactly what happened. She got her flustered and kicked her in 



the head. Rousey already knew what was gonna happen. Dang.
But that's how it went 😅
But they are evil................
But this is a hit,, how come have not seen it anywhere
But this will do
@buttholeBANGER31flav ok ill b thinkin of u on de 4th of july u won de bag 
of suck now piss off
@BUTTHOLEforever  your just probly really fat and would want to drink it 
all
But those cauliflower ears tho!
But was it really Duchamp who invented Fountain ?  He did not say it was 
his idea, but never denied it.
But what about the public transportation infrastructure that is still 
rotting away underground?
But what I really have to wonder is what diet coke tastes like after the 
mentos has removed all the fizz...
But what's her solution?
But.... What...? That's not running over the water. That's cheating.
But what was the one he was going to save for last...
But what ?! Why I never saw it before ?
But where is princess Panchali ?..... would ask sheldon Cooper....lol
But who wants an electric car when your engine makes badass sounds? nI'd 
surely take a V8 over a battery car lmaoo
But ............... WHY?????????????
but why didn't the Seahawks just run the ball?
But why is it mind blowing, is it because it is dirty, chaotic and 
disorderly, or because it is colourful and charming?
but why isn't it brown.. goog the fonatine can be white because of the 
light  but the jackets arent brown!
But why so many dislikes? 🤔
but yes its wasting of resources:(
Buuuu que salga Sha na na
buuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu
Buy a used car sight unseen.  What could go wrong?
Buy Bad Romance again!! Lets get it into the top 40 once again! :) this 
video is the best around!!
Buying a diet coke is a waste. are you afraid of sugar?
büyüksün miles baba
¡Buzo polera detected!.
Bwahahahaaha soooo cringeworthy
BWAHAHAHAHAAAA!!!!nn#hilarious! : D
Bwahahahahahhahaha!!!!!!
bwahahaha he designed a piece of shit on wheels
BWAH, BWAHWAWA. god I love that part.
Bwhahahahahaha!  Get right with the Lord, sweetie.
B W O O O A H ... 2019 still in F 1  :)
By age 21 she will be doing BLACKED porn, by age 26 she will have died 
from a drug overdose.
Bye bye Robin  Williams
Bye bye unky herb
Bye people i am ging off now maybe tomorrow
Bye you ain’t even AmericanHOW DARE YOU THINK ALL PEOPLE DO IS WATCH TV 
AND DEVOUR YOUTH
By far, best acting I’ve seen since the revenant
By far my favorite one I've seen
by far my favourite! the nerdy part got me good
By far the best collection. I suspect this, particularly, will get likes 
well past this decade.
By far the best mix I’ve heard so far 😍😍😩😉😏👅💋😈
By far the best of any of the Mentos and diet coke genre
Byłam na tym koncercie, było niesamowicie :)
byłem pierwszego dnia i nagrywać nie można było...to nie fair! ;)
Byłem przedwczoraj w amfiteatrze, ciary, gęsia skóra i łzy w oczach! 



Dzięki!
By my stars, is that Danny Devito?
*byte
By that logic, the government is probably glad that swating became the hot 
new prank on the internet back then
By the people's applause one can tell what is mass music and what is 
not ;)
By the way, check your shoes at the door and disinfect!,🤣
by the way, who the FUCK would dislike this video ?  how could anyone 
dislike UNIX ???
BYUI anyone :^)
by what percent would this really affect it, honeslty!
BzzAgent sent me here...
@bzzbzz555 IS T MSCHISPO
@bzzbzz5 novody cares dude. just shut up
Caca
caca de cansion!!
caca fans
Ca c du son j etait meme pas ne et c encore d actualite  chapeaux mr james 
brown
Ça C'est de la musique
Ça c'est du bon son
Cachorro louco fdp
CADA DIA AMO MÁS ESTE VIDEO ES Q ES LO MEJOOOOOOR
Cada dia uma nova descoberta
cada vez mas cerca de la Gran Madonna, la unica que puede 
igualarla...vamos LAdy Gaga ..latinoamerica entera te espera
CADA VEZ QUE VEO ESTE VIDEO ME FASCINA, AHÍ TODO EL MUNDO TENÍA 
FLOWWWWWWWWWW
Cadê a musicalidade do nosso Pais minha gente?!
ça démménage YESSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
/  Cadê os BR. /
Cadê os br ?
CADE OS BR P@#$#
Cadê os Br's?
Cadê os brs curtindo?
Cadê os zueiros de " todo mundo odeia o chris"...? Kkkkkkk
Cage free avocado toast please
Cage is flout up! It s the "no" theme. Love his music because of that. 
There is no point of departure or arrival. Is to be. That all.
Cage was not the first one to play the ambient sounds. Debussy was the 
pioneer with songs like Brouillard for example
Cake like Lady GaGa :D
cale Black&Yellow w tej wersji poprosze ! :D
@calebtrickster was it worth it?
@calhouning I bet you watched this video 80,000 times and Disliked this 
76,000 times you fucking faggot! Lady gaga is awesome!
CALIFORNIA?                   HAHAHAH
Cállate, Shakira si que es un flop, que nada mas que lo escuchan panchitos 
como tú, payasa.
Calling anything something is calling names. NisaChannel is correct about 
your use of logic to win an argument.
Calling a spire part of the building height is ridiculous.
calling b.s. on that Timex  hangtime clock.
Call me crazy but i love his car design.
Call me dumb, but i really dont understand what this video about
Call Me Maybe
call me mystic mac because I predict these things...
Calls the 40 Mike Mike a grenade launcher. Oof
call this ho chicken little.
Calm down Dude Perfect.
Calm down kid..!
calm down little girl..



calm down Veruca, daddy will get you a Golden Goose
@calol1000 en donde estupida en putalandia  VIVA LA REINA DEL POP LADY 
GAGA
Calvaire! C'est un Freak Show! Enlevez-lui le texte qu'elle lit, et elle 
va être aphone!
came down here just to see the shallow comments on how shallow 
contemporary art is, and here they are.
ça me fait beaucoup pensé à Bagarre (dans l'esprit, la prod, le clip)...
came for ariana, stay for stevie
came for the 0:28 memes. Wasn't disappointed
Came here after the P15
Came here after watching Five Foot Two. Lady Gaga, you are the most 
special and blessed thing to kiss this earth. 💜💜💜💜💜
Came here expecting to be disappointed in a cover of "Faith" by George 
Michael . No, instead I was pleasantly surprised!
Came here for the comment section
came here for the title, stayed for the groovin' !!
came here for tom cruise
Came here from Black Ops: The Line
Came here from JK
Came here from spec ops the line :)
Came here to clean my ears after gucci gang
came here to see ariana
came on my wifes mouth at exactly 36:21
Camera Crew: Cut, CUT! Greta we need to see more tears!nnGreta: okie, but 
I ne...nnCamera Crew: AND ACTION!
Cameraman was definitely stoned
Cameramen in those days had no clue when to focus on a guitar player.
Camille Saint Saëns’s Danse Macabre, though...
canada! <3<3<3
canadian you?:)
Can anybody make a torrent of all the music pieces in this list with 
separate mp3 files?
Can anybody tell me what Herb is saying at 4:06?
Can anyone link or say what store they got that golf club at?
can anyone make out what he was typing in the end?
Can anyone name the song called ?
can anyone please explain me this video? I know it's great and I'm missing 
out. please explain this
Can anyone please the name of artist and the work appeared at 2:34?
Can anyone report the actual views now?
can any one share with me some more songs similar to this one
can anyone tell me where i could find the trumpet sheets for this song? 
i've been searching it for ages... :)
Can anyone tell me which is the very first song?!
Can anyone tell what is this song name?
Can anyone try to find out what he wrote at the end
can any phycologist test her mentality?
.can' beiieve it James on keyboards wow.
Cancan?
can cineFix make a flash suit
cancion
Canción que se usan nombre
@cancoconnor NOOO ITS ALL STUPID RUMORS
Candles! 🔥 ❤🐾🐾 🍰🍫 🍬🍭🎂🍧🍨📦 📦
C and the Shell. Still here more than 40 years later. So many languages 
have come and gone in the meantime.
Can Google show street view of Israel? ? ?
Can I ask for the scripts  of this video?
can I buy that
can i buy that thing
Can I buy this a lot of this I can't get anywhere._.
Can i do it with a regular coke?



Can i do that without material from Magic stick?
Can I enjoy this without people judging me?
Can I get a free shout out my name is noah
Can I get an Amen ?????!!!!!!!
Can I have a cup or large ton of what she’s deffo HAD.. crack or her ion
Can I have it
Can I have some of that Polyjuice Potion please?
can i have that costume and lightsaver
Can I have the light saver JK
can i have the suit
Can i have the whole costume pls?
Can I have your shoes?
can I just tie a string to it and take it out again
Can I like this 1000 times?  Damn!
Can i mirror my windows PC screen to apple tv 4th ?
can i pay you to make me one?
Can i plz have Arianas shoes?
Can I replace the novel writing with an equally pretentious activity?
Can I sew it
can it be a power gun?
can it be done with regular coca cola?
Can it run Minecraft though ?
can i use this for a project? thx
Can Jesus walk on water?
@CannaRoma At this moment its not...Stop false Advertising.
Can not find the tory lanez song 13 colt 95!!!!!!
can not wait 4 new album
Canonero
canon in c
Canon in D ... 😀 😀😀
Canon in d all the way back in 25?
Canon in D should be the first
can some1 tell me how to find a group on youtube
can somebody fucking slit my throat now. She is the worst fucking piece of 
shit singer ever. FUCK!
Can somebody pay attention and tell me what is he writing in the writing 
machine
Can someone ask them how many bugs and animals live there now?
Can someone build a time machine so that I can go back in time and make 
that girl dancing the mother of all 30 of my children... Dang she's fine
Can someone explain why tear gas is allowed in civilian/police use, but 
not in military use?
Can someone for the love of god tell me what’s bad about a 2 degree 
temperature rise?
Can someone  make a playlist  for this 100 pieces  please
Can someone make this a playlist?
Can someone please explain to me what happened? Was this a false 
accusation or what? Can anyone give me a full unbiased telling of the 
facts? Thanks
Can someone please put a sad violin track or in the arms of an angel over 
this?
Can someone please tell me name of song?
Can someone please tell this poor girl that it's all a big hoax?
can someone plz give me the exact video from rwj's? PLEASE!
Can someone point me to the fact that people are dying from climate 
change? Please don't tell me Natural disaster...
Can someone post a lyric for Bobby’s part?
Can someone put her in a padded cell where she belongs?
Can someone reply to me saying why they like lady gaga, I seriously don't 
get it, what is the appeal. In my opinion she is shit, really really shit.
Can someone say the exact opposite of what the guy from the plant said on 
the phone?
Can someone shut her up?
Can someone tell me that S ? EP ?  ?? pls



Can someone tell me the history of minuet in G? Why there is a confusion 
to know Who composed it?
can someone tell me what "pep" is?
CAN SOMEONE TELL ME WHAT THIS SONG IS CALLED??
Can someone tell me where can I find this subreddit?
can someone tell me where i can buy those boots?
Can someone tell me why was the terminal prompt "i: "?
Can someone who disliked this video, explain why they disliked it to me? 
Out of curiosity?
Can some please explain this video to me? I don't get it. nnI can't Google 
because I don't know what to Google.
Cantaloop!
Cantaloupe and watermelon. Both great.
Canta muuuuuiiiito!!!!
Cantas muy bien👌 👌
Can't believe all of the audience are just sitting there in their SUITS 
and TWIN SETS - that music, performance was MADE to dance to!
Can't believe all of you let this song FLOP and are only noticing it now
Can't believe Harry Wormwood was Homer's long lost brother
Can't believe I didn't saw this until now! #thanksrecommended
Can't believe I haven't seen this episode before...
Can't believe I haven't seen this till now
Can’t believe I JUST found this
Can't believe I'm just discovering this... why lol
Can't believe Mussorgsky - Pictures at an Exhibition never made at least 
honourable mention, after not being listed in the top 10. Thumbs down! X_X
Can't believe she lose huhuhuh you're still our champ Ronda ❤❤❤
Can't believe Stevie Wonder would "borrow" from The Ting Tings-'That's Not 
My Name'.
cant believe that guy up there worked out that it would cost 75+ dollars
can't believe that one gay looking boy is beating this lady   >.<
Can't believe that this will be the last movie we see with Robin 
Williams :(
Can't believe this blind man will feature with this song stealer. L😂 l 
their voice be screaming
can't believe this is my first time seeing this----pretty cool
Can't believe this was one take!!!
can't believe you have a fucking ruan wtf
can't belive 522 gave this a thumbs down. tisk tisk to all you tisk tisk
Can't be topped.
Can't blv I'm just seeing this the 24 million viewers B4 me are so lucky
Can't decide if I keep coming back to watch this bird dance our JB 
singing !!!
Can't decide whether to hate her and her overly dramatic speach or laugh 
my ass off.
Can't describe the sadness his death has brought me and many other. He 
will truly be missed. R.I.P
Cant expect all the white people to know all the songs that dont have 
someone white in them
can't find the confounded bridge
Cant fuck to a sleeping 😴  music.
can't fuck with this LP/CD...TOPS.....even in 2019 <=========
Can't get enough of that sexy spine... why does that appear attractive to 
me? I mean that's the kind of question I don't want to have to answer...
Can't get over how great this looks not to mention the quality! Good job 
Devin :)
Can the enlightened explain to me what is so brave about reading mommy's 
speech for Soros money?
Can't help but think that 'nutcracker' was some dirty inside joke back 
then
Can they just mail her back to Sweden already?
Can they withstand aircraft impact? Thought not, no fucking improvement 
then.....



can this be considered as hard bop? Pls provide some literature thx :)
Can this be done with store bought ground coffee. I ground my own and lost 
my wife
Can this hospital cure ele eye sight  also , as I see some of them are 
blind.
cantilever structure?
Can't imagine how sticky they end up :/
Can’t imagine the smell
😷😷😷😷 😷 😷 can't live here.dirty.that's why they come to Malaysia or 
singapore can't stay clean.theirs body very 😷😷😷😷 .even office staff.
Cantor de d todas épocasnQue maravilha!!
Can't play this song in the elevator !
can't sleep cuz of this song it's creepy as fuck
Can't stand her
Cant stand this weird face . She looks drugged up.
Can't stop listening.
cant stop LISTENING
cant stop listening this song...thnx 4 upload
cant stop listening to this, what a fucking tuneeeeeeee
Can't stop watching this fucking epic record ¬¬
can't tell if Bruce Willis or Danny de Vito.
Can't tell if her tits are airbrushed or just look that good alway. Either 
way Ronda, great tits. 1
Can't wait
Can't wait :)
can't wait!
Can't wait!
Can't wait! 😂 😂😂
can't wait!!!
Can't wait for all these people commenting on how easy this must be to 
break this guy's record. It's gonna be a busy month for the plywood 
industry.
cant wait for it to come out!
Can't wait for see R.I.P Robin Williams <3
can't wait for someone trying to climb the spiral to the top and make news
Can't wait for the bad lip reading...
cant wait for the new single! im still around :)
can't wait for the rematch
Can't wait for this, love the first two.
Can't wait! Long live Robin Williams.
CAN'T WAIT. LOVE NIGHT AT THE MUSEUM. :) <3 I Still Can't Believe He Is 
Gone.   :( R.I.P Robin Williams.
Can’t wait till Central Park Tower completes 😎
Can't wait to go to the movie on Christmas
cant wait to move to cairns. cant bloody wait
Can't wait too see this loved the first two films.
can't wait to prank someone at work. Ill put it in the back of the fridge 
so they wont think its lil ol me
Can't wait to see Fallon interview Holly
Cant wait to see this movie today
Can't wait to see this!!n😁
Cant wait to see this...RIP ROBIN WILLIAMS
can't wait to visit !!
Can't wait to visit next week!
Cant wait to watch it I seen the 1st one and the 2nd one this one looks 
better
Can't wait to watch this! even better as they brought it to London! :D
can't we just all simply appreciate the 3D !!!!!!! animation at the end ?
can u do black panther suit
Can u do one for Chicago?
can u do the flash cw trailer next season plzzzzzzz



can u do this with normal coka or any other soda?
can u drink cola and then mentos? it will have same effect>?
can u get me a freeze frame?
Can u legit keep this for a month? Can't tell from the sarcasm
can u made it for me
can u make a captian america civl war trailer
can u make a R2 D2 costume pleeeeease?
Can u make dead shot
Can u make one for about 40 seconds?
Can u make the winter soldier costume
can u make vader
can u makw a harry potter school  robes and an wand
Can u use any other coke
can we all agree that these two are absolute magic together
CAN WE ALL PLEASE FOCUS ON STEVIE FREAKING WONDER FOR A SECOND? He's such 
a legend and still slaying with his voice. Love this man wow
Can we change this to the official the star spangled banner song?
Can we get a michael clarke duncan bio pick with this guy.
Can we get a televised debate between her and Soph?
Can we get this done in live action
Can we have a look into the future of London's skyline too?
Can we have a search feature for spell check? One that lets you see if a 
word is in your custom dictionary, and delete it if you want to.
Can we have her as our Prime minister please U.K
Can we hit 1B views?nProbably not nMaybe on 2017n(4 hours later)n(One 
comment saying fuck you nigga)
can we hit it and quit it... sweet ending on this one.
can we just appreciate the art for a second
Can we please acknowledge that the fountain is probably not made by 
Duchamps but by the baroness Elsa Von Freytag-Loringhoven?
Can we please have the full version of "Swimming Pools" by Kendrick Lamar?
can we put her on the cover of Mad Magazine
can we say awesome!!!! ^_^
can we say thank u NEXT to this wig????!!! we thank God for change !!
Can we shut this little alien up?
Can we stop arguing about what he meant by this and just appreciate the 
genius of him
can we take a second or a minute or hours to appreciate their talent.. and 
Ariana's facial structure oml
Can we talk about the SOUL SUSTUH dancing, tho?!!!?! Love me some Soul 
Brothuh #1!!!
Canyonero FTW!
Can you add a map showing all the locations?
can you back red hood
CAN YOU BELIEVE GIRL, A LEGEND AND A LEGEND SINGING TOGETHER? THIS IS A 
BLESSING
can you buy one next time
Can you change the music into about the video for ex: is like if is Star 
Wars do a Star Wars music.
can you come to united kingdom le42bj bemount leys lane
can you do a a goosebumps trailer
Can you do A Chucky Or Freddy Fazbears Suit
Can you do a darth vader costume
Can you do a First Order Stormtrooper How To?
Can you do an episode where you make Rex clone trooper armour and halo 
master chief please
can you do a red hood pls I like red hood
Can you do a snoke Costume pls it would be amazing
can you do a Spider-Man costume from civil war
Can you do Assassin's Creed Syndicate PLEASE!!!!!!
Can you do a stormtrooper? Or maybe a Clone Trooper?
can you do Ben10
can you do bobafett
Can you do Boba Fett?



Can you do captin phasma
Can you do Chicago?
Can you do Darth Vader?
can you do finn form star wars
can you do hulk 2003 Talbot's mistake please
can you do it? running on thin piece's of plywood  across water?
can you do like 2 vids a week youll grow like a bitch
Can you do one of darth vader
Can you do Rey as well? :D
can you do some thing  for me
Can you do Spider-Man that peter Parker made in Spider-Man homecoming
Can you do the Black ninja daredevil suit!!!!!???
can you do the storm trooper version
can you do what's the difference a clockwork orange
can you fight with the saber?
Can you follow me on ig @fw.jewelz
Can you.  Gift.    Me.        Kylo ren.       Helmet
Can you give me the helmet plz plz plz
can you guy make iron man's suit
Can you guys do goose bumps next
Can you guys do Star Wars rogue one😀
Can you guys just respect her please?
Can you guys make a darth revan costume please I want to make one but 
there are literally no tutorials
Can you guys make a green arrow costume
Can you guys make Ekko from league of legends? Pleeeeeeeeeeeeeeease
can you guys make me some wolverine claws for a project please
can you guys make the flash new movie costume??
can you guys please make a chappie suit.😕
Can you guys please make homemade Daft Punk helmets? Please!
Can you guys show me how to make Spider man Action Figure on 28.12.2016 or 
1.01.2017? PLEEEEEEEAAAASSEEE............
can you hear the bombs falling and the machine gun fire ?? fucken 
brilliant musician seig fucken heil jimmi
Can you just imagine what that crap is doing to your stomach!!
Can you LIKE my Comment For NO REASON ( Se jam SHQIPTAR ) ahaha w3
can you macke a lego bat man
can you made a magneto helmet
Can you made an assassins creed costume please it would make my day 😀😀😀
😀😀

can you maje a wwe belt
can you make a boba fett suit?
can you make a Captain America what the shield how to?
can you make a captain phasma costume and a stormtrooper costume.
Can you make a clone trooper costume
can you make a clone trooper helmet?
Can you make a darth Vader costume?
Can you make a darth vader costume please🙏🙏🙏
Can you make a dr strange costume?
can you make a five nights at freddys movie fnaf
can you make a flash suit
can you make a fnaf costume?
Can you make a Halloween episode
Can you make a home made blaster from star wars
can you make a hulk costume next. please
can you make a little Ant Man suit
can you make a Roblox noob
can you make a spider man suit
can you make assassin's creed syndicate-Evie & Jacob costume?
Can you make a team fortress costume
can you make a thing where you make costumes we request it will be cool 
since AWE me does props



Can you make a vader
can you make a version in spanish please? Thanks
can you make a wwe world heavy weight championship plzzz
Can you make dark vader custume
Can you make darth vader costume?
can you make darth vader plz
Can you make iron man
can you make knight spear
can you make master chief
can you make master chief and a assasain
Can you make me a costume please.
CAN you make me an ant man costume
Can you make me one.
Can you make more how to's? I love them!
Can you make pancakes next?
can you make spiderman costume
Can you make the black panther costume
can you make the flash costume please
can you make the flash from the TV show the flash
Can you make Thonos, Flash or Cyborg costume from Justice league
can you maybe make a tutorial from the captain phasma helmet  I want to 
make it for my son to give on christmas he loves captain phasma so much
Can you maybe put the drawing stuff for printers like leave printing links
can you pay the entry fee on the spot or prepaid?
Can you please do one of Chicago !
Can you please do Spiderman
can you pleaseeeeee pretty pleaseeeeeeee do a cop outfit
Can you please list the names of the artists and songs?
Can you please make a Deathstroke costume :)
Can you please make a Rey costume?
can you please make a stormtrooper costume! please!! :D
Can you please make a video about something  in Minneapolis.
can you please make more tweak videos
Can you please please do a Dragon Ball Z costume of the Great Saiyaman.
Can you please put the general cost for materials in the description? It 
would be extremely helpful.
Can you please shut up Swedish aoc
Can you please update the credits to spell Xzibit's correctlynAlkaholik vs 
Alcoholic ?
Can you plz make Another back to the future homemade vid?
can you point one fat Indian lol
Can   you   put some    kiftcards   on  the   line
Can you repeat the stategy of Holm again Ronda.  .....................lol
Can your make a Video Family Guy brian
can you say saggy ass
can you sell me that lightsaber
Can you tell me how to get to the dark web?
can you tell the name of the songs
Can you try to make Bucky the winter solder
Can you upload your video in 60fps plz
can you use non-diet coke?
Canzoni di carnevale
Caooo kiaa volimoo tvoju novu pesmu samo sto ti je lepa ova pesma voli te 
vinkaaaaaa
cao...琵琶真的让我⼤大吃⼀一惊
ça pète le scanner ! Un morceau lumineux. Magnifique Mai Lan, encore une 
belle réalisation qui prend aux tripes. Bravo, ça fait du bien...
Capitalism is the root of the problem since it requires infinite growth in 
a world in which resources are limited
capital of NSW +MachineLaw
Capo <3
capolavoro
Caprica City
Captain America



Captain America civil war trailer the one with spider man
Caraca essa musica foi lançada no dia do meu aniversário de 16 anos e eu 
só vi agr com 18
Cara como ele canta bem incrível sempre me encanta.
Cara da gosto de ouvir baixistas de funk tocando
@caradepija03 una niña rebelde con anorexia q grita
Cara era demais eu dancei muito, isso era tempo bom,e não essas merdas que 
tem hoje.
Cara, isso é muito gostoso de ouvir. Batida, arranjo... É muito bom!
Carai vei...a Elza Soares já era dançarina nessa época
Caralhooo... James Brown não era desse mundo 👏👏👏👏
Caralho, o pai era muito foda !
caralho quero ver nada de VEVO nao porra quero ver normalmnte
Caramba, é incrível ter uma refencia BR no video. A dançarina é a Elza 
Soares
Caramba que som que intimidade voz e instrumentos
Cara qualidade do som ta incrivelnAmo soul 💕
carayo!! hUAHuahUAH
Carbon taxes for everyone.
@card3rozen mencioname en que presentacion repite jauau compara mtbv ema 
2009 con mtv ema 2010 xd
@card3rozen SI PUES :)!
car guy was danny devito
👑  C A R I C A 👑
Carica😁
Caricaa nasa!!
Carice draga i jedna jedina
@Carla240692 i love alexandra stan
@Carla240692 some random shit :)
Carla Reemtsma kann sich gleich neben Carola Rackete stellen !nBeide im 
gleichen dummen Trott !nWie kann man nur so bescheuert sein ?
@carliita041997 AHHAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!
@carlodumontecristo1 ni agree!!!!! vevo sux ass!!
Carl Orff looks like he’s waiting to for you to go to bed and then kill 
you
Carlos SANTANA IS DEFINETLY THE GOAT OF THE GUITAR
Carl Sagan impersonator
Carl Sagan's brother??  :)
Carl Sagan's signature pose 0:16
carolina es una puta te odio
Carolina finest greatest entertainer of all times no one can touch this 
man period..
Car rental companies should invest in a garage like this. It sure would 
save time and parking spaces at airports.
Carrie reborn? this child definitely not brainwashed and/or scripted 🙄
Carry on Fine Arts
#CarryThatWeight
Cars cool
Cars made in Brazil from Homer
Cartoon connect you know what's funny big Ron and little Ron and my dad is 
Big Stanley and I'm little Stanley
Cartoon salesman: are you sure of yourself homer?nHomer: Sort ofnCartoon 
salesman: SAY IT WITH CONFIDENCEnHomer: SORT OF!
Cartoons in real life love it
Carvana is well overpriced
Carvana sucks ass
Ca sais du puissant chanfrein
casey brought me here
CASH GRAB
CASH RULES EVERYTHING AROUND ME!!!!!!!!!
Casi las 500000000 reproducciones. Vamos LittleMonsters si se puede!
casi me mata me rasguño



@casinoman7 FUCK YOU i bet you by jackass
Cask the power rangers
Čast mi je QUEEN KIJA 👑💙
CastnDaniel Radcliffe               Stern Old LadynnThat would be 
sarcastic
Cat
Catches a frisbeennCelebrates and hugs uncontrollably. lolwut?
catch the title! :Audiobody - You Gotta Tap
Catchy song! Love it
catchy wee number...🎸🎸🎸
Category               Comedy
Category: COMEDY
Category: Comedy
category: comedy
Category: humor. Hmm, seems legit.
cat kytar
@Catt4209 hahaahahahahahahaha!!!!!!
Caught in a bad romance.  Reminds me of someone I care a lot about...
Caught in a Pedro mance
Cause Ariana just sent the recommendation
cause diet coke aint sticky like regular coke cuz it doesnt have sugar,
( it has aspartame)
cause diet coke explodes a little higher than regular coke, they both work 
tho
Cause I gotta have faith,nI gotta have faith-a faith-a faith-a.
Cause it totally makes sense to pay for a bmw with coins
Cause MERICA
cause u smell
Caveman - Tom Cruise?
cavolo!!!!
CBC News disabled comments on this.
c beau
cb ont - ils dépensé ????
ccol
cd /brain/coolstuff
@cecacindy ..just go n hate somewhere else...
Cekajuci... #1
Cekali ,cekali I docekali.Pesma super,nismo Ni sumnjali.
Cekam da napise neko tekst pjesme
Cekamo Bakinu reakciju
Cekamo bakinu reakciju!�❤
Cekamo Bakinu reakciju💪
Cekamo Bakinu reakciju💓💓
Cekamo drugi milion,70 hiljada lajkova i 20 hiljada komentara,samo za dva 
dana posle neko kikodace da smo slabi,hihihihi😘
Cekamo drugi milion,pa sedamo u drugi avion da gadjamo treci milion 
Amorovom strelom.
Cekamo duet Jala Brat Buba Corelli i Kija😍😍😍😍😍
Cekamo te bako 😂 🔝
Cekamo trending #1
Ceka se Bakina reakcija 😂💜
Ceka se reakcija Bake Praseta
Celebs are not scientists. Period.
celine dion
Céline DionnnnCéline Dion
Ce mec était une bombe d'accord non
Cemu disslike?
Cemu kopiranje Karleuse
cendrier= ashtray



CENTIMETRO HA CENTIMETRO
Central park below apartments underground Will be the next Step
Central Park Tower has already surpassed 1WTC in roof height and has just 
over a 100 more feet to go before top out.
Central Park tower is better then tower fifth
Cepaaaaaj Kijaaa kraljiceee❣🔝🔝🔝
Certified banger.
Ce son m’apprend à aimer <3
C'est bon ca !!
C'est bon, c'est grand. Rien d'étonnant avec Mai Lan.
C est bon les chips🍽
C'est du nimporte quoi , gaspiller des mentos et du coca pour uen vidéo , 
yen a qui crevent de faim et qu'i n'ont pas de coca !!
C'est génial pour un bapteme ou mariage...;)!!
C est grave la classe Bobby byrd et James truc de ouf sa manque à notre 
époque GRAVE
Cestitajte Luni Dan zaljubljenih. Da cuje i dahcu u  ritmu zajedno 😂😂😂
Čestitam Kija pjesma je VRHI� .. Čestitam ti isto na svem što si dostigla 
u roku par mjeseci.� Samo tako nastavi! ❤❤😘
Čestitam Kiji i FM Play na divnoj pjesmi, odusevila me...bravo Kija
Cestitam kraljice ...kidas ...srecnooooo
Cestitam ljepoto, uljepsala si mi dan.Bl
Čestitam na novij pesmi... Vrh 🔐😻
Cestitam za MILKICU.Bravo Kijo i FM
Cestitke Kija ❤❤❤
Čestitke od srca
c'est juste excellent !!
C'est la première fois que j'ai vu chanter JB en play back comme dans un 
scopitone mais c'est super j'adore !!!
C'EST NUL
C est nul la nouvelle génération  qui aime le rap   Écoutez ça. Et après 
on verra
C'est pas mauvais, juste particulier.
c'est pas Mesut Tastan c'est Tahar Lahmar alias Henri  merde
c'est pour des choses comme ça que j'aime youtube
c’est qui ton dealer stp ??
C'est quoi "(jammin')"?
C'est tres sexy james you are the king quel rytheme !!!!!!!!
C'est trop Puissant ! :D
C'était le meilleur
Cet homme c’est moi-même.
Cetri kom.su nestala cccc eee ljubomorne duse uzalud vam, ona je prva u 
svemu.
Cette video est incroyable, je ne me lasse pas de la passer en boucle
Četvrti hit za sedam mjeseci karijere ...pa ti si boginjaaa 💕💕💕
cewl
C g 10 treding idemoooo
C G  3 # BRAVO CRNA GORO
CGI Frisbee ;-)
CGI looks very bad.
CGs in this program are in low resolution and primitive, but are of the 
best concept and presentation.
CG TRDING # 3 IDEMOOOO NAVALA
Chacun sa sélection mais la mise en scène façon medley fait son effet, 
très réussi.
challenge drink cola then swallow whole a mentos XD
champagne
^Champagne??
champagne shower!
Champagne showers?



Changed America for the better. Made people think.
"Change da world, my final message. Good bye" litterally a one for one 
copy of her talk.
"....Change is coming..."nnFor Greta, it's called puberty.
Change is coming whether you like it or not!
CHANGE IS COMING WHETHER YOU LIKE IT OR NOT, alt-right incel ass fuckbois!
Change is coming whether you like it or not!nnnRemember her duplicitous 
words!
"Change is coming, you like it or not" uu so scaryy! :D Typical leftist 
with only one not debatable opinion.
Chanson indémodable
Chaos man
CHAQUIRA BESALE EL CULO A LADY GAGA!!
charasi bhai you should have tried streed food in delhi
@CharityPecksniff I think they mean WEIRDLY BEAUTIFUL.
Charle Dussart is against you
@charlesfloyb no shes's  not -.- I  like Kesha and all but  she  not  no. 
1 in my  list
Charlie bit my finger again
Charlie Sheen Vs The Joker
@charliexx1987 yes
@charliiegermanotta Usted lo ha dicho, sólo la siguen por sus vestidos, 
que de voz no tiene talento
@charlotte93ize Siii ojala si es muy caro no me lo voy a poder comprar u.u
@charlotte93ize  yo creo q si hoy creo q subimos 300 mil no? xk ayer 
llegamos a los 444 millones no?
@Charlottemae64 hey, nobody asked you to.
CHAT SHIT GET BANGED
chat shit get banged 😂 😂
Chat shit, get banged
chatuba de mesquita kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
@chawnchuu Yep, and Mona Lisa is a waste of paint.
chciałabym tego doświadczyć na żywo!
Chcial bym Cię zobaczyć o.l.gołdap
Chciałbym usłyszeć w waszym wykonaniu lose yourself. Szkoda ze sie nie 
znalazło w tym repertuarze, ale i tak pięknie to wyszło !
chcialbym zobaczyc Teens React albo Youtubers React to Hip-Hop History 
Orchestrated by JIMEK
Cheaper than today's models if SUV.
cheat
@cheat99rnrnLady gaga isn´t a guy.rnThat was just a rumour
cheater monk your god is weak
Che bello anche se non capisco molto
Checked out the deep web for your single, still can't find it :ngot linked 
to silkroad instead.
check my david haye videos from last saturday!!
Check out 1:25..really good makeup
Check out bootsie on bass guitar
check out ceciliagraceful seaweed
check out my 4 year old nephew dancing to the song "We are Young." Click 
on my user name!
check out my bad romance mixes
Check out my channel for a big collaboration of a Diet Coke & Mentos 
video! :D
CHECK OUT MY CHANNELnPOKER FACE REMIX!
Check out my new Rihanna videos! =)
Check out my rap version of Britney Spears 3nnJust type 'Whytel, 
ThreesomennComment, subscribe rate and let me know what you think x
check out my video. instead of mints i used gum
Check out my video ppl, i made an engine powered by mentos :)
Check out my videos. they have nothing to do with Lady GaGa
check out my vid slow- mo numa numa dudes
check out my YouTube channel
<<<Check out new lady gaga song(nothing on but the radio)with lyrics on 



the screen!!
Check Out Our Coke Mentos Rocket Video.. Way Cooler!!:)
Check Out Our Coke Mentos Rocket Video... Way Cooler!! :)
Check out Our Pepsi Mentos Rocket Video... Way Cooler!!! :)
check out our rock version of Bad Romance
Check out pepsi merch freestyle
Check out the choreography of the horns!
Check out this guys.
Check out this kid Trevor Page
"Check out this....Theeeere.Incredible! "
CHECK OUT WHAT THE STUPID J-B POST ON FACEBOOK!!!!
>checks comments for fat white people who arent impressedn>finds what i 
came here forn>leaves
Check the definition of a high level language.
CHECK THIS BAND OUT!!!n/watch?v=R1OwKnxUKXQ
Check with me in 20 years when the Earth is just like it is today... And 
boy will she be embarrassed...
CHEERS!!
Cheers! To The Only Good video She's Ever Produced! x''DD But what a 
Video!
@CheeseGenius If you live in he US it is
@CheeseGeniusnnBoth litre and liter are correct
@CheeseGenius u r so dumb tht is how u spell liters
@CheeseLovingSinger at least it goes with some dignity xD
Che fanno i 4 ottoni sulla destra? Ballano: 2:48 pa pa pa pa pa pa paa.
chef d oeuvre
che figata..
CHEF is real!
che fortuna ariana a lavorare con un grande come stevie wonder !! 😱😱
Cheio de periferia e casas feias na argentina. Pensei que lá fosse a 
Europa da América do Sul.
che merdA!! copiato!! non è quello giusto e andrebbe a tempo con una 
canzone!
Che pezzo !!!!!
che queen ari
Chequen el Minuto 1:06
che topa
CHE YO CONOSCO JOSE MARTIII JAJJAA ESE CULO NUNCA SE VA IR DE MI MENTE
Chez Arthur
Chicago could use such heights but New York is overbuilt until its like a 
toxic waste dump-
Chic in the go go boots up there. ...
Chick dancing on the podium is funkin hypnotic n       
"BITCH..!!" ((((👋 )))))
Chicken? I hate chicken!
Chicken Little
Chicken Little is back at it again.
Chicken Little is talking.
@chickie454 you want to know?
Chick in the back was milly rocking before it was cool
@chicofatale nque se yo xdnjajajajjajaja :)nyo solo quiero que Bad Romance 
nsea uno de los mas vistos por siempren:D
Chicos Little Monsters no se les olvide ir a pedir ayuda a Applause para 
Bad Romance, y asì subir nuestras reproducciones!nGo
chicos vamos falta poco monster vamos paws up gaga gaga
chicos vamos no perdamos la fe vamos bad romance tu puedes
chicos ya me tengo q ir hasta mañana los qiero nCHARLOTTE TE AMO !!! 
JAAJAJA OK NO
chi è in grado di comporre a questo livello ?
@ChikilloX95 yo lo dejo unos 15 seg...
Child abuse.
Child abuse for the hoax tax
Child abuse ... from her parents, not elected world leader ...



Child abuse. Good actor tho.
Child abuse much!
child abuse poor girl used
child abuse, this girl comits suicide within a couple of years thanks to 
her antifa parents.
Child activists are like vegan pets, you know who is really making the 
decisions.
Child actor
Childhood entitle thirty ban inside television.
childhood memories 😆
Childish Gambino can't touch this
Child... it's not us... it's our sun's position in our galaxy that is 
causing all these changes. All you can do now is to accept and adapt
Child of the corn
Child reading from a script the fuc go back to kindergarten fool
“Child reads news while sounding exhausted and apauled”
Children in africa would die drinking diet coke!rnrnhahaha
Children iNi JAH........MARANATHA KYMRY SOULJAH ROCKERZ
Children of the climate.
Children Of The Corn
Children of the corn 🌽
Children of the corn.
Children of the corn😳
Children of the corn 2.0nRotten brat!
Children of the corn cringe
Children of The Corn!  Enjoy the show!  Those who scream the loudest have 
the most to lose!
Children of the corn lol
Children of the corn movement
Children of the Corn....Unite!
Children should be seen, not heard.
Children still be used to push political messages what a surprise
Chilldren of the corn
chillest coffee video. That's what it's all about.
Chillout pełną parą :)
chills
CHILLS
Chills.
Chills on that last part
Chi messo non piace non fa sul serio.       !+_*!
China and India are the world's largest polluters, you stupid girl!
China and India does zero... lalalala.
China builds at least 1 coal fired power stations every weeknThis kid is 
brainwashednCarbon tax my hairy ass
China emits more Carbon Dioxide than the U.S and Europe combined, but it 
is always the West that gets all the blame.
China has copied this architecture.
China, Indian, and Russian if they don't play?  Greta should be in school 
learning about the Vostok Ice Cores.
China is the whole SHIT
@chinaownsusarncuz haters like you are stupid to come here and watch!! => 
1 more view!rnif you don't like it leave!
China really has the worst clickbait
China says hold my drink I'll show you skyscrapers.
China, USA, Indien verpesten die Welt und wir blöden deutschen sollen es 
wieder schaffen mann kann es nicht mehr aushalten �😠
CHINESE BULLSHIT AS USUAL.
Chinese has left the chat
Chinese jesus.
ching chang chung dingeling bam bom dong dong!
Chingón el maestro Hendrix.
@ChinnuWoW  Um.........0.0



"Chirule charapa, ala cachama chume"negro sos un mostro. Que bas bas"
Chit
Chocolate
@chocotita98 diet coke isn't going to stop someone from starving to death, 
zero calories, no nutrional value...
Cholercia... grzał koncertowo ;D
Choose your own adventure
Choose your own adventure... 😂😂
Choose your own Kafka? Yes please!
Chopin???????
Chopin: Am I a joke to you?
CHOPIN AND LISZT?
Chopin be likenAm I a joke to you?
Chopin has left the chat*
Chopin is Exist. There's Funeral March.
Chopin is in 7:26
Chopin is like Harry Potter in the chamber of secrets pretending he is not 
there at the start
Chopin is non-existent, very disappointed in this
Chopin is the best, because Chopin is from Poland.
Chopin?! Nocturne op 2 n 9
Chopin, Rachmaninoff ?
Chopin's revolutionary etude, Vivaldi summer presto??!
Chopin took a huge L :(nnFantasie ImpromptunGrand Valse 
BrilliantenNocturne Op. 9 No. 2nBlack Keys Etude
@chris1016661 I know i'm just being picky today ^.^
@ChrisKogos Ohh yes:) youtube.com/watch?v=0G0UT4CnPDA THATS ABSOLUTTLY 
CRAZY! Klick it!
Chris Pratt?
cHRIST
Christ did it during a Storm :(😀 )
Christ...I could have been watching my grass grow or perhaps watching 
paint dry.
Christine Blasey-Ford all over again.
@christismybitch Ok.........
Christmas movie! :D
Christ this music is way out there. I recall buying this as a student 20 
years back, I so didn't get it. It's a real grower with age for me though.
christ, what an unlikeable personality
Chrysler..... circa 1977, 2009, and today.
@chuckdiesel: It works with regular coke too. They just use Diet Coke 
cause it's not sticky like regular coke.
Chuck Norris can do this with orange juice.
Chuck Norris do it without Mentos!
Chuck Norris' ejaculation
Chuck Norris's tears can cure cancer. Too bad he never cries
CHUCKY!
Chucky's sister.
Chúďatko malé retardované.
chui tro conten de pouvoir aller a son concertrnlady gaga is the best
Chupa cariocada,  isso é Funk de verdade.
Chupá cucusclan quem intendeu der um Linke kkkkkk
church as not been so fun...
CIAE amiche
Ciao
Ciao bella gente
ciao io sono Angela sono una grande fan di Ariana  Grande
ciaooo  marco
Ciao salsiccia!😂
ciary.
ciarynBRAWO!nPolak potrafi <3
Cidade de Deus
Cidade de Deus.



cidade de deus)
Cidade de Deus - God City
Cidade de Deus! Hahaha
Ci devo pensare un po´,  forse vengo, forse no.
CI freeform style? Can't remember
Cijeli dan vam se pise da ne stavljate nikakve stikere u komentar jer yt 
brise takve komentare i vi opet ! Cc
Čime smo zaslužili ovu boginju? 😍😍😍
Cinefix can u make a kamen rider costume
CineFix draws the helmet
+Cinefix how much (price) would u say it would cost for u guys to make me 
a kylo ren helmet and costume and ship it to my home!!!
cinefix I love your videos but you could've improved your lightsabre by 
putting the red rope around the blade to make the unstable effect
Cinefix Make Hulk Buster
+CineFix please make magnetos helmet plz
cinefix rulez
+CineFix You should make homemade 'The Martian'. Have fun.
Cingastura najobičnija ... fuj��
Cinjenica je da pesma kida a to je najbitnije,pustite ostale budalastine.
@circaboy1212 Dude, Diet Coke, No sugar. =P
@circaboy1212 haha :D
circuit bubble engine lfpbwp department rate secret like risk.
Circular Quay isn't our version of 'grand central station'.
#cirogomes12 lady gaga vc é maravilhosa
C is a high level language. lol.
C is a very good high level language ! Said by the guys at BellLabs.   
(Kids Today) C is a lowlevel language almost Assembly
"C is a very nice high level language"
C is a very nice "high" level language. :'D
C is high level language! Higher than that is just sissy and u know it! 
nnnnn- Yes Im talking to you little javascript "software engineer"
C is now a low level language!
C is used in everything people take for granted. From basic networking to 
hardware level interactions... Dennis Ritchie is a fucking genius.
CITY BEAUTIFUL
City dwellers telling farmers how to live.  F off.
City of god
City of God
City of God?
city of god kkasjd
City of good ?
Ciudad de dios😎
civil war
clair de lune just. as soon as I head it, my heart skips a beat.
Clap cheeks..
CLAP CLAP
clap clap clap clap already subscribed so liked clap clap clap
clap clap clap clap bravo. but y do i read waste there was not one thing 
wasted great vid!
claps woo
Clapton better than him
Claramente es Ramón Falcón y José Martí el top 4 y lo sabes...
@ClarityFB lol!
claro q lady gaga es la mejorr pesele a quien le pese!!!!!rnrnjustin 
bieber aun no sabe lo q es tener talento0o0
Clasic James Brown ,the fhater Soul 🎶
Class
class
Class Act Soul!
Classic
CLASSIC
Classic



classic
Classic
.:classic:.
Classic !! 🔥  🔥  🔥  🔥
Classic,
Classic!
classic!!!
Classic.
Classic...
Classic😍
Classic😍😍😍 😍
Classic 1990s episode. This great show died in 1999. After season 10, its 
a utter joke!!!
Classical composer: “I will give it a one name word”nFriend: “That might 
be confusing”nComposer: “Then I’ll just say what key It’s in”
Classical master
Classical music In the classical times: ahh yes good quality of music in 
my earsnNow: ahh yes good music for memes and background music
Classic beyond compare
Classic black greatness
classic! first of its kind...
CLASSIC FOREVER ♥
classic, i just wish i could afford that much random crap
Classic 🔥  🔥  🔥  🔥  My mother had this album
CLÁSSICO ABSOLUTO SEM DUVIDAS MARCOU HISTORIAS É ATEMPORAL !!!!!!
Clássico clássico clássico
Clássico Roots, Brasil, Ananindeua, Pará 18/11/2018
classic simpsons  are the best of all time
Classic track good editing ¨
classic video, finally featured.
Classic youtube video right here
Claudinho e buchecha
clean, good job
Cleaniness is like kryptonite for indians😂
Clean your backyard first and stop winging he shot ut because it was dirty 
and stinky . He probaby got shocked seeing that .
Clearly, a brainwashed child.
Clearly she and others like her have no clue as to just how much co2 is 
released into the atmosphere during a volcanic eruption.
Clearly there are no consequences for dragging an innocent man's name 
through the mud.
Clearly, the US has just become 26x more dangerous in the past 40 years.
Clearly this is a blessing from God. I have never found such an “old” 
treasure in my recommended qwq
Clearly wasn’t hugged enough as a child
Click bait and crappy music.  To put it another way, crappy music and 
click bait.  What a f'ing loser.
Clickbait at its finest
clickbait at its finest
clickbait garbage !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Clickbait title
Clicked cause of the title!
Clicked on this for fun but this mix is actually fire haha
click here
<------- click it, you will be proud you did it, im a talented guy that 
plays on a music instrument :D
Click on subscribe, a Bell appears.
Climate change = 5g, HAARP, CERN, SATELITES, US GOVERNMENT
Climate change alarmists go abort yourselves you are wasting valuable 
resources !
Climate change bunk is the greatest threat to my pocketbook and that is 



all !!
Climate change doesnt exist. The scientists have an agenda against us. 
It's all conspiracy
climate change has affected the size of her head.
“Climate Change is a Chinese Hoax!!!” - Trump
Climate change is a hoax
CLIMATE CHANGE IS A HOAX
Climate change is a hoax...and she is a pawn...get over it.  She was 
coached and her parents should be the ones ashamed.
Climate change is a myth!
Climate Change is a scam.  Like all the other scams that came before it.
CLIMATE CHANGE IS A TRICK,  THEY WANT TO CHARGE YOU FOR THE AIR YOU 
BREATH,  CO2 VOUCHERS.....
Climate change is b.s.  This girl and others are being brainwashed
Climate change is bullshit mate
climate change is fake , it just a new way to control resources and 
people , it's all about control .
Climate Change is just weather that is unexpected. Change my Mind
Climate change is lie!!!!!nMeanwhile: Glaciers melting at a rate of 1000 
year per second
Climate Change is not an opinion it is a FACT whether you like it or not.
Climate change isn’t a threatening issue. Please present facts of any kind 
please.
Climate change isn't real...
climate change is part of natures cycle sister , calm down
Climate change is real 😢
Climate Change is real.. Money is only printed paper, it's not going to 
save you.
Climate change is real, she is fake ... not helping the cause at all !
CLIMATE CHANGE IS THE BIGGEST LIE IN HISTORY, ITS USED TO STEAL MILLIONS 
OF DOLLARS AND TO PROMOTE THE NEW WORLD ORDER
Climate change is the hottest religion. Pathetic.
Climate Change may not be a hoax, but it sure is overblown. This little 
girl likely knows very little about it!
Climate change nonsense
CLIMATE CHANGE. PERIODTTTT
Climate Change Potato needs to go away and never return. She's even more 
cringy than David Hogg.
Climate Change Propaganda is a tax on the poor... nothing more.
Climate cringe compilation gold
climate hoax prop. throw her in jail for terrorism.
Climatologists can’t even get tomorrow’s weather right lmao these lab-
coats are a joke
clitoris in throatnmichael doug scott rock the boatnjody surrounded (by 
moat)
@clonekiddo Stutter, you are the one who is stuttering, stuter stuttering, 
or stuttering stutter. Hahahahah
@Clooser76 JLO Comiing we have to watch this evry time <3 nLet's do it
close the bottle when u put the mentos is it... and u got a gun >:D
Close to first idgaf
Close your eyes and you can hear Nirvana, Live at Reading... Was Kurt 
inspired by Jimi?
Clout chaser
Clowns show in a circus)
@cmarcmar123 thanks.
C'mon canadians!  LITTLE BLACK STAR!! playing bad romance :D!!
Cmon guys u can do better than this 0:42  dont make mistakes like this <3
Cmon India, modernize once and for all!!
C´mon it looks pretty good for an american car.
CMON LET MAKE OUR QUEEN NUMBER ONE >:
C'mon man lol ok she lost yeah yeah she still FINE AS SHIT but under a 
minute though 😩😩😩
C'mon people, give the mattress some credit.nAt least it would overcome 



the student debt.
C'mon Ronda, why the low cut blouse / dress, I understand for ratings but 
please stop with the Kardashian tactics.
Cmon South Park.....Parody This shit PLEASE
📂 C:n#📁 Music n  #📁 The Beatlesn    #📁 Bad Songs n      #⚠This folder is 
empty
CnOnLnOnMnßnInA♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
có ai giúp tôi đến được với đất nước tươi đẹp này không
cô ấy bị bất uống thứ gì vậy ??
@cobolt412 man, your so pathetic, go get a life yeah?
@CobraFuMaster  you are right fuck you MrGaby1997
coca cola
Coca-Cola is now white?
Coca Cola! NASA might use coke to launch space craft next time~~
coca cola poetry in motion
Coca-cola show
cocaine
Cocaine in the max
Cocaine is hell of a drug
Cocaine is one!!.
@CODfreak805 and ur logic is oooooh thats right retards don't have logic 
nand you call fat people stupid
@CODfreak805 did i say i like it no... My question is how do people argue 
over stuff like this its not a big deal dude
@CodyMetal who cares?? ahahah
COKE
Coke and mento challenge
coke and mentos
Coke and mentos= fun
coke and mentos owe me 2:58 minutes
Coke and Mentos wasting
Coke Daft Punk : D
CoKe Dancin
coke fest :o
coke firework
Coke Firework wooo i can shower with the coke will drinking it up ;]
çok eğlenceli olsa gerek...
coke isn't food...
coke + mentos = BOOM nyum
Coke of horrible for you, but it's a drug, so I understand.  My drug is 
Mountain Dew (almost as bad)
coke rain huh ? :D coooool
coke should change , no mentos
coke shower. extra sticky
coke sucks anyway
Coke??? Why not heroin?
Coke Works!
Çok güzel lan
Çökmedimi borsada google....?
Cokoske bolje kokodacu
ÇOK SIKILDIM YAW...,rnbenide aranıza alın olm...rnyiter yaaa!!!!
Colabration with a ledgnd.
Cola light + mentos mint
Colbert
Cold brew coffee is too mainstream now, I only drink coffee that's been 
sous vide'd by a Lesbian Buddhist in a man's hat with a plum floating in 
it.
Cold brew is 3 hip 5 me
cold brew is disgusting, hot coffee IS coffee PERIOD
cold brew is superior
Cold coffee is good though, why does it have to be mocked just because a 
phenomenon of trendy people appropriated it? :[
Cold coffee sounds terrible but
COLD COVFEFE



Cold is almost here. Let´s add the coffee to it! nnBrilliant video!
Cold water extraction.
Cole Phelps badge 12-47
@colguille16 oye, si m vas a responder dale en "responder" x favor, o sino 
m pierdo tu respuesta !
Colin Kaepernick should have worn a shirt of this instead of fucking Fidel 
Castro lol
Colin Kaperneck, eat your worthless heart out.
coll
coll!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Collegehumor: We need more government nnAlso CollegeHumor: more government 
is bad
@collinboback1 Shes probably commenting in one tab and watching Justin in 
another, whilst masterbating.
Collins Boys!  Bootsy is half scared and half in awe....but 100% enjoying 
the moment....
coll nice!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Coll song coll movie
COLOMBIA?
COLOMBIA GOES GAGA ! nCOLOMBIA LOVES GAGA !nCOLOMBIA TE ESPERA GAGA !
nnnARTPOP !
COLOMBIA LOVES U GAGA!!!!nnHOPE TO SEE YOU HERE NEXT YEAR
Colombia love you GaGa! <3
Colonel Bogey? Rly?
Colored hair = don't go there
Col sevdigim sarkilardan bir tanesi
Columbia College is in South Carolina.  This is Columbia University
Columbia, how the fuck do you let idiots like this into your super-
selective school?
Comb your hair!
Come Bakura! We must take, his leather pants!
come check my experiment on the kinoki foot pad...nnit seems like a normal 
product but it went terribly wrong after the first night...lol
come check out my experiment if you have the time...nnit went terribly 
wrong!!! you have to see it!
come check out my experiment....nnit went TERRIBLY bad!!!!
Comedy
Comedy, farce and racting in one..
comedy gold
Comedy gold.
Come into the comp please
ComemotoweranameMes1668
COMENTAR!!
comentario en español salvaje aparece
comenten mas y reproduzcan a full monster vamos a los 454.500.000
Comenten mas y reproduzcan mas :D
comenten porafior  ny recueren que a los 30 segundos F5 :D
Come on
COME ON 1 BILLION
COME ON 513.000.000 FOR TODAY !
Come ON Adam, you seriously couldn't find one example of an innocent 
killed by a SWAT team?nBecause I can.
come on ariana
Come on guys, That place is where people live in, too. You can have so 
many awesome experiences if you are just open minded.
Come on guys this is just getting Sealy.
Come‘on， he's no Jesus......
come on i want 300 milion
Come on Jack Slack, you're better than this.nnThat was 3,5 Dillmans at 
MOST.
Come on lady gaga!!!!!!!!
come on lil monsters make this video #1     <3 happy bad romance day!!!!!
Come on man I want to be dead by now if I wanted to be explode into half 



that just now as fishy
Come on now people who wouldn't want a separate bubble dome for the kids 
its brilliant I tell ya
Come on , people .. up to the 300.000.000 :)nLove Youuuu GaGaaa ♥
come on pls....this is ridiculous
Come on Stevie man, you're better than this, why sellout?
Come on!! To climate change non beleivers lets all do the ostrich dance!!!
Come on. Was this necessary? I mean, there was no point in a second one!
Come si dice figata in inglese nIs one figat?
comes out 20 Dec 2016nme watches on 29 May 2019
Comes out in 2016 gets recommended in 2019
come sprecare la coca -_-'
Come to Chandigarh my city ..
Come to Kerela ❤
Come to mumbai.....u will see all western India.........request to all 
haters
Come to Northeast India
Come to West Africa and I will show you what is a true stolen childhood.
come to Yeppoon Central Queensland please, please. please.  PLEASE>
Come watch cute and also most working woman in the world sounded :/
coming
Coming from the girl who can SEE and SMELL Co2? Sureeeeeee.
Coming here from hip hop and electronic music background, i must say Jazz 
is something else.
Coming to unga and bashing doesn’t help either. Talk to the general masses
comment gacher du coca :p
Comments: 666
Comment section = GOLD
Comment section is filled with a bunch of liberal, antifa, dirtbag 
criminal loving idiots.nnJust like America.
Comment section is popping 😂😂  by far the funniest comment section I've 
been in in a while.
Commentsn85% why is this now in my recommended, its late 3 years😮😲💖 🎵  
coolllllllnn10% its very good👌👍 nnn5%idk
CommentsOnlyVEVO fans where are you ?
Comments section to this video can be relatable :D
Comments should NOT be enabled for this video.
Comment te dire merci
Comment vous devez etre plein de sucre apres ca xD !nnBravo c'est fort =)
commercial whore
comm'on monster still voting and watching bad romance we are the best fans 
ever!!!!!!!
Common recommendations.... Like NOW?... For real?? Dope song tho
Communist
Como dancei!!!#
Como decimos en México, Chingona!!!
Como é bom ouvir música de qualidade porque as musicas brasileiras de hoje 
em dia estão umas porcarias.
como esq madonna tiene tantos años en la musica y no es la artista cn mas   
videos  vistos!?????
Como es que recién me entero de esto? 😂😂
Como essas músicas são boas! Saio dançando pela casa.
Como eu não assisti isso antes
Como eu nunca vi esse video antes 😥
Como eu passei 2 anos sem conhecer essa maravilha?
Como eu só conheço essa música em 2019?
Como me gusta ❤❤❤❤ç ççç
Como não admirar ...
como se cambia el color de pelo cada 1semana
Como se llama el disco, para ver la portada ?
como se mueve la chimpance que baila arriba del taburete....



como voto en mtv monster digamen
Compared to Brötzmann's Machine Gun (may 68) his guitar play is not 
progressive but neonationalistic.
Compare it with Kuala Lumpur,  which one is better.
Complete embarrassment!
Complete Evil and you people are praising it. This world is all kinds of 
Fucked Up!
Completely misleading.
completely real. I've done it :) it's fun
Completely stole this bit from Graham Norton who at least acknowledged he 
stole it from reddit group.
completly awesome
Completo!!!nnWhat a video !nnLeaves no doubts about traveling to 
Venice.nnThank you ¨
complex and tasty.
Computer Gods
"Computing is going to be more and more interwoven into peoples lives as 
the years go by..."nMan...... Over 30 years later he's still right
comunque Ariana Grande è troppo brava
Con calles tan solitarias y chocan son medio pendejos
CONCRETE
Concrete jungleeee
Condoms should be free or it may get worse. Here people will have 10 
babies even tho they make less than 10$ pm especially muslims, It's 
depressing.
con el rubio
con esta cancion conocia lady gaga nque genial!!! :D
confia en ti y los monster del mundo.. veras que si remontamos esos 
numeros...
Confucius say, 'man who runs across water, has big feet'.
confused little child
Congrats ari thank god you camr back and took a small break . Love  your 
new music and love the hair
Congrats but I bet I could do this with a bit of practice as well.
Congrats gaga! AND FUCK KATY PERRY!!! I love u gaga you are so talented! 
THUMBS UP IF YOU AGREE!
Congrats Mai Lan for the ad with McDo !
Congrats on 500k keep up the work
Congrats, part of you video was Sport Centers #1 play!!
congratulation for yuo jajaja buenisimo videos tios jajajaj es 1 chongazo 
compadres!
CONGRATULATIONnThat's incredible!
Congratulations
Congratulations America! I wish you will become once again the land of the 
free and home of the brave(as you have lost it at the moment)!
Congratulations Kija!
Congratulations, Miss Fuck Me In The Butt
Congratulations to everyone who thought he would be really walking on 
water.
CONGRATZZZ MOMMY MONSTER LOVE YOU SO MUCH, YOU DESERVE ALL THOSE 8 
AWARDS!!!!!
Congrulations monster you got the 1 billion in 2019👏👏👏
connections with marihuana, Bob Marley?
¿Conoces algo llamado "Sarcasmo" o también tengo que explicártelo?
COÑOOOOOOOOOOOOO NO ME CANSO DE ESCUCHA «««« ««🎸🎸🎸🎸🎺🎷🥁🎹
🎶🎶🎶🎶 🍺 🍺🔪 💊💊°°° ° ° .
Conor Mac will be done the same way 2nd round ko but with flying knee
Conor McGregor would whoop her easily
conquer me gaga, you are terrific!
Conseguimos Brasil. 1 bilhão de visualizações Lady Gaga rainha 😍👑❤
Considered my self to be fortunate to have visited almost all the places 
covered in this video. Amazing city with class infrastructure.



Consider This DONALD TRUMPS' official theme music.
Conspiracy closed: Jimi's guitars brought down WTC1,2,7
Conspiracy: He didn't use PBR because it's hipster beer instead because if 
he used coronas we would know he was casually explained
constant goosebumps throughout the whole entire video
contemporary art
[Content has been deleted]nnnnnnnJK
Context matters
Context, somebody? Please?
continueited saga for briths museum
"Continues to paint at 86" LIFEEEEEE GOOOOAAAALS
Contrary to what usually happens in cartoons, the audience did not 
ironically like it.
Contrast this with Microsoft
@controlyourpoison Do you realies how stupid and immature you sound just 
go out side and do something besides refreshing a page lady gaga sucks
@cookie4gaara I luv ur name!!!
cool
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cool..!!!
Cool�
cool :0
cool a diet coke fountian a good use of diet coke
cool a lot of coke :)
Cool beans !
cool, bery refreshing video, i'm feeling thristy
Cool buildings, but where are the flying cars like on the Fifth Element?
cool... but after, have a shower...
cool but a waste of coke
Cool but fake
Cool,but my costume is ...
cool but pepsi's better
Cool, but  that much money they wasted could feed like 10 kids in africa 
for a life time
cool but they are trying to hide the fact that coke is not healthy
cool butt isn't it there now a sticky mess?
Cool, but too much time on your hands.
cool but.... what a wastennhehehehe (lol)
cool but you have to much free time on your hands
Cool car
cool coke and mentos experiment
Cool collaboration. I don't like the song particularly.
Cool collab. Stevie wonder is amazing ❤❤🎹👋
Cool costume
cool!!!:D
Cool documentary.  Thanks for uploading AT&T Tech Channel.  B)
Cooles stück ich spiele es in einer
Coolest man on the planet
Coolest thing I've ever seen.
coolest thing ive ever seen! :D
Coolest thing I've seen today!
Coolest video (and possibly song ever)!
cool even if the helmet is made out of a trash can
Cool...good job.
cool greetings to all from Russia )
cool ,haha
Cool homemade movei
Cool I am going to do it
cool idea xD
cool I kinda like sing but this sounds much better
Cool i love it i'm gowen to make it .see you in facebook
COOL!!!! I need to try this!!! lol
coolio
Coolioeoeoooeooooooo!
cool it`s not normal coke cause i am a fan of coke and i would get mad if 
it was normal coke
cool i wanna try this but with less diet cokes and mentos
Cool Jazz
cool lol
cool looking album artwork. I'm drinking Dogfish Head Bitches Brew while 
listening to this. Cheers!
Cool! looks like a good movie
cool man
cool Music friend
🔥🔥🔥🔥 🔥  cool musicman   ♪ ♫ ♬ ♫ 🎶🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥  cool music  ♪ ♫ ♬ ♫ 🎶
coolness
Cool ! no more
cool not boring 😧😧😧
Cool. Now add some land to lower manhattan and build the twin towers 
again. Taller and stronger.
Cool, now we just need Ben to make a f$@#ing Zoolander 2!
cool on the news well a long time a go they said it cost money 2 watch 



this
Cool protest tune.. you guys should check this one out https://youtu.be/
LLqqZmNFa_A
Cool, Ryan Tedder co-wrote this song
cool sa doit être bien de fair sa (ja sais pas parler anglais 10 ans ) ^^
Cool Skipper bag!
cool song
cool song +++++++++++++++++++++++
cool song i love it this video :)
cool song.  M83 brought me here
Cool sound effects, but that probably detuned the crap outta his guitar
Cool stuff..
cool....supercool..wanna  dANCE
cool, take it further, how bout 200 bottles of coke?
cool that rocks
cool! This time it's The British Museum. I hope its a little more about 
the Museum's storage capacity this time
Cool to think my grandma was in that crowd
cool, u guys r fuckin awesome
cool! very incessant experimenters!!!
Cool video
COOL VIDEO.
Cool video :) 5 stars all round!
cool video but dont those people have anything better 2 do with their 
lives??
cool video, for me id just want to figure how to create the robe and just 
buy the mask at the disney store hahaha
cool video i like the song
cool video love the way they made a fountain with coke and mentos
Cool video on such an amazing place. Are you on BitChute?
Cool videos! a good idea) So throw to frisbees a great talent!!!
Cool video, ty for getting rid of crappy diet coke, its nasty....
cool vidnbut kinda a waste of moneyni mean u guyz like like 50 2-liters of 
diet coke and just waste it
cool... we watched that in science class.
cool! we watched this video in science class last year, and completly 
forgot about it. how much did all that cost? XD
COOL! what's the title of this song?
coool
coool!!      good job guys! :)))))))
coooliest
coool whats the name of the song
cooool
Cooool I want to visit this paradise
Coooollll!!#5stars
COOOOLLLZZZ!!
cooooolio!
cooooool
coooooool
Cooooooolllllll!!!! XDXD :):)
cooooooool
coooooooool diet coke rain nummi nummi nummi
cooooooooool
cooooooooooool!!!!!!!:-)
Coordenação
copia de CHRISTINA AGUILERA 😒😒😒😒😒😒😒😒😒😒😒😒
@CopperGaut send me the link of the video please
copy and paste this to 10 videos or your mum will die within the next 4 
hours....
Copy of dp
Corporate trash ft. Stevie Wonder and Arianna Grande
Correction: Greta Thunberg is being used as a puppet to spread the climate 
change lie in front of the very people who are pushing it.
correction man gaga



correction: "Shaolin monk runs atop [plywood] for 125 meters, sets new 
record"
corrupt politicians
co sa azy
cosas rre comunes en ar nada de otro mundo...
Cosa vuoi di più?
coś nie do opisania, jeden z najważniejszych wykonów muzyki hip hop na 
żywo  w jej światowej historii
Coś niesamowitego! :)
Coś pięknego.
Cost must be less in 06 than right now. :P
Costume looks pretty crap, I would suggest not using a bowl for the top of 
a head... Too circular... But the lightsaber looks pretty good
Cost u more
Coś wspaniałego !!!!
coś wspaniałego!
Coś wspaniałego.
Co trzeba mieć we łbie żeby by dać łapę w dół, nie rozumiem tego
Co tu dużo mówić ojciec prawdziwy wirtuoz ,to i syn ogromny talent w  
nowym i orginalnym stylu . Naprawde ogromny szacun.
cough    cough
cough* dude perfect cough*
cough The lone ranger and tonto fistfight in heaven. cough
Could a kid with a message against climate change get the same platform?
Could anyone tell me what 'Marley's hot on the box' means? Thanks.
Could be the youngest member of The New World Order!
Could hou make a black panter costume
Could I substitute the metal pan for a mason jar when straining?
could it be done with regular coke or is there something in diet that 
regular doesnt have that wouldn't make it react?
Couldn't take my smile off my face....
Could of at least bought a better cam  so we could se the awesomeness more
Could.. Swat being used more people there are more armed criminals now?
Could teach me how to make genji from overwatch plz
could they be any better i think not
Could u guys Please add a list of everything needed thank u
Could you do a DIY Darth Vader?
could you guys do one about mumbai?
could you guys please make a flash costume
Could you imagine being at this concert...sun rising and Jimi playing 
this....wow
could you make a girl version of this this ??? ♡
Could you make a homemade xenomorph or at least a the head
Could you make a part 2? Because i feel like there are some missing
Could you make a video about the Shimizu mega pyramid project in Tokyo?
Could you make Charizard
Could you please do suicide squad
Could you please find she said
could you pls do a death stroke suit:)
could you put subtitles  please??
Could you show us how to cook our own gluten-free, open-range bread?
courage.
Courageous a f
Courageous girl
Cousin?
cover yourself up you ugly skank. thats exactly what you got, kicked in 
the head. hahahahahahahahaaa. buhbye manjaw
Cowboy Cerrone says Ronda Rousey ain't hot on Joe Rogan's podcast. Someone 
should send him this video. God damn!
Cow in the street 😱
coyote where is your sign?
co za gość.. damnn.. :-)
C... Pleasant...?
c quoi la musique stp



@CR7burstlimit only when she's farting.
Crabs actually build quite the homes under rock work. Creating collumns of 
sand that support the rock, quite intelligent.
Crabs are really cute!
crack
Cracking tune, reminds me of painting my mother's kitchen when for some 
reason
@craismith can't send a link so go to dictionary(Dot)com and type in spelt
@craismith Just a little gotta help mother monster lolrnKISSES!
@craismith rnWHO SAID I WAS BANGIN?rnHELLA RACIST JUST CUZ IM LATINA rnGET 
THE FUCK OUTTA HERE LIL PUNK
@craismith XD Also i mean over 9000!!!! XD
@craismith yea i have been busy my holidays were great what about yours?
@cranro Shut the fuck up grammar Nazi.
crap
Crap
CRAP!!!!!!!!!
crap is not really interesting
crappppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp fuck you lady gaga
Crash Bandicoot Soundtrack.
craziness!
craziness....
Crazy
CRAZY
crazy!
Crazy!!!!!!
CRAZY EXPERIMENTS ! But.. it's so fun :D
Crazy. haha I like that.
Crazy how it went exactly how she said it wouldn't go
Crazy how like half the kids at my elementary school don’t know this 
classic :(
crazy. i can hear the peoples screams and the machine guns and the plane 
coming and dropping a bomb. RIP JIMI. and it goes woth the words perfectly
Crazy is Good!nn/SML
Crazy Jewess bitch
Crazy little girl out of a horror flick. Generation Z=Zombie's
crazy.....looks like they're using hoses though... i dont think it would 
spray that long
Crazy man
Crazy people...
Crazy people ! Friends Visit my video remix of Gaga with Spears in my 
channel, comment with respect and education ok. kiss !
Crazy.. she called it lol
Crazy skills
Crazy, the foresight that Ronda had regarding the fight, a side from the 
obvious.
Crazy town had children!
C.R.E.A.M.  killed me.
Created some real passion to this playlist. Been really hard to find a 
playlist we both enjoy. Bravo '
Creative but what a waste of coke.
Credo '-'
Creepy
creepy as fuck
Creepy child she needs happyines in her life shes so sad🌧🌧🌧
Creepy cringe , but China is #1 polluter ,any thing we do in Canada will 
mean absolutely nothing, a unsurmountable amount
creepy fucking kid.  What did they do to her to get her to believe this?  
Her eyes look like she has no soul and wants yours LOL
creepy girl
Creepy kid
Creepy kid. nNeeds help. nStop using this child. nIt is clear to see she 
nHas mental problems n🌺  get her some help.



Creepy robot girl
Creepy. Stalinist like. Kids doesn’t know anything.
Creepy, this would because great Saturday night live skit but they would 
never do it because SNL is fucking lame.
Creo que esta es la ultima película donde salio Robin Williams :(
creo que lo de las reproducciones es cierto pero lo demas es falso!
creo que muy adelantada a su época  con ese  estilo
cries bc i remember watching this in school years ago
cries in empire state building
Cries in Satie
CRINGE
cringe
Cringe
C R I N G E
Cringe😐 😐 😐
Cringe 2.0
cringe af
Cringe af.
Cringe as hell.
CRINGEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
cringe, wie den Demonstranten hier völlig unkritisch nach dem Maul geredet 
wird.
cringeworthy.. what did I just watch
cringey :
Cringiest girl ever! Not her fault to be so brainwashed though...
Cringy
Cringy....... 🙄
cringy shit
Crisis actor from a family of actors, she wont have anything much in the 
way of science education.
Criticism is very healthy. But not too much
Crknite dusmani, Kija vraca puta dva!!!!!!
Crna boja joj stoji bomba..Ma sve joj boje stoje..
Crna torta, ccc c sta ce reci Vraginja?
CRO #4 💪
Crocodile tears af😂😂
crowd only knows dr. dre?
Cruella  DeVille in her early years!
CrUnCH
Cry baby cry... You are not old enough to know better. So cry baby cry.. 
cry cry cry.
CRY BABY 😭😭😭😭 😭😭  GET her outta here!!!
Cry baby how boring...
Crying doesn't make it more convincing.
@csihardfan111 ok. i fucking hate gaga. gtfo.
Csikós Post - Hermann Necke ? .....
@CTLow831 thats not. justin bieber with baby is the most viewed video on 
youtube!
cual cancion es la k ponen. posdata. es el video mas genial k e visto
cual es el objetivo :D ?
Cuando América era América, tiempos que no volverán pero que siempre 
recordaremos😀
cuando habrán las 400.000.000?
Cuando haces una crítica a la Guerra de Vietnam sin decir una sola 
palabra...nSimplemente mágico.
Cuando Marry The Night se estrene no hay que dajar BAD ROMANCE porque la 
wakala wakala nos alcabzaria!
Cuando una artista NO TENGA ENEMIGOS NI FANS QUE LA DEFIENDAN es porque 
realmente ha muerto musicalmente!!! Gaga los tiene... y muucho!!!
cuando va de rojo es igualita en la cara y en el pelo a mi tia estrella:)
Cuanta basura!



Cuantos.lo copiaron a este genio!!!!
Cuantos monsters presentes que den me gusta para saber cuanto avanzara 
gaga ya que se que tengo hermanos que no dejan a my Mother Monsther atras
@CubanSF you are such a dumbass. You stupid dibshit. Go get a life
Cubista Spettacolare !!! Bravissima e a tempo !! Perfetta !!!😎
Cuckoo
Cuddled up with this music... Sweeet
CUDO OD ZENE
Cuerpo caliente con James Brown
Cult leader
Culture creation............
Cunt.
Curious how they make room for all of these buildings? Do they just buyout 
and knock down entire city blocks?
Curious minds googled for curious things...
Curious what the view / min rate of this video is.
Curooooo prekucala si 😘😘😘😘 ❤😙😙😙
Curoscant slowly becoming reality.
Current American hymn, no?
Curren$y brought me here..and im very glad he did. Good vibes everybody ✈ 
✈ ✈ im high af
Curti muito e dancei muito também
curto d +
Cuse no one likes diet coke
Customer Development gone WRONG
Cute as fuck.
cute  black  girl  back  there  swanging  ha  ha  ha  moving  in  time  
get  up  !!!!!!!!!
Cute songAri is the best
cutest ariana luv you
cuties
Cutie shakin her moneymaker!
CUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUNT!
cuz i don't care ;)
cuz its amazing dude
Cyber Cole = Bellend
CYBORG CYBORG CYBORG CYBORG CYBORG CYBORG CYBORG CYBORG CYBORG CYBORG 
CYBORG CYBORG
Czadzik! :D
czekamy na powtórkę...
czekamy na zbliżający się koncert Powodzenia :)
Czemu nie ma nEminema? :)
Człowiek Muzyka
człowieku jesteś niesamowity !!! nzazdroszczę wszystkim na widowni :-*
czy można gdzieś obejrzeć całość lub kupić płytę dvd ?
CZY MOŻNA KUPIĆ PŁYTĘ Z TEGO KONCERTU ??
Czy te aranżacje zostały wydane na płycie ?
Czy tylko ja słucham tego kilkanaście  razy dziennie  ?? Kocham tooo!!
:D
:D ♥
@D4NC3R9182 I SHARE YOUR JOY!
Daaaaaaaaaaaaamn it's fucking good after school <3 Thank you Lady Gaga for 
give meaning to my life since 2008 <3 !
Daaaaaamn Ariana's voice.
daaaaamnnn...exposed her whole offense like Bill Belichick
DAAAAAMN!!!!! THAT'S EXACTLY HOW IT WENT!!!!!
daaaamn!!!!!!
DAAAAMN MAAAN finally found n° 38nShazam, you suck
Daaaamnn it's soooo frk good! Hallelujah!
DAAAAMN THAT HAIR LOOKS SOO FUCKIN GOOD ON HER. SHE LOOKS SO DAMNN GOOD 
HERE. NOT THAT SHE DOESN'T LOOK GOOD ALWAYS BUT DAMN ASDFGHJK
DAAAMN ARIANA!😍
Daaamn daniel  back at it again with the time travelling



Daaam!!  thanks bro
daaa shiiiiiiiiiiit
Daaasmmmnnn son
Daam Daniel back at it again with the brown hair
Da bi bila velika,spremi se da ti se rugaju,mrze te I ne razumeju.OSTANI 
SNAZNA!Sitne duse ne razumeju  SNAZAN DUH!!!Izdrzi Kiki!
Da bi dosli do trendinga 1 moramo po satu imati dosta pregleda i sto vise 
lajkova na pesmu.To je najvaznije.
Da bimbo la ascoltavo sempre che ricordi
Dabogda ceo zivot prvala i sretna bila
Dabogda vi crkli sa morbidnim pesmama kocka i amorova strela a vasi fanovi 
naricu uz vas.fuj
Da bog sacuva.
DADA!!!!!!
Dadadadadadadadadada
dadadadadadadan:)
dadaism dont make sense to me
dad  how are you  love you.      happy birthday to me   we need to Talk
Dad: Turn that off!rnMe: Why?rnDad: I got better speakers in the living 
room!
Daeeuuum she is scary sexy !
Daenerys Targaryen or Lady lyanna
Da fuck. If I hadn't checked the comments I wouldn't have known this song 
was released in 2016 .___.
Dafuq ? Why have i only just heard this ? And why isn't this popular !?
Dafür gibt Deutschland millionen anderen illegalen Asyl ³
#dahceteuritmuzajedno
Dahcete u ritmu zajedno!!!
Dahčete u ritmu ZAJEDNO idemooooo zajedno do 3M još danas Možeemo mi too
DAHCETE U RITMU ZAJEDNOOOOOOOOn AlOOOOOOOO
,,DAHĆETE U RITMU ZAJEDNO" U PRIJEVODU ,,SVRŠI PA ĆEŠ OPET"
daily dislike
DäiR deeäiFhiNäiRraWSh eesstàsdoRzihNNäiTommBaLL LáryNumD&&&%&DaaarrtttT´s 
tare Daß!
Da James brown in vegas1988
Dajcie jeszcze koncert bo tylko na internetach i moich głośnikach bazując 
nie jestem w stanie zrozumieć i pojąć potęgi tego występu....
Da je Kijevac biti lako Kijevac bi bio sva'ko ❣  💪💪💪
Da je kurvetina, kurvetina je. A jos i provucen glas da lici na nesto. Sad 
cao.
Daje radę:D
Da je volim,malo je reći :) 👑  👏   ❤ !
Daj objesi se pizdo
Dajte ljudi jel ste vi ozbiljni pa ovo ni za prvi razred nije jbt 
uozbilljite se malo.... SMESNOOOO
Daleko najbolja stvar od Kije ubjedljivo!!!
Dali and Jhoan Roa are my favorite artists
Da li ce biti milion do sutra 🤔 🤔🤔 ?nInace , pesma ✔✔✔❤
Da li da prestanes vise o Slobi da pevas ako si   ga vec   prebolela?
Da li je Kija u prvih 20 sekundi ,,trudna,, ili ih tamani jednog po 
jednog?😂
Dali je moguce da ima vise pregleda od Emine Jahovic VUKOVI.nljudi vas je 
pogodila nBlesava strela.
Da li je ovo Kijina najbolja pesma?🔥 nP.S meni daaa
Dali je ovo pesma posvećena sobi hmm
Da li je ovo Teodora u spotu?
Da li je realno da žena bude ovoliko lepa?😍💣 ❤Pesma grmiii🔥
Da li je vas ubila Amorova strela??? I menee jee 😁
Da li  me vara osecaj ili smo veceras slozni kao nekada dok smo pratili 
Zadrugu 1?



Da li mi se čini ili je oduvala?
Da li postoji neko od Kijevaca da se preziva KOCKAR ?
Dali se i vama brisu lajkove pa morate iznova sve komentare lajkovati ili 
problem je samo kod mene?
Da li spavas mirno Radanovic balvane 💪😂 ❤
Da li ste vi svjesni da smo u BIH sa trona skinuli Jala&Buba ft. Milan 
Stankovic!? Ovo je nevjerovatan uspjeh, presrećna sam, dragi moji 🥂🍾💃
Da li su zecevi spremni za veceras, sta mislite?😀 Ajmo samo pozitivno dok 
slusamo hit za ovu godinu.
Dali un gran carpertovetonico universal !
Da li za ovu pesmu imati rečinMa pokidalaaaaaaaaa
DAM, 101 FREAKING BOTTLES!!!
dam 202 litres of coke nd they didnt drink one bit ...
dama gaga - loša romansa :)nndobra mačka :)
Damals war ich 17 Jahre alt,das war der Hammer
Dame she is being so dramatic...it’s not like it’s the end of the 
world.nnnnnOh...wait it is
Dame the years may have been many but Stevie never lost it
@DamettaLifart why do you hate so much our mamy GAGA ????
Dam Hendrix.  I mean Guitar God...
Da miedo
dam. Im hot right now!
Damm im a 99 baby and we really missed a hell of an era
Dammit the song I'm looking for still isn't in this video
Dammit why can't I think of anything good like this!?!
dammit Y U N sing in proper english !!!
dammm bro go on 💃  yeahh 😍
Damm !!....those skills tho
Damn
damn
......DAMN!
damn!
Damn.
damn 152.5 million hits
Damn 900 Million + Wow
Damn, ależ to genialne! Gratuluję!
damn almost 200 million views. WOW!!!!! luv the vid and i can c y there r 
so many views
Damn!! ARE YOU REALLY SURE STEVIE THAT PIZZAS COME FROM ZIMBABWE????!!!! I 
THINK ITS FROM ITALIA!!!  (its a joke)
Damn Ariana is on Fleek and she deserved it
DAMN ARIANA LOOKS SO GOOD SLAY
Damn. Ariana worked so hard this year😍  She slay everything💓😈
DAMN BEUTIFUL!!!
Damn bro... these Sgt. Pepper guys really sound like The Beatles
Damn bro this is nice
Damn, Brown had so much energy
damn..called it exactly how it went..
damn. can anybody how the hell am I suppose to get 523 mentos and 101 2-
liter bottles of coke?
Damn can't believe we stole this preschooler's dreams and childhood
Damn can't wait to see more buildings, gawd I wish I was rich, I'd move 
right in if given the opportunity
Damn commercial in the middle of a song !
Damn . Creative and wasteful.
Damn, Damn.  James was the bomb.
“Damn Daniel”😂II
DAMN DANIEL
Damn Daniel!
Damn dat color correction for real
Damn didn’t even know this song existed.



Damn does anyone know the name of the song???
DAMN DON'T YOU LOOK STUPID NOW RONDA!
Damn dude. This is my first time hearing this album. It's surreal.
Damn even 46 years later and this shit is still lit
Damn, even back then I was awesome.nnYou're welcome niggas!
Damn every time he replicated the sound of bombs dropping, I can feel my 
heart tearing apart
damn! exactly what happened to her. lol nshe foresaw what will happen to 
her. a kick in the face.
Damn. Frank Reynolds has such a diverse background.
Damn Frodo.
Damn girl... You should visit the big boi world... Pay some bills of your 
hard earned money... Maybe Just maybe you would consider your words
Damn, havent seen a lot of those places
damn... he can't see how cute she is..
Damn, her face looks it was flattened by an Ugly Shovel.
damn her hair  😍 😍
DAMN!! He still got it!!! he really lives up to his WONDERful name ;)
damn he sucks at his own games...
damn homer should replace elon musk ask the chairman of tesla
Damn how can she be that emotional while reading her paper for every 
setence
Damn, how much money did you spend on all those props? Because I really 
hope you actually spent money on them and didn't just have them already...
Damn i didn't know Wiz Khalifa could time travel!!!
damn if i were the coke company id be pist
Damn I got to shit,  someone take notes for me
Damn I love New York
Damn, I'm late to the recommendations squad. Lit song, Stevie!
Damn i never knew about thisssssss
Damn I remember getting head to this playlist and now I miss my ex wtf 😩
😭

Damn it happened exactly the way she wanted. Smh Ronda.
damn it happened the exact way she said it wouldn't
Damn it i'm not the first one
Damn it, it got stuck!
Damnit I thought homer traveled back in time and found himself as a car 
manufacturing business man 🤔
damn it potter stop time travelling all over the place😲
damn it's like a dancing water, genius
damn it that was awesome but i could have drank all that coke
Damn. It went exactly like she said it wouldn't.
damn it went exactly like that :-(
Damn....I wanna smash one time that's all!
Damn, I want to go her so badly.
Damn, I would gladly listen to full versions of each track by this great 
collective! Kinda reminds me of Shawn Lee's Ping Pong Orchestra.
Damn i wouldn't mess with her!
Damn, James Brown without that perm, I am shook.
damn james invented hit it and quit...lmfao
damn james that was you on the pie ana
Damn Jimi....why did u have to leave. 😥
damn, latest version in 2013?
Damn love this shit
DAMN my brother was of the damn hook!!!
Damn my legs can't stop moving
DAMN my life is boring
Damnnn
Damnnnn this playlist made me last more than 1 hour😂😂😂
DAMNNN POETRY!!!
Damn NYC is going nuts again with skyscraper development! Just like the 



old days
Damn Once the music starts I need to wiggle and jiggle my fatness like a 
sex machine!!😜😜😜😜😂😂  Let it loose!!
DAMN PEOPLE!! how are those stinky beiver fans getting the ratings sooooo 
high? They are increasing so fast! COME ON LITTLE MONSTERS! VIEW!! :D
damn powerful!
Damn reflections never actually show your face!
damn. rnrngood luck surpassing this amazingness gaga.
Damn Ronda looks like a man.
Damn Ronda looks sexy 😍😍
Damn ronda u fuck up
DAMN. ROUSEY SHOULD CONSIDER A JOB WITH THE WEATHER CHANNEL!!!
damn satanistic freak...
Damn she annoying.
Damn she called her own loss, shit went down exactly as she thought it 
would, which makes Hollys win even more impressive to me.
Damn, she did exactly what Ronda said she would do. She got her 
frustrated...then she kicked her in the head. :( nMaybe next time Ronda.
damn she has a cute smile
Damn. She is a powerful speaker
Damn she is hurt...😔
damn she is naked
DAMN!!!! She just laid out exactly how she lost. WOW!!!!
Damn she looks FINE in this one!
damn she predicted how Holm could of probably win her... nd what just 
happened like an hour ago rousey got defeated just like that crazy shit
damn. she's gorgeous!!
😱  damn she's hot  🔥🔥🔥
Damn she's hot!!. That cleavage!
Damn she should have taken her own advice.
damn she's irritating.
Damn she's not humble at xD
Damn she sooo hot
damn she so sexy
damn! she's psychic
damn shes sexy
Damn she's sincere and pissed , you know how I know that? its because she 
sounds exactly like my ex
Damn Sticking Keys + Not a "Tool"  Of Music
Damn that booty looking FIIIIIIIIIINEEEEE
Damn! That chick can move
Damn that crowd was horrible.
Damn that girl dancing has some nice thighs
Damn that girl has the voice of a goodness lol
Damn, that made me cry.
Damn. That's "Bling bling lame Hip-Hop History Orchestrated"nShit.
Damn! Thats exactly what happened!
Damn that sister is fine as hell and can dance her ass off,,
damn, thats like...30 bucks worth of stuff.. WITH a vons club card.nnthats 
usin your noggins boys! good job!@
damn that snap at 23:18 tho!
Damn! That so classy as and so Hot ! Nice man
damn, thats so cool
Damn that was fun.
:| damn that was nice..
Damn, the happiness and gratitude in his eyes after takeoff. That's 
something really special you did m8.
damn this channel is sick good
Damn this chick gets weirder looking with each video!!
Damn, this did NOT age well
Damn this girl is so brainwashed
Damn, this is crazy!! Loving it!!



damn, this is powerful!!
damn this is so bad, the mix is also incredibly off. Stevie is playing a 
piano that is not heard in the track ? WTF
Damn , this is some snarky fun. Hilarious.
Damn this is that funk baby µ
damn this song made my day
damn those mentoses  are like steriods for coke
Damn. Too much fricking drama. Tone it down kiddo.
Damn ufas
damn waist of coke and mentos
Damn.... what a fucking OMEN.... she saw everything coming, and could not 
prevent her fate. it's like one of those old nordic myths
Damn, when I first hear BB, I couldn't stomach it after 20 seconds!  Now, 
I'm feelin' it.....!
Damn✌yeah Get up P a like sex machine 🤖
Damn you barely see women walking on the street.
Damn YouTube algorithm
Dam she called her own knockout lls
dam.....why am i aroused?
@Danabelieber100 y justin mierda
Danas 2 M
Danas 3 miliona, Kijevci, pojacajmo pregleda i naravno komentare.
DANAS BI MOGLI OVO DA PUSTITE ZADRUGARIMA KAO POKLON ZA DAN ZALJUBLJENIH 
CEO SPOT
Danas ce biti 2M na Amorovoj streli  i na pjesmi sa Slobom, jos malooo 
samo malo fali
danas ću sa uživanjem ceo dan slušati Kiju i njenu divnu pesmu , pokidala 
žena , tako se to radi , bravoo bravooo
danas dan  zaljubljenih...nisam mogla bolji poklon dobiti...HVALA TI 
KIJA...pjesma EXTRA VRH
Danas do ponoći 2 miliona pregleda i 21 hiljada komentara, lagano!😎💪
DANAS IDEMOOOOO PO DRUGI MILION
Danas je bila prelepa u jutarnjem programu.
DANAS JE TEŽAK DAN.......
DANAS J TAJ DAN DAN - DAN  ZALJUBLJENIH I DAN KAD JE NAŠA KIKI OBJAVILA 
SVOJ JOŠ JEDAN HIT !
Danas mij godisnjica braka i nema veceg i lepseg poklona nego kijina 
pesma😍❤
Danas prekidamo dijetu, milke padaju kao kisa 😁
Danas, sam nesto bila zauzeta..evo slusam pesmu..zarazno. 
Idemooooo...Bravo...Kijaaaaaaa
danas se prelazi cifra od 2.500 milkica
Dançarina linda!!!
Dancei esse black no 10 de novembro na vila popular. Com amaral. 
Buru.tonho neguinho. Era bom demais. Aos 30 anos atraz. So saudades.
Dance Of The Knights!
Dancer in the back sexy as hell
dancer looks like a man in Drag look at where the panty line should be at 
looks like a padded ass that's why they won't show it close
Dancer on that platform has the moves!
@@ dancing coke~!
dang^.~
Dang at 2:41 we almost get a. Face reveal
dang... diet coke and mentos... wow...rnrnreally cool
dang i dont get how thye did that at first they somehow had a string on 
the mento and dropped it on with the lid on usally they cannt fit
Dang I feel bad for the ppl only finding this now, we been bopping to this 
the last 2 years
dang it, I was 15 when this song came out... and I friggin still love it!
Dang nice
dang she effed up
Dang, that diet coke logo is so old...



Dang that electrical grid is something else!! not to mention all the 
garbage and congestion..
dang you should have made your channel name i suck at cooking and the 
initials would've been isac AND THEN YOU MAYBE COULD HAVE THE NAME ISAAC 
IDK
@danhoot12  YOU ARE IN SANE SANE GET A LIFE IF YOU KNOW HOW TO JUST GO TO 
HELL
Daniel 💖💖💖
Daniel 😍😍😍 😍😍😍
Daniel😍 😍
daniel always so cool
Daniel, Daniel, Daniel. What are we going to do with you?
Daniel does seems to be a nice guy!
Daniel going off to war then behind him is also Neville going off to war 
too ahaha
Daniel has a relaxing accent
Daniel is a gift
Daniel is an immortal from highlander. Lol
daniel is so adorable, i shall call him sQUISHY and he shall be mine. 
nnnnnnnsquishy.
DANIEL IS SO CUTE I'M CRYING
Daniel is so handsome . l luv him
Daniel is very beautful Herry Potter forever
Daniel kinda looks like my uncle
Daniel obviously got a time turner and likes drag
Daniel Radcliffe has AIDS
daniel radcliffe is a fun funny gentleman
daniel radcliffe is such a guy
Daniel Radcliffe is the kind of all talk shows!👑👑👑😍😍
Daniel Radcliffe is very cute even if he as an old lady
daniel radcliffe mejor cantante y hace musica bonita me encanta todos
Daniel Radcliffe! Such a cool guy
Daniel says like in an American accent 😀
DANIEL'S SO ADORABLE.
daniel, time traveling, a lady in a portrait, ... ugh those harry potter 
memories
Dan I know a person that looks like you and from the pass.............. 
HARRY POTTER duh!
@danikrogt add me!
Dan is an angel. best day of my life meeting and hanging out with him. HOW 
HAS IT BEEN FIVE YEARS SINCE IT ENDED
dan is losing his acsent
Dan is super adorable ❤❤❤
Danke
Danke an das gesamte Redaktionsteam  für diese exzellente Doku !
danke Arte
Danke Arte. Nicht nur  für das was gesprochen wurde, sondern auch die 
Außenaufnahmen    Mashiro Ichijo schließe mich vollkommen Deiner Meinung 
an.
Danke für alles 🌳🌱💞
Danke für den Upload, arte! Mehr davon bitte...
Dankeschön
Dan looks like a director I had one time with that wig
DANNBY BEVETO
dann man. why can't ppl start makin music like this and all the old music. 
they don't make music now. !!
Dannnnnyyy devvviiiitoooooo
Dann that's nice but I love hearing her say oh baby that's good
Dannu Devito
Danny D!
Danny Davido



Danny davito !
Danny DeLet Dis
Danny Devetos voice used to be so different.
DANNY DEVITO
danny devito
Danny DeVito
Danny Devito
Danny devito
Danny de Vito
Danny de vito?
Danny Devito ?
Danny Devito!
Danny DeVito!!
DANNY DEVITO!!!
Danny Devito!!!
DANNY DEVITO!!!!
Danny DeVito?
Danny Devito?
Danny devito?
danny devito?
Danny devito??????
Danny devito.
Danny de Vito <3
Danny Devito amazing performance
Danny Devito as a Simpson hurts me
Danny devito as homers brother nice
danny devito god bless you
*DANNY DEVITO INTENSIFIES*
Danny devito in the Simpsons
Danny devito is a fuckin killer
Danny De Vito is a legend
Danny devito is awesome here he plays as Homer's brother.
Danny Devito is Godlike
Danny DeVito is such a great voice actor
danny devito is the fuckin GOAT
Danny devito! It’s frank
Danny DeVito lol
Danny DeVito sounds young as shit.
Danny Devitos voice acting here is truly excellent.
Danny de vito?? That u?
Danny devito voice
Danny devito voiced this character perfectly
Danny D rules
Danny fucking Devito was in the simpsons?!?@??@
Danny is that you?
Dan seems like a really cool guy!
Danse Macbre?
Dan Stevens?!
Dan Stevens!!! As in MATTHEW CRAWLEY!!! Hihi.
Dan Stevens as Lancelot?! DEFINITELY want to see this now!!
Dan Stevens as Sir Lancelot!
Dan Stevens who playes as lancelot looks soooo hot in the movie, but 
actually he is not that handsome.
Dan:What is wrong with me looking like lots of people and old ladies?!?!
nMe:*sighs*in wish I looked like u I W's going to be HARRY POTTER
#danyboyrad for president 2020
dany devito as a car salesman..... haha whats new
Dan you finally fixed your hair and outfit
DAN ZALJUBLJENI A JA GLEDAM OVA DVA HAMBURGERA KOJI PRIJE DA POJEDEM😭😭
Dan zaljubljenih❌ nAmorova strela✅ n💫 Bravo Kija ,pokidala si💫
Dan zaljubljenih❌ rnAmorova strela✅ rn💫 Bravo Kija ,pokidala si💫
da para lutar com a sabre de luz ou nao
Daredevil



dark beautiful fantastic...
@darkcheese98 naaah Chuck Norris will make it with with water... raining 
water
"dark espresso beans" don't exist you fuckin normie
DARKHORSE
@darkiegirl27 lady gaga needed to copy other artists styles to make 
something extremely ridiculous and weird to actually get attention
@darknlight888 yea it is!!!
@Darksamurai1501 i am skinny in real life, but your comments, they're 
making me lol xD. your really giving me a good time. i apreciate it. :D
@Darksamurai1501 i did but u keep on responding to me fucker goodbye
@Darksamurai1501 lol yes!
@Darksamurai1501 wow lol!!
darling harbour that bridge torranga zoo n Bondi. ....that's it u won't 
find anything else in Sydney
@Darnell151208 same reply as before , too tired to type it again
@DarnessGaGa PORTUGAL IS SHIT
darn monkey
darn thats a lot of coke...
Darth Vader
Daru Oda Maravilhosa!
das arme schwein, sitzt in russland und trinkt keinen alkohol... OMG
dasar pengecut
Da se zaokruzi 1m na youtube,pa cemo sutra da slavimo 2m u real-time...
Das gute daran ist , es wird sich vieles ändern, weil wir Menschen sind !!
Das hier ist der offizielle Like-Botton für alle, die den Klimawandel als 
Bedrohung anerkennen.
Da się to kupić na jakimś albumie?
Das ihm nichtmal die Schweiz schutz giebt...
Das ist der größte  Ärger  der westlichen Staaten, saß Russland den 
Amerikaner politisches Asyl gewährt  hatte.
Das ist erbärmliche Presse. Es GIBT konkrete Forderungen
Das ist ja wie bei den Lemmingen,einer läuft vor in den Abgrund und alle 
laufen blind hinterher.
Das ist Musik,das ist Show. Thats Funk!!!!
Das ist nicht normal... Voll vestörremd !
Das ist noch richtige Musikn100%
Das krasseste: Der Titel ist noch untertrieben. Weltweit waren es mehrere 
Millionen Menschen.
Das sad
Das wichtigste, was der Mensch lernen sollte ist sich selbst konstruktiv 
zu hinterfragen.
Das zeigt das wir in Deutschland keine Demokratie haben !
dat ass is 10/10
DAT BIG OL COIN DOE
dat cu ti ja moju strelu hehe
Dat dress tho
Da te nema trebalo bi te izmisliti!
DAT FACE @ 2:18 X''D
dat face xddnhttp://prntscr.com/794yx6
Da ti nisi prvi glas Srbije, mila majko?
dat is cooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooool
dat keyboard omfg
Dat music do
dat outro do..;)
Dats me jazzin
Dat sunburn
@datuglyboi speed up toilet trip hahaha
dat uitzicht is echt heel erg mooi
Dat walk tho... so iconic ❤ ❤❤❤❤
dat was one a da best experiments ever made in history..
datz definitely a bad r0mance
Da  unsere Regierung (Deutschland) ihm das Asyl verweigert glaub ich dem 
Regime auch ihr Menschenliebe-gelaber für Syrien nicht...



Dave Brubek, taken five or herbicides Hancock first?
David Attenborough must be so proud of this beautiful women
David Bowie
@davidfriend13 no,
David Grohl suddenly appeared!
Dawaj kolejną część!
da wurde aber viel co2 ausgegeben
Day 5, Episode 24: literally just a classic YSAC episode. I wish I could 
access the dark web to listen to your single.
day 76378 without sex
Dayum.
Dayyyuummmm
Da zaokruzimo drugi milion do dvanaest sati i dvadeset hiljada 
komentara,sta je to za nas?
daz awzum ug did I spell dat rong
db news....Selena was a hell of a singer. where have you been
:D Cool!
:D :D :D
D: Desde que me fui no emos avanzado casi nada D:
De 520.035.763 para 520.228.790 Mim lembro como se fosse ontem em 3 horas 
lady gaga ganhava 193.027 Visitas em 9 de fevereiro desse ano
Dead.... Arianna is dead..................
deadass why is ariana the most attractive person to ever live
dead crowd
@deadfamous122 Whatever you say, you "little monster"!
dead hoh
Dead pool "he wore the brown pants"
deadshot from suicide squad
Dead. XP
De aquí los trompetistas, los clarinetistas y los trombonistas de la banda 
machos en sus buenos tiempos copiaron las coreografías.
Dear Black people ..we love you n-yours truly ...white people
Dear Diet Coke, I feel like you're over reacting. Sincerely, Mentos
Dear Diet Coke,nnI feel like you're overreacting.nnnSincerely,nMentos
Dear god..... this was an apocalyptic Harlem Shake, wonderful!
Dear Greta
Dear Greta: May the ocean levels rise up so quickly they DROWN you
Dear Greta,nnnSorry for inventing the modern world.nnnYours truly,nnnYour 
evil ancestors
Dear Greta, read the Bible and you can find the answer..... God is still 
in control! No worries <3
Dear liberals, please stop using kids .
Dear lord you guys have gone downhill. Take your anti-police rhetoric 
elsewhere.
Dear mama .
Dear Mama...:)
dear mama <3
DEAR MAMA FULL VERSION PLEASE <3
Dear mama made me tear up abit. Real talk. So beautiful.
Dear mama sound cold asf
Dear Momma tho...? 😍  Good job
dear ms,lady gaga  i.eye really in love of u you soo much  i.eye wish.u 
you down in too grand prairie tx  zip code 75050
Dear negroes, stop making Rap and start Jazz again. Thanks
Dear Ryan,n You suck.
Dear Vevo.nnFUCK YOU.
death grips
death is a necessary part of nature.
Debam boom!
Debela baba upalila profil stanke odma se na youtube nasli neki profili da 
seruckaju hahaahahahahha razo stop it smjesna si
DEBEMOS SUPERAR A WAKA WAKALA
debería tener mínimo 100 mil visitas
Debilny filmik



Dec 2018
Deca campeã
Deceiving
December 19th is damn long why not Halloween
December 1st  2018 Still Amazingly , who agree .
🙌 December 2018🙌
December 2018!! ;)
December 2018?❤
December 2018...Always amazed by this diabolic Bass...
December 2018 anyone
December 2018 -  GREAT
December 2018, hello over here
December 2018. Will this be the month to reach 1b? Who is watching?
Décembre  2018 ✌
Decepcionante, efectista. La bienal perdió su esencia.
Decko celi spot sedi dok mi Kija mazi listove.. prekrasna uloga u spotu..
dedicated to mr klemm9supposed ambassador0 and to ms Zgonea
Dedication to my Mother...LONA MAE PORTER...R.I.P...MAMA...I LOVE YOU 
FOREVER!!!!! ETERNALLY!!!!! IMMEASURABLY!!!!!
De Echoo Casii Llegamos Ala Metta Paws Up <3'
deep hell
deep inhale WE'RE SERGEANT PEPPERS LONELY HEARTS CLUB BAND! WE HOPE YOU 
WILL ENJOY THE SHOW!
Deep Throat
Deepthroat is the worst movie ever made.
De- evolution displayed by 90% of the comments below.
Deez Nuts
Def 1980
defending the police state and authoritarianism to own the libs
definately not inspired by Madonna amiritennzzzz
Define failure...
Definitely change the damn name of the building
Definitely deep on the autism spectrum.
Definitely got my attention and will be on the look out for tickets! Damn 
JIMEK got it right!
Definitely making love to this💕  The duration of this playlist may not be 
enough😂 😂  He takes foreplay very seriously🌅
definitely needed to see something like this!
...Definitely NOT Club Med...more like Club Dread !!!
Definitely not war he’s just high and drunk
Definitely one of Devin's coolest videos. Totally insane.
Definitely Taylor Swift was inspired by Karlheinz.
Definitely won't buy this now if there's no headphone jack. And the front 
facing camera in the centre looks awful...
definition of a standard.... this is a quintessential masterpiece
Definition of cool.
Definitivement un des tout premiers genies de la musique moderne , comme 
lui tous noirs de peau et blancs d'os
Definitivo ce oboriti rekorde prehodnih pjesama..nCak i na prvo slusanje 
amorova strela pogadja u srce!!! ❤❤❤
Defund the UN UN using way to much electricity
@Deifux..I went to her concert...Everybody I saw was in their 20's and 
early 30's
@deigismon ja too party ja???
dei pazzi...braviiiiiiiiii
è💪  déjà 2018 et j'ai des cheveux blancs et je suis toujours fan de 
Stevie Wonder et sans oublier merci à Andrew61291è✌
Dejame que sabes de esto, joven!. ( Spanish/ English- translation) Let me 
know what you know about this, young blood!.
De James Brown a Mano Brown! Sex Machine é demais! Música foda!
dejan que sus padres les obliguen a escuchar a Madonna pobres penosos ;)
deje abierto mi top 200 de bad romance :)



dejen de robar con mario bros e inventen algo nuevo
de la pure bombe!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Delhi / Deli Sandwich.
Delhi != INDIA nnINDIA -> Delhinhope you understand
Delhi is a shithole.. Better off in kerala 😉
Delhi is intense lol
Delhi is like New Your....durty (Ghetto)!!!
Delhi is very dirty city in the world
Delicia!
Delicious
@Delirious00000  fuck you ady gaga is a kickass singer
de lo mejoorr
De lo mejor de España.
De lo mejor que hay
De los más grandes músicos!!
Del top 10 de vevo y youtube, este es el único vídeo que tiene GRAMMY, si 
katy nos saca no hay grammy en el top (;
De machine dan... voor het overige, kom de brug over ...
DEMAIS
Demasiado quiero ser negra. ç  :'( 😍
Demasiados brayans
Dement XD
Demi Lovato  60.15%  (47,843 votes)n n nLady Gaga  39.85%  (31,700 votes)n 
nEstamos Nós Aproximando De Demi Lovato
Democracy hajahahahajajahahahahahahahahhahahahahhahahahaha
democrats are a joke
Democrats exploiting kids for political gain? You don't say Nick Cage face
Democrats Use kids as proganda tool.. the new L
Demo gut und schön.nWenn weniger und bewusster eingekauft/konsumiert 
würde,wäre dem Klima schon weiterngeholfen
Demokratie ist der nutzlose Versuch, der göttlichen Ordnung zu entkommen.
Demokratie ist von schwulen Athenern erfunden.. Musik ist nicht 
Demokratie.. 😌🙂👍
Demoman
Demonic and creepy.
DEMOSTREMOSLE A GAGA LO QUE VALE PARA NOSOTROS A VOTAR EN LOS PREMIO 
BILLBOARD VAMOS TODOS AHORA!!!!!
de nada juntos podemos mas
Dennis Ritchie is so young. Rest in peace father of C and Unix. 09.09.1941 
– 10.12.2011
Dennis Ritchie was working on FreeBSD for the whole life finishing his 
career on it 😊
Den Snowden soll ein denkmal bekommen
@DeOptimistnartist: younsong: fail
De outro mundo!
Deported
Deppenauflauf
Depuis que je suis gosse,tu m'avais dejà sublimé de reve,stevie!
đẹp wá há :D
De que año será este tema???? O the play song
Deranged little girl
Der effektivste Klimaschutz ist eine wirksame Geburtenkontrolle in Asien 
und Afrika.
Der ehrenmann hat an meinem tag geburtstag
De reži se samo ne pjevaj života ti.
Der größte Schritt den ein einzelner zur Klimarettung ergreifen kann ist 
sich pflanzlich zu ernähren! Go vegan
Der hat das einzig richtige für die Menschheit getan und jeden die Augen 
geöffnet, woher wollen wir wissen ob es nicht immer noch so ist .......
Der Klima-Gollum hält jetzt sogar eine Wutrede in NY 😁🤣😂
Der Klima-Nazi🤣🤣🤣



der reporter will für demokratie eintreten, aber erst mal versuchen die 
wahl zu manipuliern. aha. 😂
Der riskiert sein Leben um uns die Augen zu öffnen und "wir" spucken ihm 
dafür ins Gesicht...
Der Spruch am Anfang ist doch absoluter Schwachsinn und funktioniert nur 
wenn man das eigene verläugnet, so wie es die NWO fordert..!
Der Talk ist halt schon über 2 jahre alt nHat ja lange gebaucht, das Video 
zu "genehmigen"
Der Typ ist ein verdammter Held!
Der wirkliche super hero in der Welt.
desastar
descansa en paz mama mafia
Descansa en Paz  Robin Williams Se fue un gran Talento. Se le recordara 
gracias al dejar esa Huella en las producciones. RIP
Descargando energías................
Descobri de onde veio a inspiração do Racionais agora.. Top de mais James 
Brown
desde chile te doy las gracias por haber convertido lo Callejero en 
elegancia sinfónica
desde el primero.
Deserve 1 Billion views
"Design a car for all the Homer Simpsons out there..." And Homer designed 
exactly that. What was the problem, again? :D
@designkid5555 what truth? o.O
desmintiendo a jebus
Desm Washington
Despedida do bené
Despite her young age, she is a very good actress.
Det her er god musik rnrnlove it!
de todas
Detroit  baby
Detroit.mp4
Deutschland hätte ihn Asyl geben sollen.
^Deutschlands Aufstand gegen die Abschaffung der Demokratie,gerade 
hierzulande ist eine Schande..,ich sag nur das weltbekannte Wort :German 
Angst...
Deutschland schafft sich ab.
Deutschland so:n- Flüchtlinge ins Land ohne jede Kontrolle => voll okn- 
Snowden der nach GG Asyl hätte bekommen müssen => nicht ok
Deu vontade de tomar uma garapa
Developers should build Antoni Gaudi'a lost design Hotel Attraction in NYC
Deveriam colocar os nomes dos músicos na legenda, com referências, ou 
tornar mais público os mesmos, acho que faz parte, obrigado!
Devil CHILD...BROUGHT BY THE U.N...LIL NWO NAZI OF THE 
ANTICHRIST....POS.😈😈😈😈😈😈
Devin and Brody, this was amazing!!
Devin is at the top of this game but when I click on the video's he makes 
I know what I'm getting. Need to surprise everyone with something fresh!
Devin N1
Devins better. Keep trying boys!
devinsupertram
DevinSuperTramp + DudePerfect = AWESOMENESS
@devinsupertramp goes @Dude Perfect! Awesome
DevinSuperTramp : Ho crap the camera wasn't recording. Could you do it 
again ?nBrodie Smith : Whait what ? FUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU*K
Devinsupertramp not to be mean or anything but these are very easy to do.
@devinsupertramp Please could you check out my recent video and leve a 
comment:) https://youtu.be/apvKo09WfL8
Devinsupertramp. Showing you how shit your life is since 2010. xD
Devinsupertramp sucks!!nnJk hes is AMAZEBALLS!!! I only said he sucked 
cause my channel has no views or subs
Devinsupertramp vs dude perfect
@devinsupertramp We should really work together. Awesome video!



@devinsupertramp Yo, dude I keep seeing you on the news for viral videos 
on almost every single video of your's!!!
+devinsupertramp You are amazing with your videos. If you could please 
reply or shoutout, that would be great.
Devin videos are great but devin always use the same pattern in his 
videos . Kinda boring.
Devin you've come such a long way, congratulations man.
Devito
Devito?
Devojka je zasluzila👑👑👑 👑👑👑
Devojka se trudi i to je najbitnije,probila se iako joj nije bilo 
lako,zato je ona za mene BOGINJA
Devojke,jel bi bile mesto Kije u liftu sa ovim mrak momkom?
Devojko, svaka čast. Znači, za sve si spremna. Rodila te majka Nadica�
dexter lol
dey arrestid me for dressin like da lady gaga, can you beleeve that?? 
fukin shit assholes!!
DEY FINK DEY UMPALUMPAZ LOL
deze hebben ze gebruikt bij de voci kidsnhalia
Dezembro de 2018
Dezenter Unterschied zwischen CIA und NSA... So direkt in der ersten 
Minute...
dfdfdf
@dfoLoveInfinity Hell's Yeah!
df. you fan of that chemical.
:D Good one :D
Dhaki. No good..sampahhhhh
dia 1 de janeiro de 2019
Dia 1° de Maio 2019, alguém ouvindo ?
dialogue does anyone   see  worse than this varlany ".
Dialogues sound cheesy, but it looks like fun..
Dias Irae?
Diassis Alves 2019❤✋
Dibby dibby bop
Diciembre 2018?
Diciembre 2018 n#Caacupé #Paraguay.
dick!! verga :DD xDD
did any body know that this is on the best of youtube?
Did anybody notice that when she is dancing for the men they are hold Wii 
remotes? At 2:42
Did anybody see what he typed?
Did anyone else come here after watching stray kids mixtape?
DID ANYONE ELSE HEAR IVAN DRAGO'S MUSIC PLAYING WHEN THE VIDEO ENDED?????
Did anyone else immediately think this guy does a pretty good Carl Sagan 
impression?
Did anyone else notice that it was much like a dude perfect video, it even 
had the same music?
Did anyone else notice that the colour is "Simpson Fridge" green?
Did anyone else notice that whenever they say "the UNIX system", it's 
overdubbed? 13:11 25:56
Did anyone else notice the voice over guy was the guy from smosh games???
Did anyone else pause at 2:41 thinking you'd finally be able to see his 
face in the reflection of the pot?
Did anyone else think that he said penisy pipe? No? Ok then...
did anyone else want to see Nicholas Lea playing guitar :-)
Did anyone find out what he wrote on the typewriter?
Did anyone just discover this in 2020 😂
Did anyone notice that Gustav Holst's Mars the bringer of war is rusted 
warfare's background music
Did any one see the deadpool helmet and antman helmet
Did anyone take the time to figure out what he was typing at the end of 
it? If so could you let me know :D:D:D:
Did Ari not promote this cuz I've never heard it before



did Bob Marley have anything to do with the production of MASTER BLASTER?
@DidEyeStutter  Just a thought.
Did family guy tried to do the same thing as the homermobil like the 
petercopter
Did gta SA have this?
Did he design a gaming pc next?
Did he die? :(
Did he ever show the last photo he was going to save for later?
did he go bankrupt, does anyone know?
Did he just openly admit the shroom is a drug reference? XD
Did he kill himself after the making of the movie???
did he make pac man to
DID HENDRIX PLAY BASKETBALL
Did he say everyone was in a competition to paint the saddest, dirtiest 
animal? Ha
Did he say "lekker" at 0:05 ????
did he say Manly Beach?
did his guitars strings survived ?
Did i hear Zimbabwe?
Did I just click here?nyes, yes i didnno life for life ;-;
did i just discovered the song or this just discover me?
Did I just see Miyamoto get killed by the first goomba?n😐
did i just see THE miyamoto get a game over?
did i oversee something or is this song not even in the top 100 on 
itunes? :(
Did I really see a Chinese instrument in there which I actually play? 
hahahah so funny
Did I say she doesn't? nWhat I'm saying is. This genre is overrated and 
Metal or screamo w/e pop culture people call it. Only have 
500k-1million...
Did I see Kernighan wearing boots with bright purple laces?
Did I see you pack a sgraffito pen into that box
Did it come in your recommended or topic- Ariana grande?
did it feel cool
Did Miyamoto just officially confirm that Mario is eating shrooms?!
Did nobody tell her the Emmys have already been decided and are also in LA 
not NYC. nShe'll definitely win a razzie though.
Didn't answer the question. Not thorough enough. Poor content quality. 
Entertaining acting, but that's the only highlight of the vid
Didn't Coke provide the cola for free?
didnt dude perfect already use this music
Didn’t even fucking list the musicians.
DIDN'T EVEN GET LA CUCARACHA RIGHT
Didnt even know the actual video existed of this song.i have watched the 
live performance video but was not knowing a bit for this !
Didn't even know there was a second one haha
Didn't John Romero made the first level of Doom (can't remember wich one) 
last?
Didn't knew that Willian and Anthony Martial sang so well
Didn’t kno Homer had a brothernnIs that legit his brother?
Didn't know a 16 yr old had 30 yrs of climate experience
didnt know I was watching the 40 yr old virgin
didnt know jb could bang the ivory keys
Didn't know she had Asperger's. She feels how I want to feel about climate 
change. Forreal 90s kids should be outraged at our future prospects.
Didn't know Stevie Wonder was older than I thought
Didn't know you guys were dude perfect
Didn't know You Sir would be jammin til the break of dawn
Didn't realize it was a hipster episode till he busted out the suspenders 
and started talking about his band lmao
didn't realize the lumineers had a youtube channel
didnt she admit to making it all up?
…didn’t she fly there?
Didn't she take a big yacht to NY?



Didn't someone ACTUALLY build that car once?
didnt the # just go up
Didn't the mayor just ban skyscrapers?
Didn't the media say that Gaga used to be a man? You know, Shemale Gaga
Didn't your mama ever tell you to stay away from back alleys?
Did Rousey oil her legs up for this? I'm almost blinded by the glare that 
comes of of those shiny legs hehe
Did  she dieded ?
Did she do the math by herself? Wow! I have 4 advanced degrees and still 
couldn't think of how coming with these numbers! Very impressive!🙄
Did she fly on a plane to get to this conference?
Did she get the part?
did she just get dreads
Did she sail across the ocean, or use on of those evil airplanes ?
Did she sail over or take an airplane??? Sailing would be the more 
environmentally conscious choice of travel.
Did she say bitch wow she never says anything like that
Did she take drugs?
Did she walk there or fly? 😂  Al Gore Jr?
Did somebody steal her Barbie doll?
Did someone build that car in reality?
Did someone cross out the "G" on someone's G-Shock in a video for Timex 
@2:03?
Did stevie wonder die?nnnedit: never mind c;
did that guy punch a triceratops??
did that little girl just call us  immature? 😂😂😂😂😂 nCorrect me if I'm 
wrong. But isn't that the definition of irony?
did the guy just burn cuz she's hot (btw she is ugly and insane)
Did the mentos die?
did these guys invent the whole diet coke and mentos thing? Did they 
figure it out?
Did they change the title?
Did they edit out the part where her head spins around and she vomits pea 
soup?
did they finished making this film with Robin Williams? RIP, Sir! 😭😭
Did they finish filming ?
Did they finish on the Bach?
Did this already happen on the graham norton show lol, jimmy couldn't be 
original
Did this little girl win a Emmy Award for this performance?
Did u make a darth Vader costume?
did u say top water works to lmao
Did we almost get a face reveal?
did you ask permission before taking your photos especially for people 
with family driving bikes?  Are they animals ?
Did you cut/edit it together?
Did you ever Wonder how Wonder reads the comments of he's blind?
did you get wet? :L
did you go to NCHS?
Did you grow an afro listening to this?
Did you know I did the mask for it !!!
did you know kylo ren is han solo's son? his name is Ben Solo
Did you know? nnJhon 3:16 nJhon 5:24-29 nnHell or Heaven ? .....It's your 
choice. It's always your choice. All day. Every day.
Did you know that Kylo Ren's helmet isn't symmetrical?
Did you know that Lady Gaga is a satanist? (she worships satin) (the 
devil)
Did you know that Merkel from Germanysnd Another guy did fly with 2 planes 
to the climate gipfel ?? nwow that is sad
did you loose subs?
Did you mean Grand Central Terminal? No such thing as Grand Central 
Station.



did you see a raping incident while you were there?nhow about the toilets?
Did you see homer' s eyes at 1:44
Did you see Pajeet?
Did you see that?
Did YouTube change their algorithm bc we were complaining too much??
DID YOU USE A DOOR AS A TABLE?!
did you use mint mentos?nand diet* coke?nn*called Light coke in europe
Did you use the exact song dude perfect uses lmao
Did you watch a cricket match?
Did you watch the whole thing?
Did YT forget this Video?
Die Algorithmen und Internetmonopole bumsen uns gewaltig.
Die Alien kônnen warten die Erde nicht.
die (a-ritmische) danseres die naast de maat kan bewegen hoeft van mij 
niet
Die arme Behinderte sollte auf Therapie !
die beste Antwort auf "Amerika first"!
Die blöden Affen sollen erst mal eine Rechnung bezahlen bevor sie dafür 
demonstrieren das alles für und Verbraucher teurer wird
Die braucht nur mal ein paar hinter die Löffel,dann wird sie schon 
wieder!!nDie würde uns alle umlegen wenn sie könnte!!
Die Bundesregierung nimmt es leider nicht ernst, es ist einfach nur eine 
Frechheit der Politik
Die CDU sollte sich diesem 2% Ziel mit der gleichen Zielstrebigkeit widmen 
wie bei den 2% für den Rüstungshaushalt ;)
Die Drecks Autistin
Die einzigste Sexmachine bin ich hier, da kann mr. Brown einpacken
Die Exxon!! Die!! your shareholders will be driving electric cars powered 
by the sun one day!
Die Fledermaus??? I bet everybody know this
@Diego28272 ASI ES ! F5 o den clic en el link arriba y en enter !
Die größte Betrügerin
Die hat echt einen Vogel 😂
Die nervt echt langsam.  Sammelt lieber Müll ein. Nach der Schule. Ohne 
Internet. So bisschen Arbeiten wenigstens
Die neuen Polizeigesetzte, die vielleicht kommen, würde dann ja sehr gut 
passen :D
die neue Weltordnung ist im vollen Gange .
Die Party geht erst los
Diese Doku sollte jeder sehen!
Diese Greta Thunfisch übertreibt halt wirklich komplett ey so eine du**e 
Sa soll sich ma nich so aufspielen
Diese "Interpretation" ist nicht unterhaltsam :-( Die Künstler werden hier 
regelrecht zerstückelt :-(
Diesel!!!!!
dieser linke hochverräterische Möchtergernmoralist widert mich dermaßen 
an,hoffe dass er immer dableibt.
Dieser Mann hatt sein leben für uns gegeben
Dieser Reim am Anfang des Videos.... der cringe ist real
Diese sogenannten 'Volksvertreter' werden jetzt gefälligst das Volk 
vertreten und nicht die Waffen, Kohle und Ölindustrie.
Dieses Video gefällt  der USA nicht .
Dies geschieht wenn sie eine kuh als Gott verehren. / It is what happens 
when you worship a cow as a God.
Die sollen mal arbeiten gehen
Die sollten ihn endlich mal wieder freies Geleit geben und ihn nicht als 
Verbrecher darstellen nur weil er die Wahrheit gesagt hat
Die sollten mal lieber arbeiten bzw. zur Schule gehen.
Die Stimmung in Hamburg war mega,aber wenn beim nächsten mal noch mehr 
kommen wird der Jungfernstieg aufjedenfall zu klein für uns😅
Diet cock, okey..
diet coke? a good drink? seriously? this rocks, it woulda taken so long to 
do, and the music is awesome, 5 stars guys fantastic work



Diet Coke and Mentos are the classic YouTube chemistry experiment.
diet coke and mentos are very useful as i see -.-
diet coke and mentos sales has increased I bet
diet coke contains aspartame, aspartame contains phenyalaline, 
phenyalaline is used in rat poison:)
diet coke contains aspertame. a sweetener that is very bad 4 u
diet coke doesn't get sticky
diet coke....gone *sob*
diet coke is a waste to begin with
diet coke is gross anyway
diet coke is gross its really a waste of MentosnThey were probably very 
sticky by the end of that ordeal. Very fun to watch.
diet coke is more condenced then regular coke
diet coke isn't sticky. that's why people use it  instead of regular coke.
Diet Coke is quite possibly the best diet drink ever
Diet Coke-is this coca-cola light?
diet coke itself is a waste of money and ressources anyway
Diet Coke + Mentos
Diet Coke + Mentos + A fuckload of planning
diet coke.... no one cares
diet cokes for girls anyway.
diet coke sucks anyways, this is the best you can do with it
diet coke supposed to be waste :)
diet coke tastes like shite
Diet Coke tastes terrible. You better sprinkle it on ground than drinking.
Diet cola isn't sticky
Diet is always better. :)
Diet soda. No sugar.
Diet sodas aren't sticky...no sugar.  Still looks like heaps of fun, 
though/
Dievča ty sa vráť do školy. Trápne divadlo, že sa nehanbia všetci, ktorí 
zneužívajú toto choré dieťa na svoje politické ciele.
Die Verhandlungen von SPD und CDU haben sich ja gelohnt...nicht.
Die Welle.
"Die Welle" lässt grüßen. nDie armen gehirngewaschenen Kinder/Eltern.
Die Welt läuft auf einen Abgrund zu. Deshalb werde ich keine Kinder 
zeugen, denn die nächste Generation wird es sehr schwer haben.
die welt weiss echt nicht mehr was sie noch fuer scheisse erfinden soll. 
chujnia !
Diferença com Shakira é inferior a 2.1 milhões. Podemos juntos? PAWS UP
difference : 594.313 =/! C'MON MONSTERS!!!! go go!  more views
Different!
Different areas have different diet cokes. For instance, it's obvious in 
France that they use a different formula because it tastes like shit 
there.
Different time, different place, different wine, different taste;not cold 
duck, just cold as fck;Soul brother #1
diggy diggy bop
"Dig it.."
digital india amazing
Digital music sucks. Neil Young was right.
Dig that go go dancer fantastic!!!!!
Dijelite sto vise i stalno komentarisote .Ajmo dalje
dildo sausage roll
Dimitri potter jajajajaja
Dimitri Potter Shostakovich looks like Harry Potter
Dinrabek like a sex machine
dint make difference while masturbation.. yes i m lonely :(
Diosa , Diosa del pop ;)
Dios qué guapa es Ariana Grande . Y canta mejor que los ángeles !!! ❤
diosssss!!!!!!!!  185.955.979 esto es impresionante
di pause aja trs tinggal browsing laen.. tnggu sampe buffering nya slese
Diplomats cheer and arrange jet flights home for the weekend.
DIP PENS!!!!!!!!



Direct attack on Christianism!!! someone will feel offended, not me :=)
Dirrabah!
Dirtiest place ever I seen..aarrghhh
Dirty and polutionnIndia is not good for woman
Dirty as hell , all my respect to Indian people but no thanks ...
Dirty, but doesn't stop me from visiting it.
Dirty, but really interesting for a short visit!
dirty country n so dirty public
Dirty depressing nothing cool about this
Dirty dirty dirty
dirty, disorganized and corruptnwhy would you even think of going there?
dirty, filthy and nasty
Dirty guy.With his toilet urinal bowl
Dirty muggle.nYou've just wasted 4 minutes of my life.nThank you so much
Dirty poor country😁😁😁
disappointed because my boyfriend got soft and i became desert dry
disappointed by no dedication to robin
Disappointed the crowd only cheered for Dr. Dre, Missy Elliott and Beyoncè
Disgusting
Disgusting!
Disgusting but nice
Disgusting but not unexpected how many people dislike the truth
Disgusting Climate Change activist, the US and China are responsible not 
nations like the Netherlands, it will only cost us money for some %5.
Disgusting freak
Disgusting, good thing my younger sisters won't be going near that place. 
Fix your stuff Columbia, you should of expelled her in instead.
Disgusting malevolent man hating cunt. Hope she reaps what she sows.
Disgusting. Nothing is real anymore. A space rock will probably take the 
earth out before the climate does. That young women made me sick.
Disgusting place. Why would anyone even wanna go there as a tourist?
Disgusting. The UN should do sterilization clinics. Seriously.  What a 
hole. Animal abusers.
Disgusting to use a brainwashed child for your propaganda. Putting an 
innocent face to your issue, smh.
dis is a jammmm
Dis is shit
Dislike
Dislike is from K-Pop fans
dislike just because "America" is not a fucking country
@disneyboy12  they count it every few hours
Disney deal comming
Disney Movies      SING✌❤
Disney's newest attraction, World Of Cola.
disorienting merchandising making concluding disorienting shamrock 
Marjorie
Disrespectful noise
dissapointing
Dis so fkin swagged bruh
"distilled quad osmosis water from a glacier"
Distinguish dozen briefly sun expectation cold issue heat.
Disturbing amount of ignorant comments on this video
dit is leuk
Dit liedje is geweldig, ik hou van haar.
ditto :)
ditto that, i 5 starred and favorited, this video is one of the best on 
youtube!!!! fantastico!
Di una bellezza magnetica.
😚😚😚😚 😚 😭😭 😭😭 DIVAAAAA
Divaaaaaaaaaa 💝💝💝💝💝
diva demais essa nega arraza!!
DIVA KIJAAAAA Kraljica BALKANA 🔥🔥🔥 ❤❤❤💔💔💔💘💘💑💑💑💝💝💝👌👌👌👍



👍👍👍

Diva La Njiva na aparatima!! Kija i Milan Stankovic je izbacuju iz 
trendinga,nema ni preglede ni nista! Aj divo u penziju!
Divim se ovoj zeni
Divna pesma,svaka cast devojko.
Divna pesna👍
Divno 👍 💘 💘
divno kraljice super pjesma gdje god da nastupas neka ti sve blista
Dj milton tee😀🔊🔉
Djogaji bacaju dislike 😂😂
Djogaji pale karton iz protesta....pustite ovo Lunjari pa da vidite sta 
zilet moze da uradi
Djubre od zene
DJUSKAJ DJUSKAJ NE SPAVAJJJJ IDEMOOO
Dlaczego mainstrimy są rozpoznawane. Dre i jay Reszta też zasługuje na 
aplauz. Good Job. Świetna realizacja
Dla mnie bardzo dobry content.
:D love this song!
D MAIS
DMC in a nutshell
$ dmesg | grep "facial hair"n[    0.000000] Kernel Panic: Too much facial 
hair in the local vicinity to continue.
"Dmitri Potter" lol 😂
Dmitri potter? More like...nHARRY POTTER!!!
Dmitri Potter... nOR HARRY POTTER?!
Dmitri Potter on 3m30 is Harry's grandfather.
Dmitri potter shostakovich even has the potter in his name '-'
Dmitri Potter Shostakovich i Understood that reference :v
“Dmitri Potter Shostakovich”n“Edvard Einstein Grieg”nWell that makes 
sense...
Dmitri Potter Shostakovich XnDmitrii Dmitriyevich Shostakovich On(Дмитрий 
Дмитриевич Шостакович)nEdvard Einstein Grieg XnEdvard Hagerup Grieg O
dmitri shostakovich 😍😍😍 😍
Dmitri Shostakovich was really cute in my opinion
@dndntsltbtch you have 2 accounts?
Do a boba fett suit
Do a Burrito Episode? Think of all the Guacamole you could put in...
Do a captain America civil war trailer
do a captain america civil war trailer with a how to make a    black 
panther costume
Do a chucky doll
do a civil wa homemade
Do a civil war home made movie
Do a darth Vader costume
Do a DARTHVADER suite tutorial!
Do a Flash costume.
Do a full a full version plz !! Need those in an album.
Do a green arrow one
do a harry potter one
Do a How-To on Captain America Civil War!!!! Get this Comment to  the Top!
Do a iron man suit but with no technology
Do a lightsaber
Do a marvel star lord
do an adam west batmansuit
do an assassin plz. 😂
do a new one
Do anyone know what is the name of the song???
do a red hood costume
Do a scene from a clockwork orange
Do assasin's creed



do assasins creed
Do assasin's creed costume
do assassin creed 3
Do a three hour one. I can last five times the length of this video
Do a video on the skyscrapers in tel aviv
Do a vide with dude percent
do Barcelona
Dobar Hamburger 😃
Dobar jutric dobri ljudi
Dobar ovaj autotjun pa svaka kokoska moze da pjeva u danasnje vrijeme. 
���

Dobar ritam dobra je ali kija ti si zeno san za svakog muskarca 🔝🔝🔝 😍
Dobar ti taj frajer u spotu svaka cast..
Dobili smo novih 100k pregleda za pola sata nMozemo kad hocemo  !!!
Do black panther
do black pathern
Dobraaaa😨❤
Dobra je cak i na prvo slusanje. Muzika je dobra bas 👏 nA Kija je 
prelepa ❣❤
Dobra pesma
Dobra pesma al ova kija dva kurca ne vredi kao osoba
Dobra pesma jos sa ovim etno zvukom odlicno zvuci 👌 meni je ovo top,  Kiji 
super stoji plava boja kose 😻 nCekamo trending kao i uvek 😉
Dobra pesma,strofe po meni bolje od refrena 👍
Dobra pjesmandobar spotnnajbolja Kijani macan  dobitna kombinacija
Dobra+predobra Kijoo lakse malo , iskida
Dobra , predobra, najjbolja
Dobre Bo Polskie !
Dobro bi bilo da puste u zadruzi pjesmu pa da vidimo da li ce ko 
prepoznati ko pjeva
Dobro je
Dobro je da nema i na ovu Juzni Vetar :)
Dobro je netko napisao pokopala si estradu BRAVO KRALJICE!!!!! ❤
Dobro jutro
Dobro jutro ❤
Dobro jutro 😁
Dobro jutro dobri ljudi, dan počinje uz ovu odličnu pesmu 😊
Dobro jutro Kijevci!
Dobro jutro Kijevci idemoooo .....
Dobro jutro Kijevciii, ajmouuu kavica uz ovu kidalicu od pjesmee ☕💪
Dobro jutro Kijevci moji dragi,da li slusamo ovaj HIT.Evo ja uz kaficu 
uzivam i pevam na sav glas.
Dobro jutro Kijevci,PRVI smo u trendingu.Mi smo TREND mi smo 
BREND,prisutni i fokusirani na Kiju.Ideeeeemo do veceras smesi nam se 
3.milion.
Dobro jutrooooo ... kafica i Kiki ...
Dobro jutrro, dobri ljudi.Pije se kafica i uziva uz dobru pesmu.
Dobro mu ku..c nije  popusila kako je krenula droljetina��
Dobroo jutroo! Kida Kija!!
Dobro večendobri grade Kijevgradeeennjesteee spremni na nove pobjede
Do captain America civil war : like if you agree
do captain America next
do captain America the winter soldier
do captain fastma ☺
Do captain phasma
Do Chicago in 2020, Lincoln Yards and the 78 just passed for the city, and 
several supertalls will be under construction or started by then!
(Do Chicago Next 😊 )



do civil war trailer
DO CIVL WAR SPIDERMAN
Do classical pieces have copyright?
Doctor Potter
Documentary Now! should do this.
Do darth vader
Do Darth vader
Do Darth Vader
do Darth Vader please
do darth vader pls
do darth vader plz. any ways nice video
Do darth vader suit
do doctor who
does any 1 knoe what the song was called it would be helpful to know thx
Does anybody have a happy feeling whenever they get a good item or get on 
the top of the flag pole?  nn               Thats normal right?
does anybody know if this combo has killed anyone??? pls tell me: thx
does anybody know name of the song? :) thanx
does anybody know the name of the theme song ? it sounds really fun .
Does anybody know, what is the name of this song ??
does anybody know what kind of music is the start of the video? hope you 
can help me, thank you!!
Does anyone actually buy this shit?
Does anyone else get reminded of get loose from the song
Does anyone else know that she is an actual actor.  Check her name on 
imdb...
Does anyone else prefer Herbie's 60's era music over the fusion/synth 
stuff that came later?
Does anyone else realise Danny devito is in this scene
Does anyone elses jaw start to hurt if you try to cry cause this girls jaw 
must be killing her
Does anyone else think that she looks a lot like Brittany Murphy from 2:47 
- 3:00 ??
Does anyone else unironically like Entry of the Gladiators? It’s a cool 
song when done right.
Does any one feel this guy and how to basic are the same person
Does anyone have a spare $18 million .... ? ... Thanks . Contact me 
direct .
does anyone here remember Y2K?nglobal warming is what happens every few 
million years.nnobody knows for sure, not even the scientists.
Does anyone know how I get these shoes? ♥
Does anyone know how youtube recommendation works?
Does anyone know if this was Robin Williams last film?
Does anyone know some songs like this? It's really important. Thank You
Does anyone know The Boolean Expression program at 22:15?
Does anyone know the location of the bit they are jumping into the water 
it looks sick!!!
does anyone know the song's name?
does anyone know what he typed
does anyone know what kind of mentos are used in the video? please help i 
need to know for a science project!!!!
Does anyone know what lipstick Ariana was wearing in the video?? or do u 
guys know any similar ones??
does anyone know what satanic sh!t she said to me...help me
Does anyone know what’s the name of a classical music that starts with a 
calm violin orquestra and then a clarinet ?...
Does anyone know what the background static noise is caused by? A lot of 
recordings from back then seem to have it.
Does anyone know what this music is???  I love it, can you send me the 
reference?  Cheers!
Does anyone know which song they are using on the background?? I really 
like it !!! and i want to use it for a little video for school
Does anyone know who is the knight that punched the dinosaur? 
historically.



Does anyone know why it isn't uploaded in better quality?
Does anyone kwow where is it?
Does anyone notice that ariana actually dyed her hair like this in 
sweetener?
does anyone what the name of this song is?
does every Einstein have that kind of hair? 10:49
does fusajiro know English?
Does he also have a pet rat?
does he got a watch on he's wrist??, just for looks i guess.
Does he know grenade launchers also use non lethal rounds?
Does he work? he travel arround the world
Does his teleprompter move too slowly? :v
Does it come in red?
Does it count if i have a official kylo ren lightsaber
Does it have to be DIET coke? And why? :P
does it have to be diet coke or it doesn't matter?
Does it only work with Diet Coke?
does it only work with DIET coke?....
does it really shoot up that high? Cuz long time ago when i tried it, it 
didn't even go up a meter
does it work with coke zero or sprite zero
does it work with diet pepsy?
does it work with soda =D?*
does ne one know what the rection is? to cause this?
Doesn' matter what I do, I'll never be as cool as Brian W. Kernighan 
casually explaining UNIX with his feet on his desk at Bell Laboratories...
Does nobody get it? Sex machine 12" version 😂😂
doesnt count as running on water when you got support.  shit i thought 
this nigga was jesus.
Doesn't get better than this.
doesn't get more american than that!
Doesn’t look like in the vid. Reality is...
Doesn't look like too bad a design
doesn't looks that good
doesn't matter what it is about and... pink floyd???
Doesn't matter who says it, it's the message that counts.
Doesn’t sound like stevie wonder
Doesn't the Bellagio in Vegas hame something like this?
Doesn't work.
DOES REFRESHING GIV THIS VID MORE VIEWS?
Does seem like policing by consent is becoming less and less in some 
places
Does she do asmr? I like her  overly dramatic delivery and accent
Does she even know what a scam the IPC or whatever it is, is?
Does she have downs syndrome 🤣
Does she have the same acting coach as Kamala Harris?
Does she know how economy or things work. She's just blabbering.
does she knows what "Gigatonne" means?  she clearly is manipulated
Does she look fat in that overall
does she not realize that skipping school and making a few speeches does 
nothing. Fucking take action if you want change. All talk no walk.
Does somebody know the name of the outro song?
Does somebody now the recording of the hungarian rhapsody? #31.
Does someone need a wet haired black man to help them with their revenge 
plan and sometimes TALK LOUDER THEN NESSISURY?!?!?!!
does tat happen whn coke goes wit polo or any other mint stuff like 
mentos??
does that mean homemade how to's is over? or just starting a new season?
does that really work?
does that work with normal coke
Does the cold brew really keep for a month?!
does the kid go to a special needs school?
Does the mason jar have to be from the 60's for maximum effect or is that 



just the grinder?
Does the mentos and coke trick work only for diet coke? Can it work for 
regular coke?
Does this guy think he's Carl Sagan 😍
Does this keep getting recommended to you guys too? I already saw it twice 
but YouTube want to show it to me again.
does this mean there Done with homemade
Does this remind anyone else of Cooties from Hairspray?
Does this remind anyone of be our guest by beauty and the beast...
Does this sound like the drummer is hearing this tune for the first time 
and doesn't really know what to do?nIt does to me....
Do face reveal!
do family guy!
DO FIRST ORDER STORMTROOPER 
PLEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEAAAASSSSSEE!!!
!!
do flash from the cm
Dog Fucker (1971) how can people be so godless sick in the mind to make a 
sexmovie with a dog?!!
Do Goku Goes Super Saiyan for the first time (Dragon Ball Z) Homemade
Dog-o-rama
do green arrow from season 5
do green lantern
Dog the Bounty Hunter called, he wants his look back...
Doh!
doh!!!
Do halo master chief
Do how to make a BB-8
do how to make sans and papyrus from undertail
Do hunger games mockingjay part 2 trailer
Do I have to buy a DLC through EA's Origin client to see the full episode?
Do I need to use spray paint or not?
Doing this!
doing this is more healthy than gulping down that shit :)
do i remember whell or this had 300 milion views ?
do ironman
Do I smell a shill lol a real activist would never make it to a UN stage 
lmao
Do it in Turkey
👎👎👎👎 👎 👎👎 do juce nije znala sta je mikrofon a Dana's peva jadno I 
zalosno 👎👎👎👎👎
DOKAZALA  UPORNO RADILA HARIZMA STVORENA SVETSKA ZVEZDA💖💖💖💖💖💖💖💖💖
💖💖💖💖 💖 💖💖 💖💖💖💖💖

Dok drugi pricaju i traze zamjerke ona radi i gura samo ka vrhu ♥😍 nTo je 
nasa Kija💘💘♥♥ ♥
Do kick ass
DOK JE KIJI LEPO LUNA SEČE SE ŽILETOM (posetite moj kanal)
Dok je nama lepo, koke seku vene sa ziletom
Dok je tebi lepo ja jedem kvalitetno😂 nBravo Mrvice😇 ❤
DOK JE TEBI LEPO JA SECEM SE ZILETOM 💪💪💪
Dok je tebi lepo ja secem se ziletom 🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥
Dok je tebi lepo ja secem se ziletom. 💣💣💣💣
Dok je tebi lepo ja secem se ziletom…
Dok je tebi lepo ja secem se ziletom👍
Dok je tebi lepo ja secem se ziletom😏🏹
Dok je tebi lepo,ja secem se ziletom!!
Dok je tebi lepo,ja secem se ziletom...💔�



Dok je tebi lepo ja sečem se ziletom...
"Dok je tebi lepo ja sečem se žiletom..." 😍👌
Dok je tebi lepo ja secem se ziletom 💪💪💪  Kijaaaaaaa
Dok je tebi lepo,ja secem se ziletom 🔥🔝  Kijaaa fenomenalno jeeee 😍
Dok je tebi lepo ja secem se ziletom, ljubav je moj geto!
Dok je tebi lepo,ja secem se ziletom,ljubav je moj geto ♥
Dok je tebi lepo ja secem se ziletom, ljubav je moj geto! Brutalno 💪👍😍
💖👌

.. Dok je tebi lepo, ja secem se ziletom.. Mrvice nasa,najljepsa si
DOK JE TEBI LEPO JA SEČEM SE ŽILETOOOM
Dok je tebi lepo ja sijecem se ziletom ⚡
" dok je tebi lepo,secem se ziletom?". Koji idiot je pisao ovu pesmu?
Dok ke tebi lepo,ja sečem se žiletom I❤❤
Dokle će ova da vrti priču prevarene žene? nA da, nema drugu priču🤣
Dokle vise patetike , cekamo pjesmu o smrti njenog oca sa spotom od 
sahrane Ona je dotle spremna ici zarad promocije! �
Dok Lunjara pusi po wcu Kija dominiraa!!Bravoooo
Dok se Kija kupa u parama,Lunjara se blamira u rijalitiju...nnnnPESMA 
GRMII🔥🔥🔥 🔥
Dolazim iz buducnosti 2050 godine, ova pesma je i dalje HIT.nLike ko misli 
da ce ova pesma dogurati do 30 MILIONA!!!
Do luke skywalker if I get 50 likes do it
do luke skywalker jedi outfit and lightsaber
Domaci zadala mnogima
domaci zadatak celoj estradi
Do master cheif from halo
do master chief
Dominacija!
Dominacija kao i uvek ❤❤
Dominacija kao i uvek! Boginja svega❤😍
Dominacija. Kija,plava kosa ti mnogo bolje stoji❤❤❤❤❤❤
Dominacija KKK
Dominacija zagarantovana👌💪💪💪
Dominira kao i stalno
@DommesTemp same thing eh? ;)
Do more please
do mortal kombat x scorpion and sub zero. if you agree like my comment
Dona da porra toda
Donald Byrd's version.  Better
Donald Trump brought me here
Donald Trumps tweet tho
Donate to Cancer Research! And lets beat Cancer once and for all!
donde esta el culo?????
donde estan los mexicanos?
Donde estan los monters de latino america!!!
Donde están los que hablan español!!
donde estan mis latinosssssssssssss me encanta estooo arriba jamessssss
donde puedo ver la letra en español
Donde se puede conseguir completo?
donde se ve la lista de 100
Donkies clapping and cheering. Bunch of donkies.
Do NOT do drink diet coke when you have a mento in your mouth, refreshing 
but it seems like your head explodes.
Donovan, Talking Heads, Melky Chance - great soundtrack!
DON PETAR 👍
dont act as if no one told you that before
don't be a douche
Dont be disillusioned..nThe best part of canberra is leaving



Don't be fooled, people! This is clearly a "cover-up" attempt. Time travel 
is real! I know for a fact because my duck told me so.
dont be too cocky ronda u looks retarded
Don't blame Homer, blame yourself. Only an idiot would hire an idiot to 
build anything. Lol
#dontbuyfromchina save clima
Don’t care
Don't care about the misleading title. Very impressive nonetheless.
don't cross the beams D:
Don't cry because of that you have to breath so speed.It's CO2.Your act 
costed some air pollution.
Dont Cry it was done 5 years ago it has already been done to
Dont Cry it was dont 5 years ago it has already been done to
dont drink diet coke or eat mentos!
Don't eat eggs. They're high in cholesterol. Go vegan.
dont eat mentos after drink diet coke xD
Don't even have a boy friend to make love but this mix is good X'D
Don't forget 1963 doctor who its a "Classic"
DONT FORGET DAMIAN SAMPLED THIS
Don't forget It's also low on calories ;3
🔴  Don't forget the famous Bobby Byrd.🔴
dont get it at all....and am happy to say so
don't get me wrong , i love our planet but i find this very cringy sorry 
kiddo
dont get the JC thing - you cant prove it , so why believe in it ?
don´t have blind faith. ;)
dont have time to watch this but if anyone can tell me WHO SPECIFICALLY 
DESIGNED THE GOOMBA, let me know.  who specifically?
don't just take it further, take it to the level.... 205 bottles of coke
Don't knock it- it looks funny enough to keep your kids happy.
Don't know what about you... I think they are bored...
Don't know why I'm here. Havent had any in a while and probably wont. I'm 
just really enjoying the songs ❤
Don’t know why this is in my recommended but ill watch it ½
Don't lecture us ya silly disturbed piece of Eurotrash
dont let the jews see this, they'll make a law against it then use the 
court system to steal this guy's money.
"Don't let your dreams be dreams"n-Shia L.
don't let your fears guide you !
Don't like it.
Dont like it just sub
don't like this look so much
Don't listen to scientists kid
Don't listen to this on acid, plz.
Dont make em like this anymore
Don't make men sign contracts for sex.Teach women not to lie about rape.
Don't mess with the Dangerous Woman
dont post other ppls work u PUNK!
DONT READ THIS!! if you don't paste this to other 10 videos your mom will 
die within 4 hours... rnhate to do this :s
DON'T READ THIS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!rnrnrnrnrnIf you do not copy and paste this 
onto 10 videos your mom will die in 4 hours
Dont really care. Who can afford it.
don't say she needs a life when your at home being an unarticulate 
imbecile and she's on a world tour making millions of dollars you 
imbecile.
don't see and neither do u, so answer is no and ur just a stupid troll.
don't see it
Dont speak at an U.S. high school girl. U might be randomly shot by a mass 
shooter
Don't speak monkey language, I can do that too. I ti si debil majmuncino 
retardirana!
DON'T STOP EXHALING CO2! PLANTS LIKE THAT!



@DontStuterbitch <--- HAS MENTAL ISSUES
@DontStuterbitch ngot sex a dog
@DontStuterbitch オメデトウ　( ^ _ ^)∠☆PAN！
@DontStuterbitch she wants you to focus on her
@DontStuterbitch the stutter with one T..i know it is you and its 
retarded.
@DontStuterbitch you here again? poor bitch.
Dontstutterbitch created 46,000 accounts and disliked this video
@DontStutterbitch Hey smartass, guess what
@DontStutterbitch lol no cold shoulder. im high off percosets right now.
@DontStutterbitch lol ok whatever u say ace. Dsc385 is the head here.
@DontStutterbitch NO
@DontStutterbitch thank's your view
@DontStutterbitch  woah it must be big:) i wanna play with it and lick 
it.wanna wrestle?:p
Dont swear on this chanel
Dont talk shit about cola.nBitch.
dont think dirty nooowww lmao
Don't touch the drown acid.
Don't tread on me boy
dont try it inside, that's what i did, and it became quite a mess :P 
imagine coce floating all out over the floor, under the sofa and shit x)
dont try thin IN home
Dont try this a home my Room is staid smell of coke ..
Don't U stop the music
dont u think ur too old fir this
DON'T VISIT BIEBER AND LOVEZ !!!!  nYou give them more views
Dont wait!!! Les Go Dance
Don't waste
Dont worry guys, Samuel L Jackson will play Teddy Roosevelt in the last 
scene.
Don't worry, its Diet Coke only lol. Diet Coke is for noobs.
don't worry its diet!! lol
dont worry little monsters she'll be #1 again soon
dont worry they only wasted diet coke
don't you guys have anything better to do? seriusly i wouldn't spend that 
much money or that much time just to set up a coke and mentos display
Don't you love using children as a means to an end?
dont you people hear the bombing?
Don't you prototype these things?
DON'T YOU PUT THAT EVIL ON ME RICKY BOBBY!
DonutsnFridays
Do’oh!
DOOORKNOBB
Door rapists
Doot doot doot doot
DOPE
Dope
dope
DOPE
dope !!!
DOPE!
dope!!
Dope!!!
Dope!!!!!😘😂
Dope as Fuk
dope, i love it
DOPE!!! Just WonderFull <3
Dope music  godfather!!
Do people just honk their horns for fun or sometging god damn
do people really like this?
Do people step outside of their house anymore? The planet is not getting 
any hotter, just people are too fucking sheltered.
dopest dope I ever smoked!



DOPE TUNE
Do Philip and Fred 2,3,4
Dopiero na Still D.R.E sie publika ozywila, a przeciez Nas is Like przed 
tym przekozacko wyszlo
do popodne 2 m
do power rangers Dino charge
Doppelpeace ✌✌ an den Ehrenmann
DO PRINCESS LEIA
do rafh
do real steel
do redhood
do Rey s, speedor
Dornald Trump must be answer to her answer.
do Ron Jeremy
Do sada ima najmanje 200.000 pregleda.
DO SAD BI TREBALO DA IMA BAR 3,5,KO SE SLAŽE?🔥
Dosad najbolja
Do sad najbolja pesma 👏
Do sad najkvalitetnija!🖤💜
Do sad su joj sve pesme posebne na svoj način. Ova je zaista zarazna i 
svidja mi se sto je solo a ne u duetu 💎💎💎
dosao da iskljucivo ishejtujem,medjutim #laJK
Dose it have to be mint mentos or can it be fresh mentos nand dose it have 
to be diet coke or any coke ?nplease answer thanks !
dosent anyone care bout kids dying in japan
do sex
Dos from Microsoft was a variant of Unix.
Doskonałe
Dosla..izdominirala..otisla💪🙏
Do slappy the dummy
Dosłownie wyrywa z butów
Doso bacio dislike i otiso
Do something with dude perfect
Do spiderman
Do spider-man 3
Do Spider-Man nPlease
@DosSantos07 Go fuck yourself, you IDIOT.
Do star wars  the last jedi kylo Ren costume
Do Steinway Tower - 111 West 57th Street video!
do straight outta Compton
Do suicide squad NOW
Do the assassin from the soon to be Assassin's creed movie?
Do the coin rope trick. Unlimited cars
do the darth vader costume and lightsaber
Do the flash ⚡
do The FLASH!!!!!!
Do the new captain america movie please. Thx
do the new stormtrooper
do the punisher
Do the Seacen were the titanic breaks up from the movie titanic
Do the Spiderman costume from capital America Silver war
Do they except qautors ?
do they have a channel or playlist.. could not find it. love this video n 
would love to see the other how to videos. thanks in advance.
Do they know shes a girl?
do they stick holes in it?
Do this with Chicago, like Vista tower
Do those people have any idea how many people she fucked on that mattress? 
That thing must be a biohazard by now.
Dou
Double confirmed!! Daniel Radcliffe will be the next Wolverine!!



Double geetar action
Double lapel uchikomi to open that hehe
DOUBLE LIFT?
Douche-champ
@douchecock427 I think it might be referring to the spray effect? 
Champagne does that too without the menthos.
@Doug Demuro
Doug Demuro has entered the Chat.
Doug Demuro would have loved this to get to production now
@doughnutoperator
@douglasvevoful não é não .. Acho que voce esta confudido .. Porque fala 
que aqela musica é ruim é difícil ,ehn cara ..
Do u guys ware i protection?
do u have any cigarette?
do u have to watch the video all the way to get a view? or can u just keep 
on refreshing the page?
do u store the coffee in the fridge ?
DO U THINK IM KOOL 4 RIGHTING WRONG WORDZ AND IN ALL CAPZ GIRL FRIEND
do u think u can send me the mask in the mail cause this looks complicated 
and if u can I just want the mask
Do večeras2 mil.
do veceras drugo milionce idemoooo
Do Vista tower chicago
Dovoljna je jedna rec ,, EKSTRA '' ❤❤❤
Dovoljna je samo jedna rec:brilijantnooooooooi
Do we ever see homers brother again besides this episode
Do we have to accept and agree with everything she says?? Perhaps she 
speaks ex-cathedra or inspired by the Holy Spirit??
Do we really have to take this mentally ill child serious any longer?
Do we really need a third one
DO WHAT I SAY OR YOU ARE EVIL
Do what I say or you'll all gonna die.
DOWNLOAD MARRY THE NIGHTnitunes
Download YouTube as MP3nhttps://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/free-
youtubie-to-mp3-conv/blnalaiaknhmihhljpfidngjedjnmijg
Down our way, Growing up, we used to call climate change, "The weather".
downvote for having not one, but two ads before the video even starts.
DO YOU COME FROM THE LAND DOWN UNDER?
Do you come up with these by your self?
do you dear to watch my channel............<
do you do dead space 3
Do you do shows in Los Angeles. I'd love to see this live.
Do you feel like a hero yet
Do you feel like a hero yet?
do you guys hear the subliminal messages
Do you have a favorite food there
do you have a life u have been commenting the entire day
Do you have a mix that is longer? 😜
Do you have any other suggestions about other musics with the same kind of 
atmosphere?
Do you have any tips for the video editing? My footage doesn't looks so 
smooth.nhttp://bit.ly/1FhTJUO
Do you have a video were you make a Darth Vader costume? :D
do you have to used Diet Coke or can you used coke
Do you know how many poor thirsty children that could have helped?
Do you know how much these things cost?  There’s maybe 40 bucks worth of 
steel in them!
Do you know how to make Luke's lightsaber?
Do you know how to play the pipa? If you do, that's super cool! Also, if 
you do, can you create a song using it?
do you know  I'm  in love with the monster by fifth harmony and this song 
they both sound the same?????
Do you know that he wrote this song for Bob Marley? ;)
do you know that stieve Wonder is blind? but he is really good



Do you know what the name of the sexual machine is? It's Gonzalo!!!!
Do you lift Fam?
Do you say the same thing to Barrack Obama when you met him, since he 
dropped bombs left and right throughout his presidency?
Do you think a woman can travel there alone? Safty-wise
do you think the person who discovered putting mentos in coke was trying 
to make minty coke?
do you think this would get a good grade for a science project? i wouldn't 
know how to demonstrate it though....
“Do you understand!?”n“Sorta” n“Homer!! Answer me again in self 
confidence!” n“SORTA!!”
"Do you understand?"n"Sort of..."n"Homer, answer me again with self-
confidence."n"SORT OF!!!"
Do you understand, that Homer is raw USA?
Do you use math
Do you want some Mentos with that? xD
Do you write for Portlandia? hahah killer stuff man! Oh I said killer. 
Sorry for all the negative vibes that may have created.
do zootopia
Draga Kija kako zračiš pozitivom. Spot je brutalan. Bravo bravo bravoo.
Draga Kija šta nam uradi mi zbog tebe i ne spavamo pijesma je predobra za 
mene do sad najbolja odavno nisam čuo bolju. 💘💘❤❤💘💘💘🔝🔝🔝
Draga Kijo sta nam uradi sa tom strelom sve nas pogodi bravo HIT.
Draga mi je al mi je odvratna u ovom spotu zbog nacina kako otvara usta 
dok pjeva. Previse izvjestaceno.
Draga nasa samo jako
Dragi Kijevci, poslusajte Filipovu strelu :)))
<--Drake Parodyn"Find My Muffin"nLady Gaga might enjoy :D
Drama
DRAMA - DRAMA - DRAMAnnnQuit using kids, that have no real life 
experience, as your emotional rollercoasters.
Drama queen
Drama queen 😒
Drama queen enthralled with questionable science.
drama rehearsal. Rides the short bus with a helmet. steps on stage and 
nails the rehearsal 👌
Drama team captain
Dramatic Appearance. Should win the Oscar this year.
Dramatic much?
@DraQDragoS What the hell indeed. ._. Then middle aged men sure like Lady 
Gaga. *cannot find any sense in this whatsoever*
dream car.
Dreaming walk on the water like in the movie...maybe afterlife haha..
@dreamstalker95 aww did i hurt your feelings...guees wat idgaf
Dre is iconic! You can recognise his music however it was played
Drink a coke and then eat a mentos... I am going to dare someone to do 
this xD
Drink diet coke?nnahahahahahahaha
Drink every time he says redefine
Drinking a Bottle of Dogfish head's Honey Stout while enjoying a pizza as 
I listen
Drinking game....Every time he says "get up" you drink a shot!
Drinking game: When they say "software", well...you know what to do.
drink it!!!!!
Drink the kool aid don't drink the kool aid
Drink water everytime she says "how dare you"
Drivel at it finest ;)
Drive my SUV with 600PS until you die!
Driving a stolen car, Thanks! This is Easily, one of the best full albums 
on yt!
Drkica.....
DR. MELI idemooouu kijaaa kraljiceee
drops the frisbee off the cliff when he spins it on his finger



Drown me in bleach.
Druga Ariana Grande
Drugacija. Posebna. Jedinstvena. Nasa Kija.
Drugacije, ali jako dobro i zanimljivo... Ova djevojka je zaista ozbiljno 
pristupila svom poslu i to se vidi! Spot je na visokom nivou '💘💘💘💘💘
Druga milka
Drugari, odslušajte pesmu do kraja, a ne po 40-ak sekundi, pa neće brisati 
preglede!!! I bez gomile smajlija po porukama!
Druga zena ne licih na sebe
Drugi u trendu u BiH
Drug lords have land mines specially if you are attacking the main lab. 
Those equipments are necessary to every operation.. small or big..
Drummer sucks
Drumph, that fat orange retarded maniac walks in and walks out...
@dsc385 Actually, I am 12. But it is creepy cuz of that girl in the 
bathtub's eyes! Come on, u gotta agree.
@dsc385 ah well it's working for them then isn't it :) i really don't care 
what you think it's not gonna make me not love Bieber...
@dsc385 check out mr.criminal death before dishonor
@dsc385 Fuck Off Dipshit.........
@dsc385 hey same old shit goin here on i see..depressing. how are u 
otherwise?
@dsc385   I love rock and Gaga, so I guess I dont apply to that 
statement  :D
@dsc385 I'm sorry, but you're one of the rudest people I've ever met on 
YouTube.
@dsc385 is bazillion a real number in ur crazy world?
@dsc385 LOL GAY..the most GAYESt guy ever in the world
@dsc385 Love thy neighbor... am i right?
@dsc385 send me your image PLEASE
@dsc385 so many posted comments here should give her another record # 
surelynps. what time is it in America?
@dsc385 That's an amazing record!
@dsc385 The dictionary term means nothing...it has a negative, derogatory 
connotation.
@dsc385 these trolls are hurtin'. Weak ass mufucka cant even speak 
english..wtf..kind of 21 yr old dude loves JB? im at a loss here .
@dsc385 u r really a faggot!! to b tlkin bout 'gossip!' dem things r 4 
girls not boys
@dsc385 your rite she is not a guy she is a awsome woman!
DSC IS JUST AN LOST PUPPY IN FAGO CITY
@DscSwallowsCum indeed i do. And dsc385 i'm english
@Dskull88 nooo leave them coming we get more views :D :D
:D Super!
DUAHAHAHAHAHA!!
Du bist die beste sängerin von balkan
Du bist ein Held.
du bist ein Held Snowden
Đubre sa Granda.
Duchamp and Miles Davis weren't really contemporaries in a generational 
sense, but MD's observations about not repeating yourself are pure Miles.
Duchamp was a clever guy, probably the cleverest artist since Manet; njust 
a shame he inspired so many second-rate opportunists
Ducking Cyborg!
DudddeeePerfecttt!
Dude
DUDE!
dudecomedy sent me here
Dude everything and everyone in delhi has been shated on by default
Dude from India married a woman from the USA and the family of the India 
man slap the shit out of the woman many many times when she visit India...
Dude, honestly, this had better be better than the last one.  Pleeeaaaase.
Dude how do I join?
DUDE. How have I not discovered this masterpiece?! YouTube wtf!



dude how you do that?
dude i am so going to do this
Dude I love your singles
Dude imagine them walking into a 7-11.nn"Hey, yeah I'd like 101 bottles of 
diet coke and 523 mentos..."
Dude looks like a young Dennis Quaid...awesome channel btw
Dude not from Earth.
dude OWNAGE!!!
@Dude Perfect
Dude Perfect
DUDE PERFECT!
Dude Perfect.
Dudeperfect...
Dude perfect 2.0???
dude perfect ain't got nothing on this
Dude Perfect better ;)
Dude perfect copy!
Dude Perfect do tricks better :D
Dudeperfect feeling.
DudePerfect GET REKT!!!!!!!!!
Dude perfect had the same song
Dude Perfect? IS DATCHU?
Dude perfect is that you?
Dude......Perfect? lolnAnyways, awesome video as always
DudePerfect MODE: ON
Dude perfect much
Dude Perfect much?
Dude perfect music
Dude Perfect need to step up their game.
dude perfect :p
Dude perfect taken to a whole new level
Dude Perfect used this song too! It's awesome.
Dude perfect wannabe
dude perfect wanna be....
Dude Perfect would be proud
Dude perfekt
Dude. Please let us hear more of each masterpiece
Dude, robin williams last post on his website was to youtube video..
Dudes got a soda shower!
dude shes so fucking cute
dude's high
dudes im a brazilian and i love your videos!!! 1 billion likes
Dude slayed life when he couldn't even feel his own face. I fucks with it 
so heavy.
Dude stealing...
dude sweet
Dude sweet, I'm from the town right next to where these guys live, Turner 
Maine! They live in Buckfield. Sick........
dude, that had to take a ton of money...
dude that picture with the andy sandburg lookalike looked more like jon 
bernthol aka the punisher with weird teeth
dude that's awsome
dude thats enough 116 only no 117 or il get mad
dude that was awesome
Dude, that was Perfect
Dude the song actually sounds pretty good
dude this way epic hahahah
Dude u are one racist **********
Dude, wanna this orchestral performance in france, please this is just so 
fucking good!
Dude was a fucking genius, period.
dude was high as fuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuck
Dude, we need this in a CD!, nplz and thx!nLike for rreal!
dude what a waste of coke



Dude what the hell u doing there
dude who buys that much diet coke? or mentos?
dude wtf
dude wtf why is this here only a year later? was this published a year ago 
or made a year ago and only published now...?
Dude, you are pretty funny. I think you got something goin on there for 
sure. Hipster theme was a nice touch xD
dude you do this edit from scratch.  the flow of the shots and movements 
work
Dude - you get major upvotes for that wonderful show of friendship!
Dude,you have to throw away these snickers.
Dude, you need to take the tone down a notch, it's unbearable.
dud tht is soo flippin coolnmaybe my alltime favorite, what did you guys 
cut the caps at different agles and stuff to make the mist?
due note del cazzo che si facevano sentire... figlio di puttana
Du erinnerst mich an The Riing. Du hast einen Job.
Dugo iščekivanje a na kraju sprdnja od pesme😐 ajmo podrška za kiju da joj 
se napišu dobre pjesmice🙏
Du hast alles gut und richtig gemacht. Bravo kleine Mädchen💃💘
Du haut de mes 14 ans j'arrive quand même à kiffer ca !!!
Duhhhhhhhh
@dulacerda77 good luck
DULCE MARIA FANS WE ARE SUPPORTING, THANKS FOR HELP LITTLE MONSTER
@dulcetdiscordanza Yes
DUMA! Brawo Radzimir, coś pięknego. Przydałaby się 2ga część!
Dumb-ass little girl obviously hasn’t been to China.
Dumb Broad thinks she the shit predicated her own fate. I lost respect for 
Ronda when she talk hella shot to misha Tate.
Dumbfounded by the amount of clowns in denial about climate change.
Dumni bardzo. Życzymy absolutnych sukcesów na międzynarodowych scenach :D
Dumny jestem z Polaków i tyle :D
Dupa
Du pur groove !
Durchgeknallte FFF (=666)
Durga
Durga maa around 9:12 mark. ❤🕉
During sex this music is awesome.. already i try. Feeling in heaven
DURING THE 1970'S IT WAS GLOBAL FREEZING      NOW THEY ARE TRYING THIS
Dušaaa
Dusa moja...dal je realno da ceo dan slusam znam napamet cak i ovaj etno 
deo hahha
Duševně nemocná PÍČA :D :D :D
dušmani na aparatima :)
@dutchfett terrible right?
Dutch van der Linde would like to know your location
Dutch? Where are you
dut dut dut dut
Duuuuude, what happened at 0:29? The image looked corrupted.
Duvido ter um BR
Du wirst von den Regierungen bezahlt um uns höhere Umweltsteuern aus der 
Tasche zu ziehen! Wer bezahlt deine Reisen und Hotels?
Duzebriznici kojima se ovo ne svidja neka idu da slusaju ono sto im se 
svidja, a ne da pametuju i seju mrznju ovde... :)
DVAC bois
:D Very Nice !!!
Dvesta posto znam da si na njoj 🤣🤣  topcina 👍❤
Dvorak? >:(
Dvorák is only an honorable mention? Smh nLol jk great vid
Dvorak new world? 😢
Dvorak only getting a mislabeled honorable mention:(
dwarfs love gaga and basket ball and sheep!!!



dw you can still drink w/e is left lol
Dyed hair. nnNot surprised.
dying africans would love coke and mentos...
@Dylantog Homo with ass flies
Dziękuję Stiwi. 😎
E a Ariana como sempre sendo a comandante do pop <3 <3
Each piece should have been in its totaal!
Each to his own. I'd rather listen to Bartok.
"EA designs a game"
É A RAINHA DO YOUTUBEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE CARAIONNNNNNNNNNN
Eargasms at 1:08.
Early 70's...
EAR RAPE
Ear rape.
Earrape before it was cool
Earthquake ActivitynŞehirtDistancetMag.tTime & DatenMalibu, CAt83 
kmt3.6t01:17 PDTn2011-06-11
Earth sucks
Earth will be fine after our extinction, they’re fighting for their lives 
and not for the earth
Easily one of the most beautiful women to ever exist.
EAST17
eat a Snickers.
Eat the bugs, don't have kids and ignore China and India.
Eat the rich
Eat this, modern pop music!nStockhausen was a friggin geniussss mane
EAT YOUR HEART OUTnCOLIN KAPERNICK
Eat your words Ronda!! Holly FTW
Eay to go jimmi, blow their, monds , and , just think its a guitar am
E bas kad vidim da nam skidaju preglede i komentare zainatim se i udaram 
jos jace.
EBAY YOUNG,ARE UGLY AS F.....IM 48 YRS..F.. THEIR DESPERATE WITH 
ADVERT'S.. .GO AWAY YOUTUBES...AND YOUR DESPERATION FOR A ¢ENT...
...eben ein HELD
E bi ga i ja sam volio koga nisam smio takav ti život. 👏  🔥  🔥  🔥  🔥  🔥  
🔥  🔥
échale ganas ;)
EC HOES
EchOhhes Ohhsf The RoOhhads.nnAlso,nTurn on the closed captions y'all. 
You'll see why.nEnjoy.
Echt peinlich wie die ganzen Länder sich den scheiß Amis beugen.
È come al solito sei stata bravissima ti adoro
Ecosistem collapsing in sweeden? What was stolen from you in sweeden?
@ecrailux rni think 14 million people getting the enjoyment from this is 
worth a few hundred dollars worth of coke and mentos
Eddie Murphy - Delirious :D
É de arrepiar, muito fera, um monstro da guitarra
Edge between organisation and chaos. If I were to hold a seance then this 
would be the soundtrack.
@edgeofseventeen17 probably as ugly as your mom i bet!
e diabólica
Edited on a typewriter
@edithsba18 vete a cojerte a tu madre jaja no lo lograran mal nacidos
Edivaldo
Edmond is a good analyst, I Don't think she could of come up with that 
herself. I blame the size of the 'octagon' for her loss.
E dosen't eqal Mc2... E=mc^2 stupid fuck
Eduard Einstein? Grieg!!
@eduardo2211zxc el mio es Oscar Juarez
@eduardo2211zxc  si monster lo estoy vien y canto marry the night acustico
eduward I love u - come live and work by me in vienna and we will go 
on .... and on and on
Edward Greig is one of the best composers in my opinion



Edward Grieg  looks like Albert eienstain to me
Edward J. Snowden is a Hero.
Edward Snowdan, ein weiser junger Mann. Sehr ermutigend.
Edward Snowden ---> HELD!
Edward Snowden ist der absolut größte Ehrenmann aller Zeiten
Edward Snowden, Julian Assange ist für mich ein HELD ... das sind meine 
HELDEN ... Diese Ehrlichen Helden müssen geschützt werden ...
Eee flywheel time
Eeehh Homer Simpson is a brilliant man ..... his personal hygiene is above 
reproach
Eee milaaa majkoo , ....Kija pomjeras granicee ....brutalnoo dobra
eepybird got sponsored by coke and mentos, they didn't have to pay for all 
of it anyways
Eertyuuhh de anjos 😍😘😘
@efcpl face the truth! The truth hurts
EFFIN MAN!!!!
eff-oh-oh-ell. nnHa, I've done it!nnOr did you mean: "Learn to spell, 
fool"?nnLearn to punctuate
Effortless perfection ?
e for effort at best.notherwise this feels poorly orchestrated and loosely 
performed.
efsaneler ölmezzzz amk... tek turk benmiyim lan 😃
Efsoo
Eğer ki kim yorumumu kaldirdiysa yemini mi bozup sex machine olucam ve 
ananizi sikicim !!!!!!!!!!!
Egoraptor must be creaming his pants with this video
Egotist if ever there was one. Remote from all but himself.
egrep -f -v would pull out text words not in a dictionary list.nnMaybe 
that's only in later Unix.nnWindows is still crap though. Really crap.
Eh...
eh doesnt look interesting....
Eh duso nasa
Ehermmm..i think homer just design the ultimate sleeper car
eh... fergie was better at the nba finals...
Ehhh YT, why you're so slow??
ehh kinda wats of money
Eh lil pump is better
Eh nisam fan Kije al ova pjesma ubila.
ehpix
EHRENMANN
Ehrenmann
Ehrenmann!
EHRENMANN!!
Ehrenmann.
Ehrenmann Putin für das aufnehmen. Ehrenmann Snowden für seine Taten. Arme 
Welt!
.ᗰE Iᑎ 2019:OOOOOOO ᗩ ᑎEᗯ ᔕOᑎGnnnnnnᗪEᔕᑕᖇIᑭTIOᑎ:ᗩᑎᗪ I OOᑭ -  ᗰᗩᗪE Iᑎ 
2016
Eight year 🌹😭
Ein absoluter Ehrenmann
Ein ausgezeichneter Lehrfilm. Heute und morgen wichtiger denn je.
Eine brandgefährliche massenhysterie...
Ein echtes Vorbild! Wahnsinn
Eine Kleine Nachtmusik: 1 Allegro should be NO.1!!!
Eine Verbrechenssteuer fehlt noch um die Kriminalität zu senken
Eine verdeckte Migransteuer. Die Kosten müssen aufgebracht werden.
Eine wunderschöne Idee, sein Traum von einer besseren Welt lebt auch in 
mir. <3
Einfach krank.
einfach nur geiles experiment
Einfach nur ''genial'' #inGerman
einfach nur lässig!!!



EIN FEST FÜR ALLE PROTEST-PARTEIEN  🙂
Ein Genie,ein Meisterwerk...:
ein großer Mann der viel opferte und die Grenzen seiner berechtigten Angst 
überwunden hat für eine Zukunft der Wahrheit.
EIN GROßER TAG FÜR DIE MENSCHHEIT!!!nDANKE  "G R E T A!"!
Ein guter Mann.
Ein kleiner Trost, dass es auch in unserer kaputten Welt noch echte Helden 
gibt.nIrgendwann wird man Straßen und Plätze nach ihnen benennen.
EIN MEILENSTEIN DER MUSIKGESCHICHTE. Sie ist auch in meiner Sammlung.
Ein wunderschöne Mann- Gott segne ihm!
Either AOC or Al Gore hired this child. nWell script.  I'm Sure she did 
good in rehearsal.
E jbg. Ja se nadala da će ovo biti hit. Ipak mi se sviđaju samo prve dve 
pesme
Ej  Bobo  Bobo 😂 😂   i  sto bi  rekla   lunci  ,,,  Gledajte  i  uzivajte 
''''  BRAVO  KRISTINA KOCKAR 😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍👏👏👏 ❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
ejejj este video lo puso mi profesor en clase jejeje
@ekinox17 Pretty sure all those mentos and bottles of coke wouldn't be 
very nutritious...
@ekinox17 Yup, because that's what you feed the children in Africa: coke 
and mentos! very nutritious!
Ekipica vidim da smo na okupu.
EKSTRA EKSTRA,SVE!  KIJA,nit mu zaboravljal nitmu ista oprastaj jer ni 
komadic tvoje ljubavi nije zasluzio.
@EkstraEray i'm not :(((((((
EKSTRA JE PESMA.SVAKA JOJ CAST KOLIKO JE VREDNA, UPORNA, 
INTELIGENTNA,HARIZMATICNA A PRITOM  I LEPA.
Ekstra , svaka cast !!!
Ekstra sviidja mi se
EL 2° VIDEO MAS VISTO EN LA HISTORIA DE YOUTUBE
El 4 ????¿¿¿¿ que bizarro
El 7 y el 5 no me gustaron
Ela e bonita
el año pasado  quien arrazo en premios y nominaciones? pedazo de cabrona 
jaja
EL AÑO QUEVIENE VUELVE CATANTE LEDY GAGA A LA CASETA JUVENTUD FERIA 
MANILVA 2017 TEMPORADA FINAL
Ela preveu como seria derrotada
Ela ta tão  na sua kkkkknQ lindo é de camurça
@elbragocool no  honestly love you becuase of this comment!! best comment 
eer made :)
El bruno mars de esa epoca  :v
el Carlitos La MonaJimenez de ellos
"Election Day" could totally be 2016 instead of 2004!
Electric cars are faster and funnier than gas car anyway ⚡💪
electric church
Electric James!
Electric Relaxation i CREAM to combo! Te dwa wyszły najlepiej IMO
ELECTRIC RELAXATION... WOW!!!   I NEVER THOUGHT
Electrique man
Elephant never forget.
Elephants are better than people
El es el original,nadie jamàs podrà emularlo,ni imitarlo,ni siquiera 
pensarnlo!!!
El es el papa del soul lo amo
El es el rey
EL EXITO LADY GAGA
@ELFANMAYOR AGANLE CASO! JAJA UPS!
@ELFANMAYOR quiso copiar a Shakira? Estas ciego!
@ELFANMAYOR Solo tu la odias ARDIDO!
@elflacovice2009  ignorante  anormal latinidad es una palabra imbécil   
jajajaja



El homo
El idioma de los dioses... nach
El idolo mas grande de adolecencia que tube y ,q tengo, grasias maestro
eline sağlık...rnsaolasın...rnallah razı olsun...rnmükemmel bi çalışma...
el intro de canchis canchis :'v
Elite content lads
Elite gegen Whistleblower
El jazz es cagada dijo el dun
Ella volverá a bailar, y si no puede igual la seguiremos apoyando :D <3
Elle met tellement de bonne humeur cette chanson ! J'aurai aimé la 
connaître avant !
Ellon Musk
ellos debieron casarse en la vida real <3 <3
El maldito puto amo
El mejor álbum de Miles, la conchesumadre! Perú, Lima,2017.
EL MEJOR COMENTARIO NO LO ES.,  ME GUSTA  QUE JODE...SOY DEL 70 JODERRRR
El mejor de la historia, y la mejor versión que he escuchado de el himno 
gringo, mostrando su realidad.
El mejor video de toda la historia! #Te_Amo_Lady_Gaga
EL MEJOR VÍDEO DE YOUTUBE .
El Musica es muita bonita o mexicano el to cu es tala fodido
El Nino grew up to be El Hombre and Climate change will soon be .... the 
Pacific Blob !!
El nombre de la 1era musica de fondo x favor..!!!
El número 1 es de tucuman jaja esta sobre una avenida es pendejada de la 
bruja en el poste
El número  33 , Juventino Rosas, orgullosamente mexicano y guanajuatense.
?elohesaa ruoy fo tuo esnesnon tuorps ton od uoy taht gniylpmi uoy erA 
".esnesnon dna cigam tuoba sklat nagaS lraC tpecxE"
Elon musk.
Elon musk and Tesla in the future
Elon Musk at Tesla
Elon Musk designing the first Tesla
Elon Musk < Homer Simpson
Elon Musk left the chat
Elon musk when they first made the tesla roadster 😂
Elon needs a volunteer to go live on mars.any one.nnnnCrisis actor.
El pionero de la música electrónica.
El pueblo unido jamás será vencido свободу Анжеле Девис
El retardo
El rey!!
El Rey del soul
@elsergiomaravilla  haha people who want to read a pornography about a 
gurl who gets fucked by a vampire lots of times haha
el tango es música clásica?
El video de esta canción me traumo de pequeño :(
Elvis Costello is a lame hipster
Elza Soares! ❤
Elza Soares com James Brown? MT bom
Elza Soares is now 82; still dancing but probably not like that.
El zna neko koji faktor predstavljaju u svakom spotu Tv-i iz 19og veka..? 
nesto ne razumem simboliku 😁😁😁 nBtw: ne lozite se, nije hejt koment.
embarrassing
@emceenoris me too..
Emilia bondon
@EmIlYlOvEsYoU2010 OHHH THNX
Eminem ??
Emma "Fuck me in the Butt" Sulcowicz. Columbia, you're a jew ridden 
hellhole and I hope you burn.
Emma "Fuck Me In The Butt" Sulkowicz
Emma "Fuck me in the butt" Sulkowicz
Emma should be grateful for anyone to put their dick into that atrophied 
pussy of hers.  A future lesbian in the making.



Emmattressgate
E moja Srbijo...
Emo-spider
Emotionale und Mathematische Stränge ermöglichen Autarke Intelligenz
Emotional pleas of gross ignorance does not change the facts.  Earths 
climate is cyclical, live with it!
Enable subtitle contribution so we can add spanish subs to this video.
en algunos momentos encuentro un parecido a Erik Satie
encarta brought me here
encore et encore mon époque James
Encuentra el diferente  😚😚😚😚😚😚😚😚 😚😚😚😚😚😚😚😚😚😚😚😚😚😚😚
😚😚😚😚 😙 😚😚 😚😚😚😚😚 😚 😚😚😚😚😚😚😚

Endia is not only dirty shit country. But also its RAPE capital of world. 
and full of all kind crimes.
ending are shit,why does ben stiller quit his job after that pharaoh's son 
move to england?
Endlich weg mit den schwarzgrüngelbroten neoliberalen einheitsparteien 
eurolands
ENDS AT 0:22
En el fondo podemos ver a Garnet
en el minuto 2:30 segundos lady gaga se le ve las tetas
En el puesto 68 puede saber por fin de quien se inspiró J.K. Rowling 😅😅
energy!
Enero 2019 ¿Alguien? 💕
EN ESA EPOCA FUI DISJOKEY DE LA HAWAI KAY EN CARACAS QUE RECUERDOS DESDE 
EL AÑO 1968 AL 1971
en españa icieron uno mas wapoooooooooooo y por cierto el domingoooooooooo
En español  y pacas de tenis  s.x
Engineer: what kind of car would you like, Mr. Simpson?nnHomer: I 
dunno.nncrack up every time I hear that.
enigma3588 loves his diet coke
Enjoyed the whole trip, beautiful ending at the 🕌
En  los subs sale Hallelujah, asi se dice aleluya en inglés? :0
EN MENOS DE UNA HORA YA HEMOS HECHO MAS DE 30.000 REPRODUCCIONES y las que 
faltan..nLLEGAREMOS A LOS 500 MILLONES Y MAS
>En mi canal behind the music de akon, parte donde sale Lady Gagan>In my 
channel behind the music of akon, part where Lady Gaga
Eno i Sloba odusevljen pesmom izbacio je na story.0
É NÓIS QUE VOA BRUXÃO!
ENORME
enorme !
Enorme James!
enorme terrible
Enough of this BRAINWASHED twit.nThere more concerned about this lie,than 
23 million Youtubers that was HackednShe is a Humanoid. ROBOT
Enough with Apple TV 😖 😷  back iPhone again
Enough with the lectures.  What's your god damn solution then you little 
brat?
Enquanto eu estiver em vida isso vai tocar. 🔥🔥🔥
En realidad no se entiende tu comentario, por favor se coherente
En souvenir de mon amie Antoinette qui est au ciel
então era esse o funk dos anos 70nnnnnbem melhor do que o atual "funk"
En tcms:(tu cara me suena)
Entendu à l’instant pour la pub McDo... Big up 😍
ENTER FRECTII(.) COM
entertaining video
Entrem e Votemos Por GAGA Qual é a Reina Del Popnellookdelasfamosas.es/
noticia/lady-gaga-o-madonna-quien-es-la-reina-del-pop
ENTREN EN      BANERATO     EN YOUTUBErnENTREN EN          BANERATO    EN 
YOUTUBErnENTREN EN     BANERATO     eN YOUTUBE



en un video salia q maicon jackson se bestia y maquillaba como leydi gaga
environmentalism = communism nnchange my mind
Environmental science class taught me well💓  change for the better starts 
with each individual making small contributions
ENVOUTANT!!!
É o Mestreeeee!
éoq
e otimo esse video
É o verdadeiro som
E ovo je cisto sranje... Nemam naviku ovo da kazem, ali ovo jeste, 
stvarno. ����
E ovo je pesma,ovo je hit, ovo je zvezda!
E ovo je vec Kija. Super pesma kao i Kristina. Dominacija.
E OVO JE VRH
epa epa epa GaGa wiii tieene 13 nominaciones en los  VMA waooo que exito :
$ nI love GaGa
E pa Kiki je medju zvezdama. Pametna lepa kulturna pesma odlicna da sto je 
vise slusas sve je lepsa i bolja.
Epic
epic
Epic
epic
Epic
Epic !
EPIC!
epic!
EPIC!
EPIC!!!!!!!!!
Epic.
EPIC.
Epic...forever...the best...
epic. in its true meaning.
Epic. Legendary. Timeless.
Epic list, but you forgot "The Imperial March" by John Williams.
epic lol
Epic music!
Epic Music Video
EPICNESS!!!!
Epic o.O
epic!!! please make more of this. This remake thing is out of this world
@epicranger2 no they didnt what? I forogt what I said
Epic says it all.  That was a rush
Epic video. great find. thanks for uploading this. :)
Epic video!! Happy 10th anniversary! Mother Monster we love you 😍
epic... waste of coke lol
Epic Win
epic xD
Episode?
Episode 8 not 7
Epistemologia celular.
Epoca de bons estilo os tocador toca e dança atualmente em hoje em dia 
raro
@equaleyez187 or you could do this complete awesome thing that truely 
amazes people. just saying..
Equity and climate justice? Huh?
ERA COMO EL LENNY KRAVITZ DE LOS 70´ JEJEJE!!!
Era fantástico!!! 👍👍👏👏👏👏👏‼💐
Era muito fixe sair não só o super Mário para as consolas mas todos os 
clássicos dos anos 80 e 90. Foram jogos que marcaram muitas gerações.
Era un dios este señor
erectile dysfunction improved with this music
Er erzählt alles, aber leider hören die Menschen nicht zu. Ich glaube wenn 
er das gewusst hätte, würde er es nicht noch einmal machen.



eres bi gay o hete para no echarte carreta
eres el rey de los platillos
eres genial
eres mi cantante faborito espero pronto bengas a peru arekipa te adohro 
erez el mejor <4
Eres un verdadero little monster??? entonces PAWS UP!!
Er hat alles aufgegeben und was hat sich verändert? Nichts... Ich 
bewundere seinen Mut aber für welchen Preis?
Er hat alles für die Wahrheit aufgeben müssen. Respekt! Mann des 
Jahrhunderts!!
Er hat meinen riesen Respekt verdient!nBleib stark, bleib aufmerksam, 
bleib gesund!1🍀
Er hat seine Freiheit aufgegeben um mit der Wahrheit rauszurücken. Ein 
wahrer Ehrenvoller Mann
Er hat viele Verbündete und sie werden nicht verschwinden
Er, he mentions Marley at the very beginning...
@ericisafag168 -__- iam a boy,think twice before posting a comment 
dumbass!
Eric, I still have a stunt plane. Wanna go do some loops and barrel-rolls? 
Been a long time since I've done any but I think I can still do them.
Eric it's your cousin. Let's go bowling at 8AM
Eric looks like he makes a mean burger.
Eric's a cool dood. We could all use a friend like him. :-)
Eric Satie?nnEdit: nevermind he is included :) just noticed :) i love this 
piece
Eric seems like an awesome guy
Eric seems like an awesome individual with a great personality,  I hope he 
enjoyed his flying adventure!
Erik satie?
Erik Satie - Gymnopédie?
Er ist kein National Held...... Er ist ein International Held !
Er ist so ein sympathischer Mensch!
ERMA GAWD! Its Fat Amy!
Ermah
ermail.pl/klik/VX5WYWUG
ermehgurd its awesome
ermoso);)
Erster amk
Erst zur Demo, und zuhause geile Videos schauen.nUnd die Jugendliche 
schreibennOh wie geil ist das den.nhttps://youtu.be/UD56LlxX9ws
Er war NSA Mitarbeiter nicht CIA
Er wird wohl bald einen Autounfall haben
er zijn altijd wel haters
Esa bailarina morenita como vacila sus movimientos. :)
Es absurdo q no viera el proyecto a medio hacer para asi pararlo a tiempo
Esa canción sale en la película de sing ven y canta
E sada nek' se najedu dobrih govana svi koji su izneli da Kija nezna da 
peva i nije zvezda. Hvala lepo i dovidjenja.
ésa música eu apresentei num pauco💘
esa musica ocupa el 10 puesto de los mejores videos de musica de youtube
¡Es asombrosamente genial! No concibo quedarme quieto... mierda
Escape from New York!
Escucha, el Pueblo sigue en la lucha!!!
Escuchar canciones de los ochentas noventas en castellano de Yuri Juan 
Gabriel Rocío Dúrcal Setelec Zetra
Escucho eso y me recuerda a una pareja explosiva 😂
Escuto está Lady desde os meus 7 aninhos, faz 6 anos
ese culo es delaas prosti dominicanas de flores!
Ese hombre es duro
Es el mejor
E' sempre emozionante ascoltare il grande James Brown
ESE NO ES STEVIE WONDER
Ese pinche James era la pura ley......



Ese tipo andaba pasado de suerte :D
ese zarcort
es fallo, eso lo hace cualquiera arriba de esa base.. pongan me a mi
Es gibt keine Demokratie auf unserer Erde. Nur nach dem Tod ist man in 
Freiheit.
Es gibt keine Demokratie - wir alle sind Sklaven des Systems - UCC - 
Uniform commercial code - wir sind alle nur eine Nummer in der Matrix!
„Es gibt keinen Helden, der die Welt retten wird. Wir, wir müssen das 
tun.“nGroße und so wahre Worte.nMein tiefster Respekt.
Es gibt keinen Klimawandel, meine Meinung!
Es gibt kein Recht Autos zu bestaunen 😁
E shows James Brown dar shows
esighsegihes
ES IMPOSIBLE QUE NO LE GUSTE ESTA CANCIÓN
Es ist das Zeitalter der Angst.nHenry Charles Bukowski.
Eskere
Es la mejor cancion del genial stevie
Es la mejor canción que he visto y que escuche
Es la mejor es la reina del pop
es lo ke estoy aciendo tengo 5 ventanaz abiertas para votar n@lazarogilber
es  mi  cancion  faborita  de  cuando  bebe
es mi cancion jajaja
Es mi música Ana Lorena Solis Amador, Costa Rica, Pura Vida
Es muss international sehr viel schlimmer werden, damit sich wirksam alles 
aendert!
Es muss was passieren
es muybonita la can Dión
es muy rara!
ES MY HOOOKER LADY GAGA
eso creo
Esos 8,000 dislikes ntodo bien en casa???...
ESPAÑA 06-10-2012
Español por aquí¶ divagan yo
especially today I feel that we need musicians like Hendrix to protest 
this disaster we have found ourselves in
espectacular amiga
Espectacular y legendario estilo JAZZ
esperando conj ancias el estreno de marry the night!
Esperó un día entender este gran álbum. Es Irreal!
Es que ya paso mucho tiempo sin saber noticias de ARTPOP!!! :(
ESSA ARIANA É MARAVILHOSA! <3
Essa coreografia dos músicos e muito loka
'Essa linha de baixo é muito expressiva. Adoro isso!!
Essa muito legal de se ouvir kkk !😎�
essa mulher é louca ou oque?😂😂😂
Essa música é sensacional!
Essa música e trilha sonora do filme cidade de Deus
essa musica e uma bosta !
Essa musica lembra o bené do filme cidade de Deus
Essa música suou um pouco... pedropilonThis song felt a little... 
pedophile
Essas músicas são imortais🕺 💃
@essdoug ur a douche-bag!
esse ai e antes de todo da antiga discoteque e paizao do rap avo da bionce 
jazy y e vario o que inventou o ritimo
Esse cara era 10 !!!!!
Esse cara foi foda...À 😎
esse cara que esta catando com James Brown parece o mano brown dos 
racionais
Esse clipe ainda vai chegar em 1 bilhão de visualizações
Esse clipe e essa música!huuuummmm... simplesmente PERFEITOS! Nunca vi 
nada igual!!! Um VERDADEIRO ícone do POP!



esse clipe e show de bola
Esse clipe me dá medo
Esse clipe se tornará (ja é classico) unico! GAGA ROCKS!!
Esse é cara  só lamento  😳
Esse é foda mesmo !!!
Esse é o funk verdadeiro. A porcaria que existe aqui no Brasil deveria ser 
proibida de ter o nome de funk.
ESSE É SHOWPURO,  KSTAR
Esse é único igual a ele nunca mais!!!! E o melhor de todos os tempos 
eterno!!!!
Esse foi o ícone do soul
Essentially, he designed the Family Truckster.
Esse para mim é o verdadeiro funk
Esse rep é muito bom
Esses caras eram demais
ESSES E O VERDADEIRO FUNKnOK
Esse sim sabia o que fazer...,
Esse som é incrível! !
esse uma lendas
Esse video é muito irado faz mais videos desse tipo valeu ok
@esswrigrnrnanother Little monster!
esta barbaro esto !!!que capos
Estaba re duro el James :v
esta bien perron este.video asi como mi pollo lady gaga
esta bn correcto este video
Está canción es la que más me gusta 💗💕
Esta canción es mi infancia completamente.
ESTA CANCION ES TAN GENIAL <3
Esta canción esta perfecta para tener sexo.
Esta canción me hizo conocer el mundo del POP !
Esta cancion tiene un ritmito algo fasero... puede ser?
ESTADISTICAS DEL VIDEO1.MEXICO 2.ESTADOS UNIDOS 3.COLOMBIA
Está entre as mais completas que já ouvi além de ser uma mulher linda e 
sensual
Está foi a melhor música dela... Rs!
esta leve
esta mejor  justin bieber  esto es una tonteria
Esta mierda de video no sube nada jajaj los mismos comentarios de siempre 
esta porquería esta en el olvido
estamos #51
estamos de acuerdo hermosa musica
Esta música es mía  Giane Gabu xD no te me emociones xD :v
Esta música es todo lo que está bien en la vida
Está muy bien esa canción diablo  mano �🦁🦁🦁🐦🐦🐦🐦😍😍😍  delenlaik
estanquensen
esta raro el traje de los minutos 3:30
Esta re linda esta canción
Esta si es música de excelencia. Universal
estas si son rolas de las chidas :v
Esta super padre
esta tan mostro esta rola
ESTA TIPA ES UNA MIERDA.... NO CANTA NI MADRES Y SIN MAQUILLAJE ES UNA 
PUTA FEA DE MIERDA Y CON TAMBIEN! MUSICA DE MIERDAAAAAAAA
@esteban55200 artista femenina o masculina? mmmmmnyo dudaria
@esteban55200 piensa antes de hablar, si no te gusta lady gaga,entonces sí 
eres gay
@esteban55200 quatro taco niño Chuck Norris
Este chat esta apoderado de latinomeria jajaja es de nosotros
este comentario se ha marcado como espam cuidado
es te disco esta dpoka👍👍👍👍👍👍👍 👍👍👍💉 💉💉💉💉💉💉📯📯📯🎻🎹🎹🎹
🎤🎺

Este é  o pai da matéria James Brown, sould music!



Este e simplesmente o mestre do fank puro fank obrigado sp
Este maitro se lucia con buena musica quien en 2019 pura uva
Este man si que escuchaba voces en su cabeza!! Ya lo imagino queriendo 
asustarse a sí mismo
Este men si que era un concha de su madre...
Éste sí que es bueno.
Este som realmente levanta o moral... não tem como não balançar os pés ou 
a cabeça... demais.
Este tema es demasiado corto para lo bueno que está ):
ESTE VIDEO ES JODIDAMENTE HISTORICO!!  #EPIC  #ETERNO #ICONICO
esté vídeo es lo máximo😘🌸
este video es mas original y esta mas chido que el de la titina aguilera
Este video me parece una genialidad.
Este video seria Genial en HD...
Este video tenemos que llevarlo a las 800.000.000 vistas y manitas }
Parriba
Este vídeo tiene que llegar al billón 😍😍
estevie wonder arianagrande sig javi
estevinguot ariana grande javi
Este wonder soooooooo gooood 🎼🐝🐝�s%🐝🐝🎼
Esto es fantastico... AMO la musica clasica. Chopin. Vivaldi. Schubert. 
Bach. Mozart. Y otros compositores :) son magnificos!!!!!!
Esto es lo que escucha mi hijo de 5 años
Esto es música eterna q viva  la música
esto es oro!!!!!1
Esto me daba miedo de pequeña
Esto sí en música
Esto si es música.ngrandes nJamer BrownnMichael JacksonnFreddy Mercury
esto si que es buena música,  Stevie Wonder un genio
Esto si que ¡¡¡¡ ES MÚSICA !!!!!
estoy escuchando un classic  y el video se grabo un mes ante que yo 
naciera
estraçalha...
È stupendo
Estupidos regetoneros dando dislike ...mejor que jackson
E sula afi aria Arianna c'è caente cesu aria
es una buena idea
Es una canción q me recuerda a unos amigos q son muy pero muy especial 
zezar mynor brayan jose nunca los olvidare
es una fracasada !!
Es una pasada. ❤ ❤❤ ❤
Es un asco. La gente es casi humana
es una total porkeria !
Es un Dios James Brown!!!
Es unisex :) eso escuche.
es un monse video igual k el putito de justin biber k pinche sentido tiene 
su videos
es verdad la tienen con lady gaga deben ser los fans de madonna estos !!!!
es verdad q el video promocional del perfme será SCHEIBE ???
Etalon of shithole
e tare dar pacat ca nu vorbesc romana,eu am facut costumul,voi?
Eternal economic growth, limitless human population growth.....this is not 
sustainable.
Eternamente o melhor
Éternel 1
eterno
E tko volim kad krenu pregledi.Ajde vise "prase" makni se sa drugog 
mesta.Vreme je da kraljica bude vicesampion.
Etno bomba.
Etno deo ubija 👌
ETNO MU DAJE PLAH STARINSKOG



Eto ti sad tvoje male s Instagrama, dok sa DR*LJOM setas, smeje ti se 
DAMA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Et sa les amies c pas bon pour les oreilles tous ceux qui ont mon âge ou 
plus connaissent bonne zik
et sinon y'a til chaque morceau en entier qqpart ? ou est-ce juste un mix 
svp ?
Et t'as rendu hommage sublimement à Bob marley avec cette chanson
etwas das es nicht gibt,kann auch nicht gerettet werden ! (Demokratie)
Eu adoro assistir vidio.
eu adoro chegar em casa a noite e tomar um uísque ouvindo jazz
eu adoro essa música
Eu amo está música.
Eu aqui de novo rs
euard einstein, not edvard
eu ate gozei
Eu bem queria tomar uma surra dessa mulherão
euch muss so fad im schädel sein ^^ g
Eu comprei o ingresso para o rock in rio no dia em que ela ia se 
apresentar e nada, que merda, pede pra cagar e sai!!!!!
EU DESCOBRI ESSA MÚSICA HOJE PELAS RECOMENDAÇÕES, COMO EU NÃO TINHA OUVIDO 
ELA ANTES?????
Eu em 2019 Brasil
eu era guri ainda e gostava dessa música , meus pais tinha um disco  dele 
e eu cantava , kkkkkkk e hj gosto mais ainda
Euer Hirte hat gesprochen! Auf geht's Schafe, so rettet nun das 
Klima! ....
Euer Song ist geil
eu invoco os br,s da zoera
É um privilegio poder ouvir isso a qualquer momento.
è una bella canzone...è molto orecchiabile
Eu não achei os materiais para fazer o sabre de luz
Eu não consigo parar de olhar a dançarina.
Eu nao sabia que o Mano Brown tinha comecado com o James Brown
Eu não sei porque lembrei do jackey Chan
Eunuchs
Eu ouvindo James Brown Pá cheio de pose ela pergunta se eu tenho o que 
Guns n roses?
Eu queria ser esse negro maravilhoso
European excellency
Europe is here, Let's show all the power of the Little Monsters. 
rnSpain. :3
eu sou o único que lembra do filme d cidade de Deus?
Eu te amo Lady Gaga, fez parte da minha infância, adolescência e pra 
sempre. Você é minha inspiração. Mother Monster.
Euthanize her
Eu tinha 3 dias de vida !
Evans?
eve a woman got us booted from eden
Even after 3 times he betrays me
Even after two years , i still love this song so so so so much , even more 
than today's songs
even bob would be proud bout this so
Even Colin kaepernick would stand in attention for  this!!!
even Colin Kap would stand for this
Even Collin can't take a knee for this version. Still gives me chills 
after 50 freakin years!
even fuckin pringles taste better when i'm listening to this album
Even Hippies knew not the Kneel!
Even if I really like Jazz, this kind of sound is not my thing.
Even if she is wrong why shouldn’t we take care of this planet?
Even in 2019 Bobby Byrd, Young Bootsy & The Godfather all on the same 
platform is simply Iconic
Even in a war he hated he still loves AMERICA, WHY DON'T WE AT LEAST LOVE 
OUR COUNTRY  EVEN IF WE'RE PISSED



Even in Egypt, Miles can see for Miles and Miles and Miles...
Even on Mario Kart she couldn't handle the loss
Even Rome was blinded by its own power.
even seeing those terminals on LCD screen hurts my eyes...
Even "Shaolin monk waterboarding" would have been a more accurate 
description for the title.
Even Steevie can't watch it.
even stevie wonder says look at her mind, yuh
Even the band is smooth as fk
Even the favelas in Brazil look better than this filth!
Even the greatest lose, she'll be back.
Even the NEW Delhi sicks enough
Even the photo is nice.nCould paint that on a shirt🙄
Even tho she comes from a nice family she reminds me of the white trash 
kid at school who always smells of piss.
Even though I don't care for the Night of the Museum but I will see this 
one in honor of Robin Williams
even though she knew her opponent's plan, she still fall for it.
Eventually the old highrises will become so much lower than the other 
skyscrapers around them you could start building roads on top of them.
Even when one sells it out to everyone for what it is. It is what it is.
Even without subtitles, I could understand every bit of inspiration from 
this legend!
ever been to the circus and seen all the clowns pile into one little car. 
always wondered where they headed. now i know   a lady gaga concert
evereybody is going to watch it because robin williams is in itnI 
guarantee it
ever heart of people dying in africa because the lack of diet coke and 
mentos?
ever look at a comment and wish you wrote that
Ever seen the old Hitler speeches? The mix of carefully staged emotions 
and words they want to hear..
Ever since I was a little kid I've always wanted to go to Sydney. I don't 
know why I'm so fascinated by it ,n#love From #Algeria
Ever wondered what a delusional person looks like
every1 watch my video .  experiment of small TNT 2012-2013
Every1 who hates Lady gaga, google 1 priest 1 nun, now!
every band student ever just vomited upon hearing 21
Everybody hates Chris
Everybody in the world should see this video at least twice. Then there 
would be 12 billion views!
Everybody Is Here For Ariana But I’m Here For Stevie!
Everybody is jus sayin that this was jus recommended an same likee
Everybody is welcome to hell...
Everybody knows that "Hip-Hop = Jazz". You have proven it. It has proven 
successful. Well done. Thank you.
Everybody said i have never hear this but i have hear this 2 jears ago
EVERYBODY TAKE A MOMENT TO THANK THE YOUTUBE ALGORITHM FOR BLESSING US ALL
everybody watching born this way now
everybody written gaga... little monsters..
Everybory hates chriiiiiiiis nnBrasil aqui caralho
EVERY BREATH WE TAKE ANY ONE ?  🦆🦆🦆🦆🦆  good local quacks in short 
supply .
Every car made on Automation ever...
Every cellist should know 86, and every cellist should hate 25 with a 
burning passion.
Every computer science major should see this.
Every country and every place on earth has its own beauty .
Every few years some kid like this appears and everyone pretends to care 
for a while until the next kids shows up 😅
Every game designer out there. Watch this video.
Every girl wants to sound  - and - look like  RIHANNA... - Get a life !!
Every Halloween I see one of your costumes.to make it



Every indian say we gonna be super power but tha reality is far away but 
don't worry u must be booper power after couple of years 😁
Every man needs a James brown sound track.
every minutes have visitor..wow..
every move Micheal jackson tryed was a JB rippoff done half assed,,,,JB 
was move king,,,
Everyone be talking about how they just got this...nnnnnnnsame.
Everyone discovered this in 2019? So for once I'm not last in finding out 
about a song?!
Everyone feeling the same groove. I love it. Best video ever.
Everyone GaGa's making a live speech now at a rally!!!!!!!!   :O
everyone getting recommended this song by youtube! Ari so beautiful in 
this like always :O
EVERYONE... GO CHECK OUT "UNTOUCHED" BY THE VERONICAS!!!!
EVERYONE GOTO MY CHANNEL AND WATCH MY DIET COKE AND MENTOS VIDEO I DID IT 
AT WALMART AFTER WE GOT KICKED OUT COMMENT RATE SUBSCRIBE PLEASE
everyone has a plan, until they get punched, punched, punched again. 
elbowed in the jaw, then get kicked.
Everyone in the comments is commenting about how they are just now seeing 
this. I'm one of those people...
Everyone in this comment section is a disgusting human being. Shame on all 
of you.
Everyone in this vid is on "magic mushrooms"nnnnnIf u get what I mean😏💩
🙊😂

Everyone is feeling pretty , it the 3/4rth of July.....Keep on JAMMIN'
Everyone is like "wow this is so good" but it sounds like the guitar is 
dying and the player won't let it. Anyone else feel like that?
Everyone is saying 2 months ago in their recommendation. I got it just now
Everyone is so fucking rUde in the comments. Ur during amazing sweety!!
Everyone is taking an L on these.
Everyone just hold in your farts from now on. Your destroying her dreams 
with your flatulence.
everyone knows its not fake. try it for yourself its sweet
Everyone knows the oompa loompas didn't save Wonka's factory. This Little 
blueberry is rejected. It's all up to Charlie now.
Everyone listen at the beginning then skip to 4:40 and notice how much 
faster the tempo is. :P
Everyone on that stage is fit and trim. Black people use to take great 
pride in how they looked. What happen?
EVERYONE PLEASE CHECK OUT MY NEW COVER!!!!! AUDITIONING FOR AGT IN 1 
WEEK!!!
Everyone says she's ugly as fuck, then when she wears revealing clothing 
she's suddenly a babe lol
Everyone's dreams to visit new York city
Everyone seeing this on November 2018. Because of youtube recommendations. 
It's confirmed, youtube wants us to listen to this bop.
!¡Everyone's feel"The Reggie"!¡..
Everyone's like "great song Ariana bleh bleh bleh" and yeah its greatnbut 
no one mentions Ryan's amazing song writing
Everyone's saying there just saw this song 😂  I've known this since it 
came out 😂
everyone's surprised why this just showed up in their recommendations 
recently after two years of being released! lol i just discovered this 
today
everyones talking about hipster jokes but nobody cares about that sleeve 
reveal at 2:41
Everyone  standing up and freaking out he rocked it !!!!
everyone still thinks shes a man, but wenever i see her, i pop a huge one.
everyone Subscribe to me.
every one SUBSCRIBE to my channel....thanks
EVERYONE SUBSRIBE TO MA PAGE, HIP HOP MUSIC!! GONNA BE UPLOADING LOADS, 
KEEP IT REAL PEACE.. SUBSCRIBE!!



Everyone take a shot whenever he says redefine
Everyone talking about that trumpet giving goosebumps when it's that hot 
piano swing.
Everyone talking bout ari and I'm here like Stevie ma man!
Everyone talks like captain kirk
Everyone who disliked this song let’s see you make this type of music and 
get as many subs as these guys
Everyone who disliked this video should have their YouTube account 
terminated.
everyone: why is this in my feed
Every other composer< Chopin and Tschaikowsky
Every person on this earth has 40 lookalikeni wonder where do my 40 live 
0_0 ???
Every revolution ends up eating itself.nWhat a crock of shit.
every single being has to know about this ...so let it be spread...
Every song from that album was a hit.
every store in North american. Most of Asian, Most of Europ
Everything about Greta is fake. Even the crocodile tears
everything about this song is outstanding!!
Everything about this song is perfect
Everything about this video is so damn perfect! 💕
Everything changed when the foot nation Attacked.
everything else looks nice, but the mask looks retarded. sorry to say...
everything its awesome
Everything looks great, it does, but the  mouth piece is too wide instead 
of being long. It just kind of bugs me..
Everything looks that it's about to collapse any minute
everything she said happened but she lost ( broken Ego)
Everything she said is what scientists said 20 years ago... and we still 
the same..
Everything she said would happen went exactly the opposite 😂
Everything sounds amazing in a British accent.:) You have done a great job 
in this video.
@everythingsrandom Nope :) Other then you can blow me :)
'Everything we do is Music.' - John Cage.
Everytime a see a new Prius I always think of this car.
Every time ear this I need to stop Doing whatever I am doing and listen 
the whole thing
Everytime I feel bad or sad I Just have to listen this song to be better!
Every time I hear the word "How Dare You" I remember Duterte of the 
Philippines..
Every time I hear this song, I danced!
Every time I here here I think Sonya blade mk11 who elsy
EVERYTIME I LISTEN GAGA'S SONGS @ A CLUB THEN ALL THE OTHERS SEEM TO BE 
TOOO USUAL FOR ME
every time I listen to it I have huuuge smile, thanks JIMEK!
everytime I need this song push me Up nENJOY... James BRown is Eternal
Everytime I see something like this, I always wonder what will happen if 
people weren't so influenced by money
every time i see this face i go out and drive around in my v12 just for 
fun. can‘t stand her.
everytime i see those guys i smile ... maker fair tradition ... keep it 
going guys .... that must get sooo sticky lol
Every time I think I've had enough, a turn of phrase draws me back in..... 
I need to go to bed! Work tomorrow. Damn you Miles.
Every time I watch one of these videos, I realize just how completely I've 
wasted my life, and I eat ice cream to feel better.
Every time I watch these videos, pure jealousy.
Everytime she speaks I want to buy a Suv
every time they refer to the system it's an awkward adr are they saying 
"bell labs system" or something? 20:33 is an example it happens throughout
Everytime you do this BIll Cosby dies a little. rnThese two guy like 
getting sprayed in the face way too much



every tower redefines new york's skyline
every video devin makes inspires me to make my own!
evil ad for some evil series called 'dickinson' on here before the video. 
woe unto the fighters against the Lord Jesus Christ.
Evil bitch -.-
Evil Bitch.
@Evillz123 well if you're not cruel these days people don't seem to 
understand that you're serious ;))
Evo #13 u bosni najjace ima fanove bravo kijevci
Evo brkate konobarice
Evo ga trending!!!
Evo i to docekah... Pjesma topcinaaa
Evo, ja sam malo dremnula, ispao mi telefon iz ruke hahahaha.... Pa 
stvarno ste neumorni !
Evo je ova pašteta sa podbačenom vilicom sere mi se od nje..
evo Kija opet osvojila trending #1, bravooo
Evo mene nazad, skoknula na brzaka u kupovinu. Moralo se, inace ce 
porodica da me izbaci iz kuce 😁
Evo nas na korak od cilja!!!
Evooo ga 1.8 M
Evo slusam je po 100ti put od  jutros 😁😁😁  Predobraaa pesma!!!
Evo sta znaci rad red disciplina BRAVO SRCE  ponosan je Kijevgrad na tebe 
ma sta celi svet
Evo stigla i ja. Ajde sada idem udarnicki slusati .
Evo tek sad presla milion i 700 000 pregleda! Za dva dana smo trebali da 
naguramo 2 miliona, sporo je ovo, razocaran sam kijevci!
Evo videli smo ko je ko i drago nam je zbog toga!
Evra:DD
evrery fkg time i hear this fkg song i see eddi murphi
Ev seksisi'nden gelenler 😀
ew
Ew.. Ariana Grande blah.
eww.
Eww This Ugly Tranni Man is sooo Fucking Fat Ewww and has no talent.......
Eww why you make kylo ren mqsk with garbage piece??? Ewww
Ewww..i dont want to live there..no..
Eww wtf is this
eww you wanna stand there and drink that yer nasty
Exactly how it went. She got frustrated and was kicked to head.
Exactly.. Never knew Coke was white
Exactly the same rubbish as when you stick a paint brush in a elephant's 
trunk - and expect it to create art!!
Exactly what happens when populism takes control of a government.
Exactly what she said wouldn't happen happened.
Exactly, what's the point.
exacto blade #TheLegoamovie
Examplarer Whistleblower.....
excelent
excelente
Excelente 😎
Excelente canción,esos ritmos clásicos son muy pegadisos n👏🎶👏🎶👏🎶 👏
🎶👏🎶👏 🎶 👏🎶 👏

excelente documental, enriquecedor, me encanta el ir y venir del conductor 
y la vida del artista.
excelenteeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeengraciasssssssssssss
sssssssssssssssssssssss :D
EXCELENTE EL RITMO DE LA MAQUINA DEL SEXO!!!!
Excelente excelente excelente! Gracias
😍 excelente ! Los amo a ambos y jamás pensé tal colaboración esta 
increíble
EXCELENTE MÚSICA, ADORO OS BEATLES!!



Excelente música. Muchísimas gracias
Excelente que genio.
Excelente sonidoooo
EXCELENTE TEMA MUSICALnQUE NOS PONE A TODOS EN FA.
excelente video ni cagando tomo cocke light y mentitas!!!!!!
excelentt
EXCELLENCE
Excellent
excellent!!!
Excellent!!!!
Excellent.. ❤❤❤
Excellent...
Excellent 2019
Excellent choice of songs with nice beats. This is also a car CD 📀  , not 
just sex.
Excellent documentary about one of the few entirely original, 
groundbreaking  artists of the twentieth century.
excellent editing! (^_^)
Excellent example of expressing thoughts and feelings by turning them into 
sound.
EXCELLENT GUITAR PLAYER LOST TOO SOON....R.I.P. JIMI
excellent job guys you do know how to make funny videos
EXCELLENT job synchronizing the original song with the clip. Funny how he 
kept goin back and forth to the piano for the solos. Ha.
Excellent! Please turn back time...
excellent shagging music
Excellent! Simplicity that works.
Excellent sound quality !!
Excellent sound quality! This needs no remix. BTW Ringo does not use any 
crash cymbals. Cool!
Excellent Stevie Wonder ❤💙 ❤
Excellent!  The bass @ 2:50 🎸 !
Excellent.Thought music. For intellectuals...and everyone.
excellent trop bien arganisxer !!
excellent vid!!!! nicely done
Excellent Voice
Excepté le fait que ca va être un SUPER MEME, elle a pas tord...
except for 26:06 lol
Except pic
exchange i love   this materian a oot  force   X‑D
Excite bakelite cos tiramisu  is in
Exciting, and the fact that will all be completed n the next 3 years is 
epic!
Exciting  I will keep visiting NYC to gawk for years to come
Exciting times for New York..
Excuse me but this is bullshit.
Excuse me for asking but are you two going out
Excuse me, is that ukulele cage-free?
Excuse me ¡NO!nGaga is other style.
Excuse me...nWhere is Mozart's Twinkle Twinkle?
exelent! 😍
exelente cancion. no me canso de escucharla
EXELENTE PRESENTACION, HIP HOP level. GREETINGS FROM THE DOMINICAN 
REPUBLIC
exelent video
@eXistenZ9128 well that's boring.. i thought my stomach could like explode 
or something.. :(
Expected him to type "you suck at cooking" with the typewriter.
Expedia what was your favourite city to talk about?
Expensive experiment?
Expensive eyesores.
Experienced Erwin Wurm art  last year at Ayala Museum. That was fun!



experiment #138 project cleanup
experiment? what were they testing?
Exploiting kids for 'Activism', is that UN certified too? I am sure she's 
having fun but ain't shit changing!!
exploring a shit hole must be fun
explosive video!!
Ext #   1 !!
Éxtasis para mis oidos
??extended reversion
Extinction??? Show me them aliens. Lol
Extra
Extra ❤
Extraaaa ❤❤❤❤
Extraaaa wauuuu
Extra bad
EXTRABLATT; ACHTUNG EXTRABLATT - Klima-Idioten-Gipfel in New York - 
EXTRABLATT; ACHTUNG EXTRABLATT
Extra Credits, calling it since 2014.
Extra, dominacija.
'Extra large beverage holder' XD
Extra nova Kija je kulll brt volim je 😍😍😍😍 nMoze lajk
Extraordinaire, c'est la première fois que je vois cette version longue 
sur Youtube.
Extraordinaire morceau
Extraordinario, como todo lo de Miles!! Gracias!
... extraordinario James Brown músicos de músicos !!!
Extra ovo je najzesca do sada pesma Kija Kraljice
Extra pesma, hit!!
Extra pjesma, Kija fenomenalna. Kidalica.
"Extremely large beverage holder."
extremely large beverage holder
Extremely large beverage holder.
extreme!nI like this Vid. very much ;D
exvept it went just like that. shame her first loss was to a man
EYE AM AN ASPIRING ARTIST PLEASE HELP https://soundcloud.com/jtthewolf
ey gaga du sist komisch aus
ey SniperKitty and NFSJJ... either sell your computers and give the money 
to the kids in kenya, or shut the fu*k up
Ey. Was ein geiler funki/reggae beat!
Eyy siganme en twitter @OscarJuraez95
Ezt a szarházit, kész vicc,...de az muzsika.....!!!!!
F5 !
F5 to bypass all those dumb ass ads
f7ck teh poolcee
Fabuleux JAMES BROWN !
fabulous
Fabulous !
Fabulous !👍👍👍 👍👍 👍👍👍
fabulous! Great video.
Fabulous thanks
facebook/ChristmasLOVE - like :)
face fail around 0:40
FACE REVEAL
face's men
Facet uzależniony genetycznie-kto wie co jeszcze przed Nim?!
Face Wash Teeth Brush Hair Combed Move It Move It Move It.nOwww You Could 
Untied First.
facist in the making.
fack
FACKING AMAZING
@FACKization lady gaga is our mom? have lived under a rock for the past 
year? :L
Facts facts facts and yet the rich white men don’t care unless it’s green 



and goes to their pocket
Fact: This Guy Joined Nintendo In 1997.
Fail.... Got nothing more to say... ^^
@fainomen0 In what universe?
Fair, Ariana Grande
Fairy tales of economic growth huh. Sounds just like any other communist.
Fairytales of eternal economic growth..... too true sister.
Fairy tales? What she's pushing is a fairy tale. She's a shill nothing 
more.
Faith
Faith!!!!!!!
FaithFaithFaith this is my me song 😍 ❤😂
Faith fatih diye okuyan türkler burdamııı
FAITH (From ''Roben And Friends 10: The First Epic Movie!'' The Original 
Motion Picture Soundtrack)
Faith in Humanity restored. Viva la France!
Faith is my middle name
Faith is my name!!!!!
Faith is my name so I ❤❤  this song
Faith  no stop sending g females in
Faith ooooooooh
fajna     piosenka
fajnie fajnie, ale jest lepsza wersja nagrania? bo ta jest średnia 
jakościowo niestety ...
Fajnie, fajnie... myślę, że to dopiero początek, przygody JIMEK & S&M i 
HH :)
Fajny filmik 10/10 muza 10/10
Fake
FAKE
fAKE
fake
Fake
FAKE
fake ;/
Fake !
Fake!
Fake!!!
Fake!!!!!!!
Fake.
fake..
fake and gay
FAKE AND GAY
Fake and Gay!
Fake and gay...
fake and gay dam it feels good to be trollin
fake at 0:50 you can see that the angle is changing while the bottles are 
not
fake but cool
Fake cheering is cringeworthy
faked
FAKE FAKE FAKE!
fake fake fake fake fake !!
Fake fun
Fake girl
Fake. Girl
fake, (hoses connected)
Fake is your ass!
Fake, Kanye is not a HipHop
Fake monk
Fake monks
Fake news
FAKE NEWS
Fake news!!!!!!



"Fake news" ...every MAGA hat wearing deplorable maggot believing greedy 
GOPissants who have their pockets stuffed with fossil fuel money.
Fake.nthey used hoses
fake? o.O
Fake over acting.
Fake paid actress
FAKE!!!! pfffff
Fake plastic legs, nice.
Faker !!
FAKERS,this song sucks!! ohhhhhhh i hate it
Fake. She does not read her own words... Child abuse!
FAKE SHIT
fake?! starting at 0:29 there wernt that many diet cokes
Fake title u fucking shit
Fake total
Fake views!
fake xDXD
faking kurwa awsome full wersje c.r.e.a.m poprosze
Fala a verdade não teriam uma atriz melhor?????
fallon calls it at 0:12nthen rousey calls it at 0:24
fallon looks and sounds like an idiot and is consistently making the 
audience uncomfortable throughout this video
Fallon looks like Ozzy Osborne lol
Falso és tu... parolo
falta al respeto a todos los otros que actuan con el...se cree superior...
falta de louça para lavar... da nisso ae.
Falta um dia
Fame babyblue6021 & MultiInfinity69 video hot naked booty for all u 
thirsty bisexual
Fameux...
Family Guy makes more sense when there is no sense like this one
family movie... BORING !
Family Movie! Love it!
Famous
FAMOUS !
Famous ganador.
Famous (OT18) is the best at singing this awesome song!!!
famous te quiero
Fan du petit bal de la marine...
fans de shakira???? poop ofendiendo a gaga jaja
Fantaisie impromptu??? Nocturne??? Waldstein sonata??? Requiem: 
Lacrimosa??? No pueden faltar
Fantasía
Fantasie-impromptu doesn’t even get an honorable mention
Fantastic
fantastic
Fantastic !
Fantastic !!!
FANTASTIC 👑👑👑 👑
Fantastic!
Fantastic!!
fantastic!!
Fantastic!!!!!
Fantastic!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
fantastic...
Fantastic...💃 🕺
fantastica
Fantastic acting! She’ll make the school play for sure!
Fantastic!...BTW I own this CD, yet it is very handy to have it in YT. 
Thanks!
fantastic!! great info and everything you would want to know!
Fantastic! How long do you think these guys had to practice this routine 
anyway?



Fantastic information. Cant wait to see the update videos as the projects 
complete.
Fantastici ragazzi!!!
FANTASTIC...............Love Stevie. <3
FANTASTICNAnNAJBOLJA KIJINA PESMA DO SADA
Fantastic nothing more to be said
Fantastico!
Fantástico
Fantastico!! A voi la grotta di' Buontalenti vi fa una sega!!! :-)))
Fantastico Magico Stevie
FANTASTIC!!!!!!!!!!!!! this is what i call "creativity"
fantastic..... this should be at the AIRPORT!!  Doh, on Caty Frwy I10?nPut 
it at the airports! or at least downtown!
Fantastic track  everyone needs to hear this. I just heard this in the 
grocery store  the other day. 10 stars downbeat style.
Fantastic version.....this comes from our real soul
fantastic video
Fantastic video!  amazingly done.  now that's talent!  haha  wonderful!  
enjoyed it.
Fantastic video, simple idea yet really entertaining. Excellent choice of 
music too. Well done!
Fantastic. Wow. James Brown and the musicians, dancers.  So much talent
Fantastisch.
Fantastyczne!!! Gratulacje. Brak mi słów żeby wyrazić mój podziw
Fantastyczne i genialne! Szacun..
Fantastyczne przedsięwzięcie. Żałuję że tak późno znalazłem taką perełkę, 
ale lepiej późno niż wcale!  Jedna miłość.
Fantastyczny! Wierzę, że zrobi światową karierę.
Fantazijaaaa 💋💋💋💋
FANTAZIJA OD PESME
@far2813 yep - Lady CaCa is a tool for sure. She has a little one...a 
little smokey. nLike beans and weenies...nAbout the size of a baby carrot
FAR BETTER THAN DRAKE!
Far lefties communist prepared her script
far left liberals P o r n eye rolling Or gasm
Far return freshman theory boy asset.
Far...this song is my favourite playlist to making love...especially the 
second and third song......I love you Calvin...
Fascinating how all these right-wing trolls keep coming back just to take 
a dump in the comment section
Fascinating... just natural human behavior... no regulations, no codes... 
just survive by your own wits, effort, and instinct.
Fascinatingly Crazy !!!!
Fascinating, more of the same please.
Fascinating! Slap a bunch of super-nerds 20+ years ago in front of a 
camera and watch them wriggle uncomfortably xD
fascinating, thanks Gabe. that wiring is just mad. not to mention the 
traffic.
Fascinating to watch.  Grim, dirty and polluted, but it's still quite 
amazing to watch.  Great video.
Fascist rhetoric.
Fascist-Socialist youth fearmongering.
fashion baby!! the best!!!
Fast forward to 2019nnThe Windows Ten operating system; Making computers 
fucking crash every goddamn secondnn*facepalms
Fat americans thinking that they can do better lol
FAT AMY
FAT AMY!
FAT AMY!!
fat amy!!!
FAT AMY!!!
Fat amy!!!
FAT AMY!!!!
FAT AMY!!!!!



FAT AMY! 0:58
fat amy!!!!!!ahhah!!!love her!!!!!
Fat Amy at 1:00nIm dying lol
fat  amy at 1:01
FAT AMY!!!! HAHAHAHA I LOVE NIGHT AT THE MUSEUM!! And is that Matthew 
Crawley i see? 3
Fat Amy! hell yeah
Fat Amy is in this!! :D
FAT AMY!!!! WE MEET ONCE AGAIN!!!!
Fat Amy! xD
Fate prisutna
Fathers of my awesome day to day programming environment. Its the best 
operating system and carefully thought out.
FATİH DİE OKUDUM NOLUO DEDİM EFÜİOJASOİJFSD
faul is almost better than paul !
@FaustinoCortezParga No mismo! Creo que estamos mucho mejor porque estamos 
vendo un video que tien mas timpo ! sorry for my bad Spanish!
Favorite album
Favorite car to drive in Simpsons Road Rage and Hit & Run.
favorite illust favorite steve favorite ariana
FAVORITE SONG
FAVORITE SONG AND LOVE ARIANA 😍
Favorite song since I seen the movie which was today!!!
@favoritner HELL NO! You have great taste!
favor pode colocar de guerra civil rápido por favor
Favourite song
FAvv video
faz 2 anos que tem essa música maravilhosa e só agora o youtube ta 
indicando? 😂😂😂😂Å❤❤
Fb
fbcdn-sphotos-h-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-ak-
ash4/482482_10151494689370803_236799694_n.jpgnnYeahhh bitches
FBI open up
fck all these comments.... nnI support you Greta! I feel you!
#FCKFFF
F*cking AMAZING! Well done Radzimir!
F*CK U ALL, that man is making money for poor kid's, have some balls you 
people.
Fck us Army
Fck you bi...
f-club.nateenk.nco.niln/649686 nnFREE HOT GIRLS
F*** David Copperfield JAMES was magic 👏
fdx morrem pessoas por causa disto :S
FEAAAAAAA!
Fear mongering and political agenda from left-wing eco-terrorists is all 
this is. No thanks, bye  👋
Fear mongering libtards hyping up climate change for the 2020 U.S. 
elections
Feb. 26.19
February 2019. Amaaaaziiing!
Feckin shithot excuse my French x
Feckin sociopath. Contrived bullshit. The message may be correct but the 
conduit is woeful.
@Fedee60 K TE PASA PENDEJO MEXICO ES EL MEJOR PAIS DEL MUNDO
Feed the grass with coke!
feel 10 times smarter now than before watching this video
feel bad for this kid, a puppet spouting her parents words
Feel free to listen to my Aretha Franklin remix I uploaded. Give me 
feedback and criticisms also. Thanks
feeling mighty turnt up
Feelin' lucky to born, raised here!
Feel it out



Feel it sounds like some ritual ancient stuff played by a group of 
shamans.
f e e l s
Feels like Dhaka, Bangladesh
Feels like NYC has the most wealthy... And the most poverty stricken.
Feels like people used to be more creative with their videos back when 
youtube was a new thing
Feels like she's reading for a bad soap opera.
Feel that Funk,, you need to get up and move groove, oohh Yeah,,  Cheers 
from Panama.
Fehlen nur noch noch die Uniformen, und der Öko-Faschismus ist perfekt.
Feio is freaking me oooout. Is it a chicken or a dog or a creepy killer 
noise in the left side of my headphones? Sooo weeeird
@felixarturo2011 i really want it was the top viewed! but justin bieber's 
''baby'' has almost 600 million of views :'(
@Felix Berz du bist ein fake hör auf scheisse zu erzählen, das du 
überhaupt ncht weisst!
Feliz cumpleaños nuevamente :D
Feliz cumpleaños !! rey del soul!! 03/05/2019
Feliz cumpleaños wachooooooo ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆ ÆÆ . nnnnnMayo 
2019
Feliz Cumple Gaga Te amo Demaciado (:
Felt Like watching Fireworks!!
rnrnoOOOOOOooooooooooooooornrnAHHHHHhhhhhhhhhhhhhrnrnOOOOOOHhhhhhhhhhhhhh
Female Hitler voice a lil bit. Kids got potential
FEMINISM: responsible for helping women lose major IQ points.
Feminist applaud a lying whore....nothing special here guys
feminist rap
Feminists support the vilest of human beings, because the are as vile.
femnazi liar
Feno feno fenomenalno, gori vatra jos i sada💥💘
Fenomenal.
FENOMENALNA KIJA PESMA SPOT TOOOO
Fenomenalno...  Bravo Kija. Svaka cast!!!
Fenomenalno!!! Svaka cast! I pjesma i spot su odlicni! Samo napred!!!
Fenomenalno zvuči. Pravi hit.
@Fergie10rock lol
Ferrari: "Homer, what shall we call our new supercar?" nHomer: "Uhh, I 
dunno... The Ferrari?"nFerrari: GENIUS!
Fetal alcohol syndrome
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome.
Fetal alcohol syndrome is not good for the environment!
fever dream
FFF ist fürn Arsch!
ffvv
FFYY.. USA
fg
fgh
@fglfakf true that dude also! dude check it this game one of the better 
online ones ive seen in a while >>> bit.ly/NJyNP7?=sbaay
F hv yet ghsus u a gsbhhaujwtys.
Fiat Multipa prototype.
Fiat Multipla
Fick die illuminati
@fifakillen97 But diet coke sucks!!!
Fifth grade he could go can understand he c
fight fight fight!
Fight just ended. Welp.
Fight? What fight? I just have a massive erection that I have to take care 
of.
filipova strela
FILIPOVA STRELA😂 😂😂 😂
Filler up.... high octane please and check the oil!



FIlm camera for Instagram LMAO
Filtered water is better
Filter this OWT!
Filthy city 👎
Filthy hell hole
Filthy kip .Makes Bangkok look like  Zurich .
Filthy nasty place. No wonder why there's defects in babies in India.
filthy place
finally
Finally #1 👏👏👏
Finally a female comedian that I can laugh at.
FINALLY!! after 200 watched hours of "Famous Classical music" and 34 days 
of searching I FOUND IT! 7:34
Finally after all the other uploads. Thank you
Finally a good use for Diet Coke :DnA waste of mentos though :/
Finally ARI in denim.
Finally a song sure the spoilt brat isn't piercing everyone's eardrums
FINALLY A USE FOR DIET COKE.
FINALLY!!! away that 2 nerds can be cool!!!
finally buildings with some elegance to them.
Finally  dude perfect just got some competition, great video as usual Man!
Finally everyone can see that the poor child is deeply disturbed and in 
need of professional care. I really hope she gets the help she need.
finally getting my shit together and listening through this dope music at 
the age of 29 better late than never :)
finally i can see Ariana and her skill only, without too much body 
exposing
Finally I found this song after so many years trying to discover its name 
(and artist)!
Finally Monsters!n1 FUCKIN BILLION
finally new hair style
finally night at the museum back again :D
Finally on TOURRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR😊😊😊😊😊
😊😊😊😊 😊 😊😊 😊😊😊😊😊 😊 😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😍😍😍😍

Finally out of New Zealand, and back to not making any damn hobbit videos.
Finally, someone figured the right way to treat that crap! rnMentos is 
good though :P
Finally some one is saying something and being heard.
finally something more sensible you can do with coke rather than drink it
Finally the 3rd one is hear! and just as funny and epic as ever!nnNow for 
National Treasure 3 and ill be be Golden. ;)
Finally the videos out...❤❤❤❤
FINALLY! THEY HAVE A MUSIC VIDEO NOW!!!! AWESOME, I LOVE THAT MUSIC 
VIDEO!!!!!!!!!!!! :-D
FINALMENTE IL VIDEOCLIPnGrande canzone come sempre ... mi viene di ballare 
all'impazzata quando sento 'sta canzone
Finalmente mudou o cabelo 🤗
final word....in all of us lives a JIMI HENDRIX
final XD
Finaly A music video with ariana grande NOT naked. prefer it like this. 
thank you!n+ Its A great song with a NORMAL music video
FINALY found it no. 40 this took so long to find.
Find any mushrooms out there guy?
Finding the name of it is one thing. Trying to type it into the search bar 
is another
Find your flag
fine brew
f***ing class
fingers, if you agree with the fact that Gaga best singer of our time! 
Gaga Queen! Next monsters!!!
Finger tapping while Eddie was still in his daddy's nutsack
Finish on the Bach never on Debussy!



Finnaly
fique informado das premiaçoes na qual gaga esta nomeada GAGA WAS 
NOMINATED
Fire
fire
FIRE
Fire
Fire ass mix 🔥
Fireee🔥 🔥 🔥🔥
Fire her hair stylist.
fire instrumental man keep it up
FIREWORKS!
fireworks!
Firsstttt
First
First .
First!
FIRST!
first...
first 13 sec im like omg stop its already annoying...rofl
first advice to foreigners : don't go to old Delhi
First! And Dude Perfect?
First bass theme I ever learned to play, so this song has a special 
meaning for me
@firstcat950401  HELL YEA! GET OUT rnAGREE
First comment
first comment
First comment I watch this the forest 4 sec it came out
First credible opponent and she failed.
First dive bomb of the history
First heard this song today..what the
First herd in 1972 I am still the same old naughty boy
first husband was a right bastard
First i saw the title like : pfft that’s not true.nLater :  suprised 
pikachu face
First issues of a mental breakdown
First i thought tori sang the girl part but nvm 😂😂😂
First I try'd this at home and my kitchen exploded, then ate it and threw 
up 6 seconds later. I lost 3 pounds...
First let’s start with population control. Amirite?
first line..."see the girl with the diamonds in her shoes"....sorry but 
that cracked me up
First ... Now I can die in peace
First of all thanks to Expedia.They provided us a beautiful travel guides 
to this world.amazing and outstanding work .thanks a lot
First one was ok but, seriously how far are there gonna with this.
First one was semi good rest are going down hill.
first question, where is her parents? 2nd question, did she have a 
passport to enter the continental US ?
FIRST RECORDED MILLY ROCK BY THE CHICK IN THE BACK
first saw this in 2011
First she's singing about god is a women and now she's singing about faith 
😑

First song is reminiscent of Ghirahim’s theme...odd
First song played starting at :22...it's well known and driving me insane. 
https://youtu.be/nRGtMV3xLE0
First techno track ever!
First they ignore you, then they laugh at you, then they fight you, then 
you win.nnnMahatma Gandhi
First thing I remembered when I first saw the Chrysler 300.
first thumb down!
First time hearing this song and seeing this music video. Lol! I thought 



it was a new song. 😂  11.10.2018
First time i am commeting on travel guide video.only reason that how u 
totally give an overview about everything.perfect guide
First time I listened to this was during a school trip. 6 hour long bus 
trip. My brain blew up from the complexity and integrity of this album.
first time I saw her in low heels
First time listening... 5/17/2019
First time seeing.. I mean hearing this.
first time seeing this
First time seeing this wtf
First time someone trusted 100% homer
First time watching his video's  and music and he was a bad brother 🌩
First to comment
first two seconds of the Felix Baumgartner jump The Horizon is completely 
flat
First Video Ever to have 200,000,000+ Views!
First video I saw on youtubenIts been eleven years happy to see it 
againnscience
First video I see of yours and it is funny as F***! Keep it up man!
first video saw on yt, 8 years later... still amazing
First view
First we hsd 12 years now we have 8.5 years what next 1 year left to 
extension.
First word in this song: "See"
first world countries polluted in the 20th century. Now is the time for 
Africa and Asia to become wealthy, like you, spoiled brat.
First World problems require First World solutions, turn off the power and 
walk or ride a bike.
Firsty?
First you have got to stop wars and  the world hunger
First YouTube video I ever watched :) *tears*
F is for family!
Fish face...
Fits me everyday😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍
fittunge prata svenska sneögda horunge
Five night at the museum
😋 ☺😋  fixxx Erectileee 𝐃𝐲𝐬𝐟𝐮𝐧𝐜𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧? Naturalyy >𝐡𝐨𝐩𝐞 𝐢𝐭 𝒉𝒆𝒍𝒑𝒔 😋 ☺😋  > https://

t.co/w9cnKnhQOh?02D2T3wGCYgds 😋 😍  2079
Fiyah
@fizzlan100 Or what ? U will throw Mentos in Coke and try to hit me with 
that ? :D
Fjs
fking love it :D
F**k no any eminems track
f **k this b!tch! its a f**king man!! google that shit!
Fku.....go back to your school idiot.
fk u, stop eating and donate all ur money to africa
fk you 101705 ppl who disliked it :PnYou wish u could be like her ! XD
F**k you youtube ! Why you recommend this now ?
flame ;-)
Flanders is my waifu
@FlapSkate Then why did you listen to this song?
Flashing lights <3
Flashing lights ftw
"Flashing lights" is very moving...! also "Nie muszę wracać" :)
Flashing lights just sound perfect!
Flashing lights .... Love it
Flashing lights made me cry! lmao beautiful orchestration.. and i like the 
Bad Girls and Still D.R.E
Flashing lights mistrzostwo...
flashing lights ;o
Flashing Lights should have been longer



Flashing Lights so dope
Flashing lights, the best.
flashing lights was amazing
Flavor MostnR.I.P. nMr. James Brown!!!!!
flies home in jet
Flight of the Bumblebee?
FLIP FANTASIA Thank me later
flippin ace!!
flippin bukkake experts!
Flipping brilliant!!!!
Flippin sweet!
F.L.O.P = FUCKING LEGEND OF POP  ♥ QUEEN GAGA!  ♥
Flop man with a penis
Flopou
Flubber was awesome
Fluorescent pink and orange office, how soothing.
"FLUSH HER"..!!!
@Fluviblue nThe 37,322 people who enjoyed this disagree.nUsing money to 
entertain isn't a waste.
FM PLAY BRAVO ,BRAVO
Fmplay ubija sa pjesmama !!! Bravo i za Kiju !!!
fn a
Fnaf
FnFanFainFaitnFaithnFaitnFainFanF
@foamysrant i dont care about about north korea...i want socialism in one 
country...not violent trotsky style world revolution.
foda
Foda d+
Foda mil vezes ao cubo.
Foda pra caralho
fodass para os ingleses
F  OFF,,,,GOOD ON U TRUMP GET INTO THIS IDIOT,,,,,
Folk art coffee?? Or F#$@ked up coffee? You decide!! 😁👍😜
Folks , go back back in the news papers and look at all the scary 
headlines about the impending ICE AGE by the year 2000 .
Follia’s Vivaldi nIt is wonderful
FOLLOW @HOODFAMOUSBEATS
Following Barack Obama as a worthy recipient of the Nobel prize for virtue 
signalling.
Following up Flower Duet with Mars? You're a monster
Follow Me  doy Follow Back ---> @UnTalLu
Follow me on my channel. Thanks
Follow me On Twitter @Little_Aguirre (:
Follow me y los sigo Monsters ---> @arturogaga
follow @sjefxckingbby
Fome
Fond memories of seeing this as a kid 😆
Fonky.
Fool
Foolish and unattractive. A bad combination for a teeny-bopper bimbo that 
wants to hog the camera.
@fooloofilms Caffeine has nothing to do with it. I don't think it would 
work at all, it might not create the nucleation needed for the geyser.
Fool ,talk about shit about climate change is nothing pain than 
palestine ,syrian .my pain is far greater than yourr..
fool! we did this at school it went hella high.
Fooooookin autistic biaaaaaaaaaatch....
Footage of GM
for 6 days 1 MIL.???? wooow, i love ariana so much, all know of she and i 
love too stevie wonder!💛💕💌 ❣
For a Black Man in black & white America to say this, perform this, speak 
it out loud....was a political statement. Absolutely fearless.
for a good contemporary work about institutional critique in art check out 



'marginal aesthetics' by hamishi farah
For all the haters out here :"  When a wise man points at the moon, an 
idiot looks at his finger. "
For all the Homer Simpsons out there 😂😂🎊
For a moment I thought i was watching movie ^L^
For an even greater version check out - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=2VN8zH366M8 nn11 1/2 minutes of total bliss.
For anyone who doesn’t agree with my opinions, I respect your right to 
that opinion.
For a sec I was like "holy crap that chick dancing in the background was 
dancing with ipod earphones."
"for as long as the guard player doesn't realize that he can move, he will 
be immobilized". Thank you, Jack
"For as long as the guard player doesn't realize that he can move, he will 
be immovilized". GOLD. Thank you so much, Jack :D.
For at least once a year, yes.
For being on college humor this is not funny at all. Maybe get him his own 
channel so I can just block him and get back to comedy.
For being so massive that crowd is pretty loose
Ford Edsel.
Foreshadowing
Foreshadowing!
Foretold the SUV trend
💯 ❤forever!!🎶🎶 🎶🎶 🎶🎶
Forever  .....2019 ssss
Forever a Nintendo fan first and foremost. Will always support their games 
and hardware.
Forever Fabulous.... & Bob Marley too..!! :)
Forevermore
#Foreverqueen
Forever.Unemployable.
For every Sith that wants to impersonate Kylo BUT I AINT NO SITH ARE 
YOU???
For fellow Aussies, Hamish and anda :)
For fucks sake fallon lose the damn fake laughs.
Forget Norman Rosita!!! You've Got Ash!!! #RosAsh4Life
Forget the mind: somebody ought to blow away the debris
forget you
For ghc
Forgive me.nBut those riffs are disturbing.�
FOR GOD SAKE THE QUALITY OF THE AUDIO
For goodness sake man! Say “one eleven west 57”! It’s easier and scans 
better! (I’ve just subscribed by the way)
Forgot about this. Beautiful
For having a lot of time on your hands, that's awesome.
For me these was the golden years, this music make your soul dance
For me this is one of Stevies best
For me this is so much better than superstition.
For me this tune imitates the movement of waves at a beach
for me whole song could be sung by Stevie
For more than 30 years the science has been crystal clear lol.
For more than thirty years global warming "scientist" have never been 
right.
'For more then 30 years....' i lost it. She is 30? Lol
For our YOUTH let us stand for the new green deal! Vote Bernie Sanders 
2020.... he is the true fighter for all things better for our future!
For over 30 year's the science has been wrong ZERO predictions have been 
correct greta 😳😳😳🐁🐁 🐁😛😛😛
for realz
For robin...
FOR SCIENCE!!!
For science?



For some reason I just love the part at 1:04-1:13.  So much soul I find it 
very moving.
for some reason this popped up in my recs and I had never seen it 
before... turns out so many people feel the same lol
For some weird reason I actually like this.
For Stevie Wonder, this is pretty unmemorable.
For ten dollars a month to Google Play you can get rid of all the 
commercials.
For the cellists watching, skip no. 25. If you don't, you'll regret it.
For the helmet I could just go to a Disney store and buy it there for at 
least $20 and make the costume myself
for the lightsaber
For the light saber handel can you spray it matalic? And for the light up 
part can you use 8-9A9 plastic?
for the metal part you should did it with foil
For the past 3 ish years that has been an increased effort to fear monger 
College Humour “fans”.
for the sides use mini flash lights
For those who search Chopin 7:22
FOR TRUMP
For whatever reason, Dan in that wig reminded me of Mikhail Baryshnikov in 
White Nights xD;
for what he is  using  binder clips
For who doesn't know what's sex machine :)
forza ❤
forza😘😘😘 😘😘 😘
FORZA GALATASARAY...
forza next dlc, maybe?
forza singolare uuuuuuu
"Fossil fuel" powers the evil jet planes that this scared and exploited 
little kid uses to haul her to events around the world...
Fossil fuels has made her and our lives so much more convenient than they 
otherwise would be. The world was never a garden of Eden. Nor the climate.
Found It , Audiobody - You Gotta Tap xD
found out about this because of mythbusters lol
Found this in 2019 cuz i was searching for ft. ariana grande songs after 
hearing rule the world
Fountain is 100 years old now.
Fourth of July and Spec Ops: The Line brought me here.
Four to a motorcycle! I saw that once in Mexico last month too.
@fowzie777 If she is a loser, then what on earth are you?
F**** Puppet
fracaso = a cristina aguicerdanqueen of pop = LadyGaganshit of pop = 
oldonnanthe dauhgter of shit = aguicerda
fragt docch die AfD die weiss besser bescheid
France è  2019 😍😂🙏❤😍
Francis Scott Key approves this rendition.
"Frank becomes a Car Dealer"
FRANK FROM ITS ALWAYS SUNNY
Frank Grimes was right. rIP Greimitos..
Frank Reynolds cleans up well
Frank Reynolds is Homars dad
Frank Reynolds is related to Homer Simpson
Franky from One Piece would flip if he saw this.
@frannco027 JAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJAJA JLO - - - > Puro culo rnGaga- - - - 
> ORIGINALIDAD
Franz Schubert?
freak !
freak bitch baby!!!
Freakin Amazing!!!!!
freakin awesome
FREAKIN' AWESOMEEE!!!
freaking amazing :D



Freaking brilliant satire. Well done!
freaking genius
Freaking 
Sweeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeetttttttttttttttttttttttt!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!! LOL.
Freak.  Sorry.  Plain and simple, freak
Freddie !!!
Freddie Hubbard gets down on this one.
Freddie Hubbard... oh my.
Freddie Hubbard sounds awesome
Freddy Hubbard 'french horn'
Frederick Chopin is  FROM POLAND, not from  FRANCE
@fredroul no they are like a gene u are gay at birth..........  
driven?????  good grief!!
@fredroul well THAT was unnessacary...(or however you spell that :P)
Fred’s voice can raise my blood pressure and lower it at the same time!  I 
love this channel. I love Fred. I love New York!
Fred’s voice is small substitute for him himself...more Fred!
Free college
Freedom! This song screams Freedom. Don't give it up to the totalitarians.
Free James Brown
free musique
Free palestine ....2019 occupée par sionnistes en Israël 🤐🤐🤐😢😢😢
Free Snowden & jail Obama, Bush etc...
free soda ne1
Free Tibet! Free Taiwan!
FREIBURG! Ganze 30.000 Demonstranten
@frejablah happy happy b-day rabbit :3Yummi yummi <3!
French teacher teaching this about the Vietnam war and stuff. Took me long 
enough to find this
FRENDS FROM ROMA -VISIT CARD
freuede schoner gotterfunken tocher aus elysium
fricking awesome :3
frickin legends
Friday brought me here the scene were bernie mac was fucking with ms 
Parker
Friday for Future! F F F 6 6 6!nWake up sleeping Sheeps! nThis is not 
Good!
Friday got me here
friday :judas day...
Fridays for Future ist ein lächerlicher scheiß. Wenn ihr was ändern wollt 
dann wählt die AfD
Friday when Mr. Parker threw that brick in the pastors back window
Friedensnobelpreis für Edward Snowden , Obama hat den Preis zu Unrecht 
bekommen.
@FriendswithFriends Well, that's her personality
friggin' awesome.
friggin great.  fuck hipsters
frikin awesome
Frisbee is so unepic haha x) no offense
Fritz face in the beginning holding the mentos makes him look so epic...XD
From 1969 to 2019. Cannot be duplicated. Cannot be equaled. And no one 
dare not try.
from #62 to #98 on youtube 100? GUYS WTF
From a kick to the head....oh the irony
From a libertarian perspective I gotta say Adam is right on with this one. 
Even though he's usually a full of shit statist lol.
From climate change to mass extinction?  These radical left has jumped off 
the boat.
@FromCroatiaGamer Reaylly we need 10000 views, here the views are wrong.
From distance it looks like a skinny stick in the ground, I don't like it
From Europe . What else ?? Too smart !!!!   Don't follow the satanists , 
people ,  don't believe their lies .  Get back to understanding .
From Greece...!!!



From here to Asia!!
From Italy TV with love, James!
Fromm iraqq wowwwwwowow
from now on, this is my jam !!!
From one King to the other..RIP Bob Marley..awesome Stevie Wonder
From saint louis MO.na white guy said ....GET UP
From Software: we just throw some random shit in there and call it a day
From Sun Ra 2 Guru's JazzmaTazz Vol 1 2 here
From the Bronx to Poland... That's what's up Hip-hop. Worldwide
From the first Night at the Museum movie to the third, they're all pretty 
stupid to me!!!!!!!!!!!
From the generation of "Where's my charger?"....
From the land of prophets, civilizations, singers and scientists Thank 
you, James Brown, O godfather of songs
from the movie sing
From the park I hear rhythmsnMarley's hot on the boxnTonight there will be 
a partynOn the corner at the end of the block !!! JAH !
From this crazy gaga to ally in The Star is born.. wow .. 2019
From this moment with this funky stuff i sucked black music like mothers 
milk.
from weezer pork n beans
From were you get this stuff
From what year is masterblaster?
Früher waren Arte-Dokus Klasse. Gehört ihr jetzt zu Bild?
Fruit Loop!
fruity.
Fry is frozen in one of those buildings right now
ft. Ariana Grande what
F - U.
fuc*** actress go eat some whales...
Fuchink scary
FUCK
Fuck!
&∩'(◕_◕)&∩'fuck all the haters! your number one lady gaga..we did it honey 
bee!!
fuck all you little bandwagoner fans , I'm still a rousey fan  , congrats 
to holly though she's a humble champ
Fuck AT&T 7 years ago. Fuck AT&T now. Fuck AT&T forever.
Fuck Dude Perfect !
Fuck EA, am I right?
fucked it up with the harlem shake...
fucked up !!!
fucker
Fuck fireworks, this 5th November, i'm getting myself 200L of Diet Coke 
and a life supply of Mentos!
FUCK GAGA [2]
Fuck Gaga and Bieber !!!
#FuckGreta
fuckhead
Fuck id drive it
Fuck... I forgot how good classic Simpsons was.
Fuck im high
fuckin amazing
Fuckin awesome jam
Fuckin bloodline clones.   Yea dont worry! Its just a funny joke!
fuckin coce i never loved it
fuckin crazy...keep up
Fuckin Danny devito historical episode
fuckin' fly!
FUCKING ADS IN THE MIDDLE OF THE SONGS
Fucking amazing
fucking amazing. but i could do it better. of corse.
Fucking amazing!!! Just had anhour an half of freak sex because this came 
on.. Lol just saved it to my playlist. ^-^



FUCKING AMAZING omfg
Fucking amazing talent.  Voodoo Chile was amazing, and the fact he made it 
and srv also recorded it, (debatably better) just a legend.
Fucking awesome !
fucking awesome!!~
Fucking awesome...
Fucking. Awesome.
fucking awesome Bass line love it👌😊🎸🎤
FUCKING BITCH
Fucking bitch wore sneakers to graduation! Hahaha!!!!!
Fucking boring
fucking briliant ! gg from romania !
fucking brilliant.
Fucking Class.😎  😎 😎
Fucking comic genius. Oh, the absolute delight....
Fucking disgusting
Fucking dope! All I can say....
fucking freak
Fucking genius!
FUCKING HEAD KICKED DAMN
FUCKING HELL!!!!!
fucking hell this looks terrible in so many ways
fucking hermaphrodite
Fucking Hilarious!!!!!!
Fucking hipster!
FUCKING HIPSTER. Lol
fucking hipsters
Fucking hipsters.....😑
fucking hipsters....... PS your the best
Fucking it up is a compliment dumb fucks.
Fucking Jimi man.
fucking legend
Fucking Legend!
FUCKING LEGEND.
Fucking legend. Respect.
Fucking love this!!!!
Fucking love this! Is she having an upcoming album?
Fucking made history man n he didnt even get to realize it
fucking masterpiece
Fucking masterpiece. It's one of the best musical works of all time.
Fucking 'Merica
fucking no
Fuckin goat!
Fucking on the ritme
fucking phenomenal
Fucking slants!
fucking vampires
Fucking VISCERAL
fucking Waste of coke lol
fucking waste of coke thought its the best mentos + coke video i hv alredy 
seenrnawesome!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Fuckin LOL and sub.
fuckin pretty hair
Fuck, it's gone over 200 MILLION. Shit's crazy
fuck it up let it go
Fuck Jimmy Fallon! You krusty bloody pad..
FUCK KYLO REN HE KILLED HAN SOLO I WILL NEVER FORGIVE HIM!!!!!!!
FUCK lady gaga, Big bitch, she's a illuminati ! Kill lady gaga !...
fuck lady gaga she sold her soul to illuminati
FUCK LADY GAGA THE DAMN ILLUMINATICn SATANIC BITCH
Fuck mainstream bullshit, how did i get from Chop Suey to this bullshit 
-.-'
Fuckme



fuck me
fuck me 250million veiws going abit to far not that good music
fuck me he's voiced by danny devito
fuck me in the butt
Fuck me in the butt!
"Fuck me in the butt." ~ Feminism 2015
"Fuck me in the butt... hahaha, don't you miss my lop-sided ass?"nn--Emma 
Sulkowicz to Paul Nungesser
"Fuck me in the butt."n--Emma to her 'rapist' after the alleged rape 
happened.
"Fuck me in the butt"nn- Quote from girl fucked in butt
fuck me this is some good shit
FUCK MOM💕💕💕Ö
Fuck my quivering butt hole flanders
fuck off 9gag
FUCK OFF ADVERTS
fuck off anaconda
F U C K  O F F , G R E T A ! ! !
Fuck off my America would be way better if I was in charge. Unless you 
prefer the cheetoh guy.
fuck off sekiro
FUCK OFF TRUMP. You "America" belongs to the mendacious, perverted and the 
corrupt.   Real America is based on love and community.
Fuck Oprah...
Fuck or Pass ?
Fuck rap and hip-hop
Fuck Ronda is hot! You guys dont mind if I whip it out and start stroking 
it right now do you.
fuck shaolin
Fuck someone cheated on his timetable play to make Joe Cocker and white 
bands play longer. Who had forget that? 🖕
Fuck that last 30 seconds
fuck thats gay.
Fuck the fight!  I wanna watch these two play Mario Kart!!
fuck the usa sincerly the world and the hyperspace with the support of 
aliens
fuck this cunt
Fuck this guy.
Fuck this guy and fuck the children he's raising money for.
FUCK THIS ON THE FLOOR
fuck this video
Fuck this video I hate getting recommended this shit
fuck u
fuck usa, viva a america latina caralho
Fuck yeah
fuck you
fuck you ! -.-
fuck you all
FUCK YOU FACEBOOK
Fuck you Fallon and your fake laughing. Where's Craig Ferguson when you 
need him?
fuck you for suing BSD.
Fuck you Google abusive shit ads
fuck you gumby ¿she? likes pokemonrnfake and gay
fuck you guys
Fuck you im here at 2020
Fuck you, I'm not going to READ.
Fuck you it's buffering all the way uintil yhe eeeeeeenddd la lalala alala 
lala
Fuckyou mongloid
Fuck your ads
fuck you robot
fuck you trump!



fuck youtube.eu wanted to know why this video has a button in disgustnn 
Thumbs up for lady gaga
FUCK YOUTUBE! .l.
Fuck youtube, they put this in my recommendation after 2 years.
Fuera de joda yo vivo a la vuelta de  el número 4 n1:14nJaja no lo puedo 
creer
Fuetd
@FuFuTheSTupIdMoNKeY  liar.. you dont even have a video of that, dip shit
@FuFuTheSTupIdMoNKeY nwhat is it called
fug me in the butt
"Fugo," Buccellati said, at last. "Put a record on."
f u haters 9 k dislikes
Fui descobri essa música hj kkk.n/
Fuj jbt kako se ovo dopusta da se stavlja na yt i da se naziva pjevačicom. 
Jadna i ona i oni koji je prate. Pjeva ko pokvarene ploca
Fu king hilarious
FUKING NIGGA!!!! LOOOOOSER
fuk me man in a boat overboard luv thes dancer with the boots she can keep 
em on
full
FULL HIPSTER MODE ENGAGED
full length of that stuff anywhere? Wish it was like an hour long or so.. 
feels like a demo
Fullllllll
full of art
full power
Full respect, Maestro!!!
full support.one of the greatest artists and personalities.
Full version ?
Full version of "Black 'n Yellow" please :)
Full version of  Flashing Lights and Swimming Pools would be awesome :D
Full versions of each song pls!
fuma mucha marihuana y lo dejo tonto
FuN!
Fun Drinking Game : You drink a shot of tequila every time they say the 
word "Software".Everybody is dead after  5 min.  XD
Fun fact: Here in Germany we use matress as another word for slut.
Fun fact : He was high and drunk when he performed on stage
fun fact: Homer Simpson was the brains behind the designed of the Toyota 
prius.
Fun fact: I thought Billy Shears was the Beatles' lead singer when I was a 
kid
Fun fact: It's Bootsy Collins on the bass.
Fun Fact, Jimi Hendrix was on so much acid during this performance that he 
thought the guitar he was playing was a snake
fun fact no one like any foreigner walking around talking to camera or 
some shit. fr
Fun facts: the son of J.J. Astor decided sale the land that became Empire 
State Building.
Fun fact: The Clark Sisters Twinkie Clark was inspired by this to write " 
Jesus Brought the Sunshine", one of there successful gospel singles.
Fun fact The Clark Sisters use this beat for "You brought the sunshine"
fun fact theirs actually drums
Fun Fact: This video was actually made in the 1960's.
Fun is priceless :D
Fun! just listen to  it for the fun and dance your ass off!!
Funk 101 right here, kids!
Funk and SoulGASM!
Funk brasileiro e merda.
Funk Defined!! ..............Get up
funkeee funky
Funkey!!!
Funk for the 21st century
Funkiest man ever!!



Funkiest tune I know.
Funk is Cool. J. Brown красавец!!!
Funk is life🌺
Funk-Master!
FUNKnFUNKnFUNKnFUNKnFUNKnFUNKn.n.n.n.nFUNK
Funk real!
FUNKY!!!
Funky.
Funky chicken
..funky! funky!
Funky funky
Funky, funky.
Funky is magic ...James Brown is magic
Funkyist song ever made.
funky James ouwwwwiiii spirit never dies anmwey woy
Funky mama
funky music before i dont like now i dance 69 years you foll ow me?
Funky Punky Plastic Fusion.
funn
Funniest song ever made in history 😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣🤣😂😂😂😂🤣😂😂😂😂😂😂
😂🤣😂😂 😂 😂😂 😂😂😂😂😂 😂 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

😂🤣🤣😂 😂 🤣😂 🤣🤣😂😂😂 😂  but amazing 😎👍
Funny
funny =)
funny :)
Funny �
Funny AF!!
funny because she already know what will happen but she was not ready for 
it...lol
Funny! Ben Stiller still got it!
funny but cool!
funny cause she just lost a fight.
funny how everything she said wasn't going to happen in the ring 
happened...... lol!
Funny how I went from listening to Schism by Tool to here
funny how this is exactly what happened,lmao
Funny how what she said wasn't going to happen. Actually happened... She 
got kicked in the head lol
Funny it looks like and has all the features of american cars today. The 
simpsons were way ahead of their times once again...
funny now I know Jeff Lynn must have listened to this am an elo fan and 
get a connection great music
Funny.nThe name of the song is sex machine and this is the long 
version.nLong.nLooooooooooooong.nnHehehehe, I have standards.
Funny Ronda... Cause what you just explained about Holly is exactly what 
happened !!! Lol Holly followed her plan to a T!!
funny she predicted EXACTLY what happened. Owell...
funny stuff
Funny, thanks for the laugh.
Funny thing is half the people campaigning for this aren't prepared to 
change there lifestyles
Funny this is exactly what a little starving african boy would do with all 
this candy and soda
funny to see this after her loss.
fun to watch..thanks
fun video, but the timing is HORRIBLE
Für 70000 Leute sieht es aber im Hintergrund sehr leer aus.
für dieses interview bringt sich Sowden in Gefahr?.....lol....ja 
klar......
Fur elise 1😁😁😁😁
Fur elise should be no 1
Fusinoid Doric Doric minor it all sounds foreign to me



fusion jazz is very difficult
"Fustrated and kicked in the head" nnWow..
Future angry b1tch.nnnnnDid i said future?
Future crazy cat lady.
future feminist right there!
FUUN!!!
Fuuutuurreeee
FUUUUCCCKKKIIIIINGGG AAAAWEEEEESSSSOOOOMMMMEE!!!
Fuuuu ! :( Sex machine ? Realy ? :)
Fuuuuujjjjjj
fuuuuuu I love Dan lol
Fuuuuuuuuccc.....
fuzz bass
fuzz bass..meow
FX ruined it by stretching the image out.
G <3<3<3<3<3<3<3<3<3<3<3<3<3
g4g4
gaaaaaga i Love Young mother
gaaaah i can't wait for this!!!!!
GAAGA <3
GAAGAA!
@Gabber4LifeRockSucks I HATE THE HATERS
@gabeberce166 kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkrnjogador de Cabal 
online detected
Gab es eigentlich irgendwelche Konsequenzen für U.S.A nachdem Snowden die 
Wahrheit aufgedeckt hat?
Gabeß want mœny
Gabe you are a true humanitarian and visionary.
Gabriel ? Do you remember what time was it.... ? When you walked on the 
streets?
Gabriel how smell of delhi was?
Gabriel I am an Indian ..... Yet I watch your videos only to see it from 
your point of view 😂😂😂😂
Gabriel if u came to jaipur or near to jaipur just contact me i want to 
meet u , u are great men , i'm huge fan of your's india videos
Gabriel knows how to walk on Delhi roads. Man you are a Delhite now 😀👍
Gabriel, please visit Bangladesh also.
Gabriel thanks for your videos ..where are you from?
Gabriel, what are the women like in India, are they friendly?
Gabriel, You are happy man! And You educate us.
Gabriel, you look like the lead singer of the spin doctors
Gabriel you make beautiful videos. But the city by self look so dirty 
garbage every where
gadaj z molem
Gadja Kija i pogadja u srce!
G.A.F!nGretas Armee Fraktion
GaGa!!!
Gaga 1021
Gaga 1153
gaga <3 fuck u jenifer lopez
GAGA<3 PLEASE COME TO TURKEY ! <3
GAGA  =     40.282.319nRIHANNA =40.157.889nDIFERENCIA DE  = 124.430
GaGa 4ever
gaga 6
Gaga 612
Gaga 740
Gaga 858
Gaga 896
Gaga 951
Gaga 997
gagaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
GAGA AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA S2
GAGAAAA HASTA Q LA MUERTE NOS SEPARE!!!!<3<3<3<3<3<3<3<3<3



GaGaaaa! I want your bad romance :P
gaga acts like a whore, she says that in clip "imma free bitch xD" and she 
has too much makeup and last one... she/he has a dick...fuuuuu
gaga amo voce
Gaga best!!!
gaga>bieber  queen>rookie
GAGA BITCH!!!!!!nnnPINCHES MIERDOÑOS  ESCORIA DE LA HUMANIDAD
GAGA DIOS DEL POP
Gaga Doesnt deserve this many Views, Fucking Illuminati Whore...
GAGA DO U ENJOY PLACE NUMBER 3???
gaga é foda..................
gaga eres la mejor ♥
gaga eres la reina absoluta de la moda
gaga es genial   413769784    pasemonos a el estupido de biber
Gaga es la mejooooooooooor
gaga ft britney <3
gagaga...
Gaga,gaga,gaga,gaga.
gagagaga!!nnwe did a Rock version of this song on our channel! ..come by 
and check it out! : )
gaga gangnam style!
ga - ga - ga - olqlq .. fuck lady gagaaa ..
@GaGaGoonTaskForce  umm ok then?
gaga got her ideas from Silent Hill "the zombie nurse"
Gaga hermosa <3.
Gaga, I - hate - you .
GaGa in X-Factor
GAGA IS A JEW
Gaga is a saint.
gaga is a woman!!!!
GAGA is better than JUSTIN BIRD BIRD !
GaGa is love. <3
gaga is not ugly shes beautiful than u
GAGA IS OVER
Gaga is sooo good!!nnWe did a Rock version of this on our channel ..come 
check it out! : )
GAGA IS SO SEXIN BAD ROMANCE :)
GaGa is so wonderful!
Gaga is the best, after Madonna of course
GaGa is the best !! los que hablan mal es de envidia ..
Gaga is the best!nBad romance is the best video ever!nfuck waka wakala!
GaGa is the biggest star on earth!!!!Win 8 VMA!!OMG!
Gaga is the queen
GAGA IS THE QUEEN !!!!
gagaloo will walk away with a lot of VMA's tonight!
GAGA LOVE U
gaga love uuuuuuuu
GAGA MÉXICO LOVES YOÜ.! <3
GAGA MI VIDA....TEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE AMOOOOOOOO.SOS Y SERAS LA 
ESTRELLAAAA
GAGA morirá y se irá derechito al infierno y arderá x las eternidades XD
GAGA NÃO PODE PASSAR RIHAAANNA! I LOOVE GAGA ♥
gagan:D
Gaga  No 1
@gaganster4life I wish i could , But i'll hope for the best.
Ga ga oh la la
gaga oh lala
GA GA OH LALArnrnROMANCE OH LALArnrnWOWWWWWWWWWW
@gagaohrara hear the official song on my channel i swear
@gagaohrara hoooo that good! I'm Argentine and I am a man jajaajnnice to 
meet
@gagaohrara how would u know/
gagaohrara isn't as devoted as I am! I love Gaga! I worship Gaga! I'd die 
for Gaga!!!!!



@gagaohrara I UNDERSTOOD QUEEN AND NEW QUEEN (2 QUEEN) OR DID U MEAN QUEEN 
AND THE FUTURE QUEEN (1 QUEEN NOW AND WE ALREADY HAVE THE NEXT ONE) XD
@gagaohrara <<<<<<Likes dick in the butt.
@gagaohrara nnI agree, if welcomed by the majority...nnThat could be 
considered a form of success.
@gagaohrara SAME HERE BUT I OPEN BOTH IN DIFFERENT  BROWSERS AND THEN OPEN 
EATCH IN 30 NEW TABS , AND SET MY LAPTOP TO MUTE HAHA
@gagaohrara well is better after to refresh after 30 seconds :)
Gà gà ô la la
gaga olllalalalalal
gaga ollllalalalala! the must video ever the watching in youtub
Gaga only her on my head evertytime , everywhere , she's me 
sometimes .. :Dn..
Gaga only need help of her Little Monsters. But thanks, you're nice!
GaGa OOlaLa!!!
Gaga ♥ Perfection
GaGa PLEASE come to SERBIA! Little monsters PAWS UP! love you forever <3
GAGA PLEASE CREATE AMAZING SONGS AGAIN. PLEASE!
@GagaPOD watch?
v=qrO4YZeyl0I&list=PLF3900CDAFA186C91&index=1&feature=plpp_video bad 
romance 100
GAGA proves they can make anyone famous even if they're ugly and not that 
talented
@GAGAQUEENCENTURY21 WHERE THE FUCK YOU WANNA GO WITH THIS??
GAGA - Queen! Love her!
Gaga que olhos grandes são esses?
gaga rainha da musica
GAGA RAINHA DO POP ! o/
gaga rocks , she is my queen, the queen of pop, whos with me????? PUT URE 
PAWZZ UP!!!
gaga rockz
Gaga RUles. Bieber Sucks
gaga's bed is better than mine's ;)
@GagaShitsBlood <---- EXTREMELY DELUSIONAL
gaga si perfect
gaga sold 112 millions with 2 albuns, katy sold 70 with 2 albuns, gaga is 
the best ;)
Gaga - Songs of 2005-2012 -ascension and stage complete. :))
Gaga takes normal to new extremes.
Gaga te amo :d
Gaga... Teamo....nEres la ReynaDelPop....
Gaga, te amo ! queen of pop
gaga te amo y me refiero a la promocion de fame el perfume todo un exito
GaGa Tee amo!
GAGA TENGO 9 AÑOS Y TE AMO.
gaga te vere el 28 como la reina q siempre has sido
gaga tiene q sacr los videos de venus,aura y gypsy para
GAGA UH LALA ♪NUNCA ME VOY A CANSAR DE ESO!!!!, GAGA IS THE NEW BLACK ♥
gaga u lala guan yor ba romans :DD
GAGA ULALAH
Gaga  ulala kkkkkk
gaga ulalala
Gaga u la la la🙅 💅💋 ❤
Gaga ULA la Roma la la la 2018❔ ❔❔❔❔❔ nLOVE 💕😘💖😍 nLOVE💕 😘💖😍
nLOVE💕😘💖 😍
Gaga ulala significa Gaga que rico :v es en francés
Gaga uma diva incostentavel
GAGA, ure beautiful!!!!
GAGA UR THE BEST <3
Gaga Vs Shakira, and The Winner Is....?
gaga we love u
GaGa wE lOvE yOu!!!!!!!!
gaga :X



GaGa, you are QUEEN! nLove you from Croatia. <3
Gained this one from out sience teacher,. it;s Wicked :')
Gaint pop sprinkler lol.
@Gaisensei22 i love #Brazil...............
1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000% sexy and gorgeous 
people.. we lovw @ladygaga...
gak gak
@Galentw No, it doesn't.
Galileo was in that shit. you need to read Angels and Demons that book is 
about Illuminati the book is much better that a movie trust me. :D
Game Design 101 was born from the ideas of this Man...nnhe is the Father 
of Game Design.
Game Design 101 X Infinity.  All it took was ? Blocks, 1 Goomba and a 
Mushroom to show you how to play.
Gameface
Game journalists still had trouble with 1-1.
Game Over!  ^_________^
GAME OVER ROUSEY LOL.....YOU LOST....Hollywood Life is OVER
@Gamerzox its called to copy
Games designers today:nhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2luhwy3KAE0
Games                                         Super Mario MakernnnnWhat 
the game is about: Super Mario Brosnnnnyt plz
Gaming not drugs is to blame
Ganamos Só 823 Visitas
Gangnam style!!!!!!!!!! :)
gank do gratis 150ml
Ganniel Radcliffe
gapillage
Garapa
Garbage
Garbage...
GARBAGE ALL GARBAGE!!!
GARBAGE!!!!  You idiot liberals deserve the world you're going to create.
Gardel!
Gareth bale its you?
Garotinha petulante da porra
Gas gas bez stajanja da stignemo do drugog miliona ljudi
gasgasgas
Gas gas gas 2.6M
Gasite Beoviziju i posaljite Kiju na Evroviziji.
Gasite Beoviziju saljimo Kiju na Eurovision Song Contest
Gás mask The last of us please!!! Ok, cool.
Gaspillage de coca
gas que asco
Gave me chills throughout entire video!! 💯👍  You keep Going Girl! God 
Bless us ALL
Gavotte is easy
Gawd, this looks like some of the back alleys in Sydney.
Gay
Gay?.....
Gay.
gay shut up
gays of all countries,  let's unite so this masterpiece can hit a billion!
Gaziiii Kijaaa,najbolja pesma do sadaaaa!!
GAZIII JACE   IDEMOOO  SVE GORIIII💘💘💘
Gazi kija sve mesto ti je na tronu bravo kraljice
gazi kiki samo gaziiii
Gazi Kiki samo napred
Gazimo Kijevci!Lajk!Lajk! Lajk!
gazimo ne kočimo ajmo :D
GAZIMOOOO JAKOOOO NA BROJ 1. SVE ZA NASU MRVICU.
Gazi mrvice!!! Obozavam te!!! 😍 😍😍



Gazi - ne koči !!! 👸❣
Gazi sve pred sobom
@gbreppin this video is amazing. lady gaga is right up there with michael 
jackson. he's #1 tho
G'day mate! leave'em speechless.
G'd day from Sydney! I love my city. Sydney could be the best city in the 
world! Don't wait! Come visit~  ❤❤
Gde ste sampioni?
Gde su nam Bobini fanovi?
Gdje ce lunjara snimiti spot za novu pjesmu? Wc il' kokosinjac?
gd she fugly
GDZIE MOGĘ KUPIĆ BILETY?!
gdzie to można obejrzeć na żywo
Geat job miss dare
Gebt ihm ein Gewand mit einen großen rotem S
@Gedd0 Really? That's alright then lol :P
GED UPP !
Gee did she get to ride in Leo's Hypocrite Express ?
Geeett Upp! Get Onn Upp👣
geeezzzzz
@geekfx1  Have you studied music?
Gees....someone needs a nappy poo!
Geezers, the geysers were cool.. Excellent job guys, one of the bet things 
i ve seen on utube.
geez... get that kid a lollipop
Geez Greta how does it feel to be pimped out by your parents
Geez how many cokes they got?
geez how sticky were you after that lol...nenjoyed it
Geez I just love watching these crowded alleyways of India so full of life
gegen die angeblichen
Gegster mjuzik
Gehirnverschmutzung...ein Aufschrei des Wahnsinns im schlimmsten Fall, 
eine lächerliche intellektuelle Spielerei im besten...
Geil, Auto Industrie kaputt machen und mehr Steuern. Besser gehts doch gar 
nicht für die Deutschen😂
Geiler Rap am Anfang. ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)
Geiosi-  mamram siri!!!!
@GeminiFirewall I know :(
genau das ist es..wir sind alle zu bequem geworden...
generation 1997
Genial
genial
!GENIAL!!
Génial
génial!!
genial!!! amazing!!!
Genial, Ariana queen😍  Stevie canta fenomenal<3
genial aws!!! GaGa eres lo mas hermoso que a pasado en esta vida
Geniale :D
genial ! es ovio q está aya !
Géniale version !
genial jadoreee yesssss❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
genialne
Genialne!
Genialne.
Genialne! Gratulacje JIMEK !
Genialne !!!! Mega talent i wrażliwość. Robi dobrze :)
Genialne!!!!!!!!nWielki Szacunek!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Genialne! Takich ambasadorów Poldom potrzebuje!
genial vamos por esos 500 millones :D
genial vídeo 😘😘😘😘



Genie, you're free.
Genio
Génio.
Gênio
Gênio.
Genio James!!
Genio maestro increíble
Gênio ! Música feita em homenagem ao Bob
GENIOSSSS
Genious!!!
genious! all i can say
Genious man ! :Prnsaw you on mtv norway 24 november 2007:P
genious!rnGreat sound track
GENIUS
genius
Genius
genius
Genius !
Genius !!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Genius ❤
Genius!
GENIUS.
Genius.
Genius..
GENIUS at his top¡¡¡
Genius . com
Genius,funky as Fcuk!!!!
genius, genius, genius
genius he changed modern music's history
genius music classic super show thanks
Genius pure genius
Genius, pure genius.
Geniusssss
Genius!!! That is WOOOOooooooaaaamazing!!!
Geniusz
G E N I U S Z
Geniusz!
GENIUSZ! :)
GENTE AQUI Ó JÁ É 2017 VAMOS FAZER O HINO VOLTAR PRA #1
Gente, como eu nunca tinha visto esse vídeo antes? eu amei
Genteeeeee ❤
gente eu nunca tinha visto isso socorro
"Gentlemen, welcome to Dubai."
Gentlemen, welcome to Dubai
@geoff101001 We don't live in the past. No wonder, your comment reflects 
it. How sad!
Geographical diversity is the main thing I look for in a city, Sydney is 
beautiful but it’s not quite Vancouver
GEOINGENIERING
GEORGE CARLIN KNEW
George RR Martin needs to see this video!
george soros
George Soros, how dare you? How dare you using mentally ill children for 
your purposes?
Georges Perec
@geovanni4907 :)
@geovanni4907  eso quiero yo saber
@geovanni4907 jajajajajja sii tienes razon !!
Gerçekten dürüstçe arkadaslık kurmak isteyen bir bayanla tanışmak 
istiyorum05365507788 maraş antep yakın Çevresi
gerizekalılar...rnhi all!!!
Germans: ThEre iN tHe cLimAte
Germany trained their children like this in the 30's and early 40's.
Geró PÁ!



geropa , quiero volarngeropa , quiero volarni like sex machinengeropa , 
quiero volar....nkeis , diana, tony....
gerupah!
ger up …. like a sex machine ...
Gespräche, bei denen sich alle einig sind, gähn.
Get a day job bitch
Get a gps
get a life
Get a life.
get a life peopleeeeee....
Get back in timeout young lady!
Get back to school
Get back to school this brain washed child it is called child abuse
Get back to us when the rest of the world installs expensive catalytic 
converters on their vehicles.
Get China and India on board and then we'll talk.
get down homey
Get em Bootsy!!!
Get fucked Thundercunt. I love the climatechange. 3rd world shitholes die 
off. Best time in human history.
get fuuuucked ronda
Get it!!!
Get it Bootsy!!
Get it james brown shout out to the fine sister up there dancing with the 
natural afro get on up...
Get it together, right on, right on...
Get it up
get it up 2019
Get lit and relax.
"Get me frustrated, into a point I'll make a mistake, and she can try to 
kick me in the head"  - She knew.
Get me some classic tubes.
Get on the scene like a sex machine😊 get up
Get on up
GET ON UP
Get on up 👊 ✌😍
Get on up!!
Get On Up!!!!!!
Get on up'
“Get on up” guy has Stockholm syndrome
Get on up!! Like a porno machine
GET ON UP !!!nn好きになっちゃうよなぁ…
Get on Up x 1000000 :D so good
Get over yourself! Extinctions have happened many times over, we are 
destined to go extinct, not a big deal.
Get Ready Monsters, ARTPOP is coming.. ~ 2013
Get rid of bedtimes!
Get rid of the usury banks, and also the Marxist, commie, Rats! Problem 
solved!
Gets copyrighted*
gets in the car "... I knew you guys all drive a like"
Gets knocked out by kick
Gettappa! Gittionupp. Gittappa!
Get the canoe ready Greta!
Get the Chinese to stop fucking first. If that works you can lecture us.
Get the fuck over yourself Emma
Getting a bit tired of Rondas Attitude and starting to appreciate hollys 
realtalk
Getting bigger certainly does make me happy
Getting Jordan Belfort vibes
Getting lost. How do you keep your bearings? Is the NAV on your phone 
accurate here?
Getting lost in Delhi sounds itself scaryyyy



getting lost is sometimes fun
Getting so sick of fake trailers... I mean, This is OBVIOUSLY a fake since 
Robin Williams became an hero a few months back.
Getting this thing in hit and run
gettin ready to get some thanks for the mix
Getup
Get up
GET UP
get up
Get up!
Get up!!!
get up....
get up😁
GET UPA
Get up-a!
get upa get on up stay on the seen like   a sexxxy machine
GET UP-AH! Take em to the bridge!
Get up ! And have a heart for every~~body. Right NOW! We are all in this 
universe so.... C'mownnnn.....? please...? nLovenNow.
Get up a. Stay on the scene. Right on, right on.nnTaste, a piana.
Get up get on up
Get up get on up!!!!!
"Get up, (get on up)" ... questo video è di un fascino irresistibile!
Get up……get up what??
get up im like a sex machine
Get up now
getuppa
Get uppa
Get uppa!
GET UPPA!!🔥
Get Upppppp!!!
Get ups get on it I’m like sex machine
Get up stand up 💞  dance all night long 🎤
Get up that baseline go hard
Get Ur Freak On!!! 😎
Get your acting lesson money back...…......you stink at it...……...…...
Get yourself some highlights and a bit of lippy on, you’ll feel much 
better about yourself Greta.
Geweldig
GFY!
Gg
g◘g◘
Ggc
Ggg
🎤🎤😆😆 GGGGGG
gggrrrooooovyyyyyyyy!� Go see my video "LE JOUR DU FUNK" on my channel🎤
🎶😁👍 Thank you very much!!
gghd
gg l arraigne in english gg the spider ^^
@GH15GodOfHormones15 PUT SPAM IN THE BELIEBERS COMMENTS!
ghép ko v trời
@Ghimauve Ouais mon frayre :noel:
ghireppa, ghiruulè, ghireppa ghiruulè....crazy for that!
Ghiroppa
ghost busters xd
Gibt es das ganze vielleicht auch in Original Englisch?
Gibt es die doku auch im originalton? die übetsetzung ist sehr anstrengend
gibt es die Doku auch in Originalton, also ohne die Synchro?
Gibt es eine englische Version von diesem Video, mich nervt die 
Übersetzung?
@gickymobile1 Drowning merrily they are.



Gif and I mean God in Flesh
Gillovny!!!
Gimme gimme gimme
Gimmicks are poison for the soul but they are what the art industry 
advocates for.
gimmicky bullshit
ginger guy is the nuclear inspector
Gipsy amb black.duende soul
gir abi.. giriyorum götüne mi diyorlar?
girapa giruap girapa giruap giruapasdasdpika sd
Girapah... girlonlop... girapah... girlonlop... girapah... girlonlop... 
1000x
girl ?
girl cant even wipe her own butt lol,  everyone sees it, shes just a tool
Girl Cry cry cry
Girl dancer moves like a paint-can shaker !  2  gallons of semi-gloss 
please !
GIRLFRIEND IN DA BACK GETTING IT 😉😉😉😉
Girl… Go play with your Barbies!
Girl go sit down. No facts all fake emotion.
Girl has got legs for days!
Girl in the back doing that GTA San Andreas club dance
girl in the back on the platform dancing... woo ooooo !!!
Girl , let us have 2012.
Girl look for a doctor...
girl, need more hairspray stat!
Girl say right✔
Girls circum or uncircumcised??
Girls Girls Girls
Girls, Girls, Girls was dope as hell
Girl SHUT UP. Ur an OP.
girls i am ready 2 right a song...nlike a sex factorynrealy meannin youre 
between....
Girl sit tf down 😂
Girl's locker room: UGH! I hate P. E. OMG Jess, is that a new eyeliner?!
nBoy's locker room: 1:23
girl that's a wig
Girl thats what you got and need rn - faith! We are with you ari! <33
Girl wake up they are evil!
Giropa!! Quiiruuree
GIRR UPPA
GIve a man a fish, he'll eat for a day. Teach a man to fish and he'll eat 
for life.
Give he an oscar please , it’s more like an audition than a speech. nHow 
can she be so emotional while reading out from a paper 🤣
Give her an Academy Award now!
Give her an Oscar for best acting.
Give her an Oscar !!, Over dramatic madame, why are people indulging  this 
little child?.....
Give her the emmy
Give her the Oscar, she's a good actress. There's no doubt about it.
Give her the participation Oscars. 😂😂😂😂😂😂 .....
GIVE ME A BREAK
Give me a break.. If you can't see the fun in this, then you gotta wake 
up.
Give me a ltd with a 460 and a 5 speed
give me coke and mentos, ill eat them and drink it, but pls just dont 
waste em
GIVE ME DAT FAITH
Give me one minute with a child porn  maker or pedaphile to torture and 
annihilate  those  pieces a filth shit
Gives me a great idea



gives me goosebumps
Gives me goosebumps
Gives me goose bumps !
gives us a thumbs up, never got one before :(
give the candy to me instead next time;)
give the elephant a game like computers
Give the girl an Oscar 😅
Give the kid a lolly pop and tell her to go home and advocate against 
migrant rapes of the Swedish women instead.
give the other drummer some
give these men a nobel prize.
GIVE THESE PEOPLE AIR
give this coment a thumbs up if you like coke
Give this girl a juice box and a pop tart
Give this girl an oscar because this acting is 10 out of 10
give up stiller
Give up the goods by mob deep was perfect
Give us more
Giving me a Hitler vibe
Giving me Dr. Pamela Isley vibez
Gj ! ;)
@gjjuniorj always caught in a bad romance for gaga
Glad Ari took of that blonde wig cuz it looked pretty terrible. Love that 
song and the movie.
Glad He came in my country more than once...great musical Genius!
Glad I knew about the video before anyone else. Finally for once I beat 
everyone before it was discovered😆
Glad I live in the US
Glad I saw a Dvorak piece at the end. Probably one of the most underrated 
composers of the 19th century.
Glad my kids watched Sing
Glad that I'm not the only one who is hearing this song for the first 
time. Why did I not know about this song for 3 YEARS?!
Glad this came up in my recommendations. Don’t think I would of ever seen 
it lol
Glad to see her without pony.
Glad to see this child was exploited for this.
....GLAD U LOST!!!!...
Glad we can use distilled spring water from an iceberg because I don't 
have tap water.
Glad we got out of the Paris climate Accord now, so we don't end up paying 
for this. Let them fix it themselves.
Glad you guys are Christian and not afraid to show it in your music.
Glas joj različit u svakoj pjesmi.Fino ga dorade nema šta.
Glasses seem like a very apt ready made art object to have in a place 
where you go to look at things
glass skyscrapers are repulsive.
Glavne stvari u ovakvim popularnim spotovima: n droga n mafija n zavijanje 
n turske zule n i naravno SISE
Gledaj Razija kako se peva. Bravo Kiki !
Gledam sinoc stare klipove iz Zadruge 1, gde Lunjara kaže Kiji alooo ljudi 
ti se smeju napolju. A ja se evo vec dugo vremena samo smejem njoj.
Gleee kopira Anabelu jos da ima vokal kao ona mozda bi ovo na nesto licelo 
😂  ovako pisi propalo
Glee ruined this song for me
gl hf from Croatia
Gli italiani mettano like
G litternA ndnG rease nA round    **cool song !!
global awakening has begun, paradigmshift is on its way, the old greedy 
farts will go extinct before we do <3
Global elitism to the working class "you need to live like slaves so we 
can continue to live like kings"
Global fake news



Globalists using a nieve mentally disabled child to push their agenda.
Global warming aside, this girl kinda creepy.
Global Warming is a fraud!
Global warming is a natural process.
Global Warming is as serious as listening to the advice of a sixteen year 
old.
global warming is the tax they just wont give up on. how much will the 
banks profit on a carbin credits market scam?
global warmingnnnnhttps://youtu.be/hL8V5kyBK6c
Global warming now, global cooling when I was young....we are not in 
control of the earths cycle, stop the bullshit, please
Global warming..pfffft what about something more pressing luke world 
hunger ....nice act though
Global warming solutions: go vegan and drive a Tesla. Done and done.
Global warming = the NWO ultimate tax on everything!
*Global warning *nNATO: North Korea did it.
globohomo pawn
GLORIA & ILIYAN nFaith
Glory for Hope at Church ... Jesus was wrong.
Glupa pesma
Glupo
glupo
Glupost
Gm edagdwg love this man never had to a weight problem moved to quick God 
bless Linda j ❤ joy❤❤❤❤❤💯💯💯💯💯💯💯💯
GM in a nutshell
Gnomer Simpson
Go 500,000,000 view Mother Monster!..
Go 600.000 views and 900.000 likes, wow
Go ahead and read the script and put on that acting show Greta. You are 
nothing but a puppet and I do not believe your lies !
Go ahead and say it "HOW DARE YOU",throughout the speech😂😂😂
Go ahead John McLaughlin! Best guitarist ever
goal
Goals
Go and address the rulers in China, India and most of Asia first.
Go Ari <3 You are amazing. Stevie wouldn't collabrate with you if you 
weren't :D
Go Ariana !😍😍😍😍😍
GO ARIANA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
G.O.A.T
G.O.A.T.
G.O.A.T. 2000 yrs from now it will still be a Masterpiece
GoaT. but damn I have Flea performing for Kobe's last game in second place 
as far as instrumental solos go
GOAT jazz album
GOAT National Anthem!
GOAT, the only artist, who ever was able to impregnate his guitar for real
Go away inept dunce, your fallacious tripe is damaging the world 
irreparably.
Go away kid you bother me
Go baby go!!!! Tell em!!!! 🌹 SHE is a LEADER, such a bright soul
Go back home and learn how to cook and clean
Go back home. Justice Kavanagh your daughter is out of control. Go to 
school learn then talk.
Go back home little girl!!  Byeeeeeeeeeeee!!
Go back home little girl. Your family misses you return to your drama 
class  not ready for Hollywood  yet
Go back to Downton Dan! Just kidding. Not over that wahhhhhh
Go back to drama class you're performance was terrible.
Go back to Mommy and Daddy  and screw with them, what a freaking charade, 
a 10 year old expert smdh



Go back to playing with dolls you assburger abomination.
Go back to school
Go back to school.
Go back to school and lear what is clima.
Go back to school child. You need education before educating others.
Go back to school first, get a part time job.
Go back to school !!!!! Shit she looks like that little girl in that 
horror movie .... just watching her gave me chills 😬
“Go back to school then” (acting school). You need more classes. 
FAKE!!!!!!!
Go back to school.. you don't know any science and are parroting all the 
fear you hear from idiots in the spotlight.
Go back to school, you need a better education, we have real problems like 
economic growth, & CCP trying to stamp out western-liberal values.
Go back to school, you’re drunk.nnWho tried to use children to push an 
agenda? Oh yeah, the Third Reich.nn #NoTears 🗒👀
Go back to school you vapid little puppet
Go back to sophomore year sweetie
Go Back to Sweden
Go back to the school..fake tears. Childhood? You're a teenager...
Go back to your ikea castle and eat a meat ball.
go back to your white privileged life in Scandinavia honey..with hall the 
other white people...
Go back you brainwashed twit
go brazilian monsters ;)
Gob smacking, game changing mind-fuck.
Go cry to India and China we don’t need to hear this BS in the U.S
god
God
god ariana god
God biess America and Jimmi
God bless America
God Bless America
God Bless America at least we have this one right %%%%%%%%%%%
%%%

God bless America, brothers!!
God bless America ey
God bless America! Happy 4th yall!
God Bless America is what I hear then and now.
God bless Americanmy mother is from el salvador nand my father is from 
bangladeshni was born in new jerseynand i now live in Pennsylvania
God bless America thank you jimi you rock brother
God Bless America whatever it is to you. This one loves all.
God blessed the United States of America ,,#1
God bless GaGa.......!rnShe's truly the best in the world....
God bless ryan tedder
God bless Stevie Wonder !!
God bless Stevie Wonder!
God bless the 60s
god bless the bay area....i so miss it....
God bless the wonderful.
god bless this man.
god bless U
God bless  you
GOD BLESS YOU JIMMInREST IN PEACE MY MAN!
GOD BLESS YOU MR JAMES BROWN!!!!!!!
god dam it.. subscribe me.
Goddammit it's like 90% men !
God damn, I really love your videos. Please, keep on making moar!
god damn it, i cant watch this video without thinking that now xD
God damn it. If he was as careful about drugs as he was magnificent on 
guitar...  Imagine what he might have produced had he outlived his youth.



God damn..  I've never seen anyone get so stoked over a Frisbee.
Goddamn Jimmy Fallon is annoying holy shit
goddamn, remember when the Simpsons were the pinnacle of comedy.
God damn Ronda's hot
God Damn! Tha brotha just had that natural swagg!!
Goddamn that woman in the back is one foxy lady.
God damn the person playing Mario in the back fuckin sucks!
God damn they have an amazing rhythmic connection to each other.
god damn this audio is 3 dimensional
Goddess! :)
Goddess He don't know 😅😄😃😂😂😁😀
Goddnes........KKK........opet oduševila.........✔✔✔✔✔✔✔✔
GODESS OF POP
Godess riding a Tiger,Kali!,only she can ride a Tiger ,Om Kali Ma devi!
Godfather  at work .
God father of soul huge inspiration for us b boys and b girls rip legend
Godfather of soul I love how the band moves n dances
Godfather of soulnJames Brown
GOD FATHER OF SOULnJAMES BROWNnSEX MACHINEnnnBRAVO !nREST IN PEACE 🌹 nMR. 
JAMES BROWNnAGUSTA GEORGIAnHOME TOWN OFnJ.B. nTHANK YOU
God, fuck FXX's stupid cropping on the old episodes so much. Almost ruins 
them.
God - Gaga = MDNA
God he is just so delightful
god i cant believe theres an old ariana song that i just know..
god i cant hate her
god if u dont lyke it dont wach it
God I hate Adam
god i just wish the interviewer wasn't so happy go lucky about everything 
and more critical geez
god i love all the videos you do on new York.
god I love her...
god i love it, it's sooo positive
God, i love this channel!
God I love this girl.
God invented Mr.Coffee for a reason!
God is Love, remember jamming to this track whilst working London Olympics 
2012 till the break of dawn. Best Olympics ever. Can't touch this!
God ! it's good to see him again ! It's been a while !
god I wish Ronda Rousey would sit on my face !!!
god i wish she still made songs like this
God I wish they would make this at Starbucks
God job legend!
Godly.
Godly Melanated Soul from the Heavens!!!!
Godly performance. And that's an understatement. Incredible talent.
God made some beautiful beaches
God made this place and God will do what He wants with what is His. Don't 
believe it? Well then that's probably the problem with those earthlings.
God: Man, can you teach me How you play guitar like this?nJimi Hendrix: 
ok, i'll teach ya.
god music is getting worse and worse as the years go buy, lady gaga 
wouldn't know musical talent if it bit her on the ass
God of funk
God of motown sound
God of Music
God of Thunder!
Godó song
god she is so sexy in this video :D
God she's so fucking ugly....
Gods never die...
God, so accurate! Now, Ronda Nostradamus Rousey!!! Rondadamus, I hope she 
put all the money on Holm.



Gods of computer science..
God so loved the world..Were gonna do well! 8 years Trump!
god that design for 2 world trade center looks so ugly. I dont understand 
why they dont just build a twin of 1 then we get our twin towers back...
God, the first three were uncanny!  How spooky is that?  XD
God these builds suck. They look like trash.
God these comments
god they must of been sooooooo sticky at the end haha
God this girl is hella cringy with her speech, 30 secs into the video and 
I'm all ready facepalming haha
God, those keyboards are beautiful.
GOD VERY GOD....QUE BELLOS AÑOS....
God what an rtard, she sounds @utistic lmfao
God when I first heard this record,  I was completely blown away.  I 
listened to nothing else for about 2 weeks :)
GOD YEAH YUP. TRUE 1 BILLIONS % SO DON'T MESS HER :D OR US MONSTERS :D 
NOPE. NO. GOOD FOR YOU ;;;) ;) ;) ;) NOT 2. OUT. >3333
God you're an idiot.
GOD you're so pathetic
Goebelles child Deutschland Deutschland ubarales
goed
Goed nummer
Goes great with Watermelon Man also by Herbie Hancock
go for 1Billions
go f your self
go gaga gaga
go gaga go!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Gogago
Go-Go boots never should have gone out of style.
go go gaga :)
GO GO GAGA! <3
go go gaga vamos ya a los 454
Go go go...
gogogogogog
GO GO GO LOS DEMAS ANDAN CON GAGNAM STYLE O COMO SE ESCRIBA
go go go monster tenemos que superar a waka waka no se rindan
Go go kraljice !!! Ima nas puno i uvek smo uz tebe !!!
Go, go, Monsters, vamos,sigamos que falta poco!
go go passaaar shakiiraa monsters
Go Greta !
Go Greta Go. God bless you. Real words.
Go, Greta! R.I.P. them another one!
GO GRETA, YOU ROCK!  n greta>great
Go grl u r the champ, more power to you ÎÎÎ❤
Go gurl
go guys :)
Go head Bobby!!!
Go Home !
Go home and grow some breasts
Go home, angry little meatball. Eat a herring.
Go home, game is over... Peace
Go home Greta.
go home greta... 🤦
Go home Lil girl
Go home little one and play with your barbies 😂
Go home stupid girl!!!!!!
Go home that face makes me sick!!!
Go Home!  You made yourself look like an ass!
Goin for the Trump hair
Going down under in two weeks, can't wait!!
going in Nov. cant wait
Going soon can't wait!!!!!!
Going soon this really really helps thanks



Going to be bitter sweet when I go watch this movie. RIP Robin Williams
.....going to increase my carbon footprint just to PISS her off.  Somebody 
get her lame ass back across the pond.....
going to these parts of india,is like going back in time in past and 
future ,the eternal part of existence
Going to use this on my gf as soon as I get home.
Going to visit Sydney Someday. my dream city
Go Italy :-)
Go James
Go JB show them white forks how we.do.it.n d hood
Go Jimi USA!!!
GO KIJA GO!!! YOU ARE THE BEST!!!!!!!!
Gold
GOLD
gold
g(old)
Goldberg gosto disso
GOLDEN Land AUSTRALIA SYDNEY
Gold Music, Rhythm and Lyrics. People will reproduce the same music many 
times for hundred years to come.
Goldsmith was here
Goldstein has done fascinating work over time and I have taken some ideas 
from what he is doing for my Infinite Project.
Go Little Monsters!!!!! 1b is near /❤
go little monsters! from Philippines!💖
Golum Golum.
Go moan to China... See what they say to you..
go monsters go cada uno ha reproducir por lo menos 50 veces bad romance 
por gaga
Go Mosha!
gonna be good
"gonna instagram that in a few weeks"
Gonna use this as a guide for my New York visit
GOOD
good
Good
GOOD
good
Good
good
Good 💟
GOOD ♥
GOOD!
Good!!
Good!!!!
GOOD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
good...
Good! 1985 &1988 years & rokey 1. 4...
Good act
Good acting
Good acting kid. Next time let someone who means it, say it.
Good acting little Madonna. Now, you can have a role in Madame X "Wake Up" 
album. Illuminati confirmed. Lol
Good Actor, like the parents :-)
Good actress
Good album...
good amazing☺
Good another way to use up diet coke :P
good Ariana
Good ariana
Good authentic video. It looked very real to me. Just filth, garbage, 
dispair, greed, no humanity, just animals everywhere.



Good "barometer"?
Good bless you. greetings from Serbia & Montenegro
Good bonking music.
Good boy award goes too
Goodbye AT & T from a extremely dissatisfied customer after 40 years!
Goodbye Patrick Fleming. You are with Edie, Nico and Ed now.
Goodbye Robin
Goodbye robin. R.I.P
good call rhonda no head kicks lol
good camera only buy a mini stabelizer stick and it  is 100
Good car in hit and run 🚗
Good content but I think she’d be taken more seriously if she wasn’t using 
a staged like voice and forced facial expressions for dramatic effect.
Good content, very interesting and well presented.  The Chrysler Building 
is still my favorite.  Thanks as always from Orlando Florida.
Good dance song
good drugs..
Good emotional Music
Goodfella , your're absolutely right.
Good footwork, headkicks people, former boxingchampion.....Ronda should 
become an analyst
Good for her.
Good for her. Glad to see someone trying to make a difference.
Good for the cola company ;)
Good Gabriel!n👍
GOOD GIRL
Good girl! Ignoring science means betraying yourselves and maybe, in case 
of you leaders, your pack as well... Just disgusting!
good god ti is good
Good going ppl .. lets take the count to an unreachable height .. it shud 
be the highest ever in HISTORY!! Love you all n Gaga!! :)
Good guys one of the best and entertaiment video I have seen this week
Good idea, poor execution.
good idea... shit execution.
Good, I like it, and would like to ask you if you would have any video 
about how to make Darth Vader Mask.nnThank you very much.
Good job
Good Job
GOOD JOB
good job
Good job!
good job!!! :)
Good job???
good job at getting 2m likes
Good job bro 😅😅😅
GOOD JOB!!!!!!!! but you could have made the helmet less oval
Good job cartoon connect all your videos are great
"Good job everybody!"
Good job! For a '3 minute' review see: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=DHcTliaISog
Good job from a venetian!
Good job 1  guys ❤ ❤
Good job I love the dark side so happy u did Kylo :D
Good job Jason. Keep going!
Good job Jimek
Good job man
Good job on the song love it
Good job, Radzimir !
Good job with kilo ren
Good lesson about piping!
Good little actress.  Maybe Obama will use her in some Netfix trash. I 
smell the CIA.



Good lord, I hope she doesn't go out in public wearing ANYTHING she does 
in this video. o_o
Good lord what a dump
Good luck changing the minds of these stupid old people! Change is 
impossible!
good luck with the trailer guys! It's an epic one!
Good luck young lady.
good mask guys i like it
Good memories 💫❤
Good message Jimmi,but they just don't understand,even today in 2018!
good mix
Good mudic
good music but not for a lonely single person
Good music for have fun with ur half heart
good music! i got it
Good Music Ir Hasta Nevera Be Done!!
good music is has commited suicide.....
GOODNESSSSSSS
Goodnight
💞🌺🌺🌺 💞 🎂💝 🎂💞💜💖♥ 💖 💜💞🌸🌸🌸💞 good💞🎂💞 night💞🌸🌸🌸💞💜💖
♥💖💜💞 🎂 💝🎂 💞🌺🌺🌺💞

GOODNIGHT!
=) Good night internet.
G O O DnM U S I C nN E V E RnD I E S
Good old Davin style! Love it!
good old stevie lmao
Good ole "ClickBait" title on something that was the furthest thing from 
anything remotely worth looking at.
good'ole James Brown!!!!!!!!!!!!! wonderful....the beat.......the belief
Good ole Simpsons. Nü Simpsons' yellow hurts my eyes
good one
Good one guys....
Good on the university president for not shaking Emma's hand. Pathological 
liars like her deserve no respect.
Good points
good product placement there for Mario Kart and WII lol
good question! I want to know that too^^rnI did the melody in FL 8 again 
*-*
Good selection, but tracks are very short
Good shit
Good shit fam
good show
Good Show!
good  side
Good slow mix. Had to save to my Playlist.
Good soda??? ITS DIET COKE"??!?!!?!
Good song
Good song :)
Good song, bad video
good song but too nude
Good song for Viagra Advert
Good song......Lady Gaga is sexy and beautiful.....
Good song love it
good song maan
Good sound  quality n   12"    inch nas a matter of factnthose single 
weren1st invented nin Jamaica
Good speech!
go-od speech but thats not the one problem the second is https://
www.instagram.com/marcin_scholke/
Good speech....heard a lot of facts. But like usual, only facts and 
complaints, she did not suggest any viable solutions
good stuff
Good stuff!



Good stuff! I'm all about peeing on protected fountain replicas.
good stuff...  so soothing...
Goodt helmet
good thing diet coke sucks or this would be a waste
good thing he got a trash can for a head because he gets dunked on at the 
end of the movie
Good thing he's not Umbridge tho.. XD
good thing it's diet coke...no one will be sad for the large waste
Good thing it's diet, the Bee's would have anyones ass if it was the "Real 
Shit."
Good thing Stevie cant see what a skank that donut licker has become!  
skankskankskankskankskankskankskankskank
Good thinking, Noelle.
Good times that deliçia of sound, enjoying in 2019!
Good to know but am really not keen on skyscrapers! The thought of 
depending on elevators day in & out is disquieting!
Good to know, places not take your family. Wtf is going on over there. 
This is normal.......?
Good to know Stevie Wonder sounds amazing still after half a century. Woop 
woop!
Good to see Creighton back in action!
Good to see NY get back into the skyscraper business.
Good track selection especially 90's. However,audiences are not 
educated,are they?
good, until the final...
Good use for Diet coke - better than drinking it any day!
Good, very good.
Good vibes here :)
Good Vibration "Masterblaster"
Good vibrations  joint the People through ✌ good time machine
Good video.
GOOD video.👍😊
Good video, but you really need to look up the verb 'to redefine' damn
good video! fuck the other opinions.
Good video. Is 5-6 days enough to see the city.
good video own this one:    /watch?v=NulX39Mb1bY
good video that really did help me make mine the new force awakens movie 
is awsome
good,visit my chanel
Good war protest back in the days when marihuana was legal.
Good waste of Coke lol
Good way to impress a girl that you like! Take some effort and put on a 
good show, total icebreaker and move in for the kill!
good way to use diet coke cuz no one drinks that
Good why am I listening to this now
good work
Good work :)
GOOD WORK. CAN'T WAIT TO SEE WHAT YOU GUYS MAKE NEXT
Good Work! You're videos are great!
Goofball
google Andrew Yang
Google Da Ban no vídeo de pongrafia pf
Google "Greta Thunberg moonface" Lol.
Google “McLaren Senna”
Google =publicidad politica
Google te espia duckduckgo no
"google+...THE FABULOUS ALBUM OF MILES DAVIS THE SUMMIT OF FINESS ...zb 
music inc... "JAZZ"...google+
Google the hockey stick climate curve. Michael E. Mann made bad 
calculations and made Greta miss school lessons unnecessarily.
google the words: diet coke health and see for yourself... see what 
ingredients does diet coke have so when you taste it to be sweet...
Google when there will be Uzbek in voice.



googogogooooo monster sigamos reproduciennddodoodododododoododod 
gogoogogogogogoogogogo y mas liksss ogogogogo y ayudemos a born this wayy
Goo keep watching people!!!
Goombas always look like owls to me, with polished shoes.
goo moonsters passar shakiraaa
go on ^^
Go on google and surch kamen rider kuuga and go on images
Go on James 🤗
go on sing
Gooogooo Gaggaga wahhaahha mommy!
gooo monster que todos podemos gooo
Goooo Kiiikiiii
goooood
GOOOOOOOOOOOOO ALBAAAAAANIAAAAAAAAAA
ชอบมาก  มันเป็นเพลงที่ฉันชอบมากGooq😍😘😻💜💟💗💖👍🎶🎤
Goosebump CITY...
Goosebumps
Goosebumps!
Goosebumps!!!
goosebumps.
Goosebumps at the max
Goosebumps, chills, and tears! Just Beautiful
Goosebumps every time man...
Goosebumps. This is incredible.
Goose bumps😂😭😭😭💕💕💕💕💕💕  This is so freaking lit
Goosebumps through all the video GOOD JOB JIMEK
Go party and play videogames like a normal 16 yr old! No one cares about 
you, have some fun!
GOR ALL OF THE PEOPLE WHO GAVE THIS A THUMBS DOWN I THINK YOU MIGHT NEED  
an Ear TRANSPLANT !!!
Gordana Djokic Nam fali
gorgeous =}
Gorgeous!!!!! 🎵🎵🎵
Gorgeous!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
gorgeous girl, strong, kind, super talented.
Gori
Gori 😍
GORI 🔥🔥🔥
Gori 🔥🔥🔥 🔥🔥 🔥
Gori. 🔥 🔥 🔥
Gori estrada od zavisti Kija ima najveću  Armiju
Gorii
Gorii🔥🔥🔥 #1🔥 ❤
Goriii 😍😍😍
Goriii😍 😍 😍😍 😍🌎🌎
Goriiiiiii , pesma je extraaa ❣
Goriiiiiii sve KIJAAA
Goriiii pesmaaa🔥 🔥🔥 🔥
GORIIII YT GORIII  TRENDINGGG  GORII KIKICAAAA❤
Goriii pesmaa🔥🔥🔥🔥❤❤ ❤
gorii pesma😍😍😍
Gorii trending💘💘🔊🔊
Goriš
Goris mackoo ,bravo za ovo .Drugacije od svih do sada😍😍😍
Goris mala 👍👍👍❤❤



Gori super ..auuu koja pesma !! Amorova strela 💘
Gori sve 😍💣💣
Gori svee Kijevci ajmooo
GORI TRENDINGGGG GORI KIKIII
Gori trending na Balkanu!!🔥 🔥🔥
Gori trendin idemooooo za nasu zenu lavicu
GORI YT GORI TRENDING GORI KIKI SVE GORIIIIIII
Gori zena
Goru pesmu nisam cuo
gosh
go shake up a bottle of coke then open the lid, the foam is close to white 
you stupid douche
go shaki!
Gosh i could have married Jimi Hendrix..i mean i would hve.If i was 
younger n able😍 nWhat a man.What a guitar  master RIP. 👊💖
gosh I just knew abt this
gosh, it really works!! I gotta try!
gosh, i wanna be there😢  but i live about 17.000 km away and it seems to 
be that i'll visit sydney when i'm an adult and this takes a long time....
Gosh Jimmy looks just like Dave Grohl with that thing on
gosh they must've been so sticky!!
go silently back to the gym girl
Go smoke weeeeeed
Go speak in Beijing.
Gospode Bože. Daleko bilo.
Gospode Boze svaka pesma je sve losija i losija ... ++++
Gostei do número 4
Gostei muito do vídeo  poderiam focar mais a dançarina adoro as morenas
go Stevie
Gosto dimais das músicas. Do james .cantava muito.....🤗🤗🤗🤗🤗🤗💚
gosto muinto dessa musica de leide gaga
gosto muito de sou música tem muita coisa boa
GOSTOSA LINDAAAAAAnVEM PRO BRASIL, PORRA!!
gostoso de se ouvir
GO SYDNEY !!!
Got a James brown kinda beat I love it
Go take a bath hipster.
Got a strange feeling she didn't sail to New York.
GO this video:nnwatch?v=CzsBWXVRn1knn;D
Got in a fight with Stevie Wonder and told him he gon see
Gotivila sam je jako sad mi se sere  od nje,a što se ove pesme tiče 
podseća me na andjelu vešticu pozdrav.
Got K.O.'d, and suspended for 6 months. WWE, here she comes.
got laid, 10/10 would play again
Got married in Sydney, it was one of the beautiful cities that I have ever 
been to.
Got me in tears and IDK why...
Go to 1:26 for Jumanji.
Go to american kickboxing academy please ronda
Go to China and India and Pakistan and cry little girl we in North America 
are doing just fine.....read the stats......lmfao
Go to China and "never forgive" them. What an hysterical child.
Go to China.  Bye
Go to China.  See how they welcome you.  Lol 😂Ð
Go to school
Go to school, and re-educate yourself. Indoctrinated puppet. Did you walk 
to that convention, or did mommy or daddy drive you there?
Go to school. Get a good education. That should be your number 1 goal at 
this point in your life young lady.
Go to school, honestly. That not going to get her a GCSE.
Go to school kid! Just go to school!



go to school...lol
Go to sleep  elevator  sounds..
Go to Syria and see what are stolen dreams
Go to the outdoor mix festival in Embrun in Francennhttp://
outdoormixfestival.com
GO TO yomodel.com /contest/707
Got some really good headphones and had this on while playing a game of 
online chess. Bliss.
gotta appreciate all kinds of music. this is beautiful.
Gotta go take my Chopin Liszt now so I can buy talent
gotta love dan
gotta love Danny De Vito
Gotta love Danny divito
Gotta love how many of those concepts and commands are still very much 
relevant and in use today in the same exact way
Gotta love Miyamoto.
Gotta love that awesome feedback and divebomb that starts at 3:36.
Gotta love these clueless liberals and their “sky is falling” mentality
Gotta love those giant computer screens and keyboards! haha!  Great.
Gotta love those particuoles.
Gotta love your hands when your single ... lol
Gotta luv it.
Got that Pixelated Modern Mario amiibo
Got to love Danny DeVito!!
Got to MoFi press of this. The sound is awesome. Truly a masterpiece
Gott segne Snowden dafür das er die Machenschaften der NSA aufgedeckt 
hat.nSnowden ist ein mutiger Mann
got us all jacked up out of unison didn't they Jimi
got your motherfucking shit knocked back bitch, Dana can't pull your cocky 
ass outta this one.
Goud very goud
Go vegan, buy an EV. Solved.
#GoVegan for Future <3
Go vegan for the planet
Governments are only interested in profits with little regard to the 
environment.
Government's suck.....who knew
Go watch her new clip!!! It's gonna be the most view of youtuben8 000 000 
of views in two daysnThumb that everyone can read it
Go watch #YouAndI, #MarryTheNight and #PerfectIllusion monsters!
Go young one !God bless u !
Gr88888888 video!! just loved it!rnWhat song is it? Does anyobody know?
Grabas te cualquier mierda
grabbed my tissue as soon as it started
grabs popcorn nnhahahaha it's just hilarious watching this, when she ends 
up getting her ass handed to her. 😂😂😁😁😁
Gracias exelente video saludos....
Gracias google estamos los mexicanos agradecidos por el dinero que donaron
GRACIAS HATERS! SIGAN REPRODUCIENDO EL VIDEO! NOS QUITAN UN PESO DE ENCIMA 
A TODOS LOS LILTTLE MONSTERS ME HACEN MUY FELIZ n.n
Gracias james por tanto encantado de tu music
gracias pero mejor vale prevenir
Gracias por el video pero es decepcionante lo que se entiende por arte en 
esta exposicion
Gracias por tu trabajo...
GRACIE KLASA ARTVSCI I PROWADZI JIMEK KLASA
grade a under a
Grade A under A sent me here.
Graham Norton already done this
Graham Norton did it first.
Graham Norton did this first
Graham Norton did this years ago.
Gramatik
Gran canción, gran música



GRAND!!!!
Grand Central Terminal ;)
Grand Central terminal not station. Common mistake
Grande
grande..
grande ariana
Grande artista, e super ballerino
grandeee
grandeeee😍
Grande e único BROWN!!!!
Grande gardel!!!
Grande James!!
grande la migliore seguitemi
Grande Lobo!
Grande performance di Stevie,un ritorno ad anni senza pensieri,Grazie
Grande por siempre, un gran maestro James Brown
Grand grand artistenTalent fou🎤 🎺🎹🎸🎷
Grandi !!!
grandisimo
Grandissimo artista.un mostro del secolo scorso nessuno mai sarà alla sua 
altezza
Grandma?!...
Granie hip-hopu przez orkiestrę symfoniczną to jak wywożenie szamba 
bentleyem.nMożna, tylko po co.
gran pezzo!!!
...grapaaaaaa....n...grapaaaaaa...
gratis lindo
❤❤❤❤❤❤ gravel pit!!! I love this video
Grax famous por existir y entrar a Ot 2018
Grazie... raffaeleesse... RS
grear singer great song
Great
great
Great
great
Great
great
great ><
great !!!
Great 👍
Great!
Great!!! 👏👏👏
great!!!!!!!
Great!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
great.
Great.!
Great acting
Great acting - 10/10nDon't you see how she is used to make such speeches 
by her parents and the climate lobby behind her? Poor brainwashed girl.
great acting. her handers will prise her
Great acting - Hermoine in the Goblet of Fire
Great acting. It’s in the family
Great Acting Job 😂 ...So full of shit, this Is what brain washing does...
Great acting!nI could almost believe the performance if she wasn’t trying 
so hard to sell that it’s really real.
great acting tbh
great actor but movie is shit
great actress :)
Great actress.
Great a fanatic....
Great Album
Great album to get high to, as well as Herbie Hancock's Head Hunters and 



Sextant. Now Sextant, that is one trippy album man.
Great (and cheap) alternative for fireworks. rnAnd probably a lot safer 
too. (and stickier) rnReally cool vid 5*
Great Archive! Better than listening to a CTO Presentation on Artificial 
Intelligence.
GREAT artists! COOL song! and Stevie Wonder's glasses are HOT!
Great bass line!
Great birthday gift for my birthday on the 20th
Great black history video 😍
great black mann!!  >>>><<<<perfekt
Great build guys you did a really good job. Do you know what that 'light 
spreading paper' is called?
great but i dont like being sticky so thumbs down
Great, but in addition to stating meters could you kindly also state the 
heights in feet for the American audience?
Great, but is missing BIG.
Great, but only one NAS song?!
Great but ... polluating ...
Great choice Buccellati
Great collection
Great composer and handsome man
Great: Cries, yells, and clearly upset: “How DARE you!”naudience: ooh 
*claps*
great ;DD
great deo
Great dope.
Great drama queen.. great acting. She should be helping the homless people 
that are starving everyday..
Great, dramatic storyteller, that's about it.
...great editing, alekosg
Great electric guitar solo
GREAT, EMOTIONAL, AND WITH ALL REASON
great ending!
Great episode
Great episode!
Greatest album ever.
Greatest anti-war  performance of any song EVER!
greatest boomer era rawk geetar solo of all time. sadly you can always 
find a reason to come back to it.
GREATEST CITY ON EARTH
Greatest funky tune EVER 🖕
Greatest game god
Greatest guitarist ever
Greatest.  Jazz.  Album.  Ever.
Greatest !!! Luv Stevie
Greatest national anthem rendition of all time
Greatest political statement ever made and not a single word spoken.
greatest song ever recorded
great , Eternal Miles !
Great exploring
great family movies
Great Fan of  JB,sinds de 60.ties
Great film for all the family
Great film work
Great f...ng song!
GREAT FOR ANIME
Great for my music homework - Link i was given was deleted. Liked!
GREAT from France
GREAT FUCKING ACTRESS!  OSCAR AWARD WINNING PERFORMANCE!!
Great game plan Ronda
great girl i love her
GREAT GRETAn FORn1. WORLDPRESIDENTIN n👍
Great.... her and Hogg can have their own TV show and jerk eachother off 



while their parents jizz their pants and count the money.
great hipster-signaling bro
Great human being. Take notes. Grown ups.
Great ideas you have Mr Martin
Great idea, well orchestrated but i've got to ask... : am I the only one 
who notices the flaws & rythm mistakes ? I means this isn't really neat.
Great if you don’t value your life is a great place to catch deseases 
contaminated water ,thief filthy living conditions ,no thank enjoy your  
trip
Great information. Wish I watched your video before I went to Venice 2 
weeks ago.
Greatist...
Great job!
great job!!
Great job!!
Great job, as always! When will we get a video on China an Shenzhen?
great job but i think u guys should drink the coke instead waist it
great job done as always .Thanks.
Great job guys.I love this kind of stuff.
Great job Homer, I'm on an aeroplane build myself�💺 💺🤗
Great Job Jimek! I want to hear that live !!!
Great JobnThis takes me back to when Kanye did late orchestration in Abbey 
Road.
Great job!nvideo edit 10nlike +1
Great job running on boards, so awesome, so ... whatever this video is 
retarded.
Great job! Thought I was watching dude perfect for a sec lmao
great job; very cool
great job way to waste ur life lol, seriosuly though was really cool
Great job who ever edited  this
Great Lakes are only 10K years old. Greta is fake news trash.
great lyrics! very poetic! "cut da pizza eat da pizza" oh fuck shit that's 
deep. fuck oh fuck where's her Grammy?
Great master..and those who dosent understand you..because their mind is 
effected by the culture and the hierarchy of notes..
Great Mix Love it and thanks
Great mix... Using it this week...😜
Great Music
Great music!
Great musical movie with amazing original soundtracks. Good job, 
illumination
Great music but why the he'll was this in my recommendations!?!?!
GREAT MUSICIAN FALLEN TO DRUGS....SO VERY SAD....R.I.P.
great music, its a shame the camera work is of such poor quality (& the 
editing)
great music just flows so beatifully
Great music. Super beautiful music video. Big applause to Lady GAGA !n  
(winnipeg, manitoba, canada)
great!!! ni would suggest: schumann traumerei, beethoven appassionata, 
mozart papageno aria, chopin eroic ponolaise
Great. Now do it without any boards!
Great of course, but Jimi denied any political message in an interview 
soon after with Dick Cavett didn't he ?
GreaT one
Great ornament maker.
Great orthopedic surgeon, and even greater human being helping animals. 
Mosha seems to be very happy!
Great perfect
Great piano sound XD
Great picture!
great presentation
great projectnrespect of Russia
Great scene! Good act.... they give you what you want, its all a set. 



(clap)
Great script... think she wrote it? Or is she just a Parrot on the 
Spectrum? Har Har Har.
Great, see MARK MARGO - REESE WITHERSPOON SONG
Great show!
Great shows on Italian TV, 50 years ago. High quality of music and 
direction. There arent shows like that anymore.
Great song
great song
Great Song
great song 💋 ❤👍
Great song, but it really isn't the same when you don't hear "With A 
Little Help From My Friends" directly after it!
Great song but so underrated.
Great song but that is the most fake shit i ever saw in my life !
Great song but this is no a video.
great song for a great movie :D
Great song for walking 3.0 on the treadmill at the gym. I listen to this 
over and over. The beat is jamming!!!😍😍😍😍
great song frome a greatest artist hotter than joly
Great song,great artist
Great song - great artist .... but he got the "peace has come to Zimbabwe" 
bit wrong big time. .
Great song. Great groove. But, the audience? Jeez ... they're all sitting 
in seats like Mannequins. WTF?
Great song, Great music, how do these gyues come up with such wonderful 
music!
Great song. I hope Ari knows the LEGEND she had the opportunity to sing 
with. Fantastic duet!
Great song. Late AF to my brain though.
Great song! Love it, would make a ghost dance:)
great song namazing artist !!
great song namazing artist !!nSting makes an early carrer with the police 
with this style...
Great song thanks stevie and co!!!
Great sound
Great speech, but nothing is going to change because of capitalism.
Great speech!n".. and all you can talk about is money and fairytales of 
eternal economic growth.."nSo true:-(
Great speech young lady, everything you are saying is true.
GREAT STEVIE
great stuff!
Great stuff with the Collins Brothers
Great talent, great music, great enjoyment and appreciation.
Great taste in music truly..
Great Thunberg is just kinda weird man
Great timing,rnReally original considering there are 100000 vids of mentos 
and diet coke...
Great to hear again......memories....early 70 's
Great to hear Freddie again cool and smooth, just the way I like it !
Great to see a true friendship breaking social boundaries.
Great to see USA getting back to Building Big Buildings again
Great Trumpet! At first I thought it was Miles Davis.
Great tune
great tune!! like the old awesome funky vibe, cant listen this and not 
dance
Great tune love that funk!
great vid
Great vid as always!
Great Video
Great video
Great video 👍 👍
Great video!



Great video.
Great video as usual!
Great video B1M! These amazing skyscrapers in New York makes me realize we 
are living in the future!
great video but follow me ond twitter tho! @thAtkiD_babyjet
great video, doesn't get old.
Great video! Eric seems like a great guy.
Great video Gabriel.
GREAT video, great song...
Great video!Help a lot!
GREAT VIDEO HOPEFULLY THIS WILL HELP ME EXPAND MY CHANNEL! SUBSCRIBE TO ME 
TODAY FOR FREE DAILY POSTS STARTING SOON
Great Video, horrible song.
Great video! I came here for V of Vendetta 9:11
Great video, I have been there twice and it is a sensory overload.
Great Video I live next to New York and it is exiting .
Great video. Impressive. 😎z zzz✊✊✊✊ÔÔÔÔ✌✌✌✌👀👀👀👀👀🗽
🗽🗽🗽🗽 🏗 🏗🏗 🏗🏗

Great video. I never knew how much Sydney had to offer. Great city. Thank 
you for your info. I took a look at your Melbourne guide, too!
Great video, I really enjoyed it!
great video, I think development on nearby Jersey City is equally 
impressive !
Great video! Just wish you would express heights in feet as well as meters 
for we Americans. Thanks!
😲👍👍👍 👍 👍👍 👍👍  great video!!! Likes from Brasil /
Great video. Loved it when I lived there. I miss Sydney!
GREAT video.nncould somebody tell me the name of the song? would be 
great...thx
Great video!!  nnI recommend staying in Mestre and commute to Venice, it’s 
cheaper :)
Great video of a big friend of venice. I feel animated to go there.
GREAT VIDEOOOOO BUT TALK TO FAST ...SLOW DOWN ...THOUGHT ITALIAN 
EVERYTHING IS ...SLOWWWWWW ….U TALK LIKE 180MPH HAH HAH
Great video. Shit is so tight the recording is sick
Great video. Thank you for filming this place where I certainly will never 
go
Great vídeo. We are public our india’s vídeos too.nEnjoy
Great video. What a crazy place New Deli seems to be.
Great video, you can still see the functions of piping and redirection on 
modern OSs even in Windows!
Great video! You're a great inspiration for my new channel, so it's always 
great to see another new video from you! Great video once again! 😊😊
Great vid its done nicely but a bit to exspensive to fail during the 
filming IMO
Great vid u guys. Can u do more experiments on other products? I would 
like to see more of what u can do. Hit me up to let me know. Thanx.
Great vid. Well done to both of you.
great voice 😍 😍😍
Great voice Ariana.
Great watch -- and informative!
Great way to piss off conservatives
Great..What's the name of the song?
GREAT! When I listen to this piece, I cannot avoid to dance... :-D
Great words
Great work!
Great work but Still DRE ends too quick! :D
great work !!!! grats
Great work guys. Bianca is gorgeous too.
GREAT work!!! Respect! If you travel to switzerland or spain, let us 
know... ;-)
Great work! tho I think any tribute to hip hop, especially instrumentally, 



should include some Nujabes :)
Greay video but I wouldve loved to listen to them for a bit longer
greed is evil
Greed & stupidity leading those who  think they know best ,   will always 
be the assured recepy for calamity.
Greeeeeeeeeaaaat!!!!!!!!!! ���
@greekmadnessss
Greek Summer
Green new deal won’t change anything nThink of something else
Greetings from Ecuador, you're great.
greetings from italian arianator :) 😘
@Greg879 thank you for that wonderful piece of advice, now why don't you 
go shove your bible up your ass?
gresyede te odyo bos !!!
GRETA!
GRETA 2020!!! She is absolutely amazing.
Greta at 16 - Ripping the UN in front of hundreds of people.nnAll you 
haters at 16 - trying to balance the light switch between on and off.
Greta: breathesnnWOOOOOO
Greta Cornberg.
Greta couldnt end the School but she has the recipe for a better World! 
Holy shit!
Greta, Crawl back to your primitive hole,  and live primitively , put your 
money where your mouth is.
Greta: delivers speechnClimate change deniers: aight imma head outnnThe 
funny but sad true
Greta deserves the nobel peace prize!!
Greta. Die Allerechte! We would say in Germany
Greta du Hure!
>>> Greta gefällt das <<< #FFF
Greta go and stick you finger in a volcano ☻
GRETA   GOD  BLESS
GRETA GO HOME
Greta, have you ever Been in China or in India? No? How dare you?!!nPS. 
Fake speach and acting like  a holiwood kid from the 90's
Greta: "H-   "nAudience: violently clapping
Greta: "how da-"nAudience: claps hysterically
Greta: "How dare you"nTrump: BeCaUSE Im ThE FuCkInG PrEsIdEnT aND ThErE's 
No GloBaL WaRMinG!
Greta : "How dare you?"nTrump: "Sanctions on you"
Greta, how dare you pretend to be an actress without attending drama 
classes?
Greta, I’ll be looking forward to your unbridled rage come the next world 
war. If you think the environment sucks now - just wait.
Greta " I'm gonna save the world with my boat" Thunberg.
Greta is a JOKE , glad she wasn't alive in WW2 otherwise she would be 
first to surrender to Nazis 🤔
Greta is a 🔥 NAZI-LOON!! 😲
Greta is an idiot
Greta is a puppet. We get it. No one cares.
Greta is a stark reminder and yet at the same time a shining example of 
why ALL MEN SHOULD WEAR CONDOMS during sex
Greta is back off the meds again isn't she?lolnShe probably has to go back 
to her padded room after this meeting.
Greta is going to be the youngest stroke patient Ha Ha Ha
Greta is just admirable, no matter what others say!
Greta is just another David Hogg of another difrent propaganda.
Greta is literally the Hitler of our time. #FuckGreta #FuckNazis 
#FuckFascists
GRETA IS MY HERO
Greta is my hero!
Greta is my new hero!!!nLet the young women run the world!nOld men only 
want fossil fuels, bloodshed and wars!



Greta is our world-prophet who will save the United States and the whole 
world from Apocalypse. She will save us all.. Don't worry!
Greta is pathetic
Greta is suffering from mental illness
GRETA  IS THE VOICE OF REASON  I APPLAUD  HER PASSION  FOR STANDING UP TO  
ALL THE IDIOTS  WHO  ONLY THINK MONEYnWE ARE AT THE BRINK OF  DISASTER
greta is watching you all, simultaneously.
Greta kinda cringe
Greta look on your paper again Android watch your father or mother written 
for you
Greta makes me want to pollute the earth
Greta needs to get on board with maga Trumpanzee coal pits and burning 
forests.
Greta needs to sail to China or India and then protest there!!!    How 
about Japan with Fukasima.   U.S. is one of the cleanest!   How dare she!
Greta:nnnShut up and go to your room.
Greta, please call emergency Hotline for Suicide 900-5664299
#Gretarded
Greta ripped her dignity ......
Greta-Rips into the world leaders and scowls non stopnnU.N- awwwwwww how 
adorable!?!
Greta Rips world leaders... oh I laugh so hard..
GRETA'S CARBON FOOTPRINT IS 2,000 TIMES HIGHER THAN THE AVERAGE CHILD HER 
AGE 😃😃😃
Greta should be an actress, pure talent
Greta should be concerned about native women being raped in Sweden and the 
White replacement.
Greta should go give this speach to India and China they have way worse 
pollution that America ever will.
Greta should go to a psychiatrist to be healed.
Greta should just go home to Sweden and marry a Muslim
Gretas mother is the famous opera singer, and activist Marlena Ehrman. 
That is how she got intoduced to the climate change theory to begin with!
Greta sorry but petrol companys have the money, therefore power and 
influence.
Greta Soyberg.
Greta stfu nobody needs ya
Greta sympathizes with antifa meaning Greta is actually fa. Just listen to 
the intolerance her speech embodies.
Greta the little Schizo girl from Scandinavia without any background and 
experience. Go home and help your mother to sell her books.
Greta the start of the snowflake apocalypse, remember a third eye will put 
them down!
Greta, they don’t care about you. They will clap there hands and make back 
room deals.
Greta Thun((berg))
GRETA THUNBERG - HIV+ INCESTPRODUCT AND CHILDPROSTITUTE! KILL HIM!!!nGRETA 
THUNBERG - HIV+ INCESTPRODUCT AND CHILDPROSTITUTE! KILL HIM!!!
Greta Thunberg is a Eco-terrorist
Greta Thunberg is a George Soros funded actress used to push this NWO 
agenda.   They want us all pay a Carbon Tax.
Greta Thunberg is a Jedi Master
Greta Thunberg is an absolute legend
greta Thunberg is another Hypocrite!  greta Thunberg do your self a favour 
walk the walk don't talk the talk because you don't.
Greta Thunberg is a shield for the left. her parent have robbed her 
childhood. climate change is a myth
Greta Thunberg is a stupid ass kid that read an essay Hahahaha
Greta Thunberg is literally what happens when the special kid at school is 
given way too much attention.
Greta Thunberg is nothing more than a mouthpiece PR agent for large 
corporations. She only says whatever they tell her to say. It's not cute 
at all.
Greta Thunberg - reppin' ANTIFA at the UN...I guess they'll let anyone in.



Greta Thunberg standing up against a pack of wolves makes me think. She is 
an activist who has  guts too.
Greta Thunberg: Stop the global warming!nUN Council: Nice stand-up comedy
@Greta Thunberg: why not STFU and do something instead of just talking?
Greta Thunderbird, you are a brainwashed adolescent manipulated by the 
hard left factions in our western politics.
Greta thunderman nnSpecial power:englischnJoke dont take it serious
Greta Thunfisch 🐟  🐟
#gretaverrecke
Greta, wait until you get out into the real world. You haven't had your 
dreams stolen yet. Just wait...... 😂
GRETA WE SUPPORT YOU TOTALLYnYOU ARE AMAZING AND SO INSPIRINGnTHANK YOU 
FOR DOING THIS ✨ 🌻
-Greta ''We will never forgive youn-Trump ''Zero fucks given my sweet 
creature''
Greta who?
Greta would make a nice potential girlfriend for Chucky!
Greta, you are great. Go on. So many people all over the world support 
you. As I do... by the way.
Greta you have a face for radio.... Not television
Greta, your childhood was stolen by your parents.
Greta, your english is near perfect.  You look like a porcelain doll, you 
are stunning.
Greta your right... Humand kind in the future will suffer the mass 
extinct. Self destruction to earth
Gretenism
Grieg looks like an overwhelmed Einstein, when he figured out some of his 
math was wrong.
grill dancing with dog, any1?
@grimreapergutters ya man METAL
@Grinderwall lol!
Gringe
@gringo1107 your gay
#GRMI!
Grmi 😍😍🏹 🏹🏹  👸×
GRMI!!!
Grmi🌍
GRMI ALOOOO
Grmi, gori, kidaasssš
Grmii💞  Bravoo Kijaa ! ❤
Grmiii
Grmiii ,grmiii ....opasnooo dobro
Grmiiii!
Grmiiiiiii🌍🌍
Grmiii Kikiiii
Grmi Kijaaaa 💘
grmi mala🔥🔥�
Grmi🌍 nBRAVOO KIJAA😍😍😍😍
GRMIS BEBOOOOOOOOO ❤❤❤❤ ❤❤❤❤❤❤ ❤❤❤❤
Grmi seva odlicna stvar prijanja za usi
Grmis mala!!!Razvaljuj!
Grmi,ta mala stvarno grmi!
Grobba wowowwwwwwwwww
Grooooovviinng lol💕{Øª
Grooooovyyyyy
Groovey
GROOVIN
groovy



Groovy!
Groovy!!!!!
Groovy groovy Jazzy Jazzy
Gros Kiff !
gross
großartig!
großartiger trialog, ich danke euch für den inhalt eures gesprächs! lg.ff.
Gross dress and that's a 1 minute fight she's just humble
Gross sport..this girl isn't very bright
Gross use of children. Liberals will pull at your heart-strings at no 
cost! Take this chick back to day care.
ground ants:..."run...diet coke flood..! we'd be dead within seconds! save 
the queen!..."npoor little guys.
Groundbreaking album
grow a brain and do it on something less childish of a project. fucking 
moron
Growing up is realising you can't save the world by skipping classes...
Grown folks music while studying or doing homework unlike the garbage hip 
hop out nowadays such as gucci,young thug etc etc
Grube!!!
Grumpy Greta stop flying sround the world talking shiiite.....you could 
not make this shit up
Gta sa?
Gta San Andreas
GTA SAN ANDREAS!!!!!!!!!!
GTA San Andreas <3
GTA San Andreas.... 4 Dragons Casino Las Venturas... man this is the real 
funky... not that bullshit we had on Brazil...
GTA San Andreas! :) I know this song (Russia).
Gta san andreas nostalgia
Gta san andreas song in gym
GTA SA :v
Gtfoh. Sex with a dog!! Fuck you! Shoot me.
gtfo with that misleading title..
GUALA A ARIANA GRANDE
guau ariana grande te amo cantas hermoso eres la mejor de todos los 
artistas
guauuuuu
gud
gueles a mierda carajo tutosdiana
Gue mierda mano
GUERAPAAAAAAAA.....GUERAPAAAAAAAA
Guernica.
Guess she saw that kick coming after all  lmao
guess this'll be the last film Robin Williams stars in huh?
Guess what God controls the weather
guess what she actually kicked her head off.
Guess what? You're still going to die.
guess you had to be there
Guh
@guiditu don't worry monster! for the next week BAD ROMANCE reach more 
points and we up more !!!!
Guilty.
Guilty as charged.
Guirapa
guiropa
GUIROPÁ
GUIRÔPA, guirunrôp, GUIROOPA, guirunrôp
GUIROPAnGAYPEL
GuiropanGuirorep
Guiroupa
Guirupá !
Guise, Justin Bieber catching up ;_;
Guitar God.



Guitarist and paratrooper- who can ask for more.
guitar simulates bombs and suffering  and the drums/percussion simulates 
machine guns.. Brillant
guitar tabs for 1:49 please? LOL
Guliupse verdi sucks
gutacica
Gute Aussage! Wir müssen immer kritisch bleiben, sonst fällt die 
Demokratie komplett zusammen...
guter Mann.
Gute Schauspielerin z
-- gut, wir haben ja die 20-er und 100 Jahre in common, but heaven can 
wait --n-- flucht ins 22. Jahrhundert --n-- singt snowden auch ?? --
Guuuurl she rich now
Guwno
Guy @ 00:47 is really daring... Jumping off a moving car requires ##$%
Guys a locc won of the greats!!! Godfather of funk!!!
guys can you please make Captain Amaica civil war trailer 2
guys check out my channel it has some cool vids on it ;D
Guys don’t get too caught up in this, he was just listing the most popular 
pieces
GUYS FUCKING WATCH THIS! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVwngiuERcA
Guys guess what ... DARTH VADER FAKED HIS DEATH ON EP 6 not joking serious 
please  trust me because he didn't need his life system
Guys he did run "On Top" of the water
Guys, how do you not see it man, climate change is real , she's trying to 
make a difference and you're making FUN OF HER like wtf guys.
guys i have an idea. hack peoples accounts by going to google and looking 
it up :P then make them watch it too ;)
Guys indy mogul is coming back!
Guys it didnt go down like that
GUYS i think they might have finished the movie BEFORE he died! the movie 
is coming out in about 2 weeks!!!
guys.lady gaga will be happy that we hit this 10 years 1 billion views.and  
congratulation to lady gaga.
guys once again i ask how can i join
GUYS PAUSE BEFORE HE PUTS HIS HOOD ON ME LOOKS LIKE OLDER KYLO REN
Guys please make an iron man costume because you made very good suits.
Guys she's only done 4 albums and she's already one of the most famous 
singers alive!
Guys this is capital of india 🤢 🤢
Guys, this is just a part of the episode
Guys we need a hit , it must sound like "Happy" from last year and we need 
2 big names to sing it.... Any ideas ?  But cheap and easy please.
Guys, we should make this the most watched movie of 2014 in memory of 
Robin Williams
Guys!!!! you are amazing!!!! I love your costume!!!
Guys, you do a great job showing me how my life is so boring... 
LolnCongratulations!
guys you have to sell these props on eBay or etsy
güzel şarkı lan.
gymnopédie no.1 by satie and cello suite no.1 in g major by bach will 
always be the best. always. if i could i'd tattoo them in my heart.
@Gytax0 Because maybe more than 100 people are watching at the same time.
h3h3productions brought me here
Ha!
Ha..
Ha 3 milioni di views solo per ariana grande
Ha 50 anos o maior hino do funk
haaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
haaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa  yooooooooooooo i m so 
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeaxxxxxxxxxxxxcttttiiiiiiiinnnnnnnnnnnnnnbggggggggg
Haaaaa je meurt ça fait mal au oreille mais c’est sans doute à cause de la 
vidéo



Haaaauuu daaaeee yuuuuu!
Hab 2 Autofahrern die auf Grund der Demo mit Motor an in der Schlange 
standen, gebeten den Motor aus zu machen. Hat funktioniert.
"Habanera" by Georges Bizet is a cover of Sebastián Iradier's "El 
Arreglito"
habiendo tanto hip-hop buenísimo,ponen a 50cent beyoncé y niki 
minaj...mataron el estilo hiphop
HablanAsí pero apropòsito !
Hablan español tontis
hablo de cuantos millones de discos lleva vendidos hasta ahora 
@MegaJustin1992
Ha! Boooring... Worst Adam Runis Everything ever
Hace 1 año y recién aparece como recomendación??? Impactadaaaaaaa
Hace 50 años, ¡chingón el maestro Hendrix.
Hacían música de verdad
Hack
Hacker gods of yore.  #UNIX
Had also a bonus meme!!!nAnd its so many!nPitch!
Haddish and Lip Sync Battle brought me here. Anyone’s else?
Had fun making love during this.
had no idea about this until 2019 strange... but sounds great
Had no idea that jj from good times was such a great bassist
had the pleasure of seeing Jimek perform with the Ghetto classics 
@Safaricom International Jazz festival 2018 ❤❤❤❤
Had to come right after the knockout ! Lol
@HagetsuHawachi 347,696,214 stupid
@Haggen007 Gays for Gaga!
Ha go trump
Hah 12 sati ja u skoli svi iz razreda gledamo/slusamo  pjesmu
haha
haha :)
haha!!
hahaahhaa oh daniel you so funny
HAHA at theend they drink it and spit it at each other HAHAHA and the bald 
guy wipes it off hahaha
haha awesome!
Haha awesome! Glad to see it all went smoothly!
haha, awesome job
Haha cool :)
haha cool, they must have gotten soaked xD
haha.. crazy.. i've done tat experiment b4 too.. i n my fwen onli bought 3 
bottles of coke bt 30 mentos.. haha.. bt it do explodes..
haha cringe
haha damn i bet that place was cokish after that, awesome
haha das ist ma eine gaile idee
haha duh she's sucking in her stomach on obviously she doesn't look as 
pretty at 2.15... she's supposed to be a deformed monster. lol.
haha fuckin awesome
haha, funny!
haha glasses on the floor became art
haha!  great! :D
hahaha
Hahaha
Hahaha!!!
Hahaha 12" long
Ha ha haaaaa!!!!!!!!!!
hahaha and we drink this stuff
HAHAHA, angry kid that uses a solarpowered boat to get to the USA. Only 
thing is, how is that thing fabricated Greta Devilberg ;)?
Hahahaa...  this poor girl. Another Child with horribly manipulate 
parents. Loftiest suck.
Hahaha, bloody brilliant.... Excellent job guys 5*
Hahaha film sing
hahaha good videos man



hahaha great
HAHAHAH -___-
Hahahaha
hahahaha
hahahaha 😂😂😂😂
Hahahaha!!!
HAHAHAHA... 0:38 cant handle my self
hahahahaah this is cool i realy like the soda going up and stuff COOL>< 
must cost u a  milion
Hahahaha but she did kick you in the face!!!!!!
hahahaha datz absalutley awsme!!! im so trying it!!
hahahahah
hahahahaha
Hahahahaha
hahahahaha
Hahahahaha aaa smaras bree zenoo
Hahahahaha, and the Oscar goes to!
Hahahahaha anyone watching this after the fight and seeing that everything 
she said about how Holmes would beat her happened
Hahahahahaavahhava fuck sake shit
@hahahahahabla YO PEOPLE LADY GAGA ITS A TEACHER FROM SOUTH PARK
HAHAHAHAHA GET THE FUCK OF HERE ROUSEY. YOU GOT DESTROYED EXACTLY AS YOU 
PREDICTED LOL
Ha ha ha ha haha Brough ha ha ha ha ha!
Hahahahahahah
Hahahahahahaha
Hahahahahahaha. Boy is she a stupid puppet used in a cause. hahahahah. Bad 
acting. Who wrote here script for here. hahaahahaha.
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHA!!!!!!!!!!!
Hahahahahahaha hahahahahahaha hahahahahahaha hahahahahahaha hahahahahahaha 
hahahahahahaha!!!!!!
Hahahahahahahahahahahahah brainwashing at its finest.
hahahahaha hahaha.  omg
HAHAHAHAHAHAHA YOU LOST YOU STUPID BITCH HAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAH  WELL ONE THING IS EVIDENT SHE ISNT MATURE ENOUGH THATS FOR 
SURE BEING USED LIKE SHE IS
Hahahahahaha I can't do the cube, these show that I don't have high IQ, 
Edward Snowden, see you in Japan n work in Miem.
hahahahahaha!!!! nice!
hahahahahaha sry but this is so unserious cant stop to laugh
Hahahahahaha the sort of bit cracks me up 😂
HAHAHAHAHAHHAHA   GRETA    WE HAVE A NICE HIKING TRIP YOU CAN GO ON IN 
MOROCCO AND EVEN BICYLCING IN TAJIKISTAN    YOU MUST TRY IT !!!
HAHAHAHAHAH   HOW DARE SHE     NOT HER WORDS     ALL SCRIPTED FROM THE 
ELITES PUSHING IT THROUGH HER
HAHAHAHAHA HOLLY WON!!!
hahahahaha @ How to cross street in Delhi...... This is meaningless.
HAHAHAHAHAH this is so cool..............
HAHAHAHAHA IT HAPPENED LIKE THST
HAHAHAHAHA "I WAS JUST WINGING IT." YOU CHEEKY LITTLE SHIT.
Hahahahaha shutup
Hahahahaha. the best hipster kit ever!
hahahahaha wow that exactly happened
Hahahahahha and what happened !
hahahahahha che tajoooooo
Hahahahahhahahahahah terrible acting
HAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHHAHAAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAJAHHAHA
HAHAJAHAJAJHAHAHAAHAHAHAHAHHAAHAAAAHAHAAHAAHAHAAHA
hahahaha lady gaga!!! justin bieber beat you on the most seen video now 
justin  is the king of youtube!!!



Hahahaha omg she predicted it already!
Hahahaha Saturday night and I'm on YouTube watching James brown.
HA HA HA HA!! TESKO SRANJE!!!!
hahahaha the coments here are amazing you ppl are amazing :)
hahahaha ugly bitch got knocked the fuck out
HAHAHAHA!!!... What?  Oh! They're serious!?!??!  HAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!
Hahahaha who told you these things, Al Gore? Lol
HAHAHAH  CLIMATE CHANGE.............HAHAHA   HOW DARE YOU?  HAHAHAHHA  HEY 
MORONS.......STOP IT
HAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAAHHAHAHAHAHAHHAHHHHHHAAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HHAHA
HahahahhahahahahhahahnHahahahhahanHahahahahahahnHahahahanHahahahanAhhaahan
Hahahahahhahahaaha
Hahahah Kija pevačica,dobar vic.
Hahaha. ..Holly beat her just like Rhonda said she was going to try to do.
Hahaha... how funny.. but I want an original product.
hahahah Poor Ronda  she knew what was coming for her, hahahah Holly  will 
kick her  on the head..
Hahahah she predicts deez tings
hahahah that was pretty entertaining.
Hahahah that was sick
Hahaha I find it so funny that ppl can’t even stand to watch through the 
internet a place that it’s different. Oh well...
Hahaha if she only know
hahaha I love how the host has as Keith Haring mug...lol
Hahaha I love this! Thats a lot of diet coke!
Hahaha I'm having breakfast and  listening...darn miss my man so much!
Hahaha i moram još samo jedno za noćas reći,balvane,živ li si?n"Eto ti 
sada tvoje male s Instagrama,dok sa d*oljom prolaziš,smeje ti se DAMA"n😎
hahaha, im so doing that
hahaha jajaja
Hahaha koja glupost od pesme
Hahaha..look at alfred a. aho...im reading his book on compilers right 
now :D
hahah!! amazing
hahaha..nice! maaksaya sa coke at mentos..hehehe :))
hahaha nice video
Hahaha nWho said Stevie Wonder is old news?
Hahaha old school manufactured superstars
hahaha over 13 million viewers!!! love it!!! u are great!!!
Hahaha patience. This is gold, I almost feel bad
hahaha, POCODOT sounds fun...
hahaha pompeii
Hahaha que Rainha! 👑
Hahaha, Rebel Wilson, hilarious.
Haha, harlem shake pozamiatał
hahaha saw the match who won holyy
HAHAHA she called her own fate! #andNEW
Hahaha she got kicked in the head.
hahaha, so funny.......nidiotic clip
Hahaha! Swedish people are so bored, they go on a boat and now think they 
can address the world! How pathetic!
Hahaha!  That gave me hipster douchechills in the BEST way.  Love this 
channel!
Hahaha thats halarious!!! If imagine how much many bottles of coke they 
needed to practice doing that!!!
hahaha, that sounds awesome, I must try it
Hahaha that turtle neck and his posture is so cocky
Hahaha, that was great. Great friends.  He reminds me of the Green Mile 
and how gentle hearted he is.
HAHAHA This girl has mental issues....Who wrote your script silly?
hahaha this is a great video
Hahaha... Very good.



ha ha ha, very nice.
HAHAHA ... Very nice :)rnwatch?v=k2K_cSQZPs8
hahaha! Well done, sir!
HAHAHA WELL GUESS WHAT? NOTHING WENT ASS PLANNED!
Hahaha. "We take you live inside the Ford motor company headquarters. "
Hahaha what a bad acting. Go to school girl
Hahaha what a joke the end of the world had been predicted 4 times in my 
lifetime at least. What a retard
hahaha what a mess
Hahaha what a psycho
hahaha yeah she is a fucking guy,and shes fucking weird. i hate her and 
that annoying bitch miley cyrus.fuck lady gaga!!
hahaha y tu eres el hermano de Erika verdad??
Hahahbahahhahahhhahhahah
Haha)) he is abviosly  doesn't play that piano, but people in70's was that 
stupid to believe in that))) lol
haha he still said "sort of" haha 1st 10 seasons the greatest shit ever
HAHAHHAHAA DUMB BITCH
hahahhahah
hahahhahahahaa LMFAO
HAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHSHAHHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
Ha hahha she basically predicted how she would fuck up ahhahahahah. 
Ahhahahahah dieing
HAHAHH LOL listening to this sensual music and not even in any love making 
situation. and still a virgin lol
Hahah jako cudno poslije kijine pjesme mi automatsku reprodukciju salje na 
slobinu pjesmu 😁
ha ha how can they make it????
hahah que pasa monster?
hahah "stunked"
Hahah that's awesome :D
Hahah!!! That would be a lovely, sticky mess to clean up afterwards! :P 
It's so awesome though!
hahah this kid is terrible at acting, stay in school kid!
Hahah this song is used through transition time at my Middle School! Lol 
🏫

Hahah umislila da zna peva boze gospode.
Haha I am just now finding out about this song! Whattt! Go Ari ❤
Haha—“if you enjoyed the video...”! When have we never enjoyed the video?!
�

Haha 😂  I‘ll send you some money sweetie... go and buy yourself a smile 😂
😂ô

haha i love the end where they put there hands up like yees lol... i just 
watch this video because i love the song haha
haha. i saw this on Mythbusters, too. =D
haha i saw this on tv!!! just right now
haha it's like a fountain...rnhow much diet coke and mentos did they have? 
Pretty awesome
haha its like the Bellagio:D
haha its like they are djing
haha it was uploaded the day i made this account :D
haha it waz hilarious, man dude i like it
Ha ha I was a white teen in the 60's and loved Soul music, still do.. HUH!
haha jazzhole que bueno!!
Haha jokes on you justin Y
haha.. kool song
hah amazing
haha, me to. xD
Haha milica je pogodila a pjeva kao narikaca haha
haha my name lol
Haha,my Twin look alike the Dancer with the Afro she is dancing in the 
background. " Get On UP On The Sex Machine."



Haha ;) Nice user name
hahanincrediblennwhat this combination would do in our stomach?ni don´t 
want to imagine
Haha 😂  okay great job
haha omg we tried it at my school but my m8 had it in his mouth, and 
holyshit his mouth nearly explode ;p
ha ha people thinking the ethiad stadium is going to sell out ha aha no.
haha pwned.
haha rebel wilson
Haha she lost to holly
Haha she said she wouldn't be kicked in the head 😂
haha shit acting. What a joke.
haha so fun + how did you gays make that thing? + i like it werry mutch!!
haha still cannot put into words why i love this music so much, and my 
wife still argues that im just pretending to like it to appear 
sophisticated.
Ha,ha such narcissistic broad.Got knocked out by a kick in the head
haha sweet!
haha. that head kick.
haha thats awesome!!
haha thats awesome!! how did you make it so controlled?and seems like it 
was much more powerful than the 1st one you showed!
Haha, that's awesome, reminds me of the water shows in Las Vegas.
haha, that's kinda funny to watch :)nthis whole theater is so 
ridiculous...
haha that was awesome!
haha that was cool! :D
Haha that was fucking AWESOME! rnDo it again! XD
HAHA that would be epic. xD
Haha, the first row may get wet xD
haha, the likes to disslikes. the world hates this wacko
Haha. These guys rule. Great vid. I wonder how many ants swarmed to all 
the dry coke afterwards!
Haha :) These hipster cooking videos have been driving me crazy for so 
long. I thought I was suffering alone. Thank you for your ridiculousness!!
Haha, this could easily be faked. Great fid  :))
haha this is awesome! I enjoyed watching this!!! =]
Haha this is great :)
Haha this is so funny but i love Daniel <3
haha this is the best thing ive ever seen
ha-ha this is what🗽🗽🗽🗽🗽 happens you arrogant head
Ha ha this kid 😂 😂  my God what an actress how dare you sounds like a mini 
Scarlett O'Hara from gone with the wind
haha! um classico
HAHA! well, it just happened the way she wanted Ronda...
Haha WOWWWWWWWWWWWWWW
....... haha... wtf haha.... 
hahah....AHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHHAAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHA
haha xD apoyen apoyen vean el videooo como q el idiota de bieber le gana 
ala mejor eso es idiotaa y mas con un video tan mediocre e infantil
haha yeah
haha, yeah. thats a really good music video
Haha yessss I loved this!!
HAHA YOU CALLED ITTT
haha you just got knocked the fuck out! lol
Haha you set rousey
Haha YouTube is slacking nI also thought this was a new song 🙄
HAHA you young fool say in school you have lots to learn. The liberal rats 
brainwashed you. HAAHAHA you IDIOTS!!!
HAH! Best episode yet! Glad I followed you.
Hahhahaa that was kinda creppy? XD
HAHHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHA. shame bitch.



Hahhahah ocajno😂 😂😂  a kosti sve ispale
hahha soo awsome!:)
Ha homers car would be a hit today. Ahead of his time.
Hahshrjdiahahahah realy good broski
Hah, Stevie Wonder trying to stay relevant.
Hai
hai?
Hail Lucifer!
Ha I love how they call Paul, Billy Shears, because the whole theory that 
Paul died in 1967 and was replaced by Billy Shears
Haiti? this was done like years before that!
Hajaagjsswwsbsssjgizbsugzlydhddds
Hajde da pojacamo komentare,hejteri prijavljuju i brisu
Hajde pogurajte malo i Shallow K&S, fali nam još 8.000 pregleda do 2 
miliona https://youtu.be/xo-NumpZw-w
Hajde sad kokoske nadjite neku manu gnjide smrdljive .i. KIKI BOMBONICA 🍬
Hajde svi
Hajmo bosno da je dovedemo na1 mjesto u tredingu
Hajmo bosno na noge kako nas nije sramota da nije br1
Hajmo jako,najace do trice.
Hajmo kijevci jace. Fokusirajte se na yt a ne na instagram
Hajmo malo jace drustvo, daj nek neko pozove fanove sa instegrama i uputi 
ih ovde na zurku bre.Kako smo do sad bili aktivni nastavimo istim tempom.
hajnali egykor írom a szkdogát, basszus bezsongok ettől a zenétől!
HAJQJAGAHNAHAHA presmesna je s ovim perikama😂😂
HAKERI MARS OD KIJE. BRANE JE KIJEVCI I NIKADA NECETE NAS POBEDITI.
HALEIGHLUIAH, I'VE GOT FAITH
Haley sang Lady GaGa on Idol and it was amazing! Vote for Haley!!! GaGa 
loved it!nVOTE!!! Call this number please!n1-866-43657-03
Half a billion memes are being made right now od Greta
Half a million people and not one person took a knee.nMAGA
half expecting the car to be a Pontiac Aztec.
Half of it wasn't even hip-hop but it was still fantastic!
Half of the comments:nnnnn''Am I the only one hearing it for the first 
time now?''
Half of those are people SWATting twitch streamers. Also, drugs good, 
government bad.
Half of y'all need a gf smh 🤦
Halfway through i realized the clever shade that was being thrown. I like 
youä
Hallelujah !!!
Hallelujah😆😆！！！
Hallelujah! Hallelujah!
Hallelujah... I got face... from ya, baby
Hallelujah! I got FAITH (in ya baby)
Hallelujah! Only Ariana can do it <3 accompanied by this big one, it is 
the best thing to close the year <3
HALLELUJAH 🙏  THIS MADE
hallo ich wollte mal was schrieben was ihr nicht versteht 8D
Halloween 2018 anyone?
Halloween costume, ✓
Halloween costume sorted! :D Great video btw!
Halloween is coming soon, greta. nHow dare anyone put on a little pink 
shirt and braids.
@halorulesyourface I wouldn't have come here and posted if this bitch 
hadn't been thrown into my face!
Ha love it
Halt and catch fire
Halt die backen
Hampton's handcrafted lightsabers can also make ot for you
hananagadagado



Handel is the best
Hand grinder lol Do you also sit while you pee?
HANDS DOWN THE COOLEST CONDUCTOR EVER!  With his fly blue shoes.  
#lovedthis
Handsome.
hang these un puppets. hang them at the next available lantern post.
Hang this bitch !
Hang time was clearly 6 seconds..
ha nice video and thats alot of fuckin coke
Han solo dies
Han solo dies in the new star wars movi
Haos stidi se srbijo
@Happy1Hoe what is you being from utah anything to do with it?
happy 240th birthday america!!!!1776-2016
Happy 241th USA!
Happy 4th!
Happy 4th 2019
Happy 4th all you M****r F****rs out there.
Happy 4th everybody!
Happy 4th, everybody!
Happy 4th everyone!!
Happy 4th gentleman
Happy 4th July!!
Happy 4th of July!
Happy 4th of July!!!
Happy 4th of July ✌🤘%🎵🎼 🎸 2019
Happy 4th of July 2019 everyone!
Happy 4th of july. 2k19
Happy 4th of July everyone!
Happy 4th of July everyone!!! 2019!
Happy 4 th of July everyone’s!
Happy 4th of July Jimi
Happy 4th of July Jimi!
Happy 4th of July motherfuckers. Damn I love this country
Happy 4th people!  Love this version a lot!
Happy 50 years �µ
Happy Anniversary to the masterpiece we love and know
Happy Anniversary to this masterpiece 💕
Happy Ants
happy bad romance day everybody
Happy b-day Daniel 😃🎈🎊🎉
happy !!!!!!!! beautiful song :') ^
HAPPY BELATEDnBIRTHDAY 🎂
happy birthday !!!! !♥
Happy birthday America
Happy Birthday, America. We'll get through this.....
happy  birthday  ariana
Happy Birthday Bad Romance.!!
happy birthday bad romance <3 <3 <3
Happy Birthday Bad Romance from BULGARIA!!
Happy Birthday Gaga ❤❤❤❤
Happy  Birthday   Herbie Hancock!!!
Happy Birthday Herbie Hancock
Happy Birthday James Marshall Hendrix 11/27/42 guitarist, poet, lyricist 
extraordinaire! Thank you for making this world a better place to live.
Happy birthday Lady Gaga. (Her birthday is March 28).
Happy birthday Mama monster!!!!!!!!! :) now you have 25 years!.. go lady 
GaGa
Happy Birthday MERICA!!!
Happy Birthday Mom !!!!n31 years ago, a legend was born.nCan't image a 
world without Lady Gaga!
Happy Birthday My Queen 28th March, today it's my birthday too so let's 



celebrate You and I Gaga <3
Happy birthday sgt Peppers. Es increíble que hoy cumpla 52 años este álbum
Happy birthday Stevie
Happy birth day stevie wouder
Happy Birthday to GG
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO MY BABE DAN
HAPPY BIRTHDAY USA !!!n243 YEARS YOUNG TODAY 7.4.19 !!!nGOD BLESS 
AMERICA !!!
HAPPY BIRTHDAYYYY
happy birthdayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy!!!!!! we love you Gaga <3
Happy days tinguls
Happy Fourth.  240 years of independence.
Happy fourth of july
Happy FOURTH of JULY, Everyone! n#RIPJimi
happy haloween !
Happy independence day to all
Happy new year !
happy new year..
happy new year 2016
happy new year 2019
Happy new year little monsters <3
Happy song!nI can't help but dance every time I hear it!
Happy Valentine's day everyone
HARAMBE!
Harbie hancock fenomenal , fantástico !!!!
Hard
hard core siht !!!!!! -.-
Hardest working man in Show Biz.
"hardest working man in showbusiness" but James' backup singer is making 
the easiest money in music history during this song.
hardly running on water js
Hard time deciding if this album or Abbey Road is their best....
hard to believe i'm still using a unix-based system today, and the kernel 
was written by a guy who doesn't even have a beard.
Hard to believe she really understands what she is saying.  The drama is 
over the top.  But she's not wrong.
Hard to believe that he would be dead in 13 months.nnnForever young.
Hard to believe they are allnsitting down
Hard to watch. Scary.
Harika calisma hem goze hem kulaga hitap etmis. Harika bir sanat..nThanks 
James..
harika yazik yazan tipleri anlamak mumkun degil
harlem shake definitely ruined hip hop
Harlem Shake instrumental - tego się nie spodziewałem! Ciary panie Dębski, 
ciary!
"Harlem Shake" in this version is so freaky and dark... wow!
"Harlem shake"…Really? They just kicked Hip-hop in the nuts with that.
Harlem Shake!!! The best!
Harry!!
Harry! Are You Using Time Turners Again!?
Harry can time travel! :D
Harry did you use Hermione's time turner?
@HarryMasonIsARetard You are a retard and I'm not Satanic cos Satan 
doesn't exist. *facepalm* Why world is full of idiots like you? :S
HARRY OMGGG I LOVE THE HARRY POTTER SERIES SOOOOO MUCH!!!!!!!
Harry Potter
Harry Potter i Love you Daniel Radcliffe
Harry Potter is back to magic.
HARRY POTTERS GRANDFATHER
Harry Potter, the boy who did wold people drag when he did time traveling 
with hermione.
Harry Potter xD
Harry Potter XD
Harry stole the time turner...



Harry why do you have so many clones did you use a time turner
Has alex jones talked about this robot yet lol
Has anybody decoded what he typed at the end? I'm curious... And lazy.
Has anyone died from Climate change like ever?
Has anyone else noticed that the doll in the corner with the red and white 
sweater on says welcome the rolling stones
Has anyone just found this song?
Has anyone read 'The Memoirs of Billy Shears'? I want to comment on this 
song versus 'Eleanor Rigby' ... but I'll wait.
Has anyone recreated this entire game on mario maker?
Has anyone tried this yet?
has anyone used that link to download the tracklist?
Has Ariana died her hair or was she wear a wig
Has Ariana seen the movie sing hm has she 🤔🤔🤔🤔🤔
Hash reality, you will never be green when you have capitalism.
Hasia magia con su guitarra
Has it been that long already..I remember watching this when I was like 8 
on a Saturday morning I feel so old :(
Has Jimmy realized he's sitting right next to Gwyneth Paltrow in his 
throwback photo?
Has macbook, uses typing machine
Hasn't all the UN/Rockefeller elite endless wars effected the 
climate ?? nHow much nuclear waste is buried throughout the planet?
Ha so awesome, we watched this in a science lesson
Has she passed 6th grade
ha Stevie said "See"😂😂
Has the woman acted in any big name movies or shows or something? Her face 
is so familiar but I have no idea why.
Has to be some force experienced live!!:)
Has u done earth Vader do him if u didn't
Hat bhenchod
Hat die Schule wieder angefangen? 😂
Hated this fake asshole ever since I saw him on Joe Rogan. Dude talks 
completely out of his ass in whatever way fits his agenda.
Hate Justin Bieber
Hate me all you want but I love how he customized that jar
Haters gonna hate...I'm a  straight guy and even I have to admit that the 
song is catchy...and somewhat good.
Haters gonna hate....... relax ...he is building up his chakra for a long 
time...now he can use it...
HATES AD'S!
Hate SJWs!!!!!
Hate speech
Hate this song. Despacito 2 is better.
Hats off gentlemen, a genius!
Hats off to her. She's an inspiration to someone like me.
Hats off to the drummer in the background.
Hats off to you Andrew...best version I've heard of this classic in long 
time
hätte er es ihn mal besser nicht designen lassen :)
Hätten all diese Klima Jünger auf der ganzen Welt ein Baum gepflanzt währe 
das Klima in paar Jahren auch besser geworden.
Hätte nicht gedacht das die zusammen so gut klingen
hauahahhaha....now she can sell her memes...getting head kicked the fuck 
out by holms...bitch deserved it
Have a beer kid and quit grasping for attention. Born to be a hero but 
hijacked by the wrong cause. So sad, so gay. 👎
Have a good time in Heaven, Robin. R.I.P ......
Have a great 4th of July!(2018).
Have a listen to her song 'Future Love'. It's catchy
Have any of these guys ever gotten any pussy?
Have a Swedish Fish and relax Francis...



have fun guys
Have how I just seen this?!
Have Indian dance studio jumping bring it
Have my sub!
Have no idea what how to basic is. I don't care. I find this show 
hilarious.
Haven't heard a single pragmatic policy proposal
Have u seen a poop every where ?
-Have you done it?n-What did it cost?n-82 000 DOLLARS
have you found it?
Have you seen Atomic Fat Loss? (look for it on google) It is a quick and 
easy way to get rid of fat fast.
Having a BBQ in honor of you tonight Greta! If you're in the neighborhood 
stop on by for a steak.
Hä was ist mit der
HAWT AF!!!
Hax monks use aim bots... The first attempts were just decoding and 
inserting the hax
HAY 170 QUE NO ME GUSTARIA ENCONTRARME EN MI PERRA VIDA .
hay alguien de mexico
hay ariana
hay bin kunduz
@haydsman they are all human beings!
hay guys look at all the cum
HAY K HACER TRAMPAAA!!! SOLO HAY K HACER UNA LISTA DE REPRODUCCION DE BAD 
ROMANCE SOLAMENTE Y SE VA REPITIENDO SOLO!!!! HAGAN VARIA PESTAÑAS!!!
Hay momentos en que toda tu atención se centra en la bailarina, tiene 
floooooowwwwww
HAY MUCHOS Sebas Calvo ES UNA DE DOS CHAVOS JUNTOS ¿?¿¿?
hay qua :))
Hay que bailar al ritmo... aunque sea los hojitos esta bien. Good
hayup s ngetpa
HBD <3 i love Ü Gaga x3
Hdgngnefbxbdhslfidhxbfjddjd ngskd
@he4full Hay q verlo todoz por lo menos 10 veces jiji
he accidentaly made an error , he said ''i''
He acting needs a bit of work...
He actually kinda looks like Kylo Ren without the helmet....
He actually looks like Kylo Ren in the suite.
he actually makes screaming noises and rockets blasting noises thatd 
amazing
/headbob
Head has exploded.
head kick....its not gonna happen like that. OH REALLY?
"Head kick knockouts"
head kick knockouts 😭😭😭
Head kick knock outs aye hahahahahha
head kick knockouts got that right
"Head kick knock out", she said.
'head kick knockout' :-) .... 'she's gonna keep her distance' :-D
“Head kick knockouts” hmmm
head kick knockouts lol. The Rhonda hype is done. Holly is the new champ!
"head kick knock out" spooky
head kick knockouts yuppp
head kick KOs you say...
Headline is not suitable
Headphones
He ahpuld be on World Record best frisbeee thrower
HE AIN'T NO JESUS!!!!!!!!! 'MURCA.
he ain't simulating noises of war he just high af
He ain't tired of say"get on up
He also rote the 4 deason and not season and 7 and not 10😂
#Healtheworld



Heard about Linux? Idiot.
Heard it before in sing and in games but just now seeing the video
Heard it from little Einstein's
heard this first time at age 5 loved their music then ----love their music 
now  classic band classic songs
Heard this in "Sing " first I'm gonna see this video. Love it!
Hearing and feeling Bootsy's groove!..
Hearing just the intro got me like crazy! Amazing song!!!
@HeartBlack483 Of course!
@HeartMind999 Ignorante pendejo.  Espero que tengas suenos malos esta 
noche.
@HeartMind999 You should continue to suck hard.
Heathcliffe! It’s me Cathy! Why did you cause global warming!
@Heatonator15rnD: Pσσr Kíττy! rn~Φ. Ṯḯℓτ Mỷ Ħεαd .Φ~
@Heatonator15 zou can go and listen to zour idol justin bieber,zou little 
gaz
Heaven and earth will pass away Jesus said, but my Words will never pass 
away. And that faith comes by hearing and hearing by the Word of God 👟❤
📖

Heavenly, Raw and Honest to a fault!
heavy breathing
Heavy shit Bitches Brew será sempre o álbum mais inovador em todas épocas 
em que se ouvir.
hebat
he blews me away
He Borrows the hermione's watch
he called me a geniur so you cant say me dumb
he can really play
He changed  the direction of jazz music, not once, not twice, but at least 
three times. Miles is the Man!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
He cheatin!
Heck, I'd drive one!
He come to North East india   it's better than rest of india
he could be playing soccer in his own country instead this boy chooses to 
act out at the UN
He could make a guitar bend over and kiss his ass. Pure genius.
He could play righty better than most, but played better than ALL,  lefty.
He could risk her edcaping because she was a cash cow
he deathed :(
He deffo singing about his dickn Get uppa! Get on up!
He deserve a Noble prize for this...
He did bring up a lot of good design
He did it dude..  xD
he did not make game.he made childhoods
he didn't pass away, it was suicide, hanging.
He didn't want to take a look or ask the sales price before the grand 
unvaling
He did the Nissan Duke too
He did things to the guitar nobody has or will ever replicate.
He did this at Bob marley tough gong studios at 1 hope road jam rock . He 
was inspired by the trip through Kingston
he died after they were done with the movie
He doesn't have a cape
He doesn't wash his hands.  I've been in the Chelsea Hotel nine years ago 
- There's a new manager - I wouldn't spend the night there.
HEEEEEYYUUUUEAAAAAHHHHHnLIEK A SECKS MACHINEnUUGGGGGGGHHnfucking gotta 
love James Brown
Heee kur... kozak 2pack... ale przelot . Brak słów. mega ! Szacun . Mega 
talent
he fell, and hold on the plywood to stay in the surface. Thus, he is not 
running on water.
He  forgot about the one he said was the best and he'd save for last. 
Nice.



He forgot to show the last picture he was saving! Noooo! Lol he said it 
was the best one.
he gonna be dripping on you during sex..
he got dosed shortly before this performance...better living through 
chemistry!!
He got his moves from Michael Jackson y'all.  No wait.... 😶
He got it.Godfather of soul.Rip
he had more respect then any football player
He had Native American blood (Cherokee) so drinking would become addictive 
process and problem.
HE HAD RESPECT FOR AMERICA !  AND AMERICA RESPECTED HIM !
He had the right idea, but he shouldn't have been the one that designed 
the "look" of it.
he had very italian expression
He has a so cool  Weus
he has a wonderful feel of rhythm
He has my respect because at the end, the reporter said he is doing this 
to raise tuition money for the kids. RESPECT!
He has shown oldest parts of Old Delhi. Rarely onyone not from that place 
goes there.nNew Delhi is a different world altogether.
He has so much autotune listening to him live
Heh, 'case' statements. That brings back memories. :3
HEHE
Hehe
hehe.
Hehe Anaconda pff...
hehe awesome !
Hehe best experimnet ever :)
HeHe;D funxD
hehe funny:P
Hehehe!!
heheheheh looks like they're having a good time.nWhy does mentos and coke 
react that way?
hehe,..judging from the conductor's bounce,.he's definitely feeling it
hehe kurva dobry....jaxi pohrat s mentosem a colou...no nic valim do tesca 
na nakup :))))
HEHE mais c'est genialrnAWESOME
hehe that guy iz bald
He hires dozens of employees and owns a car company. Isn't $82,000 chump 
change to him?
heh ^^ thanks for the info. :)
He ignores those who are superior to him.  ;) He should ignore A LOT of 
people in that case.
He imitates the sounds of bombs dropping and like people screaming. So 
fuckin creepy>>>>>>
HE invented EVERYTHING TOO?!
he is a genius
He is a god. No mortal man can play a guiter this good.
He is a hero and needs to be rewarded!
he is a legend,but does no one think that danceing woman is so cute??
He is a truly a genius. Thank you for making our childhood (especially 
summer vacations) awesome!
He is blind but he can play
Hei sexi beibi, send mi pic of ur sexi bodi I give u meat love n fill u 
day n night 4 u mi love.
He is great
He is guessing the names of the pictures 8:34 while the names are clearly 
written on the wall.
He is incredible!
He is kinda late I knew a guy who did this as a party trick 2000 years ago
He is making love to the guitar
He is my favorite actor. Love Daniel Radcliffe
he is not even runnin on water, how stupid can people get?
he is not running,he is falling like satellites that do not revolve they 



actually fall around earth.
he is not running on boards, boards are running on him
he is one charming man
he is open source, I like this guy :)))))))))))))
He is showing his disappointment in his country
He is so adorable, how could you not love him?
He is so attractive... How can he still look like old ladies...?
he is so sexy!!!!!!!
He is still using time turner i guess
He is the best guitarist and this is the best version of the national 
anthem ever. And that is a fact
He is the bomb!!!!
he is the legend
He is the panda for dud perfect
hej du är gry mm ariana '
Hej emil!
hej i from poland nice wideo pozdrawiam mateusz pietrzyk plska
Hejteri ima li vas,eto tako to radi Kraljica....Bravo Kija ,pesma i spot 
ODLICNO
Hejteri jel možete da spavate?! Kraljica opet dominira!
Hejteri, STA bi Dali da ste na njenom mestu?
Hejteri sta cete saddddd?
he killed it in the end
He kills it 4:27�😍 😭💣
He kinda looks like Wayne from Wayne's World
he kinda overdid the ''exited'' look, still fcking sick :) I wonder how 
many shots those throws took him!
he kind of looks hunch back with it good video thoe
Held!
helectricchapel net/ MIREN LA CUENTA REGRESIVA QUE PUBLICO EL HAUS
Hell good
hell i'd buy it
Helllllooooo, hellloooooo Einstein!
Hellllloooooooooo
@hellmaua man fuck you nobody says or coments that the gaga suscks get a 
live 'rnfuck you
Hello
Hello! 0:41  lol
Hello 240p my old friend
Hello AMD Greetings from https://youtu.be/6Hd_KYVob-0
Hello Ariana grande
Hello Ariana ni ' m yuor biggest fan,nis true!!!!!nI know yuo love dogs 
( I have two call: Zeus e Ercole.) n☺😊😀😁😃😄😄😄😍😍 😙😘😚😎🐶🐶🐶🐕
🐕🐕

Hello :D
Hello dude perfect
Hello every body
hello everyone, i hope you are all having a nice day
Hello Everyone =з
Hello from 2018 😁
Hello from Armenia
Hello from Siberia and thank you for this beautiful content!
Hello google
Hello Google 👋
Hello Google is World
hello guys this is awesome! :Dnbut can u guys make a first order 
stormtrooper costume? pls that will be awesome
HELLO HARRY
"HELLO, HELLO!!!!??  EINSTEIN!!"
"Hello! Hello Einstein!"
HELLO HELLO, Einstein!?!?
"HELLO, HELLO EINSTEIN. I SAID A PLACE TO PUT "MY" DRINK."



Hello !?!?! Hello !??! Einstein !!!!!! xD
HELLO I LOVED YOUR CHANNEL HAS MANY GOOD VIDEOS .. IF YOU SIGN UP MY  ... 
THANK YOU
Hello I'm korean I cannot speak English well
HELLO MR. MIAMOTO!
hello, name of song please? I cant find it
Hell on earth
hell on earth
HellonLike if you think this too
Hello 💋 💋 💋✋  one like 👍  thank you
Hellooo
Hellooooo!  :D
hello reddit! =)
Hello...To Whomever Filmed This...Thank You
hello valeria !
@hellspider1 she doesn't
hell yea :D
HELL  YEAH
Hell yeah!!!!!!
Hell yeah.. c was for kids.. we write assembly..
Helo
He look like Adam Driver
He looks exactly the same as Kylo ren
He looks like Adam West and talks like Will....iam..... Shat...ner.
He looks like gareth bale
he looks like jason bateman with the wig
..He looks like moaning myrtle!
he looks like my lil cousin and my aunt - who are living in Ukraine, go 
figure
He looks like the missing son of Carl Sagan and Jeff Goldblum.
He Looks like tricky dicky
he looks retarded
HELO TEENS
He-low, HE-LOW Einstein! 😂
Help me get to 200 i give shout outs
Help me in worried I have that exact same bow tie
He made 1 car right? It's not like he made more
He made it the most renounce anthem in the world!
he made the bomb sounds to criticize the American murderers in Viet Nam
He makes it sound easy. TRUE MASTER
He makes me go to sleep faster then Bob Ross painting happy little clouds.
he makes speedy gonzales fingers look like regular gonzales fingers
He managed to make on last big one...nnRest in peace, Robin.
Hem ebimi veriyorum hem azar işitiyorum. Hedef ben miyim tayfun?
he missed the last 2 boards
He missed the opportunity of typing "YOU SUCK AT COOKING" on the 
typewriter and showing us :(
Hemos subimos de reproducciones porque también no han apoyado las 
jonaticas
Hempfeild High School Band 2020 field show
Hendrix, along with Alex Lifeson, are my biggest inspiration as a 
guitarist. He is a pillar of history.
Hendrix fucking feeeeeels that Star Bangled Banner. You gotta love it.
Hendrix is America...God Bless his rendition of our great song
Hendrix is left handed. Didnt know that...
Hendrix is the greatest guitarist of all time. Hands down.
Hendrix looking into the camera at 1:15 probably never even realising we'd 
all be looking back 50 years later.
Hendrix Loved America
HENDRIX!!!!!!!!!!!!!! PLAY THAT GOT DAMN GUITAR!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Hendrix talks to Trump. From the far '69
Hendrix was a master. This is so impressive.
Hendrix was from Mars, a true freak and the only genius to play electric.



Hendrix was NOT a shredder!
Hendrix was one of the first players to actually make a guitar speak..
He not only played his guitar, he also used the amplifiers as an 
instrument.
Henry Ford?
He peed on the to little guys
he played the whole vietnam war
He played what was happening in the world at the time. People who say this 
is disrespectful obviously don't understand what it means
He plays taps at 2:53
he pours the pabst. he fucking knows... some people actually do that....
He probably didn't want to be falsely accused of rape.
He purchased it which means he can do whatever the fuck he wants with it
Her accent had me dead
Her accent is probably fake. She needs to respect her elders.
Her accent is very confusing
Her acting coach must be proud.
Her acting coach should be charged with child abuse.
Her acting deserves an Nick's choice award
Her acting is piss poor. Her parents need to practice with her more.
Her afro is funky...
her Aspergers are showing, funny how her mom is a marketing manger. cute 
parrot though!
Her ass look bigger here💦
Herb a millionaire went broke over 82k?
Herb and Homer=Frank and Charlie
Herb big mistake: Getting opinions from a moron!!
Herb deserved to go bust. Go, Homer!!👍👍
Herbert: "AND I WANT TO PAY YOU $200,000!!!"nnHomer: "AND I'M GONNA LET 
YOU!!!"
Herbert is even more stupid than Homer...
Herbert is rich
Herbert reminds me of Michael from GTA 5
Herbert was eventually going to wreck his company anyway. Homer just made 
it happen faster.
Her best song no doubt! The video is pretty cool/artistic too!!
Herbie deliberately fools us w a curtain of Riffs: I am never happy with 
this tune
Herbie Hancock: A Jazz and Hip-Hop giant!
Herbie Hancock are all clones.
Herbie is legend but still alive
Herbie one of the many underrated .... classic right here 
#chickiechickieBoom!!!
Herb is a bigger idiot than Homer.
Herb is actually Homer with hair lol
herb is also an idiot for not checking what the car looked like before 
putting it on display in front of everybody
Herb is awesome for the Bart and lissa thing
Herb is similar to Homer.
Herb is such a terrible salesman, lol
Herb looks like a young homer
Herb made a big mistake in getting Homer to design a car. Never trust 
Homer Simpson cos he's a dickhead.
Her brain has been washed big time. Someone needs to let her know its all 
a scam. With righteousness like this I hope she came hear on a sailboat
Herb really managed to curve the old Simpson's gene
herb reminds me of jordan belfort
Herb ruins the "all male Simpsons are idiots"  theory.
Herb should have given Homer so much say on the design of the car. Maybe 
he wouldn't be ruined.
Herb talked a lot of shit, but in Hit & Run this thing was a beloved 
powerhouse.
Herb was one of the best secondary characters in the history of this show



Herb was too crazy.
Hercegovino idemooooo
Her class speech is hottt! Think she got an A for it.
her cloth has no purpose
her confidence is on borderline arrogance....its gotten to her head...hope 
holly knocks her out.....
Her cringe game is strong af
her dancing here really reminds me of cat valentine !! proud of where she 
is now :)
Her delivery is so weird. It’s like she is whispering really loudly it’s 
weird
Her disappointment is immeasurable and her childhood is ruined
Her drama coach must be so proud. LOL Go back to school, little girl.
Her drama teacher sucks .
Her dress reminds me of Ricky martin's V neck shirt 😁😁😁
Her dumb ass had the shittiest trainers and worse attitude. She got what 
she deserved.
here
He reads so poorly!
Here after can't stop the feeling.
Here after Joe Rogans podcats
Here after the coffee ad :)
He really is 'shi' (sure) footed!
He really is the Master of Death amiright?! 😂😂😂
He really was the best guitarist.
he realy loves making fun of hipsters
here at 3.6M views just sayin when it gets waaaaay higher
Here because homo deus.. 😅
Here because I watched the movie Lovelace on Netflix.
Here because of a recent version I heard with Herbie on keys and Pat 
Metheny...
here because wiz khalifa compared this to the fergie rendition....nah 
bruh....nah....
here before 1bi
Here before 1 million!!!. I love this song!!
Here before 1million views
Here before a million
Here before the inevitable shitshow in the comments
here before this blows upnStevie Wonder is the king of music rn
Here cause Im drawing lewd stuff and I need to be in the mood
Here comes all the US conservatives climate change denialists 
#wewillneverforgiveyou
Here come the bootlickers
Here for the comments
Here for the funk, but also to see HER!
Here from regular car reviews of the Aztec.
Here from sing
Here from Tiffany haddish lip sync off on Jimmy Fallon show
Here is my question. How much positive confirmation needs to occur? She 
said, "Fuck me in the butt" and he did. Somehow that's rape.
Here is proof of climate change.nhttps://youtu.be/m922_9_fMIs
Here is the fire of a rebel.
..."here lies paul"
He reminded me of Andy Serkis (sp??) when he put the wig on and did that 
smile.... 😜😁
he reminds me of jessi pinkman
He reminds me of Michael Clarke Duncan
He reminds me of Napoleon Dynamite 😂
He reminds me of the late actor Michael Clarke Duncan (from green mile). 
Wonderful smile :)
Her English is really good
Here on fourth of july



Here on the 4th of july love you jimi
Here’s an idea. Get all the fucking rich people to save the planet. They 
have the money. Us common folk can’t do shit.
Here’s a question why was Mario originally called jumpman
Here's a simpler Lightsaber: Put a PVC "T" joint  on a 10" inch long piece 
of PVC
Here's compilation of all songs used by Jimek - You're welcome :)nhttps://
youtu.be/DlGMlQ1yMtk
Here she is spreading her lefty communism, whilst Sweden is being over run 
by Muslims.
HERES MY VERSION OF THE STAR SPANGLE BANNER. https://youtu.be/KVOrZXdcvpo
Here's proof Children of the Corn do exist!
Here's the real gretta https://youtu.be/hCg-NGKBPSI
Here's to 50 years since "3 Days of Peace & Music"!
Here's to hoping that each of the almost 4K thumbs down maggots choke on 
their own vomit.
Here we go again ✌
Here we goes again.STFU
"Here we see a blurry impossible to read screen, that's used to build the 
future of technology"
her extreme frowning reminds of captain marvel or brie larson. she could 
easily replace her. lol
her eyes are beautiful when theres a close up on her face
her eyes are better than her boobs
her eyes r so big some time..
her eyezz lookk so weird at 1:25
her face and body posture show she is a real fighter, love her
HER FACE LOL LADY GAGA SPANISH AMERICAN AHAHA AND AHH RUSSIAN AND KRATOS 
SISTER HIS BITCH :D YEHA  ( NOT SURE).
Her facial expressions are so cringey.nnDoes she really think they care 
what she is saying?
Her first husband is filthy scumbag i hope he rot in HELL.
Her fro😳😳😳 😳😳
Her generation sucking tons of CO2 out of the air, without the proper 
technology??? Won't the trees do that?
Her hair Doe
Her hair is a wig if you look closely
her hair is goals
her hair is so good like that
her hair looks like mcregors hahaha
her hair slays in this 😍😍
Her hair so amazing
HER HAIR'S SO GOAL IN THIS VIDEO I LOVE IT
Her hairstylist is about as good as her coach.
Her hair ?! when? ?
Her handlers are child abusers. It's disgusting to use a kid to deliver 
your socialist nonsense.
Her handlers trained her very well, but you could tell it's all just a big 
act.
her in that dress <3
Her jaw is fucking massive, gross
Her last line was the only one that was actually true.Change is coming 
wether we like it or not if we don’t stop the UN and agenda 2030
Her last quote “change is coming whether you like it or not” well then why 
is she up there being a drama queen mental case
Her left eye does this weird tick when she starts to blabber.
Her legs are brighter than my future
Her lips before lip injections
hermafrodita =D
Herman Li can make the pac man noise
Hermanos MonstersnFaltan 19 dias para el Cumpleaños de Mommy..nPara su 
cumple debemos pasr a Shakira Vamos si se puede
Her message loses value cuz of the fake/ over acting that it feels like 



its not her own words, but someone else’s.
Her mind has been polluted with bs.
hermosa
Hermosa 😻😻
hermosa canción
hermosa cancion :3
Hermosa cancion del gran maestro .....
Hermosa Cancionnn 😭😍😍😍💘💘
hermosa canción y vídeo!!!!!😍💕
HERMOSA LA MEJOR
hermosa musica
Hermoso
Hermoso ♥
Hermoso!
HERMOSO!
hermoso me hace sentir como en un "sueño" 😍
hermoso video :3
Her mother is a satanic pedophile. I feel sorry for this brainwashed 
little girl
Her mother taught her well...... to be dramatic. I better not see her in 
anything that uses fossil fuel.
Her music sucks soo bad and she has millions of fans... I guess all these 
people must be a little gaga.
her music videos are fucking wierd...
HER NAME ISSSS GERMANNOTA! :D LADY GAGA!  MOTHER MONSTER! HAHAHA
Her name means ugly in Hungarian, I guess it is pretty accurate.
Her neck is two feet thick from front to back.
her new song  sucks
Her nutjob mother says  her nutjob daughter can also see CO2 .. amazing 
lol !!
HERO
Hero❤
Heroe!
Heroes.
Hero of all times. Frag mich nur öfter ob das nicht geplant war.
Her outfit as well like she looks so good
Her outfit Jinxed her!
her parents are antifa, this is literally child abuse and shouldn't be 
allowed, she is brainwashed and controlled, heartbreaking
Her parents are enjoying that Soros money.
Her parents are two social climbers that sold her off to be used for this 
ridiculous charade... so sad.
Her parents didn't hire her acting coach because he was the best, they 
chose him because he was the cheapest.
Her parents need to buy her a bike or some shit
Her parents really got their money’s worth from acting classes.  nJust a 
colossal load of garbage
Her parents should be arrested for child abuse!!
Her parents should be jailed. And she need some help
Her parents should be put in prison for encouraging and grooming this 
psycho, angry and hate-filled little b**
Her parents support and donate to antifa.
Her penis is bigger than mine...
her predictions was right all along
Her prediction was right
Herr Snowden findet hoffentlich seinen Weg, nach dem er den der Staaten 
vorgezeigt hat. Gruß an Ihn.
@herrtugg DET VAR DET HON SAAAAAAAAA
@herrtugg nI am contractually obligated to tell you  "That's what she 
said."
Her shoes..her glasses..her hair...its just...ugh
her shoes look like hands of cancer but i love her



her smile is beyond cute
Her smile, so cute!
her songs are so addicting. they just played this song on tv 30 minutes 
ago and ive been listening to it ever since
Her speech is hilarious what a drama queen.
Her speech is rather cringe and looks fake instead being moving or 
inspirational
Her Uncle (Gene LeBell) taught her the game face.  That man is a monster.
He running from Godzilla
He runs like a ninja!
Her victim should have been walking behind her with a sign that says "Fuck 
me in the butt"
Her. Videos so weird but music good
Her voice carries me to a whole other world. And these beautiful songs. 
Damn.
Her voice is asmr
Her voice is beautiful, but songs terrible :D
Her voice is so smooth, sweet, just perfect
Her whole schtick is fake and phony.  She is a lapdog for higher ups in 
the globalist movement.
Her wig is LIFTING 🤣🤣🤣🤣
Her wig look so fake
Her words are not her own...and they are lies.
her words make me weep. when will you realize you are killing your 
children
Her words? Not that she is all wrong but the theatrics anoy me.
Herzlichen Glückwunsch an alle Teilnehmer. Ihr seit dabei eure Rente zu 
verbrassen.
He's a communist not american
He's a cute wee sea beastie!
He's adorable.
He's a gem😂
he's a genius
he's a hipster
He said "aerial"... Must be a Canadian
He said "Get Up" about a thousand times and they all sitting down at the 
end. 🤔
He said SEE THE GIRL and at that moment my erection failed me
HE SAID STIR
He said take it to the top...the top was the same as the bottom, as the 
middle and the sides though. Lol
He said Tape Drive! If that doesn't put things in perspective :D Long Live 
UNIX
he said year round sun shine lol...…..SYDNEY is freezing in winter!!
He's a legend, simple as that
He's a living legend!! :-D
He's a real life Jesus!  He has returned!
HE'S A TWELVE ON A TEN POINT
He's awesome
he's a wizard , what else did u expect?????
He saw the future
HE'S BACK!
He's blind but he can sing amazing
He seemed so fun lol
He seems a bit drunk.
He seems so insecure about his stumpy tail.
He sent his  Fender Stratocaster into  the stratosphere
He's gotta be a real sex machine sweating that hard
He's having sex with that guitar
He's high as fu%k! Go Jimi!!
he's hilarious!
he shoots a 3 month old barnacle at 1:36
He should have specified that "until the functional model" was done and 



"not after the manufacturing setup" was done.
He should have studied Homer silently, when he told Homer that was the 
screw up, sure Homer will try but well... We all know how that end... 
D'oh!
He should name it magnum dong
He should tour the world! I think he could sell out
He’s in the top ten of greatest performers of the last 100 yrs. Most 
definitely agree.
He's ironic how Ronda predicted the fight because it went exactly that way 
but in Hollys favor. Two great fighters and a great match.
hes just sooo good!!!
He's like the Mozart of our lifetime
He's live?! OMG
hes making the guitar sound like  machine guns, bombs aircraft!!!!!!!1 
woww
He's not a monk , he's a 53 yr old bartender from Shaolin China
He's not really running on water, what a stupid fucking record.
he's not running on water
He's not running on water, he's running on plywood
he's not running on water!!! He's running on plywood boards!!
"He's not running on water, just some boards."nYou fuckin' try it.
hes not talking about the stuff they used, hes saying they drink champagne 
at the end stupid
he's old but gold its = stevie wonder
he sounds like Danny DeVito
he sounds like danny devito
He sounds like keven heart
He sounds like kevin hart
He sounds like my algebra teacher
He sounds like the car guy from Matilda
He speaks like Mario
He's playing what was going on in America at the time.
He's playing with an Xbox 360 controller, TRAITOR!
He's really very talented.
He's runamonk!
He's running on a bridge. Still hard to do though, in a place where there 
is nothing else to do really.
He's running on the universe
He's running on wood! Like wtf, why is this significant
@hessequiel1<<blows donkeys in the morning
He's so fantastic! Thank you!
He's so fuckin dope!
He's so humble xx
hes so old
he's still alive???
He stated that this wasn't an antiwar message
He's the best at it
Hes the best there ever was,and will ever be my idol Mr.James Bad Ass 
Brown rip.
He's the pioneer of art by non-talented artist. A true inspiration for all 
non-talented people.
He stole Hermione's Time turner and uses it to change his personality 😂😂
😂

He strangely looks like Zach galifinakis in that movie about robbing a 
bank with Owen wilson
he such a hipster
he sucks at Mario :)
He sucks. Can't even beat the first level. Lol.
he`s usin a hose for the loads of cokes..
Hesus J. Christ, the couldn't have gotten a better actress??
He's wearing black t-shirt
He takes after is brother xD
He taught me loads love u mr wonder x



He took US Higher!
He touched me rlly
He turns down movies in the back to distract the kids lol that dude was 
onto something
Heute hat kollegah gesagt das ihm das fernsehen 50000euro geboten hat ,um 
sich gegen afd zu negativ öffentlich zu äußern
Heute hat man ihn verhaftet :/ Gut dass er nicht gern rausgeht... 
Tageslicht wird er nie wieder sehen.
He wants to pay him $200,000 a year for designing a car but his company 
becomes ruined after designing a car that costs $82,000?
He was 69 by then.
He was a cool nigga
he was a hard task master
he was a showman!!!
He was at Ft.Campbell so it was 101 st . soory about that
He was bending the mental faculties of cognition
He was destined to wear the round glasses. nnYer a woman, Harry.
He was great😂 😂😂 😂
He was in 82nd airborne and saved a few people . Was a hero too
He was insanely ahead of his time
He was in the army for God's sake, tell me he was  unAmerican
He was magnificent
He was making loops before loops were a thing
He wasn't lying about that ukele
He wasn't running on water.
He wasn't wrong back then. If it was an SUV that looked OK, would have 
killed it back then.
He was probably on shrooms while comming up with that idea
He was put on earth to change the world of music forever
he was really young when he made the first game
He was so incredible
He was sosososososos hot
He was the freaking Picasso of electric guitar, and this was his Guernica.
He was the guvnor!
He was T H I C
he went game over in the first level, shit player
He will always be the man and someone will follow
He will come to collect gaga....
he Witney  it in good way
he would be rolling in his grave if he heard kodak black, young thugs, 
yachtys  smh long live the legend!
he would haunt you fooorevvver if the plane crashed
He wrote all the waveforms himself so that's why it's groundbreaking! 
According to my friend from harvard so it must be legit.
Hey
hey!!
Hey Adam
Hey Adam how about a segment about how media uses framing to poison the 
well?
Hey Adam, if you are scared that Cops are getting more armed, that's why 
we have the Second Amendment, oh wait I forgot you don't like that either.
Hey adriana, even steve can see you need to eat, SERIOUSLY your gross
Hey a french press is also great for filtering coffee.
hey, Ah'm mottainai ghost.rnAh'll take your soul.
heya i wanna shoop baby
Hey, at 4:54 I think you can see the nipple of the girl just to the left 
of Gaga. Funny how no one cought that.
Hey Blame China......
Hey bloody western commenters...you dont know its our diversity and 
culture....and plz see the slums of europe 1st...
Hey Brodie smith was on dude perfect
Hey brodie where was this shot at(the second half of the video)
hey, call me back and say the exact opposite
Hey can i get a pagni zonda r or a hyper or super car or mabye a Porsche



hey can u start making more bad days if u want dont have to
hey can you guys come to my next party?
hey can you make jason voorhes full suit
Hey check out my audition videos on my channel!(:
Hey Chef!
Hey CineFix please do how to make a Strom trooper from Star wars Episdoe 
VII
Hey cool that's how I make my thing stand before sex. Sing it get up get 
on up for 5 minutes
Hey costume squad make Iron Man
hey could you make a ghost rider suit
Hey Devin or Brodie, My Ultimate team just won states in Maryland. Could 
you say hi to B-CC?
Hey dude go grow your hair out then shave you'll look like kylo ren too 😚
Hey Dude nice girlfriend can I have her plz
hey! Earth is flat. good bye.
Hey Eurogamer, this was the best interview I've ever seen. Can you post an 
unedited version too?
Hey everyone..Check out my awesome metal version of lady gaga's BAD 
ROMANCE. Be sure to rate comment and subscribe...just click on my 
screename
Hey everyone I just posted a diet coke and mentos challenge please check 
it out
hey everyone!nncheck out this crazy experiment i did...nnit ended very 
very badly....
HEY EVERYONE!!!!nnSUB 4 SUB!!!!
hey excellent video!! cheers from braZil xD
Hey fuck you, i can like that hat and cold coffee im not a hipster (low 
key funny as hell)
Hey Gabriel. The God with a bow is Lord Ram to the left of young Krishna
Hey gebriel traveller I am from Delhi.. please come to the Delhi..for the 
new vlogsnnOf another locations
Hey Greta, speak to us about Geoengineering and 5G. Come on, let's compare 
results.
Hey Greta, why don't you get a real job and stop living off my taxes.
Hey Greta. Your parents stole your childhood when they turned you into a 
Global warming shill.
Hey guess whatnnnnnnRead more
Hey guys an idea to improve on your design spray paint the eye piece 
silver
Hey guys check out this bandn"Breaking The Scene"n-Still On Step Onen-
Stuck Between The Lies (Don't Wait For Me)
Hey guys i dare u to eat all garbages that r on the ground in india
Hey guys I just started a YouTube channel, go check out my first GTA 5 
video and if u enjoy go sub
hey guys, i'm an independent singer, please check out my music channel, I 
will really appreciate your support. Thanks
Hey guys it would really mean A LOT to me if you checked out my channel. 
I've always wanted to make it on youtube!
Hey guys, I've been trying to get into Miles for years now, but it's just 
awakening nothing in me. What should I look for in the music?
hey guys, love it, but the cape is longer cause when I watched the movie 
it was flowing behind him and it was pretty long
Hey guys type up IZENONENTO
Hey guys, what's the amazing bg in between? Sounds very space like!!
Hey guys where would I find an old burlap sack?  I want to be as authentic 
as possible when I make this cold brew.
hey Hermaanitos no abandonen a MARRY THE NIGHT NI A BORN THIS WAY! POR 
FAA!! :D
Hey Hi girl
hey hobo bro may i know where is from u ?nhow can u say like that ?
hey homemade movies do you think you can do the suicde squad and x men 
apoclaypse and captain america civil wae
hey home movies make the flash trailer



hey how did you get back, took a ride or walked back ?
hey, how u doin.
Hey if anyone is interested, I made a fan video to Lady Gaga's SWINE. 
Check it out on my channel. It's dark and fun!
Hey, if Danny DeVito asked me to design a car, I'd be hard pressed to 
decline that offer.
Hey if he's raising tuition money for kids, he could put food coloring in 
water and say its wine and I'll still support that.
Hey, if justin bieber made it one youtube, im pretty sure i can also, so 
just check me out and see wat you think,THANXS!!
Hey I got the 200,000,000th view!!nI'm famous :OD
hey, i know that nobody is going to see this comment but if you want  
visit my channel; we make think like Devin but no so awsome
Hey I made this it's brilliant but the helmet I did it differently
Hey im confused for the dress do you need to cut it completely in the 
middle or just half of it ?
Hey I stuck one of those water squirt tubes up my ass the other day! Not 
the greatest ass dildo fyi
Hey, I think Sodom and Gomorrah were destroyed because they released this 
video back in the day.
HEY its a movie talk about the FREAKIN FUNNY MOVIE
hey it's diet coke XD
hey it's she-male girl.rn"lady gaga " btw.rn:D that's literally grosss...
HEY ITS THE MOVIE SING
hey it would be coool if you could do more star wars homade costumes
hey ive been eating a lot of potatos so if you could make an easy potato 
thingy thatd be great
Hey I would love you to make me just a lightsaber but I get it if you make 
me one everyone else would want one
Hey, Janie Hendrix, why can't I find "Woodstock Improvisation" on the 
YouTube anymore?  You horrible excuse for a sibling, you.
Hey!😊🙏  ❤ Jesus Christ Lord God Loves you! Only God Can Fill Hearts! 
Discover the evidence! www.proofthatgodexists.org😊❤🙏
'Hey Jim, lets go look for a cure for cancer.'rn'Not yet Paul, I just need 
to make fountains of diet Coke and put a load of mentos in them.'
hey kid how have you been affected by the climate?
Hey kid, you cry about this but have all the great things capitalism 
brought you that you use every fucking day?  How dare YOU!
hey lady gaga i love you rnlove you too litle monsters rnlet's get more 
views rni mean more than 600.000.000
HEY LADY GAGA !!! SUCK MY DICK BITCH !!!
Hey, la version originale, top....
HEY LET'S GIVE THE LADIES OF MR. BROWN CREW A TAD OF CREDIT.  WE NEVER 
HEAR 👂  OF THE LADIES OF THE CREW.
hey lil monsters! there are only 12 days left!rnBORN THIS WAY is coming
Hey lil Ron Ron a g
Hey little girl I will drive my V8 truck to work today in your honour. 
Burning gas.
Hey look a plane
Hey look. A respectful protest. Don't see many of those today.
Hey look, it's Al Gore in a dress!
Hey look its David Hogg with a vagina.........Wait Davids got one also
Hey look! It's the guy from true jackson!
Hey look!  Tawana Brawley just graduated from Columbia U.!  Way to go 
Tawana!
Hey man I really think you should return that car
Hey maybe they were bored haha
Hey, Melania! This is a PERFECT opportunity for you to get involved and 
show how much you and your husband are committed to children's causes.
hey myself in 2020-2021 i hope u have a nice day
Hey nice, this is very cool guys
hey not gonna lie paint it something better than Garbage green and I'd 
drive the shit outta that thing



Hey not sure anyone at expedia montior this but someone stole your video. 
You might want to claim copy right. https://youtu.be/qjNmcXnTpXE
Hey old useless leaders - who knows, the young ones might throw you in 
prison for your climate crimes. Watch out
Hey on the search it says we have 387,123,754 views! Keep On Going!
Hey people! Check out my music if you get time! Free album 'shockwave' out 
soon! Thanks!
Hey please let me know when your back in saint George!!
Hey please make Ompi Wan Kenobi costume !
hey pues de lujo la creatividad esta increible
hey que pasa aqui :S!! PINCHI YOUTUBE PUTO .l. desde ayer tiene las mismas 
reproducciones 426985936 que esta pasando!! no las esta contando
hey rly, how much did the whole fun cost?
Hey Ronda how did that kick to the head feel you dumb bitch? Glad to see 
you lose. If would have been better if you had been killed.
Hey Ronda, how did that kick to the head feel you dumb bitch? Glad to see 
you lose. Would have been better to see you dead.
Hey Ronda! It did go like that.
Hey Ronda, you got KNOCKED THE FUCK OUT! You arrogant bitch. No nobility, 
get REKT.
"hey Ronda, you wanna do something nice with your hair for The Tonight 
Show?"n"no, the opposite."
Hey someone please call Dan Peña to see this, they talking some nonsense 
about climate warming!
Hey te falto Toxiccc. Porque lo dejas afuera a mi toxic?
Hey, that boy Stevie Wonder back at it again!!
Hey that golf club is from the Deadpool trailer
hey... that guy reminds me of homer j simp hmmm...
Hey, that's Bootsy Collins on base.
hey that was brilliant,i seen it on weezers vid 2!!btw whats the name of 
the sonvg in the vid???
hey, that was my car!!!
Hey, that was pretty cool! Nice synchronization of the diet coke 
sprinklers. That's a lot of money spent of diet coke and mentos though...
hey this looks like the one in pork and beans by weezer
hey this vid was on vh1's 40 greatest web stars! congrats guys!
Hey! This was on Mythbusters last night!
Hey Vevo subi esos numeros que somos muchos Monsters reproduciendo y 
comentando, no me hagas calentar y ponete las pilas!
Hey Vice, get a grip!
Hey Vice, two words, FAKE NEWS!
Hey what happen? This video was suddenly removed and it's back
hey what. innit tho. what are mentos. are they mints or somthing. i live 
in england and we cant get them here.can anyone tell me please
hey.. what is that song called? please tell me..
hey whats up everyone
Hey, where'd you get that pipa?
Hey why I never knew about this vid before?
Heyya👋🤣🤣 🤣
Hey you did this to yourself. Whose idea was to hire Homer to lead? Yours
hey you guys should watch "for you" by viennie v
hey yo... u guyz should of cam me sum instead of using dem u noe... felt 
thirsty 2 u noe..^^ lOl
Hey you should do captian Phasma and a first order stormtrooper but good 
wor with the costume,helmet,and lightsaber         ;)
Hey youtube compress video and cuts music frequencies above 18kHz so maybe 
you can upload original on other server without that lossy compression?
Hey YouTubers! Will you help me out with a vote please...It's for a 
Scholarship.nhttp://www.signazon.com/?c=NDTZYSPT
heyy where is shakira now? she gave up the music....! poor skaita 
fan...hahahahahahha
Hghfgbfg ghhbhr ymbyyybgyh hnhh!That is what I hear Japanese as
Hgvghtjj
hhahahahah....muito bom



hh god! fat amy is just hilarious! xD
HHHAhha...Ariana is So very TalenTed..
Hhhhhhhhhhhhaaaaaaaaaaayyyyyyyyyaaaaaaaaa
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
Hhhhh like I gave a shit
hhhhmmmm..... imagine if you ate some mentos and then drak some diet coke  
hmmmmm
Hhhummmmmm bbbbboooooommmm
hhh wtf ...who can focus on making love  while that annoying voice is on
@hhnguy THE VIDEO MOST DISLIKED OF YOUTUBE IS BABY
hi
Hi
hi
Hi
hi
Hi :-)
Hi, along with the purchase of an auto, can i buy Easy Pass?
Hi "a Team"
Hi bro, you are really good at cooking why is the channel name you suck at 
cooking?
hi cinefix and I'm Filipino
HI CINEFIX GUYS PLEASE MAKE TRAILER OF SPECTRE,MISSION IMPOSSIBLE ROGUE 
NATION WITH SPECIAL EFFECTS
HIDA 2015 bonne chance
HIDA 2015nBONNE CHANCE
Hidden deep inside me, there is the hope that the world goes downhill, 
just so we can say "we told you" to the ignorants.
Hidden gem.
Hideo Kojima designs a game
Hier sieht man einen Werbespot für Emissionsrechtehandel
Hier this IS out d'Ay now ans ever
Hi everyone 26 Feb 2019 ?🤓👸 👸👸👸👸👸👸
Hi everyone I'm sexii_steffi I hope you enjoy!nVisit us @ https://
www.instagram.com/theunseenon...nI hope to see you soon!
Hi Expedia. Do you make movies about Vietnam ?
hi from brazil, nice
Hi Gabriel, have you been to Mumbai? i'm going in September/ October time
Hi Gabriel .. pls guide me as i am considering buy or not.. why buy a GO 
Pro separately when have good mobile cameras ?? Battery also lower in 
gopro
High as fuck!
Highlights: "that thing that dials the  phone" and the guy that inspired 
will ferral at the end.n Unreal good vid!
High on a loud cloud
High rise construction are a sign of an economic bubble.
High schoolers don't know anything and don't represent anyone's interests.
High school theatre
Hi guys ? 2018 😑
Hi guys! I'm from Brazil and stillnlearning! Can someone post here the 
list of the materials?
Hi guys, I used JIMEKs samples and made few long beats, check my channel 
and tell me what You think. Thanks so much. dennis7
hihi, idzcie do realnej pracy ! na pole lub na farmę . radze wydoroslec 
poniewaz zycie ucieka talenty beztaleciow
hihi it must be so sticky at the place there ^^
hi  howard Edward from Toronto how are you
Hii 2019?
Hi! I am Maryan I from Ukraine. I learn English and I need practical. This 
is my account in Skype maryan123458 Thanks a lot.
Hİİ ARİANATORS🙌🙌🙌
Hiiiiii
Hiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii I hate freaking adds
Hi I it's gaga again



Hi, I just wanted to say that I really appreciate your videos and think 
that they are really good and very professional
Hi I like turtles
Hi! I Love your costume DIYs, please make a Black Panther suit or at least 
the mask!!! Would be awesome :D
Hi, I'm from Argentina, here we love Lady Gaga, she's the best!!!!!!,
Hi,  It's nice. tame vigorous
hi i wanted to know what were those light one's...
Hii welcome once again
HI JIM HI CHARLIE
Hilarious
hilarious
hilarious!
Hilarious.
Hilarious histrionics! She sounds like a 20's actress, breathlessly 
reciting her lines.
Hilarious . . . liked the music!
Hilariously hipster video. xD
hilarious! somehow that's a really great look for Jimmy xD
Hilft alles nicht,keine helden taten mehr.nDenn wir sind auf 
selbstzerstörung programiert
hillbilly bellagio
Him and Robert Patterson could be brothers
him being the creator of Mario I didn't want him to fail 😂😂
Himna
Hi my name is Daniel Radclif-NO! Your name is Harry Potter
hindustan nahi gundastan nikla ye to poor country
Hindu Swastika 4:15?
hi nice to meecha
hi nigga
Hi nnnnRead more
Hino é hino né mores
hi norah jones, i think your really good looking.
hint Red Skelton
Hi people you are my bad guys I hope you're doing well your app and
Hip-Hop Camp. Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra and Jay-Z,Dr.Dre, 
Wu0Tang Clan etc
hip hop de cualquier manera sigue siendo espectacular
"hip hop history" is pushing it... xD
hip hop history & there is Beyonce & Niki!!!And not Eminem!!!!Not Lose 
Yourself!Fuck That Bullshit History.
Hip Hop is dope genre but Jimek showed it can also be classy and 
beautiful.
Hip hop is hands down best genre, But classic is by far the most 
sophisticated. Combined they make Eargasms!
hip hop isn't dead
Hip hop jest zajebisty, natomiast oni tutaj ukazali go pięknym.
Hip hop orchestra composer is something from a dream its great that it 
came true for someone!!!! Love it!!!!
HIP HOP W FAJNEJ INSPIRACI KLASA
Hip-hop wouldn't be possible, if it wasn't for this song. James Brown is 
the essence of funk.
Hipnotyzujace dzielo
HIPSTER
hipster
Hipster
hipster are the worst kind
Hipster as fuck. Lol.
Hipster beverage
Hipster buuurrrrrrn
Hipster Edition? :P
Hipster joke would've been better if you used an AE-p
Hipster level 100.
Hipsterlicious



hipster life lol. You just made my day with this hahaha.
Hipster overload, god damn.
Hipsters
Hipsters...
Hipsters be like this is vintage as fuck
His 102nd birthday is tomorrow. I wish I could have thanked him.
His acting is sooo bad! Why does he do it??? Stick to music!!
His arms are so yummy!!!
His band is amazing!!
his band is playing that sht😁 got me standing up
His band was tight
his beats is a main reason for hip hop beginning and culture
His best pre Head Hunters song BY FAR.  Wish the whole album was this 
delicious.
His blood runs plaid. The doctors say if they can't find a donor, he'll 
die of irony poisoning.
his cat looks like mine.  I like john cage,
His English is incredible. Not surprised but that is impressive.
his English isn't good but beyond from this Dali is one of thoese genius 
of the art in these days you can't find
His excitement and celebration is so contagious.
His face in the thumbnail made me click
His face sort of shapes out like an illustration of skull
His fucking guitar is upside fucking down...
His guitar had more of a voice than few vocalists have ever had.
His guitar is talking the right words
his Guitar seems to be defect...
his guitar sounds like WAR.. planes bomb machine guns WTF
his house reminds me of how to basics vids
His last film <3 rip robin Williams
His life was an unbridled success until he found out he was a Simpson.
His name was ROBIN WILLIAMS!
HI SOY LADY CACA Y CHUPO QUESON
"his personal hygiene is above reproach" LOL
His previous band complained about pay, so he fired them all got this band 
together.
His range SLAPS ME ALWAYS!!!!!! He's still got it yo!!!
His rendition, to me, represented the civil unrest, unpopular war present 
at the time, while still claiming his Loyalty to the American Dream.
His representation of bombs dropping will forever be some of the coolest 
shit I've ever seen someone do with a guitar.
his sister is lovely :) great video
His smile and optimism : still there.
his spirit is just so warm and kind. You can feel it through his smile and 
his laughs... Doesn't take knowing him to like him
His strings and brass were awesome!
HISTORIC!
Historic BassLine like a MOfo!
Historic memes Incoming ! Thank You ! Thank You ! Thank You All So Much...
History
History and Future in the making.
History Hip Hop and 29. Baauer - Harlem Shake Rly ? Welcome to Poland
HISTORY made.............
History of hip hop and lose yourself not here?
History of Rap without classic? So It just orchestra playing rap songs.
HISTORY WAY BACK THAN !!
His voice ALWAYS remind me of Harry Potter
H i T
H I T 💣
HIT !!!😘
HIT!!!
hit🌍 🌍 🌍



Hit❗ ❗ 💪💋 ✔
Hit #1
Hit alooo😍👏🌍
Hit and run anyone
Hit...bravo
HIT!!! BRAVO KIJA !!!
Hitcinaaa
HITCINA #amorovastrela #kijakockar ❤❤nnnnnn
HITCINA!!! BRAVO KIJA👏
Hitcina, bravooo 🔥 🔥🔥🔥
HITCINA.. I MALO VISE TOG SEXI STILA BEZ ONI GLUPAVI PABTOLICA I ODJECE 
KOJE NA TEBI IZGLEDAJU KAO VRECE
HITCINA U NAJAVI🔥🔜
Hitčina u najavi�
Hitcina u najavi.  Kakav zvuk😍  auuuu brateeee😍  a nemaanjaaa aaaa😍😍😍
😍

hit da pre adolescência
Hi. Tell me who comes up with ideas? One person or several?
Hit godine!!!! Bravo Kijo, bravo FMplay!
HIT GODINE !! KIJA OBJASNILA
hit godine kraljice samo gazi napred
HIT HIT
Hit, hit,hit 💘
HIT,HIT, HIT  💃
Hit! Hit! Hit!
Hit HIT HIT HIT AMORn STRELA UBIJA
Hit hit hit hit hit
Hit,hit,hit  vrh vrh vrh
Hit hop 💣💣💣 opett 🔝🔝 🔝🤗🤗🤗
Hit i opet hit i kad ene opet hit ...i tako redom , tako to Kibo radi!!!
Hit koji će se još dugo slušati. Bravo Kija ljubavi
Hit ko vrata,bravo Kija
Hitler
Hitler also used children for his propaganda!#ClimateNazis
Hitler"s child good job George Soros
Hitler used children to pass his destructive policies and influence public 
opinion.nnLiberals and Democrats just following his playbook.
Hitler youth anyone?
HIT na prvu !!!!! Bravo Kija <3
hit novi
hits the nail for American culture
Hit! Svaka cast 🔥🔥🔥
Hit the right note at the right time... That's Stevie Wonder. And offer a 
scope travel like no one else. I'd say his masterpiece is Superstition.
Hitt Stoljecaaaa💣💣💣💣
HITTT❤❤
Hitttttttttt nama staaaa.. vrh vrhova..kijaaaa cekamo te u podgorici..
Hit u najavi
Hi, welcome to another episode of Adam Fear-mongers Everything
Hi, what's up?  Looks nice. story animal What do you think, guys?
hi wie gehts?
HI! Would you come watch my parody of you and i : )n/watch?v=t-
ZbfPmEJ_Enhope you enjoy ^^
Hiya team!
hi you from america showme casino lasvegas
hjh
Hm



Hm...
Hm.... 1.....RS
Hm...I can do the same thing with a hose...
Hm.  I keep this thinking about Jeff Koons during this.  If Fountain was 
rejected - what do we make of the wholesale embrace of Koons's 
commodities?
Hm. I remember them stating that they didnt want this on youtube. You, are 
what they call a theif. And also ignorant.
Hmm
hmm... alot of views
Hmm.... I'm just not a fan of her hair color in this one 👎
Hmm, I see a lot of resistance to Thunberg's message here. Are any of you 
climate change experts?
hmm, i wonder if this will work with coke zero.....
Hmm..just a bunch of non Asian peeps who doesn't understand what the fk 
the monk is doin...smh,...go play on ur Xbox instead..
hmmm anything is wrong with the color of the cartoon ... i dont know 
what...
hmmm... good song from two years ago? why I only heard it now?
Hmmm, I'm getting a "witchy" vibe from this.
hmmm makes you wonder how much money the spent in walmart :)
Hmmmmm is it normal nowadays to use a kid to do these things?
Hmmmmmm
hmmm...reminds me of the bellagio
hmmm.....rnI have an idea of what i'm gonna do on my lunch break at 
school...
hmmm...the tree behind must have had a good bath...wahaha
Hmmm, to jest naprawde dobre!
Hmmm who was president during 2014?nWas is evil orange man?
Hmm not really, thats why they used DIET coke... No sugar...
Hmm, police departments get military grade equipment post 9/11.nGee, I 
can't imagine why.
Hmm, the remaster sounds worse than the original. IMO, anyway.
hmm...what happens if you eat a mentos while you drink a diet coke? :D
hmm yeah
Hmm yes /why/
Hoce li uspjeti pjesma doci do milion i po do ponoci? Idemo
Hocemo duet sa Jalom i Bubom. 😁 😁😁
Hocemol zauzet prvu poziciju kiki amorova strela pojacajte
HOCEMOOO TRI MILIONAAA
ho! comment c'est bon ça!
Hocu da vristim kolko je dobra
Hodně dobrý
Hoes mad
hoes mad...
Hogyan kell valamit feltenni a youtubera??
Höhenfriedburger marsch?
Höhere Steuern! Jaaa! Wir werden ärmer!! Yuhuuu
hohoho this is the most funky scientist ever. I like this ads bc using 
humor appeals and good music
Hoje em dia sabemos que 99% do ramo musical são artificiais tá ai a época 
em que suava a camisa e nada tinha efeitos.
hola
Hola......
holaa !! hermano monster :DD
HOLA GABRIEL !
@holahola123ish hey monster! respondeme tu x favor! contestame este 
comentario x lo q mas quieras !!!
Hola Monster yo miro en espn deportes extremos, carreras de motos! Vos?
hola mosnters :D gracias por apoyar a los belifans llevamos casi 10.5 
millones y una parte es gracias a su apoyo
hola mostrito como estas?
Hola, soy el comentario en español que estabas buscando.nSaludos 😎



Hold I'm about to be the first man to fly. Let me just finish taping 
drones to myself.
Hold my beer
Hold my beer...
hold my beer i can do this
hold my beer... i got this... lets go naruto!
Hold my beer...nnnnnnnI still can not do that.
Hold nå kjeften på deg Greta
Hold on Greta! It was so clear that they try to get out the easy way. The 
fight has just begun.....
Hold on that brass section is C.O.L.D.
HOLD THE FUCKING PHONE,THESE VIEWS BETTA BE A YT GLITCH,NO  WAYYY ITS AT 
68k VIEWS!!!??!!?!?!THSGDGDGDGSGSGGS
HOLD UP, ariana can get an Oscar if this gets nominated for best original 
song 🤔
Hold up. Why am I just now hearing this song.
Holla at ya December 2018
hollnehenweh
Holly did to Ronda exactly what the latter said wouldn't happen to her - 
get kicked in the head.
Holly doesn't have a chance!! First round 1 minute submission
Holly doesn't have a chance. She is just selling this fight. It won't go 
past the first round!
Holly Holm biggestchalange? yeah right. If you follow even remotly MMA or 
UFC you know this is easy match for Ronda
Holly Holm broke her jaw in three places go 505!!
Holly Holmes did exactly what Rousey just said she might try and do... 
"Keep her distance and try and kick me in the head!" Lmao
Holly Holm is the baddest chick on the planet, now go do your movies.
holly holm is way hotter than rousey and wtf is she wearing
Holly Holm > Ronda Rousey
Holly Holm saw this and did exactly just like she said. LMFAO
HOLLY HOLMS WOO HOO LEGEND EPIC WIN HOLLY,  THANK YOU THANK YOU SO MUCH 
FOR KICKING THAT SMUG LOOK OF RONDA'S FACE.
holly holm the best of all time
Holly Holm whoopd that ass
Holly Holm will be the next guest to get her ass kissed by Jimmy. Rousey 
got knocked the f*ck out.
Holly is more sexy hands down
Holly knocked Ronda the fuck out.  Ronda lost the fight but maybe can find 
some humility.
Holly must have watched this, because she kept her distance and kicked 
Ronda in the head.
Holly must've watched this. Hahahaah xD
Holly RAPED her, and there's no way she can beat Holly.... she will retire 
just like carano did ;)
Holly should have choked her instead.
Hollywierd will be calling her any second now......
Holly will fuck her up again, I cant wait
Holly will smoke Ronda
Holly won't knock her out, but Travis will.
hollyyy shit! 400 million! :D
Holmes motors industries
HOLM, HOLM, HOLM, HOLM IS LIKE A DOOMSDAY FOR RONDA. HOLM DOESN'T ANYTHING 
TO losses BUT RONDA HAS EVERYTHING..
Holm is gonnae get snapped in half
Holm kicked the shit out of her. she won't fight holm again
Holms ran like Mayweather would have. I guess the Rousy-Mayweather debate 
is over
Holm was too smart for the brutish loud mouth
Holst mars: this is my rave
Holy
holy biscuits 10m viewers!
Holy chicken cow



Holy Cow!!! I love them...
Holy cow the music SUCKS!
holy cow this is sooo cool
Holy crap
Holy crap....a pun on words
holy crap awesome sprinklers!
Holy crap! Bootsie Collins looked young AF but still psycadellic was 
oozing out of him lol
Holy crap! Influence on Prince, much??
Holy crap, is that a gold strap-on beard? 2:05
Holy crap, is that Danny DeVito?
Holy crap, is that Danny Devito?nHe sounds so... young!
Holy crap, she actually fucking predicted how the fight would go!! Still 
sad she lost, though. I was rooting for her, Ronda deserved it.
Holy crap! She predicted what was going to happen. Uncanny!!! (Except the 
losing part, ha ha)
Holy crap, she's a popular musician in the 21st century and she's 
genuinely talented? Sign me up!
Holy crap that's accurate
Holy crap. That was freaking epic!
holy crap that was huge
holy crap that was useless, but AWESOME :D
Holy crap, the ceiling of that tennis arena looks an awful lot like 
stella's curvy 60s stuff...
Holy crap, this actually looks good!
Holy Crap this is the most veiws on a video ive ever seen. 12 mil thats 
amazing
Holy crap, this looks INCREDIBLE!!
Holy crap, you guys that's amazing.
HOLY CRAP YSAC!!! You have a liuqin??? Damn...It is not even common in 
China...
Holy cringe alert.
Holy cringe Batman!
holy donkey bollocks!
Holy freaking cow, i totally forgot that Homer had a brother
HOLY FUCK. EXACTLY WHAT SHE WANTED. KICK IN THE FACE TO FINISH. 😧😧😧
HOLY FUCK. Just found a new Halloween 2016 costume!
Holy fuck thats Danny Devito. Hell yes.
Holy fuck the accuracy
Holy Fuck, the MRA is in full force in here. WOW
holy glossy eyes!!!! .......a little high maybe?
Holy hell. =0 I'm just now hearing this. This was uploaded back in 
'16....??? For realz?! This is so good.
HOLY HELL THAT OWNS!
Holy hell where can I get this car?
Holy hipster
Holy, I was scared someone was going to trip and fall the whole time.
Holy moly the bastard's rich!
Holy mother of the gods and the little sheep in Bethlehem named Jesus 
Christ.
holy motivation
Holy sheepshite. nThose were the times.
Holy shirt, one look and I'm ready to throw caution to the wind and try 
out my ground and pound.
Holy shit
holy shit 121 mil views thats alooot o_O!
HOLY SHIT 229,260,550 VIEWS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Holy shit :) 7:23
Holy Shit...Dirt and Crap everywhere.
Holy shit, half way though I realized that was Danny Devito and I 
instantly orgasm'd
Holy shit how did he do those noises like a literal fucking bomb exploding 
goddamn Jim H the OG
Holy shit, I  am so glad these are back on YT!!!



Holy shit, I can't stand the way she talks.
Holy shit I forgot how funny the Simpsons use to be
Holy shit.. i just discovered this
Holy shit is that a Skipper box!? I had one of those!
Holy shit ...... is that place on 🌏
Holy shit, it did happen like that!
Holy shit its danny devito
holy shit its raining soda
Holy shit it went exactly like that! Ronda predicted her own defeat lol.
Holy shit, I ve never seen 232 million views on one video. That seriously 
says something about lady gaga.
HOLY SHIT LOL did u guys get in trouble?
Holy shit Miles, this is crazy.
Holy Shit.n<3nn192 views.nxD
Holy shit now I know where that Nokia theme came from lol
Holy shit, possibly the funniest shit I've on youtube since '05
Holy shit   🖤 RIP
Holy shit!   Ronda is Psychic!
holy shit she knew how holly was going to win against her... lol
Holy shit she sounds kinda crazy
holy shit, she totally predicted it
holy shit so many butt hurt comments
HOLY SHIT STEVIE WONDER 👌
Holy Shit!! that is a lot of coke and mentos!!! i wonder how much that 
costed?
holy shit that is awesome
holy shit. thats amazing
Holy shit that's bad acting.
Holy shit thats Danny D
Holy shit that’s Danny DeVito
Holy shit that visualization just made me realize why it's called a shell. 
It's the shell of the kernel.
holy shit, the gods of computers all packed into one video!
Holy shit the hipster joke lmao
Holy shit there is such a large amount of fake in this video my brain 
can’t comprehend
Holy shit this guy is voiced by Danny devito
Holy shit, this looks amazing!
Holy shittt 248 million views!!! i wish i could have that amount of moneys 
in my pocket right now LOL! ;-)
holy shit what a puppet
HOLY SHIT YES. I NEED THIS.
holy shit. Yugioh is linked to nintendo! KURIBOH!!!!
Holy shmokes! That’s Danny DeVito!!
HOLY SH*T
HOLY S*** THAT WAS CRAZZZY!
Holy...wow
@HolzbierProductions Have you ever put mentos in diet coke?
Hombrr
"Home! Answer the question with self-confidence!!!"n"DOORKNOB!" LMAO!
HOME BOY ON TRUMPET IS THE SHIT...ever since I WAS A KID JAMES FUNKY BEAT 
BE BEATIN IN MY HEAD
Home Girl Milly Rocking
Home grown Gal from Sydney, anyone wants a tour just hit me up on 
facebook.
Homeless Ren
Homemade cosplays look so much cooler than actual store brought costumes
homemade ghostbuster proton pack
HOMEMADE HOW TO! THE AMAZING SPIDERMAN 2. 
PLEASE........PLEASE..........PLEASE........
Homer already makes 600000 a year at his nuclear reactor job. So why wpild 
he want 200000
Homer and his Brother are exactly alike, they both make very stupid 



decisions
Homer and Patrick Star need to cross-over.
"Homer, answer me again with confidence!"n"SORT OF!!"nnI COMPLETELY FORGOT 
ABOUT THIS JOKE!!!
"Homer! Answer me with confidence!"n"DOORKNOB!"
Homer at the end , LOOOOOOL
Homer definitely designed the Ford AU Falcon.  He also designed the Jeep 
Grand Cherokee.
homer designed a car, just like Obama designed Obamacare. failed...
Homer designed the new MacBook Pros
"Homer designs a car." = Already laughing.
Homer didn’t fail his brother. The designers did.
Homer funny
Homer half brother Sound like my Uncle Bill lol
homer has a twin
Homer him fucks over  later
"Homer, I need your help."  When you utter this, you've already fucked up.
Homer introduces the Ford Edge ST
Homer is a fool but Herbert is a fool too, asking for the advice of an 
alcoholic moron instead of that of his management board.
Homer is not the brightest when comes to designing something lol.
Homer is so much better and funnier than Peter griffen
Homer- I wanna a big carnbig red car in a sidenThat guy- We done have big 
cars
Homer literally just took the Mi-24 and put it on wheels.
Homer looks so sad at the ending :(
Homer made a Fallout car
Homer? More like homo.
Homer never dissappoint us. Powerful design ol skool + futuristic car.
Homer now designs cars for gm
Homer really knows hoe to break a guy, don't he?
Homer reminds me of Bruce Willis..Car company owner as well
Homer represent every fat white guy in my trailer park
Homer represents those CEOs in American car companies like GM etc.
Homer's brother dubbing is really really good
Homers brother is Danny Devito 😮
Homers brother is Danny devito and it makes this so much better
Homer’s brother looks like Tony from gta lcs
Homers brother reminds me of Bruce willis
Homers brother seems like such a nice guy. Too bad Homer screwed him over 
with his dumbassery.
Homer's brother sounds like Saul Goodman.
Homer's brother was actually a pretty cool dude.
Homers brother was a real ass nigga fr
Homer's car is a great metaphor for democracy.
Homer's car reminds me of the 1960's Batman TV show Batmobile. If I ever 
win the Powerball I would make my own one of a kind Homer car.
Homers "country" is America? LOL! Country!! LMFAO!
Homers face at the end just HAS to become a meme
Homers Face in the end XD
Homer should have kept the car, in the end he just did what his brother 
asked for...
Homer Simpson designs the new Toyota Prius. XD
Homer Simpson is a uh a brilliant man with a lots well thought out 
practical ideas. Lmao.
Homer Simpson plays Automation
Homer Simpson ruining Herb's business is awfully lot like Vince Russo 
ruining WCW. Both should've never got involved in the first place.
Homer Simpsons Half Brother Herb.
Homer Simpson = Steve Jobs
Homer Simpson. The man that will bankrupt the automobile business. 😂
Homers long lost Jewish cousin!
Homer's pained smile at the end...oh man



Homers personal hygiene is beyond reproach! Brilliant.
Homer sucks
Homer's vision gave apple the position today =) (give the market what they 
sell, not what market want)
“Homer, tell the nice man what country you come from”nn“America”nn“DO YOU 
HEAR THAT YOU MORONS!?!!”
Homer: The cup is this big! rn(emphatically; gesturing the size of the 
cup)nEngineer: (routinely taking note) Extremely large beverage holder
"Homer... the man with the vision who will change this company 
forever!"n"So homer, what kind of car do you want?"n"Idk"
Homer then went to Boeing and designed the 737 Max.
Homer THE RICER
Homer twin
Homer uses partial expansion jutsu at 2:04
Homer Von Koenigseggson
Homer was a small moron; his brother herb - a bigger one.
Homer was just ahead of his time.
Homer was right about the cup holder
Homer was right All Along......
homer, you are a complete and utter moron!
Homework squad where u at
homeyota
Hommer H4
Hommie desing a dog
Hôm nào phải thử bằng được!Xem nó nổ như thế này!:))
ho my god good
Honestly, Homer’s car looks alright
Honestly I'd buy one
Honestly...I'm just gonna watch this for Rebel Wilson
honestly..it makes my heart calm
honestly i wanna hear that trinkets for miles album
honestly i want the tabs for that song at the end.
Honestly, I would never think they would do a song togethernBest singer 
1990s:Stevie wondernBest singer today:Ariana grande
Honestly pretty cool for a homemade Kylo Renn costume. But, something 
looks off with the helmet.
Honestly. Same thing over and over. Rather boring.
Honestly, she hyped herself wayyyyy to much which is why she lost.
Honestly the song at the end is something I'd listen to and probably but 
lmao
honestly this is my fave music video i love it so much
Honest to Gosh, people can try and clone his style and sound. Good Luck ! 
One of a Kind.
Honesty same i JUST heard this song..nnnBut Ari is sooo cute with her hair 
like that...i forgot she dyed her hair platinium blond
Honey, they're evil. Believe it. =(
Hong kong has many taller skyscrapers of 100 floors or more  than new york 
shitty
hon solo dies in the movie
@hoochiemama1897  AH FUCK THE WORLD
@hookerformom i know right
@hookerformom It keeps telling me to enter in a dumb word combonation 
every 5 comments. DRIVES ME CRAZY!!!
Hoola Hoop Bangkok
hooo ho ho ho hooooooonla amo
Hooray Diet Coke and Mentos!
Hooray, they read a script properly.
@Hoosha40000 oh my gaga shes the best
HOOW the fuuuckk haven't I hear this before???? :O Instant chills
hoo yeahhh
Hope Amy Adam's ass makes a cameo :)
Hope everyone is properly warned about doing the two together... aside 
from that, that was pretty amazing!
Hopefully her 15 minutes of fame is done and over just like the little 



twerp David Hogg
Hopefully one day she actually will be the victim of a terrible crime and 
everyone will laugh in her face then tell her to stop lying for attention.
Hopefully that kick to the head will now make her a better human.
Hopefully the Foster design for Two World Trade Center is built over the 
ugly BIG design.
Hope he goes back on joe to hummm and haa and say hes not an expert for 2 
hours of hilarity of how stupid him and his writers are lol
Hope my daughter is this bad ass if I have one Ô💯
Hope that I ' ll find a way to show Art of love and peace at the Biennale 
zu fill the world only with love and peacenAnd Fun even dir childern!
hope there was a sale on the coke
Hope they add these in the DLC in the future.
Hope this in the upcoming movie. It’s called Yesterday if you don’t know 
what I’m talking about.
HOP HOP HOP, STO VISE KOMENTARA I LAJKOVA, AJMOOOOUUUU!
Hop hop Schweiz 39#
@horace10 coke was never healthy ... so I guess its better than slowly 
destroying your body ...
Horray for science!rnAnd I love the song :D
Horrible...
Horrible acting.
Horrible acting and goofy accent.
Horrible acting. Sick that they are getting children involved in this.
Horrible acting... This girl is probably on some acting website someone to 
locate that?
Horrible actress
Horrible guide. Got hand stuck in blender. 0/10
Horrible music...nonsence clip..artist can not sing properly...lak of 
taste..nHave the amusement world became idiot.?...geeeeeeez!!!!!!!
Horrible song
Horrid.
Horror
Horror girl
Hört euch doch nochmals die ersten 40 Sekunden selber zu. Dann überlegt 
nochmals, vor wessen Präsident Snowden fliehen musste, Ihr Obamba-Fanboys.
👶 hory shet
Host is to biast
hot
Hot
h o t
Hot!
HOT!!!!!😍😍😍😍
Hot.
Hot and classy!
hot body!
Hot girl with power! Go KIJA QUEEN!!!n WE LOVE YOU!!
Hot n Sexy!🎸
Hot Pants' horse
Hotter than July...1980...
HOT throwback!!!🔥🔥🔥🔥 R.I.P. THE GODFATHER OF SOUL/ LEGEND
Hot tub
Hot Wheels brought me here
"Hou derr yew"
HOU DER YU PRETEND
Ho un po di paura ma va bene
Housemusic
Hovv can y falll ?
HOW
how...
How about a homemade how to to make Anakins Lightsaber? That would be neat
How about an interview about his decisions on the lost levels. Now that'd 



be interesting!
How about a video about the most innovative construction companies? I am 
gearing up for internships next year.
How about Hungarian rhapsody no.2 by Liszt? Its pretty famous toonAnd no 
Moonlight sonata?
how about next time you dont monetize an educational piece you scumbag
How about Nocturne?
How about Pepsi ????
How about she goes to China and Russia withe her message!
How about thanos gauntlet
how about the carl sagan poof
How about the sound?
how about the thirty childeren in afrika!! :)
How about we start listening to adults with a background in science and 
send this kid back to school.
How adam got swatted
how adam makes me wanna unsub
How am I just finding out about this???
How am I just hearing this? Have I been living under a rock? Wait don’t 
answer that lol
How am I just knowing about this song?????????????
How am I just now hearing this😱 😭
how.... am i.... just... now... hearing.... this....????
How am I just now hearing this song????
How am I JUST now seeing this? YouTube, what the sorcery?!!!
how am i just now watching this wtf
How am I just seeing this?!!!?!!?
How am i just seeing this??
How am I just seeing this???????
how am i just seeing this...
How am I just seeing this...
How am i just seeing this. And from 2 years ago? Was it for a movie?
How am I just seeing this have I been living under a rock this whole 
time?!!!!ààà
how am I just seeing this in 2019
How am I just seeing this now?
How am I just seeing this nThis is heaven!!!
how am i literally just seeing
How am injust seeing this???
How am  I only discovering this now in 2019???
How am I only finding this now??
How am I only hearing this now?
How am I only just hearing this song in 2019 😱
"how am i only just now seeing this"nnnnn'cause some of us are blind 
nn*cough cough*
How am I only just seeing this??
How am I ONLY just seeing this masterpiece??????!?!!!!!
How am I only seeing this now 😮
How am I only seeing this now?
HOW AM I ONLY SEEING THIS NOW?!
How am I only seeing this now???❤❤❤
how am I only seeing this now it’s amazing
HOW AM I ONLY SEEING THIS NOW WTH HAVE I BEEN???
How am I seeing a song that was a year ago in my recommendation??!!
How am I supposed to believe anything a woman who had sex with a German 
shepherd says? Yes, you read that correctly, she deep throated a dog!
How am I supposed to watch this without crying
How am just seeing this right now? THIS WAS POSTED ON 2016, ITS 2019 NOW
How are people just seeing this lmao I remember watching it the day it was 
posted
How are people liking this video!?!  This is absolute madness and I'm 
disgusted anyone actually listens to this lunatic seriously.



how are people mad at her, make it make sense
How are people only discovering this song now I remember when it came out 
with that film Sing
how are people only seeing  this now 😂
How are we just all seeing this song? nPopped in my recommendation
How are your cuticles Jack? Are they half moons?
how awesome that is so coool
How beautiful is this place? I hope not overated
how bizzarely entertaining.  LOL ; )
How bored you must be....rnrnBleck....
How bout that bass player?
How can an 18 year old look likes she 40 years old?
How can anybody give this a thumbs down.  WTF
how can anybody not like this *pointing to the 1432 or more*
How can anyone have become this much of an insane liberal at only 16?
How can anyone vote this down ?? The greatest guitar playing in the 
history of music !!!
how can crap like this get that many views?
How can every single comment beneath this video NOT be, "It's a Unix 
system, I know this!"?
How can I get in touch with you for some shows??
how can i send my homemade costume photo
How can it be fake if they did it on mythbusters morons..Sheesh.
How can people dislike a video that is trying to help the earth. I don’t 
understand. This is a very big danger that we HAVE to pay attention to.
How can people hate Ariana...She is young talented and her song was 
inspired
"How can People listen to Techno" - Listens this.
how can people not see this is a dude?!
how can she not sing?
How can she see the paper through her tears?
How can someone dislike this 😑😑
How can someone just simply dislike this...........
How can someone look 4 and 40 at the same time?
How can such small people have so loud voices? The answer is because FUCK 
LOGIC
How can the audience just sit there.
how can there be 101,000 dislikes this wha 2010 video of the year
How can this video have so many dislikes? That is the kind of ignorance 
that Greta is talking about.
How can u apparently have emotion about something you have to check the 
words for every 2 seconds?
how can water fizz...
How can you be that deadly, and possess that smile?
how can you dislike this.
How can you enjoy visiting a place like that.  Is irresponsible by you to 
even lie or suggest to your viewers to visit India
How can you have this song on anything but full volume
How can you make suits?
How can you not put vivaldi in top 10
How can you put Ads on clips from the simpsons
How Chrysler went bankrupt...
How click bait ruined Adam Ruins ....
How come ari didn’t advertise this on her instagram ? It’s like she’s 
ashameof it lol
How come good actors die and Adam Sandler is still alive?
How come I didn't see this before? This is fireee 🔥🔥🔥
How come I don't see anybody talking about Russia stealing the magnetic 
north from Canada?
HOW COME I FORGOT THIS EXISTS?!?
how come I just heard this song?
How come im a year late on seeing this wtf



How come I'm just seeing this song😕😕😕😕 ???
How come I never heard of it before?
How come i only see this song now?😲🙈😍
How come it's from last year and this is when I'm seeing it
How come it took 2 years for me to see this? Grrrrrrrrr.
How come I've just seen this wherr has it been all this f time
How come nobody told me about this
How come only now I am seeing this?????
How come Rebel Wilson is in almost every movie that I see? She's even 
gonna have a small part in this one.
How come sexy and cute could ever exist at the same time , that's 
impossible , tell me Ari !!!
How come she doesn’t go to China or India where they pollute the world 
even worse
How come she's supposed to be swedish but sounds British?
How comes i find out this song just today, YouTube bitch‽
How come the views arent going up. I've watched it 4 MORE times and it 
still says 246,609,606
How come this just popped in my recommendation????
How come this video is in my recommendation 3 years after it was 
published? It's such a good song
How come we don't make everything in mason jars? Can we start a movement?!
How come you didn't put a moustache or a beard in the tin box?  Sad face
How cool.
How cool can you get??
How Cool is Stevie Wonder and Ariana Grande?! :-)
How cool it depicts the bombings and the sounds of airplanes on guitar
How could 1.8K people dislike this??? James Brown is the man!
How could anyone give this a thumbs down. Go Greta make them feel truth
How could people live in third world conditions agh
How could someone dislike this enough to actually hit the dislike button? 
Its effing classic. Like part of world culture or something.
How could the design and production of one car torpedo an entire car 
company?
How could they not show him moaning myrtles picture, just saying
HOW COULD YOU WASTE PRECIOUS SODA...I guess it was cool though.
"HOW DAAARE YOU"
HOW DAMIT TO NOT LIKE THIS????????????
How dare a 16 year old who looks like 12 with a mental capacity of 8 to 
use such a tone?!
hOw DaRee YooU
How dare her parents pull her out of school
How dare i? How dare i? .. NonnnnnHOW DARE YOU .
How dare Sweden oppress the girl's voice for so long. Who else in Sweden 
is suffering from no speech freedoms?
How dare theenhow dare thee blasphem and shun the eerff?nme a fairy
how dare they use coke,.. use pepsi next timern^-^
How dare this manipulated, psychotic twit crap on like that? She needs a 
good spanking. Poor sick kid.
How dare u
How DARE U.... Shut up and go to school
How dare u stay up pass ur bedtime....how dare u ...
"How dare you"
“how dare you!”
“How dare you?”
HOW DARE YOU
HoW DaRe YoU
HOW DARE YOU!!!
hOw DaRE yOu?!
How dare you?! 😂
HOW DARE YOU???
How dare you🤣



how.dare.you.
How DARE YOU be a puppet for an epic scam on the World
how dare you bring your Al Gore loving butt to the USA and stinking up the 
place! GO HOME!!!
How dare you clap....jazz hands racists
HOW DARE YOU! ;-Dnnhttps://notalotofpeopleknowthat.wordpress.com/
2019/08/16/crew-of-five-are-flying-to-new-york-to-bring-gretas-boat-back/
How dare you get me out of class everyday protesting this bullshit, how 
dare you! Let me speak to your manager!
How dare you Greta, your science is flawed.
“How dare you” instant meme
How dare you. Is all I heard. Sorry á
How dare you kids ride around in cars if you dont like it.
How dare you lie to us? Go back to your home and stay there
How dare you lol
How dare you, lol
How dare you! Lol 🙂😄😆😉🙂👉😋
How dare you!!!.....lol.
"how dare you" lol. Cringe why are sjw so ugly inside and out?
How DARE you.  Lol.nShes right about one thing...she needs to go back to 
school.nNeeds more brain washing
How dare you make a living, drive a car, fart, take a bus to school with 
diesel exhaust and fly a jet plane to this Star Trek fest!
How dare you make a meme of me. How dare you?
how dare you make negative comments against a kid lol.  I give her credit 
she has conviction and is young and up there.
How dare you!!!nBlah blah blah**nHow dare you!!!nBlah blah blah**nHow da-
n*audience claps for no damn reason*
#howdareyounBravo Greta thank you for what you do, we will always support 
you !!!!!!
“How dare you”nCrowd:wooo clap clap clap
How dare younEveryone : claps 👏
How dare younHow dare younYes lady I drive a diesel truck and V10 gas have 
no plans on driving electric cars
How dare you!nnnHow absolutely dare you!
How dare you! 😂 nnSo you dare to insult all the world leaders like that 
eh? Where's your manners you little brat? 😂😂
HOW DARE YOU NOT EXPOSE LEAN FREE ENERGY TECHNOLOGY DERIVED FROM REVERSE 
ENGINEERING ALIEN CRAFT? WATCH UNACKNOWLEDGED.
HOW DARE YOU!🤣🤣🤣 nSEND HER BACK, SEND HER BACK, SEND HER BACK to 
Sweden🤣 🤣 nHOW DARE YOU🤣🤣 🤣
"HOW DARE YOU"nViolent clapping
How dare you people to remake my outfit?! I'll show you the dark side.
How dare you 😭  snow flake 😂
How dare you stand where he stood!? Oh no sorry, wrong file
how dare you talk about joe
How dare you tell me I stole something from you you little brat
how dare you 😭😭😭  they burned the Amazon rainforest 😓😓
How dare YOU to think that us adults look to you for HOPE or intelligence, 
stupid kid.
How dare you try to cover up your lack of evidence!
"How dare you" use an underage young girl to your agenda.
How dare you ?  Who farted?
HOW DARE YOU XD!?
hOw daRe yUo
How delusional, and how dare you steal all of those crocodiles remaining 
tears
how did 82k bankrupt him
How did arieana see the rat



How did homer's car bankrupt him?
How did I didn’t know about this song??
How did i end up here???
How did i jist here this
How did I just dig this gold?? 😩✨
how did i just discover it?
how did i just find out it was stevie wonder ni had no idea nthey play 
this at work lol
How did I just find this #arianators
How did I just hear about this song now?
How did I just now realize how amazing that performance really was. It's 
like a war was played on his guitar.
How did I just see this ?
how did i not know about this until literally right now?
How did i not know abt this
??? how did i not know this existed
How did I not know this existed?
How did I not know this was Stevie wonder this whole time! Two of my 
favorite artists!
How did I not see this?
How did i only discover this now.nYoutube your recommendation system is a 
bit messed.
How did I only find this masterpiece now?!!!
How did I only just find this amazing treasure!?!?!?
? HOW DID LADY GAGA CHANGE OF SKIN COLOR BECAUSE IN THE POKER FACE SHE 
HADED A LIGHT BROWN SKIN COLOR?
HOW DIDN'T I KNEW THIS EXISTS!!
How didn't this get trend?
How did she escape the Hive?
How did she get to New York? How did she get from the airport to her 5-
star hotel? So sad this stupid little girl is being used and abused....
How did she get to NY? A fuel guzzlin' aircraft? SHUT UP!
How did she get to that conference, back to her hotel? Does she live in a 
tent and hunt her own food? Are the soles of her shoes made out of rubber?
How did she travel? Was her trip air conditioned? Was her room? Does she 
have a phone or a television? If the answers are yes, she is a hypocrite.
How did Stevie choose that hairstyle tho...*just thinking...
how did stevie wonder upload this _^_^
How did Summer Movement 3 not make it in? It’s so overused.
How did thay got in thair are thay gonna be stuck??
how did the crowd remain so calm?!
how did the shes not going to kick me in the head go
how did they bring that basketball hoop everywhere?
how did they control it xD
how did they find out how do do this
How did they get Ben Kingsley?
How did they get that spire up there and installed?
How did this get a third one? huh? I mean seriously.
How did this VIRAL video become featured? Cool vid, but I'm sure everyone 
on youtube has seen this before.
How did those horses get past the conservation department! =P
How did you do that Ben,Bianca
How did you make this video?
how did you shoot  em off
How disgusting  somebody can look!!!!Awful
how does a person have THAT much time on their hands?...awesome video 
but..seriously..
how does cold brew taste different from normal coffee that's just cooled 
down
How does he find music so perfectly I doubt it's royalty free....
how does he know where the keys are ?
How does he not know English by now
how does it last so long
how does lady gaga like her meat . raw raw  raw raw raw raw



How does Lady Gaga like her steak?nRaw! Raw Raw-ah-ah!
How does more deployment of SWAT makes anyone unsafe other than Criminals? 
If something needs to be done, It needs to be done.
How does one say, "Crock of Shit" in Mandarin?
How does she balance with that Fro?
How does she look 13 and 40 at the same time Lol!
how does she see her as a threat but she claimed that she would beat 
Mayweather
How does she travel round the world for these conferences?
how does some hermaphrodite have more views than Charlie bit my finger???
How does Stevie not even have a million subscribers
How does this guy have so many views? He’s so cringy and tries too hard to 
be cool.
how does this have 311 likes but only 175 views
How does this have 7k dislikes??????
How does this have less than 10 million views...
How does this make us less safe
How does this not have a million views?
HOW does this only have 2m views?!
How does this still only have 4m views cjdndknd
How does this video only have 15 million views
how do hermit crabs poop?
How do I become that beautiful and attractive, my god😭😍
How do I know this song but not the music video?
how do I send you my work?
How do people have this stuff around their house??
how do people like this ???
How do people like this?
How do people there know where they are going to?
How do they make us less safe?.. you're going to tease me with the title 
at least answer the question
How do they plan to do this in light of Robin Williams death? RIP Mr. 
Williams
How do u guys come up with ways of creating such cool stuff ,🤗 just 
awesome 👏
how do u make it go so far?
how do u make it go that high
how do u make it  look hard help!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!please
"How do we make him bigger? We thought a suspicious mushroom would be 
globally understood." #japaneselogic
How do we tell her she's just being exploited by her parents and the media 
for fame, political gain and power?
How do you breathe?
How do you buy all the coke-bottles and mentos????
how do you dislike this?
how do you do connect the cardboard and the trash can strip together?
How do you get the coin
How do you get the money to do all of the things you do?
How do you go into the dark web
How do you guys get the ideas for how to do these? It's amazing
How do you have so many ideas?
How do you know your argument sucks?nnWhen you need to push eco fascism by 
using an autistic child.nnHer parents are horrible.
How do you make DIY stuff.
how do you not have more subs im dying here laughing
how do you post a comment?
How do you raise children to be so sanctimonius and stupid at the same 
time?
how do you save people frm thirst using diet coke? it makes u more 
thirsty. chloechloechloe ur a dumbass
How do you test drive all the different options?
How do you translate Biches Brew into French ?
How do you walk in those heels?



How'd she get to ny? Solar boat I presume.
How eating less make you want to shit more.
How embarrassing. This is the most cringe thing I have seen in a long 
time.
how explain? i think everyone else would like to know how it is 
fake ,right everybody?
How great it must be to play in an orchestra
How has no one in the US heard of Melbourne before? I mean really.
how has no one seen this
How has no one talked about this?
How has this not got more views and the first time I've seen it and it's 
been out 2 years? A legend with an amazing talent
how have i just now seen this
How have I never come across this song. nWtffff ÖÖÖ
How!?!? Have I never heard of this song till now!
How have I never heard this till now?
How have I never listened to this song before:)
How have I never seen this?
How have i never seen this...?
How have I never seen this and it came out over a YEAR ago?? Shane is 
shook conspiracy
How have I never seen this before?
how have i never seen this before?!!!
How have I never seen this video?  How did I not know about this..
How have I not seen this before?? I’m in love 😍
How have I not seen this I was just in my recommend now
How have I only just discovered this awesome creation?
How have I only just seen this
How have I only JUST seen this!?
How have o just seen this?
How have u guys just seen this I’ve literally known this song since it 
came out- partly because I watched the movie like ten times
How he fick haven't I heard this song???
how he had white fillings? or is this picture photoshoped?
How high a building is should not be determined by the spiral on top but 
the roof line
How I didn’t know about this before?
How I meet Sundar pichai sir
How I missed this song😐
How in hecc could someone dislike Sgt. Pepper when he taught the band to 
play?
How in the hell do they even find the room to build new skyscrapers
How in the heLL is Madonna and Elvis in this playlist...really?
How in the world could anyone thumb this down??? It's awesome.
How in the world does diet coke cause Global warming?
How in the world was Holm a 14/1 underdog?
how is DIET coke going to feed anyone?
How is her mums failed book coming along now�P
how is it in anyway a pollutant?
How is it their lab coats are still white after all that coke spill?
How is possible I never heard this song before?
How is she getting home to Sweden walking on water  or swiming total media 
planed rubbish and the people who write her scrip's
How is Stevie gonna know when dawn breaks tho
how is that an appropriate response to what she said?
How is that boys fault? You asked him to do it
how is that Cocacola still dont get a sue for selling this dangerous 
shit.. a brazilian girl died!
how is that possible?
How is that running on water? That's running on a board floating on the 
surface of water.
how is the music called???



How is the number 5 ranked higher than fur elise?
How is the science Crystal clear when it's constantly fluctuating within 
it's own researchers?
how is this 2 weeks old coffee making tutorial getting so much views?
How is this even on trending...🤦
How is this from 2016 but its the first am seeing it
How is this just coming to the public?
how is this just in my recommended
how is this most popular song on youtube? fucking gay
How is this not popular??? 😯
how is this number 1 ? LOL
How is this on my recommendation only now?
how is this out only now? 0.o
How is this song not played on the radio???
How is this song now showing up on my recommendation list 😲 nLike what the 
fuck😠
how is this the first time I'm hearing this?
how is this the most watched video on youtube? hacks.
How is your lungs dude?
How i talk to my d#@!k when i need it to rise for round number 6... can't 
waste this cute honey nooooo!!! lol
How it’s made. 2019 Supra edition
How I wish I could be in this generation!
How i wish to last this long😂😂😂
How liberals want America to be....sMH!!!!
How Liebestraum No.3 no.99? And a fucking typewriter in no.65?
How long before the right-wing science deniers start attacking this girl?
How long did it take for her to memorize that script? And who paid her to 
read it?
how long did it take to make all that?
How long did it take u two to do this??
how long do u think it toke to set this up?
How long had he been staying in the US at this point? His English is quite 
perfect!
how long is jimmy's finger gonna be broken, been like 2 months
How lost and evil are the adults who put this little girl through all of 
the conditioning required to say and act how she just did?
how make a spartan's helm?!!!!!
How many bottles and money did they use?
how many bottles did they use???
how many bottles did they use :D
How many bottles did you use?!
how many bottles do the have?
how many bottles of coke did they wasted? :D
how many bottles of diet coke did u use ???
how many coke did u use?
How many cokes have you wasted?Lol.nBut it was a nice one :D
how many cokes where in that?
How many could REALLY do it better?nn...crickets...nnRound of applause for 
Mr. Bootsy Collins on bass!
how many decades have I been listening to Stevie?  almost five!   what a 
great man!
How many feelings do you have in this song?
How many flights has she been on, meeting world leaders?
How many fucking instruments does this guy have.Holy fuck
How many guitarist's strive for this pure sound using as many petals/help 
they can get. Jimi did it with a wah, a fuzz and a strat... Best ever.
How many guitar players wish they could get this right?
How many hours does she practice this fake speech?
How many mason jars do you own?
How many mentos/diet coke bottles did they use all together?
how many mentos do they use on one bottle of coke?  bcoz other bottles 



lasts long than the other ones.
how many mentos in each bottle?
How many mentos were harmed in the making of this film??
how many mentos would it take to set a gallon of coke off?
How many mentos you think they uses?
how many money you wasted on mentos and coke?
How many musicians has James brown influenced?  Think about it
How many of these people actually listened to classic Stevie Wonder before 
this?
How many people believe she wrote this speech?
how many people could you have fed with the amount you spent on the coke 
and mentos?
How many people here think "Climate Change", "Lib talking point", "Libs 
are stupid" thus the conclusion is "Climate change is fake"?
How many people will die if we all stopped using electricity and fuel?
How many radio stations was this the sign-off music for? Sure was at two 
of mine!
how many runs? :D
How many subs can I get for this comment
How many tables you have?
how many takes ??
How many times did this guy say redefine lol
How many tries also hi Deirdre
How many views did this video have before it was on the recommended page?
How may frisbees did you lose?
How moronic kids without proper parents are letting their kids call in 
false reports.
how much coke did they waste*** The Force is strong with this one
how much coke did u use???
how much coke??!!!!!!!!!!!!lol
how much coke was wasted there...
how much cola did ya use theres like loads and what happens if there only 
like a cup of diet coke and 1 or to mentos?
how much cost all ?
How much could you get on E-Bay for the shirt or guitar?    ;))
How much did all of that coke cost? T.T
How much did all this cost??
how much did it cost lol
How much did it cost to get all the materials and put them together?
how much did that all cost?
how much did that cost
how much did this cost all in all?
how much did this cost in total
how much did this cost??? wtf?
how much did you hav to spend on coke and mentos???like seriously haha?
how much diet coke do they have?...
how much does that cost!?!?!
How much does the lord rothschild pays to this girl to say all this 
garbage
how much for the suit 400 hundred dollars for it
How much "hipster" can you cram into 1 video?
how much is it ... it is expensive i guess..
How much is the coin?
How much jet fuel did you contribute to the air for your little emo 
speech?
How much likes they go for this song ?nn.........❣❣ n2019 ??
how much lires of coke they need for this show?rnloooooooooooooool
how much mentos and coke did u use. and how long did it take. nawesome
how much mentos doe youguys have?
how much money did they spend?
how much money did you guys spend and all that coke and mentos?? pretty 
awsome experiment there.. SWEET!
how much money did you guys use?
how much money does that cost?  1000's i bet.



how much money does they need to buy all the coka and mentos ??
how much money have you lost on it ?
How much money it takes to flip this? They def paid her🤦🤣
how much money they use on this lol but still awesome sht! they deserve 
like millions of money for this
How much more hipster could you get.
How much more theatral can she get lmao
how much of that shit did they waste
How much time do you need to record this ?
how much to you think they spent on diet coke?
How much was she paid?
How much water did he use?
how much would this cost to make
How much would you charge to make me one
how mutch did that cost!
how muth material? im from poland:)
how ndare nyou
How nice of Stevie to allow this to be the replacement of the British 
national anthem in 2001.
How... :O
how old are you guys? [to raise comments]
How old is she 13 and she has all the answers😂  it’s a fucking joke
how old is shigeru miyamoto?!
How old is this...
How on earth did this guy create this piece? Wasn’t this made in like 
1956?
How only came for ari
How pitiful! A mass instinction? This goldilocks is a pawn for the false 
religion of global warming.
How prophetic...
How Rockstar Made GTA Cars
How r u just seeing this it's so good
How sad.  They march out a deranged child.
how sexy is that attire lol....
HOW SHE DO THIS?? WTF?? WOW.
How's here in 2019?
How she speaks just tilts me
How silly of her,predicting her own loss,too cocky. Just goes to show  
that confidence will always win over arrogance.
How's like Lady Gaga vote here!
How someone do dislike in this vídeo? Its perfect video congratulations
how's this little brat still allowed to speak? They just like her cus she 
can play the drama queen role and help push bullshit agendas
how sticky did you get when you made this gettin covered it coke hehehe
How stupid do you look now she kicked you in the head  didn't she! next 
time don't underestimate an opponent
How tf did I end up here
How tf did this just appear in my recommendations. I feel like I have been 
living under a rock
how that much coke? win a contest or somthing
How The? ....
How the did i missed it for 3 years? :|
how the f@ck did she graduate?! how is she not in prison?
How the FRICK FRACK did I just see this?
how the fruit have i only just found this ?????? this is amazing
HOW THE FUCK...
How the fuck can Stevie Wonder sink this low?
How the fuck could you take a test that you already know every question on 
and still fail????
How the fuck did i get here?
How the fuck did i not now bout this until now?? This shows up in my 
recommendations NOW????????????????nYOUTUBE YOU LATE WTF!!!!!!!
how the fuck did they stay dry?



How the fuck did this douchebag get top comment?
how the fuck do they do that?
how the heck did you notice the middle finger. xD
How the heck has Stevie Wonder only got 387k subscribers he should have 
over 15 millionnnnnnnnwOW ThX fOr aLL thE lIkEs
How the heck is it dangerous?
How the hell are they able to just sit there
HOW THE HELL DID I JUST KNEW THIS SONG NOW?! I fEEL sO bAD
How the hell did I not hear about this?
How the hell did I not know that this existed??!?
How the hell did this end up in my recommended videos?!
How the hell did this video get 1.1k dislikes? What is WRONG with those 
people??
how the hell does this video have so many views. lady gaga has very little 
talent
how the hell do you macke those...amm...water blots so big!?
How the hell I haven't seen this?
HOW THE HELL I'M ONLY SEEING THIS NOW?
how the hell you that type of hendrix diving bomb
...How the McLaren Senna was developed.
how the name of the fountain at 0.26??
How the shit did 70 unamerican fucks dislike this?
how this channel isn't insanely popular is beyond me
How this girl look young and old at the same time😶
😢😢😢😢 😢 😢😢 😢😢 how to
How to basic.
how to basic's older, more mature brother
How to design a fiat multipla
how to do darth vader costume
how to know rent off house there the view house like 80 or 100 a week?
how to make a Boba Fett.
how to make an anakin costume
How to make a revan
How to make a saiyan suit you know for us dbz fans
how to make captain american suit and thank you
How to my kids how aplod
How 𝐓𝐨 𝐐𝐮𝐢𝐜𝐤ly 𝐄nd 𝐄𝐫𝐞𝐜𝐭𝐢le 𝐃𝐲𝐬𝐟𝐮𝐧𝐜𝐭𝐢onn 𝐀𝐧𝐝 𝐆𝐞𝐭 𝐀𝐧𝐝 𝐊𝐞𝐞𝐩 Rock-𝐇𝐚𝐫𝐝 𝐄𝐫𝐞𝐜𝐭𝐢ons 𝟏𝟎𝟎% 
𝐍𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐚lly >> https://t.co/5xqcoNYotZ?rock11 7586
how to save this film in mine computer??
How to waste coke
How to waste coke... with style =]
How to waste coke xDrnvery nice
How true musicians hear hip hop
How was he wruined?
how water can fizz!? i thins this isn't a fake.nNice video
How were her dreams and childhood stolen?nnHonest question, not trying to 
be a smartass
How will I become a gangstar with these techniques?
How will she get back Home? Swim back? Sail back again with mommy and 
daddy? This time of year 30 foot seas in the North Atlantic
How will they finish the movie without Robin Williams (rip)
how would one concept car ruin the company ^^
How would you describe  the  smell.." of the air."  ?
how would YOU know?
How would you suggest including a member of a Star Wars species that is 
especially large or small into film?
how ya feelin, Ronda?
how you cut plastic with scissors
how you do it
how you feel wen back home? hahahah
How young James's voice is !
Hoy en dia no se puede cojer más .. afuera



HOY ES GOOO MONSTERS LOS 5OO.OOO.OOO
hoy reproducimos en total 119921 eso es una actualizacion en tres horas 
imaginense de todo el dia cuanto se reproducio??
Hoy sale Marry the Night?
HQ on point
HR 14 �
Hrvatska #4  ❤🤗
Hrvatska #6 😊 ❤
http://airpolandcentral.com/
http://fluidnizivot.blogspot.rs/2017/05/majls.html
http://imgur.com/fUloVaL
http://quainator.com/2UXZ
https://basicrootstolearningunix.blogspot.com
https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images?
q=tbn%3AANd9GcR0LlpfkWUULa8H20SrWya8WW15DjB-d96wX9NdAz7luqYOwwzXnThis cars 
exists in real life kkkkkkkk
https://i.imgur.com/7l19aq8.png?1nnGoogle your a refugee Harry or hit that 
link
https://kcjohnson.files.wordpress.com/2013/08/nungesser-complaint.pdf
https://mobile.twitter.com/timetowakeupsw1/status/1175106866785001473
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=34Na4j8AVgA   nIma slicnosti. 0:58.
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=GHbB23-neQ4 (50ft+) bike jump
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Ocbjm7GgGbw&t=36s
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=YaxGNQE5ZLA&fbclid=IwAR2j7-
MjDjtvk6MMezt_o1IaC8E4adicqtPHua2V_g808n1nWP7pynxDy3s&feature=share
https://rundfunk-frei.de/
https://share.influencercash.co/register.php?referral=Topaz34ph
https://soundcloud.com/tobiaskelly/mochi-the-sidefood
https://thethemesoflaura.blogspot.com/2018/07/the-great-classic-pieces-
for-young-girl.html?spref=fb&m=1
https://vimeo.com/331053637
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2019/08/29/st-greta-of-thunberg-her-
gospel-is-propaganda-her-cause-is-evil/
https://www.conduitforaction.org/the-cloward-piven-strategy-orchestrating-
a-crisis-so-government-can-solve-it/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7493345/Florida-teen-wanted-fair-
share-tomatoes-dinner-table-charged-assault.html
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x4v6qpz how dare you if you don't watch 
this
https://www.europereloaded.com/climate-disruption-its-not-due-to-co2/?
fbclid=IwAR0xJjPP3_dWxiN-fU6_1xl7Ly0HElkh9qslGN2TALXz-phhHcliJTj_yDU
https://www.facebook.com/groups/365387134057448/permalink/469456746983819/
https://www.facebook.com/LillyOfTheValley13
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Sacrificium-Intellectus/435679649828709
https://www.facebook.com/vomitstudios/
https://www.gofundme.com/f/my-1st-dental-mission-trip-to-honduras?
rcid=r01-156929150587-e2f81349b53c4c4c&pc=ot_co_campmgmt_w
https://www.infowars.com/watch/?video=5d89600204b11b00137a9aa8
https://www.instagram.com/loonicorn_vinyl/
https://www.instagram.com/weendy_garyen/
https://www.investors.com/politics/editorials/global-warming-fake-science-
agenda/
https://www.mediamatters.org/fox-friends/fox-friends-guest-whole-climate-
crisis-not-only-fake-news-its-fake-science
https://www.moteefe.com/elektrisch-fahren-wir-auf-der-kirmes-new?
color=black&product=men-s-t-shirt
https://www.nesafashion.com/collections/mens
https://www.perthnow.com.au/news/climate-change/the-picture-of-rubbish-
left-behind-by-climate-change-protest-exposed-as-fake-news-ng-b881330435z
https://www.pieterzandvliet.com/product/miles-davis/
https://www.pollution.org/n...no my problem pendejo
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/sep/03/brian-cox-scientists-
climate-change



https://www.theguardian.com/environment/planet-oz/2017/mar/24/breitbarts-
james-delingpole-says-reef-bleaching-is-fake-news-hits-peak-denial
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZaT_X_mc0BI-djXOlfhqWQ?
sub_confirmation=1
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLixanULaI5knQJZ8vXTjgO_NkiVzEE6GH
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0BpMbNmHHrc&t=8s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0VxEonTkZYk   San Francisco
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=16E_I1zqFC8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1NetHcc8Xes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6wLlWWp8Vcg  Harald Lesch - The 
Capitalocene
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7zu3SgXx3q4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A4Ok4wi3Rhw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B1xmw1M-ixw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HcDgEtET1Dw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoO7KwIm1Vc&t=75snnKennt jemand das Lied 
das Einzug gespielt wird?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ksMYjzWSlI4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l-dV9zoDcPQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PY08ksnXC7s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q1A7Rf0Uo4I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sIAnjLhjCqk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKAwPA14Ni4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Um2Lx6vCALw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v0n4HDnC8r4&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wsaPBX2xnQY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XEVC27nkPDY      Nichts mehr hinzuzufügen!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xo-NumpZw-w još 1 500 do 2M !!! Gledajte i 
ovo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xo-NumpZw-w Kija i Sloba
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y4JTD6Ce2W0
https://youtu.be/1fCMkYbB1usnGoogle secrets 💥💥💥💥💥 💥💥💥
https://youtu.be/1hmfzFh56Vo?t=38  Wellcome to reality Rowdy Ronda, 
haha .-)
https://youtu.be/2wUqvaoxrbE
https://youtu.be/3oMNQ7bAd5o check out
https://youtu.be/48iE6MICTQU
https://youtu.be/_5PLf-2FYIM
https://youtu.be/7W33HRc1A6c
https://youtu.be/8O8Ra13xewA
https://youtu.be/A4Ok4wi3Rhw
https://youtu.be/addme/pxDNxFSeDFee08L5ni2Vp7zRlHbugQ
https://youtu.be/addme/ZkRvf2pzBhxmc_BU96Qq4O4g3j0o8g
https://youtu.be/djmguXBefbM My first vlogg😁
https://youtu.be/ffxKSjUwKdU
https://youtu.be/F_O1Au8vZLA
https://youtu.be/H2mqINNQcAw   sexy girl here
https://youtu.be/j4_ZaGSKTaA more
https://youtu.be/NGpBLPpaXrw
https://youtu.be/PwauSiiVBX4 prijavite ovog pod spam, namerno postavljeno 
da krade preglede Kiji..!!!
https://youtu.be/qKV__vFM66c
https://youtu.be/QPZQQNCWwfE i bet every one will loke this gem
https://youtu.be/Qvi4uI7ruv0
https://youtu.be/RZASRHoaS8g
https://youtu.be/sZIhkUiLIuE
https://youtu.be/UBiHgPTpiBU
https://youtu.be/uQqiiHvbC1M Karleusa parodija na laJK😂
https://youtu.be/uY_S56jpnrM
https://youtu.be/xo-NumpZw-w slusajte svi kijin i slobin nastup uskoro 2 M
http://topclassic.cba.pl   THE BEST CLASSIC
http://www.empik.com/miuosh-jimek-nospr-2015-miuosh-jimek-narodowa-
orkiestra-symfoniczna-polskiego-radia,p1109425101,muzyka-p



h tt p :// w w w .face book. com/ pages/ Lady - Gaga - Artpop/ 
156314011189942
h t t p : / / w w w . l o s t . eu/49e32
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2015/02/03/columbia-student-i-didn-
t-rape-her.html
ht*tp://ww*w*.*YourFreeVideoiPods*.*co*m/in*dex*.*ph*p?r*ef= 
4048164rn(remove all the *)rnCNN, MSNBC, FOX and G4 all confirm it works
http://youthvisit.com/?userid=36733
http://youtu.be/dsFJqbyM6Ho Watch my 4K video !
http://youtu.be/Hr1fFMp0MqU?t=43s
Hubiera preferido que "Ode to Joy" fuera 1°.. Sin embargo Good & Nice 
Video-Musical
Huehuehue Im the puupet master~~~~
Huge
Huge.
huge eyes!!!!
huge star wars fan great job #kylowouldbeproud
Huge THANK YOU to everyone that watches our videos!!
@hughtube83
@huhihahohi I am yust good girl who is trying to teach you what a really 
good music is !
@huhihahohi  indeed i do its called advertising i need view so this is how 
i get them please take alook guys THANX :)
@huhihahohi ok  =( will just have to wait and see when it gets closer to 
the the grammys then
@huhihahohi Yeah I know
Huh I'm drinking coke zero right now!
Huh, is that Danny DeVito?
huh. I thought he was going to take that badge off of him. : /
Huh, my jazz band always plays this with a lot more conviction and volume. 
Its odd hearing such a relaxed version of it. Both are great however
huh my right earplug isn't working oh wait never mind
Huh. So that's all cold brew coffee is?
Huhuhu c'est génial ça.
Huh? What?  You said buy it from Walmart? Ok.
Human beings will adapt, always have always will.
Human caused Climate change is BS, if you do the research yourself you'll 
see the LIES!!!!!!!
Humanity has no hope we are all fucked.
Humans are awesome...
Humble beginnings must always have great endings! Get up!
Humility is key. That's the lesson that was learned from this fight. 
Humility is the mark of a true champion.
Hum... I was expecting an explosion or something..
HUMMM
hum that guy rock !!
Hundertausende? Millionen!
hunderttausende in aller welt.......hahahaha.......tolle mehrheit......bei 
6 milliarden menschen........
Hunderttausende ist doch schon stark untertrieben....
Hunderttausende ist für weltweit jetzt nicht wirklich viel oder 😅
Hunderttausende ist ja mal völlig untertrieben, allein in Deutschland 
waren es schon über eine Million.
"Hunderttausende" more like Millionen lol
Hunderttausende weltweit? Schon in Deutschland warens 1,4 Millionen
Hungarian rhapsody no.2 my favourite.
Hungary 2018 top
HUNGRY AFRICAN AMERICANS-nF*ck it.
hunny the world is acting, go back to school, or if you want to make a 
REAL impact go to China.
hurd is obsolete, no?
"Hurrr durrr Stob doing glimates, ok guiz!"n-Potato Thunburg
Hurry the night is are friend all the 10,11,12,13, year olds listening to 
JB are sleeping keep on refreshing :D



Hurz!
HUT AB ES GİEBT DOCH NOCH SEHR GUTE MENSCHEN
Huuruuu maravilha de música
HUVOSSS !!!!ARMA DE FUEGOOO!!!SSSSS!!!!!UN CABRON!!!!!!
hvala Bogu konacno da budemo 1. u trendu, svaka cast svima, hvala na 
truduu!
Hvala Kibo na jos jednom.hitu, a sad na Potpis!!!
HVALA MAMA NADICI STO NAM JE RODILA OVU DIVNU ZENU! DA JE NEMA TREBALO BI 
JE IZMISLITI!
Hvala svima iz regiona.
Hvala svima što smo uz Kiju kraljicu.
hvala ti kija za ovu divnu pesmu
Hy My Dad stevie wonder My name was Ramon morris Remembers me Am Diego 
Alves
Hypnotize Biggiego też mi brakuje, będzie to można gdzieś dostać na 
płycie?
hypocrite!
Hypocrite. Easy to blame others as a kid....
@HypocriteSkeleton3 = someone who wishes to get fuck by lady gaga but not 
good enough.
i 💘
I ❤🍎
I 100% support what she stands for, but the way she presents her speech 
has something cringey about it..
i <3 house music
I <3 Rebel Wilson!
I <3 this holiday song.When I'm happy,sad ,bored,or I do my homework i 
must listen this song :)
I <3 U Gaga!!
I absolutely adore this channel!  Keep up the great work!
I absolutely LOVE Ariana Grande's blonde hair!
I absolutely love it
i absolutely love it. Kinda reminds me those times when we had experiments 
wit diet cokes in chem lab..
I absolutely love it, what a great idea!rnIt's nice that chemistry and art 
go along so well :p
I absolutely love James Brown the hardest working man in show business
I absolutely love this!
I absolutely love this photo of Stevie Wonder, It makes him seem larger 
than life!
I ABSOLUTELY LOVE THIS VIDEO AND SONG ..WAY AHEAD OF HIS TIME.n🤙
i acc love this song
I actually believe most of that was realrnit must've taken a lot of 
planning, thoughrnand how did you make such small nossels?
i actually do want to try making cold brew
I actually like Stevie Wonder more than ari... Sorry arianators
I actually made a video about that. Check it out if you're bored
I actually  made it
I actually made this. It looked awesome!
i actually make cold brew and now i feel horrible about myself
I actually notice the tempo speed up.
I actually really disliked this episode.
I actually remade 1-1 in Mario Maker
I actually stopped banging my husband, to add this  mix to my fav list XD
I actually want someone to replicate this in real life, accurately 
depicting everything Homer described.
I actually would like this car to be made.
I adore Madonna but this is the best song of the decate..Sorry Madge..
I adore this song 😍😍😍 this is my lifeeeeeee❤❤❤❤
I adore yo mother monster ;)  Ü teached me how to stay cool on the streets 
just being me and no-hiding my personality :)  Ü inspires me mommy! ;)
I agree



I agree.
I agree anyone who would not love this is an absolute tasteless buffoon
i agree! a pure waste but think of all the time and money put into this 
for your entertainment.
I agree but don’t plants need co2 in order to preform photosynthesis
i agree....but the worlds gotta die sometime. let it die....let humanity 
die the universe will be infintely better off.
i agreed with the big cup holder (those who ever buy a double big gulp 
from 7-11 would understand) but i don't think everything else is necessary
I agree!!! (: haha
i agree, it is a waste but its worth it.
I agree Jimi, it's beautiful.
i agree, she really rocks!!
I agree that we have to stop polluting and clean up our act fast...but 
this felt like a performance, it didn't feel real...
I agree! wheneever I see he is the presenter of any documentary, I turn it 
of. His voice irritates me immensely.
I agree with her.
I agree with her and she's only 12 years old but something about this 
really pissed me off.
I agree with him about the tail fins being cool.
I agree with them to sort it out once and for all I am fighting this as 
well how dear they Trump.
i ain't gonna get skinney
iako se brisu lajkovi komentari i pregledi.
I alex all nVery good. Fain
i al gana make a blackpanther suit
I almost don't know any of these songs.nWHERE IS CHOPIN
I almost have no other means of learning about art right now so Sarah, 
please keep those videos coming and thank you for the good work you do.
i already have a 65$ ultimat fx lightsabers
I already have a Kylo Ren lightsaber so all I need to make is the clothing 
and the helmet, thanks for the tutorial though!
i already have one
I already knew the song but never knew that it has an MV😂
I already know I'm going to love this.
I also like handgrinders. 😂
I also meant I not uu
I also saw that on mythbusters
I always cry when I hear this song. It reminds of the lively bubbly people 
who are no longer with us. I love Stevie! I love Bob!!!!!
I always felt so bad for Homer’s brother
i always happy when i get coin
I always have like for cool attitudes
i always knew adults were big fukin kids
I always knew Kylo's helmet was trash XD
i always knew somone invented DIET coke for a reason
I always knew that bens helmet was trash
I always listen to this song, and I always tell people "This song sounds 
like it belongs in a 3D animated film.". And now I know why.
I always remember this sounding a lot better.
I always saw the parts of Ariana in edits but I always thought it’s from a 
commercial
I always think of my mom when I ear this. I can't see her singing and 
dancing to this. her voice is amazing!
I always think of School Daze when I hear this song.
I always those ariana parts in other vids...nnNow we all FINALLY know they 
are from here !
..i always thought it said ''shes a gold digger,shes everybodys type''oof
I always thought this an Helter skelter was Lennon but it was Mcartney
I always used to feel bad for Herb back in the day, but looking back on 
it, he really dug his own grave and brought this on himself.
I always use thuis playlist its a good one



I always wanted a James Brown alarm clock
I always wanted to see a show using Mentos and Coke. Awsome, thanks!
I always will and have thought that the harlem shake song is just a 
clusterfuck of sounds mashed together.
i always will love it  best thing ever made by gaga
I always wondered, how in the hell could a 82000 cost ruin a billionarie 
car company that was going to pay Homer 200000 a year.
I always wondered what they did with the car
I always wondered who the idiot was that shot this and just filmed Jimi's 
head and not his guitar!  Freakin' idiot!
I am zz
I am 14 years old and my biggest dream is to be like Jimi Hendrix one day! 
I wish I could have been there.
I am 9 years old and very into death metal from norway and Im loving the 
gaga.
I am a 90’s baby and I can appreciate this... will never get old  µ💎
I am a big fan of you area a❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤👍👍👍👍👍👍💙💙💙💙💙💙💚💚💚 💚💚
💚💚💛💛 💛 💛💛 💜💜💜💜💜 💜 💜💜💖💖💖💖💖💖💖💖💖💖💗💗💗💗💗💗💗💗💗
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I am a big fan of your work! So when can I buy the Album with every track 
in full lengh?
I AM ABOUT TO SHRIEK
I am absolutely inlove with the bass in this
I am addicted to this song
I am afraid.
I am A little belieber
I am a little disappointed he has such a clean British accents with a name 
like Marcel Duchamp 😂
"I am a little Monster of Lady Gaga"rn<3 <3 <3
I am alive in a time of some very Wealthy People, indeed... Yesssss
I am always curious how many takes it takes someone like Brodie to make 
these shots
I am always jelly and amazed when i watch your videos
I am a man, but I have this moistiore/saline solution condensing from my 
optical areea
I am a massive Ariana Grande fan. lmao y’all all seeing this just now is 
offensive. I saw this when it came out 😂
I am an atheist, but I can understand how one can feel that God was 
speaking through Hendrix that day
I am and james brown his the man Charley 🎶
I am an Indian and never been to Delhi. Thanks for showing me the place.
i am a pilipnio
I am a power ranger
I am a retired navy veteran. nIn 1986 I went to visit the fallen twin 
towers. nAl I can say now. They were the best building in the city back 
then
I am argentina y i love you miusic❤
i am a satellite i am out of controlni am a sex machine ready to reload
I am ashamed that even the UN environmental radicals are using children to 
get their power. HOW DARE THEY.
I am a star wars fan!!!🎈🙌
I am coming to the U.S. for my P.H.D. and To listen to norah zones and 
learn jazz
I am dancing to this song in DAA. (Dance of Asian America)
I am disappointed you did not type out 'you suck at cooking' on the type 
writer
I am disgusted that they are now using kids to do their dirty work.  
Unbelievable!
I am dismayed by the amount of sheer stupid out there that would dislike 



this masterpiece.
I am doing it right now, aged 56 - I am like a sex machine
i am doing that on the forth of july
I am Don Quijote
I am embarrassed for her.
I am expecting many 9/11 type events.
i am feeling horny now after watching this
I am filling this comment section.
I am from  brazilian, and love this song!!!!
I am from indonesia. even though India is dirty but not an occupying 
country and a hostile country like other countries. Your correct brow
i am from philippines
I am from Poland Ariana and Steve Perfect 👌
I am from the philpense
I am gay and I would like to suck a big black dick ! I am finding  my 
black sex machine -
i am going to buy some diet coke and some mentos.Hope this shit works xD
I am going to write a noval about making coffee and post it too the deep 
webs now. Gonna call it the "Deep Roast of Lust."
I am gonna have to visit India very soon.
i am gonna meka my own kylo ren costume (possybly)
I am grey haired and I think you are awesome.  Your parents done good.
I am happy because is in my recommended 😍
I am HEALED!!!
I am here because of twitter.com^^
I am here to read comments about her boobs
I am impressed!!
I am in constant awe of New York City. 111 W 57th is insanely gorgeous for 
a modern building.
I am in favour of climate change because I will soon have the sea right on 
my doorstep and can go swimming every day.
I am in heaven now. Thank you.
I am just discovering this! June 2019
I am just gonna say this looks so much better than the second one and I 
really want to see this!
i am just seeing this omg
I am literally eating popcorn and watching this.  Awesome!
I am literally only going to watch this for the gay subtext between 
Jedidiah and Octavian.
I am litterly wearing the same bow tie right now😨
I am lonely
I am looking for a good introductory album by Miles Davis. any 
suggestions?
I am Mexican and with all due respect to the African-American brothers I 
like their music
I am Muslim, may I hear this song?
I am new here. you are funny, I like you.
Iam Nguyen Hong Ngoc from Hanoi, capital of Vietnam, and I will do 
everything for u Gaga
I am not always into the pop genera that Adriana involves herself in, but 
she is an amazingly talented artist...
i am not a musician. but i am a visual person who paints. this music 
works.
"I am not anti-American, I am anti-imperialist, God bless the USA" - Fidel 
Castro.
I am not really a big fan of Jazz, but this tune has the most killer 
groove of any song on the planet!
I am not shure, it’s a Denim Commerical.
I am now very very 2x excited now for the night of the museum 3 !
i am obsessed with this song
I am older than your grandfather and I am with you Greta.
I am one of the people who watched this when it came out because I like to 
watch all the trailers of the movies I am interested in watching.



I am only NOT DISCOVERED THIS SING NOW? I was know it before...
I am practicing this song at karaoke now.That's stupid!
I AM PROUD TO BE ARIANATOR. IN A WHILE TIME ARI WILL BE LEGEND AND I'LL BE 
ABLE TO SAY, THAT I AM ONE OF HER FIRST FANS <3
I am repulsed by the super slim towers. Designs with setbacks, or steps 
make me smile.
i am scared :S
I am shaking. The leaders must listen this girl!
I am shocked by the negative comments on this brave girl. To all those 
people, how dare you.
I am shocked why am I watching this now
I am single af :')
Iam single anyone here
I am single as fuck?! why is this in my recommended? lol
I am single but I am so romantic.. that's why I am here
I am so ashamed to be a developer when I see these people...
I am so existed!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Can't wait!!!!!!!!!!!
I am so glad she is no longer the champion!
I am so green with envy I love me some guns.
i am so hyped for all these buildings, especially Nordstrom, 111w57, and 
WTC 2
I am so late for this omg
I am sooo going to try this!!!
I am sooooo humbled by this man!  Thank you, for what you do makes for the 
triumph of goodness over evil landmines.
I am so proud of her. I'm in tears right now ♥
I am so proud to be her little monster 😍😍😍
I am sorry.I can't speak English. But New York the best city in world! I 
love USA.
I am sorry,  I not like ,...very bad ...
I am so sad that Stevie can't see Ariana, but that's okay because he can 
hear Ariana's beautiful voice❤
I am so showing this to my spouse, who has a very 'i could do that' 
attitude. Thanks!
I am so sick of bad actors. Shut the hell up.
I am so sick of this chic and the USA Hollywood distraction crap, 
Americans are getting dumber and dumber.....
I am so very proud of my Ariana Babe 💚  ilysm Ariana 😘
I am STARSTRUCK!!!!
I am still listening.....
I am sure Doug DeMuro would love all the quirks and features.
I am ten years old and I am listening to good music
I am terrified to take any actual advice from this channel
I am thankful for these gifts I do receive, and what grand gift he was.
I am the best. Lmao.
I am The Grass Man and I would buy this car
I am the person who know about this song before 2019? P
i am the Viewer number 389958304
i am today years old when I discovered Gaga is only 5' 1"
I am waiting for playboi carti to be orchestrated
I am watching harry potter while watching this
I an doing a musical and we're doing SING and I'm ash the porcipine
I applaud her words and courage but she’s far too emotional to make any 
point that will be widely accepted or understood.
I applaud you on your creativity.  Very nice, I enjoyed it!
I appreciate your sense of humor. Like all the way 100 high fives.
I♡ARIANA GRANDE
I asked at the store near me and all they said is that unless you want 
your credit card bill to make you broke don't buy all that shit.
I assume that at least 20% of all rape allegations are false allegations.
i attempted this in my mouth
I be afraid of getting kidnapped



I beat level 1-1 without looking
I been to Sydney.
I been visitting Sydney Australia many times ---and realy is one of the 
beautiful town I ever visited
I been waitin for this 🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥
I believe 2:37 those 2 women are chinese, Chinese are everywhere
I believe in her. <3   I hope they took what she said to heart.
I believe I saw these guys on Jay Leno? xD Maybe it was another show...
I believe kylo ren is luke skywalker
I believe Linda, perhaps she had doubts about doing porn but I still 
believe her.
I believe that is a young Bootsie Collins jammin that bass!!
I believe that is Tom Cruise as the cave man in the trailer.
i believe they hd to take a shower after that.
I believe this is how the Pontiac Aztek was designed.
I believe this song was what got him killed.
I believe you forgot sudo...
I believe you just one upped dudeperfect
I be sucking pedicure toes to these jams.
I bet a bunch of kids are saying "wow I'm going to try that"
i bet all of the greass in the entire area died within hours
I bet a lot of people hated on this trailer and are now biting their 
tongues. R.I.P.
I bet China and India will listen to you, Greta. Or not.
I bet Devin gets pissed when we remembers that most people watch this in 
like 240p haha
I bet Greta believes planet earth is flat.
I bet he can’t play smoke on the water
I bet her parents have abused the hell out of her.
I bet he wouldent be offended by nikes. New shoes
I bet nobody caught the message.....Jimmy was pass woke
I bet no one will respond to this comment...I always wanted to talk to 
Stevie Wonder and Ariana Grande.....
I bet people thought it was Blu Cantrell 5:02
I bet she couldn’t explain photosynthesis to you
I bet she doesn't menstrate anymore
I bet she does she her as a threat.
I bet she goes off in the sack, crazy in the head crazy in the bed!
I bet she has an abortion before she is 18
i bet she has no friends.
I bet she is an alien! but I love her talented voice!
I bet she is staying away from Youtube!!!! LMAO!!!
I bet she's eating her words now.
I bet she`s eating her words today right through the SPLIT LIP Hollie put 
on her face...Now she needs plastic surgery....
I bet she still wants mommy and daddy to buy her a Jeep Wrangler.
I bet she would be fun to take to the prom
I better be crazy when like her. She is a bitch who cant sing.
I bet that grass died hahaha
I bet that old lady used Polyjuice Potion
I bet that place is haunted 😯
I bet that prototype would be worth millions today.
I bet that some homeless wanderer is going to lick the grass when they're 
gone xD
I bet that sounded great live. Really sounds like ass on this recording.
I bet the Coke company is making alot of money from Diet coke.
i bet the grass loved this. lol
I bet the whole dam audience bought that new iPhone #woooooo
I bet they can’t beat one world trade huh?
i bet they didnt use just coke and mints!!
I bet they must be all sticky
I bet they smelled like diet coke for a month afterwards, and every single 
pore of their body reeked of sugar.



I bet they spent at least 2000 on coke and mentos that experiment  157
i bet they were soaked!
i bet this guys work at the diet coke factory O_o
I bet those guys were very sticky afterwards.
i bet u have a sticky lawn now and a bunch of wild animals licking the 
ground now! lol!
I bet Victor is slaying pussy!!
I Between By Ariana Grande And why  My Partner From School
I bet you Ronda is one the people that hit the dislike button ! 
Embarrassing loss!!!
I bet you the  football  players stand  for that
i bet you wont try it to find out cause it does work
I blame youtube for not recommending this earlier
I blame you YouTube i would’ve loved this if you recommended this 
sooner,but i mean i still love this.
I blasted this Sh*t with the top down last night cruising up Sunset 
Boulevard, Them Motherf*ckers couldn't believe Me!!!
I book brought me here
I bought the 2016 remastered. It is like they are singing live in your own 
livingroom!
I bought this album at only 12 years old. Memories..,
I  built a home made Darth Malgus costume and I would like to share some 
photos with yall. How can I do this?
i but Miles said that Sarah Vaughan was the one who actually
I call Bullshit. This nigga not Jesus
I came because of the song Undertale the Musical
I came because of the thumbnail....i came
I came for #1 lol I waited for 12 minutes just to find that song. 12:29
I came for Stevie wonder but stayed for Ari. I guess this song was for 
Sing!? Never watched it
I came for the men, stayed for the diet coke.nPun intended.
I came for the rack & peanut steering.
I came here because of the ending song of sing anyone?nnnJust me? Ok
I came here because of the movie Sing 😂 nEdit: this song is so amazing! 
Ariana Grande makes songs so amazing
I came here expecting psychedelic-ness... I got hard rock
I came here for a laugh but then came the sad
I came here for number 4. 🤤
I came here for the lightsabor
I came here from doom 2016 Gore  levels
I came here from La Casa De Papel �
i came here from part  5 protagonist
I came here hoping to be view # 400,000,000 and to win a prize... Not 
gonna lie, I just want a freaking prize.
I came here only to see Robin Williams in his last film :( nRest In 
PeacenWe want you back :(
I came here to dislike this video
I came in her by mistake because of this mix
I came to dislike.
I came to the video because I see ariana grande on the title
i came to this video just to say i think she sucks  and not attractive at 
all....dont worry i wont  be coming back...
I came to this video so i know how to buid a lightsaber and i did thank. 
You
I can belive that some (or all) of you didn’t hear this song before.nI 
know this song when I saw the movie like two years ago🙄
I can cum better than that...
i can do that
I can do that
i can do that :) LOL
i can do that with my hose
I can do this. drops the bong
I can do this eating a phili chiken cheese stake and drinking a heineken , 



wow in board really?
I can feel all my blackness here and I love it
I can feel my ancestors beating the drums, playing the shekere, the 
tambourine, and xylophones..I can hear them humming and whispering...<3
I can hear the baby boomers making fun of her now... So sad. She speaks 
the truth
I can hear Tribe Called Quest "Check The Rhyme" in the first song from 
this album
I can hit it but I don’t want to quit it
I can imagine Jimi Hendrix at an interview. The interviewer asks: "How do 
you do it?" He replies, "I pick up a guitar and give it a voice."
I can just imagine Kylo Ren sitting cross legged in a garage somewhere 
with this video playing next to him, and making his helmet step by step
I can never stop moving my body anytime I hear any version of this song. 
🔥🔥🔥🔥 🔥

I cannot believe thats true. it must be fake. but its a good fake, anyway
I cannot be the only one feeling ashamed finding this song just now...
I cannot help but feel a sense of contempt and disgust for this unlikeable 
man.
I can not sit through any more. I must go throw up. Bad acting; over 
acting....puke worthy
I can not stop laughing
I cannot stop laughing. She looks and sounds like an extra from Oliver 
Twist 🙄 😂 She is neither sad nor angry but mostly, she is a bad actress
i cannot wait for this episode as it combines Adam and my dream of 
becoming a cop
I CANNOT WAIT FOR THIS FIGHT WOW
I can only imagine the LEGIONS of ants that come along after all this xD
I CAN ONLY SEE LOVE <3
I can play number 99
I can play this backwards with my tongue...
I can play this on the virtual piano now.nMy life is officially complete.
i can read that a litl but y r u writing in arbi?
I can run farther on wooden boards.
I can run on top of water......../as long as its below 32F
I can see Jackie Chan shaking that ass
I can see that you are a writer.
I can see these being built from the parking deck of my college in NJ
i can see the threads!
I can sing all night ❤ 💪
I can sleep now.
I can smell her Mountain Dew breath from here.
I can smell it through my phone....
I can smell the FUNK
I can smell the ultra sheen hair grease honey.....
I can smell those musky dirty streets from here, wait no I just farted.
I can still assemble in basic
I can still remember the first time I been on a plane
"I can still use function+P to capture the screen, that is good, all that 
people graduated at Stanford, what level of dancing they were?!" 🗨😘 ⌨🖥📜
I can sum up how sucky SWAT teams are in one eventnnnnnSouth central riots
I can't afford any of this what the hell!
i cant begin to explain how much i love thisextended part!
I can't believe Ariana came out as a furry
I can't believe how many times this has been viewed.  Just checking my old 
email for dead links and came across this again
I can’t believe I found this on YouTube. This video of Marcel’s art 
process is a treasure.
I can't believe I'm 2 years late to my favourite song.
I can't believe I'm now watching this.
I cant believe I sat through the whole video..i honestly thought it might 
get better. I WAS WRONG!



I can't believe Robin Williams is dead :(
i cant believe robin williams' last movie is this trainwreck
I can't believe she doesn't want to help in a solution, 'you come to us 
and ask for help, how dare you'... Typical entitled twerp.
I can't believe that there are so few enjoying thisnGet on up here!
I can't believe that this was published in 2009 and we are still watching 
it in 2017!
I can't believe there's a rematch coming already. Why can't Holly enjoy 
her title a little bit longer? Does Dana favor Ronda or something?
I can't believe these used to be such popular pets.
I can't believe the transportation. ..lol
I can't believe they told her to lose weight, her backbone is jutting out! 
nThe music is great, though.
I can't believe wasn't top 10 and played on the radio constantly! LOVE 
IT!!! Far better than most of the crap churned out these days!
I can't believe you guys are just now hearing this song lol. Go subscribe 
to my channel.
I can’t believe you made that
i cant believe you think this bitch is better than rihanna. one rihanna 
has a way better voice and two she isn't wierd as fuck
I can't be the only one that thinks 90% of this sounded like trash
I can't be the only one that thinks just making regular hot coffee then 
sticking it in the fridge for awhile is a ton easier then this.
I cant be the only one who finds this incredibly cringy and annoying
I cant be the only one who gets slightly emotional hearing this can I? So 
much emotion is packed into this its incredible to me.
i cant be the only one who knew about this when it came out
I can’t be the only virgin here right? It’s a great mix though. Love it.
I can't decide what I like most about this video, if the music itself or 
the amazing camera work. Damn that was awesome
I cant do any of this with a ball, but to do it with a frisbee? How.
i cant draw anything so i cant do shi-i mean anything
I cant drink cold brew because I’ll tell ya i get major diarrhea but i 
appreciate the video
I can tell that Ronda is going to pulverize Holly Holm. Mark my word, 
people. You've heard it here first.
I can tell you from personal experience, if you happened to want to know: 
the 1960's did sound exactly like this performance.
I cant even believe ive never seen this song b4. Honestly grande is one of 
the most daring artist i must say - her collaborations ranges so far
i can't even...both of them on stage...gillian seems to be in awe of his 
singing...david's body language...again, together they are just the best!
I can't even. Go away! The sky is falling!
I cant even imagine how sticky those two must have been at the end of all 
that lol.
I can't express how much I love your videos :)
i cant find right words to describe my feelings. thats really awesome!!!
i can´t find the 55 on Youtube
I can`t find the George Bizet`s "Spanish March". Maybe somebody can help?
I CAN'T FIND THE WATER TUBE! SOMEONE HELP ME! PLEASE! I WANT TO MAKE IT SO 
BAD! PLEASE CINEFIX! I SUBSCRIBED!
I can’t help but picture boujee white folk, in their tuxes and black 
dresses, doing the “raise the roof”.
I can think of some Chopin and Schubert pieces that are probably more 
popular than some of those
i cant imagen how many they opened before practising . so they can make it 
so perfect .
I can't like this, enjoy this or recommend this to anyone. All I can do is 
appreciate its influence - that's it.
I can't look at Daniel without seeing or hearing Harry.
I CAN'T OH MY GOD this is like seeing mum and dad karaoke night
I can't put aside the fact, that she looks delusional XDDDDD
I cant put my finger on it...who is Homer's brother's voice actor?
I can't seem to do the Wow, Cry emoji??!!!!



I can't sleep
I can't sleep. It's 2a.m. I have an big important test tomorrow. And if I 
listening to sgt.peppers ? YEEEEAAAAAH !
I can’t stand her voice
I can't stand this raging kiddo
I can't stop dance.
I can't stop laughing
I can’t stop laughing 😂  😂
I can't stop looking at the Alphabet behind them. Why do you have that?
I can't stop replaying this. Thumbs up to you and the orchestra!
I can't stop staring at her boobs
I can't stop watching this.
i can't tell if he really owns these items or he's just using them for 
props.
I can't tell if that's Danny DeVito or Brad Dourif
i cant tell if the way to make coffee is true or not
I can’t tell if this is a big act for publicity or a level of anger that 
makes Lizzy Borden look like an angle!
i cant wais this movie the other 2 was goodnRIP robin williams
I can't wait
I can't wait any longer !
I can't wait for come to Sydney xx
I can't wait for night at the museum 3 to come out, the first and second 
are great. But the British don't act or speak like that!
I cant wait for the movie......she is the 21st century Joan of Arc...and 
we all know how that ended.
I can't wait for the prequel trilogy showing how the museum was built.
i can’t wait for the weekend.  when her 15 minutes are up.
I cant wait for this one
I can't wait till I visit Sydney, later this year! :)
I can't wait till queen Gaga comes back with her new album
i cant wait to do this experiment at skool now :)
I cant wait to get back to NYC and see these beauties all in person!
i cant wait to see 400,000,000+ under Bad Romance video...!!!
I can't wait to see this movie. The previews and commercials are hilarious
I can’t wait to visit New York on 2025
i cant watch this...I'm a coke and pepsi and Coca -Cola addict...
I can't wate  for this movie
I CAN'T WITH THIS 😻😻
Ice ages to global warming , to climate change..  get out the tinfoil 
hats, here we go with more propaganda from the loony left.
Ice Cream and Hard In Da Paint would have been amusing
I certainly agree with her opening statement.  She should not be up there.
i challange ronda rousey i live in london
I challenge you to a 200m water race
Ich bin für Führerscheinverbot für alle Demonstranten
Ich bin für mehr Bildung und dringende Umsetzung der Schulpflicht!
Ich bin heute lieber arbeiten.
Ich bin ja für diese Demos, aber muss man unbedingt Verkehr lahmlegen? 
Davon dass Tausende im Stau stehen wird auch nichts besser
"Ich bin Larry Lessig" 5:05
Ich bin mir absolut klar, as long as I'm a Monster , I wish we all could 
be god, you are amazing out there..
„Ich bin nicht deiner Meinung und ich habe eine Waffe.“ Das hört sich 
mächtig nach Amerika an :D #komplettgestört
Ich bin ziemlich sicher: wenn nach Umfragen entschieden wäre, hätte 
Snowden in vielen Ländern Asyl bekommen.
Ich bleib bei trotzdem bei meinem Diesel
Ich dachte mein Handy is broken
Ich denke die Politik wird den Freitag einfach abschaffen um die Streiks 
zu beenden 🤔
I check YouTube for new music suggestions everyday. Why am I just now 
seeing this? You're slipping YouTube...



Ich finde das unerträglich.
Ich finde es gut dass die Pendlerpauschale erhöht wird weil mein V8 SUV 
verbraucht mehr als 30ct/km ½
ich habe die ehre live in düsseldorf dich gesehen zuhaben warst du Super 
James
Ich hoffe ich kann Snowden irgend wann mal Persönlich Danke sagen.
Ich hoffe ihm passiert nie was Julian Assange gerade durchmacht.
Ich höre nur mehr steuern. Warum nicht eine Auflage für Bäume pflanzen.
Ich kann es echt genießen zum ficken aber meine Frau stöhnt zu hart das 
Mann die Musik nicht mehr hört nein Scherz
Ich klau mir jetzt a Kibbe!!!
Ich liebe Amerika- Ich liebe Donald Trump. He make the World great again
Ich liebe Cola und ich liebe mentos kann ich da auch beides auf einmal^^ 
xD
Ich liebe dich Hamburg! <3
Ich liebe dieses Lied so krass😍
Ich only need 2 mins :(
Ich sage: Sprit rauf auf 2 Euro pro Liter und alles wird teurer... Und 
dann kotzt Ihr alle ab!!!
Ich vermute, unser Deutscher Volksfunk ist Unterwandert, den die Medien 
und die Schulen haben diese Menschen ihre Meinung gemacht.
Ich verneige mich. Vor allen dreien.
Ich war heute das 4. Mal dabei:)
Ich war in Berlin vor Ort und muss sagen das mehr Erwachsene als 
Jugendliche und Kinder anwesend waren.
Ich war in Tübingen. 9000 Demonstranten auf 90.000 Einwohner...
Ich weine, es ist so toll das dich junge Menschen für etwas positives 
einsetzen.
Ich weiß gar nich was alle gegen sie haben sie ist ein starkes Mädchen 
♥ sie hat vollkommen recht
Ich wünschte, dass Englisch nicht übersetzt werden würde. Das würde es 
wesentlich angenehmer machen.
Ich wünschte nur 1 % der intelegenz von diesen leuten bei unseren 
politikern
ich würd den song den temptations überschreiben oder so das ja noch 
schlimmer als bob marley
Ich würd die vom Fahrrad klatschen. Das hat nix mit streiken zu tun 
sondern is einfach nur asozial.
Ich würde gerne ARTE für dieses tolle Video loben. Vielen Dank!
Ich würde gerne wissen wieviel Tonnen CO2 diese schwachsinnigen Proteste 
verursacht haben
Ich würde sehr gerne eines Tages, Edward Snowden als Präsident sehen.
ich würd sie trz flaxen
I clicked on my boyfriends moms playlist and found this💀💀💀💀
I clicked thinking it was a sex film,
I clicked to learn a thing or two about cold brew coffee. I received what 
I clicked for, in addition to enjoyment from his sense of humor
I come from the Pilipins
I come from the Reaction Time video "Teachers Who Know How To Deal With 
Students!"( 1:07 )  to hear againt the song :)
I come from Vietnam and I love Australia very much. I have a youtube 
channel and you visit my channel!
i com from the pilipiens
Icon 🤘🤘🤘 🤘
icone
ICONIC
Iconic
iconic
Iconic
ICONIC ✨
Iconic.



Iconic and genius. Rest easy jimi
Iconic collaboration
Iconic till the day I die like if you agree
I conquer the bed for more than 1 hour.. and she happy.  Thanks for this 
playlist
I consider this required listening. Dave Matthews the pianist from the Bay 
area lent me his lp of this when I first moved there in 1986.
I could barely watch this as she got more upset as the minutes passed.
I could believe her more if she had facts to prove your points.nHow do we 
know that climate change is man made?
I could be wrong, but I don't think she's wearing a brassier.
i could be wrong but isnt no.72 dance of the cygnets
I could do that myself !!!
I could do this shit, I just don't have the right shorts.
i could have drank that
I could listen this mix till forever, so hot
I could listen to Miyamoto talk about games all day. The guys is amazing.
I could listen to this all day. They should put out a storytelling video 
on every Mario game they helped with.
i could listen to this groove all day long.
I could listen to this song all day. I
I COULD NEVER CALL THIS ART
I could never draw that well.
I could not find the name of that terrific dancer.  Can anyone shout it 
out??
I couldn't believe it when I saw that dp
I couldn't be prouder of anyone on Earth right now. GRETA, you're a 
shining beacon for us all! Don't ever give up, kid.
I couldn't concentrate with my homework just because I was listening these 
kind of music. Hahaha 😂
I couldn't imagine what it must have been like to see that live...and 
everyone who did were so doped up they don't remember or they died.
I couldn't stop laughing at "stay" HAHAHA
I couldn't watch it.nIt's too embarrassing.
I could only listen to this ignorant little brat for a couple of minutes. 
This amount of stupidity on display was more than my ears could take.
i could see my house in this :D
I could've been there but my wife was in labor
I could watch your videos literally all day long!
I covered my girlfriends booty in almond oil and got through 27 minutes of 
this. nThank you MindsAblaze Mixes x
I cracked when the announcer says “and nownLadies andnGentlemen the car 
designed for the average man” lol
I cried during this. Do I still get to keep my man card?
I cringed
I cringed so hard, I died
I cringed. This is like watching bad acting.
I cringe every time he turns around and screams at the camera in 
celebration.  That's always what I didn't like about all these trick shot 
videos
I CRY, BEACUSE THE MUSIC IN THIS AGE IS A PORN :((
I cry when I hear it too good 4 me
ictiosis arlequín
I cum on her pussy thanks
I'd actually buy that
I'd actually drive this
I da izbaci recept za supu od mene ima 👍  zato sto je zena zmaj.
I da  #kujevci forever, bring it on BITCH 💫💫💫  uvijek #avav 🌶🌶🌶  nI 
BTW, u rela time-u za sada 500.000 tisuca pregleda. 🦁❤
I danced to this in poms, I know every word..... and its stuck in my head
I dance just like that woman dancing in behind.
I dance just to leasten this sound  nI don’t speak English but...😅



@idaneyni rnrnIt's diet coke, so there is no big waste...
I dare to speak the truth.
i dare you to drink like have a bottle of one of those diet coke bottles 
and then swallow a mento lol
I'd be a bottom bitch for her
I'd Be Drinking That As Soon As One Goes Off :D!
Id be way more impressed if he were to get with the times when it comes to 
the internet.
I'd buy it
I’d buy it
id buy it
I'd buy it if I had 82 grand.
I‘d buy one
i'd buy ten of those right now.
I'd buy that car.
I'd buy that car if I had $82,000!
I’d definitely buy one
I'd drink it. nnSeriously. nnLook at my username.
I'd drive it.
I'd drive the hell out of that
I’d drive this car.
'Ideally you're using quad osmosis distilled spring water from an iceberg 
but tap water also works great'.
Ideally you wanna use an old burlap sack
Ideas changes the world
Idea: Taron Egerton and Ariana Grande in a duet. nnnnI just blew yo 
minds. /)(-_-)( ((OoO)/)
I declare Herbie is the coolest dude on all the planets! keep on keeping 
on !
Ideeemooo kijevci, samo jako. 💪
I definitely like you!! Thank you for all your videos!!!
I defy anyone to rermain still during this performance.
Idek why she looks weird here, she's usually awesome looking
i demand a HD video upload....
IDEMO
Idemo
idemo  #1 pojacaj, dodaj...
Idemo #1trendig
Idemo 2 milionaaaaa
Idemo BiH samo jako, pjesmo je top slušamo li??
Idemo Bosno do1# prolupat cu vise  idemoooo
Idemo bravoooo bre😍😍😍 nUbija pjesma top🏹
IDEMO BRE GAZI KIJA ✨✨✨
Idemo brže Kijevci
Idemo C G jos mrvica pa 1 #  za nasu mrvicuuuu
Idemo dalje.
Idemo dalje Kija!!!
Idemo dalje,pesma je hit.Mogu da je slušam non stoo.Prava ženska pesma
Idemo danas 2.000.000 ???
Idemo danas do prvog mjesta gdje i pripada.
Idemo danas na 2M !!!!!
IDEMO DA RASTURIMO KIJEVCI
Idemo da veceras bude 2 mil
Idemo do 1.u trendingu!
Idemo do 2 miliona armijoo
Idemo do 3 miliona crknite dusmani😔😱❤❤❤
Idemo do MILIONA  A onda jos JACE
IDEMO DO NEBA I NAZADDD LETIMOOO
Idemo do prvog mesta na trendingu!
Idemo do prvog mesta u tredingu.Ajmoooouuuuuuuuuuuu
Idemo do sutra dva miliona.. nocas nema spavanja
Idemo do veceras 2 miliona jer amo vec presli milion i 100 hiljada



Idemo do vrha. Kija kraljica!
Idemo i lajkujte sve redom pozitivne komentare uz slusanje pesme .Pesma i 
spot su vrhunski odradjeni.Pravi hit!!!!
IDEMO JACEEEE ARMIJO KIJINA
Idemo jace ka prvom mestu
Idemo jace treca smeno do tog miliona
IDEMO JAKO ARMIJO ZA NASU ZALJUBLJENU MRVICU I NJENOG IZABRANIKA. VOLIMO 
VAS OBOJE.
Idemo jako do 2 M 💪  💪  💪  🔥  🔥  🔥
idemo jako do 2.miliona.Napred Kijevciiiiii
Idemo jako do 3 miliona samo turbo Kijevci 🔝🔝🔝👏👏👏
IDEMO JAKO DO  DVA.MILIONAAA
Idemo jako jace najjace za nasu Kiju
Idemo jako najjace kijevci
Idemo jakooo 14:50 pregleda 2 625 388 like 76 K komentara 26K ŽURKA U 
KIJEVGRADU TRAJE 24/7
Idemo jos jace za ovu divnu zenu i njenu prelepu pesmu zasluzuje 
postovanje
Idemo jos malo pojacat do pozicije broj jedan pesma vrh
Idemo kija
IDEMO KIJA!
Idemo kijaaaaaa kraljica breeee
idemo kijaa da bude 1 u trendinguu
Idemo Kija lagano do prvog 1000000💘💘💘
idemo kija samo jako
Idemo Kija samo jako.Kraljice samo nastavi
Idemo Kijevci
Idemo Kijevci. # 6 Slovenija.
idemo kijevci da im pokazemo ko smo
Idemo kijevci do Potpisa pa se vracamo. Pozdrav svim Kijevcima iz 
Toronta.nOčekujemo Kiju u junu.
Idemo Kijevci do sutra u podne dva miliona! I prvi u trendingu, naravno!
Idemo Kijevci idemo .....dajte gas,gas....
Idemo Kijevciii, Kiki nasa kida!!!
idemo kijevci naizmjenicno:amorova strela,potpis,ne vracam se na staro,ko 
bi rekao,price tag,shallow i ono sa milicom!!!
Idemo KIJEVCI najjaci smo bre
Idemo Kijevci najjačo armijo  do tri miliona
Idemo Kijevci pisite sto vise komentara da budemo prvi u trendingu
Idemo KIJEVCI SAMO JAKO
Idemo Kijevci samo jako
IDEMO KIJEVCI SAMO JAKO!!! ❤❤
Idemo Kijevci samo jako kad će mo vise doći do tog prvog mesta
Idemo Kijevci za nasu lepu Kiju
Idemo Kiki Kidas
Idemo Kiki. Odlična pesma, odličan spot! Bravo
Idemo kraljicee👋 👋
Idemo kraljiceee!
IDEMO KRALJICE LEPOTICE, SAMO JAKO!!
IDEMO KUJA  KURVAR BRE😂😂  FUFICA MALA
Idemo lajkovi 74.000
Idemo lepoto
Idemo ljubavi samo naprijed gaziiiii
idemo, lomi  #1 pojacaj,
Idemo milionce👏👏👏👏👏
Idemo milion. Onda 10 milion pa 100 milion. Pozdravi hejteri :)
Idemo na #1
idemo na 15000 komentara xaxaxax
Idemo na #1 lagano💪❤



Idemo na #1 lagano💪♥
Idemo na to da bude 2 000 000 za 24h
Idemo neko peva a neko se još uvek kara po wc -u
Idemo !!!!!nSlusajte i lajkujte sve pozitivne komentare.Pesma je vrhunska 
kao i spot.Sve pohvale Kiji i FM pleju.😀
idemoo 1,5 sad jos jace do prvog mesta!
Idemoo 1, 6!
idemoo armijooo
Idemoo blize nam se 2 milke. Samo pojačaj!
IDEMO, OBORIII!!!!😍😍 ❤❤❤
Idemoo Bosnaa i Hercegovina vec u trendingu!!  Tako se to radi!
Idemoo do VRHA #1 TRENDING
Idemoo, gazi ne koci!
idemoo Kija Kockarr trending 🔥🔥🔥🔥
Idemoo na 3.mil danass..
Idemooo 1M do mraka �💌
Idemooo dalje pametnice
Idemooo do milionaaaa.....
Idemooo do milion za 24 h
Idemooo Kija pa ovo je vrh
Idemooo,  kraljica  je na tronu... amorova strelaaa
Idemooo na #1 u trendingu!
Idemooo, ne stajemo ....ovo je tako dobro
Idemoooo
Idemoooo 2 miliona za Kiju nasu
Idemoooo do 2 mil. Svaki dan1mlion
IDEMOOOO KIJAAAA 😘 😘😘😘😘😘
Idemoooo Kijevci💪💪💪
Idemoooo...na 3M....
Idemoooo naša kidaliceee
Idemooooo Hrvatska da budemo najbolji u Regiji Kiki to zaslužila
Idemooooo i Kijevci nema stajanja čekaju nas 3M
Idemooooo i Kijevci samo nocas do 2M
Idemooooo i Kiki ljubavi
Idemooooo jos jace
Idemooooo Kijevciiii 💪
Idemooooo KIJEVCI Kraljiicu dovesti do TRONA
Idemooooo KIJEVCI SAMO jako
Idemoooooo jako!Lajkujtee sto vise komentara mozete
IDEMOOOOOOO
Idemoooooo 💪💪💪💪💪  odapeti strelicu 🔧💌💒
Idemoooooooooo
Idemooooooooooo❤
Idemooooooooooooo  Kijaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
idemooooo , pesma je top
Idemooooo u treću brzinu gas gas i ne koči
Idemoooo samo jako
Idemooo....slusanje bez stajanja...🔝🔝🔝
Idemooo sve hit do hita! Tako je Kija bravo!
IDEMOOO ZENE UDARNOOO 💘 I MUSKARCI POSEBNO MUSKARCIII❤❤❤
Idemoo prvaa milkaa za naasu Kijuuu🤞
Idemoo u trending #1 BIH ❤
Idemo prelazimo igricu po koji put...  Top vrh Šta reći. I
Idemo prva smena samo gas
IDEMO PRVI U TRENDINGU. VOLIM TE MILANCE, ALI TI SI DZENTLMEN!
Idemo Republika Srpska Banja Luka moze to jace, najaci su Kijevci.
Idemo samo jako, da se zna ko je Kija i ko su Kijevci, mislim da stavimo 



tacku!😎
IDEMO SAMO JAKO KIJEVCI
Idemo samo jako - trebamo prvi u trendu biti.Nije mi jasno kako vec nismo
Idemo samo napred
Idemo sve za nasu Mrvicu
Idemo svi na ovaj HIT da sto brze dodemo do dve milke pozdrav svima.
Idemo svi zajedno
IDEMO TRECA DO TRECEG MILIONA💘
Idemo treca smena !!! Najiskrenije nasa Kija je pokidala i objasnila !!!
IDEMO ZA NASU KRALJICU JAKOOO
Idemo zurka amorova strela ludilo
Idemo zurka zurka Amorova Strela 💃🕺🎹🎺
Ide prvo komentar,pa tek onda slusam pjesmu.Bravo kiki.
I design an SUV with a built in ps4 and flat screen at Center console and 
a handheld vacuum cleaner and a ☀ and 🌙  roof
I desperately need to know what you typed!
I desperately want to learn this song on the piano and drums.
@idetel dont be sure xDDDD
@idetel THANK YOU! :D I made most of it up myselfe i only stole the 
chorous and jump! :D But thank you agian! :D x
@idetel yes of couse, many times :)
I'd fuck her and I don't even have a dick!!
Idgaf....Ronda is gorgeous
I'd go crazy in such a cramped, over crowded city like that. They're 
literally packed in like sardines in a can.
I'd have one
I'd hit that
I did.
i did diet pepsi but it worked
I did it with lemonade and Mentos flooded kitchen mum went mental
I DID NOT KNOW James Brown played the piano 😍 .
I did not know that this song existed until today. I just got this song in 
my recommendations... BUT I TOTALLY LOVE IT!
I did not litter! I did naaht... Oh hi Mark.
I didn't catch on that he was making fun of hipsters at first... j thought 
he was making fun of Tyler Joseph
I didn’t even get the whole joke until he got his typewriter out.
I didn’t even get this in my recommendations, I saw an IPhone video that 
had the song and found it myself. This is one bad ass song.
I didn't even know Ariana collaborated with STEVIE WONDER and I didn't 
know I needed it
I didn't even know Ari was in Sing! 😂  Oh well
I didn't even know I wanted a Stevie Wonder song ft. Ariana Grande
I didn't even know Stevie Wonder was still alive. :-|
I didn't even know that this had a MV until now.
I didnt even realize frisbees had that much potential lol
I DIDNT FIND THE ONE I WAS LOOKING FOR IM SAD
I didn't get this crap
I didn't hear China or India in the speech?
I didn't heard this, but I'm in love with the song ✨
I didn't know about this song until now omgg
I didn't know all these massive skyscrapers were being built in NYC.
I didn’t know Anthony Joshua sang.
I didn't know coffee could be brewed cold. I'm going to try it sometime!
I didnt know cops had RPGs thanks adam! you ruined 40mm
I didn’t know Danny devito was on the simpsons before
I didn't know Hank Aaron played the trumpet...horn section farthest on the 
left...
I didn’t know Jordan peel played trombone
i didnt know justin bieber played the guitar so well
I didn't know Sing has a there own song... Why 'now' they'd just recommend 



it?....
I didn't know stevie wonder could sing this high😶
I didn't know that America was a country...jaja
I didn’t know that James was playing the piano on this tune
I didn’t know the girl from Willy Wonka (the red head) has magical powers 
of staying the same age...dam golden fucking ticket
I didn't know they had hipsters back then
I didn't know they made a sequel to Children of the Corn.
I didnt know this exist😵
I didn’t know this song existed
I didn‘t know this song existed until now. 😍
I didn’t know this song existed until now
I didn't know this was a thing da fauq dis is fire 🔥🔥🔥
I didn't know why jimi Hendrix is best guitar player ever.nNOW I SEE HE'S 
DRAWING A PICTURE WITH SOUNDS OF HIS GUITAR
I didn't like Ariana but I love her now since this song! :-)
I didn`t like it but it was funny.
i didn´t like the video .. i didn´t see fun !!!
I didn't listen to lady gaga's song for 5 or 6 years I'm gonna listen to 
her some new some
I didn't read like dat i disliked it BC i dont like da song    ^3^
I didn't realise Bradford was in india
i didn't realize how hot GaGa is...video is amazing!!!
I didn't realize I needed this collab till now but this gave me the best 
type of goosebumps and I'm so happy I accidentally saw it.
I didn't realize you could be that crazed and insane at 16. She's already 
as stupid as most American progressives at 16 as they are at 50
I didnt recognize shit
I didn't see 101 diet bottles
I didn't see this collaboration coming. But neither did Stevie
I did spot on on the predator I'll send
i did this experiment in school , it was well fun. I nearly got a 
detention when trying to smash the bottle to the ground making a rocket
I DID THIS IN CLASS TO THIS WEEK!
i did this in my science class last weekrnrnit was very epic xD
I did this song for Zumba 👌
i did this with my friend and she sprayed it in my face and all i could 
smell was coke for a week!
I did, too.
I dig this protest.
I dint know James played a instrument?
Idiot
idiot
İdiot
Idiot camera man focusing on his face. smh.
idiotic brainwashed stupid kid.. completely stupid reading from what she 
was told
idiot of the day
Idiots cheering and laughing
Idiot, they are moving them but you can't see it because it happens behind 
the first row of bottles...
Idi radi nesto drugo! Neznas da pevas vise si za recitacije!! Ti pevas kao 
i stanija !!Uzasssss!!👎👎👎👎
I disagree with her. Humans ARE evil, greedy, self-centered, and out of 
touch with reality. Perhaps we deserve to become extinct.
i disagree with those coment i think there knida kreepy like the bat head 
though ^_^
I discovered it now.🔥
I discovered this in 2017 wtf why is everyone saying that they Just saw 
this in 2019?
I discovered this music video in 2019



I discovered today😮😘
i diss Like for gaga .... but i Love Eminem
Idi uci da pevas.. 😂  Luna iz pevanje predavanje da ti drzi!  Luna tvoja 
je kruna👑👑👑
Idk how he’s not fillednWith anxiety and paranoia being alone like that
Idk if i should feel sad or happy because people just found out about this 
song
Idk if it's a coincidence that this was recommended to me after Jony Ive 
left Apple
Idk looks better than the over sized power wheels we drive today if you 
ask me :/
idk man, that brat is pissing me off so hard.nshe is a hypocrite as 
well.nchange my mind :^)
IDK who thinks this woman is hot...she looks like a big ass midget in 
makeup.
Idk why i only discover this now and i watch the sing. Movie but i didn't 
know if i listen to this lol
I'd let her dominate me any day
I'd let her fuck me in the ass
I'd let this man have sex with my girlfriend
I'd like for modern cars to have tail fins again. Bring some of that 50's 
flair back.
I'd like it without Ariana Grande
I'd like this song a helluva lot more if "Happy" didn't exist.
I'd like to dedicate this song to Emma Sulkowicz: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=OLpeX4RRo28n(I know I'm late sorry)
I'd like to go.
I'd like to go, spread God's love John 3:16
Id like to hear her possible solutions rather than "how dare you" 3x
I'd like to see Miyamoto play a game like call of duty or something and 
watch him be pro at it :)
I'd like to speak to the manager of climate change
I'd love a car like this.
I'd love to hear Hendrix play something representing Trump as President. 
Maybe he's play a Nazi theme song.
I'd love to own this car.
Id love to see a GIANT bottle of coke and then some BIG mentos and see 
what happens
I'd love to see more "The Case For" videos. Highlight more different 
artists, styles, & mediums. (I'd personally love to see a Basquiat one)
I'd make love with 110% of these guys from this stage
i dnt get it....wats da string for?plizz reply
I do believe Mother Earth is wreaking her monthly havoc on this young 
lady!
I do. From Madrid
I do. Listen Shuttle up
Idolo
Idolo 😍
i do love this song!!!!!!!!.
IDOLS
I do not know but for a moment my head told me that she was not a big 
Ariana if not, a similar one.
I do not like her
I do not like the attempt to outdo the old classic skyscrapers.
I do not like this woman's attitude. Glad it got adjusted
I do not understand you were supposed to bring happiness and joy in our 
life but you chose to leave us :( #RIPRobinWilliams
I do not want this song to end
I dont agree with this approach to spread awareness about climate change. 
Seriously? A kid? Who stole her food?
i dont argue all her points and i think she thinks shes doing it in good 
spirit.. but my god, she is so annoying



i don't believe it's diet coke and mentos. The spray is too clear. this is 
a prank. the spray just doesn't go that far.
I don’t blame her one bit, they’re fucked!
I don't buy it
I don't buy this speech. There is something fake about this
I don't care about Chopin but I think Lacrimosa by Mozart is missing
i dont care about luxury
I don't care about sing or Adriana Grande
I dont care about some damn bitches brew he was probably mad that some 
woman left him.
i dont care about the song or who sings it i just wanna make fun of stevie 
wonder for being blind
I don’t care cause I want to be in the Marines
I don't care how dirty it is. nnnI had American friends that came here and 
they liked it. I also liked it to.nnnLove from the US :)
I don't care how long its been. He is still Harry potter
I don't care how much of a square you are I bet you gone move.
I don't care if it's poor. That's part of the reason why it'd be cool to 
visit, cause it's so different.
I don't care if she ever fights again, at the end of the day, I'll fuck 
the shit outta her omg
I don't care if you lost Rousey I still love you!
I don't care what anyone says. I love the Night at the Museum movies and 
this one looks epic!
i dont care what anyone thinks, the only thing i can think of when i watch 
daniel radcliffe interviews, is harry potter.
I dont care what your politics are or what science you do or dont 
undertand. This is cringey af.
I don't cray
I dont even have anyone... Why am i here 😂😖😹
I don't even know how many times I've watched this.
I don't even know if I should take this one seriously or not.
I don't even know that this masterpiece is existing
I don't ever think I've listened to a James Brown song with out some part 
of my body moving to the beat!!!
i dont exactly know why she is doing that and what it acheives??
i don't exist when this vid is uploaded
I don't get it
I don't get it?
I don't get it.
i dont get it is this real
i dont get it......i think i remember this different then this😣
I dont get it....  it sounds all like mush
I don't get it, only $82,000?
I don't get it, people like this shit?nLiterally if a child's mother's 
tongue book was made into a weird fucking pop songnVerbs Verbs Verbs
I don’t get my NYC fix from Casey’s VLOGs anymore so here I am 🏗🏛
i dont get the point of this vid lol
i dont get this.. looked stupid tho.. and with that smirk..
I don't get what happen?anyone help please! Why was Homer's brother 
upset ??????
I dont get what the gov does everyday? why the city looks like this juck?
I don't get why Herbs ruined.
I DONT GIVE A FLYING FEDORA IM EXCITED FOR THIS
i don't give a shit about your opinion, if you don't see anything in this 
clip, i repeat myself, you're a good lamb
I don't hate gaga but i think that this women is so much weard in a bad 
way.
I dont hate you, i actually love you and little monsters! D: i just hate 
it when my fan base act bitchy! D: D:
I dont have enough Mason jars to follow this recipe...
I don't have enough mason jars. What do I do?
i dont have faith



I don't have quarters that big lll
I don't hear bombs dropping or anything just noise and some dude high af 
playing guitar....way better guitar players out there then hendrix
"I don't know."
I dont know about the rest of you people but this was freaking amazing!!!
i dont know but ié done it with normal coke :)nnIts funny xD
i dont know half of these
I don't know her, but she seems like cool dude! :)
I dont know Holly but damn! she´s gona hit the concrete!
“I don’t know how I did that”nnYeah right Harry. Like you didn’t go and 
sneak yourself a time turner.
I don't know how I got here, but immediately subscribed. This is quality 
content folks.
I don't know how she got so famous but I'm Damm proud
I don't know how somebody can say that she is sexy. Some years ago a 
little bit. Now she is more an ogre-woman, despite this black dress.
I don't know how they do it, but it's really amazing. Incredible views 
too!
I dont know how to dance, but I listen to this and my body and mind begin 
to move in ways I cant explain... This is special
I don't know if she's joking or if she's serious. Either way, it's not 
good.
I don't know if the movie will be released since Robin Williams decease...
I don't know if whether the cold brew coffee recipe is legit or just 
another attempt at mocking hipsters and their stereotypical trends..
I don't know. I haven't fucked her.
I don't know,   I'm just glad he used Heroin.  Think of what He might be 
like if he didn't.
I dont know most of them. As a musician, im disapointed on myself.
I don't know or care about this sport at all but this chick is undeniably 
sexy.
I don't know technology is that developed in back 80's
I don't know what happen if this man leave us like Satoru Iwata. I wish 
they are live forever
i don't know what i just watched? but it was brilliant!
I dont know what its more sad, Greta's speech or the whole damn coment 
section.
i don't know what this is but i love this and i want more
I don't know where the hell she's from but she sounds like a Nazi child. 
What a little twit.
I don't know which is worse; the fact that I didn't realize that this was 
a hipster parody, or the fact that you had all those paraphernalia.
I don't know why a lot of dislikes and bad comments but India looks 
interesting and fun to explore and im Canadian
I don't know why but I am constantly compelled to watch.  I can't stop....
I don't know why, but I'm kinda looking forward to this, yet I am feeling 
a strong sense of bullshit...
I don't know why but most of them seemed cute
i dont know why, but now i want a coffee...
I don't know why, but something seems off about this Greta girl...
I don't know why Cage do this piano music. Anyone knows why?
I don't know why everybody seems so funny? Nowadays, teenagers are caring 
about problems that should have been solved years ago.
I don't know why I am watching this, because I am from here, and live 
here. They say good thing about it :)
I don't know why I am watching this, I live in Sydney.
I don’t know why I was recommended this now but I’m glad
I don’t know why leftists always love using children to push their 
ideologies. Children only know and do what you tell them. Everyone knows 
that....
I don't know why this was in my recommended, but it's my new favorite 
thing.
idont know why we liked him hes trash
I don't like any of Miles' later works.



I don't like Ariana Grande, but if she made songs like this, it would 
really do justice to her voice!
I don't like Ariana's pop songs, but in combination with Stevie Wonder she 
sounds well pretty :D Of course, Stevie still rules! :D
i dont like coke getting wasted but that was worth it completely
I dont like danny devito also
i dont like her honestly sorry fans
I don't like it as much,but she is just more pop,but cool with the movie
I don't like it my opinion
I dont like lady gaga anymore..she did some good music when she became 
famous now she changed ('-')/
I don't like the 2 World Trade Center. :/
I don't like the camera that much
i dont like the way she dresses but i adore her individuality :D
I don’t like the way she said. Nothing to do with what she said. I just 
personally don’t like kids like this, so fake.
I dont like the way she talks its kinda weird
I don't like this crying boy !!!
I don't like this, I luuuurve this song!
i dont like this song i loveit lol
I don't like those opens drees V's, there ugly in my opinion
I don't like whatever that is at the end. It's annoying. But otherwise I 
love this.
I don't listen to angry, hypocritical, uneducated, attention seeking rich 
kids. In a week, no one will remember you, Greta...
I don't make love, I fuck hard.
I dont mean to be offensive but she has a good point just couldnt stand 
her voice 😣😣😣 😣
I dont mean to sound like an idiot and thank you for your silence lmao. 
But what is it about Mentos that it does that to Diet Coke?
I don't mind the waste of coke but the mentos!!! OMFG xD
I don't really get the sleeve part...
I dont really like ariana but this! Insanity
I dont really put much stock in what a swedish teenager has to say about 
our policies.  Go kick rocks kid
I don't really want to stop the show
i dont rely want to stop the ahoy
I dont remember that song in the movie.
I don’t remember, was Fugue in G Minor included?
i dont see any world leaders being ripped. this is obviously a clickbait
I don't see Homers brother, I see Frank.
i dont see the good of this song no offence
i don't see whats so fascinating about diet coke and mentos, oooh look it 
sprayed coke outta the bottle...
I dont see whats wrong if cops have better equipment
I don't see why every time actually does a trick  people in the background 
start getting so hyped
I don't speak English, but this song is my favourite! I'm Polish, Ariana 
is the best Americian singer in the WorldEuropennMy English isn't good
I don't think antenna should count for height of the building, that's 
kinda dumb
I don't think ants go for aspartame
I don't think any of the so-called greatest drummers in rock and roll 
could have survived a minute with Miles.
I don't think anyone has really learned anything from that time period , 
but Jim Hendrix already knew.;.. R.I.P.
I don't think anyone realizes that ben actually put the kylo ren costume 
on, and kylo rens actually name in the movie is Ben Solo
I don't think anyone will ever have sex with her without their lawyer 
present.
I don't think Ariana has such faith because if she had her she wouldn't 
have done breathing or god is a woman
I don't think Holm is an impressive striker, Rousey will dominate.
I don't think I could like this pair as much as I do



I don't think I have ever seen miyamoto without a smile on his face
I don’t think it’s was the “world leaders” clapping. I think it was 
probably press or people sitting in.
I don't think many people realize what a masterpiece Unix is. It's quite 
the accomplishment.
I don't think she's really that hot, but here she looks pretty damn good.
I don't think she's smiling very much now!!
I dont think she will, but I want her to lose.
i don't think so... i think that fdslkjfepijflkjsafpijsaflkj faoija but 
not fasòjbsaiubfs.
I don't think this 'UNIX' will amount to anything (posted from my Mac).
I don't think this victim of fetal alcohol syndrome who flies around the 
world burning hundreds of pounds of jet fuel should be lecturing anyone.
I don't think you could fake that much awesome
I dont underestand x on 11:07
I don’t understand how everyone just found this song now.........nnnnnnnI 
honestly hear it all the time!
I don't understand how people dislike The Beatles. They're amazing
I don’t understand how this girl hasn’t had a glow up yet
I don't understand how this has ANY dislikes ,much less over 500.
I don’t understand the comments, I’ve loved this song since it came out. 
Like if yo love Ariana Grande
i don’t understand very good english but i feel the mix it so sweet 😍 and 
perfect thk you🤗  for the mix,
I dont understand what I'm watching
i dont understand why all the hate? shes speaking the truth and that 
somehow gets people angry?
I don't understand why half the time she is beautiful, and the other half 
she looks like a man dressed as a woman D=
I dont understand why nobody is taking this serious.
I dont understand why so many people like this song.
I don't understand you americans trying to disarm the police force, while 
the civilians can buy powerful guns in walmart.
I DONT WANNA BE FRENCH!!
I don't want to see freaking ADS for ONE MORE THING TO CONSUME before the 
video!
“I don’t want to sound Queer or nothing, but: Unicorns are Kickass!”
I don't want to think about how sticky everything became.. :P
I don't want to where a damn trash can
I don't which I like better , this or reprise?
I don't why....but I cringed the whole time.
I don'y like Lady Gaga to tell the truth but i love her songs..! :/
i do this when watch porn lol
I doubt anybody in the room is taking her seriously
I doubt it's in the nature of world leaders to give a shit about 
forgiveness from a 13 year old.
i doubt she has any clue what shes talking about
I doubt the world leaders are watching this INSANE female let alone 
watching YouTube
I do very important job here, and this is the only record that helped me 
relax and solve the problems that occurred, thank you Miles!!!!
I do wish people would stop trying to look into the music. Let the damn 
shit look into you. SHUT TF UP AND JUST LISTEN TO THE MUSIC.
I downloaded your guide but the links don't work.  Any suggestions as to 
why?
i do x
I'd pay for it.
I'd pay to see this fight.
I'd purchase a high-quality version of this
I'd put a baby in Rhonda
I drank the water
I'd rather drink that...
I'd rather have a car with character than the generic cars they make 



nowadays
Id rather just have the coke thanks lol
I'd rather listen to silence than umms and amms.
I'd rather use sextmosis. It's a better and more eco-friendly way to 
distill water. You uncultured swine
I'd rather watch this in 144p, thanks.
id really enjoy meeting this guy.. <3
I drink ice black coffee with 6 sugars so I'm a simple bitch lmao
I drive a big car, because I'm a big guy! This is such a classic satirical 
representation of consumerism in America! Love the Simpsons!
"I dropped my monster hub cap for my magnum sized car"nnnWait that's not 
right
I'd say a head kick knockout is more effective than an armbar any day of 
the week. Holm had that bitch Ronda looking like a murder victim.
I'd say if this car didn't have that shitty colour if would have been 
succesful
I'd say that they're nerds but I'm a bit of one myself so good job guys!!!
id say what a waste of soda but its only coke and its diet who cares
I’d still never live in any of this
I’d suggest taking up table tennis, Greta. You seem a bit stressed out.
I’d totally buy that
I'd totally drive it.
I'd tried this but my mom won't let me because she says it's a waste of 
money :(
I dunno, at least it has real character, unlike the econo-boxes these 
days.
I dunno, when I was a kid I thought it was awesome.
I dunno why Im here.lol😂
Id visit North Korea before that shithole country
i eat the babies
I enjoyed every second of this great video.  Thank you.
I enjoyed the show so much
I enjoyed this!
I enjoyed this so much
I enjoyed this so much, bravo.
I enyoy this and I have no intention (and no money) to buy this. So, why 
should I care?
I escape from area 51 i started youtube now 😂
I et yall were sticky.lol.:)
I ever try that.. but I'm failed:(
I every time play Frisbee when i have free time. But this video show me 
new Trick shot for training Thanks! @Brodie Smith  Greetings from Serbia.
I evo 2M❤🍉
I exclusively drink trip dis may water. I don't know how anyone can drink 
other water. It's just gross.
If a guy did this everyone would think he's just a frat party clown or 
call him a pussy.
I fail to see what is bad about a police force being better equipped,  
more organised, and incentivised to stop drug crime
I FAITH IN YOU BABY
if am not mistaken Bob marley had something to do with this!
if anyone has the time...nncome check out my experiment i just 
posted...you won't believe the results!!!! it went terribly wrong....
if any one interested in learning about the occult I this uploaded A play 
list on it call way to trancend reality if any one interested.
If anyone wants to try my level the ID is 66B5-0000-009C-7894, you have to 
be smart!
i farted
if AT&T needed more profit, should have just trained their workers to type 
faster lmaaao my grandma types faster than that
if climate change is the new pretext to war, maybe this is the new Nayirah 
Kuwaiti speech
If Climate Change were real Banks wouldn’t give you a loan to build 



Condos/Homes on the coast.
If David Hogg and Linda Blair had a baby!
If Delhi is meant to be the capital, I'd hate to see the rest of the 
shithole of a country
If Diet Coke and Mentos COULD have a commerical together THIS should be 
it.
if dome one in a third world country was suffering from dehydration and 
they drank cola, they would probabily die.
"I fear everything about her." Holly Holm 2015
I fear it too late...its not just if...but only when. Regardless she is 
amazing.
if edd saw this he would have a seizure
I feel as if i could do this, if i could find that dress. Like it's not 
even a dress, it's like a really long shirt.
I feel attacked
i feel attacked
I feel bad for her ...just watched the movie Lovelace if you have Pluto on 
your phone its on there.
I feel bad how she predicted her loss, damn...
I feel bad watching this on Windows :(
I feel cheated.
I feel funkier now. Thanx James!!!
I feel greasy just watching this video, but alas..it’s very interesting! I 
love the Indian food and culture. Thank you for sharing
I feel happy or good when im on mushrooms.
I feel I need to shower after watching this, sticky nightmare
I feel it
I feel it's just wow
I feel jipped.
I Feel like a Sex Machine...
I feel like a sex machine😁😁 😁😁😁
I feel like coke now :/
I feel like Daniel is breaching Hugh Jackman territory and becoming the 
most beloved actor in Hollywood. He's just so darn lovely.
I feel like devinsupertramp's life is just one big nonstop party
I feel like I can take this guy super serious.
I feel like im listening to a famous painter describe his masterpiece 
painting. So amazing to listen to the thought process.
I feel like im the only one that actually listened to this in 2016, 
everybody discovered it in 2019😂
I feel like I'm trippin
I feel like I'm watching dude perfect
I feel like i need a shower with all that soda on me
I feel like i time traveled to the past
I feel like its acting, it doesn't feel like she is saying this from the 
heart despite the tears.
I feel like its film like this ye a r becaz of the hair
i feel like ive heard this song before idk man
I feel like most of his vids are secretly asmr vids
I feel like Ronda is a superhero in a story. She hasn't lost once? Like 
what?
i feel like saying..."and I will finish what you started"
I feel like standing up and saluting the American flagnHAPPY BIRTHDAY 
AMERICA!!!
I feel like the demons are coming for
I feel like the first bit needs to happen with all companies, just fucking 
listen to us
I feel like there are a required amount of drugs one must ingest to enjoy 
this shit. lmao. Ridiculous
I feel like there is soooo much money in the world I feel like I'm just 
chump change
I feel like these costumes would be much more convincing if they found a 
way to make the helmets smaller. Just a thought.



I feel like these pieces all kind of represent the composers personalities 
for some reason
I feel like this got cut off too early
I feel like this is Danny Devito character homage to Matilda cause his 
character it's a sleazeball car salesman that rips off ppl
i feel like this is the soundtrack of my nightmares
I feel like this would take me over a month to do
I feel like toprocking right now
i feel personally attacked
I feel personally attacked
I feel personally attacked.
I feel personally attacked by a lot of this
I feel personally attacked lmaooooo
I feel pretentious already
:/ i feel really sad for her. hope she gets some justice soon
I feel safe. Rather have a mini military watching the neighborhood.
I feel so bad for her, being forced to look stupid and weird.
I feel so bad for this woman, what a horrible legacy to have.
I feel so modern now, like I'm a reborn hipster. Thank you.
I feel sorry for her future men
I feel sorry for the mattress.
i feel so small but so full of admiration for these pioneers
I feel so strange seeing ariana with jeans in a videos
I feel that this is not a costume and it’s cosplay
I feel that using a spire to boost height is a cheap copout.
I feel this song is going to get used on a target commercial. Cool song 
tho :)
I feel very spoilt living here.
I feel wierd like how am I just finding this but I look in the comments 
and go holy crap
I fell in love with this movie ever since i first watched it...nIts one of 
thoses movies you watch more then thrice.
I felt a tingle through my body like I was the one climbing up the tower 
omgsh scary !
I felt like i wanted to say something like "HAH!! I SAW HIS WIENER!!"
I felt like I was watching dude perfect! You did an amazing job with the 
music, throwing, and editing!
I felt like I went to India ...Thanx !
I felt sad when i was at 2:27 .. poor Horses :'/
I felt so bad for his brother
I felt that in my soul
If ever somebody deserved a good punch to the face
If Francis Scott Key could have heard this version...
if google add currency exchange in google pay that would be great
If Greta did not exist our politicians would have to create her. A perfect 
tool to justify everything bad coming along our way.
If he can really run on water, then why is he using those boards?
if he could see her, hed know he made a mistake.
If he could walk not run then he would be like Jesus.
If he had been ice skating, it would be a lesser fraud!! :D
... if he needs help from the board,why not be more specific with the 
heading....instead of sounding really amazing!
If he patted his guitar neck really fast it would have sounded like a 
helicopter
If he was white he wouldnt hv recieved all that hate :(
If he would play this today. Trump would say take this Son of a B... his 
Gitarre away he disrespected our Country and the Troups.
If Homer was in charge of Chernobyl. The disaster was  probaply avoided 
because even someone like Homer could not make such mistakes in a row.
If i become a rapper one day i'll do my concert with an orchestra only
If I could go back in time, I'd go to Woodstock '69, Live Aid '85, watch a 
Pink Floyd concert, then die a happy man.
If I could go to any musical event ever in the history of man, knowing 
what I know now, I would go to every minute of Woodstock 1969. NO 



QUESTION.
If I designed a car it'd be a hybrid between the Batmobile and the V8 
Interceptor
if i did that and i finished i'll just lick myself...i'll taste zesty...=)
if i die in the next year i'm gonna go playing this
If I don't have a mason jar will a mayonnaise jar work?
If? I enjoyed the video?nIf? I enjoyed the video?nnnIs the Pope's dog a 
Catholic?nnn(subscribed)
If I ever become a famous singer, I am having these guys do my backdrop 
video
If i get 39 likes i will make toast.
I fight my very own personal war on drugs.nnI GET STONED BEFORE BATTLES.
If I got to be honest, I don't like their heights
If I had a chance at only spending one day at Woodstock it would be this 
day hands down. But I wasn't born yet
if I had an army 30:36 would be the buggle call of it.
If I have well remembered, I have seen it in "Time Warp" on Discovery.nnI 
know, I'm not good in English.
if ...... I mean when you watch this movie, watch it in3D
If I'm truly lucky all the stupid videos about who ruled who and politics 
go away and all I get is MUSIC. Tonight I'm in that zone : )
I finally found the piece that was stuck in my head awesome compillation!!
I finally found this video! Havent seen it in years!
i finally got ysac you send it to people who cant cook fucking genius
I find her pitch extremely annoying to the ear. It lacks resonance and 
timbre. Hear no evil.
If India wasn't so dirty and desease-ridden, I would love to go there. 
Indian food is amazing!
I find it cool she likes mario cart Wii U though. I demolish at that game 
tho.
I find it tastes hollow. I miss the acid
I find this album very hard to two step to,
I finished my kylo ren costume ntoday
If i say something rude i will get banned from social media because i am a 
childophobe or wtf youd call it. Strange world
If it did'nt have mentos i'd drink it
If it doesn't make the sound then it's a fail.
if it means winter isnt so long then it doesnt sound to bad to me lol
- if it wasn't for money she wouldn't be there.
If it wasn't for Rhonda there wouldn't be women in the UFC.
if it wasn't for the boards non of this could happen, the true hero's are 
the boards. long live boards:)
If I've learned anything from watching fashion shows, people want weird 
stuff. And that car is weird! Though I like it too ;)
if I wanted to make a regular light saber could I use this video with the 
hilt part?
If I wanted to take my father up for a flight how would I go about it?
If I want to see slums like that, I just have to go to Detroit.
If I was allowed to travel once to any point in history, I'd go to this 
day.
If I was in bed with her , I wouldn't last 1 min. She must be thick as 
f**.
If I was in Homer's position:  CHEAP AFFORDABLE 2-SEATER ALL-ELECTRIC 
SMART CARS!!
If I was in that audience I could not hold my seat " Say  It  Loud...."
if i was rich, I would buy the homer.
If I was Secretary General of the UN I would have put the microphone near 
my ass an farted then state here is my response you whiney bratt
if i was there, i'd be standing behind them with my mouth wide open ;)
If I were one of the leaders she's taking about I would definitely feel 
threatened.
If James says  get up  !! Y'all better do it !!!!
If Jeremy Clarkson was ever in charge to build a car
If jimi was alive today he would be playing the shit out of what's going 



on in the Arab world.
😕  If making me scratch my head was the goal, well done...I guess
If mind blowing equals ugly, dirty and stinky then yes
I followed this video and fucked up.nnI really do suck at cooking
If only all the songs where longer
if only ea had someone who thinks this way
If only Greta would have lived in Salem.nShe and her "squad" could have 
eliminated all the witches!
if only he took the crayon out of his nose.
If only I could have been there!nHendrix was the best guitar player ever! 
❤%💥

If only I would have known, I could have beaten Tyson easily. Ah well, at 
least I'm invincible now.
If only modern game makers more thoroughly understood these simple key 
elements.
If only my country had the Siri Remote...
If only seething, unbridled contempt could sequester carbon.
If only she talked about Jesus and the urgency for us to repent with the 
same passion.
If only Sing was actually a good movie
If only the Simpsons still had the same chemistry today...
If only we could do this to our dicks.
If only we would all get a chance like this. I love America.
If only you could get a stuck up hipster to cold brew your dark web shit 
this video would be complete.
i forget how much i love these videos....
I forget the way this song goes and that’s how l got here Lol 😂
I forgot about Homer's brother.
I forgot about this episode of It’s Always Sunny
I forgot about this episode. Simpsons have been around a while lol
I forgot that this channel was real
I for one am so sick of picking up litter of teenagers in my neighborhood.  
They just throw their trash on the ground. Lazy fugs.
if other pple ask u dun eat but u still eat he ask u vomit out drink coke 
with mentos vomit out :D
I found an old Unix box in a datacenter that had an uptime of more than 25 
years. You don't see that on Windows platforms.
I found it on the night power outage 4 hours passednI feel resurrected
i found out about this guy through a youtube channel called computerphile
i found this in 2016 and it has been my favorite song since
I found this in march 2019 because I was doing a music project on him
I found this like 2 or 3 years ago and I still love it
I found this like a week ago for the first time lol
I found this on my recomendations okay
.....if peeing your pants makes you cool, then call me Miles Davis...... 
😂

If people don't get the joke at 1:20, he's supposed to be a hipster
If people don’t like the Beatles they need to check themselves into a 
mental illness Institute
If people stopped being pussies and embraced nuclear you’d still be in 
school.
if played under stress; well is there a lubricant of the soul!
if portlandia had a YouTube cooking channel, this would be it.
I freaking love Dan (x
I freaking love this song, and im more into metal/rock than anything xD
If Rolls Royce were given the plans I'm sure they'd come up with something 
nice.
If Ronda had committed to her take downs more than she would have one. She 
basically predicted her own loss.
If Ronda Rousey cheated on me..... I would apologize
If she didn’t have an accent no one would give a shit
if she expected the UN and the world leaders to behave differently, she's 



dreaming....  UN = League of Nations
If she gave that speech in China, they would throw her in jail
If she's not a bloke how come I just saw her with a basket full of yorkies 
& mccoys.
If she wanted to actually make a difference she could've done a Skype call
If she was genuinely distraught she would not be pausing for the applause.
If she was my kid I'd lock her in her room until she calmed down. Never 
any argument or facts  -  just hysterics.
If shrooms could make music I think this what they'd come up with
If someone ever approached me and posed like that guy did in the opening 
of this video I would kick them in the face
If someone thinks yes is sexy love making music I would hate to see their 
love life....
If that car was built in real life it would go for at least a quarter 
million.
if that coffee wasn't slavery free you may as well ask satan for buttsex 
now because you're evil and going to hell.
if that really is just coke and mentos, I think that those guys made a 
height world record
If that was me dancing where that girl... I WOULD HAVE BEEN GETTING 
DOWN!!!!
if that was real then you's two boys are the shit!!! well done : )
If that were me, I'd be standing there with a cup :P
If the back seat compartment for the kids was removed and the tail Fins 
were smaller the car would look a lot better
If the Bellagio fountains ever broke for the day these guys should step 
in! Excellent.
If the car cost $82,000, how did it bankurpt him ?
If the cars were mini cars and this were a rental place I could actually 
see people using this on the regular.  interesting, japanese style concept
If the girls weren't cute would you really bother to watch this?
If their words hurt you then go get some therapy instead of talking to 
some gown people about their wrong doings. You aren't their parents, go 
home.
If the media is supporting her, there is something sinister behind her 
btw. she's mentally ill
If there's global warming, explain why we still get snow? Boom. Make me 
the next president.
If there were any justice in this ordeal, Emma would be in jail right now 
and facing a harsh sentence for LYING about rape.
If the sugar is the key to make the shooting weaker, does it shoots better 
with beer?
If the Whole World could Just STOP!! for 30 min and DANCE TO THIS!!!!MAN 
WE would All be in a GOID PLACE JAMMIN!!
if the world don't survive then what will you do with this money ?
If they could only stop squeezing out kids every 5 seconds, they'd 
probably be ok....
If they did a Viagra advert this is the song for it
If they make a Zelda movie, Zelda williams should be Princess Zelda :)
if they only knew what UNIX has done to our technology today :D
if they're english... that totally shud put this in the 2012 Olympics 
ahhahaa
IF THEY STOLE YOUR DREAMS THEN WHY HAVE YOU KEPT TALKING ???
If things go south, this may as well be the epitaph of humanity. I sure 
hope they listened. I even hope they act.
If this aint classical music, i do not know what classical music is.
If this could never end, i would be the happiest person on earth! This is 
just wonderful <3
If this does not make you move, you are probably dead.
If this doesn’t give you a spiritual orgasms nothing ever will❤%%%
If this girl really gave a crap about the environment,she be in China or 
India complaining about climate. They're way worse than the US
if this is a serious question, my serious answer: it's just the foam.nif 
this is a troll question: that was lame.



If this song doesn't make you get on up, you dead
If this song doesn't make you want to dance then you're not a true 
American. If you are and you still feel nothing then you have to be 
legally dead.
if this song is anything to go by the film must be good!!
If this speech doesn't change those politicians minds then humanity is 
doomed. Really good speech
If this wasn't so pathetic, it would be a great comedy skit. 
#childexploitation
If this was performed nowadays conservatives would call him anti-American.
If this were on Arianas Vevo it would have 200.000.000 views, what a 
shame.
If this would come out on CD I'd buy it most def!
If time travel is possible this moment will be my first stop
If tommy wiseau designed a car.
<<<---- IF U ARE AFRAID DONT CLICK HERE!!
I fucking lost it at the 'hipster case'. Good stuff.
I fucking love her.
'I fucking love memes.' - John Cage.
i fucking love this video :'D
I fucking want come with you !!
i fuck with this
if u know his story then u know the struggle black white or brown anywhere
If u love yo fans pin this
If ur gonna help school shootings you just need a police officer in the 
school hall ways..
if u try to catch the soda in ur mouth, after it explodes, will it still 
taste like coke? or be all nasty and non-drinkable.
If u wanna laughrnrnwatch?v=nUbkzZ4mBt8
if u want to eat curry come to Parramatta or Harris Park !!
If Vetements/Balenciaga had a car.
if we, an entire generation, start a revolution, she’s our voice
if we are really luckey all the snowflakes will have melted by 2020
If we could get a download for this, I'd be happy to pay! This is too 
awesome
If we ever have a woodstock again please someone make sure it doesnt rain. 
And i mean a real woodstock not the one in the 90's that was shit music.
if we ever have open borders with india, we would have indians sleeping on 
our roof tops
If we’ve learned anything, it is DO NOT go on a talk show before a fight
If what she says it true she wont be alive to not forgive anyone.
If when I die and if I make it to the doorstep of Heaven to reach the 
Empyrean Realm, I hope this is playing.
If would have been a good speech,if she was not staring at the paper 
repeatedly,fake emotions!
if y’all heard about this song just now nthen you should check out their 
the voice performance nugh the ending my poor wig
If you are interested, here is a song that is both sexy and 
romanticnhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xkKoL7wlhSQnnEnjoy!n-Mr. 
Inspiration
If you are moved or inspired by her you are the cringe ewww her speach 
will be laughed at for years
if you are not drinking the coke just give it to me :D
If you are not moving with this, you are dead!
If you are riche please give some money yes you are😊
If you are still in Delhi then let meet tomorrow
If you are suppose to be in school. Aren't you committing an illegal act 
by missing school. You want us to listen.
If you ask me, the more famous, the more boring. nThe underrated or just 
not really heard of ones are (almost) always the best.
If you bring back Amelia Earhart  (Amy Adams) I'll see this. Her ass was 
the best thing about Night at the Museum 2
if you can afford a place in a building whose starting price is 1m/apt,i 
doubt they will use the subway



If you cant do it, STFU and give a thumbs up
If you can't feel patriotism after watching this i feel for you, and Mr 
Hendricks is a former army veteran as well.  Hope I said that properly.
If you can't find the piece thats stuck in your head, maybe check this vid 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=esJXU6gxO_U
if you can't get the fire directly from Hell, store bought is fine
If you can't hear rock in this then you have never listened to The Doors.  
I just keep waiting for Jim to start singing.
If you change the speed during the hang-time counter, you can see that it 
is fake.
If you close your eyes while listening it feels like your being attacked. 
I like it though lol
If you consider yourself so lucky then how dare you speak about such 
things. Go back to School and stop showing off your Silver Spoon.
If you could make a sucky 360° Invert Pineapple Cake/Pie, that'd be on 
flek.. *probably not using flek correctly.
If you could show us how to make an Obi Wan costume. That would be 
absolutely awesome.
If you desire to burn fat quickly, you should look up on google Zippy Fat 
Loss. That might help you get the body you deserve.
If you didn't know stevie wonder was blind like this comment i want to 
know how many people didn't knew this
If you dislike this read the comment below it applies to you.
If you'd like to play it on piano ...https://youtu.be/HueGz7Gu2rE
If you do a bother video can it be black panther please
If you do continue it ,do the flash costume from the CW
If you do not copy and paste this onto 10 videos your mom will die in 4 
hours...
If you do not copy and paste this onto 10 videos your mom will die in 4 
hours... I hate these things
If you don’t eat your meat you can’t have any pudding! How can you have 
any pudding if you don’t eat your meat
If you don't know that this is the best rendition of the Star Spangled 
Banner ever then you're lost
If you don't like James Brown you got some serious issues!
If you don’t like this song your racist
If you don't move Too this your probably dead. I'm disabled and I'm 
rocking. lol
If you don’t move to this soul music you are death. Greetings from Puerto 
Rico É
If you do the show right it not wasted but if you do it wrong it's wasted
if you ever wonder why entire parks get sticky you now know.
If you get lost in Old Delhi, just ask where Jama Masjid is. That is the 
best reference point.
If you guys didn't know he was playing sounds like bombs sirens screams
if you guys wanna hear a funny and awsome version of this song look up 
shane dawson- bad bromance
if you hate gaga why would you even watch this video.. haters you're crap
if you hate this song i'm not your friend i love her songs
If you have a 3D printer they should be able to deliver it electronically.
If you haven't done these already. Can you do the First Order officer's 
uniform like General Hux wears and Poe's X-Wing helmet and uniform?
If you have to parade children in front of the camera to push your agenda 
- you're trying too hard.
If you know how hard this guy is strugling to run on that... it's hard to 
watch
If you like lady gaga your should research the illuminati cause there is 
alot symbols in her videos
If you like old school organ and lots of Latin percussion, you will like 
El Chicano's version. It's my favorite.
If you like this check out his song “Machine Gun”.
If you like this, check out Miles' "He Loved Him Madly".
If you like this check out the songs of "American Express" you'll love 
them!.  Just visit shmcgra's youtube page.



If you listen closely, you can hear Jimmie Hendrix shredding the guitar
If you look closely you can actually see the puppet strings around her
If you look closely, you can make out her puppet strings.
If you look closely, you can see her strings.
If you look closely you can see little wooden boards in the water😂😂😂
If you look closely, you will see slenderman
if you look very close at 0:47 you can see that the guy jumped off the atv 
devin i thought you would of know about this
If you love this song!n| n|n|!
if you make the kylo ren costume you should make the how to about the 
first order storm trooper
If you mix Rum and Coke it tastes good.
If you mock a teenage girl seriously worried about the future of our 
planet you are a literal garbage person.
If you move yourself, you die hahahaha.
if you not dancing with this .... mean u r dead ;)
if you noticed they never put joan of ark in any of the movies i wonder 
why ?
If you played a game named Spec Ops: The Line, this song made the game 
even more depressing... in a good way. But still, depressing.
If you really care about climate change, you gotta start the extinction of 
human.
if you really like romance you should listen'' SAFETYSUIT''  new 
album ,new single -get around this,   it's so romantic!!!
If you really think about it, the world would be better off if India was 
just deleted.
If you're mad that he can't actually run on water without boards, you try 
what he's doing. That's pretty hard.
If you're not a diabetic sugar is better then aspartam.nThere are tons of 
research about this subject
If you're not souling to this 2018 you must be trolling, get up!!!!
If you're reading the comments, scroll up while you still can.
If you're reading the comments then sorry bro, you dont enjoying this 
playlist as intended.
If you’re single , go ahead and masturbate in your bed while listening to 
this 😒❤
If you reverse the we are sgt peppers lonely part it says it was fake 
mustache
If your gonna get a costume you might as well get a legit costume not 
something cheap like in Smyths
If your single you gotta love your hands 😂
If you slow it to fifty percent speed she sounds like Werner Herzog 
playing some kind of evil climatologist.
If you study the history of youtube, this is educational now.
If you Think about it 60% of the best/most popular songs are by brown 
people that most people dont even know which is weird somehow not to me 
though
if you think about it, this is the most creative music video EVER!
if you think about this how much coke did they use and at what price per 
bottle at my local kroger its about 2 and a half dollars per 2 liter
If you think it's a miracle you're f* stupid... Everybody can do this with 
some PRACTICE! :)
if you think it's fake then why don't you try it yourselfes??' go to the 
store and get a coke an mentos an try it, if not work then it's fake 
OK????
'if you understood and still did nothing you'd be evil' '*applause from 
the evil people, laughter*
If you wanna improvise: C MINOR SCALE (not blues)
“If you want to control someone, all you have to do is to make them feel 
afraid.”
if you want to design a car for average man, ask a millionaire, like 
Hitler to Ferdinand Porche
If you want to get young people out to the ballet, do a version of Dracula 



or another well known story and put it to hip hop like this.
If you want to have your opinion taken seriously, get a teen-aged, special 
needs girl to speak on your behalf.  HAHAHAHA...
If you want to make a change, go back to school and make your speech 
impactful with actual knowledge instead of emotion.
If you want to see cool/weird video, check out our profile. Thank you
If you want to see the real spirit of India then go attend KUMB MELA.
If you want to truly appreciate this go watch Wyclef Jean's Woodstock '99 
attempt.
IF YOU WANT TO WATCH A FUNNY VIDEO nSEARCH UP billie and tillie its the 
first video
if you watch mitbusters....you'll see that they didn;u use just cola and 
mentos....
I genuinely thought the tumbnail was one of those montages to clickbait, 
she really is wearing this.
I get all my economic, political, and environmental information and advice 
by chopping it up with 7th graders during recess.
I get banged to this on the regular
I get chills listening to this. The only other time I got the chills over 
the national anthem was when Whitney Houston performed it days after 9/11.
I get chills when he holds that note at 1:06 everytime
i get climate change but i cant take an 11 year old seriously like cmon 
people
I get excited at times but who was Clem kadiddlehopper
I get excited for every single video you post and am never disappointed 
omg
I Get freaked out every time i watch Lady gaga videos ..
i get hairspray vibes
I get it, you funny.
I get so emotional because i grew up listening to.hip.hop..good job JIMEK
I get that people call this a legendary moment, in which I agree, but tell 
me. Would anyone put this is their playlist?
I get the distinct feeling that it would be incredibly easy to get sick in 
India.....seriously sick
I get the message but man was her tone funny. How dare you!!!
I get to visit here soon! Can't wait!!
i get what hes doing but it still hurts my ears
I gladly saw this man perform live back in the 90s
Ignorance on full display.
IGNORANT ME: Didn't know James himself was on the keys.nEDIT: this must've 
blown some minds at the time...thrusty...nEDIT2: is this prerecorded?
ignoring her wasn't very classy of him... he should've punched that 
attention whore in the face.
I got a 2002 s500 and that bitch is a UNIT
I got a ad that was the movie that featured this song
I got a commercial.
I got a feeling somebodies watching me.
I got ants in ma pants and I need to dance.
I got a sing ad
I got a SING commercial.
i got chills
I got chills at Dear Mama. What a beautiful composition.
I got chills when I listen to it ;) Great Job!
~I GOT FAITH~
#IGOTFAITH!
I got faith
i got faith
i got Faith!!!
I got faith🤘
I got faith in both of you
I got Faith in Stevie Wonder being the best musician we''ll ever hear or 
see. xxx
I got faith in this song!❤❤



i got faith, in u baby🙆
I got faith in u nowww
i got faith in you baby
I got faith in you baby nI got faith in ariana and fans!
I got faith in you guys
🎶 I GOT FAITH THAT I COULD GET SOME LIKES.....BABYY...🎶
I got fath
I got fath in you baby, i got faith in you girl; and you've been sucha 
sucha good friend to me, know that I love you some how.
i got feyyyyyyeyeyeyet 😍
i got. fhath to
I got goosebumps
I got goosebumps from the last high note😍
"I got mine... don't worry about his" I can't tell if that's good winging 
or not?? xD
I got mine don't worry about his lol ha! Gets me every time 😂 love it❤
'i got mine, he got his'...pause 😂
I got pinched nerves in my neck and back and my hiatal hernia is bothering 
me, but F'k it, I'm up and moving to this!
i got really happy when i got bigger
I gotta be honest, i'd buy that car.
I gotta learn to spin my trumpet like that!
I gotta rob a bank for sure . . awesome video, that vivid colors since 
Avatar and Life of Pi. and Wizard of Oz
I gotta say, that's a pretty good look for Jimmy.
I got this in my recommendations just now
I got this recommended today? What the hell YouTube I am bald and bleeding
I got turned on to her through a Culligan Water Softener commercial.   How 
weird is that.  It was the Pumper song.
I grew up watching the French dub of the show. I just watched this now and 
instantly recognized Danny Devito's voice. Its so distinctive.
I grew up with her... I'm 13 and 2 years ago, watching season 5 of 
American horror story I learned what she looked like... is that bad?
I grew up with Marcel Duchamp. Obsessed with chess too. And humorous 
vision of art
I grew up with night of the museum.l just love there creations and 
animations, tht makes the souvenir moving.How creative
Igual a Honduras
I guess everyone caught on about the big man in the sky bullshit... now we 
have a new fear-mongering tactic coming in place
I guess ground water dont count.
I Guess her prediction came true smirks a laugh 😆
I guess he was Micheal Jackson inspiration.
I guess I'll have to settle for being a luxury real estate tycoon in 
Minecraft.
I guess I'm hipster, bc posting singles only to the dark web and that 
choose-your-own-adventure novel both sound really cool.
I guess she's thankful she wasn't raped on a fold out sofa, that'd be a 
bitch to lug around.
I guess that makes for 80,000 streamers with ptsd then.
I guess the song is called "Tap Me"rnrnBut Does Anybody Know who the 
artist is? or who performs it?rnrnANYBODY!!!!!
I guess they don't get Ninja Warrior in China. Er, nevermind.
i guess this is before he tore his ACL, get better bro
I guess you can say Homers car was "Trash".
I guess you could say Chopin was Chopped
Így találták fel a szökőkutat :D
i had accidentally left the video on 1.5 times speed on accident and it 
doesnt sound too bad aside from the opener
I had a craving for some stank funk with a side of soul.  I'm satisfied!
I had a lil yachty ad before this.....SMH



I had been in Sydney in 2004, but that time it was very boring place as 
there were very low populations. I think it is better now.
I had goosebumps through the whole video. Thanks for doing this.
I had never imagined such a version of Hip-Hop. For me, an unusual 
interpretation. Great job JIMEK.
I had no clue there was so much psychology behind world 1-1.
I had no idea Homer had a brother
I had no idea that song existed :O whaaaaaaaaaa?
I had no idea they were thinking of doing this! I'm so happy!
I had NO IDEA this existed...
I had read a lot of crappy comments agains LG i'm 40yrs and I know some 
about music. I can tell this is good.
I had this played at my husband's funeral.
I had to laugh at this escapee from a 50s Godzilla flick. She's an even 
better AOC- example of why you don't let idiots lead.
I had to learn this via the US3 version.
i had to listen to this about 4-5 times before even beginning to pickup on 
it's various intricacies....masterful
I had to play it twice because the first time, I missed most of what they 
were saying.
I had to remind myself that this is satire or else I would have died from 
the cringe
I had to sing this at school for choir
I had to sing this in my old choir class
I had "Why the fuck you lying" playing in another tab as I watched this.
I hardly can't wait
I HATE ADS ON YOUTUBE! How are you gonna put ads on Bitches Brew?!!!
I hate coffee but I like the bowtie, SUBBED
I hated the laugh 🙄
i hate her dress....
i hate  IT ITS ILLUMINATI PAUSE IT AT 0:53 SIX SIX SIX THE COINS AT THE 
RIGHT SIDE OF nGAGA
I hate it when people put cartoons in music videos
I Hate Jimmy Fallon he Sucks Ass not funny at all!!! Get off the Air!!!
I hate Lady gaga
i hate Lady Gaga
I hate Lady gaga's haters!!!!!
I hate lady gaga So much
I hate many, many things about my generation, but Cold Brew? Cold Brew 
they got right.
i hate my life
I hate random jazz....this is disco jazz :):):)
I hate she so much
I hate “sing” but arie and Stevie wonder are epic!!
I hate slip scrapers tbh they’re ugly
I hate that I have a crush on you.
i hate this :)
i hate this damn song !!!
I hate this episode because Homer's car awesome and the ending makes no 
sense.
I hate this girl 🤦
I hate this joint
I hate this mass hypnotization so much, this fucking kid needs bandage on 
her mouth go play with your barbie
I hate this movie coz i can't open ..bull shit
I hate those particulals that float in. Coffe
I hate to say it. This is the worst Stevie Wonder song I've ever heard.
I hate to visit india beciz of dirty
I hate when my local coffee spot doesn't use tripdismay.
I hate you
i hate you and your videos. you always have so much fun. and my life seems 
so boring
i hate you lady caca



"I hate you people"nCrowd: "WOO! Clap Clap Clap"n"No I seriously fucking 
hate you people"nCrowd: She is so cute! WOO! CLAP CLAP CLAP"
i hate you!!sinayang  nyu ung coke wlang hiya!!
I hate you so much
I hate you so much its unreal... I'm glad Charlie is higher than you in 
most watched!
I hate yuja myisc
I  have 1 question: How can those empties bottles below keep moving even 
without the coke jet at the end of the video???
I have 30 minutes to get this down on guitar. Fuck
I have 8 kids and this old songs make up for 7 of them lol
I have a bad feeling about making this.
I have absolutely no words right now..im just...Happy Sigh
I have a coffee grinder just like that! I've never used it before, I feel 
like if I turn the crank it will turn to dust.
I have AD BLOCK !
I have a discussion with a friend nThe thing is i say jimi is so nie like 
Mozart and she says no Bitte thats bullshit
I have a display ideas for you guys:Tia Dalma and Jack Sparrow. (I know 
you I know you already have the Jack Sparrow costume)
I have a feeling now that Robin Williams has passed away, everyone that 
was bagging on this movie are now gonna watch night at the museum 3 :/
I have a feeling that ariana will perform solo live
I have a feeling that most of us are singels and lonely, or is that only 
me 😌
I have a feeling the video was cut short for some reason or another 
probably YouTube political BS
I have a friend and a music teacher who love jazz but hate this album. 
However, I love it. Probably because I'm a big rock and metal kind of guy.
I have a highschool friend who looks exactly like Daniel :D He even 
dressed up as Harry Potter once :D
I have a hotwheels version of that car
I have a humble advise for you "Practice before you preach."
I have a kylo ren suite but I didn't make it
I have a little Hot Wheels toy of the Homer.
I have a manual for AT&T Unix, it's in a specially-labeled binder.
i have a peace tattoo on that same hand too but on the other hand i have a 
skull
I have a question for anyone so would you rather by a light saber and 
helmet or get "not a lot of peices"
I have a tenor solo in the middle of this and I am a freshman. God help 
me.
I have been avoiding this song BUT I AM SO GLAD I HEARD IT TODAY!
I have  been going though these videos 1 at a time. This one is 
hysterical!
I have been in Delhi India but never experienced this chaotic place, which 
part of Delhi is it?
I have been jamming to jimi since I was 7, I have listened to this 
hundreds of times... Never gets old.. always gives me goosebumps! RIP 
Jimmi xoxo
I have been looking for #47 for so long!
I have been looking for number 40 for three months
I have been looking for this song for forever!!
I have been looking for trash can but cant find it which store ???
I have been searching for this video .Why the admin removed for some days?
I have been told that there are too many beggars in India , is it true? I 
have never been there before.
i have been to sydney the 27 to the 29 november of 2016
I have  big gay
I have coke and mentos in super slow motion
i have come to the conclusion that lady gaga is not a man
I have done nothing zilch nada to contribute to society, and now sponging 
on welfare.
I have done this experiment with my older daycare parents.  It was a lot 



of fun and they enjoyed it.
i have faith india will pull itself out of this mess.
i have faith in u baby i bid you halleluyah
I have faith in you now faith beautiful Ariana Grande 💖😚🤗�
I have followed Kenny's advise I will read or listen to his piece.  Resist 
readership!
I have heard these stuff in baby tv 🙄
I have heard this hundreds of times, and it gets more powerful every time 
I hear it.
I have just been saluted by Mr. Staples, San Antonio, Tx.nhttps://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=3s-dSoDptVc
I have just seen this ha
I have known this before all of you , who did not know this masterpiece 
before.
I have listened to this over 100 times and it still sounds new and fresh. 
My best jam ever
"I have lupus Larry"rnrn-The audience laughs-
"I have lupus Larry"rn-the audience laughs-
i have made a bed but i dont now how i can sent it
i have made myself look a complete fool i am sorry i have done such a 
thing
I have many more years to lived with Ariana Grande 😉😍
i have my dad s original vinyl from the 1960s!
I have never seen this before
I have news for you little girl. The climate changes all the time, each 
and every day and there is nothing the U.N can do about it!
I have no gril friend but I have music
I have no hope in the younger generation...
I have no idea what she just said, can we get someone else up there?
'' I HAVE NO IDEA WHAT THAT MEANS ''
"I have no idea what that means" HAHAHAHA xD
"I HAVE NO IDEA WHAT THAT MEANS" lmao looks like a fine movie but im not 
going to watch it
I have no idea who this girl is or why people in the comments are talking 
about rape...
I have not heard this since the 70's and YES OH YES...I dig Bennie 
Maupin's reed, the clarinet,great and  Davisingly DARK...
I have no words! ♥ they are just the best!
I haven't been the biggest fan of the series, but the the wake of Robin 
William's death, I might check this out.
i haven't had mentos in FOREVER! are they like gum? i can't remember.
I haven,t heard this before but I absolutely love it 😊
i haven't laughed that hard in a long time
I Haven't laughed this hard in forever!!!
I haven't seen a video in 15 FPS for a long time.
I haven't seen that much eye twitch and lip movement when she talks since 
Lord of the Rings.
I haven't seen the first two but this kinda looks fun.
i haven't seen the movie but this song is awesome
I haven’t watched lil Ron Ron in a min, mane got a lot more bad 😂  
roasting everyone
I have one hour fun with my Girlfrend
I have only just realised that's Danny DeVito.nnWhere have I been my whole 
life?
I have pet shrimp like that.
I have seen all your videos. You have a lot of courage.
I have seen better actresses, she needs to improve her skills
I' have seen New York, Ottawa, Toronto,Singapore &Sydney & it  was 
beautiful scenery.I recommend to any body to see!!  Thankyou Expidia!!.
I have seen this at 2016 what are u talking bout!
I have seen this before, about a year after it came out.. but I totally 
forgot about it..nnNow I am BACK.



I have seen this before. I think it was in 1939. Great speech..
I have sex to this
I have taken a vow to watch this once a day. Maybe if we all do that, then 
we'll get her to #1 vid on youtube!
I have that same camera!
I have the 334 comm not so sub to me!
i have the book with the 4 cds and i still have another double cd 
remastered version...and i still listen to it here...lol...
I have the goddamn car rocking Dan ri  to this shit
I have the hots for Jimmy. WAHAHAH
I have the hot wheels car of this
I have the original suit
I have the same look in my eyes when I need to go the toilet after a fag 
and a cup of coffee in the morning.....
I have the same uke as you' '
I have the urge to simultaneously get up and get down at the same time.
I have the weirdest boner right now
I have this on repeat n 2019🔥🔥🔥🔥
I have this on vinyl. I haven't opened it yet because I'm neither worthy 
nor capable of understanding this combination of sounds.
I have this urge to throw up.
I have those glasses
I have thought about the best guitar players ever. So Hendrix is one . 
only because he had nothing to work with
I have to be the Stick in the Mud.nI despise Anything of, about, or from 
NYC. nVile place!
I have to pee
I have to play this on drums in jazz band. It is the best!
I have to say good job guys very cool now I want one.
I have to say my favorite scenes from the entire series was with steve 
coogan & Owen wilson. Really funny scenes!
I have to say that this collection is perfect. Not a song is worth 
skipping.
I have to try it once in my life😖
i have tried hating her but shit she is awsum!!!!!
I have two questions:n1. Was that British accent a joke?n2. Was that a 
British accent?
I heard fear in her voice anybody with me?
i heard from somebody that the doctor is in it. totally disbelieve it, but 
still......
i heard gaga is part man part woman
I heard he once fingered a girl so soulfully she died
I heard Herbie on the radio the other day and I just had to spend some 
time listening and enjoying his genius . Thanks Herbert Jeffrey Hancock .
I heard he talks perfect English, he must like to be a bit of a joker!
I heard if this 16 year old girl started her own country there'd be world 
peace.
I heard it's expensive here
I heard last and I was like WHATnthen I heard season and I was like THANK 
GOD ITS COMMING BACK AVENTULLY
I heard rumours,she maybe will get nobel price this year.
I heard she lost.
I heard that a brazilian dude died by eating some mentos after a can of 
coke
I heard that she has a dick o.o is ir true BTW good video!
I heard that the Producers recorded Mickey Rooney, who was one of the bad 
guys in the first Night in the Museum movie before he died
I heard this before! I think it was a commercial.
I heard this from sing
I heard this in a cafe for the first time ever today!! Its frickin awesome 
happy 2019!
I heard this in the credits of Sing, never bothered to search it up until 



I found this in my recommendations😂 ...
I heard this last year ..lmaooo
I heard this mix for the first time and it made think of my love
i heard this song around the time the movie came out I LOVE IT SO MUCH
I heard this song on the movie but never thought it was Stevie I don’t rmb 
Ariana’s part of anything in the movie
I heard this song when it got only 6M views 😝
I heard what she said ,but she forgot to say what she wants them to do.  
Someone tell me since she didn't -
"I heard your finger almost fell off and I was like thank god!" 😂
I hear Frank from It's Always Sunny in Philadelphia
I hear people crying, women and children screaming, machine guns, 
helicopters, bombs and explosions. Jimi was a genius
I hear that Diet Slurm works as well.
I hear that ODESZA in there 🤘
I hear that song in  tuxedo..anyone else??
I hear the smell in India is unbearable!!
I hear you and my heart cried the whole way through, I hope they listen!
i ❤his voice
I honestly expected the video to be better
I honestly feel .the collaboration on this track is amazeing.Something 
spiritual happened here.( recording studio)
I honestly love her outfit!!!
i honestly love this song
I honestly think Stevie Wonder and Ariana Grande are a really good singing 
pair.
I honestly thought it was gonna pan up from the typewriter at the end to 
reveal that he typed "You suck at cooking"
I honestly wish there was reactions to this album on YouTube. This would 
be great, mind blowing experience for first listeners for a reaction 
video.
i hope cola is still exist in the future!
I hoped for some funny comments... :(
I hope Google buys Fossil soon,I really want a Pixel watch!
I hope he sees this comment
I hope his guitar was 18
I hope Holm will K.O. her. Comee one Holly #TeamHolm
I hope I can live in this city one day..
i hope it rained after.
I hope it's good and real
I hope i will win school halloween costume contest
I hope New York City will look like the Futuristic City from Spider-Man 
2099 in years to come :D
I hope nobody at Vice uses airplanes. It would be a shame if you turned 
out to be a bunch of hypocrites. Again.
I hope one day she'll play a disney princess role
I hope Santa gives her coal for Christmas!!!! 😆😆😆 nAnd yes I said 
Christmas!!!
I hope she doesn’t have any kids. You know, to help with climate change.
I hope she finds herself at the losing end of a lawsuit and having to work 
a burger king for the decade to pay it off.
I hope she loses just so she'll stfu
I hope she's at peace , God knows the truth of her life . I do wonder if 
you still the movie on video .
I hope she was staying in a NY tent and not a wasteful hotel.
I hope Snowden will be able to live with his family some day.
I hope Sony and Microsoft are taking notes.
I hope that coffee was fair trade and all the workers are paid in shiny 
copper pennies by mustached men wearing bowties
I hope that dude gets a buttload of money from the school & her for 
letting that nutjob defame his name this entire time!!!!!!!!
I hope that the democrats get it together and get trump out so one of them 



can help this girl get it done.
i hope the kids watching are aware of Stevie's talent, so they can make 
the comparison
I hope the new spiderman game for ps5 will have these skyscrapers in them
I hope these make the city prettier also I hope the one for Brooklyn 
doesn’t ruin it
I hope these people have a cleaner better future^
i hope they  dedicate this movie to robin wiliams.
I hope they don’t make towers taller then one World tarde Center in the 
downtown area
I hope they never give this nut case a gun license....
I hope this gets on people's recommendation page
i hope this isnt fake looks really really agood
I hope this message doesn't escalate social destabilization.
I hope this person isn’t real lmao
I hope to meet you one day Greta.
I hope to see a new take on mario in the future
I hope to see some more green buildings like the Spiral in New York's 
future.
I hope you can read this Rhonda, you suck. you became something no never 
were you looser, haha.
I hope you found peace before you died Linda.
I hope you’ve been brainwashed and are not this stupid
Ihre Geburt war auch eine Umweltverschmutzung
ihr glaubt auch jeden scheiss.
ihr hättet mal lieber zu area 51 gehen sollen...
Ihr Lügner die IG Metall hat dazu aufgerufen. Ich habe es doch selbst bei 
einer Versammlung gehört.
I..I can't tell if this actually how you do it or not and I'm afraid to 
find out and die.
iight, i'd take my nephew to see this
Iii idemo lagano do 2 M! nBravo 💪
IIIIIIIIIIIIIHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllloooooooooooooooooooooovvvvvvvvvvvvvvvveee
eee yyyyyyyyyyyoooooooooooouuuuuuuu
Iiiiii nista se ne razume pesma :-)
Iiiiiiuui
I ILOVE IT ALOT :D
I imagine myself singing this song as lots of other Beatles songs with the 
main 6 ponies from MyLittlePony
I impregnated myself because of this. Thank you very much.
I in love with the cute dancer, mercy
Iiooooooooo
Ii skey
I... I think this counts as false advertisement.
I jst got it in recommendation.  Woah,  after 1 yr of its release.
I just a notification right now
I just bought some mintos all i need know is coke!!!
i just buy the lightsaber on a nearby toystore just around 15 bucks than 
hardly build that stuff
I just came here for an Eargasm. :/ :)
I just came here to enjoy the comments
i just came here to remember the tub.....
I just came to see the comments, Lmao
i just cant stop playiing it
I just can't...wow...words just cannot describe this...this never ever 
gets old!
I just click 'cause I saw "ft. Ariana Grande"
I just cried through this! What innocence! This has been a bad year for 
us! Let's not mess it up any more! Hillary!
I just did it its cruzzy
I just discocerd this in 2019!! I cant believe that i lost this vídeo all 



this time!!!!!😁😅😂😍
I just discovered that song wow
i just discovered this and i already watched the movie twice like wtf??
I just discovered this song although although I watched SING! like 100 
times ì
I just discovered this song today. I love it!
I just dont understand how this is funny to people...
i JUST DON'T UNDERSTAND WHY PEOPLE CANT SEE THAT A DEEP HARD LOVE BETWEEN 
TWO MEN IS SO BEAUTIFUL.
i just entered here to see the comments :))
I just feel like having it right now
I just find this song so comical...I hear it and I can't stop grinning
I JUST FOUND OUT ABOUT THIS
i just found out this works with carbonated flavored water and sourpatch 
kids!!!
i just found this-
I just found this in my recommendations even though it was posted a few 
years ago
i just found this now�
I just found this on my recommendations?? Everyone says they’ve had this 
for ab a year… YouTube……slacking much?
I just found this song..how could I just find this song?
I just found this song like what, and another thing; how the hell r Stevie 
so hot like hello
I just found this song. This is so good
I just found this song while this is 2018 , it is released in 2016..
I Just Found This Today,And I Keep On Replaying It Like.....nI dont like 
it...nI LOVE IT!!!
I just found this video omg nice
I... just found this. WHAT AN ART.
I just got it now, september 2019
i just got kylo ren lightsaber
I just got this from recommenced.... when I look at the date in 2016.....
I just got this in my recommendation list idk how
I just got this in my recommendations I hate you YouTube
I just got this now. Wow
I JUST got this recommended how the hell
I just got this Youtube why you hiding stuff from me
i just got to dis channel da best one
I just had an orgasm...
I just had the shocking realization this is danny devito
I just hate her ... she gets me on my nerves and is probably the reason 
why I migrate from Germany to the USA %
I just have 12 days until the premier! 😫  i dont think i will make it 😔
I just heard the news about Robin Williams. RIP good sir.
I just heard this song for the first time. Good job YouTube
I just heard this song now. Thanks youtube. You're better than Spotify
I just heared this song after the movie named 'Sing' end and I remember 
that's Ariana's voice !!! now I found it!!!
I just imagine behind the camera no one knows what he's saying and it's 
awkward haha
I just imagined myself on that platform where that girl is and hitting 
"The Floss" dance to this.... wtf is wrong with me lol
I just jazzed in my pants
I just knew I was going to watch some bullshit!
I just know understood why it's called a shell... holy shit
I just learned about figurative language😂
I just like Ariana's part
i just like imagining i have a boyfriend while listening to 
thisn#foreveralone
I just like the music in this playlist but it’s awkward when it comes up 



on the screen in the car and you and your mum make awkward eye contact 😂
😂

I just looked up this song yesterday and i love itttt
I just lost my virginity in my ears.
i just love her
I just love it !
I just love James Brown, but the back-and-forth camera work on this video 
is soooooo annoying!!!
I just love the second voice
i just love this
I just love this album,it breaks away from what is into new dimensions,my 
style
I just love this hole song In general
I just LOVE this song ! <3 I LOVE IT !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
i just make Turkish coffee and put it in the freezer for 20 minutes
I just marathoned all 3 films, loved them all, made me laugh a lot :).
I just noticed u made this song. Lol!😅
I just notice that girl in the back milly rocking in the back
I just notice that Kevin Hart sounds like James Brown 😂
i just now noticed this is danny devito
I just now saw this on my recommendation WHAT!!
I just ordered a Triple cheeseburger because of her!
I - just ordered a ukulele
I just ordered me the CD of this and I'm really excited, since I often use 
Interstellar Overdrive as sleep-in music.
I just read about this in my marketing class. So I had my iPhone next to 
me and looked it up online. Awesome! 3 years later and it's still cool
I just realized Homer's brother is voiced by Danny Devito
I just realized how much freakin black Kylo Ren actually has...
I just realized how short this song is.
I just realized it’s danny devito
I JUST REALIZEDnITS RAMI
I just realized that I actually vibe with this pretentious hipster
I just realized that only one of my earbuds works 😂
I just realized what she reminds me of: a slightly more sane and female 
version of Marilyn Manson...
I just saw a white swallow or was it a pigeon
I just saw that the new design of tower 2 of the world trade center and 
has given me a small heart attack. What the hell is that monstrosity?
I just saw the movie, it was awesome and the soundtrack is cool af
I just saw this today... WTH
I just saw this video😳  and it’s from 2016nnNice song though 😍❤  you rock
i just searched for loving you by minnie ripert and i found this.....
I just shit my pants.....
i just think about all the kids around the world dying of thirst...
i just typed music...not Lady Gaga Bad Romance
I just wait till my hot brew goes cold.
I JUST WANNA BE FREE, I JUST WANNA BE ME
I just wanna fulfill every wish Eric hasnHe seems like such a great guy
I just wanna have that girls body😂
I just wanna yank her ponytail and make SOROS cry.
I just wanted to be 670 :)
I just want for them to come up with a way to vent the hot air from your 
car in the summertime while it's parked.
I just want to be pregnant.
I just want to go to Sydney to visit the dance academy where they filmed 
dance academy 😂💕 nbut I'm on the other side of the world:(
i just want to know one thing. nhow in the world does she come up with 
this stuff?
i just want to stand in the line of the show where you get to see this guy 



die :)
I just want to told you rami,  that you won the oscar 5 years later.
I just watched all these and this third one was way better than the second 
one. Felt like a good send off for Robin as well.
I just watched a moron for no reason. How did I get on this side of the 
Internet. How
I just watched her story on TV, and that was sad, what a horrible life, 
then at the end it said she was killed in 2002 in a car crash.. just 
tragic.
I just watched Sing
I just watched Sing and just heard this song for the first time. That’s 
crazy 😝
I just watched this movie today
i just watched this on mythbusters!!! yay!!
I just wish I was born an Immortal Vampire on 1943 and listen to some 
sweet music from the 1950s-present
I just woke up from the most horrible nightmare. Oh no, I was watching 
this video.
i just wrote a scrap on your Orkut profile.
I kada ne javis se na moj broj, 200% znam da si na njoj... dahcete u ritmu 
zajedno 😦😦  😍
I kada ne javljaš se na moj broj.200% znam da si na njoj....
I kada ne javljas se na moj broj, dvesta posto znam da si na njoj
I kada ne javljas se na moj broj, dvesta posto znam da si na njoj!
I kada se ne javiš na moj broj dvesta posto znam da si na njoj dahćete u 
ritmu zajedno... Bravo Kija zakucala si..💪👏👏👏
,,I kada se ne javljas na moj broj,200% si na njoj'' omg kakav tekst, 
kakva estradna zvezda. Bravo Srbijo 😡😡 😡
I kad gubis dobijas,pa ti si BOG.
I kad se nejavis na moj broj...........🤔
@ikbenlisa19 Leuk kunnen jullie partner ruil doen, zonder dat iemand het 
merkt ;-]
I keep coming back here😍  we love u Jimmy!! SIP this was so amazing!!!
I keep hearing about this Greta Thunberg as if she was the authoritarian 
on science and it turns out it's just a fucking KID!?
I keep hearing the Swedish chef from the muppets
I keep seeing you in my recommended and in popular, are you paying Youtube 
(Google) to be famous?
I kepec postala popularna ziveo Mitrovic
I kept waiting for the horn section to actually play
I kija je izgustirana. Godinu dana je trajala karijere i cao...
I kija pjeva,nidje veze...
I kinda feel bad for Stevie cause a lot of the Comments are about Ariana 
(don't get me wrong I love Ari) but BOTH ARIANA AND STEVIE SLAYED
I kinda feel like a proud mama 😢 ❤ love her sm
i kinda love this
I kind of like that car. Not the price, but the design is pretty darn 
nice.
I kneel with Colin
I knew 59 💪😂
I knew about this song bc I used to love ‘Sing’ and I also did a tap dance 
to this in my dance class’ recital two years ago
I knew about this song but got it on my recommendations again after 2 
years
I knew a guy who said they ran out of gas so they put some whiskey in the 
tank & it got them to the gas station.
I knew Holly would win. Ronda is Awesome and Ronda is #2 in the world. 
Holly Holm is #1. She's the Greatest in the world.
I knew it! His helmet is trash
I knew it the force awakens!



I knew it would be Super Mario 64
I knew number 1 would be Beethoven
I knew that voice was familiar.
I knew that was Danny devito
I knew that was Danny DeVito I heard! For my ally is IMDB and a powerful 
ally it is..
I knew that was her in the credits!
I knew there will be Brodie Smith...great video though
I knew Wattson was a real person. lol
I knew we were fucked before this video. But after reading the comments I 
know now that we are going to run full speed to our demise.
"I knew you guys all drive alike" LMAO
i knew you were making the new star wars
I know
I know 85+ of these so i cried each time because half of them were in Tom 
& Jerry and that’s such a memory
I know a guy who likes him too. He just has an extremely common face
I know a little Spanish and german! I'd say german is easier.
I know all the comments are saying thisnnbut why is this blowing up NOW?
i know all the lyirecs to this song and when evrey beat hits i litsen to 
this song allllllllllll the time!
I know all the lyrics...
I KNOW ARIANA LOOKS BOMB BECAUSE OF INSTAGRAM BUT IT WONT LOAD
I know Dany devito when I hear him
I know every at every concert that he perform at there was not a single 
dry panty in the crowd lol but seriously though.
I know every word
I know, I got it a few minutes after that comment. X)
i know im trying to see all the things in the weezer video...next is kelly 
in shoes!
I know I'm two years late but this is a personal attack
i know i shouldn't be disappointed cause this is probably hard to do, but 
for fucks sake man, change the title.
i know it says its by audiobody but i couldn't  find it on their web site
i know it's super exciting to hear favorite songs, but ffs shut the fck up 
and stop clapping and yelling ...
i know it was bothering me
i know kylo isn't a sith lord.. but i'm pretty sure i've convinced my baby 
brother that i'm a sith lord.. yay! XD
I know she brought a lot of joy into my life.
i know that everybody is commenting this but this was made in 20 and 
fricken 16!  its 2018! almost 19! and im seeing this now!
I know that this is based on several failed car models that there 
companies out of business
I know that this is parody but it still makes my piss boil.
I know the moment I watched this video I had to subscribe
I know this!
I know this.
I know this is satire but it would be way more funny if he was 
serious.nnI've met people like this. Very laughable.
I know this, it's a unix system
I know this series is discontinued but you should have made a Wedge 
Antilles costume aka x wing pilot
I know this song a long time but I never saw the video!
I know this song but I got the music video rn
I know this was one bug hipster joke but I loved seeing all of the vintage 
stuff in the video
I know two Vietnam vets and it f"ed them up so bad... Thank you for 
posting this- it is totally iconic!
I know Us3 brought it back, but you can't beat the original here.
I know what causes global warming. The sun
I know what i want for Christmas.
i know what my next year's april prank will be... where can i get 
mentoes???



I know what to expect, trailer showed too much but it doesn't hide the 
fact that...... THiS Is Freaken AweSome!!!!!
I know what yall doin here 😏
i know where it will be alot of ANTS now! HHAEHAEHAEHAEHAE
I know why you'd block, because you're scared
I KR! He totally doesn't look like a UNIX Programmer!
I LACK GOING TO SYDNEY
@ilackofcreativity HAH! Take that, Africa.
@ilackofcreativity I do not think that mentos and Coke are enough in 
Africa …
I laffed my butt off.  New subscriber!
I laughed louder than I should have at the car reveal.
I LAUGHEF SO HARD
I laugh my head off at these movies, have first two on dvd. Cant wait to 
see this one.
Il dénonçait le guerre du Vietnam, à laquelle ont participé les USA de 
1963  à 1975.
I learned one thing from the whole  "mattress-girl" deal: if a chick says 
she went to Columbia, stay the hell away from her..
I learned something from reading the previous comment,  that this is in 
tribute to Bob Marley. Never too late to start.  Marvelous
I learned so much & don’t drink coffee. The world is a big place.
I learnt a lot from Little Einsteins...nnnYeah, Even a fat, lazy cat would 
watch that! :,)
I learnt from this video that you can't fully understand UNIX unless you 
have a ragged beard.
I left  my  wife because  she's a  sex machine.
i legit feel like i saw this episode before..
Ile ja bym dała za płytę z taką muzyką! nPoza historią hip-hop'u jeszcze 
np. rock, pop, jazz...Mam nadzieję, że kiedyś powstanie taki projekt! :-)
Ile razy bym nie oglądał to za każdym razem kręci się łezka w oku.. żałuję 
że nie mogłem tam być..coś pięknego
Il est très bon
I lictrily just discovered this song now I love it
i like
I like
I like 👍
i like 50.rnvery nice.i wanna try
I like apples too.
I like Ariana grande's hair
I like Ariana's hair
I like being lectured by communist autistic Swedistanis with an 
underdeveloped prefrontal cortex in their brain. Thank you EMOTIONAL 
little girl!
I like black Metal sounding classical songs. Very deep and gloomy
I like boobs as much as any other guy, but that smile got most of my 
attention.
I like Chocolate!
I like cold coffee,  but people who act like kale are asswipes
I like dance of lady gaga very much
I liked his music but somehow I have always  thought that James Brown was 
not a nice guy.
I liked it
I liked most of it but they should have went with a divider glass instead 
of the bubble.
I liked New Delhi very much.nIndian food is just delicious.
I like doing it in a french press cos its really fucked up fast and easy
I liked Sweden when they had ABBA and A-HA, this bullshit is bad publicity 
for Sweden
I liked that Twenty One Pilots reference.
I liked the car
i liked the cup size idea.. cup holder.
I liked the first two I wasn't sure about this one but after robin 



Williams I HAVE to see it now he is so awesomeeeeeeeee
I liked the night at the Museum movies but they did not need to make a 
third one.
I liked this better as the final scene of The Neverending Story and the 
Child Empress
I liked this video before it was cool.
I like EVERYTHING about this woman....EVERYTHING.
I like frappachenos.
I like global warming.
i like her :))
I like her lazy eye though.
i like her lip color here..
I like her more now that she lost. It makes her more human.
I like her music BUT ALL HER FANS NEED TO COMMIT SUICIDE
I like her personalytits.
I like her. She is good. This is good
I like her speech bug I just don’t like the way she kept lookin down and 
had pauses
I like her tattooes
i like her voice, her attitude, and i am in love with the world that makes 
me through
I like he's sort of part of an indie culture, yet he makes fun of it. It's 
great
I like how clean the place & people are
I like how csc teachers arent as cool or hip as these guys, every one of 
my teachers as been anal retantative bastard.
I like how Danny DeVito is the voice of Herb. But Homer cost his company 
millions of dollars
i like how the fat engineer knew about the supersize slushies at the kwik-
e-mart
I like how the visuals make it seem like they think its a bad thing that 
the police get bulletproof vests
I like how the workers just gave up n  decided to go full in
I like how they put ariana on the thumbnail....
I like how they showed the guitar
I like how this video has no tags, but got to 12 million views.
I like how this went literally VERBATIM how she said it would go.... well, 
everything except the whole "She's gonna lose" part...
I like how what she said was EXACTLY what happened. WE HAVE A NEW 
CHAMPION !
I like how you can tell a piece is American.
I like how you can tell it's american
i like how you do it but your hands arent DIRTY!!!
I like it
I like it :)
I Like it !!!
I like it!!
I like it!!!
I like it.
I like it♡
I like it how u only show old Delhi..... The filthiest place in India 😶
😶 .......
I like it, I'd buy it. :-D
i like it, it's funny and the song ist great ...dap..dap..oh...
I like it rough
I like it show to every one by in love time.
I like it sidney city
I like it very much
I like john Mclaughlin
I like Kylo Ren
i like lady gaga!!!!!and this a nice song
I like lady gaga better without makeup and normal clothes.... she looks so 
pretty with green eyes as well



i like lady  niGAGA
i like listening to this track while i hit her from the back🔥
I like long legs white boots'a a mama!
I like love machine
I like my room quite just listening to my man , I don’t need no other 
noise just him
I like new York
I like Pepsi because Coke is for old people.
I like potatoes
i like Ronda
I like rousey. greatest female fighter in the world, and she seems really 
humble about it all.
I like Sex Machine
i like sing
I like songs of Lady Gaga but her videos are very in sexy stile. I thing 
she is better live
I like Star Wars a lot
I like Stevie Wonder's voice
I like stieve but I hate Ariana
I like Summer Presto the most though ...
I like that he's purposely trying to be hipster/cringy
I like that in like every photo the person is wearing round glasses now 
all they need is the scar from you-know-who
i like that jeans
i like the cave man DADA he thinks he is his father his DADA
I like the cavemen,they were cute!
I like the dancing gollywog on top
I LIKE THE END.......
i like the english gun joke but they should have just left the ninja 
swords away
I like the fact that he isn't simply just playing the guitar.  He's 
telling the story of the 60s, and the Vietnam War.
I like the first part . The " Woah woah,,., caught in a bad romance." The 
background music was so nice. And then this is the best Lady Gaga song.
i like the fountain effect
I like the helmet
I like the Kamikaze Planes part the best!
I like the Kylo ren lightsaber
I like the last video they spit together
I like the life in this contries , it's wonderfull
I LIKE THE LIVE VERSION MORE X😴 💍
i like the movie sing
I like the music💋💋
i like the music vid im not sure bout the song let
I like the new style Ariana Grande has going on.
I like the old aesthetic.
I like the part where I am a virgin
I like the PINK lightsaber you made still I love the costume it looks cool
I like the REVVER ad in the corner of the video on the front page of 
YouTube.
I like these new skyscrapers.. very elegant and can beautifully blend with 
old skyscrapers from era before 1950 and buildings of 19th century.
i like the song
I Like the song, you go girl!
I LIKE THE SUIT
I like the title of the show. The allusions to lights at the ends of 
tunnels, our crazy lives, and political goings on, are so on point.
i like the word you said to zebra crossing. its meaning less.
i like this
i like this :)
i like this :). although i would only use diet coke for this
I like this ari better :c
I like this guy,



I like this guys voice
i like this music i wish my hubby with me nunfortunately he is not 
rumantic
I like this music! My husband too...
I like this series better then costume squad
I like this sexy music so nice in make sex 😉
I like this side of ariana
I like this so much
I Like this song
I like this song  😘💙
I like this song A lot but it sounds as if it might has well have been 
played in a morgue and that's probably the intended effect okay fine
I like this song. I like it a lot. Welcome back, Stevie!
i like this song i play it with my bass guitar
I like this song of Jackie Chan version from" the smoking":D
I like this video.
I like to call this, the farewell song to end the greatest decade ever.
I like to consider myself the 5th Beatle
I like to hear classical music in great movies
I like to hear this young girl in 10 Years,  Who told that 16 year old 
what to say?
I like to listen to James first thing in the morning...sets the tone for 
the day
I like to live Sydney's Australia,if my future husband is there.
I like to put this on a cook. And look at the imaginary camera and do a 
Nigella style commentary...
I like to suk pee pee
I like turtles.
I LIKE VERY MUCH,.... I[AN LIVE IN JAPAN DEU..
i like what she is wearing.
i like you
I like you <3 #fullhomo
i like you ariana grande to sing faith with stevie wonder
i like you guys :)
I like your costume
I like your dead pool suit
i like your voice do you like men
i like you son'g
I listened a lot of mixes for sex but it the best
I listen to this just to draw xD
I listen to this while working out cause I don't have a lover— sad life.
I listen to too muck Arianna Grande ...help :(
I literally can't listen, this is SO bad it's literally unbelievable how 
this man got so famous.
I literally cried when I saw the first picture of him... He's so 
young..... Gosh.
I literally didn't know this song existed before today. Wow it's great ❤
I literally discovered this song today
I literally don’t see a damn thing wrong with giving the police more gear 
and safer vehicles for them to protect us.
I literally dozed off watching this
I literally found out about this TODAY!
I literally just discovetd this song it's my faveroute ever
i literally just thought of gavotte when i first clicked this then it 
plays 1st wtf
I literally never knew this existed.
I literally shed tears watching this
I literally thought the video was an Ad
I literally watched Night at the museum 2 last night. #Derp
I live 15 minutes out of Sydney in a place called lane cove
I live 45 minutes from city center. Truly one of the best cities the world 
has to offer.
i live a close to sydney in from Brisbane Australia



I live beside Australia.  live in Aston timor but I could see Australia
I lived in the Phillipenes
I live dis song
I live here
I live here and it is great, very grateful. Keep up the work Expedia
I live here still from 1996 - 2017 continued, practically was born and 
grew up here at home, good nice video of the Harbour City.
I live in delhi 4 yrs
I live in Mexico Monterrey NL, I love my city
I live in new york, All the new buildings are cool but this city is so 
affordable the rents are insane
i live in pillipins
I live in romania and i havent seen places so dirty... only where gypsies 
live is like that...
I live in Singapore,I really want to go to Sydney one day but i have to 
wait since im 15 so i have to finish my studies first
i live in sydney
I live in Sydney
I live in Sydney <3
I live in Sydney and I am grateful for it everyday!
I live in Sydney, so I don’t know why I clicked this (it’s that time of 
night)...but yeah, it’s usually super nice here :)
I live in the house where Jimi spent a good part of his childhood. 
Vancouver BC.
I live  in the Philippines
I live in the United Kingdom
I live there haha
I live under the sea
I live where they were cliff jumping
Ill
I! L! L!
ILL!
Ill also be watching you greta,to see if your an activest or slacktivest
I’ll be generous and say she believes what she is saying. But barely. She 
has been put up to this. Fake anger and outrage. She’s a terrible actress.
I'll be in Sydney in just a few days wowww..Can't wait :)
I'll be there.
I'll be there in few years... Can't wait... :D
I'll bet she'll be embarrassed to watch this back when she's grown up.
i'll bet the concrete floor will be SO white!!!
I'll bet the whole place was sticky afterwards
I'll dance, dance, dancenWith my hands, hands, handsnAbove my head, head, 
head,nLike Gaga said
I'll definitely watch this movie but it won't be that easy. R.I.P. Mr. 
Robin Williams. You will truly be missed.
I'll get my Swoooord for you Danny!
ill give some one 5 pounds to find lady gagas penis
I'll give u my kylo ten lightsaber
ill go see it
I'll have to disagree.  Horrible music
I’ll have to watch the full ep to see if you mention “swatting”. Probably 
the most fucked up thing the internet has made possible.
Illiuminati but still a classic 💜
ill just go to the toy shop and buy me a mask
I'll kiss your memory 💋
I'll make you one for 20 bucks..
I'll miss it
I'll miss you
I'll miss you Jimi.
I’ll need to have this on repeat 110 minutes isn’t long enough ;)
I'll never understand people who dislike jazz. Its the fruit of music👌😌
Illo Juan
I'll only watch with Jeb and Oct in this. XD



>"I'll pay you $200,000 a year" n>one prototype costed him 
$82,000n>ruinednwhat?
I'll see it for robin williams.
I'll see it. I enjoy this series. And it now has Ben Kingsley, so that's 
good.
ill shit
I'll stand for this.
I’ll stop farting I promise
Ill take 20...
I'll take 3
I'll take five.
I'll take her words more seriously after her prefrontal cortex has fully 
developed. Come back after 10 years kid.
I’ll take it!
I'll take them both on in Mario Kart!
I'll take two
illuminaten Marionette
Illuminati
illuminati bs
Illuminati confirmed
Illuminati: ConfirmednCar: Built nVideo: LikednMind: BlownnnHotel Trivago
ILLUMINATI ES PARA PERRAS
Illumination->Illuminati... Good job Ariana, you confirmed it
@illuminatiOpress Illumination is a burst of sunlight.  I have been told I 
have a pretty upbeat attitude so yes, I agree.  And zombies rock!
@illuminatiOpress she is not fake, u r crazy for calling her fake. like ok 
can u achieve even half of what she has done?
illuminati puppet in her best performance yet "how dare I".
illuminati puppet used to deindustrialize the west while china pollutes 
the oceans
illuminati, wake up everyoneee!
I'll watch this, as soon as it starts playing on the movie channels...
il megior  fanki della storia del modo grazie io lo fissuto e lo ballato
Il mio primo LP!
I look to no child, for hope.  Especially an exploited one. Child 
activists are like vegan cats. We know who’s in charge.
I looooooooooooooove her
i LOOOOOOOOOVEEEEEEEE YOU JEEEESSSSSUSSSS CHRIIIST~~~~
I loooove how this movies (1&2) have turned out, so I know I will like 
this one! Rami (pharaoh) soo hot my God! and of course RIP Robin Williams!
I loooveeeee! arianator forever
I looove her look💜 💙  she's really wonderful❤
I looove Jimek adaptation of Wiz Khalifa - Black and Yellow. Superb.
I looove this song <3 this has to be the anthem of 2010..xD
I lost brain cells listening to her
@ilostehgamehaha ha ha ha lol agree :)
I lost it at "you want to minimize contact with anything that's not a 
mason jar"
I lost it when he pulled out the Pabst Blue Ribbon
I lost my verginity
i love
I love
I LOVE
I love !!!!
I love!
I love.
I love all of Australia ♡
I love all of them. I can't wait to go to NYC
I love Anthony Cumia's views on this album
I love anti war musicians. And boxers too.
I love anything that has to do with Daniel Radcliffe
I love Ari
i love ari
i love Ari!!



I love ariana
I love Ariana 💖
I love Ariana 😘😘😘
I LOVE ARIANA!!!!
I Love Ariana❤
i love arianaaa thats my queen💗 💗😍😍😍
I love Ariana, but Stevie killed it. He was just amazing.
I love Ariana g
I love Ariana Grandae
I love ariana grande
I love Ariana Grande
I LOVE ARIANA GRANDE
i love ariana grande
I love ariana grande 😉
I LOVE ARIANA GRANDE ❤ ❤
I LOVE Ariana Grande!
I love Ariana Grande! 💚💚💚
I love ariana grande!!😍 ❤
i love ariana grande and went to arianas live in okt 13 son
I love ariana grande .# It's so beautiful.
I love Ariana grande   part
I love ariana grande so much
I love Ariana Grandes outfits and singing !!! my gosh!! ; )
I love Ariana grazie😘  è da 2 anni che la seguo e non ha mai sbagliato una 
canzone (per sbagliato intendo stonato )
I love Ariana I love Stivie #Faith
I love Ariana in this
I Love Ariana nesta bonita la canción 👏
I LOVE ARIANA SHE IS AMAZING  .ARIANAn IS MY FAVOURITE SINGER
I love Ariana she is my favorite singer
i love ariana&steve!!
i love ariana when she screams
I love Arianna grande like if you agree
I love Ari's glasses!
I love Ari's hair 😍
i love ari’s hair! Ö
I love Ari's hair color here!!!!
i LOVE ASH from the sing  and i LOVE ariana grande
I love Australia
I love Australia!
i love australia..
I love Australian accents
I love australia sooo muchnnGreetings from Germany
I love Bad Romance *-*
I LOVE BAD ROMANCEnI LOVE LADY GAGAn@&(,"-€|[[=€☆○▼;-)
i love blonde ariana
I love BM1, this channel is a masterpiece.
I love Bobby's face when they sing "shake your money maker" 😄😄💃🎶
I love Born this way!!
I love both of them SO MUCH!😍
I love both of these artists! The greatest  payoff is seeing them 
collaborate. Now if only I can find them together live...
I love carmina burana of carl orff!!!
I love co2 emissions it's what plants crave.
i love coke :D:D:Dnsong name: Audio Body - You Gotta tap
i love cold brew coffee, but im not a hippster or anything. too 
mainstream.



I loved all the different combinations, it was epic!!!!!!!!
I love Daniel but I can hear Jimmy's fake laughter through the thumbnail
I love daniel Radcliffe 😍❤😘
I love daniel radcliffe he's so chill and down to earth 😊 ❤
I love Daniel so much ❤❤
I love Daniel so much 😂😂❤
I love Danny DeVito's voice.
I love Danny devitos voice
I love da shit, man Im dancing.......
i love dexter
I loved her in Stranger things!  She's got a bright future...  well that 
is if they fix the climate of course.
I loved how y'all used a trash can to make ren's helmet bc he's goth 
traaaaash
I loved. Incredibly!!! Brown!!!..
I Love dis
I loved it!!! hilarious!!!! nnthe perfect ending...nnI can't support diet 
coke eithernlol
I loved it    XD
I loved the first two, but I'm nervous this is going to flop...
I loved the first two. I'll probably love this one. But if there are any 
stereotypical London jokes/actors I might just not watch it.
I loved the first two movies, but this one kinda looks...eh. Hopefully I'm 
wrong.
I loved the movie👌 👌👌
i loved these movies when i was little
I LOVED THE WIG
i loved this!
I loved this, I love dirty places, not every place is pretty.   I 
appreciated this, keep it up!!!!
I loved this song ever since I saw SING.. I feel so dumb just now 
realizing who sings it... ð
I loved this song from the first time i heard it
I loved this song when it first came out ... but shoutout to my 
recommended for bringing it back to me <3
i loved this way before yall did you're all late
I loved watching big mouth Ronda lose.
I loved you in the Green Mile!
i loveeeee
I loveeeeeeeee you Ariana
I LOVEEEEE THIS VIDEO xDrnwhat is this song called?
I loveee this
I lovee this song OMG♡
I love everything about it
i love faith
i love frisbee dude and thanks for uploading this . Omg he is  badass
i love gaga!!
I LOVE GAGA!!!!
I love Gaga....................................
i love Gaga<3
i love gaga & all..rnbut this music video is creepy. o-o
I love Gaga I have her 3 records and I'm not gay, I just love her music
I love Gaga's personality. She's so much fun!!!!!!
I love geeks. They rule. And they attract all the hot smart girls. 
Haha.rnrnTake it to hollywood, boys!
i love getting my ass eaten to this
I love going to India
I love google ;)  if i get the pixl4 i will love google  more than the 
owner :p
I love Gunter
I love her
i love her :)



i love her<3
i love her black outfit with the diamonds all around her, so hott.
i love her but that dress is so unflattering
I love her comment about money. Are you listening, millionaire Al Gore? 
You're terrible for making money off the climate crisis!
i love her costumes! <3 nnThumbs up if you agree!
I love her costumes OMG AND I AGREE!!!!!
I LOVE HER HAIR 😍
I love her hair part!
I love her. I hope people listen. She is right and we all should listen.
I love her, is the best. Fuck you Bieber
I love her outfit
I love her outfit ❤
I love her outfit, especially her shoes
I love her outfit in this video😍
I love her shoes!!!
I love her si much she is the best
I love her so much you all are gonna die if you keep staying ignorant
i love her songs but her music videos creap the heck out of me...
I love him!!!!!😍 😍
I love him oml
I love him since I was child .From Algeria
I love him so much hahaha
I love HIPHOP
I love Homer's forced smile at the end
i love how active the stage is, the finite details to performances back 
then became a standard to surpass. Que in M.j debate...
i love how amazingly original you are^^
I love how Ari loves singing with  Stevie so clearly about the joy of 
vocal expression and not all of us thirstin on her sensational looks
I love how based youtube comments are.
I love how confident she is.
I love how Danny Devito is the shady car salesman just like he was in n 
Matilda
I love how delighted and excited he is at that one he hadn't seen xD
I LOVE HOW DEY PUT THE SING CARACTERS IN DISS
I love how DONE Stiller plays this role
I love how even-though this is very dated, it remains a completely 
relevant introduction. I send this video to folks frequently.
i love how gaga fans hate on justin bieber videos but when a hater hates a 
gaga they loose there minds
I love how happy he is when he talks about mario
I love how hes 70 something and shes 20 something but theyre still rockin 
it out together like yeeeeaaaaah
I love how he says "we thought that would make the player happy". just 
wonderful
I love how he won't be able to see a thing through his rear view mirror
I love how Miyamoto is using an Emulator.nnnnnnnnnWould it be illegal if 
he used one?
I love how people are getting riled up, and missing the comical poke at 
hipsters. Well done sir.
I love how she basically predicted the outcome of the fight at :
35....except she lost. Thank you Holy for derailing this train. The irony.
i love how she can get away with the most atrocious yet magnificent 
outfits! gaga is amazing <3
I love how she can go to creepy as fuck/weird looking/ sexy as hell >.> 
stop you're making my brain huuurt
I love how she knocked you out bitch !
I love how there's a Harry Potter book right near me
I love how they are including modern day popculture!
I love how they use the Wii Nunchuck at 2:41
I love how this chick fell from such a great height. Now the trick is how 



she's gonna return as legendary or a whinging fuckass.
I love how this is my name
I love how this video just shows all the "typical" Sydney spots when Bondi 
is way to busy, just going up the road you can find much charm beaches.
i love how u say it was a waste of coke, when at the same time, it was a 
waste of mentos.
I love how weezer remade this
i love how weezer used this is pork and bens
i love how we give everybody a chance to be on the top comments :D an 
awesome experince :)
I LOVE how you guys use everything you can get, it´s creative and exactly 
my style of cosplay!
I love how you X out Bach and put Christian xD
I love india and china
I love India. I love the atmosphere. The dirt. The grim. The back alleys. 
Anything can happen. And usually does !
i love india the way it is..
i love indonesia
I love isit song
I  LOVE  IT
I love it
i love it
I love it
I love it !
i love it 💜💖💞 💕💓 ❤💗💋💎💗💎💍😘💛💙💖💖 ❤💜 ❤❤💚💔💔💗💋💌💘💞💕💓💎
💍💛💙😘 😪 😭💦 💧

I love it!
i love it!
I love it!
I LOVE IT!!
I love it!!!!
I love it!!!!!!!!
i love it.
i love it😍
i love it😮
I love it❤❤
i love it :3
I LOVE IT ALL!!!!!!!!
I love it and they say science can't be fun..:)
I love it Ariana grande
I love it Ariana's hair
I love it❤💖 ❤👑👑👑 Ari QUEEN
I Love it. But i hate pop music. Im confused!
i love it !!!! Every single note !!!
I love it! full album please :)
i love it how americans say melbourne :'D
I love it❤❤/ich liebe es
I love it if i see my queen singing with a legend
I love it!  If you can scam rich people into buying this, all the power to 
you!  As long as it doesn't hurt real artists in anyway.
I love it is so cool
I love it it is so good
I love it. Made me think more about "anyone could do that". You and your 
team are great. Keep on <3
I love it !nnbutnnwait・・・nnWhy couldn't i spy this video ?
I love it so much I put it as my ringtone it is awesome n#love Ariana 
Grande 💕 ❤💕 ❤💕 ❤💕 ❤💕 ❤💕 ❤💕 ❤💕 ❤💕 ❤💕 ❤💕 ❤💕 ❤💕 ❤💕 ❤💕 ❤💕 ❤💕
I love it so so much
I Love it !  thanks for the  download link  and track list .
I LOVE ITTTTTT
I LOVE ITTTTTTTTTTTTTTT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



I LOVE IT , TWO INCREDIBLY TALENTED PEOPLE OMG!!
i love it when she 'dyed' her hair like bleached blonde like that
I love Jaimes Brown but I wouldn't leave him alone in a room with my woman 
and it cause of Jaimes Brown. 😄
I love Japanse people, and I love Shigeru Miyamoto. This was a pleasure to 
watch.
I love Jimi Hendrix!! I'm 15, and he's a legend and probably my favorite 
guitarist 🎸 .
I love Jimi's music but I think hearing this version at 8 o'clock in the 
morning after 3 days of intense partying would have exploded my brain
I love Kylo ren
I love kylo ren
♥♥♥♥I LOVE LADY GAGA !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!♥♥♥♥
I love lady Gaga! And I'm sorry but she was born to be in American horror 
story!
I LOVE LADY GAGA BECAUSE BRINGS DIFFERENT RACES DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS AND 
DIFFERENT NACIONALITIES
I LOVE LADY GAGA :D relly like the dance moves! This video is AMAZING!
ILOVE lady gaga my preferents
I love lady gaga!!!! please watch my version here watch?v=nY2gq8SnNPc
I love lady gaga (sou brasileiro)
I love lady gaga though I wish she'd put some clothes on!!
I love lil Ron Ron lil ugly dudes 😂
I love London :)
I Love, Love and Love...rnI <3 GaGarnGaGa rullez :D
I LOVE MAD SCIENTIST  ^_^
I love mario
@IloveMaryJBlige Idk :( kinda aaannnnoooyyyiiinnnggg :P
I LOVE MEEEEE :x
I LOVE MEnICH BIN DER EINZIGE ROBOTER DER ES KANN. STUNDE NACHT Tag egal 
wie auf der Welt typisch für Männer
I love me some Gaga
I love me some Ronda, but Holly str8 whupped her azz...bad.
I LOVE Miyamoto. Even to this day he's a legend in game developing! I 
mean, just look at this! He knows exactly what he's doing!
I love most of these songs tho
Ｉ　ＬＯＶＥ　ＭＯＴＨＥＲ　ＭＯＮＳＴＥＲ　♥rnrnrnＰＵＴ　ＹＯＵＲ　ＰＡＷＳ　ＵＰ　Ｉ
Ｆ　ＹＯＵ　ＤＯ　ＴＯＯ！
I love Mr. Miyamoto in the most wholesome way possible.
I love my black coffee because it matches my soul....
I love my brothers and step for real
I love my City new york
I love my girl
I love my hands 😅
I Love my left hands
I love my life as a dickhead.nbeing a dickhead's cool
I love my momma monster!!! XD And this is my fav video...it's been a while 
since artist have made cool videos like gaga!! :D
I love my owner Kylo ren, no offense but his mouth piece isn't that 
wide...
I LOVE MY RECOMMENDED
I love Newyork
I love New York %
I love new york 🗽🗽🗽
I love NEW-YORK 😘😘❤❤❤❤❤
I love New York City
I love night at the museum and when he tell him to stay
i love   😘😘😘😘 😘😘  nKisses
I love now YouTube decided to put this in everyone’s recommendations just 



now ððð
I Love our song
I LOVE PRANK ART
I love Queen
I love Rami Malek.nI know. I'm probably the only one.
I love Rhonda, but when she didn't touch gloves. You got KTFO!!! - by a 
sweet girl!
I love Ronda but her statement at @:32-:44 is exactly what happened
I love Ronda Rousey
I love seeing her with blonde hair:D
I love sex
I Love sing ❤
I love SING and ARIANA GRANDE!!!!
i love sing and i love ariana grande
I love sing the movie and the song
I love skyscrapers.
I love skyscrapers but building only luxury apartments is not gonna solve 
the housing crisis ...
I love song
I LOVE SOUL
I love star wars
I love star wars!!!😻😻
I love star wars and i,m a GIRl.
I LOVE STEVE WANDER I WANT HIM TO TEACH ME HOW TO PLAY PIANO SO GOOD LIKE 
HE DOES
I LOVE Steve wonder
I love Steve Wonder
I love Steve  wonder
I love Stevie and ariana but this song was trying top hard to be motown
I love Stevie and Ariana!!! OMG this is the best thing that has happened 
in 2016
I love Stevie he is one of the last of the greatest artists ever
I love Stevie nI dislike Ariana. #BringBackGoodMusic
I love Stevie's songs but this one is not at all his style of music..
I love stevie wonder
i love stevie wonder and  ariana grande
I love Stevie wonder and Ariana grande...
I love ❤  Stevie wonder he is so cool
i love stevie wonder is a genius
I love Stevie Wonder's type of music, and his voice. But Arianna? nLove 
this so much! I wish we had more music like this!
I love Stevie Wonder with all my heart. I live for duets like that. It 
needed to happen <3
I love Sydeny
I love sydney
I love Sydney
I Love Sydney😍😍😍😍
I love Sydney.Thank you for your movie.
I love Sydney there is no where in this planet like this!
I lovet
i love Taylor :D
I love tbis song love u ariana soooo much u mads the song increadble those 
high notes tho baby
i love that 99.9% of the views are from today/Reddit.
i love that, great choreography
I love that he describes getting coins and mushrooms as making you happy. 
It's that element of Nintendo I love!
I Love that inocent Ariana. I miss.
I love that movie
I. Love.  That. Movie
I love that movie, sing. 😍
i love that music



I love that part where sir lacerlot says I have no idea what that means 
lol...
i love that portable museum!
I love that she thinks that humans could control of the environment.
i love that song ... Good Job Stevie and Ari 💖💖🌸🌼🌸🌼
I LOVE that the trumpets have choreo!! Every artist on stage is giving 
everything they have to us!!
I love that Woman 😭👑 ❤
I love the 2D animation paper on the walls part but it got fake and worse 
when it went to the movie’s animation with real life on stage
I love the amount of detail you put into your costumes!!
I love the animation style. It reminds me of a short film by Disney 
veteran Glene Keane.
I love the Ariana!!!
I love the Aussies
I love the bit where she says 'Bad Romance'
I love the bronze facade!
I love the car in the game
I love the city but you couldn't pay me to live there. I'll take clean air 
and a dilapidated barn any day.
I love the clothing for it but the mask is not that important for me and i 
have the lightsaber but good job! 👍😉
I love the combination of old and new design.
I love the coreography 👽
I love the country Music...
I love the dancing girl!!!!!
I love the end :0
I love the end of the song" I dont wanna be friends"
I love the fact that "How does Mario get bigger? He eats a mushroom." 
Guys, he's literally getting high and that is fantastic.
I love the final pfffffff!!!!....with two guys...
i love  the  gogo dancer
I love the hipster jokes, but where the hell did he actually get the 
typewriter, mason jars, and hand crank?
I love the intro where Gaga is sitting on her pop throne! And the clapping 
when she goes rah rah ah ah ah, like at the end of the video, is epic!
I love their videos, but I can't stand their screaming after every shot 
they make.
I love the lady in the back!
I love the lady's afro , wow.
I love the light saber it looks so coooooooooooooooooooool!
I love them😭💕👏
I love the massive installation showing hordes of art junkies elbowing 
each other to examine the pieces...genius.
I love the movie
i love the movie sing
I love the Movie Sing and I love two (2) Celebrities: Ariana Grande and 
Stevie Wonder.
I love the movie sing so I loved this sond too
I love the movie sing & this song
I love them.  They're so beautiful together.  :)
I love the nutcracker march
I love the one world trade center it is my favorite building
I love the sarcasm 😂
I love these Expedia videos they are heaps informative providing good 
highlights. Keep up the great work guys :)
I love these frakkin movies ....
I love these movies!!
I love these movies I'm glad they're making a third
I love these new buildings and I love my city but damn, it's going to keep 
getting more and more expensive to live here...



I love these way more than i think I'm supposed to 😂
I love the song
I love the song and I love Ariana Grande
I love the song and JB's super tight band.  But this edit is so 
masterfully done, I don't think people realize it's an edit...  Well done, 
alekosg!
I LOVE THE SONG and Stevie wonder and Arizona Grande
I love the song and the video is just as good. She even has beautiful 
eyes!
I love the song Ariana best part of the  song ♥
I love the song, it's just, I don't like her in Blonde
I love the Song movie
I love the stone and bronze look these skyscrapers are developing!!
I love the the girl who had cancer was able to turn her life around and 
finally live it...
I love the two buildings with gold. They have a little touch of Art Deco. 
Good way to pay homage to the past while still looking to the future.
I love the way he gains a tie as he runs into the Lab
I love the way he said.. "what have I done?"
I love the way he sings band
I love the way it builds up 🤤   to that moment  -:-:-: ⛲  lol
I love the way the lab coats really make this vid look official!
I LOVE THIS
i love this
I love this
I Love This *-*
I love this ❤
I love this 😍
I love this!
I Love This!!!
I love this. 😘😘😘 ❤❤❤
I love This..
I love this...... ❤💙 ❤💚 ❤💚 ❤💛 ❤💛 ❤💜 ❤💜 ❤
I love this😻
I love this😍
I LOVE THIS😍😍😍
I love this! <3 My Nerdyness is showing hardcore
I love this album, especially Pharaoh's Dance. It's brilliant! It just 
flows so well!
I love this. and coffee. but mostly this.
I love this car.
i love this chanel is very very very cool , this video is great . 
thanksnHere in brazil don´t have videos  like this
I love this channel
I love this channel. I want to create an art assignment so bad. Come to my 
studio Sarah
I love this channel, nothing cooler then a gigantic building in New York 
City.
I love this channel so much
I Love this clip and This music
I love this collab, and I love the return to Utah. So great.
I love this country
I love this.. DAMN BRING THIS STUFF BACK 2020!
I love this damn song! And this is my favourite album too :)nnRest in 
peace George Harrison and John Lennon
I love this... esp because it was published  on my birthday,  with this 
legend and my baby Ariana! ! !
I LOVE THIS FUCKING FEATURING ONE OF MY FAVS
I L O V E T H I S G A M E



I love this genre, hip hop the best
I love this girl 😘
I love this girl😍
I love this girl.  She is brilliant and so honest.
I love this guys sense of humor
I love this. I get more joy from these 8 minutes then from most half-an-
hour videos on YouTube.
I love this! I'm mad that YouTube only recommended this to me now.
I love this it's so awesome.
I love this!!! It's wonderful.
I LOVE THIS IT WILL NEVER GET OLD
I LOVE THIS!!!! I wish I could see it live...I am head bobbing and dancing 
in my chair, LOL!!! So many great songs...
I love this!James,a legend!Pure power of nature!
I love , this lady’ Afro ! nVery beautiful legs
I love this! Makes me wanna play the Viola again!
I love this. making the light saber from scratch was the best part
I love this music
I Love this Music and Ariana!!!!
i love this music but not the video it have impropiet stuf
I love this pair
I love this persona.
i love this place, best city in the world. much better than melbourne :-P
I love this series but I think Hollywood's running out of ideas. Just my 
opinion don't hate.
I LOVE this series SO MUCH!
I love this sgt peppers guys
I love this. "Shake your money maker"!!
i love this show
I LOVE THIS SO MUCH 💜
I love this so much. I love the sounds of an orchestra, nothing can beat 
it for me.
♥♥♥♥ ♥ ♥😎  I love this song!!
I love this song
I LOVE THIS SONG
i love this song~~
i love this song ^^
i love this song !!!  💓💓💖💝
I love this song 😍
I love this song ❤
I love this song 😻 😸😻
I LOVE THIS SONG �😍💞 💕
i love this song 🎧 🎼🎵🎶🎤
I love this Song 😄 🤗😁😉😆
I love this Song ❤ ❤❤❤
I LOVE THIS SONG!
I love this song!
I love this song! 😄😄
i love this song!!!
I Love this song!!!!😀😀😀 😀
i love this song!❤
I love this song.
I Love this song....!!!!😊😘😎
I LOVE THIS SONG❤
I love this song😍
I. Love. This. SONG!



I love this song 2019
I love this song and i will never get bored even though i have 6 months 
already. ♥
I love this song anyway ~(∩˃o˂∩)♡
I love this song ❤  Ariana with a legend Stevie Wonder ❤❤❤  Slovakia 
love you óóó
I love this song. Beauty
i love this song becose is a beatufiul song
i love this song but i dont see dimonds on aria's shose
I love this song but that wig 😒�
I LOVE THIS SONG :D
I love this song  exudes a positive  messge
i love  this song! i always here it in advertisements lol RIP James 
Brown :)
i love this song i cant get it out of my head
I love this song , I love Ari and Stevie Wonder  <3 you are the best God 
bless you <3
i love this song ♥ i love gaga
i love this song...is so amazeing...
I LOVE this Song! It’s awesome but I hate YouTubeà❤
I LOVE THIS SONG ITS MY FAVE
I love this song. It's such a vibrant Anthem for my kids :-) Great Job 
Team
i love this song.. i wonder why.. looks at name hm
I love this song, never it had a video!
I love this song.nStevie is very talented while Ariana looks gorgeous in 
this video.
I love this song omg😍😍
I love this song.  Perfectly summarizes America without using any words
I love this song reminds me of my mother R.I.P 💜🎤🎼🎵🎶 ♩💃💜
i love this songrnlady gaga es lo maximorn292 million wow wow wow
I love this song so much
I love this song so much ♡♡♡♡♡
I LOVE THIS SONG SO MUCH!!
I love this song so much....Love u gaga
I love this song sooooooooooo much!
I love this song♥ Thank you for this! ♥♥♥♥♥ Ariana is my mom now ♥♥♥
I love this song the first time I heard it and I was just a little boy 
back then and still love it
I love this song the first time I heard it probably 10 years old now I'm 
58 and still love it soul brother number one
I love this song - the rap version is great too
i love this song too
I love this song within a day I memorised the whole song this is amazing
I LOVE THIS SONG!!!!!!!!!! YALL ARE THE BEST
I love this sooooo much. This is dope
I love this sound
I love this!!!! So unexpected.
I love this theme if not dance with this you are dead ...sure
i love this tune!! tiesto dropped it last week at Ultra and it went offfff
i love this vid
i love this video and i love lady gaga!
I love this video....But mainly the music haha
I love this video especially the dancer in the background. GO GO DANCER
I love this video it is so cool! and by the way     whats the name of the 
song?
i love this video it is the best
i love this video it makes me feel like aris back cats back percky cute 
ari
I love this video so much



I love this video so much I ❤  the movie they are both great
I love this video so much =)nMore Please.
I love this video. Thank you!
I love this video too!nI will be forever little monster! ..nI love you 
gaga
I love those close-ups! Gaga has such a beautiful face, and perfect skin! 
SHE IS SOOOOO GORGEOUS!!!!!!
I love those people who loves me
I love to listen Tchaikovsky's music, but HATE to play his music.. BTW I 
play flute
I love to listen to this while I write sexy things that I publish on my 
own channel.
I love to see this video as my soap opera!
I love traveling. I will visit sidney..
I LOVE U
I love 'u ariana 😘 😍
I LOVE u ariana
I love u Lady Gaga
I LOVE U LADY GAGA:))))))))))
i love u lady gaga!!!!
i love u mother monsterrnkeep commenting
i love u my mom
I love venice,i want to go there again by myself😉😉😉
I love videos like this.nCool thing is that all this is still completely 
relevant today.
I love watching the video walking live this, like I am walking in real
i love watching this type videos,good job :-)
I love west virginia
I love what you can do with hard candy and soft drinks.
I love when Jimmy talks to a guest about Mario Kart  because it sounds 
like backstage is really fun.
I love with song I got fath
I love ya
I  Love you
i love you
I love you
i love you
I love you
I love you ❤❤❤
I love You ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
I love you!!!
I love you!!!! =)
I LOVE YOU.
I love you.
I.  love. you
Iloveyou😘
i love you Adam <3 xxx
I LOVE YOU ALL
I love you and this song
I LOVE YOU ARI
I love you, Ari😍 😍 ❤❤
i love you ari <3
I love you ariana
I love you Ariana
I LOVE YOU ARIANA
i love you Ariana!!!❤❤😙😍💋💋💕
I Love you ariana😘 ❤😢
Ilove you Ariana 😘 😘😘♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
I love you Ariana !! <3 <3



I  love  you  ariana  grande
i love You ariana grande
I LOVE YOU ARIANA GRANDE !!!!
I love you Ariana grande ❤
I Love you ariana grande ❤❤❤
i love you ariana grande and stevie wonder😍😍
I LOVE YOU ARIANA GRANDEE
I love you Ariiii!!!!!!!!!!!!!
I LOVE YOU ARIIIIIIIIIIIII😍 😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜
💜💜💜💜 💜 ❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜
💜💜💜💜 💜 💜💜 💜😍😍😍😍 😍 😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍

😍😍😍😍 😍 😍😍 😍😍😍

I love you  because of the
I love you Ben Stiller!! I can't wait to watch this!! I loved NATM # 1 and 
# 2!
I love you for making this.
I love you Gaga
I LOVE YOU GAGA :)
i love you gaga!!!!! ;*
I love you guys
I love you guys make the silver Stormtrooper
I Love you Justyna🌹 ❤
I love you lady gaga!
i love you lady gaga... i looove you
I love you lolo
I LOVE YOU MAMA MONSTER
I love you man .you made that deadpoop suit .I love it 💘👌👍
I Love You Mario.
I love you ✞ Mother Mon†ser ! ✞
I love you, Mr. Hand.
I LOVE YOUR CAAMERA !!! OMGGG ORGASM
i love your channel and your costumes!!! i hope you could help me making 
costumes!!!!and next can you make falcon costume??
i love your channel.. i love your work.. i'm very very love all about your 
post.. you're my inspirations!!! amazing devinsupertramp!!!
I love your channel so much. Keep up the amazing videos. I can’t sleep 
because of how good videos you make.
I love your coutustme guys!nIt's great1😺😺❤
I love your fucking videos!
I love your guys geekiness!
i love your music videos gaga and i love you also i'm you're # 1 fan LADY 
GAGA
I love your song
I love your videos
I love your videos, but its Grand Central TERMINAL,  not STATION!   Get it 
right folks.
I love your videos good luck on the videos 🤞🤞🤞🤞🤞🤞
I LOVE YOU SHIGERU MIYAMOTO!!!!! 🎮📺
I Love You Sir. Miyamoto !nI Love Nintendo !nI Love Mario !
I love you so much guys !!!!!
I LOVE YOU STEVEEE
I love you steve  y sus canciones ¡¡¡¡son muy lindas
I love you too...
i love you two
I Love youu! <3
i love youuu
i love youuu ariana💕
I love youuu ARIANA <3



I love you you are my idale I am 7 years old and I want to mete you wen I 
am older ariana my name is alexis call or text me
I love you,  you suck at cooking. Tell me, are you seeing anyone?
Il re
Il re è nudo. La regina è nuda. La principessa è nuda. Allah Akbar!
Il top!😍😍😜
I luh you
I LUV HER EVERYBODY SHOULD LOVE HER IS UNIQUE
i luv it!!
i luv this song <3
i luv this song and the viedo.
I LUV THIS SONG!THIS SONG IS MY LIFE!!!WHILE THE VIDEO WAS DONE I 
REALIZIED I WAS DANCING Lololl
I luv this song! Who else played it over and over?!?
i luv this video. this is what happens when pros do amature stuff.
I l❤ ve ARIANA GRANDE
I l♡ve ariana grande
I L💚 VE   ARINA GRANDE
i lve u gaga
I lvoe the colaberation of them both
I'm
I'm 15 and I love this song, it makes me happyö
I'm 15 and my dad is 70 I love this shit!!!!!
I'm 17 yo and I cant stop listenin to this soong omggnIt's LIT AF
I'm 22 and this is what I do for fun.
Im 22 years old, and i love this song 2019
I’m 26 yo virgin and jerking off to this. Life sucks, my friends.
I’m 2 years old and I know all of them
I'm 2 years to late. Thank you YouTube.
I'm 42 and this was me at 16. It was all ending in the year 2000. I'm 
embarrassed for her.
I’m 48 and was 1y/o when this was playing wow
I'm 6 running around in the backyard while the relatives are dancing, 
rapping and eating at the bbq 😊
I´m 80 % sure that caveman is Tom Cruise
im 88226
I’m 98 and I love this song man I’m more mature than people my age
I'm a 43 years old Hispanic Male and I declare that there's not better 
music video than this,  this is the best.
i'm a ariana trash but how can i just see this now?!
I'm a big Ariana fan and I wonder why I am seeing this only now. Shocker.
I'm about fed up with youtube and the gd adds
I'm about to play this when i get at my friend's apartment, fingers 
crossed that she'll get naked 😆
I’m absolutely in love with her and her gorgeous shoes , does anyone know 
where to get them ?
I’m a Christian and yes! God told us to protect His creation not destroy 
it!
🎶  i’m a creep, oh wah, oh wah, oh wah-ee-ah-ee-ah 🎶
I’m actually learning how to play 10:03 and 10:44 for a school concert
I'm actually okay with this.
I'm actually very excited for this movie!
I mad a BB-8
Ima da sanjam ovu pesmu koliko sam je puta preslusala 😂😂😂😂😂 Ala Kija 
ubola si pravi HIT..Ne prestajem da je slusam !!💓💓
I’m addicted this is soo hot😂😭😭😭😍😍😍😍�❤❤❤🤤🤤🤤💜¨¨¨¨¨
i made a cell song for science with this song on my channel
I made a death stroke costume out of metal
I made a Kylo Ren helmet!!



I made a lightsaber like this with a gold squirty thing
I made a much easer version of the lightsaber using just paper scissors 
and tape.
i made a playlist on Spotify of the track list. Check it out 
here: https://open.spotify.com/user/t1m0007/playlist/
4QeMZuR7sGDooSTjPmTZtc
i made a playlist with all the tracks in the same order as in the 
video :)n/playlist?list=PLMDW7gkE4j8G9H5YZRbIcYgm6ffAUl3at
I made a spider man far from home masks
I made a spiderman suit that is a muscle chestnI made it out of fabric
I made I got the material a ll at Walmart already made
I made it through like 5 words
I made my own
i made one today it went wrong but it wuz fun!
I Made that too
I made the mask
I made the same costume but with the $10 kylo ren mask from Amazon. I 
added a few details to the mask and the costume turned out great.
I’m a DJ and I love playing the old bangers like this!
ima do the things thAT  WANNA DO
ima first
I'm a foreigner in China... When and where will I use this 😂😂😂  damn I 
have a dirty brain
I'm afraid of heights and I might fall off the building like I was flying
im a freak bitch baby!!!
I'm a fucking machine
imagain trying to set up
I'M A GENIOUS! IF YOU AGREE, THUMBS DOWN!!!
im a genius
Imagery is artistic property. Please respect your fellow artists.
imagina o preconceito que essa galera não sofria nesse época.. e ainda 
hoje sofrem!
Imagination is a fun place
Imagine actually f**** and having to click past all these f**** 
commercials
Imagine a war veteran there, he would have gotten ptsd
imagine being in that small thin skyscraper
Imagine being this brainwashed. I'm sure China and India were deeply moved 
by her speech.
Imagine cleaning up that mess!
Imagine Climbing it while a Plane comes near it
imagine "Coke + Mentos......+raw meat......= parasitic worm rain?
imagine doing that into your mouth LOL
Imagine etching your name into legendary status like this... so epic
Imagine every stop using gas powers items for a week, I wonder what would 
happen
Imagine filming Jimi and just concentrating on his face. Camerawork in 
those days was weird.
IMAGINE GRETA NARRATING CNN EVERY NIGHT     BY HERSELF
Imagine having so much talent and using it make...this
Imagine hearing that while tripping, holy shit. While I don't condone 
acid, that would be such an experience.
Imagine how less advanced our civilization would be without the R&D gods 
at Bell Labs!
Imagine how much more kickass this would've been if jimi had a floyd rose
Imagine how much this cost
Imagine how powerfull was being there
imagine how sticky that must have been afterwards...
imagine how sticky that was!!
imagine if devin made a video with dudeperfect
Imagine if he changed from Pc -> Mac -> Typewriter -> Handwritten.
Imagine if he did music videos instead of cooking
Imagine if Jimi had a Floyd Rose... just imagine for a second...
imagine if this song hadn't already come out and gaga wasn't famous, then 



she went on that show, the choice, i think, and just broke out into song.
Imagine I watched sing twice and never heard this song. Saw what I did 
there with imagine😏
imagine putting this in a water gun.
Imagine seeing this live for the first time,  with a head full of acid 
lol......FFFFUUUUUUCCCCCKKKK
Imagine taking advantage of a gullible, autistic child like this and still 
being able to sleep at night.
Imagine taxing my air lmao...
Imagine that you see the plane coming
Imagine the look on the cashiers face when they two strolled up to the 
counter with 523 mentos and 101 bottles of coke
Imagine the spike in sales of mentos and coke when people saw this 
video...
Imagine the thirsty African children around the world
Imagine the whole time the camera was off!
imagine tripping on acid then and then you start hearing divebombs, 
explosions, and guns in the middle of the star spangled banner
Imagine uploading a Simpsons clip and getting 4 million views. Damn the 
YouTube algorithm is something special.
imagin how sticky they were after this expirement
Imagin what a giant sticky mess that made
I maid a green light saber , a white lightsaber and a purple double bladed 
lightsaber out of pvc pipe , spray paint and duck tape
i make it!
I make love to checki bleki  soundtrack
I make this stuff for a living, because some people are still too lazy to 
do it themselves
I’m a level of extra virgin it’s sad
Ima li budnih???
Ima li koga danas, nesto mi se ne pomeraju pregledi
Imali komentara od Cale Oficial ja ga ne vidim nigde a imao je preko 
hiljadu lajkova.Vozimo treca smena.
Ima li prezivelih na aerodromu??😂😂
Imali smo sta i da cekamo bravo kiki hitttt
I'm a little disappointed that she forgot to wear her Hitler youth 
uniform. n"How dare you"😢 nA new epic meme is born.😂😂😂😂
🙏 IM A LITTLE ROOKIEnSO I FIND IT VERY INTERESTING.nGRAZIE MILLE E BUONA 
SERATA FROM THE  NORTHERN SIDE OF  ITALY👋
Ima li vas da komentarisete ?
I´m alive.
I'ma li zoke
I'm all for climate action, but this is really cringe
I'm all for the climate but get rid of this mama drama clown...she's 
embarrassing to watch
Im all for the message. But the dilivery sounded weird for some reason.
i'M ALREADY POSTING IN AS MANY FAN SITES AS POSSIBLE
I’m also 16 but sitting here doing nothing
I'm also walking atop water on the ground since I was born. Give me some 
credit too!
Im always amazed by how well these costumes work out. You truly are 
masters of cardboard and other cheap shit haha
I'm always disappointed in myself when I can find anything to like in a 
piece of art.
I’m always listening to the past greats because nothing today compares 
nnKeep it funky!
I'm amazed!
Im amazed how every get on up he nailed it
Imamo hit za 2019 godinu Amorova strela.Bravo!
Imamo hit za ovu godinu,dovidjenja prijatno.Razvaljuje koliko je dobra!
Im Am Sex Machine 🎶🎷🎸



im a mucsian in new orleans;i dare you to come sit in with the big dogs 
down here.open your mind brother.
@Iman1durful obviously you dont know what talent is then!
Ima nesto od starboy...the weeknd 😀
I'm arianator and I love this song so much
@imarut21 wow, really ? you think im gay because of that comment ? well, 
im not you ignorant asswipe.
I'm a sex machine
I'm a Sex machine Ready to reload
I'm ashamed of how many of these trends I liked at various stages of my 
sad little life.
I m ashmed nThat old Delhi is a part of our country
I'm a simple boob, i see man, i like.
I'm a simple muggle, I see Radcliffe I click.
I'm as liberal as the next guy but this is just fear mongering.
I'm a Star Wars fan and I loved it!! you should teach how to make V of 
Vendetta's mask!! or a AT-AT from TESB please!!!
I m a supercell worker n I love mario
ima try it!!!!!!!!   and ima stick the bottle of coke right up to my face
Ima usta k'o Suecki kanal
I’m australian 27 and moved to the U.K. when I was 13 now I can proudly 
say il be moving back here next year to truck drive ���
ima white dude but i want to dance like that XD
imax version lmaonlove this shit
I May hace watched this video 20 times in the last month
I may have just made some embarrassingly high-pitched noises.
I may or may not have cried quickly wipes my tears away
I’m a young person and I forgive them
I may see this movie, just to see one of Robin William's last great 
performances.
i may suck but you swallow
imba:P
i'm barely seeing this lol i'm such a fake fan
I'm behind didn't even know they made a second
I'm beside 2012
I'm blessed to even be exposed to this.... thanks JB
I'm blown away you don't have more subscribers lol
I’m bobbing my head on the toilet 🚽
I'm British and i laughed my socks off at this trailer. lighten up, This 
is Seriously funny.
I’m British and this gives me the shivers every time I see Jimi and hear 
this. Love Kiss version too ❤
Im buying another Chevy Tahoe !
I'm buying this album
I'm Canadian and I love this!
I'm coming to Poland to visit you and the Orchestra soon.
I'm confused about the Goomba name. He said it's a kuriboh which is 
Goomba. How are those two connected?
I'm confused as how how I just found this now
I'm confused on the dress part did you make your own or did you buy one?
I'm convinced, Greta. We must implement a worldwide totalitarian system 
led by the geniuses of the U.N. to SAVE THE WORLD!!! BWHAAA!!
I'm convinced this was orchestrated by the oil and gas industry, jesus 
christ
I'm cringing at how she's acting Knowing all the media attention she gets 
now. Way to fake over dramatic
I’m crying
I'M CRYING, SHAKING, SCREAMING SHE'S SO FUCKING BEAUTIFUL
im cuming
I'm curious how much money her parents are making off of this!
I'm curious if you guys could do another back to the future scene or one 
from Who Framed Roger Rabbit?



I'm Dancing!!!
I'm dead, and still listening!
im deadass gonna marry you lmao
I'm deeply in love & it's getting hot
I'm definitely going to make the helmet
I'm disapointed... This video is just like the others : awesome.nWhen will 
you propose something new ? :P
I’m disappointed that I’ve never truly appreciated him in my 13 years of 
existence
im dissapointed in the human race
I'm dissapointed that so many people just discovered this song lolnAnd 
somehow got a shit ton of likesnWTF lol
I'm distracted by her boobs
i m doing it, but i already have the helmet
im doing this 4 a science experiment
I’m doing this for my calisthenics I’m doing this for rods
im drinking dr pepper right now :D
I mean, China and Korea all have very cool skyscrapers... But New York is 
the only place where you get such a variety of old and new architecture!!
I mean. He is Stevie Wonder.
I mean, he kinda deserves this for thinking anyone with no experience 
could design a car.
I mean how dare youu???
I mean I'll take it over those giant sugar cubes people call cars.
I mean it could be sprinklers... Don't you think?
I mean I use ur videos to make a costume
I mean ra ra olala romare
I mean she makes a good point but at this point we need a revolution guys
I mean, she's not wrong. And the urgency is true. But... This is hard to 
watch lol.
I mean, there's no way this WASN'T shot in Portland.
I mean the sewer’s fun but I’m ruined.
"I mean the sewer's fun..." is what he says
I mean they flashbanged a baby in the face and tried to get away with it
I meant they have the liquid hooked up to pumps.
I mean we are all gunna die one day
i mean, what did u expect when you clicked the video. earth has gravity
I mean, yes, she was literally following a script, but I thought she read 
it as if she was auditioning for a movie.
I mean... you should total do what you believe in and what not... but its 
really hard to take her seriously for some reason 🤣 .
I met the guy with hair.nI SWEAR!!!!!nThis is awesome!
I met you. Hallelujah!!
i met you hallelujah i got faith
I’m everybody’s type not him. Idiots these days.
im excited for that movie!!
im excited for this one i dont know why ppl hate this series so much give 
the third one a chance
I'm excited to see Assassin's creed syndicate parkour in real life
im filipino!
I'm first!
Im first because there was no likes and I love u cartoon connect omg lil 
Ron Ron I don't like hippos lol and he said lil musty dude lol
I'm forever alone and will never go to bed with someone but still 
listening to this ;-;
i'm for hamony so just leave as meeks alone!
I'M FREE BIT
Im free. So who's up!? ☺
I'm from Brazil , I love James Brown,  best in all time .
im from far east,really look forwards to  explore here,and i think these 
videos are  fabulous,which shows a lot of the splendors
I'm from Germany. We looked this video in english lesseon with our 
english-teacher😂 . Sorry for my bad english, but I am not good in 



english.....
im from morocco 🖤
i'm from phillipines!!!
Im from Sweden and l cant watch this nnHow dare you )<
i'm from Sydney Australia
I'm from the future.nRonda loses.
I'm from the philippenes
I'm from the Philippines
I'm from the USA I always wanted to move to Ireland The UK and Australia
IM FUCKING DYING AHHAAHHAHAHAH THE ENDING AND THAT FACE 
HAHAHHAHAHA"boopdodoop boop beep"
I'm fucking proud that the youth is mobilizing.
Im geeking out!!! Soo awesome!!!!!!!!!!
im getten me 20 bottel 4 the weekend n see what me n de kids can create 
lol... i bet a lut of stickyness
im getting 500 dollars right now so i can get 300 bottles of diet coke and 
40 packs of mentos and i will have myselft a ball
I’m getting some hot sex with my hot wife as soon as I put this down.
I’m getting weird howtobasic vibes from this for some reason.
I’m glad Allegretto by Beethoven made it on this list it’s so underrated
I'm glad he didn't decide to take a knee
I'm glad her whistles are back. I missed it from Dangerous Woman. And tbh, 
Stevie recognizes her talent, I hope other people does too!!!
I'm glad I commented on @devinsupertramp 's status on Facebook and telling 
him to do a video with Brodie Smith.
I'm glad Japan chose survival over extinction. The world is such a great 
place with them in it.
Im glad New York is back 😍
I'm glad Robin got to do this before he died. WE ALL LOVED YA ROBIN 
WILLIAMS AND I HOPE YOU HAVE A BETTER LIFE IN HEAVEN <3 YOU WILL BE MISSED
Im glad sacagawea is gonna be more in the movie and the action, rip robin.
I'm glad she lost but I'd still fuck
I'm glad the audience was respectful and didn't scream and cheer for a 
fake rape victim as if she was a clown... oh wait.
I'm glad they decide to do this before "Rush Hour" hahanh
I'm glad this bitch got the shit kicked out of her!!!
I'm glad this exists. Thank you ❤
I'm glad this video appeared on my suggested videos. I'm curious about any 
new information I can find about Duchamp, and had not seen this.
I’m glad this was on my recommended
im glad to say im one of the first people to watch this video :)
I’m going in 8 weeks. I’m not sure it was a good decision. I’m not going 
to wear sandals ,only shoes. I’ll take energy bars. Plenty!!!!
I'm going.It's enough.See you later
i'm going to hire them for my son's third birthday party
I'm going to miss Robin Williams T.T
im going to prank my family with this so when they open it they will get 
wet
I’m going to see her Again I can’t wit my god  I’m soo happy 😃
I'm gonna be dead soon anyway. Oh well..
I'm gonna be very sad when he dies.
"I'm gonna Instagram that in a couple weeks" I'm dying :D
I’m gonna learn that bass line.
I’m gonna litter more lmao
I'm gonna love it.
I'm gonna make a video "man travels trough the cosmos" , don't mind the 
planet I use as a platform for my voyage.
im gonna need 4 sodas, a bag of chips, and a lot of energy cuz im gonna 
pull an all nighter just for lady gaga day
I'm gonna see it for one reason: To see Robin Williams in this last movie 
of his lifetime.
Im gonna see this movie because Of Rebel wilson



Im gonna sell my virginity to this mix, anybody interested in buying?
I'm gonna start crying when I see this
I'm gonna try to get in the Marines when I grow up.
I'm guessing some of these people were reading off of cue cards.
I'm guessing that this has been cancelled? I hope not, it looks really 
good!
I'm gutted that Amy Adams isn't in it but at least Trevor Slattery makes 
an appearance lol
I'm handsome.
I'm happy here in unpopulated, clean Canada :)
Im happy kid who still listen this old stuff and thinks that this is much 
better than songs of nowadays
I'm having Dubai flashbacks
I'm having flashbacks to The Simpsons Hit & Run video game!
...I’m having gay sex.....
I'm having such a hard time getting into this.  I want to like it so badly 
but it's not working.
I'm here 2 years ago then here again for no reason then I met people say 
"anybody here recommended"which then I was like ok
I'm here again to say that that snare keeps goin' on and on like...
I'm here because I write erotica and have to set the mood for myself 
sometimes. Best mix I've found so far!
I'm here because of Jesse.
I'm here before 1B
I'm here from Sing
im here only for stevie!
I'm here to study... Lmao
im here wondering why Stevie only has 105 thousand subs
im high af
I'm highkey obsessed with this 😍😍
im high right noww
Im Hollywood Film The Snowman wird all das vorweg genommen.
I'm honestly sad they made another one; however because this is Robin 
Williams' last movie he partook in, I'll try to embrace it in open arms.
im Hungarian
I'm hypnotized
I might give this one a watch, just to see Dan Stevens as Lancelot ^__^
I might move here
I might pay for a Kafka choose your own adventure novel.
I might say it was a waste if I didn't hate Diet soda so much
i might think about using the same techniqe for a lightsaber :) THANKS 
HOMEMADE MOVIES!
I'm.. im listening to this while doing biology homework.. Fitting I guess 
since sex is technically a part of biology...
I'm impressed... I was thinking... so How can I do this...
im in 5th grade abd out teacher, Ms.Byers told us to watch this video for 
homework. Luckily, I hate coke... I think coke sucks! LOL and that is true
I'm Indian and I have to say that nnnnnnnnIndia sucks
[iminent=U9a647YVffOB] lady gaga ♥♥
I'm in Heaven!! It's so beautiful seeing these two like this.
i'm in interest about the mentos in the diet coke,would it involve into 
something else cause what happened if u other mints into a diet coke
im in love😍
I'm in love :O (with the pineapple).
I'm in love with 3:25
I'm in love with a monster?
I'm in love with Ariana Grande ⚽⚽💕😂💞😎💖😀💙😛💜🌪💰 ✌💝🤘💗 ✌💚👍💎
😋

I'm in love with this ! Hallelujah ! <3
Im in love with this song
I'm in love with your mix! Smooth, soulful and dreamy!
I'm inspired buuut...what would trump think of this.nWrite your idea down 



below
I’m inspired to learn how to play the guitar
I'm in that weird part of YouTube again...
imi place mult melodia ta pentru ca este prima mea melodie invatata
I miss 30 second trailers where they actually left some plot points 
unmentioned ...
I missed classic Simpsons writing and jokes.
I missed every subtitle cause of Miyamoto's smile
I missed Woodstock, I was innthe Far East wearing a Navynuniform.  Missed 
an historicalnevent that will never be duplicated.
I miss going to those first few places every day! Nothing beats the black 
rock climbing and sand hollow cliff diving!
I miss my hometown sydney 💕 😀
I miss my type writer had one as a kid. Most people dont even know what an 
ink ribbon is anymore
I miss old ny ngl when I went when I was “little” before 2012. Since then, 
construction began to boom and the city is insanely different.
I miss songs like these..
I miss that STYLE :C
I miss the glory days.
I miss the good old Simpson episodes... they bring back lots of happy 
memories of laughter & friends.
I miss the hustle and bustle of India. Love India.
I miss the old Brooklyn .
I miss the old Simpsons so much.
I miss these kinds of videos :D:D
I miss the talking head 🙄
I miss the Twin Towers.
I miss this Gaga with the smashing hits like Bad romance, Poker face, Just 
dance, Alejandro.. Are you with me??
I miss this old shows, finally got these shows on dvd and I think the car 
turned out super mmmm😆
i miss this song its the only song i like from lady gaga
I miss this wonderful city a lot.
I miss u guys doing homemade things if u plan on returning any time soon, 
make      A nimbus 2000
I miss you Mr. Williams.
I miss you Mr. Wonderful-Masterblaster
Im i the only person who already watched all this and just got back in 
recommendations....?
I mixed it inside me, but my bubbles looked like bloody vomit. Am I doin 
it wrong?
I'm just as confused as everybody else.  Like what how is this just on my 
recommendations ?? But i love it.... 😍😍
Im just a single potato chip rolling around... i ain’t got no partner XD 
n#ForeverAloneClub
I’m just going to get up on stage and play the most memorable guitar solo 
ever!!  high on LSD of course ½
Im just here because it got recommended to me...in 2019 bit late but 
ye..ALSO i only clicked on it because i saw Ft. Ariana Grande xD
I'm just here cause I saw Ari in the thumbnail
I'm just here for : Get it on up 👆  xD
i'm just here for stevie wonder
I'm just here so I don't get fined.
i'm just her to say fuck my bored life -_-
"I'm just kinda winging it" nice
IM JUST LISTENING CUZ THE MUSIC IS GOOD BUT THESE COMMENTS ARE HILARIOUS 
AHAHSHAJAHSJHS
I'm just now seeing this... WTF😭😭
Im just seeing this



I’m just seeing this😑😑 WHY?!!!!!!
Im just starting the vid.  Hope they have Lucky Me by Jay Z in this.
Im just waching because im bored
I'm just waiting for the day where the vending machine gives out 2 for 1
I'm just waiting for this kid to start goose stepping and wearing a red 
arm band.
Im just wondering, what happens if you eat Mentos and drink diet coke? :P 
It's a great video btw!
Im kinda confused...why is everyone hating on her in then comments...
im kinda excited. not gonna lie.
I'm kinda hella late nbut I'm jumping on that ronda hype train
i'm kinda thirsty for a coke now
I'm kind of surprised Powell Motors wasn't bankrupt before this point. 
They didn't have a big fast car in the early 90s?
I Mladen Djomla
I'm late recommended 8-4-19
I’m liking the bronze façade thing
I'm liking the vid because he is doing it for charity
I'm literally obsessed with this song and this videooo
Im little monster!!! and she is my religion!
I'm living for blonde Ariana 👏
I'm  living  here ni love it
Im looking for the one that goes nnDaaa da daaa nDaaa da daaanDaa daa daa 
daa daaanDaaa da daaanDaaa da daaanDaa daa daa daa daaa
i'm looking forward to this movie the first 2 night at the museum's are 
some of my favorite movies
I’m looooooving it here in Sydney. I live here
Im love is you ariana
I'm love these so much
im love this song<3
I'm loving that outfit and the HAIR
I'm loving ur jingle at the start
im lucky to live here, by far the best place ever!
I'm Lyloren
Imma big fan of Bach
i'm mad at myself for watching this. who came up with this crap and why is 
it all over youtube?
Im mad high watching this
Im mad im only discovering this now 😠
imma do this in my sci . project lol this looks like fun xD
imma drink a whole thing of diet coke and then im ganna eat and etire 
thing of mentos. lol. I HOPE I SURVIVE.
Imma fck all this people on they assess.... Like a sex machine....it will 
take us to the bridge and thats where we make some fckng scene!!!!😂😂
imma watch this movie for Robin Willams he will missed. form a fellow 
detroiter R.I.P.
immenso
Immenso... Però, quanto cacchio sudava :-D
immenso stevie
immer noch
Immer noch einer der Größten. Und ein lebendes Denkmal der Schande und 
Feigheit für Diejenigen, die ihm damals nicht geholfen haben.
Immer weiter !!!!!!!!
I'm missing Lady Gaga but since  2013 I only see  Lady
immmmmmmm i like this
i'm more about that vibe https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TngnJcka3T8
immortal classic
Immortal hit
Immortali..
Immortalitymusiclife
I'm moving AWAY from this city😫 😫  in like July ughhh I'm gonna miss it
I'm moving on my comode



I'm no music historian, but I'm pretty sure that 0:54 - 1:00 is the 
beginning of modern rock music.
I'm not a fan of Ariana but she sings so well, and their vocals mix 
beautifully in this song! really good
I’m not a fan of Chopin but Chopin’s valse brillant or impromptu had to be 
in the list
Im not a fan of the new super slender and super tall skyscrapers. They 
look kinda ugly and just poke out.
I'm not a game designer but I'm really inspired by what he had shared, how 
he went into details and such to create the world 1-1. #Awesome
I'm not a huge fan of hip-hop but I absolutely loved this.
I'm not an Arianator, but I like this song!😍😎🤗
I'm not anti Vietnam war I just think Hendrix is God
Im not convinced the government can solve "climate change". Scary stuff
I'm not crazy, institutionnYou're the one who's crazy, institutionnYou're 
driving me crazy, institution
Im not crying
Im not even going but im just curious.
I'm not even going to waste my time making a comment but I will say this 
what a f**** joke and that's not this Channel That's New York
I'm not even that opinionated but this is supported by science sooooo... 
Panic? Idk. Thoughts?
I'm not giving hate but most are up to 80$
I'm not hearing this 😦 I love this song❤
im not horny at all, but this song makes me feel goodnnnnnnnlike a sex 
machine
I'm not into hip hop at all, but you sir made a magnificent job!
I'm not of fan of grande but I am a fan of Stevie and everything he does 
is great so I love this
I'm not so "Shi" he's actually walking on water...
im not spanish
I'm not sure how people don't get this video, they must be simple
I'm not sure if they are gonna play the movienRobin Williams commit 
Suicide today, that poor guy
I'm not sure if you know 50 mike uses only none lethal foam rounds or tear 
gas rounds for croud control
im not sure....i think this is somewhere in east london.
I'm not sure what to think here. The first was fantastic. The second... 
er...not so much.
Im not sure why but based on your voice I assume you're really hot. Are 
you hot?
im not that into lady gagarnbut all u homophobes are fuckwits and are 
probably insecure with your own sexualality
im not the only one who is staring at her BOOBS ? _
I’m not virgin
I'm not worthy
I'm now addicted to YSAC!  very entertaining!!
I'm obsessed hallelujah!!
I'm offended that the crowd didn't kneel for this.  Racists
I'm officially sad watching this trailer knowing that Roosevelt is 
literally dead......like just today....:(
I ♥MO†HER MONS†ER !!!!!!!!!
I ♥ MO†HER MONS†ER  FROM LI†LE MONS†ER
i'm on it. on the scene. take it to the bridge.
I'm only 13 but I still love watching this stuff I wish I lived in 
australi
I'm only 8 and mine came out better
im only here bc of ariana grande! ♥
I'm only here because I'm writing a book on erotica lmaoo
I'm only here for the comments 🤓
I'm only here to read the comments. undoubtedly they will be well thought 
through, researched and civil
Im only seeing this BOP Now !!



I'm only watching this for Robin Williams
im on the edge of my bad romance
imortal
IMORTAL !!!....
Imortal Música 🎵
I'm out of Tabasco sauce.
imperiator furiousa arm!
Im pilipino i know espanyol me ultimo adios
I m planning for my further studies in sydney hope it gives me what I want
I'm playing the guitar part to this song😁
I'm playing the piano part for this song in my jazz band; very glad to 
have found this song!
> Implying you can delete a block special device
I'm Poland
impossible
Impossible.........................Do the costume of raiden of Metal gear 
rising revenges  and the sword
Impossible for us
impossible to tell. our knowledge of physics just isn't good enough to 
determine if time travel is possible or not...it makes you wonder, 
though...
Impossibly entrancing, this is an album for the ages.
Impotent hollow threats that change nothing, delivered by an arrogant 
little shit that overestimates her relevance. This is a novelty act at 
best
impresionante!
Impresionante.
impressionist! ambientalist! minimalist! pop!
impressive
Impressive!!!
Impressive architecture and engineering marvels.
impressive :D
impressive editing for a small sub base!
Impressive for what it is, but its not running on water. Not even close. 
Any moron with good balance and low body weight could do this.
impressive mine just fucks up in my face :  )
impressive :o
I'm pretty sure I saw some designs of future cars that looked way worse 
than this
I'm pretty sure more then half of the population can do this, also change 
the title, cause he's walking on floating boards, not water.
Im pretty sure no. 1 should be either eine kleine nachtmusik or symphony 
no 9
I'm Pretty Sure that female dancer did the Milly Rock. 😂
I'm pretty sure that's how they do the coffee I drink at work. It's good.
I’m pretty sure that’s the 3rd movement of new world symphony, not the 4th
I'm pretty sure that this is the inspiration behind Revolution 9 on the 
White Album by the Beatles
I'm pretty sure this just follows the same exact plot of the 2nd movie to 
a tee.
I'm pretty sure you are HowToBasic
I’m pro environment but this was horrid
I`m proud 2 b Polish....
I'm proud and ashamedrnEvery Fourth of JulyrnYou got to know the 
truthrnBefore you say that you got pride
im proud of you son
Im pulling an all nighter just for Mama Monster yea buddy
Im putting a few bucks on Holly, just in case
i'm quite sure the songs of this video were inspired in Kemonozume ending 
theme
IM READY FOR CONSPIRACY THEORIES TO BLOW UP ABOUT THIS
I'm ready to sell my soul for luxury life and billions of dollars.
Im really enjoy your videos are awesome



I'm really excited O,O
I’m really proud because I see this clip in first!!!
I'm really surprised that how an art can contain a lot of things, even it 
was 4 minutes. (I came here through a wiki of Vietnam war)
I'm really thankful for Jim Hendrix and his guitar.
i'm rooting for her HOLY xD
I’m rubbing my dick dreaming of my goddess in my imagination while 
enjoying this love making music alone
'' I'm ruined '' Lol, never gets old.
Im sad there isnt a higher qualityrecording of this
I'm scared to say my opinion because someone against this message is going 
to put some hate reply
im screaming
I'm seeing this movie just for Robin Williams. Hopefully he is happier now 
that he is in heaven :). God bless Robin Williams
I`m sex machine
I'm Sex Machine 💉
Im sex machine. I love mr. James Brown. Much love from Poland.
I´M SHOCK
I'm S H O O K with her hair💇😍
im single wtf am i doing here
Im single, you guys wanna come around here and listen with me?
IMSLP have over 475000 scores...
I'm so bored of her now!
IM SO CONFUSED 2016?!
I'M SO EXCITEDDDDDDD!!!!!!!
I'm so excited!!!!!!n:D
Im so excited to see our skyline grow even more
I'm so excited you don't even know
I'm so exited!
I"m so fkn high on shrooms and this song is soooooo good maan
Im so glad and honored that someone would orchestrate our hip hop culture. 
See oil and water can mix
I'm so glad a normal person is talking about cold brewed coffee instead 
one of those intolerable fucking hipsters.
I'm so glad for her speaking on behalf of us young people who don't have a 
voice! I stand with her
Im so glad I found this channel XD
I'm so glad she lost
Im so gonna make a mentos rocket :D
I'm so gonna watch this one
I'm so happy America's architecture is growing and getting better.
I'm so happy I only live 3 hours away from Sydney
I'm so happy I was not born in that cow worshiper country
I’m so happy that a voice for my generation is finally being spoken. 
Notice I said spoken that doesn’t mean it’s gonna be heard.
I'm so here for Sir Lancelot!
I'M SO IN LOVE WITH THIS HIT!
I'm so late
I'm sold.
im so lucky i saw the movie before i saw this song
Im soooo mad, i just saw these a few weeks ago.. What a shame
im SOOOO on the fence!
IM SOOOOOOOO SCARED TO WATCH THIS VID CUZ LADY GAGA IS THE BIGGEST SLUT 
EVER ONE DAY I KNOW SHE WILL STRIP IN ONE OF HER VIDS I JUST KNOW IT
I'm so proud of Ariana
IM SO PROUD OF MY QUEEN
Im so proud of u Miss.Ronda Rousey :-)
im so proud of you queeen :( i looovee youuu
i'm so proud to be an arianator she deserves everything she gets💖💖💖 😢😢
I'm sorry but even the trailer had me rolling. I gotta see this
I'm sorry but for me it looks just like a big cesspool



I’m sorry but I laughed multiple times 😂😂👌👌I  HoW dArE yOu
I'm sorry, but little kids are cringy. Always have been and always will.
I'm sorry but the first line got me lmaoo he set himself up aha
i'm sorry but yelling at people, and telling them they are the problem has 
never worked in the history of anything.
I'm sorry god
Im sorry....im 36 years of age and i think this sounds like shit. I 
couldnt make out those noises you guys heard....sorry jimmy fans
I'm sorry little one but we all will die and to believe that we, the 
walking dead, can change that is crazy! Just ask the dinosaurs.
Im sorry Ronda. I guess she did kick you in the head. I hope this makes 
you comeback stronger and less cocky.
i'm sorry you lost Ronda, hope you all good
I'm so sad Robin Williams has passed. Jumanji was my childhood & I loved 
his work in Louie earlier this year. RIP Robin Williams.
I’m so scared.
I'm so sexy sexmachine 😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍
IM SO SHOCKEDnnnnHE IS BLINED ITS AMAZING nnnWRIGHT
I'm so shocked that so many people didn't know about this masterpiece. The 
lack of the views at the explains it though...
Im so sorry... But i can´t help myself... First words of the song... See 
the girl with diamonds in her shoes? XD... btw. great song
I'm so stoned right now and I am deeply invested in this plot.
i'm so thirsty :(
Im so upset r.i.p robin williams he your last movie the best nMay you rest 
in a better place and show yur talent off in heaven and rock out heaven!
I’m starting to get my fuck on and I hear video ads, way to ruin the mood. 
Good music otherwise.
I’m still gonna but that 70’s Chevy dually and rev the hell out of it
I'm still hiding in my garage with a camping stove and a handgun awaiting 
the Y2K disaster.
I'm still listening, 2019
I'm still shook I wasn't ready
I'm still trying to determine if I'll put the population paste on her face 
and in her vaginal crevice...  I'm not sure.
I'm still waiting for Doug Demuro's review on THIS...
Im still waiting for Van Halen to admit that Jimi influenced him more then 
he claims he did.
I'm still wondering why does it have only 19M views
I'm student of Architecture. You videos is so informatics.
Im subscribe!!!!!!!!!!!!
I'm suddenly so interested in this movie now that i know Stevie has a song 
in it. Damn!
I'm super skinny so I would easily run on that water real easy
Im sure everyone at Columbia college will miss her lopsided ass.
I'm sure everyone came here for number 4nn                               
1:14
Im sure gonna watch this!!!
I’m sure India and China are going to take this to heart.
Im sure its not as fun as it looks :)
Im sure one of those engineers is the same nuclear inspector that Burns 
tried to bribe
I'm sure that set off many many bad trips lol
Im sure that there maybe some lessons here for the student of fluid 
dynamics etc .. but then again its probably just a waste of coke.
im sure they died from the flees on them after that
im sure they were coked off their tits when they made this! *shit pun*
Im sure this movie will he great but why such a crappy trailer. I mean 
"come on! That wasnt necessary!" And we get pissed on
Im sure those kids in africa really want some mentos a some coke!
I'm surprised he didn't blur out the water. I'm glad he doesn't have a 
beard through.
I’m surprised he didn’t make it out of food



im surprised it was that strong for them
I'm surprised MJ was inspired by him when he was little
I'm surprised that this movie trailer just showed Dexter peeing.
I'm surprised the background dancer isn't a fortnite dance  yet.
I'm surprised the men in Black suits didn't gangstalk this cat for the 
messages he was spewing back in the day
I'm surprised there is no 12 variations, everyone knows twinkle twinkle 
don't they??
I'm surprised this didn't show any clips from the movie
I’m surprised this doesn’t have more views it’s awesome and Ariana is 
singing with a legend freaking Stevie Wonder damn
im tellin you man! they jumped her in her xbox headgear!  they showed her 
glimpses of the alternate left wing universw!
I’m thankful you got out of there. It was only an adult movie role. Sorry 
you went thru that
I'm the best
I'M THE CAR MAN, I MAKE CARS
Im the only mexican in this song?
I'm the traaash maan
IM THE TRASH MAN
"I'M THE TRASHMAN!!!! I EAT TRAAASH"
im the trash man i thro garbage all over all over  the ring
I'M THE TRASHMANNN
I’m the TRESH man
i'm thirsty
I'm thirsty
I'm thirsty...
I'm thirsty....
i'm thirsty now.
I'm too lazy but it looks good though
I’m too sensitive to bad odors.  Could never visit or deal with the filth 
or fear of eating anything without a negative result,
I'm trying to move here from NYC~not going to stop till I'm here next 
year!
I'm trying to understand all the horn blowing, I mean, what's the point?
Im unsubscribing, this Channel is not longer worth supporting
im up now 😂ü✊
I'm using this to make a cringey sexy pennywise montage.nnI do too much 
for my meme page...
I'm using toilet paper rolls and paper towel rolls. ._. I SHOULD PUT A 
FLASHLIGHT INSIDE.
I must say that I am a fan of Duchamp ready mades and it’s quite a let 
down to hear him, or any artist for that matter, talk about their own 
work.
I must watch the last two again!
I must watch this when I'm able to really appreciate it.
I'm very conflicted with the Pabst Blue Ribbon.
I’m waiting for the bass ta drop !!!!
I'm waiting for you to appear in Bydgoszcz
I'm waiting PART 2 JIMEK!
I’m watching child abuse.  How dare youuuuuuuu Using a kid to show your 
democratic agenda.  🖕🖕🖕 🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕
I’m watching in 2019 and I heard Freddie Mercury starting their 5th 
biggest hit Somebody To Love
IM WATCHING mythbusters RIGHT NOW AND IT IS ABOUT THIS
I'm watching sing right now and I love the song faith and the move I met 
you halolou I got faithhhhhhhhh !!!!
I'm watching this in 1,000,000 B.C. on my IStone
I'm watching this in sydney very beautiful city
I'm watching this in sydney,, very beautiful city
I'm watching this movie for Robin Williams!
I'm watching this video in unix
I’m wherein a black leather jacket cuz I’m super hot boiiiiii



I’m with Jordan Peterson.
I’m with my cat😂
im wonderin does anyone here actually hear his massage, or do they just 
hear music?
I'm working with annonymus
I'M YOUNG AGAIN 👍👍  👍👍  👍 .
In
in 1:56 i cant understand wath hapenned :D
in 15 years someone will massproduce the exact car, simpsons predict 
everything
In 1993 they said the world will end in 10 years the hole in the ozone was 
going to end the atmosphere.Poor kids are brain washed by the nwo
in 2017 ? cine se uită  . ?
In 2017 it's still awesome
In 2019?
In 2025 everything will change
In 20 years when I'm telling my kids "your mother and I are going to the 
Opera" lol
In 23 finish minutes 😒
in 4.3 minutes her propoganda emissions contaminated the earth with 420 
gigatons of existential climatic CRINGE.
in 5:08 were added 171 comments. it should be more than 1 million comments 
by now
In 97, Why is Bach Playing the Guitar?
Inaccurate title, but still kinda cool how he's donating the money
In a class at the top and all alone.  Cat can sing and swing like no one.
i nadam de da cemo sutra pokupitii drugu milku!
In addition to being resistant to mines, it's a goldmine that mine-
resistant vehicles can also be used to SWAT away increasing drug crime 
incidents.
In addition to Kid Mohan as acting Captain Obvious, lemme add "history".  
I found it *very* interesting and, yup, engrossing.
I nakon ovog hita  cekamo hip hop pjesmicu i tamo za ljeto nadam se  jednu  
ljetnu limunadicu
In all honesty, was this actually good lol I could see this pioneering 
electric guitar with pedals but that’s about it, I guess its just me lmao
Inaltérable...
inappropriate
In Association With Niñocartoon Productions, LLC
In Australia we had Luna park also we had Woolworth and Audi
Inb4 "This is stupid" "  "no you're stupid this is art" ( Honestly this is 
just stupid)
inb4 'worst music of all time' commentx
In bed!!
In beer is also carbon dioxide..., but Greta doesnt go to school, so she 
doesnt know. GODY THANK YOU
In before the angry MRA comments
In Berlin waren wir 270.000 🌍🍂🌱🍁🌳
In Brasil is the best. Lovet
In chrome:nctrl+shift+jn$('video').playbackRate = 2.5 <enter>
Including Bass Bootsy Collins
In Colombo,Sri Lanka worst places like pitakotuwa,Maligawatta,mattakkuliya 
far better than this... most of people there hindu tamils and muslims
Incoming soybois who get triggered by a literal 16yr old with autism for 
caring about the planet
In comparison, Idiot Trump garish Towers are like a gold spray-painted, 
'60's housing project.
inconclusive  and uncomprehesive rant.
Increase population to decrease Carbon Footprint.... Some logic...
incredibile,,,sai sempre nel mio cuore...
Incredible!!
Incredible!!!!!!



Incredible album.
Incredible , a true genius of the time
Incredible.  Check out early Bootzy Collins on bass. Funky as hell.
Incredible content, thank you for your work
Incredible! EPIC!!!
Incredible find!! thank you
Incredible how this music it's old. 1971, and sounds better than newer 
music
Incredible india
Incredible! More please!
Incredible... much respect to you man.
Incredible talent
incredible, thank's
incredible, very good, congratulations
Incredible video! Well done!
incredible work!
Incredible young leader!
Incredible, you rock Brodie!
Incredibly dope.
INCREIBLE
Increíble
iNCRIVELLL :)
Incroyable talent lol
In currents state of change cycles, quarterly profit pressures, not many 
organizations can invest in these types of R&D.
In Da Club never sounded that epic
In da club sounds so intense. 👌
In Da Club, Still Dre, and Flashing Lights were the best
indeed! n:)
indémodable !!! Papa don't take no Mess !! Get on Up with Soul Music
indetoutnable + de 25 ans apres toujours aussi bon hummm i like
In Deutschland bekommt offenbar absolut jeder ein Asyl außer Snowden. Sehr 
schade.
INDIA ��♂��♀🤢🤢🤢��������
India and Switzerland, two extreme countries, one heaven and one hell
India..anyone??
India certainly separates the tourists from the travellers.
India Dehli may Bohat ziyada gandagi hai ,,
India has a promising economy, but it seems to be so dirty and 
disorganized.
India has become much more filthier and dirtier in the last 40 plus 
years....a total pigsty and people should be ashamed of themselves.
India has so much of beauty but over population and pollution ruining it 
all!
India is a beautiful and great country from China
India is a dump. Pure garbage. Nasty filthy streets. Nasty smell in the 
cities �
india is a garbage stinky country
India is amazing!
india is a SHITHOLE. if you don't believe me just spend some time on LL
INDIA IS A SHITHOLE!!! Stop sugarcoating shit
India is a Slum...!!!
india is better than china?
India is dirty 😒
India is dirty and smelly
India is dirty indeed, but his videos are nice and real😂😂👍
INDIA IS DIRTY MAN
India is for everyone.. Thank god we are free and democratic and our 
police force is not a fascist one
India is most polluted country on earth so for foreigners its better to 
visit beautiful and clean countries like Singapore, Malaysia or Pakistan
India is nasty



India is No. 1 on the word...
India is ridiculous!!
india is so dirty :)
India is so dirty and nasty.  The country is one big cesspool
India is so dirty place. But Goa.✔
India is such a horrible place
india is the reason so many came to canada.
India is the ugliest place I’ve ever seen
India is very dirty country pakistan is neat and clean country . Thanks 
Muhammad Ali jinah
India is very dirty very poor hygine you can get quikly sick.
India looks cool. Once I'm done paying my student loans in 50 years I hope 
to visit.
India looks like a Great Big Shit Hole, you keep having Fun with that
Indian can't do anything, they have no job n farming can't earn much.
Indian government see Seoul Tokyo for clean. No need bullet train . Need 
clean. Annywhere garbage.
India No.1
INDIAN PAGAL ,Very Dirty shithole country
Indian people no rule follow road
Indians are dirty by nature ✋✋✋😨
Indians must watch this and be embarrassed.
India & pak are same
India, please learn from your cleanliness neighbor Sri Lanka !
India really is incredible, it's dirty and polluted but the people are 
amazing and the way everything works together is fascinating
India’s a dirty country and women are treated worse than vermain there.
India seems like a different planet.  I want to go there one day. I would 
be lost but what an adventure it would be!
India: shining shithole. But that's what makes it exciting.
india smell curry ..
India sucks
India the next superpower lmao
India .. where the hell is your government? do Sth.. can’t believe your 
ppl not voting your off
India will be number 1 of world in future
Indochine
Indoctrination can be very frightening.
indonesia better
Indonesia bule di hargai dan di sapa,orang nya ramah ramah.
i nearly got tricket by the last experiment but ur just using god dam 
hoses lol
i need 91 subscribers please to help me win $107.53 please
I need a boyfriend
I need a full studio album of this
I need a lighter for this song!nArm way up high! o/nLets all sway!!!!
I need a lot of faith right now
I need CD with this performance
I need more Chopin
I need more, we all need more!
I need someone now 😅😅
I need some one to talk, so alone right now, add me at snapchat : 
tatibaby97
I need some Rousey head.
I need sparepate
I NEED THAT THING NOW!!!!!
I need the ocean levels to rise high enough to at least cover Greta's 
obnoxious mouth
I need those socks and typewriter, where did you get them??
I need to do this and then drink the elixir for strength and vitality!
I need to find da meme classic song just like dat ting
I need to invest on a camera like this 😔
i need to try that



I NEED to watch this movie !!!!!!!!!!!
I need turn up volume🎚 🎶  & get on up & dance 🕺
"I NEED YOUR HELP"
Inesquecível.
I never  been in india  but that place i wanted  to visit😍 ❤❤nnNice 
country,great poeple!n❤ from the phillipines
I never comment. but this deservs a comment.
I never even knew this existed
I never get goosebumps but this.. haha Love Hendrix!
I never get me enough James Brown ever.
I never get sick of this song. Never heard anything more amazing!
I never get tired of this song.
i never knew coke could be so beautiful :P
I never knew Danny DeVito was Homer’s brother.
I never knew he sang this with Ariana Grande till now!
I never knew how deep this performance really is. Holy fuck well done
I never knew it was James on the keys!?!?!
I never knew James Brown played that piano part!
I never knew John Wick was so good...
I never knew Shostakovich's middle name was Potter. How interesting.
I never knew that he was mimicking the sound of dropping bombs, gun fire 
and screams. That was amazing and tear jerking.
I never knew they made a music video for this song until just now, LOVE 
it!!!!! <3
I never knew this existed
I never knew Unix was considered to be...'groovy'. -_-
I never knew whob he was and what his cause, yet he gave me every detail 
that I need every emotion he needs to convey.nnThat was beutiful
I never know Stevie wonder and Ariana grande would freaking collab!!
I never makes sense how this completely ruins Herb
I never new this existed until about 1 min ago
I NEVER NEW THIS WAS THE SONG FOR SING IM WATCHING 1/2/17 AUS
I never realized how much actually went into these level designs, but now 
have a much greater appreciation for Miyamoto and the process in general.
I never realized the stuff he was saying until now because it was 
implemented so well.
I never really took the time to listen to the full song, omg he killed it 
like you can't imagine...omg!
I never saw this coming. I didnt know the last 2 were popular enough for 
3.
I never thought 2 would be better than 1 but boy was I wrong😍  I can't 
wait for the third one
I never thought I'd enjoy this channel but this was such a surreal 
experience
I never thought i would enjoy Jazz so much.I am absolutely loving this 
album!
I never thought this collab would happen
I never thought this day would come but wellll stevie wonder x ariana is a 
smash
I never understood how he blamed Homer for this. You put someone with 0 
experience in charge of something expect failure.
I never understood this 'till I heard Andy Ford on ABC Australia talk to a 
guitarist.Sing along with the anthem and it all becomes clear....
i never used to like gaga but damn this song is the shit n she can get it 
anytime
inexhaustible source of inspiration
Infância
Infantil, asozial, dumm und faschistoid. Das alles verkörpern diese FFF 
Anhänger!
In "Feio," what is the instrument that sounds like a dog yelping?
In first london scene, whats music ?? Movie only this scene
INFO: Ken Thompson works at Google, where he co-invented the Go 
programming language.



In four minutes all possibilities of elétric guitar.Infinitude of 
sounds,chords...
INFO:  Victor Alexandrovich Vyssotsky is half Russian.
Infusión de pirujas
Ingenious but too long and repetitive.
ingenius
In german we say: "Bruder muss los"
In German We say "missgeburt"
In Germany we call it: ,,Bruder muss los"
In Germany we call this "Ehre genommen".
In Germany we would say "Cringe seine Mutter oida" 😅1
İngilis dilinin anasını ağladırsan Daniel
In Herbert's defence he had just met homer. Therefore he wasn't aware of 
how dumb and irresponsible he is.
In her school on the other side of the ocean they need a better drama 
program!
In hindsight this is spooky AF
"In his lifelong quest to get respect." You've successfully incapacitated 
me already, Jack.
Inimitabile 👏 👏👏
in India there's all the stuff I hate I will never go there
I njoj Dragınja da bude svekrva. Pa ne ıde breeeeee!!! Sram te, bre, Kija 
bılo sto sı svetska zena a nısı naucıla da pravıs bele torte. 👋  👋  👋  👋
Injure straight legal account freedom value regional
In letzter Zeit habe ich das Gefuhl, der naechste Krieg kommt zwischen 
Naturliebhaber gegen die Naturhasser  !!
In Love James braw mito
In love with this💙
In love with this song.
In love with this song..
" IN MEMORY OF JIMMI HENDRICKS PLEASE STAND" Then wish he was alive to 
play it in person.Maybe Jimmi can bring us all together.
in memory of Robin Williams, i promise i'm going to watch this in cinema, 
not the download ones. :))
In Minute 46 Spricht er mir aus dem Herzen.
Inmortal... The Godfather of Soul!!!!
In München sind es 60 Tausend. Aber wie immer der Tagesschaufilter
In München wurde gesagt, dass es dort 60.000 waren!
In Münster 20Tausend! Mit "nur" 10Tausend wurde gerechnet.
In my jazz band, we play this chart with 50x more energy, and at about 
1.5x speed than this version.
in my mind i still need a place to go
In my opinion 0:55 was like right on point
In my opinion, 44 people need to really listen to this again.
In my opinion european architectures are more mesmerizing
IN MY RECOMMENDATIONnnnnnnnAT THE RIGHT TIME 😔😔😔
In my recommendations just now ? How. But this song was in Singgggg ohhh
IN MY STAILE THE BEST
INnCREDIBLE.
in near future after recording this video, the ant and trees around that 
area died of diabetes~ :D
"In n Out Sucks" nnnnnnnnnHOW DARE YOU
In number 16, it says Lohengrin:Bridial March, it's supposed to be 
Lohengrin:Bridal March.
i no!!
Inocente útil nNão sabe nem limpar a bunda.
"In one GIANT pipeline" hahaha
I normally like devinsupertramp vids but this one looks really like dude 
perfect
In Österreich bald Meldepflicht für alle Handys bzw.simcards.....!!!
In other news,REAL victims of rape not reported by the media.
I notice it is probably all the fat people on here that say: "what a waste 



of diet coke and mentos."
Inoubliable
I now fully appreciate this.
In Q Tip's voice "Yes my man Ron Carter is ON THE BASS!"
In retrospect. 😂
In retrospect, 82K for soundproofing seperate bubble domes seems like a 
real steal in 2018.
INSANE
Insane.
Insane abused kid.  Call a truancy Officer to take this maniac back to 
school.
insane brilliance!
insane catch
@InsaneGuyX she does though... just look at the liner notes
insanely cool.
Insane! so much fun haha and hes reaction after al hes throws haha so 
funny
Insane Stuff. But the whole video I just kept thinking how many frisbees 
where lost in the making of the shots.
insanity man!
Insanity. Who’s suffering, who’s dying??? Whaaat? Delusional.
Inseparable Friends The World Lue desapacle
Inseparable Friends The World Of Missing Moon Star Wars The Force Awankens
**insert Durex ads
@InsertSexyFakeName TRUE! lmfao
In sheclips has some raisin, hold a best level in further.
IN SHE DREAMS FORGETH THE MEDIA HELP TO DISTROY MORE THE PLANET
@insidehacker96 i can and 55737 other people
inspirasi terbentuknya Soneta Band 😄😄
INSPIRATION!!
Inspirational
Inspiration ! Hope !
Inspired by 1955 Lincoln Futura
Inspired by Dali. 💯 nhttps://m.youtube.com/watch?v=8C_C3iLH564
"inspired" by dude perfect
Inspired by Ezio Auditore
inspiring!
Instagram that in a couple of weeks....
instagram that in a few weeks...
... Instagram that later... Love this channel and this video speaks to my 
soul
Instant freedom boner whenever I hear this.
Instant Karma
Instant life coach
Instead of an average American, he chose Homer
instead of fireworks next new year we could have diet coke and mentos 
displays!!
Instead of giving people what they want, you're telling them what they 
want = tech industry in a nutshell
Instead of listeing to people what they want, you're TELLING them what 
they want!nIs this Vince Mc Mahon talking?nnDown with Roman Reigns!
Instead of listening to what people want we're telling them what they 
want! Seems right
"Instead of listening to what people want, you're telling 'em what they 
want."  Sounds like today's politicians and most big marketing firms.
"Instead of listening to what people want, you're telling them what they 
want"
"Instead of listening to what people want, you're telling them what they 
want"nI'm looking at you Brie Larson and Katherine Kennedy
"Instead of listening to what people want, you're telling them what they 
want!" Very true words all businesses should listen to.
"INSTEAD OF LISTENING TO WHAT PEOPLE WANT, YOU TELL THEM WHAT THEYE WANT" 
real truth



"Instead of listening to what they want, your'e telling them what they 
want."
Instead of listening to what they want, you're telling them what they 
want. nnThat quote literally sums up the entire commercial market of 2018
Instead of listening to what they what, YOU'RE TELLING THEM WHAT YOU 
WANT!!!
"Instead of listen what people want, we're gonna' tell them what they 
want" - 2019
Instead of Ronda playing Captain Marvel in a movie she should be Bat girl 
or someone of that nature. She would do better as a sidekick.
instead of turkey baseters you can youse long plastic  icicle light covers 
for the side blades to give it that rough energy look.  just a thought 😀
Instructions not clear enoughnThe child has started satanic chanting
instructions to fast... dick stuck in TIE fighter engine
instructions unclear leg got stuck in TV help.
Intense!
Intense, extraordinary, wonderful ...
Interesante! Very interesting. Thanks
Interessante
Interesting
Interesting.
Interesting...
Interesting approach....I share my thoughts with God always let others 
read my eyes
Interesting article on the recording of the album: http://jazztimes.com/
articles/20243-miles-davis-and-the-making-of-bitches-brew-sorcerer-s-brew
Interesting..At 0:40 Rousey mentions how Holly may try to kick her in the 
head and that's exactly how Rousey lost..hmmmm...Interesting!!!!!
Interesting bro.keep it up
Interesting how you whites just fawn all over this man. Rarely do you 
discuss how he was killed.  smh
Interesting, I never saw this video back in the day.
Interesting last name; #95 "The Skater's Waltz" written by Émile 
Waldteufel. Waldteufel translation "Forest Devil" or "Wood Devil".
Interesting they considered C a high level language.
interesting... things ppl do with mentos and diet coke... make a show
Interesting upload thanks ATTTechChannel
Interesting video B111M
International penis anthem
Internet forum mod rofl
Internet in a nutshell song.
Interscope Records Is So lucky To Have Signed Lady Gaga ;DnA Talented 
Bitch!
Intersting article
In that one pic the dude looked WAYYY more like Andy Samberg than the 
other looked like Radcliffe.
In the Army we used this as our company marching cadence...Just added Air 
Assault.
In The Club sounds so epic! 50 should do concerts like this.
In the end and even moving forward in the follow up episode, Herb blames 
Homer.  But there is no question, it was Herb’s fault.
In the end,Dan looks like sirius black standing alongside Snape with a 
mustache!😉
in the end of the video she looks like amy winehouse...lol
In the film he doesn't have a bin lid as a helmet 😝 lol
In the first trick the guy is show with dude perfect
In the honorable mentions you should have put "All by myself" by 
Rachmaninoff... X-D
In the minute 4:26 she looks like amy whinehouse
in the second photo there was also Colton Haynes
In the song it says come on I’m billy shears
In the wise words of Bill Burr, the only way to help climate change is if 
most of us died.



In the year 3000 people will still listen to this
In this video just a few guys that are far greater pioneers than steve 
jobs. I deteste mass hysteria.
In today's world microsoft rolls out a new OS every 2 years. Where does it 
end?
Intolerable
intramontabile!!!che grande 👏👏👍
Intrepid union iron workers continue to build the buildings of the world 
and lead the way!
In un’altra vita vorrei essere la ragazza
@invaderzim7890 sorry but thats fucking bullshit. if it did they wudnt be 
allowed to bloody sell it
invite in guests)
I 💙  NY
io adoro ariana grande . e la persona che la voce come un angelo e per 
questo che l'adoro
Io adoro Ariana Grande e Stevie Wonder gli adoroooooooooooooooooooo😍😍😍
😍😍😍😍 😍 😍😍 😍😍😍😍😍 🤓 🤓🤓🤓🤓🤓🤓🤓😅😅😅😅😅😅😅😅😅

I often forget about this legend of a man... shame on me.
I oing to walk there next week but with google map hahahahaha
Io la ballo
I once visited Delhi and I really didn’t like it at all
I once walked across a whole bridge, over water!
I only buy Art that goes with the colours in my living room and that makes 
me look cool & edgy!
i only came here for stevie wonder fuck ariana and her annoying chimpmunk 
voice!
I only clicked because of Tommy Boy. But I was already searching jazz.
I only cried for two artists’ funerals one of them was James Brown. Rest 
in peace he was such a good soul.
I only discovered this song when I watched Sing! And that was when it was 
released
I only found this today
I only have 1 earphone what’s going on
I only just got a recommendation  for this?
I only just got this is my recommendations 2 yrs later so glad I clicked 
on it
I only just realised the guy who looks like homer but with black hair was 
the Lorax
I only know one word that can describe this:rnrnAwesome!
i only know some of these because of nintendogs
I only know this song because I had to sing it for show choir😂
I only logged in tonight to raise the intelligence level; found my new 
favorite sub. You are loved.
ioo
i oove this sonh like if you like it too and you are an Arianator too like 
me 😍
I opet,ne mogu ti nista zli jezici!!Samo hrabro koracaj !!!
@iopswrathrnrnWhy is it fake?rnrnIT ISNT
I own an Edsel. Its development went pretty much like this.
I own the hotwheel
I own this complete studio album.
IPA
I paused one second in since it was obvious this was bullshit.
IPCC zensiertnhttps://youtu.be/wsaPBX2xnQY
I personally really enjoy these flicks. They're fun, semi-family friendly 
movies that you can just sit back, relax and giggle at.
I personally think the best new skyscraper in New York is the one world 
trade center.
Iphone X
I pick data



I played the chain chop level
I played this as close to how he played it as i could in my 7th grade 
talent show lol. It was right after the twin towers fell
I play this to sleep
I play this tune back in high school it's a kick ass jazz tune.
%  I play this very 4th of July %
I pledge my body, mind and soul to all the artists who make music to free 
the common man.
I P N O T I C O ! ! !
I prefer building classical skyscrapers than futuristic towers, that would 
make NYC even more beautiful.
I prefer Homer's car to the Nissan Juke.
I prefer Mahler 🤣  ...or Nurse With Wound
I prefer my version!
I prefer the Average 4" version.
I probably wouldn't last 34 seconds with her either lol.
I promise for me ... I'll do it 😆😍
I propose that you listen to this voice ... https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=aAucMbVYX5U
I pt just popped up on my recomdations again and i saw alot of people that 
had the same situation nBut this song was from a movie :SING 💕
I pull up to my kids high school , my windows are down.  Windows down and 
this is blasting, kids need to learn good music
I purchased this album, and to my shock there were no advertisements 
breaking up the flow.
I put my cold brew in a pickle jar because I'm an uh.. jew-ster?
I put pineapple pieces on my pizza. nn‘HOW DARE YOU!?!’
i putted my mouth on it XD
I ran 1,000 ft (904 meters) on water --- on the deck of a cruise ship.  
Does that count?
@iratemikesvids1 rnthen just start scrolling :PrnCuriosity is the key to 
human evolution
i rather drink the coke than wasting it,... but it was kewl worth 
watching... and... pretty! =)
I read Masturbating on the tittle...
I real children of the corn kid.. Evil!!
I realized most of these are from tom and Jerry
I really adore the way you snap pictures in between videos. :D
I really appreciate the lack of background music in this clip! :)
I really didn't want to move out of New York, to bad the city/state has 
declared war on the middle class.
I really do not like this woman, horrible human being, good on Holm 
kicking her ass.
I really don't understand how this will help climate change.
I really don't understand why trolls are hating on her, Climate Change is 
something that affects EVERYONE.
I really enjoyed that!
I really enjoyed the previous two movies, but this one looks like shit! 
 Let's hope I'm proven wrong.
I really feel like Daniel should host his own chat show.
i really hate creative people... they always know how to be awesome... 
even with just using dustbin... nnnnnhaha...goodjob guys
I really hated how Herb lashed out at Homer in the end. It was really his 
own fault for giving Homer too much creative control.
I really hate these. I wish they didn't pop up on the CH channel. I always 
get excited because I think there's a new sketch.
I really hope Tower 5th isn't built but it probably will be
I really like ariana's hair in this video
i really liked being here [ SYDNEY ] it's a special place to be. i felt 
enjoyed to be Australia's greatest city <3
I really liked seeing it .
I really like her outfits😍



I really like the "Jenga" building.
I really like this album art
I really like this song. It's great to dance around to!
i really liKe thiS viD!!! gReat experiMent!!! hahaha
I really like you gaga! Songs are odd and futuristic..but magnanimous..
I really like your mix, thx!!!
I really love them but man, they suck at singing
I really love this
I really love this movie
i really love this song.!!!
I really love your show, it's my favorite 💗
I REALLY missed Herb when I was a kid. Like the uncle I never had.
I really need help funding my trip to YCC youth ultimate frisbee nationals 
please check it out: http://www.gofundme.com/yac426w
I really recommend you on this video: "BAD (BRO)MANCE! LADY GAGA SPOOF" 
ShaneDawsonTV
I really should do my homework.
I really thought it was dude perfect for a minute. I guess that's what 
happens when you're subscribed to both of them.
I really wanna see jimmy with that long hair and mustache in that suit 
hosting the show. just giggling while watching the show
I really wanted New York have a tower that is like the Burj Khalifa or 
something that is taller than 600m
I really want to buy Diet Coke now.
I really want to know what he typed, if anything, at the end
I really want to take a moment and thank the urban planners of the New 
York for such an incredible cityscape.
I really wish I could've seen this song performed. Why does my generation 
make such awful music? This is one hell of a masterpiece.
I really wish I hadn't had to sit through this before Guardians of the 
Galaxy. It's so depressing now.
I really wish it had worked out.
i really wish she would sing about something else besides sex and romance
I really wish this was longer! I would love to see how he was acting 
before he was about to get in the plane.
I really wonder how many bottles were used coz god i lost count every time 
i tried to count lol anyways cool experiment.
I realy like this song
I recant...unless using it for this wonderful experiment!!!
I reccomend not listening to this while sleeping. You will have to change 
your covers afterwards.
i received a footjob by him couple weeks ago it was incredible, felt 
better then any virgin pussy i had
I recently got my 11 year old into this game.... He hasn't put it down for 
a week now.
i refuse to believe he's blind
I refuse to watch this propaganda parade.
I reject her message and call her a victim of child abuse.
I remember annoying my friend (she is called faith) and I kept on singing 
this to hear and literally screaming the part when it said faith
I remember being 5 and loving this song
I remember dancing to this song so hard when I was young that I’m surprise 
my limbs didn’t fall off!
I remember driving this around in Rhe Simpsons:  Hit and Run.  That game 
was severely underrated.
i remember driving this car all the time on the old ps2 game 'Simpsons hit 
and run'.... good game, wonder what a remastered version would look like?
I remember driving this car in the Hit & Run game
I remember his father very clearly in the Aquarium Klub in Warsaw. Seeing 
that makes me feel old.
i remember i had to memorize this for a contest for the Sing movie
I remember in 10th grade History class my teacher showed everyone in the 
class this, and this one girl said “ he’s making it sound bad “......
I remember it well, at the time I was 15, when the bale I dismounted all 



around
i remember i was so so so excited to go home to watch this
I remember J on wolfenstein played this
I remember listening to this a ton the summer of 1999 in Redding, CA of 
all places.  Really dug the immersive vibe to the album.
I remember my English teacher shown my class this and i blown away. But 
the sheep of my class didnt even pay attention.
I remember my teacher showed my class this video when I was eight
i remember playing blackjack in las venturas to this song
I remember putting a comment to do this in your deadpool how to
I remember reading or hearing something about pleats and pants but I don't 
remember what
I remember seeing this when it first came out and now over 10 million 
views lol
I remember that car had op stats in the simsons hit and run game.
I remember that noise when you hit a  key.
I remember thats i Love to Dance after This song :) <3
I remember that YACC stood for "Yet Another Compiler Compiler".
I remember the good old days playing New Super Mario Bros (The 2006 
remake). I'll always play that level if I have nothing to do
I remember the song "for Stevie wonders eyes only by Bring Me The Horizon" 
XD
I remember THIS! 😀 😀😀😀
I remember this car in road rage
I remember this car in The simpsons hit and run game
I remember this episode
I remember this episode!
I remember this episode, i couldn't stop laughing at all.
I remember this from Hamish and Andy's gap year Asia, Andy tried it cos he 
thought it looked easy and he only ran across like 3 boards haha.
I remember using that car in hit and run when I was a kid
I remember watching this, and came just to say nnhahahhahahahahahahaha. 
still love her tho
I remember watching this and jamming to it in 2016
I remember watching this episode when I was a kid and I couldn't stop 
laughing!
I remember watching this episode when I was a kid early 90's
I REMEMBER WATCHING THIS IN CLASS WHEN I WAS A KID HOLY FUCK I MISS THIS
i remember watching this on tv and it gave me the spooks!
I remember when Danni Devito gave Homer Simpson the right to design a car.
I remember when I first heard this and I didn't understand it. I'm 
listening to it now and its so hard to finish. I'm crying :(
I remember, when i saw these dance moves for the first time as a kid, i 
just wanted to dance like them………….
I remember when miyamoto was with us. He will be living on through mario.
I remember when this came out �
I remember when this came out.....WOW !
i remember when this vid only had 800000 veiws
I remember when this was still a bop.
I remember when this was the ultimate hype in 2006/2005.
I remember when we were running out of oil
I remember years ago my father had a model car of this that you could 
build. I lost some pieces lol
@IrenaBriseisHelen want  free sub
I respect both of them a lot but I hate this song.
I respect her takes guts to speak to adults like toddlers..sounds smarter 
then most adults
I reverted to my mother's kisses
irgendjemand von inscope?? (Seine songs mit sascha und barid)
Irgendwann werden diese schüler wähler
Irgendwie gekünstelt!
I ride around on Earth Day with my muffler cut off, flicking cigarette 
butts out the window.
@IrnBruWorld more like gaga=crap AMIRITE!!!!



Ironically all Americans want nowadays, are Huge  cars with Pep 😂
ironically she got kick in the neck well close enough
ironically she most likely flew in a commercial airplane to get there 
which poisons said earth from the sky down ha.
ironic how his first word is "see"
IRONIC PREDICTION
Ironic the first word in the song is "SEE the girl..." LOL...
Iron Palm Skimming on Water. :)
I run for coffee...
is 13:00 shown as the correct piece? I can’t find the part when I look it 
up lol
Is 1 of my favorite song
I s2g this is the most iconic pop song of 2009.
@isad0ra69 qe lindo!
I SAD UPOREDITE ONO JEFTINO SRANJE OD ANABELINE PESME  SA OVOM PA MISLIM 
POKAZALA CURA
Is a great hilarious movie
is a guy with the last name gaydos in your movie he was my old teacher and 
really looks like him [Guy to right]
"I salute this USArmy veteran,a 101st Airborne brother,RIP Sir!"
Is a masterpiece!!!!!!i love it
I Sam znas da su sise u prvom planu.
I sam znas top
I sang this in choir
I sank my boat in Sand Hollow.  Thank god its shallow.
Is anyone as scared as I am imagining to live in such a thin 80 level 
skyscraper?! ...
is anyone else not looking at the video and trying to guess names?
is anyone else smelling it? am i having a stroke
Is anyone gonna mension that this came from sing? XD
IS ANYONE HERE INTERESTED IN KNOWING ABOUT THE LORD BUDDHAS TEACHINGS SEND 
ME A MESSAGE.
Is anyone here just for Stevie?
Is anyone thinking about the fact that in the end Ariana could've do a 
longer beautiful note? It was too short for her powerful voice, lol.
I sa ovom pjesmom si opravdala nase povjerenje, četiri hita...a ova pjesma 
HIT!!!
Is Ariana Grande mocking Stevie Wonder by wearing Sunglasses?
i saw and met them and got a diet coke they used in the fountin!
I saw Ariana, i watch and like it !!
i saw him do this in Atlanta the next year.
I saw him in concert at The Santa Monica Civic in the early 70s.
I saw him irl
I saw him tap! 😮
I saw HIS ARM AT 2:42nnnnnnnnI'm crazy.
Is a whole package good enough for you?! hmmmMMMMMM?!?!
I saw it 2hrs ago and loved it. This one was funnier than the other 2, go 
watch it.
I saw it under the video! nunder the button LIKE, DISLIKE, ETC!nIt says 
UPLOADED BY LADY GAGA VEVO............ #24ON YOUTUBE 100
I saw Jimi in 1967 Greensboro, NC when he opened for the Monkees
I saw literally nothing wrong......
I saw pieces of this on Mythbusters, I'm glad I finally got to see the 
whole thing.
I saw rami malek,  i click xD
i saw some clips of this on mythbusters when they tries some cola+mentos 
myths:)
I saw the first two in the theater without planning on it. Will probably 
catch this one. They always have some funny scenes.  Go Rebel Wilson!
I saw them do it live and in person. It'd be really hard to edit that but 
think what you like. And tell your science teacher to get a degree.
I saw the movie
I saw these guys at the maker Faire



i saw these guys in that weezer video, and these guys are pretty friggen 
sweet
i saw the sing moive too and you and ariana grade are both my favorite 
singer
i saw this along time ago, when did it make frontpage?
i saw this at school to! what school do you go to?
I saw this before on my recommendation but i thought it was clickbait but 
then today by mistake I clicked on it then I was like wow!!!
I saw this for the first time when I was 13, five, almost six years 
ago.nsix years and i still don't know the name of this song
i saw this in Science class!!! :O
i saw this like along time ago but i watched it again cuz of that
i saw this on ABC news tonight ;] and the whole car thing ;]
I saw this on mythbusters and had to find it, its pretty kl
i saw this on the top 50 youtube/online vids it was 23 i think?
I saw this on Thisis50.com first and its amazing! Thank You JIMEK Music
i saw this on tv
i saw this people on a show i forgot its was on vh1 or mtv
I saw this same speech when i was a kid! Same girl said the same stuff in 
like 1992, then in 2001 the same basic thing....
I saw this the day it came out. Its crazy to see the comments now
i saw this today, at the maker faire
I saw this when it was first releasednnnnnNo just me, k
I saw this year's ago. I loved it
i saw u guys on time warp
I saw you give this presentation at Vidcon! It's nice to watch it without 
an incredibly loud comedy show playing over it. :D
I saw you guys on mythbusters! You rock!
I saw you had 115,427 subs, I liked your channel so I subbed too and that 
number still reads 115,427....wtf? Am I dead???!! :O
I say again "check the definition".
I say it everyday to my husband, nhow dare you ! 💢💣
i say its a WASTE OF MONEY!
I say lead by example. I wonder what her carbon footprint added by 
building a special boat for a one-time use publicity stunt
i say tripdismae to this day
%%  I say we play this every time we carpet bomb a third world country %
%

Is Bach carrying an electric guitar8 😞
Is beutifull
Is bigger better...? 🤔
Is Danny Devito doing that brunette Homers voice?
Is danny devito playing the businessman?
Is Danny DeVito voice in Homer's brother
Is Delhi safe for traveling?
Is Dolphy on bass clarinet??
i search "diet soda" beacause of cm punk
I search for images of a car in a sperate window, now yt directs me to 
this. Now thats scary
I search that oke that goes "dü dü dü dü düdüdü düdüdü düdüdü dü dü dü dü 
düdü dü düdüdüdüdüdüdü" that one that Sounds like little Trolls comming
I second that question: song and artist, plz!
Is edvard grieg related to einstein
I see...
I see Ari I click
i see boobies
I see boobs....everywhere😃
I see Bootsy Collins tallest dude in the band.
I see Bootsy on bass...and that fine hammer jammer in the back 😋😍😍
I see Bootsy on the Bass



I see canon i like 👍
I see dead people
I see Fat Amy in here
I see Floyd Mayweather as a Big Threat.
I see Harry has upgraded his interview locations from broom cupboard to 
stage.
I see in the description that AT&T was prohibited from selling Unix. 
That's amazing!
I see no comments from when the song was actually made.
I see no issue with this. Adam just being a beta cuck. Then I see an issue
i see no tears so fake someone put her up to this climate change is real 
but this girl shows no emotion looks more like acting
i seen this on TV
I see on TV
I see the ANTICHRIST with a new church of global warming. Go back to 
hell!!! ⛪
I see the india traditional market is far behind when compared with 
traditional market in other asia countries..
I see they're not giving up on skyscrapers like other cities.
i see this at 2018
I see this a year later, what’re you smoking YouTube?
i seoriulsy, just wanna stand there, and drink
I seriously cant understand anything Ariana sings. Like legit 😂 nand im 
talking in every song of hers! 😂
I seriously don't know if his being serious about doing all this shit in 
his spare time because he actually has it all lol
is fake
is gaga dead? o.o
is good music
Is great performance. Baby
is hard to make beautiful art with a skill
Is harlem shake even hip hop?
Is he... being ironically hipster? I... I don't know how to handle that.
I shed tears of joy when Dear Mama came on 😭  this is beautiful
Is he homer’s long lost brother
Is Herb voiced by Danny DeVito???
I  ship it!
Is his table a door? Hipster af.
I shit white mojones :)
Ishmael by Daniel Quinn. Read it if you haven't. It's not about the West, 
or the East...
Is homer's brother voiced by danny devito?
Is homers brother voiced by Danny Devito?
"I shoudn't be up here" agreed, go home.
I shoulda watched this sooner
I ShOuLd Be BaCk In ScHoOl
I should be doing my homework right now😂
"I should be in school but I'm being used as a pawn by liberals" LolnIs 
she related to David Hogg by any chance?
I should be in school, instead of riding this gravy train and putting 
money in my parents pockets!!!!
I should definitely not love this song as much as I do. XD
i should have smoked a joint before watching this! TRIPPY!
I should have stopped at Vampire...nthis one is way too weird for me, XD
I shouldn't be surprised by all the negativity being thrown at her and yet 
here I am. She's just trying to motivate us to get off our asses
"I shouldn't be up here" - Exactly.  Why are we listening to this preachy, 
obnoxious 16 year old virtue signalling brat, anyway?
I shouldn't be up here I should be back in school nAin't no one stopping u 
from leaving
“I shouldn’t be up here, I should be back in school...” where go to school 



then, you inbred mofo
"I shouldn't be up here" nEXACTLY! You should be in school learning how to 
read, write and wipe your butt hole, you horrible little creature
I shouldn't be up here....You got that right. Give the award to the 
ignorant chicken shit person who wrote that and sent a child to read it.
Is Hugh Jackman narrating this
I simply need her hair
I sincerely hope that the world ends and God doesn’t lift a finger to help
I sincerely hope you live long enough to ask for forgiveness for what you 
have said.
I sincerely hope you make it big, your videos deserve more views than they 
have
işiniz gücünüz yok mu aq
Is is that Danny devito
Is it 4 mentos to one bottle?
Is it a coincidence that Edvart Einstein Grieg looks like Albert Einstein 
and has Einstein in the name?
Is it a new architecture?
Is it bad that I thought the song was pretty good? Am I become hipster?
Is it bad that my  obsession with Harry Potter is so bad that I have a 
crush on Daniel Radcliffe
Is it because it is a shit show?
Is it cool if I just use my Kylo Ren mask with it's built in voice changer 
instead of putting the top of a trash can on my head? :D
is it expensive In sydney?
Is it from Sing! film? All characters drawn in the wall match with the 
main ones in the movie... :o
is it gap tape or gath tape
Is it just me but is arinas songs/colabs for movies better then songs she 
makes not for movies
Is it just me or are a lot of them talking kind of weirdly?
Is it just me or are some of the fan made costumes better then theres
Is it just me or did jimmy look like professor snape with a mustache
Is it just me or does anyone else sorta ship Ariana and Johnny just a lil 
from the scene where she starts singing😂
Is it just me or does Fallon look like the bassplayer from Spinal Tap?
Is it just me, or does he look exactly like the host Allister?
Is it just me or does it seem like all these buildings are fundamentally 
changing the New York skyline? I don't know if I'm a fan of it or not
Is it just me or does that guy sound like Danny devito?
Is it just me, or is ARE going downhill?
Is it just me or is the audio fucked up
Is it just me or is watching that background video on repeat of mario just 
dying to basic obstacles on 1-1 maddening
Is it just my or does he sound american in places...
Is it mean to say I wanna punch her in the face ??
is it me or ariana is a life?
is it me or ariana's hair slay my life?
Is it me or does Danielle Radcliffe look like Harry Potter?
Is it me or does Rachmaninoff look like Thom Yorke from Radiohead?
Is it me or does the phone on the table with KYLO REN on it look sucpicios 
backwards?
IS IT ME   OR IS IT A TOTAL DUDE FEST !!!! WHERE  THE GIRLS AT MAN!@?@?@?
@?@?
Is it me or is she tryna copy Jeepers Creepers hair style 😂  not tryna 
hate buttttt.... someone gotta say it
is it me or she forgot some parts of her dress?
Is it Only me who remembered dr Chase from house?
is it possible that guy fail with one throw ? i just wanna see how how his 
face will be when he failed lol
Is it possible to make art criticizing modern art?
Is it really that hard, 'cause the guy made it look pretty easy?
is it sad that this song helped me get over my anxiety lmao



is it smelly?
is it soul?
Is it technically running on water? NonnDoes that mean you could do what 
he did? Probably not
is it the same measuring as with a regular coffee maker?
is it Tom Cruise?
Is it too much to ask the US to reclaim the world's tallest?
Is it true if you eat from a street vendor in old Deli you can shit 
yourself all the way to New Delhi and save on cab fare?
Is it true that Lady GaGa is dating Dappy from N-Dubz???
Is it true to add hybrid animation and live action together as a Stevie 
Wonder video? WICKED!!!!!!
Is it weird I think about having sex with someone😂
Is it weird that i listen to this whenever i'm in the shower? Especially 
when it's dark? ^^'
Is it weird that I love the band name "Trinkets For Miles" and I think 
that the song "Maybe At Best" would be an absolute banger?
is it weird that when I clicked on this video the sing advertisement 
showed up .-.
Is it weird to listen this song and make fries?
Is it weird to play this while having casual sex?
Is it wierd that i thought it sounds like bombs and gun shots along with 
screaming noises...
Is it wrong that I like that car?
Is it wrong that I really want to see this?
Is it wrong to suddenly think Homers car would be cool if it was real?
Is Jimmy working for the Yakuza or something why he lost a finger
Is john mclaughin the guy from mahavishnu orchestra? Why the song was 
named after him?
I skiped the intro, forgive me my lord.
Iskreno bezvezee!!!
Iskreno meni je ova pesma najbolja do sad <3
Iskreno ne volim Kiju ali ova pesma i spot su vrh, sumljao sam u njene 
glasovne sposobnosti ali me je posle ove pesme demantovala. n👍👍👍👏👏👏
💪💪💪

Iskreno.....tekst je bas okej ali samo kad bi ga neko drugi 
pevao....nekako mi njen glas ne ide uz ovo😕 ...ali sve najbolje joj zelim 
😊

is lady gaga lesbian?
Islam is RIGHT about women.
Is lovely to see a legend like Stevie Wonder appreciate new artists like 
Ariana and Tori Kelly.nnTalent recognise talent.
@ismaelalvarezbellido ajjajajajajajaj!!!!!!1
@ismaeldantas1 25
Is mankind and the planet heading in the right direction?
Is Marcus on bass on this album?
is mario on shrooms?
is me favorite video!!!!!!!
i smell a disguised Commie
I smiled at a couple of bits, the Roosevelt/Lancelot it especially. But it 
was Coogan & Wilson who made me snort.
is miss gargar in an , america ?
i smoooke on the waaateeer
is my favorite
Is no one gonna mention how the song is called sargent pepper lonley heart 
club band?
Is not Ariana Grande
Is not dangerous to have your cam out all the time,your an easy target
is not gonna happen..but it happens
isn't 2 enough?
Isn't anyone gonna laugh that Bach basically has a bass guitar
Isn't Billy Shears the untalented one?



Isn’t he dead
Isn't it ironic that the triceratops in this movie is named Trixi and the 
triceratops toy in Toy Story 3 is also named Trixi?
Isn't it mark
Isn't kyusho a Judo thing? I thought it was used to wake up ko'd fighters.
Isn’t number 37 William Tell Overture?
Isn't she from Sweden? A country that basically won't get affected by 
global warming at all?
Isn’t that a young Bootsie Collins?
Isn’t that just Homer with hair
Isn't that Leonardo Dicaprio in a purple sweater with no makeup?
Isn't that logo on the curtain the logo for the Daewoo Prince???
Isn't that the nuclear power plant safety inspector?
Isn't that Tom Cruise playing one of the cavemen?
Isn't this Al Gore's kid?
Isnt this another leftist who hates America?  I thought she said something 
like that in a donut shop?
Isn't this car in Hit and Run too?
Isnt this "kid" like 46?
İsn't this Song for the movie Sing?
Isn't this that sophia robot ?  It's learning to act.
isnt woodstock that drug festival? consisting of hippies'n shit?
is number 59 correct ?
is nur blöd das der Co2 gehalt in der luft gerademal 0,038% hat also so 
nix mit klimawandel XD ihr volltrottels
Is ok to say that she scares me?
I so like this song!!! and you too Gaga
I SO LOVED IT!nsad that a lot of diet cokes went to waste,nbut its fine, 
it was for "entertainment" ahaha.n;)
I somehow manage to get myself here.. Somebody please explain....
I sooo want to watch this
i so subscribed!
I sound just like Ariana grande
I SO wanna watch this movie!!!
Isplatilo se cekanje.Kija dominacija,pesma predobra,spot 
fenomenalan.Bravo!
Is pouring beer sideways out of a can a hipster thing I don't know about?
Ispunila si ocekivanja Kijevaca
Is putting binder clips on your clothes actually a thing? Serious 
question, please explain.
is rousey engaged?
Is Sgt Pepper related to Dr Pepper?
Is Shawn Michaels in this
Is she a child scientist?
Is she after the Oscar? where does she get her apocalyptic view for the 
future? deluded young lady being used by the radical left.
Is she almost fake crying? I don’t get it.
is she a lover or a fighter?
Is she a member of an actors guild or just mentally deranged?
is she auditioning for a play?
Is she auditioning for game of thrones.  What bull shit
Is she autistic? I'm being serious. Her expression and affect are pretty 
telling.
Is she a vegan or something because she looks under developed and I doubt 
she wrote this but hey remember Hogg
Is she crazy?
Is she flying home or sailing????
is she going to win an oscar for this speech? its so over the top! 
LOLOLOLOL
Is she gonna get a golden globe for that performance?  Lol
Is she is serious or auditioning for a movie role?
Is she just ignorant??
Is she pretending to cry or become emotional?
Is she reading a script for a movie?



Is she saying that I can't FART?🤔
is she serious?????
Is she Stalin s daughter ?😂 😂😂😂
Is she trying to do Broadway, NObody is going to take her seriously.
is she whispering
"Is shit of dog" or "dog's shit" ?
Is so always pretty i love hernSlay more Grande
isso digga isso
Isso é coisa de....... como disse certo jornalistazinho. Sinta o ritmo 
irmão.
isso e funck viuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu
Isso é funk!!!!!!
isso e musica de verdade do que hungrya
Isso é que é falta do ter o que fazer. Vamos trabalhar!!
Isso é que é funk
Isso é que música no mim canso de escultar
Isso é tão estúpido que chega a ser engraçado, o velho corre em cima de 
uma ponte na superfície da água e acredita piamente que é o fodão kkkkkkk
Isso q e funk das antigas
Isso q é música carai
isso q é swingue
Isso que e funk
Isso que é funk de verdade
Isso que é funk, mas veio um brasileiro e estragou tudo
Isso que é funk!!! Não esses lixos que tocam no Brasil!
Isso que é música boa!
ISSO QUE É MÚSICA.!!!!!!!!nnJAMES BROWN MITO.!!!!!!!!!
Isso que é música o resto é só papagaiada .se é louco 👍👍
Isso que é musica rapaz!
Isso que é prever sua própria derrota kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
isso que é som  maneiro
Isso que músicas não essas meda de hoje fico feliz da vida quando escuto 
coisas boas
Isso sim é funk, meus ouvidos, me guiam.
Isso sim é música.!
Isso sim é música boa !! 👏👏 👏
Isso sim é música de vdd, alguém escutando esse som  2019 ?  ❤❤
ISSO SIM É SWING.
Isso sim que é funk
issso e sonzeraaaaa
I ᴋᴀᴅᴀ ɴᴇ ᴊᴀᴠɪs sᴇ ɴᴀ ᴍᴏᴊ ʙʀᴏᴊ ᴅᴠᴇsᴛᴀ ᴘᴏsᴛᴏ ᴢɴᴀᴍ ᴅᴀ sɪ ɴᴀ ɴᴊᴏᴊ ᴅᴀʜᴄᴇᴛᴇ ᴜ 
ʀɪᴛᴍᴜ ᴢᴀᴊᴇᴅɴᴏ 🎶🎵🎶🎵🎶🎵 🎵
Is stevie wonder blind?(this make me confuse)
Is stivie wonder still alive plas let me know
Is super tramp named after that dead dude from Into The Wild?
I stand with Greta.
#IStandWithGreta Thanks for posting this speech
I sta rekoste kratko ce trajati? 🙈🤣 nKija 💓💓💓
I start crying when she said "How dare you?"  Never cried so much since 
Rose let DiCaprio  drown in the ocean. Best drama goes to ..
I started playing this in my class jazz band!
I started playing this in !y school jazz band!
I started studying programming with their book The C Programming Language. 
Never seen their face!
Ist das nicht komisch das drei Demokraten in Russland über die Westliche 
Demokratie sprechen?
Is that a bass ukulele.
is that a coffin?
Is that a cotton Top she is wearing? If so I think she will be shocked at 
how much water gos into that lol



Is that a less cartooney danny devito
IS THAT ANGELA DAVIS?
Is that Anthony Joshua’s dad
is that an Xbox 360 controller
Is that a pipa
is that a trumpet? way too loud! I hate horns that overpower everything 
else. good free jazz here none the less
Is that a wireless keyboard?
Is that Bjarne Stroustrup at 1:47?
Is that Bootsie Collins on bass?
Is that Bootsy Collins on bass to the left🤔
Is that BOOTSY COLLNS on Bass ?
Is that bootsy on in the back?
Is that Bootsy on the bass...??
Is that Bruno Mars?
Is that Caitlyn Jenner?
is that chuckies voice I hear...?
Is that danny davito
Is that Danny da vito
Is that Danny DaVito?
Is that Danny DeVetio?
Is that Danny devito
Is that Danny Devito
Is that Danny Devito?
Is that Danny devito?
is that Danny Devito?
is that danny devito?
is that Danny devito?
Is that Danny DeVito?
Is that danny devito?
IS THAT DANNY DEVITO?!
Is that Danny Devito??
is that... danny devito...
Is that Danny devito?  All I think of is Matilda when he’s a dodgy 
businessman lol
Is that Danny Devito?! :D
Is that Danny DeVito I hear?
Is that Danny Devito I hear?
Is that Danny devito I hear in his voice
Is that Danny devito in the suit guy
Is that Danny Devito ? OH dang all these years and I just now recognize 
his voice lol
is that Danny DeVito or am i trippin
Is that Danny Devito playing Homer’s brother? Lol
Is that danny deVito's voice?
Is that Danny devitos voice?
is that Danny Devitos voice? :))
is that danny devito's voice I hear??
Is that danny devito voice acting
Is that Danny Devito voicing the man with brown hair???
is that danny divido's voice ?
Is that Danny divito
Is that Danny Divito?
Is that Danny DiVito??!
is that Danny fucking Devito
Is that dany devitos voice?
Is that DeVito?
Is that Devito I hear?
Is that Eryka Badu back here dancing?
IS THAT FAT AMY!?
Is that Fat Amy?
Is that fat amy from pitch perfect
Is that flaming gourge
is that fog or pollution in the air?



is that frank? wheres the gang?
is that freaking Danny Devito!?
Is that Fred making sure nobody gets shot?
Is that fucking Danny DeVito
Is that Gareth bale? Haha
...Is that guy voiced by Danny Devito?
is that homers seldom seen half brother herb
Is that homer's twin
Is that how Jesus did it?
is that.... IS THAT DANNY DEVITO?
Is that Matthew Crawley?
Is that mr bootsy collins playing bass?
Is that  music ?
is that really coke???rni think it's water XD but i don't know...
IS THAT REBEL WILSON
Is that rebel Wilson?
Is that Sean Spicer at 3:04
Is that skull shape fetal alcohol syndrome?
Is that sony liston in the boxing robes?
Is that strat?
Is that supposed to be funny when he asked him to stay...
Is that Tai Lopez? :D
Is That The late Dave Prater singing. backup
Is that the normal title screen demo playing in the background? It's so 
frustrating to see Mario continually being killed by goombas lol
Is that Tom Cruise as a caveman?!?
Is that Tom Cruise as the Caveman?!
Is that Tom Cruise as the caveman? haha
is that tom cruise playing the ice-age man...????
Is That Tom Cruse at 0:36!??? Nice cameo!
is that uke koa wood? you must be saving money without that pesky vitamix 
wangjangler
Is that VERUCA SALT from Willy wonka???   The spoiled little girl who 
wants everything “ now “.
Is that voice Danny Devito?
Is that what they call Waterboarding?
Is that what they were in the UFC during fights now???  Well, sign me up 
bc I'd love to see her fight in those clothings. =P
is that you Carl Sagan!?
Is that you Taylor Phinney?
is the best
is the dancer "Elza Soares", brazilian singer who married the soccer 
legend "Garrincha"?
Is the drink she was forced to drink poisoned?
Is the end of the world coming?
Is the film release still going ahead following Robin Williams death?
Is the global warming hoax over yet?!?! 🤣🤣🤣  Let me know when the nwo 
gives up 🤣🤣🤣
Is the go go girl doing the Pony?
is the grey paint you put before painting it black something like special 
of is it just grey spray paint?
Is the head guy Danny DeVito's voice
😂😂 Is the horn section doing the Electric Slide?
is the man purple @20:25 ?
Is the mattress an invitation?
Is the mattress a symbol for bed bugs? Love the joker look
Is the most awesome place i have ever been
Is the other guy josh from until dawn?
is the poll closed??? if it is gaga is the winner!!!!!!!!
Is there a complete version of black and yellow? sounds too damn good
Is there a full concert CD or DVD? PLEASE?
Is there a full length version of this anywhere?
Is there an actual High Resoultion recording that can be purchased? Flac?



Is there an English version of this?
Is there any one in the present like him except bruno mars?
Is there any way to avoid those awful cruise ships that clog the city?  
Seasons, etc.?
Is there any way to see Four Stars, the 25 hour film version? If there 
isn’t any way then I’ll let it slide.
Is there anyway to watch ARE in Europe?
is there a tutorial for bb-8
Is there a video of full concert?
Is there a video where he shows his face?
Is there a view record or something ?...
Is there a way that I could get the score for this piece to perform at my 
university?
Is there a way to change the interface on the new AppleTV to a dark mode? 
I really don't like the white background, it is hard for me to see.
is there like french in this song?
Is there other reason Beyonce?... Money and love? Hahahaha by Boiko 
Borisov
Is there sharks in that sea
Is the typewriter required for maximum enjoyment?
Is the uncle voiced by fry from futurama
is they can do a ballet and hiphop mix omg...
Is thine self a what the yougsters call  a chef?
Is this a Christian song or something?
is this a copy of the blue man group?
Is this actually homers brother
Is this a Game of Thrones audition?
Is this a girl another George Soros puppet?
Is this a joke or what?
is this allowed to be replicated?
Is this a movie?
Is this an audition for ''Stranger Things''? She's not gonna get a call 
back from this performance.
Is this an audition for the school play?
Is this an original record?
is this a physical or chemical change?
is this a "you cringe you lose"?
Is this based on a true story???
Is this before or after the Vietnamese sweatshops?
Is this Bentley bentayga documentry?
is this Bruno Buccellati's favorite music?nnnnnnnnany jojo manga reader's 
out here?
Is this Cage's music?
Is this chick real?? Wow, retarded
is this copy right?
Is this Danny devito
Is this Danny devito ?
Is this elgible for the 2018 Grammy's? Cause this needs a nomination.
Is this family nigguy
is this for real? 😲
is this fusion or jazz rock genre?
Is this game for Ps4?
Is this girl retarded? Maybe on the spectrum?????
Is this going to be a meme soon?
is this going to be the last homade movies video
Is this how Detroit destroyed itself?
Is this how Kylo make his lightsaber? :v
Is this how the last jedi was created?
Is this in Utah?
Is this Jared from Silicon Valley?
Is this jojos part 5 trailer damn gio got really black
Is this kid...or audience retarded....I think both .
Is this movie done cause robin is dead:( RIP
Is this music?nIt looks like fetish porn



Is this narrated by Hugh Jackman?
is this one of the most watched videos on youtube?
Is this one of those music videos that wasn’t uploaded on the “published 
date” ?
is this part of the movie sing?
is this performance art?
Is this porn or something?
is this radiohead?
Is this real?
Is this reality TV or a serious issue
Is this recipe gluten free?
Is this robin Williams final film
Is this robin williams last movie?
Is this serious? The kids with cardboard custumes are nice?
IS this show on the road? Are there tour dates"?
Is this SNL?
is this some hipster satire?
Is this song even exist ? Lol. Just now I found it 🤣
Is this song in the movie?
Is this song real?!
Is this Spongebob's "technique" to blow a bubble??
IS this still the most watched video
Is this stupid kid trying to win an Oscar?  Too bad her facts are 
flawed!!   It is funny to watch, though!!
is this supposed to be easy at least I thought it was going to be easy
Is this supposed to be making fun of hipsters
Is this tesla? Costs as much
Is this the birth of hard Rock?
Is this the dude who got made into a meme? something about “i may be blind 
but at least I’m not black”
Is this the girl who sings ''Ne vracem se na staro''? I think?
Is this the national anthem done doggy style?
Is this the same guy from Casually Explained? he sounds the same and has 
very similar humor
is this the video  that has been on mythbusters om discovery Channel?
"Is this.... the warthog??"
Is this the Williams F1 team?
Is this true real life?
is this what hell looks like
Is this what people call a hate speech?
is this what people do when they're alone
Is this what they call a whiny  teenager!?
@IsThisxXxTrueLove then why did u post it u fuckin retard punk bitch? oh 
btw ur mom says ur grounded cause yous a ho
Is this your last video
I still break out in hives when I remember the ed sheeran version urgh..
I still cannot believe thats true. it must be fake.
I still cant get over with the fact that Robin Williams is dead.
I still can't take her seriously after her ' licking the donuts` 
incident..
I still cosplay lady gaga and want to be her sometimes.
I still cry every time I see this
I still die by that first goomba: /
I still don't get how Herb went bankrupt just because he let Homer design 
a car.
I still don’t get what all the hype is about
I still don't understand how one R&D prototype can ruin a auto company, is 
it built on styrofoams?
I still have to wonder if the mushroom is a deliberate reference to 
psychedelic amanita muscaria or if it's just an odd coincidence.
i still like her. very similar to lala ali.
i still like this song and video, and her,........even after all of these 
years.  nwhat year did it first come out, or was on youtube?



I still look cute❤ ❤
I still love this song💗💕
I still love this songgggg😍
I still miss the “dominance factor” of the twin towers....
I stil love my country Canada!
I still periodically think about this episode years later.
i still remember when i ate a mentos and right next i drank half a can of 
coke...so funny puking it XD
I still think i can see her breasts in 2:43. Is that the new Lady Gaga?
I still think it's blessing!!
I still think that car looks a lot better than modern cars like those 
bloody Qasqhuis you see everywhere...
i still think thats awesome :)
I still use some of those commands un linux today
I still use UNIX systems at work..
I still watch this everynight
I still wish that the twin towers still dominate the New York skyline in 
downtown.
I still wonder if there is a vulnerability that will let someone control 
the machine to give it a car, to "shake" it in it's own way
Is Tom Cruise the Cro Mag?
Isto ono narikace na groblju
I stop listening when the park came on don't call the Lord name u can't be 
saved. Lol lol
Is toyota taking notes for the supra 0:36
I straight up thought this was a theater performance at first
I strongly suggest not to Google the dancer "Elza Soares". nJust forget 
about it!
I stun Greta Thunberg 16year old swedish Environmental activist.
I sub
I subed
I subscribed
I subscribed after watching the second vid. Your humor is great!
I subscribed to this channel before it was cool.
I SUCK AT COOKING?  Nah, nah, YOU SUCK AT COOKING.  You didn't even use 
magnets when you made the coffee, what are you doing?
i suck at cooking, that's why i watch this show.
Is unfair that they quit some of GAGA 's vídeos
I sung this in choir
I support any video that keeps typewriters and ridiculously large 
paperclips alive in our cultural memory!!
I support Gaga!!!
I support global warming! Trump 2020🚩
i support this action and her message so much but my god the way they told 
her to deliver this message was almost as a joke
I suppose this is avante garde to some.  I do admire Nico's beauty, 
however I can't understand what anyone is saying.  Just rubbish to me.
I sure hope China and India are listening to this poor little white 
girl.... Oh wait..
I sure hope the sun is listening.
I SURE NOBODY CARE.
Is Venice acessible for wheelchair users? Specifically San Marcos?
is very good my brothers
is very very good my frendsnyesmen!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
is video ke dekh kr mujhe India chodne ka dil kr rha h.
Is Walter Mitty zoning out again?
I swear down this hasn’t been on YouTube I only just found it now
I swear I study better with this album playing, it makes my brain feel so 
stimulated.
I swear Radcliffe has the best British accent I’ve ever heard
I swear she is the anti-christ.
I swear sing came out 3 years ago, buy Stevie yay



i swear some of these are romantic and not classical
I swear that still blows my mind
I swear that's totally the scenario of Rocky 2. Ronda is Apollo Creed and 
Holly is Rocky you go Holly humility is key.
is your old desk a door?
Is... your table a door?
Is ze een dochter van Bonnie Taylor misschien zelfde ruige 
geluidnngroetjes soledikidswear ook online
Iszonyat jó... :D:)
❤ it
IT ACTUALLY HAPPENED LIKE THAT LOL RONDA EVEN CALLED IT HAHA
It actually happened nyou got knocked the fuck out by a head kick
It actually looks kind of sick
it a festival for ants
IT AIN'T DUBAI
i take it that the severe neck plunge was to distract us from the thing 
called a hair style.
I take that backnLolnits the other way round!!!! Normal coke doesnt work 
as wellnMy bad :)
I take that back, this is WAY better. =D
I take those that disliked this mistakenly hit the button.
Italians?
Italian shows back then. Man it sounds like it was recorded yesterday.
Italian Spiderman cameo at 00:20!
it all depends on each human. I can say its trash, and u can say no.
It all has to come crashing down kid. Sorry-you can’t make an omelette 
without breaking some eggs-
it all seems so....wholesome now
it also work with regular coke
It amazes me how cities keep packing residents in the central business 
district tighter and tighter and tighter.
It amazes me how he made that guitar take on so many different sounds.
It amazes me how many idiots are commenting rubbish comments wake up to 
yourselves if we don't do something soon there will be nothing.
It annoys me so much that I would love to go here but I am terrified of 
coming across a deadly spider or snake!!!
it ap'eared nn tv
It becomes an “art vomit”
it bends your ear
It bothers me that the drummer is trying to play drums to it though. Shut 
up! 🤣
It breaks my heart seeing ppl play with food/drinks.
It came to a the point that Ronda Rousey has to promote her opponents to 
have more ppv buys
it couldn't be done without "Adobe After Effects"
It cut out!
It DID go like that
It did go like that, just the way Holly Holm wanted...  One for the 
Marquess of Queensberry.
IT DID GO LIKE THAT RONDAAAA
it did go like that you got kicked in the head.
It didn't even answer the question
it doesent really show how thwy put the mentos in
it does have a lot of spirit!
It doesnt' come better than this. Different maybe but not better.
It doesn't get better than this, OMG!!!
It doesn't get old. Stilla BAD ass TUNE!!!!!! Always will be RIP James 
Brown
it don't get much better than that
I tell my dick this everyday, He never listens tho.
it feels fake when she keeps looking at a page reading what she has to say 
next
it feels soooo...RIGHT!!!!



It fells like this music is from last year only
It felt like a Dude Perfect video with all the cheering, just minus the 
"this is the (insert trick shot name here)" before every trick shot.
it fisses and comes thorugh ur mouth.... theres a video on here of it
It gets better when you realize he is making sounds of planes, guns and 
screams.
It gives me goosebumps.
It give som inspiration
It goes #11 #7 #9
I thank Duchamp everyday. Opening worlds
I Thank God I live in the small Northern California town of PARADISE , I 
LOVE THE VIDEOS LIKE THIS , GREAT WORK FRIEND!
It happened exactly how she described it wouldn't. love Rhonda Rousey and 
I hope she comes back from this!
It happened exactly like that. She got kicked in the head.
It happens she "PREDICTED" she would get FRUSTRATED & KICK HER HEAD!!!
it has been 2 years since the last episode was released
It has been proven that this video is a fake.
it has to be diet coke too.
it has to be diet coke? what if i mix mentos with a normal coke?
It has to be diet i tryed this at school with a can of coke and mentos and 
nothing happend
It has to be true...I want to believe!!
i then we would have another version of Flora Purim
I think 111W57 rhymes with Sphinx!
I think 30:36 is my favorite part of this whole album
I think a bit of coke was used in this video.
I think at this point Daniel should go and have one of those oldie-timey 
photos taken of himself and then just upload it to troll everyone.
I think, being in Japan, I would go crazy with the filth,... and yet,... 
there is something beautiful which I love.
I think change is coming whether she likes it or not
i think coke should make an advert like this, their sales would go thru 
THE FUCKING ROOF but knowone would drink it lmao
I think enough time has passed. The world is finally ready for this car!
I think eventually every borough (not including Staten Island) will have 
at least one gigantic building. Btw, I love your channel!
I think every old school gamer knows World 1-1 like the back of their 
hand.
i think every rational people is hoping she's gonna die... i am...
I think everything is great just the helmet could have been worked on a 
bit. Keep up the good crafting👍
I think fredroul and dsc385 could write a bad romance :O
I think Für Elise is the most famous one.
I think green hill zone is more iconic
i think haters see with their eyes not with their hearts i think they dont 
even have one do you guys agree if you do vote up
I think he is sent from heaven of god
i think he looks like anna frank
I think her bad romance song and video is based on Gor....a John Norman 
sci fi world
I think he's telling the dam crowd to get up and move already
I think he's trying to tell us he's a hipster
I think he typed: "thisist"nnthen we couldn't see the keys anymore.
I think holly holms watched this interview.
I think homer is sufferan from AOC
I think Homer's brother should've been in more control and aware of the 
design process of the new car. Maybe then he wouldn't be ruined.
I think homer works in lada
I think I am better than him
I think I am not as cool as I was thinking 😒 don't know these songs lol
I think I finally understand what virtue signaling is now lol thanks Vice!
I think if it wasnt green it could have sold a lot better



I think if they haven't finished the movie yet they can just melt away 
robins character. He is made of wax.
I think if this video also posted on ariana's vevo this will get 100 
million+ views now
I think I gotta earn quite a bit of money, after seeing expedian vids. 
thanks anyways
I think I have better slow motion video about explosion :-D
i think i just found my new favorite youtube video
i think i just saw fat amy
I think I just saw lady GaGa's Dick AT 2:55...SILLY HE/SHE ..THE TRUE 
QUEEN IS MADONNA
i think i JUST say a nunchuck for the wii
i think i know what ship that is at 0:42
I think... I like this? Maybe?
I Think I Love My Wife soundtrack?
i think im in love
I think I'm missing something. I don't quite get it...
I think I'm the one who listened to this in 2016/7 because of the movie 
and just re-discovered it 😂
I think im the the only person on the planet that thinks electric guitars 
are incredibly annoying.
I think India is the dirtiest country on earth, not one country on earth 
is that dirty
I think I prefer Natalia Kills to Lady GaGa! :)
i think i saw something about this song like 2 years ago but i dont think 
i watched the video what haha
I think I saw this girl in Children of the Corn. 😆
I think I see Bootsy Collins behind and to the left of James Brown 
https://youtu.be/1UzZUfFUnxY?t=126
i think is good romance,and bad lady gaga.
I think it does it's has to do with the exact chemical reaction. But hel I 
can't even do algebra so how would I know lmfao
I think it is about time we hold these companies and politicians 
responsible...
I think it's best collaboration of ariana grande 😍😍
I think it's cool he can go off the rails and come back to the same spot 
he trailed off from.  The hardest guitarist to imitate bar none.
I think it’s getting viral by nowg
I think it's not good advertisement for the COLA company, coz everybody 
can see what a shit is this drink !!! quit drinking the COLA
I think it's time Barnevernet to kidnap her!
I think it's too big to meet the convenience standards of a vending 
machine.
i think it was an experiment. maybe they were seeing how much pointless 
ness they could fit in 3 minutes.rnwish we could use a different font.
I think it was private
I think it went like that. Just saying.
i think it would be an honor to work with the King Øf Pøp R.I.P MJ.
I think it would be cool to make stormtrooper
I think it would be more fun to build it than buy it
I think I understand the appeal of India: chaos ... Some are drawn to 
chaos, while others are repelled by it
I think I've already looked at 1000 times ;)
I think I went to school with her
I think Jimi Hendrix was on LSD when he did this don't you guys think?
I think Jimmy looks weirdly awesome with that long hair and moustache!
i think lady gaga is one of the ugliest females in the USA...or male 8==D
I think maybe one of the best videos by you! :3 epic frisbie, we love 
frisbie, Slovakia Loves Frisbie! :D
I think McDonald's should introduce a new Hamburger made up of triple beef 
patties and call it the "Greta Funburger"
I think most of the SWATS mission are breaking down doors of gamers



I think one of the most memorable mario game is Mario Galaxy
I think onesies are coming back
I think only the first 3 look like him
I think people have forgotten important music performances like this, wow
I think Polonaise from Chopin should be included
I think, poor Ronda just isn't very bright.
I think Radcliffe is one of my favorite celebrities
I think Rhode Island is the only state without a tall or modern building, 
lmao
I think Ronda is laughing a lot now. The smile is wider with the split 
lips !!!
i think she became kind of ugly when she had her lips done
I Think she is a bad joke xD
i think she looks better without the make ups--like few scenes from the 
video
i think she looks cute with the orange hair
I think she's a nice person. Want to hear the next pop superstar? Click on 
wisztrock.
I think shes autistic
I Think She Should Have More Views Than Bieber
I think she's the type of girl to fart in front of her boyfriend.
I think she's watched herself too much Katniss Everdeen😂
I think she's younger than me... Yet I look up to her so, so much! Keep 
going Greta.
I think she would be more full of herself, instead of just going off for a 
million
I think someone has to much tume on their hands
I think spelling checkers are better nowadays.
I think Terror Billy said it best. "Like being at the feet of a God."
I think that cinefix got there 1,000,000 subs from homade movies
I think that has got to be the most productive use for diet coke i have 
ever seen, that was so awsome lol
I think that he meant: "to be called a developer".
i think that is about like the coolest thing!!! LOVE IT!
I think that Lady Gaga is an interesting person:) But in my country she is 
not the most popular.
I think that probably Stevie Wonders how does Ariana really looks!
I think that this is the first video I've ever downvoted.
I think that when i wake up this will have 420 million views :)
I think the best live performance Jimmy ever did
I think the caveman is the grounds keeper from dark shadows.
I think the claw machine would be fantastic not so much economic
I think the girl in this vid is so sexy. No offense anyone
I think the mask will be more functional if you do that with a motorcycle 
helmet
I think the mouth piece is a little big
I think the mouth piece should have been silver, too. Anyways: Awesome 
costume
I think the next goal should be 500,000,000+ views...
I think the real thugs are the people who use a child (with asperger 
syndrom) to fight climate change.
I think these comments are robots
i think these grinch ads are threatening me
I think these guys are a gay couple.
I think these guys were on Letterman a while back... good times
i think these guys were on time warp once...
I think the separate bubble idea was great
I think the term "Attention Whore" has been effectively redefined.
I think the video's cool and different! The song's neat, too!rnBut, Lady 
gaga's kinda... er, gaga.
I think they all look ugly, keep New York old fashioned looking
I think they forced the spray through a smaller hole to make it go 
further.
I think they hired a 4 year old to do the background art on the wall



I think they should bring back herb in the new episodes
I think this actually better than how to basic!
I think this car looks decent
I think this had a different soundtrack when I first saw it years ago.
i think this has been featured before and that this isn't even the creator 
of the video who posted this, thanks oprah!
i think this Henry's long lost son of Henry's kitchen
I think this is already a meme
I think this is Devin Supertramp not Dude Perfect XD
I think this is Miles memorial to the great flood, Chick Corea is the 
water and Davis's horn is the warning.
I think this is one of my favorites you have ever done! AWESOME!!!
i think this is the best one of all :P
I think this is the second one
i think this is water
I think this song and video kicks ass. An instant favourite.
I think this song is "You gotta tap" by Audiobodies ...
I think this tune is roots of house music.
I think this video is sooo cool!!!  :)
I think this video is too short and it seems to end abruptly.  Is 
something wrong with the upload?
I think this wasn't a prank but a mischievoust act...
i think those contacts are called 'circle lenses' not sure tho
I think us as a people maybe should go extinct..we obviously can't get 
shit right.
I think Va Pensiero Is missing if It can be considered Classical music
I think WE ALL got faith
I think we ALL have faith
I think we all have never seen this video.
I think we can get a blade builders kylo ren light saber
I think we just found the 1st president of the WORLD!
i think we just found the new madonna woot
“I think we’re missing the lightsaber”n*precedes to go to the toy store
I think we should ban auto rickshaws, they are very annoying...
I think we shud pay this kid soon, she just needs money for her to 
disappear ... Said the politician
i think western people look more alike.. whereas asians tend to have a 
more unique looking... or is this because i'm asian?
I think you could have used a few more mason jars...
I think you guys should teach us how to make cross bone.
I THINK YOU ONLY VISIT THE MESSY  PLACES....tHERE IS A OTHER SIDE OF NEW 
DELHI..
I think you should do homer simpson or darth vader
I think you should make Luke skywalker costume
I think zoo is cleaner than this filthy place at least 100times. If u put 
a wild animal in there they will die without doubt from the smell that is
I 💖  this song!
i thnk i like pumped up kicks better
I thoroughly enjoy your videos.  They are so well done.  Thanks for 
posting.
I thot henry 8th killed off her line long ago. Som1 kik her 8n the face.
i though it was going to be Faith by George Michael.
I thought Adam was no longer part of Collegehumor?
I thought ariana just came out with a new single again lolz
I thought at one point he said "all very good, but my ship, it drowned"
I thought at some point she would throw up by commotion
I thought Australia is a part of USA. But its a continent lol
I thought he'd heat up the cold brew when he poured it into the saucepan 
lol
I thought he had a car company and he's ruined for losing 82k wow what a 
company
I thought he ran so wore nothing boring
I thought her glasses were a filter in the thumbnail.
i thought he was designing a hummer this entire time



I thought he was going to design a tesla... Show has very decent 
predictions
I thought he was going to do a single-handed, blindfold speedrun. :(
i thought he was going to literally run on water
I thought he was going to say you suck at brewing at the start
I thought he would design the SUV.
i thought it's a new release and finally i discover it's from 2016 ????? 
how is it possible never seen that before
I thought it's a new song. Thank youtube recommended.
I thought it's gonna be much worse 😀
I thought it was a saw trap
I thought it was August 18 1969 morning
I thought it was gonna be like some Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon type 
shit lol
I thought it would be the canyanaro.
i thought i was gunna see a hot lambo time wasted
i thought i was the only one first time seeing this. ohmygod
I thought I was watching dude perfect but then realized it not dude 
perfect
I thought Jesus had the world record. «
I thought naruto will fight sasuke there as a final showdown.
I thought number one would be the symphony no.9 4th movement by Beethoven
I thought Stevie Wonder was dead. He practically is given he's stooped to 
these levels, though.
I thought that Gareth Bale was just football player.
I thought that the shaolin guys is a serios guys
I thought that was ben shapironRoadhouse
I thought that was Gabi Demartino on the thumbnail
I thought that was Jesschic in the thumbnail (or whatever her name is)
I thought that was Maxine Waters singing😂
I thought that when liberals applauded a child cross dresser that was the 
most disgusting thing they could do with kids.
I thought the Bizet Spanish Thingy, please forgive my less knowledge but, 
I thought it was made by Sarasate
I thought the car looked cool
I thought the car was cool..
I thought the car was cool when this episode first aired, but it looks 
ugly.
I thought the color of the handle was gold and you painted black yeah sure 
the makes a lot of sense
I thought the final bowser level would be most iconic
I thought the notable projects section toward the end of the video left a 
bit to the imagination. Otherwise I enjoyed yet another B1M video!
I thought the thumbnail was picture of a girl with a daft punk helmet on
I thought this came out yesterday
I thought this is a new song of 2018 hahah whattt
I thought this is new
I thought this show was factual and none biased but this seems pretty anti 
police
I thought this song was brand new lol
i thought this was a 2019 video??? :O
I thought this was an edit or sth but it's real yurydtjbuf6d
I thought this was a new song oop
I thought this was a new song... tf
I thought this was a new song...than i looked and its from 2016.
I thought this was a new song YouTube u bastard for not showing me this 
song since 2016 😂😂😂😂
I thought this was an instrumental until I realized my right earbud 
slipped out of my ear.
i thought this was gunna be crapy nope the saber is awesome
I thought this was just a background song made for that one commercial. I 
didn't know it was an actual song



I thought this was like iced tea? Heatinf it to release whats in the plant 
then cool it
I thought this was MadMax from the thumbnail....
I thought this was new.
I thought this was new...turns out this came out a year ago and youtube is 
just now recommending it to me.
I thought this was to do with mad max. Turns out it's mint either way
I thought winter was coming
I thought you would climb the needle...
It hurts to see Robin Williams.
i ting shes weird
It is a Diet Coke and Mentos Bellagio.. if that's how it is spelled.
It is a fake... there was not any proof of raping.
It is also, however, more secure.
It is always the cries of women and children that usher in the days of 
tyranny for mankind.
It is amazing that he can throw a frisbee like that!  I have to try really 
hard to throw it straight to someone 20 ft. away.  :)
It is a pretty stupid username
It is a really beautiful city! I definitely will come back to Sydney in 
the future for the second time.
it is a tragic loss lol this camera man that he filmed Jimi's head during 
the best of this most epic of pieces.
It is easy to be cynical in one's own comfort, it's another to have the 
courage and do what she does at such a young age. I respect her.
It is Edvard Hagerup Grieg, not Einstein, that is German, Grieg 
wasnnorwegian
it is fake eyes at 1:25 right?
It is fantastic 😍😍
it is fantastic¡¡ i love gaga¡¡ and she is a of the best¡¡
It is good, lots of practice required, but it is not a world record typee 
thing!
it is grate
It is jazz suite no 2 VI and. Not VII
It is just for my homework
it is just ridiculous those who have said they do not like... the girl is 
absolutely right in what she says ..
It is Monday May twentieth at 7:42 in the morning 2019 and this is in my 
recommendations
It is more fun doring Sex 😴 '$ ❣
It is not so much the buoyancy, but the viscosity of water.
it isnt fake =P we did it in science class...thats how i found this 
video...we watched it
It isn't so much different from Brazil.
it isn't spelt liters...it's litres...cool though.
it is ok
It is only me or Dmitri Potter Shostakovich looks like Harry Potter
It is out?
it is pretty coolnand beast
It is really a very valuable piece here, I almost can't believe it.  Plus 
it's is so clear visually and audio-wise, Thanks a mill!
it is relally dangerous... never try
It is sick what what they have done to this poor girl
it is simply unrealistic! very cool and amazing! ♥♥♥
It is so inspiring that even the mentally ill can receive a degree from an 
institution like Columbia
It is so nice living there
it is so qyoot
It is the growing season!!
It is too bad she did not have a face to face meeting with Trump. She 
would have whupped his fat butt good. He might have liked that.
It is very well orchestrated though. Gotta admit that.
it just breaks my heart to see Robin Williams ...RIP RW



it just does not get any more fuc*ing better than this................
it kinda gets annoying to see the DEC 31 1969 date on the phones. Either 
way, nice to know.
It kinda looked pretty... like a fountain... :D
It kinda went exactly like that :/
It kind of reminds me of the Pontiac Aztec.
it literally just went like that
It'll all be destroyed once the God's return. America is under divine 
judgement.
It'll catch on
It look good I have to see it
it looks accurate but the blades look pink when there red
It looks almost as filthy as Paris ;)
It looks awesome
it looks better than vw golf or passat.😁
It looks fake to me. Plain water.....
it looks filthy everywhere! i would not eat that street food!
It looks great!
It looks.  How Extraordinary! gullible control   !!!
It looks kind of fun like an obstacle on Ninja Warrior.
It looks like 3 is not the charm in this case.  It is such a good idea.  
Needs better script writers.
It looks like a cinema acting.
it looks like as if they are doing a fountain show !!!
It looks like She has Down Syndrome.
It looks like the diet coke bottles are dancing :P
It looks like the McLaren Senna
it looks like water with the big one
It looks like you are wading around in an old disgusting toilet that 
somebody blew their ass out in.
It looks ok, but Ben Stiller looks like he's not enjoying it.
It looks so comfy!
It looks so easy nnBut I know it isn't
it looks so great! if only the mouth piece could be smaller
It looks so much like Kylo it's scary
It looks tasty!!
it looks to me like he didn't like green
It makes me love Unix even more. I love the elegance of it and the clarity 
of the vision.
It makes me proud cause i live here!
It makes me sad when it ends...but then I just hit play again.
It must be so rat infested!     I t must smell so bad and diseases must 
spread very quickly.  I feel very fortunate to live in the USA.
It must be the funniest movie 2014.
It must have been awesome to work with these people.
It must have taken forever to get it just right
It must just smell lovely there...
It never hit me until now, but is he talking about a dildo???
It not anDress nIt is anRobe
I to jest talent :)) Sama przyjemność. Służ dobrze Bogu i Polsce a 
pobłogosławi Twój talent :)
I told everyone i was lady gaga for halloween.  I have a beard. They 
thought it was perfect.
I told my boyfriend we have to listen to this music when we have sex and 
until now we can't stop laughing 😂💔
I tolstoj je zapaljen textom😂😂😂😂�����
it only looks like theres 50 bottles.but there like 5000000
I, too, love the Four Deasons.
i totally agree
I totally agree about the waste )))
i totally did this at school and it was awesome! ^^
I totally forgot this song. so lovely! Thank you!
I totally remember my science teacher showing this to us in 6th grade.



I tot he was gonna run on wster
it owrks with a pixie stick too
It pains me that Alkan didn’t make it , but it’s expected since he’s not 
so popular . Scherzo Diabolico and Comme le Vent are two of my favorites.
it popped in my recommendations like wtf
It purely awesome
I train in boxing listening to Stevie. It helps me for my footwork. You 
really fly like a butterfly.
It really is. My mind was blown so hard that I don`t want to go back to 
that shithole ever again in my life.
It really only needed to be like 30 minutes on a good day. But thanks for 
the extra music.😂
it reminds me of a brighter silent hill
It reminds me of middle school from Netflix
It reminds the best souvenirs!!! Thank you James you're the best!!!!
I tried it. Doesn't work
I TRIED IT IT WORKED!!!
I tried it last time.... nothing happened........... but the mentos tasted 
bitter for the sugar coating was washed away
I tried it once.nI broke the first board.
i tried it twice , i got a 0.5l botttle of coke and put 3 mentos in it , 
it fizzed up a bit but thats all
I tried "normal" coca cola and it worked?!?!?
i tried that!!!! infact, i did that for a science experiment: you can't 
die drinking this stuff. hehehe, the student body ran forcover.
I tried the end of the video with the VR glasses and the view is 
beautiful......
itried this and it didnt work? nbut going to try again, hahaha
i tried this drink...... i coughed and it spewed all over XD
I tried watching the whole thing and only got 1 minute in. Jokessssssss
It Rocks
it rox
I trust that the b who said how can this be my favorite song is 
finally ....
I try to respect everyone's opinion, but if you consider Ariana to be 
anywhere near the same league as Stevie, you really need to examine your 
life.
It's 11:34 and I have to get up at 6:00 am nnWhat are I doing with my life
it's 2012 and I still listening to this. Here will come the end of the 
world and I will still be listening to this <3 GAGA
It's 2017 and no one can replicate this performance.
It’s 2018 and I’ve only just seen this 😂  y didn’t I see this before it’s 
so good
it's 2019 and I and many other people use piping all the time
It's 2019 and I'm still listening to this song <3
Its 2019 and why am I just discovering this! 🤷
Its 2019 this was in 2016 i've seen this movie and own it and just now 
finding this song
It's 2 am here in Australia. I just discovered your channel and watched 
pretty much all of your videos! Loved them all.
It’s 2 years old and I haven’t heard it until now
It's 3:35 in the morningnWhy am I here
Its a 3 0.0 wow
it's a beautiful city
its a beutifoul !
It's about fucking time they made this
It's a Brisa
it's a cool car
it's a crazy song
Its actually quite pretty
it's a disease
It's a fucking hipster! Jesus Fucking Christ! Get it before it escapes! 
#DownvoteGodlessHipsters



It's a good thing diet coke tastes like ass, or I might have thought that 
something was wasted in the making of this video.
its a good thing they did it outside rn:D
It's a good thing they put the word "videoclip" in the description.  😂
its a good thing they used diet coke.... this is a good use for diet 
coke..... ps wahoooo go cocacola
It's a great city in a great country but "paradise" is a wee bit generous.
It's a HOAX
Its a hot summer day and the sweat is running down your cheeks because 
your flat is not climated - best time to listen to bitches brew.
It said 7 for number 10
its a kylo ren costume or trash
"It's a language alright – English, backwards."nPazuzu brought me here
it s a legendary song
Its all came from the west. America is still the best!
its all fun and games, until the car gets stuck
It’s all lies. Ecosystems are not collapsing. Stupid tricks.
It's all looking around like it's changing it's pants in public or 
something.
It's almost art!
It’s almost like it’s easier to give old military gear to the cops than to 
just let the rot in a warehouse
It's almost reach 100 million views!n:) love you Gaga!
It's already been two years I feel so emotional
Its already too late...may your god have mercy on your souls
It’s already too late! The world is melting.
Its alright Ronda i'm pretty sure you will win a championship belt 
again................. in WWE.
Its also worth pointing out she was being fucked while unconscious by her 
'friends' - and yet Paul is the rapist. Why are these men being protected?
Its Always Cool
it's always cooler to watch a Diet Coke in a vid like this than to taste 
it. lol
It's always good to see the Gods work creating things so beautiful.
IT'S A MASTERPIECE.
It's amazing
its amazing
its amazing!!!
It's amazing how everything she's saying here is on point, except in the 
fight that seemed to be the farthest thing from her mind.
It’s amazing how he can be blind but play the piano so inspiring love ya 
Stevie and Ari❤
It's amazing how he can play the piano without sight
its amazing how much fun u can have with coke and mentos :D
It’s amazing how Stevie wonder is blind but he can play the piano and do 
so much
It's amazing how Tchaikovsky produced so many catchy and famous melodies 
in the Nutcracker and Swan Lake! Genius composer!
It's amazing, I agree :) Full of good energy :)
It's amazing... I like it :P But what's this song?
It's amazing reproduce question   !
It's amazing that Stevie is still generating great songs sixty-plus years 
after his debut at age 11, (and dueting with much younger babes). Kudos!
It's amazing that you can see how vulnerable he feels while he's changing 
over.
It's an album that provides something new each listen. I 1st heard this in 
an elective college course 30yrs ago, and I love it more today.
its an edit because you have to use normal coke to explode it
It's an okay song but why am I just now hearing it
It's an yr old but this came in my suggestions today lmao
its a porno for junk food junkies!
Its a real fact...pls save ur body, soul & earth...
It's a real shame how homer torpedoed his brothers company but, his 



brother did enable him to do it. So is Homer really to blame for, this?
It’s a shame Edie Sedgwick had the footage she appeared in removed from 
the film.
It's a shame she has to read everything before someone has written it for 
her
it's a shame they played "Anakonda" instead of "Baby Got Back" :/nEhhh, 
maybe next time.nnPozdrowienia z Elblaga :)
It's a shithole.  Welcome to the club of big boys, San Francisco, Oregon, 
New York, Baltimore, Sweden, Germany, Italy, Greece...
It's as if am wiz him nw yet his nt bck home nLe mi  gt prepared 4 himnDis 
z really awesome
It's as if the Heavens opened up and released one flawless album
Its a such a surpise that this man singing here is blind, i mean wow he 
has a lot of talent on him he's truly are a legend
Its at 3:35
It’s a Tesla
its a trap
it,s audiobody          you gotta tap
IT'S A UNIX SYSTEM!! I....don't know this at all. :D
It's a unix system I know this
It's a Unix system...I KNOW THIS.
its a unix system i know this!
It's a useful video.. Thanks a lot
its a waste of cola and mentos but if ur rich go ahead
its awesome because its a simple way to be extremely original
It's awesome that he's raising money for kids' tuition.
It's awesome to see so many women working there!
its a wonderful world of diet dr pepper! singing under the diet coke rain 
hahahaha
It's Awsome
it's awsome!
it's a youtube bug
it says at 2:34, 101, 2-liter bottles
it says in the video near the end
it's basically the premise of people who took ironic memes seriously.
It's beautiful 1
It's been like an year and I'm hearing this now !!!??! WTF!!!!
It's been over a year and it pops up as my recommendation!!
It’s best song😍'
It's called... creativity. Don't look at the money!!!
it's called starvation
Its called "You gotta Tap" - by AudioBody
It's catchy,...........I like it nThe piano it good and the n Vocals 
too.................GOOD JOB I'm amazed
its cheaper just to buy his extendable lightsaber
It's clear that technology has come a long way in the last 25 years, but 
it is also surprising how much has not changed at all.
It's cold outside
It's Columbia University in NY, dumbasses.
It's complete shite 😂😂
It's cool
it's cool and all, but what a waist of coke!rnrnXD
it's cool but a little unapropite for younger people could you please make 
a lyric video
It's cool, but he isn't actually running ON the water.
It's cool but I mean it's not THAT cool.. But it's cool. Na mean?
its cool but some people have too much freakin time on their hands lol
its cool how you use normal things to make something amazing
It's cool seeing where the ideas I use every day on my Linux computers 
came from.
It's crazy because that's exactly what happened... She did get kicked in 
the head and lost. :/
It's crazy, but she basically just described the whole fight before it 



even happened. Holly made her play her game, and Ronda had no answers.
It´s crazy... hip hop opera...
It's crazy how effortlessly and quickly he could jump octaves while 
seemingly screaming throughout an entire song.
It's crazy how she really did get into her head and get her head kicked..
It's crazy how this was 3 years ago but looks like it was just made
Its crazy... I didn't see 1 accident!
its crazy insane how many views the video has, wont lie its a catchy song 
(:
It’s crazy when you think About how he inspired Michael Jackson
It's creepy how Deadpool's head is watching them.
It’s cringy but she is actually right.
It's Danny Devito, right? The guy's voice?
It's Danny DeVito's voice, but I swear it's a cartoon Saul Goodman.
Its dark
"It's delicious" ^^ Merci
it's diet coke, absolut shite, nobody cares:]
Its DIET Coke And MINT MENTOS!!!
Its diet coke... i for one wouldnt miss it :P
its diet coke so no its not a waste of good coke
its diet coke who cares
its diet, so it doesn't matter
it's diet so no one cares XD
It's Diferent I D I O T .!
It's different from what I remember. Holy shit! What happened??. (Quiet 
chuckle)
it's disappointing that she predicted how it would go but did nothing to 
change her strategy when it came down to it
It's disgusting that they use retarded children for propaganda.
It's done well.nhttps://blog.naver.com/7heppy7
Its dude perfect parody
it seams advertisement music for cellphones.
its easy
Its eckhart  tolle daughter 😂😂😂😂😂
It seems a bit over the top. I agree with her but keep saying how dare 
you! Oh man
it seems fake
it seems interesting than the second one
It seems like she fucking predicted the future! Head kicked KO!!! 
Damn...she knew EXACTLY what would happen.
it seems like the director Shawn Levy doesn't know shit about history.
It seems to me we are destined to go extinct, just too bad we have to take 
whole planet with ourselves.
it's fake!!!
its FAKE. when i put 6 mentos in a brnd new 2 liter coke it went like only 
3 feet
It's fantastic! I can't even imagine how hard those people had to work to 
do something like that! Amazing job!!!
its for the 'science' ;) :p
It's freaking awesome how their voices fit perfectly
It's from Sing the movie
It's from the movie "Sing" a few years back
It's fucking Für Elise
It's funny because there was an ad before this video about Emma WatsonnXD
It's funny cause everything ronda said was gonna happen happened and 
everything ronda said she WASN'T gonna do, she did.
its funny how he predicted how he was going to lose way to go Rondanyou 
sir are the greatest
IT'S FUNNY HOW PPL DISLIKE GAGA AND STILL WATCH HER VIDEOS!!!
It's funny how Ronda Rousey explains ahead of time exactly how she lost 
her title fight in acute detail.
it's funny how they say "surprisingly simple" because I couldn't do that 4 
sure!!! lol
It's funny, none of these UN countries are making microwave powered super-



heated steam cars that don't need to be fueled.
It's funny she literally explained exactly what happened to her
It's funny that Danny Devito would play a crooked car salesman in Matilda 
having been a slightly dubious car manufacturer in this.
it's getting more crowded...hold on, Russel Brand as caveman??
It’s going to be a collectors car in a few years and quadruple in price
It's going to be sad watching this knowing it's Robin Williams' last movie 
and that it sucks
It's gonna be huge 😱😱😱
its gonna look like Dubai:(
its gonna suck when this becomes the most viewed video. CHARLIE BIT MY 
FINGER FTW
Its good also for relaxation
its good but im not a sexy man .....im a man for sexy wemans
It's good, but where is Dvořák: Symphony no.9 From a New World???
its good for weed
It's good song
its good to have a kid leader, so that the kid can say anything and we can 
say she is just a kid.
It's good to see a US city skyline finally competing head on with the 
gleaming futuristic skylines of the cities in the far East.
It's good to see him back!
It's got rack and peanut steering.
It’s gotta be torture to listen to that groove and have to sit in your 
seat.. I wanna be dancing with the gogo girl on the high box!!
its Great and wonderfull city New York Bravo anyway please make  mayor De 
Blasio out his office,he make too much Nonsens,bla bla bla blasio
It's great knowing Harry Potter is still alive 💓
It's great seeing Stevie still using those vocals
Its great TV live show.   He is very cool and really King of Funk!
it's gretaaaaaaa
It's hard not the hear Frank Reynolds.
It's hard to imagine how would new york look like in 2050
It's hard to see anything attractive about this place.
Its hard to see india fully in1 lifetime indeed
It's harmful to reward a child for throwing a fit.
It's her parents fault.  They should have bought her the puppy she wanted 
last week.
It's his brothers fault his company failed he pressure him
Its homers brothers voice done by danny dvito ?
It's Homer with hair
It's hotter than July
It should be noted that the vast majority of times that SWAT is deployed, 
it is to serve drug warrants.
"It should last up to month" is the biggest lie I heard in while. Mine 
didn't last even a day. (It was gone too fast.) :(
its how modern cars are made
It's iconic because it's 1-1. No matter what it was it would. alwyas be 
considered iconic.
It's iconic only because it was first.
It's interesting, Thank you for your efforts.        (Please turn the 
music volume low. It's so loud. Thank you!)
it's ironic that stevie wonder sang "SEE the girl with the diamonds in her 
shoes"
Its...its beautiful.
It's just a fucking 18 century slum
its just a list of things that you do.
it's just amazing to hear ,each time ,this song.......
it's just dawned on me that i know how to play Mario on a Wii controller 
without ever playing it with a Wii controller.
It's just Disney World on acid. Why are so many art shows becoming a 
trippy themepark experience?
Its just lovely. Have captured so many things in my vlog :)



its just ridicules how good these guys are at making this stuff
It’s just shitty modern day architecture, nothing special. We should go 
back to the Roman style to show might and power!
It's just simple melodys, but DAMN this is so calming. Just like a dream.
It's just ... Weird watching this and knowing that robin Williams is gone
it's kinda crap but not really
it's kinda creepy hearing the supposed screaming that he wss doing
it's kinda weird cuz he has a little bit of Indian accent LOL
It’s kinda weird knowing all who saw this is in 2019 or 2018 sooo? What do 
you think is it creepy or no😂
It's kind of eerie. I can hear a huge influence on Aphex Twin.
its laggy
it's legit shocking what this guy manages to convey with just a guitar
It's like a diet coke fountain.
its like a firworks display...except you can eat the chemicals things
Its like a more in your face Technologic with The Chemical Brothers hint 
in the sound.
it's like an understandable/clear M.I.A. with a Lovefoxxx aesthetic = zzz
Its like a replica of old Lahore. Again, on a much larger scale, but 
aesthetically similar.
it's like a schizophrenic version of Don't Fucking Tell Me What To Do
It's like a thrilling  roller coaster ride
it's like dude perfect except real
its like firework but with coke
its like fireworks but with coke
Its like going to a trash yard haha... or some kind of apocalyptic 
civilization
It's like he's Harry Wormwood
It's like he's having a seizure while playing the guitar
It's like he's not even playing a guitar. It's some kind of alien 
instrument from another dimension made of lightning or some shit.
it's like michael , marely, and wonder had a baby lmao this is beyond 
amazing. so glad i found it
it's like poetry
ITS LIKE PORK AND BEANS
It's like see Bruno Mars but in white and black.
its like she can see the future
It's like that hotel in las Vegas haha that was soo cool
Its like the Bellagio fountain but with coke ahah
It's like the Bellagio (hotel in Vegas)! Only instead of water, with Diet 
Coke and Mentos! :)
Its like the bellagio water show in vegas, using diet coke, lol
It's like the giant fountain in the middle of the shopping mall!
its like the Las Vegas water show :D
its like those fountains at las vegas
It’s literally 3:00 am idk what I’m doing here
it's literally just noise
its longer
It's looked dirty lol
It’s looks like an Apple Keynote : clapping when is not needed
its manila bcos it the same dirty
Its matildas dad and he plays a car salesman in this as well
It's matt shivly
"It's me as an old lady as a young boy...I don't know how I did that" 
ooooh Daniel 😂😂😂
It’s me Stevie and ari if they test me they sorry
It’s mind blowing alright how can humans be so putrid 😂�
It's missing "La Cumparsita"!!!
@itsmixtape Get a life.
its momdan area(muslim ares) its normal... go in hindu ares you find real 
india
Its mostly Baroque not classic.
It's music like this that makes me want to learn to dance



It’s my dream to move to NYC and pursue a career in Real Estate. I love 
this video.
It's my first time seeing this lol
It's NASTY!
It's nice being of old school
Its nice to hear , i dont know why i listening here , while watching drama 
😶

It's nice to listen to this music on a winter morning❤ Alex Tnx❤
It's nice to see that Tom Cruise's stunt double is still finding work. :)
it's not
Its not 1:1 its 1-1
It's not a fake. It is 100% possible
its not a head scarfe its a hood connected to the cape
It’s not ariana
its not a waste.  diet coke is crap anyways =)
it's not beautiful.. :(
It’s not climate change.. the Bible predicted literally everything that is 
happening right now...
It's not easy to make a guitar that's way out of tune sound good. Unless 
you're Jimi Hendrix. Goes to show it's the content that matters.
its not fake
Its not fake!
its not fake..
its not fake i tried it. its awesome!!!! anykind of mentos
Its not fake! it took the 137 times so give them credit
its not fake they just have no life
"It's not going to go like that"? Um... you got some egg on your face 
Ronda.
"It's not going to go like that..." Well, actually, that's exactly how it 
went.
"Its not gonna be a kick to the head" nWHY THE FUCK YOU LYING
"It's not gonna go down like that."- Stupid bitch!
its not gonna go down like that,..thats exactly how it went down hehe
"it's not gonna go like that"
"It's not gonna go like that"... Actually, it is. :o
"It's not gonna go like that."  Heh.
"It's not gonna go like that!" It went exactly like that.
it's not gonna go like that...". lol, it went exactly like that!
"Its not gonna go like that" Thats exaclty how it went
"its not gonna go like that" - woops
It's not good how they keep asking this mentally ill young lady to promote 
their nonsense.
"Its not good". My girlfriend is referring to the video, not my ability
It’s not her fault kids are easily brainwashed
It's not over yet
Its not really running on water until he doesn't use the wooden log!
It's not the original Bugler's dream of Leo Arnaud at 3:50
its not too high when you justhave a little hole in the cap ;)
-it's not working n-Ok. nBEST PART.😂
It's not worming...it's plantary cycle.recorded in bible.
It's official:  I'm spending too much time on YOUTUBE
It's official. Rock n' roll is cool again.
its okay:) i just dislike people who judge without seeing:)  haharn i 
agree about michael jackson btw hes a legend and always will be:) x
It's ok. My dear friend Chopin is at the top of my liszt!
It's old part of DelhinShow new part nHope you will not see dirt like this
it's only a dreammmm, it's only a dreammmm
its only normal when your high trust me ;)
Its only the light coke, no need to be woried
It's on the beginning and the end of the vid...
It's on the comment fight video.nLOL
It so sad she lost :( oh well
It sound like you right there amazing performance



It sounds a bit like jailhouserock from Elvis to me
It sounds like a voice actor from a shit video game lmao
It sounds like Dani devito
It sounds like Runaway Baby by Bruno Mars :D
it sounds so crazy good, it's ridiculous.
ITS OVER NINE MILLIONNNNNN
It’s part of the movie “Sing” ! xD
It’s Phil the goat from Hercules 😂
it's pretty cool ^^
It's pretty cool seeing the guys responsible for making my childhood 
awesome.
It's pronounced Mel-ben, not Mel-born
IT'S QUITE MAGICAL BUT SO INTERESTING.
its rainin COKE hallejula all right
Its raining coke guys...
it's raining coke, hallelujah !
it's Ramadan and all the ads are about food
It's rare the times I get to listen to classic jazz, but this takes me to 
another place which I don't want to leave.
its real and i like pepsi more than coke
It's real India.
its real it was on vh1 the other day talking about internet stars
Its real!! Look it up. The pores on the candy produce a lot of carbon 
dioxide and made the growing form rapidly!!
It's really crazy that you can play any hip-hop song and nothing happens 
but when you play still dre ,it brings a lot of emotions.
It's really cringe imo
It's really hard to imagine the world without another robin williams 
movie :'(nRIP may god bless your soul...
Its really nice :P
????? Its really not that bad.
It's really The King!
Its real, trust me, I've done it b.4, they just didn't take the lids 
compleatly off. What I'd like to know, is what that music is.
it's records like these that don't mean shit because he's the only one 
doing it
It's sad he got to have drama at the UN.
it's sad how THE LEFT is using this poor little soul
It’s sad you got to bring kids in the political bs to get your agenda done
Its scary
It's SCIENCE!
It's seem like a new structure to been collapsed 🏢 ✈
it's seems like this video released just now, no one saw this before
It's shocking how accurate Ronda's prediction was .
It's slightly creepy that some of the people in this video are now dead.
Its SNOWING in the NW, oceans are DROPPING. This little CROOK needs to 
feess up WHO IS PAYING THIS LITLE WHORE
It's so amazing !
Its so annoying that people try to prove that stuff like this are fake. 
Why can't they just enjoy what they show here?
Its so cool !!
It’s so cool to see an older guy like Stevie Wonder still out there making 
music to be remembered
its so damn expensive to live in!
It's so dirty.   I have no words.
its so fraichh !!!
its so funny no indian has ever seen a video camera :D how can that be??
It's so funny when the music goes DA ding Da ding Da ding Da ding DADA
It's so good...
It's so good song but I don't like Ariana with  blonde hair!
its so good to see things become good for one of those tv stars :P
It’s so gooood!!
its so lovely



Its so lovely song
It's so much easier to buy the mask
its SO NICE to see all the love in the comments for Ariana, because in her 
own music videos she gets a lot of hate
its soo janky! i love it!
it's so primal, it's so instinctive, it's like trying to figure out what 
life is all about! Genius
It's so sad that her psychological problems have gone untreated.
Its so sweet he chose Ariana as the thumbnail
it's so weird seeing people saying that they never heard this song before 
i deadass heard it because of "sing" in 2016 lmao
It’s so weird that everyone is just now seeing this but it came out a year 
ago like the date cannot be right lol like how the hell
It’s so weird to see him as not Harry Potter
It's so wrong to use a child with Down Syndrome for political purposes.
Its space aliens man
It's starts off being easy to make at home then it goes to straight outta 
ikea
Its still impressive but what a misleading ass title lol.
It's still not new years in the US; it's still december 31
It's strange how she predicted it, how is gonna be. Holly became the 
worthy opponent
it's such a adventure
It's such a treat just to see them again...
''It's Super Mario brothers, it's world war 1''
it's supposed to be empowering.
It's surprising that we haven't heard much from Uncy Herb over the last 
twenty five years.
It's taken 30 years, but the left finally has a duffey strode of their 
very own ♡♡♡
It's telling that this isn't shown in American History Class...
It's that his brother?
It's the cinematic Dude Perfect.
it's the diet coke and mentos bellagio!
It's the Ford Edsel all over again.
it's the glasses
It's the godfather Danny
It's The Mandarin Trevornn...we never saw him coming
it's the New Jeep korean designs.
It's the Sun, STUPID
Its the trashman, he throws trash all over the ring
It's the west which created this mess better now west shares the green 
technology
Its the wrong waY:/
Its those speedos I tell you!
it's too bad Ariana Grande is a bitch.
its too late. at this point everyone is jus tryna have a good time until 
we die
Its too late for an intervention. She now needs an exorcism. We'll need an 
old priest and a young priest.
it's true. try it for yourself 10 mentos and a litre of coke will do it
"IT SUCKS"
its ugly
it's unbelievable that this gem is nearly 50 years old....... this will 
never get old. still so fresh.
Its unsafe because police start getting the mindset that they are the 
military
It sure is..!!!
ITS VENEZIA
It's very cool! Nice work! Congrats! :D
It's very cool!!!rnWhich is the song's title?
I,ts very good
its very good ^^
It's very impressive but I think you may lost Twinkle Twinkle Little Star



It's very like the popular market in old Baghdad (specially the Kadhimiya 
city.).
its very very beautiful
its very very good ^^
ITS VETTNAM ☠TO MUSIC.  YOU HAD TO OF BE THERE.   %
its waste of money :D and drink
its water
Its water
Its water lol ......
its water well on experiment #4 maybe its real but on th other isnt cooke
It's weird. nnnnnHe looks a lot like Harry Potter...
It’s weird that $82000 could ruin a car company.
It’s weird that people just found this😂 I’ve known this song for years!😂
❤ nYou guys should watch the live performance😋
It's weird to see operating system marketting material that actually 
explains new features that have been added.
It's wired. She's being overdramatic but then again... What's more 
dramatic than the end of our species?
It's zero calories so it probably wouldn't help the starvation problem at 
all.
It takes something special not to look at Mr Brown.......but miss white 
boots had my attention! ! .....pure sexy
It tastes like grounds, I did it, it's terrible
it this available to buy somewhere? I love to listen to it many times of 
the day, but I have no internet unfortunetly :( Thanks for reply!
It took THIS long for this video to get featured?nnSheesh, way to wait 
until the novelty is over, Youtube staff...>.>
I tuned in late....did she already blow green chunk and spin her head 
around...😜  Go back to school dumb ass!
@Iturnanewleaf Fine, where are you from?
i turned this on a lathe in my woodshop class. its very... detail lacking. 
it was also 10x harder than this, but whatever.
It was 72 years ago today
It was 72 years ago today. Sergeant Pepper taught the band to play.
It was a great theme
it was a great vision
It was already said, but that girl is fine. Somebody great grandma is 
rocking it.
It was a mess. He was fighting a primitive sound system. He was so much 
better.
It was a really big hit in Poland, I am suprised that so many of you dont 
know it
It was a true pleasure. Thank You :)
It was cool.
It was divine providence that he never went out of tune. Or, he did and 
just intuitively knew how to correct it.
it was featured on mythbusters
It was from this moment, Michael started to move his feet......
It was great but hip hop history without rap god  himself (Eminem) doesn't 
make sens  !!!
it was great but how did you set off the coke?
it was it was it was
It was me! I raped that bitch in the ass!
It was nothing. He was running on floating planks, not on water. Any one 
who can run on land can do that, with minimal training.
It wasn’t in my recommended field just looked it up
it was on myth busters
It was raining when I put this on. Then the sun started shining. Thank 
you, Jimi!
It was really cool when the song started sing about refried beans.
It was really goood)))
It was really helpfull



It was The Goddess Durga ...where  u hesitated .
"It was twenty years ago today" 1967... 1947, Oh i got it
It was used in the movie “Sing!”
it was very good in 1970 byron GA.
It went down exactly how she said how it isn't going to.
It went exactly as she said !!! It's almost scary...
It went exactly as she said it wouldn't.....
It went exactly how she said it wasn't gonna go.....
It went exactly how she said it wouldnt 0:38 LOL
It went exactly like Ronda said " It wouldnt " :D
It went exactly like that
it went exactly like that
It Went Exactly Like That!
It went exactly like that lol
It went in my recomended wtf, it was many years ago
It went just like she predicted,  but she lost
it WENT just like that
It went JUST like that...
IT WENT LIKE SHE SAID IT WOULDN'T. GOT HER HEAD KICKED OFF.
It went like that
It will be 6months supply of diet coke in my house if they gave it to me
it will be better if you told us how mean floors the building's will have
It will change "newYork" heritage
It will kill you
It will not be the same watching this movie knowing that Robin Williams 
died......
It worked!  (we both came)
it worked with a can of coke for me
It works, but a beverage that contains artificial sweetener + MINT mentos 
works the best.
It works, lol tried it... :p
IT works perfectly, when i have Sex with myself.,too 😁
It would be absolutely amazing if you bought this act to the USA AND DID A 
TOUR... I WOULD LOVE IT !!!!
It would be awesome if the audience suprisingly dance to harlem shake
it would be awesome if they did a Darth Vader one
It would be cool if they did some duets where they sing some of Stevie 
Wonders old songs.
It would be fun if 400 meters skyscrapers become the new normal
It would be hard to take a knee to this badass rendition
it would be more funny if you drink coke then later eat mentos(swallow 
it). LATER STOMACH EXPLODE LOL.
It would be nice if you had a Portuguese translation
It would be really amazing to see a rendering of New York City with all 
the planned skyscrapers. 😄
it would be so cool if you filled a bathtub with coke and dropped a lot of 
mentos and see what happens. :)
It would be so cool when I can travel to Sydney. I wait for this moment 
for 3 years now
It would be very cool if you would do a video link this for cities like 
Chicago, San Fransisco and Seattle.😁✌
it would but not as well - it is some artificial sweetener in diet coke 
that makes this work so well that normal coke is lacking in
it would have been more interesting if he was wearing 2 wooden boards as 
shoes.
it would've been funny if he drowned.
I typed in terrible music and this came up (not kidding)
i typed in "what is my mission?" on mystery seeker and got sent here..nI 
know what im doing today.
Ï tÿpé łíkē thīš äñd łœvê çøffèė
itz l00kin l1k3 V3GA55
I 💘  u both



I understand her fear and worry.  But has the science been crystall clear 
for 30yrs???
I use a "pour over" coffee setup to filter out the grounds. Works like a 
charm.
i used DUNNES STORED diet coke and its only like 60c for 2 liters and 
mentos =D
i used it every Sunday. nvery successful!!!! nlove it. nRegards nMike
i used spray-adhesive on the silver details
I used this car so much in the hit and run game on game cube
I used this music when I exhibited my kinetic art work in 1971 for my A-
level art !nI thought it was really cool then.
I used this song in a dance earlier this year but I didn’t even know there 
was a music video until now...
i used to be so terrified of this music video lmao
I used to go into my local bar and put this one at 3am just to wake 
everyone up and people knew the candy man was there.
I used to have a Lexus L7 1999, that thing had a steel shell, none of this 
crumple steel crap that can't handle a crash
I used to jack off to this when I was younger
I used to keep this album live evil semi glued to my CD player such as 
Simon and Garfunkel Parsley Sage Rosemary and fine
I used to like these videos back when they weren't just propaganda
I used to listen to this song when I was a teenager, now I am 50 and I am 
dancing
I used to love ROnda rousey. Money fame and fighter of the year shit make 
you talk shit and be a crap
I used to love the Simpson's  but lately the episodes just seem like 
cookie cutter episodes and just lost what was special about them..
I used to love this song so much
I used to love watching this video back in high school!
I used to really hate Ariana Grande of what TMZ says but nowIm IN LOVE 
WITH THIS _
I used to think that crying gaga was the prettiest verison of Gaga... Well 
I still do😂😂
I used to use Mason Jars, but these days I use Illuminati Pots.
I use Windows.
I usually like these vids... but this one was too much.... "Try-hard".
Iuuuuuu love ariii
@ivan930210 delete baby video ;))
I've already watched Sing. it's so amazing!
ive always been confused as to why they make spires so dam tall on 
buildings it seems liike cheating
ive always believe he had a mic in his mouth when the guitar say "OH NO!" 
when the bombs drop 💯💯
ive always dream of going to sydney australia
I've been a long time fan of the Simpsons but is it just me or has the 
quality kindda declined?
I've been fascinated by India since i was a kid after I read Rudyard 
Kipling's Kim.
I’ve been listening to this song for years and NOW I find out there’s a 
music video for it........
I've been living there, a dream city what I love most.
I've been looking for no. 84 for ages!!!!! Finally found the title of the 
damn thing
I've been looking for this for a long time. Why now youtube?
"Ive been programmed to believe that relinquishing the freedoms of my 
generation will save us from cow farts and IM MAD."
i've been running my whole life...i'm so sick of the silence...
I've been stranded on a deserted island for the past 29 years.  only 
bringing this album along was the best decision of my life.
I've been there and it wasn't that scary.
I've been to NYC twice, and honestly don't know how they still manage to 
find space to build even more skyscrapers



I've been waiting all year for this to come out, and never expected Robin 
to die before the premiere.....
I've been waiting for this video
I’ve found my self listening to this album every night with earbuds in. 
It’s therapeutic in a way.
I've got a flight at 2 am and my coffee machine is in the trash hope this 
works lol
i've got a son Called Kyle
IVE GOT BAD NEWS KID THIER LIEING TO U THEY HAVE BRAIN WASHED OUR KIDS 
nDONALD J TRUMP 20200000
I've got Faith.... Hallelujah !!!
I've heard all of these on the airplane while waiting for liftoff
I've heard flower duo somewhere but I don't know where... myb on TV
i've heard most of these behind old cartoons
I've heard of some actually drinking the rubbish, too.
IVE HEARD OF THE CENTRAL PARK ARCH   REACHING 2700 feet + ANYONE ELSE 
HEARD?
I’ve heard this “exact same speech” for the past 3 decades...
I've heard this song countless times before but haven't the foggiest idea 
where it came from.
I’ve just been dumped . THANKS!
i’ve just heard of this now?!
ive just seen this song its amazing
I've just set her speech as my new morning alarm.
I've known this song for a while, I just didn't know they made a video 😮
I've looked Bad Romance 100 times and i'm not finished This must be the 
most watched video on youtube
I've lost hope in humanity
Ive loved all the night at the museum :Dnthis one's gonna be good , lets 
hope!
I've loved this song since I was a child
I've made a Kylo Ren helmit did you know?
I've never cringed so hard.
I’ve never heard a lot of these! Cmon, where’s Chopin???
I've never heard such a music.....
ive never loved anything more than i love this cooking show. im either a 
very sad person or i love your show too much.
I've never realised that Mario is basically getting high when he eats a 
mushroom. It explains alot haha
IVE NEVER SEEN THIS BEFORE???????
Ive Never Seen This Wtf I Like It
I've never thought he's so humble, absolutely precious video, thank you 
for your genius work.
I've never wanted to murder a one-off fictional hipster character more in 
my life.
I've noticed Indians seem very friendly--I like that!
I've noticed that all the coke splashed on them
i’ve not seen the sequel but i wanna see this one because of REBEL WILSON 
(and also matthew crawley lol)
I’ve only just discovered this is a song like how have I not heard it?im 
obsessed!!!!!!
I’ve only just seen this 😂
I've played this game on and off for decades, and that's the first time 
I've seen "TIME UP".
I've read the category of these video and it says their that its comedy 
like wtf
i very hate 2.43min cat :(
I've seen better acting in 90s porn.
I've seen porn before but not like this!
I've seen porn give more meaningful messages than her.
I've seen the future and I can't afford it!
Ive seen this a thousand times and it still amazes me
ive seen this done in real life by an idiot in my school he thought it 



would be funny to drown himself like this, it was but it was dangerous.
I've seen this video like a thousand of times, and I've just realised who 
is the skeleton at the end! O.O! Amazin!
I've seen wigs more realistic
I've taught my children to think for themselves. This poor girl is just 
brainwashed.
I've traveled a LOT and this is a really great overview with tips! Thanks 
for making it :)
i've tried it, soo much fun! i do it at my birthday party every year
I've waited for this song so so so long!!
I've waiting for a long time. I love this movie. Can't wait to watch it.
I've waiting for this video for a long time.
I’ve walked across the Sydney Harbour Bridge
I've watched a couple post from here but this one made me subscribe
I've watched sing before
Ive watched this soooo many times and  its stil my favorite video
ive woulda of been drinking dat shit
I VISE OD OCEKIVANOG 😍 👏 🔥 ❤🤗👍
I visited and they profiled me nIsamophobia at is finest nDubai and 
enjoying now
I visited sydney in 2017 but my dream is to live in this beautiful city :-
D
i vote ariana grande
I voted for you GaGa <3
I waited until number 5 for my song YASSSSS
I wait u in indonesia
I wana travel with u
I wander what all the Coke will do to the trees....hmmm coke. I think you 
just out did the myth busters.
I wanna be apart of this hire mee
I wanna be a stray
i wanna be smart! kool xperiment
i wanna drink that
I wanna get into in man!!
i wanna go! how do you do it?
I wanna go there so bad...I dont have enough money.  But I'm working my 
ass off so I can go
I wanna go to Mario Kart camp...
i wanna have sexytime with gaga
I wanna know how tf one car could ruin a company he said the other ones 
cost 40 bucks
i wanna know what programming language was
iw anna know what song this is????
I wanna know who the pilot is, she can take me flying any day
i wanna lench u :3
i wanna make one like that!
I wanna move to either Sydney, or Gold Coast.
I wanna only tell it, I love Stevie.
"I WANNA PAY YOU 200,000 DOLLARS!"n"AND I WANNA LET YOU"
i wanna play with her chest and dingle her boobs
I wanna punch this video.
I wanna ronda in his rousey
I wanna see his face
I wanna shake that dancing girl's moneymaker, damnmm
I wanna smoke some spice so bad right now
i wanna suck her nipples.
I wanna thank you for not putting ads in. God's work.
I WANNA TRY THIS!!!
i wanna try this it actually looks pretty fun
I wanna try tht
i wanna watch it
I WANT A BIG TRUCK!!!
I want a fancy supercar like The Homer.
I want a homer car



“I want a horn, here, here, here and n    here.” 🎷🎺📯📢
I want an Audi
"I want a place to put MY drink" lol that's so funny.
I WANT A POTATO
I WANT ARIANA'S HAIR SO MUCH !!!!!!!!!!!! 😍😍😍🖤🖤😘😘😘❤❤❤😭😭😭
I want a shirt with frays!!!!
I want be Top comment too Paws up !!
i want bobbys job
I want Bobby to "get on key" soooooooo bad!!🙄🙄🙄
I want "Das Reihngold" : "The entry of the gods into valhallah "
I want donut operator to tear this apart.
I wanted to comment something that you missed about the hipster lifestyle 
but I think you got it perfect. Kudos man.
I wanted to go back there was for my children going to have a good 
Christmas with their grandchildren can do it in his memory and 4 Toby Lee 
in Riva
I want every keyboard in this video.
I want her as my body guard,  but I don't just want her to guard it, if 
you know what I mean.
I WANT HER HAIR
I want her number please after show
i want her to lose.. =)
i want him, he's so heavy
I want it now daddy!!! Give it to me now!!I wonder what evil entity has 
warped this child's brain.
I want it sooooooooooo ;D
". . . I want it to sound like the world is coming to an end!!!" Wow. 
Homer's a maniac.
I want kick that little girl, Beiber, in the stomach. On behalf of all 
Canadians let me apologize for the girlie little douche!
i want make but i nit have the incrediens
i want make this at home. hahaha
I WANT MOAR!
I want more of this, it's brilliant, funniest thing of 2017 so far!
I WANT MORE OF THIS! THIS IS TOO GOOD!
i want mr miyamoto to be my grandpa
i want music with sex sounds effect.. pls help me
i want my 15 seconds back
I want my semen to sumbit Ronda Rousey's ovaries
I want my twin towers culture back, period. New Tower looks like shit!!!
I want one
I WANT ONE
I want one.
I want one😀
I want SCHEIBE as the next single!!! is anyone else with me on that one??
I want some girl next to me 😃
I want someone who owns a type writer to figure out which keys those bar 
thingies are assigned to so we can figure out what he typed
I want Starwars BattleFront 2 to explain their shitty level design and 
their thought process of how a player would enjoy their maps.
I want that car
I want that Gaga Take The first Place again ! ♥♥nlove u Gaga :D
I want that HOW DARE YOU MEME right now!!😂😂
i want that outfit!!!
I want the 1:56 and the Tribe called  Quest transistion to C.R.E.A.M. in 
full....I demand a 15 minute rendition now. Take my money.
I want the car. Why did it fail?
I want the keyboard @1:44
I want the lyrics of the song
I want them to upgrade the empire state building and make it taller
I WANT THE POLAR BEAR!!!!



I want these people to be my friends, I wanna be a Unix geek! Linux/Unix 
is the greatest thing to ever happen to computing and software development
I want the World trade towers
I want this in games (like Forza lol) as a reference
i want this to happen at my funeral
I want those shoes
I want to bang to this under water.
I want to be able to throw a Frisbee like him
I want to be kylo ren!nnlooks it upnnfinds this videonnnnope, nevermind. 
I'll buy it online.
I want to be the Telecaster guy in this band - seems like a manageable 
job...
I want to date  Ariana Grande
I want to do this!
I want to find out who is paying for all this? The doomsayers of the 
world.
I want to get on up, like a sex machine 😂
I want to get you $200.000 a year... And I wanna let you!
I want to go so bad.nnDid you know?nJørn Utzon, architect of the Sydney    
Opera House wasn't even invited to the opening ceremony!
I want to go Sydney
I want to go to New York so bad!!
I want to have the same kind of sexy glasses as the guy presenting this.
i want to here the real verison of this concert not the remastered
I want to join Sgt Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band 😍💓 nnTake me home 
with yooou!! 😊🎶
I want to kiss her so bad
I want to know the name of the song too!
I want to know what he is typing
I want to know what was so funny.
I want to listen to everything Herbie Hancock made. He might be the most 
innovative musician who ever lived.
i want to live here
I want to live those days and im only 27years old
I want to make one
i want to make the kylo ren helmet but im struggling to find a bin like 
the one featured in this video anyone know where i might find one
I want to marry this guy. He's funny AF
I want to pay you $200,000 a year and I want to let you
I want to punch your nose so bad!
I want to see a dinosaur skeleton fight!
I want to see a han solo costume
I want to see Algeria         Thanks
I want to see Daniel Radcliffeand just be like, "You're Harry potter!I'm 
Kayla Howell, where's Ron" Acting like Hermione
I want to see her !!!come to greece ,please!!!!!!💟💟💟💟😍 😍😍😍😍😍�
���� 🎼 🎼🎼 🎹🎹🎹🎸🎸 🎸 🎸📢🎤🎤🎤

i want to see how to make Spiderman web shooter
i want to see Miyamotos Video Game collection and have he all amiibo ?
I want to see more photos look alikes. So funny!!!
I want to see this girl work and pay her own bills. She has an easy first-
world life.
I want to see what you can do that's better than this then.
I want to see you fight +HowToBasic
I want to slap her
I want to slap her.
I want to try this but I won't waste my diet coke!
i want to try to visit in India..
I want to understand this album someday
I want to visit Sydney someday.
I want to wear Bianca as a costume.  😉



I want ur bad ur bad romance.n"Bad Romance" Is the best song of Lady Gaga 
for me.
I want u so bad fuck love 💗 💋💋💋💋👰👅💍💍💕💞💘💖 ❤
i want you, Alleluia. . . .  it's fantastic!
i want your drama, the touch of your hand (8)
I want your leather-studded kiss in the sand
i want your love.....
I want your  loving and i want your revenge =D
I want your lovingrnAnd I want your revengernYou and me could write a bad 
romance ♫
I want your SLR
"I want you to hang up and tell me the exact opposite of what you just 
said " 😂😂😂 😂😂😂😂😂😂 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂 😂😂😂😂 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
I want youtube liquidated. You are a danger to the usa. Youtube is a mass 
media global entity.
I ❤ 🌎  Warming !  Yay!!
I was 11.nExplosive time.nHis control was explosive.nSo many people just 
had a fit...nThen he died and became a legend..nHe lived a legend.
I was 11 when i first heard this. I learned it on my bass and practiced 
day and night
I was 11 years old when this song came out, now I’m 20 years old and lady 
Gaga is a mega star, boy times has changed.
I was 13 looking this exibition on our b&w tv set sign my life forever.
I was 4 when this was released, now I'm 12 and still... I'm here
i was 8 ..i still remember
I was 931 like
I was 9 years
I was a baby in this
I was about to clean my room, then I took a kick to the neck.
i was about to go to Woodstock but unfortunately something came up.... i 
wasnt born until 1989
I WAS ABOUT TO WATCH THE FLASH LMAO F THAT
I was actually 3 days old when this was performed..
I was almost born that they upload  I was born in 2006 July 18
I was a month old when this episode came out lol
I was at the world trade center
I was born 117 days after his death so far but so damn close lol.
I was born 24.4.1972 and I stil listen to this song )
I was born 6 months after this was made,and i like IT!!!!!
I was born in 1974. And now I listen to this song. 1st April 2019 in South 
Korea. And you?
I was born in a small, poor country in central america. Very far from the 
dirtiness I have just witnessed. 😦
I wAs BoRn In tHe WrOnG gEnErAtIoN
@IwasBTW4theworld ESO ES CIERTO HEMOS PERDIDO LA BATALLA PERO NO LA 
GUERRA !
I was created with this song uhhhhhhhhh sex machine
I was dreaming I was in a studio with him and was playing guitar in the 
same roomni asked if I can take a pic of him he said no nbest dream ever
I was expecting Fur elise
I was going to do that batman helmet so it can be black
I was going to do this for just the light saber, (which looks awesome btw) 
but sadly i don't have the golf club toy thingy
I was gonna get down, but now I’m ready to get on up!
I was gonna listen than all you caption / annotation shit started. Fuck 
off! I don’t want to have to turn it off.
I was gonna press like a second time...
I was having a pretty down day then I watched this.. HAHAA! I think you 
might be my new fav <3
I was here before this weird recommendation.
I was here in 2000, 18 years later it , s still the same shithole, smelly 
delhi , delhi belly



I was hooked when i saw fat amy.
I was hoping for Jupiter by gustav holst.
I was hoping to hear something more along the lines of "To create these 
levels, all we had was a hex editor.".
I was hoping to see Chopin and Paganini pieces in there... Guess I was 
wrong
I was just doing my music homeworknI won't be able to sleep at nightnnI'm 
quitting this class asap
I was just talking about this the other day!!Yes!!
I was just thinking about this the other day nI feel like I'm being 
watched
I was just thinking this myself.
I was kinda hoping they'd go to the San Diego museum in one of these 
movies. Get some Megalodon in this bitch!
I was laughing at the hipster jokes, and then he brought out the dip 
calligraphy pen and the ukulele, and I'm like... dude - am I a hipster? 
Shit.
i was laughing my head off when she started saying how the fight could go 
down, and it went EXACTLY that way lol
I was like ('ㅁ') when playing '2Pac - Dear Mama'
I was like: Who the hell is this 11 year old lmao ?nMy mum then proceeded 
to inform me that she’s actually 16nI was shocked, ngl
I was listening to long before Switched On Bach was released
I was literally crying watching this
I was looking for a different type of sex machine but I like this one a 
little better
i was looking for more of a 30 second video....
i was looking for taylor swift but i got this ....... DRAMATIZED
I was looking for that for years.... Thank you
I was looking for the song that goes like ding ding ding dingggggg ding.
I was looking for this song since i saw the movie sing and damn this song 
makes me so so so happy😭
I was looking for this video everywhere after I heard it at the end 
credits of sing, and now I found it yay
I was mesmerised when I first heard this. I am still. He was the best.
I was more impressed with the diving catch out of the back of the RZR.. 
that had to HURT!
I was not even born when this song came out. Every time i hear, i jump to 
the dance floor!
I wasn't able to use DEC VAX. I guess it was the system that AT&T's UNIX 
was going against?
I wasn’t even born in 1971 but still feeling it in 2019..#legend
I wasn't expecting this man to be so cheerful and articulate. This is 
marvelous.
I wasn't fond of this when I was a teenager in the Army, but now I'm a 
middle-aged man and I absolutely LOVE IT.  Older and wiser, I suppose.
I wasn't planning on seeing Night at the Museum 3. But I will, if nothing 
else, to pay my respects to Mr. Robin Williams
I wasn't too much of a fan of your strange humor, but once I saw the type 
writer I chuckled a bit. Nice work1
I was off the wall socket last night, that Iphone chick allowed me to 
charger her usb type p port.
i was only 3 .5 years old lol
I was only here for the light saber
i was reading the comments and now I am turning off.
I was secretly hoping he would rap :(. Anyway, always so much fun to watch 
these two together!
I was sick with a fever for 1 month and lost 20 lbs after visiting Delhi.
I was so sure the radio announcer said her name was nreta sounded like 
naruto
i was so thirsty i decided to drink diet coke but it was gross so i added 
fruit punch kool aidnfor sugar and it exploded i only got half a soda
I was subscribed to this channel before it had 100,000 subs. I don't know 



which is better, the comedy or the production quality.
I was subscribed to this channel before it went mainstream.
I was there 40 years ago. Now it is dirtier, noisier and uglier than it 
was. Not really worth wasting time and money in such a shit place.
I was there. I feel so lucky to have witness this.
I was there; it was amazing.  Still amazing after 50 years!
I was there live
i was there, so sad the pollution is very BAD.
I was there. That was me. We are all each other
I was thinking about this episode last night and now it's in my 
recommended...
I was thinking ali a Intro meme
I was thinking the Exact same thing !!
I was tired of this Ronda hype, it went on for a couple of years and damn 
reddit would not stop talking about her
I was today years old when I found out this existed
I was today years old when I realised this existed....
I was too young then to appreciate what I was hearing. This is one trippy 
album in all the right ways.
I was under the impression that Miyamoto spoke basic English. Huh.
I was waiting for enzo Ferrari
I was waiting for the Elijah Wood photo
I was waiting for this since the song came out
I was waiting to see her head spin around like in the exorcist.
I was watching this and my cat couldn't even handle the ignorance.... RIP 
peaches...sorry you killed yourself because of the stupidity going on!!!
I WAS WONDERING WHERE THIS SONG WAS FROM
I watched 5times😂😂😂😂
I watched sing and I sang this song!❤❌ 💔😍
I watched Sing like 5 times in one week
I watched sing  yesreday at the I was dancing sooo bad I like this song I 
GOT FAITH.
I watched that video on MythBuster
I watched the James Brown Documentary on Netflix. Mr. Brown and his whole 
crew were off the charts. Almost kind of camp, in a cool way.
I watched the movie and IT WAS AMAZING and sad but I'll tell you that 
some........people/person....dies
I watched the movie in 2016 not knowing they sang it until youtube 
recommended it today 2019
I watched the sing movie and I loved this songgg!
I watched this 6 times and every time I was left speechless'❤  your doing 
Poland proud JIMEK😃(🎶
I Watched This At School, And I Was Crying But I Was Hiding It Under My 
JacketnnnnFor Only 10 Seconds 😐 😐
I watched this in my school I'm a 3rd grader my school is epic!
I watched this vid back in 2017 or 2018nbut I can't find my comment, so 
imma comment againn"JIMEK IS THE MAN, MOTHAFUCKA !"
i watched this video 3 years ago not knowing that i’m going to live here. 
now it’s been 6 months.
i watched this vid on mythbusters today... LOL
i watch the movie,it is funny
I watch these types of videos and wish i was creative
I watch these videos to find out if people are sober for a stupid ass 
reason.
I watch this already before it was out
I watch this clip in 2019 and the flared pants look all the same strange.
i watch this in December 2018
i watch this video at least five times a day. Ten times when I am drunk.
i watch this vid just for the beat . its so good lol
I went from not listening to repeating "get on up"
I went from Queen's Live Aid performance to Hendrix, it's going to be a 
great day! (:



I went in bankruptcy a lot of times while this song was playing in the 
casino in GTA San Andreas.
I went there just last day, it’s really a good place..little bit hot, and 
too much crowded with the tourists, but i enjoyed.
I went there last year
I went there on June 2016
I went to see Guardians of the Galaxy today and this trailer came on. I 
instantly felt sad :(
I when I was a young kid my father bought this album. We use to listen to 
his music all day long. Miles Davis is  A genius when it comes to jazz.
I WHRITE SLANG DANG THING
I will agree with one thing. I do want a place to put my drink. The cup 
holder should be adjustable up to the Super Big Gulp.
I will always love this... What is the song?
I will believe on his ability if he will remove the boards or sheets on 
top of the water...
I will definitely go to Sydney someday!
I will die in one day🙄
i will do on the fourth on the July for now on so come see my show lol
i..will finish what you have started
I will, forever, remember, this song!
I will go to India an go visit the jama masjid. Then come back home %%
I will go tu sudny tommorow
I will impregnate my misses to this
i will join the dark side
i will like to know the real story behind this, without slut shame, 
without misogynist comment or insults just the real facts. no bull shit
I WILL MADE THAT!😬
I will miss the animals hotel out of you you are great dumbo
I WILL MISS U GUYS
I will never forget Him, at the Garden in NYC....R.I.P........
I will never forgive my friends who eat meat
i will never get tired of watching this do you have any ideal how much 
thought had to go into that
i will never know if its a diamond or a coin
i will never understand why people watch this
I will play for soccer sydney
I will say it. she is the perfect example of what it takes to fall for 
climate change hoax someone with mental disorders
I will subscribe to everyone that subscribes to me!n1. Sub to men2. 
Comment below when you are done
I will take it !?
I will throw all my plastic bags, bottles, straws, etc. Into the ocean  
TODAY!  🤣🤣
I will use this one on Saturday night and Sunday morning :). And possibly 
Sunday noon :)
I wish 2 be on that vibe
I wish about this...
i wish all haters can go to hell but no im not a person like that
I wish a monk would take it to the extreme like Jesus did. Very few chi 
masters around. And the ones that do exist live far away in the mountains.
I wish Ariana Grande stopped mumbling when singing.
I wish a was black! (Im white).
I wish before i die, i can visit Sudney 🤔
I wish Danny DeVito was my long lost brother
I wish Dan Pena watch this...he would be laughing hard!
I wish Eric was my friend. He is the man
i wish everything bad that can happen to a person happens to her... all at 
the same time.
I wish Harry was lil bit taller ..but I love him no matter what❤💘
I wish I can rate 1,000,000 times cool video



I wish i could be the Homer Simpson for Chevrolet they're sucking major 
ass right now
I wish I could buy a nice brand new car for $82,000...
I wish I could design a car
I wish I could have witnessed this live. Rip Jimmi.
I wish I could say I was  impressed....such poor show..more brain washing 
than artful expression
I wish I could say that modern films will not be this embarrassing in 
fifty years.
I wish I could travel back in time and live the rest of my natural life 
starting 1971.
I wish I could type in braille so I could tell Stevie how great he is.  
Awesome song!!!
I wish I could've been there but I missed it because I wasn't born yet. :(
I wish I had a big flashlight. I'd wave it back and forth in the dark, the 
white beam slashing through blackness into the night sky.
I wish I had heard some R Kelly in there
I wish I had her hair ❤
i wish i had more- i need it bad
I wish I had so much hair :)
I Wish I Knew The Name Of The Song Playing In This Video!
i wish i knew what the song was named =/
I wish i was able to play this just like him! I ❤  JIMI HENDRIX!!! ☮🎸
�🏻 %

I wish I was a cool Japanese guy.
I wish I was alive around this time. Peace, Love, Sex, and LSD. Sounds 
perfect.
I wish I was a monk
I wish I was there
I wish I would be there once in a lifetime
I wish Jimi Hendrix was still alive. But his guitar playing will never die
I wish Jimmy looked like that too
I wish Laday Gaga would have her own clothing line, i would buy everything 
if i could!!! :~D
I wish Ma Bell would hug me :D
I wish Miyamoto and Nintendo never became GODS of videogames.
I wish Nyc would put as much work in their old failing subways. shame
I wish people were this passionate about stuff that matterred... like 
genocides happening world wide
I wish people would speak today as plainly as they did in this film.
I wish Sakurai was this happy and fan-loving.
I wish she go to Iran or North Korea speak to those leaders so she can 
learn how to live normal
i wish she would give a speech in afganistan
I wish someone can sing for me.
I wish someone will tell me they'll pay me 200K/yr to make a car with no 
experience nnnnAnd actually do it.ä
I wish stevie could see all these views
I wish Stevie saw Ariana’s beautiful face.
I wish that the end sound could be extended!nIt's 
sooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
oo good!!!
I wish the architects had more plants and terraces in their building 
designs.n Plants are nice to have !
I wish the funk genre would make a comeback 😞
I wish the name of the music appeared with the songs but i really love 
this mix! It's making me miss my husband!!!!!!
I wish the old days when the Simpsons was fresh and hilarious.
I wish the world was only populated by Miyamotos.
I wish the would make Two World Trade Center look like the One WTC
I wish they brought homers brother back
I wish they hadn't answered the most memorable level to to work on 



question with the most memorable game instead
I wish they still made old episodes.
I wish they talked about the turtle you can jump on near the castle in I 
think level 6??? and you can get 100 lives!
I wish this song was longer
I wish you could see ariana's beautiful baby face,stevie.She looks like a 
little angel...
I wish you did video games too, I really need help making a Godot visor
I wish youtube would have been older than this crap.......thumbs up if you 
agree!
I wish you would do vlogs
I wonder at how many billions of views this vid will stop
I wonder can this album ever be surpassed ......will a musician ever come 
that will exceed Miles Davis .....:(
I wonder....does it have to be diet?
I wondered how many time they did it to make it perfect
I wonder how Ariana felt singing along the Icon himself
I wonder how asian people at this age have theyre hair allmost entire 
black
I wonder.. How did a girl in her age managed to found herself on event of 
this scale? She should be in school, learning not making a show on U.N.
I wonder how it would be if they had sheep on the grass...
I wonder how long it is before Adam makes a "Why socialism is the best 
system!" video...
i wonder how long it took them to do that
I wonder, how long she have to practice this afected shit talk...
I wonder how many fresbees did they throw to the ground on the first shot.
I wonder how many frisbees they accidentally misthrew and loss.
i wonder how many more likes this will get if a double rainbow appeared
I wonder how many of these were first timers.
I wonder how many people figured out that he said was talking about 
'hittin it right'? Lol...'stay on the scene like a Sex Machine' Get up!
I wonder how many people here are actually here to have sex compared to 
how many just want to feel loved
I wonder how many people like me will go and see this simply because of 
Robin Williams?
I wonder how many people really had sex while playing this 😐😐😐
I wonder how many people thought this is for Zootopia.
I wonder how many takes it took...nnnnnnKappa
I wonder how many takes took that
I wonder how many times she practice that speech in front of a mirror. And 
the Oscar goes to....,
i wonder how many times they tried each trick untill they succeeded
I wonder how many times this man has played this game ?
i wonder how many time they practiced...
I wonder how Miyamoto would feel playing a Mario Maker troll level.
i wonder how much coke and mentos they use 2 do that
I wonder how much coke they inhaled
I wonder how much discs they wasted
I wonder how much energy she saves by living next to the arctic circle??
I wonder how much it cost to perform this experiment...
i wonder how much i would pay to see this in vegas....
i wonder how much moiney they spent
I wonder how much money all that soda and Mentos cost?
i wonder how much money they spent
i wonder how much money they spent...
I wonder how much pratice and money they took up
I wonder how much she was paid...
I wonder how much Soro's is paying her parents to let him make their 
daughter into such a puppet.
i wonder how much that all costs! lol =D
i wonder how much that cost
I wonder how much that cost...
i wonder how much that cost......xD



I wonder how much the kid actor is getting paid😒😒 .
i wonder how much the supply's cost?
I wonder how much they spent on coke and mentos
.....i wonder how much this all cost.....lol
I wonder how she felt when she lost......flashback time.
I wonder how sticky they would be after...
I wonder how tall Adam is?
I wonder how tall Lady Gaga is.
I wonder how they can survive live in such Crowd Dirty Population..
i wonder how they got it that high
I wonder how they'll finish Robin Williams' part now if they haven't.
I wonder how this is going to compete with the Hobbit on Christmas Box 
Office weekend
I wonder if feminists are responsible for most of the false allegations of 
rape throughout the world
I wonder ,if he had the choice.Have his sight back,but be an unknown and 
untalented person.
I wonder if Jimi knew about the third verse of the Star Spangled Banner 
when he did epic guitar peformance? I doubt it.
I wonder if people realize that no other guitarist was doing anything 
remotely like this back in 69...
I wonder if she knows her speech is more powerful because of her accent
I wonder if she'll come back to the Tonight Show.
I wonder if she'll get her own mask just in time for Halloween with the 
weird face she makes lol 😂 ... 😜
I wonder if she took a private plane over there.
I wonder if she watches NFL?
I wonder if she will continue to be arrogant after 193. Especially after 
Holly smokes her again.
I wonder if that island exists. XD
I wonder if that "You stay here..." bit was a tribute to Monty Python or 
rip-off?
i wonder if the aa bb cc on the wall is the japanese equivalent of hipster 
bars having random asian characters on the walls.
I wonder If the grass is tasty
I wonder if there's going to be a troll that will dislike this video... :D
i wonder if these guys do parties......?
I wonder if they have an option for microwave popcorn?
I wonder if they went to art school
I wonder if they will let her carry that mattress into jail with her?
I wonder if Trex will fight the Triceratops in this one...
I Wonder if you could build it with a bike helmet and regular stirifome
I wonder Thunberg got any A+ in her high school classes and what classes 
did she have?
I wonder wat those guys taste like now ?  O.o
I wonder what a car I design would be like
I wonder what happened to this band
i wonder what he is typing...
I wonder what I feels like being killed be a real lightsaber........ I'm 
gonna go ask Han Solo
i wonder what made the bottle of coke cum so weird
I wonder what other actress will play Greta in the cinema...
I wonder what she means by "sing all night" and "make him feel allright" 
xD
I wonder What Stevie Wonder thinks about the video. Does He liked it?
I wonder what the cashier thought when the bought 101 2 liter diet 
cokes...
I wonder what their mothers said when they did this in their basements 
xDrnrnWIN!
I wonder what there gonna do now since robin Williams died
I wonder what they originally said before the dubbing-in of "UNIX System".
I wonder what will happen to Teddy in this movie since Robin Williams 
passed away...



i wonder what would happen if you chugged doen a litre of diet coke then 
eat a packet of mentos.... would youre stomach explode ??
i wonder what would happen if you drank coke, then ate a mentos.....would 
you like explode....??
i wonder what would happen if you put a mento in your mouth and then drank 
diet coke...
i wonder what would happen if you put your mouth right on top of the diet 
coke bottle when its about to explode
I wonder when Greta farts, does she implement a carbon footprint tax on 
herself and her rich parents?
I wonder when she's going to release her first book because in the end the 
only thing her family care is about making money from her
I wonder when the next naruto game is coming
i wonder where she got that skeleton!! XD
I wonder who disliked the video. How dare you?
I wonder who gave her the script?
I wonder who the children rallied against in 1650 in the thick of that 
climate change?
I wonder who the globalist that wrote this for her was?
I wonder who was the first person to figure out that if you drop a mentos 
into a soda, it would erupt?
I wonder who wrote the nonsense she is reading.
I wonder who wrote the speech for her?
I wonder why did the mattress color changed? I thought it was blue 
originally, anyway correct me if I am wrong.
I wonder why Stevie hasn’t got millions of subs+
I wonder would she do a rematch with Holly
I woner how it would be if they had cows on the grass...
i won't ever go to india. terrible place.
I won't visit India even if my plane ticket is free.
I work at a museum, myself. And everything in this film is based off what 
I see every night.
I would 10/10 buy YSAC's indie mixtape
I would actually stand for that.
I woulda just drank all that coke
I would appreciate if someone did a Spotify playlist of this
I would argue Dvorak’s new world should be on here
I would be cheaper to just buy the lightsaber
I would be running all over the place with my mouth open!
I would be so honoured to work with Stevie Wonder! I love Ariana's outfit! 
Those sunglasses are amazing!
I would bury my dick so long inside her and Occupy her insides like the US 
in Iraq
I would, but I'm too busy laughing at how retarded these things 
are.rnrnEspecially this one. The grammar and spelling are terrible.
I would buy and drive it.
I would buy homers car
i would buy it
i would buy it^^
I would buy it.
I would buy it...
I would buy that...
I would buy that car
I would buy that car.
I would buy that lightsaber from you instead of making it
I would buy the Car no really i would
I would buy this car
i would buy this car....
I would buy this one! 1
i would cut my dick off too marry LADY GAGA,i love you GAGA..
I would definetley pay to watch this
I would die for a full version of flashing lights. The orchestra version 
is a cure for the soul.



I would Difinitely like to see more songs like this by GaGa in 2011!
rnHAPPY NEW YEARS!!!!!!!!!!
I would do some horrible things to her, she's just ah, words can't 
describe it! Cmon fellas back me up here ;)
I would drive it!
I would eat it.
I would give anything to have gone to Woodstock
I would give anything to lick Lady Gaga's ass crack and to eat her pussy
i would have drank that ......
I would have liked to hear more from Ten Ten.
I would have listen to 24h version if there's one, this song is in the key 
of universe.
I would have loved that car. 82 grand in the late 80's early 90's is a 
little steep, though. The design was solid.
I would have loved to been born in the 40s so i could experience this
I would  have more compassion to her speech if she wrote it her self but 
it was written by adults and for that I dont care, How dare they.
i would honestly buy the car.
I would just stay away from that woman.
I would kill to live like him
I would knock this hoe out, she wouldn't be able to reach my face
I would let her violate the hell out of me
I would like this girl to experience what it's like to live in poverty 
with a family to take of.
I would like to be a sex machine!
i would like to believe love has been made 4.7 million times.
I would like to be like those people, they are admirable.
I would like to communicate with other humans please
I would like to file charges against that mattress
i would like to see how this turns out, i hope its good, i really enjoyed 
the first 2 movies,
I would like to see it
I would like to see Miyamoto watch pannenkoek's breakdowns of sm64
I would like to see this performance with real hip hop head audience!! 
that would be dope! nas is like is fire!
I would love it if you made this into a series
I would love this album
I would love to be the head designer of Honda's next sports cars or Mazdas 
or Toyota
I would love to buy cd with this...
I would love to go there...
I would love to hear full versions of several of these
I would love to hear this played at Superbowl LI!!! How prophetic he was 
in interweaving the sounds of police sirens with the anthem!!
I would love to know what it was about Still Dre that made that song to be 
the first one the audience reacted to.nnIs Dre super huge in Poland?
I would love to live in sydney
I would love to play some ultimate with this guy
I would love to pop some shrooms... lay on my living room floor... and 
just have this shit playing in the background.
I would love to see future skyscraper projects in Chicago or even Los 
Angeles or Las Vegas.
I would love to see Miyamoto talking about Mario 64, now that was an 
extremely bold game for its time.
I would love to watch an actual concert with a Jay Z or a Kanye performing 
and your Orchestra backing the whole thing.  This is class. Well done.
I would need to see some kind of evidence that were having any signifiant 
effect on the earth.
I would never go near that skinny tower. It’s flowed design and is very 
dangerous
I would not be able to be like able to move my lips when i am wearing 
clothes like that. But what the hell! GAGA ROCKS! RAH RAH OH LA LA!
I would not doubt that one bit.
I wouldn't be able to come up with this if my life depended on it!



I wouldn't call 777 privileges 'properly' set
I wouldn’t go to India if I got paid to.
I wouldn't have lasted 1 minute with that mouth.
I wouldn't hot glue fabric, just learn how to sew
I wouldn't kick er' out a bed !!!
I wouldn't mind visiting for a week or two this comment section is toxic 
be grateful you guys lucky you aren't born there
I wouldn't need to water my lawn anymore for at least 5 days
I wouldn't quite say she "rips" world leaders when someone clearly wrote 
that scripted performance for her.
I would of told her to shush. There’s no point protesting or doing any of 
this stuff cause the governments ain’t gonna do shit lol
I would own that car
I would pay $82,000 for that
i would pay good money to see this live
I would pay to here this in concert ...top dollar ...i luv it fam
I would pay top dollar for a dolby atmos Bluray of this fantastic 
recording!
I would rather just jump off a cliff than visit India. Same outcome either 
way.
I would rather stayed at home than travel to India . Everything that I see 
sucks
I would read the fuck out of a novel written by this guy.
I would say this is a waste of coke... but i don't like diet coke just 
coca cola
I would say " what a waste" but I hate diat coke!
i would totally eat her pussy
I would've loved to see at least one of Schubert's songs...Erlkönig, 
Heidenröslein or Ave Maria. Those are pretty famous, right?
I would visit India only for the amazing ancient structures!
I would want to go here why?
I would want to shoot that into someone's mouth xD (That's what she said)
I would wax that azzzz
i wratter drink all the coke than spilling it   cheers
I wrote this song while I was high. #bawse
İyi Bayramlar...
iyiymiş lan
iym darth vader!!
iyn love gaga
I za samooo 17h vec smo dostigli 1M!!! Auuuu jebote! 😆😎👊👊👊
IZAŠLE PRVE PORNO SLIKE I VIDEO KIJE BEZ CENZURE POGLEDAJTE 100% BEZ 
CENZUREnhttps://youtu.be/1HjtiE9NYe0
I za to cie szanuje,zrobiles swoje,kazdy ma swoja playliste,a Beyonce 
rozjebales !
I za to kocham Polskę <3
Izazvala si opet suze, bravo Kija kraljice nasa...
Iz dana u dan dokazujes da si veca BOGINJA nego sto smo mislili!Svaka 
cast!😍😁  #samojako
IZ DAT DANNY DEVITO?!?!?!?
Izdigla si se kao Fenix iz pepela
I Z D O M I N I R A L A 🔥
Izdominirala mala !!!! Bravo
Izdominirala opet.... ĐOGAJEVI NA APARATIMA😂😂😂👍👍👍👍👍👏👏👏👏👏👏
Izgleda da sam opet na bloku 😞
Izgleda Kija brutalno sa svim mogucim bojama na glavi i svim mogucim 
odjevnim predmetima
Izgleda Kijevci cekaju prozivku...
Izgleda ko jeftina prostitutka😂  a ni pjesma nije ništa bolja od nje..
Izgleda svjetski, samo naprijed
izgrmela 🔥



Iznenađujuće dobro.✨ ❤
Iz sveg sto joj se u zivotu desavalo, izlazila je sve jaca i jaca! 
Zasluzila si samo  vrhove gdje si sad.
Izuzetan tekst i još moćniji glas. Prelepo zaista. Sa ovim može da se 
poredi jedino zvuk kad jare zaglavi nogu između taraba.
Izvini Milane Stankovicu! Sigurna sam da je i tebi drago da te sa prvog 
mesta zbaci Kija a ne neko drugi😉
Izvinjavam se zaboravih prvo da pohvalim ovu ženu kraljicu 💪👑 ❤🍀🌹
@j0s30001nnI can say this. Justin Bieber is waaaaaaaay more undeserving 
than even Lady Gaga.
@j37977 can you send me the link of this site please? i want to vote :D
Ja
@ja60370 It might be just because it's a very good and talented one ?!?!
Jaao KijO dragiiiii🙆🙆💓💓 💓💓💓
Jace Kijevci,budite se!
Jace vozi ritam hop hop hop ovo nebo je znam za sve isto mila majko
@JACKHUGHES31 rni know! its freaking gross...
Jackie!!!!
Jackie Chan cantando é massa também kakakaka
Jackie Chan lead me here
Jackie  Chan ?nSmoking?nSuits of?
Jackie Chan: The tuxedo
Jackie had a good taste in music back in the days ...
Jack i love ur videos...please tell me this is a troll
Jack /kate/hugo/...(Lost)
@JackRyson steupzzzzz.......................i not even going and bother to 
answer you fool! Why dont u log out,take off ur computer and go sleep!
Jacky chan
Jack your comedy is second only to your combat analysis haha good stuff
Jack you're awesome!!!
@jacobobeckstrando  you're damn skippy, those were the exact words that 
drew me to this song.
@Jacques1234567891nhahahahahahahhaha, this was funny
Ja Deutschland hat wieder eine Jugend füher die H-Jugend heute die Klima-
Jugend !
ja die menschen fühlen sich in ihren goldenen käfigen wohl
Jadna li si zemljo Srbijo..
jadnica sve lazni komentari podrzava samu sebe hahahaa
Jadno, celu karijeru zasniva na prozivanju Slobe ,,,
j'adoooooooooooore!!!
j adoooooore
j adoooore je connai la danse par coeur je l adoore grave
j adore
J adore
J adore ☺😊😀
J'adore
J'adore ^^
J’adore
J’adore  �
J'adore  cette chanson !!!!
Jadore cette chanson
j'adore cette  chanson est très entrainante et j'adore le clip
j'adore cette musique.... Et le dessin animé est trop bien!!!
J'adore cette scène.
j'adore , du grand stevie
J'adore les chansons James Brown 😢😢
J'adore, tout simplement!
J'adore vos vidéo !!!!! I love
j;adorrrrrrrrrrrrrrre
Ja endlich Steuererhöhungen, alles  wird teurer,  bin so glücklich .



Jah Wonder
J'ai 17 ans mais il y pas mieux je dois avouer 👆
J'ai aucune culture musicale et je les ai déjà tous écouter au moins une 
fois 😱
J'ai beaucoup de respect et d'admiration pour E. Snowden ! Quel courage !
nVOILÀ LE FUTUR PRÉSIDENT DES USA 👏  !
J ai dansé sur ce morceau  comme une folle il me donne la pêche ! Super 
morceau de stevie
jai ecouté sex machine a l age de 11 ans quel belle epoque
J'aime ce que vous faites, je pense sérieusement que ça a de l'avenir...
J'aime le déhanchement des musiciens sur le côté ! 😆
J'aime les frite
j'aime tout ce que Miles  Davis produit, et cela depuis que je l'ai 
entendu pour la première fois, en 1970
j aimmme
Jai modi ÎÎÎ
J'ai pas les mots. On peut télécharger ça chez Ikea ?
jajaaj jaja
jaja eso quiero hacerlo yo xD !
Jaja estate genial este video nTe amo Devin,  amo tododos tus videos <3
jaja, esta tiene mas cosas del diablo, es la titere del satanismo.
ja ja ja ami medisen Leydi Gaga ja ja ja
jajaja buena,no se le entiende cuando canta,si no fuera x sus movimientos 
de cadera no venderia nada
jajaja  bueno pero no te enojes :P me llamo Miguel Ángel :)
Jajajaja
jajajajaajajajja el del nenito que se cae, pensé que era mi hermanito. 
Después me di cuenta que no.
jajajaja está divertido ,buen cambio de Ariana jaja♥👯
jajajajajajajajajajajaaja =D si es machorrototota!!!
JAJAJAJAJAJAJA LES DUELE JAJAJAJAJA CHAOOO... ESPEREN LA REINA D YOU TUBE 
JAJAJAJAJAJA JENNIFER LOPEZ :)
Jajajajajajaja vean el video de Justin gayber Baby ft. Ludacris ese video 
esta mas perdido que un piojo en una calva! Hahahahahahahahahahahaha
Jajajajajajajjajuajuajauajuajaujaujaujaujajaja!
Jajajaja Katty Perras jajajajaj
jajajaja ya se :'Cnpero espero estar asi algun dia no muy lejos 
>:Dnnsangre francoespañola!!! bitches!!! >:D
jajaja la esperaremos en españa xDDDDDDDDDDDD muy graciosa!
Jajaja las cosas que uno ve
jajaja no tampoco lo conozco
jajaja   q experimento  en versdad  q loco
jajaja si algo lujuriosos jaja
jajaja si estaba viendo q todos los comentarios solo son tuyos y mios jaja
jajajjaanparecen lechazos y meadas
Jajajjajaj!!
Jajajjajajjjajajjajajajajaj XD!
jajaj no no creo, hace apenas hace un ratito se actualizo yo creo que ya 
no trard :)
jajaj que bueno
jaja uyy si diciendo eso va a quitarle Talento a Lady Gaga , por favor no 
sea iluso!
ja, jetzt mag ich ihn
Ja je već naučio 👌  zaraza 🤗  🔝  Kija preeelepaaa 😍
Jajjajaa noooooo que calor, igual aguanten las mila a la napolitana, son 
lo mas! No, no tire, por ahi para año nuevo compro y vos tiraste?
Jaka pesma kao i svaka koju si snimila
Jakarta Indonesia is maybe worse than this place. The poverty , traffic 
and overcrowding is unbelievable
Jaki jako
Jako.



Jako dobro odrađeno, jako je poboljšala pevanje i to se čuje. Koke će uvek 
kokodakati, ne obazirite se.🍉
Jako glupa pesma
Jako harizmatična 🌹
Jako,jače,najjace za našu kraljicu 👑👑👑
jako kraljice nasa
Jakoo😉
Jako zarazna pesma bravo kija ❤ 😍
Jak słucham i patrzę na coś takiego jestem dumny z Polski i Polaków. Na 
dodatek w Katowiach - myślałem na początku ze to w NYC
jak tego słucham to CIARYYYYYY NA CIELE !
Jak wchodzi "Still D.R.E.", to mnie ciarki przechodzą. Oj, jakże bym 
chciała, żeby wyszedł cały kawałek w Jimkowej aranżacji!
Jamais vou enjoar dessa música 😍 ❤
Jama Masjid of Delhi is not the largest Masjid in India. The Masjid in 
Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh is bigger
Jama Masjiid,I think jama means Friday.
Jame Brown is regular singer no is extraordinary
Jameeeeeeeeeeeeeees brown!!!! The grand father of the sool!!!!!! The beat 
still modern like a new release forever!!!!!!!!😍😍😍😍😍😍
JAMES
James and bobby byrd murdered that s*** lol
James and Bobby, great music
James and Bobby were the shit... Bootsy killin it too
James au Kiss Club c'était mortel
James "beat the women in the face" Brown.
James braw Botava pra fude..até os músicos trabalhavam viajando no som....
2019
James BROOOWWWNNNN!!
JAMES BROWM...LEYENDA...ETERNO ... GRACIAS POR TANTO !!!
james brown
JAMES BROWN
JAMES BROWN 🔴  1. BAD MOTHER FUCKER  🔻   ZIP NORTH PHILADELPHIA  🔺
James Brown 2019
James Brown a bad fake piano playing on record ass mf one hand playing 
noted I thought I was the only one who play like that
JAMES BROWN ALIVE ,THE BOSS , AMAZING. YEAR 2019.
James Brown amo 2019😍
JAMES BROWN AND BOBBY BYRD TOGETHER !!!!!!!!  THIS IS A WONDERFUL 
DREAM !!!!!!!!
james brown and company cool just cool
James Brown and Jackie Chan soul-mates🔝
JAmes Brown and the Jackson 5  in 1971 My first concert in Columbus 
Ohio..Ill never forget that night.
James Brown a true artist and entertainer.
James Brown, Bobby Byrd and Maceo Parker. The best.
James Brown, Bobby Byrd, Fred Westley a young Bootsy Collins plus great 
moves....made my day!
James Brown brought me here. Anyone else?
James Brown can't dance...Joke!!!
James Brown?con su chirapa?lo máximo.mil veces a mis oídos.
James Brown e d mais Deus Brother mais da hora para lembranças
JAMES  BROWN  el autentico y make jakes emulasion del autentico!!!!!
James Brown é lenda
James Brown e melhor na minha opinião maicom jackson não chega no pés dele
James Brown é o rei do Funk. E pronto.
james brown era un supereroe ,era l'uomofunky.
James Brown Esse é o cara hein
James Brown estava à frente do seu tempo, foi fonte de inspiração dos 



grandes Astros Contemporâneos!.nMáquina de Dança, máquina de música.
james Brown, é um mestre do soul 🎺🎺
James Brown faz a diferença.
James brown for my town get on 👆  love u James
James BROWN=Funky Soul Music
james brown = GOD
James Brown. Godfather of seoul.
james brown god father of soul
James brown God of Soul
James Brown got on up
james brown had one KICK ASS BODY on him...dancer's body.
James brown hell yeah baby get down
JAMES BROWN & his backup, one of the best groups ever.
James Brown ícone
James Brown is a funky machine😃 YEAH! Go see my video "LE JOUR DU FUNK" on 
my channel! Thank you very much😃
James Brown is amazing
James Brown is Coolest
James brown is dead nnnnnnnJames brown is dead 💀
James Brown is just a synonyme for rhythm
James Brown is one of the most esteemed and authentic entertainers the 
world was blessed with.
James Brown is the easiest way to explain the meaning of the word 
“legend”.
James brown is the GOAT
James Brown is the man
James Brown is the man, but there would be no sex machine without the 
repetitive mantra of Bobby Byrd.
JAMES BROWN KING OF SHOW LOVE YOU JAMES BROWN KING YES YES YES...
James Brown King of Soul👑
James Brown , mais conhecido como o inventor do ritmo funk, Michael 
Jackson começou sua carreira imitando suas danças!!
James Brown man about town ,one of the finest performer's  in the 60s and 
70s no one could bring it like Mr. Brown.
James Brown Mito!😉
James  Brown n’est plus parmi,nous mais il est le roi incontesté du soul!
JAMES BROWNnSEX MACHINEnnSHAKE YOURn MONEYnMAKER !nSHAKE YOUR 
nMONEYnMAKER !n💸  💸  💸  💸  💸 n💸  💸  💸  💸  💸 n💰  💰  💰  💰  💰 n💰  💰  💰  💰
💰 n💰  💰  💰  💰  💰 n💰💰  💰  💰  💰
James Brown number one 👍
James Brown o furacão negro 👏👏👏👏👏👍👍👍🎶🎵🎼🎧🎸🎷📣📯📢🔊🔉🔈🎻
🎺🥁🎤📻 🎙 🎹

James Brown playing the piano !nI could listen to that all day
James Brown play the piano good love his music 🎹🎶🎹🎶
James Brown RULED.... That Go Go dancer has GOT TO GO!! Looks like Dione 
Warwick! LOL...Zaba deba de!
James Brown sabía algo que nosotros no...!!?
James Brown says get on up
James Brown Sex Machine in theater april /24 / 03  / 1971 .
James Brown sex machine  is 12 inches Long?
JAMES BROWN - Sex machine just wonderful.
James Brown, simplesmente fenomenal.
James Brown single-handedly started soul, funk and hip hop. Listen to 
Public Enemy... he's all over it. What a talent.
James Brown stole all me songs & dance moves !! I swear it's true. .
james brown's voice is raping me! i feel violated! my bosoms feel like 
singing!



James Brown the best! James Brown sex machine: DEUS EX MACHINA! THE BEST 
KING.
JAMES BROWN THE FUNK BADASSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
James Brown the greatest musician in history evernBeeeeeeeesssssttttttt
James Brown & the JB’s = F.U.N.K. Unlimited.
James Brown the one and only the master of soul !!!!!!
James Brown... This is number One..!!
James Brown , ! único!......Desde Guadalajara . Jalisco; Mëxico
James Brown was 6’3
James Brown was a bad mother f__ker bro with the song Sex Machine one of 
greatest of all Time.
James Brown was a genius........period.
James Brown was and is the Man!!  Demanded nothing but the best from his 
band and himself.  A gift!!!
James brown was a woman beater, pos, no respect for men who physically 
abuse women, he beat up tammi Terrell, and many other women, f james brown
James Brown Was Definitely The Godfather OF SOUL SOUL Brother No.1.The ONE 
and ONLY.
James Brown was great entertainer but he was mean to women. If he was 
alive the me too movement would be in his ass, just saying.
James brown was killing it ..
James brown was king
James Brown was Muddy Waters piano player  in the early 60's.
James brown was one badass MF on and off stage.
James brown was one bad dude
James Brown was one hell of a performer, a singer and athlete. Man can he 
groove it. Dance, dance, dance...happy feet!
James Brown was the man no one will ever come close to James Brown a true 
legend much respect for this legend
James Brown was the only boss of soul!👏👏
James Brown  was   the. Shit damm. !  Shit his music. MDe. Old people get. 
On up n.   Jamm n grove  on
James Brown will ALWAYS be on my play list.
James Brown you the Man
James could play?! 👀👀👀
James could WORK......
James dinamite sem igual o  rei do soul inesquecível , sempre 
Brown...............................
James does the piano too?! Too much talent in one man (like the horn 
section's choreography too)!
James era fera na música.nCorpo maravilhoso !!
James et Bobby explosés de dope. pas qu'un peu! On the moon!
James got moves bro!🤣🤣 nnGET UPpa!!
James is a god
James Lights Toney look like.
James Marshal Hendrix lives forever infinity.
james marshall burns the stage down with his thermal burning 
Bar::::::::::::::::::::
James, Michael and Beyonce are the 3 best performers of all time....don't 
@ me....
Jame's  music will never get  old it will keep jaming
James over charged me for a pound of blow !!
James qui danse...
Jamessssssssssss ............................ Brownnnnnnn  !!!!!
James the king
James.. The king!! 🔊🔊
James, Tu es au top. Jamais tu sera mort. Good bless you.
james was a genius
James was a kid in this video.
James was fantastic no one can do his music he was unique
James was genius. A beautiful mind. He taught the world how to be FUNKY.
James went over to those keys and made sweet love. People didnt know how 



to feel but just look and got on up .
@JamesWK08 nMadonna!! Lady Gaga is more a current "princess" : great 
though as she is :)
James, you probably were "THE GREATEST "GEORGIA BOY" !    LIVE TOO
Ja mislila od Kije Sladja Alegro svaka cast Kijo Sretno
Ja mislim da joj se smesi i neki oskar 3 marta u Bosni
Jammin
Jamming
Jamming🔥🔥🔥  🆙
Jamming till the break a dawn... Legend
Jammin with a big fat weed blunt 💘
Ja mogu samo da kažem - Svaka čast tebi ženo za sve što si postigla. Ma 
bravo.💪
JA, MON!
jam on
Jams better if you put the speed to 0.75 , dont laught try it
@jan13elpapi u wanna fight? lets fight WAPOW
Ja napravila alarm, da poslusam pjesmu 🤣😋🤗
Jandek
janeiro 2019 curtindo o lendário rei do soul
Ja ne mogu da prepoznam KijunZnaci djevojka je top a glas kao da nije njen 
bravo Kristina samo tako nastavi
Ja ne mogu prestati slusati i gledati...
JA NE MOGU VJEROVAT KOLIKO JE OVO DOBRO.KIJA NAJBOLJA TVOJA PJESMA DO SAD! 
SVAKA CAST!!! #PROUD❤😍 🤗
Ja ni jedan like fala vam!!!!!!!!!!
Ja nishta ne razumem shta ova zhena peva, majke mi..
Ja nju obožavam,lepotom ostavlja bez daha..
Jao devojko ❤ 😍💪
Jaoj kakva je ovo Zlunina armijaaaa 😂😂 😂😂  samo 8k dislajkova,joj bas 
ste armija 😂😂😂😂  Ali armija KOKOSINJAC
Jaoj kidalica.. Kija😍😍😍
Jao ljudi ja je vec znam napamet hahahaha
Jaooo kako me je pogodila oa amorava strela slušam je sa osmehom  Jutroo 
dobri ljudi pesma ubija
Jaooo mila majko pjesma je hiiit
Jaoooo bravoo Kija kraljice ovo grmi
Jaooo toop toop top pokidala si Kija
Ja ovu zenu ne mogu ocima da gledam. Zlo, zlo, zlo!
Jao zeno, sta nam radis!!! Originalna , svoja, posebna, eksplozivna ma 
savrseno! Goris ovo je ludilo... pesma je stvarno HIT!❤
Japanese culture fascinates the shit outta me. Too bad our history 
together is tainted with WWII. Fucking governments and war ruin 
everything.
ja pierdole jaka Gaga ma niedojebaną morde , taki pasztet ze to mala 
bania ;//
jaram się tym i jaram i przestać nie mogę !! SZACUNEK dla Jimka i 
orkiestry !!
Jars are great
Ja sam je vec naucıla napamet. Kıdaj bre KIIIIIKKKIIIIIIIIIII 😘😘😘😘😘
😘😘😘👏 👏 👏👏 👏👏👏👏👏 👏

ja sam Kijin fan, al ova pesma mi je bez veze...malo sam razocarana...
Ja sam Kijin fanatik i ne stidim se time
Ja sam odusevljena..bravo malaaaa..❤❤❤❤
ja sam radila pa malo kasnim ali na tel se slusala
Ja se nadam u trecu smenu da ce napraviti lom.Pozdrav.
Ja se ponadala da će trajati 10 minuta🤷
JASON. I found this video on Reddit and this was really awesome! Oh, by 



the way, this is fuckin Chowder from NCHS. How you been man?
@jasonloveridgern rn     your so right thats disgusting
#Jason this is so sweet of you for Eric. He sounds funny and looks like a 
great guy to hang around with
ja so sehen wahre helden aus, jedoch unsere jugend interessiert sich nicht 
für helden und deren anliegen ! 😢
Jas sam kijin fan ❤
JASTES SWIETNY MASZ TO CVS ARTYSTO MVZ SWITNA OKIESTRA KLASA POZDROWIENIA 
DLA WOJTKA KLASA
Ja ti dizem prosek bebo bebi😂 nSalim se pesma je top
Ja tinha Panicat ala ó kkk
Já tive essa cumplicidade com uma pequena ....
Ja u početku mislila Zlobodan
Ja uvek odslusam do kraja em sto volim em taman dok izlajujem i bacim neki 
komentarcic eto
j'avais 20 ans. et je dansais comme un fou sur cette musique et oh! que 
les filles étaient belles !
java programmers
JAVIII SE NA MOJJJ BROJJJJ
jaw dropping!1!1!
@JayCee2702 It's you
Jaz girls girls girls was done well
@JazmineCrazyGirl ok la escuchare y te dare mi opinion
Jazz
Jazz + Autumn = Herbieeeee!!
Jazz band xD
jazz gives me anxiety
jazz is the BEST!
jazz is the melting pot of chord progressions rhythum and scales.
Jazz music blows my mind!🎺
@jazznina not even they would drink it
@jazzypepper18 Nice commente =]
JB and Bootsy - legendary!
Jb dancing like a mf...
J.B. did  the piano😁😁😁 nTue Girl is hot
JB is king! black dancer is top :P i hope he fined the 4 guys though :D
JB ISN'T JUST THE GODFATHER OF SOUL BUT THE KING OF SOUL ✌👍💖🙃😎🌹
JB is sweating soul
J.B. is the GODFATHER  of SOUL..FUNK..N..ALL OF THE ABOVE  BABY.
JB.. Niggaz used to be getting down this shit and ALWAYS will. RIP JB.
J Brown kills the piano solo!! never knew that!
JB's appearance right before the video should be some kind of crime.
👍  JB's the Originator and the "King" of Soul!... 😀
Jb still has more :)/ :(
Jbt,fantastično!Najača osoba srpske scene pa i sire,pokazi mala kako se to 
radi 💪💪💪 💪
J.B the Best!!!!!!!!!
JB the definition of  SOUL!  How can anyone not love this song! Look at 
that band! Playing instruments!!!
Jbt koji hit !
Jbt koliko ova zena kida👏👏👏👑👑👑😍😍 😍
JB would have made a good boxer with his physique and amazing footwork he 
shows.
jcathomas youre totally RIGHT!!
@JDJSKDJFKLJL prob in new york getting ready for her BIG ANNOCMENT!
Jean Michelle bisquet
Jebote ja mislila ovo sloba ulazi u lift
Jebote kad uporedis Miu Borisavljevic i ovo stvorenje, ustvari shvatis ko 
je ko...



Je comprends pourquoi la planète est foutue car même l'art est une 
escroquerie aujourd'hui !
Je comprends rien aux paroles mais le son est pas mal!
J’écoute ce Monsieur depuis plus de 50 ans et toujours avec le même 
plaisir
Jedan jedini=one and onley!
Jedan od ruznijih spotova na estradi
je danse, dans mon lit, sur mon vélo, sur mon hamac, partout quand je 
t'entends Stevie !
Jeder Demokrat ist heute in Gefahr ...
JEDER SOLLTE DIESES INTERVIEW TEILEN ! TEILEN ! TEILEN !
Jeder zweite ist mit einem Bus zur Demo gekommen. Mit einem Bus . Weder 
elektrisch noch irgendwie nachhaltig.
Jedina koja je uspjela, tako treba, gazi samo!!!
Jedina mana pjesme je sto je prekratka. Uzivam i bas bih jos. Spot isto. 
Kao film, odlican film.nKija opet pokazala da je ispred vremena. 😍👸
Jedina zamerka je sto se Nemanja malo pokazuje!
JEDINSTVENA ZENO
Jedna i jedina
Jedna i jedina ljubav
Jedna i neponovljiva KRISTINA KIJA KOCKAR
Jedna i nezamenljiva ❤ 💝
Jedna jedina, Kija ❤
Jedna Jedina kija kraljicaaaaa
Jedna jedina najbolja Kija Kockar
jedna jedina nasa KIKI
Jedna, jedina, neponovljiva Kija. Bravo za pesmu, bravo za sve sto jesi. 
Samo napred macko ❤❤❤
jedna,jedina ,neponovljiva ! kija kockar
Jedna,jedina,neponovljiva-KIJA KOCKAR ❤
Jedna jedina neponovljiva najlepsa
Jedna je Kija 👑
JEDNA JE KIJA! 🎆 👏👑 👏♥ BRAVO MALENA, NEMA TE SVET! 🥀
JEDNA JE KIKI💟
Jedna od najboljih pesama izdani u zadnje vreme
Jedno se mora priznati,uvijek bira odlične pjesme :)
Jednostavno nemaš lošu pesmu💙💙
JEDNO VELIKO HVALA TRECA SMENO  NAJBORBENIJI STE KAO KIJA
Jednym z organizatorów jest dinks. Ktoś może powiedzieć coś więcej o tej 
organizacji?
je dois le faire à la batterie c'est chaud!!!
Jedva cekam da cujem od onih koji izlaze u klubove da li je pesma bila 
pustana i kakva je bila reakcija.
Jedva sam cekala jojjjjj❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤💖
Jeeebus.. the amount of people criticizing her yet will do nothing near 
the amount of work she puts in.
Jeeeee, fantastično Kijaaaa.❤
Jeejjdjdhhhhdhddjrdfgfsbyffgj gfnydhkiooppz 
zvjgsdhjjzvjscbjoopppplppxyhxffhfgh
jeez how many coke has gone O_o
Jeez.... she needs to go back to acting school.
jeez. someone needs to get laid....
Jeims braun el padrino del soul increíble
jejeje lo decis por mi apellido o a que viene la pregunta?
jejejjejejeje
jeje si si soy de argentina!! je pense qie hablas de ella! y no vos estas 
ablando de tu apodo en la cuenta de you tuve! ;)
jeje y avanzamos hoy en las reproducciones? Ayer estuve 7 horas, pense que 
me explotaban los ojossss!!!
je kiffe trop



je kiiiiiffffffeeeer
Je l'ai adoree des la premiere fois que je l'ai ecoutee. Je l'ai dansee a 
mon mariage et quand j'ai appris ma reussite aux examens a l' universite!
Je l'aime depuis toujours et à jamais the BEST
Je l'ai vu au Casino de Montreux en Suisse il  a très longtemps !
Excellente soirée au premier rang !
Jelena Karleuša je napustila chat
Jel idemo na 3M armijo?? Ovakav hit zasluzuje da grmi od pregleda💘💘💘
Jel i kod vas sija sunce.?
Jel iko primetio da se u background cuje Slobina melodija od pesme Kocka??
Jeli se sluša #amorova strela HIT pjesma
Je l i vi jedva čekate reakciju Baka Praseta? 😂🔥
JEL JE JOS NEKO SAM ZA DAN ZALJUBLJENIH KO KESTE NEKA LAJKUJE KOM DA ME 
UTESTITE MALOO BAREM 10LAJKA
Jel moguce da ljudi ovo ce da slusaju? Sranje zezce.. ko copor ovaca da 
slucam kada bleje
Jel moguce da vec koliko sati stoji na milion i po
Jel moguće ljudi za manje od 17 sati 1 mil. Ovo je bas rekord a realno 
bilo je i prije dok se sve učita na YouTube , traje . Bravo kraljice
Jel ova snimila za lunu??????????????
Jel ovo Kija?
Jel radila silikone?
Jel realno bre da kida pesma ovolikoo??!! 👏👏👏
Jel sam volela onog koga nisam smela....🔝🔥🔥🎶 Bravooooo
Jel se hejterima tresu gace.Nesto ih nema.A da,obrazuju se gledajuci 
Zadrugu
Jel smije neko na put da nam stane
Jel ste vi ozbiljni? Nisam niciji FAN! Al nemoggu da svatim sta vama je 
dobro ?? Pa ona ne zna da  peva sta nije jasno.
je l ti Andjela Vestica radila traku?
Jel to autotune malo prisutan il mi se čini
Jemand der Arte schaut, kann Englisch. Kennt ihr eure Zielgruppe?
Jemanden wir snowden brauchen wir in jeder Regierung!
Jemes Brown.lenda da Blake music...
je me suis défonces sur cette chanson..:):):)
Je me suis remis avec mon ex après ça..
Jemi Hendrix nHe is God-Legend Guitarist.
Je ne compte plus le nombre de fois que mozart apparait dans cette video. 
😊

Je ne me laisse pas de l'écoute  et que pai est son âme il jouet bien le 
top quoi mon frère décédé était fane de Jimmy 😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘 😘😘😘
Je ne savais pas quil y avait un clip !! De base jecoute sur Spotify
@jeniulica this video never get oldrneste video nunca pasará d moda
@jenneferfrds AHHHHHH that was there JUSTIN HA
@jenneferfrds did u not hear me? AAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!
@jenneferfrds hi sis jennefer.  :-)
@jenneferfrds noooooo dont leave. and if u have to then good night;)
@jenneferfrds there are many secrets to this world that you don't know.
@jenneferfrds whats new?
@jenneferfrds you speak Spanishrnlike me and Rosa
Jenom Kretén dá Palec Dole, 3 700 Kreténů!!!
Jepać Hankę...ale orzełki by się przydały ;/
Je pense que je suis comme la plupart des gens g cliqué parce qu y avait 
Ariana
Jeremy Clarkson would approve that.
Je retrouve la mai lan de : gentillement de t immole ou huitres. J aime :)
@Jeroend88 Thanks
Jeropa
jeropa!
Jeropa!
Jeropa!!



jeropa(8
Jeropaaa!!!!
Jeropa... girigido :v //
JEROPA!!! JAJAJAJA
jeropa jeropa
Jeropa!!!!! Jeropa!!!!!!
Jeropa jeropa jeropa
Jeropa jeropa jeropa!
Jeropa. Jeropa. Jeropa ...!!!
Jeropa..... jeropa...… jeropa (para mi dice jeropa)
Jeropa jeropa xD
JEROPA JIRU UEEE
Jeropa Renso esnTiene 7 feisbuknRenzo es un jeropa...
JEROPA RENZO ES JEROPA RENZO ES XD
Jeropa, tiene 4 Facebooks jeropa :v la noche es mia
jeropa tu y yo somos jeropas tu y yo en counter strike :V
JEROPA!!! yirowel JEROPA!!! Yirowel... asi se escuchaba en mi mente hace 
mucho tiempo
Jer sam volela koga nisam smela...
Jer sam Volela onoga koga nisam smela
Jer sam volela onoga koga nisam smela 🏹🏹🔥
Jer sam volela onoga koga nisam smela..
Jer sam volela onoga koga nisam smela✨🖤
Jer sam volela onoga koga nisam smelaa 😈👑   Idemo Kijaaa 💪💕👑
Jer sam volela onoga koga nisam smjela...nPojasnila 👑👑👑
"Jer sam volela onog koga nisam smela"
Jer sam volela onog koga nisam smela...💔
Jer sam volela onog koga nisam smelaa ❤
Jer sam volela onog koga nisam smela a to je Sloba
Jer sam volela onog kog nisam smela...ti si pakao....mrak..
Jersey City is building another super tall too.  Great video!
Je sais pas comment il faut faire pour apprendre anglais j adore
Jesam se jedina naježila ili šta
Jesi najveca glumica, ali skidam kapu, sahranila si estradu
Jesmo li na koupu sluśajmoooo Hit amorova strela.
Jesmo li svi u Kijevgradu da se oduzimo ovoj boginji od žene,samo jako bez 
kocenja 💪💪💪💪
JESSE BRADON HATT IM FROM NOVA SCOTIA 2
Jesse Bradon Hatt's Ant Man looks like shit. Fuck that guy.
Jessie J - Nobody's perfect
Jest bardzo mało momentów, w których jestem dumna z bycia Polką, to jest 
jeden z nich.
Jeste li to zaspali pa ste usporili sa komentarima.Halo bola budite se 
kakvo je spavanje u 2ipo , kud cete ranije
Jestem dumna że Jimek jest polakiem, naprawdę szacunek
Jestem mega dumna , że mamy w Polsce TAKICH artystów !:)
Jestem pod duuużym wrażeniem!!! :)nPs. Gdzie można kupić wydanie CD/DVD 
tego koncertu?
Jestem zachwycona,  mistrzostwo świata. Jimek nasze dobro narodowe.
Jesteś extra
Jesteś genialny!
Jesteś super :)
Jest Pan geniuszem ;) Polska jest dumna!
Jest Pan geniuszem! To po prostu 10 minut totalnej perfekcji! Chylę 
czoła:)
Jest to naprawde cos pieknego,cudownego
je suis amoureux d'elle
Je suis fan !
Je suis née le 23 avril 1971 ,merci Monsieur James Brown
Je suis sans écriture pour retranscrire tous les moments difficiles et 
autres qui ont glissé comme ce groove que ne peut oublier



Jesus?
Jesus 1 000 000 milion comments!
Jesus cheat.
Jesus Christ be like "bitch please."
Jesus christ i do not dare have sex with hernwhat a pain
Jesus christ, my pineal gland is working overtime.
Jesus Christ people are still commenting on this 2 years later.
jesus christ!!...what's that mario book/pad and character plate of mario 
in front of him and where can i get at least one of them?
JESUS > CLIMATE CRAP
Jesus Cristo is back.
Jesus did it first.
Jesus did it first, and with out cheater boards and on a raging sea.
Jesus didn't need boards.
Jesus didn't need boards, step up your game Shi.
Jesus f**** Christ.
Jesus fkn Christ
Jesus had died for you
Jesus have do it... On the water... No on woods....
Jesus hear my prayers and give me a chance..
Jesus: I can walk on waternMonk: Hold my tea (monks dont drink) and my 
other 200 wooden boards
Jesus i forgot how much heart The Simpsons used to have.
jesus i know this is satire but i still wanted to punch you in your face 
so bad
JESUS IS COMING .. People need to worry about where they will spend 
ETERNITY  !!
Jesus is the answer.
Jesus is the new black, aow!
jesus is this girl in acting or something? I agree with climate change but 
come on shes clearly acting.
Jesus JB is the man.  Ripped up like Rambo in this performance. Also, that 
vest is dynamite.  Holding in the moves for tv viewers.
Jesus Lives. Respect the Creator.
Jesus must be a Kung Fu master.
Jesus resurection. Salvation is coming) We have new God)
Jesus she makes me wanna deny climate change could you get anymore corny?
Jesus....that's really cool.
Jesus told me to kill the president nBut the president has a sex machine
Jesus walked on water too :D
Jesus, weeeere are the flying cars???
jesus what a fucking shit satan's ass hell hole
je t'adore Ariana Grande
Jetzt muss nur noch die Masse die AfD stoppen.
jetzt wo alles noch teurer wird kann ich mir bio oder regional gar nicht 
mehr leisten. kauf ich halt das massenfleisch.
Je vais le vois tout de suite
je veux ton amour ❤
Je veux ton amour et je veux ta revanche ...
je veux ton amour, et je veux ta revange! wuoo oh oh oh ohhhhh
Je vous adore!
je vuex ton amour et je veux ton revenge je vuex ton amour
jew york city
JGB #FAIL
J. Goebbels would be proud
JH and JB - modern music Gods.
@jhandriss nno eres ordinario! entonces deir "ir a exar mierda"nlo dice 
una gente bn culta verdd!
Jhoan Roa and Marcel Duchamp are my favorite artists! such a genius
Jigga's girls girls girls sounded ethereal!
Jimek dajesz , dajesz chcemy więcej :)
@JIMEK dzięki, aż poryczałem ze wzruszenia. 😂😭
JIMEK dziękuję całej orkiestrze za piękne uniesienie duchowe. Czekam na 
płytę! Będę do tego freestylował na steecie:) Great job!



JIMEK-> Genius.
Jimek I fucking love you
JIMEK is from POLAND !nPozdrowienia !
JIMEK is one of the sickest MCees I ever saw... you heard me ;)
Jimek jestes awesome .Slucham I Slucham I przestac nie moge. 
uwielbiam .jestesmy z Ciebie dumni ze sa w Polsce prawdziwi 
artysci.Geniusz.
JIMEK jesteś DZIKIEM DO POTĘGI!
Jimek, jesteś GEEEEENIALNY!!! To jest cudowne!😍
Jimek jesteś najlepszy! powodzenia i sukcesów na arenie 
międzynarodowej ! :) Jesteśmy dumni!
Jimek jest NAJLEPSZY!!!!  😊
Jimek KOZAK- BRAWO :):)
Jimek Mistrz
JIMEK, mogę jeszcze gdzieś to kupić?
#jimek  more more more! please!:)
Jimek, muzyczny geniusz XXI wieku! :)
Jimek my man, regards from Belgrade ;)
Jimek - Radzimir Dębski  - Polak :)    tak tylko przypominam zeby Polacy 
pamietali ze mamy z kogo byc dumni :)
jimek.shame i wasn't there!goosebumps how your vibe is in me;)
Jimek świetna robota gratuluję Tobie i całej orkiestrze :)nGood job Jimek, 
congratulations to you and to the whole orchestra!
Jimek.Te Twoje aranże i buty są ZAJEBISTEE! !!!!!!!!😊😄
JIMEK,tour work ils awesome! I'm listening it again,and again ,again...
Jimek where is coolio see you when you get there
+JIMEK w outro wydaje mi się ,że tuba trochę leci bokiem (od 8:52) ale to 
tylko moje odczucie ;)
Jimek, wszystko fajnie, ale realizacje wielokamerową to spieprzyliście, 
ciezko sie ogląda - ale za to zajebiście słucha! ;) Pozdro!
JIMEK YOU ARE AMAZING DUDE!!!!
Jimek you're absolutely THE BEST !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! :D
Jimek zaskakujesz! Rewelacja
Jimek, слабо "Восточный мордор" сыграть? )))
Jimi
Jimi and Pablo,The best.
Jimi Battles the Banner & WINS !!
...jimi-brother-man can pledge allegiance to the wa-wa peddle anything...
Jimi didn't take a KNEEnRight on Great Jam
Jimi express anti vietnam war.
jimi handrix
jimi hendrix at Isle of Wigth ,what an amazing concert!
Jimi Hendrix brought me here.
Jimi Hendrix> Colin kaepernick facts
Jimi Hendrix did a bad ass version of SPLHCB.
Jimi Hendrix is not the best guitar player in the world
jimi hendrix is overrated
Jimi Hendrix is telling the story of his experiences!
Jimi Hendrix is the best guitarist ever even Prince Can't Touch This Jesus 
Christ knows I love me some Prince
Jimi Hendrix it's a greatest legend
Jimi Hendrix just play this song in Wolfenstein the new order when the 
Nazis shoot him he was dead
Jimi Hendrix playing dubstep before it was cool
Jimi Hendrix.... This sums up America and this is what keeps us 
strong.....we are all family... Don't make me have to seat you at the 
cardtable!!!
Jimi Hendrix was earraping people before it was cool
Jimi Hendrix was great, but my personal favorite guitarist of all time is 
Brian May.
Jimi Hendrix: We're gonna make America great again 😅
Jimi once said: "I don't play guitar. I play amplifier."



Jimi played it better.
Jimi plays the song with his own soul and passion.......not just singing 
the song like all the other puppets....he is a true american...
Jimi rock on bro. Rock on.
Jimi Rocks!
Jimi served in the 101st airborne, I believe.
Jimi showing with artistic beauty how the noise of the Vietnam War was 
disrupting national pride...fucking amazing.
Jimi stands alone, forever! This is 1969; no one else had his vision back 
then.
JIMI VOUDRAS PAS QUON PRIVE LE MONDE DE SA MUSIQUE GAGNE DE SALE
Jimi was a GOD; and he is a GOD today; if anyone doesn't understand that 
man is an IMMORTAL GENIUS, they don't understand GENIUS.
Jimi was a screamimg chicken of the 101st Abn.
Jimi was indeed a creative genious!
Jimi was the master! So sorry he had to go...nnnI AM, *A*.
Jimi wreckin shit!...Rest in peace!
Jimmie bodied that guitar!! Those bomb dropping effects were epic!!
Jimmi was also a Paratrooper in the United States Army!!
Jim Morrison,Janis Joplin y Jimi Hendrix en un mismo lugar,que mas se 
puede pedir??
Jimmy 2:30 looks like the pastor for rulemsports ksi
Jimmy as his look-alike looks a lot like Aaron Ra.nnHoly crap, Aaron Ra 
should have a talk show! I would actually plug my tv in again for that!
Jimmy Chin is a legend! Absolutely love what he does.
Jimmy Fallon be like: WHy did you lie to me Ronda? huh?
jimmy fallon looks so nervous
Jimmy Fallon should've stopped at SNL
Jimmy Hendrix was a legend rip true hippie's
Jimmy 😂 😂  I wish the same 😂
Jimmy looked like Anthony Keidis with the wig and moustache :o
Jimmy looked like a white tall version of danny trejo lol.
JIMMY LOOKED LIKE DAVE GROHL! Oh my god
JIMMY LOOKED LIKE SNAPE
Jimmy looked like young Dave Grohl with a mustache
Jimmy looks bad ass, like if you agree with me
jimmy looks good i that
Jimmy looks like A bit of Danny trejo
Jimmy looks like bobby wasabi
Jimmy looks like Dave Grohl
Jimmy looks like Dave Grohl😂😂
Jimmy looks like Dave grohl at the end
Jimmy looks like Sonny and Cher
Jimmy looks like Steve aoki lol😂😂
Jimmy looks like young Danny Trejo with that wigand moustache!
jimmy looks so funny oh my god
Jimmy overinteracting in the conversation to stop himself from looking at 
those breasts
Jimmy's game face is adorable, but yeah not scary at all
Jimmy's laugh gave me cancer.
Jimmy's mean face hahahahahahhaa
Jimmy's smile 2:18!!<3
Jimmy stop, This is Graham's thing
Jimmy's trying not to Stare
jimmy was a soldier, he created tributing america with guitar lol, next 
was isley brothers with ballad of a fallen soldier
Jimmy who's your eye trainer?!?! lol. I don't see how it was possible to 
avoid that body.
jimmy you looked like Dave Groll
@Jisaw100 ni a paloss ;D
Jizz! 8:09
@jjorge642ss eso mismo hacia yondeje la pc encendida reproduciendo bad 
romance



@jjorge642ss jajaja flojo jejeje ok ya me voy ya me amargo mi dia una 
persona bye monster ^^
@jjorge642ss JMMM NO LO SE AUN :{},,,EN CUALQUIER DIA DE ESTE MES DARA 
FECHAS
@jjorge642ss si pero si nisiquiera lo conozco solo me conoce por 
fotos,npero no me gusta
@jjorge744  claro hermano monster yo te cubro
@jjorge744 Ohh en vdd??? esos juegos estan geniales jeje oiee cuando 
empieza la gira de gaga???
Jk but I'll do it
JK moze da ide u zaborav, stigla je Kija i pokazala ko je kraljica svih 
vremena
j love ariana
@jmk1234567890 shes a wanna b britneyyyy speaaaarsssss
👍  job
job?
@jobeyon cuando sales pa k te vengas a mexico :P
@jobeyon o si obvio ninel conde vende chingos :)
@jobeyon oye si cierto se pasa de mierda le copio la sirena a mi gaga y la 
usara en su proximo video
@jobeyon siii bien dicho amigo cojudas bromas
@jobeyon YA NI HABLAS WE
Jocelyn Carter: I'm honoring Black History Month by listening to James 
Brown's Sex Machine! It still makes this grandmother dance!
JOCENERGIA100%
jodanse todos los de arriba y los de abajo
JODER VOTEN EN TIME
@joejoejoey678  bieber is so lame
@JoelaLovesGaGa mee too yo igual!!
Joe Rogan has entered the chat
Joe rogan taught me that this guy is an idiot.
Johann Strauss II is so good
john cage litany  for thewale l
John Cage made the easiest living in history. Just make noise and call it 
art and wait to be praised for being a genius who thinks outside the box.
John cage was a beautiful composer, not just a prankster of 4'33''
John Candy did pretty good in this movie.
John Coffey!
John Coffey from the Green Mile still ALIVE!!! :D
john hancock...
John Hancock.nIt’s HERBIE Hancock!
@JohnMayerGayFlamer nYou mad?
@JohnMayerGayFlamer Youre just saying that because your gay bands are shit 
and noone knows bout them. Shut up you lazy fuck and find a job.
john mclaughlin...dats da nigga
John McLaughlin's guitar is one of the unsung heroes on this record! His 
chord phrasing is absolutely insane!
Joined as Children in JAH 👼
Join us and enjoy  �🥀 �
Jojjjjjjjjj zenoooooo ti nisi normalna roknut ce mise muz 😆😆😆😆  
ljepotoooooo zgodnicaaa nasa Kraljica Kiki Bravoooooo!!!!!! ❤❤❤❤❤❤
❤

Joj Kijo samo koju kilu gore i bićeš nuklerna bomba, a i ovako si 
ribetina.
Joj Kiki pa pocrkace hejteri.Ceo dan pokusavaju da dokazu kako je pesma 
lose prosla.
jojo
Jojos Bizzare adventure brought me here and I love it
Joke!
@JoKeRheartzHaRLEy because the bottom of your channel is so bloody?
@JoKeRheartzHaRLEy u r hot on ur profile jesus;)



Jokes aside, I kinda like the band name
Jokes on you I just came for the song-
jolly-good!
@JonaBionic SI SE ME OCURRE OTRA COSA,Y ELLA NO ES CALVA,JODETE!
Jonastics here o/
jonathanlewis.bandcamp.com
Jonatica apoyando ! xD apoyen Pom Poms!!!!
Jonatic apoyando el video Bad Romance.
@JonnyWynne1 "Life drawing study?" Sounds like nekkid people?
Jon Snow one!!!
Joooj bas mi je zao... ali ne svidja mi se nikako... a toliko sam cekala 
ovu pesmu. 😥
Jooojjj koji Hit👏👏👍👍👍👍👍
Joooj zivoteee, pa zbog ovoga se seku vene!
Jooooj kako mi se sviđa ovaj etno zvuk... Kiki pokidala si! nSpot 
genijalan, ti božanstvena!
@jorge16803 mas bien quisiste decir es la reina de todo
@jorge16803 naaaa yo sere el primero jumm :p
@jorge16803 POR SIEMPRE LITTLE MONSTER!!! Y SI A DEFENDER A GAGA COMO ELLA 
LO HACE CON NOSOTROS paws up hermanitO monster!!! :D
Jos 15tak iljadarki i zaokruzujemo 2.7. Samo jako armijoooo !
Jos bi ti konobarisala da ti nije bilo Lune ,prevarantu.
Jos da zna da pjeva bilo bi extra 😉😉😉😂😂😂
Jos da zna pevati i bilo bi super!!!!
JOSE CAN YOU SEE...
Joseph Goebbels would be proud...Just ask D'Sousa. She's a "dead ringer" 
for the Nazi Propaganda Poster Girl in his article
@Josipkuki great idea!
Jos jedan domaci zadatak si zadala...to kraljice
Još jedna kafica  i još jedna milkica idemo KIJEVCI
Jos malo do 2M
Još malo do prve pozicije na trendingu! 🙌🙌🙌💥 💥
Još malo i miliončee ⚡⚡⚡
Jos malooooo do 1,3   💜💜
Još malo pa 1 mil
Još malo pa 2 miliona.....za 2 dana. nTo samo može draga Kija. ❤
Jos malo pa da zaokruzimo prvu milku! Tempo tempo!
Jos malo pa dva ml.idemo za amorovu strelu i kiki da na put ne ide sa 
sicom 1 je 1a 2 su dva
Jos malo pa gori trending 🔥 🔥🔥
jos malo pa milioncheeee ❤💛 💚💙💜💔 ❣💕 💞 💓 💗💖💘💝💟
Jos samo 56.000.Ajmo jako,najjace!!
Još samo DVE STEPENICE I NA PRVOM mestu u TRENDU.
Jos samo malo do 2m
Jos samo malo i 2milionaaaaaa idemooooo
jouissance ultime ......un grand artiste chanson immortelle ......merci
Joyeux Anniversaire Bad Romance, J'veux Ton Amour Et Je Veux Ta Revanche, 
déja 2 ans ... GAGA
J. Pachelbel and beethoven <3
JRE
@jsdreamz  i think lady gaga beat pit-bull go go lady gaga
Juan Carlos Polera; Grandioso.
@juanes828 eso es vdd :D
@juanes828 si gaga tiene q venir a medellin
@juanpablohg2011 el problema seria ke BAD ROMANCE ES MEJOR KE CUALKIER 
OTRO VIDEO
@juanpablohg2011 me refiero al audio,comenten cualquier cosa esa cancion 
merece al menos 4,000,000 de visitas
@juanpablohg2011 pero esos 42 millones d diferencia algun día serán cero, 
es decir, algun dia lo empataremos y lo pasaremos !!!
@jubz1001 are you serious..?



judas, americano, btw, bloody mary, hair, sheibe, marry the night and 
government hooker are my favs....
#JudasKilledGaga, but apparently Gaga's coming back with vengeance on 
April 19th. Paws Up and together we'll bring Judas down!
Judging by this interview, she knew what she was up against, she should 
have trained harder......got her ass kicked fair & square
Juli 2019?
Julian Assange's long lost niece. What an odd human being. Someone has 
definitely coached this little girl.
julian hätte besser nach russland gehen sollen!
@juliopardo1  Thumbs up for you being the first person to stay on topic in 
6 pages!
Julius Caesar niggas
July 2018?
July 3 2018
July 4
July 4th 1776 - July 4th 2016 nn240 years of whatever nnso many variable 
for a wild and still fairly new country
JULY tambien es d argentina !
Jumping in the water felt so real that I had to shake my head to realize 
it's just a computer screen.
june
JUNE 10th, EPIC DAY XD
june 2018？
June 2019
June anyone??
Junio - 2019
Junk science and brainwashed kids make a cult!!!
Junkyard. I'm not risking my life with kids picking me up and getting 
chained up
@juplacen nDevil isn't real so show the fuck up
Jus beautiful 😀😀😀
JUSINO rnloves rn@ good ROMANCE  rn# 1 lady gaga
juss realized how much coke they spent lol
just 20 millions more
just 4 m views ??
Just a few more days & I'll be there in Sydney :)
Just a hurch
Just a JoJo reference comment here keep scrolling
Just a little brain washed spoiled brat , look at who her parents are and 
that will pretty much tell you all you need to know !
just amazing
Just amazing!
Just amazing!! I'm feeling energy all around me. Great great job
Just a money making Machine.  Her parents just want to make money with 
her . Thats all.
Just another eco-fascist.
just another puppet
just another reason to buy diet coke and menthos
Just a puppet !
just as any other music, we like to be with that which belongs to some, 
might be taken bother for something other
Just a virgin man, and proud,  passing by
Just a wee bit of brainwashing going on...
just Awesome
Just awesome !!
just awesome vid! love it!
Just because I/you can make it ourselves does that mean then it's not art? 
I used to think that but I'm not sure.
just because you would drink them all doesn't mean you have to get upset 
and rip on a video...
Just becaus he's dead all of the sudden it bacame a good movie
just burn in hell lil satan death to you and to all ur peopl REST IN 
HELL :)



Just busted 2 nuts and let the balls hang out
just buy the lightsaber's toy right?
Just came here to laugh at all the people eating up the potato head 
puppet's propaganda
Just came here to see that Beethoven ra da da dammmmm!nIs no 1
just came to press the dislike:)
Just Coke and Mentos.....really? Glad I dont drink the stuff!
just cook we don't give a fuck about your life
Just curious. What type of camera are you using. TIA
Just dance , gonna be ok rnJust dance spin that record babernJust dance 
gonna be okrnda-da-da-dance dance dance just just just jsut dance
Just discovered it lmaonYoutube is you good?
Just discovered this and I'm in awe of the talent displayed. I grew up 
listening to all of these songs and I'm so happy that you did this.
Just done watching a horror movie...go online stumble upon this 
video...this is even scarier then what I saw earlier!
Just don't enjoy it. If anyone in NZ would like the LP free they are 
welcome to it, just pay the freight or pick it up in Tuaranga nAlastair
Just drag the cursor to the end then restart adds gone
juste magique !
JUST EPIC !
Juste un dieu de la guitar
Just fked to this. Thanks 👍
just found about this song right now
Just found about this song wtf
just found another one of her songs called christmas tree its pretty 
decent great beat highly recommend it
Just found it omg
just found out about this song wow
Just found out that Miles Davis died on my birthday, September 28, 1991  
=(
Just found out this song existed and now i'm really confused.. 
2016!?!?!??!?!
Just found this bloody incredible sound from James and the 
brothers .Couldn't  take my eyes off Elastic girl .Keep replaying.
Just found this in 2018 in my recommendations. Crazy.
Just found this in 2019, but came out in 2016! What’s up with you 
YouTube?!
💕💕  Just found This Song
just found this song. It had to have been on private or something!
Just found this song. I think youtube is high again
Just found this song..l.
Just found this song today 😂
just get adBlock people, stop bitching about ads
Just gets better
Just getting recommended now....
Just gimme that Go Go Dancer ..... I'll listen to the song later
Just go and bother the PRC and India instead, they are those who produce 
over the 90% of the entire world's pollution.
Just going to start reporting there ads that are pretending to be content.
Just go into creative mode lmao
Just got banged by my hubby to this. THANKS!!!
Just got it in my recommendations boi
just got laid
just got my ass eaten to this while sucking a juicy D
just got recomended
Just Great!
Just great! Anybody has a playlist with the original songs?
Just great, smart, aggressive, avant art. .. it cracks me up reading 
comments the message is so in your face. Gotta love America
Just heared
Just here for all brave men mad at a woman they can not control.
just I hear" get up ferris bueller, stay on the scene bueller"



Just imagine sitting at a piano with Stevie Wonder...
justina gayber omg nno me digas
Justin B. Baby music video views is catching up to this ._. WE CANNOT 
ALLOW THAT >:O
Justin Beiber and Lady Gaga are both terrible but Justin Beiber is 
definitely better than this crap
JUSTIN BIEBER Is Still The Winner <3 :D :P
Justin Bieber: Only image.nBritnet Spears: Only auto-tunenLady Gaga: Real 
singer, dancer and composer.
justin bieber win lady gaga!
justin biwber tbn vende discos jauaju pero le va igual que a gaga en las 
listas xd
Just insane what this manipolate little bastard saying....nRidiculous all 
this attention to this bolshit.
Justin sucks big time....fuck him
Just jerk
Just let me die in peace Greta.
Just like all countries there are beautiful parts as well as ugly parts
just like in the pork and beans video
Just like my project manager.
Just like Stevie Wonder I never seen this
Just LISTEN
Just listened to it @ 0.25 speed...it sounded really blue.
just listen guys , nothing to say about Masterpieces
Just loads of bullshit
Just look at the brothers performing  with their saxophones... grooving to 
the music, brilliant!
Just lost my cigaret cause of this song,,boppin it,,wat a coool old song
Just loved the concept that art is between you and the piece!
just made for each-other <3 i've known it since my childhood nights, spent 
cowering under my blanket while watching x-files .
just make more videos pretty please with a cherry on top
just me who knew about this song before?
Just noticed how "John McLaughlin" is echoed in some part of Chick Corea's 
Return to forever album (not the band). This music is so great !
Just noticed how much Robin Williams looks like Verdi
Just noticed thay those white animals are also in the movie sing JAAS am i 
stupid or what😚😂
Just Not true, you will be responsible for your own actions, NOT Jesus.
Just now discovering this song.... I did a double take seeing Stevie's 
name and thought the legend was  putting out a new album.
Just now, recomendation !!omg!!)
just now saw this. really love her voice
just one kalm question.. F.CK IT!! WHERE IS THE FREAKIN LOSE YOURSELF?
Just on the board, dam it!
Just out of interest...  Why "diet" coke over normal?
JUST PAOK!
Just perfect
just perfect this session, congratulations     eduardocoelho/Brazil
Just preparing for the futurennU never know maybe 10000000000 years from 
now I will be playing these songs mate😳
just put the chakra to your feet
Just put this way out off the park...outstanding even in today's time. 
Geniuse
Just realized from watching this that Kevin Hart moves like James alot
Just realized Unky Herb is Danny DeVito
Just remember, you limpid, limp, flaccid, extremely small misogynists:  
you came from between the legs of a strong woman.  LMAO!
Just saw the uploaded date in 2009. Already 7 years old.
Just saw this guitar at the pop culture museum
Just saw this Jason awesome video! Such a feel good story
Just saw this on vinyl at a record convention. If i had more money I'd be 
getting it



Just saw this today! im proud of my ari
just sayin' but does anyone realise these are not things you find around 
home!!!lol
just saying its easier to buy one
just say the movie today 😝😝 😝
"Just say we are fighting we can't" HAHAHAHAH
Just simply amazing. And not so many things actually are.. out of this 
world. gets me everytime
Just sitting on the office desk and I'm moving and taping my feet but I 
can't hold a beat.
Just skipped ahead. fucking madness. it's like everyone is doing a solo at 
the same time.
Just sounds like loud music to me what's so big about it?
Just so yall kno, i'm flexin
JUST SO YOU KNOW...THIS IS THE BEST THING EVER DONE IN 
MUSIC!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1
Just start at 0:32 nnRonda can see the future.
Just superb
Just the best
just the fact that both of them are 2 different races, doing fun things 
together (work/trips) makes me happy. Automatic thumbs up
Just the seek persons listening this music . Me jajajajajaj
Just think green
Just throw ad blocker up and this album is perfect again. Making 
commercial mid album GAH ROSS to the copyright YT set up.
Just to clear something up real quick rebel wilson is NOT British she is 
an Australian that got a job in London
Just to keep the eventual uprising from being effective ;)
just to minimize contact with anything that isn't a mason jar.
Just  toó good .and the dancing woman
Just try to play all the video in 2x speed
just wait for her chistmas publisity stunt
just waiting on Tori and Ari to release a song together
Just wanna ask cause i am dumb WTF is 4K! IT SAYS IN 4K i every single 
title =3
just wanna watch it in 4k and it wont let me :(
Just wanted to hear the music and then that stupid "wish" ad came on.. "IT 
CAME, IT CAME, IT CAME" so annoying and it destroys the Experience
Just wanted to say, you are a beast. Very well done.
Just want to spend 1 day with you guys and do something crazy.
Just watched Midsommar (2019) a Swedish film, and I now get it why Greta 
is a fruit loop!
Just watched Sing and this song got me so hype so I ended up here 😂
Just went to Sydney almost two weeks ago. Loved it! Great city and very 
friendly people!
Just what I needed
Just when I thought she was looking so cute, Holly destroys her face. Thnx 
Holly.
Just when i thought they couldn't be cooler..
Just wondering.....did the two guys who came up with the UNIX system 
become super rich?
Just wondering. Why are there almost no girls as composers? Was is because 
in the past they weren't allowed to compose?
Just...yessssss, finally.
Jutarnja kafica uz pjesmu Amorova strela...
Jutrić dragi moji... CG I SRBIJA No.1 u trendingu, u toku dana očekujem da 
i u BiH bude ista situacija, zato idemo jako 💃
[[ juz bought her headphonessss yayyyy!!!! ]]
juz poczatek zapowiada...........piekne przezycienreszta doskonala
Już słucham po raz piąty. Kawał świetnej roboty.
juzwidze jak by Jimek zrobil jakis performance z Lucky chops to by byla 
miazga 😱😉



J’veux ton amour et je veux te revoir j’veux ton amour ❤è
''J'veux ton amour rn  Et je veux ta revange rn J'veux ton  l'amour rn  I 
don't wanna be friend  ,,rnrnILove so much'   <3
@JxT1957 I'm in Jacksonville, FL
K?
k...?
k9t being mean but, didn't people say the guy (on the thumbnail) passed 
away?
kaboom!
kacete...mais de 300 milhões de visualizações em um ano !
Kada bi jos sa Slobom snimila ojesmu e tada bi definitivno Raza i Lunci 
umrle....Opalila Kiki strelu pravo u Djogaje.... ❤😍
kada ce drugi deo partizanove Partizan!!!!!
Kada ostavljate komentare, ne stavljajte komentare u kojima su samo emoji/
stikeri jer youtube uklanja takve komentare jer ih detektuje kao spam.❤
Kad bi sad oni sto je prate na instagramu grunuli bilo bi za  pola sata 2 
ali mozemo mi to.
Kad ćeš već shvatiti da nemaš pojma o tome pevanju! Fuuuuj
Kad god ugrabim malo lufta, odmah dotrčim ovde da odslušam ovu divnu 
pesmu !  Nikad je se naslušati ne mogu.
Kad je snimila nakon zadruge sa ministarkama bilo zanimljivo i luckasto 
jer je tek pobedila ali tu se trebala i zaustaviti sa pevanjem 🤐
Kad kaze: "Ljubav je moj GETO", I really felt that! ❤ r nBravo Kijaaaa!!!
Kad ova žena gori tad gori svee... goriti ce i trending #1
Kad prije plati preglede vc zeno nikakva pjesma ko pogrebna samo placaj 
pteglede jed 1 dosta kosta zna i sam olos
Kad se samo setim prica glupavih ljudi da ce biti zaboravljena za mesec 
dana a ona sve mocnije hitove izbacuje.Samo napred Kija😘😘
Kad se vec tako oblacis sto se neskines gola.
kad si dobar covek a ujedu te kao coveka mora da ti se bog osmehne bravo 
Kristina
Kad slušam ovu pesmu u meni se budi i radost i tuga.
Kad ste pre stigli da komentarisete :)
Kad ukljucim autotune digne se prasina
Kad vam ja kazem, pesma je teska zaraza :-D
Kad zapeva mila majko to je meni prejako. ❤
Kad život udari ti vrati samo jako !n#kija
KAFKA AND EDGAR + CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE IS MY DREAM
"Kafka-Eggers style book with a choose-your-own-adventure element to 
it"nnOh my god.
Kafka reference and Kerouac poem  on description are priceless ! ...
Kafka'ya giden yolda John Cage uğramamız gereken en önemli duraktır. Çünkü 
Faulkner'i kavrayabilmek, Klee'yi çözümlemek demek.
Kakav je osjecaj vidjeti #1 ispred?? Ajde Bosnoo osjetiimoo to!!!
kakav je ovo satanizam
Kakav je trending? BiH je #2. 😎 💪
Kakav poklon kijevcima od nase kije
Kakav promasen slucaj, tesko nama sa ovakvim pevacima 😂😂😂
Kakav seksipil! Obožavam te Kija!
Kakav spooot! 😍  A pesma kidaaaaa ⚡⚡⚡
Kakav spot
Kakav spot, grmi!
Kakav uzas,glas pjevanje... kroz noge auto da prodje.. kakva zgodnoca ??? 
Metar i zilet 😂
Kaki drop sine
KAK JE ON EBOSHIT !
Kako ce ovo da grmi u klubovima! Aoooo ! 🔥🔥🔥
Kako ce ovo da se vrti po klubovima! Ima da gori sve!



Kako ces Kiki mnoge zle duse pogoditi ovom pjesmom strelom u srce,..
Kako dobar spot 🔥🔥🔥🔥
Kako dobra stvar krv ti pip
Kako ide armijo?
Kako izgleda ova Kija hebe kevu bre!!!
💘  Kako je dobar ovaj njen drug Nemanja u spotu 💘😍
Kako je dobar spot. Za sve je talentirana.
Kako je dobra 🔥🔥💣😍
Kako je dobro
Kako je lep osecaj pratiti tvoj uspeh, hvala ti Kristina sto si takva, 
talentovana, svoja i jedinstvena!
Kako je moguce da niko ne čuje koliko je ovaj ,,etno” prizvuk jeftin
Kako je ova estrada bila monotona i dosadna.Sve nafrakane silikonuse koje 
lice jedna na drugu.A onda se pojavi Mrvica Kija i sve ih razbuca!
kako je ovo u #1 u trending boze mili??!!?
Kako je volim
Kako je zarazna pesma, kida! Bravo Kija, opet imaš HIT!
Kako jos nije prva u Trendingu á
KAKO KIDA OVA ZENA BRATE!!! GORIIII 🔥🔥 😊😊''
Kako Kija napreduje na trendingu? U BiH je druga.
Kako mocna pesma 🔝 🔝🔝 ,a hvala Kiji sto je mislila i na 
Kijevke ...Nemanja je mmmmm😉
KAKO NACI KIJINU PJESMUnLAGANOnODES U TREND
Kako pjesma odmah ude u uho🤗 toppp
Kako se uklapa ovaj etno style
Kako si mocna sa ovim frizurama i stilom si pokidala i spot je je predobar 
i taj drug ti..
Kako su hejteri glupi neznaju da ako dislajkujes moze pesma i brze da uce 
u trending
Kako uredno broje dislajkove mamu im ..
Kako vozi Amorova strela a mislila sam da nece moci nadmasiti Ne vracam se 
na staro,drago mi je sto su me demantovali.
Kako vozi ritam! Ovo nebo je  znam, za sve isto, mila majko, nekom Sunce 
je, nekom mrak, zivot bira tako! 💚💚💚
Kako ženi idu visoke dionice, svaka čast! Pjesma kida, nešto novo i 
drugačije. Samo tako nastavi!
Kakvaaaa prepickaaaa!!! BOGINJOOOOOOOOOOOO 😍😍😍😍😍😍
Kakva dominacija bre! FM ne zna promasiti sa hitom...
Kakva drolja
Kakva glupost Bože dragi, čuj hit .. 🤔
kakva glupost užas
KAKVA HITIICINA GORI SVEEEE💥💥👏 ❤
Kakva je lavica
Kakva je ona sama, takva i pesma, originalna,  interesantna, neponovljiva, 
ma praznik za sva cula - Kiki najjaca!
Kakva je ovo pesmetinaa!!! BRE!!! BRAVOOOOOOOO DEVOJKOOOO!!!!
Kakva lepoticaaa! Razvalila sa pesmom, kako je dobraaaa! <3 Svaki put 
nesto novo i drugacije. Slay girl! <3
Kakva pesma, kakva energija!  Pesma je hit u najavi. Veliko bravo za sve !
KAKVA PESMETINA BREE!! Najbolja do sad ubedljivo! Goreće trending i leteće 
milionii😍😍🔥🔥  Bravo devojko! Preponosni smo na tebe💘
KAKVA PJESMA BRAVO KIJA
Kakva prirodna lepota, savrsenstvo!
Kakva ribetina u ovom spotu❤❤❤  Bravo Kiki!
Kakva žena, kakva pjesma, kakva dominacija, sexepil, harizma. Ponosna sam 
što podržavam ovu, po svemu posebnu ženu.



Kakvo proseravanje😊 nSta je nama danas muzika...
Kamen po kamen, Kijina imperija svakim danom sve veca i jaca.
@kamie281 hah, believe me i know, and @brainstrom u r right, this 
commercial shit may be the future of music. Poor Mercury....
Kam you Make ant boy 2
kann die auch mal nett in die Menge schauen hahah bekomme schlechte Laune 
und Aggressionen wenn ich ihr ins Gesicht schaue
Kann ich das auch ohne Synchronisation sehen? Das nervt unglaublich
Kann man Edward eigentlich etwas Geld spenden?
Kann nur eins zeigen 👍 👍 👍👍🙊🙉🙈
Kanpur travel please
Kanye counldnt hold a candle to jimi ass that's what I think of kanye
Kanye should hire you;) it'd be dope
kanye west brought me here
Kanye west live Abby road live orchestration 2005
Kanye west songs never fail to be amazing in orchestranHis music has so 
many orchestral roots
Kan you make ant boy 2
Kao da je neko pokrao 3-4 Nikolijine pesme i sklopio ih u jednu...
Kao i uvek prva u svetu!!!! Najboljaa si kraljice nasa!! Rasturas!!! 
Kidas!!! 😍😍😍😍 😍😍 😍
Kao prvo zasto ona sjedi ispred momka isto pornic, kao drugo vidi se da je 
perika u svakoj mogucoj sceni, kao trece mrzim Kiju...
Karak
Karatéka avec les mots : https://youtu.be/pFYwgNtXQic
Kareografi abijim yaa ne diimmmm daha !! aferim size hep böle :p
Karleusa na aparatima!!!!!
Karleuša na aparatima...
Karl marx is in the carátula grande john Lennon revolucionario
Karma
Karma follows shit talkers.
KARMA JE CUDO! ZELELI SU DA JE PREGAZE, A SAMI SU PREGAZENI! ZELELI SU DA 
JE UNISTE, A UZDIGLA SE DO SAMOG VRHA!
@katana915 hahaha ya i would die of joy and i would b like so overwhelmed 
like lady gaga is the best entertainer since micheal jackson
@kaTaRiiiNaaa KOSOVO JE USA
Katastofa! Kako došla, tako i otišla Kuja i njena instant slava 😂🤣🤣 !
Katastrofa
Katastrofa ...
Katastrofa...
KATASTROFA...
Katastrofa kuku mila majko😣 😣😣
KATASTROFA!!!nSreca pa će biti brzo zaboravljeno✊
@katherinejenns facebook? :D
@kathybelle  BITCH!
Katowice!!
katycats are supporting little monsters
Katy only released 2 songs, Lady GaGa released a freakin amazing album. 
Katy is lame and her time at the top ended in 09.
@KatyPerryFan2010 lol...ya like katy perry has brains...that's a stupid 
bitch.
@KatyPerryFan2010 veronica¡¡ que son esas palabras
@KatyPerryPecom no pierdas tu tiempo con este transexual jaja ignorale, a 
los locos hay que darles la razón.
katy tiz -whistle........
@kaulitzgil i defy you to be able to find a better use of time than doing 
this
Kaum Jemand opfert seinen Job wegen Idealen.
Kayne West's Flashing Lights was so on point!!! Good job Bro, pozdro!
Kazakstan is the grreatest counttttrrryyy in the world. All other 
countries are run by little girls



Każdy następny kawałek odświeża bardziej niż poprzedni. Jimek cudnie 
skoncentrowany, bez „ja”.
Kaze Sloba ako ga nema do poned izbacila ga iz aviona bacices se ti 
sam .....
Kbkmhfinhy l
@KBnarly would you give a starving kid in africa diet coke
k den
Když ráno vstanu tak gagu si dám :D :D
ke desperdicio S:
keep brandon away from me seriuosly
Keep coming back here and play this when iam feeling down :P
Keep crying
Keep deleting my Soros comment I see you 👴👀
Keep gaga on top is our responsability
Keep her away from Joe Biden...
keep it up!!! Guys
KEEP LOOKING!!
KEEP UP THE AMAZING VIDEOS!!!
Keep up the awesome videos! We all wish we could go in one of your videos!
Keep watching girl… those maniacs running the world dont give a rats ass 
about anyone else lives but themselves.
keep watchin little mosnters!!!
KE IMPORTA DOND VNGA1 LA GRACIA S K VENGA A SUDAMERIK!!!
Kein CO2? Wo soll dann O2 herkommen, wenn alles eingeht? Lach. Dann löst 
sich das Problem von wegen zu viel Fleisch von selbst.
@KeirebuAmeterasu thats ok
@kelly2charmin CM Punk!
@kelly2charmin Fat People ?
ke meraviglia ragazzi incredibile
Kendrick Lamar is the raps James Brown! So smooth and creative
!!!Ken Thompson and Dennis Ritchie!!! Heroes!!!!
Ken Thompson looks like one of the singers from Tears For Fears!
@KenzaZoogataBrah idiot
Kernighan is a great explainer.nn6:58 lol
kero volah
kesme şekerle bu kadar tepkimeye girmez
@kevin77pwngeguy actually diet coke kills ants,  coz of the aspartame 
ingredient, which is a neurotoxin.
Kevin Hart is like the living incarnation of Chris Brown😛
Kevin hart who sing for real 🤣
Kevin Mitchell lollll a million lollllllll
KE VIVA EL ON THE FLOOR!!!
kewl
kewl =D
Keyboard ms all’s full of funk. Lol
Khazakstan is the greatest country in the world, all other country are run 
by little girls
Kia volim te naj više na svetu
Kia volim te naj više na svetu lepa si nego sve pevačice
Kiba kosi sve pred sobom, Milance  volimo mi tebe ali dame imaju 
prednost , sorry !!!
Kiba pokosila estradu i kokosinjac, Razabela ziva li si??? Hahhahaha
Kiba pokosila estradu ,nema zezanja sa njom, kraljica!!!!!
Kiba pokosila kokosinjac ,koke ocerupane tumaraju
kibe
Kibo ajmouuuu pokosi ove koke i let Amerika!!!
Kibo care, kokosinjac osuren ,gde ste koke gubave ?
Kibo da peva i recep za karbonare bila bi N 1!!!
Kibo gazi estradu pa se vi salite sa nasim Kibom!!!
Kibo gazi i ne koci !!!!
Kibo legendo pokorila estradu !!!!! Amerika ceka !!!
Kibo leti avionom a nikad sebi nije platila let, srecno veceras!!!!
Kibo leti i nikad nije platila let, kraljica je to!!!!



Kibo ne koci samo jako!!!!
Kiboo legendo ajmouuu Amerika ceka!!!!
Kibo pa da otvorimo sampanjac #1 Srbija
Kibo pokosila si estradu, hejteri ajmouuuuu
Kibo samo jako i ne koci!!! Idemo do #1
Kibo srecan put , dominacija u najavi!!!
Kibo veceras ocekujemo dominaciju !!!
Kibo,volimo te.....
Kick ass quality.
KICKED IN THE HEAD LMAO
kicked in the head!!!! The HEAD!!!!
kick it danny
"...kick me in the face, which is NOT gonna happen" and she loses by KO 
kick to the neck/face.
Kida 🖤
Kida 😻😻😻
Kida 😍😍😍
Kida❣
kida💍
Kida😍😍😍😍
Kidaa💝
Kidaaa
Kidaaa 🤗😍😍 🔝🔝🔝ÛÛ
Kidaaa�😍😍😍
Kidaaaaa😍😍😍
KIDAAAAA🔝🔝🔝🔝🔝 🔝🔝 ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍 ♥😍😍😍
♥😍♥♥ ♥

Kidaaaaa SVAKA CAST;-)
Kidaaaa� Objasnila je!
Kidaaa! Kija, boginjo!!!! Ludilo mozga!!!! Ne izlazi iz glave! Bravo! 
Bravo! Bravo! Bravo! Bravo! Bravo! Bravo! Bravo! Bravo! Bravo! Bravo! 
Bravo!
Kida bravo Kijaa
Kida,kida,kidalica nada Kiki ,nasa lepotica.
kidalica
KIDALICA
K I D A L I C A ❤🤑
Kidalica!!! 💣 💣💥 💥
kidalica...
Kidalica🔥🔥🔥🔥
Kidalicaa😻😻😻
Kidalicaaa
Kidalicaaaa 👑 👑👑 👑 ❤❤❤
Kidalicaaaaa
Kidalicaaaaaa❤
KIDALICA. BRAVO KIJAAAA
Kidalica! Definitivno do sada njena najbolja pesma.
Kida mala ...bravo KijO...samo dominiraj,moze ti se sta ti tesko
Kidamo nema spavanja sve za Kiki učiniti će njeni Kijevci
KIDA NAŠA KIJA, U SPOTU SIJA, AMOROVA STRELA JE HIT, OZBILJAN BEAT,
Kidanjeeeeeee 👑👑👑👑👑 👑👑 Bravo breeeeee 💖💖💖💖💖💖  trending ajmooo 
💵💵💵

Kida pesma vec na trece slusanje🤒



Kidas 🔝 🔝 🔝🔝 😍😍😍
Kidas devojko! Vrh kao i sve sto radis!
Kidas Kija cemo vas veceras tebe i Jobu  u Mainzu,bit ce lom
Kidas Kija!mogu svi da joj pljunu pod prozor! Mala grmi
Kidas Kija volim te vrh
Kidas ko se slaže da ovo puste u Zadrizi?
Kidassssss nJedva čekam sledeću pesmu! 😍😍😍 ❤💕
Kid is annoying AF
Kid needs a Xanax
Kids say the darnest things: UN edition
Kids who knows nothing wants to control the world.
kids will use any excuse to skip school lol!
kiedy kolejne koncerty ? W internecie cisza..
kiedy kolejny koncert Jimka w NOSPR-ze?
kiedy płyta?
Kiedy płyta z taką kompilacją?
Kiedy zagrali C.R.E.A.M to musiałem dać like
Kiiikiii😍😍
@KiioDeadxLove de donde lo sacaste no porfavorr no lo publiqes si lo 
filtraste xqe entonces Gaga no tendra las reproducciones máximas.!
Kija
♡ Kija 👑
😍😍😘😘 😘 😘  kija 💖💗💞💖 💓 ❤💚💙💘💟💌💛💜💖💞💗💗💞💞💞💗💖💕💜🖤💔
💓💓💛 ❤💚 ❣❤💚 💛💛 💔💔💕💓 ❤❣❣
Kija <#
Kija     💚💚💚💚 💚💚 💚💚💚
Kija 😍
Kija 👸
Kija 👑
Kija 🔥
Kija 💖
Kija ❤
Kija ♥
Kija ❤
KIJA ❤
Kija ❤❤🔥🔥
Kija ❤❤❤❤❤❤
Kija❤
Kija💘💘💘💘
Kija👑👑👑👑 👑
Kija #1
KIJAA😍😍😍 😍
Kijaaa
Kijaaa 🔥🔥🔥
KIJAAA ❤❤❤❤❤❤👏
Kijaaaa 🔥
Kijaaaa ❤❤❤
Kijaaaa ❤❤❤❤❤ ❤❤
KIJAAAA💙🍬
Kijaaaa💖💖💖 💖



Kijaaaa😍 ❤😍 ❤😍 ❤😍 ❤😍 ❤😍 ❤😍 ❤😍 ❤❤😍 ❤😍 ❤😍 ❤😍 ❤😍 ❤😍 ❤😍 ❤😍 ❤
KIJAAAAA 😋
KIJAAAAA😍
Kijaaaaaaa
Kijaaaaaaaa
Kijaaaaaaaa I II I❤
kijaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
KIJAAAAAAAAA srce nase Bravo, pesma je vrh, Vrhova
Kijaaaaaaaa duso moja bravoo 💪💪 idemo u trending
Kijaaaaaaaa ubijaaaa
Kijaaaaaa svaka čast💓💓💓
Kijaaaaa,cestitamo !
Kijaaaaa kijaaaa kijaaaa
Kijaaaa kraljice
Kijaaaa kraljiceee samo jako n7
Kijaaaa pesma predobra, vrh
Kijaaaa voli te Sarajevo
Kijaaaa voli te Sarajevooooo
Kijaaa , Bravo !! Pesma je vrh  BRAVOOOOO !!!!
Kijaaa goriii
Kijaaa kraljiceee😍 😍😍😍  IZDOMINIRALA SIII ❤❤❤  Toppp
Kijaaa legendooo hitcinaaa bravooo!!!!!
Kijaaa lomi cepa sabija
Kijaaa sijas preljepa! Jedva cekamo sledeci hit
Kijaaa voli te Sarajevo
Kijaaa zeno blago majci sto te rodi
Kija..Bila..jeste i ostat ce 👑  !!n  Sic..sic...hejteri!!!n       Bravo 
DEVOJKO!!!!💪😍
KIJA BOGINJA♥
Kija Boginja ...najbolja si
Kija boginja!nDjevojka moze uciniti sve sto si zacrta u zovotu....
Kija boginja,ubija bre💖
Kija bombo moja😍 nAjmo kijevci lajk ko voli kijuu😍
KIJA bravo
Kija, bravo,bravo,bravo😍
Kija bravo svidjamise mnogo 💕💖👍
Kija, bravo ! Zadala si zadatak svima na estradi!😊
Kija breeee ja prvo lajk pesma ubijaaaaaa
Kija bre obaras s nogu! 😍
Kija bre rokaaa estradu!
Kija brutalno dobra kao sto smo i ocekivali❤
K I J A CARE.KAKO IM SE NAJEBA KEVE.LJUBOMORNIM SKOTOVIMA I BAGRI 
RASPALOJ...
Kija carica kija do tokija
KIJA CARICA, LAVICA, LEPOTICA I NAJVIS PAMETNICA
Kija carica...prođe z1 a ona jos popularnija jer je nije onaj pakao obezio 
vec nkena harizma, humor, snaga...gazi i ne staj
Kija carica si nikad nisam sumnjao u tebe aj podrška svi jednim like pls
Kija carice
Kija carice. Ne može ti niko ništa. Što te više miniraju,narod te sve više 
voli❤❤❤❤ ❤❤ ❤❤ ❤❤❤❤❤
Kija cestitam,samo napred jos jace!!! <3
Kija citas li komentare? Vidis li koliko si voljena? Jesi li ponosna na 
svoje Kijevce?
Kija doktore samo gazi, najjaca, bravoooooooo



Kija dominacija
KIJA DOMINACIJA 👑👑👑
Kija dominacija 💪💪💪💪
Kija....dominacija
Kija dominacija a takve su joj i pesme ptelepe posebne hotovi.
Kija dominacija . Goriiiiii trending
Kija dominacija!! Ovo ce biti HITCINA!!!
Kija dominacija ,pravi hit, kombinacija etno ,fenomenalno.
Kija Dominira Estradom Kraljica opet Dominacija
Kija dominiras u svakom smislu te reci pjesma je pravi hit
Kija domonacija i Amorova 🏹  👑
Kija do TokijaTTTT najbolja pjesma do sad❤❤❤❤
Kija draga hit do hita!
kija dronfulja����
Kija dusa i srce!
Kija duso💋 ❤👏👌
Kija duso sve je u istini bravo nisam ni sumljala tisi cudo od zene kija 
LJEPOTICE kraljicaaaa NASA 💃 ❤💋💋💋💋🎤🌍👑 St Louis USA sadika 👍 ☀☀☀☀
Kija gazi i ne koci.Ko bi rekao!
Kija, gazi ne koci!
Kija GORI  BRAVOOO
Kija gorii,a i Bordos😍
Kija GORIIIIISSSSSSSSSS !!!!!! JK daj LAJK! Raznijela je tvoju pjesmu😂😂
😂😂😂😂 😂 😂😂  Kiki ✔
Kija goris i znaj da to ubija dusmane a znas koji su
Kija ...GRMI...Kija...Kija...GRMI!!!!
Kija grmi, ova mora nadmasiti Ne vracam se na staro
Kija grmi riba do bola
Kija grmi u trendingu. A Lunjara leci kondilome i i dalje je u Zadruzi... 
Svako je tamo gde mu je mesto ! ❤
Kija harizma do neba! Lepa pesma, odlican je spot, ja sam odusevljen.Idemo 
trending!
Kija hvala ti booze hvala sto ova devojka postoji i sto se pojavila u 
javnosti.Pesma je bez sumnje fantasicna spot odlican bravo boginjo.
Kija hvala ti sto postojis ujedinila si ceo balkan svi te volimo
Kija ide i ova pesma hit like ako ieste
Kija ide ka vrhu i preskace stepenice!
Kija idemoo milionnn♥♥♥ 💪
Kija ima 0 fanova koliko ce imati za 48h SUB NA MOJ KANAL!!!😍😑😘😙😗😙
😘😘😚😘 😙 😗😙 HVALA U NAPRED!!!
Kija ima hitčinu, koga jos zanima Valentinovo 😂 ❤👍
Kija io ti ammiro tantissimo regina
Kija i samo Kijaaa!!
Kija is FUCKING QUEEN
Kija is queen❤👑
Kija ist so hübsch
Kija izdominirala si.Volim te 💜
Kija izgleda brutalno, pesma odlicna! Trending gori 💥💥
Kija izgleda fantastično u spotu, a volela bi da čujem i verziju na 
engleskom jeziku 🌹 💖
Kija izgleda u spotu kao boginja.
Kija jebe ne vadi😄  Bravooooooo😍
KIJA JEDNA JEDINA BRAVOOOOO
Kija jedna jedina i neponovljiva!!!



Kija jedna ne ponovljiva vise bravo sve pohvale tvom timu i tebi.
Kija je hodajuci seksipil stvarno zena grmi
Kija je ljubav!
Kija je LjubavnKija je Istina
Kija jel ovo neki disstrack
Kija je pokidala..... Bravo kraljice!
Kija je pokidala..kako je otpevala.Spot je fenomenalan..svaka cast. 
IDEMOOOOOO
Kija je prelepaaa😍 😍😍😍😍😍
Kija je top
Kija je top, ali pesnata nije mi nesto wow!
Kija je zena sa stilom. Ona zna sta radi. 🤗
Kija kad bi odpjevala recept za kolace dobila bi millon pregleda
Kija kao i uvijek topčina🖤🖤
Kija kao multipraktik,secka,melje,drobi,cedi...hejtere
Kija kao plavusa si mnogo lepsaa :)
kija kao sunce sija i nedaj da te niko gazi jer ti si kraljica
Kija kao svetska zvezda!
Kija kao vatra ziva- GORIIIII  !!!!!!!!!!!!!
Kija kida
Kija Kidaaa
Kija kidaj ,samo napred svet je tvoj ❤
Kija kidalicaaaaaa naša
Kija, kida pesma
Kija kidass�🤤
KIJAKIJAKIJA
Kija kija kija
KIJA, KIJA , KIJA , KIJA
Kija Kija Kija Kija Kija Kija
Kija kija kija kija kija kija kija
KIJA KIJA KIJA KIJA KIJA KIJA KIJA KIJA KIJA KIJA KIJA KIJA KIJA
KIJA KIJA KIJA KIJA KIJA KIJA KIJA SAMO KIJA
Kija.  Kija.  Kija.  mi te vollllimoooo.💗💗💗💪 💪💪💪💪
KIJA, KIJA , KIJA , PESMA BAS PRIJA
KIJA KIJA KIJA TOP
KIJA , KIJA PESMA BAS PRIJA
KIJA KIJA , PESMA BAS PRIJA
KIJA KIJA PESMA BAS PRIJAAAAA
Kija Kockar 😘 😘😘
Kija Kockar Queen ❤
Kija Kockar the esence of sex
Kija kraljica
KIJA ❤🔥 KRALJICA
Kija kraljica 😅😍😍😍😍
Kija kraljica �����
Kija kraljica😍
Kija kraljicaaaaaaa
KIJA KRALJICA BALKANA I SIRE. UJEDINILA SVE NARODE.
Kija Kraljica, bravo 👑 ♥
Kija kraljica, estradna dominacija.💖🎶🎵🎵🎵🎶
Kija kraljica hara jutjubom 😙  #AmorovaStrela
KIJA KRALJICA MRVICA LAVICA
kija kraljica nasa razbija kako peva
Kija kraljica opet sve razbucala. Lajk ko sluša po stoti put.
Kija kraljica samo jako
Kija kraljica sposobna za sve



Kija kraljiceee idu pregledi ko djeca iz skole😍😍😍😍
Kija kraljice jos jednom si dokazala svima kolika si zvezda!
Kija kraljice koji si ti car!
Kija kraljice ma samo napred bravo bravooooo
Kija Kraljice nasa🎶🎶🎵🎵👍👍🎤🎤😍😍😍
Kija kraljice naša najbolja volim te najviše na svijetu. nPogađa me kada 
tebe vrijeđaju, ti si iznad ovog šljama od ljudi.nVole te tvoji Kijevci!
Kija Kraljice Nasa najjaca volimo te
Kija, kraljice, pjesma je top, spot TOP, TOP! Bravooo!
Kija kraljice pravi pogodak❤🔝🔝🔝
Kija kraljice savršeno sve ,spot , pjesma !!! 👍👍👍
Kija kraljice volimo teee.tvoji Kijevci
@kija_kristina_kockar amorova💘💎💖
KIJA LEPOTO, ARMIJA DANAS UZ TEBE, SLAVIMO POBEDU, SLAVIMO DOMINACIJU, 
SLAVIMO USPEH NASE KRALJICE! 🌟。🌟。。💚。
Kija lepoto nasa osvojilasi sve nas i ujedinila hvala ti na tome
Kija lepoto, ovo je savrseno. BRAVO BRAVO BRAVO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Kija lepoto predivna pesma. 😊😊 ❤❤❤❤❤❤
Kija LJEPOTICE bravo hit ❤🐇 🙏 ☀🌹👍🌍💥 🔥
Kija ljepoto goris💕💕💕888
KIJA LJUBAV!
Kija ljubičice kidaš,KIJEVCI te vode prema TRONU
Kija mislim da ti jos ne shvatas kolika si zvezdetina!Tooop
kija mi te volimo
KIJA MI TE VOLIMO!!!
Kija mi te volimoo 🎶💕
Kija mi te volimoooo
Kija mi te volimo pozdrav iz Sarajeva ❤❤❤
Kija↔ moć
Kija mocne su ti sve tri perike nadamo se da ces da goris sa na nastupu sa 
Slobom
Kija Mrvice Kraljice.😍
Kija mrvice slatka ovo je hitcina devojko bravo lutko lepa ❤❤❤😍😍😍💋😘
😘😘👍���

KIJA NAJBOLJA IDEMOOOOO
Kija najbolja si diva naša 😍😍😍
Kija ....najbolja siiiiii
kija najbolja si nijedna ti nije ni do kolena
KIJA NAJBOLJA SI PESMA UBIJA
KIJA NAJBOLJA SVETSKA A NASA
Kija najjaca ličnost i  u 2019, bravooo
Kija najjaca si to si dokazala svojim radom
Kija najlepša najbolja
Kija nasa dokazala da ozbiljno zeli ovim da se bavi i da ovom nece stati
Kija nasa kraljica,izgleda svetski.Boginja.
kija nas ponos i nasa lepotica
Kija nastavi samo tako da svima dokazes ko si i sta si. Pesma je super i 
vec polako postaje pravi hit.
Kija, n etreba da se Ti zahvaljuješ, mi se Tebi zahvaljujemo. Puno sreće i 
bravo, bravo!
Kija ne verujemo ti da imas deckaaa Volimo te❤
Kija nije za ovu zabokrecinu od balkanske estrade ona je rodena da bude 
svjetska zvijezda
KIJA , NOVI HIT , NOVI REKORD NA YT , IDEMO SAMO JAKO , AMOROVA  STRELA 💘
💘💘💘



Kija objasnila uvijek drugačija i posebna.nBravo pjesma grmi!!!
KIJA OBJAVILA preko 500K u real-time
Kija obozavamo tvoju PESMU POZZZ  IZ FRANCUSKE kija on T'AIME T'ON KLIP 
TUE!🔥🔥🔥🔥 🔥👑 👑👑 👑èèèè èèèèèèèèèè
Kija ON REPEAT 💜
😍   Kija opasno moćna i opasno Sexy u ovom  spotu... Kija grmi   🔥🔥 ⚡⚡⚡⚡
Kija ova pesma je top 🔥🔥🔥
Kija ova Purana u srce udara jer si kraljica 💞🐱 sadika St Louis USA
Kija pesma je hitcina , srecan let Kibo budi dobra haahahah
KIJA, pesma je na prvo slušanje hit. Neko će da seče vene
kija pesma je prelepa
Kija pesma je top!
Kija, pesma, spot, scenario, styling... savrsenoooo. Jos jedan mega giga 
hit. Bravo kraljice.
Kija pevas bogovski. Harizma i X- faktor jedinstven na estradi.
Kija pjesma je veliki hit
kija pjesma ti je vrh, svaka cast!
Kija pobednica u svakom smislu te reci ,harizma ,pamet i lepota osvajaju 
sve
Kija pocepo bi te ko poziv za vojsku
Kija pokidala
Kija pokidala ... Bravo Kija
😍  Kija pokidala...💪👏👏😘  Bravo za Kiju ... 😍  Ovo je Kraljica Kija 
dominacija... 👑💕🔝🔝🎶 🎤🎶
Kija pokidala brrrrre 🔥🔥💥💥👑👑
Kija pokoidala si...Kijevci te vole,trebas da budes 1 u trendu jer za par 
dana si 2 miliona. Like ko se slaze.
Kija potpisala sa Amorovom strijelom💘 Ne vracamo se na staro💃💃💃
Kija,prava zgodnica.Zeno gde stanes trava nenice od tvoje jacine.
KIJA PRAVI PREOKRET!!! 😂  ZOVE JE EVROPA, ZOVE JE CELI SVET😂😂😂😂
Kija prelepa a prva bolje nego ikad
Kija prelepa kao i uvek, seksipilna, ma sve je vrh.
KIJA PRELEPA SI  PESMA JE SUPER NAJBOLJA SI SAMO  NAPRED
Kija preseksi preljepa gorisss najbolja do sada!
Kija preseksi preljepa preharizmaticna, prosto NEODOLJIVA KRALJICA💞
Kija rasplakala si pola nacije
Kija rasturila, ali razvalila....TOP TOP TOPčina !!!!
Kija RAZBIJAS! BRAVO!
Kija razvalila kao i uvijek
Kija razvaljujee, svaka čast!😍💞👌
Kija rezirala   spot , sve radi   kako treba svaka castt
Kija rodjena za zvezdu!
Kija rules...
Kija ruši sve pred sobom, žena zmaj!nNadam se da će svim dobrim ljudima 
nebo biti Sunce 🔥
Kija samo jako♥
kija samo koracaj hrabro i osmeh na lice koji ti najlepse stoji
Kija samo napred želim ti svu sreću u ovom poslu
Kija samo naprijed, pjesma je savršenstvo! RESPECT!  ÔÔ👑 ❤
Kija samo naprijed!  Ti si ženo zmaj!!!! ❤
KIJA. SAVRSENSTVO LAVICA KRALJICA
Kija sjajiš na nebu medu svim zvjezdama
Kija skija po trendingu
Kija snimila pesmicu u znak podrske Suboticevoj... 🤣🤣🤣;;;
KIJA,Srbija je uz tebe samo tako nastavi,nek se drugi ugledaju na tebe.



KIJA,sreco moja odvalila si niko nemoze biti kao ti.👏👍
Kija,stajling je najbolji do sada!Kijevci pojacajmo do #1!
Kija stvorena za sve.Top pjesma i svaka cast zeno ti si ludilo.Bravo!
Kija sunce će tebe grejati i te kako nastavi ovako gazi mi smo sa tobom 
duvamo ti u leđa  ova pema gori bebo
kija super
Kija,  superrr Bravoo Kraljice!
Kija Svaka Cast Kraljica Jedina BRAVOOOO
Kija svaka pjesma ti je sve bolja i bolja samo naprijed
KIJA SVETSKA A NASA NAJBOLJAAAAA
KIJA  svetska a nasa super si
Kija svi te vole
Kija TI gaziš nekočiš bravo
Kija ti goriš🔥😍 NEKA CKRNU DUŠMANII!!OBJASNILAAA MOJA KIJAA!🍉💘 nVrh vrh 
vrh svih vrhova ubila si kijaa!!
Kija ti si bogijna zeno ❤❤❤nemam reci za tebe prava dama vistinska zvezda
Kija, ti si Boginja!
Kija ti si boginja pozdrav od Makedonija
Kija ti si cudo od zene, samo gazi ljubavi, pjesma je SUPER
Kija ti si sinonim za rec MOC! KKK KRALJICA! HIT!!
Kija = transformacija! Kijevce vozi amorova strela. Idemo jako prijatelji!
Kija ubija nize uspehe sa pesmama
Kija ubila me tvoja amorova strijela!!
Kija u spotu pobedila i BeyoncenBravo!
Kija vole te tvoji KIJEVCI u BiH #4
Kija volimo te!
KIJA VOLIM TE ❤
Kija you amaze me...everytime new phenomenon...lots of love ....women 
power 👊 💘 👸👏 👌
Kija za sedam meseci izbacila 4 hita 😍  nema dalje ni bolje 💃 ❤❤❤🎉
Kija zeno GRMIIIIS!!!Predobra pjesma a ti si SAVRSENSTVOOO!!!
KIJA ZVEZDETINA ! �
Kijevci
#kijevci
#kijevci 💪
Kijevci?
Kijevci Crna Gora!
Kijevci ekipa najjača
Kijevci gas do daske počela je žurka
Kijevci gdje ste idemooooo 200k možemo mi to dokazano
Kijevci gledaju nov spot, kokosari i dalje Zadrugu. ❤
Kijevci hajmo po jedan krug i lajkujte sviju molim sviju toje nasa kija 
stalno nas iznenadi nesto lepo 💞👍💕 sadika kija jos jace
Kijevcii da li ste budniii???
Kijevci idemo da se vidi ko ima najjacu armiju
Kijevci idemo JAKO. <3
Kijevci idemo jakooo....Svi uz Kiju ...Srecan nastupu veceras Kiki...
Kijevci idemo jako so prvog miliona
#KIJEVCI  idemo još jače vodimo Kiju na #1
kijevciii
Kijevciiii ajmo jaceeeee,mozemo mi too
Kijevciiii ajmoooouuu
Kijevciiii da li ste budniiii
Kijevciii lajkujte SVE KOMENTARE ZBOG TOGA NISMO #1!!!
Kijevci jel dišete ? 💕 💕 💕💕💕
Kijevci jel ste spremi? Blizi se 20 h. ...I krece zurkica. ..
Kijevci jesmo li budniiiii
KIJEVCI, JESMO LI MI BREND ILI NISMO? SAMO JAKOOOOOOOOOOOOO!
Kijevci jeste li budni Amorova strela odapeta gađa pravo u srce
Kijevci jeste li realni pa zakovali ste youtube ..hahaha samo udarajte 



idemo veceras do milionceta
Kijevci jos malo i 3 miliona ajde gas gas gas Kija Kraljica
Kijevci?Kako ide?
Kijevci kidamo ZAJEDNO SA KIKI.
Kijevci kijagrada idemo jače idemo još nestajemo jer pobeda je i naš GETO 
💟🌟🌟👬 🍀 🌎👌 😘 S&K 😘👌👍
Kijevci ko ima najjaču i najbolju armiju KIJAAAA
Kijevci lajk ko voli kraljicu Kiju Kockar !!!!nnn*dok je tebi lepo ja 
secem se ziletom *
Kijevci lajkujte komentare,dijeliteeee 👑👑👑
Kijevci 🎧  li Amorovu 🏹
Kijevci moramo pokazati ko ima najjaču mariju MORAMO
Kijevci najjači ❤
Kijevci na kijinom ig pre dvadeset minuta napisala 500.000 real time
Kijevci Republika Makedonija.
Kijevci ? Samo da vam cujem glas
Kijevci sastanak sa Kijom u kafiću Potpis na  Amorovom trgu.
Kijevci sretna nam idemo riješiti 3M veceras i nema spavanja
KIJEVCI ŠTA SMO ZASPALI?? SVAKI DAN 1 MILION!! GAS DO DASKE!!! NEMA 
STAJANJA!! SVE ZA KIJU!!
Kijevci su najjaca armija ikadaaa!!!
Kijevci su uz tebe uvjek
Kijevci ubrzajmo malo, nismo još na milion,jače jače za našu mezimicu, 
pjesma je vrh.
Kijevci u Majncu koji dolazite u klub London 16,02,2019, ucite reci pesme!
Kijevci veceras u 20:00h zurkaaaa u Kijevgradu :))))) Gori trending!!!!!
Kijevci volim vas
#kijevcizauvjek
kijevgrade samo jako neka gori
Kijevka za uvek  Volim i Danas Kija da je prva  na# u Nemacku  Dali Nas 
I'ma kao onaj put ko bi  ko bi rekao idemo samo jako
Kiji bi sve oprostila cak i pomirenje da Slobom..
Kijice draga, ti si kraljica! Zaslužila si sve najbolje, jer radis i 
trudis se! 😍
Kijice svaka pesma je sve bolja od prethodne samo napred to Kraljice 
Nasa!!!👸 ❤❤❤👍👍 👍👌 🎶🎶🎶🔝🔝🔝 💖💖💖💖 😍😍😍😘😘😘💕💕💕
Kiji ne gine svjetska scena bravo Kija.
Kijin fan sam ali mislim da je ovo mnogo lose. Ove perike joj  nisu 
trebale uopste. Tekst nista posebno... kijo ocekujemo nesto bolje ❤
Kijo boginjoo
Kijo glavu gore i ponosno dalje
Kijo jedva cekam da cujem pjesmu na eng tu ces razbit sama sebe ja mislim 
u pjevanju
Kijo kidajjj!!!!!!!💪💪💪💪 💪💪
Kijo Kockar bolje sa Slobom da si ušla u lift... 😂
Kijo moja❤🍉
Kijo najezilaaa si meee 😍😍😍😍  brutalna si
Kijooo carice
Kijo ti mala grmis neka puknu hejteri idemo kijevci najjace
KIJO ti SI  SUNCE NASEG NEBA I UVEK   NAM POKLONIS  PESMU KOJA USRCE  DIRA 
I KOJA NAMA KRALJICE TREBA.
Kijo❤❤❤  Vole te tvoji Kijevciii❤❤❤❤
Kiju je tako lako pronaci,samo pogledas vrh trending liste💪💪💪
KIJU NA EVROVIZIJU!! NEKA NOVA PESMA I TOP 1!!!
KIJU NIJE TESKO VOLETI!!!
Kiju ubila Amorova strela, a ona celu estradu
@kikerflyrnPuke.rnDφαε§εσ •○.*•○.♥



KIKI-💟👑👑 👑👑 👑👑👑👑
Kiki......
Kiki😘😘💘
Kiki bezi iz ovog primitivizma svet je pred tobom
Kiki boginja pesma fantasicna pevljiva ma hit hitova.
Kiki , brutalno izgledas! Pesma je vrh!
kiki carice svaka ti cast super je pesma
Kikica rodjena za svetsku scenu ...srecnoooo
kiki 👑 ce pokidala di pravi pogodak🎵🎶🌍⭐
Kiki draga,pesma je malo reći prelepa!nTekst izaziva emocije a ti si 
prelepa u spotu!nZnaš da te mi volimo,ostalo je nebitno ✨
Kiki, dušo naša, pa ti kidaš bre 💓💋💋💋 Bravoooo 👍👍👍👍💪💪💪
Kiki fenomenalna si👑👑👑
KIKI HVALA TI STO SI TAKO KVALITETNA OSOBA I STO SMO TVOJ BREND 
KIJEVCI.VOLIMO TE MRVICE NASA.
Kikii #1 BiH ! :)
Kikiii
Kikiiii
Kikiiiii top pesna 😍😍😍
Kikiiii najbolja ....
Kikiiii volim teee
Kiki is ❤
Kiki je pocepala!
KIKI   KRALJICA !!!!!!!
Kiki ma ti si nas ubila ovom pesmom 👏  ovo je nesto posebmo zaista!!!!!
Kiki nasa volimo te!!!
Kiki, opet si zadala domaci! 💪  Amorova strela pogađa pravo u ❤
Kiki otkida pjesma 🔝🔝🔝🔝 🔝
Kiki.    Pa izgledaš zanosnoooo
Kiki pa ti si rodjena zvezda 🔥🔥🔥
Kiki pesma je vrh🤗 🤗🤗
KIKI POKIDALA SI😍😍
Kiki prva nikako druga , uvek!!
Kiki puno te volimo
Kiki...razvaljuje dok neke jos uvjek na istom mjestu puse Miska.. 
ljubomorne duse mogu da ti puse....Kiki.. cekamo album...
KIKI RODJENA ZA SVE. ZELJNO CEKAMO I HIP-HOP PESMU.
KIKI SAHRANI OPET ESTRADU BRAVO MRVICE
Kiki, samo potapši sebe po ramenu i kaži:"Svaka mi čast!" 💕
Kiki srecan put u dojcland ima da grmi klub
Kiki,  svetska a naša ⭐ bravo!
Kiki takođe pohvale za produkciju spota !!! Posebna urbana naša kraljica 
Kija !!!
Kiki ti si toliko talentovana da mozes spojiti i folk i etno i rok i rep 
to ispadne vrhunskinTi si ispred 10 svetlosnih godina
Kiki tu smo slusamo
Kiki ubi ti estradu ❤❤
Kiki, vole te tvoji Kijevci 💘
kiki volimo te carice
Kiki, volimo teeeeeeee!!!!
Kiki volimo te nemozemo prestati slusati pesmu
Kiki volim te❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
Kiki you did it again '✊✊🦄 ! Song is ❤  perfect and on a very special 
day . We love you  ! This is our Valentines Day Present 🎁  🎵
Kiki zajebala si Vek



Kiki, znali smo da si najbolja
Kill Capitalism, the biggest cancer the world has ever seen...
Killed it!!!
Killed me with the whole mason jar part!!! XD
killer man
@KillerSheeve123 IT IS DIET DIET IS DISGUSTING
Killer song
Killing me!
kill me now...
Kills self
KILO REN!😂😂😂😂 😂😂 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Kilos actual name is Ben solo
Kim bilirdi tiktok diye bir uygulamanın çıkıp bu şarkıyı 9 sene sonra 
dinleteceği 😂
kim jong un sang karoke with rodman
Kinda cool, but an INCREDIBLE waste of food....like products.
kinda distubing how hes mimicing the sounds of bombs dropping and people 
screaming
kinda just went down like that
Kinda makes dudeperfect look like a holes..... Just saying.
Kinda reminds me of the Bellagio in Vegas.
Kinda reminds you of that brat from Charlie & the chocolate factory.
Kinda sad someone that’s a kid has to tell adults that are 3-4 times her 
age how to save a planet
Kinda sad when it's all white people in the comments, kinda funny when you 
know nMiles politics.
kinda snail
Kinda sounds like Danny DeVito
Kinda sounds like Danny devito
Kinda think she's gonna knock her out in the first round. But hyping it up 
as a "challenge" will get more viewers.
Kinda weird seeing stars in movies after they're dead... but it seems to 
be the trend a lot lately.
Kindern kann man schon aus Prinzip nicht Recht geben.Die belächeln euch 
nur und streicheln den Knüppel von ihrem 7er!
kind of a waste of resources but w/e still cool
kind of bent..nas hell.nAlso, that was all photoshopped
kind of disappointing that CHOPIN IS BASICALLY NONEXISTENT on this list...
Kind of like a redneck version of Fastasmic and World of Color....nnBut 
still cool. =D
Kind of sad that Dvorak's Humoresque didn't make it.
Kind of sad to find out he was an extremely abusive and violent person. 
Talented and a charismatic performer for sure but he shouldn't be revered.
Kind of surprised that Holst’s Mars was on here but not Holst’s Jupiter 
Second Movement (that one is far more known).
King
KING
King!
king...
King🙏
King👑 ❤
King👑💥
King and queen 😍
Kingdom luxury hotels citywide powerful
@kingfireable I agree
King funk.
King james...🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥
King James Brown no incomparável  nada igual como ele........
King James on Italian TV!
king king king!
King, master!



King of Funk
King of Funk... BRASIL🌴
King of kings.
King Of R&B-Stevie Wonder
King of Soul
KING OF SOUL !!!!!!
KING OF SOUL!!!!
King of Soul🙂
King of soul ever.  BRAZIL HERE
king of soul...for all times...
King of soul forever...
King Of Soul.. Mster Of Desaster..
King of soul music
King of soul.nBigger James Brown.
King of the kings jamex brown 1  Michael jackson 2  prince brunos mars 
studens all of sir brown !
kio!😍😍😍😍 😍
Kion: Slick Move, lost him.nSimba: Don’t bet on it.
kirabbaaaaa
Kirain judulnya FATIH. Hehehe
Király !!! (^.^)#n              /| . |
@Kirtatas Rock is shit.
ki saudade desse tempo já densei
Kiss....kiss.... kissss
KISS YOUR HAND 10 TIMESrnrnSAY YOUR CRUSH 15 TIMESrnrnPOST TO 2 OTHER 
VIDEOSrnrnLOOK AT YOUR HAND
Kiss your hand 5 times repost this and look under your pillow
@KiTMasterbell nYou couldn't quench the thirst of any African Tribes with 
those cokes, carbonated drinks cause dehidration
@Kitten5ify diet coke and the orginal menthos
@Kitten5ify nonly coca cola Light works... if im not wrong and diet coke
Kittygurl47  nUsing diet coke doesnt work. Well it does but no way near as 
well.nThey proved it on mythbusters. =D
Kız git diplerini boyat
Kkep on making this costumes pls
Kk jadore prout
Kkkkkkkkkk relíquia
kkkkkk legal,,,,
KKKKKK! Muito bom! Dancei tanto quando eu era criança.
KK KK KK..PUSSING EARING THIS
Kkk só lembro de todo mundo odeia o Chris kkkkkk
kladdigt
Klar, Klimaschutz ist wichtig. Aber man sollte auch nicht vergessen wie 
viele Arbeitsplätze z.B. an der Autoindustrie hängen.
Klar offen und ehrlich.. Danke,!! LIEBER :::Edward,!!!
Klasična ženska fufa modernih načela koja je preko bivšeg stigla tu gdje 
jeste. Pametnom dosta a vama zaluđenicima SPASA NEMA 🤣👉👌
Klasse die demonstrieren das sie mehr Steuern zahlen dürfen, bzw. Ihre 
Eltern und wir. Dumm und Dümmer
Klassiker
@klenom thats whats cool its diet so it wouldnt be sticky at all because 
it has like no suger
k le pasa no sube kasi nada pinche youtube odia a lady gaga
"Klickköder"
"Klickköder" wirklich ? ^^
Klimaschutz finde ich gut aber lasst bitte unsere Autos in ruhe. Danke
Klimaschutz Hysteria....
Klubovi gore 🏹🎉
kl where u get all the coke and mentos
@KMCproductions0 im so with ya! fucking bad music...
knocked her ass off the high fkn horse...
Knock it out of the PARK AGAIN!!! WHAT A GENIUS ♡ & ☮ ALWAYS.



Knock out with head kick ,you called your fate Ronda
KnOnCnKnAnR
Knowing the message of this song while listening to it gives me 
goosebumps.
Know that there has to be a better way to live? Take control of your 
health! https://youtu.be/swGgpFMWQkY
Know what? It's a very good concept worth exploring. They could make five 
more movies, and I'd still watch them.
K.O
Koala 😍 😍 😍
Ko baci lajk dabogda imao sreće u životu
Ko baci like dabogda mu Kija dosla na rodjendann👇
Ko bi,  ko bi rekao da će Kiki opet napravili hit ? 💖💖💖
Ko bi rekao
Ko čeka - dočeka! Napokon!!! Pjesma ubija!
kocham!!!!
kocham ariane!!!! #POLAND
Kocham Cię Ari♡♡♡ Do zobaczenia 31 maja.
Kocham GO i jego muzykę !!!!!!
kočku taháí za ocas
Kodak Black reminds me of James Brown
Koga nisam smelannnnnnBalvana
Ko ima najjaču armiju pa kija nasa
Koja glupost...
Koja je ona lsvica pesma vrh spot odlican ma savrseno.
Koja je ovo boginja, ljudiiiiii
Koja je ovo topčina, brateee! Znači pokidalaaaaa!
Koja maca svaka čast. Ljepota i talent. Pusa kraljice
Koja navala! Bravo ljudi!
Koja osvezavajuca promena u odnosu na sve pesme do sad i teskt i muzika i 
sport bravo bre, Kijevci su ponosni!
Koja pisma wow...
Koja promocija satanizma,kakav spot, ovakog gadluka dugo nisam vidio!!!
Koja si ti kraljica!!! Čudo si!!
Koja zaraza od pisme aloooo 😍😍
Ko jedva ceka Bakinu reakciju?
koje je ovo sranje !!!!!
Koje je u realnom vremenu stanje zna li neko nešto sporo ocitava
Ko je na vrhu aaaa ? Kija 👑
Koje sranje
Koje sranjeeee 🤦 🤦 Svasta se naziva pjesmom i svako pjevacem😨😲
Koje sranjiste...
KO JE TO NAMA PRVI?
Koji hit brateee!❤ nBravo Kija❤
Koji je paketic ova Kija, savrsenaaaaa
Koji potencijal ima ova zenaa.. 🚀
Koji satanizam
Koji si ti meni kralj !
😂😂😂😂 😂 😂  Koji si ti provalitus od pjevaljke. Pa ja tebe ni u kafanu 
ne bi stavila. Preljubnica/postenica zenica.
Koju ona ima energiju !!
Ko kako slusa pesma prosecna kako i pevajne.Kad nemas lep glas   nemoze 
pesma da zvuci savrseno😣
koke zaspale
Kokosari, odjebite. Idite gledajte masnu j zadruzi
KOKOSKE PODIZU PREGLEDE MILANU DA POKUSAJU DA SKINU KIJU SA BROJA 1. AJMO 
KIJEVCI JAKO I JOS JACE  ZA NASU KIJU.
koksooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooncooooooooooool
Koliki sam Kijin fan i koliko ocekujem od nje, jer znam da moze.. Alii 



ovo? Ja nemam rijeci samo... Ponosu nas!
Koliko gori ova pesmaaaa
Koliko ima pregleda na duetu zna li neko?
Koliko ja tebe volim Bože
koliko je brutalnaa😍🔥
Koliko je lepa, lutka ❤
Koliko je lepa na nastupu večeras 💕
Koliko je lepa ova Kija jebote
Koliko je lijepa u ovom spotu! Ne mogu je se nagledati. Nevjerovatno je 
koliko joj dobro stoje sve ove frizure i boje.
Koliko je ovo jadno
Koliko je ovo meni dobro pa to nije normalno 🔝  u moru istih pesama nesto 
drugacije 👌
Koliko je ovo meni supeer 😍 🔥  Jer sam volela onog koga nisam smela...👑
Koliko je ovo mocno,bravo Kija tako se to radi.
Koliko je ovo zarazno i grmiii😍
Koliko je savrsena pesma ja nemogu Kija svaka cast😍❤
Koliko je tekst dobar !!!! To Kijaaaaaa
Koliko Kija brzo napreduje, i sta je sve zena uradila za nepunih godinu 
dana, svaka cast🙌
Koliko mocno izgleda i spot i pesma
Koliko obrisanih komentara,sljam i blam
Koliko odvratan glas...stradase mi bubne opne....
Koliko ona osmeha ima,toliko niko ne moze imati ruznih reci,ni velikih ni 
sitnih pakosti,da joj na bilo koji nacin nasteti.
Koliko ona zapravo snima mocne pesme....Ovo je stvarno premocno...Svaka 
cast...
Kolikoooo gruvaaaaa ovaaaj bit. Pokidaaalaaaaa breeee ❤
Koliko ova pesma podseca na Cobyeve brate. Na foru 'crni sine'.
Koliko ovo grmi AU🔥🔥🔥🔥
Koliko seljačina sluša ovo, jako žalostno. :( Greota ovaj svijet đe ide.
Koliko si cute😍😍😍😍 ❤❤❤pesma je vrh!!!nPs.Slobo gledj ali otvoriii oci i 
usi,posto neznas sta si izgubio..
Koliko si lepa Kiki andjelu
Koliko si ti borbena,jaka,neumorna. Ti si največa nagrada samoj sebi. 
Bravo Kija
Koliko Sloba samo pati sada za njom! Pesma hit!!!
Komentarisite stalno i sto vose i lajkajte sve redom komentatre da dodjemo 
na prvo mjesto u trendu
KOMENTARISITE STO VISE SA RAZMACIMA OD 10 MINUTA, TAMAN DOK CUJETE 
"POTPIS" ILI DR. KIJINU PESMU ILI DVE, ZATO STO NEMAM STA DA LAJKAM. 
POZDRAV!
Komenteri zaokruzena cifra,sad pregledi i lajkovi da se zaokruze.
Kome se ne sviđa ne mora da slusa i da gledan#kijevci  #kijasamojako 
#amorovastrela 😘 ♥👏 🎤
Kome se ovo svidja treba da se zapita šta mu je s glavom..
Kome smeta jaka Kija Kockar? Ova devojka je unikat.
Ko mi sada brise komentare ludim kad vidim koliko sam napisala a ostanu 
dva.
Ko misli da je ovo pesma najbolja neka lajkuje
Ko moze na crtu da joj stane, ova cura je rodjena da vodi i pobjedjuje
Ko moze na crtu da nam stane??
Komu to děcko vyhrožuje? Kdo jí co ukradl? Co na to její rodiče? Budeme 
válčit?
Konacno hit koji smo svi cekali..🔥
konacno i to drugo mesto vise, sad jos jace do prvog, idemoo kijevcii!
Konacno nesto novoo i drukcijee..Estrada na aparatima! 👑😘



Konacno pojedeno "prase"
Konačno smo i dočekali. Bravo ! Pokidala 👏 ❤nNaporno radiš, trudiš se i 
ustraješ radi sebe i radi nas. A mi te čuvamo 👊  samo jako 💪
Ko najvise voli Kiju pa zna se njeni kijevci 💕
Końcówki się nie spodziewałem. Jimek to jest genialne.
Könntet ihr euch nicht einfach auf Umwelt- und Naturschutz reduzieren? 
nnDie Sache mit dem "KLIMA" ist einfach nur pervers.
Könnt ihr auch Mal Videos auf Englisch hochladen? das ist furchtbar eben 
man ihn Reden Hört und dann nochmal. es ist sehr anstrengend ihm zu 
folgen.
Konstitucija tela Kije kao Divna DNK. Kako nekom ona moze da se svidja?
KONY 2012 PLEASE WATCH!
kool
@KoolA1d thats me :)
Kool and interesting music.
KOOL love it!!!
kopfschüttel . Volksverdummung
Kopijaaa karenaa!!!
Kopija Adjele vestice i mixxx Cobi 😂
Kopira Lunu izgledom
Kopira Milicu Pavlović,već je vidjeno ovo.....
@KorayonFR this comment for your kind of shithead?
@kornsoadwizki a chemical reaction?
Kose slaze da je kija izgrmela neka like ovaj kom I hvala puno ko mi 
lajkuje kom❤❤❤❤❤❤😍😍😍
Ko se slaže, da puste ovu pjesmu u zadruzi...inače pokidala...
Ko se slaze neka lajkeuje komentar plissss
koskoca lady gaga sın 480p video yüklüyosun amk
Kosovska bitka.Ubiše Turci Bobu.
Köszönöm szépen ezt a csodálatos szexélmênyt!
Ko ti dade mikrofon ����
Koty <3
KO VOLI KIJU NEKA LAJKUJE KOMENTAR💫♥🤞🌏
KOZAK
kozak.
KOZAK ! pozdrowienia ślę razem z propsami ! :D
Ko zaspe i ne nastavi komentarisat - šupak je hahaha
Ko zna,zna a Kija i Kijevci znaju sta je dobro.
Ko zna zna bravo Kija
Kraaaljiiceeee! Toooooo!
#KraaljiiceeeMojjaaaSamo jakoo😱 🌎🔐😘😘😘😘😍
Kraljica
K R A LJ I C A ! 👑
KRALJICA !!!!❤❤❤❤❤
Kraljica 👑👑👑
Kraljica 💘🔝👑
Kraljica 💕💕💕
Kraljica ❤❤
KRALJICA😍😍💖
Kraljicaa 👑👑👑
Kraljicaa👑😍
KRALJICAAA BALKANAA
Kraljica B )
K R A L J I C A  B A L K A N A
Kraljica dominira 😍  voli te tvoja najjaca armija!! ❤❤❤



Kraljica je sela na tron.❤❤❤😘😘😘
KRALJICA  KIJA  DOMINACIJA
Kraljica Kija dominacija
Kraljica Kija dominacija obara rekorde
kraljica nasa  bravo
Kraljica pokidala ❤  jedna je Kija ♔
Kraljica! Potpisujem!
Kraljica rođenda za sve!
Kraljica samo opravdala titulu !!!
Kraljica se nepostaje kraljica se rodi👑👑👑👑👑💫💘
Kraljica Trendinga #1.  KIJA KOCKAR
Kraljicee najboljaa sii 😍😙🔥👑 ❤
Kraljice Kijevci su ponosni na tebe! Uz tebe kao zivi zid u svakom momentu 
da slavimo tvoje pobede i da te cuvamo od zlih spodoba.
Kraljice lavice najjaca si
Kraljice najjaca si nek crknu dusmani
Kraljice nasa!!
Kraljice opet si pokidala ❤ 👑
Kraljice pesma ti je topp....😴😴😴😴😴
Kraljice pokidala si ❤
Kraljino🍾🍾🍾😍😍 😍
Kralji samo gazi i ne koci!!! Idemo do trona!!!!
Krank. Einfach nur psychisch KRANK. Leute ihr seid so am Arsch und merkt 
es nicht mal. Immer weiter so.......
Kranker Kult.
Kranker scheiß! So viele Teilnehmer!
Krasno jee i prelepo
Krass in unserer heutigen welt aber der schlaue ist immer der dumme
krass wie viele fundamentalisten hier im kommentarbereich unterwegs sind
Kreisler?
Kren...
KREO Q HOY NA ACABAN LAS VOTACIONS ... !! KREO Q ES HASTA EL MARTES .. !!
K riko ksm
krindzujem
Kristina 👑
🎉🎉🎉  Kristina bravo 💓
Kristina  Kija  Kockar 🎶🎶🎵🎵
Kristina Kija Kockar diva gazi ubija ovom pesmom šta nam radi srce nam 
vadi spot top
Kristina Kija Kockar , jedna jedina !
Kristina Kija Kockar, vrh.
Kristina kija Kockar zakucava again and again. Svaka cast kija! Dominacija
Kristina Kockar lepotica kraljica !!!
Kristina nikad ne razocara, naprotiv, ne prestaje da me odusevljava
Kristina prelepo..,bajno
Kristina se ne podrzava samo,ona se voli!Rad,rad i ono nesto ima ova cura!
Cestitke Kiki za sve,ujedinila si nas!
Kritik an dem FFF-Indoktrinations-Wahnsinn bei den öff.-rechtl. Medien 
natürlich Fehlanzeige. Klima-Kritiker - keine Chance, gehört zu werden.
Kto normalny się drze w filharmonii w środku utworu? ;_______;
kto polak
kto po wczorajszym koncercie ? SZTOS! :)
kto sub za sub
kto to dyslajkuje?? :)
Kto Z Polski ??
Kto z Polski?
Kto z Polski? ^^
kto z Polski? nodpisywać



k u
Kud  god  da  krenem  pesmi  se  vracam  ponovo.....
Kudos! Its time we sent our children to UN instead of seasoned politicians 
who opens their mouth to yawn and lie.
kudos ohara even though i know you have an agenda its better to be honest 
than to lie
Kudos to the globalists using a mentally retarded girl as a prop for their 
agendas....
Kudos to you guys! Best video on Venice!
Kuja Drockar 👎
Kukukuuuuuu kakavvv sannnnn bravooooo Boginjooooo volim teeeee😍😍😍👑👑
👑💘💘💘 💘

Kuku sta je ovo
kumaune
Kümmert euch lieber mal um das Glyphosat, liebe Gläubige. Tote Tiere, 
kranke Menschen | Doku | ARTE
Kumuh🤢🤢
kung fo shaolin
Kung Lao
Kuribon not Kuriboh (Kuriboh is a Yugioh Card)
@Kuropon123nnThanks. I thought normal Coke would be stronger than Diet 
Coke.
@kurtywurty85 Dont leave BS remarks on my page...if I could Id beat ur ass 
for that
Kurvanska prevara KAO i njen cijeli život , zavija , a kompjuter pravi ko 
neki dobar zvuk ...sto bi Kusurica rekao , jedan najobičniji nitkov !
kurvestija...
Kurvetina nema pojma da peva
Kurvica
Kurvo glupa salim se nisi glupa
Kurvoooo
kurwa jakim cudem takie gówno ma 180 mln widzów, ja pierdole?
kurwa ten gość to ładny as , oczywiście oni też '
KUUUL
K we get it u just heard this song
Kylo has a ripped cape or scarf whatever
Kylo killed his father han
kylo ran is ze best
kylo ren and darkvadar is my feborite
kylo ren col
kylo ren has black jeans
kylo ren is evil bro... he kills a LEGEND!!
kylo ren is literally trash 😉
Kylo ren kills Han Solo
Kylo ren more like Kylo ben
Kylo Ren more like..KYLO BEN!
kylo rens a damn rat i dont give a poop shart about him
KYLO RENS BEARD LOOKS LIKE THAT
Kylo Ren’s helmet was a bit bignnnnnThen again, I can’t draw a circle
kylo rens lightsaber is the same as the lightsabers in the phineas and 
ferb starwars episoide
kylo Rens lightsaber looks AWESOME ! 😎
Kylo Ren's mask is garbage
Kylo ren's real name is Ben solo
Kylo ren's retarded cousin
Kylo's helmet's made out of a trashcan....fitting, for a trashbaby.
@kyzzeify Por las visitas-
(l)
L.
l0l .. ii love laady qaqa but s0metymez haa 0utfiitz too dam wierd !
La



La🐺 ❤🎼 ¸.•'**☆ ╰⊰✿ 🎹🎸
@la10043869 ¿En dónde lo viste? estoy super nervioso ¿Es verdad eso?
@la10043869 es que en mi lista de amigos habia varias beliebers parece. 
Mejor que me hayan eliminado jaja.
@la10043869 gracias x responder !!! ahora ya se q no tengo spam :)
@la10043869 MONSTERS ARE UNITED. WE ARE THE BIGGEST ARMY PAWS UP
@la10043869 Remember to open my Playlist "Bad Romance 100" and leave it to 
play all the night while you sleep !
La 4 esta bien ricola
La 4 que bello!!
La 9 y 7 son una mrd no tienen nada
Laa Amoo Laa MejooR
La abstracción de un alma de su sueño en esta vida...
la adoroo no me canso de escucharlaaaaa
laady gaga does not come to Croatia, we do not like you stupid bitch
La amoooo!!
LA amo para siempre!
la amo tanto :)!
La auténtica música para bailar, despues de cuarenta años genial!!
La bailarina tremenda!!!😍😍
La baile mucho
La banda más grande de la historia.
Lab coats don't make them scientists
lab coats make everything better
La best musique 😍😍😍
LA BOLA D WUEVONES K NO LS GUSTA GAGA X K NO VAN A MASTURBRC N LUGAR D STR 
AKI TIRANDO MIERDA!!! I LOVE YOU GAGA!!!
❤ labyuuuuu!❤ Gaga❤ nnnFrom Japan, with love XXX
la caca esta drogada ooo
La cago
LA CAMPANELLA?
La Campanella???
La Campanella isn't there
LA CAMPANELLA should be here
la canzone piú bella del mondo 😍😍😍😗😗😗😘😘😘😙😙😙
Lache mich tot während ich mit meinem RS6 durch die Stadt baller und 
hoffentlich dem armen Klima schädige.
la chuca racha!
La Classic by Stevie W<3...
Lacrimosa?
Lacrymosa?!
..........la cucaracha.
La Cucaracha
LA CUCARACHA.....bien pensado homerito
La cucaracha la cucaracha
La cucaracha la cucaracha 📣
"La cucaracha!" lol. nWell his brother asked for it, he was the one who 
pushed Homer to do it, and he insisted.
La cucarácha! nLa cucarácha!nPase la chancla nPase la chancla la la la la 
la la lanrápido que se me va montar.
La cuckuuraacchhAaaa
@ladddygagavevo you think we are stupid to belive you :-|
Laddy gaga es una farsa
laddy gaga makees so many good song but she is so preverted all the time
La del parque rivadavia no me la esperaba JAJAJAJA
Ladies and gentlemennAs you know we have something special down here at 
Birdland this eveningnA recording, for Blue Note records. . .
Ladies and Gentlemen (not you other fake genders) we have our 2019 meme 
here. Use face as you please xD
Ladies and gentlemen, the coolest man of his generation. 😎
Ladies and gentlemen, the requirements definition phase of Edsel 



development.
La donna Immobile 😂😂😂😂😂😂
Ladrang Rajamanggala.nJust played 10 times in Jogjakarta. n. nVery rare.
กรุรัก lady เว ้ย ย :"}}
LADY "CACA" ES UNA PUTA BASURA AL IGUAL QUE SUS FANS DE 
MIERDA !!!!!!!!!!!!
lady eres la mejor no como el gay de justin bieber
lady gaag has lupus
เรารักLaDy  GaGa
Lady gaga❤
Lady gaga😍😍😍😍
lady gaga 14/12/17?
@ladygaga1425 bieber is like a million ahead. not 140,000
L A D Y   G A G A <3
Lady Gaga<3333
lady gaga <3<3<3<3<3<3<33<3<3
LADY GAGA <3 <3 <3 ES FABULOSA :)
LADY GAGA 4EVER!
LADY GAGAAA GANARÁS!!!
Lady Gaga Amo muito I love you ❤
Lady Gaga and Bad Romance are legends :3
LADY GAGA | ARTPOP
Lady gaga as a man. tell me
lady gaga ay love you it!!!!
Lady Gaga + Baauer = Artpop + Harlem Shake = Artshake 2013
Lady Gaga : Bad romancenTaylor Swift : Bad bloodnCamila Cabello : Bad 
thingsnSelena Gomez : Bad liarnEminem : Bad guy
Lady gaga=bitch!Lisen to real music,like linkin park
Lady gaga can never be duplicated this is a classic that will be timeless 
and is timeless.
lady gaga canta pra caranbarnparabéns pelo seu sucessornadoro suas 
musicas....
Lady Gaga cool
lady gaga COPY SERVICE!!!
Lady GaGa  dance  2 yah  official release of the new single shocking 
magnificent reccomend to friends
lady gaga=disposable disco music
lady gaga el video mas visto de you tube genial te amo eres re genial 
porfavor ven a chile aki ti8enes miles de fans
lady gaga e show
Lady Gaga: Espectacular  video magnifica canción
lady gaga es un pedazo de mierda que NO TIENE TALENTO
lady gaga es un ser sin talento capas de mover gentes pendejas jajaja
Lady gaga é uma gata borralheira. ..
Lady Gaga è un po strano ma vivace e canta davvero molto bene
#LadyGagaFAMELaunch <3
LADY GAGA FOR BEST VIDEO OF THE YEAR ON VMA'S TOMORROW!!!!!!!!
lady gaga forever 🔥 november 2017
Lady Gaga FTW!
lady gaga fuckin sucks balls
Lady Ga Ga Ga Ga Ga Ga Ga Ga Ga is fab I love her keep making great music 
she is brilliant. x x
Lady Gaga Gaga will always be better than Katy Perry.  #Thalifan 
 supporting.
LADY GAGA HAS 0 tallent...she is totaly 0..(plus she is ugly..)
lady gaga has great music and all but shes crazy
Lady gaga = illuminati or reptilian
LADY GAGA *______* i love her, at mean. :)
Lady GAGA !!!!  I love U .. bitch
lady gaga i love youuuu!!!!
Lady Gaga in concert FACE & DRESS CONTROL? I don't know.rnCHECK THIS 
OUT:rnyoutube.com/watch?v=ZWM-LtmWKh8&hd=1



Lady Gaga inspira
Lady gaga in your twitter has 37630160 followers,katy perry 36981453 
followers.Follow to gaga  and unfollow the twitter of katy perry
lady gaga is 2 awesome
lady gaga is a fad
lady gaga is a guy! In real life! She ain't a female! Why do you think she 
covers herself so much! she's a pervert! :)
Lady Gaga is a man . but a good singer tho
Lady GaGa is a manrnits true, he is under the control of the devil
Lady Gaga is an awesome 👏  singer
Lady GAGA IS A REAL WOMAN. I FUCKED HER IN the toilet of NIGHTCLUB 
MARQUEE'S in NEW YORK CITY!!!!!!!!!!
Lady Gaga is a talentless, ugly, gender-confused freak. Her fans are even 
worse...
Lady gaga is awesome!!!
lady gaga is becoming crazier!
lady gaga is bitch
Lady gaga is fine
lady gaga is gaynno realy
lady gaga is great i luv her music but gosh she is so weird
lady gaga is here to stay, she has a nice voice and alot of talent, makes 
hit after hit. rncheck my channel out if u love lady gaga
Lady gaga is like madonna a long time ago
Lady Gaga is naturally beautiful & makes really awesome music. I don't 
know why she has to dress so weird!
Lady Gaga is POP DIVA !!!
Lady Gaga is pretty!!
Lady Gaga is so amazing! Visit my channel :3?
lady gaga is so fucking sexy...i want sex her
lady gaga is so  hot    she want dick  all the  day and night
Lady Gaga is so strange... i love it. :)
Lady Gaga Is the BEST
LADY GAGA IS THE BEST =D*
Lady Gaga is the best female artist in the entire milky way
Lady Gaga is The Queen Of atually Pop
Lady Gaga is ugly as shit but I can sorta get into the music; definitely 
creative.  However, her videos are off the charts!
Lady gaga just did a reggae dancehall collaboration with this artist 
called maverick. Check it out. Type "Maverick Push Back"
lady gaga kills every boy in her videos
Lady Gaga la mejor!!! :3
LADY GAGA LA NUEVA REINA DEL POP
lady gaga lejos lo mejor del mundo manito arriba quien espera con ansias 
ARTPOP ;)
lady gaga = lolrnrnsounds like the dance music in the 80's.
Lady gaga looks more beautiful wihtout that overloaded makeup... :(
Lady Gaga me lleva a otro lugar..!!!!!
Lady Gaga Most Charitable Star of 2010
Lady Gaga .notable aumento  de peso. ht tp://musicalazente. blogspot. com. 
es
Lady Gaga que piola la cancion  :D
lady gaga quiero que vengas a republica dominicana
@LadyGagaRapesGays queef
Lady Gaga rhymes with Lady Caca!
LADY GAGA ROCKS !!!!!!!! nnFREESCHOOLGURU
Lady Gaga rulzzz :D Paws Up
Lady Gaga Scares Me... D:
Lady Gaga seems like a monster from silent hill
Lady gaga sexy number1
Lady Gaga... she rocks,.. hope to here a lot more in 2010
Lady Gaga should back to this ERA i'm still amazed by her creativity and 
her power <3 I love you Gaga Still watching this song in 2015 <3
lady gaga signs state city gang check out the videos on our page now
lady gaga sometimes you go over the weirdness thumbs up if you agree.



lady gaga sos una payasa de mierda
lady gaga sux cock i mean sorry fans but she realy doesen't got good music 
i mean it is all computer -.-
LADY GAGA  te amo :')
lady gaga the qu33n
LADY GAGA THE QUEEN OF POP :)) <3 like if you agree :) <333
Lady Gaga to inappropriate
LADY GAGA, U'LL WIN!!! QUEEN OF UTUB
LADY GAGA U ROCK :)
lady GaGa VC nasceu aonde ?
Lady Gaga we love you.
Lady GAGA when she was 18 on the picture on the left right above: CLICK ON 
THE PICTURE AND THE VIDEO STARTS TO PLAY!!!!
Lady Gaga wins the 'Pop 50 of the Year' in 
Jaxnney(POINT)Blogspot(point)com
Lady GAGA with black hair on the picture ON THE LEFT RIGHT ABOVE at 18 
years old: CLICK ON THE PICTURE AND THE VIDEO STARTS TO PLAY!!!!!!!
LADY GAGA WON AT POPCRUSH - THE HOTTEST STAR OF 2013!!!!nNOW VOTE HER AT 
MTV EMA AND WORLD MUSIC AWARDS!!!nTHIS IS HER BEST YEAR!
lady gaga wtf are you doing
lady gaga ya estas cada vez mas cerca de los 100.000.000 de visitas esto 
es un record para rercordar eres genial lady gaga
LADY GAGA Y LOS MONSTER..pERFECTAS PERSONAS DEL MUNDO
lady gaga y shakira son admirables  e incomparables por que son diferentes 
y dignas de admrarse
Lady gager
... Lady Kija i Amorova strela ... bez naglih pokreta hejteri... samo 
slušajte i uživajte ...
Lady Mormont was better tbh.
LADYnGAGAnISnQUEENnOFnPOPnnclearly Madonna, Spears, Rihanna, Perry .......
LADY QUEENGA
Ladys e gentleman the little cyborg masonic creature...!!!
lady shit actually looks like a dick fucked
Lá eles tem o James Brown aqui temos o Chatuba de Mesquita
La era Born This Way Tubo Éxito total a nivel global !
La fille qui danse ...
lagel
Lagertha
LA has some catching up to do.
Lajkajte komentare redom sve tako ulazimo u trending 1 jer bitna je 
aktivnost ispod spota za prvi trending.
Lajkajte redom sve komentare.Ja brate uzmem i samo rafalam lajkove.Nije 
zar da vam je mrsko minut odvojit i kliktat ?
lajk ako cekas bakinu reakciju
Lajk ako mislis da je pesma posvecena BALVANU
Lajk ako si pre milion pregleda😃👌
Lajk ako slusas iz USA
Lajkala sve kom u zadnjih 4h bilo je dosta bili ste vrijedni.. sad 
napisati koji komentar da se može mirno spavati!!! Samo pjevaj ljepoto!!
Lajkic za nasu Kiju
LAJK KO CEKA BAKINU REAKCIJU
Lajk ko je tu prije 500 000 pregleda
Lajk ko je tu prije 50 000 pregleda
LAJK KO SLUSA SADA KIJINU  PESMU "AMOROVA STRELA".
Lajk ko voli Kiju
Lajk lajk lajk za kiju
Lajkovi rastu,komentari rastu za vise od 2000 , ali zato pregledi ne rastu 
nikako.E svasta
Lajkovi rastu,pregledi stoje.Zabagovalo a???
Lajk pa slusam. 😂
Lajk Svi koji su tu pre 1M😜 Kija 😘
Lajkujem pa slušam 🌟✨🌟⭐



Lajkujte Kijevci mene zaboleo prst pola sata
LAJKUJTE PESMU
Lajkujte pesmu svi !
LAJKUJTE POZITIVNE KOMENTARE. NEGATIVNE IGNORIŠITE A
LAJKUJTE SVE KOMENTAREE
Laku noc,ev tek sad na spavanje odoh..bravo Kijaaa kraljice nasa
Laku noć Kijevci ❤ 2.226.256
Laku noć uz sex machine !!✌✌✌👣👣👣🌟🌟🌟🌟
La la ulala ro ro Ra Ra ra
La leggenda vivente della musica, canzone composta nel 1982 in onore del 
compianto Bob Marley suo caro amico
Łał Gaja  😁😁😁  Ani  łał 😘😘😘😘😍😍😍😍😍
La ligne de basse
¡¡¡¡¡ LA LOCA LADY GAGA ¡¡¡¡¡
la maquina del SEXOOOOOOO
¡La máquina del sexo, yeah!!!nn🇵  🇦  D  03/05/2019 - 11:51 p.m.
Lamborghini here
Lambuzer minhas bolas
lame
Lame
Lame.
Lame acting ... ridiculous..
lame crowd
lame. does it had any connection?
La Mejor
La mejor canción de la galaxia!
la mejor cancion del mundo!!!! es genial!!
La mejor canción para empezar el día!
la mejor rola de gaga ha sido dance in the dark...nnamo esa rola!!!
La mejor tu lady gaga
La mejor versión del himno americano que he escuchado debería ser la 
oficial XD
lame, misleading and disliked twice. Good Day !
Lame. nFyi.  There is no climate change. nStupid coached acting...poor 
girl.
L'AMOUR <3 MORE VIEWS ...
La música es horrible horrorosa!
LA musique Bien et imprésionemt!!
La musique , la vrai et la bonne est comme le vin elle ce bonifie avec le 
temps 😍
La musique lui vient du plus profond de ses tripes ....
la musique svp ?
La n 1 es de Tucumán av. Mate de Luna
Land of misfit toys
Langsam bewegt sich was, Gut so! SAVE OUR PLANET...
La número 1 es aquí en Tucumán un restorán por la mate de luna
La numero 3 choca x mirarles el culo a imagen 4 jajajajajajajaja
La odio!!!!!
La plus belle chanso de tous les temps ,,,,,,,,,,,Merci Mr Stevie Wonder 
Top 10 IN THE WORLD , Mozart and bob Maley et d autres  MERCI .
l appreciate your time. love miles Davis🎶
La primavera only 48th????? Are you fuckin kidding me?
La prima volta che ho sentito questo brano andavo in 1 media oggi ho 50 
anni ne è passata di acqua sotto i ponti !!!!!!!!!!!!!
la primera parte me dio miedo
La próxima semana voy xdd
la puta caña!!!!!!!!!!!
la puta reina de todo la amo <3
LA RADIEUSE EsT BIEN MEILLEURE ,
L'Ardisienne suite 1&2 Bizet
La recette pour bien commencer une journée



LA RE PUTA MADREEEEE
La Révélation de LA MUSIQUE Rock, de mes 15 ans en 1970 ...!!! Indémodable 
et toujours aussi merveilleux à écouter !!
Larger cars is a norm in America o3o
Larry L(ä)ssig
(Larry Wall) well I can do that in one obscenely long, complicated line of 
code. Llama llama.
L'art! la puissance de la vie, là, ici, maintenant. Sublime. 
indispensable, la source.
las acciones o reacciones no concuerdan muy bien con la cancion
las caderas no mientas y ustedes estan cegados enfermos
La sigo escuchando en 2018
La sigo escuchando en el 2019
Las jonatics nos ayudaran con bad romance monsters ayudemoslas con las 
reproducciones del nuevo video de los jonas pom poms :)
Las que se habrá cogido este chabon no tiene nombre!!
Lässiger Typ, dieser Lessig.
Lasst den Mann frei!!! Im Namen des Volkes!!,
Lasst uns immer weiter machen, und notfalls, wenn sich nichts ändert, bis 
wir selbst im Bundestag stehen!
Last film R.I.P Robbin Williams Sure Watch.
Last I checked. We've known about this issue for 60 years and only now are 
governments doing what they should have started doing years ago
Lastima que los jóvenes de ahora no conocen de esta buena música y yo soy 
de los pocos
Last night I saw #GuardiansOfTheGalaxy & one of the trailers was 
#nightatthemuseum & that was the last time I saw Robin.nn#RIPRobinWilliams
Last one was terrible and this looks like rat poison
Last robin williams movie nR.i.P
last time i saw this vid it had like 270,000,000 something O_O
last time I was this early pamaj was still in faze
Last to see this, I don’t wanna be last. Wait I can like my own comment 
first!
Las Vegas Coke show?
late night love
LATE YOUTUBE...LATE...(i love it)
LATINOS PRESENTES
Latinos reportense con un like en 2019
La Traviata?nNocturne in C sharp-minor?nNocturne in C?
laud laud laud
Laughable
Laughing at myself for thinking, "Crab nudity on YouTube" LOL
Laughing my ass of...
laughing while scrolling and reading the comments in the comment section
laughs in African population projection
Laughs in Chinese*
La ultima es en mi provincia jajaj(tucuman)
Laurieann Gibson=BEST choreographer!!!!!!!!
Lauter verstrahlte Mitläufer. An Scheinheiligkeit ist dieser Klima-
Populismus nicht zu überbieten. Ekelhaft ist das.
Laut Zeit 270 000 in Berlin
La vache, ça à dut couter cher en coca ! Oo
la verdad es el mejor video de lady gaga que e visto rni ♥ gaga
la verdad si eso me parecenesa cancion suena como una declaracion de q 
qiere sexo
La vestimenta es un poco rara pero igual me gusta como canta ella...♡
Lavica carica kraljica
LAVICA NAŠA💝
Lavice nasa svi smo uz tebe jer zasluzujes
Lawd she is so dramatic. Giver her an Oscar.
Lawd the brainwashing is strong with this one!
La wea wenaaa
lay gaga isgaga



Lay in bed headphones on perfect 👌  ❤
@lazarogilber AL PARECER NO HAY NINGUNO,Y SIGO SIENDO EL UNICO PERUANO 
COMENTANDO :p !
@lazarogilberto HABLO ESPANOL ENFERMA MENTAL!! PERRA CULIA TU LADY GAGA 
CON PENE ES UNA MIERDA!
@lazarogilber UNICOS REPRESENTANDO A NUESTROS RESPECTIVOS PAISES :)!
@lazarogilber ya pude eske el google normal no habria las opciones y me 
meti a google crome
Lažem sebe da mogu bez Kije pokušavam spavati al mi ruke nedaju mira pa 
moram na yt da slušam. 💘💘💘💘
@lazoyou lady gaga sucks.....man juanes rules.
Ldc
;l./do a angry birds moive
Ldy gaga es la mejor le pese a quien le pese
Leaders 😂😂  kid they do nothing the world leaded by big companies how 
make those polititans they just toys .
lean back .. and hail mary of tupac ..
Learning about buildings I’ll never step foot in
Learn the 10 easy rules of dieting and fat loss: pTaNcee7-OY
#learntocode
LEATHER PANTS!!!!
leave me alone youtube
łeb jak sklep
Le boss
Le Boss du Funk..................JAMES BROWN!!!!!!!!!!!!
Le cambió la voz  a Stevie Wonder. Al fin se desarrolló.
Le clip est magnifique dans le sens très très très bien réalisé !!Et cette 
musique est fascinante
le clip est un peu bizarre mais sinon j'adore la musik !!!
le clip pete mais la musique pue tellement la merde
lectured by down syndrome children. The future is great.
Led Zeppelin Achilles Last Stand live Knebworth blows this shit away
Lee Sin go home, u r drunk.
Left handed. Has a guitar flipped, he's tuning his fucking guitar and 
playing the national anthem at the same time!!!!!. RIP TO A LEGEND!
Leftist Child Abusers: "don't make fun of a child.  How dare you!!!"nnThen 
don't use an autistic child as your pawn to promote socialism.
Leftists, please, for the love of a higher power, stop hiding behind 
teenagers and then getting angry when someone criticizes them.
Left: Separate Church and StatenRight: Separate Science and State
left wing
Legal
Legal, James Brown usou "Máquina de Sexo" do Chatuba de Mesquita como 
inspiração pra essa relíquia, gostei 👏👏
legal, mais que desperdício de coca xD
Le gars est fort c’est de la bombe atomique ce son me retourne comme une 
crêpe. C’est systématique.
LEGEND
legend
Legend
legend !!!
Legend!
LEGEND!!!!!
Legend.
Legend..!
Legend, amazing, this is classic, and amazing, I love it so much!
legend and a future legend
Legend and Funky Genius
Legendary
legendary
L-E-G-E-N-D-A-R-Y
LEGENDARY.



Legendary.
Legendary.....
Legendary brown 👏👏💁🙅 .
Legendary car on Simpsons hit n run
Legendary....nnnnnnSimply legendary
Legendary Song ! 😍
legendaryy
Legend has it bill Cosby played this every time he raped
Legend has it,You can still hear the cries of the cosplayers
Legend in her own time!
Legend. Massive legend
Legend master at work
Legend R I P
legendry men that his music isnt so good Asn   t used, to be
Legends
legends
Legends
#LEGENDS............💓💓💓 💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓
Legend's
Legends!
legends.
Legends.
Legends.. :)
Legend says if you're this early CH will love your comments
legends collaborating together.
legends collaborating with legends...
Legend shame bout the shit that fucked him up but a legend all the same
legends meet
legends of world🛩👫
Legends only
Legends supporting legends is so beautiful
Legend with the Icon
Legit
legit.
Le Homeré
Leider ist das nicht Snowden sondern ein Double. Die Aufnahmen wurden aus 
Sicherheitsgründen gescripted
Leider vergisst man das immer wieder, weil man so selten was davon hört!
le jour ou vous verez le diable comme sa vous me ferez un clone
Lekkeh
Lekkere dans muziek
Lel
lel.
lel2019 here anybody with me
Lel. How dare you?! Sounds like the hugh mungus lady.
lembra minha infancia dancei muito
Lembrei de Rochelle em todo mundo odeia o Chris hahaha
Lembrei de todo mundo odeia o criss pois ele arranha o disco do james 
brown da mãe dele quando ele quer ser dj
Lembrei do Away cantando essa música kkkkkk
Lembro dele do filme "O terno de dois bilhões de dólares" ❤
lembro quando lançaram essa música e escutava ela o dia todo!
Lemme see some booty
@lemmy9head do you really hate jews or just trying to stir things up with 
shocking funny comment?
@Lemongrass98 Mac users are also using it when they're NOT online.
L empereur de la funk, mister  jaaaaaames Brown, mister dynamite
lenme tell u guys the song isnnyou gotta tap by audiobody
Leona Helmsley was right when she predicted that Manhattan would become an 
"exclusive community - only for the super rich".
LEONA LEWISnCOLLIDE
Leo Zagami says she is possessed.nI believe him.



Lepa i uspješna žena svaka čast Kija
Le père de la soûl
Lepo lepo
Lepo napredujemo,nadam se da ce nocas biti jos zesce ipak smo mi nocni 
igraci.
Lepotica, kida! Leti perje!
Lepotica otkida!
lepo ti stoji dugacka kosa😘
Lepoto bravoooo
Lep ovaj Nemanja, nema šta!
Lepo zaista lepo drugačije  sviđa mi se
Le prix du sang et des larmes....
Leptice samo gazi! Armija je uz tebe!!!!
Le roi !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Le roi des rois
L e š
Les 73 personnes qui disent "j'aime pas".... c'est quoi leur Mother fuckin 
problem ????
Les Brown brought me here
les folles
Les oufs ^^
Les Paul created it: Jimi Hendrix found and unleashed the hidden beast 
that languished inside...
les    pido   cue
Les protecteurs de forets XD
Lesson in life: always listen to an engineer
Les toreadors above Ode to Joy? Lmao ok
Let buddha be brave..........
Leti avionom,al nikad sebi nije platila let🎤🎤🎤🔝🔝🔝
Let it be more and more carbon taxes in the name of so-called "climate 
change"!nWhich is in fact just a natural climate variability.
Le titre de mes souvenirs de jeunesse trop cool
Let me guess every one did the lightsaber XD
Let me introduce to you, the one and only Billy Shears??
Let me introduce to you, the one and only Billy Shears! OMG
Let me reproduce to this song
Let me restart I messed up
Let me try it ?
Let on daa
le top
Le trompettiste qui danse ...
Let's all be berated by this 16 year old child . This is pathetic
Let's all live on Cantaloupe Island.. Truth runs free.. and Lies are 
washed away..
Let's break some records buy her album and her songs just one more time<3
Lets build the NEW tallest skyscraper in the world, but this time... Build 
it coming out of the water and going beneath the ocean. Lol
Lets feed Amy Schumer to her.
Let’s get it ! Idemooooo MILLIONI
Let's get rid of all the so-called world leaders and replace them with 
angry children. What could go wrong?
lets give a child on the spectrum a giant megaphone, what could possibly 
go wrong.
LET'S GIVE THOSE WOMEN IN THE GROUP ALL THAT CREDIT 💳  THAT SHE DO AND 
ABSOLUTELY DESERVE.
LET'S GO!
Let's Go 1 Bilhão
Let's go 1 BILLION VIEWS! 💗
Lets Go 4.000.000😊 😊😊
Let's go 500 millions !
Let's Go For ARTPOP ♥ 2013 Haters ♥
Lets go girl!



Let's go nice I got FAITH baby😎 😋🎼🎤
let's  goo monsters!! 500 million is our goal of this year!!
Let's hear it for the brotha repeatedly saying "get it on up" so smoothly! 
|

Lets hope Adam talks about the North Hollywood shootout and how that 
became a factor in the militarization of the police.
Let's hope that climate change won't cause too much of an issue in about 
30 years
Lets hope when Greta sails back to the land of the Muslim, Sweden, her 
ship hits an ice berg, or have they all melted?
Let's just all move to Mars...
Let's just say my cup is full... Definitely listen to this playlist when 
you have sexy time with that sexy someone.
Let's keep exploiting children for an agenda. That girl has no clue what's 
she is a part of.
lets kick BIEBER down!! I'm sick of Bieber Fever!! Watch this OVER AND 
OVER AGAIN!!!!!!!!
Let's kill all humans...
lets laugh shearch "Elmovans' garanteed tp make you laugh
let's make a trend on the Twitter #WatchMarrythenight, ok ? BEFORE 
ARTPOP :)
lets make it to 300,000,000.. who loves lady gaga!!!!!!!
let's make Lady Gaga page at 60,000,000 likes!! :D
Let's make this a hit song as soon as possible.
let's make this masterpiece into billion✌✌
lets make this video 200,000,000 views
let's make this vid the most watched
Let's move on and enjoy the 'jajaagoogoo hulebule' which is all the 
remaining music on Earth
Let's overcome J.Lo and Justin Bieber ;) Nothing is impossible
let's play hide the soul homer
Let's pray Tower 5th does not make it xD
let's reach the sky monsters!
Let’s see her pull this off in let’s say China or India
Lets see how many ignorant boomers are gonna call this "fake"
Let's see you do better then. HA! Right. They RULE!
LETS SEE YOU FAT FUCKS DO BETTER!!!
lets stay awake show our pride and still rub this in justins face
"Let's stop mother nature by destroying to world economy!" - Every liberal 
ever
Lets use children to bully the opposition into silence in every debate we 
can not win otherwise! Brilliant!
let's watch. don't  like  → FUCK
Let's watch this video a billion times more, all of us Gaga Fans!!!
Let the children do my dirty work.
Let the world end then
Let the world end, whats the Problem? Would be better without humans in 
the universe
Let this girl hit puberty first
let us demonstrate propa usage of diet coke whilst you frolic!
let us have it !
Leuk liedje
leuk liedje ook leuk dat me naam erin zit❤
Leute lasst das glotzen sein, reiht euch in die Demo ein
Levar Buton @ 2:50
@LevilShawn nThat's him.nLady Gaga is different.
L'excellence
Leyenda si las hay!
Leyland P76
l    feel    sorry     for      steve      wonder😦😦😦😭😢 😭
.l. Fuck You Gaga. .l.
LG5CD2016 No Brasil#
@lgbtshudbefree I like Brown Eyes, and Starstruct :)



@lgdiscostick yup totally right
LG is the fucking ANTICHRIST i swear
LIAR
LIAR.
Liar, liar pants on fire. Oh wait, that's probably the STD.
Liberal agenda.................
Liberalism is a disease.
Liberals are scumbags using children as puppets for their insane agendas.
Liberals can’t even present an argument, so they throw a child with 
assburgers to the front lines to do their bidding...
Liberals love this brat
Liberty's are good
Libs brainwashing a mentally ill child with lies   =    A New Low
Libturds love ideologically pimping out their kids so THEY can feel 
"relevant" in modern times.
Lic. Andres manuel no estas solo ariba y conpoder adelante. Gracias un dia 
mas hoy por hoy. Muchas graci lic.
Lici mi na Kseniju Pajcin . ❤❤❤
Liči na Hilary Duff :D
licke si lo ves en 2017
lida e lido
Lieber Edward Snowden, meinen herzlichsten Dank für Deinen Mut und deinen 
Einsatz. Ein Meilenstein in der Geschichte menschlicher Zivilcourage.
lieber Gott steh uns bei.........
Liebes Rechercheteam, bitten- googel "fff forderungen"n- klick auf den 
ersten Treffern[ - oder hier: https://fridaysforfuture.de/forderungen/ ]
Liebestraum no. 3 😍😍
Lies,lies,lies...
Lies lies lies, save yourself!
Lieutenant Dan got new legs!
life finds a way kid
@lifeonmars90 Also did you lose all your inbox data too ?
Lightsaber at 9:36
Light saber at 9:45. nnYou're welcome.
Lightsaber looks kinda bad to me and the helmet looks too big to me. But 
the outfit? Jesus Christ, fucking amazing.
lightsaber starts at 9:36
Lightsaber tutorial at  9:38. Thank me later...
light that weed for jimi and the united states of fucking America its the 
story of all of us
Lijepa Kija  i pjesma lijepa
Lijepo podjebava lunu ovo pjesmom. Kad luna cuje ovu pjesmu pjevat ce je 
24 sata. Bravo Kija ti si carica
Lika a dead city
Like
LIKE
like !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
like😀
like👍
like 100 bucks
like 10 bucks?
Like = 2017 will be Your Best YearnIgnore = 2017 will be worse than 2016
Like 2019
Like 👍  4 sub 👍
like a.....
......like..... a.... boss....
Like a cospoor
Like. A dildo get up a
Like ako cekas bakinu reakciju 😂
Like ako si ovdje prije milionaÖ😍❤
Like a lips syncing machine.



Like always..  Great video!
Like and see me channel if this deserve more views.
Like and Subscribe To Cartoon connect For more awesome videos 😁😄
Like an eternal river. You can step into this record, wherever you want, 
and step out wherever you want. Magic Music
Like Damn!!!
Liked it.
Liked the first one better than the second one but this one still looks 
promising
liked the first two, i will just wait for this movie ;)
likeeeee ชอบมากกก
Likeeee ovaj komentar ako misliš da su Kija i Sloba ljepši par nego Sloba 
i Luna
Likee ko voli Kiju!!🌏
Like especial Brasil!!!!
Like: FaithnComment: 7 rings
like faith what Cook 💝 💝
like fireworks lol
LIKE FOR ARIANA GRANDE, COMENT FOR STEVIE WONDER
LIKE FOR BLONDE ARIANA GRANDE
Like for gotta be mo
Like for Smetana (Vltava- Die Moldau) and Dvořák (New world symphony)
Like her but not the hairdo or dress.
Like hungarian rhapody no.2
Like id you like Ariana's glasses
Like if ifunny brought you here lol jk but if u want like
Like if nigahiga brought you here ;)
Like if u are listening in 2018 😜¼H🎼
Like if u like the nice black godess gogo dance
Like if ur watching in 2015
Like if you are watching this in 2015.
Like if you found this video on the PornHub Strip tease category.
Like if you’ll be fucking soon 😍
like if you think that the clip started like "a clockwork orange"
Like if youve ever planted a tree
Like I’m going to last 1hr 10 mins....
Like it
like it <33
Like it just astounds me, I can drop myself into a sh(ell) right now and 
follow along. Linux has such a beautiful history and amazing design.
like it or not, nnnThe world is fucked...Congrats to us.
like it or not this song will be a classic in 20 years
Like Jesus !
Like Kanye designing Nike shoes...Would look the same...
Like kome se sviđan👇💪😍
Like ko slaze da je izdominirala
Like ko voli kiju!
like me
like me...
LIke modern cell phones.
Like my children say "it's tight ". nEs todo!
Like my comment if you are here 'cause of Weezer...
Like or reply to this comment if you were shocked and sad that Robin 
Williams had died!nnR.I.P Robin Williams.
Like pa play
Like para que lo vea
like per chi  ènitaliano e ha letto i commenti ma non ha capito un 
cazzo!!! 😘😂
like pop music? then join the new pop forum sensation! victoriascafe . net
Like por Ariana Grande



Like por Gardel
Like Rocky III right before Clubber Lang.   She was more worried about her 
image on TV.
liker si vous ete francais like to french
Like si crees que es buena,soy uno de los pocos comentarios en español🤗😂
like si cuando escuchas esta cancion te sientes SEXI nn😁😁😁😁
Like si eres de esos pocos que conoce a james brow y no estas aqui por "el 
smokin de jakie chan
Like si eres dominicano y escuchas clásicos así
Like si eres el único español
Like si estas por FAMOUS
Like Si estás siguiendo ritmo con el pie
Like si la ballena de tu hermano te copia las canciones que escuchas
like si la escuchas en 2055
like si lees los comentarios  cuando ves el video
like si les gustó la película 😊
Like si lo conoces como Jeropa  xD
like si lo escuchas en 2019...! <3
Like si lo siges escuchando en el 2018🌪🌪II🎛🎶🔊🕺🙃  y si entiendes 
Masomenos el inglés pero te gusta James Brown
like si lo ven en el 2018
Like si lo ves 2018
like si no le entiendes al video man
Like si te gusta la moda de ariana grande
Like si te gusto
Like si todavía la Cantas hoy 7 de junio del 2017
Like si vienes x famous😂😂  viva famous!!
Like si viniste por el video de machin jajaja
Likes si vous partez francais
Like that dancer, she's rock steady.
Like that dude sed its old trick but still cool vid. rnhell of alot er 
diet coke woulda lasted me least a year.
like that incredible over the start full mode great and perfect press as 
like and a like tone zone
like the beat
like the blue man group with lap coats
Like the first time ... every time
Like the juice from the cantaloupe after en exhausting day in the sun plus 
all that orange healthy flesh OMG!!
like the lady in th white boots....lol
Like the music if not the outfit choices.
Like the song, but what the fuck am I watching?
like the song tons, for whatever reason :S
like the song, vids just weird tho
LIKE THIS? CHECK OUT MY CHANNEL THEN
like this if you eat food
Like this song a lot every a lot!!!!!!!
like this song.. really badly
like tonight in my bed.
Like usual I hate everyone in Vice comment sections. Have a nice life 
making fun of a 16 year old guys real cool.
like who are solid for Ariana grande... n👍✅✅
like who watching in 2017 :)
Like x Ariana Grande
Like you Ron ron I'm a big supporter i came as soon as you post it
Like your video, It feels like visiting India from the comfort of my seat
Lik premocan.
@lilianaprincecold nuestra gaga tiene todo nuestro apoyo
lil kids in africa are pissed
@LILmonster760 -.-... lady gaga is still nothing comared to aritha 
franklin... nuff said.



@lilmonsterGaGa ohhhh fuck you shitty hippie wannabe....
@lilmonsterGaGa SO DID I !! HHAHA
Lil Monsters.
lil monsters FOREVER!!!!    loVE yoU momMA monSTER!!!    <3
lil monsters.... GO GAGGA
Lil musty dude
Lil musty dude 😂 😂😂
Lil ron ron granddad was a super spy
Lil Ron Ron is still bad as ever Lol
Lil Ron Ron tries Popeyes and Chick Fil A Chicken sandwich episode next?
lil ugly dude
LIMA , 1972 en un tocadiscos a pilas...de puta madre
lindaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Linda arianaaaaa
LINDA GOSTOSA RONDA ROUSEY GATA
Linda Lovelace  10. Januar 1949 in New York City; † 22. April 2002
Linda música legal muito legal
Linda Ronda Rousey Linda vc Mulhe gata maravilhosa BRASIL
Linda Ronda Rousey uma Deusa Beleza
Lindo clipe, ariana como sempre arrasando! :) <3
LINDO.  FANTÁSTICO.  GOOD.
Lindo lindo
Lindo ojete.
lindooooo
Lindos cheirosos
lindo  video
link si veniste aquí por Machín
Linux is Unix-like, it has never been related to UNIX.
Linux just does the things mostly.
LINUX MASTER RACE
Linux = UNIX the like all full
Linux vs Unix.... Linux wins because of the no overhead cost for licenses.
LIPA NASA PRINCIPESSA-KIKI!
Lipa pisma ,nasa KIKI zasluzuje #1 u trenindgu
lips
lip sync gone bad)
Lip syncing
Lisa looks like a duck on 2:52
Lisen to musice for change amazing love peace and .......
Listened to this whole video and still can't find the song stuck in my 
head lmao.
Listen I hate the UN as much as the next guy but bringing some retarded 
kid up to sperg out about Climate change is pretty harsh.
Listen in 2020??nSomeone??nSomebody??
Listening Dec 2018
Listening this mix since been posted so It works fantastic every time ….
listening this on the new year EVE
Listening to it makes me feel younger...now I'm 36....but feel 16....God 
it's so ....😘 😘😘 👍👍👍🙌🙌 🙌🙌
listening to lady gaga album "THE FAME MONSTER"
Listening to my sister humming to Bad Romance, it just dawned on me that 
parts of this song sound kind of similar to The Offspring's Self-Esteem.
Listening to that while writing. Perfect <3
Listening to the adult cult....mass extinction lololololol
Listening to the voices from the past is interesting
Listening to this girl's whinging makes me wish the world would end 
sooner.
Listening to this in 2018 Dec!! 😊
Listening to this makes it clear where The Killers got the idea to write 
Enterlude and Exitlude.
Listening to this on this glorious day in history for the United States of 
America.
Listening to this psycho is enough to make even the staunchest bible-



thumper turn pro-abortion.
Listening to this sexual music in 2k19 who else oh and HAPPY NEW YEARS 
MOTHER LOVERS
Listening to this while drinking a Dogfish Head Brewing "Bitches Brew", a 
BEER created in honor of this record.
Listening to this while high is like beinb trapped in hell, I'm high as rn
Listening to this while I watch the election. Not going so well.
Listening until he gets here love this playlist cant wait 😅💋
Listen, I’ve known about this song for a while now but I never knew there 
was a music video so uh, thanks YT recommendations I guess 😂😂😂😂
Listens with closed eyes and imagines another individual on body n:')
Listen to it while going to sleep reminds me how lonely I am ... lol great 
playlist
listen to my song Alessia Chaotic (remix version) this is bomb for you to 
dance. summer came!
Listen to the bass
Listen to the bombs drop, the people screaming, sirens, machine 
guns...nGreat solo tho
Listen to the isolated vocals.  Just amazing - go to 5:21. https://
www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=322&v=c-wXZ5-Yxuc
Listen to this and it is not possible to 1) keep still 2) feel bad
Listen to this and then Trout Mask Replica and you will no longer be able 
to hear music "normally" again
Listen to this while counting me money!
Liszt’s liebestraum is a little low, don’t you think?
Liszttttt
LIT
Literal CHILLS.
Literally a collab made in heaven. Their voices compliment each other so 
well.
Literally all I do to make coffee is boil water, add it to the grains, 
then add sugar & milk. When did all this hipster shit ruin the world?
Literally just found this whaaat
literally just seeing this after two years! so good 1💕
literally never knew this was a song
Literally no one gives a shit what a 14 year old has to say about ANYTHING 
let alone climate change.
Literally only seeing now... Thanks recommendations.
Literally some god given skill
Literally the craziest thing he played sound affects of what's going on 
during that time all in one  song that's good lol he's G.O.A.T
Literally, the definition of a hipster. Holy. Fucking. Shit.
Literally the most annoying voice I’ve ever heard. Go away and grow up.
literally too cute to handle
Literal weaponized autism.
...... little ball....
little bit awkward
Little bit of dramatic but good cause so dont care
Little clown, or puppet should I say?
Little did she know she was going to lose
Little evil pupet
"Little girl complains about government"  yep real inspirational.
Little girl has more balls than everyone in the comments section here 
that's for sure
Little girl needs to stay off drugs LOL and stop listening to these 
retarded liberals
Little girl only God can save this planet but if I were you I would be 
more concerned about my relationship with God before your time runs out!
Little girl, stop it!  This aint your school play! 😄😄😄😄😄
Little girl take a look at the turkish map of Antarctica and south America 
and Africa Antarctica has no ice.Oh the map is 6000yrs old.
Little Greta is upset.  What to do????? Perhaps a nice new Easter Bonnet 



would make her perk up? :-)
Little Hitler in training.
little hysterical crybaby
Little Monster Anthem :')
@Little Monster because the world end is coming!!!! 😔  the world is dying 
listen shitty music now!
@littlemonstercris OOPS! Thank you!
LITTLE MONSTER FOREVER!!!!!!
little monsters are crazzzyyy
LITTLE MONSTERS! ENTIENDAN NO NOS METAMOS A VER EL WAKA WAKA!! SOLO BAD 
ROMANCE!
LITTLE MONSTERS!! Go and VOTE for GAGA on MTV-EMA NOW!! OUR QUEEN HAVE TO 
WIN <3
Little Monsters LET THERE forma de acceder a PRO 1 mil millones de Bad 
Romance y lo puso en LA PRIMERA EN YOUTUBE
LITTLE MONSTERS WATCH AGAIN AND AGAIN WE WONT LET JLO TO BECOME THE QUEEN 
OF YOUTUBE!
Little Nazi
little puppet !
Little Rock, AR
little spoiled brat....nnnanother AOC in the making
Little twit
@liuyulian98 you can believe that if you like. nBut, the truth is, Nadir 
Khayat writes most of her stuff.
Live at the NEWLANDS CLUB HW, what a night............ sorry followed the 
beat ????
Live Fast, Die Young; Bad Girls Do It Well.
Live Samples. Incredible.
Living in NYC, it feels like you see a new skyscraper pop up everyday. 
It’s astonishing how much the skyline has changed from even five years 
ago!
Living legends.
LIXO -
@LizaBanana6 Wait?! What is today??
Lj
Ljepota nasa
Ljepoto nasa mnogo srece zele ti tvoji kijevci
ljubaaav🔥
Ljubav!!!
Ljubaviiiiii..ovo ce da goriiii Kikice!!  Svaka casttt..vise od 
ocekivanog..voziii voziiiiii
Ljubavi kao i po običaju Kidaš! 😈
Ljubavi nasa draga
Ljubavi nasa,kazu mi prijateljice u Kaknju gdje god udjes samo ovo se 
pjeva,idemooooo Kija
Ljubavi sta reci? Ti si cudo!
Ljubavi svaka čast,ponos najveći👑🙏💗
Ljubav je moj geto
Ljubav je moj geto, idemoooo
Ljubav je moj geto, samo mene je ubila amorova strela
LJUBAV JE NJEN GETO...
Ljubav nasa draga
Ljubav nasa najljepsa
Ljubavna strelica 👌👌👌  mora da sada balvan baca na razmisljanje 😁😁😁
😁 .  Kraljica 👑
Ljubičice bogonjo najbolja si najljepša si VOLIMO te.Pjesma je HIT,
Ljubičice razbij danas sa Amorovom strelom u Njemačkoj
Ljudi ajmo jos 10k pregledaaaa
Ljudi ajmo samo jako zaslužila je.....
Ljudi bre, pisite tekstualne komentare, a ne samo stikere. Takve komentare 
yt brise.



LJUDI DELITE PESMU SVUDAAA
Ljudiii ovo je ludilo. Svaka cast fm play, kija, nemanja bravo ljudi 
hitcina
Ljudi izlogujte se iz youtube i slusajte
Ljudi ja mislim da zbog dislajkova ne ulazi na #1 :/
Ljudi ja sam sva se nakostresila koliko mi je sve topcina
Ljudi, jel lajkujete i komentarišete? Bez tog nema #1 u trendingu.
Ljudi jel moguce da sam uspjela izlajkati sve komentare, trajalo je al za 
Kibu sve 🍀🎉🍀🎉 🍀🎉 🍀🎉🍀🎉💖😘
Ljudi jos malo 2 milke idemoooo
LJUDI LAJKUJTE KOMENTAREEE TO MORAMO DA BI BILI #1
Ljudi moji ona je savrsena , stvarno je djevojka topina.Bravo Kija svaka 
cast.Pjesma je vrh.
Ljudi moji, zar se stvarno ovakva glupost nekom svidja 😶
Ljudi nesto mi pregledi sporo idu
LJUDI OBRISANO JE 500 komentaraaaaa.Ajmo sad najjace
!!! LJUDI SLUSAJTE CELU PESMU KAKO BI SE RACUNALI PREGLEDI !!!
Ljudi sta je ovo jesam ja samo luda za nasom Kijom i njenom pjesmom 
hahahahah
ljudi ,sta se desava,brojke se ne pomeraju
Ljuuuubav za ovu zenu !! Hvala ti za predivan poklon za valentinovo 💖
l knew it, Beethoven's 5th Symphony is the number 1nAnd that's why 
Beethoven is the greatest and the icon, and a legendary composer.
@LKratHoZ and like you see eminem is on the way
@LKratHoZ si asi es sera heavy metal lover
ll
LL "bite me" :)
l like Sydney city want to settle there it self
llllll
l looked only dancer  ....She was very cool ....
LLOOOOLLL
l love Ariana grande
l love Dis song lyrics
l loveing the muisc
l love James brown
l love street scene of India.it look  so natural and different.
l Love you Ariana Grande
l love you ariana grande and u too Stevie wonder u guys are great
LMAO
lmao
LMAO
Lmao!
lmao!
Lmao!
Lmao 130m watches...
lmao 1:46
lmao $40 worth of steel
lmao all these comments fucking brush nya nasty ass breath teeth
lmao and Rousey got knocked out after all this
Lmao. A servant of the UN. They must be loving her, lol They picked a good 
actor child!
lmao, awesome
lmao awsome fucking vid!!!!! so sweet lol
Lmao!! Classic
Lmao @ climate alarmist puppetmasters.... We see what youre doing.
Lmao climate justice?
^LMAO Cool
Lmao. Damn, her speech is giving her arrhythmia. There's less oxygen 
inside the room. Damn climate change.
Lmao Eggheads!
Lmao ford f150 in a jut shell
lmao for real?
Lmao funny music, not my type



Lmao, funny shit
lmao funy as hell
LMAO! hahahahaha~!
lmao her acting is terrible
Lmao her face expressions are pure meme content!
Lmao holy shit this is funny
Lmao homer stinks... Finally someone whos not his family or friend admits 
it.
lmao how is this showing up now, I thought it was new
Lmao I honestly thought that was Andy Samberg
Lmao I love how she predicted the fight 😂
Lmao is he voiced by Danny devito
lmao is it really just water and grounded coffee beans?
lmao is soooooo funny how what she said is not going to happen. HAPPEN 
lmao ___cockiness cant take u jus sooo far
lmao, it's in the pork and beans vid now by weezer
Lmao it's like watching a really bad B movie actor audition or something
Lmao I used to go here every month..
Lmao just keep watching then 😂😂
LMAO Kevin Hart in a previous life
lmao mass extinction? ooooook
LMAO!!! May be should be a fortune teller cause she accurately described 
how the fight was going to be!!!
LMAOOOOOO. This is so funny to watch now
Lmaoooo this is such a stunt
Lmaoo they're using this poor girls to push their political agenda rather 
then to fight global warming
LMAO!  Pabst Blue Ribbon... fucking gross!
Lmao reading from a damn script....smh
lmao right wingers getting triggered over kids wanting to save the planet
lmao ronda predicted her own destiny
lmao! she got ROCKED! Kick straight to the head... lol...505 BURQUE ALL 
DAY...RUN BACK TO YOUR HOME TOWN...LOL....nHOLLY ALL THE WAY!
Lmao , she has a ghost writer
Lmao she is so retarded
lmao she out of breath, the world wont end in 5 or 10 years
LMAO she won't be talking smack for a long time!!
LMAO Snowdoggie... Yea. She never looks the same?
Lmao so emotional so little facts
Lmao. That was awesome.
LMAO the beginning makes me crak up when they look all suprised x]
lmao the mason jars
Lmao this comment section is so messed up
Lmao this girl has no idea what she is talking about.
Lmao. This kid looks and sounds like she is reading for the role in a HS 
play.
Lmao, thumbs up if you're here because Mr.Shirley played this in English 
WHS20
Lmao vice thanks for the laugh
Lmao! What a load.
Lmao what an idiot. Shouldn’t she be in school
LMAO! Where does the left keep finding these funny looking psychotic 
nutjobs? This is too much comedy.
lmao why is  this in my lofi mix
lmao why's the horn section dressed like the NOI?
lmao, wtf even happens at 1:24
LMFAO!!!
LMFAO.
lmfao auto-erotic asphyxiation.
LMFAO I can't believe people are actually falling for this.
LMFAO IT HAPPENED EXACTLY THE WAY SHE SAID IT WOULD.
lmfaooo
lmfaorndis is funny as hel



Lmfao... She's from a wealthy family and she's lecturing people... This is 
the funniest thing the elites have done to distract them HAHAHAHA
lmfao that first image of the host
LMFAO! This is sad
LMFAO!! This one is seriously your best sarcasm wise. Hipster Douches just 
got REKT!!
Lmfao this was one of the funniest videos I’ve ever watched. Comedy of the 
year 😅😂🤣
Lmfao, what a silly young woman. And how horrible are her parents?
Lmmfao
LMMMAOOO
@lnBieber1Love hi!
@lnBieber1Love sorry pero mi  idioma es el español y yo no estoy hablando 
con usted
LnLAnLADnLADYnLADYGnLADYGAnLADYGAGAnLADYGAGnLADYGAnLADYGnLADYnLADnLAnL
LnnStraight outa Burque
LO ADMITO SOY GAY Y ME GUSTA JUSTIN BIEBER
load of bollocks
lo amo
Lo ascolto, riascolto...e ancora....e ogni volta è un viaggio 
diverso....spirituale...
locally roasted?
loce itt
lodfunki ist schwull
Logang
Lo!!!! He bailado un millón de veces basta el 2019 hoy........
Lol
lol
LOL
Lol
lol
LoL
lol
Lol
LOL
lol
Lol
LOL
Lol
LOL
lol
lol =)
lol ;)
Lol!!!!
Lol.
LOL.
lol.
lol..
LOL💯
lol*1000000000 c trop cool ce truk
lol 1:40
Lol 1:45 I love the person who laughed I would have cracked up!
lol 1495 have no souls
lol 1.5 deg  there a 0 to 100 deg between difference winter and summer
lol 1 little metos
lol 2:44
Lol .2 XD
LOL 5:28 "and for programs you write yourself", repeat that.
Lol 69
Lol after 20 year now finally find the name of this song
LOL.. ALL THOSE WHITE PEOPLE
LOL, although hindsight bias is 20/20, what Ronda said of how it's not 
gonna go down, actually went down in that manner. LOL.



lol amazin
lol anyone else getting annoyed watching that Mario Dio over and over in 
the background
Lol anyone wanna sext?
Lol, Asian driver goes in the wrong lane.
LoL. At 1:20 it looks like cum shots
LOL at all the comments!!! nbut in a blunt note such a fantastic playlist. 
MAY I'm ready for you😉 🙊
lol at the begining, they clap their hands like retards.XD
lol at this whole thing gj
Lol "a water squirter.....I think laughs
Lol Awesome Post
lol a white pharaoh,who said Egyptian are white this is a joke
lol best vid ever!
lol boldi
Lol but I did go like that she made a mistake and a kick to the face. 
Lolol
lol C:
Lol can anyone even load 4K?
lol can follow gravity to the bottom. nice!
LOL!! C'est genial!!!
LOL check this vid a made a justin bieber vid LOL youtube.com/watch?
v=mbEsfT7cOnQ
LOL COKE FOUNATION?
LOL Coke fountain! Every little kids' dream...
Lol, cool story kiddo.
Lol cool video! :D
LOL COOL  Wasted tons of money
Lol creative!
LOL! :D
LOL Danny DeVito.
lol dats super kool, i want 2 try dat...  xoxo lovely
Lol. DevinSuperDudePerfect in a way... Awesome job and music as usual, 
Devin! Always look forward to your videos popping up in my Subscriptions!
Lol did he just pour PBR into a mass  jar? Yep, he did lmfao
Lol didn't expect a Pipa in this video.
Lol dirty hipster... :P
lol don't count is he's running on a platform
Lol don't talk sht
lol dude its real it even shows on myth busters
LOL DUMB IDIOT RONDA FAIL picked her OWN LOST!!!!!!!!!  Get rekt you 
arrogant fool
lol.... eating diet coke and mentos.. I'll remember not to do it!
lol ending :P
lol @ end. "now we drink...o wait...DIET COKE SUCKS!!!" LOL
Lol everyone here are like I'm just finding out about this song while in 
my country it was huge when it came out
lol, FAKE!
Lol forgot Homer had a brother
lol fountain of coke!! its FREE!!
LOL fucked up that is EXACTLY what happened.
Lol get pissed on by a kinkajou at Pompeii.
Lol glad it isn't just me who only just saw this!
lol gone for for days its almost to 400.000.000 fuck jb i know music aint 
a competition but daumn it wo want baby most viewed
Lol good game guys
Lol gotta love the timer at 2:50, he catches it around 06:20, stops the 
clock at ~07:20 and then the timer shows 8 seconds xD
lol Great video man, you have a great sense of humor.
lol haha she aint gonna kick her in the head. "She said"lmao
Lol hasn't dude perfect used this song before
Lol, hemos subido 2000 comentarios los ultimos tres dias :O! (2000 por 
dia :D!)
lol he's running on boards wtf



lol hilarious
Lol Hippster
lol. hipster box
LOL HOLY CRAP THATS AWESOME
LOL Homer still just waving to everyone.
LOL, How can i be sticky when it's Diet Coke?! Haha.. it's only 
sucralose.. not sticky icky sugar.
lol how did I just find this in 2019 ??
lol how do you know the person is a 'he'?
lol, how much money did they spend on all that coke?... xD
Lol I absolutely love Jimi Hendrix, buts some parts were just incoherent 
noise
Lol I am a huge fan
lol I bet all the ppl who believe in hypnotism and the jesus watched this 
crap
LOL I bet that grass turned black after that since diet coke is so full of 
crap.
Lol I came to this video because of my marketing book :))
lol i cant wait for episode 3
Lol ich hasse die Umwelt
lol i dnt understand y ppl r complaining about how they wasted all that 
soda... it's their money, not yours.
lol i dont tihink it matters
lol, I feel the exact opposite
Lol if the climate is changing it would’ve change 100s years ago
Lol if you think this is a good way of watering the garden then you're a 
redneck for sure^^
LOL i gotta try that
lol i got this fro sing
LOL! I got this in my recommends because I watched someone's top 10 
scariest movies!
lol i have 2 try this
Lol I have that hot wheel of Homer’s car
lol i love daniel radcliffe
lol... i love the older episodes
lol i love these guys
lol,i love this :)
lol..i love when herb makes that gasping noise as the curtain rises..he 
realizes he is screwed lol
lol i love you
Lol, imagine how sticky everything was after they were done.
Lol I'm not going to were a trash can
lol I'm not yet willing to accept that a pop star who is simply very 
expressive about her ideas will bring about the apocolypse.
Lol I'm so lonely it's actually hilarious
lol I'm watchin mythbusters and they are doing this experiment too lol
lol i never noticed the show is made by this channel
lol in the begin it looks like champgain
lol , is perfect
Lol is she raven symone (I CAN SEE INTO THE FUTURE)
lol is that where the Vampire kids got the idea for their beds in 
#AHSHotel?
Lol it happened exactly the way she said it wouldn't. Bwahahaha
Lol i thought of Tommy Boy and his answer of Herbie Hancock
lol its beautiful
lol, its cool and awesome, got to try with my classmate
lol it seems your trying to sell heart beat earphones
Lol it’s funny because he got what he deserved.
Lol its funny that she says "you have to take your time with her" but 
rushed her the whole match.
Lol it’s like VICE thinks they are a real news station
Lol iv seen other ppl do that but when they do it...its just better O.O 
and how do they get it to fly out like that? but i want some coke now =/
LOL I will stack little Stalanistic Youth Pioneer brigades like meat 



sacks.  Bring it little one.
LOL I will try this tomorrow for a class I'm teaching...hmmm maybe 
outside.
lol... i wonder how much diet coke did they waste on this!
lol i wonder how much money they spent on coke and mentos for this video
Lol Jazzhole...
Lol jk
lol just imagine how sticky they were after all the coke falling on them
LOL!  Kids are such good liars. ;v)
Loll c vrm cool
Lol lets say you go to the film by bus in that costume what would the 
driver tink
Lolling
lolll and this is who joe rogan says could be a model...ok
Lollll. Everybody (including me) is only seeing it now. But hey, I ain't 
complaining! 👀
Lollllll
Lol locally roasted. Hand grinder from the 20s lol.
LOL LOL LOL funniest video ever.. Thanks for the laugh man
LOL LOL LOL retarded snowflake LOL LOL LOL.
LOL LOL LOL! She'll be a very good actress, holywood is waiting
Lol long 12" sex machine
LOL look at how arrogant Rounda is here. So hilarious how she called how 
she was going to lose.
Lol look at that man face, someone is clearly taking steroids.
Lol looks sick, can't wait, so far the first movie is best in my opinion
LOL! Looooved it! But on a more serious note: This is art, actually. And 
fun art at that.
lol luv doing this
lol luv it thats really cool i was eating mentos while watching this.. 
really
🤣 LOLMAO‼  🤣 ROTFLOL‼
Lol, maybe they will make a case about it's sticky-ness XD
LOL ME AND MY MATES TRIED DOING THAT =P LOOK AT OURSS! x
lol meanwhile the peasants starve on the ground.
lol, more fake news spewed through the mouth of an ignorant child. she was 
force fed this dribble and regurgitated it like a good little pawn.
lol... more lies.  MAGA
lol music?
Lol my brothers namenIs Wade
Lol my mom did the best imitation of her it made me spit out my wonton 
soup
Lol... nach angaben der polizei.. hören Sie sich doch bitte selber reden!
LOL!nBack then UNIX was the user friendly simple operating system.
Lol nice but a waste of cola zD
lol nice video
lolnmiyamoto: how do we make Mario bigger what is the majic item that will 
make everyone like himcwhich is why we made little mario
Lol no body is coming to you for hope that's for sure. Did you swim or fly 
there?
Lol..no its not a hose.
lol now thats the experts at work!!!
Lol, now the grass will get diabetes! i know it's Diet coke not regular 
coke
lol ns but wat a waste of diet coke
LOLnthat's AOWESOME !
Lo logramos 😙
Lol oh lordddd 😂 😂😂  I can’t take this seriously .
Lol. Okay.
LOL ok :D
LOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOL
Lololol this is as fake as trumps tears for global warming



Lololol when did these two sing together 💀😂
Lol omg. Extinction lol
LOL OMG, these ppl live up the road from me
LOL Oscar Performance... " Hau day yew...."
Lol. Pathetic.
Lol, pause at 4:04
lol @people arguing about wether he wouldve succeeded if he did that or 
that, it's a damn cartoon 😂 😂
LOL :P ohm could someone tell me whats the name this music?
Lol,  popcorn 🍿
lol, really amazing
Lol rebel wilson
Lol Rebel Wilson is funny.
lol Rebel Wilson is in it haha!
LOL, refuses to believe that politicians et al. are "evil". What a time to 
be alive.
Lol remember when this was considered edgy
lol @ rewrinding guy on motorcycle hahahaha
Lol, riches think differently...
LOLrnthat fucking mental.rn:D
lolrntiene k saber fatal xd
lolrnu guys have to much spare time lolrnthats was great though
lol ronda got knocked the fuck out for her very first loss thank you Holly 
you stopped the wicked witch of the west
lol Ronda loss
lol r u retarded? its not fake mentos break surface tension-> Co2 has to 
escape so it pushes the coke along with it =)
Lol.."See the girl with the diamonds and the shoes"? Really  stevie?
LOLs entertaining piece of crap! :P
LOL she actually called it 0:35
lol she did get kicked in the head and knocked out xD
Lol she even sucks at acting. Didnt  her two aids go back home in an 
airplane?? Lol what a joke
LoL, she exactly tells her Future fight ! I bet shes gona quit with 
fighting.
LOL she is going to be suicidal once they are done using her and she's not 
in the spotlight anymore
LOL, she just said exactly how she will lose and she did.
Lol she looks like a potatoes
Lol she looks like the typical white girl who throws tantrums. Cringe
lol she lost tho
lol, she predicted it, head kick knock out
Lol she stands out cos she's a COMPLETELY retarded slut and not just a 
stupid slut.
lol she's the easiest fight stylistically, a boxer versus a ground 
player.....
lol she totally called holly's head kick
Lol SHoliday002.. its not fake
Lol so dramatic and over the top
LOL so funny!
Lol... So the 10 million viewers on here had made love to this track?
Lol so this is what they call 'sperging out'
LOL subbed
lol sweeeeet
lol sweet ideas with use of it, but makes me thristy watching =P
Lol, talking about a sleeper hit.
Lol that car is the beta version of fiat multipla
LOL that is CRAZY
lol that must have cost a lot buying all those cokes XD
lol thats awesome
lol that's coke zero
lol, that's computer generated silly :P she is weird looking though 
despite the eyes...



lol that so kool! wut an awesome idea!
Lol that's so cool
lol that's the voice of Danny Devito???
lol thats worth wasting bottles of diet coke (dont really like diet coke 
any way)
Lol that video is awesome. It must've taken you guys absolutely ages to do 
that!
lol that was ad sick i bet yall were sticky afterwards eh?
LOL That was fcking awesome
LOL....that was great. Funny shit my man
lol that was wicked
lol the caveman is actually Ben Stiller...look it up, it's true :)
Lol the Dvorak symphony was the 3rd movement, not the 4th
Lol the left wackos follow this tards script what a joke...
LOL the moment she finds out that the sun is naturally warming the earth!
Lol the one who called Ben stiller dada ...he looks like tom cruise lol
Lol the pbr
lol... "the problems are hard". WTF.... oh, shit... this isn't a comedy.
lol these looks so much better when it's the concept art. irl they look SO 
out of place i hate it haha
Lol the swat raided my house for drugs once the guy who was dealing used 
to live where we moved in
Lol, the way he screams "Bullseye!" at that woman.
Lol, they are using Wii Nunchuks to vote...
Lol they delete my comment what a joke
lol they must be soking!
lol, they must have been soaked with coke :P
LOL they put girls to celebrate to make the shot look a bigger deal.
lol this actually looks good. xD
Lol this car was the goal to unlock in the game 😪😪�
Lol...This episode was Comedy😭😂  Classic Simpsons
lol this is an exact replica of my ex. I wasted two damn years of my life, 
but at least I learned how to... yeah nothing. Just wasted.
lol this is awesome =]
☻/ L o l this is bob!rn/▌rn /
lol this is cool. that's alloott of coke! Hope u recycle all those 
bottles...
lol this is great
Lol this is my favorite episode
LOL this is not fake... just someone with alot of time and coke
lol this is one of the best scenes of all time
lol this is on mythbusters right now
Lol this is so hilarious because she did kick her in the head....... and 
she got knocked out, bahaha
lol this is so ridiculous
Lol this is Sweden not India
LOL this is the one from Pork and Beans!!
LOL. This little girl is the funniest thing I’ve seen all day. GUUUUURL 
Please!
lol this looks like so much fun
lol this mustve cost u guys over a hundred dollars
lol. this reminds me of the hot hot heat treadmill video.  well done!
lol this should be in a music video
lol this vid is funny
lol thts hilarious
LOL tim burton love you probably true
Lol. Tool
lol too much free time XD
lol trop beau
lol true...
lol try eating a lot of mentos while drinking coke and having your mouth 
closed...
lol u guys have so much free time so cool.. wonder if this is ur job lol 



that would be sweeeeet.. btw nice song
Lol. UN is worthless but I liked watching them get scolded by this little 
brat, whose handlers (the powers that be) decided to give a pedestal
Lol ur costume is shit
lol, very much, everyone got buy a diet coke, mentos the stock breaker, 
lol
Lol watching this after yestardays fight
LOL Weezer
lol weird!!!! but good song
Lol, well that's one way to describe them...
lol well you don't expect a monk to be blasphemous do you?
LOL, what a great little actress. in our earth's history, when hasn't 
there been change? I'll wait for an actual answer and not some little 
actress!
Lol...what a joke...go home brat.
lol what a joke she is. All talk with no solutions, just like every other 
mouth.
Lol what a joke, the people around you have stolen your childhood
LOL.  What an idiot.
LOL What in the hell? Who pissed on her parade?
lol whats the song
Lol when all else fails use the children and go for the feels. Sorry but 
it still didn't work. 👎
lol when rousey predicts the future but holm actually kicks her in the 
head
Lol who cares that girl is just a robot shes evil
Lol who cares what this kid has to say?
Lol,who write the speech articles for her,such a fake girl,do you really 
care and know the  situation now,obviously not
LOL  Who wrote that speech for her to read and how much was her family 
paid to allow her to put on this spectacle?????
lol why these vloggers go to paharganj? to show how poor we are?
LOL! WOOT! AWESOME!
Lol wow!  That poor child !   Was she in the Sound of Music?
lol wtf
lol wtf is she wearing...
lolxD
lolXD
lol xD
lol you buub
LOL you call that a waste? Wow, thats stupid >.> They should of used twice 
as much diet coke and even more mentos lolz Awesome 'experiment' haha
Lol, you mean if you poured a lot of orange juice into one spot, it would 
hurt the environment? :O lol
Lol.  You should be in school.under the ocean. Other side of the ocean
Lolz
lolz
lolz i like that picture part.....
lo mas seguro que en un mes mas sera el mas vendido
Lo máximo  !! Gracias por este regalo tan preciado
LO MÁXIMO SIN DUDARLO
lo mejor
Lo mejor 👍
lo mejor del mundon:) :)
LO MEJOR DE LO MEJOR
Lo mejor del video el tema..alguien sabe el nombre
Lo mejor del vídeo es lanegrit que baila atrás del James
lo mejor de todos los tiempo....
Lo mejor es la Street Pelé.
Lo mejor la número 4
Lo mejro de GAGA
London in a few years
lonely like me 🙋 , contact wanna listen with



Lonely :( need some one for this
Long 12 inch BBC😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
long 12 inch edition
Long 12" version 😂
Long 12" version eh...
"Long 12" version" for realz??
"Long 12'' Version " I See what you did there
Long 12" version. No doubt.
"Long ago, Dana White and Ronda Rousey lived in harmony making money off 
of the UFC, but everything changed when Holm knocked her out."
@LongBeachPits562 what the hell is your issue ? do you think everyone from 
youtube lives in america ?
@LongBeachPits562 where the fuck did 21 come in and what does a random 
number like that have to do with anything ?
Long hair for Jimmy!
long live gaga!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
long live Jim
Long Live, Quenn and Empress, Lady GaGa!!!
Long live Robin Williams! We miss you.
long live Snowdennlang lebe Snowden
long live the FUNK
Long live Unix/Linux!! Also, this video is an interesting historical 
reference on the stereotype of the bearded Unix geek. :)
LOOK AROUND ITS 360 USE YOUR FINGER U CAN SEE AROUND OFMGGG
look at 2:43 >8{D>
look at all of that coke
Look at all the abuse desks used to take, with all those asses and boots 
all over em.
look at all the diet coke and mentos you have wasted!!!
Look at all those ninjas.
look at all those people back there with... jobs... doing a job... that 
will take away jobs one day!
Look at all those warm Italian asses planted in their seats.  nI guess 
they didn't hear James when he said:n"Get UP!"
Look at a young JB and Bootsy Collions ....JB and bootsy.....THIS A 
CLASSIC
look at Bobby's face. Lovely.
Look at her eyes, she is on COCAINE! The eyes don't lie.
Look at him....standing.
look at his subs :O
Look at my boy Bootzilla in the back!!!
LOOK AT MY TITS! LOOK AT MY TITS!
Look at the beautiful shape on that gorgeous go-go dancer. nI may be old, 
but, what the f**k happened?
Look at the camera and smile steviieeee
Look at the comments before, everyone said she was attractive and now nope
Look at the hands. Probably could wrap around twice.
Look at the product of subversion.  This little one has been ruined.
Look at these fucking hipsters.
Look at the timex hang time on the last shot.. A bit too legit👌
Look at the voice kies version iets pretty cool
look at this dragonforce... just look at this
look at those heels DAMN GIRL YOU CAN WALK
look at urban ninja
Look at young bootsy in the background...
Look down at the speech your parents wrote.  Jail her jail her parents.   
This is child abuse by brainwashing.
look for matt frez!!!!!!!! serch for : matt frez
Look for nice condo for me. Must have pool, gym, WiFi,  nice view, modern 
shopping mall,  clean roads, water. And a rainfall shower head.
Look for Pantelis Pantelidis! Pq
look how many experiments they did, they obviusly learned a way of making 
it shoot higher and longer -.-



Look how things change Android is    Unix lost brother🤣😂
Look https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wWf5gwk0q4E
Look, I am sorry, but her smile just makes me f*cking happy. :)
looking at the comments, now i know I’m not the only one who JUST GOT this 
on my recommendations one year later.
Looking back on history, genius suddenly appears in various fields. He is 
one of them.
Looking back, you can really see the genius in these old episodes. A lot 
of funny subtle points through out
looking bad cause too dirty place
looking forward for this :D
Looking forward since I can watch it with all my family and have a good 
time at the movies.
Looking forward to seeing this movie!!!!!!!!
Looking frd to this..
Looking good:)
Looking good New York!
Looking LIKE A fail.
Looking very nice...
Look into the Soros connection with her parents and then decide if you 
want to listen to her ridiculous ramblings.
Look James Brown can have a soul full singing voice but that piano 
accompaniment needs work or more lessons.
Look, little monsters!rnIt's 298,490,216 viewsrnWe need only about 1.5  
millions more to reach 300 millionsrnWay to go.
Look looks like a rolls
"Look, Mommy, they cloned Nancy Pelosi!!"
Look! new tchnique for Rammstein! :D Oh its they copied Rammstein.
Look... nI remember the last time we had sheks. nYou were in top,  and I 
wuzz on it.
Look on road shop thats way india behind no one no thinking what we do and 
doing fucking like that people we r also responce do that avoid this
Looks alright actually. 😊
Looks Amazing!
Looks amazing,  but I dont know if I could deal with tha craziness.
Looks and feels like a shithole.
Looks and priced like Land Rover to me
Looks awesome
Looks awful
Looks better than a FIAT Multipla or a Pontiac Aztek thats for sure.
Looks better than a new mustang.
Looks better than most American cars.
Looks better than the rolls Royce cullinan
Looks bloody awful.
Looks cool
Looks dirty, stinky.
Looks disgusting.
looks fake
Looks fun :)
looks funny cant wait   ;-)
looks good!
Looks good, better than some other movies i recently commented
Looks good...will watch
Looks great
Looks great, guys!
Looks great.I will see this one.
Looks gross
Looks just like NYC 😄
Looks kinda small and cheap by today's standards.
looks lame...n same...
Looks like 16 people need an explanation of what the "thumbs down" icon 
means...
looks like a bad acting performance even though she is doing it exactly 



like they rehearsed.
Looks like a butchered model T
Looks like a cross between a Fiat Multipla and Pontiac Aztek.
Looks like a dream movie for kids. Would've fucking loved this as a 11 
year old
Looks like a dump there..no desire to go here but I will watch it anyways
Looks like a Earthquake hit this country everything looks so Dull and 
Dirty. Gabriel i dont know how u survived here🤔
Looks like Africa
Looks like a fun car. But that rearview mirror won't see much
looks like a green G wagon.
Looks like a McLaren Senna
looks like a music video
Looks like a nazi pawn
Looks like a place where bad people go after they die.  And to think, you 
actually have pictures of it.  Wow!
looks like a puppet. hahahaha
Looks like a sausage fest
Looks like a Shit hole
Looks like a Tesla design meeting
Looks like a typical case of one too many sequels.
Looks like Belagio fountain :p
Looks like Birmingham
Looks like Brampton in Canada.
Looks like certain parts of London
Looks like DOGSHIT!!!!!!!!!!!!
Looks like downtown Cancun!
Looks like drummer Lenny white ate his breakfast very good
Looks like Epstein and co. Fucked the brain put of this one.
Looks like f....hell to me ;)
looks like hell on Earth
Looks like he was singing as he was playing
Looks like I can't last long in India.
Looks like I'm late to the party!
Looks like it takes effort...
looks like just water on a hose...
Looks like miss kittin in 2016.
Looks like PARADISE to me............  :D
Looks like Rebel Wilson and Melissa McCarthy, enjoy doing the same old 
tired schtick over and over. Just like Ben Stiller.
Looks like she had not washed her hair in ten years. Put some clothes on. 
No one wants to see that mess.
looks like shit
looks like shit tbh
Looks like some one drop a bomb jesus
Looks like something out of a hitman video game.
looks like so much fun[:
Looks like suburb Shanghai
Looks like the Bastard of Bolton!
Looks like the earth is exploded by coke and mentos lol
Looks like the entire band is there.. It should sound at least a little 
bit different.. Why are they lip syncing?
Looks like the new Jeep pick up truck
Looks like the same recycled story
looks like the whole army of paid commenters has come out to denounce this 
girl. the best propaganda money can buy.
Looks like they based the choreography on the water fountain in the 
Butchart Garden in Victoria, British Columbia.
Looks like they had a lot of fun doing this! I'm going to go by mentos and 
coke later...
looks like USA after nuclear war :)
Looks like Vikings are coming to earth anytime soon 😁
looks like water



Looks like you're millionaire nBuddy is traveling everywhere
looks like your game didn't work!
Looks more like Kirk Cameron to me
looks more like young Paul McCartney
Looks nice the senna
looks pretty good
Looks pretty good; can't wait to see it! :)
Looks really cool! 100%
Looks really cool! 100% nice work
Looks really cool! 10/10 nice work
looks really coolnn....nbut wat a waste of beverages and mentos....nT-T
Looks really good!!!
Looks so forced and fake
Looks so fun! good job teamsupertramp!
Looks terrible
Looks the same gipsy community in europe, now i understand  where they 
come from!
looks ugly af, can't wait for central park to be marred by that thing
Look terrible like the last 1
Look the reality is kid, none of the elites give two shits. That is the 
honest truth.
look up anno domini slaughterhouse 2011 craziest track 
ever!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
look up ..thats  me rappen ..up there ..with no shirt on ..fire 
freestyle ...whitehouse3113
LOOLnSeriously this is just a Song, This brings back the Britney Era when 
people were like this xD
loolololololololololololololollolol
Lool ! That's amazing how she said that Holly Holm gonna try keep distance 
and kick her in the dead, well that's what just happened ! xD
Loon
looney :)
Loook At The Views :0
loool he dropped a asian joke as he entered the car
LOOOOL Cool
LOOOOL!!!!!!nhavent u seen a coke geting shaked? :P me and my friend an i 
tryed this.. it works..
loooool
Loooool 80k bankrupted him?
looooool awesum 
guysn╔╗╔╦══╦╗╔╦══╦╦╦╗n║╚╝║╔╗║╚╝║╔╗║║║║n║╔╗║╠╣║╔╗║╠╣╠╬╬╣n╚╝╚╩╝╚╩╝╚╩╝╚╩╩╩╝
looooool i love dan,  one of the coolest celebrity
looooooool
LooooooooL
Loooooooooll hahahaha
loooooooooool
Loooooooooooolllllllllllll
LOOOOOOOOOOOOOL damn i'm serious, this was not a wast of cola :P
loooooooooooooool
looooooooooooooove
Looooove it!!!
Loovvvveeeeee this♥♥♥♥♥
Lo Peor Que Le Ha Pasado A La Musica
@lopeztonight2010 I LOOOOV LADY GAGA BUT.... MADONNA QUEEN OF POP 4 EVER.
@LordofDeath9000 ok, Lord of Death.
@lorena7651 pa lo k me importa tu komentario jajaja y si no te gusta gaga 
largate
Los 13 minutos mas hermosos de mi vida
Los 80 revivieron con esta cancion ♥♥♥
Los abuelos de la nada - tristeza de la ciudad... 🎶
losa kopija andjele vjestice....katastrofa si !
LOS DESLIKES SUBEN MAS
Loše loše



Lose lose! Kresti i muzika je bezveze. Nema basova sva je neka iritantna 
👎👎👎

"Lose my patience then kick me in the head."
loser
Loser
Loser ._.
Loses to a kick in the head
lose yourself?
Los Fan De Dulce Maria apoyando la increíble Lady Gaga ,,para que llegué a 
1 billones de views ! Apoyen la Dulce Maria también 😍👊
Los FANS De shakira son unos pendejos! :)
Los golpes de izquierda y con el codo Mayweather los esquiva cagandose de 
risa, pendeja!
los idiotas fans de mierdonna creen que pueden con los monsters jajaaj, 
Los monsters somos una familia unida y siempre defenderemos a Gaga
Los ingenieros le tendieron una trampa
LOS MEJORES
Los Monster somos la Fans Base mas poderosa del Mundo 600.000.000 millones 
hay vamos
los no me gusta han estado aumentando mas que los me gusta
los que conocen el juego just dance 2015 nyou will realize that the 
coreographia the music video is the same as the game
Lost!
Lost times....🖤🙏🖤
Lot of MBAs in the comment section doing managerial analysis of a cartoon 
comedy show.
Lot of technologic vibes in this one. Dig it.
Lots of comments saying 1:14 thank me later. Fuck me the clip is only 2:14 
long. I'm sure we can wait. Its a fine ass though. Lol.
Lots of front facing Simpsons in this episode.
lots of money lots of freetime lol
lotta wasted coke BUT COOL!
loucura, loucura!!nSerá que alguem já tomou coca com mentos na boca?
loud noise are the booms with hospital sirens
louis amstrong lo mejor
love
LOVE
love
❤💚💙💜 💕 💞💘 💓💝💗💟💟 💟 💟💟💟💟��������😍😍😍😍😍😍😍  LOVE 
��💙💙 ❤❤ ❤💚💚💚💓💓 💖 💖💝💝💕💕☯☯💗💗💞💞💛💛

Love 😍
Love 💍💍💍 💍💍 💄💄💄📿💎💎
Love!!!
love all classical music's in the video
Love a lot this song , not this video ! Sorry Stevie  :-(
Love and awareness = quality. Agree?
Love a nice big fat pure weed blunt and a listen to stevie wonder master 
blaster while i wake and bake yo 😎 ✌ peace out man
love architecture
love ari
Love Ari 👑♥♥♥ ♥
love Ari ☆♡☆♡☆♡☆♡☆♡☆♡☆
Love Ariana
love ariana😍
love ARIANA GRANDE
Love ariana grande
Love Ariana grande 😘
Love ariana grande💖💖



LOVE Ariana Grande❤❤❤
Love ariana grande😙😙😙😙😙😚
Love Ariana Grande💜💜💜💜❤❤
Love Ariana's glasses
Love ari in brown and blonde hair
love ari's hair like if u agree
love Ari's style 👌 👌👌
Love ari xxxxx😘😘😍😍💋 💋😀😄😀😄👭👯
Love AT&T uploading their film archives. Was a treasure trove of tech 
history.
Love bad romance
Love Ben Stiller and the deliciously funny comedy in the Night at the 
Museum  films !
love best
Lovebird722 do you enjoy this gaga thing ? are you sick. Himanity is goin 
to end whit people like you
Love Bobby Byrd
Love Bob.  One of the great ones.
Love Bob's work. His combines series is still relevant today. What a 
fearless artist! 🤗
Love both ladies, #amazons but i am #teamhollyholm let the best woman win
Love Brodie but the people catching it have skillz
LOVE!  can you check out my travel guides on my chanel? What do you 
think!?
Love Danny Devito as homers brother
Loved hendrix
Loved it
Loved it,  but was waiting for Eminem the whole time!
loved it song rocks as well
loved Sydney; a world class city with the perfect laid back attitude
Loved the first one but this trailer gave away a little to much
loved the first two movies!
Loved the music, but your video editor should be fired.  Changing angles 
with the beat is nauseating at times.
loved them when i was kid... still love them as a grown up... will love 
them till i dy
loved this lead
♥ LOveee ♥
loveeeeee de++++
Loveee it
Loveen ❤💞
Love everything about it and all in between and the sides under the lines 
over and in,,,,,,,,there ....
Love from America!! Sydney is so beautiful, I would love to visit.
Love from Argentina (¡Thanks Encarta!)
#Love from China 😚 😚
Love from ethiopiaL ✌✌
Love from Pakistan wooo Super beautiful place I really love IT I have to 
be there Delhi India love IT
love gaga but is she a he i need  a better crouch shot
love gaga forever <3
love gaga queen
LOVE GAGA rn200 mil people
love game!!!!!!!!
love Greta
Love. Had to watch it twice to let it all sink in.
love hearing stories like this
Love Hendrix but y’all gotta admit the audio is shit on this one
LOVE HER!!!!!



Love her and her spirit🌱
love her! and this video.. &this song!
Love her hair
Love her hair!!!
Love her hair styles❤
Love her so much and this song ❤  #littlemonster
love her so much...dream girl of any action packed man haha
Love how all these guys are cutting edge computer techies yet they all 
have accents like they work in upstate lumber mills. hehe
Love how at 3:48 the guy on the far right is nodding his head.
Love how CBC censored and disabled comments on their post of this. Tsk 
tsk.
Love how he acts like a hipster the whole time haha
Love how he holds and plays with his works!
Love how Lennon's voice is so distinguishable in the harmony at 0:55.
Love how they both fixed their hair at 2:33 jaja. They have such great 
dynamic together.
Love how they’re adding bronze and plants to the towers instead of them 
just all being glass.
Love how you made sure your face didn't show @2:40
Love! I like this music
LOVE IT
Love it
love it
LOVE IT
love it
Love it
Love  it
Love it !!!
Love it ❤
love it ☺☺
Love it ❤❤❤ªª ªª �
Love it!
love it!!
love it. 😀
Love it...
Love it💕
LOVE IT♥♥
love it! <3
love it <3 dzwieki mlodosci w najlepszym wykonaniu! Brawo!
Love it, baby.
love it but they should both keep their day jobs :p
Love it...excellent.rnSTILL the best Mentos & Diet Coke vid! You crazy and 
I presume, very sticky bastards.
...love it !!!... f... the mainstream ;-)
Love it..good vibez
Love it Jimi! Brother you definitely had skills!
Love it just awesome and brings tears to my eyes..💪👌
Love it make more plz! I fell in love with songs that I never knew
Love it.My favourites are here.
LOVE IT SHE LOOKS SO GOOD
Love it so much.
love it song just makes it though
Love it sooo catchy
LOVE it. Tell them.
Love it !!  This is great.  Beautiful Mulder & Scully.  :)
Love it. This reminds me of my own trips: Going somewhere you're weary of, 
purposely getting lost on foot. Keep up the good footage!
Love it! You're such a strong woman!  Wow!
love kylo ren'a
loveky  stev  the  first the  lost   you are    loveeeeeeeee



Love Lady Gagaaaa!
LOVE LADY GAGA HERE, FROM NORWAY!
Love Lil Ron Ron
Love listening to this with my dad
LOVE LOVE LOVE
lové lové love
love love love <3
love love love ...(8)
LOVE LOVE LOVE. B1M rocks
love, love, love...  ( I LOVE YOU GAGA ) !!!
Love, love, love it!!!! Would love to see this live!!! Will be on the 
lookout for dates in the states!!!
Love, Love, Love! I want you love...
love, love, love. I want your love.
LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE IT!!! AMAZING WORK!!!
Love Love Love Love Love Love Love youuu so much Ariana Grande n💗💗💞 💖💖
💞💗💕

love love love Stevie!!!!!!!
LOVE LOVE LOVE this and music like this. :Dn.
Love love love this mix 😍😍 ❤
lovely
Lovely! Also, I watched this video on my rosewood MacBook Air from the 
1930s that I got from my grandpa. I also wear his underwear from that 
time.
Lovely. But why does she have that guy as a guest? He's not good, to put 
the matter politely.
lovely city
Lovely,. great mix.
Lovely that you mixed Karlheinz Stockhausen and Salvador Dali in the same 
video. I've always thought the two go well together!
lovely tone
Lovely voice of Stevie Wonder
Love Machine By Rnb Artist SirCharlesJones And Sex Machine By Past Blues 
Artist James Brown Peep It Out
@lovemariolove :DDD
@lovemariolove Yeah.... that's great--until you have to clean up the mess 
in your own house....
Love me some Bobby Byrd
@lovemess69 O.o
love momma monster!
Love music
Love my City💚
Love New York
Loven  the music sounds so sexe, thanks for the upload
Love!!!nVamos Monsters!!
Love o sgt pepper
Love owen Wilson
lover her, or hate her, she's a star...
Lover machine
Love Robin Williams!
Love Ronda!
Love Ronda , shes still the best.
Love seeing you make a video with Brodie. What a talented guy
@LoveShakiraQueen gaga best too
loves it!
Love song creepy vid!! 😵
love Stevie love ariana
Love Stevie Wonder
love super mario bros
Love that all the comments are just memes
Love that cover 6:25



Love that everyone’s just found this😂
Love that funky piano <3
love that hair color   on ariana  grande
Love that hipster starter pack.
Love that trombone at 1:14!
love the Aa Bb Cc flashcards
LOVE the all songs of Lady Gaga,Ariana Grande and Selena Gomez:)
Love the answer at 1:30
Love the bad  romance
Love the beat :D that is amazing lol it was my science project too...these 
guys are just effing awesome ^-^
Love the beats..
Love the bright red Rocketbird.
Love the British guard but I feel that Americans see us as posh
Love the cameo of Sheldon Coopers girlfriend Amy at 15:40
Love the content!
Love the dramatic zoom at 1:17!
Love the end song.
Love The Hair Ariana Grande
Love the insight into New York’s progress
Love their look
Love The joy that comes from steeviés voile in this song, beautifull stuff 
thank you for this Mr. Wonder.
love the look on the adults faces thinking: it wasn't a good idea to bring 
a tutored child over.....you can feel the embarrassment
Love them both
Love the mix....  😍😘
LOVE THE MUSIC
Love the music  and the movie, so good
LOVE THE MUSIC!!!  We do this every Christmas, but we're not very good at 
it :P
love the opening music...
Love these charts in jazz band
Love these song for the firstime i heard
love these videos....
Love these videos! Keep up the great work!
Love the shoes tho
love the simsons
love the sister
Love ❤  the song
Love the song!
love the song!
love the song and the movie 😀
love the song merry xmas
Love the song. wats the name of it?
love the sound .thanks
Love the Spell Check AFTER the doc is written..
Love the spice of reggae in this work!
Love the Spiral, using green space as part of its design.
Love the spontaneous applause from the crowd for Dre tracks. That man is 
an icon.
Love the twist in the intro theme this time around!
love the video
Love the video!!!
Love this
Love this!
Love this...
Love this😍
Love this amazing what would ,unicorn me without you plus ARIANA
Love this channel so much !!!
love this collaboration. iconic



Love 😍  this episode.
love this episode so much😂
LOVE THIS GIRL :D
love this jam
Love this man
Love this mix.
Love this mix #August2019
Love this mix please make more
Love this mix. What is the name of the song on the 25th minute please? 
Love that song.
Love this one even I dont even know what are you doing but the music is 
good!
Love this part 2:30 OMG!
Love this piece by Hendrix but the video is shit. I can't even here Mitch 
in the background and he makes the song much more than without
Love this playlist!!
love. this s0nG
love this shit.....
love this song
Love this song ❤
Love this song ���😻
Love this Song 😍 😘😍 😘😍😍😍😍😘😍😘😘😘😘😍😍😍😘😘😘😍😍 😘😘😘😍😍
😘😘😍😍 😍 😘😘 😍😍😘😘😘 😍 😍

Love this song!!
love this song!!!!
Love this song!😍
love this song💗
LOVE THIS SONG <33n<---------------New singer, Please check my singiing 
covers and comment,Rate and subscribe i will subscribe back  :)
Love this song! Also, loving her look in this video. The hair, the 
outfit...everything is so cute!💖
Love This Song And Ariana Grande
Love this song! And i have faith in Dina Lohan to win celebrety big 
brother.💞💛😍 !!
love this song,but VEVOOOOOOO :@
Love This Song, even it is in 2016, it is still nice till now...........
LOVE THIS SONG!! GO TRUMPETS!!
love this song, its in me all the day :)
Love this song sm ❤💕
love this song so awesome to have this shit so catchy
love this song so much💖
Love this song so much <3
love this song so uplifting I'm dancing in my chair right now!
Love this song than any other ons
Love this song😘 When listen this start 💃
love this video <3
Love this video!! Miss our time backpacking in Australia...
Love those 4 guys in the horn section...nVery cool.  🎵
Love to goooo!;)
Love u😍 😍
Love u ari!!😍 😘😘 😘😘
Love u Ari🖤
Love u Ariana 😍
love u google
Love u ronda, but u shouldnt have been talking shit, now its embarrasing



love ur page!
LOVE U STEVIE!!!
Love video about New-York . Thank you for your work !
love Wonder e grande😀😁😍 😚😗
love Wonder grande😁😀😗😗
Love yahh Ariana😍😘
LOVE Y MOTHER MONSTER <3
♡♡♡love you♡♡♡
Love you Annn
Love you Ari
Love you ariana 😘  😘  😘  😘  😘  😘
love you ariana by matty <3
love you Ariana grande .......Ur looking fabulous........love ya this song 
is awesome💋💋
love you australia
love you gaga !!!!!!!!
love you GAGA:-):-):-)
Love You, GaGa <3
love you gaga for ever
Love you gaga if you a bloke then I am going to turn queer you are so 
seeeexxxy!
Love you Gaga,love you McQueen
🔇🔈🔉🔊  love you  lady gaga ♥
Love you!! Like this rea
Love you music 🎶
Love your chanel, love New York. Liked and subscribed.
Love your channel!!!
LOVE YOUR CONTENT!!! Follow me on Twitter @brianscottjohnson244
Love you're videos man
Love Your Travel Videos 💖
Love your videos
Love your videos....Also Love Mother India....Think its time to go back 
soon.
Love your videos.nI learn new things every day❤💛💚💙💜
Love your vids
Love your vids!!
Love your voice, really want to see what you look like!
love youuuuuuuuuu gaga
loving all your costume tutorials!
loving ante up
Loving the music! Please make a Spotify Playlist of these tracks and 
future tracks?
loving the retro futurist look of broad street
loving the star trek outfits
Loving the way they dance especially the lady sexy as hell
Lovin It!
lovin it waste of money but lovin it
lovin the cinematics in your videos. Makes them look a lot cooler. Nice 
job
👏👏👏 lov you stevie 💋
low grade sci fi noises
Lowkey lookin' to rap on this
Low of the low...Child abuse, brainwashed so sad, all for their own 
agenda.
Loyalty is a beautiful thing!....lol
LO YOUTUBE DICE QUE LOS COMENTARIOS AHORA SON LOS REALES Y ANTES ERA LOS 
CON SPAM NO ME GUSTA
L.p.
LSD...can make great music



LSD inspired music
lubię ostre ssanko :)
Lubię tu wracać :D
lubie wracac
lucifer
lucky i live in jakarta :))
lucky you got 3000th comment /
Ludilo ceo dan se slusa Amorova strela
Ludilo mozga.... Idemo nebo je granica.
Ludilo mozga!!!! Mila, majkoooo! Bravo! Bravo! Bravo! Bravo! Bravo! Bravo! 
Bravo! Bravo! Bravo! Bravo! Bravo! Bravo!
Ludilo mozga, pjesma grmi, bravo Kija
LUDILO MOZGA!!! Pokidala 😍😍 😍
Ludilo mozga, režija kija kockar.... Ajmoooo
Ludilo mozga što bi mladi rekli....
Ludilooo, koliko je ovaj ritam zarazan...
LUDZIE POMOCY!!! Gdzie kupić ten album??? Przeszukałem internety i nie 
moge nigdzie znaleść. Z góry dzięki za info.
Luftijo, ovo mozes samo da sanjas. IDEMO #1 $
luis u are melanie's martinez brother?
@lukakas157 No one likes Justin Bieber!
Luke is Kylo Ren in the force awakens
Luke Skywalker is Kylo Ren
Lullaby into symphony no9 startled me quite a bit
Lully? Rameau? Chopin? Paganini?
Lulu Santos
@LuNaaaaaR nnactually reatrded are exactly 198 538 people who liked this 
video by now....nwhat a bunch of fools!
Lunaa u transuu ovo jee  vrhh!!!
Luna da budem 😂
Luna i Kija duet 😀  Top bi bilo .
Luna kad bude cula pesmu odmah ce da trazi da izadje da snimi slicnu
luna park, zoo and bondi beach..
@lunatongas YOU WELCOME :) c'mon #badromance1million #badromance400million
Lunini fanovi krivi za dislajkove😂
Luniz - I Got 5 On It this should be awesomeeeeeee to include
LUNJARO SPAVAŠ LI MIRNO!
Luno, karma is a bitch. Watch.
Lutka nasa,bravo
Lutka nasa najbolja
Lutko naša tvoje vreme tek dolazi ova tvoja druga solo pesma grmi top top
Luv GaGa :-)
luv it the music
Luv this song
LUV U CUZX U LIKE LADY ALLAH
LUV U LADY GAY GAY! :D rnrnChek out my channel :)
@luvumore54 I LUV U.
luv u soOOO FINE!!!!
Luvvvv this mix!! Perfect for getting down to it and taking a long hot tub 
soak 😉
@LuxyPika95 I AM SORRY  I DIDNT MEANT TO OFEND YOU, BUT PLEASE, AM I 
REALLY THE ONLY ONE WHO SEES HOW FAKE THIS IS, THE WHOLE THING?
@luys1400 TE VAS DERREPENTE Y ME DEJAS ENTE TANTO COMENTARIO EN INGLES
@luys1400 ya que sabemos los del F5 en el twitpic, podemos dejar el orde 
encendido con algo qe pese encima del F5!! :)
Luz!
L❤v it! 💋😙
Lying cunts, it's a bridge.
Lying loser.
Lying scum bitch..I hope the university gets sued for every penny
lynch all hipsters



lyrics?
Lyrics please
lysergsäure auf der waldorfschule
m/
@m4rcus4ur31ius I don't know, I just know that you can get same, even 
better effect by using a sugar.
Maaan i died xDDD I want it now!!! <3 Much better than 2. :D
maaan ..that's my  coke for the whole week ..what did you do...
Ma bravo! 💓
Ma bravo BOGINJO i mrtve dizes na noge👍👍👍👍👍
Ma bravo breeeee!!!! 🌋 🌋 🌋
Ma BRAVO KIJA,  PEVANJE, IZBOR PESME, IZGLED, SPOT...DEVOJKO, SVAKI PUT 
NADMAŠIŠ samu sebe! NAJBOLJA - KIJA KRALJICA 👑🌍🌟👍👌👏👏👏
Ma bravo kija pokidala si  ❤💙
Ma, bravo, Kijice nasa ❤ Pesma kidaaa 💘
Ma, bravo, Kiki 💘  Ovo je pun pogodak 💘
Ma bravo Kraljice , pjesma je hit bravo❤❤❤❤
Ma bravo kraljice sto postojis . Rodena za sve ❤❤❤❤
Ma bravo Kristina  ,sve si bolja i bolja,sve 
pohvale,vrhhhhh ,vrhhhhh,vrhova
Ma  bravo  mala, zasluzujes  samo  najbolje
Ma bravoo djevojko 😍😍😍😍
Ma bravooo breeee
Ma bravoooo ljubaviiiii
Ma briga te kako se osećam
Mabuhay Marc Jon lee
macabre as fuck
Mac and Windows users don't know that they are USING Unix! Every time u go 
online, u use Unix.
ma che ne sanno i bianchi 🤣 😍😍😍
Machin Alberto de Pataclaun lo hace mejor 😌  I
Ma chi sono, questi 1700 coglioni.
Mačko ludim koliko te volim ❤
Mac miller is ugly ariana grande should marry the man which was in into 
YOU
Mac OSX, FreeBSD, OpenBSD, NetBSD are all descendents of AT&T UNIX via BSD 
Unix.
ma crknite dusmani djabe vam dislajk pjesma je vrh😋
made good time with this one
Made in 2016  but landed recommendations in 2019
made in a time before time....RESPECT.
B  Made in Italy
made in POLAND!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Made it halfway through the first song lol
Made it, Ma! Top of the world!
Made me genuinely happy; thanks for sharing.
Made mine day,☘
Made on Meh Birthday MY BIRTHDAY PRESENT!!!!!!
Made the mistake of not typing james brown before sex machine
Madness!
madona suagata poderoza
Madonnaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa gaga wanna be
MADONNA ES LAREYNA HACIENDO PLAYBACK Y ESTAFANDO COBRANDO MUY CARAS LAS 
ENTRADAS JAJAJAJAJJAJAJAJAJAJJAJAJAJAJAJA
MadonnannLook what you didnnLove it
MADONNA ONLY ONE QUEEN
Madonna Queen of Pop everytime! Lady Gaga Queen of the Fucking Bitches!!!
madonna reina del pop.rnbritney spears princesa del pop.rnLADY GAGA REINA 



DEL ELECTROHIPHOPDANCEPOP.
madonna who??? O.o
M A D P R O P S
@madrcool lol its not. Bieber
Madre mia,que bueno!!
Madre monsteré!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Mad respect Jimek. Also shouts out to each and everyone there who playing 
an instrument. Great Beings
Madura y solo disfruta de la música de tu agrado (:nPd. También me gusta 
Shakira
Maestro
Maestro.
maestro james brown
MAGA
MAGA 2O2O
Maga a klipp szerintem annyira nem jo. Lett volna meg mit csiszolni rajta. 
De a zene.... az iradtlan jo lett! :)
magda bryla tam byla !
magic
Magic!
magical
Magical track. Bass line is of the chain. Beautiful work Uncle Stevie.
Magic human being,Stevie!this song is dedicated to his friend Bob 
Marley..fantastic!
Magic mushrooms confirmed!
Magic Mushroom would be globally understood...
Mágico da dança soult
MAGICZNIE!
magine having 5000L of Dcoke n 5000 mentos in one big bottle + a bomb and 
a nade  @.o
Magnífic!!!!!
Magnífica ❤
Magnificent building
Magnificent! Listening to MD is almost a metaphysical experience. <3
MAGNIFICO
MAGNIFICOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOO
MAGNIFICOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
magnifique
Magnifique
Magnifique !
Magnifique ++
Magnifique 😍
Magnifique, magique, unique, apocalyptique !!!!
magnifiques!!j'en ai les larmes aux yeux...
MagnusRulerHardt, u dumb, try it... it happens.. u r brake like my old 
dog.
Ma hit ,bravo kija
MAHLER?!?!?
Mais alguém ficou olhando aquela dançarina alí atrás?
Mais appelez les pompiers, elle est trop dingo cette fille nC'est 
carrément (néo-)Punk
Mais c'est quoi la signification exactement, qu'on est tous formaté ?
mais que porra é essa??
mais swing impossível
Mais uma atriz da esquerda. Essa emoção forçada não convence nem uma 
criança de dois anos. #vaitomarnocuGreta
Majestic!nnSending much love from Indonesia.
Majestuoso♡👑 .
Majka!❤
Majke mi isto Stanija..
Majko Nadice, jesi li ponosna na tvoje cedo? To je tvojih ruku delo i mi 



tu nista ne bi menjali............♡♡♡♡
Majority of this stuff is fake...it is clearly obvious that it is water
Major Props
Ma još jedan u nizu hit pjesma je EXTRA
Make 2 hours please 😉
Make a black panther costume
make a black panther costume plz
Make a black panther diy
Make a cartoon panda trailer
Make a Chewbacca
Make a Chewbacca costume
Make a costume from the goosebumps movie
Make a couple of the Doctor Who sonic screwdrivers!nTry an old-school one 
and one of the new ones!nPleeeeeeeeeeeeeeease.
Make a ctp. Phasma costume
Make a darth vader costume
Make a Darth Vader costume
make a darth vader costume!!
Make a Darth Vader Coustume and LightSaber
Make a darth vader suit and lightsaber
Make a dead shot costume you guys rock
Make a deathstroke
Make a first order Clooney
Make a first order stormtrooper helmet
Make a five nights at Freddys
MAKE A FLASH CW TV SHOW SUIT PPPPPLLLLLLEEEEEEAAAAAAASSSSSSEEEE YOU GUYS 
ARE SO COOL AND IT WOULD BE AWESOME
Make a freddy mask
Make a halo costume
Make a homemade captain America civil war trailer already!
Make a homemade captain America civil war trailer please
Make a homemade storm trooper costume
Make a homemade watchmen movie and how to make the rorshach costume
make a how to alien vs predator
Make a how to make a Darth Vader suit homemade
Make a how to make a super man cape
make a Hulk Buster costumer
Make a hulk costome
make a iron man one
Make a iron man.  Suit
Make a jawa costume please !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Make a mask of the darth vader
make a nice cirque du soleil costume
make a notch every time he says ''iconic'' or ''redefined''
Make another vid with light saber. Make the saber simple
make a pokemon costume
Make a ray costume
Make arrow season 4 and Suicide squad trailers
Make Asberger syndrome Great Again
make a scream costume. from sream
make a silver stormtrooper
Make a similar video for Chicago please..& how about Miami?
Make a sonic screwdriver doctor who the eleventh doctor
make a spiderman caliva wars
Make a Stormtrooper
Make a stormtrooper costume
make a stormtrooper helmet
Make a stripe gremlin
make a supeeman costum pleeeeeeeeeeeeeeees
Make a superman!
Make a uncharted costume
Make a video of how to make a helmet Snowtrooper pliss
Make a video on Mumbai.. Skyline and development
Make a yellow jacket suit in ant man



Make Bb 9e
Make captain America shield
Make captain fazma
make Captain phasma costume from Star Wars episode 7 the force awakens 
please!
make chekpoints
Make Darth Maul costume
make darth maul costume
make darth vader
Make darth vader
Make Darth vader
MAKE DARTH VADER!!!!!!!!!
Make Darth Vader and if not I will kill Padme oh yeaaaa I forgot about 
that
make darth vader costume pls
make darth vater
make Donaldson
MAKEDONIJA  POKAZI SE VECERAS NEKA GORIIIIIII❤
MAKEDONIJO BLAGO VAMA VECERAS
make fallout 4 costumes
make finns costume next
make flash
make flash costume
make flash season finally fight with a how to of flash and reverse flash 
suit
Make foxy of fnaf 1
--make girlfriend
Make greenlantern
make hat strom trooper
Make ice cubes, with mentos inside themnGive them to some one fatnEnjoy
make incrosio from akamen ga kill
make in iron man costume
MAKE IT MY MISSION nMAKE HIMn FEEL ALRIGHT
Make kid flash!!!
Make Luke Skywalker's return of the Jedi lightsaber!
make me cry little boy, make cry. im not going home and im not going to 
heaven
Make me puke with propaganda
Make me want to move my feet !! =)
Make me wish I had some talent. That band has some smooth moves.
Make money at homenhttp://jvz1.com/c/426577/27475
Make more homemade costumes!!!!!!
make more how to!
Make more videos like this please. It's your only funny video and it's 
funny af
make my two favorite character boba fett and darth vader
Make one for Karachi , Pakistan please!!
make one for me
make one mix  for masturbation as well
make R2D2 from star war
make scarlet witch suit
Makes me feel privileged to be born there, Would love to go back one day
makes me happy to see how well received this beauty is appreciated
makes me thirsty
makes me thirsty.
makes me wanna jizz now. LOL
Makes me want to chew on some cantaloupe.
Makes me want to do a skid in my v8 N
Makes me want to go to india atkeast ince in my life .have travellelled 
asia extensively.
make some nice cash here       /watch?v=XeMfeTBvMK8
make spiderman civil war PLEASE!!!
make spiderman from captain America civil war
make spoterman



make stormtrooper
Make suicide squad trailer. Or civil war
Makes you believe in past lives
makes you wonder how did they get that much diet coke bottles and mentos.
MAKE THE CAPTAIN AMERICA CIVIL WAR!!!!n(WITH SPIDERMAN!)
make the costume of aquaman
make the first order stormtrooper  amour
Make the Flash
make the flash
Make the Flash CW
make the flash if any one agrees then tell them too
Make the funk ....great again ;P
make the hole really small. All that presure will shoot the coke really 
high through a small hole
Make the iron man mk 42 suit        Please.
make the movie the reverent
Make the stormtrooper pre-order costume
make the x men Apocalypse trailer
Make this the new National Anthem Mr. Trump.
Make this viral if they don't make a change we are raiding the White House
Make toby makwire spidr-man
Make you right x one Love
Make your own mouth piece longer than it is in the video or skinnier it 
will look more accurate
Ma kidalica prava.Nesto ste mi se uspavali sa komentarima .Daj bola 
komentarisite haha
making a statement without any words perhaps the birth of metal!: )m/
Making love: .....nnnnnnnnnAds in video: you ever wonder how many people 
make their fortunes...
Making love to music😊🌟
making the soda and mentos fly out of the bottle
ma ktoś może link do całości ?
Mala grmi! 🔥🔥
Mala grmi!😊💜
Mala grmii breee ❤ ❤
Mala kidalica,harizma,moc inteligencija.Bog je stvorio za sve sto pozeli 
da radi.
malala wannabe
Malaria zone Gabe.
maldita sean reproduscan  el video de la mujer q nos cam,bio la vida..yq 
por ella somos loq somos mkuy felices opos al menos io lo soy :)
maldito uber me tiene hasta la madre sus anuncios!!!
maldito youtube!!!!! 98!!!! 98!!! ctm!!! ;)
Ma le scritte in cirillico, cosa c'entrano con l'Argentina ?
Ma ljubavi nasa
@Malkinator71 He`s not homosexual you are ;)
malo lici na Daru
Malo podseca na Nikoliju - Nema limita  alii zarazno jee
Malo pomalo opopoppp stize amorova strela
Malo promo suicid, ovo ono?
Malo ukrala od Weeknda Starboy, kao nije strasno i hit.  Moldavijo i oce i 
majko.
Malo zastekali pregledi
Mal schauen, wann es auf diesen Veranstaltungen die ersten Bierzelte 
gibt🤔
Maluco isso sim e música de verdade
mamalon  chingon sublime excepcional y mas cuando recrea el himno 
americano y las bombas y la cruz rojanfue grande mi hendrix
Mama razvalila kao i uvek❤🌎
Mam ciarki. To jest tak świetne, że nie da się opisać słowami :)
Mamma mia



Mammoths were frozen solid in a matter of moments in the past, but this is 
100 on us.. lol
MAMMY LAGA IS MY QUEEN SHE MUST WINrn THIS IS IT  MONSTERS !rnSHE DESERVE 
THIS PLACE IN HISTORYrnLETS HELP HER SHE DID IT FOR US
Mam życzenie do Mikołaja: pezet x Jimek czerwiec 2019
man at the beginning looks stoned
Manbearpig is real we cant deny the evidence
man ben stiller caveman looks a lot like tom cruise
Man Danny devito sounds great as a Simpsons character. Should be in it 
full time
@MandyKnox Actually, she's making an army of LITTLE MONSTERS. We have 
claws up and we know how to use em!
man edwuard i love u for that what u done.
Ma nema zena pojma da peva antitalenat samo je za rijaliti i wz solju
manera!
Man everything she said wansnt gonna happen , happend!!! Man im really sad 
i loved ronda rousey still do but didnt want her to lose !!  Smh
Man falls off submerged bridge 2 meters from actual bridge.
@ManG00G00 <<<< MORE POOP FOR YOU!
@ManG00G00 nnYour first comment wasn't clever.
Man geht fürs Klima auf die Strasse um mehr Steuern zu zahlen? 
lel.nKannste dir nicht ausdenken und die meisten haben noch nie Steuern 
gezahlt.
@mangeunscio lol ur dumb
man her eyes are HUGE. no wonder shes always wereing sun glasses
Man He sure looks like he was good with his dukes!
Manic Drive – VIP (feat. Manwell Reyes of Group 1 Crew)
man i could beon top of that fountain of coke rite now........
Man, I enjoyed this video! Great, great, great! Very original, very funny 
and very entertaining. This is art!
† Manifesto Of Mother Monster †
Man I hope I had this life!!
Man I hope Stevie can see how much people still love him till this day
Ma nije drolja nego fuxetina..
Ma.nije valjda da jos nije u trendingu #1 prosto ne vjerujem jer znam da 
ima najjacu armiju...
Man I liked that car! I would totally buy that car!
man i love black people.  so genuine.
Man, I loved Herb, I wish they made more than 2 episodes with him in it.
Man, I love seeing people do nice things for one another.
Man I love these videos. You sir are a genius and I hope you continue what 
your doing. You seem to be he only "real" channel left on YouTube.
Man I love this song!! Just found out in 2019, this song isn't ready in 
2016 it's ready in 2019 people!
Man I’m glad I’m an American!!!
Man I miss 2016 nice music our election the roblox logo and other stuff
Man I'm young. Homer has a brother?
Manipulation, Panikmache und Ersatzreligion in einem. nnMein Gott ist das 
Volk verblödet, für die Zukunft Deutschlands sehe ich schwarz!
Manipulatorka
manito arriba los adictos a gaga <3
Man, it’s a rarity when up and coming artists can put on a show like this 
without any help of playback vocals
Man! I wanna see your face.
Man I was in orchestra since 6th grade and I played double bass but I wish 
we could of played stuff like this...
Man I wish I coulda seen this
Man, I wish my life was a fun a these guys'
Man just play.
man life is so crazy nto imagine this goes on literally every daynwhy are 
there so many people omg
Man look at her Jive, the way she does it like no other.
Man.... Love those Inspire 1 shots :)
Man. Maravilhoso. Inigualável.



MAN MILES IS MORE THAN GREAT...
@manndy23 TNT
mann homer fuck that up
Man! nnJames brown is HOT!
Mano Brown ali na ponta esquerda?
Mano brow ta conservado ja cantava com james em 71 kkkkkk😂😂😂😂😂
man o man, what a trip this place is.
Mano nas minhas festas não  pode faltar essa música, é muito  boa James 
Brown o rei do soll.
man scheiß die wand an, so ein gesicht hat ne halbe milliarden aufrufe. 
ich weiß echt nicht was man an dem lied mögen kann
Man serious foreshadowing with that "I'm not gonna get kicked in the 
headnThing".....
Man she acts very poorly, she is being used. Now she will say how bad are 
Russia and China
Man!! she is so sexy and so hot😍💪👏👏💘
Man she's pretty!
man she's ugly!
man sollten von nun an flüchtlinge zu klimaflüchtlinge erklären. das lässt 
den ein oder anderen klimaleugner bestimmt nicht kalt.
Man, thank you so much for making this video. Truly immersive & 
appreciated by a guy that’s on the fence about heading to India.
Man, that damn dancer in the back.
man, that first Db of the solo. so Freddie Hubbard in like 5 notes.
man.. that makes me thirsty
Man that's a Badd Mutha-Shut Ya Mouth ...👍👍💣💣
man. thats a lifetime supply of diet coke. but its still funnyyyy 
hahahahhaahahah
man thats fuckin sik guys
Man that would take a lot of effort.
Man the girl dancing have some good moves
Man there sure are a lot of bootlickers in this comment section
Man they mus have been sooooooo sticky afterwards
Man, this is deep.
Man this kid is stupid
Man this place is crazy. I think British are to blame.
Man this shit doesn't go loud enough.
man this show is so much better than family guy, atleast modern family guy
man this songs good
man this vid is cool 5 star!
man those guys have too mutch spare time :P
man those worms are gonna be hyper for years to come
Mantis Toboggan car businessman
Man was miles davis out of his mind. What an incredible trip.
Man what a fabulous place to live
Man, what a piece of work, released right in the middle of the psychedelic 
area, perfection, what else can one say.
Man..What i am going to do with my life...
Man what is that music
Man what's wrong with yall. Shes a kid. Lay off.
Man when Simon says started playing I imagined myself in the crowd getting 
up and screaming Simon says get the fuck up!
man, wherever they did this must have been crawling with ants 
afterwards!!! :O
Man who's that go go girl on the stage? .......wow!
Man with foreskin
Many diet coke are harmed in making of this video.
many memories
Many mix cultures in India !! That's why i adore it 😍 . Awesome! 😊
many of the popular ones have become so due to the stakes in movies and 
becoming memes😂😂
Many of those Indians you see on this video are USA IRS employees and 



Microsoft representatives...
Man you have guts to be in such place just by looking at this video I felt 
completely disoriented
Man, you're amazing !
man your own some next level facetiousness lol
Many people are hungry and you throw food
Many people got board of this quickly when they found out it wasn't only 
water he was running on.
Ma ovo je ludilo svaka cast kiki
Ma ovo je sve!🔝🎵🎶
Ma ovo kurcu nevalja drolja prve klase
Ma pokidala bree🔥🔥🔥
Ma prekucala igricu 👊  Goriii 🔥🔥🔥🔥
Maquina de sexo eu transo igual animal
Máquina de sexo, eu tranzo igual animal, da Chatuba de Mesquita o bonde do 
sexo anal, muleeeke playboy.....
ma raga come é vestita ariana grande mi aspettavo di meglio
Maraton :3
Ma  ra  vi  lha! 😎 🤗
Maravilha de Games
Maravilha salve james
Maravilhosa ❤❤
maravilhosa😘😍
Maravilhosa musica 🙏🙏🙏
Maravilhoso ❤
Maravilhoso Album!  inspirado Thom Yorke que o diga...ok computer
maravilhoso, de doer a alma
Maravilhoso James Brown!!!
maravillha. 10x.
Maravillosa... Creatividad en su mejor grado...
Maravilloso
¡Maravilloso!
MARAVILLOSO!!!!!
Maravilloso, alucinante.
maravilloso gracias por compartir
Maravilloso, sublime, conmovedor. HERMOSAMENTE HERMOSO. Me llena el alma.
Maravilloso ver y escuchar  JAMES BROWN
MARAVILLOSO VIDEO. BIEN PRODUCIDO
marcador del mal , nunca sube u.ú
Marcela gangara
Marcel O'Turtle never paid me for signing it.
March 2018!!!
March 2019??
March 22nd 2019 anyone
Marche pour la cérémonie des Turcs"Jean Baptiste Lully & Adagio in G minor 
Tommaso Albinoni
Marc Jon Lee Philippines? nNakatira nga ako pilipinas!
@ marco12377 rnrnWho the hell are you to decide who needs to live or die?
rnPeople like YOU need to be extinct!!!
@MarcosLC999 VETE ALA MIERDA IGNORANTE .. DDE TODAS MANERAS AHI VIVES
Marcos mutz
@marcusthecool ur just P.O.'d cuz he has a point and the highest rated 
comment.
@MariaaGonzalezG
Mariah always want to collaborate with him but she'd never had a chance. 
Congratulations for ariana
Mariah Carey Watch this 😂😂😂
Mariah Carrie left the chat
mariah wouldve been a better choice,js#lots of hate
marilyn manson and her made  a song fucked up but awesome ps im a marilyn 



manson fan <3
Mario 3 is my favorite, but Mario 1 is a close 2nd. I still play them all 
to this day!
mario 64 😍
Mario Bros 3 is a quite possibly the worst video game of all time. I tried 
it back in 1991.
MARIO BUILDER SPOILER ALERT!
mario coin 27:12
Mario is a lie.  I ate a mushroom yesterday and i didnt grow to twice my 
height.  :(
mario is king
Marionete mirim
Marionette Strings Clearly Visible During Greta Thunberg Testimony
Mario on Drugs. This is the real Message haha. Take them feel amazing
@mariote319 ah ok ok, q tal monster como has estado
MARIO THE BEST GAME EVER!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
mario the best game from late 80s to now
Mark
Marketing research in a nutshell 😆
Marks another drastic change of their years as a band
marley hotter to the box mmmh
Marley's hot on the box !!!  Fucking genius song. This white boy loves 
this 6 minute version.
@marousaki1000 If she has a penis, I would gladly suck it. Spank my ass 
and call me Charlie.
@Marques Brownlee can you do that?
@Marques Brownlee  Check this out man
@Marques Brownlee You should really watch this video!!! xD
Marry me 💍💍💗💗 💋💋
Marry me!
Marry The Night 16/11/2O11 rnTan solo 5 Dias MONSTERS
Mars but no Jupiter?
Mars, Cello Suite, and Caprice are so low
Marshall Power, Baby.
@Martastik04 that is funny
@martha368 Because she sings great she looks amazing, and the most 
important she has a unique personality and I love that! Respect!
@martinezharold94 ¨+
@martlk What did I do again? Make a joke for the youtube community? Don't 
get your panties in a know
Marty Friedman doesn't like this... and he's fucking right.
@marysparkles121 bubbly?
masakra
MASAKRA! CIARY PRZEZ CALE VIDEO! JIMEK JESTES GENIUSZEM!!
mas bueno
Mas comentarios C:
MAS COMENTARIOS Y LIKES MONSTERS VAMOS QUE SI PODEMS PAWS UP¡
MAS DE 100 MIL LADY GAGA ES LA MEJOR
M  a sex machine mashallah
Masha all grown up
Mashallah, greetings from Chechnya.
Mash up with Love Runs Out?
Mask is a bit too wide otherwise awesome, would love to try this out in my 
free time :D
mask then better kylo ren mask
MAS MAS MAS MAS MAS MAS MAS MAS MAS MAS MAS MAS MAS MAS MAS MAS MAS MAS 
MAS MAS MAS MAS Y MAS REPRODUCCION
Mas mentirosos no pueden ser los fans de shakira
Mason jars are the single best objects in the world
Más que genial... magnífico
MAS REPRODUCCIONES!!n#badromance500millions EN TWITTER
MAS REPRODUCCIONES PARA BAD ROMANCE,BORN THIS WAY,LOVE 
GAME,PAPARAZZI,ALEJANDRO,YOU AND I,JUDAS



mas reproduccionessss
mas reproducciones y mas me gusta monster!! go!!
MAS REPRODUCIONES HOY 470500999
Massa! esse som!!! , apesar da letra ser repetitiva, mas valeu!👍👍👍
Massenwahn hat noch nie zu etwas Gutem geführt.
Mass Extinction?  That's a stretch.
mass extinction? what? lol
mass heteria gave us developers the largest platform to build for. unix 
gave us our ideology. both have their places.
Mass maganda pa yung  Philippines hahaha
Ma šta reci 🔥 🔥🔥 🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥 🔥🔥
master bass
master blaster eh 
oui,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,ok2018
Master Blaster in Bartertown?
Master Blaster me gusta esta canción
Masterblaster.nMasterpiecenTimeless music
masterblaster peace!! :))
Masterblaster the best i like Stevie Wonder
Master Dali,  I shall learn that the horse eats the phone from a 
particular day was born from a wrecked car.
Master Entertainer. Sings, play the piano, and dances. Sexy sexy sexy.
Masterful and beautiful, no doubt.
Masterful! It’s such a moving and clever way of depicting THE war through 
high pitch cries and distorted explosions.
Master of cool entertaining
Master Peace
Masterpiece
MasterPIECE
masterpiece
Masterpiece
masterpiece :)
Masterpiece 💟 💟💟 💟💟💟
Masterpiece!
Masterpiece! ✌✌✌✌👏👏 👏
Masterpiece!!
Masterpiece.
MASTERPIECE.
Masterpiece❤
MASTERPIECE DEL 7O.
Masterpiece Forever, listening without moderation...
Master piece of Rythm and blues!!!
Masterpiece! Sounds delicious...
Masterpieeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeece!
Masters at work.nBlack is beautiful  💓
MASTER STEVIE wonder, THE won and only....music when it really was JUST 
THAT......KEEP IT GOIN,ON.....
Master with his shit. Why the fuck are there 55 dislikes tho?
Masturbating to this
Masturbation 😈😂
Mas Visitas, somos muy pocos los que estamos reproduciendo.
MATCHSTICK BUILDINGS
mate, can you please reply to my comment so I can take a screenshot? <3
Materials list may help others who also want to do this
Matilda’s dads voice
Ma ti si nasa pametnica.Sve znas i mozes.Samo napred.
Ma ti si pakao, ma ti si mrak.
Ma, to moze samo ona! 💣💥💞💞
matt tardy (aka audiobody) rnsong = "you goatta tap"
matt trainas millionnjodis setting a trillionn5



Maurice Sendak's going to sue for the first part of this video, right?
@MauricioGutierrez01 esperemos
Ma vaffanc...e questo sarebbe il miglior video
MaX B 3-0
May-17-2019nFri-Nite!!
May 2019???🤔
Maybe 40 bucks worth of steel in them!!
“Maybe a built in video game would keep them entertained?”nOh how times 
have changed [typed on my smart phone]
Maybe a mentos/coke flavored drink wouldn't go a miss?
Maybe at best... miserable at best???
"maybe at best" pulls out a ukelele i'm dead
Maybe at best = Regional at best by twentyonepilots
"Maybe a video game to keep them occupied?"n"You;re fired!" LMAO
maybe but it's in the name of sciance
maybe cause you don't know pop music! Stick with what you know....red neck 
music..now go fuck mate...
maybe he didnt want to touch her from fear of being accused of rape
Maybe if they'd finally start persecuting for perjury like they're 
supposed to shit like this would be avoided.
Maybe i'm just not getting it, how does an 82 thousand dollar car ruin 
someone?
Maybe in the 4th movie they can bring Jesus in.
"Maybe I should start a team of leaders and pick Stevie Wonder to be the 
wide receiver"
maybe its because people have become more armed since the 80s?
Maybe it's fake..
Maybe it’s just evolution in motion!
Maybe she wants to apply with this performance for a Hollywood movie? Her 
acting needs a bit more work though.
maybe the best pop song ever released
Maybe, the dislike is another way to say: I love this one, not just like
Maybe the greatest thing to ever happen.
maybe they have a lot of money and like to waste cola!! hahaha thatt wass 
so awsome they should put that outside the MGM :P
Maybe this is howtobasic
Maybe you'd have more customers if you didn't put ugly Bmw shitbox in 
front row, just an advice;)
Maybe you should edit out the parts where you can see the boards?
maybe you SHOULD stay in school and learn things better kid (unless you 
have libtard teachers than forget it)
Maybie at bestnYou litle shit
May four day of star wars in united estades
May god bless this man abundently !!
May I ask how much money u spent on this experiment? LOL...must hav cost a 
bomb.
may I buy a dvd with that somwhere??? I will die for it :)
'May I Have Some More Please?'
May i hear bowdown by the Westside connection
MAY I OFFER YOU AN EGG IN THESE TRYING TIMES?
May I serve you some tea,☕
May offer you an egg in this trying time?
Mayor de blasio signed bill outlawing skyscraper made of steel or glass
May the insanity continue... =P
McCutchan
@McDarnick  aaaaaaaaaaa si la misma coreografia que haces desde Tour de la 
Mangosta
McDonalds ?
McLachlin plays a Fender Mustang student model on this album and makes it 
sound just fine.  Love it!
Mclaren... lol...
M C  L A R E N  S E N N A
Mc laren senna



McLaren Senna
Mcxuse me, where has this been in Mclife.
mdngr they used 101 two liters of diet coke fyi.rnAwesome video
Mdr
mdr les 4 gars avec les trompettes et saxo!!!
MDR trop marrante cette vidéo !!!!rnC'est quoi la musique ?
Mds catava muito
Mds Como vim parar aqui???😂 😱
me
Me
me 2017 rols
me acuerdo cuando era chica y cantaba esta cancion a todo pulmonnahora no 
pueh nSONO TE HANASANAIDE HANASANAIDE
me agrada i love
me alegro xD hey porque no regamos este video x twitter lo he regado yo x 
alli ayudame x___X
Me amarroooo de dançar essa música.
Me and Ariana are birthday twinnies😍 June 26th🤗
Me and her need to get jiggy . She could beat me up anytime. It won hurt 
me. Im a big hairy beast :)
me and my 4 year old boy listened to this for the first time ever 
today.... we love it....he chose it....good choice Henry
me and my brother did this and it was a so much fun
Me and my dad re thinking of making the light sabre and Mae the cloak + 
helmet
Me and my fiance fucked all night with this on repeat
Me and my Girlfriend just enjoyed the Night thanks to this!nThanks man 😌
Me and my girl just did it on this playlist. Craziest 45 secounds of my 
life and new personal record!
Me and my girl just had the best bed in this jam
Me and the bois used to listen to this all the time
me and the hubby love this playlist. Thank you!
Meanwhile at Al Qaeda HQnn"More targets more death. Alah akbar!"
Meanwhile at General Motors...
Mean while in Africa...
Meanwhile in Africa
meanwhile in Africa
Meanwhile in Africa.
meanwhile in africa...
meanwhile in Africa...
Meanwhile in Africa...
Meanwhile in africa....
Meanwhile, in Africa...
meanwhile in Afrika...
Meanwhile, in Indonesia...
Meanwhile in Russia....
Meanwhile in the future.....n(refering to the 2nd diet coke and mentos 
expriment.
Meanwhile, the Indonesia skies turns red from forest fire.nhttps://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqZIHuZN0wU
Me arrepiei
me at 0:01nhey i can see my grandma's place from here
Me at the zoo is in 2005 its very first look at it
ME COME? ASHUASHASUS..
Me: connect this to our speakernnMy bf: change it to doja cat mooo-
Me : dad 1.7 k disliked Jimi Hendrix ! nDad : shiiiiiiiiiit !
me dad and my brother wanna do this but mom says its "dangerous" and 
"gross"
me despido monsters sigan reproduciendo
Medieval 2 Diplomat: "Was für eine Zeitverschwendung"!
Medieval city, but ugly and polluted...
medieval country
Medieval Europe.  Roman historian Livy would be at home.  Where are the 



public bathrooms?
Medio tema , :D
Meditating on the futility of my existence.
Meditation
Me: doesn't do the dishesnnMy mom: 11:42
MEEEEGAAAAA HOOOOOOT 🔥 🔥 🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥 🔥OOOOOOOOOOOOO
O❤❤❤ ❤ ❤❤ ❤❤❤❤❤ ❤ ❤

mee eencantaa eestaa cancioooonc(LL)
me encancta esta cancion!!!!!! es mi favorita!! es la mejor del mundo
Me encanta
me encanta
Me encanta 💛
Me encanta 💖
Me encanta!!! 😍
Me encanta!!!!
Me encantaaaa que buen tema locooo
me encanta ariana
me encanta él video
me encanta el vídeo de Youtube de sing  atte  María José  izel
me encanta espero que sea buena como la primera y segunda parte
me encanta esta cancion
Me encanta esta cancion
Me encanta está canción <3nnpd: algún latino?
me encanta esta canción es la mejor
Me encanta esta canción FAITH.
me encanta esta cancion... proximamente lady gaga en mexico¡¡¡
me encanta esta canciooooooon
Me encanta este tema 😍
me encanta este video fuck yeah
Me encanta faint😍💖
Me encanta la cancion
me encanta la cancion
Me encanta la cancion asta la repito aunque la alla escuchado
me encanta la canvion
me encanta lady gaga estoy enamorada de ella
me encanta la música de este tiempo.... que ritmo 🎶
Me encantan los trompetistas
me encantan tus  canciones y como cantas
me encanta pero se traba😠😠😠😠😠😠😠😠 😠😠😠😠😠😠😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😈😈
😈😈😈😈 😈 😈😈 😈

Me encanta que voz!!!!!
Me encanta:!!!! saludos de Lima Perú!!!
me encanta te amo
Me encantó �
😍😍😍👏 👏 👏  Me encanto  él vídeo, pero más la canción 😍😍😍 ❤❤
Me encanto  muy padre la ame ❤❤❤❤❤❤   amo todas tus  canciones 👍👍👍
me enknta  lady gaga, es la mejor. quien igual ????????? nadie
@meerareeeem welll I checked and this video no longer has the title of #2 
most watched video...
Meeting Snowden - 300K Views nnTutorial: Wie man einen Schmier- zu einem 
Rollpopel macht - 30M ViewsnnZum weglaufen ...
Mee too somewhere in France....This Music and Musicans are unreal...
meet the stickiest "scientists" in the world.
Me Fallin Asleep in class 1:01
ME FASCINA EL BAILE DE LA CHICA
mega
Mega
Mega !!!!



mega!!!
Mega dobre
Mega like (Y)
MEGA MEGA MEGA Talent.
Mega muzyczna podróż
Mega sprawa.  Podziwiam i czekam na wiecej :) tylko wstyd, ze dopiero na 
tvn-ie was wylapalem.
MEGA SZTOS ! <3
Megaton Walk
Megaton walk be like
Mega zawsze tego sucham Pozdro zarombiste
Me going for the back door during sex 0:28
Me gusta
#me gusta bad romance
Me gusta esa cancion
Me gusta esa canción
Me gusta esta colaboración, pero a esa película la veo hasta en la 
sopa :-/.
Me gusta esta música de James Brown no pasa de moda.
me gusta lady gaga
Me gusta mucho ese capítulo ojalá algún día diseñe un automóvil como 
Homero Simpson, greetings from Guadalajara México.
Me gusta mucho este tipo de musica !!!
Me, gusta mucho GuU,, yeah
me gusta muxo este video!!!!XD
me gustan muchos sus videos estan muy originales, el concepto es 
totalmente diferente. a las otras cantantes de su genero.
me gusta porque lady gaga actúa como si estuviera en serio en un mal 
romance
Me gustaría ver en persona a. JAMES BROWN
meh
Meh.
Meh, 4'33 so much better
Me hace acordar a Million Dollar Baby Soundtrack. Muy pacifico...
Meh. Ass.
meh. don't care
Meh,  I can do this
meh its not that bad a song :P and im REAL picky with songs
meh, just way too repetitive.  Some things never change.
me: hm he sounds like danny devitonme:nme: OJMGHPOFGTnnnot funny just true
MEH, not enough mason jars. nncold brew from a mason jar and a paper 
straw, that's what I'm talking about.
Meh, ok fine, they were entertaining
"Mehr als angemeldete 10.000" in Berlin?? Es waren 270.000!! In Australien 
auch über 400.000
Mehr davon, Danke!👍
Meh, Whatever.
Meiji era, Showa era, Miyamoto era.
Meilleur chansson du 21 siecle merci stef
me, I'm back in The Night Owl in Reading in 1972, lied about my age to get 
in.
Meine Kolleginnen aus dem Pflegeheim sind mitgelaufen. Ich war mit krankem 
Kind zu Hause, sonst wäre sie mit der Schule dabei gewesen.
Meine Mutter hat Herbie mal bei einem Konzert in Berlin die Hand 
geschüttelt. Sie ist jetzt 80. I love my mom.
Meinen Dank und Respekt an alle die auf der Straße waren! Weiter so!!!
n#fridaysforfuturez
Meinen höchsten Respekt vor Herrn Snowden.
Mein ganz persönlicher Held.
Mein Gott was ist das denn schon wieder für Rotze in den Trends. nGanz 
Ganz traurig diese ganze Linksgrüne meinungsmache.
Mein Vorschlag wäre dass wir den Jugendlichen Smartphones und andere 
Elektrogeräte verbieten.nDamit könnten wir eine Menge Strom einsparen.



me i watched this right now
Me - James is still SMOKING!!!!!!Right On Right On 2019
mejor anda a mamar
mejor con jimmy
mejores fans mtvactualnahi busca
Mejor vete a escuchar a tu XUXA y no estés jodiendo por aka .l.
@Melakesimeon ooooo yes people listen to this person cos after all he or 
she lustens to lady gaga so therefore is wise
MEL-BIN Jimmy!!!
"mel-born, australia"
Melbourne
Melbourne's better
Meldungen vom 22.09.2019nnMerkel und AKK in 2 Jets in die USA 😂😂😂😂😂
😂 nCSU-Vitze wirbt für Schwarz -Grün    😂😂😂😂😂😂
Mel Evans came up with the title Sergeant Pepper.
MELHOR BANDA QUE EXISTE
Melhor coisa é ouvir isso slk
melhor época musical>>>>>>>>>2009 ❤
Melhores n61n47n25
Melhor música
melhor video do mundo'-'
me like the song
me likey
melisa mccarthy the female adam sandler
Me listening Faith: Wow, such a cool song! Is it new? n2016 nMe: Omg...I 
didn't recognize I'd lived with some aliens🙈
Melodija previše baca na Thompson - kletva kralja Zvonimira.
Me manda aquela mulata linda demais, J.Brow era bom demais. IMORTAL.
Meme community?
Même presque 2 ans après je m'anbiance dessus !! ♥♥
Memes
#memes
#memes come on
Memes related in this classical music
MEME THIS
Me:MOM! I need all your money!nMom:Why?nMe:Uhhhh, for important stuff.
Me: mom i want a carnMom: there is car at home nCar at home: 3:41
Memorial Day 2017
Me muero por saber qué le dice al oído....
m encanta lady gaga
Mendelssohn
Mendelssohn 64
Mene hoce da izbace iz kuce  svi naucili Amorovu strelu 😅  sta mi uradi 
Kija  cak i kada spavam sanjam Kiju i pesmu Amorova strela �n#kija
Mene i kad bi pogodila amorova strela ja bi vjerovatno umrla od sepse
Mene malo podsjeca na tradicionalne srpske pjesme, mislim da ne grijesim. 
👌😘😘

Meni je ovo bezveze!
men im thirsty what a waist of coke
Menina da fala esquisita.
Meni na komppu pise da ima samo 17k komentara a na telefonu 20k... Koliko 
ima konentara? Nadam se da nam nisu opet brisali..
Meni osobno najbolja njena pjesma dosad, malo mi vuce na etno,oduševljena 
sam...
Meni treba tekst nek napise neki kralj u kometare😂😂 volim da slusam pesmu 
i da citam tekst😘
Mental illness
Mental illness?
MENTALLY ILL AND EXPLOITED CHILD.
Mentally ill child. Shame on your parents!



Mentally insane.
men.. that was a great thing to you to do... awesome.
Mentos are awesome!
Mentos are made out of animals bones and skin
mentos are retarded
mentos are retarded!
mentos are retarded!!!!!!!!
Mentos are retarded.
mentos are retarded!... you dont even wanna get into this
mentos are retarted (lol)
"mentos are retarted"n-youtube comment fight :D
mentos better be one of their sponsors. coke too
mentos = coak got it i tried it once
Mentos er retarded!!
mentos is retarded
mentos is so candy, minty, now they hav a commercial for mentos gum- brand 
new :D... ANYWAYS, IV SEEN THIS SOO MANY TIMES, but its still kool 5/5
MENTOS MGM
Mentos: The Bomb-erm, fresh- Maker.
Mentos the fresh maker!
mentos'u bir tarafına sokup hortumla kola pompalamak istedim o adamların
menuda guarrada....el video increible pero ese sitio donde lo hayan 
grabado...nunca crecera nada ahi mas XDDDD
Me parece o en el minuto 3:17 ella se persigna?
me parece  una diabla lady gaga  toda una diosa hermosa
Me : PLAYING THIS SONG AND IMAGINING DANCING WITH BOYFRIEND nnMY CAT: EWW 
LOL SINGLE FOREVER 😂
Me quedo con ésos ritmos, no como los de ahora
Me quedo con la version de Manzelot
Meraviglioso
MERCI
Merci.  Lagerfeld.  BNP, BPE, Le Sorbonne aussi, Alcatel. Merci.
merci L.GAGA you change the world
merci mon jimi il nous ferait plus de gens comme toi sur la terre :-)
merci monsieur et tout le monde derrière ;) big big big upnje suis 
complétement fan!!!!!!!!!!
Merci pour cet album,  les Beatles !!! <3
Merci pour ton show
Merci stevie!
merd jvi1 de boir un ver de koka aprè 1 mentos
me recontra cago en la maldita publicidd de tu canal
Me recuerda la batería ludwig con que me enseño mi padre, hasta tiene el 
ruido fondo del pedal.
Me since 1968 .
Me sobra 1h y 10min de canción apurandome
message me to say who the singer is of this song
Mestre james blown junto com michael jackson. dois genios que deixaram 
saudades
Metal bach
Metalcore or deathstep fits my style better. Good sex is like good music: 
loud, brutal and dirty.
Me talking to my penis
Metallica FTW, Gaga fails! 3 year old + auto tune = better than gaga !
metallica is so much better ;D;D;D
METAMPHETAMINE MENTAL.
Meta swing trompetistas! Dibujen! Clap Clap Clap!
met Mr brown in atl in 1981. very kind, gave us all autographs. r.i.p., 
Jamesnncan I take it to the bridge?
me to
me too
ME TOO
me too
Me too! =D
ME TRANSMITE ALEGRIA



Metric system for u.s. buildings. Bogus.
Me : trying to set a mood nBoyfriend: starts Dark Souls 3
metti like se ti piace questa canzone è sei ITALIANO
Meu Deus a Ariana de calça jeans 😍
Meu Deus quanta bobagem 😂
meu Dues EU não consigo ......
meu fão n 1
Meu negócio é negro na pista...amo o gingado do negro a voz tudo
MEU NOME ~E MAURILIO. GOSTEI MUITO DA MUSICA, PARABENS
Meu pai curti muito...e eu o segui
Meu sonho e ser um Sex Machine , e ter esse swing do James Brown
Me usta! =D
Meu tio parece o Bobby bicho que hilário mó dahora kkk
Me Voy a Dormir Pero Estaré REproduciendo desde Mi Telefono C, Bye 
Hermanos Monsters Que estén Bien
me voy a ver judas
me when the music starts to buffer😡😡😡😡😡  (throws phone)
Me writing erotic poems and prose while listening to this.
mexicano
Mexican traveler, like to go to India, but...Afraid of unhealthy food... 
any advices?...
México ?
mexico 2019?
México 2019 😍 ✌
Mexico ama a lady gaga
Mexico esta Viendo Bad Romance!
MÉXICOnMÉXICOnMÉXICOnMÉXICO
Me:yass another ariana grande video *check the date * wait whaaat?
@mgfh306 gracias-pucha q lata
@mgfh306 its ****fell into
@mgfh306 NO SOY DEFENSA,SOY UN PEN*** EN LA PORTERIA HA
M happy tht he didn't go off d rails wid al d fame...
Mialam ciary na calym ciele!!!n Wzruszona Geniuszem:)
mi album preferido de el genio , incluso con un tema dedicado a john 
mclaughlin, gracias por compartirlo
@MiamiSavior haha
Miami will soon be like this
mi amooor sos tan lindo ❤❤❤❤❤
Miamoto is so cool I want to hug him
♥♥ mi ardilla favorita
mi arrepiei todoaaaa 👏 👏 👏
Miaymoto is my hero <3
MI BIG FAN THE ARIANA GRANDE ( SONO ITALIANA)
mi canción favorita saludos en Perú ariana grande ven  a Perú
Mic drop
@michael1234252 You gotta tap! by Audio body!
@MichaelBenson30 True that... power to the metal and in my case rock... 
fuck pop
Michael Duncan ??????
Michael Ian Black in the blue hoodie looks younger ....and wider. What 
happened to his voice?
Michael Jackson how to
Michael Jackson loved him
michael jackson ,prince and bruno mars are students of this man
michael jackson, prince y bruno mars fueron inspirados por este hombre
Michel a encore dormi chez moi 😉
Michele bubble
MI CHIAMO ZEIOD VENITE DA ME CHE IO FACCIO SESSO
Mich würde auch mal interessieren wie er in Russland sein Lebensunterhalt 
sichert. Erhält er Spenden oder Zahlt Russland sein Leben?
Mich würde interessieren, ob er etwas zum 9/11 sagen könnte ..



Microsoft could use this for windows 11. Maybe they'll finally build a 
stable os.nnThat's a joke. They're not going to build a stable os.
Middle finger for those whose thumbs down
mI dear father...
Mide blowed
mi dedo estaba exitado cuando escribi esto :/
Midnight, raining and with love of life 😉
mierdaaa esre negro si que sabia mover el puto bote  muy buena pista
MIERDA DONDE ESTA ESA HATER SACOLERA CULERA HP ?
mierda !!!!nx q no puedo responderle a los comentarios hola yuli!!!
mierda ya me salen los codigos :'(
MIERDONA = FLOP
mI EZ A KAMU FASZSÁG?
Mi Gaga está mejor.. Salio bien de la cirugía y llamo a su silla de ruedas 
"EMMA" :D la amo.
Might be the first woman i would marry. I drive nissan tho.
Might be the formula for best song with the fewest lyrics
@miguelthefactor solo la quieres?? jaja
mi ingles no estan bueno pero el ZAMBITO dice ♫ JEROPA ♪  ♫ Jeropa ♪
Mike Hunt?
Mike Judge Presents: Tales from the Tour Bus bring me here those people 
should be known!!! Rick James James Brown etc...
Mike Judge’s Tales From The Tour Bus brought me here!
Mike Judge's Tales from the Tour Bus has an episode on Miles Davies...with 
Betty.
@mikethecop
@mikey8998 #FAIL HAHA
Mi koji volimo Kiju imamo i zasto da se ponosimo!
Mil
Mila majko NADICE hvala ti sto si je rodila ovakvu kakva jeste jedinstvenu 
jer repeticije NEMA
Mila majko > Oj joj, oj joj, oj jojj..
Mila majkooooo 😂 😂😂 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
Mila majko što ja volim ovu Kiju ❤😍😘
Mila majko, ubija ova strela od pesme
Mila majko, u srce pogadja Amorova strela.
Milance je car na estradi,ali vreme je da carica preuzme tron.Jos samo 
malo i drugi milion.
Milane, izvini, ali Kija je zasluzila da bude na tronu!
Milane izvini,ali najjaci smo.Konacno #1.Cestitke kiji, njenom timu i svim 
Kijevcima.
Milane Stankovicu WE ARE COMING FOR YOU :D ajmouuuu #1ontrendingsoon
Milane, volimo te ali prvo mesto je naše. 🥇
Milan je car,ali bilo je vreme da carica zauzme presto.Idemo dalje!
Milanova pesma nije losa,ali mu je "Trans" bila bolja(po meni),tako da je 
vreme,ako ne nocas,onda sutra da zameni mesta sa Kijom.😊😊
Miles, 23 years after Brew... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aidytVpcabo
Miles Ahead film was as beautiful and chaotic as this album. Yall can see 
more of my thoughts here! https://youtu.be/sGj5zS6JtD0
Miles and miles away . Jacob Denmark
Miles and Miles still gone down the highway. Thanks for the listen...if 
you try to make money off of it; be careful!
MILES DAVIS BIT SUN RA'S STYLE
miles davis, eh? im going to have to listen to more of this guy.
miles davis groundnreaker
Miles Davis is along with John Lennon,Paul Simon and Bob Dylan one of the 
greatest geniuses in the history of music
Miles Davis is intense in this album and so cool.
Miles Davis is the very last word in music
Miles Davis rules !
Miles Davis Spanish key is my favorite Rocking song of all time
Miles Davis 's Sergent Pepper for ever !!!



Miles Davis was such a forward thinking musician.
Miles didn't want Jazz music to be something, "looked at in a museum." 
Always moving forward, seldom looking back.
Miles Diego - Disaster Original mix
miles do voodoo
Miles I must thank you for the best trip of my life!
miles is cool if I have son I'm naming him miles Davis, this man got gift 
straight from Allah. Joe usher
Miles is the substance, nothing else, necessarily so ?
Miles’ playing gives me goosebumps. Such an original player. His phrasing 
and tone are all his own.
Miles runs the Voodoo down
'Miles Runs the Voodoo Down' is literally a dub track. :)
Miles Runs the Voodoo Down may be the coolest song title ever
Miles's whispers at the 27:30 mark gave me chills
Milestone
Milestone.. no other words
Miles was devoted with his music.
Miles was operating at the level of genius that can only be put into 
music. This is mind blowing.
Miles wouldn't have called this " Jazz," He wouldve called it " Social 
Music." :-)
@mileymilk295 Diet Coke is so bad it is for the common good that they are 
wasting it.
MILICA PAVLOVIC × KIJA KOCKAR =predobra kombinacija,predobar duet. 
Ocekujem ovaj spoj!
Mili mili moj ne vracam se na staro daj potpis pogodila me AMOROVA STRELA
Milionceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee proslooooooooooooooooooooooo 
bravoooooooooooo Kikiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.
Milion ipo je na pragu a drugi milion kod kapije.Idemo rusimo sve pred 
sobom Kija pokidala.
Milion People die in middle east
Milking the Cow
"Milk jug"
"Milk jug".. close up shows label that says "drinking water" on it.
milk jug with drinking water on the label lol.  coulda jus said a gallon 
jug
miller
Millionen nicht Hunderttausend
Millions of human landmines, especially on the beach.
Milose, jednom napravite Kiji pesmo da bude cela u etno zvuku, savrseno 
zvuci!
@miltonius17 And they're right....
Miły duet .nPrzyjemnie posłuchać 😘👍👌
Mimo iż nie słucham takiej muzyki, to to mnie zachwyciło! Niesamowite 
połączenie. Gratulacje :)
minaj who?
MIÑANAY RUFINO QUIROPAÇ
mındar ettiler colayı...
mind blasting! (with Indian accent like Russel Peters said)
mind blowing
Mind Blowing? Indeed it is.
Mind-blowing in what way exactly? This does not look pleasant at all.
Mind blowingly disgusting place
Mind blowing of misery.
Mind-blowing or mind-numbing.
Mind Blown.
Mindblown.
#mindgoals #hairgoals
mind resistant vehicles
Minecraft song at honorable mentions xD
"Mine-resistant vehicles? Since when are cops getting blown up by land 
mines?"nn"Yeah, they're not."nnMe: They should, though. ACAB.
Minha esposa quando era pequena tinha um Black e dançava essa música



minha infancia 💕 💕
Mini Hillary Clinton.
Minimise contact with anything that's not a mason jar...hahahahaha
"minimize any contact with anything that's not a mason jar" Oh my god, 
this is a great description.
"Minimize contact with anything that's not a mason jar"
"...minimize contact with anything that's not a mason jar"- comedy gold!
MINIMO ES ECUATORIANO Y NO ES FANS DE GAGA Y LE DISGUSTA EL 
COMENTARIO ......
MINISTARKE 👍
mini Taylor?
mins 6.12 was cool haha
Minuete in G.. Prelude in C minor.. Canon in D are some of favs.. but the 
'Ode to joy'! 😍
Minuet in G is made by Bach,only pianists know
Minuet In G is not by J.S.Bach?
Minuet In G not in G smh
Minuet in G, Thanks a lot
minuetto in g and spring are both amazing, but I think that spring is more 
known than minuetto or pomp and circumstance
Minus 3 ug CO2.
minuti 2 do rnDO rnCHU !
Min Yosh To Nish tae!? nnnWhat Just Happened!?
Miodzio.
Mira Adrian primero no me conecte en Mtvla porque comenze a trabajar y en 
segundo lugar porque eso comenzo a ponerse aburrido....
MIRA EN LO QUE TE FIJAS VOS! DIOS ES SUPER MALISIMOO SUPERR!! CHAU CHAUU! 
ANDATE PATETICO DE ACA! JAJAJAJAJ
mira lo que dice en el diccionario de la ignorancia y despues te callas la 
boca, usas palabras que desconoces, a si que callate
mirandasings08 does it better
Mira que bien se escucha! tal vez...
miren la cara de rosita en el momento 0..20
Mirise na hit poput NVSNS 💪  nKija grmis, brutalna si! 🔥🔥🔥 nPravi hit za 
klubove i ljeto 2019😈
Miscreant.
misleading title
Misleading title.
Misleading title is misleading.
Misleading title. Silly attempt. Stupid chinese.
Mislim da dusmani ovdje dislajkuju a na play listi kija prva😁 ❤❤❤
Mislim da se Slobodan Radanovic ponovo ludo zaljubio u svoju bivsu zenu!👑
Miss Cleo? Is that you?
@misscourtneii You mean the ones that are watching videos on the internet 
instead of doing them? ;)
missed me with that gay
MISS YA JIMMY!
Missy Eliot w orkiestrowej wersji no faktycznie rozjebalo.
Mista Jainz'Bron"....
mi sta venendo sete....cmq siete dei pazzi ahahahaha vi state accanendo a 
fare qst minkiate siete unici
mister hipster
MISTER Stevie Wonder!
mistrz !!!!
MISTRZ.
Mistrz.
Mistrz❤
Mistrzostwo!
mistrzostwo!!
Mistrzostwo! <3
MISTRZOSTWO! Będę często do tego wracać



Mistrzostwo ! Brak słów
Mistrzostwo.. poklony dla Cb JIMEK ❤
Mistrzostwo Świata . Gratuluje pomysłu i wykonania
Mistrzostwo Świata.Za każdym razem jak tego słucham mam gęsią skórkę , nie 
mam pytań :) SZOK !
Mitä teen sb
Mit diesem ganzen Klima Schwachsinn wird nur vom etwas anderen abgelenkt 
und so nebenbei hat man eine Klimasteuer generiert..!
mithbusters!!!!
Mitici
MITICI  STIVIE E ARIANA❤💚💛💙  GRANDI❗❗❗❗❗❗❗B👍🔝
Mitico J.B.
Mito
mito
Mito, simplesmente mito, rei!
Mito vey 2018
Mituh
❤❤❤Mix❤❤❤
Mixed race makes crazy. She is half Joo too.nboth parents are shrinks in 
NYC.nshe should be put down.
mixed with video and music everything is great thanks for this video..
Miyamota Is A Father To All Of Us
miyamoto=👍👍👍👍 👍👍 👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍
Miyamoto and... Tezuka or Konno?
Miyamoto blows at his own game!
Miyamoto created an invisible tutorial and most AAA games cant even do 
that in 2018.
Miyamoto CREATED DIS GAME
Miyamoto died on the first Goomba, now I feel better about myself.
Miyamoto is a goddamn genius
Miyamoto  is a legend    thanks for creating Super Mario Bros the best 
game ever
Miyamoto is always smiling whenever he talks about Mario.
Miyamoto is genius. I feel like he could still teach the whole development 
world new things. This was a great video, thanks Eurogamer
Miyamoto is GOD
Miyamoto is God.
Miyamoto is my god <3
Miyamoto is my hero !
miyamoto is my shit >:(
Miyamoto is quite literally the God of my childhood. Love this man.
Miyamoto is so child like. He's definitely todays Walt Disney.
Miyamoto is such a lovable awkward guy
Miyamoto is the Japanese Walt Disney. Or was Walt Disney the American 
Miyamoto?
Miyamoto... is the man who had my entire childhood in the palm of his 
hands..
miyamoto is too fucking cute
Miyamoto its playing with a xbox controller, he trolled nintendo
Miyamoto = Legendary.... The man that started a Mario revolution. Thank 
you for being part of my childhood =D
Miyamoto looks so pure doing the hand motions and stuff ❤  Like he seems 
like EXACTLY the guy who would make stuff kids adore.
miyamoto me puedes hacer un descuento para la switch ??? please xd
Miyamoto on Hotel Mario
Miyamoto please make Zelda again! THEY'RE FUCKING IT UP SO BAD
Miyamoto recently looks so happy because of Mario Maker! n_n
Miyamoto sama is the reason my childhood was as blissful as it was.
Miyamoto-san, Mario had been 3D before Mario 64! Legend of the Seven 
Stars!
Miyamoto's approach to this is brilliant.
Miyamoto saw game design differently than others at the time: something 
meant to be simplistic, artistic, and most importantly, fun!



Miyamoto seems really nice and happy
Miyamoto's gregarious and idiosyncratic demeanor would perhaps appear more 
charming if Nintendo wasn't in the sorry state it's currently in.
Miyamoto should be inmortal
miyamoto so good he Plays without controler
Miyamoto's smile is so contagious
mkai, so now we know how the KKK will look like in the future..
MKD # 8 VO TRENDnBRAVO IDEMO NA #1nKIJA DOMINACIJAnIDEMOOOOO!!!!!
Mk Ultra
MKultra brainwashed girl. How could someone put such a burden on her. 
She’s going to age so fast.
MK Ultra freak
Mk ultra mind control is real
MK Ultra puppet if ever I saw one, I wouldn't even want to be in the same 
room with that demonic face.
mme tomasichio ??
mmm coke
Mmm her titsare almost popping out ;)
Mmm hmmm. Funkiest man that ever lived. I dig that.
..............mmmm
Mmmmm.... delicious salty liberal tears
MMMMMM diabetes.
Mmmmmmmm and that’s how the best Simpsons: Hit and Run car was born
mmmmmmmmmm Stevie!
mmmm oohhh my god stop fucking lyiiiing
Mmmm... rum ham.
mmmm sweet sixteen
Mmm such rich tones :)
mmm - well - those pouting lips = anyone recall Shirley Temple?
mmm why do i think that this is a little different than walkin  a top 
water. ..
@mmonohan22 i think you are retarded how can enyone be alive without 
brains
mmva.muchmusic. com /ur-fave-international/  vote for lady gaga!
Mm yes
MnEnXnInCnOnloves Gaga
MnEnXnInCnOn♥n!!!
mnMiracle.  he's a Miracle ...👑
Mnogo dobra pesma ko se slaze liken👇
Mnogo dobra pesma, potpuno drugačija od svih aktuelnih 😍😍😍😍
Mnogo dobra pjesma. Svaka cast. Ovo je kvalitet Û
Mnogo lose.
Mnogo si se napatila ali sad uzivaj jer zasluzujes srecu
Mnogo smo jaki, mnogo su slabi!
Mnogo smo jaki, mnogo su slabi! Ajmoooouuuu!
Mo0nsters  los ke tiene videos aki ,en anotaciones pongan el link de Bad 
romance eso ayuda :D
MOAR!
Moar 3rd Reich propangada. Mass mind control to brainwash the babies..
Mobb Deep 'Back at you' should be there nBut it's wicked regardless
Model: Nemanja BordosnKijin brat :)
modern art !!!
Modern art can't be art, it can't even play new tricks, it lacks 
connotation, it's a bit boring.
Modern climate change activism is a doomsday cult.
Moderno i drugačije, bravo! nA, ona PRELEPA!
Modern skyscrapers are the greatest thing in the world.
Modular design and pipes.... pure puckin genius.nnBill was a hack who got 
lucky.
mogla je iskopirati scenu iz rihanninog spota za pjesmu bitch better have 
my money lol
Mogu da pricaju sta hoce, ali ne mogu osporiti njen rad i upornost o 



lepoti i harizmi necu ni da komentarisem jer gori.
Mogu joj sve osporiti ali ne mogu borbenost i karakter.
Mogu samo da ti zavide i da te mrze!Samo napred!
Mogu samo zlobnici da ovo kritikuju,zaista je vrh.
@mohamed061996 Why are you being so mean to me??? What did i ever do bad 
to you???
Moisturise, take computer breaks and DON’T FORGET TO EAT YOUR 5 A DAY!!!
moisturize
moisturize.
Moisturize and computer break is code name for jacking off to online 
porno! I know it!
Moisturize and take breaks. That's going to be my tombstone.
moisturizetake breaksmoisturizetake computer breaks
Moja cerka ima 2.5 godina i obozava ritam ❤❤❤❤  huhu
Moja dva komentara su izbrisana fak
----------- MOJA POKOJNA BAKA  BI UZ AUTOTJUNE BOLJE OTPEVALA----------
Moja zena kaze da bi mi samo Kiju oprostila
Moje si nebo kijaaaaa volim tr
Moji ukućani oče dame izbace iz kuće zbog pjesme, ali ja se ne dam. 👏  🔥  
🔥  🔥  🔥
Moj Milane jabuko sa grane,otpasces kao zrela kruska.Pitanje je sata!😂😂
😂😂

Moldau should have made it
Molim FM da nam objadni tacno zasto se skidaju pregledi kao i komentari i 
lajkovi.
Molim vas da na ovom hitu ne spominjete Raziju, Lunjaru i reality cirkuz. 
Kija se odavno izdigla iznad toga 💪💘
Molim vas lajkujte komentare, ne znam zasto, ali meni ne ostaje lajk.
@Mollyismybaby then fuck off ya troll
molto figo..pero va bevete all'ultimo...
MOM
Momak u spotu liči na Slobu, ili je to Sloba? U svakom slučaju super 
izgledate, ma ko bio.
Moments in time like this NEVER die. nnThank GOD they had it video 
recorded to pass on for generations!nFUCKING LEGENDARY.
Mom helped her with this science project.
“ ‘Mom is gonna fix it all soon, Mom is coming round to put it back the 
way it outta be”
Momma Mia! That dress  is out of this world. She is sizzling  hot. Cant 
wait for her next fight.
@MommaSucksBoyToys Dumbass gay shit.
@MommaSucksBoyToys There's no such thing as a dislike bar anymore you 
fucking muppet. Though I agree with your general idea.
Mommy
mommy??
Mom: Nathan, have you seen our bowl anywhere?nMe: What, we don't have a 
bowl. No, no, no.
@momo4likeever1 Someone deleted it look at her pics! Someone posted a 
scam!
Mom said you can't go to the school dance..."How dare you, I'll never 
forgive you!!!"
Mom slayed 💪👊  like always 😏😍💕
Mom.  You overcooked my spaghetti.   How dare you !!!!!
Mon ami James
Mon amour du hip hop et de la musique classique reunient c est merveilleux 
😀😀😀😀 😀

Mon dieu Ariana Grande 😍😍😍😍  sa couleur de cheveux 😏😍
Mon Dieu....non juste Dieu
Mon Dieu, que c'est beau



MON EPOQUE
Money heist
money well spent!!
@MoniiT1 buscaamee comoo      Jessus Ruiz
Monk is thinking...Your move Jesus!
monk running on boards. nothing to see here.
Monks are absolutely amazing
Monks are OP.
Monolithic layer system,  cool system
Monopoly money it's all fake it's an illusion Fugazi
monster
MONSTER EN 240p CARGA MÁS RÁPIDO.
#monsterfamily .... we love you mommy ♥
Monster genocide.
Monsters ahora que pasa por que putean al yankee ??
MONSTERS "BORN THIS WAY" ESTA CERCA DE 100.000.000 SIGAMOS REPRODUCIENDO 
ESE VÍDEO
monsters de colombia y toda latinoamerica presentes..
Monsters de Mexico Presentes!!!!
monsters gaga acaba de anunciar que nos dirá el titulo de su nuevo album 
en septiembre , paws up!!!!
monsters gaga en facebook tiene 51.024.501,venga,mas facebook para gaga!
Monsters hagan una lista de:nnBAD ROMANCEnLOVE GAMEnAPPLAUSE
Monsters, it's official! We have the viewed superbowl most of all history 
+ 150M 😍  #GagaSuperBowl
MONSTERS LOVE THE WAY YOU LIE A SOLO 3 MILLONES DE PASARNOS
MONSTERS  LOVE YOUU
MONSTERS MAS LIKES PARA LADY GAGA EN FACEBOOK RIHANNA NO TENDRA ESA CORONA 
POR MUCHO TIEMPO
monstersnactually or just a jokenthat her father raped the mother of the 
monsternsuffered from small monsters vilolacion alos 7 years.
MONSTERSNO ESTAN PENSANDO EN DEJAR DE REPRODUCIR BAD ROMANCE PARA PARARSE 
A POKER FACE XF, SIGAMOS CON BAD ROMANCE
MONSTERS NO HAY QUE DEJARNOS!
monsters,sabian q rihanna ha superado a biber en youtube?rihanna ahora 
tiene 3493511301,jb 3489421760
Monsters send tweets to @youtube and @VEVO to unlock Bad Romance, and also 
don't forget give views to Applause we need 100 Millions!
MONSTERS TENEMOS QUE BAJAR EN LOS 100 YOUTUBE :) ESTAMOS SUBIENDO MUCHO EN 
REPRODUCCIONES! :/ NO VEO QUE YOUTUBE ACTUALICE LA LISTA
MONSTERS TENEMOS QUE LLEGAR A 500,000,000 MILLONES DE REPRODUCCIONES, NO 
HAY QUE DEJAR QUE NOS GANE JENNIFER LÓPEZ
monsters tenemos que superar al waka waka
monsters that use Google Chrome! MESSAGE ME NOW!nMONSTERS QUE USAN GOOGLE 
CHROME ENVIENME UN MENSAJE AHORA!
MONSTERS VOTE LADY GAGA! SHE IS LOSIGN PLEASE VOTE AND SEND TO EVERYBODY! 
tmundialmusical.blogspot.com.es/2013/05/best-voice-mejor-voz.html
monsters waka waka esta a punto de pasarnos.... vamos a reproducir , paws 
up si se puede...
monsters we are so close!! fight on! we can win this!!
monsters we nedd pass on the floor.     rnmontrinhos precisamos passar on 
the floor.
monsters zedd twitted that next week will be very eventful veeeery 
eventful !!!especially the tuesday!!! ...........are you fucking ready 
("")
Monstro do SOUL .
monstro!!!!!!nos mcs de hj sao apenas cinza perto desse monstro
Monstrueux morceau de musique interplanétaire !
MONSTRUOS HAY QUE SEGUIR CON EL VÍDEO DALE QUE VAMOS EN BUSCA DE PASAR "ON 
THE FLOOR"
monstruoso
Monumental.
Mood
mood



@Moogisland1 Ferme ta gueule, you are a stupid man trolling is not telling 
the truth its be a bitch
@moondragon05 poor explosive plants x3
Moonlight Sonata 3rd movement?
Moonlight sonata 3rd movement?
@MoradoJudas hehehehe :D seeriaa Geenial! Momi monster for president! :3
Moral of the story: Never play Frisbee Golf with Brodie Smith. XD
Moram i Nemanju da pozdravim 🔝🔝🔝🔝
Morate priznati da je pesma sranje
More apartments for billionaires to make New York even shittier than it’s 
already become.
More buildings for Chinese and Arab billionaires to buy apartments and not 
live in 😅
More carbon = higher yield = more food = less discrepancy in global 
temperatures = calmer weather
More clips please!!!!
more coke pls xD
More comments Monsters!! We can do it!!
More Drama lol deez nuts
moreeeeee!!!!!!!!
Moreeee Viewssss!!!! <3
More ENTITLED YOUTH................blah blah go away
More extreme than DUDE PERFECT :D
MORE FOLLOWERS FOR GAGA MONSTERS !
More fuel for outraged juveniles instead of real science and solutions 
that don't cripple world economics and development.
more how-to cinefix plzz
More join a team "Lady Gaga" and more points For Gaga On EMA2012
More like most well known classical pieces for non-classical music 
listeners. Still great music tho.
More like music to take a shit to.
More like shitty times...
More More Las Reproducciones Monsters 484,300,000
MORE more more more!
More New York!!
More Paganini.
More people should be like Greta Thunberg. Keep fighting young woman! I 
wish you didnt have to but here we are.
more people would have watched the Emmys this year if she was nominated 
for an award.
More please Spider-Man
More please! That was awesome!
More propaganda and lies from Vice News.
More realistic than chevy commercials
More reasons why I am totally wasting my life compared to these peoples XD
More sounds like bass music..
More tall buildings for Spider-Man to web swing around town. Yay!
More than 4000 people that can hear but not listen…….
More than 5 seconds is needed to get a good taste of each one of them...
more than 80 million retardsrnrnhahahahahahahaahahahahaha
More to self November 14th work till forever. Ugh stupid Buffalo Wild 
Wings.
More Trickshots like that please!nANAZING!!
More ugly buildings to " beautify" NYC's already atrocious skyline. Smh
more views and comments monsters
MORE VIEWS FOR JUDAS!!!
more water scenes please
Morgan you mean?
Morning mood should be 1st
MoroccanPowerXxxl
Moronic Mascot for the ultra left!
Morrocan hardcore
Morty, i need your help. i need you to design a car. I-i dont know rick, 



this doesnt seem like a good idea
most all the tracks were about 2 and half minutes, i like short tracks
Most annoying little shit in history.
Most beautiful and exciting city in the world. My hometown of New York 
City
Most Beautiful city in world....want to make this city my home by 28 June 
2022...inshaALLAH
most beautiful spirit.and God made her beautiful....wow she is a knock out
Most famous... but not most beautiful... if you know... you know.
Most famous is The Beautiful Blue Danube, Johann Strauss
Most hardcore operating system
most high school kids in competitive sports could do as well or better
most iconic pop video ever....
Most of leaders dont care. So what now? They only clapping hands for 
nothing
most of the comments are about how this song was out such a long time ago 
and no one has heard about it,nhonestly i agree
Most of the comments are people saying that they only saw this now 😂  I 
got this in my recommended too haha
Most of the honourable mentions should have been in the list.. nAnd what 
about Vavaldi's storm ?..
Most of these comments are straight cancer. This is serious.
Most of these hip hop tunes were sampled from some old classics, this is 
so pointless
Most of this is Pop rap. Thumbs down
Most of those deployments were pranks
most overrated band ever
Most overrated city in the world.
Most popular meme peices today would i say
most populated conjusted place in india everyone like to visit paharganj 
for cheap hotels market too ngreat job nlike to have tea there  ☺
mostra pra Nicole Bahls
Most retarded recommendation I ever got
@mostrito18 ammm no sé si reirme o contestar XD...la primera 
jajajajajajajajajajaja
@mostrito18 asi es ademas a adele no le veo mucha carrera a futuro =(
@mostrito18 Conoces por las dudas el caso de Las Malvinas?
@mostrito18 jajajaja asi es y asi sera! :D del 85 subio al 57 Ohh es un 
gran avanze en menos de una semana :D
@mostrito18 la cuestion es q reproduzco el video xD aunq sea de esta forma 
♥
mostrooooooo
Most sampled artist in music history
MOST UNDERRATED SONG EVER. BEST COLLAB EVER. I CANT STOP LISTENING THIS 
SONG 3 MONTHS LATER, ITS JUST PERFECT!
most viewed anti advertising))
MOST VIEWED VIDEO ON YOUTUBE nCONGRATS GAGA<33nWE LOVE YOU MOMMY MONSTER!!
Most viewed video on YouTube right now...rnrn...go figure
most watched video
most wouldn't be able to drive a 🚗  as high as he was and he made that 
guitar sing like thatn that was absolutely  demigod awesome
mothafocka intro
mother.....
Mother dearest didn't believe me that this happened when u mixes mentos 
and diet coke. She does now haha.
MOTHERFUCKING JEWTUBE IS JEWING UP THE VIEWCOUNTnnTHERES NO WAY IN THE 
HELL THE NUMBER CAN GROW THAT FUCKING SLOWLY
MOTHER MONSTER !
Mother Monster is a Dracula bride :D
mother monster is working on her new album 😱😱😱😱😱
MOTHER MONSTER WILL TAKE MACHINE GUUUUUUN N KILL U FUCKERS IN HELL YEAHH U 
MAKE HER NERVES IF
Mother moster you are just the BEST!!!!!



Mother of Cris Like the Video.
Motorcycle Mayhem wow so many bikes everywhere its crazy 😎😜😊
.motown ,Chitown, Decca the best
Motown,great years
Mountain bike or fixie?  I think I know the answer.
mountain dew or orange soda
Mouret’s pic is king Louis lmao
Move along. Nothing to see here, move along.
moved me to tears....the engery of it all! Thank U Mr. Brown.
moves
Movie movie
Movie of ciudad de dios
movie shows in the very beginning character of western scientists. one 
word THIEVES
Movimento sofisticado ...
moving with this
Mozao
Mozart ❤❤❤
Mozart <3
Mozart at work here...
Mozart could have filled this list at his own...
Mozart in those glasses lmao
Mozart my man
Mozart Requiem Lacrimosa?
MOZART the best always..and for ever.
Mozart wearing raybans, classic.
Mozart will be always the master of tranquility, and Beethoven will be 
always the master of odes.
Moze i duet sa milanom s.
Moze li gluplje od ovog?
Možemo li kijevci na trending No1
mozete da brisete kmentare .ali nemozete da nam zabranite da je volimo i 
slusamoooo...
Mozete da glasate u pauzi za hit nedelje Svetski radio za Potpis https://
svetskiradio.com/glasajte-za-hit-nedelje-svetskog-radija-6
Może teraz historia polskiego hip hopu? :)
moze to boljee
Można słuchać bez końca 😍
mozss ti tooo
@Mr100Diamond love gaga es la mejor!
@MrAirbuster57 Indeed it does.
MRAK PESMA
@MrAmericanslave Haha that little weener is just for peeing ;-]
@MrAmf3 who are you to say what looks good? I think she looks beautiful in 
everything she wears
Mr Bootsy Collins along side with his brother on guitar in the 
background..
Mr Bootsy Collins on bass🎸
Mr. Brown and Mr. Byrd are brothers in Song and Dance For Sure.
Mr Brown. Had. His. Own. Style. Sound. Like. No other. Yup. One. Kool. As. 
Cat
mr brown is a real machine of move
Mr Brown was dynamite but this sing would not be what it is without Bobby 
Bryd and that band.
Mr. Brown was the ultimate entertainer. Without him, there's no Michael 
Jackson or Prince.
@MrChocolatePeanut We hope it will work :)
@MrCrazycrakers Why :-
@mrcruable faaaaag go bet your meat hoto
Mr. Dance Machine!     Mr. Beat Machine!     Mr. Rithm Machine...!
@MrDjoza celine dion is the best artis ever
Mrdnulo malo 130.000 pregleda.
Mr. Dynamite himself, you youngheads don't know NOTHIN' about THIS HERE 



FUNK, see what y'all MISSED?  LOL..😂 ☝!
Mr. Eric, you are a great person.
Mr in charge.
Mr. James Brown The god father of soul..remember not forgotten ❤💕👏👏 👏
@MrJesawyer Well at least its diet so they dont have to worry about 
obesity or wood diabetes
Mr. Jimek you are a downright GENIUS!!!!
@MrJoaopedro171 then why are you here ?
@mrjustinwashere cause they are talking
@MrMcdanger  fortunately :)
@MrMixer108 my god, how long have you stayed here? o.O
Mr. Miyamoto, i love you and Nintendo! :)
Mr miyamoto is genocidal he always destroy blocks!!
@mroom1469 NO.nlove, god.
@MrOrton25 Lol rage
Mr..Payback...
@mrpinchila mexico :D
@MrPtrk19 fuk my middle finguer didn't work :(
@MrRedAura Thanks for sharing ur comment.
@mrsbadazzafkelly1 -Facepalm.- Are people this lenient?
mrs idiotism
@MrSiickness13 nobody likes that shit
Mrs.Linda shares B-DAY with my dad. R.I.P
Mr. Snowden ist ein feiger Vaterlands Verräter. Mann müsste ihn 
Hinrichten.
😙😙 Mr Snowden vous êtes le Gandhi de notre époque. Merci 🌹🌻
Mr Snowden, you are a real hero! Thank you!
Mr. Soul Brother Dynamite No1
mrSpidermanfan1 no :)nnJustin bieber Baby are the viewed video on youtube. 
413mio views
Mr. Stevie  Wonder. This is real music.
Mrs u picku materinu najgora pesma na svetu
@MrThudley Hahahahahahaha...Poor you !
@MrTiem music sucks
@MRTUPAC28 i dont know about no talent cuz I think the person with no 
talent is you...
Mrvica ♥
Mrvica💟 💟 🌟🌟 👍
MRVICA  MALA  ALI  RODJENA  ZA VELIKA DELA, BRAVO MRVICEn💟🍀🌟🌟👬🌎💕😘
👍

Mrvica nasa super samo napred u nove pobede
Mrvica nasa ,sve bolja od bolje sretno Kija volimo te.🥀🥀🥀🌼💟💟🌼🌼
Mrvice imas neverovatne ideje pesma vrh obozavamo te ti si pravi andjeo.
Mrvice samo jakoo..😘😘😘
mrvice samo napred gazi
Mrvice ti si jedna gromada
Mr. Wonder , please return to Honolulu Hawaii
@MrWoodcockRocks hmm again with the cunt worms? get a life or a blow up 
doll
@MrWoodcockRocks whats this "thing" you talk about?
@MrWrestling1981 (thumbs up) say noodles if u werent expecting that + 
watch Epic Meal Time
@MsKTMvalley Diet coke isn't that sticky when you clean it up, because 
there's no corn syrup in it. It doesn't make any other difference.
@MsTree1 No, the oil spill. O_o
mt dahora
mto louca adoroooooooooooooooo
Mt. Rushmore of electric guitar Les Paul Johnny Allen Hendrix Edward Van 
Halen Randy Rhoads.



mt veio esse clip
muahahahaha!! that's why you should think before you speak!! What A WORTHY 
LOSER!!!
Mucenica.
much better than "my favourite things"
Much better than Obama!
much less dislikes than baby
Much like San Francisco this morning.
Much love JIMI.. you are here always 2018!!:
@muchomias song is YOU GOTTA TAP - Audiobody
Much respect!
Much than 20 pieces are Italian
Muhamad can better
Muinto bommm
muita propaganda nessa merda que eu não quero ver, isso é foda, guéla á 
baixo....
muit bom o vidio talves alguei inted
muito boa musica
Muito bom
Muito Bom
Muito bom!!
Muito bom!!!!!!!!
Muito bom.
Muito bom, demais.
muito bom esse vidio
Muito bom james
Muito bom. James brown sempre detonando com seu funk.
Muito bom! Pena que não exista mais o soul.
muito bom !!!!!!!!!!!rnrnadhoro
Muito booommm!!!!!!!
muito dez o video...rnPena q gasto coca pra burro##!!
Muito espertacula amei❤❤❤
MUITO FERA, SÓ NÃO DANÇAVA O BATERISTA!!
Muito FodanUAHSuaHUShUASHunThe Best!
Muito Fooodaaaa!!!!!!!!!
Muito Hino Essa Música!!! S2
muito legal 🐅 🐅🐅
Muito legal gratidão
Muito legal mesmo.nVirei Fâ de vocês.nnabsnnOscar nFlorianópolis - Brasil
muito legal very cool
muito loko
MUITO LOKOOOO ESSE SOOOM
muito mas muito bom...... the best;;;;
Muito massa, grande James...
muito otima esta musica KD OS BRS 😪
muito top!! vou fazer
multics ftw
Multiple times the orchestra wasn't playing in rhytm but nice idea and ok 
excecution.
@MultiRolando11 TU ERES EL QUE EMPEZO A COMPARARLAS... Y LADY GAGA NO 
TIENE ni 25 años !
Muppet
MURICA
'Murica!
'MURICA! FUCK YEAH! Jimi Hendrix knows how to make America great again!
'MURICA!! Happy 4th of July fellow glorious beasts!!!!
Murphy's Law....she called it!
Museums and art galleries should have all the urinals in their men's rooms 
that be replicas of Duchamp's Fountain, signed "R. Mutt."
mush have cost around £800 $1600
Music ?
Música boa🍻🎶
Música Boa Brasil!



Música clássica!  mistério nessa canção...
Música de verdade em uma epoca que era mágica. 1972
musical cosmos , and so music stars all gathered in the capital of black 
gold Katowice - perfection !!!
Musical Genius.  I love you Stevie.  NUFF SAID.
Musical genius!!!! Pure and simple!!!!!!!!
@MusicalGhoul    gimmie a link i cannot find somebidy saing that gaga 
is...is DEAD
musical gold....
Musically speaking, James Brown is the baddest cat to ever walk the face 
of the earth! There's not even a close second.
Musical maravilhosa curtir    muitp
música muito esquisita
Musica. Muy sexi. James .te adelantaste a los 2090. Saludos desde cusco/
Peru .......
Música negra de verdade!
Musica que não tem tempo ,pareçe que foi produzida em  2019. Gênio  J. 
Brown
Musica senza tempo
music: Audio Body - You gotta tap
musica viciante
Musicbox's hair 😁
Music can be very different 😋 https://youtu.be/MLveo79OvPA
Music can makes happy any ones mind
@musiccraver112  Dear Mentos, I'm sorry, but you make me feel so happy I 
want to... EXPLODE!
music ? :D
@musicfan9770 im sick from my tooth. Im pissed off at a bunch of shit, and 
im pissed at this bitch ass bitch acelincolnland. fuck him/her.
music for meditation.
Music from Audio Body! nTrack: You Gotta TapnIt´s the first version of 
this song!
music got annoying quick
Music have soul ;)
Music Hot Kpop Sexy Dance Girl nhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=gjq7zYGHOD4
Musicians unite to unite Humanity
Music is fantastic, but add cutting in the middle of a track makes me 
puke. If it is not for the money, then do it properly or better not at 
all.
MUSIC IS GAYYY
Music is nnAudio Body - You gotta Tap
Music is one of the types of magic.. Earth has low magic potencial at all 
for now (coz ppl all pissed off), and now.. 2k19, we have this =
music is so classic and tight!!!!!!!!
music is so easy to write when you don't have to worry about harmony, 
melody, phrasing, rhythm, counterpoint, form, theme, etc.
music is : You Gotta Tap - Audio Body
Music legend never die
Music, Lyrics and Dance really talk!
Music makes this video.
Music name?
Music name 26:03?
Music name please
MUsic now is trash...wait a minute?!
Music of an Era, and will never come back
music of the old gods...
Music perfection
music, pls
Music reminds me of today's USA
Music sounds too good for this mad girl :!
music that dose not sound like music,     funking fantastic,    brilliant
Music that makes anybody move



Music the way it should be.
Music to my ears. Like the best music ever!!!
@MusicVideosOf2010 He has a penis!? O:
Musikgeschichte verdammt genial thank you ever
Musik klingt bissal nach Festival-Stimmung
Musique adorable
musique positive love !!!
@mussnichtarbeiten of course it is !!! i don't know how bieber have more 
views than gaga ! soo i love gaga so much <33
musta cost a fortune
mustang wanted and james kingston do alot of this climbing that makes your 
palms sweat
must be a yummy job
must be fucking hard though. . . . no matter what
Must be have cleaning area everytime in here
must be very bad for the grass
must b sticky
must have been pretty rich to waste that much coke and memtos
MUST I SAY OOHH YAH!!
Must keep eye .... ohhhh she's punching me
must of cost lots of money for all those coke bottles
mustof had a sticky ending haha
must try
must try this at home
must use diet coke==??
Must've been so hard for Jimmy to focus. Hardest interview of his life.
Mute it, then she just looks like a bratty little kid who didnt get her 
candy at a store.
Müthiş son derece müthiş
Muy abstracto!! Pero la magia d Miles está ahí
muy buena !!
muy buen guitarrista es una lastima que se muriera tan joven
😘 muy bueno
muy bueno =D
Muy buen viaje...
MUY BUEN VIDEO
Muy chévere esta canción wauuuu
Muy interesante para la actividad de Materia complementaria de tfm
muy padre
muy padre la cancion
Muz ce da me izbaci iz kuce jer samo se ova pjesma slusa u 
kuci.Idemooooooooooooo kraljice 👑❤🤗
Muzika bruka!!!
muzika fenomenalna, spot takodje. 💪💪💪
Muzika je nekako glasnija od nje same. Glas joj ne dolazi do izrazaja 
nikako
MUZIKA, TEKST, SPOT, KIJA, HARIZMA, OSECANJE, IDEJA...SVE JE SUPER!!!
@MuziKFreak009 Wrong because it's diet.
muzyczny populizm, wiadomo było ze to chwyci, polowanie na viral,
Muzyka przez wielkie M !!!! Wielka radość !!!!
Muzyka, wykonanie, realizacja. Rewelacja!
@MVKLRJA jajaj No me habia FIJADO xDDDDDDDDD
@MVKLRJA No,nBnEnAnNnEnRn!!
@MVKLRJA  =) , yo ahora poker face para que toque los 110 millones . 
DEBERIAMOS PUBLICAR ESTO EN EL FACEBOOK DE GAGA
M!X 3:45
mx all
My
My 12 year old daughter had never heard this before and she said the rough 
part of the solo sounds like a screaming child. Hmm 🤔
My #1 is Darude-Sandstorm
My 1st time seeing this. Though I've heard about it I never saw it. I 



honestly don't like much of his music but this is awesome
My 2 favourite singers EVER! And YouTube decide to spring this in me 3 
years later??????????!!!!!!
My 2 year old is addicted to this song lol
My 2yr old grandson jamming to this.😂😂 😂
my absolut faforite Jazzalbum, verry inspiration
Myamoto looks pretty good for a 63 years old man!
MY Ariana 💜
my arianator!!!!!!!!!
MY ASS  ..n   LOL       ..  n                     💃  nQ🤸Q🏂🏂
My baby. Ariana 😍😊💜
My baby looks always fabulous dying she slays all😭😭😭😭😍 😍😍
"My bad guys, forgot to hit record."
my bad i meant to say page 10
My beutiful india
My big love sydney, I will come soon ❤
My birthday
my bitch 😍
My boyfriend and I had an amazingly passionate night to this!  Smoke a 
little before and put this on, you'll have the best sex of your life.
My boyfriends giving me a foot rub to this entire mix 😻
my bro puted mentos and Coke in his mouth!nhe is so crazy!!!nlol xDnthere 
was coke coming out of his ears!nlol xD
My brotha's wearing a prototype of the first apple watch at  4:20 https://
youtu.be/tc4ROCJYbm0?t=260
my brother acts just like this and i just now realized he's a hipster
My brother in sydney but im in a nepal😑
My brother Scott's movie exploited us all Jody's FALL. not Winter...
My carvahna evolved into sharpedo
MY channel has Cookies!!!!!!!!
my channel it is  about travel !!! VISIT
My city, my home, this place i like but not the people, the streetscape 
from a camera is just perfect shots, for 21 years to be continued...
My class didn’t like this movie .~.
My comment is Number 3000. Sorry, for me is important as Woodstock (+_+)
My country, Germany, send 5 politicans. They flew in 4 planes.No joke.
My cousin loves dead pool, could you try making an other one for him for 
holloween
My cousins name is Faith!!! Lol 😂🤣😂
My cousins thought this was a ad....step up your game guys! XD
my dad is in a wheelchair
My dad is making me look this up...someone help
My dad runs this channel
My dad's an environmental scientist. I have my EPA Universal so you people 
are not going to talk to us?
my dad saw this live, went to woodstock with the Louisville outlaws. i can 
only imagine the awesomeness of the show
My dance group is dancing to this song and I love the song
My daughter loves this song
my D just gottne harder.
My Dream ❤
My dream.
My dream is to live here with a golden retriever
my dream one day
my dream Sydney.....but i have no money
MY DRINK
My dumb ass 17 year old neighbor didn’t know who Hendrix was �
my ears are in love❤❤😍 😍 😍
My ears can't forget this tune.



My ears died on 91
my ears has been blessed
my ears hurt. this is gawd awful....
My estimate is that it would take at least 40 yrs to bring this India 
capital city to the current level of Beijing city, the capital of China.
My eyes are bleeding
My face feels numb. �«
My family and i visited Sydney, Melbourne, and Gold Coast. AU back in 2009 
AND even today we still talk about how nice Au is.
My Famyly is talking about living the next 2 years in Sydney
My fantasy is to play the national anthem of my country like this.
My father stevie i love  wonder i love you father Beijo vem pro Brasil me 
ver limeira sp
My father stevie wonder meu nome era Ramon morris Pai stevie lembra de mim
My father told me about him, such a legend James Brown.nBut whom shall i 
tell my children about? Lil Pump ?S
my father was in world war 2 and he always admired this performance.
my fave city in the world..dont care what anyone else says.
my favet move
my fav one is Dubai
My favorite Born This Way track atm is Bloody Mary (but it changes 
everyday for I just love all of her songs)
My Favorite City 💖 🗽❤
My favorite hero
My favorite is 13:31
My favorite is on 40
my favorite jazz player
My favorite karaoke song!!!!! Lol!!!!!
my favorite level my favorite level to use game genie codes on
My favorite Miles Davis album!!!!
My favorite number is 12.n....and i love soooo much "in the hall of the 
mountain king"n❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤🎹🎵 🎼🎶 ❤😍�😍�😍�😍�😍�
My favorite of his... Happy Birthday 2day... rest in powerful peace ⚘
My favorite one is 0:38. That piece right there sounds so fucking 
epic.Could be in 007 maybe? xD
My favorite part 00:00 - 2:03
My favorite part is when you say dark web instead of deep web, because 
it's right
My favorite performances by Robin Williams RIP :(
My favorite Playlist while having sex with my bf
My favorite pop singer is james brown
My favorite rendition of my national anthem. Tears come to my eyes hearing 
it.
my favorite Simpsons episode of all time
My favorite Singer I am praying for you Stevie...Love you to the moon and 
back!!!
My favorite song
my favorite video on youtube atm
My favorite WIZ KALIFA-BLACK AND YELOW
My favourite
my favourite 0:55
my favourite! ahahah
My favourite Beatles album.
My favourite jazz song ever, love that Us3 sampled it but can't beat the 
original!
my favourite ladies is blonde or brown skin, american or hindu ladies.
my favourite little radical <3
My favourite music
My favourite part is when they make music.
My favourite song at this time
My favourite song is faith and santa sell me😘😘😘😘😘 😘
my fav. parts are of the trailer are 0:18-024, 1:22-1:39, 1:49-1:57



My first automation build in a nutshell...
My first introduction today has left me bewitched for life.
My first listening to that guys! The song is a MASTERPIECE ❤❤
My first shit on a toilet at Grandma's 1984
My first time listening to it I have a lover
My first time seeing your show: you guys are awesome!
my first time watching a vid in 4k and....    WOAH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
My first time watching this and I first saw the film when it came out
My forevor favorit
My Frickin CHILDHOOD AAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
My friend had to suffer a Swat and they were EXTREMELY unprofessional.
My friends and family think I'm weird because I love Tall skyscrapers and 
Architecture. I want NYC and Chicago to build Taller. No limits!
my fucking childhood creator?
MY FUCKING SHIRT IS BLACK!
My funeral song!!!!
My general pursuit of Electric Miles has left me penniless on many 
occasion.
my girl came 3 times while we where listening to this once to my fingers 
once to my tongue and once to this mix #2019
my girlfriend and i had the best sex thanks to your playlist
My girlfriend is trying to raise money for her trip to India to be a 
Dr.intern!! nhttps://www.gofundme.com/eec5kcjk
my girlfriends grandfather has one of the copy’s in his house in his 
personal art gallery and i was amazed at it
My girlll😍
My girls and i love this song. But we also love sing the movie. Saw the 
video at the end.
my god
My God ❤
my god @ 26:04
My god he was amazing
My God his pants are cuffed so high😂
My God, some of the materials for the suit and the lightsaber are not 
available in my local store ;-;
MY GOD , THE GIRL IN THE VIDEO IS SO SEXY .
My God they had very BRIGHT colored offices back in those days!!!
My God, this is hilarious... and cold brew is delicious.
my god, this little girl is so indoctrinated i cant stop laughing
My god you are such a hipster.
My golf club is saying foreeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee4. LOL. 1:43: And 1 
is also an accident waiting to happen.
My goodness..  she is so pretty damn
My goodness. Watching this really freaked me out. She looks like she needs 
to see a Doctor rather than giving a speech at the UN.
my gosh how do u guys do this you are so awesome
My gosh the guy actually catching the frisbees is the real hero
my gosh, you can do all that when me and my friends tried it, all the diet 
coke sprayed on me, COUGH....
My grandma is always blasting this in the car. She got me hooked
my grandpa already did that.
My guardian angels
My guess would be 101 two-liter bottles of diet coke and 523 mentos..but i 
may be cheating and just getting this info off of 2:35 of the video
My hands are wet, HELP!
My hands literally got sweaty from just watching this. It's so beautiful 
but heights aren't my thing.
My head started hurting when he played the music
....my head swings a bit, and im asian
my head was into jimi Hendrix in high school.
My heart goes out to this people that do not know the Lord Jesus Christ.
My heart  jammin when i listen  this song  thanks  sir wonder peace  To 
the great marley.



MY HEART JUST SWAN DIVED.  <3
my heros
My hipster radar overloaded and blew up in the first 2 min of this video
My hometown is awesome and getting more awesome
My HS grad present to myself.
My hubby and I trying to have baby and we decided to do something 
different. We listened to this and it was amazing 😊 nWorked out just fine
My husband and i have sex with this playlist. It's super effective like 
your in motion in the song while having sex.
My husband is always talking about the 60s and James Brown,get up b!
my husband loves this,my husband says he saw the world through different 
eyes and played for the poor as well as the rich may u forever rock on
My Hyundai actually has rockin peanut steering
My icon is in 3 d !
My inner 2nd grade self will sing this no matter what
MY INNER CHILDHOOD IS SCREAMING
My insparation took me too far once...
My jam when I'm down low.
My Jesus flying up to the sky and not boasting about it.
my jizz goes higher
my lady gaga's favourite song
my last bad romance was when i was with ur momz...pwned
My last name is Powell and I always wished it made me a half-Simpson
My least favorite kind of art . Any lucky asshole could do this crap .
My life is complete now.
My life is definitely boring...
my life is potato.
My life is so boring...
My little mouse died, I will send it in a box to you.
My lonely ass only listens to this while playing video games 😂 n great mix 
btw!
@MyLoooooooooool shitney is the queen of poop
my love
My Love❤
My loveeyou
My lovely song lolT
My Mac is using UNIX to stream this video. :)
My main vehicle in the Hit and Run game
my mami looks so good im-
my mate asked me have you ever seen Steve's wife, I said no, my friend 
said neither has he.
my maths teacher dressed up as darth maul for charity
my math teacher showed me this and i dont know why
My Message is Get The F Back  HOME...............
MY MESSAGE IS: Greta needs urgent psychological treatment. The science 
also is crytstal clear. There is no human influence on the climate.
My message is why would they bring a little. Girl to talk about things she 
knows nothing about. She is right go back to school
My mind will never be the same after this disc
My mom is 65 ,so I grew up on her music an I love it I'm only 24 but 60's 
to now I know'em all lol
my mom is a subscriber to this channel
My mom is Colette
@MyMommysaMason She's not satan??
My mom would kill me if I did that
MY MONSTER COCK SAID ARTE IS NOT COOL  GAGA IS AMAZING GAGA WANTS NOT ARTE 
SHE WANTS FREEDOM
MY NAME :)
my name is Aurianna
My name is Faith! 🤣🤣
My name is Faith😂



My name is faith lmao
My name is Faith omg!!!!! I love you Arianna grande and Steive wonder I 
love this song
my name is Sydney
My names faith
my name was in the movie they made a song for.. ("Sing")
My neighbor had a horn that played La Cucaracha.
My neighbors love this song and I don't care if they hate it
my new fave song
My new york
My nigga Jim tripping out
My nigga, this is the shit right here!!
Myomota is a legend
My opinion? The same of Ugo Fantozzi about. "La corazzata Potemkin": "per 
me è una cagata pazzesca"
My OS course brought me here! Hello 2019!
MY PAL BEETHOVEN WENT DEATH BECUASE OF SOME KF THESE SONGS! 
#ALLEGRETTONUMBER1
my papa Terry durhammer is in the crowd
My parents used to listen this! I try to dance to this lol!
My Pastor needed a science project that would excite her Head Start 
children, I think this will do...Lol
My pick for best video of 2016, really digging the creativity.
my playlist for sex 🔥 nenjoynnhttps://youtu.be/kEZdm4xyte0
my preference
My pride comes from Black Men that love my Blackness!
my QUEEEN  is gaga i loveee <3 mother moster
my queen
My queen slayed ❤😻
my queen SLAYED this music video 💜
My recommended bring me here, Like where i am a yesterday, i just seen 
thia now 😂
my retarded science teacher tried to do it and got it sprayed right onto 
her =)
My right ear enjoyed the show;
My right ear enjoyed this
My right ear enjoyed this!
my right ear loves this
My school did a dance to thsi
My school music show included this song
My school sung this for our choir concert almost 2 years ago
@MySecretFiles Are you supposed to have comments or something? Lmao
my September11 anthem
My sister is Faith ❤
Myślę że gdybyście nagrali cały kawałek Still Dre było by naprawdę 
grubo :)nBtw. Świetna robota ;)
my songnnnnnnnnnbtw this is a joke dont get mad
My son knows all about science.  He is just fine waiting to go to college.  
She cray cray
my son want to go sydney Australia when he about 24
Mystical Miles! Sweet African Global tunes.
Mystical, rhythmic and hypnotic...this music has roots in the Black church 
and African ritualsnMy generation did that...
Mystic Mac is that you?
my style drums
My tap water is to dirty to drink from.
My teacher met him at she has a side job at the airport and she gided him 
to his gate
my teacher showed us this vid last year for science ... its so fun 
watching it :P
my teacher today she did that with 2 liter cola mentos and a pin
my teacher written down this video for me :D



My telefhone xD emotion :)
mythbusters > these guys
My third leg goes goo goo for ga ga puffs!
My thoughts exactly mak233 :)
My three and half years daughter loves to dance  (improvising) to music 
from this album :-)
My top of her looks from this video:n7. 0:01 (great legs & love her nails 
& adore the shoes)
My trolling here is done- right after I down vote!
My utmost respect to her. I just hope she planted seeds of wisdom in some 
of the attending politicians.
my vagina is sexy, any1 wanna make love 2 it?
My wife and I consider Sydney the best city in the whole world. It is 
awesome.  If you get the chance, see it.  You won't regret it.
My wife and I thank you for the great mood music!
My wife and I were listening to this album while driving in the rain last 
night ... EPIC !!!!
MY WIG IS FLYING ACROSS THE ROOM
Myyyyyýyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy dickkkkk
존나 조화롭다n뭐 하나 빠지는거 없이
쑈쑈쑈 쑈 쑈 쑈 !!!!!!!!nㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋ
죽이네 ㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋn쎾쓰 뭐신~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 게론웝
N1
N1ever heard this before wtf
N.36 .is chopin.i think this channel's favourite composers are 
mozart ,beethoven , bach & tchicovesky.
na 1min pesme sam i OMG HITT
Nace!
Nachdem Edward Snowden  die ganze Wahrheit über die NSA erzählt hat , 
juckt anscheined keine Sau das weiterhin die Nachrichten gelesen werden  
lul
nacida para copiar
Na codzień nie przepadam za hip hopem ale to jest super. Innowacyjne 
podejście do tematu powiedzialbym. Super!
NADA COMO LO CLASICOnnES LO MAXIMO
Nadala sam se da sad nece krasti ali to su samo PUSTE ZELJE   idemo lopovi 
da vidimo ko je jaci
Nadam se da ću nakon ovolikog slušanja ove pjesme i gledanja spota, 
sanjati Nemanju 😂  Pjesmaaaa je vrh !!
Nadam se sutra scenarij: budjenje u z2 sa amorova strijela i kraljica nasa 
❤❤❤❤❤
NADA SE COMPARA A GAGA
nadie entiende mi idioma :(
NADIE LE AWANTA EL RITMO A GAGA!!nKE PENA DAN COMO FANS!!
Nadmasila sebe ,opet postavlja nove rekorde ❤💪😍 Bravo Kija🔥💣🔥💣
Nadogradnja i sintetika nisu u modi😲
Nah Fairfield 😂
nah he would have been out of his league.
nahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
nah, its diet
Nah. Nothing beats scientists having fun. XD
nah...they got it off the market, where it won't be consumed by human 
beings.
naic😍😍😱
naijs kurwa
nailed it
Najaca armija na svijetu ajmo kijevci ...bravo kija
Najača Kijina pesma nKija svaka cast volimo  te❤❤❤
Najavili Kijinu propast...pa eto Vidimo kako Kija propada 😎💪💪
Najavljujem bag celog yt-a, ma sta yt-a, celog INTERNETA kada Kija bude 
izbacila album



Najbolja
Najbolja ❤
Najbolja!
Najbolja👌👌👌
Najboljaaaaaaaa aaaaa ne vjerujem koliko je dobro ovo ljudiiii ❤
Najboljaaa pesma bravooo
Najbolja do sad <3
Najbolja do sada!
Najbolja do sadaa!!
Najbolja i .
Najbolja i najljepša pjevačica naša Kija
Najbolja je Kija
Najbolja Kija👸👸👸
Najbolja Kijina pesma do sada.
Najbolja Kijina pesma do sada.Bravo kraljice.Lestvica je podignuta visoko.
Najbolja Kijina pesma. Super mi je sto malo luta po zanrovima, pa svaka 
nova pesma bude malo iznenadjenje.
NAJBOLJA KIJINA PJESMA DO SAD DEFINITIVNO !
Najbolja,najlepsa,pjesma je vrh😍😍❤❤❤
Najbolja  naša Kija💜
Najbolja nasa Kija ..diva Balkana
Najbolja naša KRALJICA
Najbolja pesmaaa kijaaa
Najbolja pesma do sada!vrlo neobicna i  zarazna 👏👏👏
Najbolja pesma do sad! Svaka cast! TOP 🔝 ❤👑
Najbolja pesma ikada.Bravoo Kijá😇😙😙😙👏
Najbolja pesna od svih tvojih do sada Kiki. Potpuna dominacija zaista, 
pesma ulazi u krvi istog momenta...Čekamo trending u Makedoniji❤❤D
Najbolja si Kija.Pesma je top.
Najbolja, takav joj je gen.. idemooo
Najbolja u bivsoj jugi
Najbolja u svemu sto radi!
Najbolja za sad....
Najbolje do sad. Sve je vrhunski 😎😎😎
Najbolje je sto se u njenim pesmama pronalaze svii. Bravo Kijaa, jos jedan 
HIT!❤👏😊
Najbolji smo!
Najbolji spot do sada 😍❤
Najbolji su oni koga narod slusa i voli
Najbrutalnija ❤
Najdrazi kijevci,pa jos nismo stigli do 3 miliona !!! Ajde aktivirajmo se 
malo vise !!! Samo posteno kao i uvek !!!
najfajniejsza małpa w dżungli ;)
Najgluplja pjesma koju sam cuo katastrofa nemoj se vise sramotit
Najjača do sada
Najjaca i njabolja
Najjaca Kijina pesma. Kija prosto savrsena ....vrh transformacije od crne 
do plave....tako seksi
NAJJAČA KRALJICA NAŠA !!! IDEMOOOOOOO!!!!
Najjača najbolja kiki boginja
Najjača pesma 2019💛
Najjaci smo, ne pomazu im njihovi losi komentari, ni dislajkovi. Prvi smo, 
bravooo
Najjači su mi ovi hejteri što se potrude da napišu što gori komentar, mi 
ih kulturno spustimo a oni od muke obrišu svoj komentar 😂
NAJJJJJJACAAAAA !!!!!
Najlepiej spędzone 10 minut na youtube na przestrzeni ostatnich miesięcy. 



Dzięki!:)
Najlepša
Najlepsaa najboljaaa najtalentovanija osoba u Srbiji <3333
Najlepsa nasa
NAJLEPŠA NA SVETU!
najlepša  pesma do sada ..ovo je tako moćno. Pokidala je ..bravooooo
Najlepsa zena u balkan kija
Najlepši osmeh koji sam videla!!!
Najlepsi poklon za Svetog Trifuna i Valentinovo😘😍
Najlepsza rzecz jaką w życiu słyszałam! Genialne JIMEK!
Najlepsze na koniec :D Talent!
Najljepsaa
Najs 😍
NAJVECI HIT AMOROVA STRELA OBOZAVAM JE STO PITA SAM JE SLUSALA I NECU 
PRESTATI KO SE SLAZE LAJK
Najveci hit Kijin dosad, idemoooo
Najz
Naklon do poda Kija! Svaka čast kraljiceee 👏💪 ❣❤🌹
Na końcu w creditach pisze, że jest Joka a w opisie filmu nie ma...więc ja 
pytam..gdzie jest Joka? gdzie jest Joka? znikł???
Nakon duzeg vremena na nasoj estradi ovo je HIT MILA MAJKO😉
na koniec dala bym HAPPY pharella williamsa i wtedy powinien zejsc ze 
sceny
Nakon svega sto si dozivela idalje si na nogama, svaka cast👏
Naljepsa pjesma na svetu💓💓💓💓💓💓💓
Naljepsa si
Namazana je do Boga dragog I dzavola je prevela na svoju stranu, Ali 
izgleda top top top.
Namba 1
NAMBLA
name of musik?
NAME OF SONG ??????
name of song??
name of song is "ebenin amı"  ok?
Name of song please! ^^
name of song please? :V
Name of Song pls :)
name of song plz ppl....been tryn 2 find diz song like 4ever.....
Name of song : You Gotta Tap - Audio Body ;)
name of this song?
name song please
@nanamoncada1 njejejej :<3 entonces para que lo mirasnve a ver a selena 
gomez jejenbye bye <3
nanana claveeeee el negro
Na njoj se vidi da se zaljubila ako je nasla nekog kako kaze neka je ako 
je sretna..al nema nista od njihovog pomirenja.
Na nom telefonu ,konacno br.1...ubila ih Amorova strela,nisu mogli nista 
protiv brojki...nemaju vise dislajkova djubrad...
nao consigo dx de gosta dela aiw
Não consigo não dançar!!   kkkkkkkkkkk tentando imitar a coreografia da 
moça!kkkkkk
Não dá pra ficar parado🤔👍👍👏
Não entendo como alguém é capaz de não gostar dos clássicos
Não era da minha época, mais que som fantástico, eu curto
@naorz12 i'm not one of those 200 stupid people who will thumb up for 
that, thanks god i am in true side..
NÃO SABIA QUE O DJALMINHA ERA BACKING VOCAL....
nao sei quem é melhor ele ou a banda😍😍 😍😍 tudo perfect
Não se qualifica um homem pela cor nem a beleza nem o dinheiro e sim pelo 
seu caráter



não sou dessa época>>>mais gosto dessas musicas
Não tem como ficar parado com esse som
não tinha igual
NAOW naow Naow naow... Naow Naaaaoooow.....
Na početku pomislih da Sloba ulazi :D
Na poslu da malo predahnem uz Amorovu strelu 😎
Naprawde zeby Eminema nie było a taki Kanye jest masakra
Napred samo....gazi Kija..srećan dan ljubavi svima i da se svi izborimo da 
je i nadjemo ❤
Napredujemo.... bravoo
Na prvo slusanje je zarazna 💪
Na prvo slusanje top!😍
nariguda !
narikaca odvratno
Naruto-Run bei 5:38
Nas 4:15 <3
@nasafakeliers oh snap he told you lol!!!!!
@nasafakeliers oh well, at least it's not an entire scientific mistake
Nasa  KIJA  je savrsenstvo bez mane !
NASA KIJA NASA KRALJICA
Naša Kikica bi trebalo da se smuva sa ovim Nemanjom, prezgodan je. GROM ⚡
Nasa Kiki je pokidala !!! A sada nastupamo mi, kijevci i svi dobri 
ljudi !!! Uzivajte u najnovijoj hitcini !!!
Nasa kraljica👑 Kija Kockar uz tim kakav ima oko sebe,ne moze da promasi! 
Nastavite da gazite,a Kijevci ce vas bodriti do poslednjeg daha🏹
Na samom startu brisu komentare i lajkove,al nemogu nam nista ,hajmo 
Kijevci jos jace
Nasa predivna devojka.
Nas i like... 😍  So beautiful
Nas is like followed by still Dre...out of this world
Naslovo na pesnata e od Dragana Mirkovic a Kija blondi imitira Luna 
Djogani
Nas - Nas is like instrumental sounded beautiful followed by dr dre !
Nas nas is like is the best <3
nastavite
nasty
nasty, chaotic streets, and dirty too ...wtf india
Nasty lying ho
Nasty young lady.
Na svako sljedeće slušanje samo je bolja,već je ušla u uši .....bravo 
kraljice 😊😊💋💜
@NateDaGr8t Thank you! I try!
Nat Geo?
Nathan For You has a new business plan called You Suck At Cooking, check 
it out.
National anthem on Acid.
National anthem written during a war about a war
National Man Boy Love Association
NATM 2 is still the best so far. Looking forward to this
nature is beautiful. except humans.
naw I'm just kidding I'm not your future husbandnbut there is  a cuse on 
you
Naw those glasses on the floor revealed that some art is bullshit
Nawwww!
nazi
nazi....
Nazi propaganda.
Nazis brainwashed the youth, too. Very sad.
Nazis’ used children in the same manner pushing their propaganda too. 
Looks like we know where Democrats got their playbook from.



Naziv pesme top 😋
Nba2k every year
N consigo parar de escutar essa música 😂💕
@Nconte1944 michael jackson is deadrngaga is more alive than ever <3
nd Beans by Weezer
Nearly 50 year's ago and this is still as powerful as it was then.Jimi 
will never grow Old
Nearly 50 years old and still hot as a motherfucker
Nearly a million views!!! Well done!!!!
neat bass line whoo hoo!
Neat!! My brother has been wanting a star wars costume and now I can make 
him one!! THANKS SOOO much😊 😊😊😊 ☺☺☺
neat. rnrnp.s. you have too much time on your hands...lol
neat stuff, but plz, put the harness on before you get to the edge of the 
canyon...
Neat video! If only there was a song to go along with it.
NEBITNI SU ONI U PROSLOSTI BILI PROSLI...💖💖💖💖💖💖💖💖 IDEMO U NOVE 
LJUBAVNE POHODE 😉💖💖💖💖💖💖💖💖💖💖
Ne brisite koment
Ne brisite komentareee
Neca Smeca vidimo se 2090.
Nece moci ispred Milana, ipak je on mnogo ispred svih, ali nije ni Kija 
losa za pocetak karijere, cak iznenađujuce mogu reci odlicna.
Necesitas tomar cerveza para bailar??? Te felicito por Naca!
Necete nas prevariti !!! Kijevci rade non stop !!! Bez prevara do 2 
miliona !!!
Ne da Kija da ju se zaboravi😈  Ubila!!! 🔝
NE DAMO TE KIJA VOLE TE KIJEVCI
Need a master plan, some Big Bertha's and honest developers & civil 
servants . . . to transition away from wall-to-wall car petting.
Need extra clean service, bannish all these trycycle, cow pedicar, ducting 
box for utiity, self-awarness, and mental revolution.
need gf lol
Need link for song 55 :D thanks
Needs a lil more irony
needs ANOTHER bubble dome and restraints for the pets
Needs more hipster.
Needs more Nas and Kanye, sick still!
Needs more Wes Anderson.
Need this on c.d? Is this possible as I would buy it!
Need this to be longer
Need to come too  America freaking awesome
Need to mention about the no knock warrants that are killing innocent 
children.
Need to reach 1billon before 2018 ends!
need update
Nee lajkuje komentare sa stikerima,bice obrisani
Nee moze Nam Niko Nista ,Jaci smo od sudbine".
Ne e nesto posebno pesnava .....
ne gotivim je bas nesto, ali moram da priznam pesma gori🔥
Negro
ne gustan todas i todas tus canciones
NE GUZEL YAPMISLAR
ne ho tanta fiducia, alelulia
Nehumano dobra pjesma
Ne ide joj ova vrsta muzike... A i ovo plagijat... Moze li se smisliti 
nesto novo, unikat, u ovoj nasoj zemlji...
Neil Young Helpless
neither the song or video are  good in any way. is this a fucking joke? 
lol
Nejbolja siii



Neka likusa:Meni niko ne voli😢 nJa:Pa ne mogu da te vole svi nisi ti Kija 
Kockar💪 💪 💪💪 💪💪
Neka nqkoi da si zapali krakata I glavata.....
Nek gori yt
Neki ljudi ne grade zidove da drze ljude van,vec da vide kome je stalo da 
ih srusi.
Ne klikci dole ✋ nnnnnnnnBačeno je prokletstvo na tebe da bih ga skinuo 
baci lajkk...👌🐦
Nek neko objasni spot
💃  ne koci
Neko kihne nKija:Ko me zove!?
Nekom ☀  je nekom 🌑  zivot bira tako 😁
Nekom sunce je nekom mrak!
"Nekom sunce je nekom mrak život bira tako.."🔥
NEKOM SUNCE JE NEKOM MRAK ŽIVOT BIRA TAKO !!!
Nekom sunce je nekom mrak, život bira tako
Nekom sunce je, nekom mrak, život bira tako..
"Nekom sunce je, nekom mrak, život bira tako" Živa istina.
Nek te gospod bog cuva od svakog zla,a njih svaka tvoja suza i bol nek ih 
gadja tamo gde ih najvise boli.Ovo bez grize savesti kazem.
Ne lupajte da pjeva previše loše kako to pjeva Sandra Afrika i slične, 
Kija je bolja od njih 10puta.
Nema jace pesme u poslednje vremee...
Nemam riječi duša kraljica nasa pokidala isplatilo se čekati   prelijepo 
Kija zračis seksipilnom  ma sve top  čista  10
Nemam sta da kažem.....bravo.....
... nemam šta reći
nema pojma sa zivotom
Nema sad tumore naa sise i za to folirala
Nema spavanja idemo dalje da se zna ko je najbolji,ako mozda jos nekim 
budalama nije jasno.Kija bravo🎯
Nema šta devojka je rodjena, da bude zvezda. Lepa , šarmantna, zavodljiva 
i pametna devojka :) !
Nema stajanja pri 2/3/4/5 m ko sa prosle dve pesme.Idemo jako ovaj put kao 
nikad...jer samo to kijevci i mogu⚡⚡⚡⚡⚡⚡
Nema zajebavanja,stalno komentariste
Nemiroff,beets, parrot,what's more?
Nemo :))
Ne mogu da prestanem da slušam pjesmu stvarno je ludilo... 💪💪💪
Ne mogu da se nagledam spota i naslusam pesme. Moćno, brutalno, svetski. 
🏹

Nemogu da se naslusam a i da se nagledam lepote od zene!!!
Ne mogu ovo kukurikanje slusati.
Ne moze nam niko nista.Kija sa pesmama zakucava , a mi sa pregledima.Bravo 
Kiki.Bravo armijo.
NE MOZE NAM NIKO NISTA .SLOGA UPORNOST I LJUBAV NAM JE DRUGO IME  DRAGI 
MOJI KIJEVCI I SVI KOJI VOLE NASU KRALJICU.
Ne mozes a da ne zapazis Joju.. 🍑🍑  🔥🔥👌😂
Ne moze yt brisati komentare koliko mi mozemo napisati😂💪
nem transo... mas to aqui
nem vizu o bixo tem mds  '-'
Neobicano klopljen etno zvuk sa modernim odlicno ptelepo vrh bravo Kikice 
andjele.
Neobicna pesma, jako je zarazna. Super👍💥🔥
Neobično !!! I za slušanje i gledanje ,bravo Kija!
Neobičnooo etno i rep, Bravoooo ! Extra je...
Neobicnooo! Origalno!Bravo devojko!💓



Neocekivano dobro,top sve😊
Neo-marxist pedophile......
Neopisivo lepa i  harizmaticna  SIJA
Ne podnosim stvarno ovaj glas ,kako iritira ,krešti
Neponovljiva! Jedna je Kija Kockar!🎯
NE POPUSTAJ TRECA POJACAJJJ JOSSS
Ne prestajem slušatiii, milaaaaa majkooo
Neprestano je slušam.. pjesma i spot vrh.. bravo za Kiju i njenu ekipu
NERD DUDE :D WHAT TEH FUCK?? UR CHANNEL SAY HOLY SHIT WHY?? GAY.
nerdgasm
Nerds bring the world together :)
N E R D ' S... HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
nerds + time + no girlfriend = this video xD
nerf pls
Nerf the monks
Nerviges kind
"Ne slušamo šta pričaju, briga nas šta misle, jer kad treba da je pustimo 
mi je jače stisnemo." Kija 👑❤
nes of lady gaga atnletras.terra.com.br/promocoes/7anos/110699/
ne spavajte idemo jace
Ne spavamo dok ne bude 1M?
Nestajemo idemo jako najjaceeeeeee
Nešto drugačije , sa etno efektima ,,,,, nije loše , mada ne volim etno 
efekte !
Nešto mi se dugo čini ova milja i po. Nismo valjda zaspali? 😉
Nesto mi sporo ovi pregledi idu
Nesto ne rastu pregledi😂😂😂 ,iz pesme u pesmu,sve manja popularnost😊👋
Nesto novoo, nesto neocekivano! 😍
Nestoo smo usporili, moramo brzooo , da oborimo i 2M
Nešto što do sada Srbija i Balkan nisu videli i čuli III⭐⭐⭐ 😍😍😍
n'est pas une pipe
Nestvarna zena🤗  Bravooo Kijaaa❤❤❤
Ne sviđa mi se početak pjesme al ostalo je ok.
Ne svidja mi se.
Ne svidja mi se kako Peva
Ne svidja mi se ovo od satena na njoj,kao da je trudna.
Ne svidja mi se refren ostalo je super
Netko snima pjesme i nastupa, a netko trune u realityu 😁
Ne treba tebi niko, nikakvi dueti.
Ne ulazi u lift,ne,neeeeeeee e jbg
Ne valja
never a dull moment-my eyes hurt from trying to watch it all at once
Never been so late to an Ariana grande song
Never buy them together.
Never clicked on a video so fast.
Never click so fast when I see B1M + NY
never die  funk stay alive
never done this before but can't comment on how hard it is. that's cool of 
him though, but it's really not running on water.
Never downloaded a classic so fast in my life this man gives me the drive 
and desire to play everyday RIP
Never even knew this video existed until now.
Never ever go there!
Never ever heard of this
Never ever hear this on our radio,only the new shit over and over again 
until you are brainwashed..and "think they can sing"
Never felt so cringe before... she is mentally ill and needs to seek 
help... and must take some drama classes ... not very good in it
Never Forget How Much Love Is..



NEVER forgive those who betray us.
Never get enough of Mr. Brown.
Never gets old
never gets old ... shiiiiiiiiiiiiit
never go againT_T
Never gonna give you up
Never got past the lovely bird dancing in the background ...
Never go wrong Stevie
Never heard of him...
Never heard this longer version, he bust it out more on the last part, 
like only "Stevie can do it!  Love it!!!!!!!
Never heard this song before. It fire 🔥
never heard this song till now
Never knew Gareth bale could throw frisbees
Never knew Homer designed the Pontiac Aztek.
Never knew that the harlem shake could actually be orchestrated..
Never knew this song existed
Never listen to a damn sweed, especially one with autism
Never loved and hated a piece of music this much
never mind how much that would have COST.rnrnthe time that must've been 
into that.. boggles the mind.
Never mind i was wrong i forgot
Never noticed it was danny devito!
Never once would I ever go to young people for answer. This girl’s 
adorable like Sophia the AI both look similar
Neverovatan hit! Razbija 🍉🔥 🔥🔥
Neverovatna je😍😍😍💣
Neverovatno dobra pesma i spot!
Never realized the first arrangement of blocks in 1-1 was designed to 
prevent players from "escaping" from the magic mushroom.
Never say never....
Never say thank you
never seen anything like this! worse than war zone 🙈
never seen such a vicious looking child. She should go to school where she 
belongs like normal kids too.
Never seen this before until now
Never take a loan out from a family member and never hire family to high 
positions in your company
Never thought there would be a valid reason to bomb Sweden......boy was I 
wrong.
Never were a government
Ne volim Kiju ali je pesma top😊 ❤🔝
Ne volim Kiju,ali pesma je tooop,najbolje izdanje do sad
Ne volis ti ni sebe,a kamoli nekog drugog.U spotu lepo opisano da si 
psihopata..zileti,otrov...i da LUNA DA BUDES,ALI ZAMALO! ;;;
Ne vracaj se na staro vec samo naprijed.
Ne vracam se na staro!nPotpis!nKo bi rekao!nAmorova strela!
New
New Balkan Diva Kija Kockar
New benchmark in human stupidity.  (referencing the price of one of the 
residential properties)
New CastleVania Game....FUND!!!nhttps://www.kickstarter.com/projects/iga/
bloodstained-ritual-of-the-night
NEW COMP Video "Her Friends" type in sleepingiantmedia in the search
New delhi is indian arts '
New Delhi Looks pretty old to me....
“ NEW DELHI “n😂😂😂😂
New Delhi😂😂  the capital of the country!!!
New Delhi VS Beijing ?



newest and most awesome song of Stevie Wonder!
New hair style say whaaaaaat!!!
New Hitlerjugend
New idea for Blue Man Group ;-)
New meme "HOW DARE YOU"
New meme “HOW DARE YOU”
New meme in town “HOW DARE YOU”
New meme template 👏👏
New music to be discovered. From Berlin.nhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=6UZNHHRDP9Q
New music yay
new old release
New on the DSM  eco anxiety disorder,, this is cringey as f#%* ,, who 
thought this was a great idea
New Prius was in Simposons.
News FLASH  all the tall Skyscrapers are in DUBAI.The Burj Khalifa,being 
the tallest for now.
News flash!!!! The fight went exactly like she thought it wouldn't!!! 
Lmfao!
News flash to the future 10 years later: The Cadillac Escalade is $88,000
New songrnrnwatch?v=jZDP75ziScw
News: RARE SIGHTING OF ARIANA GRANDE WEARING APPROPRIATE CLOTHING!-
New title :  Emma Sulkowicz :''Carry That Lies''
New to you're channel.  Do you live there or just vacation
NEW VIDEO!!!!!!!!!!nyoutube.com/watch?v=vaWZetBfx9o
New video Wow
New word of the day: "Particules"
New World 4 movement plis
NEW XCLUSIVE VIDEO! HURRY and CHECK IT OUT!
new year's eve and the fourth of july should be like this
New york ♥
Newyork 😍😍😍😍
New York and the rest of the US is falling....cannot keep up to the rest  
of the world....this is a perfect example of what greed does to us....
New York City has the second largest number of skyscrapers in the 
world.....after Hong Kong.
New York city is the last place in the US i would ever want to live or 
even visit.
New York didnt used to set the skyscraper style, Chicago did. Only now 
with super skinny skyscrapers does New York trendset.
New Yorkers have learned their lesson FAST !nnow they're building 
skyscrappers so paper thin you can't hit'em even with a Boeing 747 LOL
New York has got to be the coolest city in America, loved this video
New York is amazing
new york is a model city! love from china! btw, skyscrapers in Chinese big 
cities are also incredible.
New York is beautiful!
New York Is Beautiful! <3
New York is just too big and beautiful. I just love it!
New York is undoubtedly the greatest city ever .
New York is way behind Asia!
New York Is Where id rather bee
New York - My favourite city (outside my hometown of course…)
New York needs to build a skyscraper to beat the Burj Kalifa
New York needs to build the tallest structure on earth... until then these 
skyscrapers will be; nice try, but no.
New york . One step closer to luc besson's vision.
New york should build more skyscrapers and regained the status of the best 
cities in the world..
New York's skyline, is constantly changing. The architecture, is 
substantial.
New York's skyline will continue to be the envy of the world.
New York: the city that never sleepsnMecca: hold my Zam-zam



New York the greatest city in the world is just getting greater and 
greater.
New Zealand 2018
Next about some European city
Next stop people: POKER FACE
Next time I'm tripping, this is what I'm listening to.
Next time you go to India...visit amritsar..the golden temple...the 
largest free kitchen in the world
Next to how to make a captain America costume for the new captain America 
civil war
next up: Adam ruins notif squad
Next video - "Monk runs on water without boards".nTurns out it is on a 
frozen pond.nFuck you Facebook and your clickbait video links!
Next you should do the walking dead trailer or a scene from the show
Ne znam da li je bolja sa crnom ili plavom kosom, predobra je!
Neznam da li je gora pesma ili spot.
Ne znam dal je bolja pesma ili spot egal bravo za Kiju i FM play tim  sve 
vrhunsko i svetski idemooooooooo pozdrav kijevcima
Ne znam koja mi se kosa na tebi vise svdja 😍😍
Ne znam za vas ali ja silujem replay
Nezna se staje bolje,dal pesma ili spot.VRH si KIJA.
@NFSHDG You mean LATIN PEOPLE!!!
ngl
Ngl I'd drive tf out of that!
Ngl I saw this and already figured it was a bop. nAnd literally how did 
this come out last year but it's just in my recommendations?
ngl the songs in this video sound like they should go on pretty. odd.
🚀🚀🚀🚀 n He that believes on Jesus Christ hath everlasting life.  🚀🚀🚀
🚀🚀 n(Ask Jesus Christ for the free gift of eternal life and to heal your 
body)
::..nHip Hop history and .... Anaconda by Nicki Mina nnAre you serious?!
n::..
NHJDI.. Not How Jesus Did It...
Nic
nic
niccccceeee
nicceeee
Nice
nice
Nice
nice
Nice
nice
NICE
nice
Nice
nice
Nice
nice
Nice
.... nice
nice !
nice //
Nice 😂😁
Nice ä
nice,
Nice!
nice!
Nice!
Nice!!
Nice!!!
nice!!!



NICE!!!!
Nice!!!!!!!!!
NICE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
nice.
NICE.
Nice. 😬
nice..
Nice..
Nice...
nice...........
nice💯💚
Nice 2 c a music icon and a 21st century star make good music 2gether.
nice 56 minutes uploading the video
Nice acting
nice acting
Nice acting sister.
nice analysis <3
nice!, and even better, trees will grow thatll sprout cans of diet coke! 
XD
nice beat.
Nice big roid jaw Ronda.
Nice blog, I am from new Delhi India, jama masjid
Nice blue hair. What else can I say?
nice boob show
nice... but all that candy and coke... such waste :D
nice but i hav a feeling so og it was water out of the hose half way 
through cos that would be very expensive
Nice. But I want bigger and higher Skyscrapers...yeah!
Nice.... cant wait to share this with the right one 💍
Nice car
Nice chic that's gonna lose nHah in your face rousey you piece of 
crapnTate deserves the title
Nice city I grew up inn Now in Bowral but still visit my old town
nice citynll visit soon Inshallah
nice click bait title.....
Nice collection carry on
nice. cool idea. genius. .
Nice cumshot o.o
nice :D
Nice :D
Nice dancing, well fit muscle arms, good music, nice bive...the only 
problem with James Brown was his face.
Nice disc collection, Play Ultimate! (Also, great video!)
Nice dude slow sweet & long just the way we like it!
nice :D who need water guns when u can buy diet coke and mentos xD it will 
totaly pwn
Nicee
nicee
nice early stile
nice edit. i presume you were expecting the haters...?  it's a nice 
homage, and I'll play it many times
NICEEEEEEEEEE
niceeeeeeeeee!!!!!!!!!!!!!
.....🎼🎼🎼 🎺🎺 🎺  niceee....sound
nice english skills ...
nice experiments guys..hahahaha.......great job like it :)
Nice girl
NICE! Good job!
nice great vid.
nice guys
nice guys ;D
Nice hair dick.......yea nice chick thats gunna loooooooooose...... Her 



cuntynes looked so great going back into her face via head kick.
nice hands
nice how long did it take to do that
Nice idea!
Nice. I like the mask a lot tho
nice, im goint to mart to buy some of that!
Nice in between the sheets mix it was enjoyed
nice !!! is the best video ever of diet coke and mentos! :)
Nice, it's a little short tho, only half way though foreplay before i have 
to hit repeat.
nice job!
nice job!!!!!!
Nice job and I have a Darth Vader costume
Nice job wish I had as many views as you do.
Nice Kicks Bro :) ATCQ was ingenious. Basketball Jones und Nas made me 
feel 13 years again, for the few seconds, thank you very much
Nice.....like a movie ninja
Nice,  LoL :D
Nicely done
nicely done
Nicely done but should really be titled "recent history".
Nicely read speech.nHer acting coach much be proud
Nice man...salute..
Nice Maroon 5 song
nice mclaren senna
nice meme
Nice milk-water jug
NICE! Most viewed video on youtube!
nice music ←
nice music!
Nice music, but I use RammsteinY
Nice music to do stuff with or think things out.
nice, nice and very nice, 5 outta 5 for me!
Nice Nice nice
NICE NICE NICE NICE NICE NICE NICE NICE NICE😛😛😛😛😛 😛
nice nice song both the eyes i dont think thats here eyes just something 
they made maybe or am i wrong ?
nice one lol
nice place
nice place ! ;)
nice place to holiday..but too expensive to live in
Nice prediction , haha. Do you know this weeks lotto numbers please ?
Nice prediction Ronda lol
Nice prediction Ronda thats exactly what happened to you lol
Nice pyros with the diet coke lol!
nice, realy cool
nice role ....
Nice script chick. Now go take your meds.
Nice show for sheep !! PROPAGANDA !!
Nice song
nice song
Nice song
nice song
Nice song
Nice song.
nice song! but I will not be wasting my time and money into going to on 
the SING movie cause it looks like trash let's me honest
Nice song in the back round
Nice Song,Like,best song
nice!!!!!! so that was where weezer got pork and beans on that one
Nice speech!
Nice speech George Soros. Errr I mean Greta whatever your second name is.
nice staged acting , try getting the real facts !!



Nice Star Wars costume Cinfix
Nice stolen land
nice that was cool
nice that was cool =P
nice to have it from the artists own words
nice to just listen to the music
Nice to See what camera are you using my friend?
Nice trailer...
Nice trailer , can't wait
nice trick, but not walking on water.  i can go 10 x farther than that on 
ONE boogie board.  so can thousands of kids in honolulu.
Nice try, synth.
Nice~ VERY creativernis it possible to try the experiment #4 ourselves?
nice very nice that whas you beautiful
nice vid craz stun
Nice Video
nice video
Nice video
nice video
Nice video *
Nice video!
nice video and nice skills but about watches i think Casio G-shock series 
looks better and can handle better than timex
Nice video, brother
nice video, but chines kylo ren light saber cost like 4-5$.. and that 
material for LS that u use is over 10$ no point...
Nice video Gabriel keep it up
nice video, see this one, too: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ei0LIh16uao
Nice video, Venice is on my bucket list. I am just starting out on my 
youtube journey.
nice vid if it dint stop every 5 secs  VEVO sort it out
Nice vid! Make a Jango Fett or Boba Fett Costume!
nice vid really good costume and lightsaber😁😁😁😁😁😁😁😁😁😁😁😁😺😺
😺😺😺😺 😺 😺😺 😺😺😺😺😺 😺 😺😺😺😺😺😺😺😺😺😺😺😺😺😺😺😺😺😺😺😺😺

😺😺😺😺 😺 😺😺 😺😺😺😺😺 😺 😺😺😺😺😺😺😺😺😺😸😸😸😸😸😸😺😺😺😺😺😺

😺😺😺😺 😺 😺😺 😺😺😺😺😺 😺

Nice vids
Nice view from  Jimmy's office.
Nice view!  Its Beautiful development!
Nice watch!
Nice!!! What was this video shot with?
Nice, who would have thunk it, all these years later as I sit in front of 
my linux box typing this
Nice work 👌👌👏 👍
Nice work!
nice work!
Nice work except the red cross mark in NO 7.
Nice. You HAVE to love the classic stuff.
Nicht ganz schlecht
Nichts konkretes? Das wird gefordert: https://youtu.be/4K2Pm82lBi8
nickel chrome !
Nicki Minaj - anaconda?nMaybe LEARN hip-hop history first :)nnStill, one 
of the greatest things i've seen this year! -
Nicki Minaj supuetamente hará con Lady Gaga la continuación de 
“Telephone”.!!!!!!!! creen que sea cierto???? yo no quiero que sea 
cierto!!!! :/
Nicky Minaj but no Biggie or Em. Wtf is this
@NicolasGarciaVEVO NO HABRA PROXIMO SINGLE :/ !
Nico's in the kitchen mixin' up tha medicinennni'm on the pavement 
thinkin' 'bout Ondine
Nic plac
Nidje veze pff



nie jestem fanem hip hopu ale szanuje wielki talent muzyke elektro i z 
jednym bitem stworzyć dzieło sztuki jako muzyke klasyczna wspolczesną
Nie loše coek nie loše 😁
@Nieminator31 i know but humans arent really lo0oking for peace, they are 
looking for power
@Nieminator31 tyson would eat his ear :D
Nie mogłabym tam być, bo bym robiłu "łooo" na każdej nucie. Może teraz 
czas na klasyki polskiego hh? :)
nie można się nasłuchać ~arcydzieło~
nie można się oderwać :)
"Nie muszę wracać" było takie idealne. ❤
Nie przeżyje dnia jak nie posłucham chociaż raz! :)
Niesamowicie pięknie dzięki gratuluje.
NIESAMOWITA NUTA!! Szczere gratulacje :)
niesamowite
niesamowite :)
niesamowite;) brawo Polacy.nwywoluje deszcze...
Niesamowite, kiedy będzie dostępny kolejny koncert i gdzie?
Niesamowite, kupuję płytę, nie można nie mieć jej na półce :)
Nie wiem ile razy slucham i zawsze wracam i jest efekt wow ❤
niezła jazda ,coś pięknego :)
Nigahiga
NigaHiga anyone? :D
NIGAHIGA BROUGH ME HERE :>
Niga lover
"Nigerundayo Smokey!"
Nigga would do the same if river cross his way to KFC
Nigh at the museum is really good i love to have a lot of fun to watch 
this movie and I don't know if I had the best thing ever is the best film
-Night At Museum 3 is going to be EPIC
Night at the Museum 3! Can't wait. I love these movies. :D
Night at the museum is back a all new movie!ncoming to you:)
Night at the unnecessary
Nihilismus ist nicht Deutsch. Deutschland steht von Anfang an gar nicht 
auf der Liste!
NIICE
NIICE <3
NIIIIIIICEEEE -
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiice
Niiiiiiiise
Nije bitno kakva je pesma , bitno je da mi KIJU   obozavamo !!!  
♥♥♥♥ ♥ ♥♥ ♥

Nije Dan zaljubljenih, nije Sveti Trifun... vec Amorova strela😂😂😂😍😍
😍

Nije kome je nudjeno - vec kome je sudjeno!
Nije lose...
Nije mi jasno da još uvek nije prva ali i ovo je ok idemo kijevci samo 
jako
Nije nesto
Nije sto je volimm,alii je razbilaaaa,predobroooo..🤣🤣🤣😀😘
Nije valjda da ste zaspaliiii
Nikada, ni na jednoj Kijinoj pesmi, nije ostajao lajk. Sa drugim 
spotovima, klipovima itd sve ok. Cudno!
nikad brze prvi u trendingu
Nikad mi nece biti jasno kako neko moze da voli njene pesme
Nikad nisam cula nesto slicno.Odusevljena sam!!😀😀😀😀
Ni karleusa za pesmu lajk nije imala tako brzo milion 😂
niki minaj and beyonce  ? wtf man ..lol
@Nikkicutie1000 ????
Nikki Minaj < Sir Mix a Lotnn..since she did sample his.



Ni manje zenice, ni veceg borca! Lavlje srce u telu leptirice!
Ni me viene tu comentario
@ninabugthegreat n202L, like it says in the video.
nine women in the audience went home pregnant just by seeing JB 
performing!
Nine years!!!!!
Ninguém supera essa morena da parte de sex machine de James Brown
@ninnschen1 hes not lying.
nintendo buy back rare
nintendo is the best and playing their games with weed is like heaven 
thanks Colorado
nintendo WII controll 2:41
Ni que dark side of the moon ni que la chingada, para psicodelia Miles 
Davis el mejor jazzista de todo los tiempos
Nisam Kijin fan, ali za ovu pesmu kapa dole !!! Retko zarazna pesma...
Nisam Kijin fan, al' ona ne bi nikad izdala prave prijatelje k'o Kljuna! 
nZelim ti mnogo uspjeha i srece u zivotu!
Nisam ljubitelj ovakvih pesama, ali ti si POKIDALA. Bravo, Kija! ❤
Nisam manje ni ocekivala 🔝🔝
Nisam ni poslusala vec sam stavila na LIKE pjesma je top a Kija je 
boginja👑 ❤😘
Nisam ni sumnjala da ce Kija da nas opet ODUSEVI!
Nisam ni sumnjala da pisma nece valjat, idemo dalje! Bravo Kiki! ❤
Nisam ni sumnjala u tebe! Bravo Kristina!
Nisam ni sumnjala u tebe Kristina��❤
Nisam odavno cula nesta ovako ! EXTRA
Nise show .....
Niskobudzetni spot i pesma a i pevaljka!
Nista drugo nisam ni ocekivala. ZENO SVAKA TI CAST ❗🖤
Nista gluplje nisam cula.
NISTA GLUPLJE NISAM CULA U ZADNJIH GOD. DANA OD SVIH OVIH GLUPOSTI STO SVI 
IZBACUJU 😂😂😂
Nista gore u zivotu cula nisamn😷
Nista manje ni ocekivali!  💯🔝 ❤
Nista manje nisam ni ocekivala od nase kraljice VOLIMO TE KIJA👉 ❤👈👏👏👏
Nista manje nismo ni ocekivali
Nista posebno a odvratno gradjena nikad losija
ni tampoco hoghwats.. narnia.. e.e país real XD
Niti volim kiju niti mi se svidja pesma nisam hejter svako ima svoje 
misljenje
Nitko Hercegovinu da spomene 😂
Nit to the mosey
*nix junkie. Love this.
Njena najaca ppesma do sad jebote... Sva sam se naježila :))))
Njena najbolja pesma do sada !
njena najbolja pjesma do sad, po mom misljenju..
Nju samo ljubomorne duse ne vole, ona je nesto najbolje sto se desilo 
Balkanu, Kija ti si zvijer
💋 n@ l'homme de ma vie.
NME voted btw most pretentious almum ever. REALLY!!??
Ñ.mñ
/👍 nMúsica show !nSão Paulo/  Itaquera.     2018
☻/n/▌n/ 
1111 1 11 1 n' '' ''''' n☀☀☀☀☀☀☀☀
🌷🌹🌷🌹 🌷 🌹🌷 🌹🌷🌹 n🌷 🌹🌷🌹🌷🌹🌷🌹🌷🌹 n🌷 🌹🌷🌹🌷🌹🌷🌹🌷🌹
👀 nZ n👅
...nnA guy in the video is using a Wii controller...



영상 멎지네요n너무 잘보고 갑니다.nNice  videonGood  good
เป็นคนที่มีความมั่นใจมากnnผลงานแต่ละผลงานของเธอnnสุดยอดมาก
😂😂😂😂 😂 n😂 n😂 n😂😂😂 n😂 n😂 n😂
. )( ./nnonly things I saw
☻__n/▌ /▌n/  /  ☻ This is Marco copy and paste so he can rule youtube and 
kick bob's ass
No
No. 1!
No. 10 is the best
No 1 must be Four Seasons by Vivaldi. I think it is the most viewed 
classical music on youtube. Seriously I do not know mostly on the list.
No. 21 was played at my 5th grade awards day
no 25 two set violin pachabel's chicken anyone?
No. 33. Where, in cartoons, at least one character dramatically flies 
through the air as if flung
NO.39
No.4 your welcome
No. 56, why wasn't it one of Mozart's pieces?
No.76 searching this song for years i had heard this from Tom and Jerry 
movie.
No 86 that one cello piece lolnnAnd apparently typewriters and cannons are 
instruments back in the day.
no93. i was finding for 8 years, whoa
No 93 til Infinity?
No Amy Adams?
no Amy Adams? No thanks
No an african kid would die driinking that
No ano dessa música 1971 meu  Galo foi campeão do Campeonato 
Brasileiro,faz tempo pra caramba kkkkkkk Gaaaaaaalooooo
No Antonin Dvorak ? It's totally shame of creator this compilation...
no beatport?
Nobelpreis für Edward  Snowden.
No Ben, we don't want this, why can't we have Zoolander 2 already?
no bieber has beaten lady gaga in the views
Nobis
Nobody can make a guitar scream like this man.
Nobody cares vice lol
nobody close! the best of all time!
nobody else can make the sounds that he did come out of a guitar.  it's 
not meant to sound like that
Nobody gives a shit what year you listen to this and any other song!! � 
Good music is immortal, stating the obvious doesn’t make any point folks
Nobody has ever come close to this kickass version , Jimmy was a Master!
Nobody is asking our generation to be the saviours right now anyways
nobody is so creepy and fucked up like Lady Gaga these days therefore she 
is FAKE AND GAY!!
nobody like soulbrother he is the man on my machine,
Nobody likes You Greta
Nobody: nCall of duty zombies: 1:35
Nobody: nnMy recommened at 3am:hOmEr sImpS0n DeSiGns A cQr
Nobody:nnYoutube: heres a video about homer designing a car.
nobody:nnYoutube reccomendations:
No body:nnYouTube:Recommends this.
Nobody noticed the jump from no. 11 to 7?
nobody:nyoutube: lets put this 3 year old video on how to make coffee in 
peoples recommended section
Nobody played the Star Bangled Banner like Jimi Hendrix.  RIP Jimi.  God 
Bless America.
Nobody plays better rock guitar
Nobody posted a full transcript of what he wrote on the typewriter. You 
disappointed me Internet...
@nobodysp11  Daaaaa envidia pura
NOBODY WANTS TO EAT SHIT!!!!



Nobody want you
no body -____x
No bother. We have Chinese on this planet
No. CGI. There’s nothing going on behind the eyes, that’s why the eyebrows 
are so animated.
Noch jemand wegen MoTrip hier?
NO CHOPIN????
No Chopin Nocturne?
No Chopin, No like
No clapping and "Hey!" in the outro song? Not hipster enough!
Nocnaaaa smenaaaa idemoooo gde ste Kijevciii
Nocnaaa smenaaaa cepaaa
no coke is good coke lolololololol :D
No coment!!! Ovde se na crtu ne staje!!! Bravo ekipo!!!
no comments?
no crean ue yo soy un fan que vino a molestar yo en verdad soy fan de las 
2 tengo un tumblr de ellas 2
no creo k se SHAKIFAN
no creo q lo saqe el bieber es el mas odiado con mas de 2,000,000 de no me 
gusta y sigue en youtube
Nocturne by ChopinnSeriously...
NOCTURNE NO2 OP 9 PLEASE
Nocturne Op.9 N.2?????
Nocturne Op.9 No.1 by Fryderyk Chopin?
Nocturne Op 9 no.2?nStorm by Vivaldi?
no desperdicien la coca colarnT_TrnxDD
No diploma document handed to them ?nWhat, they get it in the mail?!!
No discipline in India, it's a pity
No disrespect to Nintendo, but I think I have better control of Mario in 
Mario Bros 3 than any of their employees. We are 1.
No dmx 1 pac and 1 nas?
no dont let this be the last video in the season
no doubt
no doubt: no 4!
No |Drake?
@noelmsp007 WTF!!!! OMG HOW WEIRD!nI WANNA TELL THE WHOLE WORD lol
No Emmy for her next year.
no entiendo
no entiendo por que el pop es siempre tan flashero con los video clips O.O
NO ENTIENDO PORQUE LES GUSTA ESTO PUFFF
No entiendo una mierda pero me gusta la cancion😂👌
noes? i has the bester grammer of utubes
NO ESTAS MAS BLOQUEADO GRACIAS VEVO ARDIDO
Noeud petons pa re balle lancet le mâche in sas raie couleur bist
No. Everything is know at the moment.
No facts, all emotion. I call bullshit
No Frontiers.
No, GAGA ES LA DIOSA! <3
no Gaga solo hablaron de GaGa
No Gangsta's Paradise seriously ?
No! God.......... No!
no google card board icon
no grass was harmed in the filming of this video.  You care about the 
environment? Stop driving your gas hog car lol
No hank azria!
no hay forma de no pensar en la naranja mecánica con la 89.
No HD in 2009?? still epic though
No he didnt. Nobody could walk on water.
No , honey , the adults who brainwashed you and are exploiting you ; have 
stolen your " childhood."
No i cant have sex with these bullshits 😂😂😂  just a little slow jazz not 
these
Noice



Noice!
noice love the ari part
Noice overalls Ariana!!!
No idea how to comment on this.....simply amazing!
No,I don’t know why this is in our 2019 recommended.
No, I'm watching in 1012. :p
Noi questa canzone la balliamo  all ' esame di danza  moderna
noise
noisy, crowded, confused and many. I don't know how can we manage our 
cities.
no  it didnt
no it didnt it was awesome
no it does not matter. eepybird just uses diet cuz its sugar free -- so 
they dont get all sticky. lol
no it doesnt! i tried ^^
No, it isn't his...
No, I tried ^^
no its a commercial stupid.. odviusly a music video..
no, its becky
No, its charlie bit my fingernI just actually go on utube to see when it 
will be the most viewed, becuase it is growing HUGE!!!!
no, it´s DIET coke...
NO, .... its FORTUNATELY that Solaris is the mainstay of mission critical 
database systems.
No, it's not a waste... It's diet!
no, its not diet idiot, its diet coke
No its not lol..
No it's true. It is possible. Try making again this experience adding salt 
on coke!
No It WASNT PRIVATE I fucking watched it a year AGO!!!
No it works with normal coke too.  It just works a little better with 
diet.
no ive done it and nothing really happens even after i drank it
No I wanted suicide squad
No JAMES BROWN no PARLIAMENT no PRINCE no MJ no FELA...nTHE BEST with the 
best influence of modern music
nojoda... justin no peudehfhfghf ganar esta mierda putos
No just no
No. Just no
no Juvenile- Back That Thang Up????
NO KITEN EL COMERCIAL!! PARA KE KUENTE UNA REPRODUCCION
no le doy reproducciones, solo le doy uno y ya esta, no eres muy lista,... 
prefiero dar los dislikes ^^
NO LETS JUST WAIT TILL HER NEXT ALBUM COMES OUT THEN MONSTER . >#33
NO LIFE!!!
No life tho
No like
No Liszt?
no lives
No llegamos a Enero si siguen así... ;)))
No llovio poquito, por ahora tranqui, aunque esta todo bien feo en 
cualquier momento se puede largar con todo, espero que no.
No lo se rick parece falso 😏
No, lots of schools do it, I guess...
NO MAHLER? I LOVE MAHLER!
no mamen esto solo es para comentar videos de lady gaga no para decire 
mamada y media!!!
No man. I mean no man will ever beat or be at the level of legends that 
miamoto is in the gaming industry.
No man, they are immortal. Software doesnt die.
NO matter how many times i watch this its still cool
No matter how old you are this song will make you "Get On Up"!!!!
No matter what happens,, Ronda Rousey is the HOTTEST Female on the 
planet!!



no me agrada la perra de nicky minaj pero me gustaria que cantara con GAGA
no me canso de escuchar esta canción....GET UP!!!!!!!!
No me canso de escucharlo este tema.
no me canso de escucharlo y ver el video..........
no me canso de ver este video GaGa♥
No Mendelssohn concerto in e minor
No mgtows allowed only real adults
No Monster u.u
No more drugs kids
No more 'Miss nice guy', the soft approach didn't work.
No more..... never....
No more show
No more Teddy Roosevelt in Night At The Museum...
No more than 200$ if you buy the 1 litres at 1$ apiece.nn300 $ if it's 2$ 
apiece
No more than six hours grinding the coffee hahahaha.... Brilliant !!!
No mre teddy =(
No music no colors no laughing...What exciting about it
no !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!n!!
Noname and Ariana
No need to write a comment like this: nn2016? Nopen2017? Nahn2018? Not yet 
n2019? Recommend nnThere are many comments like this 🖤☁
No negative comments
Non è l’audio originale n.
none stop class
no nigga
No Night at the Museum 4 :(
NONNA BE LIKING THIS
Non. Non. Non.
Non of these ladies was old
No no no please that can not be the last how to !!!!!!!!
no no no stay.....staa lol
No, not one of. It is THE most iconic level ffs.        Ijit.
nonsense. waste of mentos
Nonsense... you are showing only slumming areas intentionally
Non smettero a sentirti
Non stop background play: activated
No nut november is over - I was waiting for this moment 30 days, I cummed 
4 times listening this
noo
noob
noobs
noobs all these cola'sn!!!!
no offence but just cos they get paid doesnt mean it wasnt a waste
No offense, she looks 60 years old
No offense this is a joke right  probably for the white folks
Noon
No one came to kids for hope and help besides librals.
No one can duplicate this even with today's technology
No one cares
No one cares.she has no idea what she's taking about ..  Hate to say it 
but we need a mass extinction there's too many people on this planet
No one could do it better than the Arabs!
No one could Funk like James Brown
no one did it better #istandformyflagnanthem
No one else than herself stole her childhood.
No one gives a shit what you think, remember that.
no one had ever played the Star Spangled Banner like before  this or has 
ever played since
No one has been able to play as well as him since
No one in the entire universe:nnnnnnnGreta: HoW DarE yOU
No one is buying this. Don't say anything to the hoards of people 
polluting ecosystems with common refuse because that would be racist.
No one is gonna talk about how it skipped from 11 to 7 to 9 to 8



no one knows what happened concerning the rap eBut the matress thing is 
like calling someone constantly a rapist without proof
No one like this King Of Rock and roll...He was The Man...My Word....For 
Real...RIP James Brown..........
No one:nGerman Composers And Mozart: Yes, we will take over this list, 
don’t mind us.
No one: nnnLiterally no one:nnnAliens:nnnnYouTube: I like two year old 
videos
No one:nNot a single soul:nThis girl: HOW DARE YOU
No one:nnYouTube: ayyyy check this out fam
No one realizes how massive earth really is. We haven't even bugun to 
dysfunction it's process
no one really cares ffs
No one saw the threat of the White Walkers until Jon Snow showed them the 
threat. Jon Snow is these kids.
No ones come to 16 year olds for anything 🤦🤦🤦🤦🤦
No ones gonna comment how you can kinda see him in the glasses
No one's stolen anything from you. You've stolen it from yourself.
No one will believe such feigned emotions and loud words. We need to 
change the climate and not talk about changing it.
No-one will ever beat that performance..props...rip
no one will ever have as much shred ability as you had. rock on Jimmy, 
rock on.
No ONE will ever touch this....PERIOD.
No one will listen to the experts, so why does anyone think that the world 
is going to listen to a child on this matter?
No one will replace Robin Williams
nooo all that coke it would of lasted 2 weeks for me :( wish i had that 
much :)
NOOO! I'm watching this on a computer. How can I watch this on a 2012? 
And, it's "you're" not "your" -.-
noooo!!! don't waste coke!
nooooo don’t squeeze it it’ll make it bitter!
noooooooooo don't end now
noooooooooooooo
NOOOO Robin Williams... One of the last movies that will come out with 
himnnThis will probably be good though
Nooo! RIP Robin Williams
No other human being deserves to spell their name “ Jimi “ ever again
no para tu mama
Nope
nope
NOPE \
Nope. I don't find meaning it it. Art is weird.
Nope. I don't see one.
nope i meant sun
nope, nobodies turning to you.nyou got attention by skipping school.
Nope not anymore. .the GRD Says no
No "pepper pepper pepper"
no pero no lo hace la maxima revelacion de la musica ni la proxima reina 
del pop
no.. pero un dia lei en un foro que unos monsters habian planeado crear 
cuentas para seguir a gaga... jajaja eso dice mucho de vosotros... :S
No ...pero' vorrei tanto vedere in faccia il Chitarrista che per cinque 
minuti e trentacinque ha fatto sempre lo stesso accordo ...ahahah :))))
Nope, still don't like this kind of art.
nope. you can't die from diet coke & mentos. google it, try snopes too.
No physical intimacy in life will draw you to accomplish such intriguing 
feats.
No pianos were damaged in the making of this video.
No podes dejar de bailar, que temazo!!
No politician will ever understand this until the reach to her level in 
education!!!😏



No politician will understand this until they reach her level of 
consciousness!
no por ser latino tengo que escuchar musica en español y no se quejes que 
jlo y shakira cantan en ingles jajajaj
No problem. My first thought was "Download. Put on phone." XD
No public reaction to "in the club"? What is wrong with polish people? :|. 
Anyway, great effort, i've really enjoyed this performance.
no puede ser la 2 participasion de ari en la casion de una peli en troll y 
aora en the sing waoo😄 😄 😏🙄
no puede ser mas hermoso este video
NO PUEDE SER SALIMOS DEL TOP 100 QUE MIERCOLES VEVO Y YOUTUBE USH PERO NO 
DEJAS DE SER EL MEJOR DE LA HISTORIA GO-GO-GO
NO PUEDE TOCAR CON SEMEJANTE FUERZA IMITA PERFECTO EL SONIDO DE LOS GRITOS
No puedo dejar de ver este junio
No puedo dejar de ver esto, es hipnótico....
no puedo parar de escucharla. Amo!
Norah is just perfect.
Norah just had it going on in every possible way during this era. Been 
watching these live performances since new and they never get old.
NORAH  PLEASE JUST ALL OF YOU CONTINUE TOO DO WHAT  YOU DO, AND YOU ALL 
REALLY DO, THANK YOU ALL, GOD BLESS  ALL NO MATTER WHERE YOU ALL GO.
Norah’s world ¼🖤
No Ravel, Mahler, Haydn, Chopin, Rimsky Korsakov, Borodin and more.
No realistic solutions given. Only emotional threats.
no reason to scream wannabe people!
No repitan lo mismo 24.209 veces ! :[
Normal, i didnt listen this kind of music, but its amazing.
Normalnie rozrywa wszystko co jest do rozerwania i jeszcze HO HO, że głowa 
pęka:) Mega CZAD! Propsy!
No rozpierdol totalny, gratulacje !
Northern  soul
North Korea brainwashed their kids to think their leaders are God and I 
wonder about these kids
nosaben nada putos
No sabes? tuvo q cancelar el THE BORN THIS WAY BALL por motivos de salud.
No sabía de la existencia de este vídeo... Ya dos años omg :0
No saggin pants, no jewelry, no thots, no 1000 niggas with mikes, just 
James Brown and class act and band. Gone are the good ole days.
No says anything about population growth in world . It’s not pollution 
it’s too many people on this earth fact
No Scott Joplin?
No Scott Joplin really 😾%
no sé como no descubrí esta maravilla antes
no see they drank it after
no se le ven las manos la puta madrenncan't see his hands on this video, 
fucking shit!
No sé por qué ésto me recuerda a Silent Hills
no se por que la gente se chincha entre ellos no sirve de nada
NO SE RINDAN MONSTERS
No shake :(
No shame at all. Happening more and more now with the " me first culture".
..no she doesn't.
No, she's a girl. it's just rumors. nnShe is also italian and greek (:
No shit!
No shit Sherlock!!!!
No Sibelius?
no si quieres preguntales haces putas
@noskopex Feed the homeless!
No slacking when the Godfather of Soul is on the scene, woik it!
no soporto ver a one direction ahi ¬¬
#no sound
Nós passamos por todos os triângulos inclusive o da sua mãe fica experto
Nossa isso sim que é hit nO canal da informação merece 1000 likes



Nostalgia.
Nostalgia 14/Octubre/2016 Lugar: Ciudad de México Hora: 9:02
Nostalgia: 20/12/2017 10:27 Ciudad de México, Plaza Universidad.
Nostalgia!! <3
Nostalgia :'V
No stop lights or signs. No speed limit. These people are free
— NOSTRADAMUS —
Nostradumbass over here
No street lights lolnChecked out the cow's in the middle of the road.n😅😅
😄😃😁😁 😀 😅😄 😃🤣😂😁😀

No such thing as climate change spoiled brats.
No sugar?
no sugar...
No surprise that 18 plus mill hear this.... I heard it 250 times....
No surprise that 18 plus mill hear this.... I heard it 250 times....nWHO 
CAN EVEN DISLIKE THIS ?!
Nos Va a Alcanzar Waka Waka D:
Not 2worry I will say your name.   ... Play this softer.K?.want 2bnext 2u 
now.  feeling all of you.holding me.so close hearing your heartbeat. 💕💖
💞

nota 1000
Not a chance you would get me in 111 :-). Looks far too slender
Not a fan of chopin eh?nnnnnfuck you
Not a girl but definitely a castrated boy.
No talent.
Not all of these pieces are classical smh, disliked for false advertising 
😤💯😤💯 😤

Not a lot of pieces to it ...right
not an experiment. but an art work
Not anti American, anti war. And I consider myself somewhat conservative. 
More now than ever anyway
NOT a patch on Revolver!!!   nRevolver is the most ground-breaking album 
of all time!!!   nThis is old hat by comparison!!!
Not art. Just degenerate. Shit.
Not a single audience member dancing... where are all those Italian 
Communists?
Not a single sign of modernization!
Not as much fun as its parody "leather pants" or "literal pants" but still 
a quite good song.
not assembly
Not available. :( And the link in the video says not available in my 
country.
Not a very convincing actress you hired here, Soros. Try harder you old 
bastard.
not a very good actress...
not bad
Not bad
Not bad.
not bad....xD
Not better than will it blend
Not climate change but birthpains of Jesus coming back.
Not cracking one smile. Serious business!
Not cute sorry
not easy
no te haremos caso shakifan,decid lo q querais,decir de paso q si shakabra 
canta en ingles para triunfar es q no se cree latina...
NOT ENOUGH CHOPIN!
Not enough Chopin/Schubert for me.
Not enough fedora's
'Not enough Ludwig van'n-Alex Delarge
Not enough practice.



Not enough stunning and Brave or thoughts and prayers😢
note to self: never drink Diet Coke and eat Mentos at the same time...
NOTE TO SELF, STAY THE HELL OUT OF INDIA!!!
Not even all classical music
Not even DMX? #FAIL
Not even good acting. Someone give that girl some lessons.
not even rnits diet coke finally we find a good use for it
Not exactly academy award material. Enough already, this kid has got to go 
back to school.
not exactly running on water but it is impressive
NOT fake
Not first
not first:)
Not for sale, either..
not funny
not funny :/
Not funny?
"not get kicked in the head"......she predicted her loss
" Not going to kick me in the head she said" Well DAM !!!!! I THINK SHE 
DID TKO!
Not gonna get kicked in the head huh? How's that working out for ya?
not gonna get kicked in the head lol
"not gonna get kicked in the head" she gets knocked out by her head kick
"Not gonna go like that." Well that's exactly how it went lol
not gonna lie funniest shit ive seen in years nice acting lol
Not gonna lienIf I had $82,000 I’d totally buy it
Not gonna lie, that's pretty damn cool
Not gonna take advice from a 16yr old reeeetaawwwdd
no thank you
not having sex but stoned to the bone..
No, the Pork And Beans music video was from this. Look at the info box to 
the right of the video, you'l see his is from 2006.
Not her again
no There is a longer video than this this is just a shorter clip actually 
and both coke and mentos funded this video.
no, they proved it real on Myth Busters
No, they used DIET coke, which has no STICKY sugar in it.
Nothing.
Nothing at all creepy about this.
Nothing attractive on this video, India look like a giant shitty hole, I’m 
sorry
nothing a well placed curtain rod couldn't cure the teens are the new 
HITLERS
nothing beats the classics
Nothing beats the classics.
Nothing better than The Beatles!
nothing better to do than play and make a mess?
Nothing but a bunch on noise
Nothing but a globalist puppet funded by George Soros.
Nothing but chills listening to this.
Nothing but ugliness.
Nothing can replace Rexy.
nothing changed in terms of development time and frustration
Nothing compares to this ...
Nothing compare to those clowns these days
Nothing cooler then a black man back then.
Nothing ever stays the same
Nothing from Salieri? Come on!
nothing human about that
nothing like being soaked with coke xD:
nothing like having an autistic teenager scold a bunch of adults. what 
could possibly go wrong?
Nothing like using a child to manipulate people emotionally
Nothing more classical than a thong song



Nothing sexier than a mid roll every 3 minutes
Nothing stopping me now. I am so going to RULE my school's talent show!!!! 
XD
Nothing will change until the old politicians and their ideals die
Nothing will redefine new york more than poverty , high taxes , illegals 
and socialist , with toxic citizens
nothing, your stomach acid makes the mix neutral
Not Homer's fault.
not huge on the song but the editing and eclectic style of the video is 
Excellent!
Notice how half the video and the work was just the helmet XD
Notice how most of them have the harry potter glasses😂
Notice how shes not speaking. shes reading. because she doesnt know 
anythingnShes being told what to say & how to say itnThis girl sucks
Notice how the people who scream about end of times are all idiots like 
AOC and this exploited child.
notification squad
Not impressed at all this title misleads
Not just slums, please also show the developed part. Visit cp.nIts a 
request mate, love your videos btw.
Not live.
Not mentioning geo engineering weather modification? How dare you
Not much to see from street level  where most people experience New York.
Not my cuppa tea to make love to, not Spiritual enough.
Not my friend makes me always weep, it is just so beautiful and speaks 
volumes to me.
No toilets, showers? Free? What a dump?
not one of these boring towers has huge golden letters. sad.
NOT ONE TWERK (CLASSY)
Not only that but it sound like she’s reading a script from a movie
not really a good effort for the globalist fake news actually...so 
pathetic!!!
Not really running on water, but we are thinking of added this to our 
Festivas feats of strength.
Not really running on water is he if he's running across boards?
Not safe for a Caucasian wandering around solo.
not singing ...
not so good,-.- this song is better ^^nnwatch?v=BTpCZ4Nwl4c
Not so much Yoda, but soda!
not sticky, because they only use diet coke
Not sure if it's dude perfect or devin :P ?
Not sure if she has the savant portion down...
Not sure if that caveman is Stiller or Tom cruise doing another cameo
not sure if this is a satire
Not sure if this looks good or not.
Not sure if want or not want...
Not sure why anyone would want to live there
Not sure why this was on my reccomended
Not surprisingly boring. Should be a  gem, but, well, yawn.
Not sympathetic to Uncie Herb. I could see him getting upset with his 
marketing team, but he shouldn't have overridden the designers.
Not taking world advice from a 16 year old
not the best but I gotta say, the Saber is a lot better then store bought
Not the biggest fan of the hair though.
Not the force
Not the original sound, boo to you sir.
Not to mention Swating
Not too many people on bicycles.
not u, ari is cute and best of allllll
Not understanding a single word. Still liking the video
Not upside down flat earthers here’s proof 😂😂
not very cool ;)
Not very good.



Not very original.
not very, that's why they used diet coke...
Not Vivaldi? I love my time... And Mahler?
"not worth the air that gaga breathes you scum"nnbecause celebrities are 
larger than life
Not You Too, Stevie. Not You Too.
@noukie20004ever  niet alleen je nichtje denk ik xD
No use
no u won't~!
@Novacaine9597 then why did you search this vid??!?! ya! who doesnt have 
sence now, HUH!!
NOVA GALAKSIJA🚀🚀🚀🚀🚀  KIJA-TRON🚀🚀🚀 🚀🚀 KOCKAR...
Nova KijanTotalna dominacija.Hit godine.
NOVA MADONA, SÓ QUE BEM MAIS MODERNAnAMEI !!! EU GOSTO ASSIM ! RSRSRS
no veas que culo mas bonito hasta en googel maps se ve que te corres
Novelties of their time, not classics of all time.
November 11!!!!!!
___❤ ❤ ❤❤ ❤ November 2018
November 2018
November 2018 ...
November 2018 💗
November 2018 »
November 2018?
November 2018??🗣 😎
November 2018 ? Anyone !
november 2018.. anyone ?
November 2018 anyone appreciating this masterpiece?🤧🤧😍
November 2018 like sex machine
November 2018nI'm up on it....!  ❤
November anybody? 😅
Novembro 2018
Novembro 2018 alguém ? Kkkkkkkkkk
Novembro 2018, maravilhoso! ❤
Novi dan, novi cilj...samo jako Kijevci, slusamo non stop! Uzivajte!
No vivaldi?
no vubec tam kolem nebyl bordel
No vulgarity, no nude, no rap, this is real music ! 😊👌
NOW 31ST OF DECEMBER WE WILL CELEBRATE DE 1B OF BAD ROMANCE
now 80gs is average cost of a monstrosity
Nowadays this would be considered a sexually objectification, an incentive 
to sexual aggression, or  something like that. nnIt is so sad.
Now all you gotta do is hop off.
Now Asia is becoming the Superpower in Skyscrapers.
No way! 2:44. Wii remotes!
No way. An Okie got on this? Great job bro.
No way Ariana is blonde 😮
Now back to the things that nobody cares
Now.....can we talk about the student loans ????nncause we are FUCKED 
ROYALLY !!
now clean that shit up!
now come on!, don't be an idiot and give me a thumbs up bcoz' i know YOU 
are the 434,177,941st viewer!!!!!
Now "Elevator to the Gallows".
"NOW GET OUT THERE!"n"AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHLLLLLRIGHT YOU EGGHEADS!
"NOW GO GET THEM!"n"DYYYAAAAAAAAARRRGGGH!!!"
Now go to China, India, Bangladesh and the Philippines and do the same.I 
dare you
No where near as cool as Dude Perfect trickshots
Now her vids is so freak -.-



Now he’s in the sewers, foraging for rings and coins
No white faraohs in ancient egypt
Now how you gotta talk about a bat being blind?nIf anyone understands this 
reference, then add more lyrics to it from the "reference"
Now I can skip that trip to Yellowstone.  I've had the experience.
NOW ID BY THAT FOR A DOLLAR!
Now I feel bad for holding down dash and super jumping the whole screen in 
about 20 seconds o.O nStill love Miyamoto San though, hes the man!
Now I figured how to get my neighbor's damn dog to stop pooping on my 
lawn.
now if she loses its gonna seem rigged to me
now i gonna go to the store and buy like five bags of mentos and like 
twenty 2L diet cokes. i wanna try that!!!!
Now I have a new playlist~~
now i know how blastoise do his hydro pump
now i know how to eat an egg ty  mai  0:07
Now I know who designed Fiat Multipla
Now i know who's the designer of the games but who's composed mario theme 
song ??
Now I know why we had a revolutionary war against the British
Now imagine Stevie's reaction after this wave of views and likes
now imagine that as trustless computing run on ethereum
now imagine that nin ur stomach
now im thirsty
Now instead of laughing, the whole audience is going to burst into tears 
watching this movie.
Now I realized he looks like my grandma too
Now I really want to see this movie. I hope santa can get me tickets to 
the movie.
Now i see where bruno mars copy his band set up.
Now I see why the jews blame the muslims for 911
Now it's on my to do list to watch Cafe müller on theater ❤
Now its time to give it a Doug score
Now I want some mentos!! Lol :)
Now I want to go New York!
NOW LADY GAGA MOTHER MONSTER IS THE GREATEST BY FAR AT EVERYTHING N NEVER 
B FORGOTTEN  THAT A FACT
Now lets see him run on water
Now millions of Asians are going to try and run over the Bering Strait to 
get into America.
No women at all
No wonder he is the godfather
No wonder he liked Joseph Cornell so much. Very "microscopic," some of his 
interests.
No wonder so many of them migrate to western countries.
No wonder Squidward had nightmares when he went to the future
No words can achieve to explain the greatnes of the greatest people
No words for his skills.
No words... Just amazing except for Albinoni Adagio
No words! Such a nice music video. Stevie is a legend, this duo killed it!
Now? Really Youtube?
Now, that I have seen the delusional superlatives and horrible 
acting...I'm on my way to club a seal to death.
now that is cool
Now that is fucking great music true godfather!!
Now THAT is perfectly acceptable! :D
Now that right there is passion for what she believes in! Very well done 
little one!! Ô  ÔÔ
Now that robin Williams is dead , this movie is going to make some serious 
money
Now that's a Mentos+Coke Video.  Nicely done!!
Now that's art with form & function :)
now that's a sticky situation lol.



Now thats chaos!!! 😃😃😃
now thats cleavage
now that shes not champ, she just looks like a fatboy.
Now that's how you fuck up the National Anthem. Wail away Jimi, wail away!
now thats interesting. must have been about as bored as i am now to come 
up with that one.
...Now that's what I call..."Puttin'Fringe on the flag...
Now that, was brilliant =D
Now that was cool! Great timing there guys! would love to see it to a more 
appropriate piece of music, something classical perhaps...
Now that was sick!
Now there's a video game designer who actually cares about his game. 
(Unlike Activision with CoD lol)
Now there's nothing like that!!!!
now there's the new generation vs the old generation. Let the political 
and maybe (hopefully not) physical war begin
now the third most watched video on youtube behind justin biebers baby and 
the great gangnam style
Now they have set the bar so high you all know what has to happen next.... 
House vending machine!
Now this is a dope mix. I never know what to play.
Now this is amazing
Now this is a straight on the pocket shuffle!!! Now I know where and what 
to listen... John Bonham thanks to your influencer tho
Now THIS is good music
Now this is how you drink Coke.
Now this is music!
Now this is what you call music!  These dudes kick ass! Especially that 
go-go dancer!
now those are my kind of scientist :)
Now those guys got all the bitches back then.
Now, we'll take a moment of silence for those who have died.
now we must act because waka waka is close to bad romance!!!!!!!!!!!
Now we need national treasure 3
now what about all the starving kids all over the world, im pretty sure 
they could have used all that coke, lolnngreat vid
NOW WHAT? rip
now when I make the helmet I can literally say I'm trash. :D
Now you are a true Shaolin Warrior
now you have a diet coke garden !
Now you're talking....
Now you see that nobody, but nobody follows James Brown on stage!!!
No you can't
"No you can't shake it for a free one" Earthquake happens Ok maybe you 
can...
no you can't that not the last one guys
NO you gotta bloom your coffee. Pour the same amount of hot water as 
coffee on the grounds, before you add cold water. YOU actually suck at 
coffee
no you just need to use more mentos in each bottle and it does that
No, you're dumb.
No, your parents have stolen your future and dreams... Told you lies... 
pls dont inheret your parents lie stop lying
No you shouldn't be there. People have manipulated your fear to extremes.
NO!! You've had enough movies! No more after this!
ª👍a❤ nè PARIS ! 2018
NPC zombies be like:nnn"Climate change is real because they told me in 
school and on the tv!!1!!1!!"
nr. 1 GAGA
@Nradenc3 Diet coke taste like ass. They did people a favor.
@Nradenc3 It's okay it's diet anyway.
@nrous1717man PROOF LIKE WHAT R U THE DOCTOR THAT REMOVED HIS PENIS?
NSA & CIA are the Kings of Spy



N she got that az whooped
👉😎👉 nShowwwww
Nsjbolje pesme ima i preslatka je
Nuclear waste is your real nightmare.
Nuestra época , que tiempos
Nuestra meta ahora es llegar a 500
Nuestras metas son:nBad Romnace: 400 millonesnAlejandro: 150 
millonesnPokerface y Judas: 100 millones
nul
Number 14 just reminds me of rick flair LMAOOO
Number 19,18,2 and 14 😂
NUMBER 19! Isn't that one of the ringtones when a phone goes off!?
Number 25 is my fav
number 2 sounds like a part from davy jones theme from pirates of the 
caribbean ^^
number 30: Air in G...oh my God i love this song
Number 37: "Der Flowaltzer"nNumber 36: Funeral 
MarchnnnnnWAAAAAAAHHHHHHHH!!!!! nnn(anime reference)
😘❤ number 4
number 4!!!!!
Number 4!!!!!!!!
Number 43 is my all-time favourite 😍😍😍
Number 46nDanganronpa fans : cries in Kaede
Number 4 has to be the one
Number 50: Morning MoodnThe music i have been searching since elementary
number 66 is actually John Williams.
Number 7 makes you sleep then number 6 wakes you tf up
Number #88 and #87 sound the same a little.
Number 90 sounds like the HxH theme
Number 92 into number 91 is quite a drastic and violent change.
Number  one
Nunca mais vai aparecer um cara igual a este. Em um nivel musial e talento 
igual.
Nunca me canso de ver !
NUNCA NADIE COMO EL ! SIN DUDA
nunchaku*
@nuoldschool or they leave a "scar" on the entertainment industry
Nur weil Snowden die Wahrheit über die CIA an die Menschheit geben wollte 
wird er jetzt verfolgt. Diese teuflische Elite.
Nut bar.
Nuts
Nuts but awesome. Thanks Gabe , never stop.
nu-uh! it "diet" remember??? lol
,,n UV Y us
N WILL NEVER BE DOWN DOWN WELL YA KNOW DOWN AND YEAH NOT ANYMORE :)
NWO Klimateroristický strašidlo.
💗 ❤💙 💚💛 💜💟💖💥💥 💥💥 💥👍👍👍👍👍👍 nWonderful n🙂😀😉 ☺😊😀😉😁😁😁 ☺
NYC days:  pre-Hipster plague
NYC is about to become even more dominant skyline wise, it's not all about 
quantity but quality.
NYC is back in the skyscraper’s race again, I’m happy for that. Wonderful.
NYC is just an amazing city.
NY City has 37+ Million People.
NYC no other city like it!
Nyc sex
NYC's new skyscrapers are minimalist and devoid nice looking and notable 
architecture.
NYC will always be MY city.
ゲロッパ！！！nYES!!!!!
NY is shit
NY needs twin towers. Its  very strange without them :(
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O 1BILHÃO VEM MAINHA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Oakhill high school is coming to my school tomorrow to play basketball in 
Idaho
o alekos ekane videara xaxaxaxaxaxanlike a sex machine!!!!!
O áudio poderia ser melhor, mais alto
O backing vocals aí é o pai do Mano Brown? kkk!
o baixo dá um show a parte....que saudade de música de verdade......
Obama is dead.rnrnwatch?v=P-rcGJWplFY
OBEY!
o bicho era fluante demais!
obio que si jejeje
obivously ariana grande she is hot love her songs all my birthday cakes it 
with her pic eatible
OBJASNILA Â❤
Objasnila...
objasnila❤
Objasnila je naša Kija !!! Pesma je prelepa,kao i Kijin glas i stas !!! 
Dzepna venero vole te tvoji kijevci !!!
@Obliterate131 it's got more views than charlie bit my finger, which made 
that the second most viewed video on youtube, now this is.
Obnoxious brat, shame on her parents.
Obozavam je 😍
Obozavam ovu morbidnu SPOTCINU, sa top modelima.. Kija gori. Pesma je 
zarazna..etno egzoticna. Ma kida!! bRAVO!
Obožavam ovu pesmu.
Obozavam ovu zenu! Bravoo👏👏
Obozavam ovu zenu,lepota,harizma,inteligencija...Kija
💋💋💕💋     O B O Z A V A M  T E !!!     💋💋💕💋
Obožavanjee👑💕
O Bozeee, extraaaa, ja sam iznenadjen majke mi!!!
Obra de arte. ..da Black music....mestre Brown!!!!nRepresentante máximo do 
gênero. ..meus respeitos, a essa obra primordiana 👏👏👏👏👏 raiz
ô bravo bravo bravo et viva James Brown
observing spacious formless presence
Obviously a great piece, but am I the only one who thinks drummer is not 
always keeping the tempo, like in 4:28 ???
Obviously, a mentally ill person
Obviously, I have little common sense on music
Obviously the best car in Hit & Run
obviously too much time on their hands - but cool nonetheless....
Ocaj
OČAJ
Ocajno
Ocajno!!
Očajno...
Očajno ...  Nazalost nisi talenat i nemas adekvatan kvalitet da bi 
pevala ... Budimo realni !!!!
Ocaj zivi
O captain my captain :'( rest in paradise Robin Williams
O CARA CARA ERA O CARA E PONTO
O cara era bom, véio!!!
o cara era foda
O cara era muito foda!!!
O cara tinha um swing do caralho!!!nMas eu gostei da Elza Soares dançando
Očarava ljepotom 😍



Očekivala sam nešto drugačije od ovog,ali i ovo je vrh.... Kija 🔥👏💕 💕
Očekivano dobra stvar! Top!!!
Ocekujem od udarnicke trece smene da prebace milionce.Pozdrav.
Oce li mrdnuti vise ovaj trending neki se bas igraju sa nasim zivcima,ali 
moraju vise da shvate da smo mnogo jaki.Idemo ka drugom milionu.
Ochoa
O Chris e a Rochelle me mandou !
Oct 2018!!!
October 2017😚
October 2017👌
October 2017 who's watching?
October 2018...nAnyone here?  This is great!!!
od 0:50 isto ko gresna ziva
Od 0 do 10 ti si Kija 11 !!!!!!!!!
:O damn so cool
Odavno nisam čuo nešto ovako dobro.bravo👏👏👏👏 👏👏
Odd that Central Park Tower is not added on the tallest residential 
buildings list Wiki page.
ode to a hipster
Ode to joy shouldve got the top spot
Odje vise komentara o Luni nego o Kiji,al sta ces,moraju bolesnici nedje 
da se istresunP.S.-Pjesma je top
Od Kije dobijemo uvek nesto novo, zanimljivo i moderno. Hrabra, pametna i 
prelepa devojka. Samo napred!
Odličan posao. Hit u najavi. Spot vrh.
Odličan spoj etno i modernog zvuka.
Odličan spot ❤  Bravo Kija ❤
ODLIČAN SPOT... KIJA PREZGODNA... SVE U SVEMU TOP....
Odlična
Odlična 😍😍😍
Odlična ❤❤Ø
Odlicnaaaa❤ Bravoo Kijaaa
Odlična!😍  Bravo Kija ❤
Odlicna je pesna hit ti si prelepa breeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee kissss pozz od 
Australije
Odlicna pesma
Odlicna pesma😱😍❣
Odlična pesma
Odlicna pesma,bravo 🏆😉
Odlicna pesma, bravo Kija
Odlicna pesma, Bravo za celu ekupu, bravo Kija!!
Odlicna pesma na prvo slusanje! Svaka cast! Eto kako se isplati trud, rad 
i upornost! Bravo Kiki!
Odlicna pesma, predobar spot, a Kija goriiii!!
Odlicna pesma spot jos bolji a Kiki  . Kiki se ne podrzava Kiki se voli.
Odlična pesma svaka čast kija... Prešla igricu.
Odlična pjema, sviđa mi se igra sa etno elementima. Bravo Kija, bravo FM 
Play!
Odlicna pjesma i spot .Bravo Kija!!!
Odlicna pjesma ,kiki objasnila 😍😍😍😍😍😍
Odlicna pjesma...sretan dan zaljubljenih!
Odlicna pjesma stvarno svaka cast.💖💖💖
Odlicna. Prevazisla je moja ocekivanja! ❤  Bravo lavice, idemo samo jako!
Odlicno💓🤔
Odlicno aplauz
Odlično,gazi ženo.....



Odlicno kad kupim slusalice i pesmu cu da poslusam
Odlicno kija😍
Odlicno, moderno sa primesama etno zvuka. Bravo Kija ❤❤❤
Odlicno odradjeno.Kija top!!!!Bravo
Odlicno..samo napred�😍😍
Odlicno si izrezirala spot bolje nego neki profesionalci..
Odlično super zvuči
Odlično svaka čast Kija
Odlicno svala cast
Odoh po zilet presudi mi ova dobra stvar
Od sad 14.2. - slavimo Amorovu strelu , kakakv dan zaljubljenih 😂😂😂 😂
Od svih komentara ja msm da nema starijeg od 14 g
Odusevljena sammm... bravoo
Odusevljena sam, nesto posebno i drukcije dosad😁
ODUSEVLJENA SAM OVO JE MEGA HIT BALKANSKA LADY GAGA .PJESMA SPOT STAS I 
GLAS MAAAA UBIJAS CURO.BRAVO KIJA BRAVOOOO
Oduševljenjeee, najbolja pjesma i spot do sada. Idemo mala,,samo 
gazi..svjetska, a naša 💙
Odusevljen sam,nisam ocekivao ovo,bravo Kija sve si bolja 👏👏👏👏👌🤗 💪
oduvala ☺😍😍
Oduvala Kija estradu, tako se to radi. Bravo!
Oduvala Slobu, iako neizmerno bolje peva... kraljica
Odvratna je �
ODVRATNO!
Odvratno , Nigdje veze s mozgom
O epuca boa que saudade
of all the crazy insane videos that make no sense that she has done, this 
one is the best.
Of course, because Robin Williams in this movie everybody is crying about 
him in the comments.
Of course it's Old Delhi it certainly doesn't look new.
of course no
of course she has blue hair
Of course, true cold brew coffee is filtered through a hipster beard. A 
burlap sack is just too conventional.
Ofc the one song I'm looking for isn't here. 😭😭
offcourse,the bridge.
Off her meds again`?
official !!!!! monday premire for the telephone video !!...cant wait !!
Of fucking course she has dyed blue hair
O final é o melhor!
of love
Often imitated never duplicated
ögghhkk
Oggi è un giorno importante per te ari ... oggi è il tuo 
compleanno ....tanti AUGURI....iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Oglądam to wielokrotnie i nie mogę wyjść z podziwu kunsztu. Mega talent i 
ogromny pokłon dla Twojej pracy Jimek :-)
OG Pinoy
OG shit
Oh
O Hai, how you like that head kick KO.
Oh Americans
Oh, and his personal hygiene is above reproach...
oh, and they make the short burst thingies by closing the top with their 
hands and then letting go
Oh ari !!! 😍😍😍
oh baby! I replayed this over and over! send this to everyone on 
antidepressants. This works better I bet. Blew my mind!!!!



Oh beautiful time ever ..  Can you back again please? 💔🕊🕊🕊🕊🕊
Oh..be careful,u lucky nobody snatch ur phone,in delhi this happened.
oh, bien cool :)
Oh big deal !
Oh boo hood get over it
Oh boy another great movie for the kids!
Oh boy did she out do Conor in the prediction.
Oh boy just don't blink son
OH BOY SOMEONE ORDERED A ACTOR.... SHE LEFT IN A BIG TRUCK WAS HEADING TO 
GO GET A BURGER
Oh boy that wig is a disaster.
oh captain, my captain
Oh C'mon it is a masterpiece it is so much better than songs which has 
nonsense popular songs IT WOULD BE POPULAR
oh come on where is the "traviata" by verdi specially the "brindisi"
Oh damn! That's exactly what happened. She made a mistake and hit her in 
the face
Oh damn this is going to be so fun to watch!nbut I felt so sad that robin 
passed away after making this movie. :(
Oh did she lose??   Nope!!!     Holm earned that win!!
Oh egads, my car company is ruined.
Oh for fucks sake.
Oh fuck!
Oh fuckin yes
oh Fuckkk i can't believe that just happened 😭😎  i love this video and 
now i can't wait for the movie ❤😌
oh fuck me why do this
oh fuck of monks and shit. anyone can do it if has has long stamina.
Oh G.    2 vagina mouth
oh gawd, why go to india. so filthy.i wnt go there even its free,
Oh girl was doing the "Milly Rock"
Oh god
Oh god .....
OH GOD! BEN STILLER AND KINGSLEY
oh god damn. when the simpsons ruled the world
Oh god here you are!! 7:07
Oh god how cringe
Oh God! How rock The Quarrymen, the best band ever, man, love Pete Best in 
drums :")
oh god i hate this bullshit
oh god robin williams....
Oh god so dirty is Delhi,,,
Oh God that is funny
Oh God, what a theater.
Oh god yes! Please make fun of the hipsters! XD
oh god you guys are wasting diet coke xDD
Oh go hug a fucking tree this world is doomed just role with it bloody 
girl
Oh good ole danny devito
oh gosh never thought...was released during the tym of my depression.😮😮
Oh, go sit down and stop with the teenage drama.
Oh great... as if a bunch of corrupt c()nts was not enough, now we have to 
suffer emotional drama of a 16yo with mental health issues.
Oh Greta go talk to Africa and China where 90% of the world's pollution 
come from you scary looking little freak.
Oh Greta please tell me how to live my life.
Oh Greta, your mommy is calling you!
oh hahah god another of these things hell why not al watch it looks fun.
ohh crap 235,330,654 views is this the world record of most views on 
youtube?rnreply plz!!!
OHH DAMN what a disgusting place to be in .I will not be visiting India.
Oh hell no I ain’t going there. looks like lots to see and an easy way to 



get ran over. Love the videos!
Oh hey look it's a child puppet.
oh hey, we have the same ukulele
ohhhhhhhhh damn ....... so great
ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
Ohhhhhhhhhhhhhh shit this song nArianaaaa <3
Ohhhhhhhhhhh! So this is what Weezer is making fun of in their son "Pork 
and Beans" cx
Ohhhhhh yeahhhh
ohhhhh that Mobb Deep...
Ohhhh MY GODDDD....😨😨😨😨
ohhhh porra louca ✌👏👌🆓👊 👆🆗🎻🎸🎤🎹 🔊
Ohhhh the Irony
OHHHH YEAHHHH!!
ohhh! I heard this in the movie
Ohhh is this from “SING” the movie ? 😲  why now??!!ð
Ohhh man... This is dude perfect!!!
Ohhh my gg-g-g-g-g-g-g-goooshh DAN STEVENS.
Ohhh my God. Like a hell.
Ohhh steew wonder...!after how long I saw you
Ohhh that place is look very very bat ohh my god
ohhh waiting to see this :D
Ohh I’m on here
oh hi therenyou also got this is recommendations?
ohh man that was.. so great.. man u both on record..
Oh Homer designed Nissan Juke?
Oh how kind God can be sometimes. Eat those words you Fabreeze wearing 
cliffy
Oh, how much she ripped them, how ripped they are now.. lol..
Oh, how the Globalists use us...evil geniuses!
ohh shit dam that girl at 0:53 is fucking "hot"
Ohh, shut up with the tears. The cringe is unbearable. So naive and 
brainwashed.
Ohh the good old days !
ohh this song is so goood
Oh humanity, we're an odd bunch.
Ohh, wasting cola what I could drink
Oh I am HERE for it
oh i breath of fresh air  NOT, would not go there if you paid me
oh, i didnt watch the whole video before asking   O_o
Oh...i get it.  why did i think this would be actually be about 
coffee?  :))
"Oh ih ohwhoo"2018?tswift and gaha is the best duo of all time😂😏😏😏😏
😏😏😏

Oh i like it
Oh, I like the alliterations "raise a smile", "that the singer's going to 
sing a song". You're the best,  Paul,
Oh!! I love this song!! rnU rock Gaga! rn:)
Oh I member this so much XD I love it
Oh I'm violist
Oh I never saw this because after Camila Cabello left fifth harmony I was 
depressed so I didn’t see it make sense
Oh I personally love Duchamp just like Netflix...
Oh, i see.  I thought it was...nevermind.
Oh I thought it was an earthquake
Oh I thought this was new who’s watching this in 2019
Oh I thought world -1 was most iconic
oh it went like that Ronda!! hehe
Oh jeeehhh don’t stop😁
Oh jeeez XD
Oh Jive



Oh just do what I do and drink a six pack
Oh la la
Ohlala, my recommendation is ❤
oh lol imma do this on my sci . project :))
Oh look, a puppet proclaiming the end of the world. Nice little script she 
is reading from.
Oh look ,scamers and perverts everywhere...
Oh lord, there will never be another Jams Brown. I mean seriously NOBODY 
could remotely compete
Ohm < 3
oh ma gah!! this video was viewed by almost all of the American 
population!! O__Onsomething about lady gaga that people like... hmmm
Oh man, how in the world this BOP was hidding from meee and with our queen 
miss Ariana Grande? We need to talk @youtube
oh man I love this guy and have respect for Daniel because lots of talk 
show hosts bring this up. I would get annoyed.
😂😂😂  oh man I needed that good laugh before bed. What a strange little 
girl.
oh man, i want this all day!
oh mann!!!!! gosh!!!
Oh man! Robin Williams... we miss you :-(
oh man, she's just... gorgeous 😧
Oh man, so glad she didn't make a mistake and get kicked in the head...
Oh man,  when Miles horn first appears on "Pharao's dance". It's just soo 
right notes.
oh me gad me want some
Oh menn i love this style and dance
ohmgoshh that was AMaaazING
oh my.....
Oh my..26 M view..  But this youtube recommended this song after 2 fucking 
years???
Oh my effing gosh. That was awesome. Isn't YouTube classic.
OH MY FKN GAD O.O
oh my god
Oh my God
Oh My God!!!!
oh my GOD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
oh my god  0_0 very good job guys AWESOME 0_0 i to clap my hands O_O at 
the most very nice...
Oh my God am sorry I can’t watch the place,so dirty.
Oh my god!!!! Ariana slayssssss
oh my goddddddd this is pure gold if there ever was any. Can't believe 
this isn't a much more well-known song!
Oh my god his sister is adorable
Oh my God how didn't I knew this song?
Oh my god! How much did it cost?:D:D
Oh my GOD! I don't know where you have been all my life, but don't ever 
leave me again.
Oh my God I had no idea that US3's 'Cantaloop' was sampled from this.
Oh my god i love A music
Oh my god I never knew this existed
oh my god, i think that so hard to make lightsaber
Oh my god! ITS DANNY DEVITO!!!
Oh my god it's Devito
OH MY GOD ITS OUT YAYAYAYAYA
Oh my godness it's so beautiful and hard
Oh my god please do more
OH my GOD rebel wilson ha
oh my god, so happy to listen to a new Stevie Wonder song <3
OH MY GOD SOWJSKWOA
Oh my god, that's Dan Stevens!
oh my god that was amazing
oh my god that was so epic :D



oh my god, this is everything i wanted for christmas😍🎄
Oh my God. This is horrific
Oh my God ... this is just embarrassing. Very bad actor
oh my god this is most powerfull i cant wait to see it! ^^
Oh my god this is so cool.
Oh my god! This is so old! (still cool though) :)
Oh. My. God. This man was well before his times
Oh my god... this needs to be played before everyone as they enter any 
museum!
Oh my God this video is shit because it's so old
Oh my God very dirty place and people and i do not want to go india very 
dirty
Oh my god, what an shit !!! Really people? 200 000 000+ views? Is our 
planet full of dumb infantile people? ... so primitive !!
oh my god.. what's this shit???? *___*
Oh my god, why i enter here?!!!!
OH MY GOD YAS
Oh my god! You are brilliant!
Oh my God! You did a very awesome work. :) Can't woowing enough for this 
one.
Oh my goodness..................?
Oh my goodness cringe worthy. She'll get a call now from Steven 
Spielberg. The earth isn't supposed to last. Read the Bible.Enjoy the 
heat.
Oh my goodness 😂  she is talking like a failed drama actor from the 40s
Oh my goodness, that costume is amazing!
Oh my goodness, that is crazy awesome.
OH MY GOSH
OH MY GOSH IT'S FAT AMY!!!
Oh my gosh..its too dirty there
oh my gosh I want the kids to be in a separate compartment on road trips 
so bad! lolol
Oh my heart! Love you Emma!!
Oh my life the heaven on earth 🤗
OHMYRHOEGTIHSWGISUISEOGWAROGGIULIULSAEFAGIY like if same
oh my sing.
Oh my...the last movie of robin williamsnmiss him so muchnhe made my 
childhood so amazing with jumanji ,hook and mrs.doubtfire! RIP
Oh my word we need more of this man ... Where are your new posts? We NEED 
MORE!!!
Oh! nnnnnnI’m caught in a Bad Romance.
Oh no, another child lost to the left. How sad!
Oh no Ari that wig ain't it
Oh No .. commercials NO it can"t be   .. sad .... sorry Miles !
Oh no ... G-G-G-Greta is g-g-g-going to k-k-k-kill me !😂
oh no.... going up.
*oh no Homer
oh no its kylo ren aaaahhhhhhh
Oh no no
oh no police officer have more equipment so they can be safer how awfulndo 
you even hear yourselves
oh no she's crying! Quick separate your paper and plastic!
Oh no swat is getting deployed more
Oh oh, I think you upset some people.
Oh oh oh oh oh caught in a bad romance ... #nostalgia
oh ok
oh ok, jw, cuz that would suck if you exploded from eating a mentos and 
drinking coke.... :S
Oh phu-leese. How forced was that? If Merryl Streep as a child had no 
talent. I wonder how many other actors auditioned for that part.
Oh please....
Oh Pompeii...lol



Oh...poor thing (gets kicked in the face) .
Oh que susto al final..
OH RAMI! 😍😍😍😍
Oh, rebellious offspring. No matter what parents might try, some kids just 
don't listen until they experience life for themselves.
oh reddit we will always know it as the place of weird stuff
ohrenqual
oh Robin Williams, may you rest in peace.
Oh Ronda, if only you knew. HAHAHAHAHA
Oh sand hollow looked amazing. But crazy it was empty!
Oh save your tears act, we all know who your parents work for
Oh say can you.....can you? Can you? Oh say can you say that our flag was 
still there?
Oh say does that star spangled banner yet wave...nnO'er the land of the 
free? And the home of the brave?
oh sflag that was cruel
Oh she's much more appealing than Marilyn Manson!
Oh she’s so amazing .. has no answers for anything but so amazing. Someone 
please give her the spanking her parents never did.
oh she tells the baby boomers truth! how dare she.
Oh shit guys, I forgot to take the lens cap off.
Oh shit guys, she found out we (a small group of priviliged old, white, 
rich men) were secretly messing with the environment for fun and profit.
Oh shit I feel happy 😃  😎😍
Oh shit lol this overhyped disrespectful bitch predicted her own knockout 
loss. Holm did make u make mistakes and she did kick u in the fuckin head
Oh shit they're actually talking?? I was so distracted
oh shit, watched 455 million times..
Oh shut up and sit down drama queen 👑
oh shut up kiddo.
Oh si Bad Romance!!!
Oh snap, I love Stevie Wonder
Oh so children run the world now... Makes sense
Oh so it's not only me discovering this just now
oh sorry about counting i didnt see the end :0)nnsilly me!
Oh so thats where kerry king got his solos from
Oh stop whining
Oh! Such great percussion! Melody rocks too! Stevie Wonder-ful!!! xoxo
Oh thank god my $2 Million dollar Condo has direct outside access to the 
Subway system. soooo worth the $2 Million!
Oh thank god the hot Pharaoh's back 0:18! :D
Oh thanks dear
Oh, that go-go girl’s sooooo in charge!11
Oh that's kewlio I guess... lol 0.o
Oh the cleavage!
Oh, the demagogy
Oh the doomer generation. She should read Sapiens. I doubt she reads tho.
Oh the drama!!!
Oh, the evils of patriarchy.
Oh the humanity!
Oh the Irony
oh the irony
OH THE IRONY
Oh the Irony.
Oh these two are just too cheeky!!
Oh this is from Sing nI fo got
Oh this was a song for sing
Oh trust me Greta, they're evil to the core.
Oh well you've only 12yrs left.
Oh werd!
oh whoops ohh
Oh, will Jed and Octavius just fuck already?
Oh wooooooooooooooow <3 :D



oh wow
oh wow, FAVORITED!!!!   UNIX = life
Oh wow I have those exact glasses! Time to throw them in the garbage can!
Oh wow new footage. Right before she and lee alexander broke up. Really 
love Norah Jones.
Oh..... wow..rnrnIm scarred for life...
Oh wow this is retarded.
oh yah. the question's "how much did they spend"?
oh ya these guys were in Weezer's new music video "Pork and Beans"
Oh yeaaaahhhhhhhhh I remember thissssss
oh yeah
Oh yeah
Oh yeah!
OH YEAH!!!!
OH YEAH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Oh Yeah I'm here....!!
oh yeah, im watching you, and i regret it
Oh yeah No 4
Oh yeah, what with June 10?
Oh yeah yeah
oh yeah yeah
oh yes
"Oh yes, and his personal hygiene is above reproach"
“Oh yes and his personal hygiene is above reproach”
Oh yes, human music !
Oh yes sir boss like the drink only it's not spelled the same.
Oh you bastard. The audio is broken.
Oh you're a hipster
Oh your watching? An autistic girl that doesn't know a majority of 
greenhouse gasses come from China. Go lecture them.
Oh you sheltered humans! Can't seem to function outside of your 
environment. Go explore the world.
Oi
OIGAN! MANDEN A LA MISMA MIERDA A ESOS TARADOS PAVOS DE LA RECONCHASUMARE!
nY VEAN BAD ROMANCE!
Oigan Oigan monsters!!! Vayan a twitter y hagamos este TT #WorldLovesGaga
oi gataaaaa
oii
Oi I’m doing this for my tap dance😄
Oi king👀💻 ok♎♒
oi lady gaga sou su maior fã u adoro suas musicas bad romance alejandro e 
paparizi
oil gas and china .
O it went like that Ronda.
ojala gaga llegue a tener mas de 30 años de carrera como madonna o M. 
Jackson estaria buenisimo, cuando pasen 30 años veremos...
Oj boze neznate nesto originalno napravit, Jessie J - Nobodys Perfect
Oje
o jezusie! ale sztos! 💛
Oj joj joj, oj joj joj, opet smo u CH skocili za dva meste, sada smo na 
#23
ok
Ok
ok
Ok
ok
OK?
Ok.
OK...
Ok...
Okaaaaayyyy ugh creepy and brainwashed
ok,acepto todas tus disculpas ;)
Okai its fucking funky broh, I can’t stand with this, sex machine body



Ok, all the comments are from two months ago, it’s a 3-year old song, and 
I’m just seeing it now. This is fine, it’s how it works in Canada...
ok... almost 6.9 billion people is not aware of this song. that includes 
me.
Ok as much as I like these videos I think the music could be a little 
better. I really don't know how I feel about the music.
Okay
okay!!!
Okay am I the only one who likes bubble domes and shag carpeting?
okay but hoW HAVE NONE OF YOU SEEN THIS
okay but jimmy had on a really good wig
okay but like can we talk about how complementary and tight Dave Holland's 
and Harvey Brooks' basses sound on Voodoo Down????
Okay but like they didn't even listen to how the car worked they just 
decided it was terrible based off the design
Okay but Maybe, at Best is a pretty good name tho
Okay, but why am I only just getting this on recommended?😍
Okay damn we get it he was doing cool things with his guitar now let me 
listen to this fire.
Okay, how many people who just saw this now, are also arianators tho
Okay I am back. Smile!.
okay i just heard orchestrated CREAM then give up the goods good lord
okay I just wanna say you are one hot amazing chic. 🤣
Okay, is it just me, or were the happy mask salesmans expressions made to 
resemble this guy?
Okay kid, just act angry and read the script! Bravo! Okay... next act 
please!
Okay, libtard.
okay little girl.. lmao
Okay, so you want to recommend random videos that don't relate to what I 
watch, but you wait till now to recommend this to me.
okay the charlie bit my finger thing is not even funny i have seen it 
before now i remember it
okay they all good but up ah - but up ah - but up ah - that bass line 
Bootsy laying down is YaAAAAAAAAA
Okay this is a lot different from Ariana, and it's something I like. 
Stevie Wonder makes the track like you wanna dance.
Okay this is really a weird video
Okay this is what you're gonna do:nYou're gonna hang up, call me back and 
say the exact opposite of everything you just saidnnnlmao
Okay um ICONIC!
Okay wait, this song was 2 years ago and it's just now that I've seen 
it??! Stevie wonder is a motherfxcking legend okkk🙌  2019 MAY anyone?? �
Okay why didn't they keep herb on The Simpsons obviously he's a great 
character Danny DeVito Homer's half brother
okay woah, this is actually amazing
Okayy BUT CAN WE TALK ABOUT THE SHOES
Okay, you know Johnny is a popular character in this movie if even Ariana 
Grande will flirt with him... and even if he IS a graffiti drawing.
okay YouTube algorithm.. do ya thing
Okay YouTube, I finally watched it
OK BEIBER, MAYBE YOUR SILLY VIDEO IS ON TOP RIGHT NOW, BUT WE ALL KNOW YOU 
ARE LOCKED IN YOUR BEDROOM WEARING GAGA´S STUFF!! XD
Ok but like who gives a shit?
Ok, but what Trump thinks about the climate change? Love the common sense.
Ok, but why are all of the animals in the background from Sing??
OK. but why isn't Ariana a voice actor for this show? It would be lit!
Ok but without ari? Perfection
Ok... can everyone just stop asking if anyone has seen this in any month 
or year?!?
Ok can some explain to me why he decided to play it in this particular 
way? I'm not saying it's bad but just an interesting style.
oke doe



Ok es valido, yo pense que era algo que te molestaba pero si te gusta todo 
bien :)
Ok for clubbin
Ok, Gaga, U R Strange.... But, it's so cool, U R a Strange and cool 
woman..... Cool In ur own Way....
ok gracias :
Ok grazie
Ok Greta what do you know what GOD doesn't know
:ok_hand:
....Ok? How does this make us less safe?
Ok how the hell is this song not popularnLike ariana Grande is in this 
song!!!!!
Ok i dont see much "YouTube is recommending me this for no reason after 
two years of upload" comments so here you go
Ok I get what they were trying to do but no swat team just shoots the door 
they kick that mf in
Ok, I knew this existed but why am I just now, in 2019, getting this in my 
recommendations?
Ok I’m betting $20 by the end of this week either the like-dislike 
function will be disabled or the comments will be turned off or both any 
takers?
Ok I'm just gonna say it who is the fox dancing in  the back she finnnnnne
Ok I really like the song but I can't get over how the maximum quality of 
this video is 480p.
Ok is it just me or is the video moving wherever I move my phone?
OK is it me or does Rachmaninoff look like Thomas Yorke of Radiohead?   
(Reincarnation?)
Ok. Is it me or don't the trumpet player looked like Katt Williams?  😒😀
ok, it seems interesting
Ok, I want this on my phone, and I'll pay for it.nnnAvailable on Google 
Play? :v
Ok, I would fuck her even if she had ebola. It is worth it trust me.
OK just saying but the helmet looks freaking awesome
Oklahoma is the best state
Ok Laurie Whores' nest?
Ok like 24 million of these views are recent
ok love music 🎶🎶
Ok, me here because i search Faith/MADKID
ok monsters!! dont give up!!! eminem,jlo,shakira and beaver wont 
discourage us!!!ngaga will win!!!
Ok...n    -La Campanella?n    -Chopin?
ok no te suscribas al mio por que solo es spara conteo no tiene nada luego 
te paso mi verdadero canal
Ok. Now please visit China, India, Russia and África.
ok ok...am like soooo hella late discovering this...but like...OMGosh!!  
Love this!! ♥
ok, oknno haz sabido nada de july??
Ok ovo je odlicno
ok....   oye y cuantos años tienes???
OK PICHON
👌👌👌👏 👏 👏👏   ok pjesmica
Ok she a good lyricist, but 411,476,113 fuck,that's pop for you.People 
check out QUEEN.
Ok so everybody is ready to reduce their energy consumption and pay more 
for renewable sources right?
Ok so how didn't I know about this?
ok....? So how do pay for: Car Tax, Insurance, Tags, and Registration? 
Also how does it know if I'm of legal age to drive?
Ok so maybe this fight was rigged and Ronda is a poor secret keeper?
Ok so mozart and bach have a minuet in g now
Ok so no one's gonna talk about how CUTE Ariana looks! ❤  😍  U too Stevie! 
❤



ok so now we no but does any1 no if u put normal coke with mentos
OK, so some of us are single and lonely and has decided to punish 
ourselves by listening to this
Ok so this 10 year old wrote this speech BULL-SHIT! i will  continue to 
drive the hell of my 800 hp combustion engine
OK so WAIT!! This song has been out for 2 years???
Ok so what are your solutions girl ?
ok   styve  ok
ok that is just awesome skittles also work with diet coke but it doesnt 
have that much of an effect!
Ok... That was amazing! This video is incredible, I have no words to 
describe this.
ok that was pretty dang cool lolol
ok that was way too much...a minute would've been fine
Ok the description made me laugh way more than it should.nnnn****Non-force 
users should be careful around lightsabers😂
Ok, this is HIGH
Ok this is sexy 😍😘
Ok...This is the 1st time I've seen a LG video...56 yrs old...just don't 
see the big deal...sorry.
OK THIS IS WAY 2 COOL
ok,thnx man
O kurwa człowiek orkiestra
@okuyanakorum Micheal Jackson liked Lady Gaga. He wanted her to tour with 
him.
Ok what is 37
Ok who didn’t get this little girl her pony for her 10th birthday that 
she’s getting this angry
Ok why is it only recommending this now?!😅😧
ok, will smith needs to do his biopic
Ok, wszystko pięknie, ładnie ale brak RUN DMC, Public Enemy, Cypress Hill, 
N.W.A.. Ice Cube w kompilacji poświęconej historii hip hopu?
Ok your title sequence made my day!
ok, YouTube..  Im gonna need ya to let me know about Ariana Grande vids in 
a little more timely manner.nPretty safe to say i'm a fan
Ok, you've got me there. I don't really have anything against GNU, but I 
feel Stallman's fanaticism reflects poorly on the FOSS movement as a 
whole.
ola alguien habla español
Olá, amigos brasileiros!
Olaa quisieraa conoceer a maas little monsters rnmee podriaan pasar su 
msn ? oo algo asi???
ola gola mucho nachos enchilada eeeyy! papa taco
ola marranito fan d ADELE
Ola pasen por mi canal esta bueno :)
olá só do Brasil e queria ver vc fazendo a armadura do Darth Vader 👍👍👍
👍👍👍 ✌✌✌✌👍
ola soy alvaro toma oscar
old
OLD!
old?
OLD.
Old and gold
Old civilization and chaotic places... did you enjoy there?
Old Dehli is muslim dominated area and maybe thats why the Indian govt 
keeps it backward and under developed.
Old Delhi is horrible.
Old Delhi is my shop hahaha
old delhi is shitty but New Delhi is like usa
Old Delhi is very unsafe for foreigners , esp women. I highly recommend 
avoiding most of North India.
old delhi still looks like how kerala villages looked like back in 



eighties. bull carts, badly dressed people etc.. amazing.
Older Days Wedding Song: Wedding MarchnNow a days Wedding Song: Perfect 
(Ed Sheeran)
Old fashioned rock 'n' roll crap!!!!!!!!
Old glory and new glory
Old gold
old INDIAN trick.....
Old is gold..
Old is Gold... Gaga is Gold
old legend & new legend 😁
Old School ❤
old school gold material....
Old-SCHOOL..Trucking WasTrucking. Oh Yes .
Old school YT right here
Old soul in a child, adults are just laughing inside and don't care. Money 
is their God
Old vs modern?nNow Whos entertaining?
old youtube
Ole girl fine but Martin Lawrence stole her dance step....lol
O lendário.
OlgaKay was here and I dont care what Mikma has to say about it
Olha o Mano Brown  lacrando em 1974
@olipitt12 its real
@olive067  right
@OliWIllAlwaysBePrO you don't have to waste it, just get in there and open 
your mouth.
ò lol ydhch hcyd
O love this song a d i love a ariana
om
Ö m99nnn2822
OMAGAD ARI SLAYYS I CAN'T STOP JAMMING TO ARI'S PART TBH
Omai gat
o Mais massa é a cuspida no ouvido rsrsrs........
O melhor 👏👏👏👏
o melhor!
O melhor músico de todos os tempos
O melhor soul que vcs vão ouvir nos dias de hoje
omfg
OMFG 😍😍😍 😍😍 😍😍😍😍
omfg awesome O_O
omfg DANNY DEVITO
OMFG FIRST COMMENT. 😆😞☺ 😞😏😟😐😟😢😎😉😦😦😋😏😟😤☺😩😆😤😈😤😋😤
😐😎😎😎 😎 😎😎 😤😢😇😋😡 😕 😤😏😤h👷jjk👯hllmn

OMFG great...
OMFG ITS FAT AMY HAHAHAHAHA
Omfg Jimmy (the interviewer) looks like Dave Grohl withlong hair, i just 
lost it!!!
OMFG LOL WTF Hellarius
omfg nicccccccccce!
Omfg O-O i didnt knew this wtf youtube y u not tell me sooner?
omfgosh HOW?!
Omfg Paak sounds just like him
omfg@!@!# so much coke buy me just 20 liters plz :D
OMFG STOP WASTING COKE!! its a shame to see all that go to waste....but 
for a good cause =D
omfg thats awesome
omfg. wow.
omfg YES!!!!
OMG
Omg
OMG



Omg
OMG
Omg
OMG
Omg 😭
OMG 😱😍💘
Omg �😳😳
Omg 🙄🙄🙄🙄
OMG 💓💓💓💓 💓
Omg ❤❤❤❤
OMG!
OMG!  😍 😍 💘💘 😛😛
OMG!!!!
OMG💕 💕
omg😍 💕 💕💕
OMG😍 😍 😍😍😍
OMG, 100.000.000 views :D
omg! 128.651.010 views
omg 12m views for this shit :O
OMG 152,497,063 views rnrnrnรักกาก้า จัง อิอิ
omg 200mil views! That's a lot
omg 2.32 she slays and 1.41
OMG 2:35 lol
OMG 2:41 GUYS WE NOW KNOW HE'S WHITE! WE'RE ONE STEP CLOSER!
Omg 2:57 SAME
OMG 397 693 990 views!!!nnLady gaga 4ever!!1
OMG !!! 6 YEARS
OMG A DIET COKE SPRINKLER!
OMG AGGA
omg all the hipster stuff lmao
omg almost watched 100 mil. times :"|
omg amazing
O.M.G Amazing Song 🎶  & Performances ⁉  if a little bit L8 ❓❓ ✳✴
OMG!  And my middle name TOO?!  New anthem!  (*_*)
OMG !!! Anyone else love the hair of ARIANA 💕  (is wig) but Look so cool 
❤😍

Omg Ari
OMG!"! Ariana always slay!!😍😍😭👑👑  that vocals
omg ariana grande
OMG Ariana Grande <3
omg Ariana Grande is blonde😨😱😱
Omg Ariana Grande is so fucking cute and beautiful ♡
OMG (Ariana grande) your hair😍😍
Omg Ariana has the best voice of the world ♡
OMG Ariana is  Queen😍😍👑 👑
omg ariana is so beatuful
OMG Ariana is so beautiful <3 ♥
Omg ariana is soo beautifull😍😍😍😍
OMG ARIANA QUEEN
Omg ariana's hair😍 😘😘😘
Omg Ariana’s hair in this vid 😍�
OMG ARIANA SLAYS IT ALL
omg ariana was still white



Omg Ariana with pants 😂❤
OMG! Ari looks so cute!! ❤❤❤
OMG ARI MY QUEEN
omg ari rubia me encanta pero castaňo mejor es ya una diva
omg awesome!!!!!
OMG! Awesome Video!!! Would give everything to chill with you guys on your 
next project... Hold on!
OMG awesooommmme. xD
OMG¡¡¡ beatiful gaga
Omg. Big Shit!
OMG..............BOOTSY is just HITTIN IT!!!
OMG CABELO MARAVILHOSO ❤ ❤ ❤
OMG. CAN'T BELIEVE STEVIE IS STILL MAKING MUSIC! BRING BACK THE REAL 
MUSIC!
omg, cool :D
OMG!!! ❤ Daniel Radcliffe ❤
Omg Daniel Radcliffe is a Time Lord !!!!
Omg, Danny deVito!!!
OMG! DEZASTRU TOTAL 😨
OMG'D that fuckin shit!!##!!!!!!!!
omg Duane designed a car!!!!!!!!
omg dudes, you should drink it not science. 535 bottles for nothing :/
omg dude that was freaking awsom man ik swear i that was awsom XD Nice man 
nice
Omg dude, they all look depressed asf and this is boring as hell, geez, 
someone need to make a update/modern version of that documentary...
omg erase his vid , plz
OMG Facts :)
OMG Faith thats my name😱😍😍😍❤❤💋
OMG FAT AMY!!!!!
OMG first time seeing this video
Omg...funny girl! Lol...
omgg😍😍😍
😲  OMG 😲  GAY
Omgg Bravoo kija najbolja siiiii ♥♥♥♥♥
omggg Amazinggg Stevie wonder....
Omggg , Beautiful song😻😻 !!!
omgggggg i'm dying. perfection ❤
OMGGGG her shoes and outfit
OMGGGG I LOVE THIS VIDEO AND THE SOOONGGG OMGGGg❤❤❤❤😻😻😻😻😻😻😻😻
omgggg it's awesomeeee
OMGGG unbelievable, the fight went exactly as she described!!!
OMGG i loveeeeee this song iT makes me always happy😍
Omgg I remember this from Sing
Omg haha
OMG HARRY POTTER GREW A BEARD!?!?!?! n😂😂😂😂😂
OMG have found in 2019. fucking nice this song hahaha
omg he actually made the sounds of people screaming
Omg he is bad
OMG hellish place , how can you survive there :O
Omg he looks like that boy from movie called harry potter i think they are 
twins
OMG!! Hipster coffee. I laughed so hard at this satire.
Omg, horrible ! Very impressive and sickying 😯😯😯😯😯😒
OMG!!! How did I not know this was in production??? I just got so 
incredibly excited!
OMG ! How many diet coke you buy for that ?
omg how many litrers cola



OMG How much money did you spend? How could you do it?
OMG, HOWTOBASIC RETIRED !!!!!
omg I always thought that us from the USA made mario and sonic and donkey 
Kong but nope I was wrong
Omg I am so excited ❤❤❤
OMG I AM SOOOOOO FUCKING PROUD OF HER!! 😩💜💜 #arianator
OMG I CANNOT BRITHING IF STAY AND LIFE IN INDIA
OMG!! I cannot wait! :D
omg I can't believe Lady Gaga is real she is beautiful
Omg I can't..... I'm flipping over stevie wonder lol
OMG, I can't tell if you are a hipster or if you are mocking them.
OMG I can't wait to see this movie I'm so excited :) r.i.p. robin Williams 
u'll be in our hearts forever and for always <3
OmG I can't wait to see this movie it looks Awesome
omg i didnt even realise this song was from that film!!! I LOVE DIS NOW!!!
OMG I didnt know ariana sang this song xD I loved it Anyways they r both 
amazing singers
omg i didn`t know before that developing video games is so complex and 
hard
omg i did this but i did not have a big set up me and my freinds just 
threw them at the ground
Omg I don’t know how people can drive there.... I’m getting anxious just 
watching the video!
OMG!! I DONT WANT TO WATCH THIS ): ROBIN WILLIAMS IS IN IT
OMG i dunno so many old men watched this.... :O   nnThis video is most 
popular with:nGendert AgenFemalet 13-17nMalet 35-44nMalet 45-54
Omg i hate her so much!
"omg i hate this video" shut the fuck up look at all that effort in that 
video its a great video i applaud the two guys in that video
omg i have now just learned that this dude is a hipster..
OMG I hear him
Omg i just found this song ri8 now when I was googling the cast of" sing" 
movie NICCE
OMG!!!! i just go test this this week man!!!! great!!
omg i love Ariana forver she is so pretty
Omg i loved😍
OMG!!!I LOVE DANIEL SO MUCH
omg I love her sooo much 😫
OMG 😍😍😍  I LOVE IT
omg i love it 😱😍 ❤
Omg i love it!!!!!
OMG, i love it
OMG I love Lady Gaga, I think she is talking about how much she loves 
someone, enough to have their diseases and ugly truths!
Omg, i love this ❤😍😱👏👌🆒
Omg I love this so much😍
OMG I LOVE THIS SONG!! ❤❤
omg i love this song and its for the sing movie
omg ilove this song so much
Omg i love this song Stevie Wonder has a good voice and he's very awesome 
and not just a good voice but a master voice
Omg I love you💘💘💘
OMG!! i luv tis mv!!
omg imagine how much cash they spent on this lol
omg, i'm dead
omg i missed you!
Omg I’m just now seeing this why!!!!!!!!!!!!!c😭😢
omg im kinda pissin myself LOL
Omg I'm loving your videos more and more XDD



omg im soo going to buy diet coke and mentos right now..
omg im soooo excited rite now
Omg im swedish and I find this so damn cringeworthy, but its true kinda.
omg i must watch this!! :)))
Omg! Incredible!!
Omg India is so Dirty
omg i need her heels
OMG I never knew Harry Potter composed a song!!! 😮
OMG! I never knew there's such a song.. just discovered it in 2019!!
Omg I never knew there was a video for this! Cute!
OMG I REALLY LOVE IT
Omg I remember setting this song as my ringtone after watching this video. 
Man that was years ago.
OMG I remember this episode!! I have a hot wheels toy of that car, “The 
Homer". XDnLove the Simpsons. 💖
Omg I saw his reflection in the jar 4:26
OMG is dat Ari
omg is it bad that i have an urgent need to punch this guy's teeth out?
omg, is so wonder
OMG is that FAT AMY ?!
OMG is this the new captain planet movie trailer??
Omg I thought I have seen all of your videos nHow the fck did I miss this 
one ?!??
Omg I thought this was new!
Omg I thought this was released...nnRead more
Omg it just kept getting better!
OMG its amazing, ariana you are beautiful
OMG! It's as if Ronda saw it coming! She called it exactly as it happened. 
Wow! Freaky!
Omg ! It’s awesome
OMG!!!!!!! IT´S BURTAL, congratuliations from spain.
OMG! It's cool!!! What is the song?
OMG ITS DANNY DEVITO
OMG its Miyamoto!!!
OMG its really like kylo ren
omg, it's working when we sign out. wtf!ndon't stop lil monster!
OMG I'VE JUST FOUND THIS😂😂
OMG!! I've watched this since the movie Sing! came out but I forgot it 
existed. 😱😱
Omg j adore !! 😍
omg Jake Peralta and Harry Potter ! Damn Daniel
Omg Japanese people are so weird...
omg jimmy looks great as that guy, he should do that once in a while on 
the show!
omg, just realize it's danny devito (jk idk who it is)
OMG lady gaga es increible, pude bailar con esos zapatos super altos o 
eres genial lagy gaga
Omg less than 1M
@omglikemanngg no diet coke is shit
OMG LOL 😂  😂  😂  OOH NO INDIA VERY VERY VERY VERY DIRTY 😬  😬  😬  😬  😬  😬  
😬  😬  😬  😬  😬  😬  😬  😬  😬  😬  😬  😬  😬  😬  😬  😬  😬  😬  😬  😬  😬  😬  😬  
😬 ,
omg!lol  wat about the omney!!hahahaha
"OMG LOOK AT ME I'M CARL SAGAN!"
Omg Look at those eyes. This girl is a devil.
OMG ,love Stevie wonder😋
omg love this sm 🔥  ari slays as always 😻
omg love this song😍😱



OMG, LOVE THIS SONG!!!!
Omg me Muero!...
OMG MISTER JAMES BROWN THE KING OF MUSIC
omg most viewed?1
OMG MY OBSESSION!  😜😍❤😔 😩
OMG MY QUEEN😭 😍😍 😍😍
Omg 'nači zarazno.. 💗
OMG !!!!!!! Najboljaa do sadaa 💕 nKija do Tokia 1n💕
omg "NAS IS LIKE" is so awesome :)
Omg never knew STEVIE WONDER would sing with Ari! THEY BOTH SLAYYYY
OMG😐  NE ZNAM DA LI JE OVO DOBRO ILI LOSE😐  AL EXTRA JE
omg! Nice one guys!
OMG !!nI felt like I was there and want to escape to the closest 
airport ...
OMG!!😱😱 nMy beauty princess sing it with a Legends
Omg!nn1: Bad girln2: Swimming pooln3: outta controln4:black and yellown5 
anaconda
omg no life lol
OMG NOOOOOOOOO God damn it!!!! Rest In Peace :(
omg nshe is awesome
omg :O i dont know what to say
omg omg! ariana! ❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
OMG OMG CANT BELIEVE IT IS SET IN ENGLAND SO HAPPY RIGHT NOW!!!!
OMG OMG LOL 😂  😂  😂  😂  😂  😂  😂  😂  😂  😂  😂  😂  😂  😂  😂  😂  😂  😂  😂  😂  
😂  😂  😂  😂  😂
OMG!!OMG!!OMG!!!Justin Bieber just commented on my video!!!!Check my 
Profilee!!!!!!!OMG!!!!
OMGOSH  I LOVE THIS SONG :D
Omgosh that's is a cool costume and it looks like Kylo ren
OMG OVO JE VRH 💪  👸👸
Omg...please..😁😁
OMG, please, go back to school.   But that's an Oscar worthy performance.
Omg put on clothes ewwwww
Omg 😍😍😍❤ 👑 Queen Ari👑 👑 love you so so much 2 legends in one videoYY
besides 😂 I'm so early
omg, really nice work! ;)
OMG !!! ..Rebel ..i loveeee thissss
Omg Rebellllll!
omg ronda u so beautiful baby
OMG SAVRSENO!
OMG Sexy Ass Ronda. Her smile is everything 😆😆
OMG she described how she's gonna loose the belt to Holm.
OMG she is gorgeous
OMG SHE IS LIKE A "GOD" 😇 ❤
OMG she is so NOT basic
OMG she predicted her own fking loss holly shit.
Omg she really should dye her hair that colour, it's beautiful I love it 
❤😍😌 like if you agree !!
Omg she's an absolute idiot and these tools are just gobbling it up... 
hope she sails back home and sinks
omg she's sooo fucking sexy😍
OMG SHES SOOO HOTTTT
OMG SHE THREW THE FIGHT.
Omg so amazing!
Omg so cute💟



Omg so good
Omg! So good
Omg...so good 🔥😍  more of this please
Omg so good... she mmm many times
omg somebody has alot of freetime!!
OMG, somebody needs to make an ASMR video with a closeup of that 
typewriter, just typing.  3:39 and beyond. Yummy
omg soo funny
omg soooo good
omg sorry ^^nit is unbelievebelnbut now i know its no fakenpeace
Omg staaaahhhhpp h8ters this is art!!!!! You guys a duuummnb mai lan is a 
genius baaaaeee!!!! (No seriously this is the worst shit I've ever seen)
O m g Steve
OMG Steve wonder is my inspiration cause he's blind but he doesn't let 
that stop him from having a musical career
Omg Stevie😍😩
Omg Stevie's vocals
Omg......stevie wonder is really talented
OMG Stevie Wonder is the one Mariah respects most
omg such a spill of coke the poors dont even get 1 single drup of water
Omg ,, teenage drama queen .. how dare you
omg thank you so much for this and for all of the pants over the years!!
ni'm cryingggg :''''']]]
OMG that beeping tho!  What’s the point If everyone honks 😭
omg, that is AWESOME!!!!!!
omg that is freakin awsm!
omg that is the biggest disgusting joke I ever heard she is ok
omg that man is SO talented
Omg that moment when you realize that Ronda predicted the fight to a T!
omg!!!!!!!!! that must of cost sooooooooooooooooooooooo much 
money! !:D:D:D:D:D:D:D:D id better start saving up!!
OMG Thats amazing
OmG Thats beauty  amazing!!
Omg thats danny devito!!
Omg. Thats great!!!nAmazing!!
omg thats so cool!!!!!1
omg. that was SOOOOO COOL!!
omg the biggest coke nerd with the best show ever . well done :D
OMG THE CAT
OMG! the cat has no fur!did you see that?
omg the helmets aesome u guys are crafting masters!!!! even with refernces 
thats still very impresive
Omg the hipster ukulele
omg their chemistry in the new series is gonna be off the charts!
OMG! THE LIGHTSABER WAS AMAZING! I LOVE THE COSTUME!!
Omg the road to Jama Masjid was like walking through hell,kudos to you.
Omg this bitch is so dog ugly it's unfucking believable ...like the woman 
version of joe dirt. And has ugly old man boobs. Nasty bitch
Omg this dude is a fucking legend. Best guitar player ever! The great 
Jummy
OMG, this is a masterpiece!
OMG, this is amazing!!!
Omg this is amazing my name song with Ariana and stevie wonder thanks guys 
soooooo much I've been listening to this every day since ❤
omg this is epic!
OMG THIS IS FREAKING DOPE!!!!
Omg this is from when i still loved Ariana  ❤❤😭😭😭 😭  this song is 
literally amazing
OMG. This is just crazy. So thin and tall? I am never going up in this 
building. It's just scary )))
Omg this is now in my recommended, and I love this song. Oof
Omg this is shit



OMG!!! This is so awesome. I can't believe it.WOW. They made my day!!!
OMG this is so cute 😍😍
OMG this is so good. I never knew this song existed
Omg this is so weird I see this for the first time!!!!
OMG！！！！This look like China of 15 years ago. I totally relate only 
except the language they use. Everything else is just so familiar with me.
OMG! This Man is better than michael jackson...dance, his voice is 
powerful and plays instruments....... : )
omg this should be the new fireworks
Omg this song how did I know see it it’s my fave
omg this song is a best!
OMG this song is just amazing. I will go to church everyday now
OMG this song is so shitttt
OMG, this song's so good... ❤
omg this song was so aweosme except for the part that  ariana grande was 
in it...🐸 ☕ just sayin wich was all of the song
omg this vevo crap makes the video skip because the ad server is too 
slownnffffffffffuuuuuuuu
OMG ! This video is amazing ! <3
OMG THIS VIDEO IS LIFE!
Omg this was fast
Omg this was from Gimme/Step on up Video 💗
Omg those dancin horns tho!
OMG... Tom Cruise!!!
OMG TOTALLY AWESOME!!!
OMG, wann hört das endlich auf?
OMG waste of coke & money
OMG WATCH THIS!nnwatch?v=PfxqmSi4fbc
omg wats the song =O
omg what a ast of coces!
Omg what a wonderful song!!! Almost spilled my coffee spontaneously 
dancing to this song lol
omg what is the song?
Omg when people were saying dat Gabi was coping Ariana now it's her who 
copy Gabi hair colour
OMG! WHEN SHIGERU MIYAMOTO DIES NINTENDO WILL BE FKED
OMG Who else is great than them?
OMG whos that guy who looks like homer? what did I miss ?
omg who still love this song so freakin' much?
Omg why am crying why this fucking awesome xfiles forever
Omg!!???!? Why did i just saw this
omg, why did it end. it didnt prove anything. maybe look at crime rates 
and lets see.. evidence
OMG why does Beyonce think she can copy Gaga on everything?! That hair bow 
is Gaga all the way.
Omg why i don't headed this before?! Stevie is still in his shape
Omg wow
OMG WOW!!!!!! I LOVE THIS!!!
Omg XD !! I have to try that XD !!
OMG YAAAASSSSS!!!!
OMG YEAHS! 💘
Omg yes
omg you must see live performance of lady ga ga amazing ---Račje rojstvo 
( Lady GaGa ) amazing she s the best!
Omg you seriously inspire me @devinsupertramp
OMG YUSSSS
o mi amor lady gaga
Omiljena pesmaaaaa
OML I never knew Ari was the one who sang this!
OMMMGG....U spend so much effort & money on that video... they look like 
fountains I can't believe it's just Coke & mentos.... really Amzing
O mój boże, Harlem Shake brzmi tak zajebiście w tej aranżacji, że kapcie z 



nóg spadają!
OM    OM    OM
Omp
om telolet om
O my freaking gosh, Girls Girls Girls sounds fantastic!
O my god the Nokia tune
O my goooooooood 😍 😍😍😍👏👏👏👏
o my gudness - nnWHOA!
💓💓💓💓  o my heart very incredibl
O my lord every music pieces are great
on 3:20 she looks like in poker face
On adore musique très agréable  😌😌😌😏😏😏😏😏👍 👍👍👍👍👌👌👌👌💖💖
💖💖

Ona je ljubav
Ona je najpametnija ispala samo gleda sebe i svakim danom napreduje ne 
obazire na nebitne ljude uziva i razvaljuje sve
Ona je rodjena za scenu šteta sto se pre nije pojavila
Onako
Ona ne zna da razocara ,sve bolja 👑👑👑
ona nie moze spiewac
Ona nije realna! Woooow koja energija, spot extraaaaaa , pesma vrh, zeno 
ubi nas uffff
Ona se vise ne vraca na staro, dala je svoj potpis na to, njeno srce je 
umesto ljubavi probila Amorova strela!
Ona se vise NE VRACA NA STARO jer je vec ostavila svoj POTPIS, ali KO BI 
REKAO da će je ponovo pogoditi AMOROVA STRELA 💘💘
On a Van Gelder rampage at the moment.
Once again ... great !nI knew Mai Lan was a reptile
Once again YouTube has brought us together after 2 freaking years.
once i finally crack my existential crisis of living in the wrong time 
period i will have my ashes put in a mason jar. ride or die ya dig?
Once I see a dog murdered I’m done. Please
Once I told my mother “how dare you” and today I am still walking with a 
limp.
once she discovers sex she will forget about this theoretical  eco crap.
Once we kill majority of Amazon it's over we killed the earth
once you get to the top the next step is down!!!
Once you hit 20 minutes you done.gone.If you are single and a 
virgin....You are dead there is no going back ,just suffer through it.😂😭
😪

once you hit 50 you shouldnt be able to vote or run for office, you're too 
old to know anything
Onde está os brasileiros ?
One angry and sad soul.. unfortunately
One baddd brother!
One Billion! SO DESERVED
One billion universe points to this monk.
One city has more tall towers being constructed than the whole of europe. 
Nice
ONE DAY ILL BE IN SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA (:
One day she'll look back and cringe. This is just so stupid.
One does not simply bitch about something 100 L's of useless and shitty 
diet coke...
ONEduff
one freaky ass vid
one free sub if you rate my funny pictures vid 5 stars and coment so i 
know who to give a free sub!
O negão era cabuloso demais
One genius singing in honour of another genius.
One god jimi Hendrix



ONE HOUR AND TEN MINUTES !?!?!  BAAAAH-HA-HA-HA!
One if the piano keys in the upper register sounds a bit dead. Surprising.
One like👍  10 million time sorry to god 🙏💖 n28:36 n4:04 n47:34
One like for 2019
One like for that girl up there.
One moment it has 1 million views, then I turn around, look back, and now 
it has over 133 million views O_O
One more movie to watch our beloved Robin Williams in. RIP.
One more time for the slow and stupid:  What is the coffee to water ratio 
to brew?  And what's the ratio to drink?
One of a kind! There will never be another James Brown!nNow there’s only 
garbage from every point of view!
One of dä best Songs i've ever heard !!! #I'm 34 (-;
One of favorite dance tunes ❤❤❤
one of fav performers by far.nnan advertisement between every song 
though.........ugh
One of her great collab, as well as the music video is so cute.
one of her signature songs! miss this Gaga 
One of JB's greatest. The riff grew out of "Give it Up or Turn it Loose."
one of my all time favourite albums
One of my biggest idols. God bless this man.
One of my favorite cars in Hit and Run.
One of my favorite episodes
one of my favorites <3
One of my favorite songs ever!
One of my favorite songs with Stevie!
One of my favorite videos ever. Now this is what the internet is all 
about.
one of my favourite. : )
One of my favourite episodes
One of my favourite videos on Youtube !!
One of my fav records and I don't get it I don't think I ever will
One of my fav songs, ever!!!!!!
One of my fav songs, ever!!!!!!nThis was Ray Charles' favourite still 
image youtube video.nWho the hell could dislikes this masterpiece???😱Å
One of my top favourite actors 😻
One of robin williams final movies
One of te last great songwriters...This is music from the heart.
one of the 10 greatest songs of all times..
One of the best
One of the best álbums in my life !!!! Wanna smoke marijuana with this
One of the best and complete info I saw on YouTube. Can you add info from 
cruise ports to city?? Keep up the great work!!
One of the best Clips I habe Eber See
One of the best coke/mentos vids out there! Well....except for this 
one:nimpytherap#p/u/9/pJsDfLndlKU
one of the best episodes.
One of the best experiments with Diet Coke and Mentos video I've seen yet.
one of the best moments ever
One of the best music clips in History!!
One of the best of our time!!!!!
One of the best political speeches in years.
One of the best songs EVER!!!
One of the best songs of her
One of the best things you'll ever see.
one of the best videos i'v seen with diet coke and mentos... kool music 
too....lol
One of the best videos you've made!
One of the better clasics of Lady Gaga that won't never die on my memories 
and on my heart! Thank you Gaga!
One of the coolest!
One of the coolest songs ever.



one of thee greatest musicians in the history of this planet at the peak 
of his powers = Fly On Little Wing !!!
One of the few times where Ronda acts cool.
one of the first few videos on youtubeeeeeee
One of the first musicians to get lost in his effects. Anything 
psychedelic owes him for coming up with the concept. And possibly Syd 
Barrett.
one of the funniest things ive ever seen!nWohooo
One of the great creative moments of not just the USA but the World
one of the greatest album in the world - the future generations will be 
pleasantly surprised!!!
One of the greatest albums ever made in any genre.
One of the greatest albums of all time!
One of the greatest game creator gods ever Miyamoto.Pikmin 4 is finally on 
the way!
One of the greatest moments of 60's
One of THE greatest musician of ALL time.
one of the greatest records of all time
One of the greatest songs ever
One of the greatest songs ever penned and recorded. Thank you Stevland 
Morris! You’re the Master Blaster. The GOAT.
One of the greatest songs of all time.
one of the great films of the film age
One of them looks like Homer but younger and not that fat
One of the most brilliant artist of his time...This is one Bad AZZ JAM!!! 
Jammin in Afghanistan Jul 2018
One of the most creative music videos I've seen recently :D
One of the most free sessions in music history. Soundtrack for a lifetime! 
What a pace.
"One of the most iconic levels in video game history. It's 
Supermaeijfowiregajseougnothers..."
One of the most iconic moments in guitar history
One of the most important moment in music history.
one of the most legendary moments in music history
One of the most powerful Cringes I've seen in a while
One of the most psychopatic videos I've ever see.
One of the reasons humanity is still on earth.
One of the worst orchestra i've ever heard, but still cool
One oft the best speeches, i've ever heard. Thank you for beeing special, 
Greta.
One one one
One one one sounds stupid.nYou should say one eleven.
one   one   one   west  fifty  seventh  street.
ONE PUNCH !!!
Ones in America ! so unbliveble !
One sip and you're addicted
One take
One thing the Indians do best is breed
One time rude boy stevie wonder absolute god! Jammin till the break of 
dawn.. yeh yeh
One Vanderbilt building reminds me to the MCU's Avengers Tower.
One Vanderbilt is by far my favorite. Its like a modern version of the 
Empire State building.
One Vanderbilt is gorgeous !
One V will be ready in 2020 not 2021.
One was goodnTwo was BADnThree?nWhy bother
one white dude who graduated in ga. 1967, love that courtney hadwin too, 
hope the hell i never grow up
One why was this in my recommendations two why have I only seen this now
One word 2 describe this "FUNKY"!!!!!!!
One word AL Gore...
One word 'GENIUS'  much respect to mr Hendrix and his music he paved the 
way for some of today's stars.. R.I.P jimmy q
One word “hell”



One word. ICONIC.
One word.  PATHETIC !
One word: QUEEN👏 ⚘💥🍒
one word to describe this . <legendary>
One word: WHY!?!?
One word.…..WICKED |
One World Trade Center is not the tallest building in the country because 
of a giant antenna on top. Nice try New York.
One world trade centers height is bull, a radio antenna isnt part of a 
buildings height.
One World Trade Center's height is such a fraud... just saying.
One world trade is not as dominant as twin towers were...
One WTC design already look outdated
One Year Anniversary of Bad Romance!!!!!!!
One year later (spongebob announcer voice)
ONE YEAR LATE YOUTUBE
on friday at 10 AM 120 000 computers want buy 1700 tickets on concert in 
December.... -.-
ONG i love these movies! I can't wait to see this one!
ong its funnn haha its very good ncoke and mentos i have testing whit mint 
and fruitnits cool
On Homemade how to. can you guys do a cheap Pip Boy prop from Fallout 4.
:O Niceeee!
onion cutting ninjas please staaphh.
On jah
ON JE EMOTIVNI DILETANT A JA ZBOG KIJE MASTURBANT
On je lazov i diletant ...dobro si rekla...srecnoooo bebo
Onko täällä yhtään suomalaista?
Online Dr, Daniel Lebowitz on Gang Stalking Stasi
Online forums saying they can write a better Star Wars
Only 1800's will remember
only 1 hour and 10 mins you light weights! Make it past 4 hours then i'll 
be impressed
only 1% of the fandom watched this mv  in 2016
Only 21 million views??????????
only 2,7M views??nman this needs more attention
ONLY 27 YEARS????????????  GENIUS.
ONLY 30 MILLIONS CLICKS?
Only 30 min.. Better early than never!
only 3100000 views?!!!!!nman this needs more attention
only 3 million views.😅
Only 6m views? I think Ariana and Stevie need more views, cmon guys!
only 80 Million Dollars?
Only 8M, omg the song of "catch me outside how bat dat" has 12 O_o
only a complete idiot would agree with her. her speech was scripted by 
socialists who do not even care about her hippie agenda.
only an hour long? i’m gonna have to press replay
Only because of her age you can't call her a climatfooll!!nLying has 
become normal.nDisgusting!!!!
Only breast can make you happy
Only came for the part when Stevie wonder in the beginning cause of toke 
when he throws picks in madden
only champions get back up and holly holms is a champion
Only disconnected elitist fools could clap to this mentally ill child as 
she rants about unsubstantiated talking points!
only dust and poverty this is so sad
Only fools give children the world stage like this.
Only fucking morons would dislike this.
Only good thing, about that part of India, is that the animals are safe.
only good version of this dumbass song
Only got to 17 minutes lmaooooo
Only had 3 Lexus Ls 460''s for sale, so it has a long way to go.
only here for my Grande, who else?



Only here for the music legend that is Stevie
Only idiots compare great artists
Only idiots disliked this.
Only if the young people could stand for our Lord Jesus Christ who is 
supposed to be our first Love. Crazy world. Continue.
Only it did go exactly like that and she koed you
Only J.C. can do this! first, you must be a Christian. Buddhidts dont walk 
on no water.
Only Jimi could make a guitar sound human. She screams like sounds of war, 
torture and pain.
Only just finding this. Yeah i'm late so what?
Only love this cause it jimi hendrix
Only man I know that can make plane and falling bomb sounds with a god 
damn guitar
Only mediocrity is safe from ridicule..
Only Nintendo thinks this was, and I love it.
Only one, Charlie bit my finger
Only one Chopin Piece? and 2 from Liszt? ok
Only one guitarist could simulate bombs dropping.
Only one James!!!!!!!!!!!!
Only one place for this track.....enjoy 😍
only one word to this movie "Illuminati"
only posting on the dark web haha that one killed it
Only ppl who take showers can Iiké thisn👇 (I make music btw, tell me what 
u think)
Only reason I prefer cold brew is cause it's cold and not starbucks
Only reason this will be popular is because of that dead guy.
Only saw this in 2019 😂
Only started watching this because It had Ariana Grande and it
Only the arianators will give like
Only the best of the best
Only the Brave can stand in front of the world..nOops what happen to the 
east coast...
Only the most autistic of people can achieve this level of 
melodrama.nnYou're all completely and utterly pathetic.
Only thing bad about sydney, its expensive!
Only thing worse than an Asian driver is a woman pilot!
Only today I realized this is a song in tribute to Bob Marley. I bow down 
to you Stevie!
Only took 4 Trys!
Only use for coke
Only version of Americas anthem I have ever listened to on repeat.
Only watched it for rami. But it's still a great movie
Only watched the whole thing for the legs.
Only way to start The July 4th Holiday!! TURN IT UP!! HAPPY BIRTHDAY, 
AMERICA!!!
“Only when the last tree has died and the last river been poisoned and the 
last fish been caught will we realize we cannot eat money.”
Only white people, no racial diversity
Only whites would be sitting politely to listen  to james brown!! this is 
so wrong
Only wish I could have been there and lived thru this era!! Wish we still 
had Hendrix!!!!
Only words that come to mind when I see this video are... CREEPY AND 
MESSED UP
only works with diet coke.nnyou the the artificial sweetener and amount of 
caffeine for it to work
On my first time watching this video I am wearing the same exact shirt 
with the tie fighter on it!
On my God please help the world we have now got racist trump
On my recommended? Thx IM BLESSED
Onna zna i kineski da peva.carica dna
@ONNIHOLTTA lol



Onoga kretena ljepse zvuci
Ono kad je pesma sranje a Kijini sektasi je hvale kao da je Triller od 
Michaela Jacksona
Ono kad sam sebe prevazidjes...iznova i iznova.. Kija💘
Ono kad se najezis od glave do pete! nJer je volela onoga koga nije smela! 
Turu ruru 😍
Ono kad si Bomba,na prvo slušanje vrh pjesma.👍👍👍
ono što oduševljava je da KIJA ima uvek specifičnae pesme koji su 
prepoznatljivi a ne kao što svako sada peva.
On planks should be added to the title
on point bro
on sen fou
On the 1!
On the album version, stevie almost drowns her out 😱  😍💓
on the belgian televisoin the ever gave a diet coke show on a song, not 
like this, it dit fit the music
On the bottom jaw it looks like a fox🐺🐺🐺
On the floor laughing.
...on the level of Sacred...
On the scena like a loving machina 💃
On the scene like a what 😦
on the wii...
On today and already 290 comments!
Onto Pork and Beans u go
onu bulamayanlarda war a.k. 101 2 litrelik kola ne, bana verin
onun üstünde dedemde gider
On voit que le bassiste veut en faire plus
=O  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!     =O
O_O
o.O
O.o
Ooft from glasgow luv it 💃🏴
oohhh,lol!
O.O holy fuck that was amazing!
Ooh Pabst, you're a man of culture I see
Ooh, so good!!
ooh to dayrnooh to dayrnooh to dayrnooh to day
OOH YAH
O_O I have that exact same bloody typewriter.
o.O i want that coke too sel on ebay.
o_______o missed that fact... lol
Ooo Boze .. kuda ide ovaj svet! 😭
Ooof I could never go to Delhi.   So dirty and polluted and crowded. . 
zero appeal.  It's comparable the poorest and dirtiest of the Chinese 
cities.
Oooh Ariana is pretty, and Stevie wonder is so talented for playing piano 
blind
ooohhhhyes
ooohhh mmaann.... what a wastee. Very cool though :D
Oooh, I love this video for Faith, too - loove it! : >
Oooh. Massive gas!!!
Oooh New York City, I would love to go the super massive American city 
counterpart of London & Tokyo. This video was great!!!!!
OOOH now I get it, the mushroom makes you HIIIIGH...
Oooh, sticky
Oooh that sexy lady dancing in the background...😃😃
Oooh, The Beatles! Why I haven't discovered this music video earlier?
Oook, 80 thousand... sure, SWAT ruined, oof....
OOOMMGGGGG



ooooh aaaaaah.... looks like bellagio lol
oooohhhhhhyes
oooohhhhyes
Oooohh..I tried a bottle of coke and mentos. :))) It DID work. :D It was 
COOOOL. B-)
ooooh my... I ♥ her
Oooo i like the simpsons
oooo lord... ... hahahhaha
Oooomg
Ooooohhh thats ugly i have a channel im making a cool costume name of may 
channel is king maker
Oooooh Lil Ron Ron need his lil ass whipped😂😂😂😂
Ooooo kukuu
ooooomyygosh♡
Ooooooh Ari, Gurl!
OOOOOOHHHHrnouch
ooooooooo
Ooooooooo I need a safe space ooooooow,I am going to 
fry,ooooooooooow ,n1+3=56 doh.
oooooooooooooooo
ooooooooooooooo o .12
ooooooooooooooooooo van romanse van ra
OOOOOOOOO THAT BASS!!
ooooouch
oooo poor little boy
ooo pero que maloo ajajjaj
Ooow I Love , 2018????
Oops!! :-]
oops i am lost in youtube any police station here?
Oops I didn't mean to click on dude perfects'a channel.
oops. lol
Oops, looks like some folks hit the "dislike" button by mistake...
oops she did everything she said she would not
Oops....talked too much and too fast.  Head kick!
Oops. Typed in the wrong field. YouTube iOS interface is garbage.
O_O;;rnthat is the shizz right there.
O_O that has got to be the wierdest videos i've ever seen
O outro é o mano Brown
O ovu ženu hejteri se razbijaju kao prah! Bravo Mrvice. Hitčina.
Op. 23 no.2 by Rachmaninov and Moonlight Sonata’s III Movement by 
Beethoven are missing... do something.
opaaaaaaaaaaaaaa,kiki
Opaaaa blokira nam yt 😉 ❤❤❤❤❤🔥🔥🔥
Opaaaa jos malo i 2m
Opaaa, nesto novo i retrooo...Samo naprijed
Opaaa počele i kokoške da izlaze iz sjenke,,, ajde koke malo da 
odskakućete odavde,, eno vaša lopata se čeče kod Mitrovića i čeka na red u 
Wc-u
Opaaa, zauzeli smo tron na trendingu  #1 ! BRAVO KIKI, BRAVO KIJEVCI NAJ 
JAČA ARMIJO NA BALKANU I ŠIRE !
Opad by przy tej muzie
O pai do soul!
Opa opa opa  idemoo
Opa opa opop idemooo
Opa! Opet Kijevci dokazali da su brend. Prvi u trendingu.
@opasag I <3 Gaga She's FUCKING AMAZING what's your problem?
Opasno😘
Opa, vec trending Srbija #13....idemo pun gas do vrhaaa
Opening is incredible.
Opening uup another Dimension to Hip Hop Yall!! On Another Level! Peace
Open your wallets people, the taxman is coming into town.
Opet će prvi milion biti za manje od 24h.n💪💪💪💪💪💪



Opet hit
Opet je obrisano 2k Komentaraaaa,Ne stavljaj te emoji nikakav nigde ni 
pored tekstaaaa....
Opet kija 1 u trendu a odvratna pesma
Opet se brišu komentari. Katastrofa!!!!
Opet se brisu komentari pa dokle
Opet se krivelji 😅 😅
Opet se pregledi skidaju..
opet skidaju preglede 🙄
Opet stali pregledi. Vec dugo je 1.520.803.
Opet su pregledi stali....
Opet ujedinila bivsu Jugu.Bravo KRALjICE BALKANA.💘💘
Opinions are opinions but do u guys really think this 1 is better than 
waka waka?
opis moich emocji17:56
Op op idemo samo jako ,jace
Op op op op idemoooo
opps really dirty like Pakistan
oprah featured this video. lol, she could see your comment!nnand i agree. 
she's annoying, but she does use her money for some good things.
OPS! HOW DARE YOU? Skskskskksskk
O que é bom  atravessar jeracaoes
O que esse mestre e sua banda era coisa de paranormal para os padrões da 
música de hoje.
O: que loco
Or
Or a Chrysler300?
Orange and pink color scheme, open work areas, diverse workforce... just 
wow. It's like it's 2019 or something!
Orange MAN Bad...Greta really Mad!!!!
Or boba Fett
Orchestra 3:25, 4:25, 5:03 lepiej od oryginałów :)
Orchestrated M.I.A. - Bad girls is killing!!
o rei do funk
O Rei do Funk de verdade!
or even smile at me b’coz I know, even if its just for a second, that I’ve 
crossed your mind.
o r g a z m i c
Or... How to be stupid.
original, and best.
Origin of the word BAMF.
Or just buy the Black Series.....
o rly? do the starving Africans want coke and mentos? Just give em meat, 
bread and etc rather than this sugary stuff!
or MAYBE I"TS MAGIC!!!!!!!!!!!!
:OrnReally?!rnI didn't know that!rnDumbass, It's not Fake!
@Orphinia absolutely agree; the best comment of the day!
or then dont soend 100 dollars to a golf thing and buy a light aber toy 
and paint it better
or throw up from the preassure haha thats y im not demonstrating it on 
myself any time soon
or u can just brew ur coffee normally and throw it in the fridge for an 
hour or two, instead of waiting a fuckin day.
Or u can just buy the whole thing for 20 dollars
or you can buy the lightsaber at a local toystore for around 15 bucks 
instead of spending more time and money building it
or you can just buy a replica....
Or you can just go to Starbucks... 😂😂😂
or you could buy the THING!!!!
Or you know, the "Homer" could have simply been a car show concept or a 
design study...
Os caras dos metais dancando.muito doido!



Os caras dos metais não fizeram um sonzinho hahaha.
Oscar injustices.... This song is awesome as the movie!
Oscar nomenee for 2020
Oscar nominated performance. Good acting
Oscars award.
Oscar Winner 2019
Oscar winning performance right there. She is just another Soros puppet.
Oscar worthy
os era o puro groove ce é loko kk
o shit so mtv shows this all day and you morons still search it on you 
tube ...get a life
Oshun?
@osmalacportal lol easy Mr. Scientist, try it out for yourself.
Osmehom ih stavi na svoje mesto
Os melhores  vídeos
Os Modinhas Dizem Que São Funkeiros, Mas Não Conhecem o Brown.. Kkkkkkkkkk 
O Verdadeiro FUNK!!!
@Osnel Bolivar ecce vacila
Osporavali su te dugo al si ih ovom pjesmom sve ostavila 10 koraka iza 
sebe.Bravo srce,idemo u nove pobjede!
Os sonhos, eles são exatamente assim...
Osta Bambi bez posla,kao tampon zona.Kiba i Joba se pozdravili na 
aerodromu!😂😂😂
ostras!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Osusila se od zlobe samo moli balvane on te nece hahah
Otac: Šta to slušaš?rnSin: I SAM ZNAŠrnrnOpali lajk ako si razumeo/la :)
@Otam777 ciento veinte y uno millones eso es demasiado :S
Other excellent work !
Other teens are listening rap, we‘re listening soul nLots of Love from 
Germany
Other than her fantastic personality, she is banging.
other than the lying bitch carrying the mattress..the sickening thing is 
the roar of the crowd for this knowingly lying vindictive bitch.
otherwise trees will get fat,  no good
Other worldly. A window into something deep.
otima
Ótimo
Otimo... Muito bom. Manda o Making of - Renato e Fabio do Brasil
Otrov se krije u malim bocicama
ottima canzone è anche il video è bellissimo 😍😍😍
Ouah bien fait bravos
Ouch... it happened exactly like how Ronda said it wouldn't...
Ouço toda hora
ough 5:28 = 12 ""
oulalala je saurais pas trouver les mots pour dire à quel point cette 
musique me met de bonne humeur !
Our climate changed to Fall today... Omg omg we’re all going die... head 
for the hills!!!
Our end is inevitable
Our kids can not grow up in a world without The Beatles!
our music generation is all autotuned and pop crap and all about the 
money...it sucks
Our science teacher showed us this
Our species better go extinct. Look at all the wars, the injustice, 
corruption, pollution etc.
Our stupidity hurt this elephant. Now our kindness is helping it walk 
again. Seems fitting, somehow. Subbed.
Our very own postmodern Joan of Arc!  Complete with twitching eyes and 
all!  Such moral clarity can only come from revelation via asperger 
syndrome.
Out of all the artists today, Lady Gaga is one of few who actually has 
talent. I hope to see this as far as the news!
out of all the nas songs



Out of control.  Looks like the Victorian wing of Belmarsh Prison, London.
Out of every movie williams could be in after death... it's this fucking 
one...
Out of the ordinary! This is simply A.M.A.Z.I.N.G. !! Big talent Jimek! 
Gratulacje i powodzenia w dalszym tworzeniu! Props!
Out of this world! 💏
Out of this world. Came here on the same alien spacehip together with 
Jimi. Exact date unknown.
Outrage with no viable strategy for change. Leftist 101
Outro clássico da música mundial. 🎼🎵🎤
outstanding!!! bravo! hillarious! XD
Outstanding James
outstanding songnn10/10
Outstanding, thank you so much!
Outta Control brzmi i buja lepiej niż oryginał :D mega propsy za całość
Ouuuuuuuu!!!! Zeno!!!!!! 🙄😂
Ouvindo essa música,só me lembro do filme, cidade de Deus.
Ouwww tô dançando a beça,meu deoooosss, é massa !!
Ova ce ceo zivot pevati o nesrecnim emocijama i kukati nad izgubljenim 
brakom
Ova crnka sa kratkom kosom da me prevari ja bi se njoj izvinio.
Ova devojka je savrsena vaspitana vtedna pametna multitalentovana 
obrazovana . Pesma savsena hit.
Ova djevojka lijevo od Kije na 0:57 je najjača hahaha...Grudnjak, sako i 
kapa...kakav stajling, wooow!!!
ovaj decko u spotu je mnogooo lijeeep😂
Ova je najbolja od svih sto je snimila bravo Kija
Ovaj etno ,refren ja sam osetila da mi prolaze trnci ono kao kad se 
najezis,znaci kijo pesma vrh,bravo!!!
Ovaj fm play da se preimenuje u Kija play, od zadnjih 5 pesmi, 4 su 
Kijine!
Ovaj miks ubija , prava 💣 . Etno deo je 🔝🔝🔝
Ovaj momak lići na Slobodana 👍😉
Ova joj je najbolja pjesma do sada!❤❤❤
Ova jos peva? Kakva bruka za muzuku. Idi devojko radi bilo sta drugo samo 
nemoj pevati.
Ovaj predstavlja balvana koji je samo sjedio kuci i gledao tv.. a ove za 
stolom sve njegove kurave
Ovaj Spot do sada najbolji..
Ovaj spot ko iz Holivuda a Kiki svetski izgleda
Ova kao Jala i Buba, ništa ne razumiješ šta pjeva.
ovakav uspijeh se ponoviti nece.Samo je jedna Kija Kockar.Fenomenalno
Ova Kija je ozbiljna ribetina!
OVA KIJA KIDAAAAAA 😎😎😎
Ova Kija uvek izdominira Sloba nije svestan sta je izgubio ova pesma je 
topcina znaci 15 od 10★★☆☆
Ovako rade pametne talentovane i zene koje znaju sta hoce Kiki vrednice
Ovako se dominira !!!! Bravo Kija  👏👏👏
Ovako to radi kraljica balkana ,bravo Kikii !!!!!
Ovako treba da izgleda svetska zvezda
Ovakva vrsta pesme, moderan etno je bas trebala. Bravo.
Ova mala grmi grmi sve gori oko nje
Ova mala grmi, I II  Kiki!!!
Ova mi je do sada najjaca... ova zena moze sve!
Ova nema veze sa pjevanjemn jedino sta je dobro u ovom spotu je 
NemanjanDjecko odlicno izgledas👍
Ova ni nezna svoj identitet .. A pesmu katastrofa .. Sta se danas 
promovise ?! Kakve zilete , ljudi sto je ovo ???
Ova pesma bas vozi,odlicna je



Ova pesma gori,toliko je zarazna❣
Ova pesma je bas extra!!!!!
Ova pesma je hiiiiiiiiiiitttttttt,do beskonacnostiiii
Ova pesma je veoma neobicna, mix razlicith zanrova, a tako harmonicno. 
Fenomenalno!
Ova pesma je za Evroviziju...Sigurno bi pobedila! Samo napred KIJA!
Ova pesma je zaraza! Stalno na repeatu 😍  Kijaa ❤❤❤
Ova pesma kida mila majko
Ova pesma me previse podsrca na "Crni sine". Jbg Coby to odavno 
isfurao,ali lepa je pesma.
Ova pesma odmah ulazi u uši...hit
Ova pesma ubija. Kijevci idemo li do 1M
Ova pijesma gori
Ova pjesma je totalno zarazna!!!
Ova pjesma me podsjeca na neku staru
Ova prebrutalna zena da je u Americi imala bi do sad milijarde !!! 👸👑
Ova stvarno umislila da je pevacica! 😂
Ova u tri pesme ima tri razlicita glasa haahhaah
Ova zena gorii 🚨 🚨🚨 🚨
Ova zena je Bomba!
Ova zena je carica sto otpeva to postaje hit kakav prelep glas 😇😇😇😇😇
😇😇😇😇 😇 😇😇 😈

Ova zena je SVE!!! POKIDALA! ❤
Ova zena najveća BOGINJA💣🔝💥👏💘
ova zena nema pojma da peva
Ova žena popravi dan🥁
Ova zena zraci,sija ma nebo je njena granica
Ova zenska objasnjava kako se ide ka vrhu 💜💜💜💜💜
Ovde normalan covek ostaje bez komentara.   Srbijo dobra si ti zemlja 
koliko bolesnika imas.
Ove perike izgledaju tako jeftini i jadno
over 111,000,000 OMFG
Over 203 million views YOU GO GAGA, YOU GO!!! So proud!! Little Monster 
for Life!!!
Over 30 years old and in my opinion still the greatest game ever made.
Over 40 years ago this album at colony was 50 dollars
Overacting ki dukan 🤣
Overacting much?
over a million views... sounds like a good waste of money to me! All you 
haters go jump off a high building.
Over confidence gotcha didn't it ? Your not a fighter until you loose a 
fight. This is where the truenlearning starts, after you loose.
Over Confident Ronda, Never Underestimate your Opponent
O verdadeiro FUNK,,,,,
O verdadeiro mestre do soul.
O verdadeiro show man
Over dramatic
overpopulated shit hole it is now
Over population
Overpopulation will destroy the world
Overrated
OVERRATED!
OVERRATED,,,and fuck, I don't know why...
Overrated. Doesn't sound that cool
Overrated game. I hate hearing every gamer talking about Super Mario Bros 
as if noone ever heard about this before.
over super
over that prob 300 at leaset
Over there...



Overture 1812?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Over under for holm fight 1 minute.
😎  O video rolando é você ai lendo comentários né kkk ??? #BR/
Ovi dislajkovi su fanovi od nekog lika onog debelog i slobe
Ovi što stavljaju dislajk treba da shvate da niko nije kriv sem njih samih 
što nemaju čime da se ponose.Mi imamo i uživamo bravo kija
Ovi "Tropical life is fun" i "NN media" prave najboljr spotove realno
Ovo ako je dobro onda ne znam sta je lose...
Ovo bi trebali sad da puste pesmu i spot u zadrugu2 taman super hajde Pink 
pustite
Ovo ce biti hit godine,Kija ponosni smo na tebe❤Srce mi je kao kuca
Ovo ce biti hitt na duzee stazee...
Ovo će biti veliki hit...predosjećam. ..bravo Kija 💟
Ovo ce da bude hitčina!
Ovo će da gruva u 2019!! Bravo ženo!💘
Ovo ce da se zadrzi u trendingu jako jako  Dugo
Ovo će prevazići 'Ne vraćam se na staro'!
ovo fazon andjele vestice😛
Ovo grmi majke mi😍 😍
Ovo je balvan sto sedi i gleda TV,, I njegove kokoske.
Ovo je bezobrazluk koliko komentara ste izbrisali.
Ovo je 🔝🔝🔝  Bravo Kiki 👏 👌👊  Pesma kida, hit... 😍💣🙈🙉💪  Ne izlazi 
iz glave, non - stop je slušam. 💫💫💫  Samo napred! ❤❤❤🎉
Ovo je BRUTALNO ! Bravo bre Kija, alal vera ! Idemo brzo u trending
Ovo je BRUTALNO dobra pesma. Samo oni kojima je trn u oku zbog svog uspeha 
mogu da kazu suprotno.
Ovo je davrsena odlicna pesma nista manje od Kikija nisam ni ocekivala 
odusevljena Sam.
Ovo je definitivno najveći hit do sada, bravo Kija, jednostavno si 
objasnila 👏👏👏 👏
ovo je do sad najveci pogodak
Ovo je fenomenalno
Ovo je fenomenalno💕💗😍❤ . Kija kraljica 👑💕💓
Ovo je genijalno nemam rijeci. Kokoske su pregazene  hahahaha inace i jesu 
samo za gaznje 😍 😍😍 😂😂😂😂😂😂
Ovo je hit 2019 godine uparna radna savrsena zena gazi jace
ovo je HITCINA
Ovo je hit za 2019 Potpisujem.
Ovo je hit za 3019godinu definitivno 😁
Ovo je i vise nego odlicnooo... BRAVO bree
Ovoje je bukvalno posveceno Slobi.... 🙄
Ovo je odlicno
Ovo je ono kad muzu pokazes koliko ti je lose jer si se razvela 🤣🤣🤣
Ovo je pesma bree😍 😍😍
ovo je predobro.
Ovo je prelepo😍😏
Ovo je premocno. Bravo lutko
Ovo je recitiranje  ne pjevanje
Ovo je savrseno savrsrna Kiki a i njena fantasticna pesma bravo Kikice.
Ovo je sramota živa kako nam truju omladinu.
Ovo je stvarno svetski!
Ovo je super pesma. Klubovi će goreti.
Ovo je topcina!!! Tekst je vrhunski, spot je na nivoju ma ovo je za svaku 
pohvalu!! Nisam ni sumnjala u tebe ❤
ovo je top. Kija je prelepa�💘



Ovo je top topova,vrh vrhova ....Bravo Kijaaaaa❤❤❤❤❤❤
Ovo je top top top
Ovo je trauma za usi😨😨😨 Uzas😨😨😨
Ovo je uzas!!! i,ovo cudo da bude uzor devojcicama sa ovim iglama,ziletima 
i spricevima? uzas...blago receno
OVO JE UZAS!!!Ne znam kako vama ovo moze da se svidja,ali dobro svako ima 
svoj ukus
Ovo je užas za estradu, bruka i sramota
ovo je već hitnkad izadješ vani a ono gruva na sve strane
Ovo je vrh vrhova bravo Kija!
Ovo je X faktor! Žena sa sve rođena.
Ovo joj je definitivno najbolja pjesma! Premasila je ocekivanja..vozi na 
prvo slusanje..ima da kida u klubovima!!.ima da gori trendinggg
Ovoj zeni se treba samo diviti❤
ovo kida.🔥
Ovo kidaaaa. Kija svaka ti cast i cijelom timu. Idemooo lavice. 💫💫💕
Ovo majka jednom radja
Ovom batici se provereno digao dok mu je blejala kod kolena :D
Ovo mogu samo vredne pametne zene,Bravo kraljice
Ovo mora pod hitno na Tv prikazati u Zadrugu, nek vide kralicu kako uspeva 
u zivotu dok oni se blamiraju za skodu 😁👑❤
Ovo na pocetku mi je tako Rihanna.
Ovo nebo je     .....
Ovo nebo je isto za svakog majko
Ovo nebo je za sve isto mila majko 🎶🎶
Ovo nebo je znam za sve isto mila majko
Ovo nebo je znam za sve isto mila majko........
Ovo nebo je znam za sve isto mila majko nekom sunce je nekom je mrak zivot 
bira tako 💫💣
Ovo nebo je znam za sve isto mila majko, nekom sunce je nekom mrak, zivot 
bira tako... Auuuuu bravoooooo breee malaaaa 😍😍😍😍😍
Ovo nebo je znam za sve isto mila majko,nNekom sunce je, nekom mrak, zivot 
bira tako...Bravo!!
Ovo nebo je znam za sve isto mila majko...... Refren ubija koliko je 
dobar.
Ovo nebo je znam za sve isto mila majkornNekom sunce je nekom mrak, život 
bira takornSamo mene je ubila Amorova strela
Ovo nebo je znam za sve isto ....to laviceeee
ovo neka zajebancija
Ovo ne moze prestati da se slusa.Cestitke celom timu . Bravooo
Ovo nije realno.Ti zasluzujes nagrade i sve najbolje jer si cudo od 
coveka...stvarno me iznenadjujes iz dana u dan.🌏
Ovo nisam ocekivala..
Ovoo je kidalicaa bree
Ovo postaje smiješno. Nikad veća podrška, a brojčanik samo što ne krene 
unazad. KOME JE KIJA SMETNJA???
Ovo se cekalo 🎉🎉
Ovo se desi kad Bog nadari pravu osobu.❤
Ovo se samo jednom rađa, svaka čast ženo ❤
Ovo se trazinidemoooo top top
Ovo se zove upornost, rad, talenat!
Ovo si super uradila!!
Ovo što imas toliko pregleda ja puštam dnevno jedno 1000puta..🤣
Ovo treba da se pusti u Zadrugi...odmah bi imali histericno stanje Lunjare
Ovo za Slobu ?
Ovu devojku mogu da mrze,ali ono što je ona postigla za kratko vreme ,neki 
nece ni za života.Pokidala si ovom pesmom.Bravoooo
Ovu pesmu  je trebala Luna da otpeva, Kija s'  ovim tekstom nema veze. 



Pozdrav za Kijevce.
Owen Wilson.. Hahaha
Owhh!!! Yeeahh!!! #Listening2019
@owlandtree yeah she sucks here is one of her worst performances full of 
auto tune  /watch?v=_7HvURBhMGE&feature=mfu_in_order&list=UL
Ow my☹ its so drty..well have also like that in Philippine..but in 
Philippine rigth now just little clean more than this place...
@ownednerds rnrnhahahahah!rnrnseriously?!?!?!rnrndoes that figure include 
the girls?? rnrnhahaha..jerk to this?? LMFAO!!!!!!!!!!!
ow.now i know :)
owo
°o° wow..!!!!!!!!!
o wow dats alot of freaking views......i seen her naked so the dude rumors 
are a freaking lie....
Ow. rnYeaH!!!
owwww crazy exactly how she got beat but hey give the girl a chance she 
won so many fights yet the focus is on the one fight she lost.
"oxymorons an symmetrys" lmao
Oye me gusta Lady Gaga pero no agas ese tipo de cosas. creo que no 
fomentas algo bueno, es sólo una opinión.
ozbiljan hit , bravo Kijaaa, volimo te
Özel acık 05423616350
@p1nkp0nyxp thats cuz your a dumbass.
Paaa ženo nisiii realnaa, kako je ovoo dobro, ne prestajem slusati i 
gledati!! Božanstvenaa ženo!! 😍 😍
Paa kolikoo je ovoo dobro jbt
PA BRAVO KIJA BRAVO FM PL. HIT HIT HIT HIT
Pa bravoo kraljicee svaki put me iznovaa odusevis..sve sto taknes 
pozlatiss 🍉🍉🍉  Kijoo cariicee ❤❤❤
PA BRE ŽENO😍😍😍😍😍😍
Pabst is the most hipster beer out there
Pachebel's canon would be my number 1 but loads of greats there .
Pagal
Paganini??????
Paganini La Campanella?
Pagani zonda right there
page 2 is the negitive zone
PAID actor!! She is NOT an environmental scientist!!, hope she won't go 
back home on a paddle boat
Paid for and funded by George Soros.
PAI DO FUNK
Pai do Funk.
Painful to watch
.. pa i nije neka pesma:/
"Painting today is a Wall Street affair. When you make a business out of 
being a revolutionary, what are you? A crook." - Marcel Duchamp
Pa ja ne mogu da verujem, palo Prase!! Pesma je u Srbiji je na #2 mestu! 
Bravo Kijevci, iako mi je drag, mora da padne i Milance !
Pa ja ovo slusam cijeli dan 😍🔝🔝🔝🔝🔝
Pa kako nisi prva u BiH, a komentara imaš više od Milanove pjesme?nKoja je 
ovo krađa? nMa idemooo samo jakooooo Kija kraljice.
paka mat bc
PA KIJAAA ❤❤❤❤
pa la cagadca el video de i hav drinc  it
PALOOOOO PRASEEEE   AJMOOO JACEEEE
@pam09ize pero da lo mismo! Así comentan y suben views!!
Pametnica
@Panda11111Bear and mentos :D
@Panda11111Bear dont forget the mentos part...
panda carburetor chupacabra
Pa nema bolje. Ova pjesma je sve!!!❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
Pa nemoze bolje...bravo kraljice...samo jako!😇👑



Panie Jimek na takie koncerty to ja z przyjemnością. prosze do Londynu 
przyjechac z koncertem
panie JIMEK odwaliłeś pan kawał dobrej roboty
Panie Radzimirze, obłędnych sukcesów
Pantene! ROFL but to the video all i can say is... wow...
Panteras negras!!  Makemy fill gud. Asi se escribe? 👍
@pantherdance1991 eso es verdad :)
Pa ova kija rastura svaki put 😍 😍 ❤❤
Pa ova zena i ne moze drugacije nego najbolje .. ❤❤❤💘💘💘
Pa ovo bas, bas, kida.Bravo sve je odradjeno odlicno.Sad je na nas red 
idemo jako.
Pa ovo je HITTT!💕💕
Pa ovo je vrhhhhh <3 najbolje dosad
Pa ovo kida... 😸 😻
Pa ovo ladno dva miliona za dva dana jeboye 😂😂😂😂  Kija ubija 😂
Papa - kannst du mich auf FFF fahren. :) lol
Papa Legba brought me here! They killed my man James Brown....
papapuia
Paper straws are useless
PAQITO777
Para animar la noche este tema es imprescindible.
Parabéns omita edição
Parabénsss
Parade around a kid with no life experience, a script and a pretentious 
blame someone else attitude. Lefty politics at its best.
Paradise!✌
Paradise for ants..
Pa raj za usi i oci.. Kija 💕
Para lograr 1 465 000 Comentarios :D
Paranoia is a very sad diagnosis. Help her.
Paranoid ramblings from an autistic teenager should not be news.
Parce qu'y a un clip en plus!?!
Pardon Ronda? Going to lose? That's exactly how it went though. But you do 
have to be confident in yourself.
parecen eyaculaciones u.u
Parents are both actors, go figure
@pariastabendesa Yes you can.
Paris
Paris 2017 😍😍😍😍😍😎😎😎😎
PARLE FRANCAIS
Part 2 please
Part of the 7 rings
Part of the Capital City of (wanna be) next Superpower of the World! What 
do you think it should be!?
Part of this vid made it onto sportscenter top 10
Pasada¡¡¡
pasa la dire del 4 :p
Pasan los años pero la potencia que transmite esta musica permanece 
intacta :)
Passionate strokes I applied. Im allways in need to  serenade the Kitty. 
Thanks for the mix
@passivepower with ''wrong'' u mean FREE ;)  free as her hair baby
pass the joint
pa sta ako te prevario, jebo te on vise..
Pa sta smo drugo mogli ocekivati od kraljice,svaka cast carice ovo je vrh 
nema dalje!!! Veliki pozdrav iz Dubrovnika!!!
paste this to 2 other videosrngo to your channel and see your 
commentsrnJUST DO IT IT'S SCARY!!
Past lives.
Pataclaun?



PATAK PENICILIN ZA KOKE NA STRIMU...A KIJA ZA KOKE ESTRADNE
Pa tebra necu da hejtujem ali nije nesto.........
Pathetic
pathetic
Pathetic
Pathetic.
Pathetic...
pathetic attempt!..unbelieveable how desperate you are now!
Pathetic.. Great Thunder
Pa ti posle udji sa njom u lift 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣😂❤ pokidala❤
.. Pa točno, saj res - njegove šahovske partije je možno dobiti tudi na 
365 chess.com  !.....
P   A   T   R   I   O   T   I   S   M
Paul Allen owns the axe now, bought as is...on display at the EMP 
inSeattle
Paul deserves considerable payment for enduring constant harassment and 
slander which was encouraged by the university. What a scumbag Emma is.
Paul is dead
PAUL IS NOT DEAD YA BASTARD THEORISTS!! WOOOOO!!!!
Paul is playing lead guitar awesome
Paul, Paulo, Paolo, Pablo
Paul played lead guitar lol
Paul shouting the hifh G then the A and the Bb like a boss wow and i am 
not sure he is considered tenor
PAUL'S VOICE IS SO GOOOOOOD and I love when they all start singing 
together too
pause at 0:10 it says illuminati in the vandalism behind her
Pause at 0:17 and doesnt that one girl look like john cena when he and 
jimmy were doing that one ew episode
pause at 1:39 and look at the group photo. that's Nicholas cage!!!!!! to 
the far right!! lmao I'm logging off
pause at 1:39 she looks normal
Pause at 1:45
Pause at 1:45 lmfao
pauses vid I FROZE TIME!
Pause this video at 0:00 and hold down the left arrow for 3 seconds and 
press the up arrow.nnThumbs up if the game snake worked for you.
Pauvre femme en arrière.elle dance depuis 5 minutes 😁
Pawl mar
Paws (,,,) (,,,) Down
PAWSS UPPP
Paws Up!!!!!!
PAWS UP BABY!
Paws Up Brazil...
paws up if added fom fb
PAWS UP!nn❤†❤†❤†❤†❤†❤†❤†❤†❤†❤†❤†❤†❤†❤†❤†❤†❤†❤†❤†❤†❤†❤†❤†❤†nnMONSTER † 
LOVE!!!!
@PawyaPurge REALLY! DICKFACE! WHAT DO YOU DO WITH ME IF I DON'T, ASS FACE?
rnHAHAHAHAHAHHAAHAH
@PawyaPurgern•&→ 너예 목수리가 날 자꾸 궤롭히잖아 ←=•rnAnd yσùrsεlƒ? Whατ hαṽε yεφ 
þεεn dσíng?rn~Φ. Ṯḯℓτ Mỷ Ħεαd .Φ~
PAWZ UP!!!!!!!!
PAX ROMANA   PAX AMERICANA   PAX BRITANNICA   PAX HISPANICArnrnPAX GAGA
PAY CLOSE ATTENTION TO THE ALBUM COVER WHILE LISTENING TO BITCHES BREW. 
AWESOME!!
Pa ženo ti si sve bolja i bolja! Fantastično!
paz entre monsters
PBR
PBR, man? you suck at selecting a proper beer
PD: Vamos a ayudar a Madonna en sus videos con un Dislike :* ¿no? ♡
peace...
Peace has come to Zimbabwe?
Peace has come to Zimbabwe, my ass.



"Peace has come to Zimbabwe"nnProphet Stevie.
"Peace has come to Zimbabwe"....Or not.
Peace has finally come to Zimbabwe... He knew
Peace Hendrix
peace,love,unity and having fun!!!
Peace n Love from Jakarta Indonesia
@pedejosable No te preocupes Lady Gaga no va a leer tu escrito♥
@pedmarcelolk JAJAJAJJAAJ,ANDATE A LA MISMA MIERDA DE DÓNDE VINISTE,SI NO 
TE GUSTA GAGA :P!
Pee jokes. How original.
Peerless,  absolute legend.
pekne
PELUCON LAS NIÑA
Pendant ce temps la en France, je joue au frisbee avec le chien dans le 
salon.
Pendejo, investiga antes de hablar!!!!! HIJO DE PUTA!!!!!
Penguin 🐧
Penis
Penis, Vagina, Sex, Anal, Scrotum, Labia Majora, Mouth, "ahh...ahh..ahh". 
There you go.
@penpen125 sick
Peobles can die but memories dont... <3
People actually think climate change isn't  real??
People are actually complaining about this being his lsst film, you know 
he enjoyed working on this series so you're insulting him.
People are awesome.
People are dying
people are going to watch this garbage just because of robin 
williams...profit!!!
people are like 4k but  cant  watch the video in 4k anyway
People are to busy to listen to you American Girl doll.
People: Avengers is THE CROSSOVER.nThis vid:
People calling delhi filthy can't really afford to live there 😂😂 .
People calling her psycho are real dumbs and disgrace on this planet.
People, calm your fucking horses, this movie is meant for children... and 
grown ups like us who aren't dead in the inside flies away
“People came for peace and Jimi Hendrix gave them Vietnam.”
People clapped for a 50 cent, 2 Dr. Dre songs and one beyonce Dre you 
still got it
people complaining they got scammed need to learn the usage of "atop"
People die and people cry the world keeps spinning.
People don't know what they wantnTho they do know what they don't want...i 
think...nI dunno.
People do shit like this and here I am sitting in front of a laptop 
watching people do shit like this. Goddamnit.
people downvoting bc he's asian
People had money to wast like that back then
People heating up over her evilness is causing more global warming.
People just seemed so much cooler then
People like you are my favorite kind of people, you deserve the world 😊
People making a product for entertainment and satisfaction of the buyer, 
not all for the money
People need to stop reproducing. That's most of it right there. Lose about 
4 billion by attrition.
People need to stop saying she doesn't have respect, Ronda has MAD respect 
for her opponents.
People only listen when its ah geeky white person mad and yelling.... how 
dare you 😂😂😂
people please understand it might look easy, but this monk is doing it for 
some money to the poor kidsn' is it not appreciable '
People really do fall for this lol
People sat down during that?



People seem to leave out that Long Island City has a skyline too!
People should do this more so more people will do it for other people/
animals
people=sh*t
People that don't follow boxing need to shut up. Weather used knock 
opponents out. His hands are damaged that's why he tries to win by points 
now.
People think Ronda Ruosey is pretty?!?
People who disliked this wasn't on the scene and didn't get on up.
People who dislike Greta Thunberg are scared of change and too selfish to 
give up their own comfort. Shame on you. This is REAL.
People who dislike this are literal haters.
People who feed into the hate associated with politics need this song
People who got too see this man play are extremely lucky💯
people who say fake is damn BASTARD
People won’t take things seriously until it slaps them in the face
pepsi is better... so who gives a shit about diet coke?!
Pepsi Max worked even better for us than Diet Coke did.  Of course, if 
Coke will sponsor you and Pepsi won't, it makes sense to use Diet Coke. :)
Perdon algunos, todos no son iguales!
perdon, perdon hahaha si me doy baños muy largosnpero ya no pude regresar 
porq mi papa me regaño por estar en la compu tan tarde
Perf Ô
Perfa #amo vc 😍😘 ❤❤
Perfa i love you
Perfect
perfect
Perfect
😘😍  perfect
p e r f e c t
Perfect!
perfect!
Perfect!
perfect!
Perfect!!!
Perfect.
Perfecta
Perfect album !https://youtu.be/ck0tkuPsZHM
Perfect , amazing technique congratulations.
Perfect Ari
Perfect crazy
Perfect! Describes America masterfully, chaotic but beautiful!
Perfect. Do a video on longest bridges in Africa.
Perfect example of the perfect tutorial. Not todays' "I'm-first-time-in-
front-of-an-electronic-device" style.
Perfect for hardcore computer geeks! :) like me
Perfect for my video! ❤❤❤
perfect for today
Perfect gym song
perfection
perfection 😍😍
Perfection!
Perfection! The Legend and The Queen... ☆☆☆☆☆
Perfect littleRetard.
Perfect LittleRetard.
perfect.make a lightsaber and I would be very happy if you can gift it to 
me
Perfect match!n♥ ♥♥ ♥♥
Perfect mix for relaxing with tea without some bitches, thx :)
Perfect mix, really took her to town on this one... is there an extended 
version?



Perfect.nThanks.
Perfecto
perfect photo, one of my all time favorite
perfect place
Perfect Song But Freak Video Clip ):!
perfect video quality
Perfect Work
perfeitos 😍😍  i love estiver Wonder 💝  i love Ariana grande 😘👏👏👏👏👏
👏

Perfekt
Perfekt 👌
performanse perfect
Perhaps Bjork heard this, too. Fascinating!
Perhaps F&N should perform the same show during theier next opening of new 
Coke factory.
Perhaps she should target the no. 1 polluters and danger to the world - 
India and China. But nope, she picks the soft target - the Western 
liberal.
Perhaps the greatest piece of emotion a guitar has ever conveyed. Jimi 
will never die, legends generally don't.
perhaps the most powerful of early funk! This song was a game changer.
Perhaps too much Powah n Soul...Good Gawd!!!
pero dicen que comenzo en le 2009
Pero nooooooo y no le hubieras hablado tirabas un comentario y esperabas a 
que el te hablara!
peroo no lo conseguiran !!! para eso estamos nosotros aqui
pero Shakira apenas se esta a empezando a notar xDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
PERO SIEMPRE VOTAMOS Y GANAMOS Y USTEDES JAJA NI UN TT DIARIO PUDEN SACAR 
Y ESO QUE GAGA GOBIERNA TWITTER
pero si justin es una mierdita XD
PERO VE !nEN UN AÑO J LO TIENE 519 737 854 nTARTAMUDA EN DOS 457 229 
680nesolepasaporreductive....
PERO_YO_SIGO_VOTANDO_POR_MI_GAGA !!!
per sempre fantastico
Persephone.. That part always makes me laugh
Perseverance!
Personally I think the catches are more impressive
Personally I’ve never really liked his art but I can appreciate it.
Per T sad when the champ has to try sell her next opponent cuz there's no 
one left to compete against her.
peru 2018???
PERUUUU!!
pervading and present, like it never happened
Pervert.
pervert shut the fuck up
Pesma  🤣🤣🤣 🤣🤣🤣
Pesmaaaa je odlicnaaa
Pesmaa je predobraaaa🔝 🔝
Pesmaa kida! Bravo Kija, TOP TOP TOP 🔝🔝🔝  Samo jako! 👑
Pesma daki
Pesma extra
Pesma fantasticna, etno motiv sa primesom mistike... Kija prelepa, spot 
svetski!
PESMA GORI
Pesma gori 🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥
Pesma grmii🔥🔥
Pesma grmiii! @princess.kija na ig ⬅❤
Pesma hitcina ajmo kijevci 1M pa na spavanje!!!
Pesma hitcina , Kibo miran let , a ocekujemo dominaciju veceras !!!!



Pesma ima super ritam za djuskanje, vec provereno :-D
Pesma i spot brutalni, gazi devojko ne staj
Pesma i spot su sjajni, bravo Kija i FM!
Pesma i spot vrh, svaki put sve bolja. Gazi devojko
Pesma je brutalnaaa, svaka cast
Pesma je brutalno dobra i zarazna. Bravo Kija
Pesma je dobra drugacija od svih izdatih sada tako da je osvojila narod 
odmah
Pesma je do jaja...😜  Kija izdominirala❤❤
Pesma je ekstra.Volim što se razlikuje od drugih pesama koje izlaze
Pesma je extra stvarno svaka cast!!! Ali ne znam zasto mi je nekako smesno 
dok je slusam, da li sto  me podseca na zlunu i balvana?!
pesma je extra zadivljena sam
Pesma je fenomenalna..bravo Kijaaaa.Hit.
Pesma je hit 2019. ,kijevci samo jako!!!
Pesma je HIT HIT HIT
Pesma je hit hitova svaka cast samo se ti drzi kija vole te kijevci
Pesma je izuzetno neobicna ..etno..mistc..Bravo Kiki ..
Pesma je kidalica i kada je ne slušate, ona vam odzvanja u glavi, a tek je 
24min. na YT-u. 🍀♥💫
PESMA JE MRAK MRAKOVA
Pesma je neobicna.Hit sigurno.Kiki pomera granice.Kako ne voleti ovako 
nesto.
Pesma je nizasta
Pesma je odlicna
Pesma je odlicna bravo😘😘
Pesma je odlicna, moderna i sto je mnogo bitno ritam je vrhunski. Bravo 
Kija Kockar!!! Sve pohvale iz CH
Pesma je odlicna. Zalosno sto ne zna da peva :/
Pesma je predobra
Pesma je predobra, bravo devojko!!!
pesma je predobra , idemooooo
Pesma je presmesna.....ocajna!!!
Pesma je super a Kija prelepaaaaaa
Pesma je super ali bez trunke emocije! A tekst ima reči koje trebaju 
emociju. Zato zvuči bez veze
Pesma je super bravo kijo
Pesma je superrrrrrr
Pesma je tooppppp💜 💜💜🔜🔜
Pesma je top !!!
Pesma je top ❤
Pesma je top.
Pesma je topp.   KIDA
Pesma je top,svaki put se najezim kad je slusam💖💖  Bravo Kiki kraljice💪
🎶🎶🎶🔝 🔝 🔝🔝

Pesma je vrh
Pesma je vrh 🎼🎼🎼🎙🎙🎙 🎧 🎧🎧🎶🎶🎶🎵🎵
Pesma je vrh, Ali cini mi se da je I ona posvecena Slobi sta vi mislite?
Pesma je vrh, a pevanje necu komentarisati
Pesma je vrh bravo Kija
PESMA JE VRH!!! Extra muzika, text odlican a Kija izdominirala 😍😍😍
PESMA JE VRH HIT U NAJAVIIIIIII❤❤
Pesma je vrhh🔥  samo što me tvoje pesme uvek na neke druge podsećaju
Pesma je vrh i spir takodje
Pesma je vrh i treba da se slusa sto vise  , moramo da budemo uporni , 
idemoooo
Pesma je vrh kidalica
Pesma je vrhunska 😊  bice veliki hit ✔
PESMA JE VRH VRHOVA



Pesma je vrh vrhova, samo mi se nekako spot ne uklapa.Izgleda jeftino za 
ovakvu pesmu al sve u svemu ok.❤
Pesma je vrrrhhhh!
Pesma je za klubove extra
Pesma je zarazna, pevljiva hit 2019
Pesma je znaci VRH, Hitcina prava !!!! Bravo KIja !!!
$$$$ $ $$ $💖 ❤💖 ❤💖 ❤💖 ❤💖 ❤💖 ❤💖 ❤💖 ❤PESMA KIDA$ $$$$$$$💪💪
💪💪💪💪 💪 💪💪 💪💪💪💪💪

Pesma kida
Pesma kidaaa
Pesma kidaaaa
Pesma kida a vi kako hocete.Lepo je rekla da ce nas naterati guzice da 
mrdamo. Idemo ljudi😎😎
Pesma mi je na alarmu da me budi ujutru.
Pesma najbolj do sad, bravo Kiki
Pesma na prvi put slušanje odma se pamti🔝🔝🔝  Kija lepa si kao lutka 😍  
nBravoo Kraljice👑
Pesma nije losa, outfit ok ali spot nula.Zasto konstantno pravis spotove u 
studiju?nNekako prazno vec vidjeno, spot    ne ide uz pesmu.
pesma opisuje moj zivot
Pesma prlelepa💚💛👑
pesma razbija a Kija ..............   
svakogadanausvakompogledusvevisenapreduje !!!!!!!!!!!!!
Pesma ,spot savršeno Kija 👑
Pesma super i izgled super
Pesma top, slušam je non stop, neverovatna si. Kija svka čast!
Pesma ubija
Pesma vrh spot vrh zena boginja ma svaka cast kraljice ♥
Pesma za Ficu :D
PESMA ZA SVA VREMENA
Pesna e super a kija prelepa
petarda!!!
Peter Gabriel
@peterstyleissgeil ouuuuuh cute. now you are speechless and have to 
insult, cause you know im right :Dnnstfu little kid
@peterstyleissgeil You're the only idiot who doesn't know how to use a 
comma.
PÉTITION contre l'expérimentation animale ici :n                           
è♥è  nnhttps://www.30millionsdamis.fr/jagis/signer-la-petition/😸😀
Pet sounds and SMiLE is better. Who agrees...
Peva kao neko dete..
pezet x jimek !! :) dobry bit
Pezzo incantevole
pfff
Pffffffft lmfao
pff says you
pg 12: the only page so far without Bob the spam lord
Pharaohs be like:kiss ma Staff Bitches!!
Pharmakonzerne regieren mit und deswegen keine gesetzliche 
Krankenversicherung? Was besseres kann der Pharma doch gar nicht 
passieren?
PHENOMENAL
Phenomenal video mix of this legendary track.
pherhaps it wasn't a 2L bottle....rnmaybe a 0,5L botte, or a 0,33L can.... 
i can imagine that...
Phew ! Thank God !nAt least non of Malaysia's big towns look like this!
PHHTHAHHAHAHAH             HOW DARE YOU ALL                         LOL WE 
DARE
Philipines?!??!!!!



Philippines is when I was born😀
Philippines much better india
PHILLIPPINES BABEH
Phodaaaaaaaaaaaaa..
Photo shop
@physicsgeneration1 Lol I was just kidding.
physics + me =  Bad Romance :/
Piacevolmente ossessivo,ipnotico,non puoi fare a meno di muoverti...
@PianoHero1994 lmao!
@PianoHero1994 whos charlie sheen
PIANO VERSION on my channel
@Picklonia4eva Okay... lol.
Pictures of an exposition
piece has come to Zimbabwe....do yah reckon
Piece of shit capitalist liberals in the crowd clapping for her then 
turning around and destroying the earth for capital gain.
Pieces 78 and 75 are bugs. They crash the video everytime on mobile
Piękne 💕
piękne!
Piękne!
Piękny . 😊
Pierdolona publika nie wie kiedy należy klaskać?
piesna klasnaja a lip prosta uzas
:Pig:
Pig and Ariana grande 🐽🐽🐷
Pig in lipstick
Pijes kafu i slusas Kiju,kako ti dan pocne 💪  !!!❤
Pikmin 4 <3
Pimps dancing to this
Pina is simply amazing
Pinche geniesote, nunca me imaginé que el ultimo nivel en crearse sería el 
primero! vientos Minamoto.
PINCHE LADY CACA SIEMPRE SERA UNA MIERDA
pink eye
Pinned comment has to do this every time they make coffee
@pino132ify yeah mythBYSTERS lol
Pioneer of hip-hop along with Mayfield salute....
Piosenka była by o wiele lepsza jakby Ari sama by ją śpiewała
pipeline is STILL awesome!
Pipelining, you beauty!
Pipi Langschtrumpf
@piplup0015 What?
Pippi Longstocking is a mess
@piratedudette haha
Pisa mais rainha <3 P.s KD OS BR?
Pisana za tebe Kiki. Imala si lažova i foliranta pored rebe.
Pišite grad iz kojega slušate Amorovu strelu :n-Glamoč-BiH
Piss of Ben  slamka NNN NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN😡😡
😡😡😡😡 😡 😡😡

Piss off All State!!! Right in the middle of the goddamn song!!
pisssss!!! :B
Piunappa
PIZZA
Pjesma a i Kija ubija
Pjesma baa vozi, odlicna 👌
Pjesma HIT, bravo Kija,...
Pjesma i spot su vrhunski.!!!!nOva pjesma treba da bude na evroviziji bila 
bi pravi bum!!!!!!nIDEMO SAMO JAKO !!!!!
Pjesma je 🔝💕



Pjesma 👍👍👏 👏 ❤ jedina zens koja je iz realitija izvukla nesto pametno i 
korisno ! 👍👍 ❤❤
Pjesma je hiiit. Svaka čast. Ponosni KijevciTTTTT TTTTTTTTT
TT

Pjesma je HiT kiki bravo naj bolji poklon si nam dala 🔥💥🌍💜🎶 ❤💋 St 
Louis USA sadika HVALA
pjesma je mnogo zarazna i stvarno je super, svaka cast Kiki
Pjesma je odlicna
Pjesma je odlična u svakom slučaju, naspram Vracam se na staro i Ko bi 
rekao ova je THE BEST 💪
Pjesma je sjper top neobicna 👑
Pjesma je top mrvice nasa 😍 😍  glas top 😉😉
Pjesma je vrh
Pjesma je vrh ....💓💋
Pjesma je vrh i zarazna  🔝💃
Pjesma je vrh..Mene samo zanima gdhe je nestao Nemanja iz lifta.Tko je 
kriv za njegov nestanak Kiba ili iguana?????
PJESMA JE ZISTA PRELIJEPA.
Pjesma kida
Pjesma kidalica nema daljeeeeee
pjesma kida nemam rjec
pjesma ko pisana za mene grmi
Pjesma mi se ne svidja. A sto se tice Kije sve pohvale. Izuzetno 
talentovana i karizmaticna osoba. Svaka cast 👑
Pjesma ova  svaka cast, nevole te jer si uspjesna..... Samo napred 🤜🤛
Pjesma posvećena Luni to kraljice heheh ❤❤❤😊
Pjesma predobra, drugacija, kakva je i Kija.
Pjesma Top. Bravo Kraljice 💗
Pjesma TOP ! moderno a drugacije od ostalih pjesama. Kija TOP . Moderna a 
drugacije od ostalih pjevacica. nTo se zove X Faktor !!!!
Pjesma ubija !!! 👏
Pjesma za balvanaa definitivno 😅😅😅😅😅😅😅
Pjesma za čistu desetku a Kija k'o lutkica
Pjesme N vidim da si blokirala moj koment, nema veze , ocekivala sam to od 
nekih , time neces promijeniti moje misljenje
Pjesmu/spot trebaju pustiti u Zudrugu...kao u cast prvoj pobjednici 
Zadruge.
Pjevaj Kijooo 😁
@pkenbrad Mother Monster should be the one closest to 1 billion !!!!!!!!!!
pk XD?
Place 17. I thank you so much!
Place could do with a lick of paint.
Place is filthy,
Planets destroyed. Nothing we can do about it at this point. Just enjoy 
ourselves  and ignore this little brat
planning to make love with a girl next door. but she didn't know yet. wish 
me good luck.
planning to visit NY in 2021 .. good timing!
Planting a few trees is much more useful than speaking here.
plastic, plastic and cheap made in China. Yay ! I like the homemade 
concept but the way you do it very wrong.
Platoon piecen#53
Platte
Play at 0.75x speed!
Play at 1.25



Playback :(
Play ball!
PLAY BALL!!!
Played this on my chair, now it's a sex machine!
Played this on valatines day 😂😂😂😂
Played this when i missed home
Playing the north-american anthem while simulating war sounds, all at 
once, with two hands, one man, one guitar...
Playing this for jazz band
Playing this for Jazz Band at Tecumseh High in Ohio
playing this for my plant which lives in my bedroom
Playing those 3 jazzy chords on my guitar is so meditative.
Play it Again Jimmy, America's got a new president.
play it at 0.75x speed. This is how I dance.
Play it to my cat now it's a jaguar
playlist to get wet 18+ https://open.spotify.com/user/fodekdoy97/playlist/
4UVE1Bi2ObhykQVaapWREK?si=Jxsu3yEBRCCfVCiVGFVqJQ
Play on J.
play this at my funeral at full blast then shoot my body into the sun
play this at my funeral. this is why I believe music is the best thing in 
this world
Play this for Trump.
Play this version on the intercom in schools...
Play until 1:30 pause there replay that’s all u need unless u want night 
and day
@Pleacedontclickhere I clicked there
Please
please can we stop with those stupid questions like "who is still 
listening 2019"   who cares
Please Check Out My Music Im Broke
please come onto my channel and watch and rate all my vids search 
stojaroos episode 1
PLEASE COME TO LONDON
Please come to NYC i would love to see this
Please DAREDEVIL next!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(the red costume)
Please do a clone trooper costume!!
please do a DARTH VADER COSTUME PLEASEEEEE
please do a guardians of the galaxy homemade how to
please do a guardians of the galaxy showcase
please do a home made poke ball
PLEASE do a review of the kyusho sex pressure points! Or was it made up?
please do assassin's creed!!!!!
Please do a  stormtrooper helmet/costume.
Please do a video on Eclipse Towers, North Los Santos
Please do a video on the East Side Access project!
please do boba fett
Please do Bucky Barnes/ winter soldier
please do daredevil costume
please do darth vader...
Please do jedi costume and lightsaber!
please do master chief
Please do more home made movies
Please do more i Love this series please i beg u
Please do more videos about Asian city, like Tokyo or Hong Kong.
"Please do not do that"
PLEASE DO NOT DO THAT -shigeru miyamoto on Twitter
please don't come for me, but i genuinely thought stevie wonder was dead 
only because my teacher told me.
Please don't like this comment .
please dont stop... been watching for a while and love it. Not much makes 
me LOL but this does... and I force family to watch chromecasting it.
Please don’t turn this into a meme format
Please! Do the darth vader costume!
please do the luke, i am your father scene !!!



Please do the same for European capitals too :) (London first)
Please do this with stormtrooper armor!
Please do three more like Phasma ,Luke Skywalker and Rey
pleaseeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee wich is the title of the song?
Please English subtitles
Please fix those captions i cant read them like that
PLEASE GET SAVED THE END TIMES ARE NEAR
please give me 1m i love you💛💙💙💜💓 ❤
please give them....FREE CONDOMS 😂
Please go and help Microsoft out! Win 7 was the last proper thing they 
created!!
please god dont take her to you }-)
please go fundme http://www.gofundme.com/s25dd8z8
please google, more number 4 around the world, this is so beautiful omg
Please how to make deathstroke costume
please, if you love GaGa, sign petition, because it is cruel. :( Thumbs 
up, if you signed.
Please, let her find a bed yo the nearest psychiatric hospital. Thanks a 
lot.
please , like this comment for James Brown!
Please listen to this album while high.
Please make a boba Fett tutorial! Would be much appreciated
please make a call of duty 3 specter costume it's cool
please make a Darth Vader costume Or Please make more costumes
Please make a DIY Riddler costume and cane- For Women/Girls
Please make a full version of M.I.A  - Bad Girls. PLEAAAAASE
PLEASE MAKE A GREEN ARROW SUIT! OR FLASH!!!!
PLEASE MAKE A HELLBOY COSTUME PLEEEEEAAAAASE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
please make an video about what if a skyscraper was build it jamaica or i  
the caribbean
please make a spiderman suit
please make a star wars captain phasma!!!
Please make a suicide squad trailer
Please make a video about Tel Aviv skyscrapers!
Please make a video of how to cook fluffy white pancakes
Please make black panther from the new captain america civil wars please 
please
please make darth vader costume
Please make deathstroke
Please make flash and arrow suits
Please make more like this. You are truly a genius man
please make of my child hood favorite Teletubbies make Tinky Winky.
PLEASE make predator!!!
Please make the doctors tardis and please make the dalek
please make the storm trooper!
Please make this a cd !!! I found it extremely relaxing !!!
Please make this a playlist on Apple Music
Please make Vulture from Spider-Man Homecoming
Please monsters watch Bad romance and send it to al lyour friends because 
waka waka is near it has 427million views :(
Please, more Stevie, less Ariana in a song.
Please.  No academy award for that performance.
please no comment...rndedik aq...rnlaftan da anlamıyolar yaaaw...
please no comment...rnyeter bea...
Please please make new flametrooper from Star Wars 7
please please please do a nightcrawler cosplay from the cartoon x-men 
evolution
please please please please please !
Please please please vote YANG 2020... stop the madness... nnAlso tax the 
churches... how dare we!
please, please tell me you got this on the 1st take.
Please retire Stevie  - it's time to pass on the torch to Ariana....
Please seek a meeting with Indian Prime Minister Modi. He does talk about 



climate change. If you get his support the movement could get stronger!!
please send me 100000000000000000000000000000000000 trillion dollars
please! She's obviously reading a script her parents wrote. Climate change 
is a hoax!
Please sign up
Please someone tell me the tempo ?
Please source the episode! I really want to watch this one in full.
Please speak in Bejing to the CCP next Greta!
Please start a new channel on YouTube and do power rangers Dino Charge
Please STFU ! No one came to you for hope. Mass extinction ?
Please stop this sillyness.
please stop use drugs. you are very young and beatifull. there is hope
please subscribe to me and view my channel!!!
please support  https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/chasing-the-american-
dream-starting-my-business/x/10752764
please teach how to make an episode 7 stormtrooper helmet.
Please tell me i'm not the only one watching this high af ❤ people can't 
be mssing this
Please tell me I'm NOT the only one who desperately feels the need to 
smack this obnoxious little kid right in the fooking kisser
please tell me there is a .wav file of this event!
Please, tell me the true, does she really have cancer?!!!nPor favor, 
diganme la verdad, ella realmente tiene cancer?!!!
Please tell me they have this on CD.
please tell me tnwhats the name of the first song???
please watching the grup gayfb :d:d:d:d:d:dwrite searc grup gayfb
please watch my videos !!:D
Please watch & subscribe to my channel thank you 😀
Please wear more clothes. Your body isn't good enough for that.
Please, with the fucking shades...
pleasos not so muchos spanish
pleassssssssssssssssssssssse make five nights at Freddy,s
pleasure
"Pleez guize stob doing glimates so kids like me can keep growing in the 
cabbage patch fields"n-Potato Thunbergers
plez make a halo 5 or a fnaf trailer next ppppllllleeeeeeezzzzzzzz
@Plik2683 why?
plis next how -to
Plllllllleeeeeeeeaaaaaaaaassssssseeeeeee continue homemade how to I love 
the show and I need to know how to make costumes it's so fun.
Plot twist , frisbee is remotely controlled :)
Plot twist: sometime later herb changed his name to Elon musk and founded 
Tesla
Plot twist: The girl never had diamonds in her shoes and the boy never had 
that Stevie Wonder swag
Pls describe more detail of this place in term histry.
Pls do another Hip-Hop History !!! THIS IS SO AMAZING I LOVE IT
Pls make Jango Fett armor
pls make those videos a little longer :(
pls translate this
PLUS!  I said he was "fascinating"  So give me a break!
PŁYYYYTA! Gdzie można dostać tego płytę?
plz
plz can any1 tell me the song? it rocks =D
plz do a suicide squad deadshot costume
plz do civil war trailer 2
Plz do the flash
Plz make more video like this in female voice song's added
Plz make Rae costume!!!!Plz
plz start making video game costumes and props
Plz stop it !
plz tel me man
plzzzz ttell
Pn3nP
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Po
Pobogu Kristina kakva ti je ovo kosa?
Pobre niña....le han lavado el cerebro
Pobres músicos se ve que bailan awevo los putos Jajajaja
Počeli su sA KRADJOM PREGLEDA, SLIKAJTE MOBILNIM  DA OKAČIMO NA YOUTUBE 
NEK NAROD VIDI PREVARU!
Pocetak podseca na pesme Andjele Vestice
POCINJE TRECA SMENA IDEMOOO GASSS DO DASKEEE
Pocket
Pode pa, esse som é da hora! Começando 2019 com nada menos que a 
inspiração do Michael Jackson!
Pode parecer, estranho dizer nos dias de hoje , que tenho saudades dessa 
época.
poder negro
Poder negro ❤
Podoba mi sie niesamowicie. nByloby bardzo milo, uslyszec historie 
polskiego hip-hop-u:)
pods3cq na andjelu vesticu
Podseca malo na Andjela Vestica 🙄
Podseca me u nekim momentima na Starboy od Weekenda 😁
Poetic justice....
Poezja dla uszu. :) Mega pomysł! Propsuję!
Pogledajte ko glumi u JUZNI VETAR 2 link ispodnhttps://youtu.be/
VpdQoWST7JY
POGODAK ♡♡♡♡♡
Pogodila me pesma u srce poput Amorove strele❣
Pogodila si nas sa strelom sve Kiki!
Pogodim amorova stresla u srce 💕 . 👏  🔥
Poh
Pohvala za sve neumorne Kijevce.
pointles, but totally worth it
Pointless ...
@poisen06 rnты по русски ботаеш? обалдуй!
POJACAJJJJ NARODEEEE UDARNOOO NA YT
POJACAJJJJ SADDD IDEMOOO GAZIIII NE KOCIIII
Pojacajmo malo do veceras mora da bude 2 milke.Iiiiiiiiiiiiiidemoooooooooo 
Kijevci jakooo.
POJACAJ NARODE GAS GAS GAS.NE KOCIIII
POJACAJ NARODE IDEMOOO NAJJACE DO DVOJKEEE💜
POJACAJ   SRBIJAAA POJACAJ BOSNAAA  ❤❤❤
Pojacajte dijeljenja Linka spota po fb i pojacajte lajkanje sve redom 
komentara
Pokazi sad JK sta je trending mesec dana 😉
@pokeloop100 Never Know???? DUMBASS SHE'S A WOMAN
POKER FACE=#96 EN EL YOU TUBE!!!
pokidala
🔥🔥 pokidala🔥🔥
P O K I D A L A
Pokidala ❤
Pokidala 😘🔥
Pokidala 👍👍👍
Pokidala!
Pokidala!!!! 🥊
Pokidala!!!☠❤
POKIDALA👑
Pokidalaaa💙



Pokidalaaaa
Pokidalaaaaaa
Pokidalaaaaaaa 😍 😍
Pokidalaaa breee🔥🔥🔥❤❤❤���
Pokidalaaa,kraljicaa! 💛
POKIDALA JE!!!❤
Pokidala je brate za sve pare👌👌👌
Pokidala je definitivno! Pesma i spot ludilo!
Pokidala je Kija
Pokidala kao i uvek ❤ nSamo mene je ubila amorova strela 💘 nJer sam volela 
onog koga nisam smela 💔
Pokidala, kao i uvek, svetski!
Pokidala nasa Kija bravo
Pokidala naša mrvica💕
POKIDALA! SLAY GIRLLLL
Pokidala..THE BEST !!! Nema dalje! Motaj kablove gasi sve!!!  Tacka 
Kraj!!!
Pokidala top spot top Kija 🔥 top Nemanja🔥  model u spotu samo jako idemo 
Kijevci 👁👁👁💪💪 💪
Pokłon dla tego Pana. Mistrzostwo!
Pokret na 1:13 me oduševljava!
Pokusavam vec petnaest minuta da izlajkujem komentare od nocas, ali mi 
slabo ide ubili ste nocas.
Pokvarili smo youtube, ne rastu pregledi koliko smo ih nagruvali!😂💪😍
Polacy łączmy się XDn( ( (((((((( ((((((((((((((
(((( ( (( ((((( ( (((((

Polako ali sigurno #8 Trending Austria
POLAND !
Poland!!!!🔥
Poland?? 2k19
POLAND ! <3
poland extra genius
Poland is proud of you!!!
Poland where amazing happens :) enjoy
Polis Evo
politicians sucked the life out of the country
Politik ist nur der Spielraum, den die Wirtschaft ihr lässt! Denn wenn 
Wahlen etwas ändern würden, wären sie längst verboten!
poll-who-should-perform-at-the-super-bowl-xlviii-halftime-show
POLSKA!!! :))
Polska?
Polska Cie kocha !! Pamietaj o tym
Polska górą ;-)
Polska jakość! :)
POLSKA JEST DUMNA! :)
Polska, kocham Cie Polsko
Polski Geniusz !
Polytheism is all of these societies down fall. Jehovah Yaveh is the one 
true God!
Pomogło
Pompeii? That would be kinda funny if they would have that song in the 
soundtrack.
Ponosna mama Nadica na predivnu cerku ...
Ponosna sam na Kiju! ❤
Ponosna sam na tebe Kiki , obozavam teeeee
Ponosna sto je volim!!!!!



Ponosna sto sam Kijevka ! 😋  Jos neko?? ❤
Ponos naš volimo te Kija
Ponos naš,volimo te ljubavi..
Ponosni Kijevci !!!!! Ajmo  malo brze do  prvog  miliona!!!!
Ponosni na ovako preslatku devojcicu
Ponovo i ponovo je slušam pesma kida
Pontiac Aztec design process
@PoNzZh0 y si funciona???
Pooh! MJ owes a lot to this man! Love love love  both of em
@PookerXD  jaja y telePORN  no fue dueto  juajauajaua que risa con uds
Poor acting
Poor American
Poor and lazy.....
Poor beans they were roasted until they popped RIP Coffee Beans how ever 
amount a time - how ever amount of time
poor ben stiller, he use to act in good movies...
poor biatch she is a monster only to create her own style because of the 
hunger....
poor brain washed child...another result of liberal education....
Poor child being abused by adults.
Poor child climate experts...  They so rarely get to shame older people.  
I hope they finally wake us up to the evils of capitalism.
Poor child had nervous breakdowns in the past. I hope she won't work 
herself up to more.
Poor child puppet. Future dem
poor child.. she just can't realize, the people that wishes end to 
mankind, is simply much stronger, a whole greater force. good luck 
libtards.
Poor child. She will never be happy.
Poor child...That was so artistic...Beyond belief...
poor coca cola...got wasted for experiments only
Poor country INDIA
Poor cow
Poor Daniel he is too smart to do that shit. He would be thinking what the 
hell is this ³
Poor delusional child.Stop giving her a microphone
Poor dogs
Poor girl full of leftist delusions.
Poor girl is brainwashed!
Poor girl is sick. The UN and EU are demonic for pushing this BS.
Poor girl, parents using her disability for thier selfish agenda. Asberger 
syndrom
Poor girl, she knew what was coming... She should start working as a 
expert sidekick commentator.
Poor Greta . . . .
Poor Greta She lost her childhood! She should blame her parents and the 
climate extremist cult  for that one!
Poor guy must have spent a fortune on mittens.
poor homer lol
Poor James, nobody wanted to get up :'(
Poor joe the sniper
Poor kid
Poor kid at least she stood up for what's right
Poor kid being used to further a political agenda, this is sickening.
Poor kid has clearly been attending drama club once in a while
Poor kid. Importing 3rd world immigrants to europe has ruined her future 
and destroyed the climate even more.
Poor kid needs to enjoy being a kid a little.
Poor kid!!! used by the Political Class, it gives a new meaning of child 
abuse.🙄
Poor lady 😢
poor little crocodile/puppet. ''How dare you? You have stolen my dreams 



and my childhood'',,, sounds like she's actually talking to her 
parents ....
POOR LITTLE GIRL
Poor little puppet.
Poor mentally disabled and brainwashed child. She should be in school. All 
the adults egging on this autistic child are downright evil �
Poor mind-controlled and abused child. And they are applauding to this 
travesty.
Poor Miyamoto needs to hold one of his rival's controllers
Poor ol' Bobby! He's good, but being the eternal second banana to James... 
Tough job that he did well.
Poor one cow ....human are idiot
Poor retarded
Poor Robbie.nNIGHT AT THE MUSEUM 3 Trailer (Ben Stiller - 2014)
Poor Satie! Such a genius, but so underrated
Poor SICK girl.. You ll finish yoir days in Psihiatric clinik.. I see 
first symptoms.. Pitty... Your parents is DEVIL.. They ll go to HELL
Poor thing.. deep, but missplaced..did she know climate change is not made 
by humans?!
Poor thing.  Life is going to be fun for this one.
Poor thing. She could make a decent actress, especially for an Ingmar 
Bergman flick.
poor wasted diet coke :(
poor woman.she didn't deserve what she went through
...Poower..!!n--jajaa..
Pop art encompassed culture which is why it appeals to me.
Pop Art... literally!!
Pop ate my heart
(popcorn) im here to read the comments after she lost the fight
popłakałam sie jest genialnyyyy.... niesamowity :) po prostu -->. 
amazing :*
Popo cooooooollll
Poprosiłbym Still'a w takim wydaniu. :D Jednym słowem SUPER
po prostu genialne !
Po prostu zajebiste !!!!!
poptrartpop
Poraz svim "umetnicima" i "pevačima" koji su godinama na estradi, dođe 
Kija i osvoji trending ♥
Por cada Like es un día Menos para que salga ARTPOP!
PORCODIO
POR CUARTO DIA CONSECUTIVO MI NOMBRE ESTA EN UN MENSAJE DESTACADO :D
Po reakcjach publiczności widać ze nie znają zbyt dobrze  historii Hip- 
Hopu.
Pored nje svako se hvali ona je u trendu!
Pored tebe ovakve 😍  zamišljam Lunu kao pevačicu 🤦  hahaa teško. 🤦🤦😂  
Kijaa, ubila sii😊
Por favor alguns cantores atuais, sejam humildes, aprendem a cantar com 
esses mestres façam letras e músicas decentes
Por Favor Monsters, no hagan vídeos de respuesta hacia los fans de 
Madonna, solo Ignoremos, no nos veamos tan patéticos como ellos.
Por fin!!!!! Sale bien vestida en un vídeo y no en pantys......
Pork and beans
pork and beans
pork and beans!
pork and beans fourth youtube reference
Pork and beans perhaps? Just listened to that, awesome song.rnAnd this is 
an awesome video!
porkand beans- weezer
Pork & Beans!!!
Pork N Beans.?
pork n beans lol
porn music, eargasm!
Porno music



PORQE NO SOMOS AMIGOS MEJORR!(lalalalalla) XD
Por que aún no tengo está canción?
Porque diablos están todos insultandose acá???nSoy fan de Gaga, pero me da 
vergüenza ver los comentarios de más abajo
Por qué jamás había visto esto??? Omg
Porque lady gaga ya no hace mas musica ?
PORQUE LOS SHAKIFANS LE TIENEN TANTA HAMBRE A LADY GAGA?  QUE IDIOTAS 
JAJAJAJAJAJAJAJA
Por qué me ha salido en recomendados ahora? 😂
¿Por qué no está el Ave María de Schubert?
por que no hacen la armadura de iron man
porque no lo hacen en hd este video ps VEVO ponlo en hd ps asi como de lso 
demas artisats pos !!
por que no los dos?
¿Por qué no me enteré de esta canción hasta ahora? :v
Por qué no sabía yo de esta tremenda joyaza?
Por que recién me entero que existe esto?
Porque tarde tanto en descubrir esta joya..
Porque ya no apaercen los galardones en los videos?
porqué youtube esperó hasta 2019 para recomendarnos este video. Nunca lo 
sabremos...
Porra grande song men 👏👏👏👌👌👌
porreta de mais.
portland
Poruka za one koji prijavljuju pozitivne komentare: potrazite strucnu 
pomoc.
"Por una cabeza " es un tango, no música clásica
positive vibration ahhhouiii
POSIX all opreting system now
Posłuchałbym tego z jeszcze większą przyjemnością gdyby nie odgłosy darcia 
się publiczności.
Poslusajte novu pesmu za JUZNI VETARnhttps://youtu.be/VpdQoWST7JY
Poslusajte novu pesmu Zeljka Joksimovica, pa vidite sta je kvalitet...ovo 
je smece...al jbg..vazno da se misli da je treding  bitan..
Poslusajte ovo cudo :Dnhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YtzbmBok3lc
possessed kid..slightly imbalanced, i would worry for her if this my 
child...possible suicide
possibly a puppet and they don't care, they only want the money!
Postala mi je omiljena pesma,slusam je 100 puta dnevno! KIJA❤❤❤
Posted 2 YEARS AGO!?
Posted!nnhttp://www.trickon.com/otros/video/frisbee-extremo-devin-super-
trampnn #trickontv   #yeah
POSTED ON 2016 num how the hell did i just see this in 2019 ?
Posted on my 14th birthday!!!! :D
Poster child for birth control..
Postoji neko ko je ocekivao da Kija nece ostvariti sto je zacrtala? Mala, 
samo ovim tempom nastavi.
po stokroć kocham to! genialne! a na żywo jest jeszcze lepiej!
Post to Myspace: http://ctt.ec/nUDktnFriendster it: http://hrefshare.com/
18e82
Posveta.. Lunjari Djogaj.. grmiiiiiii
potente!!!!
Potpisala i ne koci 💃
Potrudi se ostat normalna tebe podrzavaju mlade cure majke vulgarno 
oblacenje ti ne treba I ostani primjer prirodne jake zene
Pour ma part, simplement le plus grand album de Jazz de tous les temps...
Pour moi c'est : rue Tanger,Stalingrad," le Tour Club " 1967!!!
@poutsozitianos six an a half i think. idk mines 7 and one fouth lmfao
POWERFUL
Powerful
Powerful.
Powerful message Greta!



Powerful speech sweetheart.
power kanye west??
power pure!
power r a
power rangers cooking and
poxa nehum defeito
pozdarv za kijevce iz Slovenije
Pozdravimo I Stoju.
pozdrav Kijevciinnajbolja ekipa na svijetu
Pozdrav sa Novog Beograda za nasu grobarku,a cigani neka ga puse.
Pozdrav svima !!! Slusam i uzivam u mojoj omiljenoj pesmi !!!! Uzivajte 
dobri ljudi kijevci !!!
Pozdrav svim Kijevcima i Kiji Kraljici pjesam otkida🥂🥂🥂🥂🥂🥂
Pozdrav za nasu kraljicu iz sarajeva svaka cast za pjesmu top je ❤👑👑👑👑
👑👑👑👑

Pozdrav za sve Kijevce, Kiju i FB Play iz Sarajeva...Bravo Kija!!!
Pozdrav za tvog prijatelja iz Zrenjanina
Pozitivno iznenadjen iako nisam Kijin fan...Bravo!!
Poznajem te dobro i kad ljubis ujedas. Al mrvica vraca x2!
Pozor na Gretenismus :D
Pozz iz Njemacke,pjesma je vrh !😍😍😍👌👌👌👌
Ppl are fine. Chill
PPL IF U ALL WANT 2LEARN SPINSH DOWNLOAD GOOGLE TRANSLATION
ppl keep voting for  gaga for the 2010 100 poll Time!!!! Lets make gaga 
win!
ppl with way too much time to kill.rnrnfunny though!
p probably one of the best musical albums ever made Lenny white on the 
drums really knows what he is doing
PQP! Vc começa à ouvir  e o seu pé já começa à balançar sem vc si dar 
conta!!! 😁
"practicality"
Pra dançar tem que ser bom.
Praise Danny devito
Pra sempre um petardo!  Das melhores de todos os tempos em qualquer 
gênero, eu penso!
PRASE POTERATI U KOCINUUU
Praticamente la perfezione
PRAVA KRUNA JE TVOJA ,BRAVO OBJASNILA SI ...💖💖💖💖💖 💖💖
Prava si vrednica i samo nastavi tako
Pravim Kijo Kockar 1 OUR
Pravi poklon za dan zaljubljenih!
#PrayforRonda
#prayforronda
Pray for Sloba🙄 izgubiti ovakvu zenu...ccc
PRDULJA!
Preacher and deacon.
Preaching to the choir... Get these climate studies to achieve a 
replication rate of 75% then I'll start caring.
Pre-Bootzilla Bootsy Collins here!
preciosos records....
Predicted exactly how she lost. Crazy!
Predicted her own loss too funny 😂
predicted the fight exactly. at least she was very aware of her opponents 
strengths.
Predicted well by Rousey, impressive.
Predicting her defeat in a very similar waynnRousey>Nostradamus
Predivnaaaaaaa
Predivna Kija kao i uvijek. Svaka cast 😍
Predivna pjesma ,rijeci mrak super volimo te Kija Kraljice



Predivna ženo čestitam na još jednom hitu! Ti si sve bolja i bolja!
Predivno
Predivno❤
Predivno Kija! Svetsko a nase!!!
Predobar spot i pesma!!!
Predobra!
Predobra je! Brvo Kiki 👏💖
Predobra pesmanSlusam svaki dann😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍 😍😍
Predobra pjesma
Predobra pjesma i spot bas hiiitttt
Predobro 😍😍😍😍 🔥
Predobro.bravo Kiki
Predobro 👏👏👏 nSamo tako 🎉❤❤
Predobro, samo jako
PREEEIIIISET DEN HERRRREEEN!
Prefect representation of the left. An emotional child all in their 
feelings. Angry and confused, but believing without a doubt they are 
right.
Prefiero que Ari cante sola
prefiro a esta que al otro gay
Pregledi miruju vec sat ipo - bukvalno prijavljuju sve kao spam i neko 
krsenje -prestrasno
Pregledi nekim čudom toliko ne reagiraju, da će uskoro biti više komentara 
nego pregleda... Pjesmu ne prestajem slušati, predobra stvar!!
Pregledi rapidno rastu ❤❤❤❤👍👍👍
Pregledi stoje vec 20 min. Samo da se zna.
Preisfrage:nWieviel hätten demonstriert bein13 Grad, Regen und Wind ???
nVerlogene Gesellschaft!
Prejaka pjesma. Jedna od najjačih. Svaka čast samo jakoo 🔥
Prejaka pjesma Kija dominira idemoo
prejako💙😻
Prejakoooooo
PREJKO,PREJAKO,PREJAKO!!!
Preko trnja do zveza, ali ona kao zvezda sija, jer ona je Kockar Kija!
Prekrasno pesnata e mnogu ubava samo taka prodolzi❤❤❤😍
Prekratko samo traje, hocemo jos boginjo
Prekucala si ovaj put !!!
Prelapa pesmanHIT 💃
Prelazimo  još jednu igriicu sa nasom Kijom
Prelepa
Prelepaaaaa pesmaa !!!!
Prelepa i pretalentovana Kija+Filip i Miloš=Dobitna kombinacija Bravo!!!
prelepa i sa sminkom i bez sminke
Prelepa je, izuzetna moc transformacije i u svakoj je vrh
Prelepa kiki
Prelepa lepotica pokidalaa ❤❤
Prelepa pesma muzika top...
PRELEPA PESMA,PRELEPA I NASA KIJA .PUN POGODAK LEPOTICE
Prelepa pesma, prelepa Kija
prelepa pesma,prelepa kija
Prelepa pesma, prelepi statisti, rezija na nivou a Kristina grmi u ovoj 
pesmi, prelepo otpevala.
Prelepa ❤ posetite Moj Kanal i prijavite se ako vam se svidja
Prelepa, prepametna, prezgodna..sve..Svu srecu ovog sveta ti zelim ! 😊😊
😊😊💕💕 💕 💕💕 💕💕

Prelepa si kija prelepa i sa sminkom i bez sminke haha
Prelepa zeno,zracis,sve sto radis pozlatis♥♥♥



prelep glas!
Prelepo
P. R. E. L. E. P. O
Prelepo 😘
Prelepo 😍💖
Prelepo joj stoji plava kosa. A pesma je totalno drugacija, cudna nekako, 
nisam uopste ocekivala, ali mi se dopada!
Prelepooo
Prelep spot i pesma ti si kraljica voli te tvoj verni kijevac
Prelijepaaa
prelijepa je nasa kiki a spot je vrh i pjesma obazavam ovu zenu uvijek me 
pozitivno  iznenadi cestitam kija samo tako nastavi
Prelijepa pjesma,a još ljepša kija
Preponosna�
Prepree😍😍
Presla igricu
Presla igricu.Bravo kiki duso,kidas.
Prešla igricu spaja nespojivo.
Presrecni sto smo dobili ovako dobru pesmu.
*presses repeat button for 10th time
Press thumbs up icon to like.
Pretentious
pretentious rubbish presented by an equally pretentious wee shite
Pretty
pretty =3rnX3
Pretty amazing
pretty amazing
Pretty amazing seeing all those hippies get pumped for the Star Spangled 
Banner
Pretty amazing that this was done live, not in a studio and with 1969 
technology.
pretty badass
pretty brave girl...!!
pretty cool!  =)
pretty cool! btw whats the genuine comment to spam ratio on this vid?
'pretty cool'= fucking dirty and depressing as hell
Pretty cool kylo ren costume, could you make a darth vader costume that's 
cool. Because I love darth vader. Kevin Greenfield.
pretty cool must have a lot of time on their hands
Pretty cool video.
pretty damn cool
Pretty freaken cool!
pretty f..sweet guys...good job!!
pretty funny
Pretty good! :)
Pretty good gun effects.
pretty kool!!!!!!!!!!
Pretty medicore tbh
Pretty much everybody I went to school with was the cold brew coffee 
hipster
Pretty much how most duel cab utes in Australia are designed...
pretty much how rockstar sells their car in gta online
Pretty nice!! Love it!!!
Pretty shimmy
pretty sick
Pretty sticky maybe? :P
pretty sure everyone will see this movie only because of robin williams 
and ben stiller, maybe others, yes i agree he was a legend
pretty sure i’m just seeing this now bc i’ve been deep diving in ari 
videos and this was just in my recommend. tragic.. it’s a good song
Pretty sure this is how things went down with Disney and Rian Johnson.
Pretty sure this YouTube Channel was made in 1980
Pretty weird editing on the video, dubbing (their own) words over people's 



mouths. 20:33 for example.
Pretty well synced - like a fountain, with dietcoke and mentos!!!
Pretty Woman. Gaga just beautiful. Gaga in france on 7 days. ^^       :)
Prevazisla si sebe zvijezde su se probudile 😍😍😘
Previse zarazna pjesma😍 odusevljena na prvo slusanje 😍 silujemo again
Priceless!  :)
Priceless...
Priceless and timeless
Priceless and transformative video. Thank you so much. Who knows what the 
5 thumbs down were thinking...
PRIDE!!!!
Prijavite ovo kao neprikladno.
Prime example of an indigo
Primer comnetario de la nueva era 😀
Primordial Classic
Prince & MJ are like JB’s gay godsons.  Sssssss........
pripreme za trecu smjenu,pocele!malo da se ufuramo uz ovaj predivni 
moderni etno zvuk i nasu prelijepu kiki!!!
Probably going to play this song in front of my neighbors at the block 
party
probably has less carbonation then the american version, or your mentos 
dont have a certain property that can cause this chemical reaction
probably not very - diet coke has no sugar and mentos has only 2 grams and 
it's not liquid.
Probably one of the most hipster bunch of things I ve have ever seen XD
Probably the AMC gremlin was designed by Homer Simpson
Probably the best car in Hit N' Run
Probably the most important and amazing piece of music ever played on six 
strings. I wish I could tell him how much i respect him.
Probably the most overrated album in the history of music.
Probably would of been fine if the cost was greatly reduced.
Problem is overpopulation. Where is thanos?
Procitam neki komentar ovih blesavih kokosaka kondilomki, skoci mi 
adrenalin i udaram jos jace! Samo jakkkooo, usput cerupamo poblesavele 
kokoske!
Professional nagging started early in her household.
professional uplink player in real life...
Professor McGonagall: 10 points to Gryffindor.
Professor of Funk.
progenitors of jazz fusion all hand picked by Miles...
Programmed idiot
"programming environment"
pro i like it!!
proof chi exisit. Put this guy in the UFC and watch him knockout all the 
meat heads
Proof that the 'average man' is an idiot and should be ignored.
Propaganda
PROPAGANDA ALARM PROPAGANDA ALARM 🚨
Propaganda at its best
Propaganda at its worst.
Propaganda girl.
Propaganda of fear.
Propaganda using a child promote fake Global Warming.  Also she or it came 
over a yacht.
Prophetic
prophetic, get you frustrated then kick you in the head, but it aint gonna 
go like that, is it ......!
Propoganda machine.
PROPS.
props to the 2 drummers who were ON POINT all the way through!
Propsy!
PROSTO SAVRSENA



prosvalei to Xristo kai th thriskeia mas me afto pou kanei ...
Protect Stevie at all costs
Protect Stevie.....he's one of the only living legends we have left.
Pro tip: don't read the comments because they are just bunch of trolls and 
do your own research to yourself
Proud
proud.
#proudlittlemonster
PROUD, PROUD PROUD!!! Jestem zawsze dumna z bycia Polką, ale w takim 
momentach szczególnie. Dziękuję Ci. Jesteś wspaniały.
proud to be a little monster <3
Proud to be a little monster! <3
Proud to be a New Yorker 👊 nnnJust hope they change the Tower Fifth design
Proud to be PL
Proud to be Polish!
Proud to play this song. We hope to always do it justice
Prove me wrong: Henny Penny is the most relevant Fairy Tale of our time.
Proveravala sam nesto pa Sloba na 13 mil na kocki ima komentara ko mi sada 
pa Zlobice mi na 13 mil pregleda imacemo 130  000
Proves the 'seen and not heard' proverb . . . or, in her case, a good 
spanking for lying, or repeating lies.
prove that rnSience = Funrn? rn:D
provocador!😻😸😘
Prreeeponosna saaam na tebe Kiki
Prrrfect marriage btween past n present!
Prvaaa
Prvaaa💖
PRVAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
Prvaaaaa je u trenduuu Srbijaaaa
Prvaaaa u trendingu!!! Tamo ti je mesto! Ponosu nas BRAVO
Prva do sutra.Najbolja si.
Prviii
Prviiìiiii tako i treba samo napred KRALJICEEEEEEE😘😘
Prvi neprijatelj ti je balvan, koji je ljubomoran na tvoj uspeh, zato 
glavu gore i dalje kraljice
Prvi smo u trendingu bravo Kijevci idemoooioii
Prvi#trending#kijevci#amorovastrela
Prvo lajk pa onda slusanje
Prvo lajk, pa onda slušanje. Ne zbog toga jer sam Kijevac, već jer znam da 
je pokidala 💪 💪
Prvo lajk pa slusam 🎶🎵🎶 nnEdit:hvala za lajkove 😊🙈
Prvo lajk pa slusanje
prvo lajk pa slusanje hehe
Prvo lajk pa slusanje ne nsumnjam u Kiju
Prvo lajk pa slusanje pesme
Prvo like pa slusati.
Prvo se nismo vraćali na staro, Onda smo videli potpis tvoj, nismo znali 
ko bi rekao i onda nas je ubila amorova strela.
Przecież to jest genialne !!! Oby tak dalej :D
przepyszne ;)
przesadził z tematem, nie mam pytań, rozjebali
Przy "Nas is like" ciary na całym ciele, zdziwiło mnie niewzruszenie 
publiki.
Pshy bec tout nos condeleance familly et ma gratitude senhior
Psssh it wasn't the car, Herbs just a horrible salesman. Who doesn't know 
the price of their own car before showcasing it lol?
P.S. the central park tower became the tallest residential building in the 
world last week
PS they shit directly onto the street like they do in San Fran and with 
that Indian cuisine gotta smell pretty unique
psychedelic



Psychedelics 👍
Psychic
psycho 😒😒😒
psycho bitch
Psycho in the making
😂  Psychotic kid trying her hardest.
Psyco
pubertät
published 2016? why am i only seeing it now?
Published on 2019nnMost people see this in 2019 !!nnnnnWow were so blind
pucha q mal hermana, yo keria escribir usando varias lineas :(
@Puchii22 I betcha it don't nigga
pudrase´por que gaga si es una sucia
PUEDE_ALGUIEN_DECIRME:npor qué alguien demandó a mami GAGA ???
Puedo sentir la genialidad de stive wonder.
PUERTO RICO LOVES GAGA
pues mas q para molestarlo parece q se lo qiere echar nosea q lo qiere 
entre sus piernas al cantarle eso
pues ok
pues si jeje pero aun asi reproduzcamos jeje :D yo confio en que 
subiran! :3
¡¡¡ʎɐp ʇɐɥʇ uı ɥʇıʍ noʎ oʇ ʞɔɐq ʇǝƃ ןן ıʍ ı puɐ ןǝuuɐɥɔ ʎɯ ʇuǝɯɯoɔ ɹo ǝɯ 
ǝƃɐssǝɯ puɐ ǝɯ oʇ ǝqıɹɔsqns sıɥʇ ǝʞıן ǝdʎʇ oʇ ʍoɥ ʍouʞ oʇ ʇuɐʍ noʎ ɟı
Puke
Pulgar arriba si esto tiene más arte que todo lo que ha hecho Justin 
Bieber en todos sus videos.
@ punkrockprinjessnnWhat are you doing if you are hungry? Drinking diet 
coke and eat mentos?
Pun pogodak 👏 👏👏
Pun pogodak bravo
Pun pogodak, hit hit hit
puns
Puppe of the Mk ultra poor young lady.......Obama George soros and 
politics dream it with world breath tax ..
Puppet
#puppet
Puppet..
puppy monkey baby
Pura atuação
Pura potencia!!! Gracias James Brown por tu música
"Purchased air rights..." Had no idea that was a thing
PURE AWESOMENESS.
Pure black funk PERIOD. 🤔🎵🎶
Pure class in.abundance... authentic expression 👋👋👋
PURE CLASS ....LEDGEND ..
Pure cringe.v
Pureeeeee Genius
Pure Excellence!
pure freedom
Pure fucking genius
pure funk
Pure funk magic. Very nice video/audio editing - great job!
Pure Funky!!!
Pure genius!
pure genius gents
Pure genius potentiated. I dream of Rembrandt, Bob Ross, and Marcel �
pure GROOVE!
Pure heavy metal solo, the best
Pure joy.
purely awesome!!! 5 stars
Pure Magic



Pure MoJo baby!!!! Yeahhh
Pure ownage
pure poetry.
Pure satisfaction!
pure sex
Pure shit
pure shit!
pure, stevie gives only standard blues. I expected much more.
PURE TALENT
PURE TALENT BLACK !
pure Timeless. .
Pure. Unadulterated. Cringe.
Puro soul
puro talento .
pushing out the working class for the rich
Pustajte ovo molim vas ovaj spot i ovu pesmu zadrugarima nek vide šta je 
zvezda Kija svaka cast ako čitaš ovo želim ti puno srece i ljubaviiii
Pustaj zadrugarima,zasluzila je
Pusti kosu da naraste molim te
Pustite danas zadrugarima pesmu. Danas je dan zaljubljenih, ima tamo dosta 
parova, bas ce to biti lepo iznenadjenje!
pustite Lunjari da vidi ko je rodjena zvezda, a ko je za sprdnju!
Pustite ovima u Zadruzi da vide sta je prava zvezdetina!Kija ❤
Pustite ovo u ZadrugiO O O
Pustite ovo u Zadrugu da cuje Funjara
Pusti te ovo u zadruzi 😄😄😄
Pustite pjesmu u Z2 za dan zaljubljenih.💞💞💞💞
Pustite pjesmu u zadrugu, jedino cete tada imati preglede
Pusti te TAJ HIT U ZADRUGU!!!🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🎵🎵🎵🎵🎵🎵🎵
Puta
puta canion de mierda hijo y hija de puta
Put a couple rappers in front of that and I'd pay some money to see it! 
 Way cool
Puta es su madre asqueroso salga daqui MARICÓN
Putain comment ca se fait que je connais pas cette chonson avant c une 
tuerie
Putain j'adore.
Putain que c'est bon !
put a mentos in ur mouth, then drink diet coke
PUTA WEON QUE BUENO JIMI HENDRIX
put coke in ur mouth (dont swallow) drop mento in!!!!
Put da mentos in da coke and da cokes all like I WILL NOT EAT THIS P*SS!!!
"Put his heart in his music, he served as a paratrooper in Viet-Nam, God 
Bless our Troops always"!!!! 🍻🎶🎄😇🙏💖
Putin bester mann
puting urinal into museum and than pissing on it. nboth very intelectual 
and fascinating. nbravo for artist and visitors who admire it. nnn:-I
Putin ist einfach der beste Russland sagt jedem alles ins Gesicht im 
Gegensatz zu USA die alles hinter dem Rücken machen die Schweine Welt 
Polizei
Putin, Trump etc. an der Macht, ist die westliche Kapitaldiktatur am Ende? 
Hoffentlich!
Put it at 0,75 speed its bob marley
put it here and here it must fly like godzilla :)
Put it in 1.25x speed
Put it on Christmas Day like the last time?
Puto doblaje ingles sin duda el peor viva el castellano y el latino
Put on your game face!
puto youtube le bajo las reproducciones a bad romance!!!! chingate mierda 
de sopa!!!!
Put some clothes on, fucken yuk.
put speed 2.00 at number 65



Put that little psycho in a straight jacket.
Put this in a mlp sex seen Flash and Twilight
put this on.  no one would take a knee
Putting a headphone destroyer like Mars right after Flower Duet was 
genius. And evil
Putting Mars at 91 is a sin
Putting my money into video poker in GTA SA.
Put your sausage in my bread dadadaddyyyyy
PVとして ⾼高峰！
q bosta
q bosta de música...brasileiros ae
Q BUEN TEMA LOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOnCOMO DICEnCOLORADOnGAMARRA
q buen video el waka waka ya chafeo y lady gaga sigue siendo la reyna
qe banda
qee pitoss Waka waka se acercaa!
q fóda! muito obrigado.
qiero caga !
QQUUUEENN 😻🔥
q si q si,sigue diciendo tonterias,bobo
QT diss on East
Q tempo bom q não vou nunca mais ✌
@QtFlOwEr2 Yeah specially at 1:19  #LOL
q tipos ams ociocos... -.-! xD
Quad-osmosis spring water from a glacier. nSo fancy, much expence, such 
wow.
quad osmosis water from a glacier......
qual'è il nome della canzone ?? ?  what is the name song ?? ? tnksnnnvideo 
very nice ;)
Qualidade do vídeo impressionante....Parabéns!
Quality cringe right here
Quality editing. Thank you.
Quality stuff once again !!   - Such a welcome break from politics !!
Quam também está assistindo em 2021 da um like
Quand j'étais petit, cette musique accompagnait la pub Perrier. Ce fut une 
découverte pour moi.
Quand même !!!! Tout James Brown est bon. Love mon Ange.
Quando escuto essa música lembro do bene
Quando la RAI era una cosa seria
Quand on a trop d'argent... Bande de con y'a des pauvres enfants qui 
peuvent même pas se prendre 1SEUL bouteille !
Quand-un-orchestre-rejoue-des-classiques-hip-hop
quand vous ecouter de la music soit vous planez soit vous l analiser quand 
la music est bien faite les deux sont inee
Quantas familias dependiam dessas bandas é tão lindo de ver
quanti arianator italianiii?
Quanto abbiamo ballato al suo ritmo...
😫😖  quase fique surda !
quasta canzone e strepitosa
quá tuyệt.like
que aburido 
zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
que a pasado con lady gaga
que ascooo!!! -_-
Que así sea ..!! PAWSUP
Que aula em.
Que balanço GOSTOSO...
Que  bella canción de  Stiven  Wonder  me encanta
Que belleza de ciudad  .. aka en Bogotá.... más atrasados que un berraco
Que bonita cuidad :)
Que Boomers in the comment section insulting her because she offends their 
❄  beliefs
que bueen video me encanta es el mejor viideon :)



Que buena canción
Que buena miniatura minuto 1:14
Que buena musica
Que bueno ese sonido del bajo!!!
QUE BUENO POR LO MENOS HAY UNA BELIEBER QUE SABE DE LO BUENO :/
Que buen tema por dios
Que canción tan fea!!!!! Y lady gaga también es muy fea :@
que cancion tan impresionante... pero me parece que hizo falta mas 
potencia en la voz femenina.. la cancion tequeria eso !!!
que chafa
Que clima
que cosa tan vacana
Quedate con quien te mire asi 7u7 0:47
quédate tú con la puta obesa de shakira.
Que de souvenirs vraiment j’étais jeune
Que desperdicio....
Que DIOSSS DE LA Guitarra
Que dire? Juste SUBLIME <3
que discazo la puta madre, el maestruli lo disfrutaria
que doideira meu!, boms,tempos!!
que dramatismo por dios xD
Queeeeeeen 😍😍😍
QuEeN
Queen
QUEEN 👑
QUEEN 👏 👑
QUEEN 👑 👏
QUEEN 👑 👑 👑👑 👑👑 ❤
Queen😍
QUEEN👑 !
Queen Ari 🍃🎤 ☾♕
QUEEN ARI♡♡
Queen Ariana 7
Queen Gaga :)
QUEEN GAGA FOREVER A NEVER!!!
Queen GaGa is back bitches!
@QueenieTran14  oh,ok
QUEEN K👑
Queen K❣
👑  QUEEN  KIJA
QUEEN+KING
Queen! *--* Monsters PawsUP!
Queen of dance !!! Love you !
Queen of planet
Queen of poop.
Queen of Pop <3
queen of POP since forever
Queen of the night aria and Swan Lake Scene should be ranked higher, but 
nice list anyhow!
Que en Paz descanse Robin Williams, un gran actor y persona.
Queen Slays!! ❤❤❤❤
que es lo que te gusta de ariana grandennhay muchas cosas wuuuu
Que estupidez de video
que fea se le a  ronda con ese peinado le resalta toda su cara de 
chanchita!! jejeje
Que fiiinooooooooooooo!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Que foda😍😍😍😍😍 😍😍 😍



Que gracinha ela?!.
Qué grande
Que grande pusieron a Gardel !!
💓 Qué grandioso💓
Que gran ritmo. Muy bueno.
Que groove da porra!
que guapa es esta mujer 😍
¿Que Hacen Monsters Aparte De Reproducir Bad Romance?
que haven los desechofecalesfanaquii ? nno tienen ni en donde arimarse que 
ya se aburrieron de su desecho fecal idolo jajajajaja
QUE HERMOSOS TIEMPOS, QUE NO VOLVERAN  JODERRRR
QUE HINO
Que hinooo😍😍
Que increible
Que inicio tan épico a el mejor album de todos los tiempos
Que isso, parceria do James Brown com o seu brother Mano Brown dos anos 70 
kkkkkk
Que isso😱  TOP 💲💲
Que je l'aime cette musique 😍
Qué linda esa bailarina ! :*
Qué linda música!!!
que lindo lugar
Que lindo ver a las Monsters ayudando a las jonatica gracias nosotras 
también estamos ayudando <3 Jonatica apoyando
quella morona che balla sul palco è uno spettacolo💜
Quelle Belle Music !-!
quelle inspiration...
Que loucura esse disco!
que lugar es ese???
que mala cancion
Que manera de disfrutar y bailar esa música.tremendos tiempos.
que maquinoon
Que maravilla !!!!!!!!!!
Quem disse q o Arnold não cresceu. 😂😂
Quem gostou da jóinha aqui pra ele ver ! Rs
que mierdaaaaaaaaaaaa que mierda es esto que cagada
Quem já jogou GTA curtindo esse som naquela fase muito louca. Cara eu 
sempre queria ir lá dá uma dançadinha
Quem lembrou da rochele todo mundo odeia o Chris kkkkk
Quem paga por isso? Essa é a pergunta
Quem tá escutando em 1950  like
Quem tá Ouvindo antes dos 1 Bilhão de viws�❤
Quem ta vendo hoje??!!
Que muertos de hambre son los Argentinos.
Que música boa!!!
Que música! Isso que e talento❤
Que música linda isso ai é música de verdade 👍  dou nota 10
Que música, sem comentários ... Show
que música tan cretina
que musica tan tan pegajosa!!!!!!!
Quem viveu esta época sabe que este foi o inspirador de Michel Jackson -  
Formidável
Que nostalgia incrivel !! Parabens pelo conteudo , que musica sensacional 
da epoca
@queonnahc411 It's ok mate, no prob :) Have a nice day
Que pasa con los comentarios
Que pasó con el chibolo xD
Que pena que eles falan em ingles
Que porra é essa?
que prible demonio



Que psicodelico Miles...
Que raroooooo!!!!
Quer dizer que o famoso minueto, não foi composto por Bach.
Queríais hablar conmigo?
Queria ter vivido essa época
Qué rica música. Gracias James Brown por tu genialidad musical.
Que ricas nalgas, #4
Que ric C
Qué rico ritmo!!!
¡Qué ritmo que me hace levanta para contonearme!...¡oh gracias Steven!, 
siempre he admirado tus composiciones. Gracias y saludos desde Perú.
Que ritmo Sexy
Que saudades da professora Natasha, que me ensinou a gostar de música 
instrumental com John Cage aos 13 anos de idade
QUE SE CREE GOKU?
Que som abigos
Questa cagata che senso á?
Questa già ci minaccia............Comprategli una bambola
question, can I do this with normal coke and mentos?
question is this illegal cause i want to do this
Question is who still play it, other then me ❓
Question 🖐  nWho  tf is this and why should I care what she talking 
about ?
QUESTION what is this song about? i really like it and everything but im 
wondering, does she have a bad romance with drinking or that guy?
questi sono geni BEAUTIFUL
Questo brano mi piaceva molto ballarlo quando andavo in discoteca in 
Germania nel lontano 1973 / 74
QUESTO VIDEO È UNA BENEDIZIONE GRAZIE DIO CHE CREI QUESTE COSE
Que súper 😉👍
Que temaso
Que te peinas
QUE TIEMPOS,FANTÁSTICOS RECUERDOS
Que tijolada essa música, meus tímpanos agradecem.
que tiroooo
Que tooooppp!!!! Tô falando que nasci na época errada, que Droga!!!!!!! 👏
👏👏👏 ❤😍
Que vergüenzas pasamos
que verguenza ya les llego jennifer lopez y ahora ya les llega casi 
shakira uhuhuh
Que vibee 😎/
Que vibeeeeee
Que vídeo de mierda con situaciones tan tipicas
Qué vídeo de mierda hermano eh
Que vídeo tan raro
/  Que voz! ÔÔ Ô
Quien acompaña en la voz??
Quien cumple años dentro de 27 dias?.. Monstersn..
Quién de los personajes de Safari
QUIEN DE TODAS LAS PERRAS,ZORRAS,VIBORAS Y SURIPANTAS QUE HAY AQUI IRA AL 
CONCIERTO DE GAGA  EN MEXICO?
QUIEN DICE MM ?
¿Quien en agosto 2019?n👇😗📣😌
quien fue el imbécil que le dio dislike?? ¬¬°
quien habla español dale like
Quien lo escucha este 2018
QUIEN NO LA BAILO., JODERRR YÒ SI NO JODAAAAAAAAA EN BLANCO Y NEGRO---Y 
ERA ZZENITT EL TELEVISOR....JODERRRRRT
Quien puede darle a no me gusta? No me lo explico!! Monguer nada mas
quien putas se pone a tocar el himno Nacional en un concierto, sólo en 



1969, porque ahora los mandan a la mierda si cantan el himno.
Quien suvio esa porquería de música esta del navo
Quien viene aqui por Famous de OT 2018?
Quiero esto en español
Quiero pan ... Quiero duro 😎🎶🎤
Quiero ropa🎶
Quiero una novia como la del fondo!!!
Qui est francais
Qui l écoute en 2019? Moi !!!
Quincy brought me here
Quincy Jones
Quincy Jones.
Quincy Jones’ article brought me here.
quite a difference from Cannes; i've had bad dreams that look a lot like 
this
Quite the stab. I like it!
Quit y’all nnThere be 🦎  LIZARD 🦎  people here.
Q VIDEO MAS ESTUPIDO! SE CREE MADONNA
@qwertyn1nja doesn't work with normal coke... i donno why tho...
qZZZGT nZZZB
R.
Raa a Aa a Aaa romba a AA a AA
Rachmaninoff prelude op 23 no 5? I'd say it's even more popular than the 
one you listed (op 3 no 2).
Rachmaninoff’s Op 18 mvt 2 for obvious reasons.
Racism!!!! Can't see any not pigmented human!! RIP Stevie
Rack and peanut steering.
"rack & peanut steering"
raconteurs - steady as she goes remix
raconteurs - steady as she goes (remix)
RADUJEM SE KAO MALO DETE, AH STO VOLIM STO SMO PRVI.
Radujem se suboti, tada ću konačno uživo videti našu Kiju, a za ovo nemam 
reči osim da sam srećna
Radzimir a gdzie Biggie Smalls? :(
Radzimir that was something  so much amizing, you're trully genious
Radziu, I would suggest you to make a tour in the US. That music would 
have been better received there.
Raffinatezza sonora
@Raguilar165 That's more than can be said about you.
rah~~
RAH RAH AH AH GAGA OLA LA
RAH RAHnROMA ROMAnGAGA OOH-LA-LA nI`M GONNA MARRY THE NIGHT
Rah Rah Rah ah ah
:)! rah rah rah! ah ah ah!
RAINHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
Rainha,  linda,  diva ❤❤❤
Rainha sensata
RAINING COKE!
Raising awareness for lewy body disease.
RAKIJAnAKIJAnKIJAnIJAnJAnAnnnnnI TI BI?
Raky pukla. hahhaha kokoskle dobro ste???hahahahahhaha
Ralle infaccia cump'
ramama gaga olalalal sranje
@ramezbanana this is all my opinion about Jennifer Lopez!That she is 
trash!!! Lady Gaga's much better!!
@ramezbanana Totally agree with you!!! The video of the Decade!!!!!
RAMI MALEK
rami malek yes
Random facts?
@randystickman12 Bad romance day finish. But we have #BadRomanceYear
Range rover in a nutshell
Rani kadem beb
@raoorz twitter an facebook is for homo's



Rapidno idemo gore Kijevci!
Rapp and hiphop wouldnot exist if it were not for this man
@rappelz1fan include me
ra-ra-ahh-ahh-ahh ro-ma-ro-mama ga-ga-uh-la-la (MUSIC)
ra ra ma ma ra gro gjhdykcdyjvdh
rarara !!! i love her
Rararara O lala Gaga C:
Ra Ra rarara Romanse Gaga u lala !
RARA ROMAMA
Rare footage of Steve Jobs dictating to his engineers.
rare  norah with a guitar ... normally has the ivory under her spell
Raro pero me gusta
@rascalfan321 waayyy better at  4:20
Raščepili smo youtube, zakovao je na 106.000
Rascepljena sve namontirano  uzas samo se dere ��😱🤒🤒
RASMnnCLAnnnnnnRHSM TO THE DSDnnnnDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
RASPLAKA ME.BOSNAAA.OD SRECEEE❤❤❤
RASTAFARI  ETERNAL nLIFE  LIVES FOREVER
Raste trending! Kijevci pokazimo koliko smo jaki!
@ratamost ya les di like atus comentrios
Rather buy
Rather just buy those economy ones from Rubies...
Ravel??
Ravi Shankar will certainly have been proud of her.
ray j & brandy norwood's jamming eln.......7391.....side hosts to Stevie 
wonder.....FBI.....Canada....n.
Razabela jadna otpadose ti prsti i to malo mozga hahahaha, Kibo bolis 
djogaje ne prestajes !!!!
Razbijacina , bracooo !!!
Razbila❤�
Razbilaa!
Razbila Kiki. Kakav sladak glas ima, prepoznatljiv, sve hejtere je 
demantovala i pokazala koliko talenta ima.
Razbila si kraljice
Razija   dises li ???  😬😬
Razija, gledaš li ?
Razija i atlas bukva djogaj na aparatima hahahh
Razija i Ljuljeta na aparatima.
RAZIJO VIDIS GDE KIJA A GDE TVOJA VOLONTERKA
Razo,jesi li ziva? :)
RAZROKA KURVETINA .....
Razvali Djogaje,razvali Ljuljetu KRALJICE!
Razvalila🔥
Razvalila Kija. Spot odličan, tekst se upija. Bravo bravo
RAZVALILA SII❤👑👑👑
Razvalili sa pesmom. Svaka čast celom timu.
Razvaljivas bravoooo Kijaaa samo tako
Razvedrila nebo nad estradom.
READ HER BOOK "ORDEAL"!!!!!!
reading fanfic with this
Reading from a script and not from the heart.  ???
Reading these comments, you can see why the world is where it's at. Total 
ignorance!!!!
Reading those comments makes me feel so uncomfortable. How can y'all deny 
the climate change?
read it folks.. http://www.scribd.com/doc/262956362/Nungesser-Filed-
Complaint
@ReadMatthew24 Who's jesus?
Read my story on how I lost 25 pounds in only 20 days….nVISIT => ---www.
3weekdiettv.blogspot.com--- or “please view reply below”
Read the national Sunday law
read the urantia book.



Ready for ARTPOP Monsters?
ready servant sister xpiodi imply interior historian whatever sexually 
interest import.
@ReaIAbeIincolnland fuck you
Real Boss Mr James Brown and Bobby Birds amazing
real classic
real deep
Real  Funk !
Real funk. RIP JB.
Real Go Go dancer. Real deal
Real groovy baby ya.... Ya..
Real hangtime 6:20sn2:53 minutes of the film
Real instruments, real vocalist, real people 💖  Aim of,,,,, going to 
listen to Justin bieber now and have a laugh 😂😂😂😂
realizing a high schooler is everything you will never able to be really 
set off this comments huh
Real Life Lady Mormont
Really ?????????????
Really amazing city. I love Sydney
really a  milestone
Really? Are you saying ı dont know this song?
Really? A third one? XD
really awesome!
really awesome!!!!
really awesome. :)
Really bad
Really beautiful
Really coll, but waste of money
really cool
Really Cool
Really cool i might try that when i get money
really cool mask
really defeats the purpose of this show releasing an out of context 
snippet with no remark on the title content
Really embarrasing how many ignorant people exist. She's fighting for a 
good cause and people still clown her.
really enjoyed watching this
Really Epic!!!
Really funny😂 😂😂 😜
really good sond!!!!
really good song good rythum
Really good Video.
Really good video, it is very realistic for a home-made costume and light 
saber.nYou did a good job on designing this and making the tutorial. :)
Really helpful and interesting! Thank you for all of the information!
really interesting
Really interesting
really in the continuity of "in a silent way" a kind of extension of this 
nocturnial atmospheres Miles liked in this period of his musical life.
Really it is episode 13
Really just another brainwashed ignorant child
really like
Really liked the first one, the second one was really meh, I don't know 
what to feel about this one...
Really like this kind of creativity. Great video and music, and 
imagination. Really hypnotizing!
Really looking forward to the spiral and one Vanderbilt
Really Nice
really nice vid
Really ... only 18m views... what the hell ?
Really? Only 22M views? beautiful collab ❤
really really great job very awesome keep it up🙋💯



Really sad that there's no 4th movie
Really?..... Seriously?........
Really Spotify really on warframe playlist fr wtf is this xD
Really sums up the 60s in America
Really surprised to see Holst's Mars but no Jupiter
Really? the second one was running on fumes,  I can't believe they're 
milking out a third... this is going to fail at the box office.
really ?! they r making another one ? i guess that hollywood r starting to 
run out of ideas !!
really tho, it's Herb's fault it ruined him. HE'S the one that hired Homer 
to do it. Unsupervised.
Really though, we want mileage and verticality in our car-planes, not gay 
"pep."
REALLY TOCCATA SHOULD BE N1 NOT NUMBER 2 OMG THAT IGNORANCE
Really want to see this :) RIP Robin Williams
Really well said . I really started crying because of this mannn
really worth watching
Real men roast their own coffeennYou really suck at cooking
Real music
Real music 🎷  😍🎶 🎵🎙🎺🎹
Real music!
real nice but you forgot one of the most beautiful song: the moldau by 
smetana
Realno veliki promasaj da ovo pjeva neko drugi bi popljuvali. Da prdi kroz 
mikrofon bi rekli kako dobro zvuci
real people, not actors
Realpiggysmalz😂❤❤🐷🐖
Real slick.
real soul right there got to move
Real talk
Real time ??? Zna li neko ??
realy cool .
Realy nice puppetshow. I appreciate the good acting.
Realy Nice Song
Realy, so many views!?!?!? o.O
@reaper76543  u see but i dooo :)
Reasons why some do not carry, and Black Cars come in all colors, and for 
many reasons.
REBAL WILSON
Rebel Wilso !! I love her!! This movie looks really good!!
Rebel Wilson!
REBEL WILSON!!
Rebel wilson at 0:58 and i died at 1:41
Rebel Wilson can make any movie look funny! Im seeing this one because it 
doesn't look completely terrible.
Rebel Wilson!! =D
REBEL WILSON (fat amy) IS IN IT!! FANGIRLING!
Rebel Wilson has no Range her roles are the Same for basically every movie
Rebel Wilson is in it im weatching it
Rebel Wilson! No way!
Rebel Wilson's attempt at a chavvy English accent is cringe inducing.
rebel wilson !! this is gonna be a good movie.
Rebel Wilson!Yay yay. I don't even care about the rest of the movie rebel 
Wilson is so funny
Rebel Wilson, yes
@rebljay you still are, and so am i.. AND WHY AM I HERE I DONT EVEN LIKE 
THIS SONG????
re buena la escucho ya desde los 8 y ahora tengo 11
Rece Kija u jutarnjem programu da je sljedeca pjesma u hip hop fazonu. Do 
tada Amorova strela kida.
Rece li ona ovo za ovu pjesmu da je balada 😂😂
Recently 1000 of guitars went public accusing Jimmy Hendrix of rape. 
Investigations are still going on!



Recently moved to NYC.. and I’m loving your channel 😊
Recién descubro que Ariana tenia un temamos con este graaaandeee!
Reci gde se obraca majci ubijaju.Pravo u srce svaku majku pogadjaju. Bukvu 
I njenu nifomanku grom da gadja reklebi pa pa toje ljubav.
Recitacija kako pevanje nula👎👎👎👎����
Recitovanje😂
Reckon she's had acting lessons? Scripted and fake is the feeling i got 
from this.
Recomandation works again
recomended 2 years later? wtf youtube?
Recommend
Recommendation is working again
Recommended nYou never let me down
Recommended? Ty i guess
Recopy dude perfect !!
Recordando a mi gran amiga Gris....ke tiempos
Record that Marino kart match !!
recuerda q no odio, solo trato mal a las personas imbeciles q se merecen 
el mal trato hasta q mejoren y se hagan mas inteligentes ! ;)
recuerden aj kien kieran.. me vale   pero no en unn video de lady gaga 
please nooooooooooo  malogran la escena
Recuerdo nostálgico Cuando fui a la Ciudad de México en Septiembre o 
Octubre 2016, Fui al Toks
Red bull te da asas /watch?v=i7rw2s4YV9o
red dye on m & m's used to be said to cause cancer, just goes to show, 
never trust a genie (what?)
ReDeFiNe
Rede nicht so ne kacke du alte heulsuse !
Redfoo.. Why is you staring at mee??
Redicula
RED ONE FROM MOROCCO
redone is the best
Red Queen: " you're all going to die down here!"
REDRUM
Reeli good JOB guys!!! nice fountain plus u aware ppl!!
@Reema Manoharan 👍
Reencarnó en Wiz Khalifa y ahora es Rapero
Refren je strava, najezim se svaki put, uuuuh Kija, sta mi uradi devojko?
Refren Ubija
refresh people refresh F5 AND vote for gaga @ much music awards
Refusing to stop a global crisis to own the libs.
Regalo de cumpleaños para Manuel Ferrus el video de James Brown
Regardless of order, not a bad list of famous pieces. Perhaps missing are 
a few Chopin & Strauss Jr pieces and Schubert's Ave Maria ... at least.
Reggae de primeira, no vocal de Stevie Wonder.
Reggae for funky groovers
regional at best who?
@RegiusCruor Who do not have rights to exist? I got lost here...
Regrettable de constater qu'il a si peu de vues pour une vidéo pareille.
Rei 😍
Rei👍 👌
Rei e referência ... n2018 Brasil
Reina por siempre. 👑
Rekord za par sati 1 milion kija Kraljica jedna jedina
Relax...
Relaxing
release date?????????????????????
Release the swooping magpies immediately ➡ @0:04
Release the technology!
relevant



Religion scares me - but James brown rocks the ages
remasters are SHITE
Remek djelo!!!!
Remembering when this video was uploaded and got so many views back in 
2009, this was the first music video to boom Youtube!
Remember in gym class I stoped at 69. Didn't realize it was a subtle 
condolence for jimmy. May he rest in eternal peace
remember people, eat the strange mushrooms
Remember: Progress does not mean TALL BUILDINGS... it's the attitude of 
the People. It's Cleanliness.. It's Honesty.
Remember that, "nice chick that's going to lose." Hahahahahahaha!!!!!!
Remember that time when her entire project uses up more fossil fuels than 
just buying a plane ticket ?? Yeah. That was funny.
Remember,The 1960sngave us folk music,nsoul,psychedelic rocknand 
fusion.nToney Tillery Isaiah.
Remember the 1997  North Hollywood Bank-Robbery?
Remember the Khmer Rouge?
Remember the movie with Peter Frampton and The Bee-Gee's
Remember those future sci fi movies with the beautiful skylines and 
architecture? Well ...THE FUTURE IS NOW
Remember when climate scientists said we were entering a new ice age?? NO? 
Well here you go. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eq6fDa9JrzQ&t
Remember when college humor actually made skits using college humor?
nnnnnPepperidge Farm remembers.
Remember when college humor had, dare I say, humor in their videos?
Remember when every video didn't have pages and pages of idiots posting? I 
don't either.
Remember when "The Simpsons" had this kind of heart?
remember when this chick being a planet was rad
Remember when this wasnt on here and people would upload covers that 
almost sounded like it?
remind me never to go to that hell hole of a country
Remind me of  royal Royce
Remind my childhood playing Driver
reminds me cartoon
Reminds me https://youtu.be/WkRylMGLPMU?t=100
Reminds me north west London a bit
reminds me of apple
reminds me of bruno mars run away baby
reminds me of devito selling principal trunchball a car
Reminds me of Devo and Animal Collective a bit
Reminds me of Dudeperfekt
Reminds me of early Pink Floyd "Interstellar Overdrive" which came out a 
few years prior
Reminds me of Elon Musk, his smash hit company Tesla and ideas.
Reminds me of Gibson’s latest models...
reminds me of Gong
reminds me of GTA San Andreas
Reminds me of Jackson 5
reminds me of miles davis
Reminds me of my high school days! You give me fever and a cold sweat!!😍
😎

Reminds me of my school disco 😀 😍
Reminds me of pink floyd's ummagumma
Reminds me of Prince and NPG.
Reminds me of that kid from the series "Life Goes On..."
reminds me of the Belagio.
Reminds me of the bubble shaped Honda Civic
reminds me of the scientists from the Muppets..Beaker and Dr Bunsen 
Honeydew!!
Reminds me of the speech given by Dominic Greene in the Bond Movie, 
"Quantum Of Solace".  He was a bad guy!
Reminds me of the Trump adminstration.



Reminds me of Veruca Salt from Charlie and the Chocolate Factory.
reminds me of Weezer- Pork and Beans
reminds me of when I was a teen and all my wet dreams
reminds of las vegas bellagio
Reminds so much of "Song for my father" by Horace SIlver... who influenced 
whom, I wonder? nevertheless, wonderful tracks, both.
Reminds you of anyone? Build a car! AMERICAN Reviews
Reminiscent of a young Angela Merkel
Reminiscent of Cannonball's "This Here".
Reminiscent of MTV videos before MTV sucked
@remixe45 ... Cela n'a pas vraiment de sens.
Remove recursive forceful root! Thats what the above command does. Please 
take it off the post.
Remove that fat bitch, bring back Amy Adams  and I'll watch it.
Remove the boards next time
@remydroid nSteve Johnson.
@RenaHanyuuMion2332 wasnt fightin but ok
renaissance
renetto did it better  -  sent from MyU2B
Repeat! Repeat! Repeat!
replay and print FOREVER!!!!!
Report this video
reproducciones masiva hoy para bad romance
REPRODUCIENDO FROMnVnEnNnEnZnUnEnLnA nWAITING ARTPOP.
Reproduscan aunque no lo escuchen reproduscan
reproduskn!!!! 500 000 000 hay q llegar a la meta
REPRODUZCAN ESTAMOS AUMENTANDO RAPIDAMENTE!!!!!
Reptile
Republicans always claim that liberals aren't patriotic. This is one of 
the most patriotic things EVER!
requiem Lacrimosa?
Rerun (Fred Berry) did some fine dancing to this.
Re satanico el video xd
@reservedjatt12 shut up you a hater you know you weight 656 lbs
Reši
Reši!🔥😍
resident evil and umbrella need to put this girl back where they were 
hiding her
Resila����
Resila👏 👏 👏👌 👌😍😍😘😘
Rešilaaaaaa.😍
Rešila ološe
@resonance2001 all for 12 million veiws
Respect
R.E.S.P.E.C.T.
Respect (+)
Respect 👍
Respect!
Respect!!!
Respect for having new skyscrapers still below the trade center's height.
Respect man, I consider it as one of the best things someone can give to 
another person. Help to counqer someones fear is a great gift. Thumbs up!
respect!nquesta è l'opera a cui andrei da vecchio!
Respect the classics man!
"Respect the classics man, it's Hendrix!"
Respect the classics man, it's Hendrix.
Respect the classics man, its Hendrix!
Respect the classics man, its hendrix!
Respect the classics, man! It's Hendrix!
"Respect the classics, man! It's Hendrix!"--Fillmore from the movie 
"Cars."
Respect the people who might have to live there.



respect, where I can see the full concert ????? is a must!
RESPEKT !
Respekt ARTE!👍
Respekt, ein Prophet in meinen Augen.
Respekt von ihm man muss Mut haben
Responsa 😎😎😎
Ressilaaa🌍💫💘
REST
Rest in paradise Mr. Williams
Rest in Peace
Rest in peace.
Rest in peace Geoff Emerick.
Rest In Peace Iwata
Rest in peace  james Brown and Michael
Rest in Peace Jimi / Janis/ Alvin  and all the lost  people  from 
Woodstock  1969  not Forgotten.
Rest in peace jimmy..
Rest in peace Linda.
Rest In Peace Mr. Williams.
Rest In Peace Robin ! :(
Rest in Peace Robin!
Rest in peace Robin!
Rest in peace Robin. :(
Rest in peace Robin <3 You will be dearly missed
Rest In Peace Robin WIlliams
Rest In Peace Robin Williams
Rest in Peace Robin Williams
Rest in peace Robin Williams :'(
Rest in Peace Robin Williams :'(
Rest in peace Robin Williams :(
Rest in Peace Robin Williams :(
Rest in Peace Robin Williams!
rest in peace Robin Williams.
Rest in peace robin Williams.
REST IN PEACE ROBIN WILLIAMS!  :) Amazing Actor, Will NEVER be forgotten!
Rest in Peace, Robin Williams. I hope that they dedicate this movie to 
you. :')
Rest in peace Robin williams!!nYou are amazing !!
Rest in peace Robin Williams, so unexpected...
Rest in peace Robin Williams. You were a great and very funny man. You 
will be greatly missed but never forgotten.
Rest in peace Robin Williams.You will be missed.
Rest in peace Robin, you were a joy to watch on the big screen and you 
will be sorely missed. :-(
Rest in Peace. You were part of my Childhood and I'll never forget you.
@RestInPi3ces IF UR WILLING TO DO ME OR SUMTHN
rest in piece legend
Result: Holm fucks Ronda
RE : S U M G😄 n                       N
Retard
RETARD
R E T A R D E D.
Rètarded little potato
Retardirano.
Retard video
RETTET DEN AMAZON
reupload... saw this 1-2 years ago
Reveal without prototyping and testing groups? How did Homer's brother 
managed to be this long in the business?
Revenge is best served... in Kija's case smoldering HOT. Gori. Od boga 
stvorena za sve. Cestitam kraljice.
Revenge is is dish best serveredcold, give it the same way you give it!(IN 



THE BUTT)
REVENGE OF THE BURNING WITCH is finally out! Love the Video too~ 
youtube.com/watch?v=157vF7buVaM
revenge revenge
Revolution has always been in the hands of the young.
Rewelacja
Rewelacja :)
Rewelacja!!!
Rewelacja.
rewelacja...Nie znoszę hip-hopu ,ale w takiej wersji zakochałam sie w 
nim :)
rewelacja :) super
Rewelacyjne!
Rewelacyjny facet
Rewelacyjny, genialny pomysł!!!! Słucha sie tego z przyjemnością i 
zaciekawieniem, jaka piosenka będzie następna.
@rewirewi nnnLol so true
rhapsody in blue doesn't belong here.
rhonda!!!
Rhonda DROWsey is a freaking prophet!! Lolol
rhonda has a great game face. very focused and a little pissed off.  Love 
ya rhonda.
Rhonda, I think I love you. But I wanna know for sure. I think I can arm 
bar you. Let's make it happen.
Rhonda looks like an overweight slob in that fight
Rhonda's boobies
Rhonda should fight little Barbara
Rhonda spirit is broken! no more rematches
RIBETINA NA KUBNI
Rice
Richard Lindzen head climatologist at MIT says the science is not 
absolute.
richard, you really are an ass.
Richie and Thompson were beatniks rather than hippies.
Richly atmospheric. Confident changes. Complex feelings. A sense of 
mystery.
Richtiger Ehrenmann, aber für die USA und Freunde natürlich ein Verräter
Ricky Gervais? No thanks
Ricky Gervais....YIKES!!!!
@riddler497 not the greatest riddle but the only one i could remember.....
Ride along 2
Ride of the valkeries and flight of the bumble bee top ten at least
Ride on, ride on :like: 2019
ridículos como ella :3
Ridiculous video. I have no idea how i got here.
Rien à ajouter ni à enlever....la perfection
rien a dire
rien de descendant dans ce titre bof dommage que cette chanson soit 
moyenne, alors que les chanteurs sont excellents
@rifleblaster  HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
right!
right because diet coke and mentos consitute as "food".  :P
Right here right now???? How about the actual facts.. https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=JCvVPPO1rnE
Right on💪
Right on 2018✊✊✊✊✊✊ ✊
Right on Brother!
Right on man. nnYou can almost smell the coco butter.
Right Onn       🕶 n  👍👃 n       👅
Right on! ... repeat...
Right on right on
Right on right on!
Right on right on!!



Right On Right ON!!!!
RIGHT ON RIGHT ON.....!!!
Right on, right on!
Right on...right on!
Right out of America's best schools (yeah right) James Brown beatch.
Right wingers in bound
RIHANNA????
Rihanna_Man_Down .mp4 ☻♣
Riight on right on !
riiiggghhttt
🅱 ringe
Ringo has the best singing in this sonh
Ringo sounds great in stereo.
rip
RIP
rip
R.I.P
R.I.P :(
RIP :/
RIP :'(
RIP :(
Rip ')
Rip 😭
RIP! :(
R.I.P. and feel no more pain. :'(
RIP ARROGANT BITCH!!!
RIP. A true talent!!
R.i.p benny :(
RIP bob
RIP brother  Byrd
RIP brother Clyde
rip bruno
RIP buddy
RIP Captain :(
R.I.P. Carl Sagan
Rip Geoff Emerick
R.I.P George Michael
RIP Godfather Of Soul James Brown!
R.I.P greatest R.W....
Rip guitar
rip homer lol
R.I.P I grow up on you and my future children will see all of your movies! 
I guarantee you that!! We will miss you!
RIP in peace
R.I.P in peace, Robbie Williams.
RIP in peace RobinnnNano nano old friend
RIP in Robin Williams! You will be miss sir!! Looking forward to this 
movie and seeing him playing Teddy Rosavelt one last time......
R.I.P James...
RIP JAMES BROWN
RIP James Brown 1933-2006 loved but not forgotten music legacy will always 
live on
RIP James Brown - He Loved 2 Bust Inside.
R.I.P James BrownnForever
R.I.P JAMES BROWN nREST IN PEACEnLegend
RIP Jimi. Today you will be remembered 9/18/1970
RIP John "Jabo" Starks. nYour funk gave us all a better time here on 
"Planet Crazy".
R.I.P John Lennon and  George Harrison
RIP Keith Flint xx
RIP  KRALJ NARODNE MUZIKE😑
RIP LaDy GaGannI miss u so much
Rip legend



Rip legend 💔
RIP MADONNA
:( rip man!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
rip michael clark duncan
R.I.P. Mickey Rooney
R.I.P MIYAMOTO
RIP Miyamoto
R.I.P Mr Brown the Godfather of hip hop /funk/soul /gospel/
RIP MRS DOUBTFIRE/ALLADIN/MORK/TEDDY ROOSEVELT. MR WILLIAMS YOU HAVE MADE 
ME LAUGH THROUGHOUT MY LIFE AS WELL AS MY CHILDREN.
R.I.P Mr. Williams
RIP Mr Williams
RIP Mr.Williams :(((((((((((((((((((((((((
RIP my childhood inspiration!  #PeterPan   #hook
R.I.P Myiamoto you will be missed
RIP my Robin you are so loved <3
RIPnnRobin Williams good man
rip older charles
RIP Really sad because today 11th August he died... I'm really confused 
and crying right now...
RIP robbi
R.I.P robbin&film
R.I.P Robbin. :'( we will sorely miss you :'(
R.i.P Robbin Williams :(
R.I.P Robbin Williams :(
R.I.P. Robbin Williams
R.I.P Robbin Williams you will be so missed
RIP Robby Wilms
R.I.P Robin :(
R.I.P. Robin.
RIP Robin
Rip robin
RIP robin
RIP Robin : /
Rip Robin :,(
RIP Robin :(
R.I.P Robin <3
RIP Robin <3
Rip Robin.. he was one of the few actors that  i respected,  he is the 
image of the best movies that i saw in my childhood.
RIP Robin. I can't believe it. From RV to NATM I loved him.
RIP Robin! I usually just torrent films but I will pay the silly price to 
see your last film, legend
R.I.P Robin McLaurin Williams 1951-2014
RIP ROBINnI can't believe it... ;-(
RIP RobinnWe'll miss you
RIP Robin... RIP
RIP Robin Willams... :(
R.I.P Robin William
#RIPRobinWilliams
R.I.P  - Robin Williams
r.i.p  Robin Williams
R.i.P Robin Williams
R.I.P Robin Williams
R.I.P Robin Williams :(
R.I.P Robin Williams 💕
r.i.p robin Williams!!!!!!
R.i.P Robin Williams.
R.I.P Robin Williams.
R.I.P robin williams..
R.I.P. Robin Williams
R.I.P. Robin Williams :'(
R.I.P. Robin Williams ):



R.I.P. Robin Williams.
R.i.p. Robin Williams.
RIP robin williams
RIP Robin WIlliams
Rip Robin williams
rip robin Williams
Rip robin williams
RIP ROBIN WILLIAMS
Rip robin Williams
RIP Robin Williams
RIP Robin Williams :-(
RIP Robin Williams :'(
rip robin williams :(
RIP Robin Williams :(
RIP ROBIN WILLIAMS :(
RIP Robin Williams :((((((((
RIP ROBIN WILLIAMS :*(
RIP Robin Williams .... :(
Rip Robin Williams ❤
RIP Robin Williams 😢😥😭
RIP Robin Williams:(
RIP Robin Williams!
RIP ROBIN WILLIAMS!
RIP robin williams.
RIP Robin Williams.
Rip robin Williams.
RIP Robin Williams.. 💔
RIP Robin Williams... :(
RIP Robin Williams....   :'(
RIP:Robin Williams
RIP. Robin Williams,
RIP robin williams </3
RIP Robin Williams. A comedian of the decades, you will be sorely missed. 
1951-2014
RIP Robin Williams AKA Teddy Roosevelt.
RIP Robin Williams. Amazing actor and comedian
RIP Robin Williams :/ best comedy actor ever </3
RIP Robin Williams :c
RIP Robin Williams definitely going to see this movie
R.I.P Robin Williams forever missed.
R.I.P Robin Williams , forever missed.Thank you for making my childhood & 
life have so much laughter with your comedy.
RIP Robin Williams...god, I can't believe it.
R.I.P Robin williams :( Great actor :(
R.I.P  Robin Williams "Hook Is Back"
R.I.P Robin Williams I miss Mrs.Doutfire
RIP Robin Williams. I was already a fan of the series, but I will without 
a doubt see this movie in theaters in honor of you :(
rip Robin Williams, last film =(
R.I.P. Robin Williams. Love you so much.
RIP ROBIN WILLIAMS MAY YOUR LIGHT SHINE ON
RIP Robin Williams :(nHad just seen the trailer when I heard of his 
passing...
R.I.P. Robin WilliamsnHe will always be missed.
RIP Robin Williams 😢 nI think this will do good in theaters because he 
died. nI wish he didn't though
RIP Robin WIlliams  nyou were the Best
RIP Robin Williams :(.nYou will be missed.
RIP Robin Williams - Thanks for all the laughs <3
RIP, Robin Williams.  Thank you for decades of entertainment.  You will be 
missed.
R.I.P. Robin Williams....thank you for your beautiful soul! <3



RIP Robin Williams, u made all of our childhoods great and full of 
laughter.
R.I.P. Robin Williams. We will all miss you. :(
RIP Robin Williams, we will all miss you
r.i.p. robin williams. we will never forget you.
RIP Robin Williams! You are a true legend <3
RIP Robin Williams. You was a legend.
R. I. P. Robin Williams, You were one of the best comedians the world has 
seen.
R.I.P Robin Williams..... You will be deeply missed :(
R.I.P Robin Williams. :' ( you will be missed ❤
R.I.P Robin Williams. You will be missed.
R.I.P Robin Williams...you will be missed....
R.I.P. Robin Williams, you will be missed greatly.
RIP Robin you are in a better place.
RIP Robin. You made me life happier...I only wish I could have returned 
the favor.nnYou will never be forgotten.
RIP RONDA
RIP ROUSEY
RIP Rudy Van Gelder!
RIPRW
"Rips"
"Rips" 🤡😄
R.I.P ŠABAN ŠAULIĆ!!!!!!!!!❤
RIP SAFFIE
RIP Shakira
"rips" Lol.nnngo back across the ocean and go back to school. no one asked 
you to start your dumb school strike (except maybe your parents)
RIP soul brother #1
RIP, such a great guy, makes me wanna go crawl into a ball and cry. Loved 
that assholes movies...
"rips world leaders" lol that's a professional title
R.I.P. Teddy
R.I.P the Greatest Actor ever to Grace our screens!nThis is Robin's last 
film and it sure does him justice.nThe movie looks great! :)
RIP the great Robin Williams
Rip to this channel being good
RIP Trev
Rip u know who   D:
RIP WILLIAMS
RIP world Leaders
@rishihotez thank you for that. we were not aware.
Ritchie/Kernighan FTW!!
RITMO ‼ 👏 ‼
Ritmo contagiante que nos leva a dançar, inesquecível James Brown.
Ritmo perfeito🎧📻 ❤
rm -rf /
RnOnMnAnNnInA
╔╗╔╦══╦╗╔╦══╦╦╦╗rn║╚╝║╔╗║╚╝║╔╗║║║║rn║╔╗║╠╣║╔╗║╠╣╠╬╬╣rn╚╝╚╩╝╚╩╝╚╩╝╚╩╩╩╝ 
rnFantastic guys!
{...} rnteÑo rnXoÑo's!!
????????????rnwhat the purpose of this shit
☻/rn/▌Yay bob is fulfilling  his conquest  to  take over youtube!rn/ 
roar ggggggg:-D;-)
Robbin William 😢
Robbin Williams :(
Robert Rauschenberg  and Jhoan Roa are my favorite artists!
ROBIIIIIINNNN ♥♥♥♥
Robin :(
Robin...:(:(
Robin is in this movie, and it will he his last....
Robin is legend



+robinlue2008
@robinmendieta ctpm vete de aki!!!
Robin.nnWe'll Never Forget You.nnRIP
Robin's last film, Nanu, nanu....nnRIP, dear man.
Robin.... still cannot believe you have gone.... I will surely watch this 
film as a tribute to you.
Robins Williams last film in the history of time....
Robin we will miss you </3
Robin Williams :;(
Robin Williams :(
Robin Williams 😢
Robin Williams 😭 😭😭 😔🙏
Robin Williams:(
robin williams </3 this is going to bring in a ton of money at the box 
office, EVERYONE GO SEE IT, in memory of him.
Robin Williams come back to life we miss u so much?
ROBIN WILLIAM'S :D
ROBIN WILLIAMS D: He was my fab acter... And I just rrealized he played as 
teddy rossavelt
Robin Williams died R.I.P
Robin Williams.... D'X
Robin Williams falls dead @ 0:43.  CONSPIRACY THEORISTS GO NUTS
Robin Williams is dead.......
Robin Williams is dead now D:
Robin Williams is dead so how is he in the trailer???????
Robin Williams is fucking dead
Robin Williams just died today. So I'm glad he got to play Teddy Rosavelt 
before he died. I'm sorry for my misspelling.
Robin Williams last ever film,  a true comic genius, May He Rest in Piece
Robin Williams last film.
Robin williams last movie ;c
Robin Williams last movie, RIP
Robin Williams last performance.  He plays Teddy Roosevelt honorably. RIP 
ROBIN WILLIAMS
Robin Williams!!!nBut man what the hell is this 1990's voice-over shit? 
lol
Robin Williams n~Rest In Peace~
robin Williams second last movie
Robin Williams was a household name and one of my favorite actors. RIP We 
will miss you.
Robin Williams wasn't himself in this film. You could see he had problems.
Robin Williams, why? :'(
Robin Willian Q.E.P.D 1951/2014
Robin you'll be missed... I will go to see this movie :') he was part of 
my childhood....
@robotsarecoming1 just at how i hate lady gaga. and whatnot XD everyone 
was like going crazy it was like world war fucking 3.
ROBOT TURD.
Rocheli de todo mundo o deixa o Cris kkkk
Rochelle like this
@rockandpopjustin you mean: Bad Romance - 2010; Judas - 2011 ; and "queen" 
is not spelled "quenn" :D
@ROCKETat800 LADY GAGA IS FREAK BITCH AND THAT'S WHY WE LOVE HER SHE SEEMS 
THE ONLY ONE WHO KNOWS WHAT SHE'S DOIN
Rockmelons bought me here....
rock n. roll
Rock on unix :-)nI programmet pdp-7
Rock star Janis Joplin and NFL head coach Jimmy Johnson are also from Port 
Arthur, Tx.
rodjena je za scenu...sve bolja i bolja
ROFL
rofl
ROFL



rofl
rofl!
ROFL! Absolutely mate!
ROFLCOPTAH! So this is The Thing that politicians listen to?  Seriously?!
ROFL Does she think Ben Stiller is Deadpool?!
ROFL, love it.    check out my video  Mentos On Acid :)
ROFL! LOVE the hipster references!
Roflmao. I'd have been in tears from laughing so hard. This must be a 
joke, right?
ROFLMFAO
rofl omfg
roflz i saw the wheat thins commercial; LOVING IT!
roftl O_O
"Rogue-like" doesn't give a [insert expletive].
Rolling Stone Magazine's Greatest Album.nI don't know whether I agree with 
it or not but it is one hell of an album.
Rolls Royce Phantom 😁
Romantiker :-) Wer Macht hat hat Recht ;-)
Romantique sex machine😍❤ toujours éternel   James Brown 🎉
roma romama gagaulalla wow  i verara
Romeo and juliet fantasy overture : tchaikovsky ?
Romeo Romeo where for art thou ....oh it's about climate change. nm.
@romlaf J'étais sur le cul quand vu le classement ! o_O
ronaldo
Ronda actually predicts how she would lose.
ronda arouse-me
Ronda Arousey
Ronda as a superhero!  http://instagram.com/p/BVgRrRjBzcj/
Ronda be crushing stereotypes and gender barriers left right and center :L 
cant wait for this fight! hope it lasts more than a more than a minute :P
Ronda be like "I predict these tings"
Ronda bought a Wii? that's not gonna help, Jimmy will prolly play Mario 
Kart 8 with her
Ronda: "but Its not going to go like that. Life: that exactly how it goea
Ronda called it before everyone. #irony #stillshocked
Ronda called the fight illuminati confirmed
Ronda describing the match before it happend ...
Ronda fucking predicted the match,except the end part.. :D
Ronda got kicked in the face and did lose.  She got jinxed.
RONDA GOT KNOCKED THE FUCK OUT HAHAHAHAHAHAA
Ronda got the scouting report on holmes dead right. just could not deal 
with the talent of holmes.
Ronda is Amazing!
Ronda is awesome, great interview
Ronda, is by far, the cutest girl that could tear your arm off and beat 
you to death with it!
Ronda is definitely afraid of holly she knows holly can kick her ass
ronda is dumb i never liked her.
Ronda Is Fire
Ronda is full of shit, man.  She knows she will knock her ass out in 
seconds, literally.  Either that, or the armbar, also in seconds.
ronda is manly as fuck and talks too much shit, I cannot wait until she 
loses
Ronda is my favorite tranny
Ronda is probably gonna win, but I want Holly to win.
Ronda is simply the sexiest woman on this planet.
ronda is trying to say things that wil make her quick, decisive win a 
bigger mind-blow, but shes  not doing a very good job , lol
Ronda is very disrespectful.
Ronda knew exactly what Holly was going to do and STILL couldn't stop it.  
Seems like a clear sign that she has little to no chance in the rematch.
Ronda knew Hollys game plan and she still lost!  She described exactly how 
it played out



Ronda!!!!! Let me take you out!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1
Ronda literally predicted the game....but she couldn't even change the 
play. The round house got to her
Ronda looks good, i have to admit. But her lost made her look so ugly.
ronda looks like a manga character when she smiles.
Ronda loss that match
ronda lost. . .
Ronda lost! Fuck yeah! Got the shit knocked out of her.
Ronda "Manface" Rousey.
Ronda only looks good when she is dehydrated.(at the weigh ins)
ronda please marry me!!
Ronda predicted exactly what happened
Ronda predicted her own knockout!
RONDA PREDICTED THAT SHE WOULD GET KNOCKED OUT WITH A HEAD KICK!!!
Ronda predicted the head kick exactly.
Ronda predicted the outcome at 0:30
Ronda predicted what would happen and did nothing to prevent it from 
happening in the actual match, now that's embarrassing...
Ronda predicts her own demise at 0:34.
Ronda really has some of that trailer trash vibe sometimes to her when she 
starts trash talking. Love it.
Ronda Rousey decided her own fate.  I need to meet her and ask her for to 
pick some #'s for me in the lottery
Ronda Rousey got Ronda knocked the fuck out!
Ronda Rousey is a beast. It'll be a good, close match, but she'll retain 
her title. Btw, Ronda Rousey is a BAE.
Ronda Rousey is a gamer, I didn't know that. I wonder how she would be at 
Mortal Kombat, or Street Fighter.
Ronda Rousey is killing me! This must be how it feels to be a teenage 
groupie.. GAHW!
Ronda Rousey is knock out gorgeous.
Ronda rousey is so damn hot
Ronda Rousey looks like an Angry Bird
Ronda Rousey lost all her Sonic rings last night. She gonna need to call 
Tails for backup.
Ronda Rousey Lost to her OMG nooooo so devastating lol maybe over for her 
lol
Ronda Rousey predicted everything...your first loss.
Ronda Rousey will make you say her name during sex and you'll be glad to 
do it.
Ronda Rousey - You got knocked the fuuuuuuuucK out..............Don't talk 
shit.
Ronda scares me
Ronda's hot.
Ronda should break two arms to her stylist...and legs
Ronda should have bet on Holm to win, Vegas would have gave her great odds
ronda thinks shes a god, and then falls apart
ronda ur still a champ u done a lot for ufc holly got her big break cause 
of how far u gone in the ufc stay strong..
Ronda was beaten by a superior boxer, the head kick only came while she 
was recovering from a knock down caused by boxing
Ronda was dead wrong. She got her ass whooped. Lol
Ronda was right, this fight was much longer than her last few fights
Ronda was served some humble pie by Holly. Nice girl made bad girl Rousey 
look really silly.
ronda we still like you
Ronda will kick my ass with one arm tied behind her back.   Beauty and 
kick ass power in one package.  Wow...
Ronda, you did got kicked in the head and got ko'd...... Lol
ronda you got knocked the fuck out bitch hahaha
Ronda your ugly ass is getting knocked the hell out #HollyHolm  #andthenew
@ronmorris88 diet coke works the best
roof burns GET UP-UH!!! everybody sits in the audience
Roooooobin :(



Roots Black Music
roses are rednvilots are bluenI came for the lightsabernand so did you
Rosie, come with menclose your eyes and dream  <3
@rosiegurl10 She's a natural brunette, so none of it is her "natural" hair 
colour
Rosin on boards, rosin on feet.  Run for days.
Rounda rousey is a fucken joke, she looked like a fat slob who had no idea 
on what to do
Rounda should get ass fucked
Rousey described how she was gonna lose lmoa
ROUSEY GOT KNOCKED OUT..WITH A ..KICK TO THE HEAD!!
Rousey got owned, shut up bitch , you went down, speak when you win 
looser :)
rousey Has just  explained how she got beat how weird is that
Rousey has let it all get to her head, shes incredibly arrogant now.   
shes so fake
Rousey is "lipstick on a pig" personified.
Rousey predicted her Doom Lol
Rowdy Rocky Rousey vs Ms. Holly Holms. Come on is nobody else seeing a bit 
of Rocky III
Rowdy Ronda Rousey one woman i would like to wake up with but not annoy
@roypineda21 not really.. if thats their hobby, to experient (or wtf) with 
stuff like this, its not waste for them ..
rozjebał
rozwalił system tym wykonem!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
@RPGesus10 Your statement was complete ass. Most fat people are. There's 
always that small percentage that's smart.  Diet Coke fanboy
@RPGesus  nice job trying to start it and end it
RR actually predicted how HH would fight her and said "it's not going to 
go like that"....amazing!
rsr789 Mac OSX is a UNIX based system based on Freebsd dont say UNIX is 
not amounting to anything when even the PS4 is UNIX based
r those redwoods? they are some sweet trees.... thats pretty creative... 
now can u incorporate that into a new propulsion system or fuel sorce?
>????
r u a hipster?
RUCHAŁBYM
ruined by the commercials.
r u in india? then when will u come to gujarat ?
ruin orivel
Ruka me zabolila dok sam sve izlajkovala bravo BIH Republika Srpska #1.
rules r for queermos' xD
Rumblem blen blen
Rum Haaam!!!!!! Rum Ham!!!!!!
RUM HAM
rumo aos 709.000.000 milhões
@runes3ape Ever seen Taken? Same concept.
run in a water? stupid!!!!
Running atop of water and running on water are 2 different things for all 
you dummies out there.
running on plywood....i'm not impressed,NEXT
running on water as a sport and raising money for kids? china on a mission 
lol I definitely have to try it
Running on WHATTTTTTTTTERRRR ???
R u n n n   G r e t a   R u n n n !  and that's all I have to say about 
that !...
Runs?..
Rush hour  2
Rusis dosadasnje granice
Russia 2018 december!nI love this misic!! Thanks God for this!
Russia and India - 2 countries I wouldnt travel there again!
Russian guy talking in the beginning
RWJ sent me here! :D
rw:unbelievable^_^



Ryan!
@Ryanpogi31 me too!! :)
Ryan Tedder has to win an oscar and a golden globe for writing this song! 
x
Ryan Tedder wrote this song !!!!!!!!
rythm and soul , very good .
Rythme, voix, sensibilité. 😍
S❤�
S02E15
Sa8che3nDonuts
Sabennn dios aleluya
saber not saver
Sabes que ariana grande tiene un vozarrón cuando stevie wonder deja que 
cante con eln😂
Sabias que.. me vale mierda?
Sacagawea turn me on
Sa c'est Tous en scène ✌😎😜💕
Sack the stylist! nnShe doesn't even look comfortable sitting there with 
that stupid hair and idiotic dress on, nor does she look good.
Sačuvaj Bože ko sve danas peva.
sad
Sad ako Luna počne da drami za svaku sitnicu u Zadruzi,znamo zašto
Sada u 03,02h 1600.246 pregleda
SAD CE 12 SATI ...IDEMOOO JACEEEE
Sad ce Baka Prase lose da oceni pesmu.
Sad ce Stroka reć ovo je moja pjesma hahahha ,
Sad how tgey r using this young actor .  MKU :(
Sad je 02:04h ima 1.568.929pregleda i 18k komentara sad cu lepo da 
odspavam sutra cu da vidim sta se promenilo.
Sad kad Luna bude odslusala ovu pesmu na telefonu koji krije u Zadruzi, 
bice kad se napije "amorova strela 432"
#SADLIFEnBRUHn#SADKRETA
Sadly few people will know what this song is. It is sad that there are not 
enough Christian people on the internet. Awesome video, love the song
Sadly, groupthink and mass-hysteria are the rule of the day.  The 2012 
election results are proof of this.
Sadly, Homer represents the average consumer in America.
Sadly nothing is going to happen, our politicians are to corrupt to change 
their ways.
Sadly people nowadays hate sloppy playing like what hendrix and page did. 
They were true musicians. Improvised on the spot
Sadly, she is talking more about her parents than climate.  Her parents 
stole her childhood
Sadly that uncle Herb never seen in the new Seasons...it's a cool 
Character
Sadly, this is exactly how Ronda got knocked the fuck out. :/
Sad moze kafica na tenane da se popije i da uzivamo uz Amorovu 
strelu.Obozavam ovu zenu!!!!!
Sad nema stajanja Idemo jako da stavimo potpis na ovu pesmu
Sad ne mogu da se odlucim koja mi je omiljema pesma od svih 
objavljenih,aöi mislim ds ova vodi predobra je
SAD POJACAJMOOO .UDARNOOO IDEMO NARODE NAPAD NA PRVO.MESTOOOOOO
Sad sorta a waste of.....mentos and soda :(rnbut so worth it!
Sad. So sad. Empty words... The time to think has gone and the time to do 
something are pass go by us...
Sad that a 16 year old girl is much more intelligent than our president
sad that they didn't win a golden globe for it  </3
Sad to see a child brainwashed and used as a prop. Its child abuse really.
Sad to see a child who is high on the spectrum being exploited
Sad to see this brainwashed child used for a political agenda.  Who wrote 
this drivel for her anyway?
Sad u Crnoj Gori 2 i u Bosni i Hercegovini 2 u trendingu.Idemo Srbijo 



pojacaj!!!!
Sad we have an orange water buffalo who is a moron in the White House! 
Pathetic USA!
Sad when a little girl has to school  world leaders. And people put more 
faith in politicians than scientists. Just Sad.
SAF but I just want to pretend that I’m not bed alone....
Saginaw, MI <3
@SAGuineaPigLover Its true tho
Sahrani ih osmehom pokopaj ih uspehom pesma kidaa😍😍😍😍😍
Said it before I say it again nothing changes but the faces, she is to 
young to know that yet, feel sorry for her as she is going end up so 
unhappy.
Sailed across the big blue ocean for 2 weeks to deliver 5 minute speech? 
What waste of resources
Saint Greta
Saint Greta’s pouty little concernface is already well past its sell-by 
date. Piss off back to your elitist Swedish crib, Thunderfart.
saint petersburg´s fountainesss
Saint-Saens Danse Macabre?!!
Saitanic rituals ok then......nnnnnnnnnLOL, Jk idk if it is saitanic but 
it looks like it
saken los zapatos decharol y el traje y caminar por las calles de Nueva 
york vaya y con este Blus k caray hemanos
Salaam from Azerbaijan☝🕵 . Beautiful
salamlalaqum
Salesman guy looks like homer
Salty 705
Saludos desde argentina
saludos para la puta big mama que es bien puta y trabaja en el 508 
chupandole el pito a annderson y a fred
Salute
SALUTE TO COLIN KAEPERNICK!!!
Salute to you little girl. Don't care about people, they don't have 
courage to do something but just make meme. Keep it up angel
Salute xxxxx
Salve Brasil
Salve Deus
@sam22112211 nice try idiot, youtube doesn't accept html in the comments
Sama trebaš i da nastaviš..ovo je vrh..za duete ima vremena 😍😘
same as well
Same, first time hearing him. This guy was a beast on the guitar.
same, he brought me to all the videos
Same here never heard of this before 😁
SA meilleure!!!!! ^^Continuez comme ça! On vous aime!
Same old message just a brain washed child delivering it - more lies and 
shaming!!
same old same old shitty mainstream music,for 254 million retards on the 
planet. Music seriously got CEO'D fucked in the ass.
Same price as my time at college
same same thailand game shows tranning 3 day  can run this so easy
@samiampendulum so what's your point? who said i'm cool.
Sammmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm.. wtf?..lol
@sammyUknow LOL this made me laugh :P
Samo da javnem, u CH smo sa #27 skocili na #25   :-D !! Drustvo mozemo mi 
to i bolje, GAS GAS GAS!
Samo da nema ovog jaukanja bila bi super
Samo da se javim tu sam slusam uz vas
Samo da se zna da smo bili ovde pre milke i pre #1 u trendingu!😍💪
Samo gazi lljubavi.
Samo jako
Samo jako 👍👍👏 👏👑 💣



Samo jako Kija ❤❤😍 😘 nSvaka čast👏👏👏 nPesma najjača😍😍 n#Kijevci💟
Samo jako Kijevci
Samo jako nocas,kao i proslu noc i prvi smo.
Samo jedna reč... CIRKUS 😳
Samo je jedna Kristina Kija Kockar💘
Samo još ovaj put :))
Samo malo se udebljaj Kijo...
Samo mene je ubilaaa amorava strijela jer sam voljela onog koga nisam 
smjelaaaaa
Samo mene je ubilaaa Amorova strela jer sam volela onog koga nisam 
smelaaa....👑👑👑💖
....samo mene je ubila Amorova strela...
Samo mene je ubila Amorova strela
Samo mene je ubila Amorova strela 💘
Samo mene je ubila amorova strela....
Samo mene je ubila amorova strela jer sam volela onoga koga nisam smela 🔊
🔊🎵

Samo mene je ubila Amorova strela jer sam volela onoga koga nisam smela😘
😍😍

Samo mene je ubila amorova strela, jer sam volela onoga koga nisam smela! 
Hvala ti za ovaj poklon Kija.
Samo mene je ubila Amorova strela,jer sam volela onoga koga nisam 
smela.Idemo breeeeeee!
Samo mene je ubila Amorova strela jer sam volela onoga koga nisam 
smela.Idemo ka drugom milion,nema jece pesme.
Samo mene je ubila amorova strela,jer sam volela onoga koga nisam 
smela.Idemo kijevci !!!!
Samo mene je ubila amorova strela jer sam volela onoga usranoga kera
Samo mene je ubila Amorova strela, jer sam volela onog koga nisam smela.
Samo mene je ubila amorova strela jer sam volela onog koga nisam smela..  
KIJA 💪❤🍉
SAMO MENE JE UBILA AMOROVA STRELA JER SAM VOLELA ONOG KOGA NISAM SMELA !?
n#KIJA
Samo mene je ubila Amorova strela jjer sam volela onog koga nisam smelaa
Samo mene je ubila Amorova strela   👍🥂 👑  Kristina Kija Kockar
Samo mene je ubila amorova strelanJer sam javno prvarena bila...
Samo mene je ubila Amorova strela, n jer sam  volela  onoga kog nisam 
smela ..KIJA BRAVO..BOGINJO NASHA ...
Samo mene je ubila Amorova strela. Ti si emotivni diletant.
Samo mene je ubila amorova strla jer sam volela onog koga nisam smela
Samo mene ubila je amorova strela pošto volela sam oog koje nisam 
smela...💘💘💘💘💘
samo mi je žao što moram opet sve iste stvari lajkovati i što je nestala 
hrpa mojih komentara koji nisi vraćeni
Samo napred Kija 😍 😍
Samo naprijed Kija 😍😍😍
Samo naprijed Kijaaaa !!!!nNek puknu dusmani !!!!
Samo nebo joj je granica
Samo nju je ubila Amorova strela 32min WC 😂😂😂
SamonKijanBravooo
Samoo jakoo KIJA idemo lagano do 10 MILIONA 🔜🔜🔥🔥
Samo ovako nastavimo i brzo cemo do dva miliona i prvog mesta
Samo polako, nastavit ce se trend da skida milion unutar jednog dana
Samo redjaj uspehe
Samo replay🔂



Samo tako💓
Samo tako💋💋💋
Samo tako nastavi Kija
Samo ti je nebo granica Kija.Za tebe nema zime dok imas nas verne 
fanove.Volimo te i podrzavamo u svakoj tvojoj odluci.
samo udri jako,kija! bravo!!
samurai Jack DO IT. !!!!!!!!!
San Andreas anybody??
Sanctimonious eco-cuntress.
@sandbag1145 Fuck that the only KING I KNOW IS MICHEAL JACKSON RIP!
@sandd96Monster OOOOOOOOOOOOOW! :DD
@sandraswagg I FUCKING LOVE HER TOO!!!! ;D
Sano nastavi ovako hrabra i dobra djevojko srecan ti dan Zaljubljeni,💟💟
💟💗 ❤💜💜💟💗💟💜 ❤💚 ⚘⚘⚘⚘⚘⚘⚘⚘⚘⚘⚘⚘⚘
@santiagoxish Y OTRA VENTANA PARA JUST DANCE,POKER FACE,LOVEGAME Y BORN 
THIS WAY.
São tantos ótimos compositores, que fica difícil escolher quem é o melhor.
SAPASU ȘI QUERES QUE LO DEJEMOS VIVO O COMO ES NO TE PREOCUPES TENDREMOS 
TIEMPO DE HABLAR ȘI TODO ESTO ES REAL TRAE UNA MOTOSIERRA GIPSSI
Sa pu
@saradaone no, BORN THIS WAY best pop video 2011 !!!!
@SarahMaloner that would be 841,833,529, not even 1 billion get your maths 
right
Sarcasm at its finest.
Sa resemble à sa les adultes 2019 alors ??
SARGENTO PEPPERS LA REVOLUCION DEL ROCK¡¡¡¡¡¡
Sarge: WILL YOU TURN THAT DISRESPECTFUL JUNK OFF?!nnFillmore: Respect the 
classics man! Its Hendrix!
sasha king crimson !!!
sasha king crimson ₪₪₪₪
@SasoriOfTheBlackSand nyes im mad dumbfuck
SATANIC LITTLE DEMON..THE NEW "GODDESS" OF THE EXTREME FAR LEFT. ..BRING 
IT ON ANTIFA WE ARE JUST GETTING STARTED!
satan is asking for love in acceptance of the rainbow 🌈🌈  just club it
satanista
Satanizam...
Satie... 😍
@satreseomar no never
Sat the first part where the creepy music is playing when gaga stopped it 
she looked like a scared guinea pig
SATURATED SARCASM is how I am gunna describe everything. Its beautiful.
Saturday night Treorchy Rugby Club ,brilliant
Sat vremena 95000… idemooooo
sauce.
Saudade de música que presta
Saudades dessa época, aí sim o pop era bom!
Saudades do Lu , tio magrelo  e seu amigo Cadu !!!!!! Com seu Renalt azul 
na Adega do Carlão ! Bons tempos !
Saudades dos anos 80
saudades dos tempos em que enchiamos os saloes e disputavamos novos passos 
no soul
Sav
Save energy on Earth by not talking anymore. Her razzie acting is using up 
way to much energy.
Save the Country (1969) by Laura Nyro, out of the Bronx. Nyro played  
Monterey 1967 aged 19, as did Jimi.https://youtu.be/mwn97weAxa0
Save the date
save this video so we can all point and laugh at the teenage wìndbag in 12 
years time when there has been no "climate collapse".
Saving THIS for the right timen.💖
Sa voix est juste magnifique



Savrsena <3 :)
Savrsenaa 💝
Savrsena kao uvek
savrsena pesma, bice top topova!
Savrsena pesma, bravo za Kiju, Milosa i Filipa!
Savrsena pesma, spot i do sada najbolje otpevano 👏  Bravo Kija!
Savrsena pesma,spot,Kija grmi,bravo malaaaaa
Savrsena pesma, spot , kija samo nebo je granica. IDEMOOOOO
savrsena pesma za savrsenu zenu
Savrseno 😍
SAVRSENO!!!
Savrseno <3  Predivno <3
Savrseno bravo Kija
SAVRŠENO KIJA , NA PRVO SLUŠANJE SI ME OSVOJILA, BRAVO LEPOTICE
Savršenooo! Bravo
savrsenoooo je breee svaka cast kiki nasa
Savršeno! Tačnije svetski...Bravoo🔥🔥🔥
Savrsen spot i pesma!
Saweeet! It's all good ;)
Saw it in 69 what's sad is still relevant today. Stop the stupid wars
saw it on myth busters
Saw Miles do this Live in Ypsilanti, MI. I have never come out of a 
concert higher on Music without any additives. Thank you for putting it on 
YT.
Saw Mr. Brown as a child and he was magnificento.
Saw them live yesterday in Kansas City. Still just as cool.
Saw these guys at makers faire. It smelled like a sugar mountain, but was 
awesome to watch
Saw this band play second on the bill to the Grateful Dead at Winterland 
in San Francisco. They blew the crowd away.
saw this just now
Saw this movie yesterday, highly recommend it! It was a fun movie to watch 
and had some memorable moments that are worth seeing! :)
saw this on mythbusters, had to check it out haha
say 111 W 57 one more time.
sayanga sa coke oi
Say Hello to your future Western Europe. You reap what you war mongering 
pieces of shit sow.
say it loud .and u know we got soul
Say my name. AGAIN!!!
Say No to Opioids!!!
Says the kid that flew 8,000 miles back to Sweden and didn’t use her 
4million yacht. GTFOH
Say that again.
SAY WHAT AGAIN
scariest fucking music video I've ever seen lol
@ScarlettlbissnWho are you calling Satanic?
Scarry!!😱
Scary little thing spouting cringy ass delousions this statement is true
Scary to go walking there
Scena iz lifta- Rihanna/Bitch better have my money (1:30) 😉
Schade das dass deutsche Volk schon zu verblödet ist für irgendwas. Ein 
Produkt der amerikanischen Viehzüchtung.
Schade das nicht berichtet wird, dass teilweise Schüler gezwungen werden 
auf die Demos zu gehen...
Schade, dass ihr englisch übersetzt. Kann man sich nicht anschauen.
Schade dass ihr Opfer umsonst war Herr Snowden...
schaltet das internet aus und ein guter anfang ist gemacht .
Schätzungsweise 33 Jahre alt 😀
Schauspielertochter hat sich in die Rolle gesteigert,gesteigert,-und das 



ist so süß,so süß,so süß,...😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂 nShakespeare?
Scheiß auf die Umwelt. Ich geh jetzt ne Runde Motorrad fahren, etwas Super 
Plus verheizen. Einfach nur zum Spaß 😘🖕
Scheißt auf kylie Jenner und so, diese eine Frau hier ist ein wahres 
Vorbild
schlampe
Schließt endlich die Flughäfen und die Autobahnen.nDie kleinen Mädchen mit 
ihren Ponys kompensieren das schon.nSelten so gelacht!!!
Schoene greusse aus Luckenwalde
Schön abgelesen 😂
Schön abgelesen... Ghostwriter iz da
schöne Doku... wollte schon immer mal was erfahren!
Schön, wir man sich missverstehen kann. nIch kann überhaupt nicht 
verstehen, was ihn mit seinen marxistischen Gästen verbinden könnte.
School spec anyone?
Schubert only got an honorable mention?
Schubert;s Ave Maria and Chopin's Funeral March...... case closed.  Please 
reconsider and include these in a "Take 2" of your list. Thanks!!
SCHUMACHER JE RAKAO DA JE OSVAJAO TITULE ZATO STO JE DAVAO GAS KAD SU 
DRUGI KOCILI. GAS!!!
SCHWACHSINN🤢
SCIENCE!
science bro
"Science has been crystal clear"nLaghing in Al-Gore mistaken climate 
predictions
science in the woods
science is awsome
Science is great.
Science - life doesn’t begin at natural conception.nScience - global 
warming is truenI call bullshit, sorry, tell me I’m wrong please.
Science means nothing to you trumptards does it.
Scientists are awesome
Score Please
Scott Storch
Scott's weed proffessor Snead The Avengers? Anybody? Scott's an Sob...
scoverovano pare standardów a gawiedź w opuszczonych i szerokich spodniach 
pieje z zachwytu...Maleńczuk też nagrał płytę Jazz for idiots...
screams from the bottom of the heart RRRROOOOOBBBBIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINNNNNN 
cries organs  out
screams in confused european
Screw Greta ...... it’s a set up.....and she’s a horrible 
actress......drama queen...!!!!!!
Screw this girl, she doesn’t know shit.
Scripted temper tantrum
Scroll down for... well you know. I don't even need to specify.
scrolllllllllllllllling DOWNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
scrubs dance
sdd
Se a fanbase se unir, da pra chegar em 1B
search 4 aids
Search a hobby
search billy falls off stairs
search dan pena global warming.
search for Cristina Kiseleff and have a look at her.
SEASON1-9. Best!
Season 2 was the best!
season 3 of the walking dead what's the difference I want it
Season 4?
Season and Episode please?
@Sebas78888 si es horrible, es una onda a la isla bonita y esas canciones 
q cantaba antes! ASCO!!!!! GAGA MANDA!
"Sebastian! Please Sebastian!"



@sebaxju CUANDO TU R EINA DEL POP SQUE UN SINGLE QUE SUPERE A HIPS 
DONT`LIE XD HABLAMOS JAUAJAU XD P OBRECITA LA FRACASADAA
Secchio maledetto !
SECE KIKICA MACETOM A NE ZILETOMMM
Secem se ziletom!!??....Boze koji text....
Sece se sa ziletom, isto kao u Z1😖 nemogu da verujem da je stavila to u 
tekst, odvratno.
Second best Stevie song, the first? it's called lately. 😊 xx
Second drummer is just sitting?
Second only to the beatles
Se copia del Rubius.
Seductive song ever...there is one more is Rick James - Give It To Me Baby
Seeeeee seeeeee loooooookkkkkkooooooo
see el are solventnlena and jeans temperamentnmichaels commitment
See, even with physic powers Rhonda couldnt win LOL.
See GAGA on BashBox TV  dot...    Go to their website now & watch her Drop 
science
See I'm amused that I said the other guy looked like Andy Samberg and 
IMMEDIATELY Dan said the same thing (ᗒᗜᗕ) ՛̵̖
see in 2018...nice
Seeing as there is a dumb fight about what brought who here, lets see how 
many people just brought themselves here, and found this shit?
Seeing Bach as a vampire cracked me up.
Seeing New York’s skyline always fascinated me... Can’t wait to see and 
visit these buildings when they’re complete
Seeing the absurd dress, speaks of something being very 'off', in her 
world.
Seeing the original night at the museum as a kid was one of the best 
cinema experiences of my life. Seeing number two was one of the worst
seeing this for the first time after 3 yrs... like y?
Seek help , you need help make haste.
See kids, if you do drugs you may grow up to be the greatest rock band 
that ever existed...
Seelenverwandte!nnDanke euch allen.
See like cartoon video
Seemingly she's really sad and angry when she reads textes.
Seems even Herb is not immune to the "Simpsons Gene."
Seems fake to me.
Seems legit
SEEMS LEGIT
Seems like a cool car to me. But 82,000 dollars is quite a bit...
Seems like a good joke to play on someone in a bar
Seems like an angry young woman, hope she gets the counseling she needs...
seems like a sticky situation
Seems like a team American villain
Seems like Bruno Buccelati also has a great taste for music
Seems like BS
seems like indonesia but india more disgust
seems like in indonesia major street LOL fuckin' chaotic
Seems like it takes a lot of grounds just to make a Mason jar full
Seems like not a lot of people know how heavily this masterpiece is 
influenced by Betty Davis.
Seems like she is full of shit all the way around  - her ass, her 
mattress, her degree, her story.
Seems like the crowd likes Dr. Dre a lot!
Seems like The Simpsons also predicted the creation  of the "Homer" a.k.a. 
the "Hummer" xD
seems to be just a trick to spoil the name and image of peps
Seems to be this eerie correlation with anti establishment influential 
musicians like  Lennon, hendrix ect.n   They meet premature deaths.
Seems to me Eric a very nice bloke, and I am sure he will remember this  
for a rest of his life. Awesome job man!
seems to me shes just butt hurt cuz he didn't use lube



see my fingerstyle version of this song: https://youtu.be/vXyv9FLkLsw
Še en kič cigumigu.
See Now on my channel too !!!!!!!Lady Gaga - Alejandro HD 1080p Live at 
(American Idol 5/5/2010)
See Robert Rauschenberg at Tate Modern on The Art Channel https://
youtu.be/H30enh7g1c8
see ronda vs holly fight batman 1960's style very funny
sees car SHUT UP AND TAKE MY MONEY!
sees daniel radcliffe IMMEDIATELY THUMBS UP
Se essa bruaca aparece no meio da noite eu morro do coração.Kkkk
See's The girl lol
see's title: okay adam wtf please explainnnnme after video: okay that 
makes sense
See that dancer at the back of the stage? And see James Brown? We all know 
what happened after the show... James gave her the benefit.
See that is what happen's when men have too much time on their hands.
See the born this way lyrics video? It's Awesome, and yes this is point 
blank self-advertising. Click it, or mothermonster will be dissapointed.
See the boy with the  sag
"See the boy with the Stevie Wonder swag"
See the boy with the Stevie Wonder swag
See the girl 😂
See the girl... how can yu
"see the girl" lol
"See the girl"nnOh Stevie, clearly you don't....coz, y'know, you're 
blind...
See the girl with diamonds in her shoues~~~
"See the girl with the diamonds and the shoes"nWe can but you can't
"See the girl with the diamonds and the shoes? Yeah..."nnthe first line of 
this song is very ironic
“See the girl with the diamonds in her shoes”nnnnnnIronic
"see the girl with the diamonds in her shoes?" - Stevie Wonder
"See the girl with the diamonds in her shoes" well, you certainly don't.
''see the girl with the diamonds in her shoes''...yeah stevie...see her .
see the girl with the diamonds in the shoes? cuz i dont
“See” the girl with the diamonds on her shoes.
see they had Danny Devito in the simpsons and look how long that went on 
XD
See this right here? This is some seriously cold shit.
see what boredom does to people
See what happens without friends, religion and a stable home
see yah on 1st of August!!!!!
Se fu....................
Segno la fine del summer love
Sehr gut! Das muss noch mehr werden!nAlle die hier rum haten, es zeigt nur 
das ihr in Wahrheit Angst habt!
sehr  gutt😃😄😃 😅😎
Sehr intelligente Menschen. Haben meinen Respekt verdient.
sehr ruhig
Sehr wichtig, danke!
Seine Geschichte muss in den Geschichtsbüchern erwähnt werden, und in den 
Schulen unterrichtet werden
Sein Leben ist durch die NSA ruiniert worden. Er hat nichts falsches 
gemacht, außer ehrlich zu sein.
Sein Vater kann auf ihn stolz sein.
Sei un grande.  Big up. Una pugnetta ci scappa sempre con qvesto pezzone
seks gile
se las paso x inbox.!!!! mi face: geovanni cabrera ovando
Selbstbestimmung Google mal determination.
Selena with Charlie Puth, Demi with Fall Out Boy, but Ariana with fucking 
legends Stevie and Andrea Bocelli.
self control, my child is a gift. but apparently LGG has taken it away 
from you.



Selfish, all of those I, me.
se lo han currado
selupos goggles must be shook
Se metti pollice giù ,puoi solo ascoltare musica di merda.
semplicemente "GRANDIOSO" :-)
Semplicemente perfetta per qualsiasi situazione ahhahahaahahahahah
Send her back to her country
sends this to one of their friends named faith
Send those dudes to Vegas, they could put the fountains out of business!
@SenfMann132 african kids have no internet jerk
@SenfMann132 ahah i dont think that they need cola.They are not working 
and got nothing to eat xD
@SenfMann132 Somewhere im crying from laughing too hard at this comment
@SenfMann132 so this african kid cant get diet coke but has a pc? lol :P
Seni seviyorum Lady
se NOTA MAS LAS UNION
Sensacional
SENSACIONAL.......
Sensacional !!!  Brasil
Sensacional!! O menininho caindo é Hilário 😁 kkkkk a garota com a causa 
fechado a vaco é top👍
Sensacional sempre, eterno!!!
SENSASIONAL  ......ESTA BELLA MUJER...GARRA  VOZARON  Y 
PERSONALIDAD.....ALGUIEN DA MÁS!!!!
Sensationalist headline is sensationalist.
SENSATIONNELLE 🌐 🏥🎆  chanson 🌋🏤🎫  INDÉMODABLE 🏥✨🎉 du🏤😂🎎  
LÉGENDAIRE ✨🎄😎  JAMES 🌐🎉 🗾 BROWN 🏥🏤 🏉  BRAVOOOOO 🌏🌏🌏🏯🏯🏯🏥🏥🏥
🎫🎫🎫🎎 🎎 🎎

Sensuelle🔥🔥
Sent straight to the Pentagon.
Sent this to my hipster hating boss
Separate bubble for the kids, love it
se pinto él cabello!!! 😱
September 2017??
September 2018???
September 2019
September 2019👍👌
Sept she got kicked in the head
se quando ascolti, questo pezzo,...non riesci a muovere nemmeno un arto 
del tuo corpo,....vuol dire che sei già morto da tanto tempo. Grazie 
James.
Sequels always ruin the magical first movies :/
Será   q   Eu   preciso nnDizer    más    algo. nnUm   artista nnCompleto.
Sergei Rachmaninoff 😍
sergio- this is one of the TRULY GREAT performances by one of the greatest 
musicians EVER!
@Sergiu15D still the netherlands haha
@Sergiu15D thanx so muck ! it's important ;)
SERIAL JAZZ - free psicodelia https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=FeE9znhgdDc&t=1232s
Serija JUZNI VETAR link https://youtu.be/VpdQoWST7JY https://youtu.be/
VpdQoWST7JY
Seriously after fucking 2 years?
Seriously.....another one?
Seriously how do you find these places to shoot it's always so exotic and 
incredible
seriously how much did this cost >.>
Seriously? I discovered this song when Sing came out in 2016. Half of 
Ariana’s fans didn't seem to know about this video at all😂



Seriously if you don't thumb this video down? You are delusional.
Seriously?nEven her speech was written like some kind of angry fan fiction 
whilst being applauded by idiots.
Seriously no idea, why are there 18k upvotes, this is pathetic.
Seriously...To see a human make love to an instrument like that....I'm 
still in awe....
Seriously , what are her parents thinking ? She really is unwell .
Seriously, what the hell is climate justice?
Seriously Youtube? I missed this Beautiful song for almost 3years?
Serious question, does she go to school?
Serious Question: is this Greta Child Retarded? Was she dropped as a small 
Child?
serious whistle while u work it vibes lmao
Sermon given, now someone warns this child not to miss classes anymore!
seson
SESTRO GRMIS MOJ BRAT RODJEN VOLIM TE
s était très  bien  😉🐬
setup and 1.42 was sick, the best.
Seu talento como cantor unico.nA junçao cantar e dançar nao tem igual.
se van aquedar muy ardidos cuando shakira saque el nuevo album jaja a 
finales del 2013 lo tendra listo
SEVİYORUM BU ADAMI.
Sewing, shmowing. HOT GLUE ALL AROUND!
Sex
sexay!!!!!
SEX , FUCK TO SCHOOL GIRL MORE nFEEL nDO.nAND KILL HOUSE PL. ALL nDIAMONDS
Sexiest music
Sex machine
sex machine
sex  machine 이라면 섹스읹조인간이가
Sex machine ( 12' Long )
Sex machine. 12" version. Available for escorts and private viewings. Call 
the number listed and lusted below. Serious enquires only.
Sex machine 18 do forte aracaju se curtindo
Sex Machine. ||💐💐💗💗 💗 |||💐💞💞💞 . Alguém em 2019.
sex machine bommmmmm movinge whit song
“Sex Machine” is one of the most radically enhanced funky freak outs that 
you can “throttle” your gray matter with.
SEX MACHINE ISSO QUE É MÚSICA DE VERDADE 👏👏👌👌🔊🔊
Sex Machine long 12'' version.....dayum!!!!
Sex machine ,  long 12" version  lol lol.
Sex machine men😁 😁😁 😁😁
sex machine mi segundo nombre jajajaj
"Sex Machine"?! "Political Correctness"  Never mind in the 70´s, and 80´s! 
Great times! :-)
Sex machine :v
SEX MACHINE !!! WOW
sex machine yeah
Sex making now
Sex Maxine!!! Muito suingue, grande Mr. James Brown.
Sexophone is missing
Sex see
Sex video
sexy
Sexy 💕
Sexy)))
Sexy ass bubble tops
Sexy einfach Sexy 💗
Sexy go go dancer in the back
Sexy lady gaga mau dong ngemtot sama lady gaga
Sexy nhttps://youtu.be/FWON30p_IJg



Sexy or what!! Hubba hubba 😜
Sexy-Sexy-Sexy good mix
SEXYYNESS DEFINED
sexy you ariana granee
Sfeervol nummer dat je doet dromen. Het hoeft uiteraard geen betoog dat de 
musici stuk voor stuk van zeer hoog niveau zijn.
Sgt. Pepper, brother of Dr. Pepper.
Sgt . Pepper IS DR.PEPPERS little brother
Sgt. Pepper left the military and became a Dr.
Sgt peppers comes onnnEvery Beatles fan : IT WAS TWENTY YEARS AGO TODAYY
Sgt peppers lonely hearts club band 🙂😀 😃
"Sgt.Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band? Can't be much, with a name like 
that!"
Sgt. Peppers love it.
Sgt. Pepper taught the band to play in 1947?
sgt pepper teaching  the band to play since 1947!
Shabby and sloppy.rnIt is an insult to intelligence to call art the empty 
of ideas and contents.
Shades of Madonna.  Gaga is genius.
Shahid atlanta thanks 4 playing hip hop in your presentation
Shah Jahan did have some great architect. They got lost at the shadow of 
Shah Jahan
shah jahan did not design taj ... he ordered it designed and built
Shake a leg and then some!  Enjoying from Ensenada Baja CA Mexico 4-2018
Shake ur money maker ....
Shake Ya Arm and Use your Thumb- James- you naughty man
🎶✨ Shake ya money makaaahhh✨  🎶
Shake yo money maker
Shake you money makar.nHit it and quitnFucking legend
Shake you're money maker
Shake your hips
"Shake your money maker" 😂😂 😂👌
"Shake your money maker"!!
Shake your money maker
Shake your money maker!
Shake your money maker.. 😂
Shake your money maker🎤🎶🎵🎼💓💗
shake your money maker .jajajajajaja
“Shake your money maker” lmaoo this is my mood for all 2019!🤣😂🤣😂🤣✊
Shake your money maker shake  your money maker
Shake your money maker! ... Shake your money maker.... Shake your money 
maker ^_^ n√ 100 %
Shake your money  maker shake your money maker shake your money maker, 
shake your money maker,
Shaking the money maker in 2019❤
@shakira3DVEVO TODO EL MUNDO LO SABE , SOY UNA LOBA QUIERO SEXO TODO EL 
DIAAAA Q MIERDA DE CANCION UNA LOBA EN EL ARMARIO AJAJAJAJA Q MERDA!!
@shakira8253 Jajajajajaja quisieras, tu nos ayudaste con tu comenatario y 
tu reproducción! PENDEJA
@shakirachanneltv QUE TE IMPORTA?
SHAKIRA ES LA MEJOR
SHAKIRA IS THE NEW QUEEN OF POP
Shakira mugre ?? por favor shakira es un artista y gaga tambien asi que 
dejen de competir como si ellas 2 se odiaran
@shakiranation fuck you ;) .l.
shakira queen of pop
SHAKIRA QUEEN OF POP! ♥
Shakira/Rihanna/Bitchney/Katy Perry/JLo/others: You will NEVER beat Lady 
Gaga!!!! ò.ónn("") ("")
@shakiraVEVOuniverse Jajajajajajajajajajajaja Mejor di que ya no sabes que 
decir



shakira ya no despierta pasiones por eso la an dejado todos sus novios 
jajajaja
Shalalala
#shallow 😁
Shall this song once .be sent into space in a satellite and get caught and 
give the groove To anyone far beyond !
Shame....
shame its the single overlaying the live
Shame on her parents for raising a self-righteous child who uses a public 
pulpit to spread uneducated fearmongering.
Shame on those people who unlike this video
Shame on you Stevie Wonder for supporting this culture vulture.
Shame on you trolls, I hope you are paid well enough to troll a young teen 
talking more meaningfully than your lives will ever amount to.
Shame the crowd only really knew or reacted for Em n Dre, Missy and 
Beyonce though.
Shame this is not live it's the album track with added visuals. Good 
editing they have looped Bobby's 'get on up' several times to fit the 
video.
shampagen
Shaolin monk runs a top on bridge
Shaolin monk runs atop water <b>WITH BOARDS</b> for 125 meters, sets new 
recordnn*fixed
shaolin monk runs on top of boards in water for 125 meters *
@ShaunDreclin  true dat
she
She acting like someone is physically stopping her bumass from going to 
school
She acts like a puppet
She actually called it looooool #prayforparis
She actually described the way she got knocked out tonight here by Holmes. 
Pretty accurate.
She a horrible actress
She a joke
She Already is...
She always had just 2 movements. Stupid media made her think she was 
unstopable....unfortunately, she believed it.
She always looks amazing, but in this video she is damn... i dont have 
words to describe it <3
She and David Hogg are the same person
She as so much style in this clip
She bad though
she basically described her own demise by Holly Holm when she starts 
talking about her striking and head kicks
She basically said how she was gonna loose and then went and it exactly 
that
She believes in the Easter Bunny and humans can stop nature
She belongs in a mental institution,  who is she speaking to, is it the 
very same people who are cleaning it up !
She best her ass second round
She better use that blonde hair in Everyday mv on December 29
She burnt her boyfriend with her titsk den
she called how she'd lose lol
She called it
she called it. exactly what happened.  kick to the map.
she called it, exactly what happened she got kicked in the head and got 
knocked tf out LMAO
she called it herself ,goes to say to that your inner thoughts are 
sometimes right and come tru lol
She called it with the head kick.
She called the fight before it happened, got her off balanced and kicked 
her in the head, exactly what happened...
she called what was gonna happen word for word like legit
She calls her fate at the 30 second mark.



She came in on a 0 emmision boat
She can make any household item into anything
she can predict holly moves, but her rage just make her lose..
She can run the world better than many world leaders!nInteligencia y 
visión de esta niña sueca son de admirar
SHE CANT COPY AND BE ORIGINAL, SHE DOESN'T COPY ANYONE IF SHE DOES 
ANYTHING, SHE HONORS THEM, AS A TRIBUTE TO THEM AS HER INSPIRATION.
She can't even remember what she has to say, she's clearly parotting 
someone else's words. This autist needs to go back home and go to school.
she can't pull off that dress
"She can try and kick me in the head, but its not gonna go like that" 1 
month later, she kicked the shit out of Ronda.
"She can try and kick me in the head...but it's not gonna go like 
that!"nnMight want to re-check your crystal ball Rousey.
"She can try and kick me in then head, but it's going to go like that..not 
the way that she wants." OOOOPS......... #PrayForRonda
She carries herself like an actor
She clearly does not believe in God.  This world has to end.
She comes across like any liberal... an angry 15 year old that knows 
nothing trying to control global policy.
She comes across like she's acting in a play.
She could be a great actress.
She could beat me up any time she wants.
She could be a voice actor
She could be great feminist one day
She could have just stayed at school and get an education, this is dumb
She could have tried flashing those tits to Holly...poor Rhonda.
She could really suck um
She could sit on stage and pick her nose and I'd pay for a ticket!!!!
She could've combed her hair before coming on unless she got roughed up 
backstage.
She cray cray
SHE DARES US      I FEEL THREATENED AGAIN      ITS DAILY 
NOW----------------   LOL
She’d be perfect for a BBC period drama!
She deserve an oscar 😂
She deserves an Oscar
she deserves a razzy for worst acting ever
She deserves Darwin Award 2019
She did a pretty good job with her acting debut 😂😂
SHE DID EXACTLY WHAT SHE SAID HERE. LOL
She did exactly what you said! She kept distance, defended 100% takedown 
and kicked you in the head when you made a mistake!
She did get kicked in the head lol
She did not write that. A puppet on the world stage. Go have several seats 
please & fix that face..
She didnt did you anything, jeez.
she didnt die XD !!!
she didn't even shake hands? wtf?
She didnt memorized the script... thats where the acting looks bad..
She didn't rip shit.nShe's an over dramatic little asshat.nThis is some 
funny shit.
SHE DID THAT LEGEND
She did well done job.
She does have a point. She should not be up there LOL
She does have that Hitler-like charm in her speeches not gonna lie...
She doesn't deserve a duet with him.
She doesn't do anything for me.
She doesnt even wear a blouse. hahaha
she doesnt have any boobs........bithc
She doesn't have the range.
She doesn’t help the argument 😂
she doesnt!nshe said that to get more attention & she doesnt care what ppl 



say about her so just stfu!!!!
She doesn’t seem brainwashed at all.
She does realize that millions and millions of people laughing at her. 
Including 80% of audience
She does! Seriously, that's why she's fantastic!
She either took drama classes or is having a stroke 😲😂😲😂 ...what a 
foolish little socialist puppet ☭
Sheer dope. That's all.
Sheesh.  Why has anyone since then played the guitar?  I mean, what are 
you going to do with this instrument that people are going to remember?
She even looks like a Greta
@Shef0808 why, do you get to see her VirGA-GA
She fell for everything she said she wouldn't fall for hahaha
She felt like she had to carry the mattress even at her graduation 
ceremony?  That's so anal!
she fights for a healthy climate with heart and the spoiled people have 
nothing better to do than to scold her
She flew home turned on the tv an waited for FedEx to deliver her Amazon 
packages.
She floors me. I like everything about her. If I had to pick one song as 
my favorite it’d be Those Sweet Words. Perfect.
she foreshadowed her lose LMFAO
she forgot her cloth at home.
She forgot to fold her arms as she stomps her feet when she's pouting and 
she says "we will never forgive you" lol
She forgot to mention how it's all Donald Trump's fault 😂
She fucked up real bad
She fucking predicted her exact defeat wtf.
She fucking predicted the fight. She predicted it and it still happened
SHE GAVE ME CHILLS         UNTIL            I REALISED SHE IS GOOD ACTOR 
BEING USED----------------
she gets a dollar for every view
She gets punches everyday, but still has beautiful Boobies. I want to know 
the secret :D
she gives me serious anti christ vibes
She gives me theatre kid vibes
she going for the Oscar.
She going to mention any ideas? Or just cry because she was abused by a 
parent and lash out?
She gonna get memed
She got 2 weeks on the ocean and that's all??? Get a new pr manager😂😂😂 .
She got a knockout kick in the head lmao!
She got asperger , she should be treated. how dare you.
she got fucked up her arse and liked it ard!
she got game
SHE GOT HEADKICK KNOCKED OUT LMAOOOOO
She got her ass kicked
She got her ass whooped by her
she got kicked in the head and got knocked the fuck out
she got kicked in the head for the k.o ironnnnyyyy
She got kicked in the head lol
she got kicked in the head tho lol
she got knocked out by molly.
SHE GOT KNOCKED THE FUCK OUT!!!!!
She got knock the fuck out
She got that Communist braid.  Drama!  Great actor.  Lexapro time.
she got to cocky nd got dat ass whipped
She had it coming for her... Biebs and Floyd slept good last night
she had it removed.
She had the IQ of a brick
SHE HAS 200 MILLION VIEWS BUT SHAKIRA STILL KICKS HER ASS!!!
She has a good acting coach. Don't care what she has to say.
she has a little linda blair's voice in the exorcist



She has an accent, she must know what she is talking about
She has a smokin body even though she has a dick.
She has autism, she expresses emotion differently and her facial 
appearances may differ. Don’t be an asshole.
she has a way with lyrics, beats and visual aids, this was pretty dope!
She has boobs like a 75 year old woman. She's way overrated in the looks 
department.
She has given tips of how  weak she is and perhaps holly Holm took 
advantage of that.
She has had a earpiece in her right ear for the last two interviews. She 
is being coached
She has HUGE eyes while in that bathtub...
She has more talent then justin bieber, but i look really good 
naked.rnrnrnrnrnrnrnrnDICKS
she has nc smooth skin
She has no clue what she is speaking about. She probably saw a meme or 
Netflix special and felt like she was an expert.
She hasnt got a scooby about world climate and what affects it carbon tax 
is a money making scheme
She hasn't ripped anyone apart. You leftists are pathetic.
she has some serious sex appeal about her
She has so much swag with those round shades and overall casually walking 
down the street, love that look.
she has such a cute smile but damn she's deadly
she has the best smile.. wow!!!
She has the voice for game of thrones. Too bad it is finished. Maybe, the 
prequel😂😂
She HAS to be wearing titty tape under that dress. Don't want those 
nipples playing peek-a-boo.
She has white privilege.
She have too much make-up
she/he is HERMAPHRODITE
SHe hit the deck like a bitch
She hittin the milly rock and the dougie
She honestly sounds she's auditioning for a school play or something.
She hooked up to a tablet after this sermon, which was plugged into a 
wall, wired up to a coal firing plant.
She is 100% right....she should be back at school.
She is 16 and look like 11. The speech was teater. Yesterday she had 
rehearsals all day. And she put a lot of faked emotions in it. 
Ridiculousles.
"...She is 16 going on 17.. " !
she is 2 ugly bitch no sns of ........ wtf ???
She is a bad actor. You can tell she has practiced to try to show the 
human side. The is a robot that’s being controlled by the democrats
She is a bed actress
She is absolutely amazing! I’d be lying if I said I didn’t bawl listening 
to her passion.
She is absolutely the best thing that happened to the music world in the 
past two decades! GO GAGA!
She is a carbon copy of the little nazi propaganda girl.   Zzzzz get a new 
playbook.
She is a drama queen....Loln😑😑😑😑😑😑😑😑😑😑
She is a fucking creepy bitch.
she is a go getter
She is a good actor
She is a good actress...
she is a little hitler NWO tool
S H E    I S     A L I V E
She is all talk, no work
She is almost ready for Hollywood 😂👏
She is almost unattractive as a black female,  all she has is soft hair 
and light skin



She is a lunatic
She is amazing
she is a mentally-handicapped child acting out
She is a MESS needs TLC.... God Bless her PARENTS MESS
she is amzing ?
She is a nice chick, ya know?!
she is an oracle
She is a pawn and I’m disgusted in her stupidity
she is a pawn. go back to school you sperg puppet
she is a robot that shuldt be turnd off
SHE IS A SPECIAL TYPE OF BRAINDEAD
she is a stupid bitch but she so fuckable
She is a tard,waste of humanity.
She is a ticking time bomb, I am willing to bet that within 10 years she 
blows something up in the name of the planet nnI pray for her soul
she is a true artist
She is a true hero.
She is autistic
she is a walking STD whore
She is a well coached stooge.  What an actress.
She is backed by facts & science. Something most of us choose to ignore. 
Because we’re able to get up in the morning & go to work. Today.
She is beautiful
She is beautiful if only she did not wear all of that makeup
She is becoming a Sith Lord!
She is being groomed as a leftist climate alarmist. No one is falling for 
it.
She is better at drama than Corey Booker
She is brainwash lol climate change is really mother nature nCant except 
the world to always stay the same or the weather
she is butiful.......
She is caliente
She is calling Merkel! Merkel you need more refugees!
She is casting for female Captain Kirk role or what?
she is cool. what she does to make her fan keep up. its smart of her.
SHE IS CRAZY :D :) U CAN ALSO SEE SO SO MUCH ANGER ON HER FACE :D WHY?? 
IDK.
She is crazy, maybe
She is Cro Cop Daughter.
She is cute af😍😍😍
She is dancing like Deee-lite
She is dangerous.
She is desperately in need of a shrink. What an idiot😂😂😂😂 nShe's in for 
Weinbergs Hollywood😂😂😂
she is fantastic....
she is freakn weird...the music video doesnt even match with the song. all 
i can say is that she has a hot body lol.
She is full of BS
She is funded by Soros.
She is goddamn badass
She is going about this the wrong way  - her attitude is not productive to 
the cause and will just get peoples backs up. More harm than good.
She is great. She's cool, funny, cute as heck and a talented athlete.
SHE İS HOT
she is hot
she is hot bitch
She is in grief, as if apple has stolen both kidneys!n#howdareyou
She is insanely creative!!rnHave you seen this new outfit called The 87, 
Their demo track The Print is a quality effort. Worth a visit people!
She is just acting
she is just a joke
She is just a mascot!
She is just an attention seeker



She is just a teenager who listens and believes fake news and she looks 
like she is a spoiled brat who gets away with everything
She is just blindly repeating what her handlers and parents are telling 
her to say.
She is just plain ass weird. Look at her odd facial expresions.
She is lost....she is lost as a child. What have these morons made her 
into?.
she is lucky to have this opportunity!
She is meme material
she is mentally ill
She is mentally ill and needs treatment. As for the idiots sitting there 
and hanging on her every word there is no hope for them.
She is merely a puppet. Shame on the people stealing this poor girl’s 
childhood and destroying her mental health for their political schemes.
She is most certainly charged by The Angel of Light.
She is never, ever, ever, going to be able to make another video as good 
as this one. This one is godly.
SHE IS NOT OVERRATED HERE SHE IS GODDESS. HERE SHE IS LEGEND
She is not talking about been a evil but she has the real evil face
She isn't world champion, she is a hack !
she is one strange, strange lady... but she can sing
She is only complaining. What is her proposed solution?
She is only mad because they made her stand in an elevator when Trump 
walked in. Sorry, honey , security purposes. You' re not that important.
She is owned by Soros. I find that very interesting. Don't listen to her.
She is part of history now, whatever happens.
She is prettey but she needs to grow up
She is pretty annoying, disgusting and her breasts are a joke.
she is really without all the make up you know
she is real talent!
She is right....she should be back in school. Hahaha this kid is a 
lunatic. I'll give her this she deserves a best acting award bravo crazy 
girl!
She is right she shouldn't be up there. They should not be using a child 
with mental illness no matter how noble the cause
She is right, we gotta nuke China and India
She is sadly Totally brainwashed
she is saying that politicians are saying empty words but isn't that what 
she is doing?
SHE IS SAYING THINGS SHE DOESNT KNOW WHAT THEY ARE.... whose agenda is 
being told through this kid
She is so adorable! :)
she is so awesome
She is so beautiful .
she is so beautiful with whitr hair and she is selling out much good and 
popular songs she is 💘 👄 👱
she is so cuteeee
She is so down to earth!  I love her personality!
She is so fake an obviously a doll of someone else and by the way she 
isn't a clown she is the whole circus
she is so fake. im disgusted.
She is so fucking adorable
She is so hot
she is so hot
She is SO hot!
She is so hot.
She is something!!!!!!
She is so much better than Justin Bieber!!!
she is sooo f'in hot
She is sooo gorgeous , i love her style...
she is soooo hot!
She is sooooo pretty with long hair. But her spine creeps me out ://
She is soooo pretty in this.....well she is always pretty!!! she is 
amazing!!!!!!!!!



She is soo swedish. IDK who she is but im 100% sure she is swedish
She is so right.  She shouldn't be up there!
She is so spot on, except it actually DID happen
She is such a badass
she is such a brave woman, a real symbol for change!
She is such an antifa soros-funded nazi tool!
she is such a sore loser. its sad..
She is taking herself too serious. She will be a political feminist 
problem in the near future. Oh boy.
She is talking about the end of the world... and the people here making 
fun of her. I am wondering why many people lost hope...
She is theatrical too.
She is the best
she is the best <3
She is the best dancer in the world.
She is the best ever.!!!
she is the most beautiful girl in the world.
She is the new Rosa Parks (for climate change though)nIF YOU CAN'T TELL, 
THAT IS A COMPLIMENT!!!! yasss Greta♥
she is the perfect blend of femininity and being a badass
She is the worst kid
She is trying so hard to look like a diva. Stahp it Ronda, you are 
beautiful, just be yourself
She is unbelievably aesthetic
She is under too much stress...its stressing me out
She is using the school word due to not go to school
She is utterly disgusting!
she is very talanted. but tells people that she does not care about money. 
But how those expensive cloths are bought?
she is very wack
she is weird and her videos never have to do with anything i wish they did 
tho i like her music
She is what it looks like to have autism lmao...
sheit imma stop farting right now
She jinxed herself...
She just described how she got knocked out at UFC 193
She just described how she lost
She just got her ass whooped by Holly. Now talk all that shit.
She just have and amazing voice
she just made a Freudian slip n ko.
she just needs a gun
She just needs a little mustache like Adolph had.
She just predicted her loss... Smh
she just put out a 'Rape Porno' and she calls it art project. this bitch 
is clearly delusional!
She Just unknowingly gave Holly pointers on how to beat her
She just wants to sell you shit
She kicked you in the head doenAnd knocked you out doenThought you said it 
wouldn't happen doe!
She kinda looks like Hayden Panettiere's sister. Just a little bit, like 
an older sister maybe?
She kinda looks like someone with down syndrome
She kinda reminds me of Hayden Panettiere here.
she knew about the head kick!....that's exactly what happened lol
She knew exactly how Holm was gonna KO her.
She knew exactly how she was going to lose. Ran around, made mistakes, got 
kicked in the head. Haaaaa. #HolmChamp
She knew EXACTLY the strategy of Holly Holm... and still lost to it.  
Those kicks are devastating.
She knew exactly what Holly would do to her and she still couldn't do a 
think about it.
She knew Holly was legit, the kick came exactly as she said damn
she knew what it was
she knew what was coming.



she knows her game & still got knocked out.. underdog & upset starts w/ 
u.. yes u holly..
She knows people are watching this while they're tripping.nWell.. I sure 
am..
She knows too much for her age... RESPECT GRETA!!
She know we invented the CPU AND EVERYTHING RIGHT y’all not modern day 
inventors
Sheldon brought me here.
Sheldon... why?
She lectures the Western world. Why doesn't she lecture the two countries 
where the most pollution comes from: China and India?
she lied.  women lie.  disgraceful.
She literally explained how she lost lol
She literally just listed everything that happened to her in ass whooping 
HAHAHA
she literally lost how she said holly would win
She literally predicted her own destiny.. Keep her distance, frustrate me 
to the point I make a mistake, then she'll kick me in the head.
She literally says EXACTLY what happened to her.......  You knew it was 
coming, why'd you fall for it?!? Lmao damn. That's tough.
She literally says "that's not how it's going to happen" then lets it 
happen lol
She’ll always be whore.
Shell and Exxon bots are working overtime in this comment section
She’ll be diagnosed schizo by 18 and dead by 25
She'll get medal for this Project Report in school 👏
She'll get shot one day, i bet you that
She'll get to say the biggest I told you so in history, and it's 
saddening, people are so ignorant
She’ll look back on this and cringe.
She looked like she had no business in the octagon with Holly.
She look like a lunch lady.
She look like a Monster 🤢
She look like she's crapped her nappy!  How very dare you!
she looks 12 not 16
She looks 50. Must be climate change
She looks a little mentally unstable and very manipulative.
She looks awesome! Best year for her 😌
she looks best at 1:40nrest is just weird and ugly =/
She looks better as a blonde.
she looks better with less makeup
She looks better with that wig
She looks constipated. Probably because she's full of sh*t, as Dan Peña 
would say.
she looks different here RIP Linda xxxx
She looks extremely uncomfortable in that shirt or is that just me.
she looks GORGEOUS at the 1:39 mark!
she looks hot on 1:17.   ; )
she looks lady gaga.
She looks like 13
She looks like a 44 years old milf
She looks like a Cabbage Patch Doll...an angry one.
She looks like a crazy 😜
She looks like a dead person walking! Maybe if she'll eat some meat, 
things will be better for her.
She looks like a man in that thumbnail lol
She looks like an adult child
She looks like a psycho honestly
She looks like a robot/ alien
She looks like a thumb with down syndrome
she looks like a twat but she makes such good music :)
She looks like a video game that hasn't fully rendered.



she looks like bartender in shrek
she looks like chucky the damn doll hahaha
She looks like Gollum
She looks like Hayden Panettiere's older sister who could totally kick you 
ass
She looks like Hayden pantierre
she looks like ice cube
She looks like Ms. Piggy here. What is with that 1980s hairstyle?
She looks like my thumb or toe
She looks like one of the Gelfling from The Dark Crystal
She looks like she's 10 and already pmsing..... Also why does she keep 
looking at her notes, is she being coached by another fembot?
She looks like the female version of Hitler
She looks lonely though...Are there more elephants should could interact 
with ? =/
She looks oldddddddddd
She looks really beautiful at 1:56. I know her style is the hair and the 
makeup but she could be something without it
She looks ridiculous
She looks scary
She lookss nicer with the longer hair and more natural make-up but an 
amazing video to go with a brill song that is sung by an amazing 
singer. :)
She looks so cute but I am white
She looks so good!!
SHE LOOKS SO GOOD BLONDE HOLY FUCK
She looks so good with blonde hair 😍😍  slay
SHE LOOKS SO HOT
She looks so hot as a blonde in this video. About the only time, sadly.
She looks so pretty in this video the most!
She looks so real to be so fake ...I see an academy award in her future
She looks strange with her weird facial expressions....
she looks totally different from in the movie.. expendables...  she 
dresses like  a sl*T... and she endorses  bernie then loses hmm..
She looks very good
she lost
She lost
She lost because she wore the wrong pants.....She needed a diaper and one 
for her mouth to stop the shit from coming out.
she lost BIG TIME
She lost exactly how she said holly was going to try and beat her...
She lost hahahahah, talking too much shit
SHE LOST! I CAN'T BELIEVE IT! STILL LOVE HER! I'M IN SHOCK lol
she lost really bad
She lost remember nobody is unbeatable
She loves every minute of it.
She lowkey looks like Amy Schumer
SHE LURK GOOD IN BLONDE I DIED 😭💕
She makes Hillary look reasonable.  This is what the world does to our 
kids
She make you tired and kick you in the head rousey!nAnd knock you out.!
nnDamn.!!!
She may do a Gina Carano and never fight again...
She must be loving all this attention lol... Truth is, most kids her age 
don’t give a shit either.
She must be sociopathic if still holds onto her lie even after it's been 
refuted
She must feel ashamed if she can learn more and is not mentally ill.
She must have killed Blanka and stole his hair
She need a boyfriend.
She needs a boyfriend immediately.
She needs a counselor
She needs a grammy for her paid performance. Lol



She needs a nap !
She needs a new acting coach because that was horrendous.
She needs an exorcism
She needs a trumpeter in the band with gray hair.
She needs Help really
She needs her meds asap
She needs her meds people!
She needs mental help !!!!
she needs mental help  , has alot of anger thats not normal
She needs psychiatric help
She needs psychiatrist and therapy.. not any platform.
she needs sectioning
she needs to come out with a new song soon or ima die!!!
She needs to find some boy and be happy..
She needs to get laid.
She needs to go home, and get back to school.
She needs to go to acting school 😂🤣😂🤣🤣
she needs to stay in HER OWN COUNTRY where she came from that country 
doesnt do shit but the want the us to do everythin i say fuckum all
She needs to work on her acting.
She need to call betterhelp people..
She need to calm down...either she is genuine or wants publicity.also she 
needs a bf asap.nAnd winner here is vice earning money from youtube.
she need to go back to the kitchen. I want a carbon dioxide free sandwich
she need to wear something....
She nis BUYNN
She no is the queen
She obviously didnt write this
She obviously isn't dead.. it'd be all over the news if she was -.- x
She obviously need medication. Poor psychotic child.
SHE OBVIOUSLY WATCHES FAKE NEWS - CNN, MSNBC, ABC, CBS, NBC AND LATE NIGHT 
COMEDIANS TO GET HER WORLD SHAKING FAKE INFORMATION. SHE'S BRAINWASHED.
she obviously worked very hard on this and she did an ah-mazing job
she one awesome lady
she only does this for people who like her! so get a fucking life haters. 
exept if you do not like miley cirus, then you can hate her all you want.
She opens with a socialist mantra.  nnAnybody need more proof?
She played this mix.
She predicted exactly what actually happened.
she predicted her end haha
SHE PREDICTED HER FALL
she predicted her fate...
She predicted her first defeat...damn
She predicted her knockout.... Pure gold
She predicted her KO. Lol
she predicted her own a demise -- a kick to the head knockout
She predicted her own defeat.
She predicted her own demise.
she predicted her own demise!!!lol
she predicted her own demise. spot on.
she predicted her own fate
She predicted her own fate... kick to the head
SHE PREDICTED HER OWN FUCKING KNOCK OUT!!!!!!!! AND SAID IT WONT HAPPEN 
LIKE THAT BUT IT HAPPENED EXACTLY LIKE THAT!!!!!!!!!!!!
She predicted her own KO LMFAO.!! Overrated...
She predicted her own KO loss
She predicted her own loss.. Living in denial lead to Ronda's defeat.
She predicted how she actually lost. Nice.
She predicted how she would lose.
she predicted it
she predicted it spot on
she predicted the ass whooping......wow
she predicted the distance and head kick
She predicted the end of the fight!! She most being crying right now



She predicted the fight. Just not the result.
She predicted the outcome right here
She predicted the way she was going to get knocked out.
she predicts holly's game-plan perfectly, too bad she couldn't do anything 
about it!
She probably cried when Trump was elected too. Brainwashed child.
She probably has a bigger dick than me.
She probably supports the mass migration of the Muslim invaders too
she puts the GAG into her name
She rarely uses autotune. Check out her singing 'The Lady is a Tramp' with 
Tony Bennett.  If we people are sheep, then you must be a warthog.
She reads her scripts very well.  I love the emotion.  She has a bright 
future
She really is a powerful young speaker. That's why the right hates her. 
I'd love to see her sit down with the US president.
She really likes her latex outfit at 0:53. She wore it in the "Telephone" 
music video, and to an interview on the Ellen show.
She really needs to write a new album.... so much talent so few albums.
She reminds me of Antonio Brown......
She reminds me of any Star Wars scene
she reminds me of drag queen... u can c her ding,, thts prob da bad 
romance.. jk.. i like da rah rah part in her song.. lol
She reminds me of my lovely mother in law... OMG
She reminds me of the girl on willy wonka and the chocolate 🏭  factory! "I 
want it now!"
She reminds of the girl Nazis used to spread their propaganda.
she right
She rocks us all, and freaks the freaks...LOVE HER!!!
Sheryl I Warned Yeah No 50+ Fuck It!
She's a bad actress
She’s a bad actress she should go home and watch Disney movies
She's a bigger ham than her failed show business parents.
she's a boy, or shall i say HE IS !!!
She's acting
She's acting like the planet is going to explode... We are fucked, the 
planet will be fine, you're just defending your miserable life
She's actually kind of likeable here.
SHES ACTUALLY VERRY PRETTY WHEN SHE TRIES TO LOOK NORMAL....
she's a doll
she's a doomer
She's a fucking psychic !!! Wow! Lmfao
She’s a Globohomo pawn with fetal alcohol syndrome
SHE'S A GOLDEN DIGGER!
She’s a great actor lol
Shes a great actor. She and Christine Blasey Ford should get a oscar or 
emmys award for acting. #fu #getatmebro
She's a great actress.
🤢� she's a horrible actor. Why sail across the ocean to give a speech 
about something you don't believe yourself!!!
shes a horse and i will break thee hoe
she said by the time fallon heals up... oh the irony
She said exactly what Holly Home did with her. Ko by kicking to the head.
She said its not gonna happen when she talks about whats Holm's gotta do 
with her. Obviously she didn't listen to her own advice...
she said It wasn't gone happen and it did  . aye kick to the head ends the 
fight
She said she wasn't going to get kicked in the head
She said she wasn't gonna let her kick her in the head haaha fail Rhonda
She said the last fight was gonna be long, it wasn't, bet this one won't 
be
She said the same bullshit about Betch and Zingano. Sooo hard, toughest 
test ever. LOL
She sailed the wrong direction, should have gone to China and thrown 



tantrums there, I’m sure the communists would have greately appreciated 
it.
She’s a little extra
Shes a little puppet.
She's amazing!
She's an absolute IDIOT. Her parents too. Change my mind.
She’s an actress
She's an actress lol has an imdb. Shit is so fake it's not even funny.
She's an amazing athlete.  But if she wasn't a fighter I wouldn't look 
twice if she was at a mall. For an athlete though she is good looking.
SHES AN AUTIST
She's an emotional lunatic and needs help and lock up her parents for 
child negligence and everyone supporting this are child abusers!
"She's a nice chick that's gonna lose" LMAO. Even foreshadowed the kick to 
the head ko
"She's a nice chick that's gonna lose" LMFAO
she's a nice chick that's gonna lose 😂  ohhhhhhh
"She's a nice chick that's gonna lose." Oh is she Ronda? Is she? The high 
kick said otherwise
"She's a nice chick that's gonna lose"....... Ronda must be talking about 
herself and apparently not a "nice" one.
"she's a nice chick who's going to lose" lmao, she got owned by holly.
"She's a nice chick who's gonna lose"-Ronda Rousey 2015. She lost.
Shes an innocent girl who things to change the world, the word wont be 
changed. To change the world you HAVE to change the people
She's a phony and a propagandist. She has MK-Ultra written all over her.
She's a puppet but for some reason the left think its all genuine...
shes a pychic and doesnt even know it
She's as dumb as a bag of rocks! Anyone who supports this is a sheer joke
She's a social-transformative force...good for her!
She's a soothsayer!
she’s a SOROs funded puppet. Climate crisis is a way to make a global 
socialist government
She's a stooge for eco companys who want to make $$$$$$.
She’s astray in the head .
She’s a stupid cnt. Just like her stupid rich cnt actor parents!
She's a talker. Talkers make me thirsty. And hungry. Think I'll take two 
chickens.
she's a terrible dancer
Shes a tool but doesn't know it lol. She grew up in her little fantacy 
world to think that she matters or that ppl care for her existence.
Shes attractive.... in a Queen Latifah kinda way
She's a useful idiot
She's a very bad actress
She’s a weird looking little geek
She saw holm as a threat. Then she saw her as an elbow, then a fist,   and 
then a foot....  and thats pretty much the last thing she saw.
She say "how dare you!" And they applause?  They treat her as if she is a 
cloun , or some kind of an entertainer?
She say's "freak bitch" not free..
She's Back.
shes back once again
She's beautiful.
She's been driven insane by propaganda... It keeps coming back to  global 
socialism.
Shes been trained well... bravo...
She's being nice. They are evil. Children should stop buying anything.
She's being sponsored by Soros, her parents and herself belong to Antifa 
wich is aslo funded by Soros.
she’s being used for political shit, completely propogandized. doesn’t she 
look like her mind has been ruined?
she's brilliant in every way
She's certainly a great actor.
She's channelling The Orphan movie's villain, yes?



She's clearly suffering from her Asperger's, but the globalists still take 
advantage to push there climate hoax tax scam agenda
shes cool and al lbut shes too freaky LOL. like in some scenes shes 
actually HOT!!! LMAO
she's crazynand i fucking love it!
She's creepy.
She's cringy
She’s crying over the environment yet took a plane from Sweden to America.  
Gotta love the sanctimonious.
She's cute but cant help thinking she would slap me in a rear naked choke 
in bed then try and rip my dick off with her bare hands.
She's definitely out there. But she's also the real deal & Madonna's 
natural successor. She can be as huge as she wants to be.
Shes delusional.
shes demented
She's drugged. Look at her eyes.
She seemed sincere and first, but this just looks like bad acting.
She seems a little crazy. I can’t take her seriously.😂
She seems happy :)
She seems like a happy camper
She seems like the student that reminds the teacher about homework.
She seems very passionate about nothing
She sees carbon-di-oxide. Yeah, she needs to be hospitalized.
She's either really freakin hot or butt ugly; too bad she doesn't keep the 
same look for long.
She’s emotionally challenged. Needs a psychiatrist.
“She’s everyone’s type”nnNot Pete Davidson’s
she's fat here
She's finally on point. It's nice to see someone gain the attention for 
those of us who've been this angry since the 1970's.
She's fire as fuck
She's fucking great in every way.
She’s full of shit
She's funnier than Amy Schumer #AmySchumerisntfunny
She's gaga she's the best<3!!
She's getting coal for Christmas.
She's given a performance straight to cringe worthy compilation
She's going to lose???
She's going to make millions in Hollywood.
"she's going to try kicking me in the head but it's not gonna go like 
that" gets kicked in the face
"she's going to try kicking me in the head" She predicts diz 
tings...mystic mac
"Shes going to try kick me in the head but its not gonna go like 
that." . . . good call
"She's going to try to kick me in my head, but that's how it's going to 
happen," WHY THE FUCK YOU LYING, WHY YOU ALWAYS LYING?
shes gonna be a great feminist some day lol
"She's gonna get me frustrated and kick me in the head...but it's not 
gonna go like that" Goes exactly like that lol
"She's gonna keep her distance, and get me frustrated, and then kick me in 
the head, but it's not gonna go like that!"nnWhoops.
"she's gonna loose",  gets knocked out in round 2 | 16 sec 
in .noverconfidence is a bitch
"She's gonna lose"
She's gonna make a good insurance salesman one day
Shes gonna make a great actress. Hollywoods calling!
'''She's gonna try and kick me in the head, but its not gonna go like 
that''' HAHAHHAHA If only she knew!!! Pride takes you nowhere Ms. Rousey
"she's gonna try and kick me in the head, but it's not gonna go like 
that"... Oh, but it did Ronda, it did.
"She's gonna try and kick me in the head but it's not gonna go like that" 
Why tf you lyyyiiinnnn
"She's gonna try and kick me in the head but it's not gonna work!" Famous 



last words
"She's gonna try get me frustrated and make a mistake and try kick me in 
the head but it ain't gonna go like that" Guess again Moody Ronda Lousy
She's gonna try to kick me in the head but it's not gonna go down like 
that really?
"she's gonna try to kick me in the head, but it's not gonna go like that." 
haha DE fucking FEATED
"She's gonna try to kick me in the head, but it's not gonna go like that." 
lol the irony.
"she's gonna try to kick me in the head ... but it's not gonna go like 
that" nnWell it did
She's gorgeous.
she’s gorgeous as fuck
SHES GOT KNOCKED THE FUCK OUT
shes gunna get me frustrated and kick me in the head...she predicted 
exactly how she would get knocked out
She's hot!
She's hot. Does anybody know if that fine young girl dancing in the 
background has an Instagram?
she's hotter than most starlets
She should be awarded the noble peace price
She should be back in school. Go back to school greta.
She should be giving this speech to the cows.
She should be home watching Family Guy !!!nPeter Griffin rules
She should be in Hogwarts learning witchcraft
She should be in JAIL. HOLY FUCK
She should be in school.
She should be sent to China!
She should be talking in China
she should continue the rest of her career as a psychic since she 
predicted what was going to happen lol
she should end every sentence with "...bitches!"
She should fuck me for free now lol for loosing
She should get an Oscar for that performance.
She should get some surgery on that face, starting with that manly nose.
She should go back to school and make her speech their
she should go give this performance in china/india and see how far it gets 
her
She should go to china with her BS maybe they wont arrest her ....
She should go to Hollywood with that act!
she should have called out that clapping
She should have had a snickers.
she should have listened to herself
She should hook up with David Hogg and can cry to eachouther
she should look after her unpleasant side. this girl annoys me with her 
childish postures.
she should not get the noble peace prize but an Emmy for acting!
She shouldn't be on any screen ever
She shouldn't have read her speech. It makes her look even more theatrical 
than she already is.
She should point all the accurate climate predictions from the 
past.n(Crickets chirping)
She should show her act to china or India. From what I hear they really 
care about the environment.
She should start working in hollywood great actress
She should study drama....she would be good at it.
she should thank plumbers, if it wasnt for them, what will she do with all 
her shit coming out of her ass?
She should try protesting in Asia and Africa where the pollution comes 
from
She should’ve practiced this in the mirror first
she showed her right side
She's incredible.... Beautiful. Inspiring.
She's in need of a snickers bar ASAP!!



she´s just a puppet,reading lines other people wrote for her.
She’s just following the money....
she's just trying to sell the fight.  Easy win. Ronda is not a great 
saleswoman.
she's karon 3.0
She's kidnapped and sold as a sex slave to Russian mafia, where she kills 
the ring leader... Its about human trafficking and somewhat, feminism.
Shes kinda creapy
she's kind of annoying
She's knocking out more women than Bill Cosby.
She slays oml 😻😻
She slays so hard and better get those grammy's
She’s like a child sized version of Kate McKinnon.
She's like from the future
She’s like Hermione Granger...if Hermione had fetal alcohol syndrome and 
autism.
She's like my wife, complaining and not acting.
Shes like naked
Shes like one of those street corner crazy ppl shouting the end of the 
world is coming
She's looks crazy mate
She’s looks crazy who let her speak !
She's losing it.
she's mentally ill and talking nonsense.
She's mentally ill.  She needs help.  And the adults who enable her should 
be held accountable for child abuse.
shes my hero
she's my soul in other body . she's me. i know that bc... i just i know it
She's nauseating!
She's not a feminist.  Look how pretty she is.  Feminists for the most 
part are women inflicted with UWS (ugly woman syndrome).
She's not a suit. She's not an adult. She's not going to Mars. She's not 
bought. She wants to live on Earth minus the scummy ones.
She's not even a very good actor....melodramatic is an understatement
"she's not going to kick me in the head"
she's not gonna kick me in the head she says....oh man...
"She's not gonna kick me in the head, she's not gonna do that." 😂😂
nLooool
Shes not gonna kick me in the head.... You sure about that ??
Shes not the first kid to plea for climate change tho...why should she be 
special?
She's nuts
She’s obviously been coached she’s acting with her evil eye and is reading 
a speech someone else prepared 😂🤣ô
She's obviously been getting acting lessons from Charlton Heston. I wonder 
if she knows that trees breathe CO2 🤣
She's obviously showing signs of Mk Ultra abuse. #ClockworkOrange
she somewhat reminds me of  Marilyn Manson as a female and with another 
genre/style.  ^_^
Shes one of the Tic-Tac operators.....
She's one tweet away from being away from an assassin.
She's only doing this so she can write a book and make millions
She soo fine😍
she so pretty😍😍😍😍
She sound crazy
She sounds like a actress from 1939
She sounds like a little girl in the pioneer age like Laura from the 
little house on the prairie
she sounds like an actor rehearsing her lines in the kitchen and her 
husband is clapping every 19.42 seconds
She sounds like a piece of shit !!!



She sounds like a thespian, this is one of the cringiest things I’ve seen 
in a while.
She sounds like Emma Watson
She sounds like one of the sounds of music girls.
She sounds like she is reading some weird poem...just need the snapping of 
the fingers lolol 😂😂😂😂
She sounds like she needs to shit, maybe shes constipated, and who takes 
the babbling of a 12 yearold seriously.
She sounds like she’s auditioning for Game of Thrones
She sounds like she's reading Shakespeare
She sounds like the dub track on megadeth count down to extinction
she sounds scared as she describes her bully🤣🤣
She's over played and over acted on this, I wonder if she knows where the 
minerals in her phone and iPad and laptop batteries come from
She’s paid by Rockefeller Oil, Soros, and coached by Rentzhog PR. This lie 
is rebranded every generation to take your money.
She's passionate.  Passionately VERY wrong.  The failure is with her 
parents and the media.
She speak french on the 3:52?I am french and she sais:je veux ton amour et 
je veux t'en revendre, je veux ton amour alors alors des fraises!
She speaks as though she just finished reading a work by Charles Dickens.
She speaks the truth, I'm scared for her. Big money will have some 
distraction happen now.
She speaks the truth like or not.nGood for her.
she spent her whole speech talking out the side of her mouth. it was very 
distracting
shes perfect !!! GAAAH SHE GAMES, IS A GODDAMN WARRIOR, AND SHES GORGEOUS 
AS FUCK, SEXY AS HELL MANNNNNN
She's playing hooky.
shes pure so she must be qualified to tell us about global energy 
consumption from her own research that she isn’t parroting
Shes right.
She's right about one thing, she shouldn't be up there.
She's right but I couldn't help but cringe a bit because her emotion felt 
so forced
She’s right, men ain’t shit
she’s right: she shouldn’t be up there.
She’s right she shouldn’t be up there. Just a bit dramatic. Holy crap
She’s ruined her life before it even began.
She’s sad af and everyone’s laughing........exactly like her at 
school,fucking nerd!!!!!!!!
She's scarier than climate change.
she's selling herself to men? oh god why do these kind of people even 
exists.
she's sick!!
she's sick and ugly ... but i love her songs
SHES SO ADORABLE OMGGG
She's so angry...
She’s so annoying
She’s so annoying that I’ve decided to let my truck idle all day in my 
driveway to help speed this global warming thing up.
shes so awesome I love how shes so original
shes so beautiful in our time in our generationnarianators
She's so competitive. even on mario cart
she's so competitive lmfao
she's so cool.
She’s so creepy
She's so cute, i love her...
She's so cute in this 😍😍
She’s so damn fake
She's so dumb and hysterical. She's mentally ill and needs professional 
help...
She's so fake and scripted, what a bad actress



she's so fucking hot
She’s so full of hate. Plus what’s wrong with her face?
She's so goddamn perfect. Dream woman material right here, folks!
Shes so good she predicted her future! Boom kicked in the head!
She's so hot
She's so Hot!!!
She's so HOT HOT HOT!! And this song speaks to me! yeah baby! I love her, 
she turns me on!
She's so hot I can't 💕
she's so lost though....
"She's someone you gotta be really patient with" .. Looks like she didn't 
stay patient :)
She's so much better blonde
Shes so nasty
shes soo pretty!rnI been trying to figure wat the hell is on top of her 
head. So far i think its a bat or a gargoyle
She’s so passionate. We need more people like her
she's so perfect
She's so perfect 😭 😘
She's so weird but, I love her dance <3 <3 <3
She’s speaking to a bunch of heartless lying 🤥  old farts that sold their 
soul. Poor thing she actually thinks they’re listening.
She's still bad ass!
she's still hot.
She’s such a great actress.
she's such a turn on
she's super upset and the audience is rooting like it's oscar night. lol
She's the best
She’s the chosen one, the prophecy is coming true
She's the daughter of Imperator Palpatine
"shes the kind of fighter you have to be patient with"nAfter watching that 
fight it sure seems like you contradicted yourself there Ms. Rousey
She's the voice we need when scientists are ignored.
Shes thinking ahead.  nHow do I turn my fame into a lucrative business to 
support myself for years to come....
She still hasnt memorized her lines😆
She stole her own childhood
Shes trash
she stupid
she suits blonde hair so good <3
She sure does have a purty mouth.
She sure is UGLY!!
She's used by the snowflakes of the world. Common sense wins not an 
actress of Hollywood. The real truth listen https://youtu.be/pBbvehbomrY
She's very sexy and BADASS
She’s very sweet. I want to be trained by her XD
she's Vietnamese rite?
shes werd
She’s whisper shouting 🤣
Shes wierd werid
she take all appeal she is so hot.
She talks about betrayal? Lol, if anyone is betraying anything is her
she talks to much shit
SHE THE EARTH 🌏  🌎  🌍
She the future we are all f@#!
She then exits stage left and drops a mud cat in the toilet and flushes it 
into the earth.
She think she on her Joan of Arc shit, huh
She thought it up and made it real! hahahaha
SHE THOUGHT... SHE THOUGHT...
She thought she was Conor for a min and it even showed at the Go Big 



presser. No bitch just No!
She tolled us exactly how her fight would go
She too cute God you go girl my girl love you soo much 💋💋💋💋
She totally called it!
She totally called it. Even then she knew how she could be beat.
She totally got kicked in the head
She turn a monster.
she unfortunately got exactly what she said it wouldn't happen. A kick to 
the head....  over!  :-(
She wants #NoblePrize 😎 nnnnnnnHow dare you 😂
She wants to be like "missing Persons" destination unknown video...now 
they were revolutionary!
She wants to give the government more control and expects positive change? 
nnThat's hilarious😂
She wants to smile when they clap
she was a decent musician, but she changed her image and sold out. catchy 
decent chorus, bad everything else
She was a threat alright.
she was aware, but It was no help to her
She was aware of the kick, but it happened anyway?
She was brave and I will always be on her side!
She was damn near milly rockin at 00:52 lmfao
she was fair, come on! she did say it is her biggest threat!
She was only 23 and she ruled the music world. I'm 23 laying in bed, in my 
pj's, at 12:30 pm watching this.
She was possessed by devils
She was right she k.o 'd bye a head kick
She was right to be worriednThe chick was destroyed
She was so overrated, I'm glad she lost.
She was taught to be upset at something she does not understand. What did 
she have stolen? That fake cry is not doing anything. go plant something.
She was trained quite well by someone  with an agenda. Pawn to C5
She was wheeled out of the Octagon on a Mario Kart.
She watched the movie 2012 way too many times,
she weird...:/
she went down with a kick to the head.. lol
She went into her act. Give her an Emmy award or something. LOL!
She went to Mario Kart camp.nnI guess that explains why she seemed to skip 
fight camp based on her total lack of conditioning.
She will become a Stepford wife....
She will grow up and become a kid
"she will piss me off ill make a  mistake then she'll kick me on the head" 
it did play like that though she called it to a dime.
"she will try to kick me in the head, but it's not gonna go like that" 
lol :)
she wins the ufc pageants. so hot.
she wont be that hot if she is not that weird
"She won't kick me" she said... "It's not gonna go like that " she said...
She won't kick you in the head huh?  Haha.  Next time be humble, shake 
hands and respect others!
She would be such a rowdy, fun shag.
She would fit right in with today's democrats
She would have been more credible if she wouldn't check her notes all the 
time.
She would have won if Holms didn't keep spamming hacks and that double 
team move, which is banned in some tournaments.
she wrote nothing of this. purely mom..
Shigeru Miyamoto and Masahiro Sakurai are people that I would love to 
become whenever I grow into an adult. They are such clever people.
Shigeru myamoto è il mio eroe
Shigeru sounds like frieza xD
shiiiiiit!!!! that has to suck!!!! how is he now? guessing his hearings 
way gone



SHI LILIANG !? 這名字根本只有霸氣⽽而已啊!!!!
@shindayuki DIET coke...
@shindayuki narrr no ants it is diet aha
@shindayuki none, its diet coke.... no sugar ^^
shinobi whispers
Ship up you little bastard.
shit
Shit
#shit
shit!!!!
Shit.
Shit 0:12 illumination presents sing. Wtf?stupid really  .i tired know 
about illumination dont interesting information 🖕
Shit ariana! Lady gaga can much more than this!!!!
Shit he still has such a good voice , preeeachh
Shit hole
Shithole.
Shithole ! hahaha
Shit I am listening. This is where black people like us got our soul.
shit I can do this ,,,,hes not running on water hes running on boards on 
water ,,,,wonder if monks know difference ????
Shit. I gotta switch this video to porn because if my mom catches me 
watching this it would be awkward...but porn would be much easier to 
explain...
Shit I meant to say hipster!!!!
Shit, I missed the release date and discovered today it had already been 
released. :@Freakin pissed. That sucks, I love that movie !!
shit is bullshit// FUCK U
Shit is cringe
Shit is that Danny devito?
Shit made me cry man! Thank you
shit not helmet
shit not song !!!!
shit :OO amazing
shit sounds like what squidward hears when he goes to the future
shit! that camera adores you! ugh.... <3
shit that was insane
shit this is art
Shit.. this is so badass
Shit this place looks crazynReally not for everyone
Shitty actors, shitty movie.
Shitty music put in an orchestra = original but not that extraordinary.
shit vid m8
shit we're in 300 millns #OMG
Shit what is this?im russian but im now englesh its song fuking ugly
Shit with the laptop.
shit yeah
Shit yes Danny Devito
Shivers..Thats it
@Shlepfulness AudioBody - You Gotta Tap ;)
Shocked to hear about his death! I will try not to think about it when I 
see the movie.
@Shocksmock Of course, I can see it being a bit of a hit or miss...
SHOOK
Shook.
Shoot....
@shotgunwithatapeworm Okay whatever you say silly boy
should'a taken him skydiving!
Should be of 50 minutes
shoulder reveal
Should have 2B views
Should have asked him what was the deal with the screen not scrolling 
backwards.
Should have been a parking lot.



Should have been time traveling in this one
Should have built a Mondeo...
Should have chosen a different song by Nas, like The World is Yours or 
Life's A Bitch.
Should have uploaded as Alex Grimes missed opportunity
Should have used a better camera.
Should hit its target audience right in the bullseye.
Should I dye my hair in this color? Im a little lighter than ariana but 
idk if its going to look good on me :/
Should I expect a meme inside a padded cell?
Should I set my eq to classic or hip-hop?
“Should I take em to the bridge” “take em to the bridge” that’s 
entertainers
Shouldn't she be in school
Shouldn’t she be worrying about finishing third grade first
shouldn't this be a health hazzard, what if you ingest diet coke and 
mentos at the same time?  Do you die?
Shouldn't you be at school.
Should of asked Elon Musk.
Should perform this in the hood. 98% of white people who were in there 
couldn't relate. Hood will appreciate much more.
Should rename the Video to: Fallout76 development footage
Should’ve been standard everywhere and we would have a better place today.
Should've gotten a better actor.
Should've just said a hot hatchback
Should've mastered his ass.
Should've shown an Elijah Wood picture. And then Have Daniel say that it's 
him in that picture. That's not somebody else.
Should've shown what the entire skyline would look like from a distance 
after all these projects are completed.
Should've stayed Holm.
Should’ve taken a paddle boat to get there instead of an airplane less 
emissions.
Should've used another turkey baster for the tip so it the light could've 
gone all the way up. Great idea about the reflective paper though
Shout me out plzzzz
Shoutout Fillmore
shoutout to bendict cumberbund of energy
Shoutout to the Fender Tremolo bridge for all the whammy bends
SHOW
show
Show
show
Show 👍👍👏
Show 👏👏👏
Show III II I
Show!
Show amei o video.
#SHOWdeBOLA #AMAZING #MARAVILLOSO #CheSPETTACOLO #MAGNIFIQUE 
#WUNDERBAR !!!!!!
-Show de Bola Amo essa Música😍😍😍😍😍😍
Showed this to Zlatan Ibrahimovic. Now he's a humble man
show how you made the hover boad
Showin' the white folks how it's done!
show man ......
Show man the guys
Show me some woman in this list or smbd from Africa... A, I forgot... We 
all equal... Right...
Shown de bola.
Shown too much?...hell yeah...Trailers this days...
Show of hands: who has "The Homer" Hot Wheels car?
Shows his undying love for America yet his hatred towards the conflict in 



Vietnam.
Show us A viable alternative to oil and coal and I'm all in sweet heart .
show us how to make the spiderman suit from caption America civil war 
please
SHOW US UR FACE I WANT TO KNOW IF YOU HAVE A BEARD
Show your face
sht ain't deserve
Sh*tty American cars.
Shur can do
shut the fuck up that shit was creative and it was hot y 
hate ......ShaunDreclin said it best .
Shut this idiot kid up!
Shuttle up
Shut up
SHUT UP!
Shut up!
shut up.
Shut up about this fake climate change crap!  Total nonsense!
Shut up already
Shutup already
Shut up and go home. People don't be that delusional.
Shut up and take my money!
SHUT UP BITCH ANYBODY LISTEN TO THAT SHIT
shut up fuking bitch go to see shitdonna
Shut up, George Soros puppet!
Shut up, idiot.
SHUT UP KID ! You dumbasses using these brainwashed kids are in serious 
trouble along with them.
Shut up n how dare you
Shut up privileged kid
shut up ted!!!
Shut up with your crocodile 🐊  tears 😭
Shut up. You don't have a clue. They're lying to you about global warming. 
Go back to to school and do the research.
Shut your face Greta with that paid drama. Go back to school crybaby 😭
shuuuuut uuuuuuupp
Shweet,
@sibalian99 R U serious? Look for clips of Hannah Montana or Michael 
Jackson, you'll see that more than 100 million viewers O_O
Si buscan a los little monsters estamos en "Eh, Eh (Nothing Else I Can 
Say)"
Sick
Sick album bro when is it droping?
sick as bru
Sick as fuck
Sick bruh
Sick down with the sickness 😋🤘
sick edit bro 6:09
sickening
Sickening and stupid
Sick girl... cant hear her anymore...
Sickness...Good job
Sick of these videos that celebrate the one time something's successful 
after probably trying it a few hundred other times
.sick track still kicking ass in 2019
Sick video
sick! well done
SideBoob✊💦
Side six will be forever the best music  ever on vinyl
Sie hat ähnlichkeit mit alfalfa
Sie ist Sehr Krank, noch schlimmer sind die Leute die es für gut befinden.
Siempre con ritmo este señoron de la musica clasica!!



Siempre pertenecere al club de los Corazones solitarios porque soy el 
cantante de la banda del Sargento Pimienta
siempre seremos los mejores ``little monster por siempre´´  y esto no 
pararà
siempre somos pocos lo que reproducimos todo el dia
Sie sollte die Medikamenten in der angegebenen Dosis nehmen...
Si esta con esta rolita no te pones a bailar es por ke ya estas muerto en 
vida...ke buena rola JAMES BROWN the king of soul....
Siete dei master ootimi i vostri video!!!
Siete fantastici!!!!!!😍😘😆
#siewissenallesvonuns
Sigh. Another shitty FKA Wannabe.
sigh Back when Gaga was relevant.
sigh One of my favorite tv duos of all time.
Sigh...zip.nnThat was some nice fap.
Sigla victorius
sign me the fuck up
sii es que son unos mal agradecidos algunos
Siiiick !!!! n10 minutes of enjoyment !!
sii! todas las noches dejemos listas de preorudción y así reproducen  
mientras dormimos :)
sii yo ya lo hise y estar genial *-*
si la cara de esa mujer es igual al tuje es un POEMA !
Si la numero 4 no es una Dominicana yiro de Constitucion pega en el palo!!
Sí Lee Sin pudiera verte, estaría orgulloso... :v
SILENT WITNESS, CINCENT BANNER, RICHMOND, USA, YN A TRAILER DOWN THE MAIN 
RRROAD, ZIPPING A STAWBERRY- SODA...........................
SI LES ACTUALIZARON ALS VISITAS ALAS BELIBERS PUTAAAAAAAAS
Silly girl just reading what they told her to say. So tired of all these 
liberal hippy pussys 🖕 🖕 🖕
Silly, ill and affected girl, pls go back to school. Marketing product, a 
puppet.
Silly, spoiled little girl, who's just had all her toys taken away!
silovala replay
Silovanje usiju😫 😫😫  Combe bolje pjeva
Silujem replay👆
@Silviina13 rnLady Gaga is a SLUT and Bieber is a TERRIBLE 'singer'
Si michael jackson lo admiraba... que más?
Similar to Africa
@Simon76373958573633 nAGREE !! THUMBED UP!!
@simon8850 AHAHAHAH XDDDD SI CLARO
Simon and Martina sent me. Subscribed!
Simon says!!! Hell yeah I wanna hear that one! :D
Simon Says https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p0aLMsh4mvU&t=360 !
Simon Says musiało gnieść jaja na żywo. na youtubie tylko je urywa :)
simon says: STFU!
Simplemente está bien chingon!
simplemente la mejor
simplemente lo mejor
simplemete excelente pieza
Simplesmente FANTÁSTICO
Simplesmente fantástico!
Simplismente GENIAL !!!!rnEla é uma prova da evolução da Liberdade de 
expressão,rnembora critiquem, não podem fazer nada além disso.rn(=
Simply amazing !!!
Simply Amazing!
simply amazing!!! goog work guys!!
Simply a Miles Davis masterpiece! The arrangements and improvisations are 
just splendid.
Simply awesome 👏
Simply A..W..E..S..O..M..E!!! Got nothing more to say. Bravo!
Simply fantastic sounds!



Simply Fucking Amazing! Thank You Mr.Davis
Simply GREAT
Simply the best.
Simply the greatest artist of all time
Simply W-O-W ! JUST LOVE IT !
simply...WOW MAMA   ***awesome!!!
Simply Wow!! Still ,  testament to the talent .
Simpsons Hit and Run. If you know, you know
Simpsons hit and run wow
simpsons in it's prime.
Simultaneously inspired and tragic.
Simultaneously soaring and searing. As ugly and beautiful as the country 
it represents.
Since he is a Revan ripoff why not just do a tutorial on "How to make 
Darth Revan mask and suit..."
Since he is doing this to raise money for kids then ya that's a wonderful 
thing.
Since I'm left handed, if I could just have that Guitar or a couple of 
them 60's strats strung that way :-) What a sound those old Marshalls too
since it is diet it wont be sticky
since its halloween it would be funny if suuuumone put a mentos and coke 
bomb in a pumpkin! just a suggestion
Since I watched his Joe R podcast I can’t help but not take anything he 
says seriously...
Since when america is a country xd?nI only knows united states of america
since when did dudeperfect upload to this channel?
Since when did Teemo's mushrooms save the League of Legends?
Since when did we value the wisdom of a preachy teenager
Since when do engineers wear lab coats? 😂
Since when does this exist
Since when do we listen to a child about issues they don't understand and 
especially ones born with FAS.
since when is Ariana grande, Lewis Hamilton  (get it)
Since when is Diet Coke gonna save Africa?
since when is "harlem shake" hip hop ?
Since when tango is considered classical music? And don't get me wrong, I 
love Carlos Gardel
Sin demeritar alos demas la gente negra musicalmente son los mejores
Sin duda uno de sus mejores :) larga vida a los Beatles
sing
SING ?!
Sing 🎤
SING 🎶
sing!
SING................:)
sing Ari.
Sing! Brought me here 👀
Sing good
sing go sing
Singing after Football practice w my 9 th Gr.  Bros., 1970. 🎼🎶🎶🎶  I 
gotz Mine ( Shower) . Dig it....... dont worry 'bout his"!🎶🎶🎼  lol!
Singing in the beginning sound like that Clefairy song
Sing it James!
single 2017
Single and listening to this,self torture 😂😂
Single en Agosto, vídeo semanas más tarde, y Album en Septiembre. nnson 
las fechas que se barajan ^^
sing love
Sing me to sleep, Victor.
#SingMovie Awesome God!



SING Movie Ending song😍😊
Sing of Ed Sheeran would have fitted better
Sing Rules.
sings 😙
SING!! SEMPLICEMENTE SPETTACOLARE!! ;))
SING THE BEST MOVIEn2019
'Sing' trailer played as an ad
SING WAS MADE IN 2016 WTH😱
SING XD
SING良かったな〜n吹き替えの⽅方もちゃんと⼒力力⼊入っててn 後まで⾯面⽩白かった！！
S;in m
SI PODEMOS ENTRE TODOS LA UNION HACE LA FURZA :)
👑  si prava ,samo tako Kija zivot im vraca sto te gledaju kako napredujes 
a nepadas kao sto su htjeli �
si ps mosnter, debemos demostrarle q nosotros losm onsters somos los q 
mandamos !nq nosotors somos los m ejores fans del mudno
sip , yo ya la habia escuchado hace tiempo
Si que pendejo capaz esta con las manos ocupadas en este momento! Vaya a 
saber las chanchadas que estara haciendo!
Si queremos conseguir récord de visitas en 24h necesitaremos hacer más de 
12.3 millones al nuevo vídeo de Gaga.nnSERÁ POSIBLE CONSEGUIRLO? :)
sir can I use your track for my dance video
Sir Lancelot :D
sir snowden sir, thank you very much, the stones begin to roll because you 
began, well done!
Sir stevie
Sisaa 😍 😍
Si señor!!! El puto Amo!!! Vaya puto crack. Like si lo escuchas como yo en 
2019😆
Si se pudo MONSTERS ya menos de 8000 reproduciones y  1,000,000,000😭😭😭
😊zzz z zz zzzzz z zzzzzz👑👑👑👑💗💗💗💗💗💗💅💅🥂🥂🥂
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SISQ Thong Song was amazing.
Sista's fit back then she breaks it down, now they B......N.....F.....and 
lazy
Si t’as une petite faiblesse dans ta journée alors écoute ça 1111
Si tienene razon no son muchos'  pero de poco a poco se hace algo grande' 
ellos si estan cumpliendo no empiezen a pelear
Sit on my face Ronda!
si tratare de pedirla mil veces !
Sitting on her mattress of lies.  A disgrace to real rape victims.
Sitting right down and listening to this...'my legs are dancing baby'..Mr 
brown and Mr byrd gone but not forgotten...R.i.p.
Situacion sentimenta : Esperando qye salga ARTPOP3
Si ustedes nos ayudan nosotras también , somos leales ! JONATICS♥
si vamo MEXICO y latinoamerica denle replay!
Sí verdad? interesante historia, ahora.. mátate, te lo ordena la gorda 
britney spears! OBEDECE A LA MORSA!
Six people still have no clue why | is put on a keyboard...
Six   video
si ya teniamos mucho sin platicar donde te habias metido??
Sjajina ti je pjesma ♥♥♥♥♥
Sjajno ! Ceka se Bakina reakcija ! nImali nas #Institucija?❤🕳😎
SJEJDJDJ
SJW's triggered by all those evil White men!
@sk8y237 It's the art of science! :D
SKAM fans here!
Skank*



Skeletons scare me! lol
Skidaju komentare i preglede sramota mora to neko da objasni sta se desava 
vise nema smisla
Skinuta pesma na komp ! XD
Skipper approved.
Skipper was the better sister
skip to :27 to dodge some wank.
skip to the second song round 20  minutes in and listen to it with fones.
S.Korea 2019?
Skoro pa i treci milion💪💪💪
"skyscraper boom in Brooklyn" nnnGentrification. The word you are looking 
for is gentrification
Sky scrapers are robbing people who live in teh vicinity of vital 
electrically charged air!
skyscrapers don't define NYC the people do and new York is a disaster at 
night never will be the city I knew
Skyscraper was born in nyc remember people we trended settlers jaja
slabe bo slucha sie ksywek a nie muzyki. ps pato>mioush
slack dat one
Śladowe ilości polskich komentarzy, szacun
Slap an Apple logo on it, it will sell.
SLAP HER! She needs it!
Slay!
slayed
Slaying 2016 from start to finish ❤
SLAY ME
slay mum💥🍫💞
SLAY QUEEN AND KING
@slayyer000 slayer sucks massive fuckin dick dude, listen to some real 
shit and stop with the pussy middle skool "metal" music
Slayyyyy Queen Ariana!!!!!!👑👑👑
slc, esse som é muito bom pra andar de skate!
sleep well rousey!!!
Slender skyscrapers need to die
SLÈ STEVIE AND ARIANA OH MY
Slick Move Lost him
Slightly disappointed that the plot wasn't their idea back in the second 
movie's commentary. xD Anyways hope this is as awesome as the other 
two. :)
slightly epic
Slippery when heard
sl much talent he was ahead of his times and still today its hard for 
people to play in his style
sloaches movement
Sloba jesi ok?
Sloba na aparatima
Sloba se odlicno snasao u spotu, bas je kul... (kameleon)😂
Sloba zaledio
Slobin story je pobedio 😂
Slobo Bobo dišeš li? Kiki je prava dzepna venerica 💃💖
Slobo......gde si????🤗 😍 😍
Slobo spavaš li mirno 💪💪
slovenija 5#
slow down!!!
Slowly slowly, if someone coming Im dead, slowly slowly.
@slowphobia its real dumbass myth busters proved it.
słuchaj początku a jak przewiniesz do 4:40 zdasz sobie sprawę jak ten 
utwór przyspiesza
słuchałbym całymi dniami
Słucha się tego z wielką przyjemnością..zwłaszcza, że jest to wykonanie 



orkiestry..aż mam ciarki :) Dziękuję :)
Slusajmo i dalje, a ove propalice neka brisu i neka pocrkaju od muke!
SLUSAJTE KO BI REKAO JOS 500.000 DO 9 M !!!
Slusajte me sad svi ovo je djecija pjesma za vrtice plus manje za milion 
pregleda i ona prva MILAN I IMPERIA BRANE MI TE ZAUVIJEK
SLUSAM I UZIVAM
Slusam je od kada su je izbacili- non stop!! I nema sanse, da dosadi. 
Svako slusanje hocu jos.
SLUSAMO, PISEMO KOMENTARE BEZ STIKERA I OBAVEZNO LAJKUJTE SVE KOMENTARE. 
LAJK JE BITAN ZBOG HEJETERA.
Slusam vec 36788654456 put... extra je
Slusa se 01:20 samo jako
Slusate li pesmu Kijevci , nema odustajanja  , idemooooooo
Slutty white girl thinks that when a man has sex with her and then rejects 
her emotionally it constitutes rape.
@slydubz I have wanted the name of this song ever since it was 
uploaded...THANK YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
SM3 was really an achievement for the NES! One of the best games ever made 
for the console :D
smack that misteeer..!!
Small cities in China were like this in the early 1990s.
smaller holes maybe? , more mentos building up for a while? just my 
thoughts
Small gust of wind comes by........ falls down
Smart
@SmartAlexia Expert on coke? The fuck is this shit?
@SmartAlexia Who gives a fuck? It's plastic. Also, even if that mattered, 
that's the plastic that Coca Cola comes in, not even the drink itself.
Smart men keep the beard!
Smash..
(Smash 4, 10 months before release)nMiyamoto: HURRY UP! MORE CHARACTERS! 
MORE MONEY!)
@smbfan143 At our store, we actually sell twice as much Diet Coke than 
regular Coke.
@smbfan143- LOL Its true
Smd
smece
Smeće.
Smece od "pjesme"!
Smeće u svakom smislu. �
Smesno!!!
Smetana is missing :-)
smfh 411,557,444 idiots subliminally like song thats clearly  worshiping 
the devil
Smh, i wrote stevie a letter but he never responded😤
Smh no Fantasy Impromptu
smiled like an idiot when he whispered something in her ear.
smokestack buildings
Smoke Weed ERRYDAY!✨✨✨✨ ✨😚💨💨
Smoking cigars all the time, she played the record you''re just happening 
to listen to. Than she used to undress the two of us.
SMOOTH
Smooth and cool as it comes. All players Masters of their instruments.
Smooth... And Heavy Jazz playing...
Smooth like baby butt. I wish I can hear full version of Dear Mama.
Smooth music that's great for easing into the day,  i think.
smutne, że widownia nawet nie wie, kiedy należałoby robić hałas
snag and mirror
@Snake8208 es una exelente artista!
Snap! ^^
Snarkily-tailored, form-enhancing Snarkpants. Your filter method reminds 
me of a name for your autobio. My big flaming ulcer's day at the seashore.
@Snarkypanther so true jajaj !!!



sneed
@Snipe4261 NAH I AM A MONSTER :D SHE IS A QUEEN SHE FUCKING EAT YOU :D 
>333
Snoden viva las vegas ist es
Snoop Dogg drop it like its hot, was the only one which was bad haha.
👍👍 Snowden👍 👍
Snowden, Assange, Mandela... ❤
Snowden - ein Genie!
Snowden hat den Friedensnobelpreis verdient !!
Snowden hat den Friedensnobelpreis verdient! Ich schäme mich für die 
Schweiz, dass wir Ihn nicht aufgenommen haben.
Snowden hat den Nobelpreis verdient Punkt
Snowden hat es auf den Punkt gebracht: Wer viel besitzt, den kann man 
leicht Angst machen, es zu verlieren. Und Angsthasen zetteln keine Revolte 
an.
Snowden = Hero
Snowden ist ein Agent der Koscheren. Er log ueber 9/11 u. die Boston 
Bombings. Echte Systemkritiker bekommen keine Sendezeit.
Snowden ist ein Ehrenmann riskiert seine Sicherheit für uns!
Snowden ist ein Held. Aber die anderen beiden sind einfach nur eingebildet
Snowden  ist ein Held.... so jung  und doch so klug...... Gott schütze ihn 
immer!!!!!!!!!!
Snowden ist ein Held, und die US-Führung ist ein Haufen von 
Kriegsverbrechern.
Snowden ist ein Menschheitsheld!!
snowden ist ein verräter egal was da wer zu sagt.
Snowden ist wirklich ein Held, denn er sagt die Wahrheit..... und in 
unserer Welt gibt es keine Demokratie....mit diesen Regierungen!!!!!
Snowden lebendiger Superheld
Snowden wird niemals vergessen er ist ein Held . Er sollte wieder zurück 
nach Amerika dürfen .
Snowde you re hero du bist ein Held
Snuff films are an urban legend, a myth
So
So?
so?
Só a doida aqui...
So advanced for his time
So ahead of his time playing guitar. So good. So epic. America bitch! Wish 
you were still around brotha
So ahead of its time.
So a hired performer gets a Nobel peace prize?? I guess it's worth as much 
as an employee of the month award now.
SO AMAZING I LOVED IT
so amazing !! i love the film too ! i want number 4 know!!!!!
So amazing! I love this songs!! 🤞
so american, I wanna cry
So annoying
So another Indy comedy?
so any one heard of group suicide after looking at the recent amount of 
veiw's for my last two vedio's it seem's like A nice ideal right now...
So a Pacer?
So apparently I’m late to the late party. Good job YouTube.
So are these statistics counting the Twitch Swats?....
So Ariana could actually make something without putting nudity? And to 
actually use her voice for a song which is actually worth something.
so avoiding the question and raceplaying got it
So awesome!
So awesome that I was named after this man
so bad
So bad eng :/
so basically 10 million single people imagining having a lover?
So basically anything can be art despite the intentions of whoever/



whatever created it?
So basically he hates America?
So basically he just made the new chevy blazer
So basically it's a Ford
So basically, religion makes you run on boards in the water.
So basically same movie just different location...got it
So beautiful!💎💎💎💎
So beautiful. Her voice makes you feel like you’re at home no matter where 
you are
so beautiful...it warms my heart knowing that some people care about these 
intelligent beings
So Beautiful...nMay your day be soulfull after you listen to this song.
So beautiful Queen Ari.
So beautiful! What I wouldn't do for the complete tracks.
so besides all the hipster jokes does this actually work?
So bloody good, every second!!!!
So blowing away from this gentleman talent  such a Amazingly Grove musical 
lyrics ....
so boss
So bummed, thought this was going to be something on swatting.
S obzirom da je u dobrim odnosima s Jalom i Bubom ocekujem njihovu 
saradnju
So can I 3d print a silver coin?
So "Cantaloop" by Us3 was a remake of this song?  I didn't know that.
SO CAN YOU GET ANY LOWER THAN THIS? HAVING A CHILD SPEAK OF SOMETHING THAT 
CAN'T BE FIXED. LOL
SO CATCHY
So chaotic like in a cave or running in the streets and snifin 
coke..brilliant!
so children are dying in africa and retards are commenting on youtube 
videos about mentos and diet coke....
so children are dying in africa and retards are putting mentos in coke...
So children have been miseducated in Sweden too.  Poor little thing.  But 
I don't take advice from children, poorly educated or not.
Social engineering
Society failure
Sociopath
sociopath!
"sock it to me".......... Again. Ending like that and I wanted more.
So clean...pure...goes where words have no value. Miss those days when 
musicians had real talent.
so close and yet so far away from a face reveal 2:40
So close to 1B views!
So cocky,  So KO'ed
so, cold coffee? but cold coffee is worse than the devil nut sweat
So come to my Islamabad.a clean managed and beautiful city.please visit to 
Islamabad Lahore and Karachi at least once in a lifetime.
So confused, what's going on. Wish I was this committed in something as a 
kid
Só consigo lembrar de todo mundo odeia o cris kkkkko
Só consigo olhar a dançarina :v
So contrived, faux outrage.
So cool
so cool
So Cool
So cool
So Cool
so cool
so  cool😎😎😎😎😎 😎😎 😎😎
So cool!
so cool!
SO COOl!
so cool!!



so cool.
So cool are mentos
so cool !!! I can't wait !!!
so cool!! im so excited
So cool....I wish we had coke right now. I have a question. Does it work 
with pepsi?
So cool! New York is great again after these skyscrapers completed!
so cool thx :)
So cool to do..tried it and was amazed
So coooool
so coooooooolllllllll
so creative!!!
so creative good man ihope i can do that amazing thing
So creepy ! ...illuminati puppets :@
So cringe
so cringe she never says anything notable or how to fix anything she just 
says dumbed down stuff that idiots believe and applaud
So cringey, I cant watch that
So cringy...this girl seems starved for attention.
so cute and cute :DD it looks like he's slipping into a little bed :DnnI'm 
so sorry reddit found this video, man
So cute ARiana grande
So cute both❤
soda bellagio
so damn cute and both so damn talented
So Daniel Radcliffe could be the next Nic Cage?
So delic. Wow. Just breathe taking
So, did she take a dive?
So dirty
sO DIRTY !!!!! sO DIRTY !!!!!!! Disgusting !
So does miyamoto speak or understand English or what
so does that mean do not drink Diet Coke and take a Mentos?
so... does this even count as cooking?
so does your mum
So dope!
So. Dope.
So dramatic
..so drinking diet come after eating a debts will kill u? 0w0
So, Dude perfect meets devinsuoerstramp
So dumb
So einer wird verfolgt und Obama bekommt denn Friedensnobelpreis!! Was für 
eine kranke Welt!
So ein Terz hätte die mal was aktiv getan wenn’s denn so wichtig ist.
So enduring to have a child yell at me about how I HAVE to change.... 
nothing totalitarian, facist or authoritarian about that... right... 
right?
Só esse toque no teclado e amorena dançando vale apena.
só eu do brasil vixxxxxxxxxxxxi kiko kiko  rha rha rha rha
Só eu que tô aqui por causa do filme Sing?😂
so, every object is some kind of mystery, or performance.
So fake
so fake
so fake acting😂😂😂
so fake omigawd
So fake this a joke. God yawn. This is controlled! Lets  get government to  
tax us more to solve climate change why they drop uraniam in the sea 😂 .
So fancy song, nChido Carnal!👍
So far I've enjoyed all these movies can't wait for this one. At least 
they kept the original characters AWSOME:)
SO FREAKIN CUTE
So freaking darn cringe
softdrink shower.....COOL!



>Software as a wall between the user and the machinenMore true than ever. 
I'm looking at you, M*crosoft.
Software development is a lot like this at times.
so fuckin awsome
So fuckin dope yo.
So fucking cheesy
So fucking cheesy. That dudes fake joy and the overzealous floozies behind 
the basketball. Haha who does that?
So fucking classic.....Jimmy was a living god
so fuking cool!
So funny
So gayyyyyy
SO GLAD I ONLY LIVE 20 MINS . BY CAR FROM MANHATTAN, GREATEST CITY IN THE 
WORLD!!n.
So glad the Indian girl gets more scree time here. Or so, I hope :l
So glad to see the end of all-glass rectangular prisms. These are 
beautiful and inspiring to look at!
So going to watch this. Going to miss Robin Williams
SO GOOD
So good
so good
So good
so good
so good ❤😍
So good!:)
So good!!
So good.
so good and awsome and ariana granda is a princess👸
So good Ariana Grande for dancing and Steve you are so good
So good...dream ' dreams ...
So good every time you listen you got to listen to it twice
So good! nnI recommend people to listen to Kanye's Late Orchestration...
So good!  Thanks for this.
So good ! Thank vary much👏
So good  to listen some. Music
so good to listen too
So good to make love with yourself.
so goombas are mushrooms that are named after chessnuts because of the way 
they look
So GOOMBAS are the poisonous mushrooms. OHHHHHHHHH XD
So Goombas are walking chestnuts? That blows my mind more than it 
should...
So great! And now one also gets a vision of Rrose Selawy!
So hangtime is now officially measured whenever it suits you to start and 
stop your stopwatch?
So happy for this to get 1B come onnnn
so happy holm is a better fighter a better woman and better looking
So happy I grew up with music right on right on
So happy my brother recommended this channel, one of the best things on 
YouTube 😂
So has this movie finished filming. Id hate it if they had to sub him with 
some other guy as rosevelt
So having a child read your talking points is newsworthy these days?
So heartbreaking to think that Robin Williams is no longer with us.... 
Goodbye Mork 😢  You will be sorely missed
so heartful 😍 😍
So he can do that but NFL players can't kneel during the anthem??
So, he is a ricer, I guess! :/
So, he is Hawkeye, but with a frisbee.
So he just played the story of the events of the world of his time in a 
few minutes on a guitar, inside of The Star Spangled Banner.



So Herb owns a car manufacturer, but can't afford $82k?
So here comes the question, how do you define "classical" since some 
contemporary music are on the list?
so he's a hipster now?
So he was a try-sexual, alcoholic, fishing, smiling, art assassin, beast, 
ejaculating creativity in the eyes of the world...well ok then.
so he was running across boards on the water... big difference than 
running on water...   remove the boards and see how far he gets...
so hipster
so hipster 😂😂
So hipster :p
So Homer designed the Pontiac Aztek?
So Homer's car has 3 horns. Like that's any good in The Simpsons: Hit And 
Run when my PS2 controller only has one button mapped to the horn.
so hot
So hot!!
So how am I know finding out abt this song!? 2019 anyone?? c
So how can I get these kind of friends
So how did she get there today a carbon spuing plane
...so how does a roof hight that is taller than WTC not count as a taller 
building?
So how does this make us less safe?
So how long have you been a hipster?
So how long of their life they spent doing this?
So how will they hold up when the Saudi Muslims fly planes into them?
So i cant listen to this song with earbuds.. My right one is broken🙃
So if anything can be art, is illustration art? Is design art?
So if homegirl predicted Holly was gonna kick her in the head, why did she 
let it happen? Because she's not a real fighter!
so if I drink diet coke and eat mentos will I blow like this video??
so if i run in the rain, does that count as running on water, too?
so if one was to swallow 20 mentos and then down some coke he'd probably 
explode? they should then make one of the two illegal
So...if someone runs on the deck of a ship I guess they are running on 
water too......................Pfffffffft
so if there is no more human been on this earth, we can save the plant.  
just tell me how many people you guys plan to kill?
So if this is a mass extinction won't this be survival of the fittest? 
Evolution? Because you say god does not exist. You are a crock of shit.
So I gave up once I realized I used a damn grey trash can but I had an 
grand moff battle armor or agent Calus so Ima be Calus next Halloween
so i guess everyone is just seeing this from recommendations?
So I guess it DID go like that
So I JUST found this
So I just told my gf i want ur lovin'...and i want ur revenge, and she was 
like wtf!? i lulzed
So I know he was a pedophile and a drug addict....
So I’m just a kid but I don’t understand how people don’t believe that 
climate change is real?
So I'm thinking for Halloween this year I wear this costume and a panic at 
the disco t-shirt...I'll be Emo Kylo Ren!!!
so in "old" Delhi everything is made of concrete?
so interesting :)
So I should beat all the worlds and levels, instead of skipping levels 
from level 2?
so I shouldn't enjoy a refreshing diet coke while chewing on a cool 
mentos?
So is no one going to talk about 3:30 or 10:42?
so ist das Leben schatz
sois unos craks,se os quiere
So its 2018?
So, Its a Tesla Model X.
So... It's basically just cold coffee? Doesn't sound too good.



So it's the price of a new skyline.
So, it was once pondered how would one create the world's largest ant 
hill.  I believe you guys found the solution!  Thx for the great video.
So it was Verdi or Elgar who did the graduation music?
So James Brown came up with the line "Hit it & Quit it"
so katchy!!!👍 👍  like if u agree
so Kool,  so brilliant..
So langsam versteh ich, wie die NA ZI am die Macht gekommen sind..... (FFF 
= Faschisten Für Faschistendiktarur)
solaris
Sold!!!!!! Sign me up
Só lembro de todo mundo odeia o Chris
Só lembro do bené dançando no baile
Só lembro do  (Chris) James Tyler 😂😂😂😂
So lemme introduce to you... the one and only BILLY SHEARS.... SGT. 
PEPPERS LONELY HEARTS CLUB BA-A-A-A-AND!!!!!!!!
Solemnly!
so less views....?! amazing song ...!!!
SOLID art direction. Kudos to PANAMÆRA! These guys are beasts.
Solid bass!
Solid Color Correction!
Sólido ✊
Solid performance from a fetal alcohol syndrome autist.nWonder what's 
she's like when she's not reading the puppet masters script.
@solidsnake9889 rnooow you nasty boy what are you thinking lol perv
So like are you black
@solirex sud?????? andaaaaaaaaaaaa!!!!
solo 20.6 k #PawsUp p
Solo escucho que dice nJeropa ! :V
solo fantan 3millones pa ganarle al waka waka sigan reproduciendo 
monster :D
Solo quería mirar a la negrita bailar
Solo queria mirar a la negrita de atras bailar me encanta
solo una parola megaultrabella
Sólo vine por la negra
Solo vine xq el pity lo nombra en unos de sus temas !!! Pero alto temas 
tiene wach..
solta o som!
So MAD that my ears were not bless by this bop sooner!!
so makuing cold brew coffeee is the same recipe as cold filtering tylenol 
1
So many Black movies this song was in, DAMN!!!!
So many chins,
so many classic tunes... silence. commercial shit and noise within crowd. 
sad.
so.many.coke.bottles.
so many coke wasted
So many delusional people in the comment section. It's really sad.
SO MANY FUCKING VIEWS HOLY SHIT
So many good memories this song brings back
So many haterz! Dont you love them?
so many legendary people in this video
so many Mentos. so little time
So many new film's coming out next year starring my favorite entertainers 
can not wait to see the new projects they have created.
So many people involved that should be charged with child abuse...
So many ridiciolous comments here - if you don't like that sort of music 
go back to the soundscape you usually prefer
so many scenes to stay on
so many skyscrapers... :)
So many things to do! 😧
So many twats...



so many views..good vid kinda weird though
So maybe I dont get how the Internet works... But why does this have so 
few views?
so mcuh hipsterness in this video that it gave me skin cancer
Some are beautiful. Some are awful. The one in downtown is bad. Bad...
Some bananas, watermelon and yogurt a few hours before. Then this mix 
during the event and she wakes up to make eggs or bacon for breakfast.
Somebody at Sony has to see this.
Somebody give her my number she's bangin'
somebody has too much time on their hands
Somebody has waaaayyyy too much spare time on their hands...
Somebody know the song's name? Plis answear! :D
Somebody make this a meme please
Somebody needs a girlscout cookie.
Somebody needs to change the thumbnail of this video.
Somebody needs to make this car irl, we need it
Somebody obviously has put her up to this.nnShe isn't speaking from the 
heart she's speaking from the paper in her hands.
Somebody please shot her and set her body on fire.
Somebody put a bullet in this child.
somebody put all the songs in the comments 😩❤
Somebody's fine bow-legged grandma dancing in her go-go boots in the back.
Somebody should try and decipher what he was typing at the end. I bet it's 
some secret message or something.
Some body tell this girl this problem was solved years ago the professor 
on gilligans island dropped a 💣  in the volcano
Somebody that wants to put up a video on YouTube that's going to get over 
4 million views, that's who!
some chemical reaction...i should let someone smarter answer this lol
Some crazy stuff is going on, mandela effect? How is everyone barely 
seeing this?
some day 1 mill day to I say.why,why is why,hæ bæ,sæ,I never say sorry, 
horrny fucking lier to day not in sun.
Someday I'll visit New York
Some day when she's a biological adult with a teenager intellect, she's 
going to make some man miserable.
Some funky shitt.
Some gear-head should actually build a replica of this car. THAT would be 
cool.
Some girls react really badly to being friendzoned.
Some grade A shitty acting it’s pretty funny
some GTA San Andreas dance moves and vibes
some high quality down here
Somehow reminds me of Pink Floyd...
some kid playing the star spangled banner wrong on guitarnnJimi Hendrix: 
“hold my sheet of acid”
Some kids were fed Weetabix..I was spoon fed ... Rhythm Soul & Blues.....�
So melodramatic🙄 🙄  adults using kids again for their agenda like the 
parkland shooting. And btw is it just me or she looks older, like 20
Some men are born great, others have greatness thrust upon, Robin Williams 
had both those things, RIP.
Some men just want to watch the world burn....
some ODESZA in the background !
some of it is water and some of it is coke thats all
some of SSoHPKC's videos have twice that
Some of that stuff you can get at the dollar tree
Some of them are misplacedbecause they are more popular music than 
classical music.nBut after Place 4 I knew what 1-3 are.
Some of them ARE NOT classical...
Some of the samples he used sound like kulning
Some of these are used for comedic porpuses and honestly I can't take them 
seriously anymore...
Some of these people act like a trickshot cures cancer



Some  of these  pieces have  Jame Bond sounding vibe
Some of these weren't even classical music. Some were from the romantic 
era. Or Baroque.
Some of these work so well maybe because they are samples from orchestra/
classical/opera-esque music.
Some of us actually do have a boyfriend😝
Someone build a really big dock, I'll break the record.
Someone cue the violin music from a soap....please.
Someone else comes from The tonight show with Jimmy Fallon?
Someone explain the sarcasm. I'm not smart
Someone get her some air condition and fidget spinner....
Someone get this little boy a xbox
Someone has been brainwashed :/
Someone has too much free time.
Someone have full ver of Thong song? God, those drums... Absolutely love 
it. nJimek is such a talented guy.
someone in 2019
Someone is going to build them all in Cities Skylines!
SOMEONE LIKE YOU. CHECK OUT COVER. I JUST BELIEVE IN DREAMS, FUTURE AND 
DESTINY. I JUST WANNA LIVE THE MOMENT OF LIFE.
Someone made this one such a victim. I guess it works on some.. nI worry 
more about the sick children and the homeless.
Someone needs a boyfriend. Now lildudes.
Someone needs a nap
Someone please count how many times "Get on up" is said in this song.
Someone please decode the typewriter message at the end...im to lazy
Someone please get this MKultra reject out.... her programming has 
malfunction.
someone please help me find out who sampled this.. it was hip hop but it 
wasn't positive k it was someone else... i need to know
Someone please make a video of her saying it's not ganna go like that and 
then her getting knocked out. 10 second video.
Someone please notify the police, there is a lost child here.
someone please tell me why justin biebers baby has more views? :L
someone pop a balloon. she will shut up then
Someone really wrote a good speech for a kid to read. Well done 👍 . 
Brainwashing is a real thing, she sold that bullshit she was reading real 
well
Someone's been using the time turner again
someone scared of height to use virtual reality glasses to have this 
experience
Someone's dad needs to be asked few questions haha
Someone send her to her room. Those of yall feeding into this nonsense 
should be ashamed of yourselves.
Someone send that Mumbling kid back to school!!! What a JOKE on Us!!!!
Someones granny dancing in the plattform  beein hot as fuck in this vid
Someones had a drama coach. Not a good one though.
someones head exploding>:}
Someone should bring back this type of good music 🎶  in 2020
someone should build this monstrosity in real life bwahhaha
Someone should do a playlist with this songs in it.
Someone should photoshop the new Mclaren Senna in this clip
Someone should sample that drum beat and put it in a rap song
Someone should start some kind of world campaign to clean up
Someone shouts "Damn daniel" @ 2:18 😂  😂  😂  😂
someone tell her to shut up she so full of shit
Someone tell this girl that stress kills. Oof 🙄
Someone watching in 2018? 👀
Someone watching in DECEMBER?
someone watching this in 2019?
Some people are just stupid and easily fooled... this is only a push for 



power and control, nothing more.
some people call me successive but what about perversion
Some people consider Mr. Stevie Wonder a modern prophet of music; I tend 
to agree.
Some people consider Mr. Stevie Wonder a modern prophet of music; I tend 
to agree.nGod Bless America whatever it is to you. This one loves all.
Some people have cool that defy space and time.
Some people have WAY too much time on their hands ;-)
Some people play guitar, Jimi Hendrix embodied it
some people really got time... i like! :)
Some really don't get it. Is it a lie? No... should we be angry? Yes. 
That's all it matters. No one think of politics in their death bed.
Some sexy moves coming from up there .💓
Some songs get you nSome are brand newnSome get you moving nAnd some are 
just for grooving
Some songs that should have made it:nJupiter - HolstnLargo, The New World 
Symphony - DvoraknMaybe Sonata Pathetique Mvt. 2
Some stuff is so poor I think the artists just do it for bets and dares 
between each other to see who can flog the biggest pile of shit
Some stupid westernes visits this place thinking its cool and exotic. Its 
just a shithole and you cant trust anyone there
somethin a little out there: Elvis Vampire Hunter
something about seeing Mr miyamoto just gives off such a nice vibe that 
puts you in a happy mood (:
Something about the way these guys articulate themselves, leaves you 
mesmerized.
Something about this is fishy as hell.
Something bad going to happen.... I got this filing....
Something creepy about this girl.
Something is strange with the background podium dancer. She seems to hold 
something in her hands, needing her to refrain to make big movements.
something like this is on the new Weezer video, pork and beans.
"Something like UNIX that won't be found in a normal dictionary" lmao
Something not right with her
Something tells me it's already going to be.
Something they are using other people's number without them knowing. How 
do you fix that??
Sometimes a goat penetrating a tyre is just a goat penetrating a tyre
Sometimes I listen to songs just to hear the artist comment at the 
beginning, as the music starts.
Sometimes its a miracle just to be holding your own lol
Sometimes, less is much more
"sometimes... when you are writing an operating system" - right....😉
Sometimes you just gotta have a little faith
...Some very bad camera work.
Somewhere out there, right now, Jimmy Fallon is pretending to laugh.
Somewhere theres an African kid crying while watching this.
so modern
Somos 6??????????????? *-* QUE BUENOOOOOO
SOMOS #96 EN YOUTUBE TOP WAA Y WAKA WAKA 20 ??? OSEA BAMOS PARA ABAJO , 
QUE MAL :(
;.; SoMos Litle MoNsTeRs e VaMos FaZeR De LaDy GaGa A MaIS FaMoSa 
HaHaHaHaHaHa.'-'<3
Somos ricos... Pela boa música que temos o prazer de sentir e fluir!!!!
So moving! Her words are so true. Wake up, world!
So much beaty in one video...
So much better than most of what is on the radio today
So much clickbait it fucking hurts
So much coke...
so much coke wasted :(
So much cola and mentos wasted :( I could have take a bath in cola ;d
so much fake ...........
So much fake drama over something that has been constantly fluctuating, up 



and down, way before Humans even existed on this planet.
So much for confidence.
So much from Look who‘s back...😂
So much garbage on the ground and they always wear sandals.
So much going on in this amazing song has to be watched more than once 
this was when music was music and the actually put there hearts into music
so much in love with this song in 2019 and am  from Zimbabwe...much love 
to Stevie!!
So much leftists cliche in own video
So much love here!
so much of wasted mentos and cokes =[
So much $oul.
so much shade thrown
so much soda wasted atleast it was only diet coke that shit is terible
so much soul stevienlove you
So much to look at
So much trash and dirt and and .....
SO. MUCH. WASTED. COKE O-O
So much wasted. Could have done it above a large bucket so that the 
leftovers can be drinkable! :D
so muito grato essa é demais
só muito sua fã leidy gaga
So nasty
Son como niños! Pero curioso resultado la reaccion de los mentos!
son Djs! xd
so neat haha ,total dirty chaos
Son empreinte restera  pour l'éternité dans ce monde de la musique.
so never has ever drank a coke over a swallowed mentos ?
song ?
Song ???
Song!!!
Song?
song?
song..??
Song  25:00 Plsss <3
song 74 sounds like something from Mary Poppins.
Song about me
song? catchy
song is audiobody you gotta tap
song is: AudioBody - You Gotta Tap
Song is : "Audiobody - You Gotta Tap"nThumbs up wont grow your penis size 
but it can make ppl stop asking the same question.
Song is dirty but I love it
Song name?
song name = AudioBody - You Gotta Tap
song name? love it.
Song?nName?
song of the three in the fiery furnace: Daniel
Song original?
SONG PLEASEE!?
Songs lasted a long time too. Sister doing it!
songs remind me of harry potter
song : you gotta tap - Audiobody..
song:  you gotta tap, by audiobody
so nice can i want to buy it
so nice go after bright super top over way on
So nice music 😁😊�🌺
So nice of Ariana Grande do charity work with this new singer!
So nice watching this knowing Ronda's career is OVER!
Sonic your stupid fag..trees clean the air..so no Trees , no fresh air and 
You die.
@sonlike LOL Thats exactly what I said!!
Son lo más, porque no nací en esa época. Me encantan💕



Sono basita. Ma adoro
sono bravissimi a cantare hanno delle voci sovraumanenwoww
So no Louvre this time either??
so no matter what, bad people still get praised.  Why do we always have a 
group that cheer for the people that cause chaos....
So not her own speech.......The whole apparatus working overtime pushing a 
little girl infront of their agenda..Postergirl
So not watching this movie - ever
so now I understand why Coca Cola Company makes Diet Coke (Y)nWHAT'S THE 
SONG CALLED ?
So now she sails over here in a 2million dollar boat with out the crew 
that is sailing it back. So they fly over here and she will fly bact.
So now the lefties want a bratty, arrogant kid to government the world? 
The planet will be fine, humanity is screwed.
so now world leader need listening this psycho maniac from Vatican acting 
school?
Son's crying now, thanks
son unos artistas
sonzeira
Soo besutiful
Soo cold
Soo Cool
soo excited for this!~
Soo he didn't walk on water, he walked on boards.... Everybody wants to be 
as cool as Jesus Christ, but they can't. ;-)
Soo I guess I am not the only one who heard this song today and never knew 
about it before.
Soo many memories of driving this car in the simpsons hit and run
soo many views!
Sooner or later we're gong to have to say death to the right wing. It's 
coming.
Soon in NY the challenge will be to build the tallest tower of its street.
Sooo...can someone tell me what's up with the "Thriller" hands all 
throughout the video, ala Michael Jackson? :)
SOOO cool!!!
sooo cool guys rnnice work !
Sooo coool !
Sooo detailed sooo good
Sooo fakkkee, I highly doubt a kid with autism made this.
sooo imma go ahead and say lancealot is gonna betray them
Soooo Adorable together… I'm crying♡♡
soooo awesome :o
Soooo beautiful
Soooo Can anyone, anywhere make this cold brew? Or.... Do you have to have 
a thick beautiful beard and live in Portland?
soooo good ! this video is amazing ♥ work it giiiirl
SOOOO GUESS SHE WAS A BIG THREAT, HOLLY VIOLATED HER
Soooo keen!
sooooo cool, thx guys
SOOOOO Genial - einen Lasershow ist Schrott dagegen!!!!!! 100 Punkte . 
spitzen Performance!! Glückswunsch -.
sooooo great!!!!! mister ... sir!!!  james brown!!!!!
Soooooo COOL!
Soooooo many black clothing like if you agree
sooooooo cool
SOOOOOOOOOO COOLLL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Soooooooooooooooooo cool!!!!!!!!!!
sooooooooooooooooooooo good
SOOOOOOOOOOOOOOORT OF!!! all those ppl weren't in shock they were in AWE!
soooooooooo unfair this album get sooo overlook its soooo i interesting 
and good for real
Soooooooo.... seems like things got a lil unnexpected? lolnBut damn, that 
fight was amazing. Damn!!!
Sooooooo satisfying watching this bitch get ko'd so fucking arrogant just 



because she knocks out  amateurs
soooooo sticky :(
Sooooo poo cringe help me eyes
Sooooo proud of polish masterpiece 👌😁😁😁
sooooo....what brand of toaster did you use to record this?
Sooooo....who is this girl? She's going to solve all our shit?!?
Soooo Scary
Soooo what about China and saudia Arabia??????
Soooo you buy a car you dont test drive first?
sooo perfecttt
sooo ugly car
Sooo underrated, this song should've been at least number 10😒
soo sticky
So overhyped, hasn't versed any credible fighter yet
sopa do macaco
So pathetic its bizarre ...
só podia ser msm poraria gosta de porcaria
So polluted I thought the sun was the moon....
so powerful.
so powerfull! brings tears to my eyes.... dear mama and electric 
relaxation....
Só pra falar q tambem estou aqui!.kkkk
sopravvalutata..!
So proud of her.  It’s going to take this young generation to really make 
a difference and I just hope our generation listens.
So proud that he's from Poland (and from my city!) :) Amazing man!
So proud to be a Sydney sider
So psychedelic
So pulloted and crowded. Fck
so quirky and random xD
So rad
So random but happy it's in my recommendations
So rap haters where the FUCK are you at ? This is the example how music s 
beautiful and unique !
So relatable, with his guitar he is saying “you can love your country and 
hate the government”
So retarded
Soros made this Globalist Greta Golem.  Rehashing communism ... just one 
more time.
Soros puppet. How dare he manipulate underage?
Soros says nice job,  the check is in the mail.
Soros WHO DARE YOU not stand by your payed actress
sorry aboutt fcku u all,no dis respect,but hey u know what i 
mean,,later ,peace out
Sorry aldeda
Sorry Beach boys, Sgt.Peppers Lonley Hearts Club Band will always be 
better than Pet sounds.
Sorry. Bitte erspare uns deine vorgeschriebenen Reden einfach nur 
peinlich.
Sorry Bruh, but 3 people don't suck at cooking. Totally not.
Sorry but 100% of Siberian's are in favor of global warming.
sorry but at 2:21 that move with the fingers belongs to another singer who 
shall not be named
Sorry but BORACAY is CLOSED Do MANILA PLEASE
Sorry,, but I believe Sym. #5i is redundant.
Sorry but I can’t with the “how dare you” 😂😂  she’s basically repeating 
the first five words over and over
Sorry but I don’t think I’m gonna take advice from someone who’s IQ is 
probably room temperature ��
Sorry, but I listen when hysterical children, who know nothing about how 
policy works, speak.
SORRY  BUT  IM ALGICK  TO  SHIT
sORRY BUT inDIA IS SO FILTHY i CANNOT TRAVEL THERE.  i THINK nEPAL IS 



MINDBLOWING IT IS WAY MORE BEAUTIFUL WITH THE ANNAPURNA AND lAKE pOKHARA.
Sorry, but is she making any suggestions or is it just saying that the 
government has failed?
Sorry, but I think this woman is very attractive.
Sorry but she’s over the top and obnoxious. Noble cause but this little 
girl is annoying
Sorry but that looks like Last place on earth I’d want to go on a 
vacation.
Sorry,  but that looks revolting.  Yuck, don't know what the appeal isnAnd 
the roads like a nightmare.  No rules at all
Sorry but there's clearly a big one there.
Sorry but..  This is the type of stuff that makes people hate jazz. Un 
melodic and angry noise.
Sorry, but this kid is delusional. I'd really love to know who is pulling 
her strings. Just another puppet
Sorry for my ignorance but all The hairdos she had here were wigs or its 
just me ?
Sorry guys, I slipped and mis-clicked 4.7 thousand times
Sorry hon, but they are evil,  blatantly evil
Sorry, I just can't get into it, it's just a lot of noise.
? Sorry, I'm French.... :p
sorry im not gonna listen to some girl with Aspergers being propped up 
that the world is ending in 12 years.
Sorry, I was looking for the Faraday Future unveiling...
Sorry kid, but I'm not falling for your New World Order propaganda. Which 
communist put you up to this?
Sorry kid,but the world will die before youre 50.We enjoyed our long lives 
with plenty of fuel,food,water etc.Cheers!
Sorry kid. Dino the dinosaur in not coming back.
sorry my apologies one of my students must have been messaging you.  Have 
no idea what you are talking about
Sorry no likes or subscribe, No interaction with the locals. In the first 
30 seconds or minute not even one hello with the locals.
Sorry, no one is gonna charge me for the weather!
Sorry not this time get a rematch dear
Sorry, only one 1:12...
"Sorry, Our Cars Don't Have Pep"
sorry that was my naughty friend
Sorry this is overrated shit
Sorry to advertise but can you guys check my channel out? I'll try to get 
better at making vids
Sorry to say, but with all the richness, emotion, virtuosity and diversity 
of expression which music can provide, this is the epitome of dull.
Sorry to say that, Jonathan Brown, but 1k never was 1028.
Sorry to tell you, but you lost the match badly
Sorry what’s the first song.?
Sorry what the fuck was I bothered about...nLife is a trip.
Sorry, you aren't making a lot of sense. What do you mean by what you're 
saying?
Sorta...nNow say it with self-confidence!n“Sorta!”nHe killed me
so r these on the weezer video aswell (pork & beans)
"SORT OF!!!"
"SORT OF!"
"SORT OF"
SORT OF
SORT OF !!!!!
Sort of!
SORT OF!
SORT OF!!
SORT OF!!!
SORT OF!!!!
Sort of...
Sort of. Answer me with confidence. Sort of!!
SORT OF!!! LMFAO!!!



"SORT OF"!!!!! nn😂 😂😂😂😂😂😂
Sort of. Now say it positively. SORT OF!!!!classic.
so sad night at the museam 4 will never happen
So sad not a woman among them. I guess women did hear music back then.
So sad that I live in this shithole.
So sad that Mr. Williams died today
So Sad that the dislikes are more than the half of the likes...
So sad to see a 16 year old Girl already Look so old and frustrated
So sad to see someone so brainwashed. I blame the parents.
So sad to see this child abuse from her Swedish parents not being 
punished.
So sad to use a child
So sad what happened to such a legend
So scary...city...
so sexy!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
So sexy beat😊 😊
"... so she can try and kick me in the head but it's not gonna go like 
that"...
so she does exactly what she says she's not going to do - is the fix in
So... she isn't going to kick you in the head? Ok then :))
So she only complain and no solution
So she put that outfit on and fixed her hair like that, looked at herself 
in the mirror and STILL went on the show looking like that?
So she talks all that shit about Floyd Mayweather and turns out she's 
dating a woman beater. smh oh and he's still married what a hypocrite
So she was doing interviews before she fought while Holly was focused now 
Holly's doing all the interviews after! Stay thirsty my friends
So should we get rid of planes
so sick
so since she lost to holly holm will ronda be taking up mario kart 
professionally ?
So... since when Tango is considered classical music?
so sonny and cher had another kid and her name is lady gaga! wow she looks 
just like her mom! ha ha
So Sorry for you :/
so sticky
So sticky ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)
So strange how the announcer talks. Did he talk that way off camera?
So stunning and brave.
So stunning so brave....  Both her mother's must be so proud
So sweet
So, tell is this isn't how the Pontiac Aztek was designed...and where is 
Pontiac now?
so tell us how you constantly send food to kids in africa/ go on hunger 
strikes for the cause?
so that
So that’s how they do it in Vegas
So that's how they get those fountains at the Bellagio in Las Vegas to 
work.
So that's the car they want.....not me have a good day
So, thats the moment Im driving my diesel to Mcdonalds on the streets 
other side
So that structure was designed to make sure that you won't be able to 
escape the mushroom on first try? That's genius!!!
So thats what happened to all my coke... nerds and their coke fantasies..
So, that's what ppl in Dubai doing eh?
So that’s where that car from the video game came from
So that’s why GMC kept building bigger cars
So that's why she wasn't prepared for her fight last night. She was too 
busy practicing Mario Kart. 😆
So that wasn't Daniel and Andy in costume?
So The 36th Chambers of Shaolin is actually a documentary and not a movie? 



Nice :)
so the accent is supposed to really make you think that this is real I 
don't see one tear going down her face
So the game was built backwards?
So the male was on the left and the female was on the right?
so the master chief from halo
So the people commenting here actually deserve to die. The rest of us 
don’t. Go away.
So the scare mongering of the left has now stooped to putting retarded 
kids up as the face of climate change. Lol
So the world is to be  saved by a child with strings attached to by her 
parents?....people are so gullible....
So this episode is tribute of "fate of the Edsel ford"
So this explains my obsession with the Ford Raptor and mercedes G wagen 🤔
so this is how liars are treated. by thunderous applause. smh
so this is how the new supra got designed?
so this is how trash music started..
so this is liike the death metal of jazz?
so this is that songgggg
So this is the bit Graham Norton said an american show had ripped off.
So this is the reason why US car companies are done?
So this is the "weaponized autism" that Shane Black was talking about in 
The Predator?
so this is what being high feels like
So this video was made for this song and not step on up 😢
So..... this was a year ago? Where was I last year?
So this was released in 2016 and it's almost 2019,that's when I'm seeing 
it? Where was it back then??
so true
so true!
sou do Brasil espero que você is entendam,é muito bom os seus vídeos
Sou fam dessas músicas antigas som de qualidade eu queria ter nascido 
nessa época mais  tenho orgulho de mim mesmo por ter um  Bom gosto musical
So, uh... How do they make us less safe?
so u just put the mentos in the dite coke bottel
Soul brotha #☝
Soul Brotha #1
soul brother/
soul brother #1. RIP. He influenced countless artist after him.
soul fusion12in version
soul godfather
Sou Little Monsters Vadia
🔹 Soul Machine🔹
Soul marathon
Soul music
Soul  Power. nEsta foi  a minha  infância. nSaudades...
Soul sista got the moves.🔥🔥
Soul Train Saturday mornings .....And American Bandstand. ..
Soul vom feinsten...unsterblich....!!!
so unbelievably sick! Daym, just doesn't get old!
So underrated
Sound familiar to Hollywood by Madonna 👂👂👂
Sound horn ..........
Sounds amazing!
Sounds closer to crying cows than bombs. So much distortion and noise. 
I'll stick to Steve Vai and John Petrucci.
Sounds familiar? Trump ignoring his experienced officers and screwing 
USA...
sounds french
Sounds like a bad South park episode ...
Sounds like a great big pile of leaves song ÛÛ



Sounds like a groggly Leonardo Decaprio from Wolf on Wall Street.
Sounds like a kid practicing their role in romeo and juliet
sounds like a pentatonix song tbh
Sounds like a terrorist
Sounds like bullshit!
Sounds like crap
Sounds like Danny Devito
sounds like danny de vito
Sounds like danny devito voiced this
sounds like fun
Sounds like fun to me.
sounds like he's calling him 'Sure', I guess that's close enough to the 
Chinese pronunciation
Sounds like how Tesla is operated.
Sounds like im busting my cupcake bank :3
Sounds like Johnny Knoxville
Sounds like "knocking on heaven's door". A bit boring. They're no goods 
singers. And yet I love the X-Files and I'm in love with Gillian.
Sounds like  Led Zepp ..""The Crunge"" those theiv'n Magpies...even ripp'n 
off the "Godfather"
Sounds like Maverick talk.
Sounds like my improvisations... lol
sounds like post african repetitions to me
Sounds like she’s reciting a poem for Open Mic Night 😂  I can’t lmaoo
Sounds like shit. For 50 years ago, he was good.
Sounds like SHIT.  Sounds like a kid learning to play.
Sounds like the Special Ed class got loose in the band room....
Sounds like you went to Bard College
Sounds of war.
Sounds really good on head phones..just Cool
SOUNDTRACK??? help-me
Soundtrack of my schizophrenia. Majestic
So unnatural speech - you can recognize, she believes no word she  said. 
It’s only theater play.
Sou o único brasileiro curtindo esse monstro da música...
sou roqueiro,mas não ha como deixar de gostar dum cara desse...(;...RIP 
JAMES JOSEPH BROWN JR....;)
so useful
Sou   super  fã  desse ícone  da música americana  e essa canção  é   o 
máximo  .
Southern Utah has so many colors of mountains ots beautiful!
South Indian cities are good compare Delhi. Very  very worst.
Souvenirs de jeunesse.
Só vem 900 M 😍😍😍👏👏👏 👏
so very few perfect humans on this planet Norah may be one....
so very true
So viele geistlose. Und wenn doppelt so viele auf die Straße gehen. CO2 
war noch nie das Problem.
so vim por causa da ariana
So Vivaldi le quattro stagioni is not famous???🙂
so wait, you guys yous clothes as as head phones as 
tools?!!!!!,WOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
so was england like this in the middle ages?
SO WAS I THE ONLY ONE. TWERKIN' ON THE SHAKE YO MONEY MAKEA PART😂😂😂
so wasted but awesome
So weirdly contrived. He seems very actorial
So we listen to children now about world problems? ³
So well made .. awesome track
So well rehearsed, so much well practiced angst. Reminds me of northern 
Europeans around 75 years ago.
So we’re paying a kid too spew propaganda...
So what are the prounounes?



So what? are the tokens 30k$ each?
So what episode is this from?
So what happens if you drink diet coke and eat Mentos? Would you stark 
spewing out diet coke?
So what happens if you drink diet coke and then eat a mento? :P
so what if I drink diet coke and eat a mentos?
So what I'm hearing is ACAB
"So what kind car do you want us to build"nnHomer: YeS
"So, what kind of car would you like, Mr. Simpson?"n"I dunno"
So what she's saying is make everybody pay a climate tax and make rich 
people richer!
So what’s the solution?
so what would happen if you'd eat mentos and drink diet coke? that would 
be interesting...
So when are you guys going to make more"How to" videos? I really like that 
one especially the mask and lightsaber!
So, when does Season 2 start?
So when do we get to see SWAT teams rushing CVS or Walgreens?
So when is she going to go after China and India for their rampant 
pollution and energy consumption?
So when is she going to India and China?
So, when's the novel due? I'd totally read that :') lmao!!
So when will India and China pay up for polluting our planet?
so where do you keep your cash? if you get robbed then you're fucked.
So where is Chopin, Schuman or Haydn? On the thumbnail you can see 
Schumann that's why I watched that to the end.
So, where was the part that claimed they make us less safe?
So which building is best for me to put my cardboard box home beside?
so who can name off all the terminals or computers on here?.. one at 1:48 
the green one look to me like a spun off commodore pet..
So, who doesn't like this?!?
So who is this child and why is she so pissed?
So who is this person?!?!
So who was Billy Shears?
Sow how do u pay exactly?
So who won the fight again? Yeah LOL!
so why did I not know this existed until TODAY????
So why didn't Homer get to keep the car? It was specifically designed for 
him
So why does she carry the mattress? Is she asking to be actually raped 
this time, and providing a useful surface for it?
So why is she piloting from the right seat?
So will this movie come out, despite Robbie kicks the bucket?
so wish @JimmyFallon to call Ronda for another interview... Hahaha 😂 . be 
careful what you say about other people in public
so wonderful!!!
so wrong  and so booring
Soy el único que le gusta esta cancion
soy gay
so you are saying homer designed the fiat multipla?
So you are wearing a trash can
"So you can minimize contact with anything that's not a mason jar..." Lol
so you don t jump on the goomba s thats wat miyamoto said
so you knew what would happen
"So you minimize contact with anything that isn't a mason jar" 😂
"so you minimize contact with anything that's not a mason jar" <--- 
bahahahaha. Well done!
"so you minimize contact with anything that's not a mason jar." LOL. 
Comedy gold!
So young and naive...
So your admitting he does drugs
So your saying I gotta wear a garbage can.            ON MY HEAD WOW
So you said nothing, and plus id rather have swat then not have em soooo



SO? You take scientific advice from a child? Who's behind all this? It's 
not just this child. Ridiculous. Another attempt to propagandize us. FAIL.
So you were watching it on fxx
Soy tu fan 😎😁😘😳😇
Soy tu little monster
soz meant to say someone ma U key keeps getting stuck some how
Spacca il culo
spaeeeee
SPALA SA 1 170 005 Na 1 154 378- ko krade? Slikam a slikajte i vi nek se 
vide moralne nakaze.
spamm :D for 1.000.000
* s p a n i s h k e y  *
Spanish translation its 300% funniest
sparetime, not aspartame
Spare Wyatt and you meet him later on...
Spavas li mirno Radanovicu Slobo? HIT !!!
Spavas li mirno Slobodane Radanovicu?
Speak for yourself...
Speak from your heart, dont read a script. This is your passion, it means 
so much to you...
Speaking truth to power. And these fucking monsters applaud her, but they 
will do NOTHING to fix the problem.
Speak on it.
speaks in autism
Spec Ops anyone?
spec ops brought me here...
Spec ops the line
Spec Ops the line
Spec Ops: The Line
Spec ops the line? Anyone?
spec ops the line brought me here
Spec Ops The Line people where you at?n(Don't worry, I knew this 
masterpiece by Jimi way before the game's release) m/
Speeches, signs and protest won't improve the environment.
speechless
Speech should have ended at 0:23
Speed balls and weed
speed drugs
speed freaks party
Spellbound !
Spell much?
Spend time
spent 3 hours on computer trying to find it
Speriamo che la co2 raggiunga i 500 ppm al più presto possibile
sperms everywhere o_0
Spettacolare!!
Spettacolare😄 😄😄
..spettacolo..
Spiderman
Spider man
Spider-Man is going to have a lot of fun in his backyard.
spiderman plis
Spiderman pls i beg you
Spider-man would be rejoicing!
Spielberg's calling her agent right now.
spierdalaj chuju ???
spinner^^ 5*
spiritual incest
spiterman
@SpittersRquitters <----- A BORING BITCHrnHAHAHAHAHAH
@SpittersRquittersrnBαd αnαlσgy. :(rnDφαε§εσ •○.*•○.♥
splendid !!
splendid that calls for a sexy party!! 5 stars



SPLHCB
Splits back flip splits back flip soul the way I like it
Spoiled brat .. lool nWill never listen from a little kid about our planet 
saving n. Let’s listen to the scientist ..
Spoiler Alert.        Continue to knownnnnnnnnHan Salo dies from his son.   
(Kylo Ren)
!!!SPOILER ALERT!!!nnnnnnnThey're fucking, or at least have done at some 
point. If that wasn't already obvious.
//! SPOILER ALERT //!nnThe force awakens, but han solo dies ;_;
spoiler, Kylo Ren killed his father, Han solo
Spoiler she lost
SpoilnnnnnHe destroy his helmet lol
Spoken like Nostradamus.
spoke too soon....
spoko !
Sponsored by Pepsi.
Sponzorusa da ali pevacica nikad ni za sto godina
Spot brutalan, pesma dominacija. Bravo, Kija.
Spotify playlist???
Spot i pesma su odlicni.
Spot i pesma su vrh, vrhova!
Spot i pesma ubijaju.. odlicno, bravo Kija
Spot je brutala!
Spot je fantastičan,bravo,bravo Kiki 🔥🔥🔥
Spot je fenomenalan i i pesma nije losa.bravo kija
Spot je odlican!!! Bravo za celu ekipu!!!
Spot je Odlican Kija predivan
Spot je predobar .
Spot je pre, pree... ❤🔝❗
Spot je savrsen!
Spot je vrh!!!😍😍
Spot je vrh, pjesma jos bolja a ti Kijo si boginja ❤
Spot je vrhunski odrađen.
Spot je vrhunski odradjen, svaka cast!
Spot nigde veze sa pesmom
Spot on. I thought the commentary was genuine the full first minute. 😃
Spot, pesma,Kija,model.... ma sve vrhunskooo
.Spot strah da te uhvati.Kakva je ovo indijanska muzika u pozadini.*ALI 
OPET KIDAAAAA*
Spot teza sekta
Spot top, pjesma katastrofa
Spot u jednom delu podseca na Jessie J - Nobody’s perfect
Sprdaju se sa njom dok joj rade spot kako peva ali ima dekicu koji je gura 
a po klubovima plej bek jer fakat ton ne moze da ubode.
💕💕💕 spread the love 💕💕🎄😎
Sprema za  dežurstvo da pokrenem trending. Mi to mozemo!
@SpudMills I still do, Model M keyboard, the most awesome on the planet, 
sound it produces is beyond music.
squirt's better
squirt, squirt, and uh,,,squirt thats my three for today!
SR #1nCG #1nBIH #1nAjmo HR i SL ubrzajte to pa dizginemoooo
Sramota majke
SRAMOTA SRPSKOG ZDRAVSTVA STO OVAKVI BOLESNICI I LUDACI NISU NASLI MESTO U 
NEKOJ OD ZDRAVSTVENIH USTANOVA, U LUDARI NPR. OVO JE UZAS
Sranje 🖤
SRANJE!!!!
Sranje...
Sranje je �
SRANJE. 🙄😧  NIKAKAV GLAS MAJKOO. FUJJ
SRANJE OD PJESME !!!!



sranje pesma
Sranje pesma...
SRANJE TESKO!UZAS
Sranje u boji �
srata tata jimek posrywek, wypromowany pseudo artysta przez zasrany TVN- 
howno nie muzyka...sorry ale są dużo lepsi "Polscy" artyści
Srbija #3 �🏽♀
Srbija #5 ^
Srbija ima Lady Gagu, Kija Kockar !
Srbija je dotakla dno.
Sr Dinamite!
Srecan dan zaljubljeni❤❤❤❤
Srecan dan zaljubljenih!
Srećan dan zaljubljenih🌏💙💜
SRECAN DAN ZALJUBLJENIH OD SRCA I TEBI KIJA SVE NAJBOLJE U ZIVOTU I DA 
KONACNO NADJES PRAVU OSOBU I ODES NA MOST U VRNJACKU BANJU💞💝💘💗💖💕 😍
Srecan dan zaljubljenih svima, bravo za pjesmu
Srećan Dan zaljubljenih svima, hvala Kiji za pesmu. Ovo je za nas tvoje 
Kijevce volim te hvala na poklonu!
Srecan Dan zaljubljenih uz Kiju i Amorovu Strelu   ...
Srecan dan zaljubljenih uz ovaj divni poklon 😙 ❤
Srećan nam Sveti Trifun i Amorova  strela.
SRECAN SVIMA DAN ZALJUBLJENIH!
SRECICE NASA.. SAMO OSMEH NA LICE.. TVOJ OSMEH VREDI MILION DOLARA....
Srecna slava svima koji slave!
Srecno...
Sretan dan zaljubljenih.Hvala Kikiiii na poklonuuu kijevcima 😍😍😍
Sretan dan zaljubljenih i kijo samo napred svaka cast
Sretan imendan  Kristina  kraljice
Sretno Valentinovo 😍
Sretno Valentinovo❤❤❤
srsly? a filipino cauld do it
sry i mean but
Šta da kažem već K R A L J I C A ! Pjesma je savršena, Kija je takodjer 
savršena. Sve što ima veze sa Kijom je savršeno 🌎
Stadium basketball monitor floor infection
Staged monster
"STAH!"
Sta hejteri pokusavaju sa dislajkovima?Ljubomora ih ubi a vec vidim kako 
ludaci djuskaju uz ovu pesmu jer ubija.
STAHP MAKING THESE
Sta im uradi zena jbt,e moja estrado
Sta je blokiralo?JEL OPET SE NESTO MULJA?Ma ne mozete zaustaviti ovoliku 
armiju Kijevaca.
Sta je bre ovo😂😂😂
Šta je miševi,šta ste se usr*li,ko vam drma kavez gospodo estradnjaci? 
Queen KKK
Šta je od muzike ostalo, očaj i šund na svakom koraku, nekada su se zvali 
UMETNICI...žalosno
Sta je ova zena napravila za 7 mjeseci, neke "zvijede" nisu za citavu 
karijeru
Sta je ova zena napravila za nekoliko mjeseci, mnogi nisu uspjeli 
godinama! KIJA, TI SI OTKRICE👏👌
Sta je ovde dobro majke vam ga n... Glupi ste svi i jadni. 🐒🐒🐒
Šta je ovo boze sačuvaj   ovo nije pevanje  vec kmečanje  i nabrajanje
Šta je ovo, koje pm hahahahan200% zNaM dA sI nA nJoJ 
thahdhdhshahahdhehrjnKoliko nam "muzika" postaje cringe
Sta je ovo mila majko goriiii 💣 🔥🔥🔥



staje ovo nazivate pesmom kao pesma sa kosova  glas katastrofa. kao 
recitacija.nista.pesma nula a spot Gori.
Sta je ovo nego DOMINACIJA na estradi????
Sta je razijo, ne vidim vas da hejtujete😌
Sta je sa danasnjom muzikom ? I kuda ovo vodi i ko ovo slusa ,ali masa je 
odusevljena zato smo ovde gde jesmo :(
Sta je sa pregledima ne micu se
Sta je sa pregledima ne MICU se s mjesta...🙄🙄🙄
Sta je u kovcegu?
Sta joj tesko da napravi dobru pesmu
sta jos nema 2 miliona???'idemo kijevci jos jace!!!!
Sta kazes Bobo?
Sta mislite kako ce sloba izdrzat da se  ponovo ne zaljubi u kiju posle 
spota😂😍😍
Stanął mi
Stand back! I'm doing SCIENCE!
Stand everyone.
STANDING OVATION!!!
Stand up for your country. . if you don,t F**k you!!
Stanija vrati se, sve ti je oprosteno !!!
Stan  vien💘💘 ❤🌚🌚🌚🌚🌚🌚🌚🌚🌚🌚🌚 ☔☔☔☔✔✔
Sta radi ova zena bravo ljepotoooo
Stara Kija bolja. Mada i ova je vrh. Bravo!
starboy
Šta reci bravo KIJA ZENO Lavice DUSO kraljice 🔥🔥�🌹💖🎼 💫👑
Sta reci hit hit hit jako dobro
Sta reci. Hit milion posto. Bravo Kija!!
Sta reci?? Like from Germany ää
Šta reći od najbolje (Kija) se očekuje nešto ovako najj.Svaka čast Kija 
Kockar
Sta reci osim: SAVRSENO! Bravo kraljice, DOKAZALA!!!!!!!!!!!!
Sta reci, to je K I J A ❤
Sta reci za jednu 👸  od 1 do 10 😂 🤣🤣  imas 11 cak i vise 😘😘😘😘😘
ljubim te ❤❤❤
Sta reci za ovu pjesmu svaka cast kija od juce Samo slusam ovu pjesmu brt 
kida pjesma nema bolje od ove pjesme❤❤ 😍😍😍 pjesma kidaaaaaaaaaaa
@StarEvan123  you can't piss people off today, we don't care what you say 
we are too happy..
Starring Christian Slater as Brian Kernighan
★★★★★stars
Star Spangling; bannered.
start a fucking band!!!
starting to sound like a Hitler speech D:
Starting to think Ben Stiller is a vampire, dude doesn't seem to age. 
lmfao Ben Stiller as a vampire, that we be interesting xDD.
start walking little girl, everywhere you go. and give up your smart 
phone, and all other electronics
Star wars7
Star Wars wow
Stary. Młody. Dobry. James
Sta se desava 1.170.078  celo vreme sad vratise na 1.154.378
Sta se desava sa pregledimaa??
Sta se desava sa pregledima? Dugo vec stoji isto...
STA SE DWSAVA YUTB ODSLUSAM PESMU IZADZEM I LAJKM MI JE UKLJUCEN NEMOGU DA 
GLASAM
Sta ste je ufurali ovo je sund
Sta sve ljudi slusaju poslusajte klinca da vidite sta je pjesma;)
Statistics dont like sweetheart. We will tell you how it went down....when 
you wake up.
Stavila potpis na sve sta radi...samo tako



STAY!!
Stayed up all night writing the backing vocals.
Staying on the scene is getting vey challenging
Stay in School kids! Don't want to turn out like these guys..
Stay on the scene..
Stay on the scene and get on up💋
Stay on the scene ,like a loving machine,get on up ! 😎
🎙🎵 STAY ON THE SCENE! LIKE A SEX MACHINE!🎵¸
stay on the scene... like a sex machine ;)
Stay on the scene! with the legend James Brown! OUR INSPIRATION !!!
@StayOnTopOfEverythng  sounds like you're talking about your hair lipped 
mother
"Stay; stay; stay"......funny shizz!
Stay with the band you brought to California last week. Rim !
Sta zena uradi za samo par meseci mnoge godinama nisu postigle ovo sto je 
kija
Steaming pile of shit
Steel Panther works for me better
Steevie wonder still got it
STEFAN BOROVAC...SEARCH IT...!!!
Stefanie 4ever lil monsters survive n fight for end of days
Stefani Germanotta <<<< Her Real Name :) am a big fan and no am not gay
Stefani Joanne Angelina Germanotta, her Name^^
Stefani Joanne Angelina Germanotta must be eliminated. Join the resisance 
against her.
Stella voice kids
Stench of gas guzzling trumpers in the comments section. What a shock. 
Time to put these morons back in the cesspool they crawled out of.
step 1. eat mentos. without swallowing step 2. drink coke. step 3. it 
either goes down your throat or out your mouth.
Step 1:nnnnnnnnKill your father
Step 1. Put a Teenager with Aspergers and scream at people to fix 
it.nnStep 2: ???nnStep 3: profit = more taxes
Step up to this ya turkies.nO wait...nYou can't
STERIOTYPICAL, obviously yall dont know how to make love to a woman
Stern Old Ladies, why do I feel like there talking about me?
Stern Old Lady Potter And Swiss Army Stern Old Lady
Stern old lady's aren't hot  though ... 😂'❤💕 😍
Steuererhöhungen und die Menschen jubeln 😅
Steve is too strong!
steve vai should watch this so he can get some ideas on how this tune is 
played
Steve Wonder is amazing
Stevey and Ariana......best combo ever
STEVIE !!!!
Stevie 💙
Stevie ♥👌
stevie:)))))
Stevie!!!
STEVIE❤
stevie&ariana are amazing
Stevie Ariana both amazing
Stevie III I Ariana súper guapa 😻 . Suscríbanse a nuestro canal y 
diviértanse con nuestros videos✌
Stevie at his best!!!!
Stevie bwoy king
Stevie could sing the phonebook and sound fabulous
Stevie deserves more subscribers
stevieeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee <3 <3 <3 <3



Stevieeeee☺❤!! Love it!!
Stevie en mode rallonge nC est top nQue de souvenirs nWho is the master��
Stevie forth Ariana Grande
Stevie has a musical superpower. No wonder...
Stevie has grown older…
Stevie if you’re reading this I love you
Stevie is a gem.
Stevie is a genius.  Don't just listen to the music. ..listen to THE WORDS 
y'all.
Stevie is a legend and Ariana is a pop princes! They sound so amazing 
together wow.
STEVIE IS A LEGENDnARAINA IS QUEEN
Stevie is gonna be such a legend!! And it warms my heart up to see Ariana 
sing with very big celebrity's !!
Stevie is Legend.nAriana is the Real Deal.
Stevie is my king. ♡♡
Stevie is one of the greatest musicians/songwriters ever. Ariana Grande 
can sing but she is totally forgettable as a talent.
Stevie is soo amazing!!! this collab with Ariana is soo lit!!!
Stevie is stil alive
Stevie is still here folks!!!! & Ariana Wonderful!
Stevie is the legend here!!
Stevie ist und bleibt ein WundernStevie is and remains a wonder (miracle)
Stevie is WOWOWOWOWO
Stevie jamming beast go crazy
STEVIE LEGEND
Stevie looks like the best person to hug and have a deep conversation but 
also laugh with...so a friend 😀
Stevie magic
Stevie never gets old
stevie plays drums good!!!
Stevie put it down as usual but this one came wikedly hard. the jamming 
session took over. Still listen2018🎶
stevie sei il migliore da sempre
Stevie's music is the secret cure for depression.. :)
Stevie sounds just like he did 40 years ago . He can still hit those high 
notes
Stevie sounds this good into his late 60's. WTF are the others doing lmao
Stevie's RANGE!!!
stevies runs are still life
Stevie's runs make me cry bruh😶
stevie  ♥‿♥  stevie
Stevie still doing the DAMN thang right good to know when someone has 
FAITH in YOU can't beat it
Stevie still got his voice is so powerful
Stevie still got it!! <3
STEVIE STILL GOT IT. About time someone made a collab with him. Didn't 
want Ariana grande of all people but still pretty nice
Stevie sure is one soulful mutha funka!
stevie !~ Thank you for the love ! paulkempe.com
Stevien The Best
Stevie the man
Stevie ur the man
Stevie Wander
Stevie was generous with this by a lot.
Stevie,,,,What good teeth :D
Stevie why would you work with this slut? So disappointed
stevie woder is blind and talented at the same time im glad god made him 
hes just perfect wait no a miracle
s t e v i e w o n d e r 👌🤘
Stevie wonder!!



Stevie Wonder 10,000,000,000 Ariana Grande 10,000,000
Stevie Wonder and Ariana Grande? Hmm, a vocal combo I wouldn’t‘ve thought 
might work and yet totally does!
Stevie Wonder and Ariana Grande... who would've guessed?
Stevie WONDER. AWESOME SONGS . Was.Was
Stevie Wonder = BIG LIKE......Ariana Grande = big shit
stevie wonder blonde can't see
STEVIE WONDER BOMB!!!
Stevie Wonder bringing out the best of all singers.
Stevie Wonder da legendddd '
STEVIE WONDER DESERVES WAY MORE SUBSCRIBERS!!
stevie wonder....does it again.
Stevie Wonder es GRANDE
Stevie Wonder - Faith ft. Aria- click
Stevie Wonder - Faith ft. Ariana Grandenhttps://youtu.be/hNMMN46uFCc
Stevie Wonder & I have something in common, we both never seen this music 
video before...
Stevie wonder incrível!!
Stevie Wonder is a genius!!
Stevie Wonder is a great duet with Ariana! OMG what a song I loved it...
Stevie wonder is a king... THIS SONG PUTS ME IN THE MOOD!!!
stevie wonder is a legend
Stevie wonder is a living genius
STEVIE WONDER IS A MASTERMIND SONG IS GOOD, ARIANA GRANDE FROM SAM & CAT 
HER VOICE IS WONDERFUL GOOD SONG
Stevie Wonder is amazing
Stevie Wonder is amazing wow
Stevie Wonder is a musical genius
Stevie WONDER is awesome
Stevie Wonder is a wizard, he is blind but can play piana.nHOW!!!!!!
Stevie Wonder is better than Ariana ._.
stevie wonder is fantastic  singer!
stevie wonder is my dad favorite singer and ariana is my favorite one so 
its me and my dad moment. love this <3
Stevie Wonder isn't blind
Stevie Wonder is one of the few guys in music history that can make a 
colab with anyone and it would be gold!
Stevie Wonder is perfect.
Stevie Wonder is so blind its like he can actually see
Stevie wonder is so freaking amazing
stevie wonder is soo taletend  he is a legend
stevie wonder is still alive? not like he's there to see him anyways
Stevie Wonder is such a positive soul, you can feel it in his music
Stevie wonder is talented cuz he blind and he can play piano
Stevie Wonder is the goat
STEVIE WONDER IS THE ONLY PERSON WHO CAN DROWN OUT ARIANA BESIDES 
BEYONCE💋 .
Stevie Wonder is WAY too good for Ariana Grande
👑✨ STEVIE WONDER=LEGEND✨ 👑
Stevie Wonder monstro da musica mundial, melhor cantor !!
Stevie WondernAbout what is he wonder all this time ?
STEVIE WONDER NEEDS MORE SUBSCRIBERS FAST
stevie wonder never saw this
Stevie Wonder OF THE Legend
Stevie Wonder on absolute top form. Easily one of my favourite songs and 
connected even more to it because of the respect to Bob Marley.
Stevie wonder really cant hit low notes
Stevie Wonder... R-E-S-P-E-C-T✨
Stevie Wonder's a GENTLE GIANT...!
Stevie wonder should sing more in this. He's the real legend! No hate 
towards ari i love her ❤
Stevie Wonder's probably got the greatest voice ever, at that age, the 



resilience and cleanness is on 100
Stevie Wonder... STILL GET IT! FUCKING AWESOME! (Y)
Stevie Wonder still got it!!
Stevie wonder still has that voice. True legend. If you want me to be very 
honest I'm not an Ariana Grande fan but she does well on this track
Stevie Wonder’s tribute to Bob Marley. This is pure genius!
Stevie Wonder, tem alguém in 2019�
stevie wonder the king
Stevie wonder us a legend. this whore is traah. sharia law please come fix 
this shit now
Stevie wonder us an official legend
Stevie Wonder...why do you allow this trash to collaborate with you?
Stevie wonder with Ariana grande 😤
Stevie Wonder with Ariana Grande 👍😹
STEVIE WONDER????????? YESSSSSSSSSSS
Stevie Wonder you still alive?
Stevie...woooow.....luv luv luv this!
Stevie you are great and i hope you could visit Greece again.....
stevie, you are the best !
STFU
stfu
Stfu!
Stfu all
Stfu and stop listening to the communist
STFU LITTLE GIRL!! ✊N
S t f u     nN o   o n e   c a r e s
stfu u prob sit at home all day playing wow so go eat a D
STFUUUP!! Down Syndrome Looking B!TCH!!!!
STFU you little dork
stick to making Buckfast mink.
Stick to your high school drama class
Sticky
sticky
... sticky.
sticky!
STICKY?
sticky! and thats a waste of money.
sticky everywhere
Sticky Finger brought me here.
sticky fingers!!
Sticky hair. Only one of em had hair but still must've been sticky.
sticky icky
STICKYNESS!
Stigli smo drugi u trendingu bravooooo
Stigli u Njemačku... Poštedila mu je život.... Lepa i dobrodušna Kijica... 
Bravo
Still a better car than the new Supra lul
Still a better car than those piece of shit hipster cars like the Prius 
and Mini Cooper.
Still a better decision than the executives at Gillette made
Still a better looking car then the Nissan Cube
still a brilliant speech
Still actual.
Still a great song to this day!
still amazing ,no matter how many times i hear it .masterpiece
Still annoys me that Herb blames Homer. He gave Homer way too much 
responsibility in the first place.
Still a really cool video.
Still a Solid track... Still one of my favourite tracks of all time
still awesome after years.
Still better and more well-equipped than a freaking Apple product
Still better design than SUV.



Still better love story than twilight :D
Still better than a peugeot
Still better than the Aztec
Still better than the new Supra.
Still buying a diesel car :D
Still can't believe he's gone :'(
still can't believe they nicked this off of the graham norton show lol
Still can't get an autograph ::(((((
Still cooler than the new 2021 Bronco is going to be
Still crying♡♡
Still don't understand why he couldn't keep the car.
Still D.R.E. (4:25) and the Thong Song (7:04) sound amazing.
Still DRE: 4:27
still dreeeeeeeee!,!!
still dre in da club
Still DRE is the ultimate classic, check the audience reaction
Still Dre made me smile 😍
Still Dre sounds awesome))
Still Dre still sounds gangsta lmao
Still extremely interesting to this day.
Still figuring out how the audience managed to stay sat down all the way 
through the performance.
still fuck gaga go katy i love her and she hasnt get grammy cause she has 
few time
still Fucking tight! rught on
Still gives me chills 😱🤒�Y Y
Still giving China and India a pass huh.
Still gonna eat meat and drive my pickup truck (maybe even roll some coal 
on a group of tree huggers)
still great!!! 5 stars
Still great song in 2018 .for that time this was revolution
still grooving to this, 30 years old, in 2018... thank god i'm born in a 
generation where great music is a click away
still hard but try it without board then I'll be impress
Still have this as a hot wheels
Still here in 2k19 ❤❤❤
still iconic, kisses for everyone!
Still impressive. Respect.
Still I’m single anyone in 2019 single still 😢🤔
Still in November 2018?!!
still it is incredibly funny
Still like Ronda more even though she got knocked out.
Still listening in Minnesota !
still living the dream M.F.s
Still looks beter than a fiat multipla.
Still looks better than literally ever car made today
Still looks better than most modern cars !
Still looks good man 👌
still love her evan she lost somtime cocky is not good but yeah now she 
knows she need to work hard😀
Still love it !
still love it!!
Still love it! Takes me back to my youth...it was massive in the clubs in 
the 80's.
still my favorite one she has done
Still not as ugly as the Pontiac Aztec lol
Still nothing has changed.. lol
Still one of the best of the last century.
Still perfer the mono version of this song. Muh
still referring to their works often.
Still relatable in 2019.
Still relevant.



Still reminds me of Taken
Still shaking it in 2019
Still the best OS in the world. Everyone just copies and emulates Unix.
Still the man
Still think herbie did it better
Still today this song is a classic
Still unclear on how that makes us less safe
still waiting for an album. tried looking for it in the dark web but i 
cant find it
still waiting for a new list :(
still waiting for eminem
Still waiting for National Treasure 3.
still wish i could get the bomb and rocket sounds out of my guitar like he 
did
STILL WOULD LET HER RAPE ME
Sting makes an early carrer with the police with this style...
Stive wonder es un genio, tiene una voz única y distintiva su música es 
increíble n¡Espectacular colaboración!
stivie eres un ejemplo de vida y ari lamejor de todas
stivie wonders som
Što bi rekla jedna dama,,, u dupe da je ljubite,,, gazi Kija i ne obaziri 
se na luzere
Sto bi se reklo kuku lele sitan secer 👍😍
Stock up on sun tan lotion, we all doomed...(again)!  What emissions did 
your private jet put out getting u there, r did ya use Ur bicycle?
STOJANKA STOJA 👍
Stoje pregledi ....sramota 😪😪😪
Što je više slušam sve mi se više sviđa  ovo je HIT!!!
Sto je vise slusam vise mi se svida, ovo je izgrmilo u svakom smislu
Stolen my dreams.....while she sails around the world ........how dare you 
Grumpy Greta how dare you
stolen video
Stolen your childhood? What is stopping you from doing everything a kid 
your age does right now, tell me I'm curious
Stolen your dreams?  Wut
Sto nas vise " jebete" mi zesce slusamo .Kija kraljice.
Stonati
stoneage!
Stone cold classic performence
Sto ovi komentari stoje na istom broju
Stop Ben Stiller, we've laughed enough.
Stop bicting ur so jarring
Stop buying useless crap
STOP CALLING"ME SKY DADDY JESUS".
stop complaining, just look at the purpose !! he's trying to help poor 
children
Stop complaining, why don't you guys try it, see how far you get
stop cutting down trees as well as allowing (plastic) packaging to enter 
the oceans and kill wildlife.
Stop cutting the clips down to nothing. This one doesn't answer the 
question. Full clips only please!
stop destroy all tasty coke
"stop!" - Emma Sulkowicz
Stop failing at life
STOP GASITE BEOVIZIJU KIJA  na Eurovision Song Contest
Stop giving that cow screen time, I'll take her words to consideration 
when she's grown up and knows how the world works.
Stop having kids . That’s especially for third world people and 
countries . No kids for 500 years will fix it
Stop listening to ignorant, highly persuaded children..
STOP MAKING FUN OF CHOPIN. HE IS THE BEST!!! PLAY MORE OF CHOPINN >:((((
Stop!nnHammer Time
stopped listen to alot of rap music and started bumpin reggae (bob marley, 



sizzla mainly) and blues...life is so full of purpose now!
Stopping in to smell the roses....cool video. Thanks for sharing.
stop playing with my CUM!
Stop pushing this little goblin
stop saying dollers I, m in lond
✋  Stop scrolling 🚫 nnnnnIikè this comment for 7 days of good luck 🌟 nn(I 
make music btw, tell me what u think 💯 )
Stop sending fakes in
Stop spaming
stops video  at5:56 i' gonna start my emulator and play the game.
Stop sweet love stories, near half billion of people loves BAD ones.
STOP...... the sexy girl dancing.......... wOW........ she is awesome.     
Put her on tv and I will watch it
STOP USING KIDS TO PUSH YOUR AGENDA!
stop waisting coke people in Africa are starving
Storm trooper and boba fett
STORY OF HIP HOP LOVE IT
Story of my life. :(
story of my life, i fall in love with a robot and this happens
Sto se vise slusa sve je bolja i bolja
Str8 Chi town steppers only Classic!!! Love some good ole  dusties
STRAIGHT AHEAD JAZZ !!
straight from his gut.....true original...never happen again..
Straight up , dude if I had a freaking time machine probably one of my 
first stops
strange and sweet at the same time...
strange how adults are taking notice of fraud with zero understanding or 
knowledge.
Strange how all the comments are from two weeks ago if this was released 
in 2016
strange how homers brother gone bankrupt just because one unsuccessful 
project
strange, i always thought donut plains 1 was the most iconic level
Strangely emotional...the word genius is banded around like confetti these 
days, but this guy certainly is.
strange...not the relaxing kind of Jazz, not sure if I like it or not
strange... she did kick you in the head... she did ko you lol xD
Strasno
Strasno sta deca slušaju nije ni čudo što se ubijaju kad se ova seče 
žiletom i kad deca gube nevinost jer 200 pošto je na njoj fuj
Strasno zarazna pesma! Hitcinaaaa! Kraljice dokazala si jos jednom da si 
jedna i jedinstvena KIJA!
Straßenblockaden ? Alle zusammen knüppeln
strasznie nudne, po prostu transkrypcja i tylennEDIT nAle props za pomysł
Strat wiping out is hilarious...watch what a glidecam does with 4x4 and 
mud...https://youtu.be/u_STk3jmaIA
Strauss my boy
Streikt weiter und wir zahlen bald mehr!
STRELAAA PREVAZISLAAA SVEE GRANICEEE
Strictly rythm,,,, Yeàh,,,
Strikes resemblance to my bedroom when my girlfriend wont put out....
Strike "YouTube".
stuck in my head lol
Stuff around the housenLike everyone owns a Dremel, PVC cutters, and hot 
glue guns
stumbleupon brought me here..
Stunning.
Stunning citynI like it
stunning jimi
Stunningly brave
stupendo
stupendo immortale
Stupid



Stupid!
Stupid activists they need to use children to spread their propaganda 
otherwise noone would take them seriously...
Stupid. And what a waste of my time listening to redundant, meaningless 
music.
Stupid autist
Stupid child...
stupid costume
Stupid Flanders.
Stupid fucking audience, some people want to listen to the music, not the 
sound of you recognising popular melodies
stupidity..gullability!
stupid kid
Stupid kid.
Stupid little girl and a stupid little cause. Climate change is fake news
Stupid little spoiled brat doesnt even know what shes talking about, and 
she is butt ugly
Stupid!man..revome the plywood and run..lets see if you can run from start 
to the finish line
Stupid music for melodramatic serials. All housewifes cry. =)
Stupid sing animals ruined the vid imo.
STUPID SPAMMERS
Stupid! Stupid! Stupid! you people will make up anything for views!
Stupid video, stupid muzic, stupid lyrics!
stvarno dobar stop I Hit pesma, Bravo Bravo Kija
Stvarno je djevojka za sve bravooo
Stvarno nemam reci. Au koja energija brate, kakva prelepost.. Kidalica ♥
Stvarno nema smisla Kija, opet si izdominirala...💪💘💘💘💘 💘
Style...
Suavidade e perfeição.
sub 2 me and the legend STEVIE WONDER
@subexpression +1
@subexpression that's not necessary. She is the most talented singer
Sublime
sublime!
Subscribe
Subscribe/Comment/Like/Check Outt My Channel.!rnrn-Thanxx
‼ SUBSCRIBED‼  😲😁ÂÂÂÂÂ
Subscribed immediately after the intro
subscribe me for my background and if u do i will give u my background
Subscribe me please I will back subscribe
subscribe my channel
subscribe to see funny videos
sub to me!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Sub to Pewdiepie save youtube
Subversive as F*ck.
@subway5dollarftlong Thx 4 da view!
Sub za sub ko hoce nek se javi subam svakog ako on suba mene
sub za sub vi meni ja vas
Succesor mj,,
Such a beautiful soul
such a beautiful symbol of America free speech.......
Such a classic.
Such a cool video 😎
Such a cringe-worthy political atmosphere we are living in today. Lol
Such a cute music video I literary saw this video today.
Such a delightful interview
such a dirty and shitty country
Such a gem. Absolutely love this
such a genius and so nice and generous. Thanks for this outstanding 
interview.
such a good car in the Simpsons hit and run game
Such a good description, "The Homer".



Such a good little puppet for the fear mongering left.
Such a good movie
Such a good musician, timeless.
Such a great singer,legend,shouldn't work with Ariana Grande.
Such a great song! It makes such a good mood!
Such a handsome man (I'm not talking about Fallon)
such a happy song
Such a honour for her.
Such a Misguided young lady.. dummed down so very easily
Such an articulate woman and a strong spirit. nMay she Rest In Peace.
Such an empty song...
Such an honor for a kid like her to work with one of living kings of pop 
music!
Such an old vid to get featured now... sad.
such an ugly, hideous human being both inside and out....
such an underrated song. it rocks
Such a pessimist
such a Queen ...
such a rad album!!
Such a Ryan Tedder song!
Such a shame, RIP
such a shame there is no vinyl version of this gem
such a sweeeet groove
such a wanna be remake of the mythbusters
such a waste
Such a waste...
Such a waste of diet coke
such a waste of drink :/
such a waste of good life water...i mean soda O_o.
Such a waste of money...i like it.
such a waste u should have donated it to africa
Such a work of art.
Such a young, young country. Very few buildings older than 1900.
such bad acting😂 😂😂 😂
such boohooing from an 82k project car? Isn't that like a penny for 
american car companies?
such experimental sounds - discovered so long ago! can hear the 
inspiration in music today
Such garbage propaganda!!!  This channel is seriously sending a face news 
message!!!
Such good!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Such hipster
such propaghanda
Suck my balls !!!!! lady gaga sucks!!! GAY !!!!!
suddenly appears in feednMe: what in the GODDAMN!?
Sudney is so beautiful city on earth. My love & respect to 'Australia' 
from Dhaka, Bangladesh. God bless 'Australia'.
sudo dd if=/dev/NegativeComments of=/dev/null
sudo dd if=/dev/random of=/dev/AssholesWhoClickDislike
sudo dd if=/dev/zero of=/dev/AssholesWhoClickedDislike
Sudo is for wimps. (also, it's a relatively recent thing.)
sudo killall -9 AssholesWhoClickedDislike
sudo rmmode AssholesWhoClickedDislike
sudo rm -rf /
$ sudo shave
Sugar your BONE
Suggested by fox: FAMILY GUY Another freaking automobile.
suggestion of u doing a video of the new Captian America 3
Suicide is bad ass!
Suis je le seul a remarqué que c'est peut être des jets d'eau ? !! ?
Su manera de homenaje a sus hnos...rastas..de Jamaica.nTodos los hombres 
black somos africanos.nOne loveç💕💕💯
Summer goals right there



SUMMER HYPE!!!!!!
Sunce nase slatko
Sunce si koje nas grije
Sundor
sun of a mother duck
@sunshinecaligirl Thank you!!rn At least one person knows where I'm coming 
from!
supaa cool
@suparpowers rni agree, i still dont get it why they keep changing all 
tgis
sup bro , respect for tha camron hey ma
Supeeeeeeer
Supeer 💙
super
Super
super
Super
SUPER
super 👌
Super 😁 😚 😚😚 ☺
super:)
super!!!
Super👍👏💪
super🙈💖 ❤❤❤
Súper....!!!
SUPER 10 STARS ⭐ ⭐⭐ ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐👍
Super Ariana Grande! ♡♡♡
super art
Super awesome
Super awesome! Fantastic job! This is so epic!
Superb
SUPERB
Superbad
SUPERBAD AWESOME VIDEO SYNCH REEDIT !
Super bad brother
Super! Badd!    From Blewfoot.....
super bien fait trop sympa
superb love this waiting for ...................
Superb operating system
Super ,bravoooooo
SUPERB tune 👍
Super bullshit. Not on water but planks
super c génial
Super. .chanson d'actualité encore
super chanson,j adore
super chanson..les paroles svp en englais
Super chevere
Super cool
SUPER COOL!!!!
supercool!
süper cool
Super cool and I will try to make it!!! :)
Super cool, but I do not really like the mask, also the lightsaber is 
awesome.
SUPERCOOL @devinsupertramp  as usual :)
Super Cool. from JAPAN.
Super country
super crazy epic dude
super c trop top
Super Darkhorse
Super Dope



superdoppppppeeeeeee
Super draga kija do sad najbolja pjesma
super ese videome encanta mas la ultimaparte con el esqueleto eso si como 
siempre lady gaga estravagante pero se ve bien
Super excelente.
super ,fantastici, meravigliosi
Super FUNK!!!❤
SUPER GENIAL ESTO
super idée, on regrette juste que quelques parties ne tournent pas un peu 
plus longtemps !!!!nbravo et merci
SUPER INTERNATIONAL..BYBHR
Super, I want it!
super jazda !
Super je i pesma i spot! Sto vise slusam i gledam.....to mi se vise 
svidja!
Super je pesma!nBravo Kijaa
Super je pjesma, samo nije mi jasno zasto karikira toliko usnama!  Nervira 
uzasno!
Super je samo mi se nesvidja sto pravi te grimase dok peva ne mogu da je 
gledam �
super kawałek , trochę brzmi jak one republic  no ale piosenka super  , 
pozdrawiam from polend
Super Kija samo jako ovako,💟💙💛💜💚💗 ❤🌺💐🌷🌸💟🏵 ⚘🌷💛 💙💜💚🥀💟🌻💚
💚💚🌻🌻 💟 💚💙 ❤💗 💗
Super Kija, svaki put  sve bolje i bolje!!
SUPER LEGEND!
Super leukfaiton je babe
Super ljubavi samo napred ♥ najaci smo💋 💋💋
Super Love It :D
Super Mario Bros. 2 babyyyyyyyy!
Super Mario Bros.: The Lost Levels is better than the original.
super mario bros was designed for only one thing.....happiness, this makes 
me shed some tears seeing how hard they try to create my childhood
Super Mario Bros was so freaking fun
"Super Mario Maker".nnSeems legit.
@supermcmanamon You realize of course, that people have to click on this 
video to see your comment, ergo their view will be counted? :D
Super odrađeno baš mi se sviđa👏
Super osmisljen,spot
Super pesma👌🎈
super pesmaaaannaprednKristinaaaa
Super pesma,bravo mala
Super pesma Kija 👑  ÔÔÔ
Super pesma .Kija sija
Super pesma sa primesom folklora 25k za 15 min znači 60k na sat pa 
izračunajte
Super pesma, spot  odlican
@SuperPicketfence No, I have not mate
super piosenka i teledysk,oczywiscie buty tez:)
Super pjesma 👏👍
Super pjesma!!!!
Super pjesma.
super pjesma😍 😍
super pjesma baš mi se sviđa
Super pjesma i spot.Svaka castKija
super power@2020
superpower by 2020
superpower india...
Superpower,India!



Super power . jai Hindo lol 😄
super puper video gaga ti lutwaja samaja ti mne nraviwsja osobeno kak ti 
tomu muwe muwine pokazala   grud
super que de souvenirs repose en paix James tu nous manques tu es partis 
avec notre jeunesse
Superr
Superr♥♥♥
Super representation, j'ai adore !!!!
Süperrrrr december 2018
Super samo tako
@SuperShmowzow I hate diet coke 2!!
@supershuu I like Family Guy too.
Super siiiiick!
SUPERSTITIOUS
Super stvar, svaka cast  Kija, samo tako nastavi❤❤
SUPER, SUPER, SUPER CLÁSICO DE ORO PURO!...
super super voice.
Super talented and musically independent of any category.
@SuperTalentedTeens because theres an avid amount of 9-12 yr olds swooning 
over him. LOL yea whatta fan base!
Super. Theorie nicht bewiesen, aber Steuern etc kommen. Vielen Dank ihr 
Verblendeten.
Super twin towers, taller than burj khalifa🤔
Super Typ!
Super Video, danke!
super video thank you
Super voix de Bobby BYRD !
SUPER!!!!!! WOW WOW !!!!!!!ariana grande i love you !!!!!
Super za sv valentina
Sup nigga
Support climate diversity racists
“Support the artist”
Supposedly these guys are from Maine.
supr Ariana Grande Im lovee
@Suprememessage hi
@Suprememessage your mum chewed it off & died! she overdicked!
Supremment!.
Suprised people still watch this after just a few years
Suprisingly this is great
Sure..
Sure am glad Dan Stevens left Downton to be in some unnecessary sequel to 
an okay movie.
Sure beats the hell out of rap..
sure, buddy
Sure, but can he swim on land?
Surely anyone could do this
Surer Kija jos bolji Kijevci
Sure seems like Ben Stiller is sleepwalking through this one.
Surreal... and then gay.
surreal LOVE IT!
Surreal, unbelievable.
Survived many end of the world so far.
Suspension bridge in water. Difficult but not quite what we were lead to 
believe.
"Suspicious mushroom" I knew it, the Mushroom was a drug reference after 
all.
suspicious mushroom XD
süß die lemminge 😗
sutch a sweet chune x redsx
Sutra 3 milioncica
Sutra duze spavamo, pa mozemo da lumpujemo
sutra jos pola milionaaa pregleda
Suuuuupeeeeerrrr



SUV‘s für alle! Ich lass mir meinen SUV Diesel nicht nehmen!
sux song at all
@suzy436 true...so true...
Svaka cast.
Svaka cast🙌🙌🙌 🙌🙌
Svaka čast ❤
Svaka čast 🔥🔥🔥🔥
Svaka čast. 💕 💕💕 💕😱
SVAKA CAST! BRAVO 👍👍👍👍👍
Svaka cast...Bravoo Kija..😊  ps. ovo slusam po hiljaditi put....pesma 
ubija....
Svaka čast curo i hvala na još jednom hitu!
Svaka cast devojko,pokidaj ljubomornu estradu i ovaj put!
Svaka čast djevojko, svaka naredna bolja od prethodne
Svaka cast dusoo ✔
Svaka čast fanovima šta je podržavaju al ovo nije ni H od HITA.. Bezveze
Svaka cast!fenomenalno Kija kockar👑 ❤💋💥💣
Svaka cast. Grmis. Tekst,spot,izgled... sve je topp
Svaka cast idemo do miliona sto brze
Svaka cast! Kidas Kija! 😊
Svaka cast Kija 💪�
👏👏👏👏 👏 👏  Svaka Cast Kijaaaaaaa Pesma Goriiiiiiiii🔥🔥🔥🔥 🔥🔥🔥🔥
Svaka čast Kija!!! Četiri pjesme i sve su bile #1 u trendingu.
Svaka cast Kija i to izasla na dan zaljubljenih sretan svima dan 
zaljubljeni koji su zaljubljeni sretni 🖤🖤❤❤❤
Svaka cast Kija na radu i upornosti .Majke mi da i muces  ja bih te 
slusala  samo zato sto si jedan veliki radnik .
Svaka cast Kija. Pjesma je u rangu "ne vracam se na staro". Tooooppppp
Svaka cast Kija!!! Pokazala si da se trud isplati! Kidas ❣
Svaka čast Kija.Samo napred.
Svaka čast Kijoo😻😻😻😻
Svaka cast Kijoooo ❤❤❤❤
Svaka cast Kiki ❤❤❤  nPrelijepo ❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
Svaka cast kraljice
Svaka cast kraljice 💖
Svaka čast,kraljice!!!😘😘😘😘 .Idemo,trending ce se usijati.❤❤❤❤❤❤
Svaka čast kraljice NASA! 💘
Svaka čast kraljice! Samo jako
Svaka cast Kristina👍
Svaka cast Kristina! Uspesna lepa pametna, pesme ti je vrh! 👍
Svaka čast lepotice, samo tako nastavi!
SVAKA CAST LJUBIMICE MOJA! BRAVOO!
Svaka cast na jos jednoj autobiografskoj pesmi.Za ovo treba imati herca,al 
ti ga imas.BRAVO MRVICE.
Svaka cast! nDivnaa zena 😎
👏👏👏 Svaka cast... 👌👍 🙏 Odlicna ✨
Svaka čast, pesma je odlicnaaÛ
Svaka cast,pokidala! Pjesma je toop!!
Svaka čast,samo kidaj Kija🤗 🤗🤗🤗
Svaka cast...svaki drugi komentar je suvisan ... SRECNO
Svaka čast. Sve moje pohvale ! Pesma ubija. I naravno goriiiš. ♡
Svaka čast za pesmu bas je dobra pravi hit



Svaka čast za trud.
Svaka cast zeno draga!Ovo je prebrutalno 👏👏👏 spot,melos sve👌 Respect
Svaka čast ženo,vole te tvoji kijevci 😘😘
Svaka cast, znaci TOP
Svaka joj cast. Jedini rijaliti ucesnik koji je postigao ovoliko za kratko 
vreme. Moj naklon kraljici!
Svaka joj je pjesma hit !!!
Svaka nova pesma sve bolja i bolja. Bravo Kiki !
Svaka pesma bolja od prethodne 😍😍😍🍉
Svaka pesma neobična na svoj način kija drugačija od ovih pevačica bravo 
kija
Svaka pesma sve bolja i bolja!! Well done girl! 👏👏��🏹
Svaka pjesma Fm smece od pjevanja
Svaka susa danas koja dobije paznju postane pevacica. Tuga
Svaka ti cast kraljice! Super pjesma 💣🔝
Svaka ti čast, ovde nije moguće dati kritiku🖤🖤🖤 PRELEPOOOOO KRALJICEEERE 
NASAAA😻 😻 😻🖤
Svaka ti čast ženo. Ooozbiljna kraljica!!!
Svaki dan jedan milion kijevci bravo
Svaki komentar sa preko 1000 lajkova obrišu, neverovatno. To se dešava 
samo na Kijinim pesmama, nigde više.
Svakim se danom dokazuje.Demantuje sve lose ljude koji su kad sta rekli . 
Bravo Kija sve to ti zasluzujes . Volimo te.
Svaki put iznenadi...svaka cast tako se to radi kraljice...👑👑👑
Svaki put kad cujem opet katastrofa....
SVAKI PUT ME ODUŠEVIŠ!DRAGI MOJI KAD JE VIDITE U GRADU POKLONITE JOJ SE!
Svaki put samo bolja i bolja♥
svaki put sve vise i vise razvalis❤
Svaki put sve vise obara
Svaki slobodan trenutak koristim da napisem neki komentar ,da lajkujem 
svaki komentar i da sa Vama dovedemo strelu do #1!
SVAKOM USPESNOM COVEKU NE SMETA KIJA KOCKAR 🤙👑
Svako postaje pevačica.
Sve ai ih oduvala Ponosni smo Kija😚
Sve bolja i bolja, Kija naša jedinstvena.
sve bolja i bolja odlicna pesma!
sve bolja, treba da peva na engleskom dobro zvuci
Sve bolje izgleda!
Sve cestitke FM Play timu!
Sve cestitke za Filipa+Kiju i celu ekipu.Pesma mark!
Sve dok Boba posvecuje pjesme Kiji,  a Kija Bobi.. mi imamo sta slusat. 
nn❣❣
Svee ona stigne, postigne, takav joj je valjda gen👑🔥
SVE GORI GORI KIJA GORI KIJEVGRAD
Sve ja stignem i postignem!
SVE JA STIGNEM POSTIGNEM      IDEMO KIJA
Sve je lepo i bomba pesma, ali previse jeftin spot i manjka seksipila... 
ove scene za stolom su bas bzv. I mogla malo vise da igra. Jbg.
Sve je marija šerifovic objasnila👎
Sve je perfektno!!
Sve mi koje se pronalazimo u ovom textu,sve koje nas je ubila Amorova 
strijela 💪💪 Al na kraju dodje onaj pravi Kiki ❤❤❤
Sve mislim nece imati vise sta da ponudi, zato sto je mnogi osporavaju, a 
ona me svaki put demantuje. To je zena macka!!! Volim je!
Sve na isti kalup..
Sve na isti kalup ovo je kao Anđela Veštica, uozbiljite se ljudi...



Sve najbolje je zasluzila posle svega 💗  Bravo #Kija 👍💪💗😍
Sve najlepse si zasluzila mala! Sve! Posle svega, tvoji Kijevci te drze na 
tronu!
Sve nas ubila AMOROVA STRELA!!nBRAVO Kija❤❤❤
Sve njene pesme sam slusao i sve su lepe ali ova kidaaa!!! Top pesma bravo 
Kija kraljice!!!!👑 👑👑 ❤❤❤
Sve njene pesme su hiiit 😍😍 ❤
Sve pesme su autobiografske i posvecene Balvanu sko cemo realno...
Sve pesme su joj na drugu foru, nije zapala u šablon, svaka čast!
Sve pohvale💕💞😍❣💖
Sve si djevojko ovom pjesmom demantovala!Ovo je tvoj uspjeh!Ovo je nas 
uspjeh,svih nas koji te beskonacno volimo!
Sve si zaslužila! Samo nastavi da se boriš, rođena si da budeš zvijezda! 
♥�🍉

Sve sto se vise slusa sve bolje zvici
Sve sto uradis je savršeno! Bravo
Sve sto uradis je savršeno! Bravo Kijaaaa
Sve sto vise slusam ,vise mi se svidja.
Svetska a nasa 💓
Svetska a naša Kija
Svetska a nasa ....Kija Boginja
Svetski nema sta...Ma rokaj Kija,boli te to slatko dupence :D
Svetski spot, svetska pesma, svetska tii. Kija vole te fanovi, idemo do 
milion 💕💗💪
SVETSKO A NAŠE, BRAVO KIJA! GORIII 🔥❤
SVE ZA NASU KIJU
Svi bi hteli da su Kockar Kija 👸 Bravo Kiki
Svi brzo da poslusate najjacu pesmu             kliknin                           
👇 nnnnnnnhttps://youtu.be/2wUqvaoxrbE
Svi cemo voleti ili ste voleli koga nismo smeli ili trebali.Ljubav je nas 
geto...
Sviđaju mi se ovi Turski momenti ❤
Svida mi se pesma hitcina .
Sviđa  mi  se  pjesma   😍😍😍😍
Svidela mi se na prvo slusanje, sto je kod mene bas retkost. Bravo 
kraljice! Tako se to radi!!!
Svidja mi se ova Kija
Svidja mi se pesma, naravno i Kija je super riba.
Svidja mi se pjesma je vrh . Bravo Kija preponosna sam na tebe 👏👏❤❤
svidja mi se sto ulaze u spotovima..ovakav spot nema ni Ceca.
Svidja mi se u odnosu na gluposti koje je do sada snimala solidna pesmica.
Svii mi koji cekamo bakinu reakciju
Svi je vole, svi je zele kao da je KK
Svi je vole svi je zele kao da je Kockar Kija
Svi je vole, svi je žele, kao da je  Kockar Kija
Svi je vole, svi je žele, kao da je Kockar Kija !!!
Svi je Zele svi je Vole! nKija Kockar. 🌹�❤
Svi    lajk❤❤❤❤❤👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍💜💜💜💜 💜💜💜💖💖💖💖💖💕💕💕💕💕💕💕
💞💞💞💟

SVI LAJKUJTEEE PESMUUU
Svi mi koji idem na google posle ove pesme da vidimo sta je Amorova 
strela😂
Svi mi koji slusamo i citamo komentare
svi mi koji smo pre 5.000.000 😁
Svi mi koji smo tu pre 1mil pregleda



Svi mi koji smo tu prije 100 k
Svi mi koji smo tu prije prvog miliona
👍  Svi mi koji smo voleli, a nismo smeli!
Svi mi pre 1 milion pregleda🤙
Svi mi prije 10 000 000 💜💜💜
Svi mi prije milion!
Svi mi sami koji nemamo nikog za dan zaljubljenih 💜
Svi normalni ljudi znaju ko bio Saban i svi ga zale,samo budale pisu 
gluposti.
SVI PISITE U KOMENTARIMA DA JE ZURKA VCRS U 8!DA KIJEVCI ZNAJU!
Svi smo mi  kijevci..😘 😘 😘
Svi te volimoooooo
Svjetski kraljice....bravoooo
Svjetsko a NAŠE 💋
Svjetsko a naše hejteri 👃 vaši  kometari su nam vjetar u leđa namjerno je 
najbolja dzaba vam Kija je BOGINJA ❤
S V R Š E N O
swagg
@SWAP1to3 yeah! futball in in here is like a religion! is very important! 
where you from? don't like futball (soccer)?
Swaschh bharat  abhyan! No where seen on streets of old Delhi
Swat definitely is needed
SWAT is called in to shut shit down.
S.W.A.T. Shoot Without Any Thaught
Swat teams are like football teams but with guns and screaming
@sweatchecks987 yea back at ya
sweat :D
*Swedish accent prrrroooopaaagannndaaa
sweeeeeeeeeet
Sweeeeeeeet sugarfree fountain! GREAT WORK!
Sweeeeeet.
sweeeeet!
sweet
SWEET
Sweet .
sweet!
sweet!!
sweet!!!
SWEET!!!!!
Sweet!!!!!!!!!!!!!
sweet.
Sweet😀😀😀 😀😍
SWEET! #1 on my list of guitarist GREATS that changed the way guitar was 
viewed forever! LOVE IT>
Sweet by area i live
Sweet dub at 13:10
Sweet effects with the curved sprays. Niccce!
Sweet music, another great original. :)
sweetrni  my self woud not spend all  that money on  drinks ad candy rn 
but still well done
Sweet!!!! so awesome!
SWEET & SUGAR FREE, JE JE THANKS.
Sweet, sweet man. Thank you for everything you do!
sweet! thats soo cool! =)
Sweet video, I love when you guys collab with people like Brodie Smith. 
The dude perfect one was good too.
@swensuoiresoston you are loser! sucks ballaz!
Świetna aranżacja muzyczna! Historia Hip-Hopu w pigułce.
Świetna robota :D
Świetna robota Jimek ! Jestem pod wrażeniem interpretacji. Jedyne słowo 



jakie dobrze opisze przedsięwzięcie to - Geniusz. Szacunek.
Świetna rzecz... Radzimir - światowa skala... :) Nareszcie ktoś... 
Sukcesów życzę :)
Świetne :)
Świetne :D Pozdrawiam
Świetne, nigdy czegoś takiego nie słyszałem. Sens każdej piosenki został 
zachowany, ale Jimek umie genialnie posługiwać się emocjami.
Świetne posłuchałbym każdego kawałka oddzielnie wykonanego w 
całości .......
świetne, to kiedy wersja nr 2?:) !!!
Świetne .....zabraklo mi tylko Biggiego,  RATM ( choć to bardziej HC ale 
jednak) i Cypryss Hill....ale super i tak
SWIETNIE LOCZYSZ JESTES KLASA I INNI LUDZIE KLASA
Swimming Pools sounds so beautiful
Swimming Pools won. Please...more Kendrick Lamar! :D
Switching to Pepsi Light. 'Nuff said.
Swoją muzyką przerósł nas wszystkich .
Sydney
sydney ..
Sydney ❤😇
Sydney!
Sydney <3
Sydney also has the best fireworks and party in the world for New Years 
eve.
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA is one of the best place in the world for traveling and 
exploration .Anyone can enjoy the place with family and friends.
Sydney chicks are such sluts.
Sydney is all about tourism and only care about the city and not the outer 
suburbs
Sydney is Amazing city in the world :)
Sydney is amazing (I'm Australian)
Sydney is another western society ruining by immigration from all the shit 
areas of the world. Not as bad as Europe yet
Sydney is a very exciting city. Australia is a Great Nation with so much 
character.
Sydney is blesssed with the best natural beaches.... in the world
Sydney is essentially London-lite. It's not an iconic destination like 
London or Paris, but it has its share of interesting attractions.
Sydney is my dreaming city and Enshallah I will visite there soon.
sydney is now an overpopulated shithole..
sydney is really beautiful city, I See this oneday...
Sydney is super country I want to travel thair👍
Sydney is the best
Sydney is wonderful
Sydney it's a smelly hole. This guy is a cock head.
Sydney - my favourite city in the world!
Sydney  my future home
Sydney one of the most popular city for me
Sydney or Melbourne?
Sydney or Melbourne ??nWhat should be the first priority for a tourist !!
sykt tøft! oh, sorry I forgot to type english.rnSykt tøft= really awesome!
symphony 5 is the best
Symphuny symphony??? Symphuny fortnite
synchronized coke explosions
syn przerósł ojca ;)
Syper
#SystemChangeNotClimateChange #NoMoreGreenCapitalism
Szacun
Szacunek dla ziomka
Szacunek Jimek...ello.
Szacun Jimek . Pan wie co zrobic by klasyka miala mocne wejscie
szkoda że są tylko fragmenty od posłuchania ale brzmi to wspaniale....
Szkoda ze video nikt się nie postarał wynająć porządną ekipe i to ładnie 



zgrać z dzwiekiem, szumi blado, szukanie kadru i jakość poniżej krytyki.
Szok, Szok, Szok ... brak mi słów... ależ to jest boskie ...
Sztos z nad szkody
ᴀɴᴅ ɪ ɢᴏᴛ ᴀ ᴍᴏɴsᴛᴇʀ ᴄᴏғғᴇᴇ ᴀᴅ, ᴄᴏɪɴᴄɪᴅᴇɴᴄᴇ?
'.t
Tá aí que eu não sabia que quem fazia parte dessa música era a Ariana, 
achava que era outra mulher
Tabs for this version please.
Tab works too
Tačno se vidi da je Blizanac u horoskopu!🔥O
Tagesschau könnt ihr bitte mal eure Zahlen nachchecken? Die sind veraltet 
und zu niedrig!!
TA GOSTOSIN,VOU COMER MINHA CUNHADA KKKKKKK
Ta holka je blázen!
tahw eht lleh i gnihctaw ???
tai-laaah , fuuuuccckk !!!!
Tajikistan
Tak9 Je Kijice Samo Jako Idemooo!!!❤❤❤❤❤
Taką Polską ''perełką'' należy się chwalić !
Takashi never gets to talk because of miyamoto constantly going on, unless 
he's just quiet...
Takashi Tezuka looks like Lakitu character :)
Takashi Tezuka looks pissed all the time :D As if someone has stolen his 
lunch.
"Takav joj je gen" to je definitivno opisuje! Samoo gazii ljepoto, neka 
grmii! 😘😘🔊 🔊
Take a good look.....we will all live like this in our lifetime. The world 
will regress soon. I hope we are all prepared.
take a LSD is better experience of hell
take a pic, it'll last longer. i also love the last part and: with your 
ninja swords woosh woosh
Take a pic it will last longer
Take a shot every time he says an "a" like "oo".
Take a shot every time he says "redefine"
Take a shot every time he says “redefine”
Take a shot every time he says redefine or design.
Take care of each other, as we (humanity) should have done for Jimi.
Take computer breaks
take computer breaks
take em to the bridge
Take em to the bridge Bobby!!!!!!
take 'em to the bridge james
Take everyone in the music industry and give us father Jimmie back!
Take it easy Ann of green gables. Go meet a boy and enjoy your life for 
lord sake. Nice performance though.
Take it to the bridge 😍😍👍
Take it to the bridge James!!
take me back! best live performer!n😏
Take me bck please
Take me in your world Lady Gaga!
take me to the bridge James Brown you are a man
Taken to the bridge baby
Takes a Lickin' ,,Keeps on prankin'
Take shrooms and listen to the secret message.
Takes me back!
Takes me back to being a kid. Had this episode among at least 15 others on 
an old VHS. Danny DeVito kills it as Uncle Herb.
Takes me back to the time I visited India. Still looks like a stinking 
hell hole, interesting or not.
Take that China and India!
Take that crap back to where you came from.
Take that Kaepernick!



Take that paper out of your hand Greta , then speak from the heart and not 
what has been written for you!
Take that show to VEGAS
take that show to vegas
take the boards out. then turn the camera on.  either way it works out, 
you would deserve to be on you tube..
Take this lil bish back to Germany
Take this you un-American F.E.R.S
Take your sail boat back to Sweden little girl and stop believing in fairy 
tails that those crazy leftist adults tell you.
Takie dzieło tylko od Polaka, dziękuję! :) zachwytu nie można opisać 
słowami
tak kiro mlayu lngsung g nggo alas,,trnyta ono kayune 😥😥😥
takli ljaj
Tako je kraljiceee💓💓💓💓
Tako se rade hitovi, bravo!
TAKO. SE radi. KIJA. KRALJICE. VOLIMO TE.  ❤💕💟
Tako se to radi....
Tako se to radi, bravo Kija♡
Tako to radi zena kraljica!! 💓
Talent
Talent= Art= Perfect=Pop= Dance= Queen=Goddess= Gaga ♥
Talented and beautiful - that's her...
talented commodity... got to love 'Judas'
Talent meets Talent💘
Talento.
Tål hon inte, sånt skådespel. nSkolstrejk för klimatet: Ungarna vill sitta 
hemma å spela fortnite.
Talk about a never ending construction cycle
Talk about epic!
Talk about Fishers plan for the wall
Talk about hot fire!!
talk about irony
talk guitar talk to me! wow
Talking before we get to the actual song. What is this, Pink Floyd?
Talk shit. Get hit. Real quick.
@tallessouzaaa yeah i can consider this
TALLEST BULING IN THE WORLD??? IN NY????..NAHHH
Tall fellow on base Bootsy Collins and Catfish on guitar his older brother
Tall tall mountain, Mario 64, most fun level in all of mario.
talor evans mode the helmet out of an iron man helmet u can tell by the 3 
buttons on the side lol
tal vez de los mejores sonidos en concierto que he visto, fue en el 
coliseo "el campin" en el 73
Ta mala grmiii 🔥 😍
Ta mala grrrrmi 🔥🔥  Bravo Kiki! 😍
Taman pomislim svaka cast I onda vidim kopira jessie j nobodys perfect, 
zasto... ta scena vecere se uopce ni ne uklapa u tekst I ritam...
También le hubiese aplaudido
TAMBIÉN YA CASI TENEMOS EL MILLON DE COMENTARIOS  :)
@TamyTamy123 picate el cxulo con un palo vale y a tu abuelito en calzones 
perra bitch
tan bobo, es una canción para una película infantil. y hasta para eso ahce 
video, si ve como es de grande britney???
Tangerine Dream- Love on a Real Train  https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=u8CiwGjiJH0 Its all you need! What a vibe.
Tan nananan nananan nanananananananan nananan nananannnEu só queria 
descobrir essa :'(
tanto. bellllaaaaaaa. ragatsa
Tantos años y amo esta canción cada vez más...
Ta parecendo mais o Brasil



Tapi masih kalah jauh sama Bali in INDONESIA Lebih kerennn
ta piosenka jest super
Taps at 2:53 I felt that
tap tap
TAp Tap Tap Tap Tap
"Tap, tap, tap,tap,tap,tap, Nigguh"??!
Tara it's HI5 Tap Tap Tap.
Taste Piana. Can we take it to the bridge? Stay on the scene. Like a Sex 
Machine. Get on up listeners
" TASTE......PIANO".........
Tasty
tasty!!!
tata
tats kinda Raciest Dude :(
Ta wszystko na gorący klej, taśmę i plastyk i się dziwio, że im się domy 
walo od wiatru Amerykany
@taylorb3ats Do you have no friends?
@taylorb3ats if u have a party then im comin
@taylorb3ats ill come over.
@taylorb3ats I'm coming were do you live???
@taylorb3ats me :D
@taylorb3ats me, where do you live?
@taylorb3ats nwow 112 people want to come over...this will be a hit
@taylorjones456 Shut the fuck up, we're all going to hell. Now listen to 
the goddamn music and keep your preaching in your corrupted church.
Taylor Swift ended her.
TBE (THE BEST EVER)
~{TBH}~ All the costumes that were sent in kinda sucked :/
TBH, Herb had the right idea . Companies NEED to start listening to their 
customers. He and his engineers just ended up listening to the wrong one.
TBH its cheeper to Buy to actual Costume and Lightsaber. xDDDD and Mask.
Tbh, I would bang
Tbh..THIS WAS INSAIN!!! Great work TeamSuperTramp and of course 
BrodieSmith21
@TBoess85 +1
Tchaikovsky
Tchaikovsky 💙 💙
Tchaikovsky, a legend.
Tchaikovsky is my favorite composer
Tchaikovsky  piano concerto 1 ?
Tchaikovsky Piano Concerto No.1?
Tchaïkovsky remains the best
Tchaikovsky was literally a God
Tchê  number 4 good.
te
Teacher stop the brainwashing children
Teach us how to make a gluten-free fruitcake, o wise one.
Tea is water and leaves.nnCoffee is water and beans.
Team greta
Team Holly!
Te amo
Te amo Ariana grande
Te amo, eres la mejor. <3 <3 <3
Te amo GaGa ♥
Te Amo Gaga <3 :¨)
te amo gaga eres unicanven a Chile!!
te amo gagag
TE AMO GAGA, LOS VERDADEROS LITTLE MONSTERS ESPERAMOS CON FELICIDAD 
ARTPOP !
Te amo.james Brown
Teamokkkk😚😚😚
te amo lady gaga lejos eres lo mejor del mundo te amamos todos tus little 
monster en el mundo



te amo Mariana
TE AMOOOO
te amoooo gaga <3
te amo reina del mundo lady gaga
#TeamSuperTramp  is insane!!! you guys seriously make the most awesome 
vids out there. love the work :) nn@BOLANOS BUNCH nn:)
Teared up a little when i saw robin williams, not gonna lie.
Tearing the star - spangled banner apart with the sound of reality. nnWhat 
a beautiful, honest and revolutionary man.nnTime to wake up!
Tears flowing....
Teatotalism :-) LOL
Tebe ce pogodit bozija kazna sve si ikoristila preko mrtvih pjesna 0 
pjevanne 0
!!! Te brindamos un tequila en donde quiera que te encuentres !!!
Technically he's running on boards places on the water. This fucktard who 
believes in fictional worlds and people should be stoned to death.
Technically this video could have 300,000 or 400,000 if youtube did not 
repost it with vevo being the sponsor back in january or december
Technorogies..2:35..she brainwashed by the Chinese?
tecnologic
Tecnotronic 1990
Teddy bears on a blanket IS bogus, not art. There is no skill or craft 
required. My kid did that every day. Is he an art genius?
Ted Mosby, architect
TEE HEE FUN!
Teenagers dont know shit!
TEENAGE TREASON!
TEEN MAREOO
Te faltaron demasiadas de Chopin,..debiera tener facil 5 en esta lista. 
Tambien eche de menos Arabesque no 1 de Debussy
tego sie kurwa nie da ogladac w tym stanie!
te hulye picsa
Te iubesc Ariana!💗 💗💗💗💗💗💗💗💞💞💞💞
Tek sada mi se svidja dobra pesma
Tekst?❤😻
Tekst melodija dinamika spot tako je dobro da nemam reci Kiki samo napted 
pesma he top.
Tekst odlicaan
Tekst odlican interpretacija takodje spot je svetski Kiki sve cestitke.
Tellement de musiques connues par les dessins animés, les pubs ou les 
vidéos d'humour x)
tell em jimi.nDont be a mindless murdering Mercenary in the guise of 
patriotism.nPeople still dont get it. nAmerica is So brainwashed.
Telling a story with a guitar wow. I've heard it before but never realized 
why he made it sound like that until now
Telling how  a b o m i n a b l e  taste endlessly becomes laughable!
Tell it like it is Greta. Don't take any guff from these swine. Damn right 
change is coming and damn right its going to be whether they like or not.
TELL IT LIKE IT IS!! Tear that bandaid of lies, falsities and fairytales 
off the wound so that it can heal.
Tell me again why this shit is supposed to be impressive. When he does it 
without the boards, then talk to me!!
Tell me a song better than this one, ill wait...
Tell me more about the science crazy girl
Tell me one person that died it’s full of bullshit
Tell me, why I got chills listening to this¿¿
Tell me why I’ve gotta replay this 3 times before I finish.... 😂�😏�
Tell me why this was JUST in my recommendations but I get trash that 
doesn’t apply to me at all 24/7
Tell me whyyy? This should be on top of the charts than any songs who did.
...tell that to china and India they are the ones causing it O_O
Tell the deep state puppet to shut up.



Telsa model 3. 😂 😂😂
Tem algum brasileiro aqui?
Tem algum brasileiro perdido aqui???
Tem algum BR que ouvi um mito desse em 2019? e aquele slv ..
Temaso papu
temazo!!!!!
Temazoooo😍😍
TEMAZOOO  !!!!!!RECUERDOS   LINDOS   Y   QUE   TAL  DÚO   ANGELICALES   
MÚSICA   MUY  DE  MODA    EN  LOS  AÑOS    76    UAUUUU .
TEMAZO!!UN GENIO JAMES!!QUIEN LO ESCUCHA EN 7/6 DEL 2019?
TEMAZO VIEJO DESDE ARGENTINA, BUENOS AIRES
Tem brasileiro aqui da minha idade ( 20 anos ) que gosta disso ? Hahaha 
���

te mereces un me gusta mioo por que aunq llo sea metalero me agrada solo 
el videoo :DDD
Tem gente dançando até agora
✨ temonnnnnn ✨
Temos só 4 dias (tirando hj)n(We have just 4 days - less today until 1b)
Template?
Tempo que não valta mais
Tempos bom época boa sp Brasil  James Brown  sucesso 😎
tempos bom esse
Tempos que não voltam.
tenemos hambre de ARTPOP
Tenemos que demandar a youtube o VEVO por jugarnos chueco XD ya lo 
logramos hace rato!
tenemos que llegar mas rapido a los 520 millones que el waka waka
Tengo 10 pestañas abiertas en BAD ROMANCE 100 y estoy votando como loco en 
el video de la decada y ustedes que esperan ??
Tengo 16 años y hoy hace 1 año escuche por primera vez The Beatles. Este 
fue el primero que escuche :D
TENGO MOZILLAAAA #$%&$ D: D: D: D:
TENGO UNA MISSION RAPITIRE MI CONDICION SI ERES UNA MUJER FUERTE NO TIENES 
K PEDIR PERMISO
Tenho 12 anos e amo essa musica
tenias muy abandonada a Lady Gaga
Tens of thousands of hippies and anti war protests yet not one person 
kneeled when Jimi played this.
tentando saber como que eu vou fazer a suíte de Faith no Stardoll , sendo 
que não tem nada de interessante no vídeo
Ten Thumbs Up!
TE QUIERO AMIGA GAGA ERES LA MEJOR HOY Y SIEMPRE =D
Tereble meaning less music
Teri maa ki chutt bhadve, tere baap & behen, teri maa & tu ... foto laga k 
song play kar, hath hila ne me Maza aayega, bhadve
terrible
Terrible :)
Terrible acting...
Terrible acting, she breaks character after she reads every 2-3 sentences.
Terrible actor, I give her a C-
Terrible camera work
Terrible decision to film this In 360
Terrible guitar player.
Terrible hair do...looks like and Indian
Terrible interviewer!
Terrible song, get up, get on it.tha'ts the whole lirics.all the way to 
the and.
Terrible syncing
Terrible title for the video. The only thing the video provided evidence 
for is that we now have more SWAT teams/SWAT team deployments.
terrific
T'es jeu de Mario sont trop cool!!!!!!👍😂😁😀😍😄😁😺😸😻 (Gabriel)



Tesko njeSra
Tesko sranje.
Tesla in 2008
Testé et approuvé
te ves bien ariana lastima q t quedaste pelona
TE VOI HA HATAR HA UNA SILLA Y TE VOI HA DESMEMBRRAR VIVO
Textbook Nazi youth puppet used as Nazi propaganda. Her name is even 
Greta. The liberals dont even try to hide thier ways anymore LMAO
Text pesme mi je glup, a ritam je ok, spot mi je vrh. Sve u svemu nista 
specijalno. Najbolja joj prva pesma "Ne vracam se na staro" i to je to...
TF1 la passe :)
tf did i just listen to?
Tf i i didn't know about this
Tf is a sex machine?
TF YouTube!! First time watching this video.
Thais song never gets old
#Thalifans  apoyando.nMe encanta Lady Gaga la ví cantando en vivo y es WOW 
una artista genial.
Thankfully idiots like homer are no elected to government oh wait a minute 
doh
thankfully I have the Disney lightsaber
thank god!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Thank God for drummers...
Thank God for James Brown
Thank God for Linus Torvald.
thank God for Stevie Wonder
Thank God For Subtitles
Thank God I live in Canada
"thank god" lol he got mad at that comment down inside..sell outs
Thank god she isn't that skinny anymore
Thank God the left are declining, and losing support all over the world, 
they are without a doubt, a gruesome bunch of con artists
thank god they done this back in 2006nncost them 3 times as much money to 
do that now :P
Thank God we have the YouTube Section otherwise i might have forgotten 
what year we're in...
thank goodness the one I was looking for was 98 lol only had to wait 8 
seconds
Thank goodness they finished this up before he died.
Thanking all our service men & women
thank once again BIG SISTER AND ALL YOU PLY WITH YOUR  BROTHERS AND 
SISTERS
Thanks
THANKS
Thanks
thanks
Thanks!
Thanks!!
Thanks!!!
Thanks!!! :)
Thanks all friendsn2019
Thanks 🙏  Apple Support by Apple
thanks a ton for this playlist ...njust a glass of wine and me and my 
solitude ..in the background this playlist ...amazing 😍😘
Thanks Beach Boys
Thanks Beta Shadow
Thanks Bruno Buccellati for your great taste in music
Thanks buddy
Thanks Cartoons...
Thanks doctor you are great
Thanks Expedia members
Thanks Father God For. Music
thanks for commenting



Thanks for convincing me, never to go to Argentina.
Thanks for letting me throw my frisbees around! Look forward to our next 
big video!!!
Thanks for my Halloween costume! xD
Thanks for OK Computer, and jojo's Bizzare adventure.
Thanks for picking Ariana grande
Thanks for posting.
Thanks for posting! Brought back a lot of great memories for me.
Thanks for posting . I really enjoyed it. I watch it all the time to lift 
me up.
Thanks for posting this...Been looking for this full performance for a 
while.
thanks for recommendation youtube! very punctual, as always)
Thanks for recommending this YouTube
Thanks for reminding me just how amazing the great Stevie Wonder IS.  If 
only some of today's so-called stars had an ounce of his talent.
Thanks for sharing 👍
Thanks for sharing. :-)
Thanks for sharing but didn't like all of the work especially  videos.
Thanks for showing the interesting and real life underbelly of the cities. 
Rarely get to see that on TV travel shows.
Thanks for subscribing
Thanks for switching to metric.. You've got a new subscriber now.
Thanks for the crazy wild video going through the streets of India, now I 
know I never want to visit New or old Delhi
Thanks for the great vídeo the master of soul James Brown for ever.
thanks for the helpful info! going to Venice this month
thanks for the helpful info! Planning on travelling late July 2020, how 
would the weather be
Thanks for the info...planning our upcoming trip!
Thanks for the likes if my comment before guys.
Thanks for the lullaby & ode to joy transition . My ears are officially 
dead now
Thanks for the music. Very sensual.
Thanks for the tip :) especially with the apps :)
thanks for the video
thanks for the video.
Thanks for this great upload 🌻
Thanks for this. I worked there and I never thought about things the same 
way afterwards.
thanks for uploading
Thanks for uploading. 🙏 . The more people who know music like this exists 
the better 👏
Thanks for video. Now I definitely won't go there.
Thanks for your videos Gabe and today back to back videos yay how awesome 
I just love your videos keep doing more please 🙂
Thanks. Great Video and Greatest  City In The World---New York City.
Thanks Holly for kicking(!) Ronda out of my YouTube Timelinenmuch 
appreciated
Thanks I now have better sex
Thanks it helped a lot
Thanks it worked
thanks james and bobby
Thanks James Brown forever  !!!! S2
Thanks James Brown love always Klique/ Deborah
Thanks, Jimi Hendrix. Without you; that guitars maybe isn't exist.
Thanks, John Cage and Happy Belated  Birthday !
Thanks Kija top!!!
thanks Lady Gaga this video made 58% of girls act sexy around boys and 
made them wear reveling clothes thanks a lot 😠😠😠😠😠
thanks Looney toons



thanks man great mix i listened to it during love making
thanks man i made mine and i was great!!!
Thanks Man, Now I'm Thirsty!
Thanks mate for including "por una cabeza", Argentina is everywhere and 
btw thanks again cause there were a Lot of Simpsons songs here
Thanks mate, I had a feeling they'd be of the Refreshers mould. I have to 
try it sometime
Thanks Mate! This is brilliant. I miss travelling and this brought it back 
too me.
Thanks 😛😎😁 😂🤗🤗🤗🤗🤗 🤗😘  me love it me encanta gracias thx
Thanks Miles, Man
Thanks Mind Ablaze Mixes.Now all I need is some good ol vaseline
thanks mom ill watch out for that
Thanks Mr. Brown. You made us musicians
Thanks Mr. Cage
Thanks!  nI’ve been waiting 30 years to hear his voice.
Thanks ! :) Now i can search musics!
Thanks so much for posting :)
Thanks Stevie, you definitely have me jammin' with this one
Thanks Stevie you seams blind but in fact you are the maximum, pls play 
something new again
Thanks tam and jerry
Thanks the guilt trip
Thanks tnis really help i made the costume and ligthsaber and really 
worked thanks!!!!!
Thanks to Amy Schumer, I only see her ridiculously shiny legs.
Thanks to Greta, AOC is now my second mentally challenged puppet
Thanks to Greta I now understand why abortion NEEDS to stay legal.
Thanks to Hugh Laurie for choosing this as one of his Inheritance Tracks 
on Saturday Live (BBC Radio 4) today - it's excellent.
thanks to quent'fpv  found this tune,   stevland rocks
Thanks to the movie SING I know this song before it came in my 
recommendation.
Thanks to the Russians for these beautiful works.
Thanks Uncle Sam, very cool!
Thanks US Government! Way to "protect" us
Thanks YouTube for this video.
Thanks YouTube Recommendations
thanks, you were helpful.
Thank u!
Thank u for ur channel help.
Thank u for your considerate response.
thank u YouTube recommendations, I would say next but no you can stay😎
Thankx for The like. Hope you Enjoy your self I know I will
Thank you
thank you
thank  you
Thank you !!!
Thank you !!!!!!!!!!!❤ ❤ ❤❤❤
Thank you 😉
Thank You!
Thank you!
Thank You!
Thank you!
THANK YOU!!!
Thank you!!!!
Thank you.
thank you...!!!!!!
Thank you a lot !
Thank you Bruno Bucciarati for introducing me to this amazing album
thank you can work better now!
Thank you Danny devito



Thank you Emma, for being the 21st century Abigail Williams.
Thank you Expedia for presenting my city very well, keep up the good work
Thankyou Expedia! Love Sydney and this video's music. Amazing.
Thank you for amazing playlist!!!  What’s the name of the song on the 25th 
minute?
thank you for everything
Thank you for giving me the name of dance of the knights. Been searching 
ever since I heard it in a muse concert
Thank you for hosting the full speech.  The UN YouTube cut off her final 
lines.
Thank you for making all of the awesome trailers... You guys are awesome 
see you next year!!!!
Thank you for making me feel so freaking old
Thank you for making this video, I've been trying to make this costume for 
months
Thank you for my costume review. my mom, Mercedes helped me.
thank you for posting the lyrics, picc0lett ! love ya!!!
Thank you for posting the music video. I have included it in a special 
segment on my https://www.facebook.com/GoldenDecadeOfMusic19651974/ page.
thank you for posting this
Thank you for posting this :)
Thank you for posting this🤣
Thank you for sharing your experience in India. Better you than me.
thank you for sharing your work marcel, i'll always remember you this way 
and counting
thank you for showing us how medieval india is
Thank you for that video! I can't wait to go and follow a similar path in 
old Dehli...
Thank you for the amusement you brought me.
Thank you for the awe-inspiring videos you give us each week! It really is 
amazing what you're able to do!! Thank you!! :D
Thank you for the mix 😉  it definitely set the mood
thank you for the no-bullshit, all in one guide!
Thank you for the video of the year and I love your chanel
Thank you for the work, BUT! Please adjust the sound mix! The volume is 
not balanced and it’s very distracting
THANK YOU FOR THIS!nI am ELATED to have found this amazing compilation! ❤
❤❤❤❤

Thank you for this video! I can't wait to visit Delhi.
Thank you for Unix❤❤
Thank you for uploading and spreading the genius.
Thank you for your amazing playlist!!!
Thank you Greta!
Thank-you Greta)
Thank you Greta for waking people up.
Thank you, Greta! Funny how a young teen has a better grasp on basic 
science than most adults in this comments section.
Thank you Greta. I was wondering if I was over reacting. I feel less alone 
now.
Thank you Greta, your own hero, I think it's great that you are waking up 
the humans.
Thank You Holly! For putting an end to all this bullshit.
Thank you Holly Holm. No more speculation on if Rousey could beat 
Mayweather.Anyone eager to watch a man fight a woman, needs to get a life.
Thank you, Illusion.
Thank you I will
Thank you Jimi for inspiring thousands of guitarists worldwide! RIP
Thank you Jimmy for this! Santana showed tf out tho!
Thank you little enstins
Thank You Lord
Thank you mama Buccellati for your amazing taste in musicnnnbesides of 
being a Jojo's bizarre adventure fan, Miles Davis is one of my favourites



Thank you Mile for getting me to another state of mind
Thank you Miles.
Thank you Mos def for recommending this
Thank you Mr. Brown and Mr. Byrd
Thank you Mr Hendrix for your service to our country, and for the great 
tunes!!!! R.I.P.
Thank you Mr. Herdix for your service to your goverment.
thank you mr. snow.... <3
Thank you my friend.
thank you red one !
#ThankYouShazam
thank you Snowden ….Gott wird dich hoffentlich belohnen ...dieses  leben 
ist kurz .. wahrer Held ..
Thankyou so much, Amazing.
Thank you so much for all the tips! Will be visiting May 2020. So excited! 
Been on my bucket list for a loooong time!
Thank you so much for posting these videos..it makes aging easier...we 
were happening in those days...
Thank you so much for this!
thank you so much for this post.
Thank you so much for this sharing and happy new year 2019 Ralf !
Thank you so much for this video. It is really useful. You have put such 
great and rich information. Appreciated.
Thank you so much good sir this will solve all my future fights
Thank you so much, this just saved me 😅
Thank you souch I've been waiting for this!
Thank you stevie !
Thank you Stevie for being a real master of Music. Thank you Sir.😎😎😎
thank you stumble upon:)
Thank you. Thank you for being a patriot, brilliant musician and humble 
genius.
thank you this is amazing makes the sex even more passionate with me and 
my girl one love brother
Thank you very much! ;)
thank you very much a lot of usefull informations!
Thank you very much. Finally tutorial on quite simple lightsaber.
Thank you very much for the upload!
Thank you YouTube for recommending me this
THANOS NEED TO VISIT INDIA!
Thanxs for this video. Keep it Up!
Tha Only Anthem WE Acknowledge
Thas is the consequence of the bad actuation
That 111W.57th is indeed some hopeful architecture. Hope they never get an 
earthquake bigger than a 6.
That 3rd picture of a lady with a pearl necklace reminds me of the late 
Robin Williams as well
That actually looks really good!
THAT AESTHETIC THO~!
that afro look, buti like since 40 years and i'am a fucking sandwich ...
that all looks so disgusting
That animation at the last of the video.
That Ante Up though!
that ariana glasses remind me of snapchat filter
that audience needs Zoloft
that awesome
That awesome because devinsupertamp and brodiesmith21 work together
That band swinging those instruments lol outta sight man!
That bar chart at the end is a bit off
that bass
that bass!!
That Bass is Jbs foundation beat and everybody after that had to copy it.
That bassist tho
that bassline is awesome together with the drums such a nice groove



That bass line is killer.😎
That bassline is talking...
that bass line like a beating heart ...just ipnotic.
That bassline...mesmerizing..
That Bass player killing it.
That bass sound beautiful
That bass thooo o_o
That beat, damn! Love this song and artist!
that beat n bass is amazing
That beginning sound like a beer ad to me idk why
That black girl up there dancing is a bad Bama Jama! Wooooo!
that black guy's hair is so great
that brass section has rhythm
That brass section.....if I ever saw one
That Brooklyn one looks insane.
That bulge😍😍😍
THAT BUSTA FROM AUGUSTA...... GA
>That cackling in the audiencenDie, all of you.
That cameraman sucked.
That car actually looks cool
That car is actually better than fiat multipla
That car is actually perfect.
That car is actually very cool.
that car is awesome
That car is beautiful!!!
That car is nothing to mc java crops
That car looks badass, i'm not sure the problem in it, especially 
considering the time it was made
that car was just a few years ahead of its time
That car would actually be sick without the back seat honestly
That Cassie remix was snapping!
That caveman looks like tom cruise in makeup...........probably is.
that city sucks, i would rather visit north korea
That cleavage and still UGLY !
That cleavage, wow. I'm knocked out already.
that cola could hve lasted me for bout 100days
That cuíca playing through Feio is "challenging"
That dancer completes the sound. Awesome.
That dancer in the white boots is just wonderful.nThank you!
That dancer is straight up killing it
THAT DANCER THO
That definitely was Danny DeVito's voice without a doubt!
That dislike is just some person who never know about guitars meaning
that distortioned guitar!!!
That doesn't work.
THAT dressssss, wish it was 4 inches wider!
that dub tho
That ended abruptly?
That ending killed me 😂  Homer's face.
that ending lmfao
that ending though
that ending thought :D
That, excuse me, is a damn fine ukulele
That faggot kapernick would still kneel
That fakher so high
That feeling when the music video came out in 2009,and look in 2017!!
That female dancer has the best job in the word  , to grove
That first song knock good mix overall very laid-back
That flashing lights version was the best ~RRR
that fountain was cool
That french horn tho
That funky gitarplay from the brotehers  Collins made this song great too
That funky shit is way too sexy for me, my soul & I...whaat can I do?!!?!



That game face didn't work, u lost lol
That “Get on up” always used to remind me of Norbert from The Angry 
Beavers for some reason, I was such a weird kid!
That girl😍
That girl dancing on top is sexy af 😛😳
That girl has some gta strip club dance moves
That girl in the back just couldn't find a good spot for her iPod.
That girl is a future world leader and noble peace prize winner you go 
girl.
That girl is amazing...the best PJ girl ever)))))
That girl is hot :].
that girl is sexy !
That girl it's amazing...I love this song and that girl 💃💃🕺🤛☝👍
That girl with the Afro is so pretty and she be killing it with them moves 
though.
That girl with the glasses tho 😍
That gogo dancer got them laigs they don't make anymore. Fucking 2018 
skinny leg thigh gap bullshit.
that grlll is crazzy!! hahaha wat is she gonna do next!?
That guitar is sizzlin'!!u007f
That guitar tone!
that guy at 4:51 looks like that one dude from IGN.COM ....TIME TRAVELING 
CONFIRMED!
That guy look like he can't wait to stop saying get on up.
That guy looks like Homer with hair
That guy sounded like Danny DeVito.
that guy swinging that horn....BABY!!!💋 looking good to me🎺😎
That guy used to be Stevie WondernnSounds like Schoolhouse Rock song - 
verb
that guy was born to sing that "GET OOON UP"
that hair Ariana 😍   in love
that hairless cat will forever scare the fuck out of me
that hairline tho :')
That hair suits her perfect 👌😆
That hair though
that half chained chic....somebody ganna plow her after the show
That hang time clock was a little off
that hang time clock was clearly not accurate lol he caught it and it 
still counted almost another second to make it look like it went for 8 
seconds
That hangtime was SO off
That Harlem Shake is dirrrty!
That helmet is awesome! I've been looking everywhere for a good Kylo Ren 
helmet DIY but they all suck, I am going to make this one!
that helmet was "TRASH"... lol get it. pleas don't murder me with comments 
it was a joke
That helmet xD
That hermit crab is soooo adorable! LOL
That hipster guy sounds pretty cool :D
That hispter joke was 10/10 XD
That Holly Holm chick sort of looks like Amy Schumer if Amy Schumer were 
an unfunny lesbian...
That horn section has a nice dance groove going on too!
That horn section, some slick moves
that is
That is a cool helmet
That is a future tyrant.  She would no doubt find joy in using the final 
solution on evil dissenters.
That is a god awful British accent
that is a good star wars aoutfit homemade movies and I like you so much so 
I see you at two weeks by



That is allot
That is a lot of diet coke !
that is a lot of money they used
That is a lot of redefining buildings.
That is amazing!!!
that is amazing....
That is amazing. Haha. Sweetness.
That is an amazing interview ! Duchamp looks so different from the other 
interviews I've seen, more shy and natural I would say
That is an awesome costume!!
That is a waste of coke
That is awesome
that is awesome
That is, AWESOME!
that is aweson that you made it
that is  awsome
that is awsome!!!
that is awsum!!!nwe watched it in science n!!!!great work!!!:P
that is cool
that is cool try and stick a drawring pin inside a cola can next time and 
put it on you tube
That is effortlessly cool.
That is exactly how it went down!! a kick to the head! Lol
that is exactly what happened
That is exactly what happened omg
That is exactly what happened!! UFC is fake and scripted!
That is flipping AWESOME!!!
that is fucking crazy :D
that is if you look at the first experiment it the flow goes up for like 2 
secs when they do the fountain thing it stays up for like 5secs+
That is Jazz. Listen to the Drummer go in and out of one.  Fuckin 
Brilliant man.
that is just awsome
That is just show. She is just a child with emotional mind without logic. 
But someone use her for unknown for us reasons.
That is kilo run
that is kinda fucked up! i liked it ;]
That is music ... Made by hands .  no like a computer music . today .
that is my science project~haha
That is not running on water.
That isn't Coke ffs!! It's freakin' water
That is one demented and angry little puppet!
That is one SHITTY costume
that is probably Aris best hair colour
that is really cool.........
that is seriously awesome
that is sick!!!
that is simply amazing to me and i have always wondered if it would be 
possible, hank you for making miracles doctor jivacate . mosha is 
beautiful.
That is singlehandedly the worst representation of a British person I have 
ever seen
that is so awesome, geez how much money would all that cost?!? oh well who 
cares its still awesome anyway
that is so awsome!
that is so awsoume
that is so cool
That is so cool
that is so cool how  do u do that
That is so cool! :) I'm soooooooo gonna try that! :)
That' is so cooooooooollllllllll
that is so cringe
that is so fake
That is so fucking raw!



That is so many kinds of awesome. XDXD
That is some funny shit !!!!
That is some serious smog
that is some shit acting haha
that is sooo FREAKING awsome!!!
that is sooooo fake
that is soooooooooo  cool i did an  eperiment of that in science
THAT IS THE BEST EXPERIMENT EVER!rnand must be tasty too :]
That is the coolest fountain ever!!!
That is the coolest thing
That is the freakiest video I have ever seen. That's not even 
entertaining, just makes my eyes bleed.
That is the most brilliant and incredible song ever! ||||💯💯 💯
That is the strangest person I believe I've ever seen and heard. She needs 
some serious mental healthcare.
That is the worst pose to start a video that I had ever seen, a feet on 
his chair, and somehow the camera kept zooming in which is kinda creepy...
that is truly extrordinary
that is water !
That is what I call a revolutionary car I'll take it for 100k
That Italian audience is so polite - I'm surprised someone didn't hand 
James a bouquet afterward
That Kid��
THAT KID LOOKS MENTALLY RETARDED
that kinda looks like water
That  lady and the  tramp 2 scamps adventure  special edition DVD  in 
movie 2006
That Lady dancing there alone!! I'm loving her dance moves!!!
That lady moves smoothly like a looped gif or something
That lady puts all the other money maker shakers to shame.
That last frame says it all.
That last line pretty much sums up this movie. What a pile of garbage.
That last one looked like Tom Felton
That last one's Adam Samburg looks much more authentic than the 
Daniel...That is just crazy. Genetics are so weird...
That level was so ingeniously made. I am just shocked! I will NEVER look 
at 1-1 the same again!
That like/dislike ratio though Vice, what’s up with that? Oh right you 
don’t report actual news just propaganda.
That little boy is ugly. Look at this nonsense lol! What an act. Don't 
believe this BULLSHIT! Just a Vatican smoke screen.
That little girl does not know shot.more evil from the left.go back to 
hell you little witch.your pure evil.
That little motif Chick Corea does at 0:46 and throughout the first track 
is sick
That little snot is annoying AF!!
That lone woman dancing.
That long-haired, mustachioed  character looks like a young Bob Seger.
that look like a different conductor... for nospr.... Krzesimir Dębski?
That looks absolutely horrible. How do you get that wrong?   Wow.
That looks amazingly good even though I don't like coffee
That looks epic and cool😎😎😎
That looks like a lot of work for coffee lol
That looks like a young Otis Redding singing background.
That looks really good
That made me laugh and cry at the same time well done you are great human 
beings.
that made me smile a lot
THAT MADE WANNA PEE
That makes me angry, and when Dr. Evil gets angry Mr. Bigglesworth gets 
upset. And when Mr. Bigglesworth gets upset, people DIE!
That man was sweating like a mfer......he worked Hard
that me



That MELANIN
That might be the most incredible thing I’ve ever heard
THAT MISSY ELLIOT EDITING THO
That mobb deep part before flash lights is beautiful.
That moment, when wu-tang- cream started.... amazing
That monk is getting closer to Jesus
That Mosque shouldn't be there.
that must cost a bundle... lol
that must hav been lots of Coke and Mentosnit was cool btwn:D
that must have been hella lot coke
That must have been one hell of a sticky mess to clean. Pretty cool 
though.
That must have been one slow teleprompter.
That must have been realllllly sticky
That must have cost a shitload
that must have costed alot because of the price of soda these days
That must have taken a lot of mentos
that must have taken forever!!!
That must have taken forever to set up!
That must of taken ages to plan! And they got It spot on :) It was very 
cool.
that must of took alot of practise and alot of money ( wonder how many 
times they mucked it up)
That must Worth alot Nice Work Guys!!
that never gets old
that of course is fake the coke thing does happen but it does not go that 
high and that clearly looks like a water fountain or something
That "Ok, Homer" at the beginning triggered my Google Assistant
That ok, homer turned on my google home :D
that one blakc lady distracts me everytime
@ThatOneEmoKidd lol
" THAT ONE I HAVEN'T SEEN"
"THAT ONE I HAVEN'T SEEN" lmao
That over-reaction and fake excitement is simply riddiculous. -_-
That Pentax K1000 tho
That person who did this playlist already has one place in heaven ❤ it is 
absolutely amazing. Lots of love from Georgia,Batumi ❤
That piano riff flows like warm silk
That piano riff is the best!
That picture of Bach lmao 😂
......That place is nuts.....Beijing on steroids.....
That place looked old.nAlmost all the buildings r old.
That plate carrier though! 👌🔥
That  Pompeii part is funny to the hell lol
That poor little girl has been played for such a fool. Who does this to 
these children ?
That pull out game though
That random Nokia tune at 9:48 😂😂😂
That ranks right up there with the biggest booger video on here.
That reaction tho 2:08 ...dead
that red one was kinda big
That reflection was very close to your face
that ride sound...
That riff is bitchin
that rocked
That Rythm..the Godfather
thats 367and 62 cents worth of coke and mentos
That's a Bad @$$ man!
That's a christan song
That's a cool shirt, so convenient! I want it!
thats a couple hundred dollers. it was put to good use
thats a drinking water jug!?
That sad thing is feminists consider this lying brat a hero.



That's a fancy gray shirt!
That's a fu**k🖕
That’s a good partner. Warning his bro about his impending game 
death. :)nGamers 4 life.
That’s a good tune bro
That 's a great mean face..
That's a huge waste of COKE! ;(
that's a lie. she was making that stupid face throughout the whole fight
that's all diet coke is good for.
thats a lot a soda
Thats a lot fo diet coke.
That's a lot of $ca- CHING!$---But it's worth every penny, i'm sure.
thats alot of coke.
thatsalot of coke. andit is so expensive now
That's alot of coke. I wonder if the grass taste like coke XD
Thats alot of coke :s
thats a lot of cum
That's a lot of Diet Coke...
thats alot of diet coke and mentos. how much did that cost?
that's a lot of diet coke.....to waste :(
That's ALOT of menots and diet coke.nThat's almost better that that pond 
infront of the Bellagio in Vegas. xDD
thats alot of mentos and coke
That's a lot of nice buildings. Just too cold
That's a lot of soda cum....
thats a lot of work for sure..dirctly to my fav
thats also what she said in the washroom:P.....hahahahaha(the one below)
That's a man who understands music.
That's amazing
That's amazing 😆 😆😆
That's amazing!
Thats amazing
That's amazing. Hahahahaha.
That's amazing I'm gonna subscribe right now ! 😅😀😉😝😜
That's amazing! I'm proud of you!
that's amazing song😍😍😍
thats amazing.. whats the song for this vid called? it pwns tbh
That's a nice song ⚡⚡⚡⚡
That's a pretty great collaboration guys.
That's a pretty shit bridge.
That's a really cute outfit
Thats a sticky situation........
That's a waste.
thats a waste
thats a waste but its also cool
Thats a waste of coke ':(
That's a waste of diet coke and mentos...
Thats a waste of Diet Coke XD
thats a waste of perfectly good (disgusting diet)soda....oooo the 
inhumanity..now im thirsty as fuck
Thats a wast od coke hahaha
that's awesome
That's awesome
That's awesome!!
thats awesome
thats awesome!
thats awesome!!
That's awesome! and how did you get the ide of make it like that way? But 
it's still super amazing!
that's awesome...it's not sticky either 'cause it's diet coke
thats awesome......i wana try that so bad!!!!
That's awesome...nnFantastico...



thats awesome :p
thats awsome
that's a young Bootsy Collins on bass
That's a young Bootsy on bass.
That's Bad Ass
that's badass!
That's ballin af
That's beautiful.
That’s beautiful I can’t believe he made all those sounds to represent 
that’s beautiful 😍
thats bizarre yet cool to watch
thats bootsie collins on bass!!!
That's bootsy collins on the bass..
That's busy and I complain when I wait twice on a red light lol
thats called a  shitty bridge. Not a water
That's called moved by the Holy Spirit
that's called powerhouse music right there
That's Coke's orgasm
That's compassion....
that's cool
That's  cool☺
That's Cool 😄 👍
That's cool...
thats cool
thats cool!
That's cool..But the coke!!
That’s cool but the majority is not classical music. You could say that’s 
100 most famous music before the jazz
Thats cool. I have tried this also. Its lot of fun! :D
thats coz the pork and beans vid is made up of the ppl of youtube, doing 
parts from their videos
that's crazy
Thats crazy
Thats danny devito isnt it?
That's Danny DeVito right?
That's DC and Zack Snyder in a nutshell....
thats Diet Cokes orgasm
That second building should just slap on a stupid antenna to make it the 
tallest
that's exactly how it went
That's exactly how it went down, smh poor Ronda
That's EXACTLY how it went down. Still love ya though, Rhonda. Congrats to 
Holly too!
thats exactly how it went haha
That's exactly how it went hahaha
That's Exactly how it went ha! She should have won since she knew she was 
a REAL challenge! Instead of being on t.v practice and stay focused hell
That's exactly how it went tho
That's exactly how she own, actually.
that's exactly what happened
That's exactly what happened
that's exactly what happened LOL seriously.
That's exactly what happened, she got kicked in the head.
That sexy blacky girl reminds me of VALLEY DOLLS PORN MOVIE
That's fantastic!!!
That's freaking the sweetest thing I may have ever seen
Thats friggin' AWESOME :D!!!
Thats from the video "Pork and Beans" cheack it out
thats fucking rad...
Thats funkier than an old mans draws in the summer time in New Orleans 
heat......and that bass line WOW!!!!!
That's funny and awsome
That's funny to see geeks of the past get excited over the simplest of 



things.
That's fun to watch! Good job Brodie!!
+ That's going to be America after Trump's election impoverishes the 
country.
That's gonna be some bitter ass coffee
That's good stuff.... very creative. I suppose there are worse ways to 
waste $100 in food.nnEdit: Probably closer to $200?
That's got to be the coolest way to waste Diet Coke and Mentos! :D
that's great
That's great and all, but New York needs to retake the crown. Build 
something really tall.
Thats great and all, but will she fight Cyborg?
thats great lol
That's great.świetne!!!!!!!Kiss from Poland,boys!
Thats hard imagine doing that!!!!
That's her wig from her snapchat
That's hilarious. 😂
That's History
that shit toooo funky!!! no time to waist!!!!!!
that's hoe exactly what happened
thats horriable!!!
thats how chuck norris cums...:D
thats how it looks like when i jack off
That shows that some men  only want us for  their venefici
thats how you pop rose in the clubs 101 coke bottles got money to blow or 
they got it for free
That's impressive and all, but he's no Jesus Christ.
That simultaneous wig fix tho
Thats Incredible
That single, pronounced crack on the snare drum and the end of the 
refrain(?)....Perfect!
That's insane. I'm feeling sick just thinking about how bad that place 
must smell and the lack of sanitation.
thats insane!!!!rncool!!!!
thats is water fakers
That's it I am going out and buying a Ram 3500 Diesel with dualies   in 
honor of Greta!
That's it ! I'm a gonna dance and get down baby with my girl friend . With 
my black socks in color underware . Yeee haaaa
That's it....Im going to the orchestra.
That's it, lefties, parade your sacrificial lamb around some more.
That's it. They should get married to each other.
thats i waste of dealiciouse coke!! But i wonder how many they used
That's James brown
That Skills :D
That skit was completely  bizarre.  Wth planet am I living on.  Thank God 
Trump won.
Thats kool!!!  Lol musta cost a lot of money for those sodas.
thats like 100$ in mentos and diet coke!!!
tHATS LIKE THE DANCING WATERS IN VEGAS
thats lollllllllllllllllll
That slow-mo was neccesary... xD
thats ma city
thats mad cool it matched wit da music awesome
That's made me happy. great story.
That's magical
"That's me when I'm going to war" he's so cute😂💗
That smooth ending 😂
thats more coke then Columbia sells to black guys!
that's more like 300
That's Mother Durga.nYyy is he only walking???
That's músic!!



that's my girl 😘
Thats my halloween ready!
That's my name lol
THAT'S MY QUEEENNNN😍👑👑🌙
that snare going on and on like....
That snare pop  is beautiful
That’s not Ariana’s usual music style but she’s really good in this music
thats not coke they just used hoses
Thats not even a little bit of a good London accent......
That's nothing. RoboCops and killer drones are coming
"thats not my name" by the ting tings.....go on have a listen
That's not Robin Williams, that's his brother, Reuben Williams. They had 
to replace Robin with his brother, because Robin died before filming 
began.
That's not the real live audio
that's not the sound an iphone makes when it takes pictures.....
"That's not the way it's gonna go though" That's exactly how it went...
that's not very despacito of you
" thats not whats going to happen " yes it did :)
That's nuts that's exactly how she lost...
that so cool
That's odd I'm driving a stolen car too !!
That’s one angry toddler!!!
That’s one bad motherf-r✌
That's one dope songgg!
That's one fucked up kid
That's one goddamn good voice actor!
That's one handsome fucker.  nnnThanks for creating my childhood, we'll 
always love you.
That's one manly looking woman....
That's one of the best darth helmet costumes I've ever seen
Thats one sticky situation?
that's one ugly girl.....
That song at the end lowkey slaps
that song is dope!rnwho's the artist... anyone?
That song jams! And the lady with the go-go boots is hot!
That's only 1 video... Lady Gaga is the 2nd most viewed singer on youtube, 
after that annoying Justin Beiber.
THAT SOOOONG💖
That sounds a lot like Danny DeVito.
That sounds like Danny DeVito
That sounds like Danny Devito
That sounds like deVito
That's practically how I got into the entire Mario series.
Thats pretty cool!
that's pretty cool, but I bet the ants and flies where on them after this.
Thats pretty cool,  i like that 👍👍👍
That's pretty talented almost looks like the watershow at the Bellagio in 
Las Vegas!
That's pretty wild! 20 minutes in...im starting to freak out a little...!
That's probably the whole movie right there.
that squeal at the end cx
thats really awsome
thats really cool because its to hard to make this alone at home
that's really cool I might try it thanks for the video ☺
thats really fantastic. nice song.  how is it called
That's really nice.How can I send you my costume?
Thats Real Talk
THAT'S REALY COOL!!!!!!!
THAT'S RIGHT, JIMMY. FUCK IT UP!!!
That's right, the Goomba was a BLACK mushroom before he became a Goombah.~
That's right, you should be back in school Greta, not being paraded around 



by your parents. Do you even understand the words your handlers feed you?
That's sad af
That's sad, and crazy.
thats sick
that's sick! missed these kinda videos
thats so awsome
That's so cool
thats so cool!
thats so cool! it would be better if i walked in and drank it like 
rain :]nbut such a waste of food T_T
That’s so cool that he had his old military buddy  hooked up and in 
reunion playing bass with him
thats so freaken coo,l
thats so freakin cool
That's so fucking cool
That's some bitchin jazz.
That's some bullshit
That's some crappy acting. Cringe overload...
That's some crazy driving there
That's some good ole funk.
That's SOME horrible acting right there😂😂😂
THATS SO MUCH CO2 INTO THE PLACE :P
Thats song is pretty good
thats sooo cool xD
that's so sick
That's soul baby
thats ssooo awesome!!!!!!
thats such a waste of cola... i wouldve liked some :/
That's such a waste of diet coke.
Thats that Black Struggle. coming out through that guitar!  Cant be 
duplicated. Rest on Legend
That's the best climate speech I've ever heard in my life. Along with her 
accent.. I'm ridin wit Greta
that's the best entertainement that entertainement itself can offer
thats the best thing ive seen in days
That's the JB Dancer, Ann Norman, not Elza Soares! (Where did you guys get 
that from?!)
thats the most creative way to waste coke! :)nreally great!
thats the only thing diet coke is good for
That's the shittiest music I've ever heard
That's top notch Kylo ren  gear
That’s totally Danny devito
Thats true Greta you should be in school instead of being forced to play 
at being an intersectional Joan d Arc
that stuff in your back window is very dangerous, someone real ends you 
that shit gonna fly at you at 100+ mph.
That stuff she said is exactly what happened
'That stupid that simple' Got it.
that sucks bad
That sugar with the afro is so fine with all her moves...
That sure is a lot of mentos and coke... I'm surprised nobody said,'that 
is a waste of mentos and coke'.hahazx, I enjoyed it. It was awesome!!!
That sure is a sexy set of legs stuck in those white boots!
That sure looks like an Xbox controller 😐
thats wacked!
thats was so fuc***g cool
thats water
thats wat it looks like wen jesus cums
thats wezzer
That's what exactly what happen!
thats what happens when you own a candy shop, you have alot of expired 
candys  and you dont have anything to do on your freetime.....
That's what i call a god



Thats what i call, a sticky situation
That's what I call chaos.  Old Delhi looks like Rio de Janeiro's slums but 
the difference is that it is safe there.
That's what I call some old-fashioned fun. :)
That's what I think happened whenever I see the new Honda civic.
thats what it i saw it on mythbusters too
thats what i would normally say but its diet coke so i dont care
That's what my jizz does
Thats what SATAN looks like
Thats what she said.
Thats what she said.nnnnJK I just couldn't help it :P
That's what's is the Soul,,,,,Golden Age,,,,and the old schooll
Thats when you know, you need a girlfriend...
That's where this car came from I played all the video games and never 
could find out about this car
That's why British left in 1948.....
that's why Coca Cola gets rich because of these dumbs who bought all of 
these
That's why excepted a Tesla, no one will buy an electric car.
That's why holly knocked your tail out in the 2nd round
That's why I love my Brazil
That's why  you recycle It helps you build
That swing!!!!!
thats wonderful... amazing... phenomenal....
That takes some serious planning..
that teleprompter lag @ the beginning.
that they did all of this in one take amazes me...
That Timex clock was a joke.
That title 😂  12" long version
That trumpet sounds sharp like a knife. I absolutely love this album.
That tuba though.
That ugly whore will reap, what she has sown.
That Unix thing will never catch on
That v cut runs deeper than any floyd can throw at her!
That voice keeps me cheered up!😁😁😁
That was a bunch if bull shit. Unsub!
That was a cool waste of money, coke and candy
that was a hose
that was AIDS
that was a lot of coffee grounds for how much water there was, I bet you 
were up for 2 days
that was amazing
That was amazing
that was amazing !!!!!!!!!!
that was amazing!
That was amazing!
That was AMAZING!!!!!
that was AMAZING!!!!!!
that...was...AMAZING!!!
That was amazing. That's a way better use for Diet Coke.
That was an outstanding video. Thats what keeps me coming back to watch 
Youtube videos again. The planning must have took ages. Well done guys!
that was a pretty good edit alekosg
that was a waste of soda!!nhahah but it was cool
That was awesome
that was awesome
that was awesome!
That was awesome!
that was awesome😛😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😘
That. Was. Awesome!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
that was awesome =D
That was awesome. Eric seems like a lovely dude. And you're both lucky to 
have eachother as friends!



that was awesome... I feel kinda sorry for the grass in that field.
That was awesome. Include Final Fantasy Next!!!!!
That was awesomely creative beautiful and expensive, I presume.
That was awesome! mythbusters did it cooler though
😂Û that was awesome. Please make one on tea too!
That was awesome!  Very creative!  Good work!!
That was awesome.  What are you using to dump the Mentos at exactly the 
right time?
That was... AWESOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOME
THAT WAS AWSOME and nice music but mostly the metos and diet coke was good 
do another one!
That was beautiful dude! Well done for doing something so special :). Now 
you should also go bowling together.
That was brilliant! Literally laughed out loud. "...to minimize contact 
with anything that isn't a mason jar." ^_^
That was by far the coolest vid. Good luck winning the contest guys.
that was cool
That was cool
That was cool! Am i the only one who thinks so? who wouldn't love being 
that endulged in coke! lol
that was cool but how did they make it shoot out so long and powerful?
That was cool great job.
that was cool haha does it have to be diet?
that was cool..hmm..by the way wats the title of the background song??XD
that was cool. i did mentos and diet coke this afternoon and it was kool
That was CraZi
That was crazy, dope, awesome!!! <3
That was cute.
That was decent music. I am glad that I was allowed to experience this 
time
That was emazing
That was embarrassing for me, couldn’t even finish watching. Children 
these days ..... tsk tsk tsk
That was fake her kept reversing it to make it long
that was filmed in sand hollow st George
That was flippin amazing. I want to do that now. Just gotta wait for the 
soda to go on sale and get a bunch of mentos then enjoy the explosions.
that was freaking awesome
THAT WAS FREEKING AWESOME!
THAT WAS FRICKEN COOL!!!!!       but truly     how much did it cost to 
make epicness?
That was funny, she can try kick me in the head.  But its not gonna go 
like that.  Oops
that was gay
that was great.
That was great. dope beat!
That was great, good job!
That was great i loved every second of this.
That was great! @JIMEK
That was great. Nice folks from both perspectives. The world needs more of 
this.
That was great :) People need more happiness in the world, and you took it 
upon yourself to give. Awesome !!
That was hella cringey
that was hot
that was impressive and very skilled
That was incredible!!!
That was incredible.. make moer!
That was inspiring! thanks for posting that “Manufacturing Intellect”. 
That is exactly what I needed.
That was just too cool.
That was more interesting than the 4th Of July Firework Show.
that was nice
that was nice. wonder how the grass smells now that its covered in diet 



coke. lol
That was not as boring as I thought. Thanks for this video. I will be 
passing my exam. ヾ(๑╹◡╹)ﾉ"
That was one of the most cringeworthy displays I have ever witnessed (the 
climate change movement stole your childhood not the rest of us)
That was one of the most retarded things I've ever heard
that was on mythbusters
That was over the top. Gross.
That was painful on the ears.
that was pretty bloody awesome!
that was pretty cool- a waste of coke, but well worth it
that was pretty damn cool. if only i can find menthos around here
That was pretty darned awesome!
that was pretty sweet
That was really awesome!! WOWOWOW!! =)
that was... REALLY COOL, the fountain of cola
That was really tight!  If you watch the Mythbusters episode where they 
explore this, it explains a lot.  However, I'm not crazy about the music.
That was scripted. Wonder what adult wrote that for her. But she right. 
She should be in school.
that  was sick
That was SO awsome! I'm SO SO impressed! Great job guys.
That was so badass........
that was so cool
that was so cool about the Dancing and how did you sit fire an your bed so 
cool
That was so cool.rn=]
That was so frickin cool!!!!!!!!!
that was so good guys i have just started a new thing watch my new video 
barbie vs. toys and my dance for justin bieber
That was so incredibly awesome! Insanely awesome! 5 stars! SHEAH! 
W00T!!!!!rnrn:D
That was some journey searching for the mosque !  I thought you were never 
going to reach it in this video.
That was sweet :)
That was terrible lol
That was the average low gas/mileage boxy shitty cars 'Mericans built. Get 
over it and stop claiming BS about Fiat.
that was the bom
that was the days of good artistry and lots of good good music,will never 
come again
that was the most AWESOME thing i've seen in a really long time :D
That was the painting of goddess durga beside lord Krishna
That was the shittiest light saber i ever seen
tha twas tight how much money did that cost you?
That was tight... If they are true scientist they got paid alot of money 
for a stupid reason...hahaha
That was Trumps approach to the Presidency.
That was very cool to watch, thanks for sharing and good job grabbing a 
camera in time! Cute little crab!  :)
That why we need ww3 to fix the global warming....
that wig doe
That wig I-
that wig on ariana grande is kind of bad...
THAT WIG THO 🔥🔥🔥  ariana is fine asf i live for this
that will be so cool, diet coke fireworks :)
that woman....
That woman dancing .....!!!!!!!!
That woman dancing is off the hook. Damn!
That woman has such a fake English accent.
That woman he was trying to match looked more like him in PoA
That woman in the back is finnneee as hell in those white funky boots.
That woman is why I keep rewatching this. I mean good God where the heck 
do they make women that good? I want one.



That would be Bitches Brew
That would be fun.
That would be rad!rnwow i wonder what ingrediants do this!!!rn-Keep Techno 
Alive,rnSkylar
that would be so fun
that would be so funny if it burst in his eye
That would SUCK .if they went back to the camera and it was 
off.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
that wrong sorry. make the new movie pixels and pan
that wus so cool
thay put my daughter name on it faith Hallelujah
thaz coolio
@THDRSkILz14 Dear Mentos,nI think you have to losten up a bit...nYours 
truly, Coke
@The01i've love to see soon a new gaga hit on nº 1
The 1.1k likes are Socialist pushers.
the 166 dislikes are from bootlickers
The 1st rap ever, hip-hop "avant la letre"
The 2016 election in a nutshell.
The 235385696 vues show that democracy doesnt make any sense.
The 27 Club. Leave it alone.
the 2nd place ant man suit is actually pretty good.
the 2rd M.I.A ?
The 30 second mix will do just fine thanks!!!!
The 47680 who disliked this video probablynhad bad romance by their 
husbands/wives boyfriends/girlfriends nor whatever.
The 4.9K people that disliked this song are pure haters, and doesn't know 
great music if it was to slap them in the face!
The 4my favorit 😁
The 56572 people are out of their minds!!! they mishit the dislike button.
The 57,175 people who don't like this video are crass.
The 57 who disliked this are regarded deaf fools who should be burnt alive  
pissed on the set back on fire 🔥
The 670 people who disliked this video are the people from the audience 
near the end
The 68th one looks like Harry Potter.
the 7th floor mystery 2009...(the scariest on net) this is the truth about 
which our eyes can't see
the 8.4*k people who disliked this video are dumb people who dont agree 
with science.
@the8purple1  lol even though im not black i hate racism
The 94 dislikes couldn't get on up. And look at the dancing girls legs.wow
@TheA7xangel you THINK but you dont know! :)
The absolute greatest guitarist / vocalist .nSublimenThe ultimate anti 
Vietnam  / Any War protest nListen and imagine
The absolute insanity
The absolutely funkiest song of all time period. Hit it and quit it.
The absolute perfect rendition for the time period of 1969
& the Academy Award goes too......
The acting classes from her mum and dad are clearly paying off.nIsn't it 
sick that you have a hold up an autistic child to make a point?
The activists went to a new low hiding behind children cowards they are to 
put children in front of you cowards
The ads on this RUINED IT. Fucking ruined- we had to turn it off
The album cover suits the music really well
@theamazingdiscworld dumb assssss more like 4 and a half
The amount of ads on YouTube is ass cancer, its signaling its competitors 
that it no longer wishes to be relevant
The amount of coke that came out of all of those bottles is less then the 
amount of cum that OG Mudbone exerts in one porn video
The amount of dislikes says all you need to know about this girl and the 
video lol don't even waste your time unless you're trying to meme her
the amount of hate in this comment section disgusts me



the amount of ignorant boomers disliking this video disappoints 
me.nnnedit: hoes mad
the amount of money he has is insane
The amount of people who do not realise that this was quite the opposite 
of patriotic
The amount of times super mario bros 1-1 has been played must be such a 
ridiculously high number.
The amount of trolls in this comment section is pathetic.
The amount of Xanax I would need to speak on that stage at 16 would kill a 
small tribe...
the "andy samberg" guy actually looks almost identical to Jon Bernthal
The Angier The Liberal, The More They Get Paid.
The answer is: one does not exclude the other.
The antichrist is here 🙄
the anti-karaoké song
The anvil chorus to me is the most rocking piece of music out today
@theapproachingcurve exactly wat im doing!!!n10 times a day!!!!
The Ariana grande a so cute
@TheArizonaicetea Get a doctor and start caring what anyone says
@TheArizonaicetea No, she's veryveryvery beautiful! I don't think it's 
something wrong with you :D
T H E A R T I F I C I A L L I F E
the art work is gold
the aspartame will probably end up killing those trees
..."the aspects of equity or climate justice...?  WTH?
the asperger syndrom among us xD
The audience clapping and wooing during her speech is so disrespectful
The audience clearly listens to Dr. Dre:D
The audience is just too civilized. That's James Brown Dammit.
the audience is the same as the iPhone 11 talk
the audience sucks and the camera, too.
the audio here is studio. here's the live https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Gzuor5mlmUM
the audio quality is so low
The audio SUCKS!
The B1M is hands down my favourite thing to watch. Keep up the good work 
people ä
The babe in the background is XXX
The background music is quiet the same as instrumental Taylor Swift's Ours 
👍

The backup singer was gorgeous nBody looks perfect
The baddest man to exist.
the baddest MF guitar player to walk the face of the earth MY OPINION
The band is Audio Body. The song is You Gotta Tap.
The band is on point!
The Band looks confused. We listened to his music growing up.
The band movements are so so so smooth.  Look at at them they don't make 
them llike that anymore.
The band moving smooth as h*ll
The barefoot contessa would be proud of your choice of ingredients
THE  BAR  POINT  BLANK
the bass..........all is said, thanks.
The bassline in this song is MATCHLESS!!!!!!!!!!!
the BASS player is genius 👌
The Beat Is Nice and Smooth
The Beatles are forever
The beatles I she Good afternoon
the Beatles Rock Opera
The beats are everything
The beat to this is so sick.  My son is only 5 and he was like "haaay I 
like this song".  LOL  One of my favorites.
The beautiful golden age



the bed caught fire cause it saw lady gaga's penis
the beginning is beautiful
the beginning of Aphex Twin
The beginning of Fusion.
The beginning of The Simpsons’ golden age. What a trafic downfall that has 
happened to them in the last 10-12 years....
the belagio of cokes
The 'Bellagio' of Diet Coke/Mentos demonstrations.  No one else need add 
anything more.rnI salute you.
The best
The Best
the best
THE BEST
the best
The best
The best !!!
The best 👌
THE BEST ♥♥♥♥♥
The best!
the best!
The BEST!!!!!
the Best 360 video... awesome NYT!!!
The best 4 minutes and 3 seconds of my life
The best! A classic that all mothers and fathers should share with their 
kids, for the sake of good music 😍🎸🎶🎺💣🎵⭐🎷� nnStill listening in 
3019 🤘  !
the best album of fusion music
The best Artist ever! Love him so much!
THE BEST BANDS WILL BE IN ITALI SPAIN PORTUGAL AND FRANCE
the best brothers green parody ever.
The best cartoon that was ever made.
the best channel to ever talk about architectural documentaries
The best city
The best city. Cleaning and have modern infrastruktur
the best clips are of her, look at both views are seen pq is like
The best colaboration of Ariana Grande
THE BEST COLLAB EVER!
The best collaboration of Ariana Grande
The best collab with Ariana Grande it's awesome
The best combination! King and queen!
The best "Diet Coke + Mentos" I've seen on YouTube!
The BEST ever
THE BEST EVER
The best ever
The best ever!
the best ever!!!!
The Best EVER!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
The best ever.
The best everr
The BEST funky groove still to this day!
the best game ever... LOVE MARIO CLASSIC!
The Best Guitarist of All Time at the Best Concert/Music Festival of All 
Time
the besth,,A.Lucas Brazyl
The best hip Hop songs also sounds the best when performed by the 
orchestra
the best i have seen! this is a fucking work you have done!keep on hanging 
dudes!
The best I heard my uncle Derick used to play it miss u  I still playing 
it
The best in : 7:55
the best in the world in all world existence, the true king
The best is the music ^^



the best..Jimi
the best live performance on the voice
the best Man James Brown for ever
The best Miles album
the best miles davis
The best mix ever!!!!
The best movie on YouTube, ever
The best music
the best music
THE BEST MUSICnnnww.youtube.com/watch?v=EzuOOPvjY_E
The best music story in the world!! Thank You!!
The Best Music Video Of The Century! nBillboard agrees!
the best of the best !
The best one was the first; the 4th one was way off.
The best part is when they wasted 101 bottles of coke ans 500+ mentos 
during all children are hungry in Africa.
The best part of the whole song: 0:43
The best part of this is Herb asking his engineer to call back and say the 
exact opposite of what he just said hahaha. So good - classic Simpsons.
The best part of this is that, that car was actually designed and yes it 
was a monstrous failure
the best part only in jama Mosque
The best part was the Dean not offering his handshake. I wonder if it's 
because he doesn't support her, or simply because her hands were full.
THE BEST Period.
The best person to speak about any geopolitical subject is a 16 year old. 
Especially one talking about specifically European and American subjects.
The best 🎸  player to me
The best!!! Sex machine.....
The best show!!! Who’s the voice of Homer with hair
The best sond of this summer nMerci stevie nMy brother, everyday in my 
head !
THE BEST SONG <3
The BEST SONG EVER!!! nNEWER WILL BE BORING!!
The best song forever ♥
THE BEST SONG OF 2010 EMA AWARD HAVE TO BE THIS SONG
The best song of ceuntry
The best song of mister james brown!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
THE BEST SONG OF THE DECADE [ BAD ROMANCE ] ♥♥ Ohhhhh ♥♥
The Best star spangled banner you'll ever hear  Happy 4th🎸🎸🎸
The best, the baddest, the Godfather of Soul, defined an era, taught MJ 
how to dance!
The best thing about being a pathological  liar, is the 12 " dick.
the best thing is the final dive ahahhh
the best thing I've heard in. my. life.!!!
The Besttttt .Dancer Elza Soares Brasil :)
the best version!!!!!!
The best version of this track, awesome to find original vid on you tube, 
awesome
the best video music of GaGa !!!!!
The best videos on YouTube hands down
the best yet.
The bet song i love you  Gaga my favorite may  2018!!!
The better tunes you can play this on the better this sounds! Monte Carlo 
MUSIC MAN !
"the bigger it gets, the happier you are" XD
the biggest!!!!!!!!!
the biggest mistake in the LGBT history is when gaga didnt release this 
song in HD
The biggest one right on here!
THE BIGGEST PORTION OF CROW EVER SERVED IN FEMALE UFC HISTORY
The biggest protest song ever made.
The biggest threat to this planet is China trying to take everything over 



but you’ll never see this child complain about them
the BIG question is : does the new shell got wifi?
The bilionare city can't imagine living there!
The Billion in New Year 😍 ❤
the birth control isn't working in India
The Birth of Fusion.
The Birth of Metal!: )m/
The birth of the KISS principle - Keep It Simple, Stupid !
The bitch has no shame.  I wonder what simp will marry this woman.
the bitch is bad ass and looking good all over
The bitter old drones should be heavy in this comment section.
The Black Beauty in the back, she's so gorgeous...
The black chick shaking her ass got my attention immediately....
the blacks performing for the whites. nclassic.
The blonde hair looks so good on her.!!
The Blue Butterfly is 33YO NOW ♫ ♫ ♫ nhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=j0aqqUdKX1EnMaking the Invisible, Visible....
The blunder of the century
@thebobgaga ok pero ya pronto saldremos :D
The body is looking good.  The hair looks like it got caught in a storm.  
Oh well, the body won out.
The bombs bursting in air, gave proof through the night that our flag was 
still there...very creative playing.
The bootlickers are here as always.
The Born This Way Ball Tour nCOLOMBIA
The boss
The Boss
the bottom of the helmet is too pointy and too wide, otherwise, pretty 
good
The boy in the middle in the first pic looks like Mathew Lewis aka: 
Neville Longbottom 😧  creeppyy~~
the boy is a monsteeer ma ma ma monster♫♫♪ PORQUE NO HUBO VIDEO DE ESTA 
CANCION TAN BIEN ELABORADA!nOJALA ALGUN DIA ENTRARA A YOUTUBE 100
The boy who lived
The brainwashing is astonishing, now if only she had her own mind and 
learned from the facts instead of go with this socialist climate change 
agenda
The brass is like...even dancing all funky with their instruments.
The brass section cuttin up with that 2 step 😂😂
The brass section is slamming!!!
The Bro-ness is strong with these ones...
The bronze ornaments are absolutely stunning!
the Brooklyn one looks like some evil vilian tower
The Brooklyn tower looks right out of Tim Burton’s Batman 1989!
The buildings with the bronze exteriors look stunning!
The build this car in real but its just not the same
The bumb
The camera guy sucks
the cape
The capital of the world.🗽
The Car dude sounds like Danny Devito lol
The car even made it into Simpson’s hit and run.
The car is actually dionRuns on diosel
The car is actually good xD
The car is good but it should be mordanized and cheaper
The car is perfect as it has two separate bubbles one for the driver and 
passenger and the other either for the kids or the in laws
The car I want is basicly a 60s to early 80s car with airbag, new sterio, 
good rust protection, NO plastic and abs breaks
The car looks like the car from Jetsons lol, homer truly is a genius
the car looks sick...
The cartoons are from the movie Sing



the cat though (^_^)
the cave man looks ike tom cruise lol fail
The central park tower is going to look awesome
the chemical reaction is awesome
The chicken shrinks, then disappears. The magic of lazy animation at its 
prime.
the chihuahua sings nice
The child is being used and is showing the effects of the stress she is 
under. Let her go home, to her parents.
“The children almost broken by the world become the adults most likely to 
change it”
the chin looks not right. The right one has a longer chin.
@TheChivita123 mi padre me dice: "vas a acabar mal de estar todo el día 
escuchando a esa tía"
The choreography on this is horrible who agrees with me the costumes are 
too
The Chrysler building is still the greatest building ever built
The church can play this, is straight up gospel
The city will never be the same!!!
The civilians, not the police should be militarized
the clapping was really unnecessary.Its like clapping when your parents 
are scolding you
The Classic Music never will dessapear !!!
The classiest that the Thong Song has ever sounded... lol.
The climate change will never go away other countries don’t give a damn 
about climate change United States can’t do it alone she needs to wake up
The climate cult is the most autistic cult in the world
The climate is changing? I didn’t know seasons were a thing
The clips at 0:42 - 0:48 are now morbidly chilling, considering the 
details of Robin's passing.
the clon of multics :D This a reduced copy of MultiCS Operating System 
from the 60's
the closer to one it got the more I wanted to puke lol
The closing four chords are pure heaven. A superb end for an inmortal 
rendition.
The co2 projections are skewed
The cocaine effect
The coffe needs a handlebar mustache.
The coke factory should be beside the mentos factory^^
the collab we didn’t know we needed
The colour of the water __
The commentator sounds really bored
The comments are so sad to looked, cuz the comment its damn pushing down 
indian.
The comments below are mean iand uneducated.  She is amazing 💕💖💗
The comment section here is disgusting. Check yourselves. And please, 
please educate yourselves.
The comment section here makes me convinced we´re supposed to be extinct. 
So much hatred.
The comment section is full of people who just discovered the song, 
talking about how come the song was just discovered.
the comment section. nnnnnpure gold
the comment section stinks of CO2.
The comments here are terrible. She's right, plain and simple.
The comments here show that most people have given up already. How very 
sad.
The comments on here make me believe we deserve mass extinction, Greta. 
But thank you for trying, I'm behind you, many of us are.
The comments section on this video is completely depressing. So much 
wilful ignorance, hatred and bullshit.
the commercials don't help. I was guilt tripped into scheduling a dentist 
appointment!
The Commodore 128 used dos 7. and it could use CPM and dos 3.0
The companies that fund her are probably the same companies who creates 



the most pollution.
The consummate war anthem writ large.
The content is informative while not too academic, I enjoy all your 
episodes as a university student. Keep going and all the best!
THE COOLEST MAN IN SHOW BUSINESS
the coolest "menthos to the coke!" I've ever saw..
The coolest tune ever!! RIP mr. Brown!!
The costume is amezing cool! 🙂
The costume is ridiculous and the lighsaber cost 20€ in plastic
The costume was good but the light saber was the best replica of anything 
I've ever seen truly
The costume was pretty cool but I'd rather spend a lot more money on a 
light saber that looks more realistic and one that I can actually duel 
with.
The costume without the saber looks authentic
The country looks like a giant land full but I'm sure the people are 
great!!
THE craziest and most brilliant guitarist ever. This man was insane and we 
all love him for it
the craziest stuff i've ever heard..
The craziest thing about this...is that she knew what Holly's plan would 
be, and there was nothing she could do to prevent her from executing it.
The cringe i can't watch
The cringe is real
The cringe is strong wit this one.  What the hell is going on, are we 
fucking living in clown world?  Let the kids run things.  Sure, why not.
The cringe is unreal
The cringe level on this video is at the peak
The crossguard barely lit up
The crowd knew like three songs.  Lol.
The crowds knows like.. 3 songs..
@TheDaanVG SI BUENO EL DE MEJORES FANS YA LO TENEMOS ASEGURADOS FALTA LOS 
OTROS
@TheDaanVG yap yo rihanna solo veo 1 vez sus videos cuando los estrena y 
luego no los veo
The dancer😍
The dancer has some hot moves
The dancer in the back....sad for a dancer.
The dancer is incredible, totally in love ...😗😗😗
the dancer looks like there's something wrong with the frame rate
The dancing girl is best back up dancer I have ever seen!!!!
The Dancing girl is straight outta GTA Vice City.
The dancing girl is super fine.
The dancing in this vid also sucks. Its so stupid and boring
the danger is to please the immediate public..
@TheDany20 i have no clue man , i know that one guy teacher likes her and 
hes gay sooooo you want that means  lol
The dark side of youtube
The day I turned 4 years old !  Jimi played Woodstock on my 4th birthday 
and died on my wife's 4th birthday.
The day Miyamoto dies is the day life is not worth living.
The defining moment of the 1960s and one of the greatest recorded 
documents ever made.
The definition of energy.
The definition of lame would be having a second-floor apartment in one of 
these buildings.
The degree to which these guys saw the future of computing was pretty cool 
in the 90's and just stupefyingly accurate today.
The Dekab design sucks, otherwise Absolutely stunning skyscraper designs!!
The democrat globalist are using children to spread their agenda and it is 
absolutely sickening.
The Democrats trained you well snowflake.
The Dems love big government, I don't seen Dem cities refusing federal aid 



in money and equipment.
The description is touching.
The description says that this game is Super Mario Maker. Hmmm. 🤔
The Diet coke is cumming on the scientists :L
the diet coke was a wast but it is pretty cool
The diet coke was not wasted it was used as an experiment subject. So were 
the mentos
The difference between this comment section and the one on CNA is 
astounding
THE DISLIKE BAR IS BIGGER THAN JUSTIN BIEBER'S DICK #LOL
The Dislike bar is the size of justin biebers Penis
The dislike part is the actaul size of Justin Bieber's half penis half 
vagina genitles.
The dislikes are from Dustbin bieber's fans
the dodge demon
The douchebaggery is strong with this one.
The douche is just oozing out of this video
The down voters need to leave Earth. Isn't that how they handle this?
The drawings on the wall remind me of the beautiful girls video with Bruno 
Mars & B.O.B and Day & Nite with Kid Cudi
The drop is a lie.
The drop on What's The Difference blew my fucking mind.
the drumers have realy good feel
The dude Daniel tries to look like looks like Toby Maguire.
The dude in the pink shorts with the long blonde hair, does anyone know 
his name? he is in almost ever single one of Devin's videos
the dude perfect music and trick shotsnawsome
The dude with glasses actually looks like a Koopa Troopa
The Dutch called, they want New Amsterdam back.
The Earth frankly doesn't care if we are here or not. That decision is up 
to mankind.
The earth is fine, we are fucked.
The earth will heat and cool as it has done many times in millions of 
years. This story is just to get 15 min of fame.
The easiest karaoke would be to do the part of the other guy not James 
Brown!
The edge of glory video anyone?!?!?! whens it out?
the editing threw me off. great product though
The EDM music in the background of this doc is unbearable
The Emmys were on Sunday, maybe next year...
The emotional play dont move me. Leave the climate to God
The emotions in her speech sound so fkcing fake
The emphasis on the one count by the bass drum.
The Empire State Building is now dwarfed in midtown. Sad.
The Empire State Building will always be my favorite
the empyrean domain where human will and God's will became as one
The ending
the ending freak me out alittle
The ending is completely adorable.
the ending is perfect
The ending made me cry ;-; Great movie though! I'll miss all of them :(
The ending was hilarious
the ending was so like weird O_O
The ending... YUCK!!!! X_X
The End off HUMANITY began.
the end result was amazing
The end was just... Wtf...?
The english language is not meant for you to butcher it.
The entire album is brilliant. Herbie Hancock is a very gifted human 
being. And Tony Williams is among the all time great drummers.
The entire trailer made me laugh I hope this one is better than the second 
though.
The Epic One
The epidome of chaos.



The episode would’ve been funnier if the crowd clapped and cheered for the 
car at the end
The era of fat bearded nerds....
The erasing dekooning is so banksey
"The eyes of the world are upon you" okay there little Eisenhower
THE FACE OF MENTAL ILLNESS
The faces are so creepy..
The fact he could make that sound like bombs dropping is insane to think 
about. Let me remind you, this was in year 1969.
the fact that everyone only discovered this song this month lmao
The fact that he is a monk doesn't make any difference in this stunt.
The fact that I didn't know half of these...
The fact that she knew what Holly was going to do but still couldn't stop 
is an indication of how shitty her coaching was.
The fact that Stevie is blind but is a really good pianoist (and more) 😃
😱

The fact that this is just now in my recommendations makes me lose Faith 
in humanity >>>>> June 2019
The fake crying is annoying, who is she trying to kid lol
@TheFameMonster23  HAHA 2 POINTS TO YOU one point to celebration monster 
and egsgumm
the father of funk,Soul and rock Mr. James Brown R.I.P.
The fault lies with Homer's brother, for delegating ALL responsibility to 
Homer.
The female..ghiroppa ?
@TheFetchPickles rnthats what we've all been doing since like 7:00 this 
morning
the fight was worked. She predicted the whole fight.
the fight went exactly how she said it wasn't
The film camera 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
The film "Canta" sing
The filt of the country shows the filt of the people.nCome on India.
The final bus scene is not in a London red bus!
The finest ear in America.
The firmament is real.
The first 2:50 intro of the title track is musical genius. It's like epic 
controlled chaos.
The first 40 seconds of the song sound like it could be in an Apple 
commercial
The first Ariana song I like. Her and Stevie Wonder's voices mesh so well 
together!
The first building, the 11 something is absolutely horrible, it completely 
ruins the skyline
the first few looked like water or soda
the first guy is Jeff Goldblum. I swear
The first guy uncannily looks and sounds like Carl Sagan.nThe second guy 
uncannily looks and sounds like Zach Galifianakis.
The First Hype Man! Bobby Byrd...
The first line of a Stevie Wonder song: " See the girl with the diamonds 
and the shoes."nYeah, ok...um.
the first order will win
The first real fighter she faces and she completely falls apart #exposed
The first song I remember in my life . I must have been 4 . Love at first 
hear
The first thing i thought bout was this is a Bob Marley type beat. It 
would've been Dope if they both was on this track
The first time Ariana is wearing decent clothing  decent meaning 
appropriate like not much skin showing
the first time i watch this i thought it was going to be an happy ending.
The first time o heard this melody was on the arrested development cover 
in the 90's. Nice.
The first two Night at the Museum films were great, and I cannot wait to 
see this.



The first vid where someone actually comes to Utah
The first was alright, but the rest of the movies were utter bullshit.
The first word of this Song is see ...
The first word of this song is see. Hah
the first youtube video i have seen
@TheFlyGuy009 i wasnt a fan until he put his big cock inside me
The force is strong with the one with a trash can on his head!
the force is weak in this one
The four Deasons?
The Four Deasons?? Haha
The frankjavcee of cooking
The Frank Zappa of video games.
The frisbee lord
The Frisbee Man
The frisbee skills tho!
The frisbee thing is something I'd expect from Dude Perfect.
the Frisbee thrower is a chump
The Frist Time y dance top these Song. James Brown was a Great man oft 
Soul.
The fuck did I just watch??
The fuck I have never heard of this😂😂 Just showed up in my recommendation 
of a sudden
the fuck is this ?
The Fuking Master Greetings from México ÖÖ
the full track of still dre pls ? :P
The Funkiest Funk that is ........nnnn Funk
The funk-meter exploded very terribly when it heard this song.
The funny is, all thing is different of normal, people say is illuminati 
or nsomething, religion is a crap *:
The funny thing is that this is much more dramatic than reality. 
Everything is going to be alright in the end y’all.
the fun thing is that if you type: "terrible music" in youtube search this 
comes second :D
the future is NOW
The future is out there
@TheGaga0011 TODAVIA FALTAN UN MONTON PARA QUE LLEGUEMOS A ESA CIFRA,LA 
CULONA NOS LLEVA LA DELANTERA :(
@TheGaGaGuy nI'm glal to hear that.
TheGaGaMonsterr nwhy doe'snt my number go up? (dull)ncan you tell me ,. 
how many view do mummy have? :S
The game that saved the videogame industry.nThanks Miyamoto =)
the genius of a statement by the genius of hendrix
The "Get on up" man Bobby Byrd, what a legend. He had one job and he 
nailed it.....Oh and of course James Brown was his usual brilliant self
The Gibson firebird x...
THE GIRL CAN DANCE!
The girl dancing at the back is so chill :D
The girl dancing in the back ❤ natural light
the girl from the one hour energy commercials looks like lady gaga at 1:19 
lmao
The girl is finery
The girl is hot.
The girl is lagging LMAO.
The girl legit only had one job
the girl looks homeless
The girl looks like michonne from the walking dead a bit
The girl on the background, Does anybody has her phone number?
The girl on the top has got an mp3 player!!
The Girl on top... Dances similar in GTA
The Girls Girls Girls one, holy shit
the girl who cried rape.
The glasses at 1:11 is the closest we'll get to a face reveal. Cherish 
this uncensored reflection.



the glasses at the beginning are made out of razor blades, how cool is 
that! xD
The goat
the goat
the G.O.A.T
The goddess at 8:50 is Durga.
The goddess in the alley, I think, could alternately be known as Devi, Sri 
Ma or Sri Durga.
The goddess is Durga next to her is God Rama (with bow and arrow) then 
young Krishna
The Goddess is Mother Durga
The Goddess of POP
The Goddess of pop!
The Goddess on the tiger is Durga.
The Godfather
The godfather🔥🔥🔥
The Godfather at his absolute best!!!  Fred, Macio, Bootsy, Bobby...... 
Dammmmnnnnnnn
The Godfather, Bobby, Bootsy, Fred, Maceo the basis for funk!!!!
The GODFATHER IS AMAZING...The band is incredible......BOOTSY ON BASE
**TheGodFather*n**Soul(HipHop)***n†********************†
THE GODFATHER OF POP
The Godfather  of soul...
"The Godfather of Soul" am elektronischem Piano, die Bläser tanzen mit 
ihren Instrumenten und die "Hot-legs-women" groovt dazu. Nur geil !!!
The Godfather of Soul. Brilliant.
THE GOD FATHER OF SOUL & DANCE FUNK GENIUS
THE GODFATHER OF SOUL LOVE ALL OF HOS MUSIC
The GodFather Of Soul 👍  ✌ 🔥  👍  🔥 ✌RIP
The God Father of Soul.    " The hardest working man in show business"  
Rest in Peace Mr. Brown.
The god of the music..  stevie wonder
The Go go dancer + the song = everything
The golf club itself is more expensive than the toy lightsaber...
The good days before charlatans like Gates or Jobs.
The good father of the Soul hüso liebt und ehrt dich
The good old days before she cozied up to R Kelly. angry face
the government are corrupt
The government failing us.... that's the problem putting trust and 
expecting the government to do something about it.
The greatest
The greatest ALBUM OF ALL TIMES.....BEATLES,MY LIFE
the greatest black soul artist is this guy
The greatest entertainer ever featuring God on bass Bootsy Collins.Rest in 
eternal peace James Brown I love you man.
The greatest franchise of all time!!! Always and forever!
The greatest groove of all time.
The greatest guitar solo of all time. Contextually irreplacable
The greatest jazz album ever made. Period.
The greatest jazz album,talk about freedom from the known
THE GREATEST MUSIC VIDEO IN HUMAN HISTORY
The greatest mystery will be that no one has the UNIX source code. We will 
never be able to emulate it. Unless someone had a link.
The GREATEST OF ALL TIME!!! R.I.P.
The greatest pop song ever!
The greatest rendition of TSSB
The greatest solo performance on guitar ever.
"The greatest threat to our planet is the belief that someone else will 
save it." - Robert Swan.
The greatest version by the greatest guitarist ever!
The great gate of Kiev should be on the list but very good
The great Robin Williams, may he rest in peace
The great was ahead of the times 1 big band 2 played the piano 3 two 



drummers 4 this music is still highly sute after.
The grenade launcher isnt military equipment, you can actually buy one at 
a gun shop...
The grenade launchers shoot rubber or tear gas. And the vehicles were just 
to protect from bullets
The grenade launcher use 40 mike mike rounds or tear gas
The groove the style the hit.
The ground is going to be so sticky...
The guitarist wasn’t even playing😂
the guitar riffs in this song are great
the guitar riffs in this song are greatnThe perfect song to defeat a Blue 
Meanie invasion with
the guitar says "FUCK AMERICA"
The guy after Brian  sounds like a robot lol
The guy at the beginning reminds me so much of the guy in this video: /
watch?v=bIj0oW-tTF4&list=FLwZwU5zA6V_30i7klFPQz9Q&feature=plcp
The guy didnt mention that he also has a black woman on his side
The guy in my profile picture is a local Phoenix Arizona snitch just 
saying az
The guy in the beginning looks like Greg Ellwand.
The guy in the hoodie looks familiar. Is he from Nickelodeon or Disney XD 
or something?
The guy never got a chance to say anything and Adam just opened fire with 
facts. XD
the guy on the bike  at 2:25 is like "yeah,fuck my life" - so am I
The guy on the right never smiles. Maybe Miyamoto's full head of hair is 
bumming him out.
The guy sounds like the guy out of mitilda and he looks like homer Simpson
The guy with the bullet proof vest got the short end of the stick
The hacker Anonymous just said NASA has proof of alien life. I think we've 
had proof ever since Jimi held a guitar.
The hair color suits her well but that wig is not it....
The hair of ariana looks really fake but is so good song
The hair on the back of my neck still stands up 50 years later. There will 
never be another Jimi.
The Hallelujah Chorus should be number 1 because my church choir is going 
to sing it on December 22...
The hangtime clock at the end was definitely way mistimed with the video.
The hang time was 10 sec
the happiest backing band ever
The happiness and passion coming across here is really strong. Super fun 
watching him talk about the process and decision making.
The HARDEST working man in showbidness
The hardest working man in show business.
The hardest working man in show business, no one is like James.
The hardest working man in show business The Godfather of Soul. RIP James 
Brown
The Harlem Shake at the end still gives me shivers, watching this several 
times already.
THE HARLEM SHAKE THO? LOL WHY?
The harlem shake was awesome in a type of way sounded evil lol good job 
amazing performance.
The head kick is exactly how it ended, still love Ronda though.
@thehegarty87 that's true
The hell what  !nHow come I've never seen it before ?n It's PERFECT
The helmet and suit are awesome, but that lightsaber is amazing! Great 
job, once again.
The helmet could use some improvements but it's good for barely planning 
one up
the helmet is made with a trash can. kylo ren = trash.
The helmet is makes his head look HUGE like a bobble-head lol.
the helmet is shit
the helmet is too big
The helmet is too fucking big



The helmet is weird and bulky
the helmet looks a little too big
the helmet looks pretty good and decently accurate hmm
The helmet makes so your face looks a little fatter. If you wear that 
helmet, then your face will look like it's big and fat.
The helmet was actually really good
The "here"s at 18:17 sound really strange, dont they...
The hero of my childhood .
@TheHertis SEPTEMBER11 2001 ALLAH AKBAR
The high school arrangement is the easiest thing ive ever seen
The Hills are alive with the sound of Snowflakes...
The hipster is strong with this brew
the history channel sent me here
the hole time im waiting for the sax to play but nothing wtf
THE HOLY GRAIL
The Homeless, sjw ,feminist climate change is coming we need help from 
Democrats asshole to save the worldwide..the kids just read  for money
@TheHomeOfWrestling its no joke,,,
"The homer"
"The Homer"
t h e  h o m e r
The homer
The Homer
The Homer!
The Homer, by Balenciaga.
The Homer car appears as an unlockable vehicle in The Simpsons Road Rage 
video game.  It still had the "La Cucharacha" horn in the game
The Homer - crv..lol.
The Homer is one of the best cars in The Simpsons Hit and Run!
The Homer is the fusion of many cars.
The homermobile
The Homermobile was inspired by the DeLorean.  A cocaine-fueled stainless 
steel freak with more hype than horsepower.
🤣🤣🤣🤣 😭 😭😭 😭  the honk at the end!!!!
the hope in sur america.
the horn didnt play La Cucaracha, that was the only mistake
The horn section be funkin' out too.
The horn section choreography is pretty epic.
The Horn Section Dancing ..!!! AWESOME ..!!!!  2018 .. Who's Funking Out 
To This ..No Whey Some Part of Your Body Ain't Moving ..!!!!
The Horn section had that tip, dip grove going...........
The horn section held their own, clowning with those moves...
The horn section is groovin'!
The horrific violence of war..
The host looks and talks exactly like Carl Sagan :)
@thehotguy901 Oh so you are taking classes. Hmmmmm right after i told that 
girl that guys can't just change unless they have classes.
The how dare you bit will become a meme
The Hudson yard buildings look like they're all falling over
@TheHugo47966 HAHA! TANTO ASI LO ODIAS?BUENO, PERO QUE TIENE QUE VER ESE 
GUEY CON NOSOTROS??
@TheHugo47966 SU PROPIO RETRATO
@TheHugo47966 Y LAS 2 PUTAS
The Human body is composed of around 75 percent water. I can walk on 
people therefore I can walk on water.
The Hummer H4
THE HURRICAN GAGA!
The idea is very noble, but this speech seems so... fake
The idea of having a seperate bubble to house squabbling kids was 
ingenious in my opinion!
The idea of this movie was based on physically her clitoris was located in 
her throat.
The idiots at Microsoft should watch this.
The Immortal James Brown!



The immortal James Brown!!!
the important thing is we monsters are celebrate for this and all we are 
playing and comment so much this video !!!
the Indian kids and future generations deserve better.
the indians are one of the hard working people i know u must  respect 
there culture and tradition love and peace from philippines my indian 
friends
The Indians that cross electric wires in a complicated manner are the ones 
that make it to Silicon Valley.
The ingredient that makes the reaction is essential so probably not.
The instrumental bridge with the keyboard, bass, and guitar...wow
The internet deletes you. You know the control line.
the internet is over, you can all go back to doing something useful
The internet was a mistake. That is the lesson of 90% of global politics 
at this point.
The interviewer speaks as if he were using a bullhorn.
the in the l3ft i had sex with her hard
The inventor of "controlled" feedback......and one of the greats.
The inventor of the earphones watched the dancer thinking would it not be 
great to looking at her while listening to my favourite beats!
Their enthusiasm excites me. nnnnnnnnnActually no Fuck that. Who gets that 
excited over throwing a Frisbee!?
their ergonomics are awful. my neck and shoulders hurt just looking at 
these guys
their hyping this movie so muchnnnnnnnnit's working
Their lab coats must have gotten so sticky by the end
The irony!
The irony in a self fulfilling prophecy.
The irony of this is crazy lmao ! 😂
THEIR SO F**** CUTE ASF
their too sings soooooo good together :-D
Their voices are giving me all the good kinds of chills 😌😍
The is child exploitation using children for political goals shame on you 
UN
"The Jama Masjid - (Grand Mosque) - it holds up to 25K worshippers; built 
in (1644 - 1656), by Shah Jahan who also designed... the, Taj Mahal".
the jam here ....all day 😎
The J.B's were tight. See what they did to Parliament/Funkadelic. Look at 
the young Bootsie Collins on bass.
@TheJcdx  no es excentrica  es ARTISTICA
The Joan of Arc of Climate Change.......
@TheJohnniliciousrnAw why did you have to say that...I was just about to 
mix it inside my body -_-
The jug mouth piece looks like the symbol on the pumpkin from homestuck
The key mistake they made is never ask the consumer directly to describe 
what they want.
The key was that 100% takedown defense. SPOILER ALERT: Ronda couldn't 
overpower Holly. And Holly proved to clearly be the superior fighter.
THE KIIING OF SOUUUL..!!!!
the king
The king 😪
The king!!!
the king.
The King, James Brown! %/
The King..Master of Desaster..1000 Liks..
The King of FUNK
The King of Funk still kickin it
The king of soul !!
The King of SOul!
The King of Soul ☺ The hardest working man in Soul 😚😚😚
The king of the kings. Save JB!!!!!



the king of the soul music
The knife next to your glasses makes me nervous
the koala from sing is cute and funny and adorable
The Kock Brothers Troll farms are working over time on this girl.
@TheKonfuzedMan avengend sevnfold slipknot and bullet for my valentine are 
just as bad retard and no one talks about the jonas brothers anymore
The koolest jazz song ever!!
The lacefront is killing me
the lack of sugar in diet makes it not very sticky at all. the stickiness 
in coke comes primarily from sugar. ^^
The lady dance is a .gif versión hahah
The lady in the video invented the milly rock.
The lady up on the stage THOUGH?
the lake is called Sand Hollow. It is located in St. George Utah for 
anyone wondering
the last line of this trailer is my impression of this movie
The last movie robin Williams was in 😩
the last one looks more like Alexander ludwig
The last photo they put so much emphasis on looks nothing like him.
The last season of GOT really was awful
the last second of the video is more funny than the whole rest of ist ^^
The last time I seen an Asian guy and a black guy being friends was since 
Rush Hour 2
The later version on “Secrets” is almost a totally different piece.
the law of attraction
^^^ The leak is REAL!!!!!
The left always using children.....
The left doesn’t believe in Gd they are demonic Gd runs everything
The left/Globalists love mentally ill children.
The Left has completely run out of ideas.
The Left: HeY Look GuYz, itZ a lITTle gUrl so SHe CaNt B WroNg!
The left is truly going down the drain.
The leftists attacked mini AOC but somehow this person is credible?
The leftists wrote a nice speech for her though her words sound a bit too 
crazy.
The left likes using children now as human shields. Not respectable at 
all.
the left loves lifting up child leaders for their movements bc it's not 
about facts it's about emotions, if only puppies and kittens could talk!
The left sinks lower and lower. Now they are using their special needs 
children to push their political agenda.
The legend
THE LEGEND !!
The Legend!!!!
The legend....
@THElegendaryARIEL de hecho!!! pero solo estan aumentando los deslikees =) 
niñas locas jaja
@THElegendaryARIEL siii :DD
the legendary James soul. brother brown godfather of soul and funk
The legend himself nS t e v i e W o n d er
The legend is James soul brother Brown
the legend stevie wonder still making great tunes
The legs on that woman damn.
The length of this song is too short~ want it longer~~~
the lesson learned is: the Dre tracks bang really nice orchestrated!!
The level of cancer in the comment section is atrocious. Obviously she's 
right.
The level of swagger tho. Those moves😶
the liberals are starting another end of the world cult
the lightsaber is a coolest
the lightsaber is actually fascinating.
The lightsaber is cool
The lights dude.. crazy! Poor Acters haha. But Awesome Job! Love hearing 



and watching it. Sounds as well as it could be!
The like to dislike ratio is concerning
The link of a live with one the best dances  movies.https://youtu.be/
Ajzpd-ONOdo
The lip on the side guards on Kylos lightsaber go on the top
The list of Beethoven and Tchaikovsky and other guys...
The little bits of taps in there at the end for the soldiers in Berkeley, 
oh and the soldiers over there in Vietnam.
The little witch sounds insane.
@thelmainman ES YOU AND I PERO YA K SE LE ASE
The local bees must have had a field day lol.
The local really look different compare to indian actor or actress  !
the long 12" version, lol that made me laugh
The look on homer's face....
The lord of the pocket
The love :)
The lower it gets the more intense it grows!
The lying globalists are getting impatient, so their taking it up a notch. 
Same old BS.
The lyrics:nnnGet up, get on up x 100000
The machine looks expensive, that money could have been used in selling 
the cars for less money.
the magic just left us back august 11.
the Maid of Sweden
the male babysitter from Jerry Maguire would have been all over this.
The man
The Man!
The man behind all Artists a true unforgettable legend
The man could communicate better through the sounds of his guitar probably 
better than most people can do with their own words
The man is a legend!
The man lived 175 years in his life.nn  This is a big part of what made 
our  American music.
The man the most powerful of the funk! The man who inspired Michael 
Jackson!!!
The man the myth the legend, only one there can be no other.😥
The man who is going to sink this company!😂
the man who saved, the video game industry
The man with a ‘VISION’
The mask bottom was up side down 😭
@TheMaskedDonut Talent? She fuckin sucks. BAA BAAA AY YAA YAA YAAA BAA BAA 
AY YAA YAAA POKERFACE POKERFACE, Give me a fuckin break..
the mask is to big i think
The Mask Is Very Simple, Do you need a nuclear reactor , A Carbón 
Machine , And a Nuclear Quimics
The mask looks a little derpy
The mask would look better if you had made the front mouth piece smaller
The masonic illuminati dont care is apart of agenda 21 NWO
The Master
The Master At WORK!!!!
The master of the Michael Jackson, grande James Brown, o pai da funk music 
e hip Hop
The masterpeace of coke.. :D (and mentos)rnrn^lol^
The mattress is a symbol of the fact that Emma is always lying.
the mattress is effectively a billboard http://imgur.com/bWjwzVb
The maze runer
Them band members was gonna get their asses beat if they missed a beat 😂
Them boys dance like they on roller skates
The melody he creates at 5:47 is addictive
The memes!
The memes will live forever.
the mentos show



the mentos work better with vernors
The messiah has returned.
Them: "from the Philippines"nMe: •screams• yeaaahhhhhh go Philippines!!
them genius bomb drops and screaming sound effects tho
Them goosebumps...
The miniatures get all the laughs
Them light wands are hard to find where did you get them
The modern bomb are  " pacific" with peace and love you are a montsantos's 
steril seed  without genetical future we are... boom
The moment in time when western civilization started to fall.
the money I'd give for a full dvd of this! plz for the love of god give me 
more!!
The money pees on them?nnWhat is this, a Michael Bay/Adam Sandler film? -
_-
the MONSTRE & the LEGEND " Big" Up ! On Love & Sagesse " MYSTK" 
mystique !!!
@TheMoonKontrolsYou   you know?rni hate you lolªrngo to hell!
The moral of the story: people don't really know what they want
The more I listen to this child the angrier I get at the people using her 
to push a lie.
"The more I look at it, the more I like it..."nTalk about indiscipline...
the more i think that i know, the more i realize that i don't know. that 
is all.
The more of Ronda Rousey I see, the more masculine she appears.  She 
doesn't have breasts as a woman does, she's grown "moobs".
The more these towers get built the price goes down, right?
The more you listen, the more you want to hear..!!
@TheMorganVids My sister wants to marry Justin Bieber!!!!
The most American car ever.
The most American thing I’ve ever seen
The most beautiful
The most bored computer historian in history, this guy
The most brainwashed person I have ever seen......where are her parents ??
THE MOST BRILLIANT, and BEAUTIFUL rendition of the star spangled banner I 
have ever heard.
The most elegant blues you will ever hear.
The most empowering voice ever recorded period.
The most famous classical pieces is serenade in four movements
the most gripping and meaningful performance for many of my generation
the most hilarious thing ever would be to see people get what they think 
they want.
the most hipsterish video i have ever seen
The most huge jets I've ever seen on a video.rnNice song too.
The most iconic moment in the history of Rock n Roll.
The most important musical performance in history
The most intellectual greatness species after Human.
The most overrated album in music history.
The most popular video of the decade.
The most prolific version of The Star-Spangled Banner in the  history of 
the United States.
the most pure rockabilly voice, unique sense of driving tempo, his art is 
timeless
The most revolutionary music video since Thriller.
The most sobering and  important speech of the last 20 years, given by a 
couragous 16 year old. Absolutely remarkable.
The most trippy, anxiety driven album of all time. Timeless masterpiece.
The most watched video of this Planet and Youtube Vevo must be 24 / 7 with 
$ $ hehehehe +10 I love this Video
The motherfucker put thumb down are soulless . Jimmy was a goat
The mother of all Beatle songs. I start listening then it ends so fast 
whyyyyyyy.
The movements of the brass section already show that they know their 
instruments by themselves. Very sexy.
THE MOVIE IS GOOD AS THIS SONG CAN I GET 10 LIKES PLEASE I NOW IM KINDA 



LAME SOME OF MY VIDEOS ARE TURKISH BUT IM ACTUALLY ENGLISH
The movie is legit 😍😍🔥
The movie is SO much better than this trailer.
The movie Orphan can't help but come to mind.
The movie sing is awesome
The movie was amazing. Look out for spoilers and have a good time 
commenting
The movie was discontinued you fucks
The movie was great! 10/10
The mushroom doesn't make Mario big, it gets him High
The musical boss of all bosses...sheer genius. I am so glad that I grew up 
in the seventies.
The Musical Version of taking a knee.
The music back then is timeless because they used real musical instruments 
and it wasn't popular for all musicians to sound alike.
@TheMusicBRASIL not sad. its just that the rest of the world could care 
less. yay for the racists!!!!
The music continues,but I have finished......😁
The musician known for 4 minutes and a half of silence.nGreat.
the music is awesome
The music is:nnAudiobody - You Gotta Tap
The music is out there.
The music is very relaxing..
the music justs makes u wanna smile and dance ITS SOO HAPPY
the music ?n:(
The music name on this video, for al interests: You Gotta Tap - 
Audiobody ;)
@TheMusicOnMax yes
The Music Was in His BLOOD !!!
the must le plus grand de tous les temps merci de l'avoir mise un génie 
parti trop tôt et on sait pourquoi malheureusement
the mutha fuckin god father! make u want to get up an dance! lawd have 
mercy james b jammin!
The NAACP hates this song.  Jimi loved it.  So do I.
'The Name Game' just that.
the name of the hip hop song of 6:02 seconds , please :)
THE NAME OF THE SONG??
The name of the song is...?
the name of the song is Audiobody - You Gotta Tap
The name of the song is    "you gotta tap"
The name of the song: You Gotta Tap - Audio Body
The narrator sounds EXACTLY like this guy: https://www.youtube.com/user/
MyTopGame
The NAS Is Like - was awesome! Albeit brief!
The National Socialist Party are using this child for propaganda purposes 
- SHAME ON THEM.
The nazis did the same and used a blonde young women with 2 braids same 
thing. Lefts use children to play there roles.
then can you imagine what those sodas do to your stomach after years...
then Check out the Jehro Version ... ! nhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=6QWkJDPjpron... Peace!
The New Avenger: Frisboss
The new David Hogg wanting her melodramatic 15 min.
The new Dude Perfect 4.0!
The new Hitler Youth movement is here.  The people who have brainwashed 
this poor kid should be prosecuted.
"The New Jim Crow" is a book, not a primary source -- she still had to 
source that information herself. Why not provide her source?
The new Lincoln Aviator 2020
The New Madonna
THE NEW QUEEN OF POP NEW AGE.
The new shell is much more badass
The new skyscrapers are absolutely hideous. No character.



The New World Order will fail!
The New York Skyline will be completely different by 2021
The next generation of climate bs profiteers has arrived, I hope the grand 
daddy of the movement, Al Gore is proud
The next goal is 500 000 000 views!
The next Oscar goes to G(reta)rd Thunberg.
THE NFL COMES TO MIND, WOULD THEY STAND FOR JIMI
then get the fuck out here
@Thenialkhan7 SHE IS NOT MY MOM :D I AM NOT GAY BUT I AM HER MONSTER 
FAN! :D I CAN NTO TELL HER WHAT TO DO :D
The nigga are the best in the music
"Then I heard that your finger almost fell off and I was like 'THANK 
GOD!'"  Jimmy didn't know what to think of that.  LOL!
then i jizz in my pants
Then now i know the origin of many memes
The nokia tune, is actually classical music. 😉😉😉😉😉😉😉😉
The nostalgia
The notification gang was slacking... just seeing this!
then sadly..... rap took over.
the NSA is scanning me
The number 1 : Excellent choice ;)
the number of dislikes are the number of madonna fans out therennnLady 
Gaga makes an apperance in my new video btw, on my page
The number of dislikes is sad
the nummber of views hasnt gone up
The NWO has stolen your dreams.
The NYC Skyline collapse with the twin towers did
The NYC skyline is going to look like those ultra futuristic skylines from 
those near future games. The only problem is what building to live in 😂
Theodor...
"Theodore Roosevelt, President of the United States of America."n"I have 
no idea what that means."
@THEOFIRE99 to start with, "channel" is maybe the word ur lookin for there 
Mr. Hawkings...
the 🚗  of the future costs $82k
The ohmygodyousuck at the beginning nearly gave me a crisis
the old days of youtube.
the older i get the more i like it
The old good days
the old simpson episodes where the best
The old Simpsons were soooo goood!!!
THE OLD VIDEOS WAS THE BEST
The one and only...
THE ONE AND ONLY !!!!5/21/19 LOL
The one and only Billy Shears
The one and only Godfather of Soul, Hardest Working Man in Show Business, 
the incredible James Brown.
The one and only - Kija
The one and only mastsr of spoul, if this song dont make get up,!!!!! YOU 
Ant got no soul!!!
The one and only Mr. James Brown....;-)
The one and only pimp song
The one at 1:01, 2:07, 2:14, 2:27, 2:41, 3:01 is beyond anorexic 
skinny...who is she?!!!!!! anyone know?rnrnBIG ASS eyes at 1:18!!!
The one guy with him in the one picture looks like    an Andy Samberg 
Ashton Kutcher mix
The one person who dislikes Stevie Wonder keeps clicking the thumbs down.
The one that was "insane" and saved for last, we never got to see!!
The 'one trick poney' RR got kicked out of her title!!!  lol
the one who trained this kid should be fired cause that delivery was 
terrible
The One with the arrow is Rama
The only 5 things to make this better are Morgan Freeman, Arnold  



Schwarzenegger, Chuck Norris, Deadpool, and Bacon.
The only anthem I'll stand for
THE ONLY BAD THING ABOUT THIS VIDEO IS:n*no HD 720p or 1080p*nn<3 MM paws 
up
The only black people band..Damn racism...
the only child who finds the best excuse to skip class. deserves a nobel 
prize.
THE ONLY FEMALE I WANT TO PUNCH IN THE FACE
The only funny part of this was "SORT OF"
The only good part about this video is that he's doing it to raise tuition 
money for poor children. For that, he gets a thumbs up!
The ONLY great part of this song is 0:00 to 2:03!
The only man that could "Take it to 11" and not lose control of his 
guitar.
The only mattress she should have is one in a prison cell, for trying to 
send someone else there to keep up her own lie.
The only one, the big one, the beast of Fender partner. The best guitar 
player of all history... The natural genius...
The only part I like is the ending -.- Two reasons: The burned body and 
bed at the end is kind of funny. Two, the song is OVER
The only part that she got right is that she shouldn't be up there.
The only problem is: they're all UGLY.
The only reason I'm here is because of Cars The Movie, mainly the part at 
0:34.
The only reason I would watch this is because it's probably robin williams 
last performance.
The only reason you should be kneeling when you hear this, is to thank GOD 
you live in the United States of America
The only solace I can get from something like this is that she won't last 
long in the real world, especially after she gets fucking sued
The only solution is world communism gentiles.
The only song I can listen to with Ariana
The only Star Spangeled Banner we stand for.
The only thing I could think of throughout this video was that this can 
not be good for the grass...
The only thing I enjoy here is a microphone headed girl dancing in the 
background. She is nice. The rest is boring.
The only thing I’m wondering is who tf is billy shears?
The only thing she rips is my laugh
The only thing that I have in my mind is… THE MONEY UFC IS GONNA GET WITH 
THE REVENGE!!!!!!!
The only thing that will change is the climate. If humans are this stupid, 
then I say let it eradicate us.
The only version of the Anthem that worth standing for
The only version of the U.S. national anthem I will listen to for at least 
the next four years.
The only version of this song that has meaning for me. From now till the 
day I die.
The only version that gives me chills...
The only version worth standing for!!!
The only way to change things is to get rid of all the corrupt governments 
in the world
The only way to fight climate change is to allow the UN to tax your 
country! LOLOL this little tard , I can see the puppet strings.
The only way to stop climate change is to put smog devices on every 
volcano in the world, little girls can't do that..!
the only word to describe this...n   AWESOME!!!!
The opening guitar lick is awesome.   George at his best.   He and. Ringo 
were only allowed to make one song each per album .
the opening narrator is creepy yet very fasinating
The opera house is a bit overatted
The operating system of the past, the present and the future - LINUX. 
Windows is so yesterday.
@TheOpqrstuvwxyz @shontresega Hipsters must die... dont reply, i know your 



reply is conditioned by a low i.q. weakling
@TheOrangeStickGuy THANKS 4 ADDING 2 OUR VIEWS..FOOL!
The orchestra sound instantly made me respect this music even more!
The original earrape
The original "Master Blaster."
@TheOriginalMrGreen It's fake sugar, so it doesn't make anything sticky!
The original mumble rap
The original stereo mix its very very better. And the mono record too, off 
course!.
Theory: Elon Musk is part lizard and was sent down by aliens to help Earth 
survive and as a plan B help us move to Mars.
the osam
The Oscar goes to.....
The other 77,000 are just Twitch streamers getting swatted.
the other amazing artist from Port Arthur, Texas was Janis Joplin!
The other guy lyrics were only" get on up through the whole song..lol
The other guy who sing looks like Mariah Carey's ex husband
The over reactions kinda killed the vibe of the video TBH
@TheOzkr16 HAA QUE BIEN POR TI QUE NO LA HAS CONOCIDO AÚN .__.
@TheOzkr16 JAJAJAJA TIENESS RAZONNN!!!!
@TheOzkr16 verdad que si? parecen perritos! awww's sin ofender!
the pace of this episode.
#thepandemic is coming....hide your kids and hide your wife..
@TheParadoxx20th en que en ser el mas feo de la TV
The parents of this kid need to tell her to STFU
The part starting at 1:05 is very Wes Anderson! Also, everyone who's 
anyone drinks cold brew.
The PBR is a really nice touch.
The people are idiots. That’s one of the nicest looking cars I’ve ever 
seen
THE PEOPLE IN 2050 THEY WILL SEE OURS CLOTHES LIKE THIS
The people in New Delhi seem friendly and peaceful!!!
the people in the audience probably got free diet coke
The people in the comments section have their own fists up their asses 
good lord
The people of authority didn't care before, nor will care tomorrow.
The people she is referring to are the ones clapping 😂😂😂  The left are 
crazy man.
The people that are saying she's a whore really need to shut up...nVideo 
really unique and very weird, in a good waynAWESOME!!! 6/5
The people that disliked this should throw themselves off a cliff #FU
The people who disliked were mad it was over!
The perfect song to defeat a Blue Meanie invasion with
The perfect video! You got my subscription!
The person who replies on this comment is the biggest idiot 👇👇
the pharcyde- she said
The photo in the paper is a lot more captivating than this video.
The photo is of Cage Sr, his father, NOT the composer.
@thephubet Yes Video of the Year and a Grammy for Best Shortcut video ^^
The piano isn't making noise when played at the beginning.
The piano part makes me know when its time to be reflective and sad.
The pic during the belt building was revan not Kylie ren
The pictures on the wall is from the movie Sing
The picture with "Andy samberg" looked more like Logan lerman than Daniel.
THE PIG IS VERY SIMILAR SHE!
The Pinnacle Of "Funk-A-Tude" in The Master's Hands...
The Pitchforks are Coming.
The plane is a Cathay Pacific 747!
The planet is fine. The people are fucked...
The planet is indifferent to us, and we owe it nothing. #DestroyEarth 
#UsherInApocalypse
The planet will clean itself and start over once we are gone.
The politicos of boredom engineering ennui, born of fascination.



The Pontiac Aztek in a nutshell
The poor mudpeople got woken up by someone from outer space - lucky them.
The poor trees how dare you!! 😆
The POWERFUL CITY of New York
The power of Christ compels you.
The Power of One.
The presenter reminds me a little of Carl Sagan, with a scary pinch of 
Martin Shkreli on top.
THE PRINCE OF DARKNESS GREATEST ERA.....
The problem is most leaders in the world ARE EVIL......they are 
corrupt......that is the truth ....
The problem is that the fossil fuel industry owns the United States 
Congress and Presidency.
The product of a ripped condom
The puppet of climate change!😂😂  How dare you! Funniest thing I’ve heard 
this year.
The quality is bad at 29 seconds?
The quality of your videos are bigger than dubai creek tower
the queen baby!
The queen has been de-thronged.
The question is???Who Recorded this in such good quality for almost 50 
years...
The race for 1 billion views is still for grabs. Lady Gaga needs your 
romance for this video.
The reactions and spraying Diet Coke at synced to the song, but Youtube 
isn't so great and messed it up.
The real black panther is the beautiful girl on the stage
The real captain america.
The real deal ..a genius old school!!
The real groove .. the real funk !
The real Guitar Hero ♥
The real incredible voice
The REAL JB.
The real king!
The real life Lisa Simpson
The real life version:nhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N9rWlyZMVRk
The real music!
the real MVPs in the tech world
the real question is....what century is YSAC from and how good is the 
internet in that century?
The real world has real problems. This kid needs to go weed her grandpa's 
garden and shut up.
THE REAL WORLD SKYCRAPER CITY
There are 241 thumbs down unpatriotic SOBs.  And I was born to 
revolutionaries.
there are 2 ways to spell tool, and Thunberg is the long way
There are 341 idiots
There are four times ''HOW DARE YOU'' in this speech nHOW DARE YOU
There are good things here, but I still prefer Miles Davis from the bop 
era. It just had more soul.
There are hardy any  women on the street - what gives? & why do Indian men 
never wear shorts even though it's hot out?
THERE ARE HOSES!!!! in the back
There are meny pieces that can be put in top 200 or even top 300 and will 
be great.
there are no top comments. that's the only reason I came here. AND yes, I 
will choose which CAPTCHA I want to type.
There are only 2 in NY, the Empire state and the Chrysler. Everything else 
is shit.
There are only two countries that Dont belive in climate change more then 
USA. Those are Indonsia and Saudi arabia. Hahahaha
There are poor kids in Cambodia who are dying for a Diet Coke and a 
Mentos... ;-)



There are so many things incorrect in this video.
There are some recent comments
There are some slappers here tbh
There are SWAT deployments per year now than in the entire 80s, despite 
that the current violent crime rate is considerably lower than in the 
past.
There are the typical songs of Netflix teen's love films... I love it
There are too many butthurt elitists in the comments; it's astounding.
There are two things that don't have to mean anything, one is music and 
the other is laughter --Immanuel Kant
The reason he only bave her 15 minutes after 6 months was because she was 
a huge cash cow
there can be many different plays made with this music as the background.  
there are many different conversations going on in this music
the record that changed everything
there doing it like dj's!! lol
The Red Queen from Resident Evil?
the registry
There go Bootsy, his brother and friend in background!!
There great at predicting the future   lol
There hasn't been a better guitarist nHe died a hero nRespect
There is 247k OML
There is absolutely no way to stop climate change. Sorry little girl but 
you're gonna be pissed off your whole life as it worsens.
There is a little known website called reddit, its users will love this 
video;
there is a man here on youtube  331 erock ... he can play any thing
there is a man here on youtube   ... he can play any thing
there is a man here on youtube   ... he can play any thing  331 erock
there is a song with this and chipmunc's video. what's the name??
There is more incredible visual imagery in this one music video than in 
all the world's most famous modern art galleries put together! 😍❤🎨
There is Nicki Minaj, but not Eminem ? WTF ????
There is no adult in the world that could’ve said this better.nnI would 
love... and I mean LOVE... to see her go one on one with Trump!
There is no climate change...
There is no one who compares to James Brown...trailblazer. who today has 
this much funk running through them? Band is killing it.
There is no reason for a cop to have a grenade launcher or machine guns.
THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS GLOBAL WARMING, there is absolutely no science 
supporting it, they are lying, greedy, cowards!!!
There is not another city in America that has a construction boom at this 
level.  Not even close.
There is nothing else that I would rather listen to anyway
there is only one jihad not manynnso i don't have several optoins , so how 
you sayed ' what's my favorite jihad'
There is only one Salvador Dali.  Nobody will ever match him.
there is some album in your ads mate
there is some album in your in ads mate
there is something in this song that makes you go kuku
there is something really sexy about daniel saying "sexy"
there is sooo much better jazz out there wtf you guys must not listen to 
much
There is the murder of 2Pac!
there light saber is shit
There like 10 people listing to the how dare you movement
there might have been a mistake or two  in there lol
There must be more to it than getting up and staying on the scene. The 
lyrics need more  enrichment.
There must've been lots of ants the next morning.nThat was an awesome 
video!!!! Good job, guys
there needs to be a full piece done on "flashing lights" at the 2:35 mark
There no doctor in the room to check out on that autistic little girl???
there's a girl laugh nsounds the same throughout the vid



Theres a homer simpson inside all of us
There's also a proposal for a skyscraper taller than 200m in East Harlem, 
that'd be another redefining one.
There's another battle, Bad Romance (Lady Gaga) VS Waka Waka (by 
Shakira)!!nSupport Gaga now!~
Theres an unknown hatred I have against this girl, and I cant really 
pinpoint it to why or where
There's a part where it sounds like bombs dropping, followed by people 
screaming...Pretty haunting stuff.
There's a reason why she won't go to China. The Chinese are not filled  
with the same kind of self-hate that America is.
theres a secret page on youtube.nnjust type in a q between you and tube
there's a story about a kid that drinked coke and the mentos and went to 
the hospital... RIP kid
There's a sucker born every minute.
There's a whole lot of cool on that stage!!! Love it!
there's co2 comming out of her mouth as she talks!! how dare she!!
There seems to be an error around 7:25 w/ the audio restarting
the reservoir they are at is called sand hallow in huuricane UT
There's gonna be ants everywhere !!
There's got to be a Scottish Exhibit in the Film. I will cry if there's 
not.
there should be way more chopin and liszt.
theres like a good 250 dollars worth of coke der...nicee
"theres maybe 40$ worth of steel in them." so these are lexus ?
There's Nikki Minaj but no Eminem? You gotta be kidding me...
There's no season 2
There's no season 2 homade movies
there's no sugar, lol, yet they may seem to be getting high
There's nothing more fake than this.
There's nothing wrong with wanting to protect the officers protecting us
There's no way 229 million people have viewed this video since November 
2009. There's probably some refresh program attached to this video.
There's no way to fix this without 6 out of 7 people on the planet going 
bub-bye.
theres no white lines on the road, Crazy!
There's only five countries polluting the world, girl? (Argentina, Brasil, 
France, Germany and Turkey) Tell its to the USA, China and India to go!
There's only one explanation:nnnnnnnTime Turner
There's only one man who stands next to Jimi Hendrix that's Eddie Van 
Halen
The resource highway.
There's over 21, 000 comments. What could I possibly say? Enjoying as many 
I could read.
Theres plenty of Cokes. :)
There's really people who disliked this video. If you don't like this then 
you should either leave America or just shoot your self
There's so many dope songs I didn't know existed tbh lol love this mix
There's something about the anthem that is just beautiful. true definition 
of freedom. It's beautiful.
There's so much Chopin music we can put in
theres starving kids in africa!rnrnlol and your wasting all the diet coke 
☺
There's the right way; there's the wrong way; and there's the Homer's way, 
wich is like the wrong way, but faster.
The retardation is strong with this one.
There they are, Kernighan & Ritchie.
there voices mix in so well together
there was a Night at the Museum 2?
There was a time, when the SImpsons still had good writers...
There was a video of a guy who chugged as much of a 2 liter as he could 
and ate some mentos.nnIt wasn't pretty, lol.
There was never a 12inch version of this song only album version 12inch 
remixes was out in the early 70's



There was not one piece of factual evidence in this video
There was this one guy in history who "walked" on water.
there watering their grass
THERE WE GOnI WAS LOOKING THIS FOR AGES
There will never again be anyone like James Brown.
There will NEVER be another James Brown...NOBODY can "Take em to the 
bridge".
There will never be another JB!R.I.P James!
There you have it folks. The European Left's version of a female David 
Hogg.
The rich raise themselves high in splendor whilst the poor beg below.
The rifting in the middle of bombs machine guns sirens and screams 
interrupting a faltering anthem is so amazing.
The rythm, beat and flow. It's utterly timeless.
The saber's more so for cosplay
The sad part is that this kid has been brainwashed to paranoia and extreme 
anxiety, by her parents.
The sad thing is, I make cold brew, and I have both a film camera and a 
type writer. I'm apparently a walking stereotype...writer.
the salesman sounds like matilda's father mr. wormwood
The same car is in hit and run and its named car built for homer
The same segment was on Graham Norton's show with Daniel,and actually he 
saw and knows about the woman portrait .
The same speech repeated over and over, when true facts have proven that 
she is the one that is wrong
The scariest creepiest girl ive ever seen. She will be so embarrassed when 
shes 30. Terrible performance. So brainwashed. Horrible parents.
The science has NOT been clear for 30 years. She is a liar - https://
patriotmouse.com/2019/09/24/the-queens-speech-tears-for-gretta/
The science has not been crystal clear
The script reads ' I should be in school' pull face.n'you have stolen my 
future' pull face.n'you are all evil,' pause, pull face.
these 2D animated bits were so crisp
These actors are funny.
These are asian designers but ain't mario italian???
these are my people.
These are one of those songs that everyone likes but almost impossible to 
sing..
these are the kind of people i want to grow up to be like! FUN!
These are the people who make me still have faith in humanity.
These are the songs of Arianas that need 300 million views!!! Love this
these are times when capitalists feel communist states are better
These Ariana's outfits are so underrated omg
These assh-le developers ruined our iconic skyline
These boomer comments, yike
These Boots: by Eric Church
these codes are  anoying me
These comments are all washed up 30+ year old men who won’t even be here 
when this all comes to a head
These comments are making me lose faith in humanity.
These comments are so positive as well as this video and song makes me so 
happy
These comments are trash
These comments r killing me dawg 💀💀💀
The second most cleanest source of electric energy comes from nuclear 
powerplants!
the second movie was hands down the funniest thing I've ever watched, I've 
never laughed so hard before. I can't wait for this movie :D
These days we have squiggly lines underneath our spelling mistakes as we 
type. Unix shells don't really apply to that.
These dislikes are from some sexshame
these dudes came to michagan And i got to see them!
the seed to rap music!
These fake cheers are so annoying!



these guys are awesome
these guys are brilliant mates
these guys are gonna have ants.
These guys are living the life
These guys clearly didn't develop the teleprompter.  HEYOHHHHHH!!!
these guys had a lot of spare time on there hands.noce water feature 
though.
these guys have no life
These guys have rithm!
These guys have some potential
...these guys have WAY to much free time
these guys have way too much time and money on their hands, i bet they are 
super rich, man they have good lives
these guys hold the record for most diet coke and mentos going off at the 
same mnoment, something like 2 thousand at the same time
These guys knew they were marking history.
These guys must spend a lot of money on Coke and Mentos.
these guys need to come back smhhhhgg
These guys need to join FaZe lol
These guys started the whole craze. GAWD, this is AWSOME!
These guys take there shit serious!
These have been going downhill lately
These have to be the two stickiest guys in the world.
These kids make me realize how depressing and shitty my life is.
the self entitled american, brain washed bitch AKA feminist of the 21st 
century!
These little kids are soldiers for Ngo's and international pressure groups 
and crowd of Zombies are following them. nPoor and pathetic marxism.
These living conditions must be similar to Europe in the Middle Ages.
These locations are absolutely exquisite
These mosques you have seen in india are from those people of Pakistan who 
left india in 1947
these movies are GREAT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!n AND FUNNY
These movies are hilarious :D
These movies are sooo good and the sequels actually go with the first 
movie!
These movies are the true comedies! No cursing, nothing inappropriate, no 
gore, just plain HILARIOUS!
These movies were always SO good! Excited for this one!
these movies were my childhood, can't wait for this one
these must now know what its like to be at a insane clown posse show 
hahaha
These other 2 people who commented onb them,do not realize that Diet Coke 
does not have sugar,that's what makes it DIET!
The separate kid dome is actually genius
These people are really excited that he can throw a piece of plastic.
These people could peeform.  They had talent.
these people have no lives but it's cool
these people have way to much time on their hands
These people mann. They are so amazing taking care of these amazing giants
these people there were probably tripping ball sacks having the time of 
the life this would have been an amazing experience rip hendrix
These people went full crazy mode :D
These people who give this a thumbs down, what do they think they're going 
to get when they listen?
These places won't be cleaner not even when humans have already populated 
Mars.
These politicians don't give a shit about climate change cause they know 
they won't be alive when it happens
The sequel no one asked for
These r the same ppl that designed the beginning of Twilight Princess tho 
lol
these Sgt. Pepper guys are great!nthey'll be doing big things in the 
future i know it



These Sgt. Pepper guys should make a band, they're really good!
These skyscrapers are ugly AF
These skyscrapers are works of art, and I'm all for them, but only the top 
5% of people maybe can afford the most basic flats in them, it's unfair
These songs are actually good my guy!
These songs are all perfect! Just right for a happily married couple🌟🌟🌟
in the moment of lovemaking. We thank you.
These songs brings the sexuality in me
These songs remind me of sex
These towers are monuments to income inequality.
😍 these two!!Are amazing.. Really great job!
These two are legends.
These two guys were on Time Warp!
The seven deadly sins needs to be updated to include hedonism, willful 
ignorance, and complacency.
The seventh wonder of the world!nSTEVIE WONDER
These videos are a cultural experience.
These videos are getting progressively more musical.
these videos are like meditaion
These videos are magnificent and intense.
These videos are so good, they look like they put so much effort in them. 
Awesome.
These videos are so hilarious!!!!! I love how you just make fun of 
hipsters so hard!!😂😂
These videos are so satisfying
these videos are so soothing I don't even plan on going I just want to 
watch all of these
These videos are way too short
These videos motivate me to work hard to get a job in New York after uni
These vids are not as good as they once were, because now they have a 
different director
THESE WERE THE DAYS WHEN MUSIC WAS THE BUISINESS .WHAT HAPPENED ????
These young people are no different than those of the 1960s.  They talk a 
lot, but have nothing to say.
the SFMOMA social media people are good sports for not simply condemning 
this and actually (maybe involuntarily) further the conversation!!
The shade ofitall
the shadows of the animations do not appear in the reflection of the 
piano :/ hahaha
the Sherlock Holmes trailers really made E.S. Posthumus easy to recognize 
as music, huh.
The simple but effective modulation between f  minor and d minor. Ahhh
The Simpsons accurately predicted Tesla.
The Simpsons Funny Moments
The Simpsons Hit And Run Car Built For Homer. Them memories though.
The Simpsons in season 2: "Americans don't want big cars."n2019: D'OH!
The Simpsons once were such an amazing TV show. Now they are a joke, a bad 
joke.
The simpsons prediced Pontiac Aztek
The simpsons predicted doug de muro
The Simpsons predicted Elon and Homer Musk.
The Simpsons predicted Elon musk as homers brother!
the simpsons predicted steve jobs??
The Simpsons were once gold.
the sing all together.
the single most far out, incredible guitar anthem of our days
the sing movie did very good at the end I did not want to leave until the 
song was over I was singing to
The skinny towers will make New York even more Italian
The skip to the lightsaber go to 9:35
The sky is falling, the sky is falling! Little girl, go home and GROW UP!
"The skyscrapers that will RUIN New York skyline"
The Sleeping Beauty Waltz...!!!



The smaller and lighter the man the further he can run.
The smell.
the soldier and the last picture looks realy like daniel crazy stuff
The solution is not making mass production and make another design,sort of
The song ain't what I expected but it's actually bae.✌ Ari and stevie
the song at 3:45 - the start made me think the soviet anthem was playing
The song at the end of this one is very Sifl & Olly
the song bohemian like you by the dandy warhols?:D
the song call your puta madre in almibar
The song: Dub-step, Dub-step, Dub, Dub, NO!
The song featured in the video is "You Gotta Tap"
the song in the background is awesome
The song is by AudioBody and it's called "You gotta tap".
The song is called: Tap tap tap
The song is called "You Gotta Tap" by AudioBody.
the song is called You Gotta Tap by audio body.
The song is from Audiobody and it's called "You Gotta Tap"
the song isnAudioBody - you gotta tap
The song is pure 10, but the video is rather creepy TBH. Even disturbing 
in a way.( This is my opinion )
The song is so catchy and Ariana is goals in this
The song is You Gotta Tap by AudioBody
the song is you gotta tap by Audiobody
the song is you gotta tap by audiobody, its from their "Sound. Motion. 
Theater" album.
The song name is You Gotta Tap, by AudioBody.
the song please?
the song's good, but what is this woman thinking in her music videos? It 
has nothing to do with the music
the song that got him killed
The song, The film they're awesome!!!
The song title sounds like a porno title
The song To  my 20 old years i love that
The song was a fucking banger
the song will be better without Grande
The soul in this song is just so catchy!
The Sound is actually from his mouth
The Sound is actually from his mouth......
The sound of sexual frustration is real
the sound of this makes me feel its been played in my sitting room  wow x
The sounds blow me away. I'm dead.
The sounds of bombs falling and people crying!? The Greatest Electric 
Guitarist of All-Time
The sounds of the times. Jimi knew it too well.
the sounds of war...
the soundtrack our lives... rock n roll yeah
The sound you make when you trap your dick in the zipper    3:43
"The spaghetti incident wires". [?]
The Sperginator: "listen to little ole me if you want to live". Lol 😂  
lmaooo lol 😂
The Sperg is strong with this one.
The Spiral is ugly!
The spire shouldn’t even count on the height tbh
The Stan Lee of today's generation.
The start with swimming pools Â
The statement was ignored by the American military in Vietnam.Get the f**k 
out of there!
the store clerk must have wondered what they were doing with 101 bottles 
of diet coke and  523 pqc of mentos
The story of the Fiat Multipla
The Sugarhill Gang Rapper's DelightnDe la Soul  Ring Ring RingnCommon - I 
Used To Love Her



The suit sucks
The Super Mario Bros game was easily ported to the Sega Genesis, but only 
for use in emulators (eg Gens, Kega Fusion.)
The swan lake 58th??
The Swedish AOC, Greta is almost as delusional as Ocasio is.
The swimming pool one is sick
the swinging one is nice...nice idea too
The synchronicity of this song is un real ' .
The syncopatiom is awesome.  No wonder led Zep wanted to do funk.
The systemd programmers need to watch this over and over.
the tablet brought robin Williams back to life yay
The team of soul.
The Temple is beautiful but the rest is a mess. Anyway, thanks for loading
The terms in this video makes me feel stupid....
The Tesla model X
the thing about geniuses of music is that they can make you see things, 
not just hear them
The thing about this Album is it still sounds experimental even though it 
came out decades ago.
The thing is that this song is pretty old, and still people are watching, 
that's incredible
The things parents do to thier kids is sickening and sad
The third missle and explosion at 2:21 give me chills
The third one looks fun just like the other two.  Robin Williams is in 
here, as well, so I kind of want to see it a bit more.
The threat won. R.I.P. Ronda Rousey
the thumbnail made me think he had a giant joint in his mouth
the Tide Pod generation is speaking..I feel better now
The tighest band there ever was and ever will be!
The time has come to build more environmentally friendly buildings in New 
York.
The time lapse photography was stunning. Thanks for a great video.
The timex hang time was exactly 7:00 not 8:00
the timing was good... you took something basic and made it interesting 
again
The title in parentheses had to be on purpose.
The titles actually says the whole thing the music is just a part of it
The title says he runs "ATOP WATER". Not "DIRECTLY ON WATER".
The title-track is crazy good.
The toons are so cute! And Ariana of course! :)
The toothpick building looks ugly as fuck
the top of the club in france!
the top of their heads were sticky for days
The tops. U can't get better
The tornado on the cover is used in two other albums. Stormbringer (1974) 
by Deep Purple and Tinderbox (1986) by Siouxsie and the Banshees.
The towers are very beautiful !
the trend before the trend
The trickster himself
The trompet seems to me like Herp Alpert. Great Jazz classic.
the true soul music  yeahhhhhhhhh
The trumpeters killing that little dance
The truth
The truth is she doesn't know shit about climate change. She's being used 
to say what others have made her believe.
The truth nobody wants to come to terms with? We need 50% fewer people. 
nnPlease discuss.
The typewriter is he beat
THE TYPEWRITER MY FAVORITE
The ugly thin and tall buildings near central park will ruin everyone's 
view. Only the rich people living in it won't see it.
THE UKE ZJNXNENX
The Ultimate First Level
The ultimate Frisbee trick: getting laid after throwing a Frisbee.



The ultimate guide to that song that you didn't know the name of.
The UN? Get rid of that waste of time and money.
The UN hard at work doing nothing.
The UN is the perfect picture of Evil.
The United Nations nnnwhat a joke
The universe works in cycles and there's nothing you can do to stop the 
next Ice age.
The Unix philosophy should be considered a major advance in technology.
The USA has been spending all it's money on irrelevant wars. Now it's been 
left behind by cities around the world. Fuck USA
The useful idiot of the elites
The US is now one of the largest oil producing countries in the world.  
Welcome to Dubai West.
The US needs to obtain the title for worlds tallest building at some 
point. NYC would be a good place to build it.
The utterly beautiful heart of Mr. Stevie Wonder! Gets my neck going.
The vast majority of glacial retreat occurred before the western 
industrial revolution. We can do better, but she is truly misguided.
"The Vatican Files"  movie this whole thing reminds me of it.
@TheViciousVic and a very BIG mess!    i wouldn't want to step in that 
mess... or clean it up... wonder how the mower handled it...
THE VIDEO!!!!!!!!!!!😍😍😍 😍
the video is awesome and the song is fabulous!!
The video is pretty neat. :-)
The video is so surreal.
The video very good. Beginer like.
the views are crazy,but i bet no one knows shes dating armani model baron 
manolini google him youll see
the views are stucked or WTF happen!!??!!
The virginity is strong with this one...
The virgin “We can save the world” Vs the CHAD MELTING THE POLES AND 
ACCELERATING THE APOCALYPSE
The vocals in this are amazing, and that hair color and hair style fit 
Ariana so well.
the voice is Red Queen in Resident Evil?
The voice of "Earth"
The Voice of the maniacal muppet Tommy DeVito himself Danny DeVito!
the voice o my god
The wall art and general decor is just A+
The wall shot was the best!
The warmongering USFAIL is makes this rendition of the biggest tragedy in 
history (the creation of the US) very present and vivid.
The warriors
The war sounds kinda make me wanna nearly cry
The Warthog is back in business
The warthog’s back in business
@TheWarwarcar 5 Grammys Just S-H-U-T UPn11 MTV prizes for her and 80% of 
then only because of this video.
The watershed moment of irony becoming a mainstream object of 
postmodernism
The wax statue of Ringo looks so depressed
The way Daniel holds on to Jimmy's sleeve @ 2:40 😂😂😂😂
The way he plays the anthem all distorted an malevolent like really spoke 
to the turbulent stage of America back then.
The way he plays the star spangle banner with passion and desire he show 
more patriotism than our current idiot President Obumer
the way he said "that one i haven't seen" I'm laughing so hard 😂😂
The way he talks about magic mushrooms.
The way homer screams and runs at 1:47 gets me every time
"the way i like it is coz of the way it is!!" classic
The way I like it, is the way it is... Get upper ✋ !!
the  way she explained it wouldn't  happen it did happen lol poor ronda



The way she is moving is awesome!!
The way the end echoes through the amphitheatre really adds to the song 
immensely. ∞/10
The way to extinction
The way you pronounce 'out.' Oh my God. Are you Canadian?
The went from 11 to 7 then back to 9
The West: We should fix climate change!nChina and India: So... We got 
these super cool masks you can wear...
The white outfits look like giant sperms!
The white, younger and more attractive AOC
the whole point is the idea of making 1 billion. that's an idea..... 
duuuurrr
The whole time I was thinking.... "just show dem puppies! c'mooon!"
The whole world ain't going to do anything about it. Go plant a tree or 
something
the whole world should see this orchestrated masterpiece :3
The wig dude in the picture resembles Elijah Wood than him
The wires everywhere... The whole place is a deathtrap.
The witches
The wolf of Wall Street?!
The wolf of Wall Street.
The woman in red
The woman is kinda hot, but the hair man, omg
the word i associate with this song is madness, what do you think? i got 
mine , dont worry about his, can i take it to the bridge, wtf?
The Word of the Lord!!!
The work of a genius.
The world Al Gore 2.
The world is fine, you people need to live your lives and stop listening  
to a 10 year old kid! lol
The world isn't going to end.....not anytime soon.  Climate will change 
for the better and for the worse, it's always been like this.
The World is so bad to manipulate People. Puppets all over the World. 
Political Party Puppets. And now the kids. The End is near.
The world need  another James Brown. Wonderful Super Mister Sex Machine 
James Brown and your music band.
The world needs more James Brown
“The worlds gonna end” nWooooooo
The world's "Thinnest" skyscraper?  That's a new one!
The world today always had their own problems' in the past and present.
The World trade IS NOT THE TALLEST, Antenna don't count, if I put a 400 ft 
antenna on my house is it the tallest skyscraper in my city? No.
The worst car ever made in humans history "sad just sad"
The Worst!!! Ear Torture!!!
The worst part is whenever Stevie Wonder stops singing
The XX intro also one
They accidentally got two 7 insted of 10 and 7
They all fly with private airplans to this climate conferences !
They all high as shit 💀
They all look cool except for the one in Brooklyn
THEY ALL NEED TO FOLLOW GAGA ON TWITTER
They already designed that big garage in gta 5
They amount of onzce's used is how main views this video has
They applaud her for berating them.
They are both amazing fighters and both are extremely sexy
They are both great one is a legend and one is making it up to the top
they are called eepybird
They are Captain America in real life xD
They ARE evil!
They are Evil.
They are Evil, so you absolutely need to start believing that.
they are feeling in atlanta   watch?v=a2ejLMC31vQ
they are getting covered in diet coke... how unfortunate
they are just water hose, cant shoot that high for sure



They are laughing about you
they are like DJ's of the whole thing  ^^
They are not listening they are just admiring her tenacity with an "ahh 
bless".
they are on the same wave and the wave aint crashing even after hitting 
the shore.
They are really good singers
They are rich ? 99999 Coca Cola and 9999 Mentos. But cool. I like this!
they are so damn rich and they spent their money on coke?!
They are so great together, love this! Gillian is always laughing, lol
They are trying to transform Brooklyn into Manhattan 2.
They are using children to drive their narratives
They are using this girl
They are using water.
they ate lots of shrooms , then started doing the programming
they better make Robin's last movie great, im looking forward to it :D
they both are amazing
they both have the same hair line.
they both look so good and i shook
They brainwashed her good.
they build the new 9nes and historic one are going to demolish bullshit
they buy so many cokernhaha
They cant hide it any more to many peaple know....Good Luck.
they claim innovation yet use flash on their site. what is this, dark ages 
of internet explorer?
They compete which one is uglier than the other.
they could do the tutorial of how to make the stormtrooper costume?
They could easily use Kanye's "Flashing Lights" as a Bond song :D
They could have added red divider material on top of the flash light so it 
would blast red light
they could have donated the coke to me. every bottle with a late night 
movie! :D
they could join a talent show and win! but i doubt any show would let 
them! because it would be really messy! lol
" they couldn't touch us even if they tried.
They'd better putn"In loving memory of Robin Williams"nIn the fucking 
credits or I will have to kill somebody.
they definitely knew how to dance!
THEY DESERVE TO WIN THE GOLDEN GLOBE AND THE OSCAR BECAUSE THIS SONG IS 
FUCKING AMAZINGni don't know why I'm shouting but im so excited
They did a minature one of these at my school. It was so jokes. :)
They didn't give a shit then, they're not going to give a shit now.
they didn't put the rip in the cape
they didnt say no homo at the end
They didn't show "the best" picture, that Jimmy wanted to save for the las 
one. Now I want to see it so bad!!
they did the dress up bit on the worst one
they do have a hobby!nthis!nand its awesome!
They don't call them UNIX beards for nothing...
They don.t care nLet the planet bleed till jezus come
They dont make them like this no more 🤣  classic Simpsons rule!
they dont wear shirt
They even made an anthem based on this, wow
They even used the same song as DP. Cmon guys. I always love your stuff 
but wow. Epic rip off this time.
they finished filming this movie before robin williams died nnsource: 
fucking common sense
They forgot the pop up lid for Marges hair.
they get piad to do that though so it ant a waste
They gonna have to make it da last one sinse robin William die
They gonna killed that girl.nnGreta has no fears at all. nThe government 
will killed people who don’t fears them.
they got so wet...
they got their swag turned up right then . . . rnrn=)



they had to fly 2 people over from sweden to sail the boat back...lmaoo 
what a joke.
They have been crying wolf about global warming for 50 years
they have got to be sticky as hell
They have much talent!!!
They have their own world on that stage. He couldn't stop touching her. <3
They have this on heaven playlist
They have this poor little girl scared shitless.
They have to do a video with dude perfect :p
they have too much free time lol
They hear, but they do not listen.
They just cut off a good earbuds
They just haven't experienced the therapeutic benefits of cock.
they killed harlem shake holy shit is that horrible :D
They laugh on Trump too :)
They'll never make like this again
They'll never make music like this again
They look alike
They look like 4 girls graduating from a special needs school.
They look like lasers
they look more like cumshots XD
They look so cool.
They looks so 80's
They made a hole in the top of the bottle.
they made this song because of the movie sing
They made THREE of these bad movies?  WTF is wrong with Hollywood?  And 
Ben Stiller WAS NEVER funny and WILL BE NEVER funny!  Hope this movie 
BOMBS!
They majored in hobag 101 and brought their extra credit project on stage.
They make an amazing duo
they make a small hole wit needle in da cap creating pressure
They make it sound so effortless!
They might have thought that Chopin was a piano, not a composer!
They modeled it that way.
they mourn their dead, fucked people continue to hunt them for their 
tusks.
They mus have slot of free time
they musta been really stick after all that haha. good stuff.
they must be likenAWWWW THE MEMORIES OF MAKING THIS AWWWW IS SOOOO 
GOOOODDDD
They must be soaked.. And sticky.
they must be so sticky.
they must be sticky!
They must be super sticky now.
They must be using the C language. Best programming language EVER!
they must be very sticky...rnYAY
they must have a lot of time on the hands enit.nice though
they must have been really stickey
They must have been so sticky after this :o
they must have been sticky for months...
They must have been sticky for weeks!
they must have had nothing to do and did diz
they must m socked
They must taste very cola.rnrnAwesome. :D
They must've been pretty sticky afterwards.
they need a serious shower.. once they get back
they need a serious shower once they get back =P
They need free  toilet s public. Showers.   Free water.
They need to back funk. Real soul music
They need to bring back the "DUMB DUMB GIVE ME GUM GUM" guy
They need tp place that poor girl back in school, she is clearly 
brainwashed and ill educated.
They never returned for another season!
@TheYoAgus You have great taste in music, but appalling taste in video! 



This is the greatest MV in the history of the music industry!
They obviously didn't have time to finish her dress .
The youngest religious leader of our time.
The youngest, the bravest, the best of us.
the Youtube algorithm was holding out on us!! Just seeing this in 2019
they overhyped every throw
They probably spent arounf $300, its worth it. $1,300 per million view..
they probably squezzed the bottles too so that would make it last just a 
little bit longer
They put Lancelot in this thing but not Merlin? C'mon Merlin would have 
been cool
they put them in the diet coke. that what makes it do that. we do it on 
slow days at work but we dont have it this perfected...yet
they r crazy!
They're a bit like Imperial Mints, but chewy inside.
..they're back..xfiles returns in january..can't wait.
They're copying Dude Perfect's music like Kid Perfect, the worst trick 
shot channel.nCopying music editions celebrations and everything!
They're ejaculating!!!!!!!
they're gonna be quite sticky after that...
They're laughing ... Just laugh at the destroyed futures of millions of 
children
They're seriously doing another one of these!?!? ... yah, i guess the last 
one made a ton of money ... might as well
They're so lucky to have Robin Williams at this film...
They're still trying to reach heaven ...smh...you humans never learn do 
yall
They're voices just BLEEENNNNDDD like soooo wellllll. I've listened to 
this song like ten times to show my dedicatoin to both stevie and ari.
They ruined it..... Ads 😢
They Rule
They say men get better looking with age, but damn Gillian Anderson is 
stunning!
They screaming cause theyre happy they got it, on the 99th shot
They see me rollin', they hatin'
They sell the mask and the saber in stores. It looks better and its 
cheaper and doesn't waste time.
They shot parts of this at ubc!
They should absoFUCKINlutely tour together!!!
they should add rusted copper accents to everything cus it would look dope
They should add this car to Rocket League
They shoulda gone with a Canyonero ... CANYONEROOOOOOOOOOOH!
They should be immediately executed from being World Leader's.nThe 
electric chair will do.
they  should be in a show
they should be playing pork and beans by weezer.
They should call rounda rousey mystic Mac cause she predicts these things
They should change the name of this show to Adam Has Hindsight.
They should do the same thing with Keanu Reeves:D
They should dress her in a brown military style outfit you know in for a 
penny in for a pound🐸🐸🐸 😜😜😜😎😎😎
They should get a kid better at acting
They should get a rain coat :))
they should go to comic con
they should have a waterpark with this so we can have a coke bath!
They should have expelled her a long time ago. Don't they have some sort 
of moral standard of conduct?
They should have given her more acting lessons before they sent her out 
there. She bombed 😂
They should have got somebody younger like maybe a two year old. Wahhhhh 
wahhhh wahhhh. What a fake crisis created by democrats / liberals.
they should have just given that all to me
They should have made a concept car first, and not put it into 



production...
They should have rolled the credits at the end of the trailer...they damn 
near showed the whole damn movie.
They should make a movie about Hendrix and cast the guy with wings from 
captain America civil war.
They should make a star lord one
They Should Make Illumination Sing 2 the Movie. Because I Thought It Might 
Be a Good Idea. :-)
they should make super mario maker 2 player xD
They should not be called programmers alas they exist.
they shouldnt, diet coke is garbage
They should paint Mr. Clean logo to worship haha
they should put a tribute to him at the end
They should put this one on TV. Very entertaining.
They should really collab more. I love this
They should rename this ( Man Runs Across Tiny Bridge) .
They should take 0:42 out of the trailer
They should take Canadian prime minister for a ride through this area. I 
am sure he will enjoy it!
They skipped the best part, when she's walking towards Jimmy, her ass 
wanted to rip through that dress 🔥
They slay it 😍💖
#they so let's #climatestrike
They sound good together
THEY SOUN SOOO GOOD TOGETHER 👍
They started to sound all alike after a while
They still don’t care
They still won't do anything.
They stole this from graham Norton show
They stole this off of fortnite.
They think that's ugly?! At least homer had more intelligent designs for 
this car than the people who created the fiat multipla!
They thought a suspicious mushroom making you grow big.......would make 
sense to all universally? XD Gotta love Miyamoto. :o
they told us at school that he did the national anthem this way to show 
that he was pissed at Vietnam and did not care about the national anthem
they took an arrow to the knee right after this.
They took it to the next level. :)
They took Sam and Otis then gave us this garbage...
They use a lot of string too :)rnrn<3 the video guys. gj.
They used a TRASH can XDD I'm holding my sides here laughing because 
that's bewilderingly amusing!
They used a very similar girl in nazi Germany.
They use diet coke because there is no sugar and no stickyness =)
they use something else la. they all cheat u
They use the most insufferable girl to push political agenda.  And now the 
left is mad?  Get fucked you made your bed, get fucked in it.
They use the same music in every fucking trick shot video
They've destroyed our planet and our futures, so let's destroy their 
economies.
They've got more coke than Charlie Sheen
They’ve gotta add this into Rocket League
They want you to get used to the military on the streets for the next 
economic collapse which is soon. DJIA is at 27K and the last crash was 
14K.
they wasted a lot of diet coke and mentos i wonder how much it all cost 
the could have stolen it? o well it looked so cool
they wasted it for 10 million views, impressive
They were in their mid twenties ffs!!!!!
They were making fun of her, ridiculing her, laughing at her.
they were the first
they will never get the smell of diet coke out of their hair.
They won't be 'sticky' after that,why do you think they're using diet 



coke,diet coke contains no sugar.-.-
They would have been in need of a good shower after doing this! lol. Great 
video! I never knew Coke could be so... Artful!
@TheZakjiS why do you guys hate her shes a wonderful women shes very 
talented
thi
THICC
things got a little naughty there man 2:40
Things happen exactly as she said they wouldn't happen LOL!!!
Think about how much money they spent on Diet Coke and Mentos. It was a 
good reason though!
Think about it folks
Think about the poor children around the world who would love to drink and 
eat all that stuff
"think about what your trained to expect" can someone chisel that in 
stone, or should i?
Think I'll play this Jan 20th....and may God have mercy on us all.
Think I'll walk around in a gas mask
Thinking about all the coke they are wasting makes me want to cry... :(
Thinking about shawn mendes because why not  😂😂
Think it's fair to say this is exactly what us mere mortals should strive 
for ✌
think of all that delichus coke :S
Think of all the fat children in Texas who could have benefited from all 
that soda and candy.  Now the will be starving.
Think of all the power these kids could save by not using cell 
phones..that and all the oil it takes to manufacture and move billions of 
phones.
think she looks well pretty at 4.21
Think thats impressive............check out"drunken madness in 
galway"..........unreal!!!
Think you put enough coffee in there
Thin-scrapers are nAnxiety-scrapers 😐
Third
third comment
Third country..
Third world country. Can they clean their street.
thirsty work!
Thirty-two hundred idiots so far, and counting.
This 40 year old video is still very relevant 1
this actually good
This actually helped in my intercourse hahahaha! 🤙😂 nThumbs up 👆
this actually looks cool
This actually looks good hopefully it will be good!
this actually looks like it will be good
This actually looks quite terrific!
This actually looks really funny. Part two didn't do it for me, but this 
looks 10x better.
This actually made me chuckle... Way to go lib!
This ain’t it chief
This ain't Jazz, it's EVOLUTION you don't get into this album it gets into 
you stratopheric!!!
This ain't just a performance.nThis is an event  by the godfather of 
soul.nThanks for the upload dude.
This a Jam🎼🎹  2019❤
This album changed music and how we listen to music forever😁
This album cover represents miles anger that his next door neighbor ran 
off with miles sister.
This album got my brain hemorrhaging in a good way
this album has clarity of sound luminous vivid beauty .
This album is a Glorious & Beautiful Beast. Good for what ails ya.



This album is a joy to listen to, to inspire creativity.
This album is going to make my head explode
This album is just incredible
This album is like 90% Paul
This album is like taking a dump while tripping on shrooms.
This album is so strange...
This album is the center of the greatest music that I can even think of
This album is the quintessential acid jazz LP. If you really want to feel 
like you're on acid, listen to it on half-speed LOL
This album is unique.nToney Tillery Isaiah.
this album marked the beginning of the end of my interest in Jazz - for me 
it had gone too far becoming inaccessible
This album transcends reality and overloads the senses
This album truly embodies how order and chaos clash and the eternal nature 
of that struggle. Brilliant.
This all feels very forced and rehearsed. She's a pawn.
This all seems very odd.
this always brings a tear to my eyes such beauty ❤❤❤
This always gives me chillnnI love this performance too
this amazing
This amount of shade is lethal.
This and Kind of Blue are wayyyyyy different lol
This and Piper at the Gates of Dawn by Pink Floyd were released in the 
same year. Both great albums.
This and What's goin on are the greatest albums ever recorded, in my 
opinion.
This, and Whitney Houston's national anthems are the best ever.
This appears to be very genuine and not at all coached...
this art is away from reality so weird
"this art sucks, this art hurt me, you're living a lie" Eric Andre : 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uA3D1UtSSQo
This awakens the beast inside  🔥🔥🔥🔥
This Awesome
this bad acting is cringe worthy lol. sorry shills and sockpuppets only 
work on the gullible and uninformed.
This bisch using a clip on bowtie? Crime
This bitch deserves to be locked up for life.
this bitch is butch
this bitch is fucking creepy as shit. she should get some help...
This bitch looks like Blanks. Hey, Jimmy, hold down the punch button to 
see her do the electricity move.
This black girl is gorgeous
This blew my mind
this brat should have an Oscar, how she dares skip school
This brings me back to my hometown Pine Bluff, Arkansas
♡this . btw this is probaly the only child like appropiate clothing that 
Ariana hs ever worn. The I have ever seen.
This calipso I can dig it. It's not chaotic. Rhythmic manic mutations from 
the heart.
this came in my recommendation 😂
This came in my suggested & I was shocked I never knew this existed. 
#fakefan.
this came out on my birthday 😌 .
this can be summarized as: the right things at the right time.
this can kill u... ^^,
This cant be real, wtf
This can't be seroius
This car actually makes sensenI would totally buy it
This car is playable on Simpsons Road Rage
This car kicked ass in Hit & Run for the PS2
This car looks cool. I want one.
This car was actually built:nhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00pxJAH9iUQ



This car was a real beast in the Simpson’s hit and run game though 🤣
This changed the star spangled banner for ever. Great gee tar  picking.
This channel fuels my existence.
This channel is hipster as shit
This channel kicks ass nThank you guys for helping me find my next 
residency 🤙
This chick is bad, I love her
This chick is hands down the most deceived and delusional person I've seen 
since Alexander Ocasional Cortex.
This chick is mental
This chick is such a hoot!
This child exploitation has gone too far. Stop it, otherwise i fear her 
mental issues will become even worse
This child has some serious issues with herself. And none of them have 
anything to do with temperature.
This child is a disgusting fraud.
This CHILD is a victim of fear mongering...CHILD ABUSE! This kid is being 
used as a PUPPET. This is disgusting!
This child is disgusting.
This child is fighting for a cause..
this child is having a breakdown
This child is not only ugly, but she is a terrible actor.
This child needs professional help quickly.Her theatrical and histeric 
behavior is clear sign of a mental disorder and illness.
This child needs some serious help. She is obviously mentally unstable.
This child shows clear signs of mental disabilities, it would seem her 
disability is being exploited for political gain. Sad.
This child's parents stole her childhood by causing her to be afraid
This Christmas is going to be hilarious.
this city is a super duper paradise
This city is my most favorite to live here! I wish I could live in Sydney 
for the rest of my life! :DnThis is one of my best countries!
This climate warrior is amazing.
This clip makes me so sad. I want it to work out for them so badly!
This clip, this song is revolution
this collab is wayyy better than Zayn and Taylor swift's
This comes out his Tuesday right?
This comforts my lonely soul... 😂
This comment section can go straight to Venus.
this comment section is gonna be fun!
This comment section is in complete denial of climate change
This comment section is just... despicable... anyone who ignores science 
this blatantly deserves to see what happens in 20 years
This comment section is worst than a D&D campaing... full of trolls...
This comment section makes me lose faith in humanity
this costed about 246$!!!!!
This could be titled "Ssangyong designs a car"
This could have been made about ford and holden australia
This could have easily been a skit on SNL or In Living Color.
This could make a decent commercial.
this could potentially be the biggest film of the year because of Robin 
Williams' death
This country has and will always be devided...wake the hell up 
people.....think!
This country is closed to hell. How d fuck you live like that? I came from 
a 3rd world country, but it's nothing like India.
This crap only works with your dad kid
this culd be great at rock the world concerts
this cunt deserves prison time for those bullshit and disproven false rape 
allegations.
This cunt made thousand from copy right
This damn music put me to sleep 😂😂



This definitley falls into the 'disturb the comfortable/comfort the 
disturbed' category
this deserves more notice it's really fun and easy to dance to
THIS DESERVES WAY MORE VIEWS!!!
this deserves wayyy more then 7m views...
This design concept is basically ford.
this doesnt make sense
This doesn't prove anything.
This doesn’t seem all that unreasonable.
this dude got 6 season of this omg last time i watched this was in season 
1🤣
This Dude humiliated the devil.
This dude is one of the reasons why I switched from rap to rock
THIS DUDE SIGNED THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE. HERBIE HANCOCK
This dude way too hype about frisbee
this duet,,,, has renewed me as a person,,, i m a changed mannthis 
collaboration is FUCKING everything bye
This dumb bitch has histrionic personality disorder.
This dumb kid is SO annoying
This dumb whore should be hanged on a tree and stoned for her crimes
THIS DUO OMG
this editing is sick
This entire comment section is a mess. A beautiful, but somewhat 
disappointing in humanity kind of mess
This episode feels so much like Portlandia 😄  Bravo
This Episode had Trendy STD infestation all over it, was awesome :) keep 
it up
This episode inspires me to work on my books. Way to go, YSAC!
This episode is so amazing
This episode is so freakin’ good.
This episode is the reverse of the "Being There" principle. Very clever 
and funny.
This episode just makes me feel like I’m watching Matilda
This episode was the most heartbreaking one i have ever watched
this Europe  look like this 20 years with wide oper borders
This evil creature wouldn't care if 5 billion people died to make her 
insane vision a reality. She'd still demand more.
This exists?
This feels as relevant now as ever, with that maniac Trump in charge n:(
This feels like the fastest easiest how to
This felt too damn good. Talk shit get hit
This film is just gonna have a shit tonne of jokes about England.
This Film will make millions, not because it's great, but because it's 
William's last movie.
This first song is amazing 😍
this footage caused me to luv Hendrix!!
this fucken channle needs 5 m subs
This gaga is one hairy bastard
This game was best I played so far, played all through my childhood and 
never got bored.
This gave en autism REEEEE
This gave me a headache , but also it gave me shivers , great artist !
this gave me a nice laugh....
this gave me boner.
this gave my tears in my eyes. I can't even understand why there are any 
thumbs down
this gets me do motivated for revision😂😂
This girl can't even go a full sentence without looking at her damn 
script.
THIS GIRL DESERVES A GRAMMY!!!
This girl doesn't care what's on the page she's reading. All she knows is 
that she wants to be famous.



This girl doesn’t understand that we’ve lived on risks, we got this boys 
don’t worry.
This girl had a very strange look on her face, almost evil. I think her 
parents should be more concerned about her mental health.
THIS GIRL HAS A GREAT TALENT SHE SHOULD WORK FOR CNN MSNBC ABC AND ALL THE 
REST OF THEM FACT NEWS CHANNELS
this girl has become a meme, who do you expect to take her seriously 🤣
This girl has mental problems and they put her stage like some pin head no 
class very distasteful
this girl has problems lol
This girl has to be imprisoned.
this girl is absolutely autistic.
This girl is a good actress. Liberals ruining everything, "🔊 Leave the 
kids alone 🎶🎵🎼 !
This girl is a hero to mother earth
this girl is a legend
This girl is an effective speaker though.
This girl is an idiot she only has something to say about white countries 
let her go to China or India and tell them to stop polluting
This girl is a pioneer for change. This girl will move mountains before 
she is done. Bravo.
This girl is a raving loon !
This girl is aware that China and India are on the same planet, right?
This girl is clearly suffering from mental illness. Hints of Stockholm 
Syndrome here.
This girl is crazy!
This girl is full of shit. Great actress though
This girl is gonna have a rough life lol... If she dropped her ice cream 
she would probably have a melt down.
This girl is just amazing
This girl is just plain stupjd. No one cares about the bullshit you say. 
Just shut up and go home to Mommy.
This girl is mentally not healthy.
This girl is nuts.
This girl is on fireee! 💪🔥❤
This girl is sick and needs help
This girl is sick, but the grownups manipulating her are much sicker.
This girl is so done with yalls bullshit she cant even breath right. YOU 
TELL THEM GRETA. We stand with you Greta.💕💕💕💕💕💕💕💕💕💕
This girl is so dumb compared to soph
This girl is so hot and I like sex machine!
This girl is suffering from mental issues. It's sad that you would use her 
this way for a Fake News "story".
This girl is the voice of God.
This girl is the worst!
this girl is weird...btw shes suxx
This girl knows as much as you adults do about whats going on here!!! 
hahaha
This girl, like Christina Aguilera, Eminen and Iggy Azalea, know how to 
move very well in a genre of music made by and for blacks
This girl make a very great political   Show. Is a good projekt for  
Propaganda.
This girl makes me sick.
This girl need help, she mentally ill.
This girl needs about 3 coats of makeup I bet her parents had to feed her 
with a slingshot.
This girl needs her meds adjusted immediately..
This girl needs psychological help. It's sad to see her getting exploited 
this way.
This girl needs to chill
This girl needs to shut up and get back to class. She's the one wasting 
time.



This girls a terrible actress.  30 years from now she will be in politics.
this girl seems smart but she’s honestly so entitled it’s funny lmao 😂😂
😂😂  “ you ruined my childhood” bruh how ? lmao someone get their daughter
This girl seriously needs to go back to school. Lol
This girl should be a drama actor....
This girl should go back to school  , she is put in there by the system 
but people are to weak and fool to understand this.
This girl should really be in school on the other side of the ocean 
instead of talking about stuff way above her pay grade.
this girl's parents are shit heads.
This girl thinks shes the main actor in some inspirational drama movie.lol
This girl will be a good actress. I will look forward for her movies. what 
a drama queen
This girl will win an Emmy when she is older.
This gives me goosebumps and I'm not even American.
This gives me Phineas and Fern vibes
This gives me the VIBES
This good actualy not only happen in one museum
This greta girl should join www.iamhuman.io.  I'm sure she can help raise 
awareness on that platform.
This guitar scream like v12 f1
This guy deserves to be put out of business. How does he not know what's 
going on in his own company?
this guy explaining the software thought he was so cool...jk jk
This guy has an amazing presence and kind heart.
this guy is a goddamned legend, a GOD!
This guy is an idiot
this guy is a professor?  Glad I was a science major.
this guy is hilarious
This guy is hilarious, I loved the packing up of the hipster gear.
this guy is hilarious. It's got a professional feel to it but he's just a 
goofball.
This guy is hipster af.
This guy is my spirit animal 😻🚽
This guy isn't running on water. Only Christ will ever be the one who did 
walk on water. Quit wasting our time.
This guy is one deciver and i dont understand why you admire to him he is 
shit , it is shame that we call him artist, he is nothing like his "art"
This guy I swear! nWhat an awesome video!
This guy looks exactly like aaron kyro
this guy looks just like gareth bale both perfectionist in their fields
this guy makes me happy even if i dont undertand a word of what he is 
saying
This guy needs an award for being able to make the Harlem Shake work
This guy needs guitar lessons
This guy needs to settle down.
This guy ran on boards. Headline is so misleading!
This guy really "casually explains" how to make coffee.
This guy reminds me of Carl segan
This guy's a real Mystic...
This guys aussie accent is heavily exaggerated
This guy should have millions of subs holy shit
This guy should take up music full time, who knows maybe one day he’ll 
make it big
this guys on drugs. his musos look like bored guys on a night out. u gotta 
b kiddng
This guys should really do a voice reveal!
this guys understand how life works, so they convert that to a video game
This guys who played the guitar died 26 years old
This guy was an absolute badass.
this guy would kill it at Wipeout
This had no info, why does it make us less safe, the video seems cut off 
1/10



This had some marketing 101. Play to the market, don't force it.
this had to be his last movie? ah well i'll still see it to say goodbye to 
robin
This happens to you when you consume to much soy
THIS HAPPENS WHEN YOU WORSHIP COW AS YOUR GOD😂😂
This has an all elite wrestling feel to it
This has been a great album since the beginning I truly love it and anyone 
who doesn't like it is a few cans short of a six pack. Peace
This has been done before. 😃
This has been in my YouTube favourites since it first appeared on YouTube. 
Still brilliant.
This has been up for 2 months and had got 100, 000, 000 views. (100 
million) ...rnrn/END.
this has destroyed music!!!! this is fucking trash!!!
This has gotta be one of the top moments in Rock n Roll history. Period.
this has got to be one of the funniest things on youtube in some time....
this has helped me get over the death of pinchy ,   mmmmmmm   pinchyyy
this has like 5 times as many veiws as choco rain
This has "Portland" written all over it, lol.
This HAS to be one of the most popular videos on YouTube! Over 230 MILLION 
views!
this hasto be the best one so far hahahah... how much did all that stuff 
cost??
this has to be the coolest video i ever saw!! LOL
This has to be topped in the universe...yet.
This helped alot sarcasm included
This ho ain't coming back!
This honestly looks good
This honestly sounds like barefoot contessa
this hurts my head
This image would make a great shirt
this incessant chaos and car horns are fatiguing
This insane new religion will come back to haunt all of you in the future
This inspired me...
This interview is now very ironic.
This intro to the song reminds of the song Pumped of Kicks by Foster the 
People in the intro before the kicks starts in.
This is 2
This is 2010!!!
this is 2019! nothing changed.
This is a bad video
This Is A Beautiful Partnership And I Stan Them Both!
This is a big nah
this is a biiiiiiit too much in the oddness..haha P= but it's 
alright...nShe has a twisted mind xD not sure if that's a good thing or a 
bad thing..
This is a bop
this is a bop man
This is about a child...not old to know better with ANTIFA parents...Poor 
kid...being used...
This is about Climate Change About Global Heating people
this is absolute noise... wtf?  I thought jazz supposed to be 
sophisticated? this is like a bunch of drunk  aborigines  in keyna making 
noise
This is absolutly comical, Leftist scum using children as puppets for 
their propaganda.
This is a child reading a prepared script ?
This is a classic example of people with too much time on their hands. XD 
Pretty cool. :D
This is a cool Mann
This is a cool vid. But pretty sure for what I would spend to buy all of 
the materials for the lightsaber I could just as easily buy 2 at Walmart.
this is a copy off of dude perfect



This is actually a really good satire! Love it.
This is actually dope ÛÖI
This is a different  Stevie wonder
This is a fucking slum capital of India.dirty places with dirty peoples
This is a gem
this is a good ab workout
this is a good segment
This is a good song!!!
This is a good video even if it's a little hard to do! Thanks for making 
this video, now i can make my now without buying the real thing! :)
This is a great helmet, but I don't like how basically if you can't find 
this particular trash can you cant do it as well
this is a hipster
this is a huge huge waste. you are creative but dumb.
this is a ipic video
This is a joke right?
This is all about the elite wanting more control of the masses.
This is all homer brother fault, Homer Simpson just wanted to stay out of 
it
This is all lies, designed to increase FEAR
This is a load of shit, spare me your crocodile tears
This is also came in my recommendations in 3 years
This is a mastepiece Radzimir1 I wish every of those artist (if still 
alive of course) make a symphonic concerts or/and colaborate with U I
This is amasterpice
This is amazing
this is amazing
This is amazing
This is amazing 🙌🙌👍👍
This is amazing!
This is amazing!!! :)
This is amazing.
This is amazing! How is she so pretty 😂😂😂
This is amazing.  I cried watching this.  What an incredible triumph.
this is amazing, I just found your channel and it's better than 80% if the 
drivel I watch on here
This is amazing! I love this so much.
This is amazing 😍  I love what she is doing. I am participating in climate 
change strikes and die-ins.
This is amazing! Maximum respect!
this is amazing, more people need to see this!
This is amazing!! Thank you for creating this masterpiece. I wish it was 
longer 😁
This is amazing the King of soul and the future of pop, Queen Bey should 
collab with ariana
This is America
This is a MINOR CHILD. Where are her parents/legal guardians in all this?
This is a musical  #artpiece  right here. an awesome way to connect people 
from different backgrounds.
This is an ad.nDisliked.
This is an amazing song
THis is an art and science.
This is an epic team up.  Stevie Wonder teamed up with Arianna Grande.  
She must have been so humbled!!
This is an hour and 10 minutes longer than I need
This is a nice little gem.
This is an interesting comments section.
This is a perfect music for haters
This is a poster boy for "The Silent Revolution"
this is a public site and everyone can fucking say what they want!
This is a real funk?



This is a really weird video. I do not like the animation.
This is a real masterpiece!
This is a real modern art     xD
this is a reason, why coca cola still producing diet coke...
This is a reggae tribute, done with a Stevie twist! Great music like 
Steely Dan!!!!
This is a re-upload the original is called Extreme mentos & diet coke by 
eepy bird
This is a rich girl. Who are her parents? nAnd a complete idiot. I hope 
her boat sinks
This is a ridiculous excuse for guitar playing. Playing with effects 
randomly does not constitute talent.
this is art
This is art
This is Art.
This is art, and therefore cannot be replicated in American history, ever! 
RIP, respect, peace, and love to all my American brothers, and sisters...
This is art to someone. THINK ABOUT THAT. THIS MASHUP OF HORSE SHIT IS 
ART.
This is a scary video.
This is a so good Song!
This is, as they say, 'the shit'....remember this on Rock Buster sampler 
back in 1837 ;-))
this is a strange religion.  We must be punished for original sin.
This is ausome. Is it really real? by the way if the post under me is 
spanish they better take a few classes again. If French, ok.
This is autism.
This is a very sexy song yes play on boys i'm into this one
this is awesome
this is awesome!
This is awesome!
THIS IS AWESOME!
This is awesome!
this is awesome!
This is awesome!
This is awesome!!
this is awesome!!
this is awesome!!!!
THIS IS AWESOME!!!!!!!!!
This is awesome.
This is awesome and yes Jimmy was in the Army
This is awesome, but why did it get featured? It's like a year old.
This is awesome ! :D
This is awesome, hopefully many more subscribers to come your way!
This is awesome! How come I only just discovered this though???
this is awesome, how long did it take to coordinate?
this is awesome..I can't wait to see this..
This is awesome.  Just heard this now
This is awesome. keeps me present. So unpredictable
THIS IS AWESOME. No other words for your cleverness.nKeep on doing this!
This is awesome on so many levels :)
This is awesome!rnDit is beter om te onderzoeken bij scheikunde,rndan alle 
scheidingsmethode van water en zout ofzo! XDrnLoved it <3
this is awkward
This is a work of art
this is awsome!!!!
This is a yikes from me
This is a young Danny Devito’s voice!
This is bad, and you should feel bad.
this is badass.. and the maestro with sneaks on his feet lmfao !
This is basically Tesla
This is basically what happened to British Leyland.
this is beautifoul sing
this is beautiful



this is beautiful and I am so high right now...<3
This is beautiful. You can feel the passion and the love for the art.
This is best song to dance with your dogs.
THIS is better than second one... just sayin'
This is better than Vegas
This is better than Vegas.
This is better than your serious videos. Please do more of these.
This is bewildering esoteric material. Absolutely beautiful.
This is beyond awful. How can anyone clap their hands to this madness?
This is bizarre. Barely even art. What happened to masterfully crafted oil 
painting?
This is brillance
This is brilliant
This is brilliant!!!
This is brilliant. You'd save money cause there is no dealership salesman. 
Also most people who buy a new car already know what they want.
this is bull shit , Jesus still has the record at 130 meters
This is by far the most views ive seen for a video DAMMMMNNN Stripper 
turned superstar is blowin up! ( Land of the Free )
This is capital city??
This is capital city of India dirty capital
this is capital come to islamabad plz to see the beauty
This is case of child abuse (the way she speak)... she should be in 
college
this is celebration arianators♡♡♡
This is child abuse!
This is child abuse. And people are cheering her on. Fucking sick!
This is child abuse of a vulnerable kid. The adults pushing her should be 
prosecuted.
This is child abuse.  What a shame.  And a sham.  Teach your children the 
truth before the education system tries to indoctrinate them.
This is closest I've ever felt to an outer body experience in my life.
This is complete bullshit
This is complete garbage.
this is cool
This is cool but I didn't really like the song selection nor the 
transitioning in between songs
this is cool how you can make this stuff from household items
This is cool, now if only my middle school sceince teacher would play this
this is coool :)
this is cooooooollllll
this is 
cooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooool.
This is crap, I fuck to elektronik supersonik
This..... Is CRAP ! My LightSaber Is Not even Close For THIS . NEVER 
disparage The Dark Side... I WARNED YOU
this is crazy lol i wanna do it
This is crazy what are they doing give this child a platform it’s just 
nuts.  ‘We’ll be watching you’.  The world is going mad.
this is crazy whoa!
This is cringe.
This is cringe af
This is cringeworthy
this is cuteee💓💓💓💓😍 😍😍
This is dedication.
This is deeply disturbing in so many ways.
This is devolving into demagoguery from a cult
This is disgusting.
This is disgusting. Getting congratulated for ruining an innocent boy's 
reputation
This is disgusting that this poor little girl has been lied to , and now 
used to push a socialistic agenda under the disguise of climate change.
This is dope



This is dope!!!
This is dope AF.
This is dope asf!!!
This is dope . Gonna buy cd
This is DOPEST I HAVE SEEN IN A LOOOOOOOOONG TIME !!!!!!!! Wow !!!!!!!
This is dope. Would actually like to see a few of these songs played full 
length.
this is dreamy music indeed...
This is Electra Heart now. Feel old yet?
This is embarrassing..what a little shit ..its her generation this is 
using aircon big cars for school iPads mobile phones etc etc etc etc ..
this is embarressing, she should be in school. this is child abuse.
This is epic on so many levels!
This is equivalent to Maxine waters lecturing Wall Street on monetary 
policies.
This is even convincing for contemporary programmers.
this is everything
This is everything!!😍
THIS IS EVERYTHING <3
this is exactlwhat the "KING THORN" Wanted!!! This Has Been Going On For A 
Full Day!
this is exactly the channel i needed!
This is exactly why this man is the Godfather of SoulnThey'll never be 
another like him.
This is excellent
This is excellent!!
This is Fabulous
this is fake
THIS IS FAKE AS AFUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUCK
This is fantastic!
This is f*cking great! I love this so much. 😍
this is finally getting recognition, i rmb only seeing  6m views
This  is f***k awesome
this is freakin awesome! i always wanted to do that ;)
this is freaking amazing. I loved it!!!
This is freaking awesome
this is freakin incredible
This is from the most innovative periods of Herbie Hancock.
This is fuckin dope! I'm a hip-hop junkie, and also I love classical/
orchestrated music. This is perfect! Some good selections on songs too. 
Props!
This is fucking amazing. As outstanding Rousey is as a fighter, it is so 
sweet to see her arrogance getting ripped apart by the chain of events.
THIS IS FUCKING AWESOME
This is fucking aweSOME!!!  ♥♥ SOMEDAY , darling, someday♥
this is fucking awsome! i have dont it. its was great!
This is fucking cringe bro
This is fucking hilarious!
This is fucking HILARIOUS!!  LMAO
This is fucking incredible, OMG. It's my first time hearing this. I'm 
blown away. Psychedelic Jazz!!!!!!!
THIS IS FUCKING TRASH LMAO
this is fukkking amazing! the crowd was uneducated tho
this is funk....not that poser hipster fag lib bruno mars
This is funnier than the Area 51 raid.
this is funny
This is funny to watch now
This is garbage
This is getting ridiculous. My generation is so full of brain dead people 
they literally lost the ability of independent thinking.
This is giving me Victorious vibes
This is going to be a box office success.
This is going to further increase the cost of living in this city. Not 



good at all for the average resident.
This is gold....
This is gold, Jack. Your voice sounds so serious and professional, I won't 
be surprised if someone takes this seriously.
this is gold, you deserve a way bigger following
This is gonna have a whole bunch of super well thought out and respectful 
comments.nnAlso, disarm the police.
This is gonna save my ass the next halloween
this is good
This is good
This is good. Like, really good
This is good music  .jazz  makes  sense
This is good news for me as a civil engineering student
This is great!!!!
This is great...
This is great example of parents using their child for their agenda. Gz to 
dummies for going to this shit lol
This is great Hahahha ❤❤❤
This is great me and my uncle are going to enjoy this !
This is Greatness. Bring back the funk! The blacker the better (no offense 
Bruno)
This is great! You put a smile on his face which inspires me to do the 
same to the people around me :)
This is gross
This is H2O
this is hands down the most cringiest video ive ever seen 🤢�
"this is have pound".... THIS GUY IS FUCKING HYSTERICAL!
This. Is. Heaven.
This is hella funny actually
This is hilarious.
This is hilarious oh my god
This is hipster saturated!!
This is honestly kind of sad. Seems like she realizes she's just being 
used and nothing is going to be done.
this is how a masterpiece must look be.
This is how dubstep was made
This is how Elon Musk should have revealed the model 3.
This is how EVERY Modest Mouse album starts off! 😂😂😂
This is how hip hip sound in my ears when I hear the beats. I don't know 
why they don't use real instruments.
this is how hollywood works at its best......murder robin williams and 
then produce a film with him in it, all arranged.
This is how I feel about hostile immigration.
this is how i want my summer :Dni'll probably sit at home and watch movies 
and play video games until the summer ends :/
This is how many people ain't buying it.n |n | nV
This is how Pontiac designed the Aztek hehe!
This is how rich people turn up, and the composer is so fine!
This is how the American Motor Company collapsed
This is how the elite enjoy mocking us
This is how the new Toyota Supra came
This is how they designed the center field statue at Marlins Park.
This is how Toyota designed the new Supra
this is how trump was elected
This is how u waste coke
This is how you get ants.
This is how you schlong the Star Spangled Banner #MakeAmericaGreatAgain
This is hype asf
This is hysterical
This is Illuminati
this is incredible
This is incredible! I wish I could have seen it live.
This is incredible! The most amazing part of this is they probably only 



had one shot at this, and it's all coreagraphed perfectly!!!
This is indeed trippy and also revolutionary electric jazz breaking away 
from the traditional and experimenting.
This is in my Marketing book! :)
this is in pork and beans!!
this is INSANE
This is INSANE! Can´t stop dancing & clapping haha!
this is interesting...really good song
this is in weezers pork and beans music video
This is ironically the best video explanation on how to make cold brew 
coffee, all the others were too complicated for me
This is it
this is it
this is it !!!!!!!!!!! 1B !!!!!!!!!
This is it. This is it indeed.
This is just a comedy sketch 😂
this is just amazing
This is just awesome and very mind opening!
This is just child exploitation.
this is just disgusting that Columbia would allow that mattress at the 
graduation.  They should be ashamed of themselves.
this is just fucking awsome
This is just like the scene out of taken where they sell the women
This is just mind blowing for real.
This is just mindblowing when you actually get it.
This is just poor acting. Who are her handlers? Who funded this? lol
this is just pure brilliance!
this is just so mediocre, how can people be so extatic over this?
This is just the worst looking country ever. A country battered by war 
looks better than india.
this is just timeless
this is just water there's no way that's cola at the end
this is kida cool
This is killer.
This is Lady Gaga's best song ever, no question about it.
this is legend , but a waste of coke !
THiS iS LiFe BeAt>>> Great work and passion in one. Thank you...
This is like 3 years ago.. And i only heard this song in 2019n(EDITED) : 
WOW thanks for 200+ likes luv y'all guys..
This is like a dude perfect video they even used this song in one video
This is like a more lame version of “The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo”.
This is like an hour and 45 minute spacey Dead jam
This is like a southpark episode
This is Like A Time Capsule!nI don't know how but this give me soo much 
nostalgia
This is like a video version of Urban Outfitters.
This is like.. from another planet or something.
This is like miles Davis does a punk, heavy metal, psychedelia album, 
extreme edge of the jazz genre, it's bloody marvellous,
This is like Napoleon being like "Nahh, I don't think the battle at 
Waterloo will be much of an issue"...
this is like...OMG ..THE BEST!!
This is like paradise
this is like retro geek porn - imagine what they are buiding in the 
computer labs of MIT,Harvard,Princeton,Yale and Stanford nowadays...
this is like so amazing..
This is like some avatar lord of the rings bad acting here. How uncouth 
sir! How dare thee!
This is like someone saying they ran on air across a ravine, there just 
happened to be a bridge underneath
This is like something the Blue Man Group would do-- awesome.
This is like the 90's songs
This is like the next generation of Cibo Matto's "Know Your Chicken".
This is like the precursor to punk rock



This is like watching drama club call outs... Cringe af.
This is like when Paul Walker died and showed up in Brick Mansions.
this is literally describes my daily life it's scary
This is literally Guernica on guitar
This is literally the coolest thing I've ever seen. Ever.
This is little Hitler
This is magic✨
This is meant to be pretentious right?
This is memes in da meking...   nnnnnnnMEMELICIOUS
This is meme worthy
This is me walking in the grocery store lo
This is missing pretentiousness.
This is more expensive then a store bought one
This is music 🎶  🔥
This is music!
this is music at its most beautiful....just my opinion
This is music 🎼   come on! �
This is music.nF that rap crap.
THIS IS MUSIC THIS IS LIFE BROTHERS...
This is music, this makes even a stiff fucker like me move without trying
This is music to my right ear
this is music. We dont need none of that kill sh*t.   Just good funk and 
talent.
This is my 2nd favorite song and I'm only 11!
This is my alarm clock song.
This is my alarm clock that I wake up to
this is my all time favorite Lady Gaga song, I'm not a fan of her recent 
songs..
This is my all time favorite Simpsons episode.   Lots of good ones, this 
is my favorite.
This is my favorite an one of his best albums ever sulte to James Brown a 
black musical legend for ever
This is my favorite ep
this is my favorite song !
this is my favorite song 😊😄 😊😄
this is my favorite song in the world im listening to it as i do language 
arts work at school  :)
This is my favorite song.i went to Ariana grande's concert
This is my favourite song that Ariana fts. Ari you legend💖💖💖💖
This is my fav song
THIS IS MY FAV SONG IN SONG!!!!!😉
This is my happy song
This is my happy song!
This is my jam
this is my jam
This is my Jam!
This is my Jam!! FAITH!! YEAH!!
This is my Morning Alarm from now on.
This is my name!!!!!!!
This is my nameeee
This is my playlist to wash the dishes 😂😂
This is my sister in life
this is my solo song
This is my song ^.^ . Incredible!
This is my song not that I made it tho its cause my name "Faith" comment 
if you have a song
This is my star struck song
this is my uterus right now
This is my wake up song for work...........
this is new to me �



This is next level stuff.
This isn not porn wtf ur'e smoking some crack, i don't see anyone fucking 
&nd sucking dick in this vid.
this isnnS  ! nW  !nEET!
This is not about climate change that they don't care about that it's 
about controlling the resources
This is not a cover this is the almighty I mean Beatles
This is not Art, this is modern mental disorder
This is not awesome. They didn't care themselves.
This is not for everyone
This is not half life 3
This is not happening. There is no way that this unstoppable force 
predicted her own loss. Fucking Jimmy.
This is not live. Just looped studio and synced.
This is not my favorite mucik
This is NOT running on water! He's walking on boards!
This is not that bad by today's standards
This is not the mainbazar - buut I like your video !!
This is not Williams last movie he made one more called Absolutely 
anything that's set to premiere next year
This isn’t about climate change ( a natural process that has occurred many 
times in the earths history). This is about population control.
This isn't about Santa Clause Denial again is it?  Help stamp out Santa 
Deniers.
This isn’t anything new Greta lmao!!!
this isnt biased and stupid at allll
This isn't civilisation, it's an abomination.
This isn't even ahead of its time it's just its own thing.  Just 
unbelievable.
This isn't even real
This ISN'T fake...nnLOL
This isn’t in order.
THIS ISNT MINECRAFT!?
This isn't music. It has music in it, but it is not music.
This isn’t remotely funny whatsoever.
This isn't stuff around the house
This isn’t theater class
this isnt the original song is it
This isnt "Walking on water"nnmorons.
this is oddly satysfying.
This is old Delhi(as written in the video title). Have a look at the part 
of Delhi where all the embassies are! 😁
This is OLD NEWS. people such as John Stossel and other politically right 
wing people have been reporting on this for years now.
This is one of my favorite bits out of The Simpsons.
This is one of my favorite concerts of all time!
This is one of my State School dances (2019)✌
This is one of the best tutorials of UNIX / shell / bash I've ever seen.
This is one of the funniest things i've ever seen... LOL!!!
This is one of the greatest things I have ever seen.  You should tour 
this!nShame the audience only seemed to know about two of the songs 
though.
This is one of the more blatantly obvious satanic videos out spoiling the 
hearts and minds of kids...
This is one of the song in dude perfect videos
This is one of the songs im gonna sing for my chorus night
This is one scary , hollow- eyed , monotone speaking demon - child.
This is one sexy mo fo
This is one thing out of all other questionable sequels I'm looking 
forward to
This is one way to make $1-2k in ad revenue lol
this is our future!! of our children and who decides? A group of old 
people who care only to make money......this is no longer tolerable !!!!



This is perfect background music  for those people who are reading BS 
(BedScene Stories) lol.
This is perfection 😊👏
This is pimp bro.
this is portandia allllll day
This is preserved in the library of congress for being historically, 
culturally, or aesthetically significant.
This is pretty cool.  I came here after they were featured on ABC World 
News Now
This is pretty damn sweet!
This is pretty decent!
This is pretty impressive but this is not running on water per se.
This is pretty much all American cars, hence why Europe is so far 
advanced.
This is probably gonna be the last time i see Robin Williams in a 
movie..nnR.I.P Robin Williams
This is probably the last 2014 Robin Williams movie we will ever see. RIP 
RW, Nanu Nanu.
this is propabley the best episode of simpsons ever, so much emotion, 
comedy, family friendiness, tear jerking... this one had it all
This is propaganda and child abuse nHer parents need to be locked away
This is propaganda directed towards young people and young adults, change 
my mind.
This is propaganda of the highest order
This is properly badass
This is pure Art
This is pure awesomeness, incarnate.
This is pure gold
This is purely genius.
this is purely psychedelic rock!
This is pure pish
this is pure sexy music..yeahhh
This is pure soul.
This is PURE STYLE!!!!!!!
this is pwnage
This is rare and noteworthy of this seminal artist.  Thanks for uploading!
this is real!!! i proved it yesterday!!!
This is really about the group of people who decide to have this in an 
exhibition ,should have pictures of them on wall .
This is really a sweet #introduction to #UNIX/ #LINUX systems! :)
This is  really cool !
this is really cool!!! gotta try it =P
This is really good why did I just get recommended to me
This is really gooood, get up’a
tHIS IS REALLY GREAT OH MY GOSH I NEED TO MAKE A KYLO REN COSTUME NOW
This is really great when your stoned
This is really Homers brothers fault
this is really lovely, you guys look like great friends
this is really MOVING... after so many years!!!! no electronics AT ALL... 
just sexy funcky! ;) I LLLLLOVE IT!
This is really worth listening to!
This is real music!!! Long life for afro american people!!! Best one in 
Music and Dancing, basket, american football....
THIS IS REAL MUSIC NOT THE TRASH WE'RE LISTENING TODAY...thumbs up for the 
baby dancing 😘👍
this is retarded.
This is ridiculous. All I see is a little girl telling everyone what they 
need to be doing. Which if she was an adult would never fly
This is RIDICULOUS on so many levels,this Greta is just fake actress and 
puppet in the hands of some rotten neo-liberal leftists!
this is rubbish you are using hosepipes
This is sad and depressing
This is sad, child abuse. They have tricked that dumb little girl into 



thinking the world is ending.
This is sad. They are abusing children. Thank you Democrats! 👍
this is sad to watch...
this is scary! i hope mentos and coke do something about this :(
tHIS Is SCI-FI bitch !
This is seriously amazing!
This is sexsy 21:40
this is sheer madness
this is sheer madness. poor girl.
This is shit
this Is sick i bet this should be performed at the heart of US New York!
this is siiiick :) :)
This is so about Vietnam .
This is so addictive i love it!
This is so adorable
this is so a great song ni love it
This is so amazing and I have been recently reading and watching Harry 
Potter plus I am just so in love with him he is so handsome oml
This is so amazing an impressive so proud of both of you
this is so awesome
this is so awesome :)
This is so awesome!!!!!!!!
This is so awesome!!  I'm so gonna try it sometime!
This is so awesome, it's great if you can make somebody so happy
This is so awesome it should be illegal
This is so awesome I wish I could've been there!
This is so awesome I wish I had all of the stuff to build the whole thing.
This is so awesome woooo <3
this is so awesome you gave me and idea for my birthday to have a star 
wars party and i will dress up as this kylo ren suite
This is so bad ass but so much stuff 😭😭😭
This is so contrived and cringe, like a high school play audition smh
This is so cool
this is so cool!
This is so cool!!
This is so cool.
This is so cool..
this is so.....COOL :)
this is so cool! but what a waste lol
This is so cool! does anybody know what song this is?
This is so cool.  I love these old school computing videos especially 
hearing him talk about pipe lining.
this is so cool trying it
this is so cool,you guys are so creative not like me i'm not good at art 
and painting and stuffs like that
This is so crazy everything that Ronda said Holy was going to do she did 
just that. Next time Ronda don't let it go down like that.
This is so cringe
This is so cringe I can't even...
This is so... Cringe... She seems fake
THIS IS SO CRINGE-WORTHY nYIKES!
This is so cringy
This is so cute and cool!
This is so damn awesome!
This is so disgusting. People won't live in these, they are just ways of 
storing money.
this is so dope
This is so dope!
This is so dope. As son as I heard Give Up The Goods I fell in love damn
this is so embarrassing to watch
This is so fake
this is so fake
this is so FAKE!!!!!!



This is so fake, omg so stupid. Go home girl, drink glass of milk and go 
to sleep
This IS SO f** awesome! Cold shivers.
this is so fucking cool hahaha
This is so fucking stupid!!!!!
This is so fucking weird.
this is so funny keep up the good work
this is so gay and not at all touching
This is so good
This is so good µµ
this is so good!
This is so good.
This is so good💓
this is so good why am I just now seeing this
THIS IS SO GREAT MEN!
This is so hipster I can hear the waxed mustache....
This is so hot and sexy man can't believe YouTube hasn't censored this
This is so informative. Thank you very much for sharing. The over-head 
maps are particularly useful!
THIS IS SO L-E-G-E-N-D-A-R-Y
This is some children of the corn stuff here, is this kid special needs?
This is some "Children Of The Corn" type insanity right here!
This is some exciting stuff, seeing the future right before us really 
helps me to imagine architecture's impacts on the world.
This is some foky ass shit
this is some hipster level cooking
This is some Jam💃
This is some nice video editing, but the audio is from the album.
This is something beyond the imagination!!
this is something else, very thought provoking, pure art. sounds like a 
story, the instruments laughing in agreement with one another
This is something that needs to be experienced live. Very nice.
This is so much better than a lot of vocal versions at sports games
This is so much funnier retrospectively.
this is song
This is song is complete trash gtfo my face
This is soo cool, but such a waste of coke!
This is soo fucking awesome
this is soo kwl
this is so old 2006 starting youtube lol
this is sooo cool!!!!!
This is soooo cool
this is soooo good
this is sooooooo cool
this is soooooooo queer!
This is so powerful.
This is so powerfull, legendary status
This is so RAD!!!
this is so random but wtf it's so good
This is so relevant right now. A nation dividednPS: Jimi was really 
fighting for something
This is so relevant today. Pay attention to the wisdom of the Simpsons and 
Devito movie studio's.
This is so sad
This is so sad to watch because he didn't want to share his creations in 
bigger, pc community ...
this is so scary hhhhh
This is so sexy.. darn!
THIS IS SO SICK!!!!!!
This is so sick!! Playing on repeat
This is so sophisticated it hurts
This is SO STUPID! She is an abused child made to speak idiocies, the 
buffooneries of political correctionists.



this is so the best thing on YouTube!
this is so weird
This is so wrong....so good
this is SPECTACULAR!!!! Congratulations!!! And I think we are all waiting 
for a next compilation! :)
This is starting to become my favorite channel on YouTube
this is still fucking epic.
this is still just as batshit as it was 3 years ago and i fucking love it.
This is still relevant over 45 years later, and for all of time.  The most 
powerful version of the Spangled Banner ever recorded.
This is still the best scene in Simpsons ever!
this is still underrated i love this song :)
THIS IS STOLEN FROM MY VIDEOS!!!!
This is strangely.... attractive.
This is stupid
This is stupid.
This is stupid. She is stupid. Vice is stupid.
this is Stupid ...!! WTF u think u are ..??!!
This is such a funky tune
this is such a good example of how inconvenient YouTube's algorithm is
This is such a good song and video I love it
This is such a good song it should have just been a single on its own not 
a soundtrack to some dumb movie
This is such a joke lmao but i respect her acting skills
this is super dope. kinda funny which 3 (out of god knows how many) the 
crowd actually knew though...
this is super epic! Sports, scenery and awesome people in one video!
this is sweet lol nice vid
this is t?
This is Techno
This is terrible.
This IS THE BENCHMARK by which all other Diet Coke and Mentos art videos 
will be judged!
This is the best analagy of Brexit...
This is the best channel on Youtube.
This is the best city in the world
This is the best music
This is the best one yet. I love this movie
This is the Best song alleluja
This is the best song ever! I love it!
This is the best song of 2009;)!
This is the best thing ever!! nnnn„C is a very nice high Level language“ 
😂

THIS IS THE BEST THING ON YOUTUBE THAT INVOLVES MENTOS OR /AND COKE!ngreat 
sound!
This is the best thing to do with these two toxic products....GREAT!
This is the best thumbnail I've ever seen hahaha
this is the best video with diet coke and mentos
This is the best weird collab
this is the black person in the show that looks mean but is lowkey nice.
This is the chick whose mother claims can see CO2. The whole family is 
mentally ill.
This is the clip I've been looking for I like the dancer git on up
This is the coolest album cover!
this is the creepiest video i have ever seen!
This is the définition of the talent
This is the episode when simpons predicted cars???
This is the epitome of attention seeking behavior. This does not seem to 
be a cause, rather a mental health issue.
This is the first time I've heard wtf!!!!!!
This is the FIRST video I've watched by you and it was GREAT! Looking 
forward to watch more videos by you guys!
This is the first yousuckatcooking video I've ever seen... This changed my 
life, thank you



This is the funniest shit ever. Go back to school little girl...
This is the funniest shit i have seen in months keep it up
This is the funniest thing I have seen in years! If SNL was still worth a 
damn, they would recreate this idiocy on the show!
This is the gayest! of gay ,gaywad😂😴
This is the good ol' days of this channel!
This is the greatest song ever!
this is the internet content im looking for
This is the introduction song why is this one probably my favorite from 
the album? Beatles why
This is their new leader? lol
This is the Miles Davis Chef D'oeuvre
This is the most bizarre video I have seen in a while. Shame on her 
parents for dragging her into this and ruining her childhood
this is the most gangster shit ever
This is the most hipster thing I've ever seen.
This is the. Most. Hipster thing I've ever seen. Every one else can go 
home.
this is the most hipster thing I've ever seen. I can't stop laughing at 
the comedy.
this is the most troll video i've ever seen
This is the OG Computerphile. Fantastic video!
This is the only reason diet coke beat Pepsi
this is the only time science dosent suck
This is the only version I like :)
This is the perfect channel to satisfy my skyscraper obsession
This is the princess from never ending story
This is the real Bellagio
this is the real gaga!
This is the real meaning of the star spangled banner. Death... war.. 
injustice.nThis is why we kneel...
This is the reason why Indian moved out from their country 😅
This is the result of 2019 Chevy Silverado Homer Simpson Inspired 😂
This is the result when you brainwash a child from birth: emotional 
instability.
This is the shittiest acting I’ve ever seen
this is the single coolest thing Ive ever seen
This is the song evern!
This is the song that should be played at all of our NFL, NBA , AND ALL 
USA EVENTS IN 2019!
this is the sonic equivalent of guernica.........the famous work of art 
painting by picasso.
This is the stupidest speech ever
This is the  true  change in the 20th century and still now, cause who 
makes something like that?????
This is the very reason I wanna go to New York.
This is the whitest thing i've ever seen in my life..
This is the worst act i have seen in years
😂  This is the worst acting I have ever seen.nBlatlently reading from a 
script too.nSo pathetic....lol
THIS IS  THE WORST STEVIE WONDER SONG
This is TIGHT !!! An immortal classic.
This is togehter with Whitney Huostons version at Super Bowl the best 
verson of Star Spangled Banner ever, US be proud of it.
This is ,to me, one of the very best Jazz recordings. Correction, one of 
the very best recordings of music, any music..
This is too beautiful please come to South Africa
this is too cringy
This is too good, to be real...
This is too sick!
This is totally why man made the internet!
this is trash



This is trending on youtube with 200k views lol. This girl is the 
definition of brainwashed and white privilege all at once
This is tribute to the imagination to do nothing usefulrnbut great,rnit's 
been a while without lol with a video in YT
This is truly disgusting that socialists are using children to do their 
bidding for them.
this is ugly....but i'll vote up since that's the most viewed video on 
youtube
This is unbelievable. Very talented. Congratulations on such a beautiful 
piece.
This is unnecessary. 😂  he just made that guitar his bitch
This is unnerving.
this is very hipster i love it
this is very strange music...
THIS IS WACKO COOL MANO BUTT
this is wat u do wen u hav no life
this is way awesome.
This is what albert einstein listened to before he wrote the bible.
This is what Al Gore and Suzuki have spawned. She’s hysterical now.
This is what America is
This is what America is all about..
This is what brings people together is music. No gender no race just the 
love of sounds
This is what bullshit propaganda does to kids. Someone is raising her to 
be an angry lesbian.
this is what growing up watching Game of Thrones will do to one.. haha 
sooo dramatic...
This is what happened a when you stop being humble and start acting and 
talking big about yourself. Just saying.
this is what happened with the Vw Phaeton
This is what happens to kids when the disease call liberalism  takes over!
This is what happens when Chuck Norris masturbates himself.
this is what happens when parents allow teenagers to believe they are 
smarter than everyone else
this is what happens when you drink the koolaid, take on china first then 
come and tell me how that worked out for you.
this is what happens when you leave scientists unemployed.
This is what happens when you let the average man design a car
This is what happens when your mom drinks during pregnancy.
This is what happens when you take too much Acid. You find beauty in 
absolute filth because it's all so mind blowing man. What a joke.
This is what he was like before Wolf Cola
this is what iam talking about baby.  there is nothing like this jam
this is what i call real music
This is what insanity looks like
This is what I tried to get my highschool music teacher to do back in 
1995... this was awesome great job.
This is what I’ve been searching for
This is what killed Chrysler.
This is what lack of affirmative action looks like.
This is what liberal brainwashing does to children and simple minded 
people.nThis little girl will be so embarrassed of this in just a few 
years.
This is what seperates a good game designer from a great one. Someone who 
bases their level designs on emotion rather than levels of difficulty.
This is what she could actually perform at the Grammys, now that I think 
about it.
This is what the 60s was all about!  Here is another great version: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5AqXVZbCBcc&t=38s
This is what the cinema was invented for.
This is what the nazi youth must've looked and felt like.
this is what to do on a summer day. lol
This is what u call music 🎧



This is what you liberals sound like.  The ridiculous emotional rantings 
of a child.
This is what youtube is all about- you guys rock
This is where everyone notices the difference between a singer and a 
background singer xDD
This is why children cant vote.
This is why I am a fan of contemporary art. After seeing an exhibit, I 
leave the museum and become more mindful of the world around me.
this is why I am terrified to go to university
This is why I hate Homer Simpson
THIS IS WHY I LOVE DANIEL RADCLIFFE
This is why I love Poland :)
This is why i love Poland:)
This is why I’m against meters 300 m sounds like nothing compared to 1,200 
ft
thisis why im gonna be a scientist someday...
This is why I stay away from diet soda and candy. lol
This is why kids don't have the right to vote.
This is why life was created.
This is why Trump walked right past her lmao
This is why we don't listen to children.
this is why we left england
This is William Gibson level.
this is wonderful.
This is wonderful.
This is WONDERFUUUULL XD
This is worst than Rebecca Black...
This is worth watching a second time everyone!! I know because I did 👍
"This is wrong, I shouldn't be up here." Still shows up anyways
This is YouTube if you don't like the ads, buy the album
This joint is beautifully frightening. I can't get enough of Miles taking 
on a journey into the netherworld every time I listen to it!
This just become way funnier now...!!!
This just comes across as propaganda.. Why would anyone think an 11 year 
old is most qualified to address global leaders on these matters
This just gives me anxiety
This just in....Diet Coke stock....up 50 points!!!
THIS JUST MADE MY NIGHT OMGGG
this just now showed up in my recommendations
This just popped up in my recommendations 😩�😂  way to go YouTube
This just randomly shows up in everyone's recommendation...
This kid annoys me. 16 but looks like a 10 year old. Shut up already. 
Noone will listen to you. Nothing will change.
This kid doesn't know a fucking thing and her parents should be in jail 
for pimping her out. Climate change is scam.
This kid doesn’t know what she’s talking about. Disgraceful
This kid has been abused.  Her parents are to blame.
This kid has got fetal alcohol syndrome
This kid has got some serious mental problems
This kid has major issues.  Obvious she has been parentified from early 
age.  Novelty will wear off soon.
This kid has serious mental issues . Can't anyone else tell ?
this kid has some mental health problems. Just look at her face...
This kid is a fraud. Someone in funding her and giving her the talking 
points.
This kid is a hero
This kid is a mouthpiece, an actress.
This kid is an inspiration...
this kid is evidently sick  ...she is sick
This kid is insane
This kid is just plain down right CREEPY!!
This kid is mentally ill and being exploited by the media to emotionally 
manipulate sheeple into reactive hysteria for what¿ vice is cancer



This kid is mentally ill, and the adults pushing her forward are 
unscrupulous PoS!!
This kid is possessed, call a priest.
This kid is sick and abused and all who are abusing her need to be 
arrested
This kid just dont wanna do his homework.
This kid needs a beyblade
this kids cool, watch his vidsn|nv
This kids creepy
This kid's ego bigger than the universe itself
This kid should really consider shutting her mouth, I've rarely hated 
someone more than I hate her
This kids parents should be ashamed.
This kid's parents should be charged with abuse for taking advantage of 
her by indoctrinating her to be so dumb
this kid will change nothing.
This kid with downs syndrome is a lunatic.
This kinda reminds me of You cant stop the beat. Idk really know why. But 
Ariana is hawt in this vid.
This kind of songs prove that Ariana's really talented! Her voice suits 
songs like these... don't judge her only for her look or her pop songs!
This knowledge is getting  my dick hard
This...ladies and gentlemen...IS a GOD...
This latest Ingmar Bergman film is even more depressing than usual. Plus 
it lacks an arc for the main little girl protagonist.
This level of unorthodoxy and dissent is the most patriotic thing I've 
ever heard.
this lil girl is trying to make a difference and all she got is unfunny, 
boomer clowns in the comments.
This list is more satisfying than "don't get satisfied" video
this list is shit cuz there's no bohemian rhapsody in it
this literally happend haha
this literally happened with the rock
this literally made me cry and I'm not even American
This little brat should be going in on the protesters literally littering 
the streets.
This little doll needs to go to sleep
This little fake climate twat pukes me almost as much as that loudmouthed  
Mexican fur trader from Parkland !....almost .
THIS LITTLE GIRL HAS BRAIN DAMAGE, TO MANY LIARS AROUND HER.
This little girl is mentally ill. She should be in a hospital.nNot paraded 
around the world sharing her brainwashed ideas
This little girl is nutzo . She need's to talk about Geo engineering and 
not the sand in her head .
This little girls got issues!!
This little girl's rise to power is totally a natural grassroots 
occurance, and in no way being propped up by a financial globalist elite.
This little psycho is brainwashed as shit.
This little twat is nothing but a scammer.  Go to China and say this . 
They will kill you
This live version is the best. Bootsy is bumpin that space bass! Damn! 
Sheeit!
this looked like Dubai hotel water fountain show :D excellent, it look's 
like fake :)
This look like parts are filmed by st gorge like sand hollow and just out 
in the dessert or the water part was at lake pal
This looks awesome!
This looks awesome.
This looks Dumb-Dumb
This looks great XD
This looks like a great movie.
This looks like a really bad acted movie
This looks like it was made ages ago and they forgot to release it
This looks like shit.



This looks like shit that all all looks like shit
This looks like the best one out of the three
this looks much better than the 2nd movie
This looks so cool! I'm gonna try this for sure
this looks soo cool iknow im a nerd :p lol jk but that really is a waste 
of good soda :(
This made me a fan of Ariana! Such good work
This made me cry. You can clearly see the pain in her eyes
This made me even prouder to be a Sydney-Sider 💚
This made me so happy hehehehehe
This mad lad just has a vintage type writer sitting in his room😂😂
This make me appreciate my country!!!!!
This make my day better
This makes me both laugh and feel terrified at the same time
This makes me do good things with my lady.
this makes me feel the faith ._.
This makes me feel uncomfortable.
This makes me happy!
This makes me happy and sad at the same time. What a great performance 
from a great man.
this makes me nervous
This makes me sad. A reminder of how good the Simpsons used to be.
this makes me thirsty
This makes me wanna quit all os for unix
this makes me wanna tattoo the flag on my nut bag., love me sum Jimmi
This makes me want to cry a lilnAnd not cause I'm a patriot
THIS MAKES ME WANT TO SCREAM FRIJEJFJCF
This makes no sence!
This makes the hairs on my arms stick up, and I’m English !
This makes you realize that you really want someone to call your own😫😪
This makes you want to buy stock in diet coke and mentos.
This makes you want to grab your M16 and go to war....AWESOMELY THE BEST!
This man and his company made kids around the globe happy
This man had such a fucking legendary band
This man has always given me the massive chills! I feel his music right 
down to my very soul.
this man is a true legend!
This man is so... high...
this man i the Master of dance who learn Micheal jackson and Prince how to 
dance
This man lived a great, long life and will always be remembered. maybe not 
by me but my his community.
this man made my childhood great. even seeing this guy in video is awesome
This man really made sound effects with the guitar...this shit is 
amazing...im just now listening to hendrix for the first time
this man served in the ARMY,u don't forget that
This man slept with at least 40 different women that night
This man was ahead of his time-nnnnnnnHe was taller than everyone else.
This man was probably taken at 27 because God realised he put him in the 
wrong generation.
this man was so amazing
This may be my favorite video....... Its ok I guess.....
This maybe should have a double bass. I can just here it. It would make it 
sound awesome.
This may be the worst thing ever on film.  Plan 9 From Outerspace is 
Citizen Kane compared to this.  Warhol was a jerk.
This may end up becoming a meme, internet is a ruthless place😂🤣
This meaning perfection
This means..
This meme will be GODLIKE
This mentally ill girl needs help.
This message needs to be spread! Edward, I agree with you! Thank you for 



those urgent words. Feel free to contact me.
This might be only reason why people buy DIET coke
This might be the best thing you've ever done.
This might be the best version of the star spangled banner i have ever 
heard
this might sound weird but at 02:33 he kinda looks like my dad, when he 
was young, it's really creepy
This mix... deep
This mix Is perfect for exercise 😘 . Nice beats
This mix is so lit 🔥🔥
This mix is the only thing I love listening to when I'm with my hubby! 
Great Mix! ;)
This mix is too soft and too slow for us 😂  but still amazing!
This mix sounds like a musical rendition of the best parts (certain ones 
😘 ) of my 16 years of married life . . . and YES it still can be great.
this mix very good because i am iranian and i dont know west classical 
music.so thanks a lot
THIS MONSTROSITY COSTS $82,000?!?!?!?!?!?!!?!?!?!?!
This more than any video I've ever seen explains exactly how Trump got 
elected.
This moron is come from cave.. she walk to UN or flight.. moron don't 
earth billions year more or less earth soon.
This mosque is one of the most beautiful things I've ever seen.
This motherfucker in his prime yeahhhhhhh!!!!
This motherfuckin bitch in not sexy at all not one lick not one
This movie can't be bad..
this movie does look entertaining but i'm seriously only going to go see 
it because of that rebel wilson cameo
This movie is amazing and awesome,I LUV IT!nLOL:);)nAt last,I will 
remember Robin Williams.sob
This movie is fine i would rated it between 32 and 34 out of 100, what do 
you think?
This Movie is Going to be Awesome :)
This movie is going to be great! I remember the first one when I was in 
elementary school
This movie is so bad, it drove Robin Williams to depression.
this movie lol
This movie looks fucking awful
This movie sucks right?
this movie was adorable
This movie was not that good, but it was funny
This music is 2009 and its the day wenn i was born X )
This music is a reflecting pond for mind energy to bounce off of.
This music is epic!
This music is fucking gay and shit I would never do sex to this music
This music is perfect for the formation of faecal matter.
This music is profound. It is cosmically ineffable yet deeply human. I 
find it awesome, mesmerising and moving.  True Genius.
This music is scaring the piss out of me
this music is very fantastic (that's mean I'm very like this music
This music kind of reflects the chaos inside my head...
This music means, USA = bombing poor children
this music reminds me of a mental institution
This music so sensual love u lisy forever awesome exotic dancer
This music sucks
this music sucks dick
This music sucks rock is muchomacho better...
this music video makes no sense whatsoever, but I LOVE IT
this music videos somehow reminds me of the creepy nurses in silent hill
This music was poppin’ in my head a few mins ago and thought of listening. 
The Greatest of all time 🐐✊
This must be fake ,its a video of him with computer generated guitar noise 



played over it.nI've never herd a guitar sound like this.
This must be the best version of The Star Spangled Banner ever!
This must have been filmed a while ago, no bangs :P
This must've been the first stepping stone towards the fiat multipla
this mv deserve more views
this my dance song
This my friends is "Diversity"...enjoy!
This my friends is the face of mental illness and child abuse/
brainwashing...nThis poor soul will not be ok.
This! my friends is why we run UNIX-like.
This  my SHEIT
This nazi child strumpet needs to GO HOME!
This needs more filters
This needs more views and Shares!!!
this needs to be longer
This needs to be remade with will smith and nick cannon nJust sayin it’d 
make money
this needs to trend!! ari looks like a flipping queen
This need to be popular
This never gets old 😂😂
This never gets olddd!nI love it & I'm going out tomorrow & buying diet 
coke and mentos!
This never stops being cool.
This nice chick going to win. #TeamHollyHolm
this nigga can play.
this nigga was a hell of a talented taught muther fucker. damn music needa 
him mowadays...
THIS NUMBER IS SOOOOOO GOOOD ♥
This number said they hated lady gaga and all gays, wanna give them a 
call?(; 614-330-5146
This nut case needs to be locked up !! nWhat kind of adult sends out a 
mentally unstable 16 year old out to cry and carry on like a 8 year old.
This officially saved 2016 💛
This one actually looks really funny
This one definitely rocks.
This one is Frodo or Harry Potter? I never get it right...
this one is funnier...check it out..search: "OWNED! Diet Coke + Mentos Big 
Data Explosion Prank on Guy Flirting with Girl"
This one like no other..nNo one can matchnthe same{♡}
This one looks like a skit from Portlandia.
“This one will be a much longer fight.”nnNot really, no.
This only got recommended to me today...why ? (I'm squinting at you 
youtube)
this other guy is so serious like he gonna takr huge crap, or he is scared 
cuz hes boss is here and needs to behave.
This particular place he visited is one of the poorer areas....they are 
way better places where you have palace, malls with top brand and stuff.
This perfectly captures the turmoil of the 60s, mans a fucking genius
this perfectly sums up how i feel when i'm stressed to the max in this 
modern world.
This performance always gives me goosebumps
This performance is "mind blowing"!
This person have no idea what hes talking about. Dosent he know story dont 
matter?
This piece inspired the tape loops on tomorrow never knows by the Beatles
This piece of evil meat is like the rl version of Sheldon Cooper.
This piece of genius guitar work still hasn't been topped today...
This place amazes me..Thanks
this place honestly looks like a filthy piece of shit, NEVER GOING HERE
This place looks absolutely disgusting!
This place looks like hell on earth. And I'm sure the street food will 
give you the shit and Hepatitis.
This place might as well be on another planet.



This planet will be fine but whoever said our existence is guaranteed? 
Just ask the dinosaurs.
This planet will be here long after we're gone.
This platinum wig that Ariana is wearing is killing me... they did her 
dirty with that hairline
This playlist is fire🔥 🔥 🔥  just laid some stuff down with this one
This playlist is great to listen to while reading novels
This poor girl has been brainwashed. I will pray for her soul.
This poor girl has had her brain filled will complete lunacy
This popped up in 2019!? 🤔
This presentator is creepy like hell!!! OMG
This probably caused so many bad trips lmao
This proves it. Climate change is the new religion.
This quality sucks the big wad, and the bottom of the frame is cut off. 
 Where's the original?
This randomly showed up on my recommendations, and I'm glad it did. Still 
have no idea how I've never heard of this song before.
This ranking is absolutely nonsense!
This really set the mood. Thanks for this
This really upsets me, and it reall ought not to
this remembers me Im in love with a Monster by 5H
This reminds me a lot of Mr. Bungle at times.
This reminds me of Apple since Steve Jobs died.
This reminds me of a zany-acid comedy film
This reminds me of breaking bad for some reason
This reminds me of Georges Bizet's "New World Symphony". This is 
beautiful. Music living up to it's creed, The Universal language.
this reminds me of "pork and beans" by weezer....
This reminds me of Spec Ops: The Line.nIt was an awesome game.
This reminds me of the brilliant fountain of the Bellagio hotel, along the 
Las Vegas Strip.nnWonderful.
This reminds me of the "Child Emporer" situation. You know, The failed 
civilizations that let children tell them what to do!!
This reminds me of the other night in bed with that girl... Used lube and 
she farted.
This reminds me of the Outback of Australia
This reminds me of the pontiac Aztec
this reminds me of the video for Weezer-Pork and Beans.
This reminds me of the Zoolander "Relax" song lol
This reminds me so much of James Bond soundtracks
This reminds of Spec Ops The Line xD
This remines me so much of my digdog Pemsiquibble
This rendition IS AMERICA.nnPerformed by the SONIC GOD OF INTERGALACTIC 
PEACE, LOVE AND FREEDOM
this represnts every african americans emotion....for the love of the.    
land.
This ring was given by the queen of england...
this rocks!
This rocks.... nice one
This ruined my first date. Not a good fucking-song.
this said, I would like to visit india. people from developing countries 
understand each other better.
This same ideology for ANNAN SEEMAN ❤  from INDIA Î
This scared me a bit
This seems like the start of a horror movie...
this seems too be pretty hard to listen to. i like some jazz fusion but i 
couldnt sit through a 20 minute long improvisation
This segment was copied from The Graham Norton Show.
This sent shivers up my spine!
this setlist is rubbish, they should be ashamed
THIS shiii RUTE here 💪 🎵 🎤🎶💥👊🌎🔥💋
This shit again...



this shit garbage lol dont even got a gunna feature
this shit have more views than the beatles, led zeppelin or the rolling 
stones songsrni can't believe it
This shit here! This is my zen. This is my nirvana.
This shit is amazing.
This shit is epic !
This shit is golden
This shit is insane
This shit is insane and I love every note in it.
This shit is pure gold.  The left pimping out children for their agenda.  
They reveal more about themselves than the right could ever expose
this shit is real.. no kiddin
This shit is so dope.  I need more where can I find more?
this shit is the future of pop music
This shit makes me so alive. Thank you.
THIS SHIT MAKES MY PEEPPEE HARD
This shit right here will give you the most beautiful nightmares you've 
ever had baby!
This shit so damn funky!!!!!! How can you not move
this shit sucked lol
THIS SHIT SUCKSnMOTHERFUCKERS
This should be # 1 in trending.
This should be a how to maximize your inner hipster. such cringe but 
hilarious lol
This should bean ad for coca cola
this should be an olympic discipline
This should be a show in Vegas
This should be good for traffic 😀
This should be in rocket league
This should be played at all sporting events
This should be the new anthem, really captures the fucked up state we're 
in as a country.
This should be the REAL american national anthem...his rendition was 
nothing but pure geniality.There will never,ever be another Jimi Hendrix.
This should have been an Ad for Coke
this should have more views...
This should’ve been so big
This show has really taken a turn for the worse
this show looks funny … i can't believe they let them rip off the simpsons 
characters like this
This shows a very classy marketing issue, clients doesn't know what they 
want.
This signed his death wish
This sing is beautiful and amazing 😍😍  I love to Ariana Grande 😍😍
This sing is coool
This sity is a super
This skit should be called Adam Makes Fear Porn.
This slots in very nicely with Watching The Detectives by Elvis Costello. 
Go on prove me wrong
This sociopath freak had sex with a dog.
This some fire shit
This some smoove nasty funk 💕😉
This song 4ever
This song also kind of sounds like Feel It Still by Portugal
This song and "For Your Entertainment" by Adam Lambert have the same but 
opposite energy
This song and mv is so perfect, so proud of Ariana♡
This song and performance itself is bigger than last 10 years of music
This song and video are EPIC!
This song at the very end features the very rare "minor maj7" chord
this song AudioBody - You Gotta Tap :P macie cioty !!!!!!!!!!! POLAND the 
best !!!!!!!
This song basically has it all... so good and still so relevant



This song came on when we had a talk about puberty at school 😂😂
This song came out 2 years ago....and youtube recommends this now????
nYOUTUBE WYD????
This song came out when I was stil between sperm and egg.
this song does something to me
This song does something to your legs... can't stay still...!!
THIS SONG FUCKING BOPS
This song get my two month old son to sleep every time.
This song gives me anxiety ahaha
This song gives me vagina breath
This song goes out to C V H staff ohh mmm.mmmm dont hate Sunshine
this song got 1.000.000 views per day after 3 months after it was posted. 
Incredible.LOVE THIS SONG
This song got nice rythem also made me remember edie murphys joke on james 
brown
This song got to number 1 in 1955. Just look at kidz with their modern 
music today #smh
This song has almost been ruined by the advertising industry overusing it 
>:[
this song has been stuck in my head for days!
This song has just been discovered by the people of 
YouTubenMe:howhaveinotseenthis!thissongisamazing!
this song has like 3 choruses lol
This song in unreal
this song is a beast
this song is a big shit
This song is about being a hoe
this song is about evolution and as little monsters :)
This song is a great song for a subaru commercial!  or toyota?  hehehe!
This song is alarm clock at 6am to wake up, take shower, get dress and 
head to work. "Get On Up
this song is a legend
this song is alway in my boxster~
This song is ALWAYS playing at work. And now I’m listening to it again. 🙄
This song is amazing
This song is amazing !
this song is amazing i don't know why there are so few 👍  and 👀
this song is amazing! please check out my videos
This song is a turn on ;o Xd
This song is awesome
This song Is awesome :)
This song is beautiful and fantastic.nI love you Ariana and you are 
beautiful and fantastic too♡♥nAriana you are my everythin♥♡
This song is better at 1.5 Speed
This song is both my alarm song and occasional morning boners.  Get on up!
This song is catchy and awesome
this song is disgusting and this video is freaky nthumbs up if you agree!
This song is epic, two legends together
This song is everything - why haven't I heard it before? What?
This song is good
This song is just .... eh
This song is killer!
This song is lit like love making with my man and I 🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥
This Song is my fovourite 😍 😍
this song is my fucking jam!!
This song is my jam!!!😍😍😍💕💕💕
This song is my school's bell... No joke!
this song is not good from lady gaga
This song is not long enough, I have had to manually restart it like 20 
times because it is uplifting and fun!
This song is one of my favourites from the Beatles



This song is pretty good
this song is really addictive :X
This song is really fantástico✌👍
THIS SONG IS SO AMAZING 🔥
This song is so badass. Anytime I hear it I can’t help but be transformed 
into a better mood. Happy Friday!!! 😁✌
This song is so damn cool.
This song is so freaking awesome!!!
THIS SONG IS SO FUCKING STUPIDLY GAY! FUCK U!
This song is so fucking underrated
This song is so funny, every time i play It makes me smile XD
this song is so good!
This song is so hot! It moves your feet you can stopped it. The long 
version is not long enough.
THIS SONG IS SOO LIT !!😍💓💓
This song is sooo good♥  Just a pity I hadn’t seen it earlier 😍
this song is soooo,good!
This song is soooo good. Deserve more views💞
This song is sooooo great
This song is sooooo iconic
This song is soo underrated
😫😫 this song is so peaceful! It helped me get to sleep ❤❤❤❤❤❤
THIS SONG IS SO SHIT!rnrnnow that I have your attention, this so is so 
fucking awesome <3
this song is so underrated
This song is so underrated :/
This song is so underrated 😭😭
This song is so underrated.
This song is so underrated i mean its the biggest bop ever ☁💙
this song is SO underrated. no one talks about it WHY??
This song is still slaying.
This song is stuck on my head like gun stuck on hair
This song is SupeR and CooL B|
this song is super good 😂😂😂😂
This song is the essence of Funk music
This song is the most!
This song is the real masterpiece and I listen to that now 😂😂
This song is trash... Srr. O but someone has to say it. IT only repeats 
get up like a sex machine. Thats it.
This song is underrated byyyyyyy farrrrrr
This song is very dope!¡
This song is way more profound than it lets on.
this song it's beautiful
This Song Just Made My Sorrows Disappear...Thank You Stevie!
This song made the year! Only legends!!!
This song make me happy!!Û😄
This song makes me groove
this song makes me happy and dance
This song makes me want to have dreads. Long, powerful, and beautiful locs 
like Marley.
This song makes my rectum ache
This song makes my waist move
this song makes think about ALOT
This song makes you dance alone at home
This song moved me as a teen and it does the same thing now, that I`m over 
60yrs....James Brown was unique.
this song never gets old !
This song plays twice every hour at my job American Apparel.  We use viva 



radio and they RUN IT INTO THE GROUND. Cool video though
This song reflects the USA's decline into the madness of the Vietnam 
War.nnSomehow it seems at least as appropriate today as it did then.
this song released before my 16th birthday on dec 21
This song remind me of dudeperfect!cause it is from dudeperfect!
This song  reminds me a time when things weren’t so complicated.😿
This song reminds me Love runs out of One republic
This song represents how I feel about the US right now after the 
elections: angry.
This song returned my faith into Ariana Grande, I was thinking she was 
gonna be the next Cardi B or Niki(no offence to Niki)
this song rocks in clubs.. everybody can sing to it (;
This songs amazing !! Why am I just hearing it ��
This song should get more love
This song should've been in Sing!!!!!
This songs makes me dance
this song so funny i got flies in my room dancing and that bass line 
nastyy
This song sounds like a Caterpillar walking about with a jazz band in the 
background
This song sounds like it was designed for TV commercial. literally put any 
brand in the end and its a commercial.
this song sounds like knocking on heavens door...
This song still rocks after all these years
This song, sucks balls
This song the whole rhythm was  so advanced for that time! Who can not 
love it?!
This song, this video...Masterpiece
this song/video is so underrated omg..
This song was eerily amazing in Spec Ops- The line
This song was familiar to me but i didnt knew the song namennnSo happy i 
got this in recommendations ☺💕
This song was featured on the ending credits in Sing.
this song was good until Ariana grande came
This song was in the animated movie “Sing” I at first thought it was the 
George Michael version.
This song was released in 2016, but I just got to hear today in 2019nDamn 
beautiful song <3
This song was used in a better living commercial and after 18 years. i 
finally know who made this. thanks yt/uploader
This song was used in a Dude perfect video
This song was way ahead of its time.
This song will always be synonymous with "Friday".
This song will NEVER get old to me!!!! NEVERRR!
This song will never gets old🔥
This song with "Take 5" from Dave Brubeck, big old convertible and take 
the long road to anywhere....
This so sad can we get 500 likes
this so stupid why not buy  his helmet from Walmart
This sound like a gospel song🎵🎶🎙🎙🎤🎤🎹
This sounds a lot like Herbie Handcock
This sounds and smells like a hollister shop.
this sounds like danny DeVito right off the twins set
this sounds like he was watching mengeles eksperiments
This sounds like me when I tried to play guitar hero for the first time is 
it supposed to represent somthing?
This sounds like nothing from Black and White era. Fantastic
This sounds like the music from an old cartoon, like Pink Panther or 
Peanuts.
This sounds so frickin' incredible on my system!!! What a great recording!
This soundtrack, What is the title?
This speaker is a joke just like the audience is mindless



This speech could be parodied on Saturday Night Live.
This speech makes me wanna watch Synecdoche, New York and cry
This speech suppose to be powerful or something?
This speical meme!
This spoiled little brat need to Shut up ! She's a Good actor tho
This started as a really crappy build and it ended up being ridiculously 
awesome.
This still holds today. There are some $80k monstrosities out there
This stuff is better than everything
This stupid girl should shut her mouth
this sucked, so much overacting it just looks so fake
This sucks
This sucks it doesn't have the recognition it deserves.
this sucks i want that tine back. it was a huge waste of my life.
This sucks! REMOVE LIKE BUTTON!
This sucks, she sucks and this song is fucking weird and stupid.
This suddenly made me feel sad
this sure looks like more than 7 comments.  go home youtube you're drunk
This surprisingly looks funny.
This that make up sex after you and your  boo argue
This thing has the potential to be a David Hogg hook up in a couple years.
This...This is mad fire!
This time, they bring Robin Williams back from the dead. Amazing!nnRead 
all about it in your babble, Fred 23:23,12-33
This title is very misleading because the only thing Greta Thunberg did 
that day was embarrass her acting coach
This tower is an insult to all Americans.
This track is a red line in my life!
This track is my alarm in the morning. Yes I am sex machine and definitely 
hit it and quit !
This trailer was horrible.
This triggered girl: HoW dARe yOUnThe crowd: WWWwwooooOOOO!
This truly is a cult! Far far more dangerous than any supposed Climate 
threat!
This tune man 🔥  Untouchable X
This turns people on more than the bullshit music that talk about sex we 
have these days. Fucking genius <3
This twit has a larger carbon footprint at 16 than my entire family.... 
including the coal miners. She will be a footnote in the history books.
This type of music fits her voice so nicely. Such a good song
This u can see only in new York filthy rich people surrounded by homeless 
people each corner of Manhattan
This ugly lil puppet deserves a good ass-pumping.
This university must be proud to have their first porn star graduate.
THIS USED TO SCARE ME WHEN I WAS A CHILD LMAO LOVE YOU LADY GAGA 😂❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤

This useful tool doesn’t belong at the U.N., she belongs in a psycho ward!
This version is great but the 10 minute one (on the Sex Machine album) 
totally smokes it
This version of SSB is also used in the spec ops the line main menu
This version's gonna be  a lullaby, compared to the one, expressing 
Trump's state of the nation.... ! (just a thought...)
This version sounds awful, can we stop getting these shitty remasters of 
classics?
this video😍🌈💞
This video blow me away, what a ride. I have to go to India.
This video changed my life
this video changed my life!
this video deserve more views...
this video es aweso...!!bumm!! ariana please.
This video gave me autism
This video gave me cancer



This video gave me cancer!
This video gave me stage 3 cancer, Thanks Greta!!
This video has almost as many hipster cliches than my barista at this 
coffee shop no one has ever heard about.
This video has everything that you want! A screaming young man, hot chicks 
and a frisbee :-)
This video is about human trafficking...
this video is a great work of visual art! 10+ for the directornn-_- damn 
peple who dont understand good art
This video is a lot better if you mute it and also play "Du Hast" as a 
fake soundtrack.
this video is a masterpiece
This video is AMAZING! :D
This video is amazing!, Hopefully everyone can see up to 400 million! and 
more! PAWS UP!
This video is amazing$$$!!!Love it! Big fan of Ariana Grande and Stevie 
Wonder! 😊😊😉😉🍪 🍪😆 😆😮😮😜😜📱📱
This video is basically every American car company and Homer is a true 
American. Lol
this video is crazy awesome i tried it and a EPIC FAILURE( not on the 
eruption, on the works)
this video is crazy i luv it!!!
This video is different I love it
This video is everything!
This video is EXACTLY 12 years old!nIt is a strange coincidence that I 
stumbled upon it. lol
this video is fuckin SICK!!!
this video is full of satanic messages.
this video is getting 50k views an hour :OOOOO
This video is going to haunt that little moron for decades. She is going 
to feel like a fool.
THis video is gold and I think they should send it to the universe and say 
this is what we are and this is what we can do. God bless James Brown
This video is hipster as fuck
this video is lit
This video is misleading !!! As a tourist who  went there I suggest  you 
people to please please DON'T EVER GO TO INDIA .
This video is nice. Could u make a video about FINLAND?
THIS VIDEO IS NOT FOR PEOPLE WHO NEEDS TO PEE!
This Video is Now Playing @Blacktruth.net
This video is over rated any dumb ass could do this . The thing is do it 
with out boards i don't think so.
this video is pure art in motion, good profesionals!
this video is set in a Russian bath house, and gaga gets auctioned off as 
a sex slave, that's not trashy?
This video is so anti police
This video is so awesome. It truly is a work of art!
This video is so fucking good I hope 12 million more people watch it lol
This video is so hipster I just shit Starbucks coffee cups
This Video Is SOOO Fucking sweet!!!!
this video is SOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO cOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOl!!!!!!!!!!!!
This video is the best introduction to Linux ever.
this video is the VERY FIRST Cinefix vid
this video is useless you can easily buy a voise mask and a robe
this video is werid she cool but she a bit werid if you ask me
this video its fantastic
This video knocked me back to the mid 2000's, when Death Cab for Cutie was 
my jams and hanging out at Starbucks was still cool.
this video made HISTORY!
this video made me thirsty
This video makes me so happy.
This video makes me want to go home. And I am home. I admire your 
constitution.
THIS VIDEOnTHIS IS MY FAVE FUCK



this video proves she is a girl!
This video reminded me that Harlem Shake was a thing... bad times on the 
internet
This video reminds me of "Soul Train" days... awesome!
This video represents my child :')
This video right here and Jimi Hendrix himself is more rock than that shit 
Woodstock 2019 ever will amount to be.
This video rocks!
this video scares the shit out of me
this video should become a required reading for every upcoming game 
developer
This video should be linked to an article titled “how to know if your 
daughter is getting her first PMS”.
This video should be named "Pieces you probably know but don't know the 
names of"
This video should have 35+ milliion views and over 100k comments...why was 
the original video deleted?
This video stressed me out.
this video takes one week to pass to 420.000.000 :(
This video was almost perfect. They should have played the music from the 
end scene in Ocean's 11
this video was amazing, love hearing a master talk about his craft. so 
serious and yet obviously so much love for the process
This video was awesome.I little waste of money, but cool.
This video was beautiful. I loved it!
This video was hilarious! Thank you.
This video was just epic ! =D
This video was made on my birthday!
this video would have been funnier 5 years ago
This vid is blocked because the daughter of the man who made youtube thout 
it was to sexual
this vid needs more views
this vids a classic..
this vid's got those characters from sing
this vid was parodized by weezer with pork and beans.
this viedo like a Dude perfect
This vlog just saved me 15000 dollars to view this year's exhibit. nNot 
missing much
This voice is god sent
This voice is so beautuful
This vud has more views than charlie bit my finger!!  How is that even 
possible?
This wannabe actress couldn't hold a candle next to the original climate 
change child activist - Severn Suzuki.
This warms a hip-hop heart. <3
this WAS 2016 im old.
this was absolutely brilliant hahahha
this was absolutely chilling to think of the true meaning behind the noise 
while the anthem rang out.
This was a great episode.
This was already done on the graham Norton show, better, a while ago.
This was amazing
This was AMAZING!
This was amazing.  Busta Rhymes, Eminem, Ludacris, Lil Wayne and Rick 
Ross.  These guys have given us great jams as well.
This was amazing  but you can tell this wasn't a hip hop crowd. The only 
reacted to overly commercialized hip hop songs. lol
This was amazing,The legend featuring The Future of Music😍👏👏👏
This was a protest jam btw. Just a point I wanted to make concerning the 
current climate of U.S. of A!
This was around the time Ariana became a slutty sellout
This was a very brilliant and well planned video. you guys were 
great......
This was Awesome



This was awesome!
This was awesome! I love this collab.
This was awesome, thanks!
This was a wierd vid
This was beautiful I'll pay $400 to see this live
This was before Snapchats big eye filter so we all know now where that 
filter came from.
This was clearly NOT in 2010 if they where pkaying anaconda by nicki minaj
This was cool. Though I was hoping they would do Kanye's more cinematic 
pieces like "Diamonds" or "Touch the Sky".
This was cool when it came out however Sly & the Family Stone did a much 
better version!
This was delicious ❣nThe bass makes the beat feel like orgasms to the 
heart
This was done before with Daniel on The Graham Norton show with some of 
these exact pictures but Jimmy did have some new ones
This. Was. EPIC. <3
This was fantastic
This was fantastic as usual!
this was featured like... ages ago... get with the program oprah!!!
This was fire as 🔥
This was from a time when the name of /usr actually made sense.
This was fuckin' Majestic to the brim...
This was funnier on graham norton
This was funnier when Graham Norton did it.
this was great😂
This was great for drawing a cat to
This was great fun to watch, very nice choreography!  Now, I want to see 
you do that with colored lights in the dark!
This was great. I felt like I was back in Delhi, thank you!
This was great! Love Duchamp
This was hilarious! Honestly all your missing is a vinyl record.
this was incredible man. Both of you are awesome
This was in my recommendation, 2019 anyone? Just me? Okay....
This was in my recommendations cuz I was binge watching Ari 😂😂  but I 
haven’t I heard this song before AFTER A FREAKING YEAR
This was in the Pork and Beans video for Weezer :D
This was just one of his last movies. He also hasThe Angriest Man in 
Brooklyn coming out soon.
This was made 2 years ago people
This was made in 2006? Omg that was a very long time. Anyway? Who's 
watching in 2017?
This was "Miles" ahead of its time.  Sounds as innovative, fresh, and far-
out as it did 45 years ago!
this was music good for ur soul
This was music. Not like the stuff we got now
This was music. This IS music. This WILL BE music.nNot Niki Myassrealbig 
Minaj.
This was my favourite episode ever.
This was my firework for the new year, and the girls loves this <3 :P
this was my first fav song when im was 5 years on 2010 now im 12
This was my old dance song lol
This was my prom song.
this was my shit when I was younger but now I look at this in disgust
This was my very first album ever. Given to me by the parents of the kids 
I was babysitting in 1972
this was neat.. they did it on mythbusters, these guys have done other 
things with coke and mento's..
This was no wave/noise rock before it was an actual genre in the 
mid-1970s. Blaring, abrasive and confrontational electric feedback.
this wasnt apprecaited properly..come do a show in london
This wasn't a protest. This was for every American soldier before and 
after.



This was number 2 on rude tube :))
This was obviously produced long before H1-b foreign work visas f#cked 
everything up.
This was one day before my birthday
This was one of many reasons why he was murdered. The best of the goyim 
must all be murdered
This was one of the best episodes
This was one of the first records that my mom would plat for me to put on 
my red boots and entertain her friends when I was about six years old.
this was one of the first videos i saw on youtube
This was on for the ages.
This was painfully funny. I loved it lol
This was real fucking music 🙌🙌🙌🔥🙌🔥🔥🙌🔥🙌🙌🙌🙌🔥🔥🔥🔥
ThIs was really cute! Absolutely loved it!!!
This was really disturbing ._.
This was really lovely to watch. Thanks guys, I feel all warm inside.
This was shit
this was sick..n they must of been pretty fuckin sticky after that
This was so cool!!!
This was so fuckin boring. If this was family guy with peter griffin it 
would have been entertaining and funny
This was so good I didn't want it to be over.
this was so iconic I love this so much♡♡♡
this was some serious foreshadowing
This was something I never knew I needed
This was sooo cute!! Love you Ari 💙✨
this was stolen
this was such a cool video.
This was super fascinating and fun to watch! Also learnt things that are 
still relevant today!
this was tested on mythbusters!!
This was the first video I saw on youtube😭
This was the first video on YouTube
This was the first video what I saw on YouTube
This was the golden age of the Simpsons
This was the inspiration for the Beatles' "Revolution Number 9".  Yoko Ono 
introduced John Lennon to Stockhausen's music and the rest is history.
This was the jam
This was the last ever film robin Williams did ever
this was the last movie robin was in...
THIS WAS THE MAN !!!!!!! 💟💟 💟  And the beautiful black Chick in the back 
-- YUMMMMY -- is now on Social Security 😆😆😆
This was the most unexpected thing sense battlefield 1
This was the secrete unlockable car in The Simpson’s Road Rage. Drove like 
shit but we loved it!
This was the song from our school musical production last year, amazing 
feeling
This was the song that make me my weird and crazy self I am today. It was 
Lady Gaga anyway, she was my jam.
this was the very first album i purchased when i was a kid. and the rest 
was history.
this was tight real talk.
this was too cringe worthy and cheesy to watch . It just looks so fake and 
forced like something out of a PG rated movie
this was too cute.
This was two years ago🤔😐😑😶
This was upsetty
This was used on the documentary "Killing Gaza." Which is a GREAT movie, 
also.
this was very insightful! for any game creators out there, such as myself, 
would take a page out of this book no?



This was wonderful!!!!! King Duchamp!!!
This weird lunatic  needs to be put in a nut house.
THIS WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YU DONT HAVE A WIFE
this whole channel is how i want to live my life
This whole india vibe just feels alien to me... words cannot explain.
this why coca cola still producing diet coke...
this why USA lags behind other nations academically and morally
this wig-
this wig is awful
this will be famous when the movie will come out LOVE THIS SONG SOO MUCH<3
This will be great just like the first 2.
THIS WILL BE PLAYED THIS YEAR! HAPPY 4TH EVERYONE
This will be the 4th time my bf and I make love to this song list. Thanks, 
best one out there. Very romantic! 💖
This will be the words for a banging house tune, mark my words.
This will trip you with no trip
This woman is a disgrace to humanity.
This woman is an amazing dancer.
This woman is a toothsayer.
this woman is extremely overrated.
This Woman is the Sex Machine
This woman is twisted.
This woman needs to get a rematch ASAP, and try and put things right. Lets 
see if she's could turn things around.
This won't age well.
This works
This world is doomed the words of a coached little girl will not save 
anything.
This world is full of loonies.  ...next thing you know, the media will 
stooped to interview a newborn to get his/her views......
This world is mixed up with everything
This world is so funny.
This world is trash while we all fight each other, rich people are fucking 
us.
this would be a good idea for our chmistry lessons at school!
this would be better in the destroyer's den.
This would be better it someone would mix that silly trumpet out.
This would be interesting, this Holly Holm lady is not gonna be a 1 minute 
affair. Ronda better watch out!!
This would be much more effective if she was not so angry...
This would be much more relatable if she weren't bending every time to 
read that script she was given
This would have gotten more likes if the title was accurate: Shaloin monk 
runs atop water boards for 125 meters, sets new record
This would make a wooden leg dance
This would never happen in 2018.  Unfortunate.  I mean not another jimi 
hendrix but with all the sjws and shit today like colin fapernick.
This would've been a lot cooler as a parking structure rather than a new 
car sale
This year might of been shit for the rest of us but it was excellent for 
Ari
This young lady is truly an inspiration and hope that she can lead a 
nation,the world into change for a better future !👍
This youtube channel needs a "mute" button that only mutes Fallon's 
inauthentic opinions, laughs, etc (basically every word out of his mouth)
this youtube shit youre makin takes commitment, subscribed, well met
thiw music should be in the lullabies section.For adults.
Thnx for teaching me how to do the quickly change your clothes magic 
trick.
THNX. HAPPINESS.
thnx!rnFYI, i tried this exprmnt and it was awesome man!(before my mom 
yelled of course)
@ThomasTheBarbarian92 ?



Thom Yorke was listening...
Thong Song i Gravel Pit, połączone Anacondą = korki wybite, chętnie 
wysłuchałbym w całości.Do tego Pezet z samej końcówki, cud miód.
@Thorntonator19 BISHHH GO AWAY AND BURN IN HELL!!
@Thorntonator19  dude i will diss you when im sleeping with your po-po-
poopface
@Thorntonator19 qqquuueee???? no entendi lo q dijiste dijiste q mi 
padre .. realmente no entendi
@Thorntonator19 rnWhat do you know about juicy pussy? O_O
@Thorntonator19rnWhy aids?rnI don't buttfuck BB >=(
thoroughly enjoyable :)
Those 2.9k dislikes came from Mr.Paker from Friday 😂
Those 2 guys must have the sticky'est clothes in the world after shooting 
that video ;)
Those acting classes are really paying off
those arent diamonds in her shoes those are flowers
Those are some epic costumes
Those are some old computers lol
Those are the Same American Audiences who were clapping hysterically when 
they introduced the new stove iphone camera ...Mental
Those asshats that laughed...
Those awesome guys must STILL be sticky!;)
those beards!
Those cartoons were beyond sheiiiiiit absolutely crap !
Those downvotes
Those dumbass SJW would rage WWIII on this video if it'd be released in 
2018.
those earphones are beast.
Those electric wires are fascinating me :o|
those end-credits fucked me up
Those folks look like they've been on a really long tour and are super 
tired.  Fantastic performance regardless!
Those fucking roll-ups! I cried with laughter and angst at the sight of 
them.
those glasses, that hat, is YSAC a libtard?
those guys are the eepybirds.
those guys must have been drenched in coke
THOSE GUY'S SMOKE WEED FO-SHO!!!!!
Those guys were awesome - good job they spat it out at the end because 
Diet drinks are Poisonous
those hands you place in the view of the camera at the beginning of the 
videos always fucking haunt me
Those  he GEt  As  BACk
those high notes though
Those Indian ladies really swing their tails when they walking. Wow
Those in power only care about money. The world is mostly filled with 
evil. The American government is a prime example
Those keyboards are sexy
Those legs!!!
Those legs on that woman!! Omg!!! 🤤🤤🤤
Those little tiny planes turn wayyyy more crazy than large commercial 
jets.
Those lyrics were very racy at that time
Those men are treasures
those mentos would be in my tummy if i was there.
Those numbers are merely estimates. Guesses really.
Those offices... shows that everything comes back into style eventually. 
Where I work is the same, garish-coloured walls and glass partitions
Those opportunist fuckers turn this funny experiment into some kind of 
stupid show. Now they must be getting money from this.
Those pauses in the beginning... So long.
Those people have just made a very large amount of ants very happy
Those people that have been feeding this poor girl all these lies and 



scaring the hell out of her should be arrested for child abuse
Those planks are connected with ropes?
those poor skiny dogs
those snapshot photos kind of ruin the flow of the video. Otherwise 
enjoyed it
Those super slenders are mega cool
Those tall super skinny towers are the ugliest most unimaginative pieces 
of architecture I’ve ever witnessed.
those that disliked this should have been aborted
Those three should come to europe. USA and GB are fucked...
Those tools and resources to build a lightsaber costs more than the store 
buy one for 12$ in the store is it that hard
Those two little dudes are the best part of the film hands down
Those ultra thin skyscrapers are not nice to look at. To me, they ruin the 
skyline to an extent.
Those UNIX beards... so not a good look.
Those who have disliked this video clearly have a problem with the truth.
those who love lady gaga wiiii thumbs up
Those who take life seriously are idiots.
Those wires overhead are dangerous.....they are not up to U.S. Safety 
Standards and they kill folks sometimes, especially when it rains...
Thought they were gonna unveil a ford pickup
Thought this just came out. Turns out I'm late to the party again lol Good 
song 😎
thought this was a tribute to george michael
Thousands of dollars for a OS...but if it wasn't for Unix there wouldn't 
be GNU/Linux
THREE MINUTES and he explains effective game design. THIS is why the man 
is a legend!
Three times bigger
Three words: oh my god😍😍😍
Through the time
throws temper tantrumnU.N.: Alright whatever you want
thru my own word Get up! Get all up! like a sex machine. Again like a 
Computer Machine
Thsi guy reminds to much of the late (and great) Carl Sagan: the way he 
speaks, his diction, his voice and even the jacket and turtle neck!!
tht afro woman in the back ground is amazing.
tht looks fun!@
thts a shit load of mentos
thts awesome
thts cool how they wire it up like tht so good
thts quility!!!
thts really cool =D bet it cost u guys a lot of money for the diet coke =P
thts sikk!
tht wuz kool:D
Thu ke sabes....tiene mas de 100 premios y el disco mas vendido de los 
ultimos años y dices ke es moda? c:
THUMBS DOWN.
Thumbs downs? Hahaa! That's the funniest thing I've seen all day :)
Thumbs down... WHO THUMBS-DOWN this video showing great work and 
compassion?
thumbs, if you are not
thumbs up for blue man group reference at the end
thumbs up for huge eyes!!!!!!!!!
Thumbs up for quoting Kerouac.
Thumbs up for rack and peanut steering.
Thumbs up for Rondas childhood pic.nhttps://pbs.twimg.com/media/B-
_dqvfVIAAjFkP.jpg:large
THUMBS UP FOR SNOWDEN
thumbs up for the video of the year!!!
thumbs up for top comment!!!!!!!!!
Thumbs up if 9fag and reddit both suck and you brought yourself here.



thumbs up if greg rutters list of 99 things you should do on the internet 
braught you here
Thumbs up if... no fuck you!
Thumbs up if this sucks.
thumbs up if U deside to save URL just play it faster
Thumbs up, if u got here by Ray William Johnson!
THUMBS UP if u like tac-os :)
thumbs up if ur one of gagas lil monster
Thumbs up if u watched this after u had some Coke
Thumbs up if want to stop being the 395,833,003rd viewer and be the 
400,000,000th viewer. :)
thumbs up if weezer brought you here
Thumbs up if Weezer's video brought you there
Thumbs up if you are reading "twin peaks: the final dossier"
thumbs up if you are the 387,064,813rd viewer!
Thumbs up if you are watching this in 1990.
thumbs up if you hate how youtube became!!!
Thumbs up if you hate the new Youtube.
thumbs up if you hate this song
Thumbs up if you like Pork n Beans!
Thumbs up if you're 12,999,000th viewer!!!!
Thumbs up if you're here cause of the 9gag post.
Thumbs up if you're sick of ads but tolerate them because you support 
Capitalism.
Thumbs up if you're sick of people typing 'Thumbs up'
Thumbs up if you're watching this in 1964
Thumbs up if you're watching this in 2046.
Thumbs up if you're watching this in 2057, dreaming to drink all that 
wasted water!
Thumbs up if you 're watching this using iStone.
Thumbs up if you ripped a fart while watching this. I know I did
thumbs up if your SKYPE don't work right now
thumbs up if your the 388,917,493rd viewer
thumbs up if your watching this on 2012
Thumbs up if you still listen to this in 2011!!!
thumbs up if you still watch it in 2012!!nLOVE YOU MOTHER MONSTER<3
Thumbs up if you think Lady Gaga FT michael Jackson would be the BEST Duet 
in the world!!!
Thumbs up if you think Lady Gaga is a legend!
thumbs up if you think these guys are actual mad scientists having fun!
Thumbs up if you think this is awesome!
thumbs up if you think thumbs up comments are dumbrnalso good job guys
THUMBS UP IF YOU WANT 400.000.000 VIEWS AND 1.000.000 COMMENTS ...
THUMBS UP IF YOU WANT HAIR FOR NEXT SINGLE
Thumbs up if you watch Casey Neistat
thumbs up if you watching this in 2012.....thanks earth
thumbs upp if you like me, think this videos view number is f...ing 
incredible!
Thumbs Up to you (-.-)b
thumbs up /watch?v=tfkscHt96R0
Thumbs up you're in W3157 and Jae made you watch this video
thumb up if u are nice and good person...lol
Thumb up this comment if you like Gaga.
@thumpah I don't know what video you watched. The rest of us saw two fully 
grown men having fun. Where are the fully frown men you're talking about?
@thumpah you are such a hater guy.
ⓣⓗⓤⓜⓟⓢⓤⓟⓘⓕⓨⓞⓤ©ⓐⓝⓡⓔⓐⓓⓣⓗⓘⓢ
Thunberg, piss off over to China and get preaching. Oh wait..
Thunbs up for making the diet cola and mentos as a fountain! :) looks cool 
to me
Thunfischkopf 🙄
thunfish
THUNSBERG: I want the world... I want the whole world.  I want to lock it 
all up in my pocket...  Don't care how I want it now!



thus is what a real tutorial looks like, not like RAMIREZ Aim down your 
sights!, RAMIREZ Press RT to shoot
Thx!!
thx 4 turning left at greenland
THX a lot to AT&T for providing these historical interestings vids!
Thx man.
Thx Mr Miyamoto for the awsome childhood! ;3
@tiagopereira604 ohh no, i love her moree nnxD
ti amo ariana grande
Tião Macalé,,,
tickling his belly!!haha
Tiefsten Respekt für diesen Mann!
tiene muy pocas vistas,tiene la vistas que puede tener rubius en 1 hora :v
tienes novia?
Tiffany brought me here from Jimmy Fallon after that dance lmao, dawm she 
did it better than him LoL
Tiffany Haddish & Jimmy Fallon brought me here!
Tiffany Haddish kills it with this song vs. Jimmy on Jimmy Fallon’s Lip 
Sync Battle.😂 ❤🎶 🎶
Tiffany Haddish sent me here
tiffany hadish brought me here
tight!
Tight as a motherfucker.
Tight as f**k jams...
tight ass stuff
Ti imas stas ti imas glas devojko.Odapeli smo Amorovu strelu koja ce 
prebaciti Nevracam se na staro.
@TIKIMAN198 and ?:D you found it nice if 2 idiots play with coke - jesus
Tik tok girl behin ?
Ti mala grmis neka puknu hejteri bravo Kija
Tim Cook in action
Time for me to re-listen to this again
timeless
Timeless
Timeless!
timeless!
Timeless.
TIMELESS CLASSIC
TIMELESS CLASSIC.
Timeless, king of soul
Timeless masterpiece
Timeless . . . .  this song will never get old. Toooo Funky.
TIME MACHINE   I'M CRYIN
TIMEnIESS SCENEnSEX MACHINE
times are changing
Time’s been stuck in there
Time to call , the Sexmachine,
Time to clear my history!
Time to get ready for the nightnMe-ChecknInternet-ChecknMy right hand-
ChecknLoneliness-Check
Time to go kiss hubby ALL OVER!!!! ❤
Time to move into a new home.
time to move to new york citynnnnnnnnnnnnnoh wait I'm in the san francisco 
bay area and $1.7M can barely get you a 1-bedroom house 🙄
Time to retire my bicycle and start driving car again.
Time turners are real then!
TIME UP TIIIIIMMMME UP !!!
TIMEWARP
time well spent :D :Drnthat was cool
Timex must suck if it continued to count past 6.8 seconds :P
Timex sponsored. Has a G-Shock showing at 2:06 , as far as I can tell, 
only closeup of a watch in the video.
Tim Maia Americano



TIMMY WHERE IS THE COUCH?????!!!!!!!!!!
Ti nas darujes najboljom pjesmom,a mi tebe trendingom
tinha q ser legenda em inglês?
Ti ovo, Luftija Djogaj, nikada nećeš doživeti.
Tira a roupa...nTiro não...nSexy machine.
Tired of seeing this narcissistic child being put on a pedestal
TIRO CHAPEU PRO CARA!! FORA BOLSOMITO
tirou roupa...tiru não kkkkk
Ti si bre već zvezdetina !
Ti si emocionalne diletant ti si lazov ti si folirant ti si pakao ma ti si 
mrak.
Ti si emotivni diletant
Ti si emotivni diletant folirant💃💃💃
"Ti si emotivni diletant, ti si lazov, ti si folirant, ti si pakao, ma ti 
si mrak!" 🎯
Ti si emotivni diletant, ti si lazov, ti si folirant, ti si pakao, ma ti 
si mrak! Ubija bre kol'ko je dobro!
Ti si kijo otrov dok je tebi lepo Kijo ja sretan
Ti si Kiki za svetsku scenu .
Tisi kraljica pesma je hit to kija3
Ti si lazov, ti si folirant. nBalvane jesi se pronasao????
ti si lažov ti si folirant,nti si pakao ma ti si mrak!nA kada ne javljaš 
se na moj broj,
Ti si lazov, ti si folirant, znamo kome su ovi stihovi namenjeni, haha, 
kraljica opet pecka.
Ti si mrak, brutalooo
Ti si pakao ma ti si mrak
Ti si pakao ti si mrak ....tako je Kikice nasa lepa
Ti si, zeno, kraljica u svakom smislu!
tism starts at 0:00
Tite!
title card shouldve been you suck at brewing
Title: how swat can make us less safenthumbnail: how swat makes us less 
safe
Title is a clickbait.
title is a little bit misleading
title is lie change please
(Title)is what I'll never be
Title says the monk is running on water. Says nothing in title about 
helping kids.. Misleading as hell. Sad really sad.
Title should be "Shaolin monk runs across bridge on 4th attempt".
Tits
Tits😍
Tizian would laugh his ass off, if he could see this.
Tja und was macht die Liebe CDSU? Sie wollen die Pendlerpauschale sogar 
noch erhöhen. Die gehört einfach abgeschafft! 😡
T J took the picture to increase interest..
@t least we got a hell of a national anthem!
tle czasu---myślicie że to dobre ? trochę tak ale---znowu nie wiem co 
robic ?
TnOnPnP
TnUnRnKnEnYn<33
tnx for such play list..., that's all folks!
tnx! searching for the song for some time now
To all of you saying that Jesus walk on water. How do you know? Did you 
see him?🤔🤔🤔
To all of you who are hating. STOP IT!
To all our 9/11 victims 2001
to all people thats asking what the song is called iyts called you gotta 
tap by audio body
to all Ronda's haters .  Suck a dick ☺
To all the Anti-American commie fucks in the comments. Suck my fat 



patriotic dick.
to all the the confused people, I'm pretty sure this is satire
To anyone wander what he wrote . You suck it a cooking omg.
To anyone who disliked this and left a snide remark: How exactly is she 
wrong? nPapers due Friday.
To aqui por conta da série Todo mundo odeia o Cris 😆
toaster ass video quality. nnthat aside, it was pretty well done.
To bad her words will go completely in vein. Mankind will follow the story 
of Icarus.
to bad she got kicked in the head lol
to bad she wasn't the biggest threat to holly
To be fair our extinction would be a blessing ...we are like bacteria on 
this planet
To be fair, tail fins are still a thing.
to be fair tho thiws video shows how much chemicals and shit must be in 
them lolnnim still gona srink fizzy drink but jsut saing
to be honest it looks awful, this could be the result of a contest of how 
mankind can make the worst place on earth ���
to be honest, no offense, this is a shit hole.
To be perfectly fair, that car looks fucking cool! A CAR FROM BACK TO THE 
FUTURE! X'DDDDDD nnRICH PPL ARE PRETENTIOUS JACKASS CUNTS!
to Brazil n1bi/ ❤🔥
To Bruno Buccellati
To było naprawdę... chujowe.
To Cariceeeeeeeeeeeeee������
Toda la vida pensando que era de Us3.
TODAS LAS BELIBERS SON PENDEJAS Y TODAS SON PUTASS
Todasy is 4/24/2019. 38 years later still kickin' ass. May god bless you, 
Mr Brown.
Today
Today 2018
Today I feel so proud of being a Swede Iranian. Bravo Greta!
Today I had to decide between eating lunch or eating dinner.
Today I heard this mix music first time and used it as well... Feeling was 
great for both of us...good one.😁😈
today il make my biggest deal 1million dollar
Today, my local butcher told me that he couldn't possibly make ground beef 
any quicker than that.
Today only i got recommended to me
Today you have those systemd, node.js, Docker-schmocker monstrosities....
@todddeth shut up dont insullt mother monster
Todo b boy fica louco nesse son
Todo mundo odeia o Chris
Todo mundo odeia o Chris... Huehuehue
Todo mundo odeia o chris kkkkkkk
Todo mundo odeia o cris
Todo mundo odeia o Cris 😎
Todo mundo odeia o Cris...
todo mundo odeia o cris 
kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
todos contra tvaztecanlo de extranormal..ninsultaron a lady gagan x ser 
satanica.. !!!!
TODOS EN LOVE GAME
Todos los comentarios (1108821)
Todo tranquilo por suerte!! y tuuu? xD Re neutro :B
todo un expectaculo este hombre
Todo un genio
to everyone sees this comment  man/ woman I love you all
To hard
To hear the next pop superstar click on wisztrock.
Toje kijaa❤�
To je Kiki



to jest  bomba
To jest cudowne <3 chcemy więcej :)
To jest funke
To jest kurwa kapitalne
To jest kwintesencja piękna i talentu.
To jest po prostu genialne :)
To jest po prostu genialne, aż mam ciary���
To jest promocja Polski... Pozdrawiam !!!
To jest tak dobre, że chociaż trwa prawie 10 min to dla mnie jest jak 
mniej niż minuta, tak szybko leci... Stanowczo za krótko!
To je to
To je to, 1.5 kao od sale, do 2M ide jos brze. 🥂
TO JE TO! VRH!
To Karaljice nasa
To Kijaaaaaa!!!!!🥂 🍾
To Kijaaaaaaa, cepaj!!!!!!💗 💗💗💗
To Kikiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii naj jaca si a ove zle duse koje te ne voli salji 
na njih AMOROVE STRELE juhuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu.
To kiki nemacks te voli
to know the truth you must see and lisen to both sides otherwise your a 
cultfallower.
To kraljice samo gazi ti si toppppppp.❤
To Kristina samo jako devojko!!!
To lavice bravo
Toleranz....haltet zusammen...nhttps://youtu.be/57wWSNTCin8
Toliko mi je ova pesma bez veze odvratna a ona veze sa pevanjem nema 
narice kao na groblju
"To live is to relieve", that was a really nice ending of the interview.
Toll ARTE habt ihr gut gemacht, mit Snowden in Vordergrund und in 
Hintergrund Propaganda für NED.
Tolle Kombination, alt Superstar mit jungem Topstar!
Toller Beitrag. Danke !
Toller Mensch, tolle Einstellung!nWünsche ihm Glück u. Erfolg für die 
Zukunft...
Tolles Ausstellungsdesign: Sind nun Designer die Künstler oder ist das ein 
Labelmissbrauch und wir sollten sie Designbienale nennen ?
To make the helmet is there any other way to get the dome for helmet? I 
don't really have a bin that size :/
Tom and Jerry playlist.
Tom and Jerry took 101% of songs from here
Tomatoes
tom cruise as a cave man?
Tom Cruise at 0:36.
Tom Cruise !!! hahaha
Tomczak---spójrz.
Tome James Brown 2019 ?? 🎶 ♡
Tom e Jerry e Pica Pau playlist...quem foi criança vendo desenhos dos anos 
80 e 90, sabe apreciar um bom clássico. ;)
To me was the beginning of Disco Music  Just saying
To me, what so good about jazz ,the musicians created a sound in their 
instruments for one mood,  so Kool .   Peace
@Tomi289 views* comments*
Tom & jerry
@tomm9091 it is youtubes most watched video xD
Tomorrow 500,000,000
Tomorrow 590.000.000 !! <3
tomorrow is its 10th birthday
Tom Robinson brought me here
To...my  father...whom..l 
love.....more....in.the..world.and...who...l.miss.....terribly.
To nie jest hib hob
To night gonna be a good nighr thx 😈😍😍😜



Tonight Patrick Carney played this on his Sirius XM show #seriousboredom 
plus Ice Cube, Snoop Dog, Courtney Barnett, Grimes and more
@toniotoco of course! we are not that special for nothin =D
Tons of turds on the street! Sounds like fun!!! Yeaaa!!
TONTA ESTUPIDA Q TE GUSTA ANDAR CAMBIANDO ESTUPIDESES DE MIERDA WNA A 
NADIE LE IMPORTA LA LESVIANA GAGA
Tony freaks me out; sounds like he's playing a violin or something. 
Definitely took the drums to an unique level.
Tony Williams on drums ?
tòo😘 😍
too actress. not informed.
too awesome, dunno how to describe
Too bad he couldn't see how hot Ariana is
too bad he wasted his life on drugs he had tremendous talent
Too bad he won’t see this....
Too bad its only 8 mins :( Only if songs were longer :)
Too bad it's only in 360p only. Wish it's in FHD 1080p, then the feel 
would be so kicking the ass.
too bad robin williams is dead i love his movies including jumanji :(
too bad she did get that kick she didn't wanted...
Too bad she got knocked out with a kick to the head 😂😂
too bad shes a man
too bad Stevie will never see this one. 🙁
Too bad the Beatles don't sound this good @2lQg
Too bad the crowd sucked so bad.
Too bad these ads always interrupts us.
too bad they didn't use it at Obama's inauguration
Too bad this bicth got knocked OUTTT
Too bad, this planet is dying already, get over it, plus isnt it time for 
earth to go in pieces
Too bad way too many of these aren't actually classical music
Too Big , Too Fast , and Look what the Greed is Creating !
Too bre Kijaa
too cool.....
Too Deadly!!
Too fan ...
Too fly, realest shit eva. JB killin it.
Too funky...
too funny...i give 4 out of 5 dillmans......lol
TOO GOOD
Too good
Too good!!!;😀 😀😀 😀
Took 100 years to change .oo2 degrees
Took drama class before she came here
TOOL
Tool
@toolegitforthis Craters that allows the CO2 to escape
Too maala  razbali dusmane
Too many adds  Ruins it
Too many ads
Too many ads bye
Too many ads such a turn off, turning off now.
Too many comments about the damn clapping.  Wake up and share the message 
ppl
Too many God in India
too many people that is the problem she should sterilize herself
Too many Tide Pods
Too many times I've seen "WASTED!" pop up on my screen to this song in GTA 
San Andreas, lol
Too much acting. Too many epithetes. Very few facts. UN is useless 
organization that only talks.
too much advertisment



too much bitch...
too much cardboard
Too much diet coke is bad for the grass.
too much dumbshit in the comments!nThis is one of the greatest pieces of 
music in history.nlets concentrate on the art
Too much ego will kill your talent
Too much fame .nWelcome back to reality,  Rhonda.
Too much free time...!!!
TOO MUCH GLASS, NOT ENOUGH CLASS
Too Much importance to a small girl that should be at school
Too much Muslim content, sorry mate but most of your viewers are 
westerners and this Ideology just gets less and less popular over here..
too much time
too much time....not enought pussy! poor guys!
too much time on your hands yet extremely entertaining haha :P GJ
Too much traffic for me x.xnI'm so not a city person xD
Too much work
Tooo
Tooo!!!#2 Bravo Kijevci!!!Jos da nije otislo preko 50000 pregleda na neki 
kanal ,,zadruga 2'',koji je postavio neovlaceno bilo bi vec odavno#2....
Tooo Kijaaa ❤💘💘
Tooo Kijaa ljubaviiii vrh 😍 😍😍😍
Tooo legendo kija
Tooo ljubaviiii 😃😃😃
Toooo Kijaaaaaa.....❤💋
Toooo Kijooo kraljice nasaa.nDominiraj!
Toooo mrvice!!!
TOOOOO BRAVO MRVICE NAŠA
Tooooo Kijaaa!!!!! Ma Toop
Tooooo kraljiceeee,najbolja si
😘😍��Tooooo kraljice lepotice
Tooooo lepoto nasa idemo jako
Tooooo leppotooo nasa volimo teeer
Toooooo Kijaaaaa ljubaviiii ❤❤❤❤
TOOOOOO MRVICEEEE NAŠA VOLIMOOOO TE
Toooooop 💖
Toooooop 😍👏
TOOOOOOPPPPPPPP 👍👍👍👍👍
Toooop
Toooop 👏👏👏
Tooop !!! III II II
toop
Toop😍
Toopcinaaa😍😍😍
TOO REPETTTTIVE!
too short
Too soon.
Too stupid for words. Beyond these anyway.
Toothless costume
Too young to be angry. Get a few hobbies...
top
Top
T O P
T O P�
Top !
TOP !!!!!
top 😘👍



Top 🤗🤗🤗🤗
Top <<<😍 😍😍 😍😍
Top ♥♥♥♥ ♥♥
Top 💥💥💥💥 💥💥 💥💥 👍👍👍👍👍 👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍£££ £££££££
£

Top!
Top 100 billboard year 1890
Top 100 Richest Cities in Mainland China in 2018nhttps://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=khToRPfSx2w
Top 10 Anime speeches
Top 10 Cringe Videos 2019
Top 10 Whammy Bar Destructions.
Top 2o19. ❤ Bravo Kija
Top 5 best rock albums ever maden5 goodbye yellow brick roadn4 the walln3 
dark side of the moonn2 abby roadn1 sgt pepper
Top 5 favorite albums of all time
Topcina 💕💕
topčina
🔝🔝🔝  Topčina
Topcinaaa💕😍
TOPCINA! Bravo Kija! ❤
Top demais
Top de mais , incrível James Brown !!!
Top dos top...
Top-down software development
To people who disliked this due to "misleading title": are you that 
fucking stupid that you thought he could literally run on water?
Top fake crying nn1. Greta Thunbergn2. Laura Leen3. James Charles
Top fen ext
top i gotovo....tako rade profesionalci bravoooooooo za FM i Kiju !!!!!
Top! Kako si zgoodna ćerceee👌 ❤
Top kao i uvek!!! 👍👍👍👍
Top! Kija izdominirala kao i obicno! Bice ovo hitcina! :)
TOP KIJA ODUSEVLJAVA !!😍😍😍
Top Kija👑 reci top. Ti prelepa... Pravi trenutak za izbacivanje pesme. P. 
S. I ovaj skolski ti je 👌😉  Bravo... Kidaj kao i do sada!!!!
Top Kija, svaka cast. Najbolja do sad :)
Top kikii😍😍
Top music in the Lovers
Top musique
Top, odlična
to popwarfour comment - They showed it on mythbusters, pretty coolness. 
Gotta try that out
Topp😍
Topp❤
Topp👌 ❤
Top pesma   💞 💞💞 💞💞💖💖💖 💖💖
Top pesma🔝🔝🔝
Top pesma Kija!Idemo u trending♡
Top pesma Kija volim te
Top pjesma
Top pjesma, ima da bude hit
Toppp 😍 😍



Toppp 😍 😍�!!
Toppp Kija, najbolja si i po ko zna koji put ti kažem da si pokorila 
estradu. nBravo!
Toppp👏👏👏 👊👊 👊💫💫💞💝💝💖💖💖💕💕💕💓💓💓💗💗💗💜💜💙💙🖤💚💚💚 💛
���❤❤💘💘 💘💋 💋💋 nKija najbolja si❤🌍
Topppp😍
Toppppppp Bravoo MRVICE
Toppppppppppp
Toppppp samo redak hit do hita ..kija ❤
Toppp za ceo spot ,za ceo timn..👏👏👏👏💕💕💕💕 Pesmaaa odkidaa .
Topp topp sve 👊👊👊  osim tim ustima kad pjeva previse izrazava ih bas 
para oci ... Al sredit ce se to vremenom 😂  . Bravo Kija ❤
TOPP TOPP TOPPn#kija
Top Recording ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Tops on backwards.
Top ten acts there ever was.
Top Ten Anime Openings That Hyped Us As Childrens.
Top top 😘😘😘
Top, top!! ❤
Top topcina 🔝 🔝🔝 🔝🔝 kiki razbijas
Top topcina! Ma bravoooooo
Top topcina prava hitcina 🌟
Top top💪💪💣 još da sad puste u zadruzi spot pa na kraju slobin komentar 
od 1do10.. 11goris bre zeno
Top top kiki
Top top pesma tekst interpretacija spot sve je ful Kiki samo napted.
Top toppp toppp
Top, top, toooop!!! Cestitkeee!!! 👏👏👏
Top top top excellente rythme so good
Top top top, idemooo
Top top top...nema dalje
Top top top pesma i svaka cast kompletnoj ekipi koja je sve ovo 
upakovala.Devojke i Nemanja su takodje bili na visini zadatka.
Top,top,top,topppppp!!!!!!
TOP TOP TOP TOP TOP
Top top top top topppo
TOP - Traut sich keiner mehr, erst recht nicht in D.. ??
To put it into perspective as to how expensive it is - $82,000 in 1991 is 
roughly $154,000 in 2019.
Tori and Ariana could've collaborated as well. ;_;
Tori Kelly singing a Stevie Wonder song in the movie, Ariana 
collaborating, I am so happy REAL talent is in the movie <3 <3 love you 
and god bless!
@torodi1995 you should quit trolling and go do something about it then
to sa mentosy czy cukierki inne mietowe?? :D
To samo Kraljica  Kija  može !!
to see a really good video watch funny lego battle video
to se i očekivalo..bravo Kiki...odusevljen sam
To sestro 😍
To sing with Stevie Wonder would be the biggest honor to me ever!
Total chaos lol
Total cringe
Total disrespect for our great Nation.  Shame on you Jimi Hendrix!  And 
now we have to deal with Colin Kaepernick and other ungrateful minorities.
Total dude perfectnEven the music was dude perfect
Totally cool. :)
Totally duped



Totally going to see this!!!
totally hot video but why with the annoying french crap when shes of 
italian ancestry? dun get it cause all thats in france is frogs and dogs
totally in love
Totally insane
totally insane, specially the idiots clapping after getting cucked
Totally love this!
Totally love this mix, gives me the feels ❤😭😢
Totally OTT.
totally OVERACTING...this is utterly ridiculous
totally sick this kid. The parents must be held accountable.
Totally worth a week for this. :) great job!
Totally worth the two hundred + dollars of coke you spent.
TOTALMENTE FANTÁSTICO. QUE BACANNNNNNNN
Totalna dominacija
Totalna dominacija 😎🙌
Totalna dominacija,respekt Kija!!!
Totalna dominacija 💖  Svjetska zvijezdo 💖💖💖 Domaci zadatak za mnoge 👋
👋👋👋  Savrsena zeno vremena svih 💪  💣💥💖💖💖💖💖
Totalna dominacija u 3:37min! Svaka čast ženo! Top!!
total nerd power i love it!!!!!!!
Totalno drugacija i nova! Donosi svetski trend kod nas! Bravoooo!
TOTAL PIECE OF ASS !!!!
Total support to Greta’s action. Promises are not fulfilled and  
predictions are going worst. Time to change drastically the world now
Totemic Visionary Genius
Totes
To the 100 douchebags who disliked this presentation.Go eat dirt! God 
bless you Jimi Jam in glory forever!
To the all of the officers in the nation. Best! Yet!. Smile!.
TO THE ASSHOLES THAT DISLIKED THIS VIDEO , STEP #1 TAKE A LOOK IN THE 
MIRROR   STEP# 2  WALK INTO TRAFFIC
To the hipster community, shots fired.
To the pathetic idiots that have brainwashed this child, you are the 
epitome of human garbage, using children this way is as low as it gets
To this day if drive thru Woodstock on a quiet night you can hear this 
masterpiece faintly rising up over the rolling hills.....n✊%✌
To those clapping; she was talking about you.
To those who didn't know what this was then, y'all have a special place in 
hell for not listening to this bop in 2016
touche`
touche lol!
touchin the cosmos again darlin :D thank u kind sir for noticing .o I'm 
madd just knotted and CRAZEE :)
To uczucie gdy wzruszenie odbiera Ci dech w piersiach... Jimek ❤
Toughest Android Game nhttps://play.google.com/store/apps/details?
id=com.newgame.app
Toujours autant de plaisir à écouter !!!!
Tour dates? ARE YOU PERFORMING IN NY!? I need to experience this live!!
...Tous en scène
Tous les matins au réveil ! Je kiffe
Toute ma jeunesse
toute mas jeunesse
tov tov tov tov toda meod
To watch it for a robin Williams. A great actor and comedian. 😊
Tower 5th is so ugly � everything else and beautiful and then they have 
just a ugly box of a building ô ô  hope it don’t get built
Tower 5th looks like an ATC tower.
tower fifth : how about no?



Tower fifth🤢🤢  my god please do not build that
Toyota should’ve had homer make the new 2020 Supra ... would’ve been 
better than the junk they made
Toyota supra 2019
To young and stupid to drive a car. To stupid to  realize she is the 
victim of a con. Totally brain washed by evil entities.
TOYS: A Wacky Adventure!
@tozegomez1 no A metal legend die and this whore is still alive lol
Toż to jest mistrzostwo! Panie Jimek! Jest Pan wielki! ❤
@tptrunks Actually, scientists  on the video suppose to explain what 
happen, instead , they play with the soda and the Mentos , as you can 
see :P
trafiło bardzo blisko mojego serca, a właściwie to wypełniło pewną 
pustkę :) dzięki.
Tragedija
trage of flash
Tragic irony that she says a terrible car accident saved her and renewed 
her faith in God, when years later she dies from a car crash. R.I.P.
Trailer Trash
Trance
@traneay nnnNa uh, you're an ass kisser.
Translation:nYall some fuckbois for this shit right here.
TRASH
Trash
Trash 👎 👎 👎👎
trash can head, lol
Trash everywhere!
traumatised girl, very sad exploitation,
Treasonous Trump🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
Treasure !
TREBA DA PUSTE STRELU U Z2 ONOJ ŽABI KRASTAČI I MARKU PUŽU GOLAĆU STO JE 
KRESE ZA ŠKODU DA MALO UŽIVAJU U DOBROJ MUZICI.
Treba ispostovati Mitrovic da im pusti pijesmu jer ipak ona je njegova 
pobjednica
Trebala je da se skine gola ko u prvom spotu sa deckom.
TREBALI BI IM U ZADRUZI PUSTITI AMOROVU STRELU ZA DAN ZALJUBLJENIH
Trebam da spavam,ali ne mogu prestati da slusam pesmu kako cu ujutru na 
posao nemam pojma.
TRECA SMENA AJDE JOS MALO JACE AKO HOCETE HOCEMO DA STO PRE DODJEMO DO M I 
L K E...
Treca smena ustala
tree hugger?
Trembling the whole time she spoke. Pathetic. Read a book. Global warming 
is made up by the liberals.
¡Tremendo mambo en el STAR-TREK, CTM!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Tremendo tema
💛💛💛💛 💜 💜💜 💜💜💜 Trending💛💛💛💜💜💜💜💜💗💗💗
T R E N D I N G !
TRENDING BATOOOOO ⚠⚠⚠
Trending godinu dana
Trending goooriiiii, volimo te Kikiii
Trending,na kom mestu smo?
Trending zove ☎
très Belle vie
trés bien
Très bon texte
TRESH!
Très sympa on a jamais été aussi prêts
Très talentueuse Norah...! Bravo !
Très très bon travail, compo et clip, félicitations à toutes et tous !
@treypass it was diet coke so it wasnt really a waste.



Tribute to Bob😍
Tribute to Bob Marley.
Tribute to Bob "We jamming"
Tributo a todos los hermanos de jamaica a esa musica nacida como 
reggae....SELASSIE
Tricia Roberts this is my shit!!!!!!!!!!!!! Get on up!!
trickshots
Tried this, tasted horrible, waste of so much good coffee powder :(
tried to fool us , ha
Tried to watch this, but you can't make a video without sticking your face 
in it.
@triforcedweller this is too old, he would talk about a video that was 
made 4 years ago.
triggered ItS sArGeAnT pEpPeRs
Trill
Trinfin she even said it wit her own lips
Tri nivoa iznad svih! Kakav spoj, nemam rijeci! Nisam dugo cuo da je neko 
kombinovao etno i moderni zvuk na ovako visokom nivou!
Trinkets for Miles. Favorite band ever
Trinkets for Miles is a perfect hipster band name.
TripDisMay
“Tripdismay” 😂
Trip-dis-may for short hahaha I lost it right there. Love your vids, chef!
trip dismay LOL
trip dismay lol
Tripdismay...Lost it.
Tripdismaywat
Trip-dis-may water is the only water to use to brew iced coffee.
Tripple distilled mason water. I am laughing. And laughing. You sir, are 
funny.
Trippy
Triptdismayed
@Trix4rKids bye you no life misunderstood retard enjoy your life byeeeee
Trollhunters looks fucking horrible
Trop bien😎👌
Trop bien la chanson
trop cool
Trop coool
Trop fort
trop fort
trop genial james
troppo bella
Troppo bravi!!!!!!!!!!😍😍😍😍😘😘😘 😘😘😘😝 😝😝😝😝😝😝
Trop stiler%�👍😃
tros coule
Trotsky would be proud of the brainwashing this young turd has endured by 
the evil globalist NWO.
trouble is, Gabriel, I go abroad to get away from people like you, sorry I 
know that's rude
@TroySundt not really a waste, considering how bad diet coke is for you :D
@TroySundt the plants got to drink it :)
Trt bre
Tru
Truba ko i ti
tru da dave
Trudi se da napreduje i iznenadjuje i ide joj1
true
True
True art.....painting a picture with audio
True cool.
❤❤❤❤ ❤ 💯🔥 IIIII I  true earthling



True expression of soul that has always has tried to be supressed by 
whitey, but you cant conquer soul.
true instead of wasting the coke y didnt you guys get people 2 try 2 catch 
the coke in their mouths
True logic and reason amidst the chaotic sound....simply genius!!!!
true love...<3 n<3 amo Mother Monster <3n*****
Truely a wonderful city, Sydney 👍
True rebellion at it's finest!
True tes
True, True. True, LY, they are both great people
Truffle butter all over that mattress.  Why it's in plastic.
truly a legend
truly an utter masterpiece
Truly awesome!!
Truly enjoyed and I appreciate you for uploading and sharing.
truly Inspired
Truly it already looks like a Sci-Fi city.
Truly mind melting!
Truly, one of the coolest videos I've seen on Youtube.
Truly the BADDEST!!!
Truly.... The Best...
trump
Trump2020
Trump 2020
TRUMP 2020!!!
Trump 2020👍
TRUMP 2020 global warming is a al gore globalist cash grab HOAX
Trump 2020z  Latinos for trump Ese.
Trumpet man kills groove.
Trump: "FAKE NEWS!"nME: I AGREEnTRUMP 2020 !
Trump is a radical racist rapist—- Biden is an old man that needs a 
nap....  vote yang2020 and save what we have left...
Trump is like... what are these people saying.... lets build a 
wall............
Trump: Is she of legal age?nnnRandom Guard:  No president.nnnTrump: What 
were we talking about again?
Trump is unstoppable. %🦅
Trump: "OMG! Fake news! Grab her by the ******!"
"Trump Runs a Country"
Trump should buy a pair of ears ...to prevent the abyss this Amer 'land 
burnin' ...Come Together >...!!!
Trump should order both the Homer and the Canyonero into production 
immediately.
Trump tower in Colorado springs ?
trump will be angry
Truth hurts especially innocent children
Truth in plain site
@TruthTeller878 so wat ur saying is that the Egyptian gods are the devil? 
Fuck you, and i'm pretty sure that your not a private investigator
@TruthTeller878 thats kinda actually cool.
TRUTH.  There is one behind Independence Hall in Philadelphia.  It's how 
their parking lot works.
try
Try #3256218 kappa
Try and stay away from Grande but this is too catchy
try and think on a DIFFERENT LEVEL 😇⚡😇
try and use a little less the word redefine, otherwise amazing video, love 
that insight into constructions around the world.
trying to decide if i have watched this or not
trying to find some motivation for climbing and then I saw this... Awesome 
dude! going climbing right now!!



Trying to get my man laid listening to this mix🙈
Trying to kick you in your head and it's not going to go like that? Lol 
guess again.
try it.
try it then this works i have tried (i couldnt tdo same as these guys but 
it works)
try it with salt i did it 2 min ago it is AWSOME!!!!
Try it yourself. Hee hee hee...
Try making the PUBG level 3 helmet
try moaning myrtle
Try No. 15384825
t r y     n o t     t o    n u t     c h a l l e n g e
Try on 1.25x
Try SomeThing Better Next Time....
Try talking about climate change to Russia,China,Brasil and all other 
emerging industrial nations and they will show you the middle finger.
Try that u new so called musicians! U no talent bums!! U r few and far 
between. Jimmy would wipe u of the fkn stage!!!! Much luv!!!
Try this link: enDOTwikipediaDOTorgSLASHwikiSLASHThe_Unix-Haters_Handbook
Try this: Mount Fuji DoomJazz Corporation: Succubusnnhttps://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=LvAtGjZc_sc
try this on LSD and u jump off to Vietnam
Try to do a stormtrooper costume
Try to eat whole 4-5 mentos and then drink some coke ;] nngood vid 
tho ! ;]
Try visiting Mt Druitt or Auburn. The best place in Australia! 😂😂😂
Try visit lakemba or punchball 😂
try watching "Nightmare or Dream" my Viennie V. just try it. and click on 
the one that has like 200,000 views not the other one
tthey dont do this anymore sadly
T.T Rest in peace Robin Williams.
TTTOOOPPP.
@tucker3601 hahaha
Tucumán es el número 1 😂
Tudo de bom.
Tudo feito...a quela mulher dançando é perfeita também
tu eres el pedo idiota,nadie te obliga a ver el video so bobo
Tuga i jad
tu madre piruja!!!!
Tumblr Buê Đuê đã đưa tôi đến đây! :)
Tumne bahut acha message diya greta ,you are great..n👍👍👍
Tune sex machine me
tu no eres jjorge, el monster q se suicidó y luego resucitó ???
tup tup tup tup tup tup go to day tup tup tup tup
TURKEY <3 <3 <3
turkey and other countries: ok lol
Turkish march arayanlar 9:50
Turkish marsh Mozart nChopin nocturne 2 op 9 ?
Türkler Begensın Yabancılarda Onemlı bısı Sansın :))
Türküm ama New York city kadarda iyi yer yook
Turk yok sonunda
Turn away Christians, he's running on boards. No miracle here.
Turn down the Clapping and audience volume,  you're clapping too loud, 
your giving it away..
Turn it off please
Turn on captions at the beginning 😂
Turns out, he is not average felt.
turns out she got KO'd
Turns out shes not just speaking to the adults in that auditorium, but the 
plethora of ignoramus' right here in the comments section as well.
Turtleneck rules



Tu si ali nisi prisutan
Tu si ali nisi prisutan .....
Tu si ali nisi prisutan...
Tu si ali nisi prisutan crni Slobodane
Tu si ali nisi prisutanrnna mene nikada fokusiranrnma briga te kako se 
osecam n Bravo  Kija  , sve nas je  pogodila Amorova strela ❤
Tuxedo.
김유복tv에서 만나고싶어요
T.v.b. Ariana♥🎶
Tvoja najbolja pesma definitivno!!Svaka cast
T'was super creative, yass??
Twerking on this
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star?
Twin turbo that biacth Id rock it all night long!
Twitter brought me here. (Yeah, I hate these kind of comments too)
Twitter @GetHighwitYoshinInstagram VivaLaYoshi
Two and a half of mixes. Oh my
TWO CAMELS IN A TINY CAR
Two fifths into the clip and I realized he’s voiced by Danny DeVito. Duh.
two kinds of banners.. have 9 people same faces like us
TWO LEGENDS COMBINE!!
TWO LEGENDS IN ONE VIDEO😍😍😍😍💕💕💕💕 ❤❤
Two legends in one video, my ears are blessed <3
Two legends one song iconic
Two legends together!
TWO LEGONS UNITED! YASSSSSS
two of best artists together
two of my favorites people on the same track fantastic
Two of my favorite YouTuber's here on this collab. SO glad this could 
happen! Awesome video!!
Two words: BEAST MODE
Two words, LA robbery.nnnnnnnnif you need further explanation just say so
Two words: Paid Actor
Two worlds became one....Hip Hop and Classical. That was truly inspiring. 
Thank you for some amazing music.
Two World Trade Center looks ass
@Txurniul yeah, michael jackson is one of her inspirations
tyd
@TylersGhostTroll and why exactly can't you be gay on the moon? is it 
because this is all in your imagination?
@TylersGhostTroll HAHAHA MR HOMO?rnLIKE YOU LOSER
Type of music you see in ads for hollister or old navy
Typewriters are just robots slapping letters on paper
Typical fucking tool - taking videos of the worst places he can find in 
India.
Typical juvenile liberals praising and listening to an actual juvenile for 
guidance smh
typical leftys- exploiting a mentally ill 16 year old swedish child
Typical over-rated garbage from Brown.
Typing with the beat at end, cool
tyty
tyvm
U 12 h 750 hiljada pregleda, ajmoo Kijaa obori jos jedan balkanski rekord, 
sutra do podne milion i po!!!! ❤❤❤❤❤
Uaaaau, vrh. Bravo za komletnu ekipu.
Uat a badi romance
uauuuuuuu
Uber!
Übertreib mal nicht du kleine Kachi
U BiH danas na svim radio stanicama tuce pesma 💪💪💪💪💪👍
Ubijaaa
Ubijaaaaaaaa koliko je dobro . Predivno, naj bolje do sada. Bravo  



Kraljice
Ubija... definitivno najbolja njena pjesma do sada
Ubija pesma,vrhhhhh
Ubila😍😍 ❤❤
u can buy polos instead
u can just get a light saber at kmart and and a costume at walmart
u can kinda see his face through glasses
u can see her getting nervous when she talk about holm's
u cant sing
U CG prva
Uchlałem się w trzy dupy. Kto ze mną?
U could a got metro to Chandi Chowk
u could work for vegas hotels
U Crnoj Gori već #14
UDARITE SAD JAKOOOOOOO!!!!!!!LAJKUJTE TUDJE KOMENTARE,KOMENTAR OD FM 
PLAY!!
u dumbass
u dve minute dobila 2.000 lajkova
Ufc is fake, why would she say those exact words "she gonna try to kick me 
in the head", shit was scripted.
Uffffff ala je dobra Amorova strela💘💘💘💘💘
uffff q buen video
Ufff ... Great Song, I listen in 2018, Puré rhythm, I like 🎵🎵🎵
uf..kidaaa
ugesogtaflqgg
Ugh
Ugh 😑
Ugh, 3? Aren't you just beating an already crippled horse with this one?
Ugh Ariana!!😍 😍
Ugh...filthy dirty country.
Ughhhh
Ughh sooo charming
Ugh. .😝  I rather have a climate change than listen to this .
Ugh... My single ass😭😭😭
Ugh. So amazing
Ugh that fat British girl is so annoying. We get it you're fat and you're 
English, that doesn't make you funny tho.
ugh that was like $700 gone lol
ugh, the music so good
Ugh. Too much Illuminati in this one for me. I’d rather keep my souls 
thanks.
Ugh.... UNIX is such a beautiful OS. Makes me want to sue Apple for 
stealing it and making it more s**t
Ugh. Watching this child (and others) being manipulated by shameless 
adults is absolutely disgusting.
"U give me Fever, and a  Cold sweat"
UGLY
Ugly
ugly and nasty..yuck...
Ugly animals femenists  disliked It.
Ugly baby
ugly bitch
ugly crying this is perfect
ugly fat bobba in the start of the video
ugly fat cow...  thinking she could beat up men... LOL  this bitch would 
get wrecked by even an average guy walking down the street.
UGLY GIRL UGLY MUSIC,MOST LIKELY FOR UGLY PEOPLE
UGLY Greta is SOOO STUPID
ugly liar
Ugly mexican bottom boy !!! .i.
UGLY UGLY UGLY COUNTRY 2bad in those days exist such shity  people



U go stevie! 😍😍
u gotta tap ? hey, thax ^^
U guys are AMAZING!!!!!
u guys are awsome
u guys are really stupid...
U guys are so awesome! IM SUBSCRIBING
u guys are so creative
U guys ate at sand hollow in hurricane it the town l from go fishing there 
all the time
u guys have nolife
u guys have too much extra time
u guys on mythbusters cool i love this video but sorry about the 
mythbusters beat the record
u guys r amazing <3
U guys r gooder than I is at making stuff
u guys should put on a show!!
U guys were in Saint George?!?! That mountain in the back gives it away:)
u guyz r da best
U have a weird way of presenting your work. I liked it very much. keep it 
up.
"U have stolen my dreams and my childhood" What man is behind her?
U HEARD ABOUT IRON MAIDEN DUCK :d THEY TALKING ABOUT LADY GAGA. FUCKING 
SCARY I AM SURE THEY ARE FAST.
Uh fantasy overture?
Uhh
uhhh people are so obnoxious just don't go below this comment
Uhhh the orgasm
Uhh the ending was a bit phsycho any one agree?
"uh losted my mentos in my co-..*PFSHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH*"
Uhm, link to maybe at best?
uhmmmmm, this is a bit weird and kinda cool
Uhm, well, at least she did know about the head KOs.
Uh oh stink poop
uh... soda doesn't really quench thirst.
“Uh... sort of” n“Answer me with confidence!!!”n“SORT OF!!!”nLmao 
underrated line
uh, that's insane. full forward into the future.
UHUH, A SUSPICIOUS MUSHROOM, I SEE...
uhuuu  love You music
uh.... woww nice experments xD
Uh yeah, I'm betting she goes far in the real world
Uh yeah, so?
U jutarnjem programu gost je bila Kija, pustena Amorovs strela i Potpis.
U Kijevgradu je trg Amor do koga se dolazi ulicom strela.
U Kijevgradu postoji jedno catstvo,u njemu caruje drugarstvo.
Ukłony Jimek!
U know
U know I love Classical music and Hip Hop too...so this litterally fucked 
my brain. Great job!
u know this is gonna happen right?
Ukradenaa pesmaa... prijavaa
Ukraine 2018???
Ukraine on the funky board)))give it up)))shame to dizers?respect to 
follovers))also if u interesing ukraine? welkom?will be fuunn
Ukrala si od Relje sličan naziv pjesme al i za stolom djevojke.nBudi 
originalna ženo
UKULELE!
ula
Ulazi u usi bas, zarazna je, spot kvalitetno odradjen, a Kija gori od 
seksipila! 💪🔥
Uljepšajte dan zadrugarima, pustite im!  Ovoo je Boze ti pomozi droogi i 
Milaa majkoo u jednom koliko je brutalno dobro! 😘😘🔊🔊
U look gud In Short Hair



U lost ronda bitch
Ulti discs on the wall! YEEEAAAAHH!
Últimamente ando escuchando a The Beatles de nuevo, recordando mi infancia 
tan bella;)
última sexta feira 2018 tmj!
Ultimate all time greats playing on this legendary cut.
@UltimateBestEVER Happy Birthay Eminem :)!
ultimate Hipster
@UltimateOptics ah well no one likes diet coke anywayz lol XD well i don't
Ultimate protector of smiles.
Ultimate V-neck... or V-torso perhaps
ultra jazz, super blues and the free psicodelia https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=FeE9znhgdDc&t=1263s
um
um...
um...aca huele a pura marihuana...cherapa  ely mey .aggg.
Uma espécie de Jair Rodrigues americano ...
UMA LENDA NUNCA MORRE ESSE CARA FOI FODA
Um disco louco imortal pra se ouvir nos 8 continentes e nos 75218 planetas 
do sistema solar!chapando
U mean  could wright a bad romance
U & Me Could write a Bad Romance <3
um, excuse me google ads
Um excuse me I'm not a bitch....I'm a BAD BITCH
umg claimed a clasic
um gênio da musica mundial tanto cantando dançando ou tocando seu piano.
Um Grande  Mestre da música norte-americana !
Um hino atemporal !
um How do i not know about this?!!!?!?
U  Mkd #6.nDesile se neke stvari .nSlabije se izgleda slusa.nBice bolje
um...lizcat68....diet coke cant FEED a whole school. you dont eat liquids.
Ummhh what
Umm how haven't I heard this song YouTube spil the tea!
umm I think I can cook better than this honestly
umm, mcfly, you idiot, i don't think diet coke is too expensive.nbut maybe 
you are just a really poor loser.
ummm im not a huge fan of this but its good anyway
Ummm I thought this was recent 😂
Ummm...i want to say only two things...GRETA SUCK =)
Ummmm how did I get here?
ummmmmm where was I when this dropped??
ummmmm ripoff of maralyn manson's dope show
Ummmm.... sooo he time travels and forgets all about it .... plus looks 
like a serial killer in each one .... we should be worried 😂
Ummmm what lol
ummm was i the only one that acc knew about this song when it was released 
cos....
Ummm why so Angry Greta lmao
Ummm yeah... so what?
ummm...you DID get kicked in the head n got knocked the fś&k out!
Um monstro!!!
Umm overview
Umm... u forgot the funeral March is on here it’s made by Frédéric Chopin 
wich is at 7:22 joanna
@Umnfgd screw off he/she was just posting a comment
Um...she predicted it?? Fixed fight?
Um talento incomparável. Cantava e dançava muito.
um..they tell you exactly how much in the video...maybe you should pay 
closer attention...
um this appeared in my recommendations 2 years later? I love this song too 
tho
u must like freak shows... lol
um where did you grt the kids golf club



Um WTF I'm an Ariana stan and I didn't even know this song existed?!? SO 
GOOD!!!!
Un 10 para Stevie Wonder
una amiga pregunta que que es f.t
una canción muy padre
una clara reprecentacion de la matrix
Una de las mejores colaboraciones! nAmo la canción❤   nose porque no la 
conocí antes.
Una de mis preferidas lady gaga😍
Una de mis series favorita, siempre he querido que ellos terminen juntos.
Unaffordable garbage.
UN Agenda 2021
Una leyenda!!!
Una maravilla 😍
Una maravilla del jazz con tendencias al rock progresivo y psicodelico.
Una mierda de tema
Unas ganas de entrar a una fiesta y que estén pasando estoo, asegurado que 
la voy a pasar bien.
una ventaja de los haters, es que son +reproducciones para Gaga, la verdad 
agradezco eso bitches :3 <3
Una vida sin afroamericanos es una vida estúpida.
Unbedingt Ansehen! Hörenswert ;)
Unbelievable
Unbelievable how he shows his feelings and emotions on 1 guitar without no 
words
Unbelievable, what happens when you put a mento in your mouth and then 
drink diet coke?
Unbelievably wonderful...equally unreal is the amount of time and money 
some ppl have.  lol.
unbelieveable
unbelivable...i like it!
Un best of du grand Wonder, immortel
un bijou
UN CABVRON!!!!!!LAS DROGAS !!!VAN MADREEES!!!!!!!
Uncky Herb sounds like Bruce Willis 🤔
Un clásico👌
Un clasico.......2018
Un clasico....literlamente :v
Uncle Herbie could just have said it was a conceptual car. Duh.
Und dann kommt die CDU mit so einem lächerlichen Klimapaket um die Ecke
Und die hater Trollen los :-(
Und die leute denken immernoch das wir in einer freien welt leben
Und ein amerikanischer Präsident bekommt den Friedensnobelpreis. Traurige 
Ironie.
Under 1 Million views squad?!
UNDER 301!!
Under 301 club
Under 301 club......how tough are you?
underneath his bandanna, jimi had a pad equivalent to 100 hits of salvia/
acid. thats why he did what no one could, make his guitar talk.
underrated
Underrated
U N D E R R A T.E D
Underrated bop
underrated movie imo
underrated song
Underrated,this is so good.
Underratted BoP
und kaum jemand weiß, das dies eine anspielung auf den Vietnamkrieg war
und natürlich mit dabei
Und niemand will die Ähnlichkeiten bemerken? https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=VE2p7Hd5oLM&list=WL&index=10



Und nun stellt euch mal vor, es wäre an einem freien Arbeitstag gewesen! 
Viele mussten leider, wie auch ich arbeiten, Schade! GOGO!
Und so kommt es.nnDas eine ganze Nation, unbewusst zu Soldaten wird, und 
es nicht mal merken wird.nnSein Gewissen zerstörte sein Leben.
Und was machen unsere Politiker ?!? Türkei Bzw Erdogan kritisieren OBWOHL 
WIR NICHT MAL IN EINER DEMOKRATIE LEBEN
u need to release a album that teaches you how to cook while still telling 
you that you suck at cooking
U nekim scenama izgleda kao Shakira 😝
Une légende. ..🎤 🎤🎧
Une tuerie
Unfassbar wie dumm diese Menschen sind! Sie merken nicht einmal, das sie 
nur Lemminge sind!
Unfold is 🔥
Unforgettable!!
Unfortunately Holly made her look like a swollen vagina
unfortunately it all went like what you have said. she got the best of 
you. you got frustrated and had your ass kicked
Unfortunately Stevie you don’t see the girl
unfuckinbelievable!
unfucking real
un Funk  Key   Me
Un genio!!!!
un genio inimitable de la música, era verdaderamente el mejor
Ungewöhnliche Frage: Kann mir jemand sagen, wer die Person bei 04.05 ist?
unggghhhhhh.....
unglaublich, dass ihm niemand asyl gab. Die Amis haben uns erpresst!
unglaublich xD awsome!
Un gran clásico me encanta c: 😍
UN GRANDE..Y UN GIGANTE ..POR SER UN ACTIVISTA ..Y JUGARSELA...GRACIAS 
JAMESSSSSSSSS........
UN GRAN GUITARRISTA  Y ESTE VIDEO ME ENCANTA
un gran músico sin duda alguna el mejor
Unica italiana?😂 nUnic italian ?😂
unico
Único
único br
Unikat 😎 ❤
UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS!!÷÷÷÷÷
united states of america national anthemnnhttps://youtu.be/zOa2k1LLDPc
United States of Duh !!
UNIVERSAL: A Comcast Company
Universal Pictures and Ánima Estudios presents.
Unix, C, Bourne shell. You couldn't see most of things without it
Unix is a very clean and elegant operating system Linux is great too, I 
just love all OS's equally.
UNIX is good system which is experienced by me and others
Unix is simple, so simple that not everyone unterstands it.
unix is technical unix is great yet horrible , how is bsd?
UNIX - Natural and Easy - LOL.
UNIX rocks.
UNIX ... still relevant and great operating system
UNIX...the unnecessarily complicated language. Simple??? Lol. Ever try to 
format a floppy using UNIX?
UNIX tm AT&T
UNIX was created after MULTICS OS
UNIX was featured in the first Jurassic park movie.
@UnknownGenius01 nnYep, and it was glorious. And sticky. Very sticky.
Unky Herb!!
Unless someone has a job, the only way regular people get into skyscrapers 
is by living in the projects!



Unless we genocide half the global population, nothing will change
Unless you have a command `shave`. And I don't want to know what that does 
if you have...
Unlike 90% of the audience and members of other bands Hendrix actually 
served in the Army and was deployed to Nam - just sayin'
unlike so many singers in it for the fame or other reasons u can tell 
Arianna genuinely loves singing and enjoys it
unlocking and playing this car in hit and run
unmatched 50 years later
Unmitigated, absolute classic.
un monument!!!
Un M.O.S.T.R.O....👍👍👍👍👍👍👍
Uno dei Supremi della musica mondiale.
Uno de los mejores álbunes jamás hechos de Jazz Fusión de este genio 
insuperable del Jazz que fue, es y será siempre Miles Davis
Uno de los mejores trabajos de Davis.
uno mas
Uno numero.
Un poco... lenta. Me encanta su voz. La sigo desde 2005.
Unpopular opinion :nnAntennas shouldn't be added to skyscraper's heights.
Un prodojio en la musica..
unreal emotion, cannot be duplicated, the best guitar player ever
Unrestricted, unregulated, uncontrolled, above the law capitalism killed 
humanity and humans. Money drills where drill can not.
Unsubscribed ...
"Until the point that I make a mistake and shes can try to kick me in the 
head but its not going to go like that" HAHAHAHAHA
Until you realize “W” starts with a “D”
Un video maravilloso😍
un vrai concept artistique, bravo
Uopa malaa rasturas �
U otro tipo p m
uouu 14 millions of visits thumps upp
Up
upakujte recnik koke kao sto luna upakiva miska...nije luna ovde da 
pricate njenim jezikom kva OVDE JE NOVA BOMBA ESTRADE KIJA KOCKAR  BUM BUM 
BUM
Update!!
⚠  UPDATE on Venice ENTRY FEE: According to recent articles, Venice Entry 
Fee has been postponed until January 1, 2020. We’ll keep you posted.
Upgrade your mic
Upload in German pls
Up next, monk floats in the air for record time. Plot twist is the monk is 
on a helicopter.
Up next on what's on my recommendation list....
Up next undertale gencide me: ... XD
Uporno nam prijavljuju komentare, ljudi bilo bi sigurno preko 20.000 
komentara da nema ljubomornih, pobjesnelih kokoski.
U potrayed bad image of india on this platform
Upravo je obrisala guzicu estradom ... Kija ❤
Upravo je skinuto 15 000 u cugu😑 nBilo je 1.170.000 pregleda sad je ponovo 
1.155.000 pregleda...
Up tempo elevator music, what's the big fuss?
up the rebels
U put the button on the wrong side
ur a big fat flipping cheat u littke idiots I can do a better job u punks
ur a gneius
u r a jerk
ur an awesome friend
U r aw3som3
u r beautiful in ur way.....!!!
U realtime preko 500k idemo do 1m.❤



U're right Greta, U SHOULDN'T be up there, U SHOULD be across the ocean in 
school!
ure sad...
úristen...pf  *_*''
Ur mix is nice
ur mom reminds me of the fountains in las vegas
ur poor
ur retarded
u r s
ur so cool, NOT!
ur stomache is gonna explose
Uruguay!
Uruguay 2018
Ur video are perfect
Ur vids r awesome keep it up
Us3
Us3 brought me here. Had to find the sample source.
Us3 Cantaloop  (Flip Fantasia)
US3 - Cantaloop (Flip Fantasia    JAZZ RAP REMIX https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=JwBjhBL9G6U
US3 - CantaloopnDelinquent habits - Return Of The TresnAfrika Bambaataa & 
Soul Sonic Force - Planet Rockn:)
Us3 flipped this
Us 3 sampled this for their song Cantaloop.
US3 sampled this on Cantaloope (Flip Fantasia)
*********========= U.S.A
USA Baby!
USA-CHİNA-JAPAN and India are leading countrys about enviroment pollution.
Usain Bolt be like <HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA>
Usain Bolt Could Do It Without The Broads ⚡⚡⚡
Usain Bolt could do this In just under 10 Secs
Usain Bolt where are you...you can run 9 secs in land, why not try on 
water, I mean, board on water...
Usain Bolt would probably do the whole thing ez
USA is a crazy dimension, better to just watch from the outside
U.S. Army paratrooper
Usavršila si glas, tekst odličan, a ritam zarazan. Hit u najavi. Bravo 
Kija!
u.s.a war
Use a 2 liter soda bottle for the visor
use a garbage can for kylo bc he is emo trash
US economy is in collapse, we have withdrawn all our monies from US banks, 
and americans are watching this. ROFLMAO
Use  DNA and Genetic technology to bring back  James Brown.
Used this as my warm up track. HAD ONE GROOVY ASS WARMUP
used this last night it was damn fine
USED THIS MIX LAST NIGHT, PERFECT 😍
Used to have this video downloaded on my iPod touch in elementary
Used to hear this every a.m. in military, was cool now and then.
u see..... it was a complete waste of diet coke.....and money too...sheesh
Useful idiots these little hysterical communists. TRUMP 2020 !
Use it enough times and it will evolve into Sharpedo.....  I'll show 
myself out.
"Use it or lose it, right?" That's comedy gold 😂
Useless .
Useless babble, not going to change anything because there is nothing to 
change. CLIMATE CHANGE IS NOT MAN MADE!!!
Useless idiot
Use referral code 2216815 to get $500 off your car purchase
use that app called shazam bro
Use the bridge buddy!
U SHOULD GET A HIDDEN CAMERA #HIDDEN CAMERA
u should hear the lady spigatii one on annoying orange



u should make a starwars trailer
u should've put the piano version for Hungarian rhapsody no 2, some of 
them were arrangements
Usijali mi se prsti lajkaj ući i pišući idemooooo
Using Ariana Grande On The Thumbnail To Get More Views
using kids to push a hoax   disgusting
Uskoro #1utrendu
Usli smo u trending, Makedonija #9 idemo do #1. III
us millennials envy the simple life of the early internet
Uspeh za uspehom. Bravo. 🎆🎶
Uspjeli smoo Milan više nije izdržaoo! Bilo je vise i vrijeme! BiH #1 
top!!
/usr/pwk why not /home/pwk?
ustedes creerían que shakira ya nos va a superar en facebook, yo si fuera 
ustedes, haría hartas cuentas de face para que no nos supere shakira
Ustrelila nas Kija, u šoku smo
Ustrelila si nas na pravi dan.
u stupid americans, why do u spend all your time arguing with each other 
and being racist? nnu r all a bunch all brainless,feckless arse heads
Usually I don't like modern architecture but a lot of these buildings look 
stunning. I love NYC
Usually people just call it "one eleven west 57th"
u suck bro
Utah is one of my favorite place!!! Good video by the way!!!
U THINK VODKA DO THIS TO HER :D NOT!.
u try shopping at ur local grocery store w o helmets ;)
Utter chaos. Interesting to watch from thousands of miles away. Sure would 
never want to experience that nonsense for even 30 minutes.
Uu bought my kylo Ren fx Lightsaber and have the helmet
Uuggghhh..sucks!
uuhhhhh
Uuuhuuuuuuuu💘
uuuuffff salio la 3 chevere
Uuuuu bas je pokidala
Uuuuuhuuuu🙆😍😍 😍😃 ❤
@uuuuuuuu20 hahaha i like christina and shit, but u know HOW stupid sounds 
Legendtina?
Uvek iznenadi i uvek ODUSEVI!! Braavoo, ti nama das hit, mi tebi zahvalimo 
trendingom! 👊 👏💕 💕
Uvek vesela I pozitivna ,to je nasa Kija.https://youtu.be/EpQfAp2ps34 
SIJAAAAAA!!!
Uvijek pokidas al definitivno ❗ 💜
U wanna earn REAL money !? Check MY account!
U wanna know what else is 6 inchesnnnnnnA ruler
Uwielbiam.
Uwielbiam❤
Uwielbiam Pana muzykę. Jest Pan jak dla mnie najlepszym współczesnym 
kompozytorem. Gratuluję talentu i życzę wielu sukcesów.
Uwielbiam sing
u wish...
U would send all that coke to africa ... where peoples need it ... not 
spend it on 3min shit ...
Ux design in a nutshell
uy pinche par de gays
UYYY MARA ESO YA MURIO GAGA JAJA
uzas
Uzas
Uzas😂😂😂
Uzas, blago receno...
Uzas! I pesma i stajling. Ides u zaborav, umislila si se previse a nula 
si.



Uzas je blaga rec...
Uzas...katastrofa...
Uzas! Ne znas da pevas Kija!
Uzas..recitacija
Uzas, umislila da je mega riba! 🤥🤧💩
Uzas...uzasss..ko sve ne peva danas...Srbijo, jadna li si...
Uživam. Prelepa pesma.
U zivotu treba biti jedna KRISTINA KIJA KOCKAR
@Uzumymw898 ouch xD
V8 Diesel ♥
@vaatip999 And then The Edge Of Glory. Judas is alerady very good, I think 
we should focus in The Edge Of Glory.
Vabbè balliamo
vai  ari
Vai Brasilll ...///
vai no canal dos bettas inscreva-se por favor
vai sing♡♡♡♡♡
vale hongo este video eres un asco lady caca!!
valimos  dick  otra  ves somos    el  lugar  94  en  youtube
Valjda je puste ovi sa Pinka u Zadruzi.. Da popucaju olosi! KIJA, HITCINA 
U NAJAVI!
Valuable educational histories
Vamanaz a seguir reproduciendo little monster Gaga Queen <3
vamoo jeropaaa
VAMOS 550.000.000
vamos animo la unio hace la fuerza bad romance forever pau powers apoyando 
fuerte!!!!
Vamos aproveitar agora a noite e a madrugada para subirmos mais! GO GO GO
vamos a reproducir bad romance :DD
Vamos a reproducir este video 😍
vamos a reproducir no e emos subido muchas reproduciones
Vamos chegar a 1 Bilhão ❤🎄
VAMOS ESPALHEM PEDINDO AJUDA PARA BAD ROMANCE VOU FAZER ISSO
! Vamos Famous campeon ! Espero que llegues al Top 3 y puedas cantar este 
temazo en la final finalisima.
vamos LittleMonsters, hasta los de BritArmy nos están ayudando
vamos monsterrrr monsterrrr monsterrrr que todos podemosss gogogogogoooo 
mas reproduccionessss
vamos monsters 520 milhoes !!!! go go
Vamos Monsters a reproducir :)
VAMOS MONSTERS NO DEJEMOS DE REPRODUCIR NI DE COMENTAR REGRESEMOS A LADY 
GAGA <3
VAMOS MONSTERS¡¡¡ NO SE DEN POR VENCIDOS¡ VEAN VEAN VEAN EL VIIDEO DE BAD 
ROMANCE YO LO VEO DIARIO EN MI COMPU Y MI CELULAR¡¡¡ VAMOS
VAMOS MONZTERS REPRODUZCAN MUCHAS VECES JUDASnHOY ES EL DIA DE 
JUDAS(video)
Vamos muy bien :D VEVO de mierda me desepciono ami me parecia un buen 
canal y me gustaba pero ahora me desepciono es una MIERDA :/
Vamos no dejemos que On the Floor nos pase-
VAMOS Party Rock Anthem YA NOS PASO TENEMOS QUE REPRODUCIR MAS Y MAS
vamos por born this way después vamos por otro
vamos por el comentario un millon
VAMOS POR ESOS 548M Y LUEGO POR LOS 560M Y MUCHO MAS VAMOS VAMOSnMÉXICO TE 
AMA GAGAAA
Vamos por mais. Reproduzam e comentem durante o período da noite. Dê F5 
nos primeiros segundos também ;)
Vamos por más reproducciones y más cometarios nSíganme en Twitter 
@littlecarlos_ngo monsters!
vamos recontra ganando ! pero no debemos conifarnos !
VAMOSS !! A REPRODUCIRRR :)
vamossssssssssssss a REPRODUCIR ESTE VIDEOOOOOO PARA Q VUELVA A HACER EL 
MAS VISTOOOOOOOO



Vamos superar waka waka da Shakira! GO GO GO
Vamos superar waka waka. GOOOOOO!!
VAMOS VAMOS HAY K SEGUIR VIENDO ESTA OBRA DE ARTE!!!!! JUSTIN BARBIE NO 
PUEDE DESTRONAR A GAGA XK ELLA ES LA INDISKUTIBLE REINA DE YOU 
TUBE!!!!!!!!
vamos, vamos mas reproducciones...!!!!!
vamos vamos !!!! si se puedee !! little monsters !!
vamos ver muito Monsters
vamos x mas comentarios jeje
Vamos!! ya casi llegamos a los 512 millones falta muy poco
Vamping ....
Vampire Love  😅👌
@vance483 you hope that she's gonna tell you one day!! I WANT YOUR LOVE! I 
DON'T WANT TO BE FRIENDS!!! I DONT WANT TO BE FRIEDNS!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Vanhu ava kuseri....😎😎😎 😎
Vanilla sex for all!
@Vatedinstr I got a question - if you hate it so much why are you adding 
views and comments? You just made her MORE famous and more rich. Nice :P
Vatra gori ljudi Idemoo  slušamo našu Kiju i ovu prelepu pesmu
Vauuu,braaavooo,goooori
Vaya como bailaban los 2 Blanquitos de las Trompetas, esta vez es todo lo 
contrario, es Si Wana pero mandándo el Negro me ha molao jajajaja
vaya ermana, ya m tengo q ir a dormir, nos vesmo july, cuidatae ! mis 
papas ya kieren q m acueste, duerme bien !
vc que achar defeito em gaga e vc dever ter mais que ela e não se olha sua 
baranga se olhar no espelho VADIA
VEAN MI NUEVO VIDEO DE NO FLOODS CON FOTOS DE STEFANI GERMANOTTA
VEAN TODO EL VIDEO COMPLETO,ESO SI CUENTA COMO REPRODUCCION VALIDA,
Veće hitove od bivšeg muža ima...
Veceras bivsi supruznici nastupaju blizu mene , 50km od mene.
Večeras ludnica u Mainz nKija i Sloba treba da snime duet to bi oborili 
sve rekorde
Veceras mora pasti treca milka samo jako armijo najbolja.
Većeras nema spavanja dok ne nakupimo 2M
Veceras opet zurka
Veceras  sa bobom i Kijom ce biti ludnica vrh .
Veceras srecno Kiji i da pokida kako samo ona zna.Balvanu bi bolje bilo da 
ponese padobran za svaki slučaj.Vozumo Kijevci nema stajanja.
Veceras zurka u Kijevgradu.
Veci hit skoro nije izasao ! Zeno, od cega si breeeee ? 💘💘💘💘💘💘💘💘
💘💘💘💘 💘 💘💘 💘💘💘💘💘  Vrh.....vrhcina
Vec je blokada pregleda. Vrh pjesma
Vec pustena pesma u klubu 🎉 🏹
Vec sam naucila sav tekst ahahha😂
Vec sat vremena stoji ista cifra pregleda!
Vec u trendu.Bravo Kijo kidass😻 😻🔥🔥
Veeeeeeeery good❤❤❤❤❤❤👍👍👍👍
Veery nice
Veganism is the problem here
VEGANS...to your bicycles! (NOT joking...)
@Veka966 I am one of them!!!!!
Velike pohvale svim Kijevcima iz svih gradova svijeta.
Veliko pitanjenDa li je gluplja pesma ili spot?? Hmm 😒
Vem 1B de viwes para o melhor clipe do mundo logo 😍😍
Vengo por machín alberto
Venice 😍😍😍
Venice is not Disneyland. U$A Tourists do not know that.
Venir ia



VENI VIDI VICI !! KRISTINA KIJA KOCKAR !!
@VenusAsABoyFilms no she is not Rihanna is
Veoma inovativno! Sve pohvale👏👏👏
verdadeiro funk... brow era foda
Verdi Requiem is more famous than some of these songs
Verdi’s Dies Irae gets one bar and you already know it
Verdi's Dies Irae should have been more than an honorable mention :/
Vero very very good!!!!!!!!!!
Verreckte hinterlistige LÜGNERIN! Geisteskrankes Kind!!!
Verry nice. I made it 3 songs lmao
verryyy kool
Version 6min!
version originale.....bravo....l'extase....
Veruca salt
Veruca Salt 101 "I want it now"
Very angry! Reckon she's on her period!
Very appropriate for today
Very Artistic and Beautiful <3
Very awesome.
very bad
Very" Bad government of INDIA stupid idiots
very beatifull
Very beautiful
Very beautiful, maybe just 5 years behind New York. Some places are even 
better than Manhattan.
Very beautiful sound 🎶 🎶 🎶🎶💕🎆
Very beautiful. This music give us time and space to think and dream.
Very brave young girl
very catchy. Please watch my channel
Very chaotic and dirty
Very  clear despite its age since first recording
Very clever and well planned display!  You obviously don't have jobs or 
lives.
Very CoOL
Very cool
very cool
very cool!
very cool <3
Very cool all around.
Very cool, and I'm a Pepsi drinker myself so use all the Diet Coke you 
like. lol.
Very cool and ingenious.
very cool but i prefer to buy a lightsaber and the custom of kylo ren 
because its not too much money
Very cool especially this clip the guy who stays in bones. XD
Very cool music video, stellar track. What is the part said in reverse?
very cool.   not my music choice but this is amazing.
very cool!rnbut uh eww imagine wut its doin to ur insidesrnyuck
Very cool thing you did Jason. Very cool.
Very cool this vídeo....THE NEW..TOWER.$ ...🤓 of BIG APPLE NEW 
YORK.....AMAZING..NEW TOWER.$ ..IN MANHATTAN....OK😊💙💙💙💙💙💙💙💙💙💙
💙💙💙💙

Very cool to watch. You have a new subscriber. Thanks.
very cool video, goats of computing
Very crasy!!!!
.....Very Creative!
Very creative!!! Good job!
very creative way of producing something that looks like an extremely low 
budget las vegas water display.
very creative when it came to making the lightsaber and the costume
very cringe, very hard to watch
Very cringey and very idiotic. This girl is a complete dumbass in full 



bloom! I'm glad I don't have a stupid kid like this one!
Very cute!  There was a lot of planning that went into this.  Great job.
Very dirt really how much smell will be poor india pleas keep focus on 
your roads and streets
Very dirty and disgusting in india what the hell
Very Dirty city
Very dirty place.nthis place is not worth visiting.
Very dity place...omg....
very dope
very fantastic
Very funny
very funny
Very funny...this two are GENES!!!! ^__^
very good
Very good
very good
Very Good
very good!!
very good!!!
Very good for cool dancing.
- Very Good . I love Ariana Grande .
Very good information to visit. I plan in July.
very good job
Very good. Like it.
Very good list!! Good work!!
Very good list, however I found it quite strange to see Symphony n°9 
behind Carmen
Very good list! What happened to paganini no 5? Or liszt la campanella. So 
many pieces could be add. Maybe the title could be 200 most famous.
very good lol
Very good message Greta well done!
Very good!rnI loved!
very good shooting of delhi station area, that i have seen first time
Very good song, awesome, congratulations
Very good sounds great its making my time.
VERY GOOD THIS VIDEO
very good work
very good work!
Very Good! Yet very big Fatboy Slim's "Push The Tempo" inspiration. Hope 
he is properly quoted on the album.
Very helpful thanks!
Very impressed :-)
Very Impressive
Very informative video for any upcoming students looking into game design.
Very inspiring, especially for an amateur videographer like me.
Very interesting and good video!
Very interesting, love it
Very interesting. Thanks.
Very Interesting YouTube Movie ClipsnnSubscribe to My YouTube Channel: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_FpGVkNv_LfjmBjsFd_PHQ
very kind hospitable people for sure!
very like
Very like the town where I live in China
Very moving speech.. jfc
Very nice
very nice
Very Nice!
Very nice!
Very nice, but this pianist does not know that diamond noteheads means 
"depress silently"...
Very nice, but whatever you do, do not try this at home. You know that, 
right?
very nice ... but who will rem this 10 years from now ?? nWe still rem the 
beatles and the stones and Bowie and ACDC .. Who will rem this in 2020 ?



very nice cool jazz
very nice :D
very nice. genius! timing, getting wet w/diet coke
very nice good !
very nice guys.... you spent quit a lot of money .. but still was nice to 
see it ...
Very nicely done.
Very nice mix
very nice! Modal and Post Bop Jazz a Fusion
very.nice. number!!
Very nice of you man !!! Good friends are one of  the best things in 
life :)
Very nice vid!
Very nuanced hipster feel to it.
Very original
Very overrated..... Americans.
very poor actress performance miss. Go back to school pls and stop doing 
those facials...
Very poor country.
very poor people and poor country
Very powerful and moving.
Very powerful people are hiding behind her.
Very progresive, excelent masterpiece
Very recommendable! Well done!
very sad,she isn't popular anymore.nEverything sounds the same now,I wish 
she would come back.
Very sad to see a mentally ill girl being taken advantage of by libtards
Very sensual and intense and grabs at your sexual side roughly! Love 
it..keep it cummin! 😝  Pun Definitely intended..hee hee..💋
Very sensual arrangement. A lot of good song choices in this mix.
Very sensual music 😍❤😘
Very sensual music while I drinking beer here. Who listening now Oct 2018?
Very sexy mix!!
Very soon Ariana is going to be a legend
Very soon Ariana !! she is going to be a legend!
Very strange
VERY STUPID.
very  styl   it the vidéo of fuck   and  the chit
Very sunny city, it is difficult to imagine the previous look
very sweet & Touching story!  :)
very talented girl!  Experienced in spinning noddles to people.
Very talented (LADY GAGA). And hardworking.
very touching
Very touching.
Very touching, indeed! Keep going, young lady ...
Very unique channel ☄ Soooo intriguing sooooo fun.
very unlikely this is legit
very very...!!
very very clean and modern jai hind
Very very cool. Good work. Just one thing, you could have done more takes.
very very funny
Very Very good, I like
Very very goodnJames brown RIP
Very very informative to visit the place. Thank you.
very very nice the best
very very very cool!!!!!
very very very good !!!! hello from Brasil
Very visually interesting their infrastructure looks so run dawn and 
slapdash. Very strange place. The mosque was stunning.
Very well directed
Very well done guys, very creative. Loved the form you did it in. Very 
funny, even funnier music!!
Very well made video...love the accent too. Very sexy👍😁



veryyyy cool i m going to make one!
vete mierda vete gaga esta en mas de 61 paises :)
Veteran
Veterans Day, 2018. Peace to each Soul sacrificed.  To Allen Anun Nun
vevo
VEVO APESTA, ESTA ROBANDO NO ME JODAS-----------VEVO SUCKS!! IS MAKING 
SHIT!
Vevo, behold the power of my F5 finger!!!!
vevo.com/videos/topvideos#genre=all-genres&order=mostviewedalltime
vevo is a piiece of garbage
vevo needs 2 update the views we wanna see our progress
VEVO SUCKS!  for the love of god LOSE them!
VEVO = Viral Entertainment and Video Oppressor
Vevo voy a anular mi suscripcion a tu canal sino subis los numeros en.... 
eh.... 5 minutos!
Vgyik
Vhaaaa this video is aaaaa
Viagra's new slogan" Get on up,  get up,   get on up "
Vibez!
.......vibrating strings of God.
Vice...
VICE ABSOLUTELY SUCKS NOW. PLEASE CANCEL YOURSELF SHANE AND VICE. (and 
everyone who chooses to work for this company.)
VICE come to my office, I got some questions.  nShe should be actress tho. 
Would be a wicked villain. Lol
Vice is a joke, Greta is a joke.
Vice is cancer...the left using a 16 year old to push their propaganda is 
cancer...this world is fucked regardless of the climate
vice is lost
Vice, last of the dying propaganda arm of the Leftists Communists... 
thoughts and prayers 🤤 🤤 🤤
Vice News is awful
Vice news is garbage
Vice news... your people are straight stupid.
Vice, this type of titling and presentation is the exact reason why you 
won't change mind anytime soon
Vice used to be cool. Now it's like every other liberal propaganda 
publisher. How is this something Gavin McGinness founded? Unbelievable
victorius cat
Victor Vissotsky was a spy from Soviet Union.
Victor, you're my hero. :)
Vídeo de la década
video game creator dies on the first level of his own game
Video is pretty cool!
Video makes no sence loll,nCatchy song though :P.
videomix apo ton Aleko??!
#VideoMonsterAwards tomorrow!
Video of 2000's
Video pop.
🌹    Video sexual de Scarlett Johansson https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=l5aAZtbUQLAO_p
"Video's like this = make people smarter".
Videos made by The B1M are always very informative and professional.
Videos so good but always too short D:
Videos were acually creative back in the day
Video vanguard award
vid has more upvotes than views.......how possible?
Vidim probudili se ljudi,naspavali.Idemo dalje sve do medalje!!
💜💜💜💜 Vidi se ko je ko,i gde je ko.Nasa kraljica na 
TRONU.braaaaaaavoooooooooooo😍😍😍😍
Viel Spaß beim duschen :D
viendo judas juda juda aaa



vietnam flashback 5:24
#VİETNAMSAVAŞINI protesto etmek için #ABD  #ULUSALMARŞINI  savaş 
çığlıkları ve bombaların sesleriyle  #PARAMPARÇA  eden #jimihendrix ...
vietnamwar was really bad nthx jimi hendrix for this solo
View: 8,196,000
Viewer number 801.
Views: 400,358,225nViews: 400,358,225nViews: 400,358,225nViews: 
400,358,225nnOFFICIALPAGE OF VEVO :D
Views on Vevo 698.114.127
VIEWS VIEWS VIEWS <3
Vim pelo cidade de deus
Vim pelo cris!.
Vim pelo Djonga, pq agora ele tá mais famoso que o Beatles
vincent. check.out.percyjones.brandx.newband.bangtower
Vine a reproducir como todas las noches♥ Paws up!
Vine. Por el libro el club de lso corazónes solitarios
Vinyl Press?
VIP by manic drive if anyone was wondering...
Vi prego internatela non è normale sta qui.nSicuramente sono cose giuste.. 
Ma che si dia una calmata
Virgin but these are pretty gucci
Virgin'snDon't worry guys, that gonna happen soon or later 👌👈
Virkelig flot sang virkelig godt valg virkelig flot wow1🎶
Virtuoso's interpretation, playing and expression!  Legendary sonic 
experience!  Great to see and hear this from August 18th 1969.
@visceralguy nCaca tu madre pendejo
Vise nego dobro. Pokidala Kija. Cestitam na novom hitu.
Vise od 2 mil.,🔝 🔝💪 💪👏👏
vise srece nego pamet i znanje treba da se ima. ova cura ima srece u 
zivotu,bravo...
visita 460<3
visiten el gallo que bebe cerveza aqui en you tube
Vi ste morbidni kao i oni
VISUAL BLESSING <3
Visualization of will and spirit of 7 billion people worldwide😱🌏�¦😒
Vi tror sq også på det..!! JAAA
Viva a música negra...
Viva ao funk
Viva Catalonia!!
Viva duckduckgo
Viva Famous
Viva google
Viva James.
Viva la revolución
Vivaldi's 4 seasons is ACTUALLY the MOST world known piecennyou only 
forgot the II of New World Symphony...
Vivaldi wrote paladio
viva sing(per chi la visto)
VI/XXVI nXIII/CXIIInIV/CXXIVnXIX/LIXnV/XLV ..............TNXnXVII/
CXCVIInVII/VI/XXCVII
@vladika07 haha, your are pathetic
#VMAfail how can you five 7 nominations to someone who sits in a chair for 
4 minutes
vn
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Vodimo našu Kiju u nove pobede zvezda se rodila pesma grmi
Vodka Nemiroff))))))))))))))))))
Voice of an angel
VOICE OF DANNY DEVITO.
Voice-wise, no she should NOT be Captain Marvel.



Voilà du rock
Volela je Slobu a nije smela.Hahahahaha
Volela sam onoga koga nisam smela😁😁😁😁😁
Vole te tvoji Kijevci
Volim borbene zene
Volim Kiju ali iskreno, sranje pjesma.
Volim kiju ali ova pesma mi nimalo ne lici na nju. Ne svidja mi se..
Volim Kiju, ali pesma je u moru istih.
Volimm ovu osobuu😍 😍😍😍💓
VOLIMOOO TE ,KIKI👑 💟
Volimo teeeee Kijaaaaaa
VOLIMO TEEEE KIJA !!! SAMO NAPRED!!!!
Volimo te Kija
Volimo te Kijaaa
Volimo te Kija samo jakoooo
VOLIMO TE KIJA ZAUVEEEEEK
Volimo te Kiki
Volimo te Kiki,samo gazi ne koči :)
Volimo te Kristina
Volimo te lepoto nasaaaaa
Volimo te puno
Volimo te zeno najljepsa
Volim sto ova pesma ne lici na ove koje izlaze u poslednje m periodu.
Volim te Kija
Volim te kija
Volim te Kija kraljice 😍😍💘💘💘💘💘💘💘💘💘💘💘💘💘💘💘💘💘
Volim vas kijevci kad ovako skacu pregledi
voll cool
Voll cool
Vollmeise unheilbar kranke Menschen
VOODOO IS REAL MY FATHER IS PURE VOODOO
VOSTOK ICE CORWS
Vote against climate change denying republicans
voteb en mtvla :)
VOTE FOR GAGA AT BEST VOICE!! GAGA VS DEMI !!ntmundialmusical.blogspot.es/
2013/05/best-voice-mejor-voz.html
vote for gaga at mtv ema best fans and best live categories go go go
VOTE FOR GAGA ncelebuzz.com/cp/march-music-madness/
vote for gaga!!  w w w .mtvla.com/foto-versus/herederas-madonna
vote for gaga w w w.musicmundial . com / 2013 / 01 /  batalla - general
Vote for Lady Gaga: Bad Romance and Telephone for the VMA Awards!
vou ir ver o filme hoje
Vous etes des animaux
.vous prend aux tripes
voy a ver por casualidad
Voy descargando.
voz doce !!!
Vozii pesma
Vozi pesma samo tako,idemo jako.Uzivancija je slusati.
Vozi, vozi ovaj ritam....
vraimenet inccoyable
Vraiment beau duo Adriana grande et Stevie Wonder 😍😘😘😘
vraiment déssue
Vraiment grandiose ! Du grand THUG chez les musiciens haha :) nQui a dit 
que la musique classique était ringarde et démodée ?
... vratili stare koment sa mnogo lajk, kome je dosadno ima za lajkovanje 
NAJPOPULARNIJI KOMENT..
Vratio se kic 90- tih
Vredna i inteligentna nasa kija bravo
vrh
Vrh 👏



Vrh!
Vrh💘 💘 💘💘💘
Vrh bravo
Vrhcina!
Vrhcina😍👏
VRH! EXTRA! PESMA KIDA!
Vrh. Gori trending, u Crnu Goru je #1 🔥🔥🔥🔥 . Nikad ljepsa i bolja Kija 
💞💞

Vrhh!!Bravoo Kija!
Vrhhh💪💪💪
vrhhhhhhhhhh sta reci
Vrh i pjesma i spot, predobro👏👏 Kija👑👑
Vrh jedna je Koja Kockar
vrh . ljubim te Kija .
VRH!! Mocna i savrsena! ♡
Vrh pesma
Vrh pesma . Bravo Kija
Vrh, pesma je fenomenalna, hit pravi! Kija I love you! Samo gazi i ne 
koci! 😍 😍 😍
Vrh si Kija a i drug uspotu
Vrh spot.
VRH...TOP...KIJA GORIS...♡♡♡
Vrhunska 🙄
Vrhunska!
Vrhunska kao i uvek ;) Mogla bi da nam prosledis broj druga iz spota :P
Vrhunska pesma, spot, emocija❣ Bravo Kiki❣ Vole te Kijevci 💘
Vrhunski otpevana pesma, vrhunski spot, muzika, sve je na visokom nivou. 
Kristina prelepa u svom spotu.
Vrh,vrh šta reći .Svaka čast Kija samo napred.
Vrh vrh vrh!!!! ❤❤❤❤❤
Vrh,vrh,vrhhhhhhhhhh!!!O,Boze koliko je mocno!BRAVO!!!Ma,BRAVOOOOO!!!💘💘
💘💘💘💘

Vrh vrh vrh vrh svaka čast. Pesma je HIT. A Kija kao i uvek PRELEPA i 
PREZGODNA. I ovaj crni mantil je Top.
Vroom.
Vrtim pesme u krug i cekam prvo mesto u treningu i drugi milion.Kako vozi 
ova pesma!
Vs a tesla model x
@VSCassidy How'd you do that?nPlease let me know!
エイリアンVSプレデターに出てくるプレデタースーツをどうぞ作ってください！
vuelaa mentee vuelaaa...
Vulgarno izgleda
Vvh
@vvxhotel She's not beautiful .... She is Wonderful , hot and super 
sexy ! :D <3 Thumbs up if you agree ;)
vwry disgusting city. very disgusting. my husband is indian but we are 
living in qatar. i refuse to live in delhi. its a big no waaay
♥W♥
W00t, Chuck Norris cums like that!!!
waaaaaaaaaaaaouuuuuuhhh !!!
WAAAAAAA!    BOOOOOOOHOOOOO!!   WAAAAAAAAAA!    I WANT MY MOMMY!!    
WAAAAAAA!
WAAAAAAYYYY TOOOOO SHHHHOOOORRRTTT!!!!
waaaaa great musik estiv wonder
Waaaaay too dramatic
Waawi👌
wached it in 2012
Wack job , educated by wack job



Wack sorry gotta go
Wade Bishop representing Tally! WOOOOO!
Wah.
wah..adult with too much time on their hands...and they say teen waste our 
time with television...
Während ihr lumpen für höhere Steuern streiken wart, habe ich 16 Bäume 
gepflanzt.
WAHTA THE FUCK 122 million views!!! ay no manches chiko porque tantas? 
ARRIBA GUANJUATO!
waht is the music!??! haha
wahts sound it is?
waiste of coke lawl
waist of coke!!!
Wait a minute !!!
Wait a minute, is that Daddy DeVito?
Wait a minute. Robin passed away very recently. Won't that delay the movie 
or something?
Wait a minute were do this video come from 😂😂  #2019
WAIT AM I SERIOUSLY JUST SEEING THIS NOW? WOW ❤❤
wait another week and this will officially be the most viewed youtube 
video. So exciting!
wait, are you Canadian?
Wait Ariana and Stevie did a collab?????? Why am I only hearing this now
Wait a sec, is this how spellcheck works?
Wait but... nothing happens all throughout?
wait, but you'll have another season right?.... Right?...  :'0
wait category:comedy???
Wait, central towers old height is the same as freedom tower..
wait did anyone else notice ari checking out that monkey at 0:45 ?
Wait didn't she...kick you in the head??
Wait, Elza Soares the brazilian singer?
WAIT HOLD THE FUCK ON ? What's goin on here? Lol idk who she is
Wait.. how am I only seeing this NOW?!
Wait how the hell am i hearing this now like wtf!!!
Wait if Robin Williams is dead then how will they be able to film this 
movie cause his character is one of the main cast
WAIT IM NOT THE ONLY ONE WHO HAS THIS IN THEIR RECOMMENDED NOW??? Youtube 
wtf is going on
Wait i'm only seeing this now lol😂
waiting 1.000.000.000 views <3
waiting for cinefix to make a good costume
Waiting for David Hogg to appear...
Waiting for it :). RIP Robin Williams nCheck out our channel for some 
music
Waiting for Night at the museum 3
Waiting for the memes 🍺
Waiting for the videos from everyone who said " that's easy , I could do 
that " ..lol
waiting for your food kind of music
Wait... isn't this song for "SING" the movie coming out next year?
Wait is that Danny devito
Wait is that Danny devito?
wait is this a legit recipe? bc im craving
Wait I thought India created IT. You mean they lied to us?
Wait I thought Robin Williams was dead?
Wait.. I thought she was reading a poem
Wait, I thought that idiot de Blasio said no more skyscrapers?!?!
Wait... I thought this song was new it's been out since 2016???!!!
wait lether or plether
Wait lol its the song on the movie sing
Wait, Melbourne?
Wait omg wait wait this is from Sing??? Oml yes



Waits for applause lol
Wait, she actually got fucked in the butt on that very mattress? Or is it 
a different mattress? Did she even wash it at some point?
Wait. Since when did Stevie wonder collab with Ariana??!
wait since when did this come out
Wait so global warming is real? when is the apocalypse?
Wait so if I have a dollar bill I can’t use it then?
Wait, so is Kuriboh from Yu-gi-oh also a chestnut?
Wait so minuet in g is not by bach
Wait so now can Dustin do the how to because he does a how to in awe me 
called diy prop shop and he makes it how much money it cost to make it
wait so the mushrooms are a drug reference?
Wait...so we're no longer hating on whiteness and white people?nnBeing 
woke and keeping up with the outrage mob is exhausting. I need a nap.
Wait, so when will you come to wash me?
WAIT. STEVIE WONDER IS STILL ALIVE!!!!!
Wait, Stevie Wonder is still alive and making a song with Adriana Grande?
Wait, Stevie Wonders black? 😂
wait- stevie wonder still alive??-
WAIT THATS CHRIS PAUL II'S BLAKE FACE
wait thats from the movie sing lmao
Wait, their was a second one? I thought these shit movies were done after 
the 1st one.
Wait, there is sound with this video?  Cause all I see is boobs and a hot 
chic.  Dang, guuuuurrl!!!!!!!!!
Wait.... This a new song or what...?
Wait this came out 3 years ago?
Wait this is from Sing the movie
Wait till Greta finds out her mom had an abortion, and they kept the 
afterbirth and named it Greta, kinda explain her retarded speech.
Wait till she grows the little black mo
Wait, usr was actually user and not universal resources or something?? 
nalso pwd, P is for print? Not for present? �����
wait, /usr was where home directories were stored?nnWhy aren't they in /
home? Why is /usr now used to store binaries and various system files?
WAIT! WAIT! WAIT! Did someone notice that is writed Dmitri Potter 
Shostakovich? And also Edvard Einstein Grieg? Lol
Wait wait wait.. I get you were mocking hipsters but what were the binder 
clips for? 1:18
Wait... was that Tom Cruise as the caveman?
Wait was this filmed when robin was still alive or is this a diffrenet 
actor
wait was this finished filmed before Williams death?
Wait whaat why i got this in my recommendation and Why am i seeing this in 
2018 ?  Im sooo late wtf
Wait what
wait what
Wait, what?
Wait!!what?!!how the hell i’m just seeing it now?!
WAIT WHAT IS THIS GOODNESS??????!!!!! WHY AM I ONLY SEEING THIS NOW 
nnnnngreat song btw
Wait...what? It's actually real? Wtf
Wait what? It's from 2016!! OMG
Wait, what's that smell? Oh, it Dude Perfect.
Wait, what the hell are they doing with a Wii Nunchuk?
Wait what this is a song
wait what wait what WAIT WHAT? 2016 ? WE HAVE 2019 BRUH WHATS GOING ON 
WITH YOUTUBE I thought this was NEW WTH?
Wait what were they talking about again?? I was to busy to 
uh....hum.....Yea lets leave it at to busy....
Wait what who in the their right mind would dislike this video it has like 
227 dislikes yes it had more likes but who could dislike this bro??
Wait...Why am I seeing this the first time now?
Wait why am I watching this I already have a Kylo Ren costume



wait why have i never heard of this???
WAIT WHY IS THIS IN EVERYONES RECOMMENDATIONS NOW IM-
Wait why is this in my recommended and why am I JUST hearing abt it
Wait, with stevie wonder?? This is the most ambitius crosover in anime 
history
Wait!! Woah Woah! Isnt Robin Williams Dead??
Wait wot i’ve never saw this
Wait wut?n3:31
wajajajjajaja   ardidossss   shakira    la   mejorr   y   puntooo
WA ji wah mast.. nice
Waka Waka 445,913,315   Bad Romance 446,695,308  . ARRIBA  ,NO NOS DEJEMOS 
GANAR !!
waka waka is so close to bad romance!hurry up!thumb this up so all little 
monsters see this and make bad romance have more views than waka waka!
WAKA WAKA Q MIERDA SOY, WAKA WAKA U LELE Q BOLUDES XD
waka waka te supera y q mas da tu das asco asco asco tu das asco ♪♫♪♫♪
Waka Waka va surmonter les mauvais roman, aider à prévenir que cela 
arrive!
Waka waka y On the floor están cerca !! :S
Wake me up!  Is it 2023? 2090? NO it,s 1971?How could Imiss this?
WAKE UP ADULTS CONNECT THE DOTS ON GLOBAL WARMING
wake up laa uh huh look and see you hey
"WAKE UP! YOU HIPPIES! WAKE. THE. FUCK. UP!"
waking up to a great big story video😊  what a great morning
WAKING UP WITH THIS SONG ! I LOVE IT !
💜✌ #WALKAWAY
#walkawayrnLatinos Anti-DemocratsrnABAJO EL SOCIALISMOrnABAJO EL COMUNISMO
Walking Dead comic difference 3?
Walking into the casino in GTA San Andreas
Walking without going,walking among the sculptures of my being.
WALK,WALK BITCH (JUSTIN BIEBER) WALK,WALK MOVE THAT BITCH CRAZY (JUSTIN 
BIEBER)HAHAHA
Walk Walk Fashion Baby Work It I'm A Free Bitch Baby
walk walk fashion baby work it move that bitch crazy! ♥nn.
wall decoration ,,.  only .. where is the art ,.///./././././//////////
wal-mart must of had a diet coke on sale
Waltz of flowers best one
wanderfoll
Wanjay,,, asoooy
wanker
wanna b havingh titties lmao
wann bekommt snwoden den nobelpreisnes muss jeden monat im bewusstsein 
bleiben
Wann kommt eigentlich das neue Iphone heraus?
Want someone new to listen to? Please give me a chance and go onto my 
channel and take a listen. Thankyou.
Wants to be in school my ass
Want to go but the spiders😁
Want to prank your friends? Freeze Mentos in ice cubes. Serve them time 
bomb sodas.
Want your ruv, RUV RUV RUV!!!
Waoo....waoooo.....waooo.....real music, real fun, real discipline in 
music, real presence....WONDER OF WONDER!!
Waouh � Just love it 💕 nStill in the place 2019...😉
wao!very nice
waow!!!!
wAR     Eart..H
ware do you finednthis
Warmer planet = greater farm lands = more food = problem to liberals?
WARNINGncomments down here are weird af
!!WARNING!! THE TRUMP RETARDS ARE OUT IN FULL FORCE ON THIS VIDEO. DO NOT 
READ THE COMMENTS ITS JUST PURE CRINGE.



WARNING! This is what happens to you if you consume soy products!
Warp room was cool
Warum bekommt Snowden kein asyl in D. Oder EU ???????nPkk, YPG, gülen alle 
bekommen Geld, pass... Nur er nicht
Warum demonstrieren diese Jungdeppen nicht gegen die Plastikverseuchung 
der Welt. Das ist für die Menschheit eine viel größere Gefahr!
Warum kann Arte nicht einfach Untertitel setzen anstatt das Gesprochene 
überquatschen zu lassen?
Warum sollte Deutschland auch Asyl gewähren? Wir kriechen Amerika doch 
lieber in den Arsch.
warum wird das nach 2 Jahren hochgeladen? Oder ist das ein reupload?
Warum wollt ihr das unsere Wirtschaft zu bruch geht?
warum wurde das video über artikel 13 von euch gelöscht ?
Was able to experience this wonderful place all thanks to my college.  
#lovesydney  #spjain
was about time hong kong took new york perfect skyline but now nyc is 
killing it!
was anyone else staring at Ariana Grande wig hairline?
was anyone looking at her face or listening to anything she said?
Was Bach cello suite no 1 in here??
Was Bootsie on the bass yet?  Brother killing that bass!  ª
Was cringy to watch! Not well rehearsed!
Was dat Danny devito
Was ein Ehrenmann!
Was expecting to see Remo Williams' trainer master here...instead, got a 
guy running on boards.
Was fur Bloede Kommentare unten ... Auf der ganzen Welt demonstriert 
Jugend fur die Rettung der Natur und Ihr Heuchler seid noch dagegen ?
Was für Kindheit geklaut die is noch ein Kind mein Gott die nervt so arg
Was für mehr als 10.000 270000
Was hat der Brand bei Amazon mit der Klimakatastrophe zu tun? Nix.
Was hat Herr Snowden bewirkt? Nichts.
Was he really ruined?
Was her the voice of that elephant girl?
Was he using a wireless keyboard in 1980s?
Was he using his front door as a table in that one bit?
@WashingtonB0y14 Thank you for explaining that
Was in my recommendations today👀 ...shame on me that I didnt notice this 
before!😞  BUT this soo good❤ Love these 2 so much
Was in RVN when he died, a month later Joplin.
Was it cloudy that day, or just really polluted?
Was I the only one that laughed when he said moat peace
Was I the only one who realised that Ariana has made a mistake in 2:20 ?
was i unconscious for a few years or something??? where the hell did this 
song come from im baffled
was looking for #98. that was quick.
Was Maybe at Best supposed to be a tøp joke?
Was mildly amused by the first one.  Didn't bother with the second.  And 
this one looks stupid :/
was my first videogame. love the nes <3
Was ne unsympathische olle
was Nintendo trying to learn their alphabet? On the wall it says Aa,Bb,Cc
was not as  lonely as  he though
wasnt already featured??? its soo olddd
Wasn’t expecting to hear Danny devito’s voice
Wasnt that good, orchestra lacks harmony and the covers are too modified 
to recognize the original songs.
Wasn't that redhead scientist the nuclear inspector in the first season?
Wasn't this guy from Hamish and Andy Gap Year Asia?
Wasn't this in simcity 3000?
Wasn't this like the original YouTube video?
wasn't this on mythbusters? you guys have way too much free time.
Wasn't this robin's last movie? I'm still upset about his death...



Wasn't this sampled for a one hit wonder in the early 90s?
Wasn’t this supposed to be a concept car. How did he go out of business 
over $82000, seemed like he was already about to go out of business.
Was nützt einem die beste Industrie oder Wirtschafft, wenn der Planet tot 
ist?
Was scared to watch this  I think she did ok but we need an international 
leader to step up and make a bold move
Wassup Brandon reed love u bro
was super scared of this as a kid! 2018 anyone?
Wassup??!! Funky funky. Stylish to the core.
waste.
waste*
Wasted 1:42 minutes of my life
waste of a whole bunch of diet coke. millions of peoiple waste diet coke 
just to show us about mentos nd diet coke. this was kewl doe
waste of cash
waste of coke
waste of coke.....
waste of coke and mentos
waste of coke and metnos
waste of coke but kool videornu guys rock!
waste of coke! Cool vid tho...
waste of coke. keep the mentos, put that in my fridge fuck your experiment
waste of coke lol
waste of cokernshame
waste of coke xD
WASTE OF COLA I SWAER!!
waste of diet coke
Waste Of Money
waste of money but fine job
waste of money but it''ll be fun doin it
Waste of money but looks great!
waste of money? i mean of coke?
waste of soda
waste of soda just for t hat why wont you guys by bottle rockets if you 
want to see things fly
Waste of soda, man. Awesome trick tho
Waste of the cola ,,
waste of time and money...bt it was cool
Waste of time, I want to Learn, not to be entertained.
waste of time, waste of money, but still very cool! lol
wasters. its fun but wasting
Waste? Who the hell drinks Diet Coke.
was that a 1 million dollar lap dance?
was that Dani de Vido's voice?
Was that Danny Davito?
Was that @Dude Perfect catching the shot at 1:55?
Was that grey her real hair or was it a wig?
Was that Mr Bigglesworth?
Was that ryan from true jackson VP ?!?!
Was that the Gaiaonline banner on your computer?
was the girl wit the fur on in the end topless?
Was the moment with Larry and the gang on the bus in the movie?
was ther even a second one or did they jump straight to 3.
Was the song used in a KFC advert?
was this a genuine video or was he just shitting on hipsters?
Was this before The fight  she has better predictions then me
Was this broadcast by NBC?
Was this guy in the movie ???
Was this in the morning?
Was this like like an Anti-Vietnam statement?
Was this literally their best pick, I mean my God how many kids did they 
audition cuz this girl's pretty awful. 😬
Was this movie sing created from this



Was this song not marketed when it came out or something? I've never heard 
of this till YouTube recommendation it just now.
was this video sponsored by hipsters?
was Tom Cruise the caveman?
Was Travis Browne backstage? she looks like he either just fucked her or 
beat her up. whats up with the hairdo and the makeup?
Was trump in the audience?
Was war das bitte am anfang
Was...was that John Coffey?
Was your band album named after Regional at best? I’m not sure
Was YouTube broken? Who else is watching in November 2018?
Was zur Hölle soll dass für ein Scheißdreck sein?Alter das hat ja schon 
satanistische Züge.
Wat
Wat a waste
wat a waste!
wat a waste of coke
wat a waste of good coke :(
wat a waste of pop
★ Watch 10 Minutes of NIGHT AT THE MUSEUM 3 Here ► http://bit.ly/Night-
Museum-3
Watch Ariana win a Oscar next year ¦  LEGEND
WATCH BAD ROMANCE!! AND TOMORROW LEST BUY "MARRY THE NIGHT" ON INTUNES AND 
CALL THE RADIO AN REQUEST MARRY THE NIGHT!!!
watched it 8 times (try -mentos and diet coke experiments 2)
watched it a second time, found out he poured Pabst in the jar and started 
lmao
Watched it over 20 time.....rnSTILL AWSOME!!!
Watched previous video. How do you download the PDF that you mentioned?
Watched this 20 times or 21 every time I start the browser from firefox I 
get this cool!
Watched this last week, they go completely over the top with the English 
stereotypes but the end made me cry...
Watched this to find the name of a song for a video and now classical is 
my favorite genre
Watched this with the psvr. Wow!
watch gaga 11 times cause bieber sucks babys
WATCH G.U.Y!! Give this video more views!
Watching 2017 ??
watching all these videos of the lead up are so awesome
watching her get kicked in the face brought a smile to my face
watching it for first time. confused. so confused
Watching? Pervert!
Watching the episodes in original language let you appreciate best why The 
Simpsons ARE NOT a child-targeted cartoon...
Watching this after thenfight haha. Ronda literally just explained how she 
lost.
Watching this in 2016
Watching this in 2017
Watching this in 2019. Still never gets old. Fucking legendary
Watching this makes me cold
Watching this on a UNIX-like OS in 2019...
watching you continually pour that water in to two glass triggered my 
Irritable bowel syndrome
Watch it today... Really recommend it 👍👍  great
WATCH IT WE ARE GETTING IT BY MIDNIGHT WATCH ITTTTT
watch lady gaga forgot and mistake her lyrics from song born this way...n/
watch?v=c4-kkyoVQc0
Watch Marry the Night and Bad romance !!!!!!!!!!
watch me dance to this
watch mothafuckas!! #CAKE
Watch "Mr Dynamite" on Netflix, it's a great documentary on the life of 
James Brown.



Watch my california girls remix its hot on my page
watch my cutest dog ever video on my chanel
Watch my real kylo Ren helmet video
WATCH MY SANTA TELL ME COVER !!!!
watch mythbusters on discovery channel, it has something to do with CO2 
and salt and stuff.
watch my videos..and sud-ride
Watch My Vids
Watch my vids
Watch out iceburg has the evil eye.nI suggest that she doesn't have any 
children to raise the CO2 levels.n😉😉😉😉😈😈😈😈
Watch out! In the sky! It's a DIVE BOMB!!!
WATCH PAPARAZZI!
watch swanton bomb with fans and texas chainsaw massacre commercial for 
some really cool stuff
WATCH TEOG
Watch them guys with the trumpets move...understated groove.how frikken 
cool are they?
WATCH THIS EVEN BETTER VIDEO -> /watch?v=S_dSZMLkuX8
watch this over & over monsters!!the beaver kid is catching up!!
watch?v=1yp_f2Pr7p0
watch?v=_3m0AkFg2pornrnListen to thisrnGerman rap ;) you gonna love it :D
/watch?v=abX1TtDnuqcnnfor the girls that DONT WANNA BE A BRIDE!
/watch?v=Cec-KiVpB6A NEW MUSIC OF LADY GAGA
/watch?v=gNMwkKVz43g
/watch?v=KUlEvXQ_zU0
watch?v=nQQuirux9yY&feature=channel_video_title
watch?v=nw2YDqGhlvM zikaaa
/watch?v=OTk2f8oO5rw&nI found this enjoyable in the weirdest of ways
/watch?v=qzvQnRevBqIn/watch?v=qzvQnRevBqIn/watch?v=qzvQnRevBqI
/watch?v=sDMYtE7PsSc
watch?v=sw9XnBg7wz4
watch?v=tQ17lDNy478nnnWTF
watch?v=tQ17lDNy478rnrnrnWTF
watch?v=zOgxbzTov2AnThe Black Eyed Peas - Don't Stop The Party Vs Snoop 
Dogg - Sweat(David Guetta) (Dj Wee Remix)
@Waterfallbabe15 agree
water fountain of coke
Water is crystal clear,  that's why it looks shallow maybe?  Great video.. 
Girls aren't bad either..  Lol
water water water:)
Waterworks! Yay!
😂😂§§ § 😏😏 😏 watever
watevr same effect. maybe...
wath Cool😏😏
wath name of this mu$ik? rnon vuadrait bien voir les 136 autres 
experiences.....
wat is the song used on this video?
wat kind of mentos do u have to use? or does it not matter?
wat r u saying
wats da name of da song   :[
wat song is that?!?!?!
wat song is this lol
wat's the song name?
wats with the end scene...wtf!! lol
wats with the walking around in circles?
Wau
Wauuuu!!!! Maestrazo para haberse inpirado Michael en el waaauuuu k baile 
k ritmo m enkanto
Wauuuuuuuuu :) more more more video :)
Wauw amazing next year i hope <3
Wauw,deze muziek is tijdloos en op ieder moment van de dag heerlijk om 
naar te luisteren! ! ! !



Wauw, ich bin begeistert wie differenziert Snowden argumentiert!!!
wave to all my name is Gilbert and ablo lazaro two languages English and 
Spanish can write in both languages if you want
Waw c'est bien beau tout sa mais quel gachis 0;
waw excellent job!
WAW GUYS!!!!nyou have A LOT of coke there!!!nare you working in cola 
company or something?ncoooool--lol
Wawooooo😲😲
Waww amazingg
way a.k.
way anasını cola mı ya o...rn:))))))))))))))
way a.q.
way cooler than that belagio bull
Way do you guys. Don't make things Dat are cool 😢😢
way over 9000
way to do it with class
way to friggin sticky....but cool
way to much time on their hands
way to much time on your hands, but my vids go are very much the same
Way too funny that she knew exactly what her weakness was and exactly how 
holly would use it to her advantage yet she still got knocked out.
Way too much like The Dude Perfect.
way to teach your mother that it IS fun to play with your food
way to waste the greatest drink out there.. at least it was diet
👍👍 way up!
W chuj bym tam chciał siedzieć najarany i się wsłuchać, ale że nie ma nic 
Biggiego który jest dla mnie definicją hiphopu to jestem bardzo zdziwiony
Weaked people
we all cant wait unit this movie!!!!!!!
" we all come to young people for hope " really if thats the case we are 
all fucked .
We all gonna die so enjoy your life in this fucking earth
We all know Rexy fights the Triceratops
We all know the most reliable source is a 14 year old.
We all know this is what a future car is gonna be and people will go they 
predicted another !
We all need to live like cockroaches they hold the secret , when the 
lights turn on we all scatter and go to work at the chemical plant 🏗  🌋  
🏭  ⛽
We almost seen his face
Weaponized autism
Wear a helmet. all of you
We are all complicit in causing climate change. The onus is not on world 
governments to solve climate change, we all need to get involved.
We are all going to die
We are all part of any system we perceive and many we do not.
“We are at the beginning of a mass extinction” yeah sure thing 
Nosgretadamus
We are blasting this in the early morning through Alameda.
we are doomed! just read comments
We are facing consequences it's raining here daily after the rainy season
We are finnaly in the future wow
we are fortunate there aren't a lot of Homer Simpsons out there. or the 
human race would be doomed.
WE ARE IN THE MIDDLE OF THE MAKING OF THE MASTER BLASTER JAMMIN!!!!!
We Are Legion, We Are Many. Lol what
We are llisining
We are not funding the dam UN evil globalist.  Defund the UN their your 
problem little  mentally ill swedish brat, go home!!!!
We are not of this world, this world doesnt matter, only god.
We are playing this song for graduation tommorrw!!
we are so lucky to live in such a great city! :D



We are stoping in Sydney for 2 days when we travel from Victoria to Gold 
Coast CANT WAIT!!!!
we are the haus of gaga we rule we are part of a gang yeah bullshit.
We are to stupid for this problem.
We are waking up to this huge lie of climate change.
Wearing a trash can on you head
We arrived in 600 million, but that's no reason for everybody to stop 
playing the video. What the hell are Monsters in their heads?
Weather changes people, yes have clean rivers, oceans and streams but 
climate changes, stop being hysterical. An Ice Age will come in the 
future.
We better get that 1 billion today sweetie 💫
We can all learn from Greta. Courage and clarity is what she’s teaching 
all of humanity.
we can do this lil monsters.....  PAWS UP for GAGA!!!!!!!!
We can make a drinking game out of itnTake a shot everytime she says 'How 
dare you'
we can more reproducciones hasta los 500 millones
We can reach Justin Bieber video... only 70,000,000 of visits we need to 
be the Youtube's video more saw
We can see the bridge he's walking on. Jesus' record still stands.
we can tell by the thumbs down count that there's been 484 hipsters to 
watch this so far.
We can tell when you have good Internet! Holy só many vídeos, good job!
we can watch both videos...!
We could have used a little more out of that performance.  Not oscar 
worthy.
WE DARE THE DARE
We did a bit of a spoof on what happens when you eat diet coke and mentos 
-- check out our account and tell us what you think!
WE DID IS GUYS!
we did it little monsters! 300,000,000 rah rah rahs! <3 xx
"We didn't need a tutorial." How games have changed.
we did this at my school today
we did this in chemestry if you use diet root beer its better but only use 
7 mentos
we did this in science class!! it was so fun!
We did this in science class yesterdayrnrnit was hilarious are teacher 
kinda got sprayed
Według mnie brakuje jedynie Eminema Lose Yourself... ale i tak perfekcja w 
najczystszej formie!!! DUMNA Z POLAKÓW!
Wednesday Adams with orange hair.
“We don’t have a big one” Bottom row, far right.
We dont have a big one, but yeah there was a van
"We don't have a big one"nnt H e R e   I s   A   v A n   R i G h T   t H e 
R e
We don't have big cars. 0:31 far right.
We don't have mason jars in germany... we just have other jars.. guess I 
can't make coldbrew then :(
We don't need or want your forgiveness you little shit.
We easly say that this is promotion of Poland.
weeeee sing
Weekend- starboy melodija
wee want moree of these kinds of songs ariiiiii
weezer
Weezer brought me here
weezer's video pork and beans already has 4 million more than this lol.
Weezer video!
weezweer
We finna die
We forgive you =)
We found a reincarnation - palehouse
We found this bc google realized ari is relevant, even tho she has always 
been.



We gaan voor het ritme, de soul, toevallig mocht hij de sex machine eruit 
laten maar hij is...was een man.
We get it you can hear stuff in it
Weg mit der Foddse
We gonna kill this planet, im only glad im not gonna be around when that 
happen
We got shown this in Chemistry, the song was hilarious in a class 
environment...
We got teens here too so dint say all of us have bad taste of music. I 
mean this is the best.
We got your back Greta!
We had to listen to this in  Music, As it apparently used the 12 bar blue 
something or  blue scale or something...
We have 206 induhviduals who actually hit dislike, hmm.
We have 7 billion people on this planet, sum that down to 2 or 3 billion 
and we'd be just fine.
........we have a parable illustrating the hazards of being surrounded by 
yes men.. Remember Nokia.
We have a similar typewriter but I can't imagine all of the keys work that 
well. We need to get on that! ;)
We haved watch it in Physik lesson XD
We have gypsies in Romania and Eastern Europe, they are exactly like these 
people from India/Pakistan! Misery there is incredible.
We have morons marginalizing a child for telling the truth!
We have some Dr. Dre fans in the house!
we have to change everything, even what we think life should be 
about....should it be about making money? because that's the story I was 
raised on
we have to much time on our hands if we can do this
we have to play this for pep band and it’s amazing
weheres dustin McLean
weird
Weird
Weird but interesting video i love it
Weird.  Dems are so stupid that they look to brainwashed, 16 year olds for 
counsel.
Weirdest. Combination. Ever. Period
Weird how all of the comments are about no one knowing this was a thing. 
Same
Weird how Ronda identified exactly how Holly was going to knock her out 
before it happened... kinda freakyn#illuminati
Weirdly dramatic but doesn’t sound authentic 🤔
weird people pruductions.,!! niice vid .,, (;
Weird...so many people think he's cheating and that it's easy...can't wait 
to see you all break his record...
Weird thing but I remember a couple of these songs in LEGO Indiana Jones 2 
when I was younger
Weird thing to say but I love her shoes
weird though, that one looks more like Tom Felton than Dan. Drarry, 
anyone?
We just need to become Amish. Everyone will have a job working the land, 
and well solve the carbon output.
We know someone’s got daddy issues
welch brothers moviesnginniie lena deb trulyna west ridge stoolie
Welche Kleingeister bezahlen solche Aktionen. Ich Bj62 hatte gar keine 
Zeit dafür. Wegen Arbeiten. Bei der Jugend mangelt es an Beschäftigung.
Welcome Adam Miscontextualizes Everything...this guy is a joke..
Welcome back to why is this in my recommended
Welcome to 2015, a time when lies are taken as truth and the truth is a 
lie.
Welcome to, "Adam miss-information everthing"
Welcome to Coruscant
Welcome to cringe city
Welcome to France !



Welcome to hipster town, how "Cool" are you?
Welcome to our most polluted city in India and may be in the world.
Welcome to planet earth Greta, things live and DIE here, so will you
Welcome to pseuds corner.
Welcome to Sydney ! #metrovalsydney
Welcome to the circus of value.
Welcome to the climate cult
Welcome to the era of “existential eco-anxiety”. It’s the New Scientology.
Welcome to the real world.
Welcome to the youngmans sixtys....
Welcome to Uttrakhand state Sir it's Really Heaven
We Like x
Well actually the hangtime was roughly 6:20 seconds. just saying !
Well after this, I'll head to "Doing it to death", by the Jb's... by far 
the best of all his sound!
well , another MEME 🙊
well at least he is raising money for poor children
Well, at least.humanity had a better run than the dinosaurs, although the 
time was shorter.
Well at least it looks a little bit better than Battle of The Smithsonian.
Well, at least it makes use of all of the useless diet coke. Good show.
well at least it's diet
Well at least she already has a job, professional victim.
well, better than most mentos diet coke videos
We'll be watching you too Greta..!!!
Well called Ronda
well can't wait till 2021.
well can't wait till 2022.
well... citroen is doing cars like this for years... with success....
Well damn, this is the most beautiful thing I've ever heard
Well damn this song obviously had some really bad advertising because I 
SEE AM NOT THE ONLY ONE TO SEE THIS NOW YEAR LATER WTF!?? 😐
well did he like it?
well diet coke tastes like shit at least its fun to play with
Well dis is a good song
Well-dne video, but when going into great detail on NYC, make sure you 
refer to it as Grand Central Terminal, not station.
Well done
Well Done!
Well done!
well done! bravo!
Well done buddy, nice prediction, Ronda Roustradamus.
Well done Greta! The comments here are quite frightening. It's like a 
troll party. Are they really dump humans or only dump trolls?
Well done, Greta. You just made a good meme. :-D
well done guys that was wkd
Well done Obama.
Well done!!!Outstanding preformance!!Thank you!!
Well done young lady, you were schooled well in being an actress, and of 
course we are all fooled by the fakery, oh my goodness my heart bleeds.
Well first they probably had to test all of this so the y probably spent 
over 200$ on mentos WHAT IS THAT!!!!!!
Well fk you cuz i wana be a hipster whan i grow up!(or at least whan i 
grow a beard)
Well fuck..
Well fuck me in the butt
Well gee that was the most forced fake ass speech I’ve ever heard
well, glad i dont have to clean your shirt lol
Well go back to school. Not being dramatic
Well god damn!!!
Well go watch it then isntead of watching BAD ROMANCE!
WELL GUESS WHAT YOU GOT KICKED IN THE FUCKING HEAD OUT COLD BITCH!! 
HAHAAAA!!



Well guys this is the video that finally does it. She's changed the world, 
we are now going to send billions in to poverty to "save" the planet.
Well I come here by searching for Markiplier's "Faith" the horror game 😅
Well I do work at Starbucks so...
Well, if i will go to india some day, then definetly not much into one of 
the big cities. Just for Train or Bus travelling.
Well, if this really is Experiment #137... :D
Well if you eat them first then drink it, your stomach could burst, why 
don't you try it to prove a point lol jking
well i just found my halloween costume
Well, I know what I'm doing for Halloween.
Well, I like it.
well... im confused....
Well I mean, at least it’s big and imo big cars are the best kind of cars 
so homer didn’t completely fuck up
Well...I mean Jay Leno would probably buy it. I guess. Maybe.
Well. I might like it.
Well i missed watching half of the video becuz of the comments
Well I'm not sure how much good it would do a thirsty person as it is 
caffeinated #Nerd.com
WELL IS ONE OF THE EXPENSIVE HOT WHEELS COLLECTION CARS
Well, it actually did go like that.
Well it is either FREE passed down equipment or NOTHING. And dident even 
expose anything. This video was just some useless facts
Well it isn't heaven It is probably not for sale, but if it is a real 
Island I am sure it is hopping!
Well it is on the sing soundtrack u know
well, it IS youtube.... what else is youtube for :P
Well it's about time.
Well it's a good thing he wasn't just showing his skills (which he had no 
doubt) cuz most of it sounded like shit to me. Just being honest folks  :/
Well it’s been over a decade, and I’m still as sure as ever that I want 
that damn car!
Well, it went EXACTLY like that. She kept away from you, she got you 
frustrated until you made a mistake and then she kicked you in the head.
Well it went like that.
well it work with every sort of cola.....i try it ....
well it your money but you would be all sticky from all that coke :)
Well just kinda going out on a limb here but maybe because you hate them 
and they dont wanna waste their time arguing, just a hunch lol
well kenya ftl?
well ladies and gentlemen it dont come much better than that
Well live in Toronto now..
Well.....lol
well look at that Stevie Got Her Pronouncing
Well... looks like someone got KO'd via kick to the head...
Well Looks Like Trash Fit On Everybody
Well look what happened now...
Well, maybe Harry Potter was real after all in the past.....just in the 
form of a stern old lady...HARRIEDITH POTTERINA
We'll miss ya dude. Thanks for making such amazing movies. RIP.
"Well Mr. Trump where do you want the wall?"nnI want a wall here, and 
here.
Well, my post is unpoetic, but when I heard the piano start playing, my 
first thoughts were of Schroeder of the Peanuts  :-)
Well, not that sticky. Sugar actually makes the soda sticky. But in diet 
soda, no sugar, no stickiness.
...well now :/
Well now I feel proud to have known this song earlier than everyone.
well now i want to take a shower.
well pepsi is soda, which is also carbonated so yeah...
well prepared
Well rehearsed I  I  I



Well rehearsed script. Don't forget to queue the water works.
Well ronda predicted it right ! and she knew how her opponent and know 
every moves they are best at !!
Well sadly a kick in the head is what took her down. But I still believe 
in you Rhonda. Get her on the rematch.
Well said Greta! On another note, how does this video have 5.3K thumbs 
down?!
Well said Gretta. We need more of your generation to fight the obtuse old 
geese politicians and corporations.  Congrats
well said young lady! well said indeed.
well she called it. too bad it DID go like that girl
well she definantly showed Rhonda her head kick
Well she doesn’t know what she’s talking about 😂😂
Well, she ending up eating that comment about Holly, lol
well she got her butt kicked..
Well.... she got kicked in the head....hahahahahaa
well, she got kick in the head..
Well, she got served a piece of humble pie.
Well she got this right, she was kicked in the head...
well...she kicked you in the head, Ronda :/
Well she kinda did go like that, lol.
Well, she obviously suffered so much from her supposed ordeal, that she 
managed to graduate.
Well, she's not wrong though.nPolitics are all empty words with cowards 
who only concentrate on money and profit.
Well she was kicked in the face lol
well shit
Well, still cheaper than a tesla
well that didn't work out for her, still love her though, she is a bad ass
Well that explains Rainbow Six Siege...
Well that graph isn't very accurate
well...that must've been fun
Well, that's 1 way to water the grass :P
Well..that's 5 minutes of my life I won't get back
well that's how it exactly went down she kicked you in the head
Well, that's it, you can go home guys, clime change has been SOLVED, the 
girl has spoken!
Well that's....one way to look at it I guess?
well that's what you get when companies that sell weapons are the same 
ones that control the goverment.
Well that was abrupt
Well that was a good movie, I'm glad I didn't see it.
Well, that was exhausting... and I don't even have to find my way back to 
my hotel room while drunk.
Well that was fucking amazing
Well... That worked well.. 😎1
Well,the brief is to design a car for a homer, so you actually get what 
you want
Well, the car looks cool
Well, the first two were a lot of harmless fun. I don't know if I'll see 
this in theatres, but will definitely see it inevitably on Netflix.
Well the grenade launcher are used to smoke out a building so yea that 
helps prevent fire fights
Well the Mrs likes this mix, Barcelona holiday, bath together and the rest 
is a wet bed in a hotel.
Well then thank u, next?
Well the offical length should be like 7m...nthat what i heard
well these movies suck dick... RIP Robin Williams. Shame this is one last 
movies you will every be in.
well the speech was not so motivating for saving ecology. this girl just 
blamed everyone except herself and it is really cringe
Well, they have an good logic and Creativity.
well they must have been swiming in coke



Well they're in a STICKY situation.
Well this is a budget build then.
well... this is awkward
Well this is garbage and a waste of time
Well, this is gonna be the biggest flop of the year.
Well this is new..nnnchecks datennnHah......heh..
Well this is random
Well, this is song is like... really, really good 😂
Well this looks bad now....
Well this movie is obviously not going to happen
Well, to be fair I did cringe a little
WELL U GET THE POINT.
Well umm... I was in the middle of something then the FUCKING ADDS DISTURB 
ME
well wasted diet coke ;)
Well well well little Greta what do u propose we do to fix the climate 
problems we have?
Well, were fucked.
well whatever you say, you cant say its boring....
Well what is the point of making yourself look really childish on a 
YouTube video ...
Well where dafuq is Chopin
Well who actually lost bitch?
Well worth the money...
well yeah it was a longer fight...
Well you dont have to go back to school Greta, Hollywood is just around 
the corner
Well you see little girl you need money income for business to pay there 
worker,no one is gonna work for free,you want to work for free go head
well... you would die cause your head would blow up lol
We  lost the best performer in the world, In 1970  And again in 2016
We loved this! Very nice night tonight ❤😋
We Love it😏😛❤
We love this city!
we love you Eric!
We love you Eric.
we love you gaga
we love you so much gaga
Welp, Christ has returned as a Buddhist monk, whacha gonna do now?
Welp gg Ronda.
....welp, she ate them words like a mid rare steak! Holmes beat dat 
aaaaassssss with a KICK TO DA HEAD!
Welp, She put it out in the universe
Weltweit nur Hunderttausende? Glaube ich kaum... wieso wird das immer 
runtergespielt?
We made it well.nhttps://blog.naver.com/7heppy7
we miss you Mr. Ritchie :'(
We must comment and watch this video!! :)
We must find these ninjas and kill them!
We must never speak of what has happed here today.
We need a law that prevents movies from making sequels.
WE NEED A NEW JIMI HENDRIX
We need a whole album with these 😍😍😍
We need climate change get rid of humans
we needed her... and she came... she was born to save the earth... shes 
the earths baby!
We needed more gfunk
WE NEEDED THIS
We need Herbert back in the show. Didn't watch in 16 years but I would 
this come back episode
We need "Metal History Orchestrated by JIMEK" !!!
We need more of this girl!



We need more people like her
We need more people like him in this world
we need more skyscrapers in the silicon valley. there's no buildings in 
here that are above 300 feet. It's lame.
We need more taxes to stop global warming...
WE NEED PART TIME LOVER ON THIS CHANNEL PLZ!!!
We need population control first, then climate control will follow.
We need someone like her but I do not like her! She looks like a girl from 
a Horror Movie!
we need the 300 million
We need the grenade launchers for close quarters city raids.
We need this music back, Music nowadays is shit.
We need to get rid of about 4 billion people.  Thats what the earth needs.
We need to quit making these protest kids fsmous.
We need to start a revolution
Wenigstens ARTE bringt das mal. Sehr gute Doku.,,,
wenisimo
Wenn die erstmal ihr eigenes Geld verdienen sieht es auch wieder ganz 
anders aus!
Wenn ich ihr Vater wäre hätte sie eine Ohrfeige bekommen für Schule 
schwänzen
Wenn man keinen Führerschein, Job und Kinder hat kann man vieles verlangen
Wenn man schon erwährt, die IGM hat nicht zu Streik aufgerufen, dann bitte 
auch erwähnen, dass die IGM Jugend zum Streik aufgerufen hat.
We normal swedes do not support this fake!
Went to India and never again. Probably the last place I would go visit 
along with Muslim countries
wen video..la cagornrneso se llama ingenio
We out here making jokes about this cause we b sad about how right she is
we played 91 in band and boy was that a beast
We played this mix, am now expecting😂😂 😂😂😂
Wer diesen Müll glaubt ist selber schuld...
Wer dieses Video gesehen hat, darf wohl nicht mehr in die USA fliegen...
Wer die Wahrheit spricht, braucht ein verdammt schnelles Pferd...
We're all laughing at her and joking around until we realize she has 
Asperger's syndrome. 😨 😨 😨
We're all seriously finding this now😂😂
we really fucked up didnt we jimi
We really need a real life-capsule to keep Robin Williams :(
We’re almost on flying cars!(:
We realy need a episode of nHerbert Powell and Abbie
Were are the red pandas?
We're being frightened and bullied by a 4ft  tyrant . How did it come to 
this !?.....
Were can u buy mintos none of the shops hav them!!??? GRRRR
were doing it Monsters!! OUR PAWS WILL NEVER COME DOWN!!! Thumbs up if u 
agree!
Were do you get the dress?
were do you get the trash can?
We're going to turn Up the volume📳 nThis song makes my day !!!
We’re have i been when this masterpiece was revealed?
We're in a car heading towards a brick wall, and everybody's arguing over 
where they're gonna sit.
We're Only in It for the Money.
"We're only posting our single on the dark web." 😂😂😂
"we're only posting our single on the dark web", i fucking lost it!
'were only posting our single on the dark web." omg im dying
were performing this song in my school musical
wE'RE SARGEANT PEPPER'S LONELY HEARTS CLUB BAAAND
Were these the first people to do this?
were they a regular diet coke and regular mentos?
we're trying that in science sooon =D



were u talking to me?
We're very privileged to have this 12" Extended Version!  Thanks Charlie 
for the Lines . . . . . ❤👌👌 😉
We're you guys in sand hollow
were you not watching you fucking idiot
wer hat denn den armen Kindern diesen Müll eingetrichtert??? Die sind ja 
in totaler Panik.
Wer hat es als Kebabe Kebabe 🥙  gehört
Wer ist hier wegen TheJoCraft?
Wer kommt auch alles von TheJoCraft?
Wer sich nicht bewegt, spürt seine Fesseln nicht!
We Rwandans should go teach these people about hygiene!
Wer war auch mit seiner Klasse da? xD
Wery Wery cool
We saw this today in music lesson and it directly flashbacks and a 
reminder of smth
We seriously need to make head freezzing machines so we can keep these two 
gentlemen alive forever.
We shall see..
We should go to 100% of biofuel from allergies that can absorb CO2 and 
methane and admit zero emissions.
We should have more Bad Romance days to make it most viewed on Youtube !!
We should just toss all the idiots that can only think of memes into the 
ocean with our 🗑
We stan a queen
Westerners love these kinda cheesy dramatized idealisms..
We still be doing that dance Sis up there doing🤣
we stop at 45:36
We thought a suspicious mushroom would be globally understood hahahah
We use super super glue
We visited Sydney last year and I can truly say, it is indeed one of the 
most beautiful cities in the world. Can't wait to go back.
we want boba fett
We want more !
We waste billion dollars money in finding to live in mars but we dont try 
to make a better earthn😡😡😡😡😡😡
We watched this in class and someone said he sucked. I never laughed at 
something faster than right then
we watched this in my data analysis class and the only reason I'm watching 
it is cuz I like the music. lol
we watched this vid earlyer in the year for a school experiment we did the 
coke metos iv never seen or heard of it befor that it was so cool
We watched ur video at school today for science it was so cool must of 
cost heaps for all the coke and mentoss
WE WERE BORN THIS WAY BABY!! FREAKS!! cant wait for gaga's third album!!
We were given a chance to make paradise instead we chase trinkets
we were so close to seeing his face
We will all regert it when we find out we rised are kids in a place they 
will die bc they cant breath why cant ever one do something
We will be watching you! XD
We will die of old age but they will die of climate change!
We will miss you Robin Williams. Rest in peace comedy genius.
We will never be as cool as these cats were.
We will not save our world, but the planet will survive. Our time will 
come and perhaps it's for the best.
we won't get fooled, why do we listen to a 16 year old girl, why is she 
made news?
We wuz
WE WUZ JAZZ PLAYAS AN' SHEEEIT
=w= experiment #714 ?
@wffxyz - thanks, but I'll pass.
Wfy



W gli esperimenti!
Whaaaaaaaaat, mind blown
whaaaat?!
Whaaaatttt?! This is so great <3
Whaaahaaahaahaha!  I love seeing a trash-talker get their comeuppance.
Whaaat?!?? 2016? Really? Okkkay
WHAAAT 371.452.803
whaat? fucking awesome.
WHAAT THERE IS 2 DRUMMERS I never noticed that
Whahaha, come again Rousey? What? I can't understand you? Oh wait, it's 
probably your split lip that's causing that! LOL!
WHA-nI am going to lose faith in you, Youtube, if you are going to give me 
song recommendations this late.
what
WHAT
what
"What "
WHAT!!!!!!
What?
what?
What?!
what??
what.............................................................
what😒👌😂😂
WHAT ? 112KK views?
What???   2018 rara olala
whataaaaaaaa, i climbed a montain whith this  sound in my ear
what a band!
What a banger absolutely banging
What a beat and those vocals, the band , the dancer, just brilliant!
What a beautiful face, voice and soul.
What a beautiful song life is!
what a beutifull sexy women
what a big waste...
What a boring city. I much better like Shanghai, Shenzhen, Chongqing.
What a boss
what about 1-2?
What about all of Chicago's new skyscrapers?
What about Brandenburg Concerto 3?!
What about casta diva?
what about how he made 4-2?
What about Ikea? Sweden company that has exploited children in factories 
for years and all their plastic wrappings! She is not credible.
What about Lord of the Rings?
what about normal coke?
What about North Sydney? (This may or may not be a seperate part from the 
city) It's quite nice there!
What about PA?
what about pepsi?
What about speed holes?
What about starwars?
What about Tchaikovsky’s concerto
What about Tchaikovsky’s Romeo and Juliet fantasy overture? It’s in 
Spongebob.
What about the avengers tower
What about the big bend tower the longest tower in the world
What about the love theme from Romeo and Juliet by Tchaikovsky
What about Venice in July?
what about you make toy movie pixels
What a brainwashed idiot
What a Brain Washed Idiot someone should drop this girl off at Pedophile 
Island so Bill Clinton can straighten her Goofy inbreed arse out.
What a brat!
What a brat.



What a brave mattress
What a bunch of garbage... Using this little girl who doesn’t even know 
who she is yet to prey on the emotions of people. Typical
What a bunch of lies.
What a bunch of loons
What a  classic brainwashed childnClassic pstd
What a classic video thank for shear !✌👊
What a Coached Lying POS .. Yep, we woke up to the Globalist Plans.. YOU 
HAVE FAILED !
What a coincidence, her parents look like hippies
What a combo
what a cool muthafukr!
what a cool thing to do for someone else. awesome video man!
What a crappy song!!! Stevie could have nailed this song with a real 
diva?? Ariana is pretty with no talent
What a crock of 💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩 💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩
💩💩💩💩 💩 ! 😂 😂😂 😂 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂
WHAT A CROCK OF POOP! Greta, GO HOME, LIVE YOUR LIFE AS A CHILD, AND 
REPORT YOUR PARENTS FOR CHILD ABUSE!
What a crop job.
what a cruel life these people lived. RIP!
What a cunt.
What a dead audience!
What a delightfully cropped or stretched video.
What a delusional little Hitler in the making.nF*** You Greta.
What a delusional little psychopatic brat... She's just like the next 
level of those weirdos shouting about the end of the world on streets...
What a dimwit twit. This is chuld abuse. Get back in school idiot. I'm 
suffering listening to pathetic joke of human being
What a disaster
What a disgrace. I can't believe anyone could have the audacity to do 
something like this.
what a disgrace to not put even nocturne op9 no2 or raindrop prelude
what a disgusting country! this country should never exist.
What a disgusting fucking place
What a disgusting little autistic puppet pretending to cry like a real 
person. What a freak
What a disorganized honking nightmare. Interesting how people hang out in 
big groups.
What a drama queen
What a drama queen that girl was....HOW DARE YOU!
What ads are you guys getting? (me: a guitar app)
What a dump this is capital of India filthy garbage what gouvment is doing 
with all the money unbelievable
what a energy!
What a episode!
What a fake emotions. What a shit.
what a farce. poor little pawn....
What a filthy city!
What a flop song
What a fool
What a fool.  It's ridiculous that this kind of crap is tolerated.
What a force Jimi had... This is a act and a symbol of the revolution and 
freedom of the people bound to all what was hapening in this years.
What a freak-a-zoid. Total phony. Typical liberal...overwhelming emotion 
to the point of nauseam
What a freak, spouting lies. How dare they inflict this asshole on the 
rest of us!
What a fricking little brat.  This kid went to the Justin Trudeau school 
of drama. So sick of these actors.
What a fucked up thing to lie about. This is what NYC does to people.
What a fucki g joke. Go back to acting school
what a fuckin freak



What a fucking dump.  Why would anyone go there?  It's just beyond 
comprehension.
what a fucking horrible dress
What a fucking idiot. She should be in jail licking carpet.
What a fucking joke😂😂😂  and a straight meme. I like how the libtarts 
always use children to push there agendas. Stunning and so very Brave
What a fucking shithole.
what a fucking waste!!!
What a fuckin homo
What a fuckin joke
WHAT A FUCK NICKI MINAJ? SHE IS A PUNK CAN'T BE A RAPPER!
what a gem! on all levels!
What A Genius that Mr B.
What a genius. The greatest artist EVER
What a genius, to create an implicit tutorial within the start of the game 
so the players can learn for themselves
What a Godess
what a good dog with his frisbee
What a good sport!
What a great band and that fly girl dancing in the back is super-hot!
What a great big brother tho
What a great display.. :P
What a great friend... GJ dude GJ
What a great girl!
What a great man!!!! This world needs more heroes like this.
What a great porno damn busted a nut to this
What a great song!
What a great song! To all haters when your fav will have a song with an 
legend like Stevie?
What a great video to start the day
What a gross bro.
What a hack
What a hipster
what a hipster lol
what a hit this was on youtube.
what a HOAX
What a hoe lol
What a horrible hairdo.
What a horrible speech
what a humble und  authentic guy,...people like him are the hope he 
invokes
What a idiot title
What a joke
What a joke!
What a joke!!
What a joke😏
What a joke...find some kid to act and read a script.   So childish and 
ignorant.
What a joke, go do your homework
What a joke. Her speech is like a whipped cream topping to a Lava Cake 
desert.
🤣  what a joke....if there world is going to end in 10 to 12 years....get 
it out if your system now folks. There is no saving it now...
What a joke. I wonder how much they paid this little girl to give this 
cringey-ass sob story.
What a joke. Science in the last thirty years hasn’t made a single 
accurate prediction.nnMy beach should of been underwater. Hasn’t changed. 
nn🤣
What a joke that adults would fall for a little girls dramatic 
emotionalism.
What a joke. We actually let children “lead” the world.
What a joke.You need to see a dr .The adults that applaud her,even more.



What a legend
what a legend
what a legend!!
What a legendary moment..
What a legend.You Americans should put a Jimi Hendrix in place of the  
Lincoln monument
what a legend your also a legend for doing this for him
what a life!!
what a likeable lady!
What a little ignorant asshole. Any changes there mini hitler? Or is it 
just complaints and blame?
What a little tool. I don’t buy the phony act. F off
What a load a crap. If anyone thinks she wrote this crap you're dumber 
than her for believing the climate lies.
what a load of crap... a bit over melodramatic
What a load of crap! This sounds horrible!!! I can play a  hell of a lot 
better than this!!!
What a load of nonsense , this is not running on the surface of the water!
What a load of old bollocks.
What a load of shit
What a load of utter nonsense. This poor, vulnerable child needs 
professional help.
What a looser bitch! I can't stand her!
What a lovely little moment...
What a madness if you compare to western country, but very interesting! 
wouldn't go out and eat something over there lol.
what a maravilla
What a marvelous child actor! Pity she can't remember her lines without a 
cheat sheet.
What a masterpiece is Nude Descending. 3D dynamism in 2D
What a memorable moment in history, I would’ve died to see him perform the 
Star-Spangled Banner. Hendrix was very creative with it.
what a mess !  #benstiller   #nightatthemuseum3
What a mess.....hope they cleaned up afterwards.
What am I doing here...M single 😭😭😭
what a monstrosity of a car! it’s horrifying! it’s ugly! it’s terrible!
nnnnnnI’ll take 10
what a motivator,
What an absolute Bitch. Both she and that host should be ashamed of 
themselves.nKarma is a BITCH.
What an absolute joke.
What an actor!!!! What a comedian!!! RIP Robin Williams. There will be 
none like you again :(
What an actress!
What an actress. Bravo. Bravo.
what a naïve and selfish character orchestrated by her parents. ideology 
is scary.
WHAT AN ALBUM TITLE !  The album reminds me a little of Zappa's Uncle Meat 
in that it rambles on and on in a casual way
What an amazing animal.
What an amazing duo!! I would have loved to watch the behind the scenes of 
these two meeting and jamming out 😍😍😍
What an amazing girl. She is such an inspiration and role model for all 
children with Down syndrome.
what an amazing photo!
What a name of first song please?
What an angel.
What an angry little indoctrinated climate change Nazi...
What an annoying place. I would never go there.
What an anthem
What a narcissist. A graduation is not the place for this, but everything 
needs to be about her doesn't it
What a nasty looking girl



What an ego.... what a creep.
what an enormous cringefest
what an epic scene
what an F' ing Nut case  how in the world can people listen to this 
crap...
What an honor to sing with Stevie Wonder!
What a nice collaboration
What a nice Slave you have , Where can I get One ?
what a nice thing to do!
What a nice voice
what an idiot.
What an idiot bad acting aside.
What an idiot.  She should have called herself "pillow girl" and carried a 
pillow.
What an insightful video. It's crazy to think that C and the Shell are 
still being utilized today.
What an insufferable cunt!
What an intelligent, strong, and courageous young woman!! She is already a 
leader but will be an even bigger one in years to come!!
what an odd crossover.
What an odd, strange horrifying little creep she is. Spewing more lines 
her demented parents wrote for her.
What an ugly child.
What an ugly color
what an unlikeable puppet. Poor MK-Ultra victim.
What a nutbag👍
What a nut job!
What a pair of sad bastards!!!
What a pansy.
what a perfect song to start my 2019
what a performance
What a performance; give this wacko an academy award.
What a phenomenal talent
what a pile of shit
What a poor and sick girl.
What a powerful speech it is. Thanks for her activity.
What a puppet.
What a pure psychopath.
What a queen
What a real and emotional statement, well done.nShame on the politicians.
what are all these rage about? do you really think someone can walk on 
water like jesus =_=?
What are her qualifications to justify what she says ? Oh that's right she 
has none.
What a remarkable woman she is! Gaga is beautiful, intelligent, and oh so 
talented!!!
what are mentos, mints of somthing?
What are the downvotes for? Stopping the doomsday train? I think humans 
will fail the Darwin test. Now downvote.
What are the dreams that were stolen from her? Looks like she’s burning 
more fuel than all of us...except Hollywood.
what are the magic wands made of?
What are the materials? I do not understand much English
What are the names of the music you used?
what are the smells like?
what are the song name?
What are they even talking about that car is badassnnnnnnJust like suicide
What are they going to do with Robin Williams??
What are u doing in India....I think u  need tour guide
WHAT ARE YOU
What are you doing
what are you doing breathing. HOW DARE YOU
What are you doing !!!! That is Coke FFS !!!! ;(
What a Rhythm...



What a robot.
What a sad joke, lets go back to living in trees to make this little 
puppet happy.
What a sanctimonious shill for the bs that is global warming
what a scary autistic puppet... who is told what to say and what to think
What a senseless waste of perfectly good soda beverage and confections.
what a shame a 60k channel gonna get a strike/ban for trying to scam the 
viewers. karma bitch
What a shame. Not a single one of those towers can be said to be 
aesthetically pleasing from the outside.
what a shame we try to blame the ppl who are here to serve and protect...i 
wish i can see his face when he needs a cop and can't find any
What a sham...nShe should go address the Chinese and IndianShe is being 
exploited by people with an agenda at the UN
What a Sh___ hole!  Disgusting
What a shirt
what a shit
What a shithole.
What a shithole..
What a shit hole. Breed like rabbits there
What a shit hole of a country. Government promotes scam centres and it’s 
just and awful place to be. Gross culture. Absolutely gross
what a shit hole the smell must have been awful!
what a show dude...
What a showman
What a shrill and angry little autistic(?) witch.
WHAT A SINGER BROWN JAMES WAS .... STIL iS !
what a song!!!!!!!!!   timeless!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
What a Soros-sponsored joke.nnnClimate change and carbon credit trading: 
brought to you by The Rothschild dynasty.
What a s**t country
What a steaming pile of crap. C'mon people time to grow up.
what a sticky mess
What a story !!! This really made my day !!!
what a strange freak
What a strange little girl with to much time on her hands.
What a stunning city. A trip to Australia is my dream vacation.
What a stupid bitch.
What a stupid cocky bitch!! I'm glad she was humiliated by a real fighter 
like Holly
What a stupidity! Shame on those adults whos drag her in this ridicolous 
act. Absolute unexceptable.
What a stupid little drama queen
what a stupid reply to make
What a stupid turd.nnWho is paying her or buying her toys?nnChina is the 
most polluted one and she never mentions it.
What a talent! Love from France :)
What a terrible performance, makes me cringe.nnWhy are people applauding 
this stupidity??
what a time to be alive
what a tiresome and empty mouthpiece, a social construct to distract andn 
sway with the innocent injured child facade.  A soros funded puppet/
What a TOOL !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
what average man needs a spoiler for their car
WHAT A VOICE!!! GOD DAMNNNNN....HUUUUHHHHHH
what a voice stevie ❤❤❤
What a wacko
what a waist of coke
what a waset
what a wast...
What a waste
what a waste
What a waste ._.
what a waste!



what a waste and it was canny shit too.
What a waste . . . bet they were really sticky after that lol.    nNice 
vid guys
what a waste! D:
what  a wasteful coke :(
what a waste...I bet coke cola are loving the boost in profits...what a 
waste
what a waste like 50$ gone there ..
What a wastenWaste of tax dollars we pay, damn son.
what a waste of 300 dollars!
WHAT A  WASTE OF COKE!!!.-,-
what a waste of coke
what a waste of coke :/
what a waste of coke!
what a waste of coke and now i need a drink.
what a waste of coke, but cool
what a waste of coke.... but still AWESOME!
what a waste of coke! but worth it
what a waste of coke... lol
what a waste of coke, mentos and money. but so cool, loved it. :D ;P
what a waste of coke...nBUT IT WAS WORTH IT!!!!! XD
what a waste of coke, tut tut tut
What a waste of coke! You could give it to me god damnit!
what a waste of cola!!...
what a waste of cola...
What a waste of diet coke :(
what a waste of diet coke:(
what a waste of diet coke and mentos!
what a waste of diet coke, even though it tastes like crap lol
What a waste of Diet Coke. Other than that, this is a pretty cool video.
what a waste of diet coke. shame, shame, shame.
what a waste of good soda...
What a waste of Good Tasting Liquid
whata waste of mentos
What a waste of Mentos! O.O But pretty cool!!
what a waste of mentos, what a waste of coke, what an effect!
what a waste of money
what a waste of perfectly good coke...
what a waste of pop
what a waste of precious diet coke.  haha jokes.... great vid!!!
what a waste of precious food and drink. well i'll give the 
results:rnVideo: 5/5rnCreativity: 5/5rnWaste of food: 8/10rnTotal:2/5
what a waste of precious resources
What a waste of resources. Guys their are people who don't have enough 
water to drink.
What a waste of time...
what a waste of time.......
what a waste of time, money and life (LOSERS)
what a waste why didnt they just drink it...?man hahahahahahahahahahaha
what a wast of soda!!
what a watse of good soda =/
what a way to fuck it up
What a way to protest without saying a word
What a weird, snowflake individual! How dare her for patronising everyone!
What a whack job.  Who put her up to this?  Follow the money......Soros.  
Who else.
What a woman!
What a woman ! Omg
What a wonderful city  Beautiful city. I will visit Sydney soon
What a wonderful city can't wait to visit 👍
What a wonderfully specific yet concise exploration of this concept. This 
high school art teacher thanks you, a thousand times!
what a wonderful man.
What a wonderful place to photograph!



What a wonderful thing this Special Man has done for the happiness of the 
elephant  is clear! God Bless.nPEACE LOVE & DREAM'S!
What a year ago i-
Whatba weirdo
What beat is she dancing to?
What benefit would she get from lying about being raped?
What brand is the backpack that Nick is wearing???
What can I do from today?nReject to have plastic bags. In Japan, we can 
get plastic bags without money when we buy something at a supermarket.
What can I say
what can I simply say...nMade in Poland! ;-)
What can they do? population increasing... the creed for money and power 
increasing...
what can you say more ...
What car had a bubble dome?
What childhood would be like without these two brilliant men.
What computers are those?
What computer they are using?
What cool people :)
what crazzy tracks thoutgh
What criminals to take poor Greta off medication?
WHAT... cristina aguilera? whp is cristina aguilera
what did herb say before he cried I’m ruined? Did he say “I mean the 
sewers fun but....”?
What did he see in that horse-face? Is he into zoophilia?
What did he type at the end?
What did I just watch ?
What did I just watch??=
What did ocean say to the other ocean 🌊 ?
what did she mean by 🍕
What did you expect?nnHomer Simpson is the biggest fucking retard in the 
entire universe.
what did you use to make the turkey baster
What do both Greta and Kermit the frog have in common?nThey are both Green 
Puppets.
What does a 10 year old know about anything. She has been brainwashed by 
her parents.  Shame on the U.N. for putting up with her  temper tantrums.
What does a 15 year old know about geo politics
What does a car with lots of pep mean???
What does Ec mean and why did he write it with Hoe it shoud be separate 
you have bad grammar pls reupload
What does Hendrix say when he's crying?nnnnnnnnnWahhhhhh wahhhhh wahh
what does he say at 22:10?  did i hear the name correctly?
What does he type at the end
WHAT DOES HE WHISPER IN HER EAR?!
What does it say that I actually take the parodies more seriously than the 
actual video? X)
What does it smell like? Trying to imagine
What? Does Queen of The Night was in 64
What does the word jamming mean here ( am not native )?
What does this overgrown turnip think? We're going to revert back to a 
1700's quality of life? Go row back from whence you came.
what does this random japanese guy even know about mario..?
What does this thing add to entertainment ??
What do i play guitar😩 🤔 🙄🙄
What do jedi and rapist have in common  they both use the force 😂😂😂 😂🃏
🃏🃏🃏🃏  not to affend  enny  one
What do u get when u cross Madonna & Cher & Britney?   GAGA!!  hehe  :)
What do we want!?
What do we want?
what do you guys think of Robert's art work



What do you know about that youngsters! 👣👣🎶
what do you mean by feild? failed? field? the ants really really hate c02. 
especially carbonated soda.
What do you think about this one?
What drugs was he on when he did this album? Asking for a friend.
What else can I use for the blade other than that water squirter?
what else is a scientist with way to much time on their hands to do but 
this
What else to say ? I would rather listen to this piece of art again
what episode?
What episode??
What episode and season please
WHAT EVEN IS THIS.nᴵ ᶫᶦᵏᵉ ᶦᵗ⋅
...what? even Milwaukee's Best is more expensive than coke.
whatever.....
WHATEVER ARIANA WEARS  SHE KILLS ITTTT!
Whatever, dude, that car looks awesome.
Whatever happened to homers brother?
what ever happened to the brother of homer?
whatever happens i DO NOT want to see her in the movies.
What ever Hollywood writer was behind this speech did an amazing 
job....very very well rehearsed as well
Whatever you think life is its all good
What exactly are mentos?
What for Dreams? People are Death? Are we in a war? . Please greta be 
Great . And do the Way how Lady di. But you are only a Media product
what fun :D
what girl is Stevie seeing 🤔
what great job guys! everything seemed so smoothly. can't wait for the 
trailer!
What happend with vevo isn't updated , vevo full of shit update!!!!!! Paws 
up monsters !!!!
What happened is the history already... Very curious on what's coming next 
for both of these great fighters.
what happened ronda?
What happened to black music and WHY?
What happened to cat???
what happenedto her hair
what happened to that horseshoe shaped skyscraper?
What happened to the reversed U tower?
What happened to this place.nBy looking at the mosque 🕌  nFor sure this 
place was very organized clean and beautiful.
What happened to us black folks? So much energy, talent emotion; and, not 
to mention, soul. Afrocentric and proud
What happened will it be Ariana grande and Jason
What happened youtube what
What happening to her? Which arsehole did that to her, she must feel 
massive pain, look at her distort mug...
What happens if the car get hung up on something? You can't very well 
shake the machine, or give it a good swift  kick.
what happens if you drink a whole bunch of diet coke, then chug a mento?
What happens if you drink one bottle of diet coke, and then eats a few 
mentos? :P
What happens if you put a mentos in your mouth and then take a big swig of 
diet coke??? Is that what they did at the end?
what happens if your eating a mentos and sipping diet coke? does your head 
explode?
what happens when it eats the token? a bit different than losing a bag of 
chips.
what happens when you drink a glass of diet Coke and a pack of Menthos?
what happens when you have coke in your stomach en you swallow a mentos? 
do you explode?
What has been going on at Youtube recently..... Recommendations been weird 



weird lately.
What has bumped this song to peoples home page on May 2019??...Youtube 
elves?
What has gone wrong with her hair? However, still in love with this song. 
Great!
What he typed:n"This is t"
what honor for these girl... SING SIDE BY SIDE WITH STEVIE WONDER, THE 
LIVING LEGEND
What? How dare you!  Lol
what? how it was 2 years ago?
What id give to be there...
What I didnt know theres this song? Why I just found out now? this song  
sounds cool! 💖💖
What I don’t get is how a single $82,000 car ruin Herb’s company? Surely 
he had more money in the bank than that?
What if Antichrist were a girl?
What if CrazyRussianHacker, Brodie Smith, DevinSuperTramp, and Dude 
Perfect all did a video together?
What if Homer is just a guy wearing a mask? It dosnt cover the mouth
What if I don't have Mason Jars? Does it still work?
what if I watched this high
what if Rauschenberg never existed, how wood that affect your life and 
opinion of art ?
what if someone ate mentos and then drank diet coke. would their stomache 
explode?
What if They had a Tour for Sgt Peppers?
what if you don't have a house!!?
what if you made a homemade how to on how to make a stormtrooper costume
What if you push the wrong button
What I if told younnnnnnThe first line was wrong
What I just listen to the bop after 2 years
What i love about this song the most is just the fact that Jimi didnt just 
play this guitar, He gave it a voice.
what I love the most in this is the beautiful view and people being happy
What I'm wondering is, why doesn't it work with regular coke.
What instrument îs The one next to The ukulele?
what in the fuck are you wearing son
What In the hell...
What in the world 😒
What? I only saw the "sing" version of this song.. I didnt now that them 
both sang this ?😱 ... Its an mazing song. Why?!😍😍😍😎
What I really like about it is that it has this 70s 80s vibe. Do you 
Agree ??
What I really want to know is who made the music at the end? Could it be 
Alan Parson? Hmmm...
what is a good replacement for the water...squirter thingy if we can't 
find one?
what is Ariana even saying
What is a song in this video?
What is better? Sydney or New York City?
What is fun about mario is also some pseudo-3D bricks etc. in a 2D 8 bit 
game.
What is going on
What is going on with this girl's hair?
What is her story.. someone tell
What is his name the music? Thanks
"what is it about me that I look like so many stern old 
ladies"nandn"that's me with Andy Sandberg"ndead😂😂😂😂
What is it called when you’re embarrassed on behalf of someone else?
What is it with artists and pee? Piss Christ, Urinal...
What is killing this planet is not climate change, it is political 
correctness.



What is not bay bach
What is really sad is the fact a 16 year old has to advocate for the 
planet we all live on.
What is season and episode number?!
What is she auditioning for? 🤔
What is she talking about
what is that?????
what is that instrument at 2:45.???n(makes a clap sound)
What is that metal sounding instrument?
What is that paper inside the "magic wand"?
What is that slide thing that they used?
What IS that snorking noise coming out of the right channel around 1hr35? 
I swear I heard a dog bark in there as well...
what is that song
What is that song at  21:15 ?
What is that song at 25:10?
What is that song called from Ariana Grande
what is that string
What is the awesome dancing Queen supposed to be holding with those white 
cord/strings.???
What is the carbon footprint of Pocahontas's mansion in Cambridge that 
uses electricity from a coal-fired power plant ?
What is the coffee to water ratio?
What is the first and second song ?!
What is the first song 🤔
What is the first song???
What is the first song at the beginning of the clip?
What is the frisbee called?
what is the genre of this song ?
what is the material for making the clothes?
What is the meening of number 7 nPlease answer in yhe coment...
what is the music????????
what is the name of that song
What is the name of the dancer in the background????? Nobody knows :O
what is the name of these guys?
What is the name of the song ?
what is the name of the song??
What is the name of the song at 6:37?
What is the name of the song used in this video?
what is the name of the track that starts at 1:20 in
what is the name of this song
What is the name of this song?
What is the name of this song? I love it! Anybody know?
what is the name of those things 11:02
what is the name of tool in 5.45 can someone tell me please i dont know 
what it is? the cutting tool
What is the other thing.. Not the mask or lightsaber .... The black thing 
that overs ur body
what is the song?
What is the song?
what is the song I really like it
what is the song namen??
what is the song? :o
what is the song on this?
What is the song that starts at 1:53?nThanks :)
What is the song title at 21:39?
What is the song used in the apartment party dj scene?
What is the title of 11:45?
what is the title of the song
what is the title song ? tnks  xDDD
What is the use of 2 seconds of music? Why don't you just show a list???
what is the videos true overall meaning?
What is the woman doing in the backdrop?



what is this?
What is this bs
What is this bullshit... Oh right, another Ben Stiller movie. That 
explains it.
what is this comment section? why is everyone so pathetic and calling this 
fake news? america is so cliche and ignorant its crazy
What Is This Controler At Mijamoto
What is this crap?
What is this episode?
What is this girl's diagnosis?
What is this? I don't even...
What is thisnI'm so confusednBut I think I like it
What is this place?
What is this really exist?
what is this song
what is this song?
what is this song called?
What is this song called?
what is this song? I love it!!!
What is this song?? it's minted!!
What is this, what is he trying to say with this .......????  That is the 
radiator sir...!!!!!
What is this women wearing
What is up with all the crew neck sweaters?
What is up with all these thin middle finger buildings going up? UGLY!
What is up with her hair
What is up with the panning on this mix?
What is up with youtube recommendations
What is with that British accent
what is with that British guards voice,  is she even english?
What is with the colors in the office area? Idk if that's the camera or 
the actual paint, but if it's the paint I wouldve killed myself
What is wrong w her?
What is wrong with the car?nIt isn't that terrible. Actually it's quite 
funny. If I had $82,000, I would buy it.
What is wrong with youtube's recommendations???? IT'S 2019 C'MONNN
What is your point, young lady? nYou sound like a left wing aggressive 
fascist...
What it feels to be Alive. Get up get on it
What it means bitches brew!?
What it means bitches brew?
What its wrong whith people dont do this song
What it will be soundtrack cartoon movie?
What?! I’ve never heard the song before
what i wanna know is who tf cleans up all the mess after they've done 
their thing
what??????????? jajajajaja explain yorself please hahahahahaha
what kernigan talked about - it's never done.
What kind of acting is this???? Mass extinction 🤣😂  she must come live in 
africa
What kind of brain damage does the guy at the beginning have? Making 
annoying pauses every once in a while like some kind of alcoholic.
What kind of camera was that?
What kind of country it is? Omg😮
what kind of dress did you guys use?
what kind of frisbee are you guys using here, weight , dimensions brands? 
just curious, awesome video !!!
What kind of music is this? What is the name of this genre?
what kind of pants are Ari using that enhances her butt
What kind of people who push dislike for this video???
What kind of person would want to go to a place like this? Tourist trap 
dump in my opinion!!😯
what lake is that at?



What language does she sing in  cause I can't understand her english at 
all
What level of puppetry is this
What makes this palatable to the ears?
What make's you break's you EARTH nnDeath is a promise Peace is a pride
what makes you think diet coke is unhealthy?
what mario is playin in the background at 4:53 i never saw a seethrough 
mario
what means "bitches brew", or how can i translate it to spanish?
whaT mind "bitches brew" in español german or portugues? please. Thank U!
What moron would give someone complete control of a company
What most people don’t know is that right before he performed this, he cut 
his forehead, dipped his bandana in LSD, and put in on.
What movie is this scene from? And this girl is an amazing actress!
What music genre is this? I love this kind of songs!
what music here please
what name of song???
what next, rocket launchers?
what.nnthe.nnfek.
WHAT NO EMINEM R U KIDDING
What nonsense
What? No rack and peanut steering?
What note did Ari hit at 2:00 for the background vocals? Was that whistle 
note?
WHAT 🙀🙀🙀 🙀 nThis is unreal
what people do for a living....
what place is at 0:56
What programmer thinks that?
What propaganda
What raw talent, u can hear machine gun fire, bombs being dropped, 
screams,  sirens and even a military funeral.. Jimmy you are missed.
what remote is miyamoto using
What research?
What ritmm.
What ronda said happened exactly at UFC 193😂
what r u talking about, you dork. This is one of the best videos on 
youtube...and the guys are real masters
Whats a good song
What season and ep?
what season and episode is this?
What season and episode is this?
what season is this
what season is this? never saw this episode
What seasons / episodes were still the good ones??
What? seriously! Hip-Hop History without Eminem !!nI really wanted to 
listen loose yourself and waited for it till the last bit :(
What?? Seriously? People actually like this? Smh
What she is saying needs to be said. nn...By some one who  not so clearly 
wracked by self torment.
What she refuses to believe is, unfortunately, the truth.  We are ruled by 
evil.
what's her endgame?
whats her major malfunction?
What's her problem?
what she said became the f---ing true,now she is a loser.but she will get 
back and win soon.
What ! She wont forgive me ! LMFAO!!
what´s is song
What skyscrapers with no class no steel? what the fuck you going to build 
them out of?nMud
what´s name of this fucking nice song ???
What’s next YouTube? Recommend Shakespeare’s last release?
What's oh so wrong with her spoiled childhood? When I was a kid we had to 



play outside, kids these days play on tablets and phones smh
What song
What songg? :)
what song is that
what song is that?
What song is this?
what song is this?
what song is this?? anybody
what song iz this???
What song was that?
whats on her back ?? o.o
What source did you use to compile this list? I wonder how popularity is 
measured.
What's PEP in car terminology?
whats school do you guys go to?? cuz i saw the same thing in science 
class.
Whats she so upset about?
whats supposed to happen on  2:53
What Steve done was  Monumental....We Love you Mr Wonder ......
whats that song
What's the classic music at 0:55? It‘s so familiar and I just can’t 
remeber
whats the difference between 1080 and 2160????did i misst something????
Whats the First song 💜
What's the fist song called?
What's the genre of this song?
what's the material for the scarf ? "bear lap" ? need ans asap
whats the message at the end i wonder.
What's the mismatch command? Where did that come from?
What's the music?
whats the music called?
What's the music guys ? it's so cute !
What's the music in the ending around after 26:10 ?
Whats The Music ?   pleeeeeeese i want it xD mail me with song name ::)
What's the music used in this video called please?
what s the name of music pz ?
whats the name of song ?
whats the name of song?rnawesome btw :D
What's the name of that piano James Brown is playing in this video??? I 
can't make it out too well.
What's the name of that second song?!!
Whats the name of that song?
What's the name of the app?
What’s the name of the first song??
What's the name of the second song thooooo😭😭😭😭😭
what's the name of the song???
whats the name  of the song
WHATS THE NAME OF THE SONG!?!??!?!?!
whats the name of the song?
What’s the name of the song at 25:00??nGreat playlist btw... it worked 
great ª
what's the name of the song?! plz tell me! ;]
what's the name of the song that sounds glorious?
what's the name of the song :X .. please !!!
WHATS THE NAME OF THE SONNNNNNG PLZ?
What's the name of this episode?
whats the name of this music?rn its cool
What's the name of this music? xD
what's the name of this song?:)
whats the name of this song?
WHATS THE NAME OF THIS SONG??
whats the name of this song???
whats the name of this song????



whats the name of this song it so good i love it  dope music best thing of 
the video
WHATS THE NAME ON THE SONG! PLEASE!!:D
What's the painting?
Whats the point of this channel?
What's the problem with the people you dislike the video, I'm  really  
wondering why
What’s the score judges?  Nein, Nein, Nein!
whats the song
Whats the song?
What's the song around 41:00?
whats the song at 26:00?
Whats the song called
whats the song called?
Whats the song called?
whats the song called, anyone know?
What's the song called please?
Whats the song called?? please
Whats the song?  My son's completely obsessed with it???
What's the song name?
WHATS THE SONG NAME?!
whats the song name at the beginning.??. i already heard that song but i 
can't remember the name..
whats the song name o.o
whats the songnits so AWESOME
Whats the song of the video? nice
What's the song of this video ???  thanks
whats the song playing??
whats the song's name?
Whats the Songs name???
What’s the typewriter say?
whats this song!!!???
whats this song called? id really like to know...
what's this song called?nit's awesome!ntaptaptaptapheyyytaptaptap :)
What stuff was like when i was a baby
What subreddit are these from?
what suck!!!
What's up,  Looks nice. bawdy quirky What do you think?
whats up luciferians
what's up with all this spanish ?
Whats up with her face?
What's up with her hair?? #Trashy#
What’s with all the dislikes?!?!? Global warming nonbelievers?
What's with all the gay references through out this movie?
What's with the banjo musicn❔
What’s with the fake bg noise
Whats with the Lady that keeps screaming like a small dog in every video
What's with these damn animals around? And she needs to get those roots 
bleached. Lol
what's with the voice over?
What's with this film trilogy being bad?
Whats worse? People suffering from no economic opportunities, or people 
suffering because of climate change?
whats wrong with her stupid voice? tell her to speak normally and send her 
back to school, oh wait, shes a puppet!
What’s wrong with it?
whats wrong with mine resistent vehicvles?
what's wrong with the car, it looks like a pimp up station wagon
"What's your fu..game face?" Aww jimmy was gonna say a bad word.. 😜
What taste of mentos i need to use???
whatta waste
What the actual fk, I just found this song now, and here I was saying I 
listen to every Stevie song.



What the actual fuck...
what the, and I cant stress this enough, actual f*ck
What the check YouTube algorithm???nWhy only now??
what the crap their using hoses those stupid idiots! that was so FAKE! YOU 
JUST GOT POWNED!! hahahaha.
What the extrovert world sounds like to us introverts.
What the fcuk is this shit
What the fook is wrong with her hair .
What the fuck
WHAT THE FUCK
what the fuck ,'"""""
what... the... fuck... am i understanding that sex, for you, is like this 
video??? im afraid to even imagine that...
what the fuck are you doing down there?
What the fuck happened to Ariana's voice in the minute 2:21😂😂👑
What the fuck happened to Mario Bros. at 4:38?
what the fuck!? I kinda liked the first one and the second wasn't that bad 
but a 3d one???
WHAT THE FUCK IS AT 2:42
What the fuck is she wearing?
What the fuck is she wearing???
What the fuck is this?
What the fuck is this???
what the fuck is this shit. sounds like he a dolphin
What the fuck is this shit? The Anthem is going into cardiac arrest.
What the fuck was the point of this stupid video it wasn't even 
interesting damn you people will put any crap on youtube
What the fuck were those 'Tube thingys' You used?
What the fuck?! Why i havent seen this video till now?
What the f**** you just said? Soda brown? I think that you add something 
BROWN to there.
What the government is thinking was, the more drug dealer the more swat :p
What the heck , 1 year ago and I just got this
What the heck does she got on and that was a sad fight
What the heck? Never heard of this..? Crazy.
What the heck, why did I get recommended this so late
What the hell
WHAT THE HELL?!?
What the hell does illuminati presents mean?
what the hell how did i get here
what the hell is 2160p with 4k??
What the hell is she wearing ? Haha she's too caught up in her own hype
what the hell is that song
What the hell? I've been hearing this song for a loooooong time how come 
everyone just heard it now? :V
What the hell she did with her hair
What the hell!!! So glad to ser these two like that!!!
what the hell? the depredator singing with Ariana grande. whats next? 
alien singing with Adele.
what the hell were you typing at the end, it was the same 3 keys over and 
overnnomg omg omfg omg lomg omkfg omg omg omg omg
What the... I didn't have a moustache when I started watching this..
what the name of this song, cause i love this song
what the song ?
What the squandering, for stupidities...
What the waste!
What? They are totally different!!!
what this music ? please answer :ccc
what this song called, this song is stuck in my head LOL
What to say more this is marvellous beautiful and magnefecent work of art
WHATTT!!!!!!!!!!!!!nHoly S**t she almost has 400 MILLION VIEWS:)nO yeah 
keep it up creatures :)
What type of dog is this?
what type of mentos, mint or fruit



What upsets me is that it did go down like that...:-(  Make a comeback 
Ronda...we (I) Love you.
What u want niggaa?
WHAT WAS HERAMBE DOING IN SEWERS
What was it like going to the super market buying 101 Diet Cokes and 500+ 
mentos?
what was 'mind blowing about that? parts of britain will be like that in 
15 years from now.
what was the argument in the 60s?
What was the final cost of the costume?
What was the instrument that wasn't the ukulele
What was the mental state oops no accusations
what was the name of the freesbie used
what was the song
What was the song?
what was the song used?
what was your band's name again? I think they beeped it out...
What Weezer Music Vid, and what is the exact name of this song featured in 
this diet coke video?
What were y'all doing in 2016 that you missed this
what we see here its a case of well succeded brain wash ...LOL
what will this girl have? so that the teacher agreed to sing with her, 
they say he only put one condition, not reggaeton its a great song
What would be if you drink coke and then eat mentios?   suicide? :D
What would happen if Dale Bozzio from missing persons joined Miles Davis 
band as a young lady
What would happen if I swallowed a full mento and then drank loads of 
coke?? Would I explode or something
What would happen if the car got stuck? Can you give the machine a good 
swift kick?
what would happen if u drank diet coke then quickly ate a mentos?
what would happen to my stomach if I first drink coke and then eat mentos? 
o.Ornawesome video by the way!! :)
What would happen to you if you were injured by one of These vehicles?? 
The people would just disappear!!
What would the world be like without pepper
what would this guys think about systemd?
What would've been funnier is if these photos were taken days before and 
they used Photoshop for all the others.
what would we be playing this if guy never thought of putting thought into 
Mario
What year is it?
What year is this video recorded?
What year was this aired?
What year was this filmed?
What year was this performance?
What you enjoy on your trip
What you have typed above is dangerous buddy
What you if you used normal Coke instead of Diet coke? Wouldn't it be 
stronger?
What younUse to record
What you see in this country, I will never understand.  It looks 
absolutely filthy.  Other than the cost, I'm not sure what the appeal is.
What you tube video has the most views?
whaw xD merci barbok pour cette super vidéo xD
When 1000 fans do this 1 hour whe got 300.000 views ;-]
When 16 year old children are more intelligent than the leaders of the 
world, it's The End.
When a 16y. Old Girl want to tell you sth. About World... TF?
When a autism Girl rages
when a bunch of 4chan-basement dwellers insult a little girl over a 
serious issue they refuse to believe 0:28
When a child speaks more sense in a room full of adults.
When admin finally added right tags...



When a Lie goes to far, the liar tends to believe it
When all the millennial kids agree with u but all the support they know is 
making a meme in the comments.. nThink global act local
When an icon such as Stevie Wonder strives Ariana Grande to actually use 
her voice to the fullest.
When are they going to do a big budget Jimi Hendrix bio pic? Anthony 
Mackie would be perfect as Jimi.
when are they going to post there next homemade video
when are u coming back
When are y'all going to fix that outage in Dallas?
When are you coming to NJPAC?
When are you going to accept Bitcoin ?
When are you guys ever gonna have a black guy in your videos? Juss sayin.
When Ariana Grande is singing next to Stevie Wonder is that pony tail her 
real hair because if it is, she's got really LONG hair
When a small girl is smarter than the US president then something is 
really wrong with the world.
When a troglodyte child is being used for global climate propaganda.
When bae says shes home alone
when black people still had soul
When black women went for black men.
When both your parents went to Juilliard.
When Captain America: Civil War comes out please do Black Panther :D
when coke fizzes it turns white, genius.
when c.r.e.a.m started playing,shivers ran through my body faster than 
usain bolt.
When Daniel puts on the wig he litterly looks like harry in the fourth 
movies
When did that movie came out?? Last year?? Time flies...
WHEN DID THIS HAPPEN
When did this happen like???
When did we go wrong , yep 2000.
when did you didn't need to put that there you didn't need to put that 
there why did you
When does it become Sharpedo?
When does it come out?
When emotion is over reason, kids are put in a scenario to say the 
meaningless ham speeches.
Whenever I have a problem, I always seek help from 16 year olds. Works all 
the time.
whenever you need directions in delhi, just ask a policeman. they won't 
lie.
When finally we'll reach this 1000 000 comments??
When he cuts off into chaos is he representing the violence and 
destructive nature of America? Is he drawing a metaphor?
When he goes into 'Taps,' he kills its.
when he hops on the keys he sounds like he is playing horn parts. So 
awesome
When he played Dvorak’s 9th 4th mvt I don’t think that was it
when he plays "taps" i get teary eyed😢  Paying respect to our brothers who 
died fighting for us😢 ❤❤❤❤❤
when her arms are covered, shes a 10. when they are showing, shes a 7 
IMO...5 being the most average
when he said "echos" i thought he made a fallen london refrence
When he was talking about the cupholder design, I felt that in my soul!
When I become a rapper I’m replicating this video
When i can see/buy the full version of this ????
When I first heard Johann Sebastian Bach - Bouree in E minor... I was 
expecting the "To be Continued" bassline from JoJo... fuck my life
When I first heard this many years ago, as a teenager, I was like, "Yeah, 
whatever." Now I am much much older, and I'm like, "Holy shit!"
When I first saw the prank on fb I was soo mad..but I made rethink good 
one tbh



When i first watched this i didt finish it just becuase it looked scary...
“When I gun the motor, I want people to think the world is coming to an 
end.”nnYEEEEEESSSSSSS!!!!
When I hear the Godfather of Soul, I think 1 thing: Fuck today's music.
when i listen to this i feel like i am able to dance all over the day on 
the same song hhh ♡ who's else?
when I make my deadpool suit I will take a pic and try to sent it to u
when i need a tear the song gives me a tear,nwhen i need a smile the song 
gives me a smile.nand sometimes it gives me both...
When I need inspiration: this video. Just can't explain why.
When I play Automation
When I realized I was moving everything I was in shock this is so cool!
when i rev the motor i want the world to think its coming to an end lmao
When is a new season coming
When I saw his face I couldn't help myself but shed a few tears, this is 
pure heartwarming stuff
when i saw robin i was thinking "isn't he dead?!" then when i told my mom 
she said "they shot it before he died."
when i saw the helmet i didnt think this build wouldnt be that good but 
when they made the lightsaber i thought it was very good
When I see a B1M upload, you know you're gonna be entertained for the next 
8 minutes.
When i see this, i feel bad for all the guys who spent decades in prison 
because they couldn't prove their innocence!
When I sing this song my wife knows what time it is....
When is New York going to get a skyscraper that’s more than 1900 feet? 
2000 feet? If the city constructed such a building, it be so iconic! 💜
when is the army gonna use it  as a weapon ?
When is the date of u guys coming back
when is the drop?
When is this gonna be available on iTunes and other digital stores?
When is this spoiled child going to shut up
WHEN IS YOUR MUSIC ALBUM COMING OUT? LIKE SERIOUSLY? YOU ARE TOO GOOD, 
LEAVE SOME TALENT FOR SOME PEOPLE   ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)  ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)  ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)
When it all goes to shit the dumbest question anyone can ask is how did it 
come to this�🤔���🤧😵�😬🤓
When I think of a song that represents the Vietnam war in its entirety...I 
think of this right away.
When I travel I get lost on purpose, that's the fun part.
When I walk into a goodwill my mind goes crazy with what odds and ends I 
can piece together to make a project.
When I was 7 this song was bæ
When I was a child, I read a story called: The Boy Who Cried Wolf. Soon, 
children will be reading a story called: The Whore Who Cried Rape.
When I was a elementary school student, I always listen to this song. My 
good memory!nnDo I make myself understood in English? (^-^;
when I was a fan of SING animation.. i just wonder whos the singer 😑  and 
this just appear. OMG
When I was a kid, I actually thought this car was pretty cool lol
When I was a kid I couldn’t understand why nobody liked Homer’s car. I 
thought it was so cool.
when I was kid great lakes used to catch fire.......can't wait to get back 
to that...we are gunning for you mother nature
"When I was still a monkey my life was fruits, sleep and freedom.nNow I 
suffer every minute in this human life."n*nCîp
When looking like a Nazi and probably having a family history of 
Nazis....You probably shouldn't give a speech like one. Just saying.
when LSD and MARIJUANA is the solution to understand
when lyf gives u a BAD ROMANCE just TELEPHONE ALEJANDRO n play POKER FACE 
then JUST DANCEnps dnt let the thing go 2 PAPPARAZZI
When men could be men.
When Mr.Iwata died it was sad for every gamer in the world,But when 



Miyamoto dies i will probably hang myself whit a snes controler
When my horn doesn’t work, watch for finger!
When people think gaming companies should just listen to their fans to 
make their games
When people think of wood stock Jimi Hendrix what a legend
When Radcliffe smiles at the end he totally looks like a sinister Michael 
Douglas!
When retarted people Teach us about politics
WHEN RHONDA GOT KICK IN THE HEAD, SHE FELL DOWN LIKE A CHUBBY LITTLE 8 
YEAR OLD BOY.
When Ronda predicts her own defeat😂
when Schoenberg says it sounds like you just banged your head on the 
keyboard to compose you know you fucked up
When she beats this soccer mom will she finally fight Cyborg or is she 
gonna duck her like shes been doing?
When she gets a little older she should marry David Hogg.
When she pulls her head away at the very last second... 0:28
when she said 'how dare you'. that hit me hard.
When she said “it’s not working” I laughed Bc I feel bad about her last 
two fights what happened :(
When she says "How dare you!" I remember Gladys the Hippo from Rocko's 
Modern Life.
When she sing live and like this there is used to be a big difference....
When she turns eighteen, I have something she can put in her delusional 
mouth to shut her up.
When someone decides to use  some exotic language  like scala, instead of 
php for MVP project
When someone says they prefer fortnite over minecraftn0:57
When someone  think ....I get this money....and after ( what can I do now)
When Stevie just sang the first part. I was amazed it made me start to 
like it plus to Ariana, I'd bliked it even more
When tf did they come to us for help? Go back to fucking school you sound 
like aoc when her green new deal got rejected "people are dying"
When that direct deposit hit 0:40
When that mask thing comes off she looks quite hot
when the acid under ur head band starts to hit u.........
when the autism kicks in
When the guitar sounds like motorcycle bumps on the grocery store
When the hell was this, I love this!!!!
When the inventor of UNIX died only nerds knew that only normies where 
upset about Steve Jobs passing away.......
When the left gets a teenage girl rather than a scientist to advocate for 
their policies u really know they are a joke
When THE MAN came into our restaurant the bartender and I looked at 
eachother and our jaws dropped
When the next max dollars episode??
"When the power of love overcomes the love of power the world will know 
peace."
"When the power of love overcomes the love of power, the world will know 
peace"nRIP
When the recession hits, all of these goes down and the construction boom 
ends 😢
When The Simpsons were as Spontaneous and Funny as the car Homer Designed.  
AWESOME
when the simpson was funny
When the teacher puts me on the team with the smart kids and they let me 
do the creative part of the work
when the United Nations literally has no power and a girl who doesn’t know 
what she’s talking about lmao what a moron
When the world learns we have never lived on a spinning space ball is when 
the "REAL" action begins!
When they do light sabre battles . The handle is real but the stick is 
just a meter pole with green or blue around it ä



When the young people all realize what this girl already knows, they are 
going to cleanse the earth of wealthy people (white males) forever
When they played Nas is like....the feels man. The feels
When they play James Brown at my local disco and I dance to it, it feels 
like I'm on stage and part of the group
"When they see a coin, it'll make the happy and they'll want to try 
again"nnPavlovian conditioning 101.
when they see the coin it will make them happyni like what he was thinking 
when he made that game
When they steal the music from a dude perfect vid
When they were finished I thought the Kylo Ren from the stars wars was 
there
When this era of Gaga was the best cx
When time travel becomes available these two need to go in the past to 
meet those people
when u guys make how tos again can u make black panther
When ur mom doesnt get u candy cause she forgot her wallet
When was the last time the police got blown up by mines? Oh honey you 
never lived near the border have you.
When was the video taken?
When was this aired? Because I swear to god, the opening bit word for 
word, my marketing professor said to my class.
When was this filmed because of her hair did she dyed it?!!!
When were homers ears so big
when white girls are pissed-off...    ...u know where screwed 😬
When will her 5 minutes of fame be up?
When will New York attempt a 2000 ft plus tower? The US needs a statement 
skyscraper that absolutely dominates on a world level.
when will there be more homemade how to???
When will they build New New York?
When will they make part 4
When will you do a video that is only about Chicago
When will your novel be available? I'll buy that the minute it's able to.
When you ace you're finals
"When you can’t defend your positions, march children onto the front lines 
and dare your opponent to attack them"
When you come to a festival to hear music and you see History being made 
just in front of you.
when you discover a song that you gonna play like 2000 times
When you do a monk of 120 kg I'll believe
When you equip the police forces like they are in a warzone and train them 
like they are in a warzone, they will act like they are in a warzone.
When you find your dad dancing around with your underwear on his face 0:28
When you find yourself bopping your head while wearing a tuxedo.
When you fly to a climate change conference in a climate-harming private 
jet.
When you get a bmw commercial before watching this
When you get a dancer from GTA: San Andreas to dance in the background.
When you guys were making the helmet it looked like the cobra commander 
helmet
when you hace enough money to buy so many coke and mentos
when you have watched little Einsteins
When you lie about rape you make it harder for real rape victims to get 
justice. She is not a role model, she's a criminal.
When you live in THE positive your destination is the brightest star
When you look at Michael Jackson and Bruno Mars You will see James Brown 
😊

When you meet your girlfriend after a year in prison
When You Mix The Old And New You Get Something Magical!
When you move in the positive your destination is the brightest star 🌟
When you need a David Hogg but for Climate Change
When you nut but she keep on sucking n0:28
When your boss lets you use Haskell for a big project.



when your dad is bill gates
When you're about to nut and a fucking macaroni ad pops up in the middle 
of this mix...
When you realize This song is about a stripper
When you're frying on acid at 8:30 in the morning this must have sounding 
like magic.
when you're in the theater watching this and you're half way through it 
just tell yourself "At Least its not jack and jill"
When you're moving in the positivenYour destination is the brightest 
star...
"When you're moving in the positive, your destination is the brightest 
star" love that!
When you're moving positive,nYour destination is the brightest star 🌠🌠🌠
When your hero is an Autistic 16 year old Soros funded puppet born with 
fetal-alcohol syndrome
When your libtard meme comes to life.
When your mom and dad want you to be a superstar because they didn't.
When your mother tells you gotta find a job 0:28
*When your names Faith*
When your parents are drug addicts they produce kids disillusioned like 
this one
When you search for George Michael faith and get this instead
When you see the whole costume at the end...wow not bad!
When you think you are going to see his face but you don't 2:40 i was 
excited too
When you try to be avant-garde but just end up looking like a tryhard
When youtube was good!
When you upload albums like this, please make the effort to  name the 
musicians and provide other key data from the liner notes etc. Thanks!
When you will grow up only then you will understand!
whera are Deadpool templates ?
WHERE ARE ALL THE GAGA'S FANS????
Where are all the jealous Chicago comments????
Where are all these people going to park their cars?
Where are all those fat people who live now?
Where are her parents?!? This whole kids-as-political-mouthpieces/shields 
is beyond creepy, pathetic and exploitative.
where are the aboriginal australians?
Where are the american media coverage of this?... you are all an 
embarresment....
Where are the Arianators? This song is so amazing!
Where are the facts?
Where are the hordes of morbidly obese people and random crazies?
Where are the lyrics in the first 10 seconds? There is only music
Where are the scientists with the facts on this? They expect everyone to 
listen to a child?
Where are they hiding songs like this seriously.  Love love love it but I 
don't know how I've never heard it on radio.
where are they in that video?
Where are you nocturne op 9 n2 in e flat major?
Where are your parents.
Where Candy crush music??
Where can i buy bitches brew? Does walmart sell it in 6packs or growlers?
WHERE CAN I BUY ONE OF THESE??? 82K IS A FAIR PRICE!!!!
Where can i buy the full length DVD
Where can I buy this?
Where can I find experiment #1 to #136?? nice work anyway!!
where can i find full performance of this night?
Where can I find the tablature?  (Kidding.)
Where can I find this piece
where can I get a simple file with all the dictionary words? So, I could 
compare them.....
where can i listen to your music? i reallly like it
where can i see this without the german Dub?



where can i watch the full concert please?
Where can I watch the rest for free
Where cannon
Where can u get Kenneth Goldsmith's address please?
Where can you buy mentos? Please reply.
Where can you buy that craft foam stuff (in the Netherlands)? Anyone 
knows?
Where can you find a black dress and black jacket like that
Where can You find this Golf putter?
Where can you park your car?
Where Danse Macabre of Camile?
Where’d but I like it
Where did he get those clips from that he put in that lunch box?? Because 
if it was on his clothes, I do the same thing sometimes...
Where did her handlers go?
where did they get all the diet coke and mentos from
Where did this Simpson’s go ?
Where did you find a pipa?
Where did you get that trash can and how much did it cost?
Where did you get the ink cartridge for your typewriter because I can’t 
find any anywhere?!?!?! Also amazing video!
where did you get the plastic golf club? I cant find it.n
Where did you get the version of #12, In the Hall of the Mountain King? 
I’ve never heard it that way.
where DID YOU GUYS GET THE TRASH 
CAN?????????????????????????????????????????????????
Where does he find these pictures
Where does he get all this shit 😂😂
Where do I get an album full of this amazing classical hip hop orchestra 
stuff?
Where do I pre order
where do I send photos of my costume stuff and such
Where do these people come from?
Where do they get all this soda
where do u gate mentos from
Where do we find these toy gold clubs?
Where do we vote? I nominate her for most dramatic monologue of 2019
WHERE DO YOU FIND THE GOLF CLUBS? WHAT ARE THEY CALLED?
where do you get all those diet coke bottles and mentos.
Where do you get craft foam
where do you get the golf clubs?
Where do you get the light wands??
Where do you live
Where dudeperfect? You guys should to this type of stuff with them haha
Where ever you are..just get on up n groove bby...like a sex maching😄😄😄
😄👏👏👏 👏 👍 ..2019 and still grooving.
Where exactly in south Utah is this place?
WHERE FUCKING IS GANSTA PARADISE ?
Where has she been hiding? Like AMAZING.
WHERE HAS TGIS BEEN
WHERE HAS THIS BEEN ? 😒😒
Where has this song beeeen?????
Where has this song been for the last 3 years?!?!?!?!
Where has this song been my whole life..
WHERE HAVE I BEEN
Where have i been all the time?
Where have I been all this time?
Where have I been my whole life to not see this
Where have you make this video???
where his Irish accent, we let them in they will destroy our culture. the 
polish has done enough damage
¿Where in Argentina?



Where in the hell are her tears ? How dare her, go back to acting class.
where is all the woman
Where is Amelia Earhart? Did she got lost again?
Where is Amelia Earheart? Why is she gone :(
Where is biggie?
Where is Capanella from liszt
WHERE IS CHOPIIIIIIN!!!!!???oh yes... ONLY funeral march...
Where is CHOPIN?????????
Where is Chopin? he should be like in top5... disliked
Where is Cskio's Post?
Where is dance macabre o aquarium?
Where is devil's trill sonata by Tartini ?
Where is Dmitri kabalevsky??
where is Dvoraks no. 9 ? One of the most well known pieces of classical 
music ? :D
Where is Egmont Overture By Beethoven
WHERE is EMINEM!!!!!!!!!!!??????
Where is Eminem?
Where is "Gott erhalte Franz den Kaiser"?
Where is Haydn?
Where is JOPIN???
where is jupiter from gustav holst???
Where is March on Drina ;(
Where is Mendelssohn first concerto?
Where is my favorite, La Campanella
Where is my Jupiter
Where is my wolly???? Queens Park.....+ Theeth pain........ 
questions???????
Where is place?
Where is Rachmaninoff's 3th piano concerto? Where is the Cadenza?
Where is Schubert and Chopin?
Where is Scott Joplin?
Where is Sibelius?
Where is that place?
Where is that place? Looks so much fun!!
Where is that place with the lake, looks cool!
Where is the Arianators?
Where is the chopin in this list ????
Where is the exorcist when you need one?
Where is the guitar ??? Worst video ever of this performance. Look around, 
people and see the whole thing in much better resolution.
Where is the "love" button?nSo inspirational! n.n/
Where is the mis drolly???!??!?
Where is the pretentious?
where is the sun?
Where is this?
where is this?
Where is this at?
Where is this island, and how do I get there?!?
Where is this money coming from?
Where is this place ?
Where is this place?!
Where is this place????? 😱
Where is this weeks episode?!
Where is Uzeyir Hajibeyov®
Where is Vivaldi’s Four Seasons and no Chopin at all
Where is your puppet master?
where its this place ???, the water looks so fucking cool :/
Where Noctutne 9?, La campanella?... WHEREEE??? :c
Where’s 1812 Overture?
Where's 2004? 2005? 2006? 2007? 2008? 2009? 2010? They went from 2003 to 
2012!?
Where's Chopin😩



Wheres Chopin?
Where's Debussy? Claire de lune?
Where’s descpacito
Where's despacito?
where's Dustin.
where"s lady gaga now?
where's MISIA?
Where's my Dali? I want my Dali!
where's my moonlight baby's at? :D
where's nocturne op. 9 no. 2?
WHERES NUMBER 4??
Where's stevies hairline
Where's Stravinnky's Firebird?!!!!
Where's the acid rain that was supposed to be coming tho??? 🤔😂
Where's the album
WHERES THE ELGAR CELLO CONCERTO?
Where's the humor part?
Where's the red light district?
Where's the rest of the video? lol
Wheres the Venezuela street view ?
where's this place????
Where tf am I?
Where tf is Chopin?????? He wasn't just known for his funeral march jesus
Where the donuts at Homer ?
Where THE FUCK are ROBERT AND CLARA SCHUMANN????
where the fuck do jimmy get all this stuff
Where the fuck is the Prussia glory march?
Where the fuck ist mahler ?
Where the fuck is violin concerto from Jean Sibelius
Where the heck is shook ones pt. 2?!
Where the hell are the women? are they imprisoned in underground 
facilities only breed?
Where the hell has this song been the last three years?
Where the sibelius
Where u at Pete Rock and C L smooth
where u get all those parts really cool hold on MOMMY STOP EATING MY HOT 
CHEETOS
where waa sthis recorded
where was it filmed
Where was this
Where was this?
Where was this at ???????
Where was this filmed?
Where was this for the last 2 years¿
WHERE WAS THIS HIDING
where was this landscape
Where was this recorded at? GREAT video, GREAT landscapes
WHERE WAS THIS SONG ALL THESE YEARS AAAHHH
WHERE WAS ZADOK THE PRIEST OR JERULSALEMnotherwise great videon*98 is 
amazing
Where were you all my life?😭 ❤
Where would Soul-Funk be without this Genius!!!
whew!!! that was funny!!!
which camera you use to record ? How long battery ?
Which instruments is used in this song? Do I hear a bas in the beginning 
or what is that?
Which is your favourite Mozart piece?n-Mine is the Turkish march.
which makes her 10x better
Which moth. Is the month is Sydney
which nicki minaj? she has 5 personalities.nn-Todd
Which one would Patrick Bateman chose?
Which OS is he using?
which part did he play Taps?



Which part he plays guitar?
Which season and episode?
Which she did lost by a kick
"Which was the most memorable level you've worked on?"n-no answern-no 
answer
While I believe in climate change I feel no shame in saying stfu Greta
while i know it's not true i still clicked.
While listening  use Your headphones or at least put a surround sound on. 
If You are really psyko, please, do not listen at all (lol) !
While watching Asia's skyscraper boom of the last 20 years, I've long 
wondered when NYC and Chicago would join.   Looks like the answer is, Now.
While you will be listening at this song thousands of your brain cells 
will die...
Whish i could dislike this more than once
WHISTLE TONE!!
White crowd was confused most of the time. Until they got to rap songs 
from the 90s
@WhiteFoxDubstep ahaaaa thanks hhaha:)<3
White guy bumping this in Crenshaw ..njuly 4 2018...
White people are so weird
White people have being try to steal black creativity as their own ever 
since James and Micheal. It will never happen.
White privilege is just dripping off of that child.
whitewashing everything smdh
Whit love to Vietnam, f*** war
Whoaaa. Not a good way to impress visitors. Very dirty city.
whoaaa, real terminal!
whoaa the view quite familiar here in Indonesia big cities wkwkwkwk
Whoa, been heard this song for along time but I just saw the MV? Not 
having a Deja Vu, though...
Whoa, cool video!  Lol, there must have been thousands of ants there after 
when the coke dried.
Who actually tried looking up Trinkets for miles
whoa! diet coke and blue man group...all you wannabees out there stop 
posting your mentos clips till u can beat this..amazing!
Who after Sweetener tour?
whoah serious makeup
Whoa!  I never knew the song from US3 from the 90s was based on this 
classic from Herbie Hancock, it's nice to hear the original :-)
Who all came just to watch Ariana Grande??
Who allowed this weirdo a voice
Who are the 54 cunts?
Who are these people?
whoa! that's a lot of cokes! very nice tho!
whoa, that was seriously, no lie, amazing and incredible.
Whoa that well scripted american television, so fluid, almost looks like 
they are improvising. Good stuff.
WHOA the Illusion sent me
whoa, this mix is AMAZING!
whoa wait who is this?
who be getting stikbot ads?
Who brainwashed you Honey?
Who came after her new album? 🙋
who came for ari I did let's go ariana wow she's blonde for a minute lol
who came from ssundee?
Who came here After thank you next
who came here after the super bowl
Who came here because of Tumblr Buê Đuê :v ? #buêđuêeverywhere
Who came here from "Dance your blox off"???
who came here from tiffany haddish's lip sync battle with jimmy fallon?
who came here in 2019 because saw ariana's gray hair-
who came to watch this again after she got her ass kicked?
WHO CAN EVEN DISLIKE THIS ?!
WHO CAN EVEN DISLIKE THIS ?!nStevie en mode rallonge nC est top nQue de 



souvenirs nWho is the master��
Who can even think about giving such a melodious song thumb down v .
Who cares
who cares
who cares how fucking rich are they
Who cares idiot the music is all.
who cares, it's gonna happen wether you like it or not, 15 min of fame 
don't mean a dmn thing
Who cares...she's a borderline re****ed girl why is she the authority on 
anything....but then again she is the perfect mascot for the climate 
cult😂😂
Who cares. The tree lovers and basement dwellers say we only have 12 years 
left.  Go have fun
Who cares what a dumb sweed thinks?
Who cares what some kid thinks.
who cares what the Soros clone says..
Who cares what this moronic Swedish child thinks.
who cars lady gaga can sing her ass off
Who construct that big buildings ?
Who could be sitting in their seat during that??
Who could dislike this?!?
Who curates this SHIT???
Who did herbs voice?
who didn't like this jam? The hate is real, classic jam.
Who did the voice of Homers brother, Danny DeVito? He sounds like Marges 
sisters.
Who discovered this song in September 2019n¯
Who discovered this song now
Who discovered this song, September 2019 ??
Who dislike something like this?
Who dislikes this?
Who doesn't love Ariana? She's a Legend.
who do you think is a better trick shot dude perfect or devinsupertram
Who else abouta smash?
Who else actually saw this when it came out???
Who else came back here after she lost?
Who else came here bcz of the carpool with James😍😍  ???? Say aye!😂
Who else can beat this game in under 10 minutes? Lol. 🙌
Who else can't remember this song being in "Sing"???? Just me??? ok......
who else come  here becous of Ariana ?😄😂
Who else creepily found this in the suggestions after it was slightly 
mentioned in a Jim Jeffries interview. Far fetched but interested
Who else did not get this in their recommendations and has always new this 
existed?
Who else doesn't understand the part in 3:52 to 3:59 😂 ??
Who else doing it (having sex) while listening
Who else expected much from Hommer?
who else forgot that Danny Devito was in this episode
Who else found this song cause of choir? Only me.. okay.
Who else got here after got a recommendation from YouTube to watch this.
Who else got here from cowbellly
Who else got this in their recommendations?
Who else guessed no 1
Who else had a heart attack at 0:46
who else has a nintendo 3DS LL? :D
Who else have no idea that this was a thing?
Who else here from my boy the Samurai?
Who else here tried to make a Paper Lightsaber but failed....
Who else hyped for Woodstock 2019
Who else is a teenager and listening to this



Who Else is a true fan of Cartoon?nI’m gifting my next 100 subs!😁
Who Else is a true fan of Cartoon?nI’m gifting my next 100 subs!❤
Who Else is a true fan of Cartoon?nI’m gifting my next 100 subs!😍🎁
who else is happy to see that Ronda got her ass handed to her ???     
HOLLY HOLM!!!! <3
Who else is here because of "F is for Family"?  I Kind of have to agree 
with Frank.
who else is here because of Michelle phan
Who else is here because of Ryan Tedder? Just me?.... uuhh
who else is here coz sam black of x factor
Who else is here from SING
Who else is in love with this somg
Who else is in love with this song?
who else is just hearing about this collab now lol? im late in the game :/
Who else is lip singing?
Who else is not from usa, and wishing that these building wouldnt be built 
because it will make new york skyline becomes ugly :3
Who else is watching in 2017?
who else is watching this in 2019?
Who else is watching this in 2019?
Who else just came because Ariana was in it
Who else just got here from the movie Sing?
Who else just got this in their recommendations ??
Who else just got this in their recommendations?
Who else just got this in their recommendations? 2019
who else just saw this and never knew about it? :P
who else just used this to jerk off because there sad & alone?
Who else jut got this in their recommendations
Who else kind of likes Homer's car?
Who else listening to this in 2018 ?
Who else lives in Sydney? I do.😁
Who else looked this up after Sing
who else noticed they used Wii nunchucks?
Who else only just found this?
Who else only just saw this and was like hell yea
who else really wanted to play Super Mario Bros. after watching this.
Who else remembers driving this in Hit and Run?
Who else saw this in their recommend 2 year later me- what have I missed?
Who else sees that Tower almost everyday?
Who else spotted Ariana is wearing a wig in the start.
Who else thinks Ariana just slayed this year?
Who else thinks he is like Harry Potter..........
Who else thinks Jimmy fallon looks like ted moseby in how I meet your 
mother
Who else thinks she kinda sounds like a man
Who else thought that Ariana sang: Nicki Minaj in 0:52 - 0:53?
Who else thought the Cream bit 2:13 is getting sampled and chopped up??? 
lolnnThat peace was cold as ice cream.
who else thought this song was neq
Who else wanted to write something about the video being recommended only 
after 2 years ,but every body else already did it before?)
😂😂  Who else was like "Stevie and Ariana🤔🤔 " especially finding it Now!
😂

who else watching in 2019? :)
who else watching in 2k17 lmao
Who else will be honest and call it like it is Rhonda you are fucking ugly 
and busted holy shit makeup can't even fix that face
Who else wishes this was longer?
Who else would buy this car?nnCause I would
Whoeva thumbd this down is sad as fuck!
Whoever designed her dress for the show does not have any clue.



Whoever did this to this child deserves a visit from child protective 
services.
Who ever edited this, Kudos Dude.
Who ever followed this is a TRAITOR
Whoever has the chance to even watch this,you saw this,halelujah
whoever is clicking Dislike on this song must be a fool ) Get On Up! ;)
Whoever is playing the game in the background is really bad. He keeps 
making the same mistakes! :op
Whoever made this has no life
Whoever put together this track list is getting big ups right now
who ever readsthis message loves sucking my dick and my balls slapping 
there chin
Whoever the 3k who did not like the music or video they have to be the 
soulless sorry soul dead people in the world..
WHOEVER WATCHED THIS VIDEO, me aside, IS A RETARDED BITCH/ ASSHOLE
Who fucked their girl to this whole mix ??
Who gave her this to read and where'd they hire this actress?  She's good
who gives a shit what greta cuntberg says? shaddap!
Who?  Global warming isn't real, or else Algore wouldn't fly around in his 
private jet, and Jug Ears wouldn't have just bought ocean front property.
who goes bowling at 8am on a Saturday though? lol
Who goes bowling at 9 in the morning?
who going to dance this at the end of the year of school? because I'm 
going to.😂 ☺😊😊
who got here through dying light?
Who got this in their recommendations
who had the balls to thumb down this??
Who has that at their house
Who has the biggest viewed video in history of youtube ?!nIf You know 
it .. +1  to me .
who has the kind of time to come up with this stuffrnthat music sucks
Who has traumatized this child??
who have seen the movie?? i had to sing all the songs with them!! 
everybody looked at me like "WHAT IS SHE DOING"  hahahaha LOL
Who hears this song in april 2017?
Who here in 2018
Who here is from may 2019?🖤 nArianators come tru
Who here played The Simpsons game?
Who in 1.25x ?
Who in their right mind would touch that mattress, or her for that matter?
Who invited Wednesday Addams?
Who is billy shears?
who is da music
who is dude perfect? we have davin <3
Who is else because they have a song stuck in their head
Who is feeding her this bullshit?
Who is financing this charade? I have a feeling we would know them if 
there was a journalist brave enough to dig deep enough :D
Who is funding her?nSoros?
who is funding her, that’s all i’d like to know.
Who is going to clean up after it?
Who is having love while listening to this music !?
Who is here after Ari’s new album XD
Who is here after Monopoly
Who is here after Seeing mussicaly on this
Who is here after side to side?
Who is here after thank u, next ?
Who is here because of clc devil it reminds me of this song love Ari and 
clc stan our queens❤
Who is here before of 1 million views?
Who is here in 2018
Who is here in December 2018?  🤔🤔 ☺



Who is here June 2019 just me ok
Who is here just for Ariana Grande?
Who is here with me 2019?
Who is listening from Chicago and hawaii ? 2019 💗  it.
Who is listening from Kenya°°° ?
Who is listening to this in 2018?
who is on acid listening this?
Who is really
Who is scrolling the comments and listening to the song at the same 
time....Well I am😂 ✌
Who is she talking too! Lol. Girl bye. Go home and back to Europe
Who is singing at 1:38??
Who is that dancer?????????????????????????????
Who is that next to Miyamoto? Is it Tezuka?
Who is that woman dancing int he background???????????? Is she on 
Instagram?
Who is the 400,000,000 viewer ?
Who is the artist ?/Which is the title? @4:25, thanks!
Who is the bass man?
who is the dancer in the background? legend rythem :)
Who is the guy talking about the spell check program?
Who is the other homer?
Who is the performer of the Rachmaninoff op 3 no 2 at the minute 0:15?
Who is the slimaz in the back
Who is this 6 week year old?
Who is this clown?
Who is this Danny Devito voice wanna- Oh.
Who is this Dennis she's talking about @ 2:37?
Who is this girl in the background
Who is this in my recommended now 😂
Who is this little TWERP telling ME how to spend my TAXES. She looks like 
a TRANNY HITLOR!!! Ill give her a mustache and a ONE WAY TICKET TO BRAZIL
Who is this person? Id like to know who wrote that for her.
Who is this stupid girl... 😕
who is watching in 2017
Who is watching this in 2016?
Who is we ? she sounds like a sulking brat - get back to school and cheer 
up you miserable trog!
Who just clicked because there was Ariana Grande
who just got this in their recommendations?!
Who keeps letting this child into important meetings?nSick of hearing 
about the fucking kid....
WHO KILLED ALL THE LOVE?
Who killed Robin Williams?
who knew Jimmy Fallon was actually Dave Grohl?
Who knew Poland had so much love for Dr. Dre??? That whole set was 
fantastic!
Who knew that passion could blind as much as love.
Whole lot of American history right there.
Whole world volume to 11
who lisinig in2019?
who listen in 2016
Who listen in 2019?   A 10 years of Bad Romance feels like yesterday🎉
W H O.       LISTEN.   IN.  2913.???????
who listening in 2020?
Who litterally just discovered this song now?? I love it!
who love arina queen
Who love this song and I did and who watch movie and love it?😍
Who love unix must see these are the GOD
Who made her the rep for all young people? She's freaky and Waaaaay 
dramatic. I hope she doesn't represent millennials.



Who.made that is the greatest man.alive
Who made the picture? Almost looks like a cover album - reminds me of 
Merry Bauermeister :-)
Whomever exploits this autistic child should be horse whipped.
Who needs chocolate rain when you have COKE RAIN!!!! nnFTW :D
who needs fireworks when you got mentos and diet coke lol.
@whoonesstoMJnSpanish.
whooohooo stevie
whooooooooaaaaaa insane...big up
whooooowww Arianna is so good here
Whoops I mean trailer
who pay them to doo this ?xD
Whopee!! ^-^ fun~~~nremember when i first saw the first one as a kid and 
had so much fun~
Who produced this?
Who put her on stage? Who’s agenda is this?
Who puts shades on Mozart.
💧  💧  💧  💧  Who put these onions here?
Who remembers hearing some of these on Little Einsteins???
Who remembers Jackie Chan performing this song in Tuxedo😂😂😂
Who remembers this song in Friday when Mr. Parker was throwing out Mrs. 
Parker Clothes.
WHO REMEMBERS WHEN THIS SONG HELD THE RECORD FOR  BIENG ONE OF THE MOST 
DISLIKED VIDEOS ON YOUTUBE WHEN IT HAD 600 Millions views?
Who remembers when Weezer referenced this in the music video for Pork And 
Beans
“Who runs Bartertown?”
Who runs bartertown?
Who's after A star is born? :D
Who said:"To take POWER is easy.Much harder is to keep POWER!"?
whos Andy sandberg my name is Jessica sandberg and I've found that not 
alot of people share my last name is his name of Danish orgin like me?
WHO'S ARIANATOR?💖 WHAT'S YOUR IG FANPAGE?n@arianaxsidetoside
Who saw Queen Ari and just clicked?
Who saw that more than twice??😍
Whos been single for 444484748347years
Who's doing Herb's voice, it's bugging me.
Who sees this in 2018 😂
Whose here for ONE BILLION!?!
Who’s ever reading let’s just do our part!!!! Onward!!
who's farted?
Who's fucking and reading the comments at the same time?
Who's gone be watching this in 2020😎👍
whos gonna clean up the 101 bottles of diet coke :D
Who's gonna take over Robin Williams when he is not here?!
whos here...2017?
who's here after having this in their recommendations?nLike yt are you 
serious? i get to hear this on may 2019!?
Who's here before 1M views?!
Whos here before 1M views?
who's here before 5K views? ±
Who’s here just for the comments 😂
Who’s here March 2019?
Who's here till may?
Who’s in 2018? ♡
Who sings the first song??
Who sings this version of nessun dorna?
Who's in May 2019? �
who skipped to the light saber? anyone? no....
Who skip the video to the 30th like me?



Who's listen 2018
Who's listening 50 years later on July 4th 2019 ? Bring tears to my 
eyes...…….I love this country.
Whos listening in 2020?
Who’s listening in 2022?
Who's listening on International Womens Day?
whos listening to this song in 2019 WOOHOOO!!!!!!
Who's look 2016
Who's loving this song
Who's playing as Teddy Roosevelt? nI'm not sure cause Robin Williams is 
dead.
Who's still on the scene in 2019????
whos still watching this in 2018?
Who’s that DeVito? Lol, love it
Who’s that fine foxy mama in the back?? 😍😍😍
Who's the artist 7:14 ?
Who's the girl dancing behind them? The name or any other video plz  😓
who's the guy in the blue hoodie?? he looks familiar.
who's the voice over? Shane Jacobson?
Who's this twerp?
Who's this Wonder Grande?
who still like jams
Who still remembers this?
who still watching this MV in 2017?
Who's watching 2018
Who’s watching 3099
Who's watching in 2016? MEHHHH
Who's watching in 2017???
who's watching in 2017 leave like plus LIT
Who's watching in 2018 ?
Who's watching in 2018?
Who’s watching in 2018 ²
Who's watching in 2019???
who's watching in 2087? Simpsons predicted our cars pretty close.
whos watching this in 
2006/2007/2008/2009/2010/2011/2012/2013/2014/2015/2016/2017/2018/2019/2020
/2021/2022/2023/2024/2025/2026/2027
Who's watching this in 2019???
Who's Watching This in January ?? nn☁☁☁😍 ☁☁☁n☁☁☁☁😃 ☁☁n😊 ☁☁☁☁😏 ☁n☁☁😝 ☺☁😚 ☁
n😁 ☁☁☁☁😉 ☁n☁☁☁☁😄 ☁☁n☁☁☁😜 ☁☁☁n☁☁☁☁~~LOL*
whos you of cours you are stupid and fuckgly ;=
Who that has the money to live it  lives a multi million dollar apartment 
on billionaires row is taking that specially built subway to work?
who the FK does this little PUNK think she is? !! FK HER
who the fk watches this kind of garbo?
Who the fuck down votes this glorious piece of AMERICA?!
who the fuck is billy shears
who the fuck is shakira?
who the fuck needs fireworks when u got this
who the fuck play the natoianal song in a concert , only in 1969. this guy 
have a great talent, the best.
Who the fuck would go to India ? Like yuck 🤢
Who the hell could dislikes this masterpiece???😱Å
Who the hell dislikes this? Go listen to your blenders, fools.
Who the hell has a chef in their college dorm? what the fuck happened to 
Ramen and slim jims?
Who the hell is going to take anything a teenager has to say serious? 
She's just reading a NPC script.
Who the hell is that Harry Potter dude at 68th position lmao😂😂😂  he even 
has the name



Who the hell is this kid?
who the hell thinks to put a mint in there drink lol like really? sorta 
random but its a really good vid
Whot in the actual föck did I just wötch?
Who told this poor girl the world's ending in 17 months?
Whot this ?
who unliked this video they need Jesus
Who wanting this in 2016
who wants justin bieber to beat lady gaga??, not me! he has got 200m and 
could easily catch up to 230m so keep viewing, and go GAGA!
Who wants to bet she'll be nominated for the global warming... oups I mean 
nobel peace prize.
WHO WANTS TO F*CK ME?
who want to give me cigarette...rnplease...rnhelp...
who was brought here since undertale the musical made  a parody
Who was here after Sing?
Who was shocked when it was Stevie and Ariana
who was that guy who gave him the job... is he like homers evil cousin?
Who was the bombshell of a dancer?
who was the first person to discov er this i always wondered
Who was there?? I would love to know how it was!
Who watched the movie "sing" ? I DID lol and it was really good😂
Who watches this fake news anymore?
Who watching in 2017
who watch this in 2017
who??? went?? where?? how much???? your god it self cant help you. mucho 
drama. money??? everything is about money... what she said?????
who what the first person to wonder what happen if you put mentos in sodas
Who will want to go to India after watching this video Gabriel?
Who would have thought putting color on massive permanent towers was a 
good idea.
Who would like to vote the 1 d songs
Who would thumbs down this?
Who would've thought this "Monstrosity" turns out to become one the best 
cars in "The Simpson's Hit and Run" Video Game! XD
Who writes her speeches?  Who is the team behind her? just curious :)
Who writes the scripts for Greta's speeches ?  Is it her mother ?
Who wrote her speech?,sure wasn't her
Who wrote this speech and used this CHILD!? Yes. I dare.
Who wrote this speech for her
Who wrote this speech?  This girl is a good actress for her age.  She only 
has one gear, but her delivery is fairly convincing on first viewing.
Who wrote your essay?
whut
why
Why?
WHY?!!?!?
WHY???????
Why.
Why 3K dislikes?
Why 4.9k dislikes?
Why a homemade costume if you are Kylo Ren THHAHAHAHHAHAA
why all the spam message like come non off it is spam who does that?
why all video can't oven so become comment is an accurate error
Why am I being preached to about the worlds problems by a little girl who 
hasn't even finished basic schooling?
Why am I even watching this??? I'm a Mormon. I don't drink coffee. Lol.
Why am I getting this now?
Why am I hearing about this movie 4 years after it came out
Why am i hearing this for the first time just now? 🤔
why am I hearing this now?????
;-; why am I here
Why am i here



Why am I in this part of the youtube, i was just at the bathroom looking 
for something to do
Why am I just barely hearing this
Why am I just discovering this??
Why am I just discovering this now...?
why am i just discovering this song NOW???
Why am i just not seeing this WTF this is a True Masterpiece😍😍😍
Why am I just now hearing this???
WHY AM I JUST NOW SEEING THIS
Why am I just now seeing this ?
Why am I just now seeing this? ??
WHY AM I JUST NOW SEEING THIS!?!? WHEN DID THIS HAPPEN!?!? WHEN DID THESE 
TWO LEGENDS COLLAB!?!!?
why am i just now seeing this? wtf??!
Why am I just realizing this song exists
Why am I just seeing this in 2019. I refuse to believe that Stevie saw 
this when it first came out.
why am i just seeing this nooowww???
Why am I just seeing this now ?
Why am I just seeing this now?
Why am I just seeing this now?! And I could've sworn Tori Kelly sang this 
😂

Why am I just seeing this?? Some one explain
Why am I just seeing this?! Wth this is amazing.
Why am I just seeing this YouTube.
Why am I listening to this and im single?
Why am I more interested in Gillian singing than David?
Why am I only discovering this now?
Why am I only finding this out now?nAm I living under a rock? Have I 
become Patrick Star
Why am I only hearing this now it's amazing
Why am I only just seeing this?!
Why am I only now watching this song
Why am  I only seeing this after a year??
why am i only seeing this for the first time....
why am i only seeing this now??
Why am I only seeing this now????
Why am i only seeing this song now??
why am i seeing dis almost 2 fucking years after it was uploaded LMAO
Why am I seeing this 2years later³😂  I didn’t even know about this song 
omg. Who else?
Why am i seeing this in 2019?!
Why am I seeing this now?
Why am I seeing this now??? 🤔😱
Why am I seeing this NOW?😂
Why am I seeing this now 2019👀
Why am i seeing this now??? Anyone from Africa? KENYA???.... lol... *am 
not typing this from a tree westerners. Respect us*😅😅😅
why am I seeing this now? THIS WAS  FOUR YEARS AGO!!! XD
Why am i seeing this now thts weard
Why am I seeing this song in 2018??
Why am I watching this? I'm supposed to sleep
Why are all the comments in spanish?
WHY ARE ALL THE COMMENTS IN SPANISH OR WHATEVER ?!?!
Why are comments on he can’t read them anyways
Why are feminists so happy with this fictional rape, but so angry about 
the one in Game of Thrones?
Why are her eyes so big? I love the song but why the big eyes?
Why are kids being propped up like this these days lol
Why are most skyscrapers today residential towers and not office towers 
like it was in the 20th Century? Is there no need for office towers?



Why are now seeing this and commenting that?!
Why aren't you in school to achieve your dreams and please use the 
bathroom.
Why are people disliking the climate?
Why are people disliking this? Do y'all not like having a home?
Why are so many modern skyscrapers called "One..."?
Why are the fools on here slagging her off.? ...you should be thanking her 
on behalf of your children and their children
Why are the nuclear safety inspectors working for Uncle Herb?
Why are the People in the video dressed in jackets and longsleeves, while 
Gabe is only wearing a t-shirt.nThe weather looked very grey that day
Why are there ads?
why are there so many dislikes?!?! i love this song.
why are there so many dislikes? im honestly curious
Why are there so many russias in the comments sections
Why are they cheering, isn’t she attacking them?
Why are they honking? I mean yeah when you honk person will go forward 
despite the fact that there is jam in front.
Why are they laughing?  Are they mocking her?
Why are they proping up a mentaly I'll child as a climate expert. Stupid 
is as stupid does.
Why are they still making this movie...
Why are they trying to promote someone with mental illness?
Why are they using this kid for propaganda?
Why are they walking with a mattress ?
Why are today's western films like this? Comparing with their 2000s films?
Why are 't you take a picture? It's last longer hahaha
Why are we all getting this banger now?
Why are we all just seeing this it came out so long ago😂
Why are we celebrating a mentally ill girl? Very sad.
Why are we letting children lecture us go back to school learn something 
then DO something then you get to lecture
Why are we listening to. Children today. She been her 16 years and is a 
spoiled rich kid. I mist say she is a great actor
👏 Why👏 Are👏 We👏 Only👏 Seeing👏 This👏 Now
why are you calling this a 12’ version?
Why are zoomers so passionate about nonsense
Why!? Because I saw Kylo x Rey in the other videos...
Why black peps don't dance like trumpet players no mo
Why can no one sing like this any more. 😵😵😵 nnnWhat a legend.
Why can't electric guitarists  duplicate THIS i.e. rockets exploding and 
falling, etc.? The 60's never witnessed a guitarist like Hendrix!
Why can't I find "Beyer no8 anywhere? Could anybody help me?
Why can't I find that guy that would just sit back and listen to this with 
me
Why can't people just be NORMAL for once god!
Why can’t she memorize her lines to be more emotional not stopping all the 
time and acting
why can't she talk normally dammit
why cant there be a full version for every song?nit sounds so good!! D:
Why can't they be English I want to take Irish classes
why can't they take a broom to their streets?... seriously. I bet it 
smells as good as it looks.
why cant we do stuff like that in science!!! =[ not fair! lol
Why can't we fucking make these giant buildings for normal people? Not 
billionaires.. this is the solution to overpopulation
Why can't we have cars like Homer's
why can't we skip ads anymore
why dany deveito
Why did ever any woman write such musical masterpiece?
Why did every world she say end with uh
Why did her parents do this
Why did he trusted Homer in the first place? Like don't you need someone 



with experience to know what sells, follow on new trends and stuff.
Why did Hubbard play the cornet?
Why did I jerk off to this?
Why did I just find about this now wtf
why did i just find this fucka now ? wtfff
WHY DID I JUST FIND THIS NOW?????????/
why did i just find this, what
why did i just hear this song
WHY DID I JUST NOTICE THIS??????!!!!!!
why did i just now see this in my recommendations
why did I JUST SEE THIS
Why did I know this song but not know it was by Stevie Wonder and Ariana 
Grande ?
Why did I never heard of it before
why did i never hear of this
why did i not know about this song 😨😨😨😨
WHY DID I NOT KNOW ABOUT THIS SONG UNTIL NOW...YOUTUBE..HELLO??
WHY DID I ONLY FIND OUT ABOUT THIS NOW
Why did I think it was going to be a Tesla?
why did i watch this -__-
Why did Miyamoto create the mushroomnnnnBecause he is a fun guy
Why didn’t he look at the car before presenting it?
WHY DIDN'T I DISCOVER THAT GROOVE SOONER, YOUTUBE YOU BETTER GIVE ME A 
GOOD EXPLANATION FOR THIS
why didn't i know about this until now
why didn't I see any road sign in India? Traffic jam could be 
significantly reduced for such easy work.
Why didn't Jimmy have a picture of the young Phil Collins at age 20 with 
the long hair and mutton chops, Daniel so looks like that picture!
Why didn't she sail to India or China?
why didn't they cite the reddit thread?
why didn't this get recommended for me 3 years ago, youtube?
why did robin have to kill him self why :( I know he died from depression
Why did she make it about herself? She makes it sound like she is being 
forced to do this. I wonder who "controls" her.
Why did she travel to this event?  She could have used Skype!
Why did she try and out box a "19 time boxing world champion"????
Why did so many people dislike this? What the frick?
Why did Stevie Wonder even do this?
Why did the sky turn pink
Why did this come in my recomended all of the sudden? BUT HOLY MOLY A 
COMBINATION!!😍
why did this comment get negative vote? SODA IS SODA GOD DAMN PEOPLE
why did this just get recommended to me lol
why did this just show up..
Why did this only just appear in my recommended section?
Why did this video make me sexually attracted to him?
Why did you go in de furst place???
Why did you play that? Ummm because Im American...
Why did you stop the project?
why did youtube only recommend this only now
Why did you tube recommend this to watch?!??
why diest cola is white?ü
Why Diet Coke?
why diet coke?
why diet coke not the normal coke???
WHY DIET COKE?! Why not just normal coke? D:
Why do all the good actors die 😭
Why do americans say the name herb with a pronounced h but the word herb 
without a h
Why does 22 sound like Billy Joel's Uptown Girl?
Why does a 12 yr old lil brat have this big of a fucking platform.. god i 
hate this world.



Why does ari look so good here (like always btw)
Why does bach have a bass?
Why does Bobby Byrd look like he's constipated when he sings
why does everyone hate canon in d?
Why does everyone scream about anything?
Why does Google censor Conservatives?
Why does he look lick so many old wimen
Why does he look like homer but with hair and fitnedit: just found out 
that Herb is homer's brother
Why does he remind me of Casually explained
Why does he sound like Chucky?
Why does he sound like the little eggman?
Why does he talk like that?
Why does Homers Brother sound a bit like Danny Devito to me?
Why does it feel so dirty over there?
why does it have to be diet coke? can ordinary original coke not work?
why does it look like the second one
Why does it seem so fake
Why does it sound like a strip club version?...
Why does Kylo Ren wear a small cape instead of just a cape?
why doesnt new york build the worlds tallest building again
Why doesn't she call out brown countries like India and China? Lol. They 
do pollute the world more than anyone by far.
Why does Ronda's hair look like she just got raped and had to try to fix 
it in 5 minutes?
Why does she berate USA and Europe when the biggest problems of our 
environment come from Africans and Asians
Why does she get to speak at the UN. Why can't anyone go there and speak. 
She's a plant. Wake up people.
Why Does she have to look so Freaky 24/7 ??
Why does she keep looking down at that page. Seems staged
Why does she look and sound like a really old twelve year old?
why does she look like she's 12 years old
Why does she look like she's 8?
Why does she make such ugly faces when she talks
why does she sound like a 80 year old lesbian?
Why does she sound like she’s in a Shakespeare play?
Why does she sound so fake (lol)😂
Why does she support Antifa? they are so messed up, their actions are all 
you need to see.
why does she try so hard to be so weird? it doesn't make sensenthe 
instrumentals for all her songs are beast though :D
Why does some Indian said that my country is poorer than India? nBut look 
at this 🤢
why does stevie wonder remind me of my 6th grade teacher
Why does that car look a discount jetsons mobile.
Why does that car look way better than most cars today
why does that cow pasture in bethel ny remind me of Quang tri 1968?
Why does that girl have such HUGE eyes?
Why does the media keep pushing this MK ultra fetal alcohol syndrome 
sperg?
Why does the other guy look exactly like homer?
why does this appear in recommendations now.
WHY DOES THIS HAVE 2K DISLIKES?!?!?!?
Why does this have 8k dislikes.
why does this have only 4,3 mil views?
Why does this she look and talk like an 8 year old... she’s 16 😂
Why does this song have 28+ millions. And half of the comments are saying 
how come I’ve just heard about this song?
Why does this video get so much attention ?
Why does youtube wait 2 years to put this into my recommended?
Why do i feel like if i would listen toa hitler speach?nNo offense but 
that face. Voice tone and the acting is soo hitleris...



Why do I feel like I’ve heard 90% of these. It must’ve been from all of 
the movies I watched growing up...
Why do I feel like I’ve never seen Ariana in jeans
Why do I get a sing ad whenever I view this video?
Why do i have the feels that Assange has to do smth with this..
Why do I keep seeing Mozart?
Why do I make a ugly face when I hear this song
Why do I need to "believe" in climate change? I shouldn't have to take it 
on faith, you should be able to prove it if it's so scientific.
why do I remember this from elementary school?
Why do I want to watch Lost after watching this?
Why do none of them shave?
why don't I just run across a puddle and claim a world record?
Why don't I know this episode?
why don't other jazz albums sound like this?
Why don't these know it all kids come up with solutions? Because they 
don't know the answers
Why don't they ever tell us the location of the film ?
Why dont u guys go to Malta
Why don't we teach young people on energy policy?
Why don't you actually go and join the cops and stand in front of an angry 
man for a while before you peddle your leftest agenda
why don't you do a Darth Vader Costume?
Why don't you not waste your time and buy a Kylo Ren lightsaber
Why don't you take a picture, it'll last longer?
Why don't you talk about "chemtrails" Greta Thunberg?rnThat's your climate 
crisis, right there.
Why don't you upload the videos in 60fps? Is it because 4K and 60fps video 
will be too big to upload?
Why do people hate this so much? I'd say this is average
why do people like this shit? r&b, rap, hip hop, pop....all 
shit...ROCK,SCREAMO,METAL,HARDCORE...4 EVER!!!!
Why do people like this? This is the worst rendition I ever heard! Is it 
because he is black? I mean the riff is so bad!!!
why do people post chains?
Why do so many people take pride in believing that climate change isn't 
real? Is it just to be argumentative because it's a pretty sad look :(
Why do these people going to old delhi and other slums there are a lot of 
other places to visit.....
Why do these true ICONS like Stevie Wonder do a song with these today 
singers who nobody is going to know in 10 years time?
Why do they all end up in England so many comedy's do this lol
Why do they hate that car? Too Jetsons? I thought it looks cool
#WhyDoTheyHateUs
Why do they keep giving this hysterical Antifa clown an audience. She 
should be in school learning about science.
why do they start clapping during dr dre? were the other songs not good 
enough?
why do we have hysterical kids speaking at a conference for adults?  
embarrasing.
Why do we like Homer again? He's such a DICK.
why do we use diet coke and not coke for this experiment
Why do you guys hate the police?  Do you have something to hide? DO YOU???
Why... do you have a door as a desk
Why do you just not use a toy
Why do you make fun the speech?
Why do you say this appeared to my recommendations 2 years later when I 
had her very first video, which was 11 years ago , in my recommendations
Why do you sound like Carl Sagan?! Agent Smith?!
Why everyone of us is seeing this just now ?
Why fake bow tie?
Why George Enescu doesn t apear?
why? :( give all that coke to me send it over to meeeeee! not waste it :
( but it was awesome anyway so it was worth it hihi :D



Why has it just 4 mln views?
Why has no one heard of this before now? I've had it in my playlist since 
it came out? I have watched this video many times before?
Why hasn't go pro featured this yet omg its beautiful
Why hasnt the views rose yet?
Why has this just appeared in my recommendations?!?!?!
Why has this only just popped up in my recommendations?!😵
Why has this so many dislikes? Clearer words have never been spoken and 
still people try to be ignorant.
Why have I just seen this?? Great combination!
Why have I just seen this? Issa bop!
Why have I never heard this before ?
Why have I never seen or heard this
Why have I never seen this!!?
Why have I never seen this!?!?!??
Why have i never seen this?
Why have I never seen this until one year later?
why have i not fucking watched this until now!!!
WHY have I not heard this song until now????  This is amazing!
Why have I not seen this? ITS ACTUALLY ICONIC LIKE WTF
WHY HAVE I ONLY JUST FOUND OUT ABOUT THIS SONG WHATTTT
why have i only just heard about this???
Why haven't heard this before :O This song is amazing... And judging by 
the comments below I'm not the only one
Why havent i ever seen this before????
Why haven't I heard this before?!?!
Why havent i heard this before wtf
Why haven't  I never heard of this before???
why haven't I seen this before???
Why haven’t I seen this episode before?
WHY HAVEN’T I SEEN THIS YET!!
why have we all just seen this in the past 2 weeks? Youtube explain. n-n-
n-nBut I'm very happy this was reccomend.
Why he didn't review homers car before releasing it to the public eye... I 
don't know
Why herbert sounds like darkwing duck?
why his face, and his guitar too?????
Why I am seeing this after two years?
Why I didn't heard this song before?❤
Why I didn't know about this? I'm a fake fan 💔
why i didn't see this before?
Why i discover this in 2019?😂😍
Why I just discovere it
Why i just noticed that this video exist?
why im being recomended in 9,september,2019???? good song
Why I’m here 😭😂
Why im here?
Why I'm I still here
Why im saw this now...
Why im seeing it now??!!
Why I'm watching this for the first time? ...
Why in all movies involving mummies or pharoahs the Africans are played by 
white ppl?
Why in blazes did they play the record version over the LIVE 
performance!??  Y'all messed this up with that!
Why India like this? What Stalin said no man no problem.
Why i never see this
why in recommendations now? How comes Ive never heard this before!
Why I remember Jackie chan now  ?!
Why is Aa Bb Cc on the wall? Do they still Americans are dumb?
why is a child lecturing me about what to do about Climate change
Why is disliked going even an option on the Beatles?



Why is drama considered news?
Why is everyone commenting like this is a joke. Its sad how oblivious and 
stupid people are, like wtf.
why is everyone fussing about something that is not real
why is everyone just finding this song now? Who's been managing them??
Why is everyone just now seeing this except for me
Why is everyone looking at the keyboard when they type?
Why is everyone saying they’ve never heard this cause it was literally a 
huge film sing and on the radio all the time
Why is everyone seeing this now??
Why is everyone sleeping on this?
why is everyone so awkward o.o
Why is everything so run down?
why is evrybody buggin out? I say that we get Lady Gagas vid, back in the 
number 1 spot again for most views
Why is fallon so awkward to talk too. Does he like Ronda or just 
intimidated by her
why is gag so um gaga she is freaky but music soun ds so good
why is he always a lady in the photos
why is her bra have some thing shoting out of lady gaga bra ?
Why is her Hysteria not an issue? So Propaganda and Manipulation is okay 
as long as its for climate?
Why is he ruined?? It's only a prototype right?? It's not like they were 
already mass producing the car.
Why is homers brother by Danny devito
why is htis on youtube feature. This video has been around the internet 
and on youtube for 2 years or so
Why is it always two weeks. Come on CineFix.
why is it recommended right now?
Why is it so many dislikes?!
Why is it that these guys look similar in structural appearance
why is it the last episode?😣
Why is it the last season?
WHY IS NOBODY TALKING ABOUT THIS
Why isn't she in China giving an over dramatic speach
Why isn't she in jail for false charges?
Why isn't she talking to the Chinese government if they are the biggest 
polluters?
Why isn't she wearing any clothes?
why isn't there already a collaboration between diet coke and mentos .. 
this would be sick for a commercial or campaign or something
why isn't the Weeknd here
Why isn't this a hit?
WHY ISN’T THIS A HIT??!!!!!!
Why isnt this more popular?!!
why isnt this on the most viewed all time list???
Why isn't this popular
Why isnt this popular?!?!?!
Why isnt this popular???nEdit: 2k above likes OwO
Why isn't this recommended to me earlier??
why isn't this titled "man runs across submerged bridge?"
Why is number 7 where number 10 is?
Why is she acting looking at the script? If it was from within her, she 
would have not paused after each sentence
Why is she an authority on this bullshit?
Why is she carrying that mattress?
Why is she cryin😂
Why is she practically naked? I thought she was a fighter doing an 
interview.
Why is she so angry! How dare you?
Why is she talking like that? So weird
Why is she the lucky one?
Why is she wearing his glasses?...lol



Why is Stevie's voice autotuned?
Why is Stevie talking about, "Did ya see that girl?" Nigga we know u blind
Why is talking like that or is she pretending to talk like that
Why is that in my recommendations?
Why is the actor for Ben Stiller's son different?!
Why is the best part part of the song the "walk walk fashion baby"
Why is the engineer talking to homer at 1:28 have such a massive hand?
Why is the first line "see the girl" when he can't even see?
why is the girl in the tub look like a anime character
Why is the greatest video game maker ever doing an interview in a 
preschool with a space heater??
Why is the # of views not increasing?
Why is the Pharaoh played by a white dude? !?
Why is there 9.7k dislikes ....am I missing something, an if so please let 
me know what it is
why is there always some debate on every video ??
Why is there an A-B-C thing on their wall? They aren't too little
why is there anything besides this?
why is there no new post on the instagram
Why is the studio version dubbed over the live version?
Why is this all of a sudden trending?
Why is this a meme stop
Why is this a recording of studio version over footage of an entirely 
different performance?
why is this doing the rounds now lol
Why is this in my feed now?
Why is this in my recommendations now? Its two years late...nnYouTube go 
to rehab now... I just found a sugar wax video under this
why is this in my recommendations now??? supposed to be 2 yrs ago.
Why is this in my recommendations right now
why is this in my recommended after like a year or 2?😂😂
Why is this in my recommended? Lol
Why is this in my recommended now and not a year ago🤷
why is this in my recommended now youtube?
WHY IS THIS IN MY RECOMMENDED?? THIS IS SO FUCKING RANDOM
why is this just getting in my recommended?
why is this just now on my recommended
Why is this just now recommended
why is this just now showing up! I can’t believe I never heard it
Why is this just now showing up in everyone's recommended
Why is this just popping up in my recommendations 🤔🔥🔥
WHY IS THIS LITTLE BOY CRYING AT THE UN😳
Why is this my first time seeing this😱💜💜💜
Why is this NOW in my recommendation??
why is this on my recommended ??
Why is this propaganda trending with less than 500k views in 24 hours?
Why is this recomened to me right now? I love the song though
Why is this shit in my recommendations
why is this so good
Why is this SO iconic
why is this song just randomly popping in my explore after a year? i love 
this so much omgg
Why is this song not on Spotify?!?!?!?
Why is this song not popular... I've listened it more than 30 times for 
sure today... 😂😂😂
Why is this song popping in my recommended section after 1 whole year?😂
why is this song short??? d ending 😣😣  tho
Why is this swedish girl bothering the United Nations?
Why is this the first of me hearing about this ??
Why is this trending now, not a year ago? :| YouTube, your algorithm is 



all over the place!
Why is this video content restricted to over 18?
Why is your channel so fascinatingly intense and informal!?
Why is YouTube deciding JUST NOW to put this amazing work of art on 
everyone’s recommendations ???
Why is YouTube keep bringing up this old videos or Arianna, first the “I 
never heard this song before” now Stevie wonder???
Why, it's a work of art, it is! Just as good as the fountains at Bellagio!
Why I’ve I just seen this now!??
why? just why?
Why keep listening to this horrible young actor? Fcking stupid.
why kyler ren when you could do fin
why leave the USA ? We have plenty of slums here to go visit. Spread your 
money here in our poverty striken places.
why Lost Ones so short? :/ other than that absolutely amazing
why no Em in his list????? :'(
Why no live audio????
Why no more how to noooooooo😱
Why no one post the improvisation?
Why!!!!! No... Ronda!!!
Why no Schumann and Schubert？💔
Why not
Why not do one for the City of London
why not just bey the costume them you wont need to see you fail
Why not make subtitle english and spanish?? Because i'm deaf (50%) :/
Why not talk about Israel's Genocide on Palestinians and The US bombing 
children, instead of the fake climate change hoax.
WHY NOT THIS SUMMER :(
Why not Tori Kelly? She was the one who voiced the elephant....
why now!
WHY NOW????????????????????
Why now aren' t this type of old song?
why now not a year ago and isnt stevie dead?
Why oh why did they dub this with the CD version? It doesn't do justice to 
this original performance. What a rookie post
Why Oh Why YouTube???
why people like this betch? i like her to dance naked to me... she is not 
a singer,who said that? they make money with her ass
Why protest on the best pollution managed  country ... protest in China
why put ads  on music you didn't create?do ppl get paid to hit the upload 
button?
why r ppl hating
Why Serena
why she acts like a horror movies actors?
Why she gotta talk like that... makes it hard to pay attention to what 
she’s saying
Why she look like a 43 year old cat mom tho?
why so few comments?
Why so many dislikes?
Why so many dislikes.....*science is real* even this comment seems 
doubtful now a days
Why so many of the dislikes?
Why so many people disliked this video???nThis kid is doing what cannot be 
done by most of u in your life.
WHY SO MANY PEOPLE WITH YOUTUBE ACCOUNTS DON'T HAVE PROFILE PICTURES YOU 
JUST GOTTA UPLOAD A PICTURE #MATJUSTCHILLIN #REACTIONS
Why some of you would knock down a teenager for attempting to do something 
positive is beyond me. Maybe that says more you than it does about her.
Why so much dislikes ?
why soo much jelling?
Why so serious?
whys the description say champagne?
why's this clown got two bass players



Why telling to stop makin another night at the museum are you the who 
produce it? Is it your money being wasted in this movie? Get a life 
morons!
Why tf am i here if im lonely af lol 😂😔💀
Why tf did I forget there was a Night at the museum 3 wtf I am shook
Why tf did Kylo Ren need a mask anyway?
Why tf he has 3000 subscribers ...wow and he is a legendary Singer
Why tf is this just now popping up in my recommendatiom? The simulation 
really wildin' y'all
why tf is this my first time hearing this
Why tf is this popping up in my recommendation after a goddamn year ,  
like if same
Why Tf Is This , Why Recommending This To Me Youtube ? 
nnnn#StopDrugsYoutube
why the deep web??
Why the does this come in my recommended in 2019nLike where have u been
Why the f*ck am I in here...... 😂😂😂😂  I think spirits will call my name 
😂😂😂😂

WHY THE FCK U LYIN.... WHY U ALWAYS LYIN....
why the F*** did they put her in that outfit- still love her for her 'DNB' 
shit but damn wrong dress!!!!!!
Why?! The first one was great it didn't need sequels yet we got 
sequels....why?!!!
Why the fuck am I here when I'm single lmao 💀😂
why the fuck am i only seeing this now. this couldve been the bop of 2018
why the fuck didn't she run away from that scumbag husband? Any woman care 
to explain perhaps?
Why the fuck everyone saying R.I.P.??? These are just rumours! People, 
don't be stupid!
Why the fuck you lyin..
WHY THE FUCK YOU LYIN'! 0:30
why the fuck you lying
WHY THE FUCK YOU LYINGGG
why the fuck you lying stop fucking lying
Why the fuck you lying, why you always lying
Why the fuck you lyyyyyyin ?!
"Why the fuck you're lying!! why your always lying!!!! mmm oh my God, stop 
fucking lying"
Why the fuck you're LYYYYYYIIIIING YOU ARE ALWAYS LYIIIIIIIIIING
Why the fuck you're walking in old delhi, it's dangerous. Stay in new 
delhi only.
Why the fucky you lying.Why the fucky you lying.
Why the funeral march by chopin though?
Why the f you lying??
why the girl is dancing like that?
Why the hekk they cheers when he hit the target? Maaan he's a great man, 
and you what????
WHY THE HE'LL AM I JUST SEEING THIS. I'M PISSED. 2 LEGENDS?!? I'M DEAD
Why the hell did i only got it now in my recommendation?! This song boosts 
all the good vibes
Why the hell do hipsters talk up India so much It looks awful .
Why the hell don't you record his hands on the guitar and recorded instead 
his fuck*n face!
why the hell not include the guitar 🎸  in more of the footage??
Why their country is so disgusting ?
Why the person narrating in the video sounds so much like hugh jackman😍😍
😍

Why there are cows in the streets. It will only cause heavy traffics. 
Terrible!
Why there is no hans zimmer in that list



Why there's NO CHOPIN?nHOW CAN YOU FORGOT SUCH A LEGEND?
Why these buildings are named after streets?
Why? The second one didn't need to be a thing and now there's a third. 
Well, they're not bad movies at least, but still.
Why the wigg Arianaaaa?? You dont need it...BEAUTIFUL SONG
Why they are laughting and jumping so hard. I dont get it ....
Why they didn't pick Meghan Trainor for this song. she would have killed 
it
Why they're using Xbox controller not nintendo?
Why they shoud?
why this is my first time watching this
Why this much of dislikes?nAnd why she talks like that?
Why this music is categorized as comedy by YouTube ? nThis video was so 
good
Why this popped out in my recommendations today I can't believe youtube 
didn't notify me when this came out cries
Why this video have 200M+  views?
why those stupid ladies screaming at everything
WHY USE BOARD?...CAN YOU NOT WALK OVER WATER WITHOUT BOARD? DOES YOU CHI 
SAYS IT NEEDS BOARD?
why use diet coke? does it work better or something? i am just curious
Why u take pictures on dirty place 🤣
Why was arianas har blond bud her hare is bader like that
Why was he ruined? I mean the car cost 82k his brother is rich so 82k is 
nothing for him!
why was i thinking since they are in the uk there would be dr who 
references
why was she not at the Emmy's?
Why waste so much coke :/
Why was this just placed on my recommendation list. 2 YEARS LATER!?
Why was this not in my recommendations earlier?!
Why was this recommended to me? 😂
WHY WAS THIS RECOMMENDED TO ME JUST TODAY
WHY WAS THIS RECOMMENDED TO ME NOW ITS 2019 CMON
Why... Why can't people develop some taste for music. I'm sick of these 
boring tracks. Ruins a video every time.
Why?! Why did YouTube decide that I need to see it 3 years after the 
release?
Why Wonder? :( Why? !
Why won't everybody know him he was a amazing guy with a lot of knowledge 
and made computers better
why would anyone cast Rebel Wilson as a british tollbooth person? Just 
like....why?
Why would anyone dislike this video? This brilliant, heartfelt youth is 
sharper than most of our population. I absolutely adore her.
Why would people want to know anything about the car they are buying
why would people waste coke
Why would producing one terrible concept car ruin a company
why would ronda ever talk about a fight where she got what she have said 
on here -_-
why would someone dislike this theres no reason for it!?
Why Would They Do It In The Woods?
Why would they rank The Typewriter higher than Tchaikovsky's March!?
Why would we listen to a child? Let alone a autistic one???
why would you stop filming there omg
Why would you want music during sex?
Why y'all now just knowing about this song I've been known about this and 
always will ❤ 😄
Why you always lying
why you always lyin' she always lyin' 😂😂
why you fucking lying hahahahaha  miss piggy cunty rousey deserved that 
asswhoppin after all they hype she was brought down to earth ....



Why you not buy toy kylo ren ligthsaber
Why you sound like my math teacher? :O
Why YouTube blocks the views of this fucking song!?
Why youtube recommend this time? Hahah i love ariana by the way 😍
Why you understood this I will never know. The nearest perfect sounding I 
know of.
Wicked
wicked!
@Wickedboy97 it's okay mate... It was diet :)
@Wickedboy97 nhow can that be waste?
wicked guys.
wicked song i need to hear the intrumental
Wicked stuff!!
Widać, że widownia nie zna się na dobrym rapie, bo entuzjazm jedynie przy 
hitach wielkich gwiazd, a przy turbo kozackich kawałkach cisza.
widzimy się w filharmonii  Szczecinskiej:)
Wie bescheuert wegen euch werden die   preise nach oben  steigen...Erst 
benzin  Diesel danach  Lebensmittel  sehr klug 😂
Wie Blöd ist die Menschheit denn.nhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=VE2p7Hd5oLM
Wie geht es deiner geheimen Gedanken cloud
Wie kann man sich nur so verarschen lassen, damn?!?
„Wie könnt ihr es wagen!“ https://juergenfritz.com/2019/09/23/wie-koennt-
ihr-es-wagen/
wie ktos co to za muzyka leci w tle??nnbede wdzieczny za podanie wykonawcy 
i tytulu...
Wie ktoś czy można gdzieś kupić płytę z tego koncertu?
wielkie WOW !
Wie müde er aussieht... 😓
wie peinlich xD
Wiesbaden ganze 0
Wieso das back lives matter am Ende, deshalb jetzt doch noch ein 
disslike ... -_-
Wie spät die Doku auf deutsch kommt ... Naja ansonsten top
Wie verkommen ist diese Demokratie.....?
Wie viele Menschen dieser Gehirnwäsche wirklich zum Opfer gefallen sind, 
ist wirklich erschreckend.
wie wäre es, wenn man ein system wie in hongkong aufbaut für alle 
großstädte und alle flüge verbietet, es sei denn diese sind 
umweltfreundlicher?
wife beater
WIG
wig snatched
Wiiiiiiiii 510213973 wiews X) We can little monsters c:
Wii Nunchuck 😀
WILL BE HANTER FOR PRIMITIVE DEMONS
Will be listening still in 2119, with any luck!
will be the domination of music history ("")
"Will be watching you" crowd laughs lmao
will go to Sydney in future.none of the most beautiful city of the world
Will Greta be visiting China or India?
will his finger never fully heal?
william shears campbell was far better than paul ;)
will it actually last for a month in the fridge?
will kodi side load on apple tv? also id like to see the youtube app iv 
looked on youtube no one has showed it off..
Willkommen in 1984!!!
Will not even close
Will not work!
will see this only for Robin WilliamsnRIP Genie
Will Sir jetzt sagen, dass sie besser ist als die Menschheit?
Will someone...anyone...please slap this little twit silly.



Will there ever be a skyscraper over one mile tall?
will this be robin williams last film?
Will this help me write my free verse poetry?
Will this keep the dinosuars out and keep my electric fences running?
Will watch this movie especially for Robin Williams!!! ;)
Will watch to see the if they have a Robin Williams tribute at the end and 
to support
will you guys be selling motorcycles as well in the near future?
Will you release an album of this on iTunes?
WILL YOU TURN OFF THAT DISRESPECTFUL JUNK OFF!!!nnRespect the classics man
“Will you turn that disrespectful junk off!?”
Will you turn that disrespectful junk off!!!nnRespect the classics man its 
hendrix nnCars
"Will you turn that disrespectful junk off?"n"Respect the classics, man. 
It's Hendrix!"
“Will you turn that disrespectful junk off”- Sargenn“Respect the classic 
man it’s Hendrix”-Fillmore nnHappy 4th from cars
“Will you turn that disrespectful racket off!”nn“Respect the classics man, 
it’s Hendrix!”
win
Windows is the / of all evil
wink ;)
winner
Wir brauchen Atomkraftwerke und keine Erneuerbaren Energien...lest mal die 
Studien anstatt sinnlose Sachen zu fordern.
Wir brauchen dringend mehr künstliche Intelligenz, denn wie sollen wir 
solche Löcher stopfen?
Wir brauchen mehr SUV Autos damit die Atmosphäre wärmer wird,dann brauchen 
wir auch weniger heizen
Wir die nicht bei der Doppelmoralischen Aktion mitgemacht haben sind immer 
noch mehr´  nEure Seifenblase wird noch platzen
Wird sie egal wie oft und wie viel Menschen streiken nix ändern...leider
Wir haben alle Zeit der Welt .Man geht auf die Straße um zu fordern,das 
man mehr Steuern abgeben darf ,hab ich so auch noch nie erlebt .
Wirkliche Größe, er brachtenVietnam in die Köpfe nWoodstock zurück.🖐
Wirklich lustig wie sich etwas anbahnt von dem wir nicht wissen was es 
ist...
Wir machen das es is Zeit
Wir sollten ihm und Manning eine Statue bauen.
wir werden alle sterben ...oder wie man Luft besteuern kann!
Wish he did Hey Papi by Jay Z. Would've been so fire
Wish homer didn't sink the company and herb became a recurring character
Wish I could afford to live in NYC, amazing city ❤
Wish I could find a job where all I had to say was "get on up!" Love some 
James,  shit still funky.
Wish I could like this more than once!
wish i was black, so then i could have an afro :V
Wish I was born back then!
Wish I was there to have seen the master at his peak but then at that time 
there was too many racists in every day life
Wish Jimi Hendrix would be president
Wish someday visit australia
Wish that Nigh At The Museum was real.. So we could bring back Robin 
williams
Wish the catch from the thumbnail was in the video it looked sick from the 
picture on creightons Instagram
Wish there was a Super Like button. Dennis Ritchie and Ken Thompson were 
like GOD for our modern computer world.
wish there was Trump Tower 2 instead of building the wall ;(
Wish the Simpsons could be this funny again.
wish they'd accept my art in the biennial https://www.deviantart.com/
danielmarquezart/gallery/
Wish they did music like this today



wish they were my neighbours lol
Wish they would use all that money for resources and fix the subways & fix 
forgotten neighborhoods in the Bronx
Wish this was my kid..... my daughter stole my wallet and threw a glass at 
my head
Wish to born in Sydney
wish we did this in primary!!
Wish you would say how many floors the skyscrapers have instead of metric 
system which Americans don’t care to learn
Wisienka na torcie
Wit a sexy Woman makin sex woman
with 3 friends......I love this
with a Coke sweat lol
With all due respect, we need to improve a lot...and i mean aaaa 
loooottttt !!!
With all the the self-important scumbags nowadays, they couldn't do a 
story like that without it being "political".
with cy twombly?
With every distorted verse you can truly see the corruption behind the 
anthem
With everything that's going on in Sweden right now, it's not surprising 
her parents wanted to get her out of the country.
With headphones on, I glide into blissful darkness. Then, colors explode 
simultaneously with a jarring sense of urgency...
WITH HER HAIR N MY FACE WE COULD GO PLACES
With her strength and love for wings, Ronda Rousey is literally Sam 
Puckett from iCarly all grown up.
With inflation (Feb 1991 airdate), this car was priced at $153,297.42 in 
July 2018.nn"The car designed for the average man."
with jazz race doesn't matter it's an art form for all people I thank 
@youtube for having this
With just the helmet Ben looks like a duck
With no steel and no glass, right?
With number 17 who else thinks of the periodic table song? Anyone?!😂
"With optional restraints"
"...with optional restraints and muzzles."
With Optional restraints and muzzles. LOL
Without a doubt one of the best .. My daughter plays,in a jazz band and 
I'm trying to get her to listen. To this.Totally inspiring music
Without a doubt - the greatest rock 'n' roll group since the creation of 
mankind.
Without any shadow of a doubt one of the greatest, if you not the greatest 
albums ever recorded. Truly mind blowing stuff!
Without Google I wouldn't be watching this video
Without Stevie this song wouldnt exist, Grande couldnt do something NEAR 
this
Without this man,  who knows if video games would exist in the states? 
True legend
With out you guys computers wouldn't be much fun... Thank you Bell!
With people who let themselves be manipulated by a brat, YOU CAN DO 
EVERYTHING!
With that outfit Ronda, I don't think Jimmy is afraid of you..;)
"With your gun" yes American cops are allowed to carry guns
wiue!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
wmurowało mnie...
WO
Woaaaaa Robin Williams lives on in his last movies he filmed before his 
death. That's crazy
Woaa, thanks!!!
woah
Woah
Woah :0
Woah a bunch of geeky people like me! Woah nnnnnnnnnnSorry lol
woah, a lot of wasted diet coke -_-"



woah Ariana is awesome 😍  and her shoes aw
woahhhhh....u rock stevie,,,...
WOAH!! HOW DID I MISS THIS?
woah! so cool!rnrnawesome!
Woah. Steroids have fucked up her voice lol. She's obviously been using 
juice. Are UFC fighters tested for PED's? I only watch boxing.
Woah this is the first time I’ve heard this song
Woah this one's on fireeeeee
WOAH WAIT I DIDNT KNOW THAT SONG EXISTED UNTIL NOW
Woah wait WHAT
Woah, what a waste of coke...
Woah wtf it went exactly as she said it would...AAHAHHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHA
WOAUH ........
Woaw the orchestra is wonderful if only they would have played only good 
hip hop but still not all sucsessfull songs are good cant judge them.
Wo bleibt der Umweltschutz, wo der Artenschutz?
Woe lag
Wo finde ich die Englische Version?
Woher haben Menschen diese theatralischen Reden ?
Woh i love this woman.
wohoooo ! that's really cool :)
woikidly awsome!
Wo ist die Polizei von Hong Kong, wenn man sie braucht?
Wolfenstein  anybody?
Wolfenstien anyone ?????????
WOLFGANG Amadeus Mozart
Wolfgang.......what a fully sick name
wolf moon 82 is ugly and stupid
WOLF TICKETS!
Wolf. Tickets.n#Freenickdiaz
Woman beater
Woman in the background looks like she is dancing in reverse
Woman on the piano is  smoking,, bet she loves watching this video , if 
she's still alive that is,,,,,
Women destroy nations.
Women show time and time again to be emotionally unstable, 19th Amendment 
was a mistake REPEAL!
Women's weakness - Their emotions
Women with afros in those days drove me up the walls!
Wo my country Australia look very amazing 😉
Wonderful
wonderful
Wonderful
Wonderful !
Wonderful !!!!
wonderful 111...1 the best y see till now.y like the somg
Wonderful city
wonderful city but boring :(
Wonderful, god bless you, god sent you to help us! Help the future of our 
children, I have no words to express my gratitude!
Wonderful  i like it
Wonderful Information 😊👌👍
Wonderful jamm...Great Stevie <3
wonderfull
wonderfull sidney
wonderfull, This is awesome
Wonderful place. Friendly people. Best in the world.
Wonderful treasure of an interview .Thanks for posting
Wonderful young lady. Wouldn't want to get on the wrong side of her!
Wonder how many litres og coke who went by?
wonder how much money they spent on coke and mentos just practicing for 
the video!
wonder how much money they spent on cola light and mentos ;P



Wonder how much she got paid for this stupid and obvious acting.
Wonder how much this cost...
Wonder how much time that took. I guess some people don't need to get 
laid. Lol. I admit it was pretty cool tho.
wonder if there gonna still have that movie in winter case robin wiams 
died
Wonder if trump and his kkks seen this yet
wondering if bolt can do this in 15 secs?
Wondering why this has been edited. Homer drew the car after they showed 
him a design he didnt like
Wonder she didn't do the populisted thing and call out Trump
wonder what happens in your tummy when you swallow diet coke and Mentos!!!
Wonder what Jeremy Clarkson thinks of this thing.
wonder what the cashier was saying when he noticed two 45 year old men 
were buying 20 liters of diet coke and 2 packs of mentos..
Wonder what type of keyboard that is I am guessing it probably goes with a 
certain  brand of terminal?
Wonder what watch he's wearing?
wonder what would happen if tht happened in our stomach
Wonder what would happen if you had time to get the cap screwed on? Or if 
you made a super big mentos and a huge jug of diet coke?
wonder where will it go：）wink
Wonder whether this satanic witch knows he's not actually blind 😂  😂  😂  
🤔

Wonder who wrote her speech.
Wonder why George didn’t do stuff all on this album. Makes me think of the 
beginning of Paul’s dominance
Wonder Womaaaan Wonder Womaaaan
Won't be the same without robin
wont need a car in the future.. No one has any money.
Won't these be great targets for terrorists?
Woodstock 1969    2019  Time stood still fore ever ! RIP JImi
Woodstock 2019  Santana  and Pearl Jam
wood yiuo GIS  meic captinamericas civil war
Woof!
WOOH! go men go!
Woohh❤
Woohoo. A fountain.
WOO HOO! Once you feel the rush...you just can't turn back!
Woohoo! Stevie YEAH YOU ROCK MAN!!
wooh that's a really well made costume
Woo my Zimbabwe
Wooo hit it!!!!!
woooh. last part was the best. haha
woooo
woooo looks well fun .
WOOOOO ME ENCANTA TUS DISCOS
woooooooahhhh! lets break the internet and blow this song up,pass it on 
and share it!!!!
Woooooooh
Wooooooooo...nn*__*
woooooooooo!!!!!!!!
Wooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
wooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooow!!!!!!!!
WOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
wooooooooooooooooooooooooooow
woooooooooooooooooooooooooow  eheheh     ;)) what is the song name ???
woooooooooooooooooooow very very good        W italy
Wooooooooooooooow
WOOOOOOOOOOOOOOW!!!
woooooooooow



woooooooooow 😍
woooooooooow!!!!nI'am Speechless,id pay anything to be at your show!
Wooooooooow....This was really imba! True Art! ;)
wooooooooq
WoooooooW, HITČINA! Kija gori! 👑
wooooow
WoooooW... Bravissimi...
Wooooow definitivno najbolja do sada! Goriiiiiiiiii 🔥🔥🔥
wooooow increiblemente fantastico muy buen featuring...
Wooooow super...neobicna pesma
Woooow 👏
Woooow!!! 👏👏👏 👏👏 👏
Woooow! <3
WOOOOW ORGASMO , Grazie
Woooow that's goood🎤🎤🎤
wooow
wooow 👌  ♡♡♡
Wooow 👍 👍
Wooow 😍 ❤
wooow, great
wooownamazing..nASTIIIG!
Wooow..ostala sam bez teksta..bravo mala!!!
W-O-O-O-WWWWW !!!!!!!!!!!!
Woow 😘😘😘 😘😘 😘😘😘😘😘😘
Woow 2019?
Woow 2020??
woow Ariana ❤😌
Woow I was waiting this.......superb movie
Woow  love am acustic
woow thats amazing ! x)nawesome job !
wooww
woow, Where were this videos taken at?
wooww very funnky most watched vid i know on this web soo far
W opisie jest mały błąd, w liście piosenek jest dwa razy punkt "5"
Word
WORD...
Word on the street is that Ronda Rousey has a bad odor problem in her down 
stairs area.  Wow!!  What a waste!!!
Words cannot describe how much I love her and this song.
Words can't even describe!
Work hard!! KEEP WATCHING!
Working on getting there in October
WORK IT
work it! black jesus! rihanna got more views on her video in total (vevo) 
little monsters ! work it!
Work of a genius. Thank you Master Miles.
Work on your anger issues, woman. Maybe you need some professional 
psychiatric care. Don't be shy to ask for help.
Works better in FIFA game background song...
Works better than viagra
Works with a gay relationship too :DD
work that alexander mcqueen bitch!you are so fierce!!!!!!!!!!!
World 1-1: A great first step in introducing the concepts of the 2D Mario 
World.nBut every Mario animator YouTuber uses this level.
world greatest beautiful music
World Leaders are POWERLESS against the Coming ICE AGE
World leaders didn't become world leaders by listening to a 16 year old 
throw a tantrum .



World leaders.   “ FOH with your commie shite!”
World leaders include you vice... Don't think you realize that.
World leaders need to push for mandatory sterilization in places like 
Africa. It will save the planet
World War 3 has begun will last until Sunday morning 6.00 a.m
Worldwide Development Corporation www.wdcpower.com John Rosebush CEO/
Founder.
Wormwood! Lol Danny has the perfect car salesman voice
@worriedbanana ohhh 4:54 :)
Worse is better.
Worst act ever.
Worst acting ever
WORST ACTRESS
Worst actress ever.
Worst angle in history.
Worst car ever. Lol
Worst country
worst country in the whole world.
Worst decision his brother ever made.
Worst fucking camera work I have ever seen
worst video title of all time
Worst wig I've ever seen. Just look at those edges.
Worth every penny
Wo sind Sanktionen gegen USA???
Wouhaou !!
woulda been cooler if it was sync'd with music but awesome anyway, they 
must be soaked lol
Woulda been more convinced if it wasn’t scripted. This seems too forced.
Would a cold brew be more or less bitter than regularly brewed coffee?
would a grinder from 1913 work as well? Asking for a friend.
Would anyone describe Cage as a minimalist composer?
Would be better to say, how The police mis use their funds grossly
Would be cool to see a video about Londons skyscraper boom
Would be helpful if you could put the Season & Episode numbers in the 
description, so we can go and watch the full episode.
Would be pretty cool to work on any one of those projects.
Would have been a better clip had they zoomed out some.
would have been bants if they put a pic if harry potter
Would have been better had he marketed this to the Jetsons.
Would have been better if he wasn't 3 sheets to the wind on acid
Would have been better if they didn't freak out every single time they 
made a trick shot.
would have bin disapointed if toccata and fugue wasnt there
Would have loved to meet MR. Bobby Byrd
Would he actually reply? man I'd throw a party of he would
would i look like kylo-ren if i don't use the mask?
Would like to see more Dude Perfect-like vids, yours are great too!
would love to be in that audience watching the greatest guitar player ever
Would love to hear the break beat in Apache played by an orchestra
Would love to own that guitar
Would love to see a video detailing new construction in Chicago.
Would love to see her and Marilyn Manson collaborate on a song, they're 
both sort of a freak so the result would be rather interesting.
Wouldn't go even if someone paid for the whole trip. No wonder they all 
emigrating. What a dump.
Wouldn't it be more optimal to use uniq befire sort? :)
Wouldnt so much coffee in solved in water kill you after a cup? Well 
played, sir. You killed a lot of hipsters.
Wouldn't the best way to minimise contact with anything that isn't a mason 
jar be to filter it into another mason jar?
wouldnt wanna fight her !! lol !!!!
Wouldn't win an award with that performance. I thought she would be better 
given  that her father is an actor.
Would rather have a Homer than anything GM is making nowadays.



would somebody shut this brat up.
Would you like some shirt with your boobs
would you make a Homemade Suicide Squad trailer?? if you will could you 
make a how to on deadshot's suit??
would you people stop caring about the soda that was wasted.  just enjoy 
this awesome thing
would you please do an orchestrated version of the last instrumental??
would you recommend cocaine as a substitute for the coffee beans?
Wouod be awesome a video about huge construction projects in Saudi Arabia 
and UAE! Thank You! I love B1M
Wouuuuuaaah ! ='D
Wovon lebt er eigentlich?
WOW
wow
Wow
wow
Wow
WOW
Wow
WoW
wow
WOW
Wow
WOW
wow
Wow
wow
Wow
wow
Wow
wow
wOw
✖ Wow ✖
wow !
WOW ! 😱
WOW ! %
WOW !!
wow !!!!
wow ..... .... ..        ...
Wow ❤😔
wow 😙😙😙
WOW!
Wow!
wow!
Wow!
wow!
WOW!
Wow!
wow!
WOW!
WOW!!
wow!!
Wow!!!
wow!!!
WoW!!!
Wow!!!
wow!!!
Wow!!!
WOW!!! .. .. 👏👏👏👏👏👏 👏 👏👏👏
Wow!!! ♥
Wow!!!!
Wow!!!!!!!+



wow.
wow..
WOW.. ..
wow...
Wow.Â✨💕⚠
Wow😮
Wow 10:50 Alfred V. Aho. I have always pictured him as Japanese 
American :p
Wow 2018 😍😍😍😍 😍😍 😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍
Wow 2018!
Wow!!!2019;)
wow 2 weeks 31 million views!!!
wow 7.3 million visistss
Wow a Ari & Stevie Collab!
Wow absolutely nothing.  Nada Zippo
Wow! A completely different life from what most westerners are use to. I’m 
fascinated by this craziness.
wow actually she discribed the fight before it happened
Wow a fresh pile of shit?!
wow after all that you guys must sticky and wet from the pop!
Wow!!!! A little over the top CRAZY!!!!
Wow all things considered, pretty good
wow amazing
Wow, amazing ....
wow Amazing,Beautiful...💜💋 ✌
Wow amazing guys!
Wow ! Amazing ! I can hear the rockets  and bombs bursting in the air! 
What a musical genius !
Wow amazing! It sounds really nice!nWonderful!
Wow Amazing New York!!! nSPIDERMAN HOME'S 👌😍👍
WOW AN ANGRY TEENAGERnnNEVER SEEN ONE OF THOSE BEFORE
wow and also waste of cola :P
wow andy samberg twin 1:23 when he show it immediately thinking about him 
before  even daniel said anything
wow an emotional teenager..... who cares?
WOW ANNOYING
Wow. Another amazing video from B1M. You guys are the best channel on 
YouTube. And I love listening to Fred!
wow apparently u have never tried it?
wow ariana amazing
+wow ariana grande
Wow Ariana Grande❤
Wow Ariana grande hair look is pretty with white hair
Wow Ariana her hair😍😍
Wow Ariana it's very different, but she look's very cool
Wow! As bad and unjust as the world can be I am ultimately proud to live 
on a planet were this happened once...
Wow!!! A superpower country!
Wow, at the beginning she described exactly how Holly Holm won
Wow, at the moment (5/30/2010) this is the most watched video on youtube 
at 216,945,597 views
wow awesome
Wow awesome.
Wow! Awesome!
Wow... 😱😱😱  Awesome... 👍 👍👍
wow, awesome. Bellagio fountain doesn't get even close to this XD
wow awesome but gaylord song
Wow, Awesome set up
WO- WA- WUNDERBARRRRR.........................
wow... beatiful



Wow beatiful child may Allah bless her hope she is gonna be a world leader 
one day😔😔😕 💙💚💖💟
Wow beautiful filmed.
Wow best dick sucker ever
wow best kylo ren costume ever!!!
Wow, best mentos/Dt Coke show ever!  So, fruit flavored or mint?
Wow better actor than AOC
WOW, BIGGEST VIEWS EVER. HA HA LOVELY
wow, bless this girl! i am happy to live in the same age as her. only this 
speech will have quite some impact, believe me.
wow bombs dropping people screaming helicopters.. amazing!
Wow Brown ainda por cima toca teclado..
wow che bella la canzone
Wow chucky sells cars
Wow.,  Clearly staged for added effect. She's a good actor.
WOW Cool.!!!!!
Wow,cool.l wish they had done a rocket thing,though(if thats even 
possible.)
wow cool man!!!
Wow cool number
wow...cool on youtube : Brella Lihat aku Saja
wow cool that is far more amusin than fireworks
Wow. Cringe level 10000000. We need dr. Phil to check her.
Wow :D
Wow danny devitos voice is so recognizable. I never even noticed until the 
first second of this
Wow, Danny devito's voice. Never knew it was him.
wow delhi is such a nice place, reminds me of Multan
Wow. Derwin is just the best.
wow! didn't expect it to be that good! gives me chills :)
wow...didnt know ronda was so pretty
wow, did u have 1k sub's???????
Wow! Do people have no regard for cleanliness?  Is "clean" even a word in 
this society?
wow. do these people even try with their costumes. holy shit these are 
horrible.
Wow do you do shows for Grand Openings?
Wow Dude perfect is really stepping up their production quality... Oh 
wait...
Woweeee! Does anyone know who sings the first song?
WOW, einfach nur geil
wow.. epic video brodie smith =)
wow extremely dirty and polluted to the core.
Wow. Fifteen in 1902.nThat helps put it in a different perspective.
wow for a moment i thought robin williams was still alive. wow. damn. i 
cant wait for this though.
Wow.... Freaking amazing.
Wow  !  From  Brasil  very good   ,  16 / 03/ 2019
wow from Indonesia
Wow from the Philippines. Me 2 i'm from Phil
Wow get on that bass man
Wow god she looks good
wow great
WOW... great actress...nHoney, FACTS DONT CARE ABOUT YOUR FEELINGS :-)
wow great, but so much coke is lost.... :D:D:D
Wow, great editing of film and a record.  Great job. Amazing expertise
wow great show!!
Wow Greta I am deeply touched from your speech. You are amazing.
Wow guys, there is sneak peak and then there is 1 minute worth of 
content... Come on, it's an important subject.
Wow!Haha! :D
WOW hahaha
Wow, hahahah
Wow, he gets in the car and says, "I knew you guys all drove alike".  He 



seems like a pretty nice guy though, don't think he's a bigot.
Wow...Hendrix the Master....
WOW, HE RAN ACROSS A PIER....
Wow her parents did a number on her!
Wow her parents failed her so much. Look at this dumb ass circus. Only 
window lickers think climate change is real.
wow Homer is as dumb as they come
Wow - homer is donald trump.
Wow, hope this actually helps the situation
Wow.. How bewildering, this could be for some!!
Wow how did I miss this
wow how does it feel that every single person who likes this song has 
atrocious music taste. idiots.
Wow how do you whaaaaaaat?
Wow how have I only just heard this now wow
wow how much did all that cost?
wow hoy subio muxo
Wow, I admire this woman! 1 in a billion!
Wow, i am IMPRESSED!!!
Wow I bet the electricity used in that conference was produced with fossil 
fuels smh
Wow!!!!! I can just spend one week for only visiting skyscrapers one day 
HAHAHA....
WOW I can't imagine the ant problem your gona have in your back yard!! 
That was awsome!!
wow! i'd buy their album - make that a double album, please!
wow i didnt know it would shoot that high
WOW!   I didn't know Rebel Wilson was in this movie!
wow, i didn't know rousey had psychic ability, . . . lol!!!!!!  she just 
foretold her own future.
Wow I didn’t know she did this song, I thought it was a new song!! 😂  😂
Wow I didn't know there was a 3rd movie. Glad to see Robert Williams will 
have another good movie for kids and everyone else to remember him by.
wow i did the same thing in science class it was awseome
Wow, if you think she is an amazing artist please seek medical help 
immediately, you may have an issue with your brain's functionality!!
Wow, i guess is not a holiday. More  a life experience.
Wow I have no words
Wow. I honestly just noticed he had pierced ears...RAD.
Wow I just found this.😞😙
WOW... I just landed here and i love what you do! Keep on being so cool!
Wow i just stumble upon a good song 😮
WOW! i just subbed!
WOW  I LAVE YOU SYDNEY
wow I like Ariana style ponytail style she looks stunning in blonde hair 
style
WOW I LOVE HERE MUSIC
Wow I love the new uploads 😄  I must be in strawberry fields
WOW, imagine all those rehearsals rnlol thats like 500 litres of wasted 
coke.
Wow, I'm crying, so much emotion, truth, wow, I'm in tears, this is 
sooooooo much clear.nnnLyke if u cry eveytiemnnSoros scum
wow im early
Wow i'm early !!! :D
Wow I'm Just Seeing This Now Where Have I Been This Entire Time 1 Year 
Later I'm Finally Seeing This Thank You Youtube.
Wow! I'm speechless!
Wow 😮😮  I'm speech less that's awesome
Wow I'm stoked I love it!!! dum dum
wow im wowed out dudes radical
Wow india is a diverse and beautiful country, but i can't afford to travel 
overseas. nnnnnnnnnnnnnnn*sips tea*



Wow India look so developed and clean in this video.
Wow!!! I never realized how pretty she is.
Wow I  nNever knew that good on him !!!
Wow Insane this is the BEST video you have done yet. And thats saying 
something!
Wow! Inspirational
Wow I really love the costume idea, really simple and works perfectly.
WOW....I remember Radio Row before the Twin Towers were built...this is 
knock down fabulous..."NY, never to be outdone."
wow is everyone such big save the soda pussies here? Who cares its diet 
soda fatties.
Wow! is nice so i can't do that.
wow, is that for real?
wow is very good saludos desde el salvador
Wow I think i just found my new favorite channel! Just subscribed
wow , I think india is a wanderland , countrie of marvels and legends .
Wow, it looks amazing!
Wow its amazing how they did it
wow !it's amazing !!! i love this kind of videos !!!!!!
wow its beatifuol
Wow! It's crazy how a beautiful girl like that can beat the crap out of 
someone.
wow its magical
Wow its the bluem an group  on diet coke
WoW its too nice but you will be realy wet loll
Wow I’ve never seen this before
Wow i vise nego savrseno 😘😍 ❤
wow, i want it :D
wow I want visit
Wow I was  -4.   Not even thought about....
Wow. I was a kid and can't forget this episode!!!  Which year is this 
episode?
wow... I was just watching mythbusters (and they're seeing why this 
happens) and they just said the highest was 18ft. while I was reading 
that... :)
WOW! James Brown at his prime. It's a thing to watch. Hardest working man 
in music!
WOW James one of the very BEST MUSICIANS EVER, Teacher from Michael 
Jackson and Prince
Wow jestem pod mega wrażeniem :) Brawo
WoW jest moc!!!
Wow, Jimek ciary mnie przeszły. Zabrakło mi tylko Lil' Kim i Triny. Dzięki 
za Queen B - Beyonce.com.pl
Wow Jimmy, too bad Black Sails is finished!
Wow... juste fuckin nice lol!!! 5/5
Wow just found this......crazy cool
wow just like the Bellagio hotel. just kidding. but reminds of it.
Wow.. just really
Wow just wow.
WOW! Just.......WOW!
Wow. Just wow. I cant get over this. Amazing!!!!
Wow, just wow.  RIP in peace Mr. Hendrix.
Wow. Just... wow. slow clap
wow...keine hobbys^^
Wow Kiki😍🙌 Koja si ti kraljica. Ti si cisti dokaz sta covjek moze uciniti 
upornim radom😉 .
wow lady agaga ids ugly if i drew a smiley  face on my asss it would be 
hotter
Wow Leo
Wow listening to a 16 year olds advice to guide us into the new world 
hahahhajaja geezus ppl
Wow. Listen to DJ Shadow's "Endtroducing..." over this and it fits very 
well



Wow lol crazy tricks
wow, lol this is better than the fountian show downtown.
Wow, look at all the bootlicking in these! comments
Wow look at this beta male
wow looks heavy as hell here
WOW. Love her
Wow! Love it!!!
Wow love this !
Wow love ur videos I had to subscribe
Wow man newyork with all theses skyscrapers and still more to come 😙
wow mind blown
wOw monster avanzamos un buen faltan menos de 100 000 views para 446 
millones
Wow NEVER HEARD OF THIS ARI SONG
wow never knew this was made in 2016😮  oh well heard this just now and i'm 
lovin it 💓
Wow, never seen such a dirty place, would not want to eat, anything there,
wow new look ariana😄😄😄
wow nice
wow nice beat goes good wit dis video........
Wow, nice doin!
wow nice job that was alot of diet coke  and mentos. 10/10
Wow nice outfit! Ok she lost but still has a great body. Better looking 
than most of the female fighters out there.
wow nice :P Über cool :D
wow nice timing too... musta been lots of practise!
wow nice vid !
wownnnawesome!!!!!
wow.nnso good.
WOWnnwatch?v=xXRh5ne7xwsnnYou have to hear this
Wow.  Nobody else will ever come close to JB.  When we lost him, I really 
felt it was the end of an era.
Wow, nobody's ever seen this before Oprah. *rolls eyes*
Wow Nostrarouseydamas :)
Wow not bad
Wow.  Now I have to adjust my meds.....
Wow now i know why america is so great! 😂👌👌👌
WOW  nSO COOL~!
Wow!!!nSydney, Australia really looks amazing!
wow old vidio
Wow only 9M
WOW O.o
Wow, oscar for the best actor in earthnnnnnI'm kidding she is awful
Wowowow
wowowowowowow
wowowowowwowo ...coool
wow people had to pay to see this when it came out.
Wow perfect
Wow!!!Perfect 😘
Wow! phenomenal.
Wow place 15 in Youtube Germany
Wow, Polska, wow, wow, wow...!!!
Wow predicted every word
wow que linda cancion me encanta la canción nvoy a ver la película ya 
tengo ganas de verla se ve muy divertida 😄😃
Wow!  Really amazing footage you captured here. Good on ya mate! :)
Wow really creative
wow, really.. i miss the old gaga :(
Wow... really just... wownAWESOME!!
wow..really mindblowing..i think there must be better places in 
Delhi ..all the best



wow! really? now you ate Holly's Head Kick! hahaha
wow really old who is watching 2016
Wow rofl
Wow! R.R just laid it out exactly how it happened. So if she knew that why 
did she go against her own advice???
wow sassilik, ur dumb, watch mythbusters u ass, it's all real...
wow,  seriously they need a life more than i do, 5 stars :)
wow she also said she was just trying out blonde hair extensions but she 
was doing this collab, QUEEN
Wow, she called her own match.
Wow she call her own defeatExactly what she said is how she lost lol
Wow she could be a actor
WOW SHE EXPLAINED WHAT HOLLY HOLM ACTUALLY DID TO HER WHEN SHE WANTED IT 
NOT TO HAPPEN...LOL
Wow, she foretold exactly what Holly would do to defeat her. It's like she 
had a crystal ball.... minus the "but she's not going to beat me" part.
wow she is hot and i like she is diffrent
Wow she is not anything like I thought. Very cool lady.
Wow! She looks incredible in the Alexander McQueen outfit!
WOW! She now back to earth
Wow, she predicted everything correctly except for her winning.  Kept her 
at a distance, got her frustrated, then kicked her in the head.
wow! she predicted exactly what happened to her.
Wow she predicted her loss ...lol
Wow she predicted her own death. ..n0:30 - 0:43
Wow she predicted her own demise😐
wow... she predicted how Holm would beat her.
wow---she predicted it and it was EXACTLY the way it went---that is true 
irony!
wow, she predicted what holm's would do and yet failed to prepare herself 
for it.
Wow.. She predicted what's gonna happen.. She got kicked in the head and 
that's that/.
wow she said she wasn't gonna make that mistake but it happened got her 
right in her head
Wow.  She’s amazing.
Wow, she's so fake... BTW why isn't she in school?
wow. she totally predicted her knock out.. lolnnhttps://youtu.be/
1hmfzFh56Vo?t=31s
Wow,shinning India 👌💩💩💩���India is the next superpower and the 
first World 😎 😎😎 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 🤣🤣🤣���������💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩💩
💩💩💩💩 💩 💩💩 💩💩💩 India sucks a lot
WoW! Simply amazing! The best place in the World.nThank you for wonderful 
video.
WOW , simply , WOW
Wow!!!!sing
Wow so angry.
wow!!!! so beautiful song hallelujah
WOW SO COOL!!!!
Wow so cool! Loved the shots too! :)
Wow so cool.  So once the car comes out can you drive it and then bring it 
back to the vending machine? :D
wow some of the worst computer graphics I have ever seen. And I had a 
TRS-80 xD
Wow...Some people really have weird hobbies
Wow, some people who post random baby butt injections has millions of 
subs. While stevie wonder, whos a musical legend has s few hundred 
thousand..
Wow! So much helpful info!!! Thanks new subscriber 👍
wow! sooo pretty!
wow!! So rich...lol...rnits realli gud..
Wow...so wise beyond her years. Greta is an old soul...so brave and so 



bold.
Wow stell mal vor wie ist das in Hongkong wenn 1,6 Millionen Menschen in 
die Straße gehen
wow Stevie y Ariana... Amazing... Besos... ☮ ✌
Wow still timeless!
wow . Sydney it's so amazing city
Wow Sydney really amazing city in Australia �
wow taht is pathedic on your part i bet you never would have been able to 
orchestrate anything near to as amazing as that
Wow. Taking advantage of a retarted little girl... have you socialists no 
shame?
wow thanks a lot dumbass hahaha you predicted your own fate 
#RondalosttoHolly
Wow thanks for the sub titles
wow thank you so much found he song I wanted at number 3
Wow that Energy😍
Wow that guy is from a show on Nickelodeon but I dont know which one🤔�
wow! That is a lot a Diet coke and mentos.
Wow that is just sweet! Lots of fun! :) Thumbs up from me!: )
Wow, that is really awesome! What a cool thing to do for someone!!
Wow that is so cool!🙈
Wow, that last phrase from Mr Miyamoto:nn"Every discovery and learning is 
your own."
wow that looks cool
Wow, That Music Video is Sick, I Love It!!! :-D
Wow, that part about adding "weight" to Mario for more realism was 
brilliant.
Wow, that percusssion. Relentless. Like the movie 'Dual'. It won't be 
shaken off, comes right back at ya
wow thats a lot of diet coke! pretty sweet!
wow thats amazing just such a sick-ass video yeah I just said Sick-ass a 
combination of sick and kick-ass
wow that's awesome
wow that's awesome...love from India
wow thats awsome!!!!!
WOW that's beautifulrnbut I don't understand what exactly happen
wow thats bout all i can say
Wow that's cool
wow that's exactly how the fight actually went! :/
Wow that's exactly what happened!
Wow that's good! 🤣
Wow! That's just great! Hahaha it's wonderfull!
wow.... that's magic
Wow... that's not bedroom mix, that's haunted mansion mix
Wow thats very nice. Well done folks
Wow thats was a lot of coke and mentos xD
wow, that was amazing. must have cost soo much! i loved it!
WOW that was amazing!nI would've hoped you made an orchestral version of 
Gangsters Paradise by Coolionthat would've been soooo awesome :D
wow, that was amazing. That looks awesomely real.
WOW! That was awesome, man...i wana try that *teehee* =P
wow that was awesome, that must have cost alot though lol
wow that was awsome! :) the music was ok...
wow!! that was cool!!
wow that was cool to watch
Wow, that was fresh lol
Wow that was great! When they played Jay Z - Lost One I was done.
WOW...........THAT WAS MAD AWESOME
Wow, that was really annoying, I get the message buy man this is just a 
poor drama performance
wow that was really cool!!
WOW!!!  that was seriously awesome!  thank you!



wow the coke and mentos company mus have earned alot..lol
Wow! The costume looks great!
wow the crowed sucks.
wow the details
Wow the editing I thought I was in a time loop 😂
wow, the list is really long >.<
Wow, there is more crazy honking than in Panama, I shouldn't complaint.
wow there was a subliminal message the whole time
Wow these climate  change deniers are just full of hate.  Seriously why 
are you climate change deniers full of  BS.
wow the way it makes the bombs n aeroplane sounds n screams is amazing 
also that he played taps.
Wow! They match greatly. Love em both.
wow... they must have gotten pretty sticky...
wow they must've have a lot of dough to waste eh?
Wow, they should make the like botton more distinguishable for the blind.
Wow they truly primed that poor child. Everytime she forgets a written 
comment she throws in the  "how dare you"
wow think that just became my fave tune of 2016
Wow this
Wow, this 16 year old with fetal alcohol syndrome seriously showed me..
wow , this b 1 of the videos that actualy deserves 5* , amazing !!!!!!!!
wow this came out on my birthday...
Wow this city looks nice! nnNever been to Australia haha
wow this coke shower makes me feel boarish
wow, this girl is good, she can see through her future...
Wow, this has got to be one of the greatest things I've ever seen in my 
life. On that note, WHERE'S OUTKAST?!?!?1
wow this is amazing, probably the best one yet
Wow, this is amazing! Sound perfect for that '92/'93 hip-hop era. I 
wouldn't be surprised if Cypress Hill used this on their first album
wow this is difficult to make, well done
Wow! This is epic!!!
Wow, this is heavy, man!
Wow! This is just amazing. So many heavy hitters in Unix, such an 
incredibly informative video. I'm such a technocrat.
Wow this is my new fav song
Wow this is prodigious for real
wow this is so cool
wow this is so cool expecially since i'm doing an experiment on this in 
science lol
wow this is so fucking cool! who is agree with me?
wow this is some next level stuff. I really want rappers to team up with 
orchestras for their music instead of sampling same tired old songs
wow this is the best thing ever!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Wow this is the first video I watched from you guys!! Your awesome! 😃
Wow this is truely amazing ! So many great goals :D
Wow this ist so incredible
Wow this just showed up on my recommended. What is Youtube doing?
wow.. this little one is sure a puppet of satan.
wow... this looks like a lot of fun!!!
Wow this music is so great in bed I love passionate sex so all of these 
songs will be great.
Wow!! This old Eock n Roller Koves this!!
Wow this place is so (((diverse))). nI guess that's what it looks like 
when there's no white people around 😂
Wow this song makes me believe in FAITH all the time...
Wow this song making me move my body nI love it ❤❤❤
wow this song so good well i does nt like those singer but i love this 
song
Wow! this song was definitely very intense. Good vibe..
WOW THIS WAS AN AMAZING COLLAB AND I JUST SAW THIS TODAY. I'M PISSED. 😤



Wow this was informative and really funny. Good job man!
Wow this was well made!nBut... but... no Notorious B.I.G. ?!
wow this what exactly i want!
Wow this young lady is brainwashed.
Wow thx bro extremely intriguing video
Wow. To jest piękne :). Gratuluję!
WOW!u did this video when I was 2 years old this is still awesome
wow u guys are amazing!!!
Wow, unbelievable, that's EXACTLY how it went LOL.
wow, very beautiful :Dncosts a lot of money and time ;)
wow, very interesting city, its like if u went back in time a hundred 
years i bet it would look the same as  delhi today
wow. very umm... imaginative. who would have thought...
Wow! Vrh vrhova zena zmaj
woww
woww 😍
woww!!!
Wow was so cool amazing cam work not a bad song and this should be on dude 
perfect
wow, waste of money
wow, wayyy to much time...rnlol, but its cool:]
woww daniel is gr8 ... nd jimmy tooY😍😍
Wow we really are living in a new guilded age
Wow! What a beautiful nature. Amazing video!!
WOW, what a beautiful shithole. Why TF would anyone want to go there?
WOW! What a Collab!! 😄 💯 🎹🎶
wow! what a cool display!  I've heard about this mentos and diet coke 
thing, but never saw it. thanks!
Wow! What a distance he covered, I can barely throw a frisbee on point for 
10m
wow what a hack
Wow, what a load of crap!
Wow what an ego
Wow,what an intelligent young woman her parents must be very very  proud, 
it's people like Greta that this ailing world needs,GO GRETA!!🙂
wow, what a noisy jungle!
Wow, what a prediction, even if it was in self denial.
wow, what a vibe... love it
wow what a waste
WOW What A Waste of Fucking Coke, LOL!!!
Wow what a waste of life.
wow. what a waste of money :P
wow! what a waste of money ..that was smart!
wow what a wast of film...lol
Wow what's that p command that can be seen at 14:19?  i guess things have 
moved on into cat :)
Wow, when you hear about all these projects at once, it starts to sound 
like a dangerous bubble.
Wow why am I just now hearing this ? This song is too cute! ❤😍
WOW!! Why is so dirty???
woww i love this song. hey guys need help getting the word out about your 
channel? come check out mine i subscribe to anyone!
Wow...with some adjusted measurements to the helmet (it did look a bit 
big) it could look perfect. Subbing to you guys!
Woww i want to go there
woww just wow
WOW WOW MY GOSH!!!!!!
wow wow wow !!!!!!
Wow ,Wow,Wow HITCINA
Wowww
wowww...👌 ☝



Wowww...❤👍
WOWWW KAKAV POKLON HVALA KRALJICE
Wowwww 🎶🎧
Wowwww so readyyy
woww xida la cancion
Wow y'all are the best
wow ya me esta cayendo bien britney felicito a mother monster en twiter
Wow, you can really notice the cell shadows on these early episodes.
wow, you can Spell!
wow you chose teh best artists BRAVO
wow you guys are fuckin cool
wow you guys make almost movie looking costumes with just household stuff, 
thanks for all the videos they're awesome
Wow you guys now I can surprise the kids in my bros bday
wow you have too much cool stuff for just a hipster joke.
Wow you must have been super sticky at the end. o_O
Wow, you're a hipster
Wow you're not in new Zealand!
Wow. You’re really like a mouse in a maze.  You didn’t have your phone, 
you’re so brave.
wow your hair
wow! you so good at songs
wow youtube decided to recommend this to me a year later
wreaks of a late 1930's propaganda video from a certain country I dont 
think I need to mention the name of.
WRETCHED SKANK AT 7:24 INTERRUPTING WITH VOICEOVER
Wrh kraljice,ljubaw je moj Getoo💪💪💪😍😍😍
Write the song, record the song, play the song...Make the money... nMake 
the video, upload the video, play the video...Make the money...
Writing NSFW fic and needed some inspiration 😜
Wroclaw !!!!!!!!!!!!!! :)
WRONG.
WRONG PILLS, WRONG PILLS, WRONG PILLS, WRONG PILLS, WRONG PILLS, WRONG 
PILLS :(
Wrong title...
wspaniałe
Wspaniałe!!!
Wspaniałe. Czy jest płyta?
Wszyscy zachwycamy się Radzimirem, słusznie, ale zastanawiam się skąd się 
biorą negatywne komentarze. Skąd? Z zazdrości?
W takich chwilach czuję się dumny że jestem Polakiem. Szkoda ze to takie 
krótkie...Przydałaby się wersja 30min.
WTC 2 looks  horrible
wtf
WTF
wtf
Wtf
WTF !
WTF!!!!!!
wtf!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
wtf?!
WTF😮 😮 👍👍
wtf 120 million views...
Wtf 2016?
WTF? 235 million views!!!!!
wtf 261MILLLIONS OF REPRODUCTIONS!!!! gaga Rocks!
WTF 307million view
WTF? AMAZING VIDEO!!!!
Wtf am I watching lmao
WTF? Anaconda? Nicki Minaj?? Really??? https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=_JphDdGV2TU, Sir Mix a Lot!!!
wtf are these poeple saying



WTF are you even thinking
Wtf... autotune je čudo, ali nije svemoguće.. ono kad od nebitne 
stjuardese napraviš zvezdu samo jer ima fanove.. haha...
WTF, can Jimmy Fallon not come up with any original content??? Graham 
Norton did this YEARS ago!!!
wtf?....creepy af.
wtf creppy af dude
WTF DAMN MANY WEIVS!!!!!!
wtf dat looks lyk water
wtf did I just watch
wtf did I just watch?
Wtf did I just watch I am from a dirty mind test and I didn't know how 
this song sounded
Wtf did I just watch ? She looks like a cheap stripper
wtf does she want the UN to do? lol
Wtf esto es cáncer no tiene ritmo ni armonía :v la banda del chavo del 8 
es mejor nmms
WTF ? Eu adoro o @ FraseAdolecente alşskdşasdalş please change Justin 
gayber (BABY) video name
wtf good LIE noobs gz report is yours
WTF have you done to save the planet ? Did you take a plane anywhere? Do 
your parents drive? Do live in a house that is not powered?
Wtf he didnt even say why its making us less safe such bs.
Wtf he doesn't know he black lol
WTF HERE GOING ON ? STOP THE STUPID FIGHT IF SOME ONE  DONT LIKE LADY GAGA 
JUST GET OUT. I THINK NOW  HERE IS WORLD WAR 3
wtf her speech.
wtf hes running on boards
WTF He's running on wood , big fucking deal
WTF HOW AM I JUST SEEING THIS NOW SHSHSHS
Wtf how have I never seen this until now???????😱😱😱😱
Wtf how is this a thing?
wtf. How is this the most popular video on YouTube?
WTF HOW WAS THIS NOT IN MY RECOMMENDATIONS EARLIER!?
Wtf I am only just seeing this? This is Ariana Grande and Stevie Wonder 
to, needs more views.
WTF?? i clicked reply to this those last 2 times!!!! Why is it a separeate 
comment?
Wtf I didn't know this was a thing
wtf i just saw this
wtf i saw this on google video dude
wtf is going on in the video????
wtf is mentos
WTF is mind-blowing in this ? Dirty and polluted city
Wtf is she wearing
Wtf is that danny devito?
wtf is that music
Wtf is this 😄 😄😄
Wtf is this?
WTF is this??
Wtf is this? All you did was steal footage from a bunch of videos
Wtf is this bite sized bullshit
wtf is this shit?
wtf is this shite the middle section is just noise. fuck hendrix
Wtf is this thing talking about!?
Wtf is this????? Zombie
Wtf. Is YouTube broken or something? Why has no one seen this until now?
Wtf I thought it was a new song
wtf? it's very cool
WTF just got this now
wtf just now finding
Wtf just saw this
wtfk why i will sex with her in 1 hour ...



WTF? .l.
WTF? Lol this looks like water squirting out!
wtf most views :|
WTF never seen this before
WtfnIs that a PiBa?
WTF? Please change the subject.
Wtf...scary as foooook. 😮
WTF.....she crosses her self at 3:18
Wtf. She suffers from mental health issues and they're taking advantage of 
her!?
WTF STEVIE AS 136,000 SUBS OR AM I SEEING THINGS?!!! w8 or. was it like 
that lmao and i didnt notice it
WTF THAT BRAT REACHED 251 THIS IS BAD IL POST THE LINK TO THE VIDEO  ON MY 
LADY GAGA FAN PAGE !nBIBER CANT WIN AND WONT WIN  OUR MOTHER MONSTER (:
WTF that must of costed alot of money otherwise it ROCKED
Wtf?  That's a damn demon right there.
wtf. thats freaking awesome XD
WTF that's not what the British talk like
Wtf !!!!!! That was a great preference!!!!!! Hahahahahaha
wtf the didnt try 2 drink any of it
WTF THE LAST SCENE :/
Wtf the like 3.3k likes and 333 dislikes
WTF, they destroyed the girl's mind.
WTF THEY MADE IT
³  wtf? This girl needs a good ass whooping
WTF??!! This girl was messaging Paul about anal and then she accuses him 
of rape!!!?? Why is this woman not in prison???
WTF? This is old video. ROFL, check my channel and see all my favorites
Wtf this song deserved to have more recognition,I think today my ears were 
blessed because of this song 😭😭😭😭 I love Ari so much btw Im a 
selenator💜 .
WTF THIS SONG SO UNDERATED
wtf  this video , the worse video ever! dont know why the people watch 
this xD hate this music!!!!!!!
wtf u talking about? -.- shut up
wtf :v
wtf was that.... people actually listen to this shit?
Wtf was this on private for a whole year or something? Because everyone on 
here including myself have never heard or seen this before ?????
Wtf, where did u get that dress? it's perfect
Wtf..... who are these people that dislike a song such as this........ 
probably the same people who dislike MJ songs ..
WTF WHY AM I JUST SEEING THIS!!!
wtf?why am i only seeing this now?!
wtf why does the description say champagne?
Wtf why is this only being recommended to me now...... this song is 
amazing
Wtf why is this SO good, and Im first seeing this now!!
WTF? why the news was lying to me. It says the monk running on the 
water... The fact, he's running on the boards.
WTF with Dmitry "Potter" Shostakovich
wth
Wth
wth 160 mill views
WTH! ADDS DURING THIS!!!! SCREW CONSUMERISM!
wth. i heard it today for the first time...but it came out 3 years 
ago...woah
WTH I just got this in my recommendation today?!?
WTH I'm discovering this in 2019?! 😅
Wth like how I'm seeying it now for the first time ?? whaaaaaat!!
WTH why did I just found this like a year ago
@WTTR123 and mentos



Wunderbare Dokumentation. Danke Arte.
wundervoll
Wundervoll dieser Edward Snowden, solche Menschen erfüllen mich mit 
Hoffnung :)
Wunschdenken, funktioniert nie. 😉
Wu-Tang!!!
Wu-Tang Clan - C.R.E.A.MnNas - Nas is LikenBeastie Boys - Sure ShotnTribe 
Called Quest - Electric RelaxationnM.O.P. - Cold As Ice
Wu Tang czy Nas to rozumiem, ale co do kurwy nędzy ma beyonce i harlem 
shake do hip-hopu to nie wiem...
WU TANG WU TANG
Wu-Tang не узнали,а за Harlem shake ликовали.....песец...
wut a waste of diet coke!
Wut does the sabliminal message say
wut song is this
wuts the procces called when the mentos explodes?
wuts wrong with her? she freaks me out..
Wuuu
Wuuuuaaauuu Bella obra de arteee me encantaaaa  👏👏👏👏💙👏💙💜💓💚💓💕
💞💕💞💞 💓 💝💝 💝💝💝💘💘 💘 💘💝💝💝💝💝💝💝💝💝💝💝💝

ww3 here we go
WWE???
wwesomw
@WWEThemesVideos nWhat??? This song is Epic!
Wwoww.. Today back to back videos..awsome..incredible india
wwuuaawww
Wwwwwoooooooo
wwwwww
WWWWWWWHHHHHHHHHHYYYYYYYYYY
フリージャズだなｗｗｗｗｗｗｗｗ
wyczuwam jakies kolabo z Ostrym
Wyjebane w kosmos !
wymieniłbym parę kawałków na inne... ale reszta jest ok
Wystarczy zdjąć okowy szufladkowania z swojej wyobraźni i jak wiele można 
osiągnąć !
xamanzin
@Xampos9 STFU
xaxmau
x chi a quest 'ora si chiede  perchè è nato e che ci sta  a fare al 
mondo......!!!!!!!!!!!!
xD
XD
Xd
xd.
xDD
xDDD'
xDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
XDDD Diet Coke and Mentos fountains!!!!!!
XD I find it funny how she was talking about dying kids.
xD I just got a SING ad
XD i love this fucking channel
XD Last part, REALLY FUNNY!!!!!
xD lmfao I saw this on Tech TV, they've done this more than once xD LMFAO 
so that's a LARGE waste lmfao
xD loooool hilarious lmao xDDD
xD Nice One :P // What music? ; (
XD Omfg must see
XD shes got an eye on johnny
XD sweet. Love the song too. #VIP #ManicDrive
XD THIS IS HILARIOUS XDDD I WANT DANIEL TO SIGN THE ONE IN THE FRAME AND 
GIVE IT TO ME XDD
XD this is my sscience fair proect



Xe to mare bekka!
X-Files was the best show ever. Bout time they bring it back.
Xfuf
@xi630 no porque es una pagina no es un premio real :/
XiownedyouX leipoh xD je bent gwn homo xD
Xlaven
xmas gift for robin williams
X-Men Apocalypse
@xMizzDollFacex We are the CyberPolicernDo not insult usrnWash out that 
mouth and brain with some soaprnOr else we will put you in CyberJail
@xoxomissarixoxo Lol
Xpedia try Philippines :)
xq  bloquearon el video yotube :p
@XSymphony morfidiets can get fix at childbirh what ever gets removed they 
become look it up
@Xtr3mek nn"You Gotta Tap" by AudioBody
@xxdynomiteiamxx how old r u
XXL Freshman 1500-1900
@Xxrawrzx09 lol
@XxspekthreksxX  O.o q chido ,.. yo soy gay y tengo 17 cumplire los 18 en 
mayo... y no me as dicho de donde ers
@XxspekthreksxX si tiene culo pero no es hermoso :(
@XxTeeJayexX I hate them both me and northernlights are trying to get a 
point to you! No one cares about this they both suck!
xxx
Xx X
xxx2idop
Xzibit - Alkaholik takes me back to GTA San Andreas <3
YAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAASS!!!
yaaaaaaaaaay
Yaaaaaaaaa maaaaaaan
Yaaaaaaaaarrrrhh
yaaaaaaaass!!!
Yaaaaaaa this is so awesome. I love NIGHT OF THE MUSEUM :-):-):-)??!!!(:
yaaaaaaay!!!
Yaaaaaassss
yaaaaasssssssssss!!!!!!!!!
YAAAAASSSSSSSSSSSS
YAAAAS BITCHHH
Yaaaas, crank it up
Yaaaasss, a legend with a queen
Yaaaassss gaga 1 Billion µµ µ****
Yaaaay I’m here
yaaas 😍 😍 😍
yaaasss ✨  rip replay button
YAAAS the girl who plays as fat Amy is in it that's the only reason I 
really want to see it
yaaas wait what? 2016?
Yaass 🔥 🔥
Yaasssss fuck it up
Yaa waist all of that good coke -.-
Yaay, so much of that stupid poison destroyed!!!
Ya ayude con mis 5 visitas hoy :)
ya bad romance paso el waka waka=?
ya bi yorum yapmayın be...rnher boka bişey buluyonuz aq...rnplease no 
comment... lan
Ya casi 1.000.000.000 ¡¡¡
Ya casi 7 años, que viejo me siento.
Ya casi sale Ariana con nuestros bitiez😂¶💓💓
Ya casi x3, Tu coment como importante en uno de los videos más vistos de 
YouTube, *O* , xD
Yachting, no school, yelling at adults without consequenses.rnOther 



children can only dream about a childhood like this ;)
yaeee
ya empezo!! :'DD
Ya estan Dormiditas las Bilieber's!
Ya extrañaba ver a Ariana en un video musical con ropa decente :v
Ya... Go back to school so the teachers can continue to fill your head 
with MORE fear and lies.
yahhhhh
Yah McCartney just wanted the chance to tell me off etc you're plans won't 
succeed as if you've had a great song since 1970-when!?!?
Y AHORA , LAS MUJERES SE DESNUDAN   JAJAJAJAJ  ZORRAS AL FIN, HASTA QYE SE 
DEMUESTRE LO CONTRARIO...,,,
ya i watched this video in my science class. lolz
@yak0vk She gets some profit from the company posting up her video.. so 
yeah
ya kno wht u gay
yaknow, you wonder how somebody found this out. I mean really, mentos in a 
2 liter of diet coke? musta been bored
ya lets make our enviornment sticky  >=-{
Ya le vamos a pasar al tal "WAKA WAKA", de Shakira, Come on Monsters!
Y'all are awesome at this stuff I wish I can invite you to my house and 
help you do a costume
y’all are fake for have not hearing this 2 years ago
Y´all be laughing  but time travellers do exist, cue twilight zone theme.
Y’all better start believing these Elder women when they say “ honey back 
in my day” lol Sister is 🔥🔥
yall forget that a billion people live here a billion
Yall hear something?? 😴😴😴
Y'all hear the minecraft sound? 1:26
yall know what im doing right now lol <3
y'all listen to trane's om yet?
Yall really be sleepin on this song
Y’all sleeping on my girl Ari if y’all JUST seen this.
Y'all way above me but what I feel is unreel .
@Yamaha nnRight about that one
ya man ,you are right..........
ya me voy monsters sigan reproduciendo go go go mañana prometo reproducir 
bad romance 70 veces o mas go monsters go for , by mother monster ♥
Y am I just seeing this..
#yanggang
Yankee go home
@yankees15151 No - shit is. when you're looking in the mirror
YA NO COMENTA NADIE????????? FUCKKKKKKKK ;@
Ya para envidioso :) deseguro eres Fan de Madoñña o de Pigney... :)
Yap notification squads
Ya pues!!
y'a que James qui fait dansé le monde  malgré lui,hhh
ya right
Y arn't u guys going to do anymore how to's
Yas
Yas I love this movie + these two legends 😱
Ya, so did I, I though is was looking a little familiar, lol
Yas Queen!
yass...
Yass Ariana is the best singer - yass sing the movie 🙂
YASS loved it!!!😋😻
Yass number 20 Armenians representing 😂💯
Yasss
yasss
Yasss!!!!
YASS SLAY ARIANAAA



🗣🗣🗣🗣 🗣 🗣🗣 🗣🗣🗣🗣🗣 🗣 🗣🗣🗣🗣🗣🗣🗣🗣🗣🗣🗣 .  Yasss lil Sis 
Yass!!!!
YASSSS I must watch 😱
YASSSSSS I LOVE IT 😍
YASSSSSSS
yasssssssssssss just yasssssssss girl yassssssssssss
YASSS STEVIE WONDER KING!! AND ARIANA GRANDE OMG DID NOT SEE THIS COMING 
LOVE IT SO MUCH!!💞 💞💞
Yass Stevie wonder
YAS WERK
yas yas imm dead i cantt im cryinggg babeeeeeeeeee
Ya Sydney memang keren 👍👍👍
Ya valistes verga LeBron James!
Ya van dos veces que por votar rapido se me fue el mousse y vote a la 
atorranta de Kesha! Diosssss por que me haces estoooooo XD.
Ya veo porque tantos intentaron copiarlo!!
Yawn
yawn lets see what else is on in more important news.
Yawn.nMommy and daddy did a great job brainwashing her.
YAWNNNNN nnThan more YAWNNNNN
Yay :)
yay!
Yay!
Yay!!!
Ya ya lo marque como inapropiado y le di no me gusta que mas Hago D:?
yay ! Ariana 😍  best collaboration fantastic voices
YA YA YA, YTS REALLY TRUMP.............
YAY CONFETTI!!!
Yay Danny devito
Yay, Dan Stevens is in this movie. :3
Yay he growled his hair back !!
Yay!!! He's an hipster...
Yay I am going to Sydney after my exams 😃
Yay!!!! I'm so happy I was hoping another one would come out :D
yay i requested the trailer😀
Yay 🦈🐋🦈🐋 🦈🐋 🦈🐋����������💕  lil Ron Ron Episode 2 came out
yay multi-cuming party
yay philipines
Yay Philipines!!
YAY RAINING COKE
Yay!- so beautiful
yay some british history!
Yay!!! The egytian guy is back I hope job bernthal is in this one
YAY TO MY SINGING CHANNEL. :-)
yayy wannna see it
Yayyyy!! Congrants Mother Monster!!n❤😍
Y cant anyone take this seriously?!
y conectate en msn please :)
y después por nosotros ajajaj WAKA WAKA CADA VES MENOS VISITAS TIENE :)
Y does she sound like she’s about to pass tf out?
y does the views don't increase?
y dose this have over 10mill views?
Ye
ye
Ye
yea
Yeaaa, #7 Trending Austria :)
yeaaaaaaaaaaah
Yeaaaaaaaahhhhhhhh



Yeaaaaaah philippines !
Yeaaaaah 2019 ...forever :)
Yeaaaaah!!! a great song, you enjoy the show?
Yeaaah!!! Sex machine.
yea. actually i didnt try my friends did.
Yea, and all those mentos too!! But I agree, this is very cool.
Yea buddy
yea but I would do that too if I were a dog
Yeacccchhhh
Yea climate change is bullshit
Yea, feed the trees Diet Coke and Mentos.. Ahhh that's American!
Yeah
yeah
Yeah
YEAH !!!!
Yeah 😎
yeah!! ;)
Yeah... ****!!😏
YEAH A BAD ROMANCE!! HEHEHEHEHEH!!!! i HEARD THOSE CONTACT LENSES SHE'S 
USING ARE BAD FOR YOUR EYES!!
Yeah after hearing this I think I’d rather see the world end
yeaha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha  ha ...,.really 
seriously .come on now come on .,
yeah !!! ahora la terminé en 11.4 segundos !!!! XD
yeah because in the 80's you had so many weponised terrorist groups around
Yeah because they totally want to drink coke because of how healthy it is 
in comparison to water. LMFAO don't talk
Yeah bow
YEAH #BrodieSmith
Yeah but can he djent?
yeah but its diet so who wants that lol :)
Yeah, but Mythbusters found that it was pretty much a dud in the stomach, 
completely harmless.
Yeah but swat was a pretty so bad it's good FMV game in the early nineties
Yeah, change is coming, because st some point you will have to go home and 
we won’t have to listen to this crap anymore, at least not from you
Yeah! Diet Coke sucks anyway!
Yeah diet only, other drinks work. if you hav spare time then you should 
experiment
YEAH!!!! every Friday!!!!  GaGa - BaD RoMaNcE !!! every weekend 
better!!!! :P
YEAH EXCELLENT! If you like funk, go see my video "LE JOUR DU FUNK" on my 
channel!😃  Thank you very much
yeah Fat Amy is in it!
yeah fuck communism
Yeahh
Yeah head kick knockouts was right Ronda 😂😂😂
Yeahhh!
yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
yeahhh!nnRECORD DE 180 MILLONESnnTE AMO GAGA!
YEAHHH!! SALUDOS DESDE MÉXICO
Yeah how dare your parents keep you away from school HOW DARE THEY!nGeez 
is she auditioning for a bad Jane Austen adaptation?
Yeah i be's the big chicken machine foo
yeah, I can see that...
yeah i guess so but i dont think that they really need diet coke and 
mentos....maybe actual food
Yeah I know
yeah! i Love so much Lady Gaga One billon 😍😍😍  Monsters paws up! ♥
Yeah, imagine inserting the coin, and then the car getting stuck on the 
very edge of the shelf, and not getting out
Yeah im never going to eat mentos and drink diet coke at the same time 



now!!lol
yeah im thearsty too......rnrn...rn...
Yeah it does i tryed all brands cheap coke infact works better depending 
which coke you use.
Yeah. I think even Colin Kapernic would stand up for that one.
Yeah , it is MORE BETTER TAHN DESPACITO !!😎😎😍
yeah i tried it with sweet tarts too, shouldve done it outside....
Yeah, it's a good song, but I don't know who plays / sings it ! Anyway, 
I'm sure it work with ordinary Coke too ! Brilliant video !
yeah its called safty gogels your sapose to wher them when you cut grass 
or wood , ect.
yeah its diet coke
Yeah it's mind blowingly shit.
Yeah it’s mind blowing; stinks like a open sewer!
Yeah ive definitely heard of that beatles cover band at the end...you 
probably havent tho
Yeah, I won't visit India, even if it is for free, filthy place, rape and 
dirty, what a disgusting place
Yeah j'adore et voila l'histoire
YEAH, KEEP EXPLORING, THAT'S WHERE YOU BELONG
Yeah, let's give poor people a bunch of crappy soda and sweets. That's 
what they need, right?
Yeah listen to a 16 year old retard being used as a puppet by her parents 
for Al Gores pleasure.
Yeah man, Mario 3 was amazing. 10/10 for me.
Yeah, mind blowing...I bet it's ass blowing too
Yeah Miyamoto, people would understand mushrooms making the player 
"bigger"...
Yeah, my nigga Beethoven!!!
Yeah, not my idea of vacation adventure. I'll just say it, that place is a 
shit hole.
Yeah ok you might say that but what do you want to do?nThere are no other 
options or do you want to live like in the middle Ages?
yeah on u 0:23 haha best day in my life
YEAH!!!! PAUL IS NOT DEAD!!! WOOO
Yeah, "Please come to Zimbabwe", yeah, yeah...
Yeah pound that ass make them walk bow-legged that's what I like to see
yeah, pretty much
Yeah. Que buen track. 2018
Yeah rock n roll
Yeah science!
Yeah, seriously no problem at all.
Yeah....she got kicked in the head.
yeah she is better than spears
Yeah, some people just like dystopias.
Yeah! soulmusic at is best! Groovy!
Yeah stevie !
yeah. teleporters are the new thing.
Yeah, thanks god for the crash. Why not just a flat tire? God is such a 
douchebag.
Yeah ..... That's soul baby.
Yeah thats what I feel like doing when the girl from next door walks by...
Yeah, that was sort of prophetic.
Yeah the best
Yeah they tell YOU  what you want... True
Yeah this is bomb. Boyfriend and i used this ;) 5stars
yeah this is just sexy as hell =) love it!!
yeah!!!! video of the year....MTV VMA 2010
yeah Woodstock, unconditional love and peace.
yeah ya can get Mentos here fruit ones and mint ones iv seen em at shops 
in the Underground im sure
Yeah yeah
yeah yeah sure whatever dude
Yeah you should be in school to learn the fact that your body is made of 



water and CO2 mostly.
yea i did that once...it was awesome
........yea it does SUCK!!!
yea it just spews out of ur mouth before u can swallow it all
yea lol
Yea! man!. Smile!.
Yea! man!. Smile!. Take care.
yea o well. sodas bad for you anyways..
Year 1964. Awesome. Great Team. Sensational Ensamble.
years without watching this... still amazing in 2016
yeas güüüürl
Yea, she's a nice "chick" :))
Yea. Shredding hard ......
YEA THAT IT
Yea that's what the world needs , a little girl telling how the world 
should be ran and was she really crying , o god lol
yea ur right ronda..
Yea, visit Sydney if you want to be culturally enriched.nnnYAY!
Yea we need to address these climate issues, but not using surrogate 
children.
yea yea whatever ya lil white b!tch when do you turn 18? the bbc is 
calling for you..and i dont mean that british channel..
Yea you know man nworkin like a sexmachine
Yeeahhh!!!!!!ther's a reggae party
Yeeeaahh meeeen oooohhhh broother soo god this music
yeeeah
"YeeeeaaaaahhhHHHHH!!!"nGetting way too excited over catching frisbees. 
IMO
yeeeeeeeeeee
Yeeeeeeeeeee
Yeeeeeeeeeeeeeaaaaaaaa
yeeeeeeeeeeeeeaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Yeeeeeeees!!!
YEEEEEERRRRRRRRRRR
Yeeeeesssssss!!!!!!
Yeeees
Yeeees Philippines!
Yeet
yeh
yeh dats movie is nice for kidz................
y el día que lo haga pues es mas que evidente que hoy día existe una pop 
star aspirante a tan anhelado trono por mas de 25 ostentado por Madonna.
Yellow RX7!
Y en a marre des son foireux de maintenant que du bon
y'en a qui disent que Ledy Gaga c'est une illuminatie n'importe quoi! 
cool!
Y en Barcelona ni una calle del maestro Don Salvador Dali !
ye ok. thats bullshit
yep
Yep.
yep.
yep,2019!
yep, but make  sure it is real diet coke and ORIGINAL mentos, not the 
fruit stuff. ok?
Yep, I'm a love spreader too :D
Yep it did go like that...
Yep, just like the rest of the comments here. This only appeared in my 
recomm today🙌 .1yr
yep like a sex machine! 1234!!!!
yep. nobel would be just the right thing for these guys. and another for 
the white labcoat.
yeprn it happens with basicly any soda but it has to have fiz plus cokc 
works the best cuz its the strongest :)
Yep..shes right an i kill the world a little more each day..because of 



mental kids like this..your welcome..enjoy breathing  from a can..
Yep, that's how it ended alright XD
Yep that's me going off to war" LOL😂😂😂
Yep .... zero desire to visit this place
Yerópaaaaaa
YES
yes
Yes
yes
Yes
yes :-)
yes!
yes!~
yes!!!
Yes!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
YES.
Yes.
Yes😊 😊 😊
yes a collab with queen Ari 👑👑💖💖
YES!Am waiting!!!
Yes, and even leaves it in the video just for you to see .. dumbass..
Yes and it's soooooo BIG !
YES. Andrea Fraser FTW
YES, another great video! Thank you
Yes, because all us British speak like that Gov'na!
Yes, because it's a crime against humanity to spend any of your money on 
fun for yourself.
Yes, because we should definitely base our policies off of what autistic 
teenagers have to say lol
yes but what does bitches brew mean ?
YES, fat amy for the win
YES FINALLY A SONG WITH MEANINGFUL LYRICS 😋
Yes... Frisbee very xtreme!!! Very much mlg trick shot!!
Yes give our planetary overlords more power so they can tell us how to  
think
Yes , great pleasure to be watching to .... !!! Thanks a LOT .
Yes, Greta! What an excellent advocate, and a great speaker.
Yes!! Haha
Yes Honda I did end up like that kkkkk
YES HONEY SCREAM AT THEM ÔÔ ÔÔÔÔ
Yes I am able to play 5 of the 100 pieces on here. I am accomplished
yes!! i am, but that was so random ques.
@YESIDMEJIAful almost,she hasn't 2 billion yet.!
@YESIDMEJIAful Video of my life ....
yes I do
Yes! I'm so exited at first I though they stop making night at the museum 
but yes! Can't wait!
YES IM SO HAPPY
yes i seee it and actually its is the pentagram that have de point down 
O_O (the bad one)
yes it doesrntry a hot coke, with a packet of mentos! the hole botlle will 
fly!!
yes it is
yes it is!
yes, it is.
Yes it is and Rhonda got knock the fudge out.  She is the biggest loser
yes, it is.  la garbage
Yes, it is to my understanding that you were recommended this just now. 
nNo, you aren’t the only one, and no, it is not of relevance.
y ES ITS FINALLY HERE IM SO PUMPED nI'm gonna miss u Robin Williams
YES, I'VE WAITED A LONG TIME FOR THIS!!!
Yes lady Mormont no more plastic straws on bear island



Yes. Let's give this child all of our money and valuables and she'll bring 
back the sun.
yes lets make a stupid fake 16 year old in charge of the world!
Yes little ron ron s6 e2
Yes!!!! London museum! nI HAVE TO SEE THIS
YES MAMMI
Yes, Mushrooms make happy :D
Yes music
yesnct7juhvklp/i90y7yioy7i
YES NEW WORLD SYMPHONY!!👌👌
yes no bangs
YES! NO Top Comments, dis is my chance!!!...rnI LOVE U LADY GAGA,rnHi 
mom....
Yes.. Old Delhi is indeed crowdy n messy 😐 ❤
Yes, open up your wallet and pay those carbon taxes!
Yes please go back to school on the other side of the ocean!
YES QUEEN
YES SERGEI RACHMANINOFF
YESS GUURRLL
yes she vvants his "virtical stick" :/
Yes. Shiggy is a very good man!
"Yessir, Boss. Like the drink, only not spelled the same"n- Eric
Yes SirnAND, NAND, RCL, RCRnXOR MOV, IPnMY DEAR SIR Author C C++nHELLO 
Foysal
Yes Sir, we got faith!
yess it is look at the fucking board
YES SO PUMPED! Child hood flashbacks
yesss
YESSS
yesss!! its good to see you back @Brodie Smith
Yess song finally getting the recognition it deserves <3
Yessss, cant wait welcome to Landan
Yessssss kako dobra pesma,a i spot!Bravo ljubavi,samo napred 
gaziiii,Kijevci su uz tebe💖 💖
YESSS!!! This is exactly what is going on right now. Hahaha
yes star wars
Yes Stevie sing it out.
yesterday's the past, tomorrow's the future, but today's a 
gift..........................thats why its called the present. :)
yesterday's trash
Y este tesoro??
yes thats the TROUEnnMY FAVORITE IS lady gaga, MICHAEL JACKSON AND QUEEN
Yes the cowboy and knight are back!!!
yes they do
yes they heard our prays
Yes, they've got no life for being creative, getting popular and planning 
and doing things with other people in real life.nObviously.
yes, this is all wrong
yes, this is what its all about.
yes.. very good coreography
Yes.. want more of such videos
YES,, WE LOVE YOU,, JAM ON,, 2018,,
Yes yes
Yes yes good goyim!!! Let her bring her plushie she was abused she didnt 
text anything like "fuck me in the ass"
Yes,YES, YEEEES. I Love that song!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I was just 16 at this 
time, but i love that song since i´ve heard it first ever!!!!!
yes yes yes!!
YES YES YES I NEED IDEAS FOR MY MINECRAFT CITY lol
Yes! Yes Yes! Soooo excited!
Yes you should be back in school
Yes you should be in school.......and we did not call on you.nHow dare you 
imply such. You want to change the World? Start with yourself



Yes you should not to up then why?
Yet again first english comment in  A WHILE!!!!
...yet another classic The Simpsins’ episodes!
Yet another place I'm too poor to live in.
Yet another reason why the U.N is a huge waste of the worlds resources.
yet another silly and boring night at the museum
@yeticantrell On Twitter and yeticantrell on Youtube! Please support my 
work and I follow back on Twitter. Thanks and much Love!
Yet it is other countrys that are building the super tall towers and not 
New York
Yet their suits stayed white the whole time... Wouldn´t thy be bathed in a 
shitload of coke?
Yet..this song does have meaning.
Yet when I do that at the open mic, I get shunned. WAKE UP SHEEPLE!!
yhaaaaaa ♥♥♥
Y havent i heard this before
yia reeee feooooo
yikes
Yikes I hope this is his worse version of this song cuz this sucked ass
Yikes. It's hard to take this girl seriously when she's 'bawling' her eyes 
out.
yine niye burdayım
@YippieYiYoYo one that needs alot of mento preperation
Y is everybody being negative It actually looks fun
y is everyone such a haterrrrrrrrrrrrrr???!?!?!?! leave lady gaga 
alone...shes makin more money then your dumbass' so stfu! lmao
y is she whoring up??
Y LO BUENO, ES QUE AHORA SE DESNUDAN  JAJAJAJAJA
y Love you lady gaga
Y love you Lady Gaga!
y no me canso de reproducir
ynonunannndni
yo bro thx you 99999999999999999999999
Yo bro! Where iz my man Chopin. His shiiit is good!
Yo comment section who wanna boogie and make some love? 😘
yo deislike squad!
Yo,  digging the blackmill.  Good editing as well, keep it up brotha!
YO DIJO QUE MADONA ES GAGA EN NUESTRA ACTUALIDAD nGAGA ES GAGA Y MADONA ES 
GAGAn= QUE MADONA ES UNA COPIA DE GAGA EN NUESTRA ACTUALIDAD
yo estoy con todos los que aman a lady gaga ella es perfecta unica y voy a 
reproducir sus videos asta que me canse
Yo estudiando para una prueba pero igualmente viendo Bad romance y 
escuchando canciones de GAGA <3
" Yo fully expressed?" Dig that right!
Yo Greta, once you're finished solving global warming, go take a look at 
CANCER and see what you can do about solving that too!
yo he have the kylo ten hair and face.
Yo he llegado a este pedazo de artista por ayax 😂😂😂😂
yo hijito del usuario viendo bien. el video todos estaban endrogados 
jajaja.
Yo, i bet they got millions of Coke Reward Points saved up.
Yo I live there!!!!!!
yo, is it just me or do jimi hendrix and will smith look rly similar?
Yo I thought Stevie wonder died!! But noooo none told me!! But when I 
watched sing boom Stevie was there I was like whaaaa!!
Yo, Josh Washington
Yok böyle bir şey harika 👍
yo lady gaga imma let u finish but bieber has 128.000.000 more views than 
you
yolo
Yo lo conocí la cancion gracias a Chocolove (bailarin profesional)
yo los odio a ustedes mas gaga no
yo losoy



yo menos te comparto wey!!!1njajajajanes la primera vez que utilizo esa 
frase contigo xD
Yo. nnAntics aside Ronda is a good looking woman. Damn.
YO  NO HABIA SACADO LA CEDULA
Yo no hablo ingles pero esta musica uffff y musica de mi raza negra ¹¹¹
¹👍👍👍 👍 👍

"Yo no quiero ser su p&ta reina de nada, yo solo quiero ser su amiga" - 
Lady Gaga BTWBall
Yo no sali de aca hace 5 horas ya JAJAJAJJ Argentina♥
Yooo... what the fuck maann.. RW's last movie is on my Birthday.. yo...
Yootoob algorithm done good on this one
YOP
@yors1991 y tu que hacias en waka waka ? k9
YO SHE CALLED HOW SHE WAS GONNA GET KTFO!!!
Yosh mina !!!
yo solo voy a reproducir bad romance y poker face nada mas y por hay judas 
y the edge of glory
Yo Soy BIENal
yo soy el sex machine XD :V
yo tambien coke
yo tanbien todos hagan eso para que suba
yo tenia 10 años cuando lo escuche por radio a tubos en mi casa esos 
tienpos no avia videos grandes recuerdos
yo that was completley awsome i wish i could do that on 4th of july for my 
neighborhoodrnthat be totaly sweet!
Yo this comment section is MESSED up.
Yo this lit 🔥
Yo this was actually great, thank you!
You accurately predicted your own loss.
You actually let him talk about Super Mario as a game and not pointing out 
the Princess and your typical agenda?nnDamn, also stop mumbling.
You all are a bunch of fucking Turncoats.
you all are ugly
"You all refuse the call." The North Remembers.
you all suck
you and i : 52,000,000neh,eh :53,000,000nthe edge of glory: 54,000,000nxD 
es una competencia por el que primero llegue alos 60.000.000 :o
You and I* could write a bad romance.
you and me could watch my cock grow-mancne...!
You and me Could write a Bad Romance
You and your fucking coffee
You and your team did a wonderful job. Keep it up, you are amazing. 
Greetings from Colombia...!!!
you are 3 years old !?
You are a * but not a *
You are a fool if you believe this person. She is a tool.
You are a good man, and you made me get the feels, thank you for fueling 
the fire of humanity in my heart.
You are a great man. Thank you so much, i feel very happy and relaxed 
after seeing this video.
You are amazing 😀
You are amazing love you so much
You Are an good actor like your dad
You are a shame, honey. Go home and wait Soros to send your new iPhone.
You are awesome, sir
You are bad
You are best cameraman evet man :D This video awesome.
you are bless
You. Are. Brilliant.
you are 
cool!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



you are deep
You are doing good  BUT YOU NEED TO MOVE YOUR CAMERA VERY SLOWLY MOVING TO 
FOSTER IT IS NOT NICE FILMING VERY BAD TO WATCH .TRY TO MOVE VERY SLOWLY
You are doing the lord's work.
You are extraordinary, Greta. Thank you!
you are fab
you are fake. it's only work when there is Carbonic acid
You are getting your money back from that Uncle Sam costume
You are GOD 🔥
You are going to end up on best gore if you keep testing your luck by 
walking in the streets
You are hilarious
You are hilarious.
you are just a kid in a mask
"You are killing us"nWoooooo
You are listening and watching a creation of man and music , my God we 
miss you.
You are MIND BLOWING....!!!!
You are my best 💜💜💜
You are never too young to make big differences in this world.
You are not the only one that did it
You are not you, when you are hungry 😂👍
You are nu favorit singur
You are one of the good guys. Both of you. Love it.
You are retarded for now not being able to work to where I got the comment 
from without asking!nnAsk a stupid question...
you are shit prop makers
You are so FRIKKEN AMAZING! Keep doing what you do and you will fly past 
all that have thought otherwise!:D
You are so good at making stuff
You are so. incredibly. hip.
You are such lair lair..
you are the best!
You are the best at using instruments
You are the best person ever hahaha
You are the funniest YouTuber I've ever watched
You are the guitar-master Jimi! I hope one day we will meat in heaven
you are unique
#you are very creeaytiv❤
You are way to Young to even understand that what you are saying is bs
you are wonderful. This world need more people like you my saint
You Arne so gooooooooooodddddd
you ask me, am i happy? nobody asks You that! Wir könnten ja mal die 
Asiaten fragen?
You assholes better be sharing this channel so the rest of the world can 
enjoy the wonders of cooking
YOU BEAUTY GAHA WAAWEY !!nLOVE YOU !?
You better don't drink a diet cola with mentos :D :D :D
you bilteful
you birthday is March 28
you call that Music ?`^ !
You can almost hear pete townshand crying because he had to play after 
jimi kicked ass. Or am I thinking of the wrong concert?
you can almost see her nipple
You can bet Fender was loving every minute of this
you can breathe ?
"You can call me Mystic Ron because I predict deez tings" - Ronda Rousey 
( and Kenny Florian )
You can clearly see who inspired Prince.
You can comment on that last video with this song and all I can say is it 
Iran you're in trouble
You can do the same thing using a turbo water hose!!!



you can do this all card board by downloading its template at pepakura
You can drive this car in hit & run
You can feel the pain through her words and her facial expressions :(
you can go to stupid land
You can hear the talent in this music video. Both of them are amazing!!
you can hear the war in this
You can help stop climate change by not having kids... most importantly 
kids like this
You can just buy the mask.
"you can just give the change to me" lol
You can keep the mentos. I'll stick with soda and have a kick ass party.
You can make a drinking game out of this "reference photos"
You can make fun of it, you can mock her - but she is right! (Even if you 
do not like it.)
you can make yellow jacket costume
you can make your son fat until explode if you not waste it
"You can never find a horn when you need one!"
"You can never find a horn when you're mad."
You can never find a horn when you're mad!
You can never find a horn when you're mad.
"You can never find a horn when you're mad!" Darned, I've grown to become 
Homer Simpson!
”You can never find a horn when you’re mad.” ~ The Average American Father
You can never find your horn when you're mad !
You can only get the full effect of his performance when high. Trust me.
You can Press F5 whenever you want!
You can put half down!
you can put lipstick on a pig it's still a pig
You can see how is music changing. But cool song !
you can see that on mythbusters discovery channel when they test coke and 
mentos
you can sing 1 minutes ago
You can spell all the "V" words in the dictionary with that dress.
You can still see Miyamoto very happy when he talks about Mario and not 
got accustomed over many years. Thank you for all your work, Miyamoto.
You can't beat the original though.
You can't be Soul & Originality
You can tell by his name, Stevie is a Wonder💫
You can tell how much he loves and values Mario just by hearing him talk 
about it. It's quite heartwarming.
You can tell she doesn't like wearing woman's clothing 😂  like she's being 
forced to do it
You can tell that this film is so stupid, there are actually white English 
people shown in london
You can tell the video made by some lonely ass mf by the length, 1hr10min 
the time needed to find the right video on PH ,º
You can't get a les~ to look sexy, she just isn't.
You can't help but smile with this
You can't just go around filming random people in their environment.  This 
is very rude.
you can totally turn that into Darth Vaders helmet
You can't really 'ruin' cops for me, they were ruined for me long ago when 
I realised how much they suck.
You can't really "waste" Coke.
You can’t stop human from destroy the planet. Mother Nature will return 
all of us to Mother Earth
You can’t tell me he didn’t type along to the music.
You can use this to hide how terrible you are at sex.
You could also put some Velcro on the belt and the light saber so you can 
put it on the belt
You could find better things to do, than debate over this again and again. 
Play something on the piano.
You could get lost in a shit hole like that ,and never find your way 



out ,over populated and extreme poverty
You could have added something from Run–D.M.C. and Naughty By Nature. 
Still, good job
You could have subtitled the video in English at least... Poor show!
You could have used the light from the wands instead of a flashlight.
you could pass as the originals
You could say this movie makes history come alive! Badum tss!
you could so turn this into shredder use the same beginning but change up 
the face mask
You could spend it to poor people. Shit experiments
You could've helped all those people in fires but nooo you use it for a 
stupid experiment (Joke) funny video.
You dance automatically on Sex machine if you're alive,man,that's the 
real ,animal,sensual rythme of funk.Great!unic!Thanks to James Brown
you'd be pissed if he forgot to press record on the camera..
You'd get sick...but it wouldn't be fatal, lol I wouldn't try it though.
You'd have to be stone cold dead to wanna "Get on Uppa". I was weaned on 
this music in my early teens.
You did a good job
You did not discriminate in making this list.
You didn’t answer the question in your title lmao
You didn't mention that it smells like Sh!t, rabid street dogs, beggars, 
and filth everywhere you go in India
You didn't prove anything. You just told us police are better suited to 
help larger threats and the number of swat uses have gone up🙄
You did so great navigating there!!
You did your show little girl now go to bed
You do know the Orpheus in the underworld part is actually called Infernal 
Galop not Can-Can
You don't dance ? So you 're dead.
You don't get enough credit for yours goddamn videos. I salute you sir, 
you are both a comedic and a culinary genius.
You don't get much smoother than that really -
you dont know how many countries of africa you can feed with all that coke 
you waiste...CONGATULATIONS
"you dont listen to what american want, you are telling them what they 
want" basicly media nowadays
you dont make vampire chinese costume
You don't wanna do this song in full?
you don't want to know how many times i have done this. never gets old
You do realize that this scumbag stole this video from eepybird?
You dropped the ball on the ending dude.    Up until then it was amazing.
You edited out the best part...nnnnnnnnnThe sky is falling
You even knew how Holly was going to approach the fight, and you still 
lost. THAT WAS A SWEET KO BITCH!
YOU EVEN MAKE FRISBEE INSANE. WTF HOW?!?! XD
" You eventually become what you are making fun of " - Beastie Boys
You EVIL GENIUS
You flew with drone there ?
You forgot EAZY-E !!!! :(
you forgot Lil pump
You forgot someone...
You forgot that us gen Z kids believe in Nillism and fully understand that 
were going to die.
You forgot to mention black gloves .
you forgot to take off your chastity belt
YOU FUCKING HIPPIES!!!
You fucking idiot... fur Elise is a SLOW peice, not a fast one
You get an A for this project.
You give the tBellagio a run for their money
you go
you go around the city with weird white things on the walls 
HAHHAHAHAHAHAHA
You goddam devil!!!!!!



You go Emma!
You go girl 🖤
You go girl.
You go girl we are with you our world is on the age of the disasters 
natural climax.
You go Greta! Crumble the oil companies into a million pieces. Lets 
kickstart renewables and create tons of jobs.
You go Lady, and don't ever stop!!
You got any love making music that's about 20 seconds long?
YOU GOT KNOCKED THE FUCK OUT!!!!!!!!
You got knocked the fugg out!! jk i love ya Ronda
you got knocked the fuuggout!!
You got knocked the fuuuu out
You got knocked the ** out!
You got knock the fuck out
YOU GOT KTFO............MAN
You got me🙂
You gotta be kiddin me, she sounds like she’s auditioning for some cheesy 
low budget, limey, sci-fi, tv show.
YOU GOTTA DO THE FULL SONGS, THIS IS AMAZING!!!!!
you gotta have lots of mentos to work a fountain
You gotta pay the troll toll
you gotta tap
You Gotta Tap - Audio Body
"You Gotta Tap" by Audiobody
"You Gotta Tap" By: Audio body
you gotta tap by audiobody
You Gotta Tap by Audiobody
You Gotta Tap by AudioBody  ! ! !
you gotta tap by audio body i think...
"You gotta tap" by Audiobodyrn(On the sound Motion Theater album, I have 
it and all the songs are awesome!)
you gotta tap bynaudiobody
you gotta tapnby Audiobody
You gotta tapnnBy Audiobody
You got this....
you got this off of google i watched it in school today. u fucking copy 
righter
You guy must use soda has a lot gas
you guys are awesome!!
you guys are awesome!!!!
You guys are awesome just the best
you guys are cool :)
You guys are extreme awesomeness you should make more assassins creed vids
☺
you guys are free to try it then you can post your comment later
You guys are genius. wtf? hahaha
you guys are gonna be a sticky as hell
You guys are good it looks so realistic
You guys are idiots...so many idiots. I guess most of you are from Trump 
world
You guys are insane and I love it! How hard was that to plan out?
YOU GUYS ARE LEGENDS!!!
You guys are seriously a bunch of wusses for saying how much trash it is. 
It really isnt so different from anything else. Still the same planet ffs
You guys are so boss I don't want it to end and also how do I send photos 
of my dead pool mask I made
You guys are so creative
You guys are so good at making the costume I saw the movie and thought it 
was for
You guys are so Mormon, it hurts...
You guys are the best
you guys are the best designers in the world



you guys did a good job
you guys did a great job!
you guys did awesome but the helmet needs to be shorter
You guys do insane things!!!!! 👍👍👍
You guys do look simular to one movie and great job! You made over 
thousands of costumes and everyone loves them good job!
you guys got no life
You guys have no ideas
You guys have to do: The Thing - defibrillator scene!
you guys have way to much free time you waste it
YOU GUYS!!!! >:(   I am really MAD!!!!!nnnnnnnnnat the viewers... :( you 
receive more!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
You guys late! victory sign been here since it first came out, slowpokes
You guys look nice
You guys make great homemade costumes, i was wondering if it's possible 
for you guys To make the power armor from the fallout video game series.
you guys make it look so easy
You guys must've made a fortune for Coca-Cola
you guys need some girlfreinds
you guys really make a Tron legacy costume with a disk and the Baton that 
would be really cool
You guys should do a Boba Fett costume tutorial
You guys should do a Crossbones costume for civil war!!
YOU GUYS SHOULD DO BOBA FETT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
You guys should do captain phasma
You guys should  do civil war  Ironman
You guys should make a captain marvel cashtoom
you guys should make a Darth Vader costume
you guys should make a halo 5 master chief costume
You guys should make an AT-ST costume from star wars
you guys should make a power suit from fallout  4
you guys should make boba fetts costume and gun
you guys should make daredevil
You guys should try out for America's Got Talent... this could be a 
million dollar act in Vegas :)
you guys stink you are using hoses
you guys trailers funking suck
You guyz are amazing, i love this video.
You had me when you said bubble dome!  <3 (fierce love)
You had the opportunity to make this video 4:20 but you made it 4:25. Come 
on dude
YOU HAVE A BIN ON YOUR HEAD
you have a lot of cool shit
You have artful lips.
You have autism if you like modern art
You have luck, African kids doesn't have computers.
You have no clue what your talking about nHahahahahahahahaha
You have no ink for your dip pen - Edit: I commented prematurely lol
You have recently posted several comments. rnEnter the text in the image 
to continue posting. rnrnthat's what comes everytime I comment
you have serious mental problems.
You have shitforbrains if you believe this rubbish
“You have stolen my dreams” said the girl who refuses to go to school to 
gain popularity talking about things she has no clue about.
you have the Hugo movie purchased as well. I think anybody who has an 
apple device for a while has that movie. lol.
You have to be a conspiracy theorist to believe this climate hoax lol
You have to be good when Stevie calls you Master Blaster. Indeed Bob 
Marley was a master blaster.
you have to be so damn fast when you do that
You have to close your eyes to experience it the right way
You HAVE to collab with Hasan Minhaj
You have to do more of these sort of videos and dangerous stunts!! Maybe a 
few short films with characters too later in the year?



you have to leave and come back refreshing doesn't work
You have to wider how safe these skinny skyscrapers are without a wider 
base. With these taller buildings race, i fear a topple. Or at least a 
Pisa.
You have travelled across the world. which was the place younliked the 
most??   nA county full of adventure, love, diversity, culture??
You Have very goodly grammer
You inspired me to make my own kylo ren lightsaber
You just earned yourself a sub. Nice job on the videos, keep up the good 
work!
You just forgot to clean  all streets and parks after. Littering fine 
please apply to Soros, Gore and AOC. I guess they will care.
You just got knocked out by a head kick, how's that?
YOU JUST GOT KTFO!!!!!
You just know she's gonna grow up to be a real ball buster.
You just love studying so much
You just posted cringe, vice.
You just poured the water 3x. That's not even distillation.
You kinda copied Dude Perfect here.
You kind of sound like Tina from Bobs Burgers.
You know coke litteraly had coke in it (drug) and thats why it was so 
popular because it was addicting and made people feel good.
You know everything is ok,when you see that doofus advertising 
Sprint....... #annoying #garbage
You know instead of making a lightsaber you could of bought one
You know islam is all myth...don't you?
You know it’s bad when a child has to travel across the ocean and shame 
world leaders because they can’t do their job well
You know it's sad when Stevie wonder wrights the song and everyone just 
credits Ariana grande for it
You know James be banging that dancing chick 🍆🍩
You know kerala in India Î  nDid you visit there
You know Miyamato knows his shit when he starts talking about the "weight 
after a jump," and how it's supposed to feel, emotional attachments.
You know no matter how hard you try to give an emotional 
messagennnnnnThere are still jerks on the internet that will let you down
You know our people were awesome and still are today. No one else can 
touch us even with all the evil against us. We bad!!!!
You know something is wrong if you blame someone and they cheer...
"You know that little ball you put on the aerial so you can find you car 
in the parking lot? That should be on every car!" nLmao
You know that little ball you put on the aerial so you can find your car 
in the parking lot?That should be on every car!!!
You know, the funny thing is some of Homer's ideas were adopted by the US 
automotive industry..... Then you had the bailouts of 2008.
you know the leftists elites have a problems when they use a teenager with 
autism to recite their narrative about global warming
"You know the little ball you put on the aerial?! That should be on every 
car!"   Doh!
You know the video is about to be full of shit when the comments are along 
the lines of "but serious question...", "this was great"
You know they don’t care right all they worried about is they money 
so.....well this planet is dead anyways
you know they showed this on mythbusters...
you know this can happen with all other diet soda products...ive tryed it 
with diet sprite and it works perfect
You know this is unrealistic because at the end the CEO blamed himself for 
his poor decision, not his employees
"You know those beverages they sell at the Quicke-Mart?"  Female engineer 
shakes head no lol.
You know what else is 12"? :^)
You know what, I reckon if i designed a car it would be exactly like that
You know what’s even worse trump .



You know what's funny this costume cost more than you just buying a 
costume
You know what won't be redefining New York??? Amazon....
You know what would make these videos better is if you got the rights to 
use the indymougal music and bring back bfx :)
you know when you like a song so much you have to stop yourself from over 
playing it? This is me over playing it :)
You know you lived in a fucked-up country when a teenage girl speaks 
better than the United States president
You know you're a total オタク🤓  if you watch this just because you find it 
entertaining and informative. Thanks for posting!
You laugh, but the Pontiac Aztek wasn't far behind.
you left out  rocket peanut steering >:(
You like the long version don't ya?
You little girl are making these people literally laugh! In YOUR FACE! 
It’s sad!!!! Only one wise word Stay away from AOC
You'll believe a guitar can scream. By-line for Hendrix biopic!
You'll feel mind blowing when you have to do these odd jobs and live by as 
low as 200 dollars per month
you look like chris martin (coldplay) dude
you look so beutifull with that hair do and that colour HALALUJAH
You lost little boy?
You lost :"summer 3 presto, four season"
you made the mouth piece WAY to big, it looks awful. but the rest looks 
good.
You made the same kilo Ren costume like the movie you are amazing
You make no sense. You do know that education is free, correct?
You may also want to visit Brisbane, please watch this video of our trip 
thanks! https://youtu.be/VcP8YcbkuLo
You may as well just go to the store and buy a lightsaber and a costume!
You maybe American, but you’re not Jimi Hendrix playing the Star Spangled 
Banner on the guitar American
you may be Gaga, but you aint a Lady at allni've seen those outfits you've 
been wearing, that takes big balls
you mean all of Kickstarter
You mean Brainwashing Us!!!!! yes we know that Gretha  You will 
Brainwashing Us !!!!!!!!!!!      People Wake Up!!!!!!!!!!!!!
you mean hawking right?
You mean japan wasn't the first to make a car vending machine? Ha, Take 
that japan!
"You mean that drug addict that fucked up the national anthem"
You mimic a hipster so well.
You missed a great opportunity to type out You Suck at Cooking.
you missed an ah.
You missed Blue mountains?
You missed danse macabre (Camile saint saens)
you missed the point of the glasses prank! they were not to imitate 
Duchamp but to question his question.
you most likly die, it's happened before lol.
you must be pretty retared...because this actually works lol
you must be real proud man...
You MUST dance...Sexmachine in 2018!!
You must widen your repertoire!!
You my friend, deserve a new subscriber! Huzza!
YOUnare the queen ofnthe hearth of millons little monsters!!
You need some Dawood or Disko Starz. These give me half a boner.
you need to get a lifen@HYUGAHINATA100
You need to smile more...
You never address how effective or ineffective they are, this is a stupid 
point u try to make with obvious cherry picking.
Young folks this is "uncut raw music" not like the 2Ks music today.
Young girl ironing out her acting chops in front of the UN. Cute.
young greta paid off by evil infuencers
young homer sold older homer a car?



Young lady, By the way you are speaking AT people will not help.
Young people are the worst. And I'm a "young person".
Young people don't understand a damn thing and can be brainwashed so easly
Youngsters listening to lil tay lil turd n lil piss...Will never know
Young voice
You obviously don't live in the South. Haha
you only brought one camera?
you people are limited....
You pinned the tail on the donkey here,  these pranksters are unknowingly 
making artistic statements with their jokes.
you put Dvorak in the thumbnail but didn't include his music!😶😶  guess 
I'll go die now.
your a fake
Your a Fkin ledge
Your a girl, Harry.
Your all so funny aren’t you.... humanity at its finest..
Your all taking the MIT course aren't you :) :P
Your are legendary my man that was superb!
Your a SOROS pupett
Your at a United Nations conference, how are you wearing clothing like 
your going to school!
Your a time-traveling old lady, Harry
@youraverageuser nCOMPLETELY
Your a wizard Dmitri 3:33
your a wizard harry.......
Your band copied the name regional at best for shame on you sir
your  body  cant  help  but  move  to  this  body  rocking  stereo  
knocking   groove  hey  now  stay on  tha  sene  !!!!!
Your BOSS!!! at making Stuff
YOUR CASE WAS THROWN OUT! STOP DEMEANING ACTUAL RAPE VICTIMS! STOP 
ATTENTION WHORING!
Your channel is deliciously shitty and I love hate it
Your dismissal of this movement isnTHE LEGACYnYOU WILL BE LEAVING!nI 
emphasize "YOU WILL BE LEAVING"n💙🌍☮
Your doing it!
your dumb
you're a douche!!nlove you,njerk withers
YOU'RE A GREAT BIG PHONY!!nHEY EVERYONE nTHIS GUY IS A BIG PHONY!
You’re all making fun of her but when shit hits the fan, you’ll see that 
she was right. No one cares until it happens to them.
You really can read out his joy of his face when he starts talking about 
Mario.
You're an awesome dude! :)
You're an old lady 'Arry
YOU'RE A TIME LORD HARRY
You're awesome man keep it up! subscribed :)
you're a wizard harry
You're a wonderful speaker, thanks for more insight to the art world.
You're awsome my name is jasmine
you're comedy reminds me of portlandia. it's gr8
Youre fucking ridiculous! I love it
youre gay. this is fake
"You're gonna say the exact opposite of what you just said!"nn"umm, Homer 
Simpson is a.. Brilliant man, with lots of.. well thought out ideas"
You're leaving us again. NOOOOOOOOOOOO(In darth vader voice)
you remind me of josh dun
You're never lost if you don't care where you are to begin with.
You're not fooling anybody Ronda.. We all know Holly Holms is an easy 
fight..
You're one of those, "I have to dispute everything, even if I'm completely 
wrong" people.  You must be an incredibly successful human...
You're right man
You're right. This man is the perfect fusion of Carl Sagan and Jeff 



Goldblum.
You're such a cool friend!
You're such a lovely audience nWe'd like to take you home with usnWe'd 
love to take you home with usnnI VOLUNTEER AS TRIBUTE
You're the best Miyamoto! X3nYou're are a genius! ^•^
You're the casually explained guy aren't you
You're wrong
You're*. You'll be smart one day, my son. No worries. lol
YOUR FAILLED WORLD LEADERS MUST BE ASHAMED OF THIS POWERFULL SPEACH GIVEN 
BY THIS STRONG TEENAGE😶
Your forearms look attractive. Can't wait to see your face. Lol
Your gay (like to undo) Go support my channel🙏🙏🙏
Your generations like many others have proven to be a bunch of inbreeds 
with little hope of intelligence
your glasses in the begining are made of razer blades
your hair Ariana😍😍😍 nand I really really like this music ❤❤❤
Your hands are attractive
your head looks fat in that helmet
your helmet so big and dark
your inlove with a tranny!? GROSS
Your insane.
Your instruments look incredibly dismayed
your intro is annoying as fuck
Your jokes are either very stupid, Or your just stupid...
your just a hater, why dont u do something in your life other than nag!
your just saying this cuz u cant do it...
YOUR KIDDING RITE?!
Your lightsaber is awsome, but I think the main blade should be 
longer.nBut its stilln cool!
Your link shows up poorly on social media.
your lucky
Your making fun of hipsters but you are a hipster...
Your mason jars don't have Christmas theme on them...what a shame :P
Your mayor just outlawed hot dogs and skyscrapers, 
bwahahahahahahahahahaha, seriously.
Your mispronouncing of Duchamp makes me die a little inside every time you 
say it but this was a great video!
Your mom drank too much alcohol while she was pregnant with you
your mom suck cookies in hell!
Your mom will never die ❤�nnnnnLîke and sûbcribè to activate 💪
Your move dudeperfect
Your move, DudePerfect.
Your move Jesus.
your music is the music used of Dude Perfect on seattle seahawks edition
your name is Goddess n   i have been places  in your energy  and i can 
never  leave  babe     0000 angel x
Your singing voice in this video vaguely reminds me of Bowie.
your so coolnI liked it
your so good
Your so hipster
Your son is such a good dancer :)
your sooooooo good
Your stupidity causes cancer. Fun cancer.
Your such hot nerds...? lols wtf?
your super funny
YOUR TASTE IN MUSIC TOTALLY SUCKS.(same tune as the intro)
...Your telling them what they want!!!nnHence you all driving full size 
trucks
Your the cutest thing ever ari
Your the perfect middle ground between How To Basic and Binging with 
Babish
your the queen of wacky! i love this music video



Your t-shirt is mind-blowing groovy man
Your video are so cool @devinsupertramp
Your videoes are awsm..
Your videos are getting more idiotic than ever
Your videos are great my friend.
Your videos are magical media unicorns...make more immediately.
Your videos are so cool you definitely inspired me I can see another one.
Your videos are very good congratulations, I'm from Brazil and watch all 
your videos...
Your videos keep getting better and better!
Your wonderful Mayor says no more steel and glass 
skyscapers.......ahhh.....Liberalism:Find a Cure
Your worst decision ever!
You r wrong
YOUR WRONG !!!!!! do it yourself before you ass u me
You said  it Jimi , the USA fucked up Vietnam , and by doing that fucked 
up themselves
You said it pal!
you said it right ! lmao
You said milk jug but it was a water jug.
You said she won't kick you and that's exactly what she did
You said stir instead of wainjangle
You seriously have no taste
You seriously need to come The Bronx. they would love this.
YOU SHOULD BE IN SCHOOL!!! #GRETASHUTUP
You should be...nComment
You should collaborate with a rap artist.
You should cover more landscape architecture projects.
You should do a 360° video, they are amazing!
You should do a chicken dish and bring a live bird into your house for the 
video.
You should do ac revelations parkour/free running
you should do a flash suit
You should do a flash suit.
you should do a flash suit.
You should do a series on Jasper Johns. He is a better artist & much more 
important historically.
You should do a stormtrooper
You should do a video like this but with London! Love the channel!
You should do a video with roman atwood
you should do darth vader
you should do it with dude perfect
You should do one on the collapse of our subway system in the last decade
You should do spider man too.
you should do the flash
You should do Windsor, best place in australia xD
You should go do a spelling bee, not politics, go be a kid.
you should go to las vegas :D
You should have been in haeven
You should have put Ave Maria and Sarabande. They are real famous beasts.
You should have seen that yr analysis predicted yr own  defeat.
You should invite the dudesons to one of your vids, the daredevils
You should make a black spider man costume
you should make a Boba Fett costume how to
you should make a captian rex costume from starwars the clone wars
You should make a dalek
you should make a darth vader
You should make a darth Vader one
you should make a Fallout vault suit and nuka cola bottle caps
you should make a person from call of duty black ops 3
you should make a  spiderman costume
you should make a stormtrooper costume
You should make a video with Dude Perfect!
you should make civil war spiderman costume



you should make Darth vader
You should make darth vader costume
you should  make  sans
you should make the first order stormtrooper helmet and costume
YOU SHOULD NOT BE DEAD, WHY DID THEY KILL YOU?! RIP ROBIN :'( :'(
You shouldn’t be up there. You should be in school.
you should present @ (America's Got Talent) show
you should probably read the comments before asking
you should really make a yellow jacket costume how to
You should see him play machine gun in New Years Day in 1969.
You should start a new channel thats called "you suck at hipster"
you should start another channel, and you should sing with your band. And 
not forget to show your face there.
You should t be up there! Waaa waaa waaa
You should think of your you tube coshtoom
You should’ve added George Enesco - Romanian RhapsodynLovely song!
you shud do captain america. cilver war
you sing good
You sing like blind melon
You sir are a some fine piece of entertainment.
you sir have just earned a subscriber
You sound like Andrew huang
you spread your legs like the slut you are demanding dick around campus 
but when it goes in the wrong hole, you scream rape?
You still can't top dude perfect
you stole this
You stole this
You suck
@you suck at cooking can I use something like Tim Hortons ground coffee or 
maxwell house's ground coffee and do the same method?
+You Suck At Cooking, I just want to thank you for this public service.
You suck at cooking omg you  suck 😂😂😂😂😂
you suck at intros, oh my god you suck.
YOU SUCK AT SINGING OH MY GOD YOU SUCK...........nnnnnnnnn........JK  :)
You suck at typing
You suck at typing...but your cold brew is awesome.
you suck at uploading yea you totally suck...wheres the new videos?
You suck coffee at cooking
you sucks.
You sure are alsome
you sure you wanna do this lil girl ..?
You tell them, Greta!  You and the young people of the world should be 
Furious.
Youth! Creativity! Simply THE BEST!!!! Congrats JIMEK
you think thats something???/ add a waffle to a poptart, then eat!
You think this is cool check mine out
You think you hate it now, wait until you drive it.....
You thought. You thought
youtube 2016: 'just wait a minute, only 1 minute'n.... 1 minute'nnn2019: 
'the time has come, so stand up and rise!'
youtube 2016: Nahnyoutube 2017: nopenyoutube 2019: maybeeee... nonyoutube 
2019: YAS
YouTube-2016, NO!nYOUTUBE-2019,YES!!!!!!!!
Youtube 2016: They're not readynYoutube 2019: Now is the time
Youtube algo doing it's job
youtube algorithm is broken
Youtube Algorithm is weird...
YouTube algorithm: you strike again
Youtube are you kidding with me?nwhy just now??
Youtube become famous because of this video, Gaga's impact :)
YouTube best Forever( ariana grande💕
Youtube ce ceo zivot ucitavati pregledeee
Youtube ce propasti radi reklama



youtube.com/user/bilelmadridista
youtube.com/watch?v=0G0UT4CnPDA Watch it!!
youtube.com/watch?v=5mp_lkpYfeIrnsoo craaazy!
youtube.com/watch?v=B28GFi4ExXE&feature=feedf    nnCheck that out
youtube.com/watch?v=ioIhoasQQKknnwatch this!!
youtube.com/watch?
v=z2do_ZHaq8Q&context=C3f78f84ADOEgsToPDskIZV4fYYDy4i_KDO6Socf3q
Youtube confirming that no one watched the movie lmao
YouTube had me thinking this song was released yesterday! Wtf
YouTube has now hit puberty.nnFELLING OLD YET MOTHERFUCKERS?!?!
youtube has shitted this video's quality :( it was 480p and pretty clear, 
now its 360p and nothing but pixels :(
YouTube is high
You tube is Soo selfish imagine I've justnSeen this video now 😪😪
Youtube je stao zbog Kije i Kijevaca.  Blokirali smo internet 👊
Youtube knows when I'm fuckin
YouTube let me down, I thought this was new and its been out for more than 
a year. I love this song!
YouTube makes the money, there are 10 commercials that interrupt your 
upload.
You Tube-------------->Mierda!!!
YouTube:n2016- Nahn2017- Meh, actually no.n2018- Maybee.. Never 
mind..n2019- RECOMMENDED
Youtubenn2016: nope »  n2017: nope »  n2018: nope »  n2019: let’s put this 
on recommended for everyone
YouTube que pasa con los comentarios, el contador se quedó pegado? Llevo 
meses escribiendo y reproduciendo y no Avanza de 783k? Sospechosa la weaa
youtube recommendations are WILD
YouTube recommend this 7 years later what?
YouTube recommend this to me after the History that Ariana made
youtube rupaul.
Youtube's at it again with late recommendation 👏
Youtube sent me here..im not even gonna complain..
YouTube suddenly recommended everyone this song but I’m glad they did
YouTube suggests this shortly after I explain to people how I want to make 
a movie. Thanks Google
Youtube tiene que quitar la restricción :/
YouTube - T I L T O V A N !!!
YouTube, U think U Slick!!n2 years , TWO and im Just seeing it now -.-
YouTube video is better than yours just delete your video and I'm your 
little brother so please delete it
Youtube want noobs, they want to us to know the songs 3 years after!
Youtube why now? maybe 3 years late? :P
YouTube why you so late bro
Youtube works in a strange way
Youtube your a little late with the reccomendations
you two are cool
You two make a good pair !!
YOUUU AREEE EVILLLLLLLL.
YOUUU NEEED TO MAKE A FULL TRACK OF SWIMMING POOLS IS SOO BEAUTIFUL 😍😍
You've been visiting this video for 7 years??
You've got a problem with that because?
You've got mail
You've got to upload all your old songs like all the other artists do
“You’ve stolen my dreams, my childhood..” ohhh yes, Sweden is such a 
contaminated country, you cannot even breathe there, LOL
You've touched a bit on aspects of it in your other videos, but I'd love 
to see a 'the case for' the fluxus movement
You vomit foam, duh!
You walk into a haunted house, there is a broken record player. This is 
the kind of shit you hear.
"you wanna impress me"?n"take the wheel mothafucka"



You wanna marry me?
you watched it.. you can't unwatch it!
You were correct at the beginning... YOU SHOULD NOT BE THERE. By the way, 
your “speech writer” SUCKS! Sayin...
You weren't watching nJust In CasenKathy Harrison
You were right about one thing only.:You should be back to school
You what m8💲🖕
You whats funny, There was an ad with danny devito before this video
You will eat the bugs.
You will have a baaad time!! Lol
You won't be around to forgive
you won't get frustrated, and you will not get knocked out.......holy shit 
LOL
You worry too much. Human beings will be extinct. Species have come and 
gone. Earth will recover and still exist long after human beings are gone.
You would have to be a highly bitter person to listen to this and not feel 
good.
You would need a serious shower after that one!  Being all sticky and 
such.
You would never see a young latina/asian/black at one of these things. 
It's always a blonde haired, blue eyed person. I hate the Left.
You would stay
you would wanna getn it right the first time or it would cost you heaps
yo vine por SING, pero me encanto! <3
YO VOTO POR GAGA Y NO HAY OTRA Aceptar
yo what was that note at 2:00
Yo Where is Chopin?
Yo wtf its 2019 I didn’t know this was a thing �😍❤
YO WTF THIS SHOWS UP IN MY RECOMMENDED EVERYDAY XD.
Yo. You're a cool dude.
@yoza4321 Your logis is amazingly flawed.
Y para finalizar pudrete perra con sida !
Y pensar que ésta canción en menos de una semana lo interpretó The Jimi 
Hendrix Experience. Que linda época!
Y pum! comentario en español aparece! :V .. este monje es un pasado.. :D
y que hacen mal los little monster SEGUN TU?
Y quien no? Con semejante hermosuraaaaa!!! jeje esta casada :( jaja como 
si me fuera a dar bola jajajaajaja lol.
Y QUIEN PUTAS TE PREGUNTO MALDITA GAYBIEBER
ysac just makes videos with legit recipes, while also being satirical and 
sarcastic at the same time. its the best of both worlds
Y si a todos nos pasa yo estoy acostumbrada sino estaria muerta. No se que 
hora es en tu pais pero aca ya son las 4:30 de la madrugada!
y todavia faltan mas..eso es solo el principio  :)nsaludos!
Y to waste so much of coke.. better 2 gv it 2 needy children!!
Yt wants ,$4.99/mth for ad free use, then inundate with junk ads.nnI never 
buy online products, tough to ubsubscribe, i delete all ads..
Y u always lying y u always lying mmmm omg stop fuckn lying
Yuck.....modiji......what are u doing ...... Capital of a nation is so 
dirty
yumm!
yummy))
@yumpaa Oh cool~ and thank you lol
yuo should do rap and rock now , it was awesome
YUP!
yup, all thats comin out now is pop and stuff. everybody should be getting 
used to it by now. those who are resiting it kindly GTFO
yup!! great aint it
Yup! I'd pay for a ticket now! lol
Yup, I got faith. I believe, that one day, this will be a hit (it already 
should be)
yupiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii q bien, lo hicimos !!!
yup. just goes goes to show ya that mints and soft drinks dont mix well.



Yup lol
Yup! Ronda predicted right. CHilling-ly accurate.
Yup.. she looks mentally ill to me.
Yup, She wrote that herself......
Yup, you shouldn't be up there......
Yus my fav song
Yussssssssss!
yvan eht ni nioj
Y vos en vez de estar aca no tendrias que estar en Africa ayudando a la 
gente que no tiene para comer o algo asi jaja! Deja de chamuyar queres!
Y was this in my recommendation??.... It's 2018
Yw for the thousanth sub 😚
YYAAAAAHH WHOOOOO YAAAAAHHHHHAAHAHAHAAAAHH
y ya llego otr gringo pendejo que dice oh lala T_T
yy gaga bit charlie finger for 5 munds lol :D:D:
Za 4 sata 500 000 ptegleda, samo Youtube koči, pa ne pokazuje pravo 
stanje. Bravoooo!!!
@zaarpaa tu estas fea! puta! lady gaga es MUY bonita con maquillaje no!
Zabolese me prsti od lajkovanja,koliko nas samo uziva uz ovaj hit.Bravo 
samo tako da nastavimo.
Zaboravih da zahvalim gubavim.hejterima ,samo piskarajte
Zabrakło mi Gang Starr, Notoriousa B.I.G i Big L.nAle wielki props za 
WuTang, M.O.P, XZIBITa i Nasa.
Zadala ozbiljan domaci zadatak 😍😍
Za djecicu do 12 god�
za dużo nowości, za mało klasyki w stylu beastie boys, run DMC
Zagraj całe Think About It Snoopa albo Mo Money Mo Problems Notorious BIG
zajebisteeeeeeeeeee
zajebiste ! Jimek respect !
zajebiste. szacunek dla jimka!
ZAJEDNO SMO NAJJACI VOLIMO TE KIJA
zaje*fajne. Mój klimat - Gratuluję pomysłu!
Za każdym razem, gdy słucham tej "składanki", mam potężną gęsią skórkę :-P 
Geniusz! Brawo!
Za każdym razem gdy tego słucham mam dreszcze ! Coś pięknego !
Żal...
zali Boze Srbiju
Žali bože truda i para, nikad ti nećeš biti zvezda a pevanje nula 😭😭😭😭
😭

zalozi do  #1
Za manje od 24h milion pregleda.. to moze samo Kristina Kija Kockar 💪💪
za mene ce Saban Saulic za vek i vekova biti 1. u trendingu. Vama mladjima 
prepustam Kiju, na zalost veliku.
Za mene najbolja do sadan#Amorovastrela❤
Zanimljiva .Idem slusati opet.
@Zanny697899 who r u? do i know u?
zao mije zasto joj i dalje uzimaju pare i vrse experimente na njoj ,,ova 
pesma nema veze sa ziletom ni sa zivotom,,
Zaorane
Za ovo ce Luna da kaze moja pesma... Ajmoooo😂😱
Zapali estradu bre!👑 ❤
Za par meseci si sahranila sve "Dive" sa estrade, bravooo Kijaaa👑💎
zapis tego koncertu to będzie druga kupione przeze mnie płyta w ciągu 
ostatnich 10-15 lat :)
Za pola sata ce imati 1000 kom😂 🤙💪
Zappa did fusion much better
Zapratite me :)
Zaraza 🤗🤗🤗  #amorovastrela
Zarazna je pjesma. Najbolji poklon za Valentinovo ! Hvala Kiki. Vole te 



Kijevci.
Zarazna pesma,bice hit
Zarazna pesma 🔝🔝🔝  Bravo Kija 🎶💕
Zarazna pesma ✨✨ nBravoooo!!👑
Zarazna pjesma,ne prestajemo slusati👏👏 👏🥂
Zarazna stvar 💪
Zar je moguce 10000 komentara woowww
Zar jos nismo na #1... ajmo jace Kijevci
Za sat vremena 100 000 pregleda Kijevci najjaci
Zaskakująco śmieszne jak ludzie na widowni klaszczą tylko przy utworach, 
które znają
Zasluzeno nosis titula Lavica, od srca ti Zelim uspesi u svom zivotom da 
redis
Zasluzujes najbolje KRALjICE.
I  za stilistite. Kija izgleda neptepoznatlivo i preseksi..
Zasto brisu komentare??
Zasto ima malo pregleda ? 🤔
Zašto joj je na početku stomak kao da je trudna 😂  ali spot i pjesma 
zajedno su bas dobriiii.
Za stolom dok sjedite kao da je djavolja vecera..
Zasto pregledi stoje,,treba da ima vec pola milionA
Zasto se pevacice skidaju polugole u spotovima?Jel to zbog nedostatka 
glasa ili pesmuljaka koji pevaju ?
ZASTO STAVLJATE STIKERE SAMO PISITE NESTO BEZ STIKERA TAKO ROBOT NE 
PREPOZNAJE I BRISE PREGLEDE
Zasto su mi oci pune suza ?! Kija draga ova pesma je prelepa ,ostala sam 
bez reci ...
zasto su pregledi stali vec pola sata?
Zašto u opisu videa ne stavite tekst pesme?
Za sve info pozovite na 432-432
Za sve nas usamljene...💔💔
ZA SVE NEUZVACENE LJUBAVI..ZENSKA HIMNA
Za tako kratko vreme, tako veliki uspeh!Bravo 😘
Za tebe je Tijana Bogicevic BOG...Stvarno se smorih, tra la la kao indiska 
serija. Pesma kao i mnoge u ovom trenutku kic i parada
Za tekstopisca I II
Za tri dana,2.600 000! Nije to lose.Gruvamo dalje,sve jace i jace.Ne damo 
trending!
Zavrsila obaveze i sada mogu da uzivam uz pesmu.Stize druga milka,svaka 
cast.
Zay mariage Alla cherine lajin
ZAYMMMM BIHHHH
Zbog ovakvih pevacica zaboravjaju se pravi talenti .Ovo nije hejt komentar 
samo sam iskren.😑
Zbog ovoga su nas bombardovali
Zdravo drustvooo, veliki pozzz za sve vas😘 Kiki❤
Želim da se ovo pusti u Zadruzi OBAVEZNO!
Zelim ti Kija puno ljubavi
Zelim ti svu sreću uspjeh napred ❤  ti to zasluzujed
Zelim vama Hejterima da se izlecite od mrznje
Žena=Dama=Lavica= Kristina Kockar Kija !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
ZENA DEBIL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Zena dokaz da samo u zivotu treba imat zelju,kraljice samo tako nDode 
pokida obori rekordenKija 💕 💕💕💕💕
Zena ima uzasnu boju glasa ni nijedna pesma ne zvuci lepo u njenoj 
izvedbi. Nabedjena i silom pevacica 😂



Zena jede za dorucak pojedine pjevace 🤣  Samo napred 💪
Zena jedna u milion.
Žena je pokidala. Bravo. 👏
Zena je pokidala. ♥  ♥  ♥  Svaka cast.
Žena je pokidala!Svaka čast👏
Žena još prodaje patetikunAjde bre ženo dosadna si..nAli bas
Zena koja je pokazala da hoce i moze, pravi borac .
Zena koja moze sve bravo kuja.ponos balkana
Zena koji mnogi osporavaju,rusi sve
Zena Kraljica😘😘😘😍😍😍 😍 ❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
Zena napravi haus,kao da je 100 godina na Estradi.Bravooo
Zena objasnila sve u 7 mjeseci jaca je od svake oluje 👏👏👏
Žena pokidala realno! Oni ko je pljuju kao JK Mira Skoric i ostale nek uće 
od Kije! Kija vrh si !! Pozzzz iz Njemačke
Žena pomjera granice! Svaka čast!
Žena rođena za scenu..Kijice gdje si ranije bila???
ŽENA ZA SVA VREMENA!!
Zena za sva vremena kikiii 😍
Zena zmaj bravo
Zena zna sta radi 🔝🔝🔝🔝👑👑👑
Zeno ne licis na sebe
Ženo ovo je tebi suđeno!  😍
Zeno pa ti goris!
Zeno,pokidala si!Hit u najavi!n#1❤n
@zeon991 actually weezer ( a rock band ) used this technique for their 
music video pork and beans
ZÉ PEQUENO
Zerstört ufffff
*žileti, *nozevi
Zini Zemljo....
Zipper Boi's favorite album.
ziva glupost
Zivio Zoki Sumadinac
Živoot💓 💓 💓
Živo sranje, nista gore nIstripovala se riba da je nekoooo a nije nikooooo 
👌

Zivo sranje od pesme ae begi tamo
Život bira  Kiki
Z klasyki do rapu, z rapu do klasyki hehe. Muzyka!
Zlo💥
Znaaam za jedan graad, zove see Kijevgraaad 🍉💘
Znači 3 sata pregleda nestalo, jer se broj pregleda skoro nije mijenjao od 
13 do 16 sati.Bravo yt !
Znaci odusevljena sam💪
Znači plačem HITČINA BRE KIJA BRUTALNA SIIIIIII!!!!!
Znaci sutra i London gori
znaci uzas
Zna da izabere pesmu I da ubode hit, svaka cast.  Opasna mala 😊
zna li neko jel puštena pjesma u Z2
Zna se sta je dobro. Idemo kijaaaa
Zna zena sta da odabere i kako da je upakuje u spot
ZO2
ZOMG this is in the pork and beans weezer video!
zo putamadre pinxe epikes
@zorkadoo i actualy did it today. i got very ill in the stomach.
Zorro103 - the least you could do is give a link to the creator's channel.



Zove me evropa zove me celji svet a KIJA pravi preokret tako u nedogled😍
😘😍😘😍 😘

Zovu ga DEČAK IZ MEHURA a njegove slike S ČUĐENJEM GLEDA CEO SVET: Gledate 
u MEDICINSKO ČUDO, a zapanjujuće slike TEK SLEDErnhttps://goo.gl/pQKuWQ
Zozapaapaapwwssoss os spsosiszsiozjsjzzk wsissisoisiwoswwwwnnQyrrrrty
Zum Thema Überwachung empfehle ich auch sehr die Doku "Nothing to 
hide" (gibts auch in mehreren Sprachen): https://vimeo.com/195446463
Zurka u Kijevgradu u 20 h!
Zurka u Kijevgradu u 8 veceras!!!!
Zusammen sind wir stark!! Danke an alle, die heute dabei waren! Ihr seit 
der Hammer <3
zu wenig menschen öffnen die Augen die masse ist verblödet snowden in 
meinen augen ein Held
Zverka, Pesna TOP 🔝🔝🔝💎😎🍸🍷👍👍💋💞
Zvezda je rodjena!!!!! Bravo bre, kakvo osveženje od pesme ❣❣❣
Zvezda se ne postaje , ili imas ono nesta posebno ili ne... nkija 
definitivno ima 1
"Zvezde su na nebu, ona kao zvezda sija..."
Zvezde su na nebu, ona kao zvezda sija 💘
Zvezde su na nebu ona kao zvezda sija, svi je vole svi je zele kao da je 
Kockar Kija!!!!
Zvezde su na nebu ona kao zvezda sija, svi je vole svi je zele kao da je 
Kockar Kijaa
Zvijezda među zvjezdama našanKIKI
Zvuci kao ona pjesma "oooon je looos momaaak", ne znam ko pjeva to.
Zvuk ko ono Sa Kosova zora svice... Malo obradjeno
@ZxSkullSinxZnnYour GRAMMAR is like your farts, not Lady Gaga's 
singing. : )
@zymka24 aiiii
@zzeljac Thanks man :)
Z.    Z      V.
Zzz ariana But. Good song

�👙🙈� يیینعجوی يسك هاااا
الخصو الخا

ھسنوا يجیت لاخ ھیھتشم هدحو اذا
�😂😂�nكیال نااینث باحصا

ناینث_ باحصا#
ناینث_باحصا#

ناینث باحصا
كیالnnناینث_باحصا#

نیدوجوم ناینث_باحصا#
؟نیدوجوم ؟ناینث باحصا

فیقالم ھھھھھھھھھھ ناینث باحصا
ةعوووووووور ةینغالا

¿¿¿✌✌✌بعللا

ناینث_باحصا#nn��كیال ناینث نم ياج يللا
بیحرت نم لھ رئازجلا نم انا

نف ھنا
��✌هدی عفری انھ ه/يدوعس يا

�� تومبب
ھخیطبلا ھبش يرمعلا دمحم ما زب

مكقیدص ریصب
رہمـًع ہمدأ  .مــكوـــخا يداشــتـــلا بعــش يل يتاــیــحــت

ھیمدالا اذ ينبجعت
؟نوجرھت
انوووووت

يقار قوذ ةعدبمای يرمتسا ووولح
https://youtu.be/addme/RKe7uTY2GQvcOYm1PtXfhtdz6Vg3Mw صاخ



يقار قوذ ةعدبمای يرمتسا ووولح
https://youtu.be/addme/RKe7uTY2GQvcOYm1PtXfhtdz6Vg3Mw صاخ

�� ھبر بخ بروخ
ھخسو دءلو وھو تنا شینملكتم معای ءایضو باھم ھیوش لك اد

https://youtu.be/addme/8N7sutNrD2vWYqOBXXw0f7KOkP0C7w صاخلا طبار
ھعور

لیمجلا برطلا نمز
� ناحبس

ھھھھھھھھھ ھیقاط ای بویتویلا نم كلیجا ...  يییییندیس
هوتفلا ملیف يف تقنزتا كما امل تاعاس نیف تنك يرمعای زع

ھلیل ةینغا میكح ھعم ينغو......يضاملا مجنرقلا تانیتس يف اھانغ
ةدعملا ئاع هرارضا او درابلا ءاملا برش دیاوف
كوبا هد دراب لوقیب حرابما ناك يلا داولا مصق

حالص دمحاو قوراف دمحم فسوی مصق
كسید نروت  تجرخ يك ةنس 15 يرمع ناك

٠٧٨٠١٧١٢٣١٢ دحاو وكام
نكمتم

 باس تاوnnn يلاعت الی كلمعا ننجی وج ران فینعnn ةوقب كیحیرا يلاعت صاخ ةیھتشم
00905398148147

لوسلا يقیسوم كلم
2018-11-28 ناتسبوكش ةیروھمج نم

ناینث رطاخ ىلع اج نیم
ھھ

ھھھھھھھھھ
 مادم ریبعو ھما مصق حاتفلا دبع مداو حاتفلا دبع فرشاو يركف يناھو يركف دمحاو

حاتفلا دبع اھتصق
�😇�nبرعnایnمكنیوnمكنیو

برعلای مكنیو
��...اھبار نید لوقی وسحن ناك يخای

عای
عجاوملا نوبلقی نوبحی

00963998978322 مقرلا داھ ع ينیكاحت اھدب يلی
): יפוי הזיא. חאאא

םםיקארטה דחא !הצצפ ריש הזיא
סססססכיא

.תיטסטנפ הריש :טסקט באסהו טסקטה ל-כמ םלעתמ ינא
 ינאש...ילש אבא תא דחוימבו , תיתוכיא הקיזומ םיאלמ םיבוט םימי יל ריכזמ הזה רישה

��.ולש םירישה ויה ולא...דואמ וילא תעגעגתמ
.םג ריש ,קנע רמז

םיהדמ
):!! םיהדמ

.ילקיסומ ןואג טושפ ,רוחבה הז...המשנו לוק
ךלש רפסמה תא רשפאו הנאירא ךיילע התמ ינאו הלועמ ריש

!!!הייפצ הווש ף-ר-ו-ט-מ והשמ םכל היהיו ףרוטמ עדמ ישיו יאור ובתכית
Ακόμα Γαμάει το κομμάτι...........!
Άντε ρε μυξιάρικο να παίξεις με τις κούκλες σου...βλαμμένο..!!
αм ι тнє σиℓу σиє ωнσ α¢тυαℓℓу fιяѕт ѕαω тнιѕ ωнєи ιт ωαѕ ρυвℓιѕнє∂?-
δηλαδη είμαστε 3 έλληνες εδώ;;;
ε ε      ήρθα και εγώ
Ειναι τελεια
Είναι τέλειο!!!!!!!!!!
Έλα μωρή lady
ηεw cнαηηεℓn suв ιℓ suв вαк .
Καλησπέρα σε οσους ακουν την εκπομπη του Γεωργίου 😀
κμεαφδξβσδφ ι λοωε τιν αριανα γρανδερε
Κομματάρα ρε πουστη, σε ξεσηκώνει. Φωναρες👍👍👍
Μα ποτέ δεν θα δω την αναμπερ
Μπράβο τσιπρΑ
Ότι καλύτερο έχω ακούσει



Ουαου 🙏 ✨ 🌟💫 💥
ουαου 😍 😘 😍😘 😍😘😍😘😍😘 😍 😘😍
Σ'αγαπώ Mommy (GREEK-I LOVE YOU MOMMY)
Στο 2:04 λέει πάμε?
τι μαλακία και αυτή, πάνω στη  θάλασσα λέει, nο δράκος έλειπε
Το τραγουδι ξεσήκωνε και πεθαμένους    Οοοοααααυυυυυυυ!!!'μμμ
Τωπητων
ψωναρα
いいね(｀・ω・´)
ゲラッパ＼( 'ω')／
Ω ρε Τζέμς Μπράουνα τι χορούς ρίξαμε με τα κομμάτια σου!
ωнαт тнє fυ¢к I wanted him to jump off cuz it's like fun jumping off 
buildings
ωнαт тнє fυ¢к I want to hear picture of off
А где русские
Агузарова не в тему пропала. Она бы дала жару всем гагам
Аее
А если наскипидарить то можно и по воздуху
Ала ПИШТИ, боже сачувај!nДанас свак пева.
👌😇🦋 /а мы танцуем и поем назло шакалам отсоси баран свои яйца мразьÁÁ
Á

а по Русски можно ?
А ту шлюшку на подиуме не научили ещё паре движений,а то всё время одни и 
те  же пара  па.
А у нас на Украине, России открыли еще 1 документ для покупки авто и еще 
+1000$ к растаможиванию
Ауу седтро,брате! 👏👏👏
Ахуеть 👍  движуха
а  я  искал хозяина темы. это ХЭНКОК!
Бravo Kija ,pesma je odlicna . KIKI ;KIKI ;KIKI  BRAVOOOOOOOOOOOOO !!!!!!!
баба робот
Базара нет шал жжёт)))
Бегать по связанным канатом доскам и преподносить это бегом по воде?
белые бриджи в обтяжку на девушках чем то напоминает трусики и это 
прикольно😉🚺🌋🎷 🎸🎷
блять, и тут негров эксплуатируют!
Блять ненавижу эту суку а голос говно.
БогЪ должен вас всех покарать! бля!nЧёт тормозит, ну быввает.
Божественно)))
БомбА !!!
Браво Кија...те сака МАКЕДОНИЈА
БРАВО Кики ♡
БРАВО КРАЉИЦЕ НАША 👑
Бравоооо Кристина  краљице наша ❗❇✴✳ ❄❤❤❤
Бредятина
Бурундуки круче поют :D
великолепно
Великолепно!
взрывы, бомбы, война, самолеты - и все это талант + гитара. Джими 
невероятен!
вирасы епт)
В начале белый Парик у нее так и бросается в глаза, плохо скрыли( вроде 
профессионалы работали(
В оркестре красиво звучат , даже самые тупые песни!
Восхитительно. Я в шоке
вот делать не хуй...
вот если бы он без дощечек пробежал, вот то было бы заебись
Вот он "загнивающий" Запад о котором твердят в наших Российских СМИ.
вот откуда учиться петь сема...



ВОТ ЭТО КРУТЯККкккк
Вот это фирмачи!!!!!!
Всем критикам: герои, повторите рекорд, а затем сюда со своим анализом. 
П...болы.
В этом фильме шутки за 300 #АналитикаОтВаномаса
Гавно трюк, где бег по воде????? Это бег по плавающему настилу.
Гага лучшая певица на данный момент на мировой эстраде) Клип и трэк 
потрясающие. Мурашки по коже...
га га улчля
Где находится это озеро где они купаются???
Гейроппа??
гории нови хииит
Господи...да она серьезно больна... и на голову тоже.
гудд
Дааааа , это даже свыше сверх шедевреальной музыки!
Даешь мильярд!
Да, ну нахуй!!!
Да это легенды таких не будет
Джеееееемс  Браааааааааунннн😁😁😁😁😁🕺✌✌✌
Джеймс Браун и подумать не мог, что в каком-то 2018 году ему кто-то 
поставит гребанный дизлайк. Это, конечно, легенда.
дЖО ШУА
Добре!нько;)
До чего же это охуенно! Настояще!
Дубль 10142
Духовая секция шикарно двигается...
ЕБАТЬ 17 ЛЯМОВ.Я В АХУЕ
Ебать, сколько водички выйлили.
ебнулся он, не считается
е Макявели Макявели
Если б по воде , но это только Исус мог !!! А это так, хрень просто !!!
Жееесть кто из 2к19 года?1 млрд просмотров?жеееесть
Заебала реклама во время прослушивания музыки!
Залипательно
заходи и регистрируйся https://rucaptcha.com/?from=1182586
Зачем они бег по плотАм обзывают бЕгом по воде? :-/
зачем так сильно кричать? это же просто фрисби
зачётно
Зверопой♡♡♡
Здрасьте
ヤバいカッコいい(^з^)-☆私が⽣生まれる1年年前の曲か‼全てがperfect
интересно, дизлайки ставят, те кто уже умеет по воде бегать?
Интересно, сколько дублей понадобилось?
Исус, богомать его!   #атеизм
И трава там расти не будет еще 50 лет...
Јебе се за паре
кабздец!
какви са материалите
Как же скучно я живу ...
какие сексуальные  тёлочки у них
Как много немецких талантливых композиторов! Германия и Австрия должны 
гордится своими предками. Люблю Моцарта, Баха, Бетховена и Штрауса!
Как можно ставить диз лайк!?.... ведь класно исполняет!!!👍
Как  не стыдно в странах сниматься.
Как они попадают с таких расстояний в баскетбольное кольцо? ??))
Камон
Кароче тут весь акцент на тёлку!!Вот и диоты были!?)
Класс!
Класс! :)
Класс.
Классика..
Классный поёт класс
Кока-Кольный дождь)



концовка убила!
Король фанка
Космос 🚀
Красавчег блин
Красавчик
Красавчик, Витя
Кринжово
Кросаучеги походу!
Круто
круто 👏 👏 👏
круто!
крутооооооооооооо
Кто из России?
Кто посмел дизы поставить!?
Кто русский лайк 1
кто  РУССКИЙ лайкn'n'n'n'n'n'n'n'n'
Куја
Курва
Лени Кравитц в старости.... )
Лучший из лучших!
малышка крутяк подтанцовывает....жаба на душе,какая музыка тогда была 
уних.....просто кайф!
Мамзель в белых сапожках с шаром на голове росошная
мамикс
Маркетинг. Деньги деньги дребеденьги
Маша твои видео классные
Мда,в прекрасный город просто воткнули палку. Я про Трамп Тауэр. 
Ладно,может все не так уж и плохо.
Мне нравится😊 😊😊 😊
Можиш и подобро 😏
Можно зациклить и не выключать.
Мудак
на 100% что были установлены фонтаны - и лишь несколько бутылок с колой! 
100% that fountains and only a few bottles are with a cola!
НАЗДАРОВИЕ !!! ... :)))) ;)
напокон нешто ново, није набрајање аута и скупих марки, свака част❤❤
наркоман
Нас наебали, расходимся
Нас наебали, расходимся.
Нахрена до сих пор это смотрю???
негиры ебашут
Негры себя подымают  в культуре это приятно !
'НЕКОМ СУНЦЕ ЈЕ, НЕКОМ МРАК, ЖИВОТ БИРА ТАКО...'  КИЈА ДОМИНАЦИЈА 💋💖
неконтролируемая истерика с психозом.шоу-1.
Ненавижу Гагу!
Неперевершено ))
ни и дрисня
није кија коцкар кучка, карма је👑
никой он не слепой.....это бизнесс
нихера не понимаю что поёт,но трэк огонь
Нора, ты лучшая!!! Спасибо что ты есть.
ну деети  делать больше нечего  придурки
Ну почему, СУКА ПОЧЕМУ!!!! СЕЙЧАС НЕТ ТАКОГО???!!
Ну тупье галимое! А его еще в идолы всунули! ОТСТОЙ!!!!!!!
ну человек старался nсамовыражение nтаких надо уважать
Ну это класс круто это фанк покойся с мир великий Джеймс Браун!!!?
Обезьяны
Обожаю эту песню:З
Огромное спасибо за вклад в компьютерные технологии, но вы мрази ещё те.
ололололо
о май гат



она играла Кет из сериала Sam and Kat
О, наши там))
они бы еще пантоны для танков постелили и по ним пробежали, распиарили 
деда, шаолинь блять)))
они в поту все
Он Кароль!👍
Он сколько кокоса всадил
Оооооохххх бляяяяядььььь. Вот это огнь! Жить охота сука!!!!
Опубликовано: 27 окт. 2014 г.nсегодня 27 окт 2018
От Души, Класс. 👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍
отлично
Отлично, эпично... В общем всё как обычно))
Охуенчик)
Очень интересно история компьютеров. Спасибо за видео.
очень круто
о эти ноги
Пародия на Иисуса.
первый хип-хап чисто нигерский
Песня класс
Песня моей молодости  супер
ПИЗДЕЦ 490338322 просмотров!
по деревенски.охххх очень хорошо
Под наркотой
Подписаться
Под чем он , парни ?
половина хип хопа обязаны
помотрел на просмотры и аху.л
посмотри видео на моем канале -5 продуктов которые нельзя есть после 9
ПОТНЫЙ НЕГР АХУЕНЕН!!!
Почему это video about singer in 1971 смотрится проще чем niki minaj 
2019??????That sul song!
Прва! Волим Те Кија!nОво вози! Ти си емотивни дилетант! Ово небо је знам 
за све исто, мила мајко! Само мене је убила аморова стрела! Прејако!
Превосходно !
представляю, как там воняло
Привет из 2017-го, Баку.
Прикольный клип
Приятная музыка.
Просто виртуозно.
Просто респект !  я бы даже сказал  cool !
психологическая драма из жизни зомби,  но зачем же стулья ломать.
Пусть с белыми считаются на равных !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Рашн пипл, ар ю хиа?
Робин Уилямс - най-големия. Почивай в мир.
русские вы где
Русские вы где?
Русский коммент
Савршена као и ти хаrизмо! ~
св орпд бюэ.ю.юбтьоппааен пг го
секс машина )))или мне одному кажется
СЕКСМАЩИНА)))
Сильно делают!!!
С Новым Годом 2019!
советский предатель?
Спасибо
Стиль заполняет весь объём, куда доходит музыка! Круто до предела. Девочка 
на подтанцовке, музыканты......!!!!!!
Стильно,модно,молодёжно,если бы сейчас песня появилась заняла бы всё 
медиапространство!Охуе-е-е-но!
струдом но подрочил
Сука заебала эта реклама, деливери!чтоб у вас хуй отсох,пидоры горбатые, 
кто сует рекламу
Супер



супер лайк секс машине
Супер... особенно 4:46 минуте
Сурер!!!
суровые бородатые теплые ламповые мужики в свитерах... мимими прям ^_^
Такой от души!!!На раслабончике!!!
Так ось він який, прабатько репу!
Так я и не понял, это что пластинку заело?
Та мала грми!!! 💘
та хуйня это. невозможно такое слушать. пусть тогда это и было в новинку.. 
сейчас это аудиомусор..
Театрально,и очень далеко от реальности.
Только ради этого стоило в 1969 проводить фестиваль
То само Кија може и нико други 💓👑
Трендинг ће да гори!!!💖
Тут толькая русская?
ублюдки минусят.
Умничка! Неужели не стыдно им всем власть имущих выслушивать такую речь 
молодой девушки?
Уф,суппппееер! 😍 😍😍 😍😍😘😘😘😘
фу это гавно!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!как такое слушать особенно ее 
гагание(((((((отстой
Харезм 2019
Хочу туда в 70 е
хуета
Хуйня на постном масле в исполнении жедовской курвы
Целая толпа мать его гениев.
ЧRespekt junge
че втюриваете чушь?  Для ясельной группы видео сойдет, мудазвоны.
Чё за музыка?
читак..
Читер
что за жанр？
Что происходит? Это же хаус музыка! Чистый хаус.
Что такое?
шаолиню спасательный круг бросили...ахахахаха
ШЕДЕВР
Шедевр!!!
Шикарно
Эмм... Ай Донт Спик инглиш и нэ понимаю что она говорит??��
Эта песенка была в фильме К-9 с актером Джеймс Белучи!
это гениально
это можно слушать вечно
Это моя волна))
Это просто великолепно!
Это реально очень тяжелый трюк
Это трек.... Это нечто!!! Я в восторге
Я бы охерел,прийдя в филармонию,услышать Dr.Dre
я видел порно  с ней
я и не знал что иисус китаец
я не смог сидеть при просмотре я стал танцевать.....
Я один всю песню смотрел на бабу сзади?
я один русский
Я одна украинка?
я прослезился
я просто убит горем. Вы были моим любимым Актером. ЗАЧЕМ???
я русскаи видео прикольное
я так радовался когда мне Денди купили :)
Я тоже так умею))))))
ძალიან მაგარია
आा शि ष
शे सि   बि लब फीलम
আ গে  sup koro 09 লি খে , কচম খা+ দার back kormo.



शे सि   बि लब फीलम
আ গে  sup koro 09 লি খে , কচম খা+ দার back kormo.
⼀一位は東京n２位は神奈奈川n3位は⼤大阪n４位愛知n５位は埼⽟玉nその下は書きません。反省しなさい
⼀一只美妙的猴⼦子
この⼈人は⼈人間では無いから出せる声
今観てる⽇日本いますか？？
何度聞いても凄いよ。国歌は⼤大嫌いだ。⽇日本の「君が代」も。
冒頭部分のギター⾳音かっこよすぎませんかね…
凄いです。
お前ら･･･いったい何本無駄にしてんだよ･･･
キヤさん、あなたはバルカン半島で ⾼高の⼿手歌ですら。
単純にカッコいい…背景には⾊色々あるのでしょうが…
アリアナ可愛い😆

名曲だよなぁ
國中時候以為某年年春假(不不是春節喔)要去，結果沒去⽽而是去宜蘭，旅途過程還被⼤大⼈人噹: ⾃自⼰己的妹妹
都不不會照顧好還亂跑
ゲロった！　ゲロ売れッ　ゲロった！　捨てよんだ信念んんん　ゲロ売れッ
ファニエスト外語学院から
ファニエスト外語学院からきた
ファニエスト外語学院からn仲間おる？
ファニエスト外語学院のエリックできた⼈人いる？
⼤大⼈人の⻘青春カッコいい
みんな⼤大好きエリック
⼤大表哥！！！！I'm so gonna watch this movie！
リズム天国みたい
太屌了了

她的眼神充满了了仇恨⼀一样 ⼀一个⽩白⼈人左寥😄
好っき
これ好きn何回も⾒見見てる
宮本さんスゲー！！任天堂は⽇日本の宝だね*(^o^)/*
ちょっと宮本さん、マリオとルイジの試合が本当に好きです。私の家族は彼らも好きです！より多く
のビデオゲームを作成し、それらのすべてを改善する必要があります！  から、       ルイ
巴赫的图⽚片让我有点想笑。
ギロッポン！広尾な！
徐芳
ピストルズ、忌野清志郎
どのような意図で編曲されたかは図りかねますが、ものすごく⾵風刺刺的な編曲をされているのかもしれ
ませんね。
愛しきノラさん♡
ハンコックのテイクファイブみたいな感じなんですよね、聴く度に(笑)
懐かしい
懐かしいな
懐かし!⼆二⼗十歳京都先⽃斗町ディスコサマンサ｡皆これで腰振ってた。
我喜歡那⼥女女的
指揮者の動きが、所々ラッパーの動きに⾒見見えてしまうwn⽣生でみたいっす！
ホーンセクションの振付って…スペクトラムみたいだ…彼等を参考にしたのかな？
グッド数こんなに⾼高い動画初めて⾒見見た
⽆无数计算机先驱的努⼒力力才带来了了今天的操作系统啊，致敬！

⽇日本⼈人👍

⽇日本⼈人いないかなぁ(ㆀ˘･з･˘)
⽇日本⼈人いる？を探している⾃自分wnnnnn⽇日本⼈人いる？



ジェームスブラウン ⾼高かよ
⾼高だよ
⾼高のリズム隊!! The best rhythm corps
桑柏格Greta Thunberg來來台灣會更更失望~因為台灣有很多⼈人~很喜歡在家⾨門⼝口燒⾦金金紙(濃濃的⿊黑煙)~
燒完倒⽔水溝。(初⼀一,⼗十五燒、初⼆二,⼗十六燒、逢年年過節「拼命燒」)(台灣的政客們⼀一邊點著⾹香，⼀一邊嘴
炮「地球暖化、極端氣候、節能減碳、PM2.5很可怕」？)
楽しそう～
エリックが歌ってたのってこれかw
エリックが歌っていたので⾒見見に来ました
⽔水曜⽇日のダウンタウン好き・・・nnnnnnn好きじゃない？(威圧)
これってなんていう⽔水芸？
やっぱ洋楽ってお洒落だなぁ
ダ　ウ　ン　タ　ウ　ン　浜　⽥田
演出でモノクロとかにしてるように⾒見見えちゃうn洗練されてるなぁnいつ⾒見見ても新しい
チューニングもクソも無えなｗｗｗｗｗｗｗｗｗｗ
狂~超好聽~
痛いニュースからきますた
痛いニュースからｗｗｗrnこりゃ死ぬｗｗ
相変わらず凄いでつ
スティービー・ワンダー相変わらず歌うますぎて草
私はサムアンドキャットで、あなたがすきになりました
素晴らしい演奏ありがとうございます！！

この組み合わせ ⾼高すぎる！！！nArianaかわいい💓めっちゃ好き😊
結構本格的だったwww
⽿耳が孕んだ。
聞いてくだされ。
セクシーマシン、聞いてディスコ、札幌のアトラスで踊りまくった。アトラス秀て、有名⼈人でした。
いくら聞いてもゲロッパゲロゲロにしか聞こえない

アメリカを%🌹⭐良くするのは、決して政治家じゃない！国⺠民1⼈人1⼈人だ！頑張れ！負けるな！
祈ってます🌹⭐ m(__)m🌹 ⭐
英語の授業でこの歌歌ってる⼈人🙋 ((
落語ザムービー
衝撃
シング⾒見見て聞いた瞬間｢ええ感じ！｣ってなった
よくもまあこれ⾒見見て⾃自分のカラダで試そうと思えるなあ＾＾；
リビング・イン・アメリカも観たくなった笑
説教まーだいっか
説教前、まいっか？
めっちゃカツラで違和感や。nでも可愛い
いいなー！電⼦子サウンド！！
⾮非常美.讚!
⾯面⽩白い動画ですね。でも⻝⾷食べ物は粗末にしないで下さい。⽇日本では、動画のあとにスタッフが美味し
く頂きましたとテロップがでます(笑)
⾹香港⼈人到澳洲必定到訪.

Simon Bahr, 2019


